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Preface 
Dear colleagues, students, and guests, 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

 

Let me warmly welcome you all to the eleventh European IFSA Symposium. During the next 
three days about 300 scientists from more than 30 countries join together to discuss global chal-
lenges in the context of farming systems. 

In fact, within short time this is the second international conference on issues of global sustain-
ability that takes place at Humboldt-Universität: only two weeks ago we hosted a large meeting 
of the Global Land Project, a research initiative funded by the United Nations, on our natural 
sciences Campus Adlershof in the South-East of Berlin. The two conferences are similar not only 
with regard to their topics: both of them build on an interdisciplinary research approach; and both 
stand out due to their international orientation. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

The two core objectives of the farming systems approach are to address the complexity of real-
world phenomena and to work on problems that are indeed relevant to farmers. Both of these 
goals require interdisciplinary collaboration, which is well-reflected in the tradition this confer-
ence: IFSA Europe's bi-annual symposia have evolved into valuable platforms for dialogue be-
tween scientists and practitioners from a wide range of theoretical backgrounds and methodologi-
cal foci. 

The history of IFSA delivers evidence that modern, problem-oriented research must also take 
place at the inter-section of disciplines. At Humboldt-Universität we are convinced of this fact. 
We are determined to foster research across disciplinary boundaries, or – in organisational terms 
– across institutes and faculties. One of the measures we are currently taking to meet these ends is 
a rearrangement of our faculty structure. In a large, but common effort we have recently passed 
the details of this reform and are now in full process of implementing it. Among the new organ-
isational units is the Faculty of Life Sciences, which – in fact – came into existence just yester-
day. It comprises the Institutes of Biology and Psychology, as well as the Albrecht-Daniel-Thaer 
Institute of Agricultural and Horticultural Sciences, which is co-hosting this conference. 

Let me stress that our former Faculty of Agriculture and Horticulture has always united several 
disciplines and has encouraged students to think beyond their own field and connect to others. In 
the past, its researchers have collaborated with colleagues from medicine, the natural sciences, 
and the humanities – including the arts. Yet, the tight integration of the Albrecht-Daniel-Thaer 
Institute with other life sciences in a single Faculty will generate further potentials: it will facili-
tate collaborations with neighbouring fields and stimulate the creation of new research topics at 
the interfaces. 

Moreover, by our new faculty structure we aim to reinforce our ability to attract third-party funds 
and to cooperate with non-university research institutes. Already today the Albrecht-Thaer Insti-
tute successfully networks with a host of partners. One of them is the Leibniz Centre for Agricul-
tural Landscape Research, which is co-hosting this conference together with us. Another carrier 
for cooperation has been the Innovation Network Climate Change Adaptation Brandenburg Ber-
lin. In fact, the scientific closing event of this large project has been part of the present confer-
ence. 



 

II 

Improving cooperation across subjects and organisations is also our motivation behind a further, 
pathbreaking decision: we have founded three Interdisciplinary Research Institutes, or short IRIs, 
each of which serves as a platform for outstanding scientists to collaborate on common topics. 
The concept of the IRIs builds on interdisciplinary breadth firmly grounded in disciplinary depth. 
One of these new platforms is the Integrative Institute for Life Sciences. It plays a central role in 
developing the life sciences campus, where we plan to locate our entire Faculty of Life Sciences. 
A second IRI with a strong link to agricultural research is the Integrative Research Institute on 
Transformations of Human-Environment Systems, which spans all three of our University's cam-
puses. This institute supports scientists from the humanities, the social and the natural sciences, 
who join minds to conduct research on issues of global sustainability. By the way, this demon-
strates that we intend to make sustainability issues one of the core areas in our University’s re-
search programme. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

I am glad to see that a characterising feature of IFSA's conferences is their internationality. Al-
though predominantly focusing on European farming systems, non-European participation is en-
couraged, because it is considered to add contrasts and comparisons of mutual benefit and to help 
to ensure scientific rigour and quality. 

This leads me to the process of systematic international profile-building, which Humboldt-
Universität is currently undergoing. We have set ourselves the goal to create the best conditions 
for globally competitive research and excellent teaching. Therefore, we are going to extend the 
strategic network of high-profile partnerships, which started with Princeton University and will 
include new, renowned partner universities. Also our KOSMOS programme, which supports 
summer universities and the exchange of researchers, has proven to be highly prosperous. 

But these programmes are only part of the picture. Over the years, international researchers and 
students have become an integral part of Humboldt-Universität. Their role in research and teach-
ing, as well as in academic self-governance and university life as a whole, enriches and shapes 
our University’s profile more than ever today. We are very happy that the number of our students 
and scientists from abroad is constantly rising. 

It is you – international researchers – who bring international life into our University: you share 
your scientific expertise, ideas and personalities with us. But you also contribute to our interna-
tional networking activities by creating new contacts with institutions in your countries of origin. 

So once again, let me use this occasion to warmly welcome you on our campus. I wish you all an 
inspiring and successful conference here at Humboldt-Universität and hope that you will enjoy 
your time in Berlin. 

Thank you for your kind attention! 

Prof. Dr. Jan-Hendrik Olbertz (President of Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) 
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1 Introduction 
Farming systems have to face challenges that originate in changes of global dimension in both the 
bio-physical and the societal sphere: 

Climate change leads to increasing weather uncertainty and raising average temperatures,
thus impacting agro-ecosystems and water supplies;

Food safety concerns are spreading in Europe while in other regions food security remains
a challenge;

Changing consumption patterns and unequal purchasing power contribute to the unsus-
tainable use of natural resources in many countries.

These changes have manifold implications and raise questions with regard to agricultural land 
use: How do farmers and horticulturists cope with such challenges? What and how shall learning 
take place, which (human) skills need to be developed? What capacities do farming systems have 
to innovate, to adapt? Which strategies are promising to support the transition of farming systems 
at a regional level? What societal institutions and social transformation will support these transi-
tions? And what can farming systems research contribute to address these challenges? 

All of these questions call for multi-level, multi-actor approaches. With its 11th Symposium the 
European Group of the International Farming Systems Association (IFSA Europe) seeks answers 
that deal with these challenges in an integrative, interconnected way on field and farm level, on 
regional or landscape level or even at a larger scale. Throughout the symposium, opportunities 
will be offered to discuss how capacities can be strengthened and what strategies seem promising 
to address various global challenges.  

The Symposium is jointly organized by the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Faculty of Agricul-
ture and Horticulture, and the Leibniz Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research (ZALF), 
Müncheberg, in the frame of the Innovation Network of Climate Change Adaptation Branden-
burg Berlin (INKA BB).  

Workshop Themes 
Theme 1: ‘Innovation, knowledge exchange and learning’ 

The bio-physical and societal challenges relating to sustainable agricultural and rural develop-
ment generate new knowledge needs and call for different ways of support to learning and inno-
vation. New collective dynamics for generating and sharing knowledge and innovations and thus 
AKIS (Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation Systems) emerge. 

Theme 1 aims at exploring: 

a) the bridging of science and farmers’ practices (transdisciplinarity) especially with a view
to public good issues and the role of advisory services, and

b) the several facets of systems thinking in learning and innovation, in both the conceptual
and in the practical sense.

Topics include the current state of systems thinking, strategies and interventions as well as barri-
ers and enablers relating to knowledge sharing and innovation generation in diverse AKIS con-
figurations; organizational forms, methods, tools (and respective constraints) used to promote 
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innovation and collective learning and action; emerging advisors’ roles and needs for capacity 
building and training, etc. 

In this respect, both more conceptually oriented, but also country studies and case studies are 
welcomed. 

In theme 1 nine workshops were held: 

Workshop Title 

Workshop 1.1 Actor-driven or instrument-driven: does it make a difference? 

Workshop 1.2 Evaluation of policy schemes supporting innovation and advisory services: 
new concepts, methodologies and case studies 

Workshop 1.3 Innovation Platforms as Drivers of Institutional Change 

Workshop 1.4  The development of more entrepreneurial farming systems and the move 
towards a more farm-level approach to innovation and learning. 

Workshop 1.5  Returning to the farming and food systems as they are - action and phe-
nomenon based learning as prerequisite for transdisciplinarity 

Workshop 1.6  Linking scientists and farmers, research and application - methods of on-
farm research projects in livestock sciences 

Workshop 1.7  Collaborative learning to solve problems and develop innovations in com-
plex systems: focus on methodologies 

Workshop 1.8  Knowledge & innovation brokers: lubricating knowledge development & 
innovation in networks 

Workshop 1.9  Farmland (bio-)diversity in the hands and minds of farmers: Farming sys-
tems approaches to landscape protection and biodiversity preservation 
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Theme 2: ‘Feeding the future with sustainable agro-food systems: Alternative production, 
distribution and consumption views and approaches’ 

The unsustainability of the current agro-food systems is a major concern. These systems have 
contributed to climate change, produce greenhouse gases and other pollutants, are largely de-
pendent on fossil energy, are a major consumer of drinking water, have led to loss of arable land 
and fertility, have caused erosion of biodiversity, have produced health risks, have generated so-
cial and territorial disparities, and have led to unequal availability of food. 

Alternative views and approaches to sustainable agro-food systems and food chains have been 
developed and are being experimented within Europe and elsewhere. 

In theme 2 nine workshops were held: 

Workshop Title

Workshop 2.1 Healthy growth in value-based chains: From niche to volume with integri-
ty and trust 

Workshop 2.2 Transition Issues in Production, Marketing and Consumption for the 
Agro-Ecological Development of Animal Production 

Workshop 2.4 The Role of Localised Agrifood Systems in a Globalised Europe 

Workshop 2.5 Achieving co-benefits for sustainability and health through alternative 
agro-food systems 

Workshop 2.6 
Integrative and interdisciplinary approaches to the ecologisation of 
agrifood systems 

Workshop 2.7 Sustainability of Dairy Farms - Concepts, Measurements and Empirical 
Results 

Workshop 2.8 Farming the cities: exploring the role of agriculture and food in enabling 
sustainable urban food systems 

Workshop 2.9 Greening the CAP 

Workshop 2.11 
Larger fields, faster tractors, GPS, milk robots, automated egg production, 
… Does this type of agricultural change contribute to lasting prosperity
and resilience? 
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Theme 3: ‘Climate change: Farming system approaches to mitigation and adaption’ 

Climate change impacts agriculture differently: not only does the impact depend on the region 
under consideration; it also depends on the farming system. However, agriculture everywhere is 
being scrutinized and increasingly faces societal demand to reduce its emission of greenhouse 
gases. 

System changes based on technological, biological and social innovations are needed to increase 
the sustainability of land use, to reduce the risks faced by farmers, and to strengthen farm resili-
ence. Mitigation and Adaptation strategies are to be developed on farm, regional and landscape 
levels of decision making. 

Reflexive models for communication and social interaction and systemic concepts for organiza-
tional development and new institutional processes at both farm and knowledge system level 
seem necessary to strengthen the ability to generate the innovations needed. Especial attention 
may be given to (i) soil and land use systems, (ii) grazing cattle and grassland managements, and 
(iii) to extension and knowledge management issues. 

In theme 3 three workshops were held: 

Workshop Title 

Workshop 3.1 Soil management: facilitating on-farm mitigation and adaptation 

Workshop 3.2  Agroforestry research and practice in Europe 

Workshop 3.3  Designing Cropping Systems for Adaptation to Climate Change 

 
 

Programme 
Tuesday 1st April: 

16:00 – 18:00 INKA BB - Action and Research for Climate Change Adaptation in Land Use  

Wednesday 2nd April:  

09:00 – 10:30  Opening plenary 

11:00 – 17:00 Workshop sessions 1 – 3 

13:30 – 17:00 Global IFSA Forum 1 - 2 

17:00 – 18:00 IFSA Board meeting  

20:00 Gala Dinner 

Thursday 3rd April:  

08:00 – 17:00 Field trips to Berlin and Brandenburg 

Friday 4th April:  

09:00 – 12:30 Workshop sessions 4 – 5 

13:30 – 15:00 Closing plenary  
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The Arc of History 
Keynote: Janice Jiggings, Wageningen University & Research Centre 
janice.jiggins@inter.nl.net 

 
In 1994 the participants to the IFSA conference held in Montpellier, organised together with our 
French colleagues, suggested that we pay more attention to the informal and formal institutions in 
which farming systems are embedded, and to how they constrain innovation or are transformed 
(by design or otherwise) to support systemic innovation. Twenty years’ on, certain institutional 
forces have become  dominant in forcing the pace of change – notably, regional trade treaties, 
intellectual property rights, the extreme concentration of control over commodity trade, commer-
cial seed development and sales, agro-chemicals, processing and food product retailing. Produc-
tion, and farmers' interests have become a small and relatively powerless part of the value chain. 
It is said that these trends are the 'inevitable' consequence of competitive markets - as if markets 
and the rules within which they function, were not also institutions created by conscious or casual 
decisions. It is said also that these institutional developments are necessary to feed an expanding 
global population, that is increasingly urbanised, and to satisfy increased consumer demand for 
meat and dairy products. However, they are forcing farming system development along a trajec-
tory that calls into question the sustainability of soils, water availability and quality, agro-
biodiversity, and reliance on carbon energy and phosporous  – and hence also the sustainability of 
food provisioning. Business as usual calls into question also the survival of broad-based 
knowledge, capacity and skills in farming and food systems. Is this a sensible, resilient pathway? 
Climate change throws into the mix a number of wild cards. Mitigation already seems a lost 
cause. Less well recognised is that since it is impossible to determine the parameter values of 
change, in time frames and location-specificity that are useful for farm decision-making, adapta-
tion – that implies planned responses to known parameters of change – also seems an insufficient 
response. What has and can the IFSA movement offer to guide, in societal terms, rapid systemic 
transition toward resilient farming and food systems?  

  

In this address I review and assess a number of emergent lessons from IFSA’s experience over 
the last decades, that might offer some comfort and hope in meeting these challenges. 
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The converging insecurities of food, water, energy and climate, and 
their implications for 21st Century farming systems 
Keynote: Andrew Campbell, Charles Darwin University 

Rural landscapes and natural resources are becoming increasingly contested.  The era of easily 
extracted fossil fuels is coming to a close.  Inherent climate variability, exacerbated by underlying 
climate change, is increasing pressure on water resources.  Climatic extremes are more frequent 
and intense, stressing farming systems and food security.  Energy prices are reflected in the cost 
of transport and nutrients, particularly agrichemicals and fertilisers. Population growth and 
changing demographic and consumption patterns see increasing demand for food, but the tradi-
tional means of increasing food production through expanding and intensifying the footprint of 
agriculture is increasingly squeezed by land, water, energy, nutrient and carbon constraints.  In 
rich industrialised countries, the general public and consumers are also concerned about biodiver-
sity conservation, landscape amenity, water quality, animal welfare, GMOs, public health and 
safety, and fair trade.  These concerns are reflected in policy, planning and governance systems 
for rural landscapes and natural resources to varying degrees in different countries.  

Against this backdrop, the task of developing sustainable and resilient farming systems that meet 
societal needs in volatile climates is formidable.  Rich economies like Europe, North America 
and Australia should set high-level strategic objectives for our agricultural and natural resource 
management systems.  For example:  to double food availability for consumption;  to double wa-
ter and energy productivity;  to become a net producer rather than consumer of energy;  and to 
become carbon-neutral — by say 2030.  Each of these goals is technically ambitious.  Pursuing 
them in parallel represents a daunting integration task for both science and policy.  Doing so, 
while respecting broader objectives around biodiversity, landscape amenity and social cohesion, 
will be a searching test for traditional approaches to research investment and management, for the 
interface between science and policy, and for knowledge management and science communica-
tion. 

This presentation will explore how such objectives might be achieved, and their implications for 
research and extension, from research investment through to broader industry, stakeholder and 
community engagement. 
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2 Papers 

Workshop Theme 1:  

Innovation, knowledge exchange and learning 
 

Workshop 1.1:  
Actor-driven or instrument driven: Does it make a difference? 
Convenors: Jesús Rosales Carreón, Fleur Marchand and Lies Debruyne 
 
In the decades since World War II world agriculture has become considerably more efficient. 
This resulted in what we nowadays know as conventional agriculture. Conventional agriculture 
creates diverse challenges that require a strategic reappraisal of how to continue with the farming 
practices. Sustainability has developed into an important issue on the international agenda and 
agriculture is not the exception. In this workshop we argue in favor of sustainability as a guiding 
principle to master the challenges that agriculture faces. Amongst others, four challenges for the 
sustainable agriculture domain are proposed in this workshop. The first is to understand the true 
nature of agricultural sustainability. We must better educate ourselves in sustainability issues 
because it has been studied that simply by passing practices and policies often fail (Brady 1990). 
Second, is creating, and testing innovative systems and technologies to increase rural incomes, 
alleviate hunger, and conserve natural resources. Systems and technologies must be adapted for 
the local level of aggregation. Third, is to establish linkages between the different stakeholders 
involved in agriculture. Such linkages will further ascertain the premise that the path to sustaina-
bility does not lie in one single actor but in transdisciplinary collaboration between a broad range 
of disciplines including scientists, farmers, advisors, policy makers, … . Fourth, to increase the 
adoption of new systems and technologies and to assure the development of acceptable systems 
and technologies for all stakeholders, knowledge exchange between and learning processes with 
all stakeholders is crucial. Hence, to confront these challenges and to overthrow the barriers that 
impede transitions towards a sustainable agriculture, establishing linkages between different 
stakeholders seems to be valuable. Furthermore, past experiences with monitoring and evaluating 
various processes are very diverse. As a result, we propose to consider the role of different actors 
and the role of instruments and tools in knowledge exchange and learning processes. This work-
shop will focus on papers that consider the following key (factors) questions: • What barriers im-
pede the transition towards a sustainable agriculture? • How can we monitor and evaluate the 
various processes that occur in the implementation of sustainable practices within agriculture. 
What is the role of different instruments and assessments? Is there a need for complementary use 
of instruments, is there a need for harmonizing tools? • What is the role of the different actors in 
knowledge exchange and learning processes within the agricultural system (i.e farmers, scientists, 
suppliers, etc.)? Abstracts for papers of a maximum of xxx words should be submitted by day-
month- 201x through the link on the conference website (link). Authors of selected papers will be 
asked to prepare a short paper to present during the conference session (submitting final presenta-
tion and /or accompanying hand-outs prior to the conference), which will be structured according 
to paper theme with time for questions for individual speakers. The first sessions will deal with 
papers who have their focus either on barriers, on instruments or on actors, the following sessions 
will than handle papers that focus on more than one aspect, while the final session will have an 
open discussion for all speakers and interested delegates on the differences between actor-driven 
or instrument-driven approaches in knowledge exchange and learning processes to overthrow 
barriers that impede the transition towards a sustainable agriculture. 
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Abstract: Despite numerous efforts of various professional groups, the level of production dis-
eases in livestock production remains on an unsatisfying high level. Barriers in the process of 
knowledge transfer in connection with the improvement of the animal health status have been the 
topic of a study taking different stakeholder perspectives into account. Using instruments of 
communication science, the perspectives of farmers, agricultural and veterinarian advisors as well 
as animal scientists were brought together and discussed in workshops. The process revealed the 
following barriers in the transfer of knowledge: diverging comprehension of animal health, com-
plexity behind multifactorial production diseases, reluctance to assume responsibility, and role 
conflicts. We conclude that the current communication structure between stakeholders is highly 
self-referential and not appropriate to enable a target-oriented transfer of knowledge aiming to 
reduce prevalence rates of multifactorial production diseases on the farm level. Hence, an im-
pulse from “outside” is required to irritate the deadlocked situation and provide new orientation. 

 

Keywords: Knowledge transfer, stakeholder analysis, self-referential judgments, reflection, con-
flicting areas  

 
 
Introduction 
Animal health is an issue of increasing interest by consumers in search of “healthy” products 
from animal origin. Despite numerous efforts of involved professional groups the level of produc-
tion diseases in livestock production remains on a high level (Knaus, 2009). 

 Production diseases are multi-factorial and emerge from manifold risk factors and processes 
which in themselves would not necessarily cause clinical signs of a disease. Their occurrence 
indicates an overstrained capacity of the farm animals to cope with the living conditions provided 
by the specific farm situation (Gröhn et al., 1998). Thus, animal health is a complex phenomenon 
which can be defined as an emergent property of living systems and which cannot be deduced 
from single factors (Sundrum, 2012). 

Several studies revealed an unsatisfactory animal health status on the farm level, varying more 
between single farms within than between production methods (Vaarst et al., 2008). Correspond-
ingly, farm management plays a key role for any improvements of the animal health status, rely-
ing on the perception of diseases, targets as well as on the decisions and implementations. 

An enduring high level of production diseases questions the effectiveness of the previous ap-
proach of knowledge transfer with respect to animal health. Therefore, implementations and bar-
riers in the process of knowledge transfer have been the topic of a study taking different stake-
holder perspectives into account. The communication process between stakeholders was analysed 
using instruments of communication science. 
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Methods and material 
Farmers, agricultural and veterinarian advisors as well as animal scientists were identified as pri-
mary stakeholders in the process of knowledge transfer with respect to a reduction of multifacto-
rial production diseases. To assess their specific perspectives, separate workshops for each stake-
holder group were held to start with and complemented in due time by a common workshop with 
all participants. To foster unbiased debates, the project team limited itself to an observer role, 
leaving the moderation of the workshops to a skilled and impartial communication expert. Alto-
gether 26 farmers, agricultural and veterinary advisors, and animal scientists participated in the 
project. 

Estimation of animal health situations  
Each separate workshop started with a brief estimation of different animal health situations. A 
questionnaire was designed to capture the process of perception, interpretation and considerations 
with respect to further actions to improve the situation. Five different animal health findings were 
presented to the participants by pictures (2), data sheets (2), and a video sequence (1). The first 
situation showed a picture, illustrating an acute udder inflammation of a single dairy cow. The 
second finding was represented by data on somatic cell counts (SCC) in a dairy herd from a 
monthly milk record, indicating the number of animals in different categories of SCCs on the 
farm level. This was followed by a picture of a clinical udder infection of a sow together with 
young piglets. The fourth situation was again represented by a data sheet, showing anatomical-
pathological findings above average on lesions of lungs in fattening pigs, recorded as routine 
meat inspections at the slaughterhouse. The last health problem was illustrated by a short video, 
showing an obvious lame dairy cow in locomotion.  

Open ended and closed ended questions on the findings were answered individually by the partic-
ipants. Open ended questions aimed to capture opinions and attitudes without the influence of 
given options, while closed ended questions were used to focus on the intended context. 

Estimation of single animal’s general condition and with regard to herd health status 

For each of the presented findings, the participants were individually asked to give estimation 
either on the animals’ general condition (situations 1, 3, and 5) or on the herd health status (situa-
tions 2 and 4) on a visual analogue scale (VAS). The VAS is a method for the assessment of sub-
jective attitudes, first used in the measurement of pain in humans, but also validated for the as-
sessment of lameness and pain in animals (Hudson et al., 2004). The participants were asked to 
mark a point on a 10 cm horizontal line. The end-points for the estimation of the impairment of 
the general condition were marked with “no impairment” (0) and “severe impairment” (10). For 
the assessment of the herd health status, represented by the data on SCC and lung lesions, the 
end-points were labelled “very good” (0) and “very bad” (10). 

Role expectations in connection with animal health 

A role in a social situation is characterised by a set of rights, duties, expectations, norms and be-
haviours (Wiswede, 1998). Open ended questions such as: ‘How would you interpret what you 
see?’ and ‘What should be done by whom?’ were asked to examine the perception of roles in 
relation to animal health and evaluated by qualitative content analysis. According to a code of 
practice, described by Mayring (2000), the text material was analysed step by step, first aiming 
for an inductive development of categories. Hence, categories were defined according to the re-
search question (role expectations in terms of animal health), taking the theoretical background 
on role theory as well as the answers into account. In an iterative process, including several feed-
back loops, the textual material was coded to the categories, thereby revising and further aggre-
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gating them to main categories. Afterwards the frequencies in the use of the coded categories 
were analysed.  

Environmental (stakeholder) analyses 
Environmental (stakeholder) analyses (ESAs) are an instrument known in the project manage-
ment to identify different stakeholders and influencing variables to analyse their interests in the 
project, and to understand their relationship (Vetter, 2012). In this study the ESA was used to 
gain a visual overview on persons, institutions, factors, and framework conditions in terms of 
animal health. Listing stakeholders and relevant factors was the first step to elaborate an ESA. 
According to their significance on animal health, the items were noted on cards of three different 
sizes (small, medium, large = little, medium, great importance). The cards were placed on post-
ers, showing their relation to the topic and each other item. Lines, arrows and symbols were used 
to express the quality of relations. In the separate workshops all participants were asked to elabo-
rate an individual environmental (stakeholder) analysis and to present them to the workshop 
group afterwards. 

For further analysis the items were condensed in categories, following the steps of qualitative 
content analysis, and evaluated according to their size and position using basic statistics. The card 
size was coded from 1 (small) to 3 (large); the position was valued on a scale from 1 to 6 (1 = 
peripheral, 6 = central).   

Common workshop 
In the final common workshop, interim results on the estimation of animal health situations and 
from the ESAs were reported to all participants, providing the option to give a communicative 
validation in the form of a discussion in small groups and a presentation of the main outcome, 
written on moderation cards, to the group and the project team. In addition the communication 
expert offered a summary from the perspective of communication psychology, emphasising con-
flicting interests and fault lines revealed by the preceding workshops.  

Thereafter the participants worked in small groups on topics identified during the first workshops 
and reflected on options for action. Group discussions were performed in dialogue-cafés, an ad-
aptation of the methodology of the world-café according to Brown (2005). The process of dia-
logue cafés consisted of two rounds. In the first round the workgroups were mixed from all three 
stakeholder workshops to discuss selected barriers revealed in the separate workshops. In the se-
cond round of dialogue cafés the participants worked on three tables within their stakeholder 
group and on the fourth table in a mixed group on the question how to define specific areas of 
action. Results were presented to the whole group and the project team. 

 
Results 
 
Assessment of animal health situations 
Tables 1 and 2 represent the average estimations regarding the animals’ general condition (find-
ings 1, 3 and 5) and the herd health status (findings 2 and 4) on a visual analogue scale (VAS) for 
each workshop. The assessment regarding a lame cow, presented by a short video sequence, var-
ied the least. The assessment on the VAS ranged from 7.0 in the farmers’ workshop up to 10 in 
the workshops of farmers and researchers. Concerning the findings presented by pictures, the 
assessments varied more both within (situation 1) and between the workshop groups (situation 3). 
The estimations regarding the herd health status presented by data on SCC and findings at the 
slaughterhouse showed the highest variation for both situations in the workshop of advisors and 
least in the workshop of farmers.  
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Table 1: Average estimations from three workshop groups on the impairment of animals’ general condition based on 
pictures and a video sequence  

Findings Workshop N Minimum 25th 
percentile 

50th 
percentile  
(median) 

75th 
percentile 

Maximum 

1 Picture, 
udder,  
cow 

Advisors  9 1.9 6.2 6.6 8.0 9.4 
Farmers  8 2.6 6.3 6.8 7.9 8.5 
Researchers  9 2.3 5.1 7.1 8.2 9.5 

3 Picture, 
udder,  
sow 

Advisors  9 5.8 7.6. 8.2 8.8 10.0 
Farmers  8 5.5 7.6 8.1 8.2 8.4 
Researchers  9 1.8 5.0 6.5 7.7 9.5 

5 Video,  
lameness,  
cow 

Advisors  9 7.3 7.7 8.5 9.3 9.5 
Farmers  8 7.0 8.5 9.5 9.7 10.0 
Researchers  9 7.5 8.6 9.3 9.5 10.0 

 VAS end-points: 0 = no impairment, 10 = severe impairment 

 

Table 2: Average estimations from three workshop groups on the herd health status based on data on somatic cell 
counts and lung lesions 

Findings Workshop N Minimum 25th 
percentile 

50th 
percentile  
(median) 

75th 
percentile 

Maximum 

2 Data, 
SCC,  
dairy herd 

Advisors  9 3.7 6.5 8.2 8.9 9.6 
Farmers  8 3.4 5.8 6.6 6.8 8.3 
Researchers  9 3.3 7.0 7.4 8.3 8.8 

4 Data, 
lung lesions,  
pigs 

Advisors  9 2.9 4.9 7.8 8.5 10.0 
Farmers  7 5.3 6.4 6.7 7.0 7.5 
Researchers  9 3.8 6.3 6.9 7.6 8.2 

 VAS end-points: 0 = very good, 10 = very bad 

 
Analysis of role perceptions and expectations 
Role expectations were assessed from answers to open ended questions on the interpretation and 
considerations concerning the presented pathological findings. In total, 661 assignments to the 
roles of farmers, veterinarians and advisors were found. Most of the expectations were formulat-
ed in the researchers’ (264) and the advisors’ workshop (248) and for the role of the farmer (387), 
followed by the roles of the veterinarian (201) and the advisor (73). Expectations found in the 
assessment were grouped in 20 categories. Table 3 shows the relative frequency of expectations, 
formulated for the roles in the three workshops. For each role, expectations varied considerably 
between the three groups and especially between the self-perception and the assignments from 
other stakeholders.  

Evaluation of the environmental (stakeholder) analyses  
In 26 ESAs a total of 391 factors, institutions, groups and persons were named. In a first step the 
terms were grouped in 46 topics. After the presentation to the workshop participants in the com-
mon workshop, the aggregation was reworked, taking the feedback into account. The terms were 
finally subsumed in 27 categories. The category ‘veterinarian’ was found in all ESAs while ‘ad-
visor’ and ‘farmer’ appeared in 23 and 22 ESAs, respectively. While ‘farmer’ was placed central-
ly in most of the posters (average position 5.32), ‘advisor’ (average position 3.69) and ‘veterinar-
ian’ (average position 3.39) occurred with some distance to the centre. 
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Table 3: Role assignments to farmers, veterinarian and advisors 

Assignment of categories 
from each workshop in %  

to the role of  
farmers 

to the role of  
veterinarians 

to the role of  
advisors 

n= 

Category A F R A F R A F R 
Consulting an expert 23 18 23       84 
Taking care of the animal(s) 17 28 12       70 
Medication 1  1 25 24 29 8   58 
Control of housing conditions 6 4 7 14  1 27 17 21 51 
Optimise (formulating the need  
for improvement in specific areas) 

13 10 10 1  1 8 25  50 

Control of the herd 4 8 10 7  5 16 8 8 49 
Need for cooperation 5 4 7 7 12 7 11 17 29 48 
Diagnosis     20 12 19 5   39 
Control of single animal 10 11 7 1 4 1    37 
Find the cause 4 4 5 1  5  8 25 29 
Develop a concept 2 3 2 6 12 7 5 8 13 29 
Detection of pathogens    7 24 12 3   24 
Collect a sample 2 4 1 4 4 2 8   18 
Coaching    4 4 7 8 17 4 16 
Observing animal health situation 5 6 1       14 
Taking note of information 2  6       11 
Carry out (acting on instruction) 3  5       11 
Culling 4 1 2   1    10 
Testing for antibiotic resistance    4 4 3    7 
Animal health management 2 1 2       6 

Total in % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100  
n= 126 112 149 85 25 91 37 12 24 661 

A = Advisors’ workshop, F = Farmers’ workshop, R = Researchers’ workshop  
Figures in bold indicate a variation  5% for a role within the three workshops. 

 

 

The farmer was valued as the most important stakeholder in the context of animal health, repre-
sented by the average size of the cards of 3.0. Following categories in the ranking represent the 
direct environment on the farms like ‘animal’ (average size 2.6), ‘forage and employees’ (both 
2.5), ‘family’ (2.3) and ‘barn’ (2.2). The most important category from outside this inner circle 
was ‘purchase & trade’ (2.1), followed by ‘veterinarian’, ‘advisor’, ‘colleagues’, ‘further educa-
tion’ and ‘external factors’ (all 2.0). The category ‘science’ was placed in 14 ESAs, while its 
importance was valued on a comparable low level (1.6). Beside the stakeholders participating in 
the workshops, ‘consumers’, ‘supplier’, ‘policy & administration’, ‘purchaser & trade’, and 
‘farmers associations’ were identified as relevant stakeholders of high influence on the animal 
health issue. 

For some categories the frequency and size varied considerably between the workshops (. 

Table 4.) The categories ‘barn’ and ‘forage’ were found in nearly all ESAs in the farmers’ work-
shop and only in one ESA of the other workshops. Terms of the category ‘purchaser & trade’, 
‘family’ and ‘economy’ were found in nearly all ESAs in the advisors’ workshop while they ap-
peared less in other workshops. The categories ‘animal’ and ‘science’ were found in nearly all 
ESAs in the researchers’ workshop. Taking into account the size of the cards, representing the 
importance of the terms, the largest variation between the workshop groups was found for the 
categories ‘consumer’, ‘farmers’ association’, and ‘public opinion’. 
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Table 4: Categories from environmental stakeholder analyses in the context of animal health representing the upper 
33% of variation in frequency and/or size within three workshop groups  

Workshop Advisors (n= 9) Farmers (n= 8) Researchers (n= 9) 
Category Frequency Average 

size 
Frequency Average 

size 
Frequency Average 

size 
Advisor 7 2.1 7 1,3 9 2,3 
Purchaser & trade 8 2.3 3 1.3 5 2.4 
Family 8 2.6 3 2.0 4 2.0 
Animal 2 2.5 5 2.6 8 2.6 
Consumer 5 1.0 4 1.0 6 2.5 
Economy 8 1.9 3 2.0 3 2.0 
Policy & administration 5 1.8 2 1.0 7 1.9 
Science 2 1.0 4 1.5 8 1.8 
Colleagues 7 2.3 4 1.5 2 2.0 
Supplier 6 2.0 0  4 1.8 
Barn 1 1.0 8 2.4 1 2.0 
Farmers’ associations 2 2.5 2 1.0 5 1.4 
Further education 3 2.3 3 1.3 2 2.5 
External factors 1 3.0 4 2.0 2 1.5 
Public opinion 3 1.7 2 1.0 2 2.5 
Forage 0  6 2.5 0  
Size: 1 = small, 2 = medium, 3 = large  
 
 
Results from the common workshop  
All workshop groups identified animal health as a significant value, desirable for all participants. 
Nonetheless, during the workshop process three main areas of conflict emerged in group discus-
sions (Table 5) and were presented to the participants in the common workshop. 

Table 5: Fault lines in connection with animal health 

Animal health  Economy 

Detailed knowledge   Holistic view 

Individual autonomy  Public interest 

 

The conflicting areas of animal health and economy on the farm level are an issue especially for 
the group of farmers. Striving for detailed knowledge and objectivity, a topic addressed to the 
researchers contradicts with the complexity of individual farm conditions and impedes the ap-
plicability of findings. The farmers’ claim of autonomy in form of independent decisions in their 
business conflicts with the public interest in the animal health issue as a common good. Aiming 
to resolve conflicts and considering opposite opinions was expected to lead to intense discussions 
between stakeholders. However, the participants seemed to avoid discussing conflict issues and 
changing perspectives while persisting in previous argumentation lines in the first place. 

From a list of topics revealed during the separate workshops, the participants chose (i) animal 
health, (ii) transfer of knowledge, (iii) reflection on barriers, and (iv) understanding of roles to 
work with in the first round of the dialogue cafés. The main findings according to these issues 
were the diverse understanding of animal health; the lack of definitions and thresholds; the mean-
ing of experiential knowledge for research; the tendency to whitewash and justify insufficient 
conditions; the absence of psychological strain; and the need to meet with other stakeholders at 
eye level. Based on these insights the second round of the dialogue cafés yielded the following 
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options for action: increasing the motivation, standards and indicators, models for cooperation, 
create options for communication, holistic view, significance of animal health. 

 
Discussion 
The assessment of animal health situations was based on limited information, provided as pic-
tures, data sets and a video. Therefore, the aim was not to evaluate right or wrong answers, but to 
capture the variation that occurs in the process of perception, interpretation and action. This refers 
to the internal character of knowledge, which is embodied in humans, depending on the context, 
and constructed by the knower (Probst et al., 2006). The pictures, video and data sets provided 
different amounts of information: while pictures left the most room for individual perception and 
interpretation, the video clip provided much more information. For the pathological findings pre-
sented by data sheets containing high levels of SCCs in a dairy herd and findings on lung affec-
tions in fattening pigs, the perception of the visual presentation was expected to have a lower 
influence on the process of perception and interpretation, because the information was plainly 
visible in the table. Accordingly, the variation in the estimation of herd health situation based on 
the data sheets could be expected to be lower than in the cases presented by pictures only. How-
ever, the variation in the interpretation of the SCCs and lung lesions was quite high, indicating 
the existence of different reference values concerning the evaluation of pathological findings, 
presumably leading to diverging sense of urgency. Garforth et al. (2013) and van Asseldonk et al. 
(2010) found farmers referring to farm level constraints when arguing against the implementation 
of measures and considering actions with regard to SCCs with reference to their specific beliefs 
in efficacy, thereby acting self-referential and not in relation to an external reference value.  

The results of 26 individual ESAs created by different stakeholders depict the system of commu-
nication and operational structure concerning the transfer of knowledge on animal health. In most 
ESAs, veterinarians, advisors and farmers were identified as actors in the field of animal health. 
The perception of rights, duties, expectations, norms and behaviours assigned to the own role and 
those of the other actors varied between the workshop groups. The large variation between the 
stakeholder groups indicates not only different expectations but also different understanding of 
responsibilities. Both can be seen as an essential barrier in the process of knowledge transfer. 

In the common workshop the participants faced the heterogeneity in the assessments and opinions 
on animal health. While the separate workshops were quite reflective, the common workshop 
gave hints for a relapse into self-referential perspectives on individual and group level. Confront-
ed with other perspectives, the participants seemed to seek coherence within their corresponding 
peer groups to underpin their positions. This observation matches with the importance of coher-
ence (e.g. with own world views or peer groups) revealed by Kahneman (2012), supported by 
system justification theory (Jost, 2009).  
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Conclusions 
Results of the study revealed a quite complex situation due to the plurality of stakeholders, huge 
variation in statements between and within stakeholder groups, and the manifold parameters to be 
considered. Single actors in the system of communication and operational structure do not have a 
general overview and operate from their self-referential perspective. 

The theoretical construct “animal health” was understood quite differently by the stakeholders, 
emphasising the need for orientation which could be provided for instance by clear thresholds in 
relation to mean values of prevalence rates of certain production diseases which should not be 
exceeded. Differences in role expectations and vague perception of responsibilities were identi-
fied as barriers in the system of communication structures and conditions, depicted in the envi-
ronmental (stakeholder) analysis. The analysis of communication processes uncovered a lack of 
leadership, self-referentiality, self-justifying judgments and role conflicts.  

The farm centred ESAs from the farmers’ workshop as well as group discussions fostered the 
assumption that the driving forces to improve the current unsatisfactory prevalence rates of pro-
duction diseases are not fuelled by the stakeholders who have to take action and efforts. Stake-
holders tend to justify their role and the system, even if they are disadvantaged by the system, 
especially when the situation is perceived as not changeable (Johnson & Fujita, 2012). We con-
clude that the current communication structure is not appropriate to enable a target-oriented trans-
fer of knowledge with respect to animal health. Hence, an impulse from “outside” is required to 
irritate the deadlocked situation and provide new orientation. 
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Abstract: Sustainability in farming practices is of increasing importance in research and society. 
There has been extensive research on best management practices to mitigate soil degradation. 
However, invariably the success of practices proposed by scientists and technicians rely on farm-
ers to implement them, ultimately the farmers’ actions will determine the soil quality status.  

This paper aims to contribute to the provision of insights into farmers’ perception of soil and of 
soil management. Based on this understanding it aims to identify barriers and drivers to adoption 
of sustainable soil management beyond mere technical aspects. Finally the paper explores the role 
of soil management in overall farm management by reconstructing the rationality of farmers’ 
decision making in crop rotation and weed management. The study is based on a qualitative ap-
proach using open and semi-structured in-depth on farm interviews. 

Insights into farmers’ decision making in combination with barriers/drivers for implementation of 
sustainable soil management practices can contribute to a better understanding of what is needed 
to foster better farm compatibility and thus adoption of these practices.  

 
Keywords: farmers rationality, soil perception, soil management, soil conservation 
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Introduction  
Technical aspects of sustainable soil management practices have been investigated intensively. 
Practices such as reduced tillage, contour cropping, cover crops and grass buffers etc. are consid-
ered successful measures to reduce soil degradation (Imeson 2006). Also in social sciences, farm-
level soil conservation and soil-sensitive land use practices have been addressed in case studies 
and with region-wide surveys (Currle 1995, Prager 2002, Quast 2011). In most cases the studies 
disclose a complex set of influencing factors on farmers’ behaviour, as it is also reported more 
generally for conservation issues in agriculture (Siebert et al. 2006). However, these studies also 
reveal serious difficulties and challenges for farmers’ adoption of soil conservation practices. E.g. 
Prager (2002) shows that farmers cannot easily relate knowledge on environmental components 
to decision making processes due to the high complexity of soil cultivation management. Currle 
(1995) underlines the deep rooting of farmers in their specific life-worlds as an explanation to 
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non-adoption. Wauters et al. (2010) state that farmers’ intentions towards soil conservation prac-
tices are the predominant determinant of their behaviour. The main reason for low adoption iden-
tified here is the negative attitude of farmers towards these practices. Fry (2001) and Ingram et al. 
(2010) explore farmers’, experts’ and scientists’ perspectives on soil erosion and soil cultivation 
and identify the differences between their views as an important part of the implementation prob-
lem. Finally Schneider et al. (2010:332) summarise “implementation of soil protection measures 
faces the challenge of facilitating interactions between farmers, experts and scientists at ‘deeper’ 
level with an awareness of all significant dimensions that characterize the life-world”. 

It is this dimensional complexity resulting from the interdependent bio-physical and chemical soil 
processes which makes the understanding of and the dealing with sustainable soil management so 
demanding and complex (Watson et al. 2002). And in this respect, only few publications are 
available on farmers’ proper knowledge on soil specificities and their experiences with soil man-
agement practices. What are farmers’ perceptions and foci of interests when observing the soil 
diversity of their fields, and when monitoring impacts of management measures? In order to im-
prove farm compatibility of suggested management practices and improve their adoption, strate-
gies and measures have to be based on farmers’ perceptions, knowledge and rationality (Schnei-
der et al. 2010).  

This paper aims to contribute to the provision of insights into farmers’ perception of soil and of 
soil management. Based on this understanding it aims to identify barriers and drivers to adoption 
of sustainable soil management beyond mere technical aspects. Finally the paper explores the role 
of soil management in overall farm management by reconstructing the rationality of farmers’ 
decision making in crop rotation and weed management.   

 

Material and methods  
 
Study area and sampling 
Data collection was conducted in six different study areas in Germany and Austria. The study 
areas were chosen according to the EU FP7 Catch-C typology (Hijbeek et al. 2013) which is a 
combination of the typical farming systems and the agro-environmental zonation. This typology 
comprises the three agro-ecological variables climate, soil texture and slope with the two farm 
variables farm specialization and land use. The areas were then selected according to:  

Their total area size within the country 

The economic importance  

The impact on soil degradation 

Recognisability within the national context 

Sampling of interviewees was conducted via purposive sampling through contact persons. Con-
tact persons were people from advisory services like the Chamber of Agriculture or from Federal 
Institutions.  

 
Data collection 
Between November 2012 and March 2013 in-depth on-farm interviews (n=41) lasting 1 to 3 
hours were conducted. Interviews consisted of one open part and one semi-structured part. In the 
open interviews the farmer was asked to give an introduction of his farm and explain the produc-
tion steps that have been performed on a given field (the one he had last visited) between the last 
harvest and the harvest before. Questions then went into details on soil management and soil per-
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ception. The semi-structured interviews base on a list of 8 (Austria) to 4 (Germany) proposed best 
management practices and were structured based on the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991). 
Behavioral beliefs were conceptualized asking questions about the assumed outcome and the ad-
vantages and the disadvantages of specific management practices, normative beliefs were concep-
tualized by asking for individuals or groups who would approve or disapprove implementing the 
specific management practice and perceived behavioral control was conceptualized by asking for 
factors and circumstances that would enable or make it more difficult to implement the specific 
management practice. The following 3 management practices were included in the analysis of 
this paper (choice according to quality of obtained data material): 

- Non inversion tillage 

- Catch crops/cover crops/green manure 

- Wide crop rotation with at least 4 different crops in rotation 

Triangulation of data was ensured through the combination of first open, second semi-structured 
interviews and third a visit to the machinery hall at the end of the farm visit, where possible. 

Data analysis 
The interviews were recorded. The semi-structured parts were re-listened and a list of barriers 
and drivers of adoption was noted directly from the audio files, sometimes additional information 
was paraphrased. The open parts of the interviews were transcribed and analysed using content 
analysis.  

 
Results  
Perception of soil and soil management  
Farmers use criteria to evaluate the quality of their soils that partly differ from scientific soil 
evaluation criteria. Table 1 shows the list of criteria used by farmers and the characteristics used 
to describe the respective criterion. The evaluation criteria are clustered in seven groups accord-
ing to the area of observation they belong to. 

Table 1: Criteria and characteristics used by farmers for soil description mentioned during the open interviews 
Criteria Characteristics Criteria Characteristics 
Structural traits Water

Structure Good-bad Infiltration „Soil lets the water flow  
even during heavy rains“ 

Cloddiness  No clodds – many 
clodds 

Water storage capacity Low-high 

Crumbliness Nice and crumbly – 
stiff, not crumbly Soil biology

Workability Biological activity Very active – dead 
Behaviour when culti-
vated 

Structure is resistant, 
also during rain 

Soil-born diseases Level of occurence 

Trafficability Good-bad Soil chemical proper-
ties

 

Resistance when 
ploughed 

Degree of force needed 
for ploughing 

Soil organic matter 
content 

Suitable for the soil type, 
decreasing - increasing 

Soil type  Nutrient contents Well balanced 
Grain size distribution Well balanced Other
Soil type Heavy-light soils Compaction Level of occurence 

Observation of plants 
Distribution of soil 
types within one plot 

Heterogenous/homogenous 

Crops that can grow 
there Crop species Ownership Rented/own land/other 

Yields High – low - stable   
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Farmers use evaluation criteria that are related 
to the soil traits that are of relevance for the 
level of success of their cropping activities. 
Physical soil traits like structure, “cloddiness” 
or “crumbliness” are mentioned most often in 
soil descriptions during the interviews. Also 
the workability of the soil and its behavior 
during the different cultivation steps is a crite-
rion that is repeatedly used by interviewees. 
Furthermore, soil texture is used correspond-
ing with scientific soil classifications. The 
results also show that farmers do not only 
directly observe soils but also consider the 
plant development on this soil to draw con-
clusions on the soil status. The behavior of the 
soil towards the water balance is also of rele-
vance to farmers and was mentioned in the 
interviews, as well as soil biological criteria 
like biological activity or occurrence of soil-
born diseases. Further criteria are soil organic 
matter content, occurrence of compaction, 
nutrient contents, soil texture heterogeneity 
within plots, ownership status of plots.  

Identified barriers and drivers  
It was possible to identify 49 factors that are 
influencing farmers’ decisions for adop-
tion/non-adoption of non-inversion tillage. 
These factors can be clustered into 16 topics. 
Below, we will only discuss topics that are of 
higher relevance (see Table 2), meaning they 
have been repeatedly discussed by at least 7 
different interviewees. 

Machinery was most often mentioned as a barrier (n=30), specifically the need to change the 
whole system of machinery equipment to bigger machines or totally other combination (n=14). 
Likewise the need for special machinery (n=10), especially for seeding is a barrier. Farmers also 
stated that the availability of machines (e.g. possibility to lend or cheap capital for investment) 
can foster adoption (n=6).  

Plant protection related topics were also mentioned repeatedly as barriers (n=16). These include 
pesticides (n=7), namely insecurity of availability of certain pesticides, especially glyphosate, or 
whether the farmer has a critical attitude towards pesticide use. Specific problematic situations 
(n=6) like occurrence of certain weeds etc. were also seen as barriers. In areas with maize mono-
cultures the wish to prevent problems (e.g. corn borer and diseases) is a barrier to non-inversion 
tillage (n=3).   

Labor organization (n=13) was stated mainly as a driver to adoption of non-inversion tillage. 
Other barriers are related to soil variables (n=9) and the management of plant resi-
dues/straw/manures (n=11). Further, reduced costs (n=9) and particular weather conditions (n=7) 
(leading to change in usual routines) were named as barriers or drivers.  

Table 2: Barriers/drivers to the adoption of sustainable 
management practices mentioned during the semi-
structured and open interviews 
 Factors  Bar-

rier: -- 
Driver: 
++ 

Times 
stated 

Machinery  30 
 Availability of machinery ++ 6 

Special machinery needed -- 10 
Farmers have to change system  -- 14 

Plant protection  16 
 Specific problematic situations -- 6 

Pesticides -- 7 
Monoculture maize -- 3 

Labor organization  13 
 Outsourcing of labor -- 2 

Higher efficiency ++ 5 
Change in processes +/- 2 
Non-conversion tillage as option ++ 4 

Soil variables  9 
 Too light/ heavy soils -- 3 

Evaporation -- 1 
Sustain soil structure  ++ 1 
Better loosening and mixing  ++ 3 
Heterogeneity of plots -- 1 

Plant residues/ straw/manure -- 11 
Costs ++ 9 
Weather +/- 7 
Social environment +/- 7 
 Avoid bothering neighbors -- 1 
 Infrastructure -- 2 
 Low product prices – risk averse -- 1 
 No farm successor -- 2 
 Could convince land owners ++ 1 
Knowledge/Learning +/- 7 

Gain experience -- 4
Exchange with fellows ++ 3

 Running system – why change -- 1 
Source: Semi-structured interviews 
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Many of the identified rules are routine rules (e.g. the crop rotation connected rules) but the last 
three rules (oilseed rape glyphosate treatment, black grass, herbicide resistance) depend on spe-
cific observations (e.g. observation of high occurrence of black grass in a given year) and are thus 
“problem solving rules”.  

 
Discussion  
The study provides insights into farmers’ rationality for soil management. Farmers use different 
criteria to describe their soils that differ from scientific criteria (as stated in Fry 2001), because 
farmers’ criteria are derived from different levels of soil observations. These results confirm the 
results of Fry (2001) and Ingram (2010) that farmers possess considerable knowledge about soil 
and that the differences between the views of farmers and advisors are an important part of the 
implementation problem. Farmers draw conclusions on the state of the soil by observing the state 
of the plants (weeds and crops) and not only the soil directly. Here it shows that a lot of tacit 
knowledge on plant development is involved in soil perception and should be taken into account 
when designing measures to improve farm compatibility of suggested management practices.    

The results of this study additionally confirm how farmers’ intentions towards soil conservation 
practices are the predominant determinant of their behavior (Wauters et al. 2010). For example 
the main barrier/driver to non-conversion tillage in this respect is the farmers’ attitude towards 
chemical plant protection, and especially their attitude towards glyphosate use (see Table 2). This 
confirms that farmers’ decisions are not only driven by economic rationality as stated by Sattler 
& Nagel (2010). Costs play an important role, but are named only as one among other factors like 
associated risks (e.g. plant protection) or social environmental factors (e.g. farm succession), thus 
these factors seem to be of at least equal importance in farmers’ decision making.  

The analysis of farmers’ rationality and the role of soil management in overall farm management 
shows that farmers do not make a structured soil management plan, but that the decisions con-
cerning soil management eventually depend on decisions in other farm management areas. Inter-
esting is the inner logic that gets evident e.g. in the results concerning maize monocropping. This 
decision leads to increased ploughing, although from a nature conservation point of view minimal 
tillage is especially important in maize production. But in the farmers’ perception the threat by 
the corn borer is a much higher problem than erosion problems. This shows the deep rooting of 
farmers in their specific life-world (compare Currle 1995 and Schneider 2010) and how they 
solve their problems based on their perceptions. Soil protecting measures should also link to these 
perceptions in order to be farm compatible.  

 
Conclusion  
Results give insights into farmers’ perception of soils. It shows that farmers describe their soils 
with evaluation criteria that are related to the soil traits that are of relevance for the level of suc-
cess of their cropping activities. Farmers base their soil evaluation also on observations of plant 
development and yields. It gets evident that a lot of tacit knowledge is involved in soil perception 
and has to be taken into account when designing measures to improve farm compatibility of sug-
gested management practices.    

Barriers/drivers to adoption of sustainable soil management could be identified beyond economic 
rationality including machinery, plant protection, labour organization, soil variables, management 
of plant residues/straw/manures, particular weather conditions as well as social and knowledge 
related factors.  
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Concerning the role of soil management in overall farm management results show how farmers 
make their decisions based on their problem perception. Hence soil conservation measures should 
link to these perceptions in order to be farm compatible.  

Thus, the results so far show the importance of studying famer’s perceptions and rationality and 
linking these with the analysis of barriers/drivers to adoption of sustainable soil management 
practices and the role of soil management in the overall farm management. Further studies need 
to deepen the understanding of these three aspects in order to ensure farm compatibility of pro-
posed soil management practices and to design effective learning processes and knowledge ex-
change so that eventually farmers are provided with the information they need to opt for sustain-
able soil cultivation practices.  
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Abstract: Decision-making for sustainable development of agricultural regions is challenged by 
the complexity of the livestock system and the involvement of multiple actors. To support the 
decision-making process, model-based games could improve the understanding of possible con-
sequences of decisions at hand. This study analyzed the opportunities to use model-based games 
in order to support the decision- making process in the Peelhorst region, an area with a high live-
stock density in the south of the Netherlands. 

Stakeholders were interviewed to identify key issues in the decision-making process. This yielded 
two types of issues: 1) issues related to the sustainability of the livestock system; such as public 
health and odor and 2) process related issues, i.e. issues related to governance or stakeholder in-
teraction, such as trust and awareness. For each issue a literature review was made and possible 
indicators and models were identified. For half of the issues clear indicators or models were 
found, whereas for the other half no clear indicator could be defined and additional research is 
needed. Tackling issues related to governance requires discussions or workshops with relevant 
stakeholders. Model-based games could feed into these discussions to encourage knowledge ex-
change and support decision-making.  

Keywords: games, decision-making, livestock production, spatial planning, participation  

 

 
Introduction 
The sustainability of livestock production is a topic of fierce debate. On the one hand, the world’s 
livestock sector significantly contributes to climate change, eutrophication, acidification, water 
pollution, and biodiversity loss. Current livestock production levels pose severe pressure on the 
environment via their emissions to air, water, and soil. The livestock sector, for example, is re-
sponsible for about 15% of the global anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases, whereas it 
uses about 70% of all agricultural land (Steinfeld et al., 2006; Gerber et al., 2013).  

On the other hand, from a socio-economic perspective, livestock production contributes signifi-
cantly to the agricultural gross domestic product and provides income and employment for many 
smallholders worldwide (Steinfeld et al., 2006; Van Calker et al., 2008). Nonetheless, the demand 
driven livestock chain has also caused a cost prize squeeze for farmers, resulting in measures to 
upscale production and minimize production costs (Wiskerke, 2009). As a result, the effect of 
livestock production on issues as the environment, public health, employment, food security and 
animal welfare are widely discussed in science and society (Boogaard et al., 2011; Alders, 2011). 
The need for a transition towards more sustainable livestock production is increasingly expressed 
(Bos et al., 2009; Le Gal et al., 2011).  

A transition towards sustainable livestock production strongly depends upon the field of spatial 
planning as they constrain, enable and direct spatial developments. Spatial planning, however, is 
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making a shift towards more collaborative governance approaches (Termeer et al., 2013). There-
fore, regional stakeholders play a key role in addressing current societal problems like sustainable 
development of livestock production. Nevertheless, the various dimensions of sustainability and 
possible conflicting consequences of decisions make decision-making for sustainable livestock 
production complex. In addition, uncertainty regarding the impact of decisions on complex is-
sues, such as public health, hinders decision processes. Therefore, decision-making for sustaina-
ble livestock production requires insight in the trade-offs and synergies among economic, ecolog-
ic and social consequences (De Boer et al., 2011). Integrating different models can help in ana-
lyzing these trade-offs and synergies at a regional level (De Boer et al., 2011). Models are in-
creasingly used to support policy makers by providing insight on possible consequences of poli-
cies and scenarios (Vayssieres et al., 2011; Klerkx et al., 2012). Modeling is considered to help to 
address holistic questions, provide a better understanding of how systems operate, and it can help 
to identify knowledge gaps, support decisions processes or calculate policy outcomes (Klerkx et 
al., 2012; Le Gal et al., 2011; Gouttenoire et al., 2011). Many models, however, focus on issues 
of importance for farmers and advisors and do not address a broader range of stakeholders, even 
though they are considered as crucial partners in redesigning the system (Le Gal et al., 2011; 
Klerkx et al., 2012). 

Recently several papers have discussed the application of models in serious games to bridge the 
gap between science and society and to involve a broader range of stakeholders to decision-
making processes (Martin et al., 2011; Vieira Pak & Castillo Brieva, 2010). Applying such games 
can help to understand complex systems, represent a problem, observe players behavior, obtain 
information on decisions, create space for sharing knowledge and creating consensus (Castella et 
al., 2005; Vieira Pak & Castillo Brieva, 2010).  

This study, therefore, aimed to explore the opportunities of games to facilitate multi-stakeholder 
decision-making on sustainable livestock production at the regional level. To reach this objective 
three sub questions were distinguished: 

- What are the issues at stake in decision-making on the future of livestock production? 

- What indicators and models are available to quantify these issues? 

- How can games support multi-stakeholder decision-making and integrate models? 

 

Methodology 
This research addresses economic, environmental and social issues of livestock production at a 
regional scale. The system boundary can be defined as the regional landscape in which livestock 
production is connected to other activities like manure processing and arable farming. Livestock 
production is dependent on other processes for its inputs (i.e. labor, feed, animals, fossil fuel, 
water, equipment, electricity, and construction material) and outputs (i.e. animal products, ma-
nure). In addition, the system influences the region through farm income, landscape quality, and 
the impact on public health, climate change, eutrophication and acidification. Therefore, changes 
in the livestock system have impact on multiple dimensions at the regional level.  

 
Research framework 
Figure 1 shows four phases required to develop a game to facilitate multi-stakeholder decision-
making. This research focused upon the first three phases. In phase I, a literature review was car-
ried out to identify the case study region and to develop an analytical framework using the 
framework of Burgess & Chilvers (2006). The framework distinguishes five elements: the con-
text, decision situation, engagement process, and the outputs and outcomes. The context includes 
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the institutional, political, cultural and environmental characteristics of the situation. The context 
influences the decision situation; the purpose, objectives and inputs of the process. The interac-
tion between actors (who), the method (how) and the resources (time, money and expertise) de-
fine the engagement process. The results of the engagement process lead into outputs (plans, in-
dicators, and instruments) and outcomes (material changes and learning outcomes) (Burgess & 
Chilvers, 2006). In this study, the framework of Burgess & Chilvers (2006) provided a structure 
for the analysis of the context, process, and issues involved in the decision-making on livestock 
production.  

To gain insight in the issues involved in decision making on livestock production a case study, 
the Peelhorst region in the Netherlands, was selected. In the Peelhorst region, the municipality of 
Gemert-Bakel formed a focus area. The case study was selected on the basis of the high density 
of livestock in the region and the willingness of the local and regional government to cooperate. 
In addition, the literature review gave insight in the application of games in multi-stakeholder 
processes in agricultural, and land use sciences.  

Figure 1: Research framwork adjusted from Viera Pak & Castillo Brieva (2010). 

 

In phase II, a stakeholder analysis was carried out and interviews with stakeholders were orga-
nized. A stakeholder analysis matrix resulted in a list of relevant stakeholder organizations to 
interview in order to gain insight in the issues at stake (Grimble & Wellard, 1997). The stake-
holder analysis included organizations currently involved in the Peelhorst Network (Appendix 1). 
The key stakeholders included two agricultural organizations of which one, the most actively 
engaged in the process (ZLTO), was selected for interviews. The municipality of Gemert-Bakel 
can be divided in an administrative part (policy makers) and a political part (political parties in 
the municipal council); interviews with both parts were carried out, and with two political parties. 
This resulted in a total of ten interviews. The interviews took on average one hour and were rec-
orded and transcribed.  

The interviews resulted in a list of issues that play an important role in the decision-making on 
livestock production in the Peelhorst area. Literature was studied to find (quantifiable) indicators 
to integrate the issues in a model. Information on available models was collected through litera-
ture study. The results of phase II were used to draw conclusions on the possibilities to integrate 
models into a game to support decision-making in a multi-stakeholder process (phase III). To 
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ensure the viability of the research, different sources of data (interviews, policy documents, pub-
lications and scientific literature) have been used in order to strengthen the evidence (Yin, 2003). 
The development and implementation of a game (phase IV) can be carried out in a follow-up pro-
ject. 

 
 
Results 
 
Analysis of the context 
The Peelhorst area is a region located in the Dutch provinces of Noord-Brabant and Limburg. The 
high livestock density and its impact on the environment, public health and infrastructure results 
in pressure on the quality of life in the area (Provincie Noord-Brabant, 2011). The outbreak of 
diseases like Classical Swine Fever (1997), Foot and Mouth Disease (2001), Avian Influenza 
(2003) and Q fever (2007-2010) especially increased societal concerns about the impact of live-
stock production on public health (Smit et al., 2012). In 2009, a citizens’ initiative ‘Megastallen-
Nee’ was supported by 33.000 citizens of the province of Noord-Brabant, and expressed concerns 
regarding large-scale farms. A network (Peelhorst network) was set up by the province of Noord-
Brabant to work on a more sustainable agriculture through facilitating dialogue and sharing ex-
pertise and ideas for the future of the Peelhorst (Netwerk de Peelhorst, 2013).  

The municipality of Gemert-Bakel, located in the east of the province, is one of the municipalities 
where the impact of intensive livestock production is a topic of fierce debate. Although about 
10%, of the employment in the municipality of Gemert-Bakel is connected to agricultural produc-
tion; societal concerns regarding intensive livestock play an important role in the political debate 
in the municipality (Provincie Noord-Brabant, 2013; 2013b) 

Analysis of the process 
Interviews with stakeholders in the Peelhorst region resulted in insights in the engagement pro-
cess: the interaction of stakeholders, methods and resources. A wide range of stakeholders is in-
volved in the discussions on the future of livestock production in the Peelhorst region (Appendix 
1). Key stakeholders in the discussion are governments, agriculture organizations, the environ-
mental federation, tourism platform, and a local citizen group.  

The interviewees indicated that to represent your stake and address the challenges in the area, 
joining networks and meetings is important. Stakeholders organize meetings to interact with their 
colleagues and provide information through newsletters and websites in order to develop their 
opinion and come up with suggestions. Also petitions, demonstrations and even excluding oneself 
from the dialogue are ways to raise awareness for local challenges and concerns. 

Knowledge plays an important role in the discussion in the Peelhorst. Within the interviewed 
organizations and networks, experts are involved to gather up-to-date information on different 
issues connected to (the impact of) livestock production. In the area several networks are active to 
exchange knowledge and experiences, such as the Peelhorst Network but also more specifically 
the Brabants Zoonoses Network.  

The stakeholders were asked to reflect on the role of the participatory process (dialogue) to find 
solutions for the livestock production related challenges in the region. Communication on the 
future of livestock production through organizing dialogue is considered as a good initiative. 
Stakeholders underline the need for a joint approach as the challenges in the area are part of a 
complex system and cannot be solved by one stakeholder alone. However, interviewees indicated 
that they haven’t seen a lot of results yet, which results in skepticism about the outcomes of the 
dialogue. This skepticism results from a high level of distrust among citizens, farmers and gov-
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ernments. Nonetheless, to make a change, trust between farmers, citizens and politicians is need-
ed. However, in order to develop trust, statements or actions (i.e. first results) are needed; ‘You 
end up in a chicken or the egg dilemma.’   

Analysis of the issues, indicators and models 
Stakeholders were asked to mention the key issues related to the discussion on livestock produc-
tion in the Peelhorst area. This resulted in a wide range of issues, on different levels of abstrac-
tion and related to different complex systems. To provide a structure in the issues, a division into 
three different parts was made: the livestock sector, governance, and stakeholder interaction (Fig-
ure 2). Issues connected to governance and stakeholder interaction can be defined as social pro-
cesses, and cannot be quantified or modeled. Therefore, we make a distinction between issues 
and social processes. 

 
Figure 2: Key Issues in the discussion on the future of livestock production. 

 
 
Livestock sector 

Many of the issues mentioned by stakeholders refer to the livestock systems as the context of the 
challenges in the area. Appendix 2 provides an overview of issues connected to the livestock sec-
tor. Issues such as farm profitability, external environmental impact, particulates, endotoxines, 
and manure can be quantified and modeled. However, for issues such as public health and land-
scape quality defining a single indicator is troublesome as scientific research is ongoing and in 
some cases provides ambiguous results e.g. on the impact of odor pollution on neighboring resi-
dents. As a result, for half of the issues clear indicators and models were found, whereas for the 
other half no clear indicator could be defined and additional research is required.   
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Governance 

Interviewees mentioned several issues connected to decision-making and governance. Decision-
making is a social process that is strongly dependent on the willingness to reach consensus. Deci-
sion-making is often supported by multi-criteria analysis, scenarios or models (Vayssieres et al., 
2011; Klerkx et al., 2012). The issues governance and decision-making cannot be quantified or 
modeled. Nonetheless, surveys and interviews can help to gain insight in decision-making and 
governance approaches.  

Stakeholder interaction 

The third complexity in the discussion in the Peelhorst region has to do with stakeholder interac-
tion and refers to acknowledgement, trust, a shared understanding, stakes and awareness. Insight 
in the level of acknowledgement, trust etc. can be obtained through in-depth interviews with 
stakeholders (Saarikoski, 2000; Blatner et al., 2001). The issues are of high importance in collab-
orative processes and can be addressed through workshops or games. Games are increasingly 
considered as a tool to raise awareness, understanding and trust amongst stakeholders (Vieira Pak 
& Castillo Brieva, 2010; Gourmelon et al., 2013). 

 
The use of games  
Game theory focuses upon interdependent decision-making among stakeholders with conflicting 
preferences regarding the outcome of decisions. Playing a game is an interactive way of learning 
in which players develop awareness, expertise, broaden their scope and can help to discuss com-
plex systems (Klabbers, 2009). Several land use and agricultural studies have used games to gain 
a better understanding of decision-making in socio-ecologic systems (SES) (Washington-
Ottombre et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2011; Gourmelon et al., 2013; Castella et al., 2005; Vieira 
Pak & Castillo Brieva, 2010). To show the diversity of applications of methods and games sever-
al studies are briefly described:  

Board game 

Martin et al. (2011) developed a board game ‘forage rummy’ to engage farmers and extension 
services in livestock system design and evaluation. To support the process and define feeding 
requirements a computerized support systems was available for the players. The study stimulated 
discussions, reflective and interactive analysis, and learning about farming systems, management 
and the scope for their adaptation (Martin et al., 2011).  

Role Playing Game (RPG) 

Washington-Ottombre et al. (2010) uses multiple methods to qualify and quantify drivers of land-
use decisions: RPG, GIS (Geographical Information System), LTM (land transformation model), 
and MCE (multi-criteria evaluation). The RPG was used to analyze land use drivers and decision-
making processes. GIS was used to import maps developed by the participants. The LTM was 
used to measure the relative spatial importance of the land use drivers in each map produced by 
participants. Finally, the MCE was used to translate the discussion into quantitative variables. 
Integrating RPG with other methods in quantitative studies is considered useful to analyze com-
plex land-use dynamics.  

Participatory modeling 

Vayssieres et al. (2011) developed a whole-farm model called GAMEDE, to evaluate the sustain-
ability of dairy enterprises (Vayssieres et al., 2009). The model provided input for discussions 
with farmers about the different farm options. The integrated participatory modeling of actual 
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farms method supports interactive policy making. Qualitative data provided by the involvement 
of stakeholders was combined with quantitative data from farm surveys and simulations. 

 
Discussion 
 
Issues in decision-making on the future of livestock production  
Interviews with stakeholders in the area resulted in a wide range of issues related to livestock 
production that are considered important in the decision process in the Peelhorst. Three groups of 
issues could be divided into issues connected to the livestock sector, governance, and stakeholder 
interaction. Studies on the sustainability of livestock production commonly focus on environmen-
tal, economic and social indicators. This study illustrates the importance of governance issues and 
stakeholder participation. These findings are in line with the recent published SAFA (Sustainabil-
ity Assessment of Food and Agriculture Systems) guidelines of the FAO that included govern-
ance as a fourth domain of sustainability (FAO, 2013).  

This study highlights the importance of public health in the discussion on the future of livestock 
production. The issue of public health is not regularly addressed in livestock studies or it is lim-
ited to issues like workers’ health, food safety or antibiotic usage (Van Calker et al., 2008; Dol-
man et al., 2012). The ambiguousness of the impact of livestock production on public health and 
a lack of objectively quantifiable indicators could be a reason for the absence of public health in 
sustainability analysis studies.  

 
Indicators and models to quantify the issues 
To study the opportunities to develop a game to facilitate multi-stakeholder decision-making both 
livestock issues as well as social processes (i.e. governance and stakeholder interaction) need to 
be addressed. About half of the livestock issues can already be quantified and modeled, whereas 
for the other part multiple indicators, risk maps or expert opinions could be used to gain insight in 
the impact of these issues on the region. To address the social processes more qualitative ap-
proaches are needed using interviews, workshops and games.   

The use of games to support decision-making  
Games are commonly used to discuss complex issues in a participatory setting; it can encourage 
discussion, reflection and raise awareness and hereby support the decision-making process. Stud-
ies on the field of land use decision-making often integrate quantitative and qualitative approach-
es as a high level of uncertainty and lack of data is often involved (Washington-Ottombre et al., 
2010). The use of games presents an interesting opportunity to combine the different issues of 
this research: (1) issues with a clear indicator and available models, (2) issues with uncertainty 
and multiple indicators or risk maps and (3) social processes.  

Conclusions 
Stakeholders involved in the discussion on livestock production in the Peelhorst are concerned 
about the impact of livestock production on diverse sustainability issues (e.g. environmental im-
pact, public health and landscape quality), and societal issues related to governance, and stake-
holder interaction. For half of the issues clear indicators or models were found, for the other is-
sues no clear indicator could be defined and additional research is needed. The social processes 
mentioned by stakeholders, like trust and awareness, could be studied by interviews or pro-
actively addressed through games.  

An integrative methodology is needed to cover both sustainability issues and social processes and 
discuss the complexity of livestock production in a participatory setting. Future studies should 
aim to integrate models and develop risk maps to support the integration of complex issues in 
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games. In addition, a prioritization of issues by giving weight could help to select a limited num-
ber of issues to start with, and to improve the overview and depth.  

Past experiences highlight the useful application of games in stimulating discussions on complex 
processes like the one presented in this paper. A game could help to develop a shared understand-
ing and raise awareness among stakeholders; it can provide input for policy development and 
design of livestock systems. Hereby, games can possibly help to address the divers challenges 
that the Peelhorst is currently facing, and facilitate the multi-stakeholder decision-making pro-
cess.  
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Appendix 

Appendix 1. Stakeholder analysis 

Organizations Stake 
Affected 
by situa-
tion? 

Influence 
on situa-
tion? 

Key stakehold-
er? Interview 

Mental healthcare East Bra-
bant Public health Yes No No 0 

Provincial Council for Public 
Health Public health Yes No No 0 

Veterinary service Peelhorst Animal 
health Yes No No 0 

Foundation Men, Animal and 
Peel Livability Yes Yes Yes 1 

Village consultation 
Elsendorp Livability Yes No No 0 

Livable Elsendorp Livability Yes No No 0 
Dutch Union for pig farmers 
(NVV) Farming Yes Yes Yes 0 

Dutch Federation for Agricul-
ture and Horticulture – South 
(ZLTO) 

Farming Yes Yes Yes 1 

Environmental Service 
Region Eindhoven (SRE 
Milieudienst) 

Environment No No No 0 

Regional Environmental 
Service (RMB) 

Supporting 
governments No No No 0 

Province of Noord-Brabant Divers Yes Yes Yes 1 

Peelhorst Network Facilitate 
dialogue Yes Yes Yes 1 

Municipality of Gemert-Bakel 
- Policy makers 
- Political parties 

Divers Yes Yes Yes 3 

Ministry of Economic Affairs Divers Yes Yes Yes 1 
University of Applied Sci-
ences (HAS Den Bosch) Education No No No 0 

Environmental Federation 
Brabant (BMF) Environment Yes Yes Yes 1 

Tourism Platform Brabant 
(TOP) Tourism Yes Yes Yes 1 
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Appendix 2. Livestock sector issues 
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Abstract: Tools for assessing sustainable farming may serve various goals and meet with a range 
of requirements. This paper focusses on the development of an on-demand tool, a term that is 
assigned to tools that are initiated by the end users. Furthermore, they are often pro-active and 
flexible to external changes. As the research and development process leading to a sustainability 
assessment tool has an important influence on the final outcome and final adoption in practice, 
this paper aims at describing and evaluating the set-up, process and outcome of a participatory 
tool development process. This process is initiated by the main regional farmers’ organization 
Boerenbond to pro-actively react on increasing sustainability demands from society.. The study is 
worked out for three different industries: fruit production, greenhouse cultivation and arable 
farming and evaluates what kind of tool this process generated, which lessons learnt were suc-
cessfully implemented and which barriers still remain an issue. The evaluation is based on the 
Blackstock et al. (2007) framework to analyze participatory research, adjusted with some lesson 
learnt from literature on other tool development processes. A multiple data collection method 
(document analysis, interviews) is applied to provide data on criteria such as leadership, owner-
ship, social learning and transparency. Preliminary results show which criteria or lessons learnt 
were successfully implemented during this development process and which barriers still remain 
an issue. It seems that an explicit clarification of goals and requirements throughout the develop-
ment process is necessary, that both the research and project team play an important role in the 
development process of the tool and that tool use relies on finding available, correct and compati-
ble data. These and more insights help to revise the original participatory process and to extrapo-
late to similar processes foreseen for three other industries.  

Keywords: sustainability assessment; participatory tool development process, evaluation 

 
 
Introduction 
Facing increasing sustainability demands from society, several initiatives to identify and evaluate 
sustainable development arise. Integrated assessment tools are developed and used in several do-
mains to improve decision making at policy, program or project level. Sustainability assessment, 
a specific form of integrated assessment, is viewed as an important aid in the transition towards 
sustainable development (Pope et al., 2004). Also in agriculture, many sustainable assessment 
tools have been developed at farm, regional and national level (De Ridder et al. 2007; Binder et 
al. 2010). The complexity of agricultural practices and different perceptions on sustainability 
have led to a development of many different types of tools (De Ridder et al. 2007; Binder et al. 
2010). The goals and requirements of these tools differ. Goals may range from increasing insights 
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on the sustainability of the complex farming system, over supporting the learning process of the 
farmer. 

Also in Flanders, tool development at farm level progressed during the past decennium. First, 
MOTIFS was designed as an expert based tool (Meul et al. 2008). Although this tool was de-
signed profoundly and the first implementations were very promising, it lacked a broad uptake in 
practice. Therefore, De Mey et al. (2010), Marchand et al. (xxxx) and Triste et al. (xxxx) studied 
this tool, the development and implementation process to express recommendations for future 
tool design and its implementation. Also other authors, experienced with tool development 
(Weaver and Rotmans 2006, Reed 2008, Bell et al. 2012, Pülzl et al. 2012), identified that the 
research and development process leading to the tool has an important influence on the success of 
the outcome. Lessons learnt are inventoried in the following literature review. Lessons learnt are 
based on for example the role of the researchers, creation of ownership in the process, the multi-
functionality of the tool, data availability, correctness and compatibility, transparency, active role 
of the stakeholders, the user-friendliness of the tool, its effectiveness, the tool as a communica-
tion aid and the attitude of the model users. 

This paper focusses on a tool, initiated by Boerenbond, a major farmers’ organization in Flanders,  
which enables Boerenbond to react pro-actively towards various demanding parties (consumers, 
retailers,…). They believe that the sustainable development of an industry finds its origin in sus-
tainable strategies at farm level. Therefore the farmers’ organization asked to develop a scan tool 
for the assessment of sustainable development at farm level. The tool aims at increasing the in-
sights on the sustainability of multiple farm aspects. Through this first goal, a second objective is 
to support the learning process of the farmer. As the Boerenbond initiated the tool development 
process, we refer to the tool as an on-demand scan tool. 

During the participatory development process of the tool, we try to take into account previous 
lessons learnt from the development process of MOTIFS (Triste et al., in press). The aim of this 
paper is to describe and evaluate this participatory development process. We start with a literature 
review to overview evaluation criteria and lessons learnt for tool development. Second, the set-up 
of a participatory development process for three different industries (fruit production, greenhouse 
cultivation and arable farming) will be described and evaluated. In the discussion section, we 
focus on the main research questions: i) What lessons were successfully implemented during this 
development process? ii) which barriers still remain an issue? iii) What kind of tool did this pro-
cess generate and does the tool meet the initial objectives of the project? and end with the new 
lessons learnt. 

Literature review 
In literature many evaluation criteria and lessons learnt are described, an overview is given in 
Table 1.  
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Table 1: Evaluation criteria and lessons learnt from the literature 
Criteria Description Source 

Effectiveness 
of manage-
ment  

refers to leadership within the management, transparency within the 
management (design, generalizations, decisions) as well as towards par-
ticipants and observers of the process (generalizations, translation of 
input to results, reasoning behind results, cause of results and interpreta-
tion of the results) and the regularity of reflection on goals and the set-up 
of the instrument. Refers also to the effectiveness of the communication 
towards participants. Also the accountability and the capacity to develop 
a shared vision are important. The accountability is the extent to which 
the representative's core constituencies are satisfied, including expecta-
tions. A shared vision (objectives and goals) needs to be defined for the 
tool development process and the project itself (the end-goal and how it 
is achieved, needs to be clear to everyone) 

(Blackstock et al. 
2007; de Mey et al, 
2011; Hermans et al. 
2011; Neef and 
Neubert, 2010; Triste 
et al, 2013; ) 

Capacity to 
influence and 
to participate 

referring to the participant's ability to influence the process (being heard, 
competencies in technical and process techniques, influence on others), 
their ability to value different points of view and the opportunities for an 
active stakeholder role within the process 

Blackstock et al., 
2007; Hermans et al, 
2011; Neef and 
Neubert, 2010; Triste 
et al., 2013 

Ownership in 
process and 
outcome 

referring to the recognition and acceptation of farmers that they have a 
responsibility in achieving a more sustainable agricultural practice and 
the extent to which there is an enduring and widely supported outcome 

Blackstock et al., 
2007; Hermans et al 
2011; Triste et al., 
2013 

On-demand driven from the needs of the industry, farmers,… Triste et al., 2013 
Acces to re-
sources 

the provision of support which is available to allow participants to en-
gage and meet expectations for their roles 

Blackstock et al, 
2007 

Context political, social, cultural, historical and environmental context in which 
the project occurs 

Blackstock et al., 
2007;  Burgess & 
Chilvers 2006; Neef 
and Neubert, 2010; 
Triste et al., 2011 

Capacity 
building 

developing relationships and skills to enable participants to take part in 
future projects 

Blackstock et al., 
2007; Neef & 
Neubert, 2010  

Recognised 
impacts 

referring to whether participants perceive that changes occur as a result 
of the participatory tool development process 

Blackstock et al., 
2007 

Social learning  
referring to the way that collaboration has changed individual values and 
behavior, in turn influencing collective culture and norms; importance of 
a social setting in which the instrument is used 

Blackstock et al., 
2007; de Mey et 
al.,2011; Hermans et 
al, 2011; Triste et al., 
2013 

Emergent 
knowledge 

referring to the influence of local knowledge on the outcome of the re-
search 

Blackstock et al., 
2007 

Criteria Description Source 

Legitimacy referring to whether the outcomes and process are accepted as authorita-
tive and valid 

Blackstock et al., 
2007 

Tool charac-
teristics 

refers to the multifunctional characteristic of the tool, its user-
friendliness, flexibility and the communication aid of the tool. The first 
refers to the different functions a tool can comprise (monitoring, com-
munication, learning, management and certification (Marchand et al., 
xxxx)). The second and third refer to the extent to which the tool is flex-
ible and easy to use. This is related to the graphical design, ease of as-
sessment and calculation, workload, etc. The last refers to the use of the 
tool in discussion sessions and its ability to support discussions on sus-
tainability. Both communication aid of the model itself as communica-
tion through using it in farmer groups are included 

Binder et al., 2010; 
de Mey et al.,2011; 
Triste et al., 2013 

Validation in 
practice  

the validation of the tool in practice for example to reveal barriers in the 
design, calculations,… Triste et al., 2013 
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Bounding clearly defines the objective of the participatory research as well as the objective of the 
evaluation itself. The objective of the participatory research is to develop an on-demand scan 
tool, which aims at increasing the insights on the sustainability of multiple farm aspects, and de-
rived from this, to support the learning process of the farmer. Also the objective of the evaluation 
is double, with first, a review of the tool development process based on lessons learnt from previ-
ous studies. Questions which can arise are for example, what lessons were successfully imple-
mented during this development process and which barriers still remain an issue? A second eval-
uation objective is a review of the process’ outcome, the on-demand scan tool. What kind of tool 
did this process generate and did it meet with the initial objectives of the project? The focus of 
the evaluation is strategic, since the objective of the evaluation is to investigate if the process 
achieves the intended results outlined by the project. As three other industries (dairy farming, pig 
farming and horticulture) still need to be set-up in the future, the timing of the evaluation is in the 
middle of the project. We want to reflect on the successes and the barriers of the tool develop-
ment processes of three industries, which could able us to improve the processes of the remaining 
industries. Therefore, the central purpose can be described as improving and learning. 

Evaluation criteria 

The evaluation criteria, necessary for every evaluation process, are selected with taking into ac-
count the type of the evaluation and its objectives (Blackstock et al. 2007). Blackstock et al. 
(2007) mentioned that there are often no acceptable, valid and reliable quantitative measures for 
variables of interest. They proposed possible criteria from a literature review for evaluating the 
process, context and outcome. To guide the evaluation a number of criteria are selected from this 
list. Other criteria are the successes and barriers from the lessons learnt of the development pro-
cess of the MOTIFS tool. To prevent us from overlooking criteria which might be important for 
the analysis, we left room for criteria to reveal grounded in our data. The list of pre-selected crite-
ria are highlighted in Table 1. 

Data gathering and analysis 

The case study uses qualitative data combining multiple sources of evidence such as literature 
analysis, own experiences and stakeholders’ feedback on the tool use in practice. At this stage of 
the research we are able to analyze reports of the meetings, reported data and built on our own 
experience within the project. The reports and reported data are analyzed (i) to identify what les-
sons were successfully implemented during this development process and which barriers still 
remain an issue and (ii) to see what kind of tool this process generated and if it meets the initial 
objectives of the project. Interviews will be conducted in a further stage of the evaluation, which 
enables us to exclude some criteria or implement new ones. 

The data will be analyzed based on the selected evaluation criteria defined in Table 1. The criteria 
are ranked by (i) inappropriate to rank; (ii) unknown; (iii) adequate; (iv) inadequate and (v) 
mixed. Inappropriate to rank is used when a criteria is fixed. This means that an improvement 
from for example inadequate to adequate is not possible through a change in research methods. 
Unknown indicates that more research is necessary (e.g. interviews). Mixed indicates that some 
aspects of a criterion are adequate and others inadequate 

Results 
 
Evaluation criteria 
The results based on the evaluation criteria are shown in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Evaluation results of the participatory development process 

Criteria Evaluation results 

Effectiveness of 
management 

Mixed/Unknown: Leadership changed within the project team due to a reorganization within 
the Boerenbond organization. This led to the absence of a leader and a lack of support and 
communication within Boerenbond during a certain period of time. Inadequate development of 
a shared vision, due to this vacuum between two leaders. This resulted in many different views 
on the end-goal and overall vision of project between project team members and consultants. 
The leadership within the research team was adequate. The accountability is unknown and with-
in project team reflection isn't done regularly, especially when change in leadership occurred. 
Adequate transparency during the process occurred through reports of meetings. The different 
stakeholder meetings and meetings with consultants also gave the opportunity to receive feed-
back on progress and decisions. An extended manual is provided to explain all the data that 
needs to be filled in, eventual gaps and how to interpret some indicators. The research team 
started a reflection when the support towards the project decreased, the project goal was unclear 
and consultants were not well informed. However, information on how the benchmarks are 
calculated is not included in the manual. Communication and transparency between stakeholder 
meetings should have been more frequent. 

Capacity to 
influence and to 
participate 

Unknown participants were given the opportunity to influence the process during stakeholder 
meetings, interviews need to confirm if participants felt heard, were able to participate,… 

Ownership in 
process and 
outcome 

Unknown at this time 

On-demand Mixed: on-demand of farmers organization Boerenbond, however within the organization not 
all the members are in favor of and thus a demanding party for a sustainability assessment 

Context 

Inappropriate to rank: there is a general context in which the Boerenbond organization oc-
curs, but differences between the three industries are noticeable. The industries all deal with 
different challenges regarding demands from society and environmental, social and economic 
issues 

Capacity build-
ing Unknown at this time 

Recognized 
impacts Unknown at this time 

Social learning  Unknown at this time
Emergent 
knowledge 

Adequate: knowledge of farmers, consultants and experts is seen as valuable knowledge during 
the development of the on-demand scan tool.  

Legitimacy Unknown at this time 

Tool character-
istics 

Mixed: the function of the tool is to support the learning process of the farmer, which implies a 
specific set of indicators. During the process there were difficulties to maintain this goal, since 
stakeholders weren't informed well enough about the goal of the project. The user-friendliness, 
flexibility and communication aid are adequate. The scan tool is designed to give a relatively 
quick look at sustainability at farm level. Where full scans need one or more days (Marchand et 
al. 2012), this scan needs 2 hours preparation by the consultant and 2 hours’ work filling in the 
tool with the farmer. The tool visually integrates the sustainability themes, which makes it pos-
sible to have a quick overview of the positive and negative scores of the indicators. The themes 
can be handled separately in discussion groups according to present needs 

Validation in 
practice  

Unknown at this time 
 
 

Criteria Evaluation results 
Availability, 
correctness & 
compatibility of 
required data for 
tool use 

Mixed: data availability for economic data was sufficient for most indicators and is perceived 
through the accountancy data of the farmer. Correctness of these data is secured. Availability of 
environmental data was rather low and not present in most of the accountancy data of the farm-
ers.  

Effectiveness Unknown at this time 

Attitude of 
model users 

Mixed: the attitude of model users differs between the industries. The fruit production farmers 
as well as their consultants are more positive towards sustainability as well as the greenhouse 
cultivation farmers and consultants. The arable farmers are more opposed to sustainability 
measures, also the consultants are more reserved towards sustainability. 
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process and outcome, capacity building, capacity to influence/participate, recognized impacts and 
social learning. We tried to enhance ownership of the process and outcome by stakeholder partic-
ipation and by putting the emphasis on the improvement of the livelihood of farmers on the long 
term and not on sustainability. Participants were given the opportunity to participate and influ-
ence the process during stakeholder meetings (capacity to influence and to participate). If these 
criteria are met, is still unknown and needs to be investigated by further research.  

The on-demand development of the scan tool can help develop a suited tool and facilitate the ac-
ceptance of the tool during implementation (Triste et al., 2013). However, in this case the need 
for developing a scan tool was not shared among all members of the Boerenbond organization 
and the broader group of stakeholders (e.g. farmers). For researchers, it is hard to deal with this 
gap between members of the Boerenbond organization and the project developers/team. The pro-
ject team consists of the initiators of the project within the Boerenbond organization. The differ-
ence expresses the need for the development of a shared vision throughout the organization. 
Communication about the goals and objectives are therefore very important. This difference and 
the absence of a shared vision between project team and members of the organization can also be 
linked with ownership of the process and outcome, capacity building and the capacity to influ-
ence/participate. 

The effectiveness of the management is very important in a project. Neef and Neubert (2011) and 
Triste et al (in press) emphasize the role of the researcher during the scope of the project. Not 
only leadership within the team is important, also knowledge and expertise, transparency and 
reflection are important aspects. The results show that in this case the leadership, transparency 
and reflection are both adequate and inadequate. This is caused by a clear difference in the ac-
tions of the research and project management. This difference will be addressed as a new lesson 
learnt. 

Which barriers still remain an issue? 
A first barrier is the multifunctional characteristic of the tool. In this case, creating a clear under-
standing of the ultimate goal of the tool played an important role. The project team, as well as the 
research team, is are responsible for communication towards stakeholders. The research team 
profoundly explained the goal of the tool during stakeholder meetings. Yet, this seemed not ade-
quate enough, since stakeholders struggled with keeping the goal in mind. Their focus was often 
communicating about the sustainability of their industry towards other parties. This has led to 
different sets of indicators. Validation of the scan and further research needs to clarify if the goal 
of the tool is met. The project team also played an important role in the communication about the 
goal of the tool. Consultants of the Boerenbond were not informed enough about the project and 
therefore they did not know the meaning and goal of the project and tool. The change of leader-
ship as a basis of this lack of communication within the project team will be addressed as a new 
lesson learnt. 

A second barrier which remains an issue is finding available, correct and compatible data for tool 
use. Economic data were available for most indicators, because accountancy data of the farmer 
were used. Compatibility between accountancy systems is however not always possible, because 
these systems use different calculations and terms. Insight in these different calculations is there-
fore necessary. The availability of environmental data was rather low and not present in most of 
the accountancy data of the farmer. We tried to solve this problem by using other types of data 
which were readily available for the farmer and without extra calculations.  
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What kind of tool did this process generate and does the tool meet with the initial objectives 
of the project? 
Important lessons learnt which address the tool characteristics are the effectiveness of the tool, its 
user-friendliness, flexibility and the communication aid of the tool. The effectiveness of the tool 
is unknown at this time. Implementation of the scan and interviews with tool users need to con-
firm if the scan is effective. The user-friendliness, flexibility and the communication aid of the 
scan are explained in the results and are all adequate. 

One of the goals of the tool is supporting the learning process of the farmer. If the tool meets with 
this objective is still unknown. Hermans et al. (2011) mention that measuring outcomes of partic-
ipatory processes is very difficult. Therefore a thorough methodology on how to measure learning 
needs to be developed. 

New lessons learnt 
The discussion above shows that the project team plays an important role in the development of 
the on-demand scan tool and the progress of the project. The importance of leadership, transpar-
ency and reflection within the project team is a first lesson learnt. A shift in leadership occurred 
and has led to a decrease of support within the Boerenbond organization towards both the re-
search team and the project itself. During stakeholder meetings consultants of Boerenbond did 
not know about the project and they were not informed that their organization was demanding 
party for the development of an on-demand scan tool. The development of a shared vision was 
therefore also obstructed. A possible solution is more frequent communication and transparency 
about the project and its goal towards the consultants. Also helpful in solving this problem are 
frequent reflections on how the project is proceeding within the Boerenbond organization. In this 
way, actions can be adjusted and specified for the three different industries.  

A second lesson learnt is the inability to change the context in which the project occurs. At the 
level of the project, the research team could not change the shift in leadership within the 
Boerenbond organization. At the level of the industries, the results show that the attitude of mod-
el users differs between industries. This specific context of each industry cannot be altered. Re-
searchers have to deal with this kind of specificity and the context in which the scan needs to be 
developed. Therefore every industry needs to be approached differently. To help the researcher 
understand this specificity, the project team and members of Boerenbond can sketch the specific 
context of an industry, its problems and strengths.  

 

Conclusion 
The evaluation of the participatory tool development process resulted in some successes, barriers 
and new lessons learnt. New lessons learnt are the importance of a well communicating project 
team with a clear division of tasks within the team, their ability to create a shared vision and find 
support within their organization. Also the lesson learnt regarding to the context in which a pro-
ject occurs is very important. To understand and deal with this context and differences between 
industries is not always easy for a research team. Therefore close collaboration and communica-
tion with the project team is necessary to understand this context. 

To be able to learn more from this evaluation and therefore improve the development process of 
three other industries (dairy farming, pig farming and horticulture) further research is necessary, 
since many criteria are unknown at this moment 
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Abstract: The core of many changes towards a more sustainable agriculture is the individual 
decision-maker. The decisions of each farmer have impacts on sustainability and are made in a 
complex world of contradictious interests and values. Agricultural decision support systems 
(AgriDSS) will be a major contributor in the realization of a viable farm economy with less nega-
tive environmental impact, but it must not only provide current and relevant information. Current 
DSSs available to farmers, advisors, experts, and policy makers are not used to their full poten-
tial. One reason is that they fail to capture the actual needs of the farmers and to understand their 
decision-making in practice. They are not adapted to the high complexity characterizing sustaina-
ble land use decision-making. Among farmers the acceptance of these systems are low, partly 
because existing DSS are based on what scientists and system developers consider as necessary. 
As a result, new linkages and better understanding between different stakeholders in agriculture 
has to be improved. The user-centred design (UCD) approach can answer the core of the identi-
fied problems of most DSSs, because it put the farmers’ experience in focus and involve them 
early and continuously in the design process. 

In this paper we discuss next generation’s AgriDSS which are useful and useable for farmers and 
other stakeholders. By introducing theories from UCD, illustrated by the Swedish case of imple-
menting Precision Agriculture, we show what is needed to make new technologies contribute to 
resilient farms and farming systems. We argue that there is a dual link between environmental 
sustainability and information systems (IS) addressing both sustainability through design – how 
IS can be used to promote more sustainable behaviours, and sustainability in design – how sus-
tainability can be the governing principle of the design of the information systems themselves.  

Consequently, the next generation’s AgriDSS must simultaneously enable stakeholders to get 
access to the best knowledge available, and at the same time involve them in the process of de-
veloping the user interface design. To use existing and future information efficiently, participa-
tory approaches are therefore crucial and need to be a part of transition towards sustainable agri-
culture. 

Keywords: farmer´s decision-making, farmer participation, decision support system, sustainable 
land use, sustainable IT 

 

Failures and success factors in AgriDSS 
At the very core of a societal transition towards sustainability is the individual decision-maker. 
An increased awareness, knowledge, participation, and capacity are keys to sustainable develop-
ment of agriculture. It is the farmer that will take both strategic and operative decisions that 
bridge between theory and practice, and balancing the desirable with the feasible. Information 
systems (IS) will be a major contributor in the realization of a sustainable development, yet the 
role of IS as both an actor and a solution within sustainability is receiving only limited attention 
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in current research generally (Melville, 2010; Korte et al., 2012), and specifically within agricul-
ture (but see Aubert et al., 2012). To bridge the gap mentioned above and to tackle the challenges 
and complexity of a sustainable development of modern agriculture (social, ecological, economi-
cal, and technological), the farmers need agricultural decision support systems (AgriDSS) that not 
only provide current and relevant knowledge, but are also tailored to the farmers’ needs 
(Leeuwis, 2004). 

Currently, the main efforts of bridging the gap within today’s Swedish agricultural knowledge 
and innovation system include implementing new advisory concepts, re-organizing extension, 
and developing DSS. However, current DSSs available to farmers are not used to their full poten-
tial and are not adapted to the trade-offs and high complexity characterizing sustainable agricul-
ture and relevant decision-making processes on different scales. The uptake and acceptance of 
these systems are low, partly because existing DSS are based on what scientists and system de-
velopers consider as necessary decision support, but in reality they fail to capture the actual needs 
of the farmers in practice (e.g. McCown, 2002; 2005; Parker & Sinclair, 2001; Öhlmér, 2001: 
Öhlmér et al., 1998). One explanation for this is that common technology acceptance models fail 
to take public resources, such as the environment, into account when analyzing the adoption of 
information systems (Melville, 2010). Additional identified failure factors of AgriDSSs are, for 
example, lack of confidence, validity, poor user interface design, low adaptability, and the fear of 
replacing advisors (e.g. McCown, 2002; Parker & Sinclair, 2001). Parker & Sinclair (2001), for 
example, point out that a DSS is a useful tool for the ongoing transfer of scientific knowledge and 
“best practices” within the field of agriculture, claiming that the single unifying predictor of suc-
cess or failure of a DSS is the extent to which users are involved and participate in design and 
development processes. Recently, Jakku and Thorburn (2010) as well as Meensel et al. (2012) 
stress the importance of participatory approaches for the successful development of AgriDSSs as 
well as the role and relevance of social learning in the stakeholders involved in the participatory 
AgriDSS development process. 

In addition, the agricultural sector is supposed to fulfill several goals and societal values simulta-
neously; producing food, fiber and energy, reaching environmental goals, preserving and devel-
oping cultural heritage, and recreational values, etc., while at the same time being economically 
viable on a long-term basis. No single actor can manage these challenges themselves, why there 
is a need for an increased collaboration between farmers, and other actors, in order to reach ob-
jectives especially on a collective level. New linkages between stakeholders are needed in order 
to manage the challenges facing modern agriculture. Participatory AgriDSS must therefore take 
the collaborative dimension and potential of farmers’ decision-making into account. Comparing 
urban development with rural and agricultural development in Sweden today, the access to and 
implementation of adapted DSS differs. In sustainable rural planning, collaborative learning and 
decision-making where modern DSS are applied, is almost non-existing (Ljung et al, 2014). 

In other words, the lack of a user-centred design (UCD) and participatory design (PD) approaches 
is the core of the identified problems of most DSSs. The above mentioned authors stress the im-
portance of an active user involvement approach as the major success factor for delivering 
AgriDSSs that have a significant uptake by intended users, and therefore can have a substantial 
impact on the quality of farmers’ individual and collective decision-making. The proposed re-
search approach is user-centred and emphasizes participatory design for the development of an 
AgriDSS for farmers. Hence, the shortcomings of today’s AgriDSSs are a consequence of a lack 
of understanding of farmers’ decision-making in practice as well as their actual needs. These 
shortcomings need to be addressed in order to accomplish next generation’s AgriDSS that con-
siderably facilitates future sustainable agriculture in general and farmers’ decisions in particular. 

In this paper we discuss next generation’s AgriDSS which are useful and useable for farmers and 
other stakeholders. We argue that there is a dual link between environmental sustainability and 
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information systems (IS) addressing both sustainability through design – how IS can be used to 
promote more sustainable behaviours, and sustainability in design – how sustainability can be the 
governing principle of the design of the information systems themselves. The remainder of this 
paper is structured as follows. The following section provides some conceptual background, mo-
tivations and empirical illustration on sustainable IT and sustainable decision support systems, 
framing and addressing the work discussed in this paper. The paper ends with a summary and 
discussion of the work presented here and proposes some future research trends. 

Sustainable IT and sustainable decision support systems 
Sustainable development was initially defined as “development that meets the needs of the pre-
sent without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 
(Brundtland, 1987). In terms of the design and implementation of sustainable IT solutions, this 
definition has been reinterpreted to address current challenges. A sustainable IS is characterized 
by longevity, simplicity, accessibility, responsiveness, and adaptability, among others (Misund & 
Høiber, 2003). 

A DSS is a computer-based IS that supports either a single decision-maker or a group of decision-
makers in making more effective decisions when dealing with unstructured or semi-structured 
problems. The DSS supports one or more activities in a decision process in order to complement 
and ‘support’ decision-makers rather than to replace them. Furthermore, a DSS can either support 
the decision-maker in an on-going decision situation or it can prepare the decision-maker to per-
form better in the future through decision training (Alenljung, 2008). The benefits of using a DSS 
are that it can improve individual productivity, improve decision quality and problem solving, as 
well as facilitate interpersonal communication. It can also improve decision-making skills and 
increase organizational control (e.g. Power, 2002; Turban et al., 2007). 

The development and deployment of future sustainable agriculture requires acquisition, applica-
tion and adaptation of knowledge, with the support of appropriate IT. In this paper, we directly 
acknowledge the dual link between environmental sustainability and IS by addressing both sus-
tainability through design – how IS can be used to promote more sustainable behaviors, and sus-
tainability in design – how sustainability can be the governing principle of the design of the in-
formation systems themselves (Hanks et al., 2008). To account for this need for sustainability in 
future deployments, sustainable information systems (SIS) have been put forward as a new direc-
tion within IS research. SIS adapt to their environment, involve relevant stakeholders, and sup-
port knowledge creation, evaluation and application (Maruster et al., 2008).  

 

Experiences from Precision Agriculture 
The implementation of Precision Agriculture (PA) technologies can exemplify the challenges 
described. The technological development in PA is accelerating, while a broad implementation 
and practical use of the new technologies has shown to be much slower. During the late 1990s the 
nitrogen sensor (Yara N-Sensor) was introduced on the Swedish market. Few farmers embraced 
the technology quickly, while the majority of farmers, advisers as well as the authorities have 
remained passive, despite a continuous promotion of the technology in the farming press, through 
courses, fairs and various venues. As a technology the N-sensor not normally reduces the amount 
of fertilizer, but it distributes the fertilizer after the crop needs, increasing nitrogen efficiency and 
reduces nitrogen leaching. The most important potential benefit of N-sensor has growers where 
crop quality and payment is strongly linked to the nitrogen content, such as malting barley and 
bread wheat or where soil mineralization ability varies greatly for example due to high manure 
supply or variation in soil type. N-sensor also provides increased harvest and a more even protein 
content. The technology thus has both environmental and economic benefits for both farmers and 
society. 
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Different assisted steering systems, such as auto steering, were introduced on the Swedish market 
in the early 2000s. Systems for auto steering or guiding systems helps the driver to steer straight 
in the field. Thus, the driver can devote more time to the work of the tractor or the combine har-
vester performance. The decrease of overlaps reduces energy consumption and makes work fast-
er. The interest from farmers has been big from the beginning and the technology became popular 
directly after being launched. Today, many new tractors are prepared for mounting of auto steer-
ing directly into the control system. 

In none of the two cases the technology has been aided by advisory services or specific support 
from authorities. Any farmer knows that the harvest in a field varies. Therefore, the usefulness of 
the N-sensor theoretically should be no problem to understand if one trusts the sensor’s function. 
Farmers also understand that site-specific fertilizing give higher yields, more consistent quality 
and reduced risk of leaching. At the same time the benefit of the N-sensor is difficult to see in 
practice if one has not historically had problems with crop lodging. Many farmers also perceive 
that using the N-sensor implies more work and if you buy the service of someone else. It will be 
slightly more expensive than doing it yourself with existing machines. In fact, not even in special 
crops where varied fertilization has been shown to provide a direct added value, the technology 
has had a broader impact.  

When compared to the N-sensor, using a steering system also requires new technological 
knowledge by the farmer. The difference between the two systems is that they demand a slightly 
different decision making. The N-Sensor requires data input of expected yield and fertilizer need 
at the reference site, while the steering system only requires a decision concerning the distance to 
the next track. A steering system in a tractor or harvester has a few obvious pedagogical benefits 
compared to the N-sensor in understanding the environmental and economic consequences, in the 
immediate effect that can be experienced while driving the tractor. Straight lines, and the avoid-
ance of double runs or missing rows are obvious and immediate results. The farmer's immediate 
sense of advantage of the technologies thus differs.  

The question is what is possible to achieve if introducing new ways of developing these technol-
ogies in the context of a sustainable AgriDSS. 

 
Sustainable Human-Computer Interaction and Sustainable Interaction Design 
We argue that the design of IS and DSS needs to be user-centred, since humans undergo activities 
in a context and the varieties in people’s context make the design of interactive systems challeng-
ing. The field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is characterized as; “…a discipline con-
cerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for hu-
man use and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them” (The ACM SIGCHI group, 
1992). User-centred design (UCD) is an approach within HCI and interaction design to IS design 
aiming to develop and adapt the system based on the users’ needs, rather than forcing the users to 
change their behavior to accommodate to the system (e.g. Hartson & Pyla, 2012; Rogers et al., 
2011). Similarly, a more radical approach to UCD is the “Scandinavian model” of participatory 
design (PD) emerging within the system development field among a group of Scandinavian re-
searchers who focused on the democratization of working life (Marti & Bannon, 2009). PD as a 
design approach is characterized as attempting to actively engage all users and stakeholders (they 
all are seen as equal partners) in the design process in order to achieve that the product designed 
fulfills their needs and is useful. PD stresses the importance of processes and procedures of de-
sign and is more responsive to their stakeholders’ and users' cultural, emotional, and way of 
working practices and being in the world (see e.g. Bjerknes et al., 1987). In sum, both UCD and 
PD approaches have the vision to insuring high usability, i.e. adapting the system to the end us-
ers’ and stakeholders’ needs and goals, the possibility of reaching satisfied users and IS success 
increases significantly.  The four central principles of UCD process are to obtain a clear under-
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standing of the intended people, the activities, context of use and the technologies (PACT), to 
design the graphical user interface based on the users’ actual needs, to ensure active involvement 
of users during the whole development process, and to integrate UCD with other development 
activities (Benyon, 2011). In farming, the people are the farmers and other stakeholders that un-
dertake activities in the contexts of agriculture, and in many cases they use different kinds of 
technology to run a farm, and designing technology that is usable and useful in the agricultural 
domain is a demanding challenge. 

IS research offers a large amount of interesting user participation research, showing user in-
volvement to be a critical factor in successfully developing an IS (Harris & Weistroffer 2009).  
One identified reason for failure in IS implementation is the lack of communication between us-
ers and developers (Hartwick & Barki 2001). The result of employing an UCD approach when 
designing and developing a IS is a more efficient, satisfying, and usable experience for the user, 
which is likely to increase user acceptance and confidence of the system. The final IS is not an 
end in itself; rather the system is a means towards the end of providing good usability and user 
experience, and for supporting the actual tasks for the intended users (Hartson & Pyla, 2012; 
Rogers et al., 2011). Computer-based DSS are a good example of this; DSS can be very effective 
when dealing with unstructured or semi-structured problems (Alenljung, 2008) and sustainable 
DSS can combine the potential of DSS with the adaptability needed within the agriculture do-
main. Importantly, sustainable DSS can only be utilized to their fullest potential as long as usabil-
ity does not suffer and they work properly for different users in varying situations and contexts 
(Rogers et al., 2011).Some recent successful examples of the PACT principles and active user-
involvement in the design process of AgriDSSs are, for example, the work by Jakku and 
Thorburn (2010) as well as Van Meensel et al. (2012). Jakku and Thorburn (2010) highlight the 
importance of involving stakeholders as active participants throughout the whole development 
process. A central issue in their paper is the changed view on the agricultural innovation process, 
stressing the importance of viewing agricultural innovations as complex interactive processes of 
co-learning and negotiation, in which social learning practices are fostered. An AgriDSS can 
function as a “discussion tool”, facilitating the dialogue between different key stakeholders with-
in agriculture, such as farmers, scientists, advisors, and extension officers.  

 

Van Meensel et al (2012) point out that agriDSSs have previously failed to fulfil the intended 
expectations, and their uptake have been poor. Some identified reasons for the low adaption rate 
are that some AgriDSSs are too complex, terminology and functions are not adapted and irrele-
vant to the intended users and their activities, and the often mentioned gap between science and 
practice within agriculture. Decision-making in pig farming is considered as a typical case of the 
simultaneously improvement of productivity and the effort to reduce environmental pressure, 
primarily produced by nutrient emissions (Van Meensel et al., 2012). Van Menseel et al. (2012) 
identify some success factors in the participatory development approach of a DSS named 
Pigs2win. The aim of Pigs2win was to develop a DSS that is scientifically sound, usable in prac-
tice, and supported by the pig sector in the actual region. Critical success factors that affected the 
Pigs2win project include, flexibility, perceived usefulness, accessibility, credibility, maintenance 
and adaptability, and focus on the intended users. Central issues for the success of the participa-
tory approach during the whole development process are (1) selection of appropriate stakeholders 
and high level of transparency to the stakeholders, (2) constructive collaboration among stake-
holders, which resulted in active involvement and a consensus of common goals for the DSS, and 
(3) a flexibility in the development process, respecting the available time and scope, but accept-
ing adaptation during the process and not following a priori detailed road map (Menseel et al., 
2012). As a result of using a participatory process, the stakeholders identified 14 outcomes that 
the DSS should be able to handle properly, which then were implemented in 12 features in 
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Pigs2win. The result is a DSS that allows for identifying farm-specific suboptimal KPIs (key per-
formance indicators), and assessing aggregate economic and environmental effects of improving 
these KPIs. The authors stress that the DSS does not provide any direct advice on what concrete 
decision to make. This means, the actual decision is left for the intended user (advisor) to do, but 
the DSS provides information on the KPIs that is useful in supporting the activities of pig farm-
ing via technological support. Generally speaking participatory approaches and social learning 
processes share some common characteristics; stressing the importance to understand the con-
texts in which the activities take place, getting to know the people involved, establishing a dia-
logue of mutual sharing of different perspectives, and working together to reach common goals.  

 

AgriDSS, HCI and everyday practice 
Applying this to the design of sustainable AgriDSSs, the question is how a digital artifact can be 
designed such that users will prefer sustainable behaviors to unsustainable ones (Blevis, 2007). 
As pointed out by Pierce et al. (2013) environmental sustainability has established itself as a 
mainstream concern for HCI since Blevis’s (2007) seminal paper in 2007. Since then, HCI re-
searchers have begun to recognize that the complexity and apparent uncontrollability of working 
towards sustainability offers serious challenges to the current and traditional HCI approaches to 
solve problems. Contrary, Pierce et al. stress that this should not be faced as a problem at first 
glance. Instead, it could be considered as an opportunity to understand the limits of HCI as cur-
rently constituted and as a way forward to further development and possibilities for the field of 
HCI. Hanks et al., (2008) point out the importance of sustainability for design, focusing on Sus-
tainable Interaction Design (SID) which is the perspective that sustainability can and should have 
a central focus within HCI. The importance of considering sustainability within interaction design 
was put forward by Blevis (2007) and the focus in SID has since then centered on the link be-
tween environmental sustainability and interactive technologies by addressing both sustainability 
through design – how IS can be used to promote more sustainable behaviors, and sustainability in 
design – how sustainability can be the governing principle of the design of the information sys-
tems themselves (Hanks et al., 2008). However, Hanks et al. (2008) stress that it should be una-
voidable for interaction designers to consider not only the interactive products themselves from a 
perspective of environmental effects, but also the contexts of use and design for cultural altera-
tion that can affect more sustainable human attitudes and behaviors. According to Pierce et al. 
(2013) one recently identified methodological limitation is the overwhelming dependence in HCI 
research on individuals as the unit of analysis for design, development and evaluation.  

To date, the majority of work in sustainable HCI has focused on how to change individuals’ atti-
tudes and behaviors to become less resource-intensive and be more aware of environmental and 
sustainability issues. This way of research has drawn mainly on theories and concepts from social 
psychology and behavioral economics (Pierce et al., 2013). Instead, as they point out, recent work 
within sustainable HCI offers an alternative approach to sustainable HCI by shifting the unit of 
analysis from individual action to everyday practice. They highlight that this shift of focus, to 
consider organizations and reorganizations of shared activities and routines rather than individual 
behaviours and general social values and norms, results in looking beyond isolated interactions 
between humans and computers and instead view them as necessary ingredients of practice rather 
than simply something that humans interact with (Pierce et al., 2013). As a consequence of this 
suggested practice-oriented approach to HCI, there is a need to seriously consider other forms of 
materiality other than interactive technologies and computers. Taking practice as the unit of anal-
ysis, it offers HCI researchers new ways to investigate the dynamics of (un)sustainability, gener-
ating understandings of the interactions between humans and other material artefacts that more 
fully capture the complexity of everyday practices as they are enacted and change over time 
(Pierce et al., 2013). As pointed out by Watson’s commentary of the special issue on practice-
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oriented approaches to sustainable HCI (in DiSalvo, Redström & Watson, 2013) to consider dif-
ferent aspects of the potential relationship between practice theories and the role of design and 
HCI in creating future changes in everyday life that can contribute to a socio-technical change 
towards better and greater sustainability. It should be noted, however, that “theories of practice” 
refers to a diversity of approaches and draws on fields such as anthropology, sociology, cultural 
studies, and philosophy (Pierce et al., 2013). They, for example, span from viewing practice with-
in the routine and seemingly mundane activities of everyday life, incorporating great considera-
tion of the social, cultural and material contexts in which these contexts are situated to emphasiz-
ing the simultaneously social and material nature of practice, viewing practice as socially, materi-
ally and technically constituted or mediated arrays of activity and meaning (Pierce et al., 2013). 

 
Next generation’s AgriDSS for sustainable agriculture 
Already in 1998, Öhlmér et al. (1998) demonstrated the need to revise the study of decision-
making of farmers toward more naturalistic decision-making models. Surprisingly, very few eth-
nographic empirical studies of farmers’ decision-making processes have been carried out. It fol-
lows that very limited natural inquiry on agricultural decision support with a focus on sustainable 
resource management in the field has been conducted, although it has been suggested that per-
forming longitudinal case studies would be a more suitable approach to investigate farmers’ 
complex decision-making processes in agriculture and being-in-the-world (Grey et al., 2009). We 
need a better understanding on how decisions are made, of both operational and strategic nature 
in agriculture, but also an ability to move such an understanding into practical applications and 
recommendations in the context of new, emerging technologies as part of a sustainable AgriDSS. 
Different actors, such as farmers, advisors, scientists, suppliers, and policy makers, all contribute 
to the development of today’s agriculture. The question is how the different sources of infor-
mation that actors’ bring in to the process, can supplement and support each other, which con-
flicts exist, and how today’s agricultural knowledge and innovation system (AKIS) needs to be 
changed in order to better fit the challenges facing industrialized agriculture. Without doubt a 
central part of a new AKIS is an AgriDSS that can facilitate the management of sustainability 
issues on farm and landscape level simultaneously. Future AgriDSS must fulfill the demands set 
up by a SIS (sustainable information system) in order to be perceived as relevant, feasible, and 
practical. Developing new AgriDSS, and in this process integrating the best available technolo-
gies such as N-sensor, traffic guidance systems, etc., is necessary in collaborative learning and 
decision-making process. 

An AgriDSS that supports a sustainable development of today’s agriculture needs to be sustaina-
ble in itself. It must be adaptable, flexible, and user-centred. Additionally it must support farmers 
and policy makers in the continuous monitoring of the effects of sustainable practices within ag-
riculture. Enabling an ever growing possibility to gather production and environmental data 
through new technologies enables farmers and other actors to make more informed decisions, but 
it will also make it possible to evaluate the consequences of taken actions and policies in an early 
stage of implementation.  

There is an increased focus on the need for a social learning perspective in both IS, AgriDSS, and 
sustainable agriculture in general. Social learning has the potential to be the common ground in 
future, integrated initiatives. In this paper we have argued that to reach existing potentials, when 
developing and implementing new technologies in agriculture and trying to improve both envi-
ronmental performance and farm viability, we must change our approach and integrate the differ-
ent instruments in a joint collaborative process of learning and decision making.  
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Abstract: This paper aims to reveal, and contribute to an understanding of, the linkage processes 
that connect innovation networks in sustainable agriculture to elements of the mainstream agri-
cultural regime. It draws on findings from analysis of 17 Learning and Innovation Networks for 
Sustainable Agriculture (LINSA) analysed within the EU research project SOLINSA (Support of 
Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture). The LINSA examined represent 
networks of actors engaged in: agricultural food production, alternative food marketing, urban 
food systems, care farming and farm energy production. The notion of compatibility and linkage 
at the macro level structures provides a framework in which to examine the linkage processes that 
enable LINSA (as niche projects) to adapt and the regime to accommodate them. Five modes of 
interaction are distinguished based on the level of LINSA compatibility with the regime; these are 
labelled: Compatible; Complementary; Emergent; Divergent; and Oppositional. The study reveals 
the dynamic and complex nature of both the LINSA and the regime entities and their interactions 
and the range of linkage processes that enable LINSA to adapt and the regime to accommodate 
them. In conclusion, although the challenges of transition to a more sustainable agriculture are 
often articulated at a macro level, this study shows that at a sub-niche or project level multiple 
linkage processes are operating which can help to bring about a transition to sustainability. 

Keywords: innovation, learning, sustainable agriculture, networks, niche, regime, linkage pro-
cesses, LINSA 

 
Introduction 
It is increasingly acknowledged that meeting the sustainability challenge in the agri-food system 
will require system innovation (Elzen et al., 2004) or transition (Hargreaves et al., 2013)1. Trans-
forming systems of food production and consumption poses considerable challenges, particularly 
as changes in regimes tend to be incremental and path dependent (Seyfang and Smith, 2007). In 
agriculture, the notion of transition applies to a shift from the mainstream ‘productivist regime’, 
characterised as having the goal of increasing productivity and modernisation driving production 
growth, high yields, and input intensification, to a regime built around the principles of sustaina-
ble production (Brunori et al., 2013). Innovation is key to transition but agricultural institutions, 
such as Agricultural Knowledge Systems (AKS), that are charged with fostering innovation, are 
often locked into old approaches or trajectories of the incumbent regime and are commonly mar-
ket-based (Knickel et al., 2009). 

However, alternative and innovative approaches to agriculture, developing around the principles 
of sustainable agriculture and rural development, are emerging. These innovations are almost 
invariably responding to concerns about the environment and rural communities and tend to chal-
lenge mainstream agriculture. They often occur in the form of networks of individuals and/or 

                                                 
1 “A transition is said to have occurred when there is a major change in the way in which particular societal functions (e.g., en-
ergy, water, or food) are fulfilled or, in other words, when there has been a shift of regime”. (Hargreaves et al., 2013, p403). In 
normal circumstances, regimes change incrementally to become more efficient, however, occasionally, fundamental regime 
change can occur. 
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organisations experimenting with new solutions that form innovative niche practices on the mar-
gins of the mainstream agriculture regime. These can be bottom-up networks emerging in a self-
organising fashion and coordinated by  farmers and rural actors themselves, coalition networks 
with regime actors, or emanating from within the regime itself (Knickel et al., 2009).  

Systems innovation and transition theory considers alternative approaches (or niche initiatives) as 
sources of innovation which can seed a sustainable regime transformation (Kemp, 1998; Smith, 
2006). The theory proposes that regime transformation occurs through an accumulation of pro-
jects or novelties in niche spaces which allow (through learning and experimentation) radical 
practices, such as alternative networks, to develop (Geels and Scot, 2007). 

Development of niches, however, is limited by their compatibility with external constraints, ac-
tors, rules and artefacts, components of the mainstream regime (Knickel et al., 2009; Seyfang and 
Haxeltine, 2012). Such challenges and barriers have been described for sustainable agricultural 
networks and niches (Flinterman et al., 2012; Brunori et al., 2013). In particular they face issues 
of making effective links and networks with actors and organisations in the incumbent regime, 
and diffusing oppositional ideas (Seyfang and Smith, 2007; see also Seyfang, 2009; Smith, 2006; 
2007).  

These challenges have been articulated at the macro level in terms of the interaction between the 
niche and the regime, particularly with respect to compatibility. However, whilst such macro lev-
el analysis is useful for understanding major forces in socio-technical change in agriculture, it is 
argued that it does not reveal the processes involved in support of such change (Klerlx., et al 
2010). This paper aims to contribute to an understanding of the linkage processes that connect 
innovation networks in sustainable agriculture to elements of the mainstream agricultural regime. 
It frames the analysis using the notion of niche-regime compatibility. Seventeen Learning and 
Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture (LINSA) are examined. These were identified 
within the EU research project SOLINSA2 and are defined as: networks of producers, customers, 
experts, NGOs, SMEs, local administrations, as well as official researchers and extensionists, 
that are mutually engaged with common goals for sustainable agriculture and rural development 
- cooperating, sharing resources and co-producing new knowledge by creating conditions for 
communication (Brunori et al., 2013,p 4) (see Table 1).  

 

Conceptualising LINSA and linkage processes 
 
LINSA operating in niche spaces 
LINSA cannot be classified as ‘complete niches’ or novelties. Instead they can be considered as 
constituent ‘niche projects’ which are developing in a value space distinct from the mainstream 
agricultural regime. These multiple and diverse networks of actors experimenting with new prac-
tices and ways of doing things operate in established sustainable agriculture/rural development 
niche spaces (agricultural food production, alternative food marketing, farm energy production, 
organic farming, care farming, low-input farming, sustainable and urban food systems). LINSA 
are varied in scale, temporality, constituency, level of ambition, level of learning, level of exter-
nal support, perspectives on sustainable agriculture, value systems, and nature and extent of di-
vergence from the mainstream food system (Ingram et al, 2013a,b). 

Although characterised as a monolithic entity, described as the industrialized food regime, for 
example (e.g. Smith, 2007; Brunori et al., 2013), the mainstream agriculture regime is heteroge-
                                                 

2

SOLINSA- Support of Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture. A FP7 project funded by the European 
Union looking at Knowledge Systems in transitio
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neous and has mulitple elements and actors who can potentially interact with sub niche entities 
(Klerkx et al., 2010). The structure that have most interaction with LINSA is the AKS, the formal 
set of institutes and actors charged with fostering innovation, which itself comprises a number of 
different and changing elements and actors. Understanding LINSA as diverse and dynamic sub-
niche entities acknowledges that there can be multiple interactions with the many layers of the 
regime and its associated AKS.  

 

Niche-regime interactions 
 
Niche-regime compatibility 

The nature of the interaction between the regime and the niche provides a useful framework for 
clustering the 17 LINSA studied. Transitions are conventionally seen as resulting from external 
‘landscape’ pressures exerting pressure upon incumbent regimes to open up ‘windows of oppor-
tunity’ that might be filled by novel, radical, innovations developed in ‘niche’ spaces (Geels and 
Schot, 2007). At the macro level, transformative changes depends both on internal tension within 
the regime and on the niche adapting (Smith, 2006). The niche can stimulate transformation by 
‘linking up’ with tensions in the incumbent regime and  linkages can be across any one of a num-
ber of socio-technical dimensions (Smith, 2006). In agriculture, tensions in the incumbent con-
ventional regime (including growing awareness of the environment by consumers and producers, 
as well as pressures from government through policy) can provide opportunities for the niche to 
provide solutions and thus assist niche development.  

This linking potential is largely governed by niche compatibility with the regime and its socio-
technical dimensions. As such, it is argued that successful niches should not be too radically dis-
tinct from the incumbent regime; that good compatibility with the assumptions, practices and 
rules of existing regimes facilitates rapid niche growth enabling it to develop and diffuse (Smith, 
2006). Where compatibility with the regime is limited, for example where a (radical) niche is 
motivated by visions and very different goals to those in incumbent regimes, there is more likely 
to be poor growth and linking potential. However, understanding innovation as an adaptation 
process that is confined by structures within the existing mainstream regime, means that such 
‘value chasms’ can be closed either by the niche adapting to become more accessible to main-
stream audiences or by the regime accommodating niche ideas, perhaps through regulation, or by 
the intervention of a mediating actor (Smith, 2006; 2007; Seyfang, 2009). Pressure on the regime 
to become more sustainable makes the diffusion into the mainstream easier (Smith, 2006). This 
emphasises the interactive nature of the niche-regime relationship 

Linkage processes 

Scholars have introduced several concepts to analyse the development processes of innovations 
that involve interaction with the regime (see Seyfang and Haxeltine, 2012). In studies of niche 
emergence and development, analysis focuses upon the social networks, learning processes, ex-
pectations and enrolment of actors and resources and collaborating with powerful groups (Kemp 
et al., 1998; Hoogma et al., 2002; Roep et al., 2003; Geels and Schot, 2007). Creating influential 
actor networks is seen as a key process in regime-niche interactions; prime moving actors may 
facilitate their innovation journey by mobilising expertise to verify and legitimise their story 
(Klerkx et al., 2010). Approaches to understanding processes operating in niche-regime space in 
particular tend to stress that innovation and transformation are complex and recursive processes, 
characterised by negotiations, uncertainty and unexpected obstacles. In particular they reveal that 
processes linking niche and regime are active and involve translation; they are not a matter of 
simply transferring socio-technical practices from a niche to a regime or vice versa (Smith, 2007; 
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Elzen et al., 2012).  This paper aims to reveal and understand the linkage processes that operate in 
the LINSA-regime space. It frames the analysis using the notion of niche-regime compatibility, 
exploring the extent to which the linking potential is influenced by LINSA compatibility. 

 

Methods 
Seventeen Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture (LINSA) were selected 
for analysis (Table 1) to represent a diverse range of operational arrangements. Details of selec-
tion are available in Ingram et al. (2013a,b). The SOLINSA was underpinned by a 
transdisciplinary research methodology. Each partner used five participatory workshops with 
their respective LINSA and a number exercises including joint visioning, story-telling, rich pic-
tures, participatory mapping, as appropriate to this approach. Workshops were complemented by 
face to face semi structured interviews, focus groups and document analysis. Drawing on data 
from these activities partners prepared reports for each LINSA for each of the following analyti-
cal characteristics identified in the conceptual phase of the project as important: origin and func-
tion, scale, network integration, level of innovation, level of learning and governance. These are 
synthesied in Ingram et al. ( 2013b) and provide the source material for this paper. 

The notion of compatibility and linkage at the macro level structures provides a framework in 
which to examine the linkage processes that enable LINSA (niche projects) to adapt to the re-
gime, and enable the regime to accommodate them. The 17 LINSA can be clustered into five 
modes of interaction based on the level of LINSA compatibility with the regime: Compatible; 
Complementary; Emergent; Divergent; and Oppositional. Moving from Compatible to Opposi-
tional there is increasing divergence from mainstream agriculture with respect to values, assump-
tions, practices and rules. Each mode can also characterised by the nature of the tension in the 
regime, the network actors and actor configurations and links with the AKS (Table 2). These are 
not discrete modes but this framework can be used to capture interaction tendencies and provide a 
structure for analysis of the linkage processes. 
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Table 1: List of LINSA studied 
Brighton and Hove Food Partnership, England (E B&H) was established to create a network of organ-
isations, businesses and residents with a mission to improve the patterns of food consumption and produc-
tion in a large urban area.  

Permaculture Community (Permaculture Association and the Land Project), England (E Perm) 
comprises: the project Leaning And Network Demonstration (LAND), its parent body The Permaculture 
Association (PA), and the wider community of Permaculture practitioners in England.  

The European Organic Data network (EU Organ) consists of a core project members project, and 
stakeholders,  who are involved with organic market data in Europe.  

Réseau Agriculture Durable– Network for a Sustainable Agriculture, France (F RAD) is an informal 
network of farmers groups, aiming to  improving the effectiveness of the systems regarding ecological, 
social and economic issues.  

Charter of Good Agricultural Practices in Livestock production, France (F Charter) promotes 
standards in practices (traceability, herd’s health, food, milk quality, animal welfare and environment) 

Bavarian Rural Women’s Association, Germany (G Women) carries out diversified educational work 
based on topics of direct relevance to farm women.  

German Agricultural Association, Germany (G DLG) collects, discusses, and rearranges information 
and innovations related to agriculture and disseminates them among its members.  

G7 (Local Food Council of Gödöll ), Hungary (H G7) is an informal network (voluntary partnership) 
of local organisations, entrepreneurs and citizens in Gödöll  and aims to  achieve a more sustainable and 
healthy food system for the city.  

The NATURAMA Alliance, Hungary (H Nat) is a loose, informal network of networks of 9 Hungarian 
LEADER Local Action Groups (LAGs).  

Consorzio Vacche Rosse, Italy (CVR) is a cooperative dairy that produces Parmigiano Reggiano (P-R) 
cheese from milk of Reggiana breed cows delivered by its members.  

Association for Solidary Economy Crisoperla, Italy (I Crisop) aims to create an alternative system of 
knowledge and practices around sustainable production and consumption of food in two regions..  

Biogas Production Network, Latvia (L Biogas) was formed to develop on-farm biogas, in response to 
renewable energy policy goals and subsidies.  

Fruit Growing Network, Latvia (L- Fruit) has the goal of developing integrated fruit-growing in Latvia. 

Cooperative Boer en Zorg: Care Farmers in the Netherlands (N Care) currently connects over 130 
care farmers in the Mid-Eastern part of the Netherlands.  

Sustainable Dairy Farming, Netherlands (N Dairy) is a regional network of dairy farmers experiment-
ing low external input farming practices.  

Association for the development of fodder production, Switzerland (S ACDF) aims to foster fodder 
production and conservation on Swiss farms.  

Naturli Co-operative Cheese marketing platform, Switzerland (S Naturli) has evolved around the 
regional trademark “Natürli’  
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Results 
The Interaction Modes are characterised in each of the sections below and all the LINSA within 
the Mode are listed. Each is exemplified with details of one LINSA case study. This analysis syn-
thesises data from the LINSA reports described in the methods section. Table 2 presents the de-
fining characteristics of the Interaction Modes. It has been constructed with reference to the key 
points emerging from the review above concerning linkage processes between niche and regime. 
The interaction modes are intended to be indicative of LINSA tendencies rather than discrete 
types. 

 
Compatible (LINSA: F Charter, L Fruit, S ACDF, I CVR, G Women, G DLG) 

In this mode the level of compatibility between LINSA and regime is high and links are strong as 
LINSA guiding principles (assumptions, practices) are commensurate with many of those of the 
incumbent regime. They aim to achieve sustainable food production according to the rules of the 
regime, that is, by also ensuring farmers’ commercial viability. LINSA emerge within the regime 
and therefore are successfully adopted and incorporated. There are translations of problems 
(problems in the regime inform the guiding principles creating the niche). LINSA develop incre-
mentally utilising existing AKS structures and traditional actors and organisations. LINSA tend 
to have the political support of the regime and have well developed and historical links with the 
AKS.  

The Charter for Good Agricultural Practices in Livestock production in France (F Charter)  

The Charter emerged within the mainstream regime in a response to problems following the BSE 
crisis (a context of mistrust between food production and society). It is supported by the state and 
a food chain organisation and uses the extension service to roll out the scheme. The Charter aims 
at slowly and progressively supporting French cattle farmers to improve their practices. The in-
tention is for every farmer to follow the shift, and not only an elite or a few motivated people. 
This approach has been criticised by founding actors as remaining within the productive para-
digm. Translation that emerges within and adapts to the regime therefore brings some tensions. 
The regime and LINSA show adaption, the standards are re- negotiated, and translated as they 
move into the regime, the LINSA and the regime are both re-configured.  

 

Complementary  (LINSA: N Dairy, F RAD, EU organ)  

In this mode the level of compatibility between LINSA and regime is moderately high with links 
between LINSA and regime enhanced by shared guiding principles to some extent (assumptions, 
routines) with respect to making commercial farming businesses sustainable, although the values, 
practices and rules are being challenged. These LINSA co-evolve with the regime, they involve 
traditional actors, albeit in new roles and ways of interacting. They are emerging on the fringes of 
the regime in response to sustainability issues in mainstream agriculture such as resource effi-
ciency and water quality. With respect to translation the LINSA have aspirations to make a dif-
ference to the regime rather than be absorbed, adapt to it, or insert practices into it. Also there is 
some flexibility in the practices to allow them to be interpreted favourably against regime socio-
technical criteria.  

 

Sustainable Dairy Farming, Netherlands (N Dairy)  

This LINSA is challenging conventional practice and the existing rules of dairy farming. The 
most contested element of the low-external input farming has to do with surface spreading of 
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manure (instead of the legally required manure injection). This has survived outside the official 
regulations as farmer experiment and  operate in protected space for learning and experimenta-
tion. Gaining legitimacy in the policy making process has been a very important goal for the 
farmers involved. The network includes a number of researchers who work to prove the effec-
tiveness of the approach. Through the calculation of mineral flows through the farm and the certi-
fication of the low external input farming approach, actors in the network have tried to formalise 
their working method. Tensions in the mainstream regime (water quality concerns with high input 
dairying) have framed LINSA development.  

 
Table 2: LINSA-regime Modes of interaction and associated linkage processes  
Interaction 
Mode  

Compatible  Complemen-
tary  

Emergent  Divergent  Oppositional 

Compatibility 
Links between 
niche and 
regime 
 

Strong  
Political support 
and recognition 
from regime 

Moderately 
strong 
Some shared 
guiding princi-
ples 

Operating at 
the intersec-
tion of two 
regimes –some 
links to both 

Moderately 
weak  
Limited shar-
ing of guiding 
principles 

Weak:No 
shared guiding 
principles; 
different value 
system 

Ac-
tors/network 
configurations 

Traditional ac-
tors 

Traditional ac-
tors in new ar-
rangements plus 
new facilitators 

New actors 
and new net-
works 

Traditional 
actors in new 
roles, new 
actors and new 
networks 

New actors 
and new net-
works 

Tension in 
regime (pres-
sures in land-
scape) 

Tension – con-
sumers and pol-
icy and regula-
tions 
farm economic 
livelihood 

Tension – envi-
ronmental pol-
icy and farm 
economic liveli-
hood 

Tensions - 
policy and 
economic in 
both regimes 
(health/ energy 
and agricul-
ture) 

Tensions in 
regime –
consumer 
awareness, 
farm economic 
livelihood 

Tensions in 
regime –
consumer 
awareness, 
health, com-
munity con-
cerns 

Linkage Processes 
Adaptation 
Absorption 
Translation 
Networking 
 

Growing within 
or adapting to 
the regime/AKS 
integra-
tion/absorption 
LINSA practices 
are sufficiently 
flexible to be 
interpreted fa-
vourably against 
regime socio-
technical criteria 
Regime accom-
modation 

Co-evolving 
with re-
gime/AKS aspi-
rations to make 
a difference to 
the regime al-
though some 
adaptation to 
regime problems 
Looking for 
recognition and 
legitimacy  
Some regime 
accommodation 

Develop in a 
complemen-
tary manner to 
the agriculture 
regime, make 
use of the ex-
isting struc-
tures when 
appropriate  
Mutual adapta-
tion 
Alignment of 
rules and rou-
tines plus new 
rules created 

Some adapta-
tion of LINSA 
through certi-
fication 
Translations 
that adapt les-
sons 
Extensive 
networking  
Mutual adapta-
tion 
Regime actors 
accommodate, 
new actor 
roles 

No linkage to 
traditional 
regime actors 
or institutions  
Little adapta-
tion or regime 
accommoda-
tion  
Extensive 
Networking 

LINSA F Charter,  L 
Fruit, S ACDF, 
I CVR, G 
Women, G DLG 

N Dairy, F 
RAD, EU organ  
 

L Biogas, N 
Care  

I Crisop, S 
Naturli  

E B&H, E 
perm, H G7, H 
Nat 
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Emergent (LINSA: L Biogas, N Care) 

In this mode the LINSA (L Biogas and N Care)) are founded on the basis of agricultural sustain-
ability but operate at the intersection of agriculture with the energy and health sectors respective-
ly. They make use of the existing structures when appropriate but they also build up new socio-
economic spaces with new actors, rules and artefacts and new networks, rules and regulations. 
LINSA have emerged in response to changes at the landscape level which in turn have resulted in 
tensions at the regime level and led individual entrepreneurs to diversify and create niche pro-
jects. Both LINSA adapt daily farming routines to new health care and energy rules and practices; 
they also develop new rule sets.   

The Biogas Production Network, Latvia (L Biogas)  

Biogas production in Latvia was politically initiated based on the principles of combining energy 
production and agricultural sustainability. Quotas meant the government created a secure and 
exclusive niche market. However throughout the network development, business interests and 
sustainability issues clashed. The ability of traditional actors in the AKS to meet producers’ needs 
is quite limited. The role of foreign research companies, technological advice providers, investors 
and knowledge brokers is notable. The barriers between LINSA and the AKS include: differing 
foci of interest; different value systems; organisational barriers.  

Divergent (LINSA: I Crisop, S Naturli) 

This interaction is characterised by weak links between niche and regime with few practices, 
rules or guiding principles in common. The networks are relatively small in scale, they have 
emerged on the margins of the regime both in response to farmers’ economic needs and their de-
sire to promote products grown in environmentally sustainable way to consumers and civic socie-
ty in general. The networks are therefore responding to different tensions within the regime. 
LINSA goals are diverging from those of the regime and the practices are not sufficiently flexible 
to be integrated into it. New networks have emerged with a diversified composition brining actors 
together who otherwise would not have collaborated. These networks develop new marketing 
channels, however in using some certification they are translations that adapt lessons, reinterpret 
elements of LINSA practices and insert them into regime settings. They build up specific new 
socio-economic space with new actors, rules and artefacts, and new interactions.  

Association for Solidary Economy Crisoperla in Italy (I Crisop)  

The Association can be seen to link to the regime yet break the rules in three ways. Agronomists 
from the AKS are involved but in non-traditional roles. They acted as facilitators, not as techni-
cians, when initially enabling knowledge exchange between farmers and now act as brokers. Sec-
ondly the President, has joined the steering committee of an organisation representing organic 
farmers nationwide. Thirdly the relationship with consumers means that non-conventional mar-
keting channels have developed. Some of the network members have created a new cooperative 
to enhance the commercialisation of products using a certified brand, thus there is translation 
which involves some adaptation to the regime. 

Oppositional (LINSA: E B&H, E perm, H G7, H Nat) 

In this mode compatibility between LINSA and the regime is low, links are weak as they do not 
share the same rules, practices or values. LINSA include non-regime actors and networks (munic-
ipalities, NGOs, activists, volunteers etc) who are concerned with food and social innovations. 
Actors’ motivations are ideological, they have aspirations for systemic change in the incumbent 
regime’s food system and a very distinct set of values which are characterized as being in opposi-
tion to those of the regime. They are responding to tensions in the regime with respect to food 
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quality, food justice and health concerns. LINSA tend to be hybrid, diffuse networks of networks 
with multiple actors. There is little evidence of adaptation to the regime or of the regime accom-
modating the LINSA. 

Brighton and Hove Food Partnership in England (E B&H)  

The City Council is supportive but they are very conservative about the use of their farms be-
cause they generate revenue from the land. There are very few connections (either formal or in-
formal) with mainstream agriculture as the B&H FP does not see itself as part of the agricultural 
system. Actors in the LINSA regard farming as too insular not just in terms of its working prac-
tices (capital intensive and labour scarce) but also in terms of being isolated from its markets. 
People join the LINSA through the community route via environmentalism or green politics, ra-
ther than through land holdings. The knowledge base is more about networks, holistic sustainabil-
ity, co-operation, health and waste management than the technology of food production per se 
and therefore the conventional agricultural knowledge system has little to contribute. Network-
ing, linking in influential actors is a key process. Transformative change is very localised.  

Discussion and conclusions 
LINSA have diverse approaches to adapting to the regime. LINSA actors make alliances and 
partnerships with regime actors and draw on, or contribute to, different elements of the regime 
according to their strategies and ambitions for the LINSA.  In this adaptation LINSA actors are 
pragmatic as they compromise, make mutual adjustments and deal with unexpected developments 
and internal tensions, as recognised by Smith (2007) and Klerkx et al. (2010). Elements and ac-
tors in the regime respond and there is an interplay between LINSA adaptation and the regime’s 
accommodation. Ideas, practices and events in LINSA are translated into ideas and practices in 
the regime to varying extents. In some cases this is restricted to transferring practices such as 
nutrient efficient farming techniques, while for others it involves aligning practices and rules to 
those in the regime and in some cases mutual adaptations or negotiations. This depends on the 
level of integration and whether LINSA guiding principles, assumptions and routines are com-
mensurate with those of the regime; and on the degree of change being deliberated. However, 
LINSA practices are rarely simply adopted, instead they are subject to change and translation. 

The regime accommodates LINSA by providing support, participating in networks and partner-
ships and forming new alliances. It adapts or substitutes some of its rules or routines to accom-
modate LINSA practices, as demonstrated for a number of examples. In particular the AKS di-
mension of the regime responds to LINSA, AKS actors are involved in new collaborations and 
partnerships with LINSA actors, and take on new roles.  The regime also offers legitimacy 
through research channels; scientific authority is used to corroborate and support the vision and 
feasibility of some LINSA (F RAD, N Dairy). Pressure on the regime to become more sustaina-
ble makes linkage and diffusion into the mainstream easier (Smith, 2007). This is apparent in the 
L Biogas and N Dairy where regime policy instruments make space for LINSA to develop. How-
ever, some LINSA created outside the regime co-evolve with the regime, and in some cases be-
come empowered through their own institutionalisation and professionalisation (e.g. N Care). 
Certification is key device for inserting practices into the mainstream, it legitimises LINSA and 
ensures some form of anchoring or embedding in the incumbent regime. Networking is important 
for diffusing and consolidating ideas in LINSA where traditional regime actors and structures are 
irrelevant or not accessible.  

As expected the level of LINSA-regime compatibility influences the extent of LINSA diffusion. 
However, the situation can be more complex than this simple relationship would suggest. For 
example, tensions can arise in some LINSA where practices are absorbed easily by the regime 
and rapid diffusion occurs, as compromises are made and principles are diluted. In other cases 
only some elements of LINSA are appropriated by the regime. Clearly the process of interaction 
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internally within modes can be heterogeneous, hence the general framework only attempts to cap-
ture interaction propensities not define discrete types. 

In conclusion this study of different LINSA across Europe shows that these niche projects can be 
potential sources of innovative ideas, even if they are not developed, or ambitious, enough to lead 
to regime change. The challenges of transition to a more sustainable agriculture are often articu-
lated and conceptualised at a macro level; however, this study shows that directing analysis at the 
sub-niche or project level reveals dynamic, diverse and irregular interaction in the ‘fuzzy’ space 
between niche and regime where multiple linkage processes are operating. Thus, the transition to 
sustainable agriculture might be understood as a complex of interactive processes leading to a 
series of adaptive changes, rather a regime change. 
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Abstract: Sustainable development can be described as ‘wicked problem’ without fixed end 
goals or templates to achieve it. Suggestions to start challenging our existing practice resulted in a 
number of initiatives stimulating farmers to increase the sustainability of their farming practices. 
These initiatives are very diverse with respect to the actors involved, the tools used, the setting in 
which it takes place, etc. The contestable, normatively and revolutionary concept of sustainability 
calls for learning as an essential element of projects and practices seeking contribution to a sus-
tainable development. Insights on how and if these initiatives influence the sustainable develop-
ment of farming practices are lacking. Therefore we try to find out the kind of learning necessary 
to achieve a sustainable development of farming practices through literature on Education for 
Sustainable Development (ESD) and educational practices. Based on a framework of Lankester, 
we ordered a non-limitative list of characteristics of educational processes mentioned in literature 
in categories ‘who learns’, ‘why is learned’, ‘how is learned’, ‘what is learned’. These character-
istics will be used to analyze four cases where farmers are stimulated to increase the sustainabil-
ity of their farm. Two of these initiatives are located in The Netherlands (Veldleeuwerik’ and 
‘Koeien en kansen’) and two are located in Belgium (‘Beloftevol Boeren’ and ‘Boerenbond 
duurzaamheidstraject’). Based on this analysis, we derive recommendations on how the educa-
tional dynamic within these practices can be further stimulated and farmers learn to deal with 
sustainability as a wicked problem.  

Keywords: sustainable farming practices, learning practices, learning dynamics, literature review  

 
 
Introduction 
After decades of discussion, ‘sustainable development’ seems to be a contestable concept that is 
open to multiple interpretations (Loeber et al., 2007). Considering the characteristics mentioned 
by Rittel and Webber (1973) ‘sustainable development’ can be described as a ‘wicked problem’ 
(Dentoni et al., 2012), because: (1) there is no agreement on the problem definition because of 
multiple views and understandings of the problem; (2) it has uncertain outcomes and no clear end 
point (Rittel and Webber, 1973; Conklin, 2006; Australian Public Service Commission, 2007; 
Dentoni et al., 2012); (3) it has many interdependencies and causes and is socially complex; (4) 
solutions are neither true nor false, but are rather the result of a particular way of articulating the 
problem. According to Tilbury (2007) sustainability is about transforming current systems instead 
of just linking society, environment and economic systems, accommodating dimensions into cur-
rent work or finding common ground between related programs. Based on these interpretations, 
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sustainability can be described as a contestable, normatively (i.e. offering desirable directions for 
action) and revolutionary concept (Loeber et al., 2007).  

This normatively and revolutionary interpretation of sustainability calls for learning as an essen-
tial element of projects and practices seeking to contribute to a sustainable development (Loeber 
et al., 2007). Loeber et al. (2007) consider learning as a way to ensure that any particular elabora-
tion of what is sustainable, is meaningful and practical to whom it concerns. It offers an answer to 
the contestable, normatively and revolutionary concept by respectively, facilitating determination 
of sustainability in a given context, inducing processes of value judgment and supporting system 
innovation through reflection on theories, beliefs and assumptions underlying action (Loeber et 
al., 2007). Although the word ‘sustainability’ is widely adopted in titles of programs, project ac-
tivities, departments or units, only few tackle such new learning approaches (Tilbury, 2007).  

In this paper we try to elucidate the kind of learning necessary to achieve a sustainable develop-
ment of farming practices. First, we perform literature research in both the fields of Education for 
Sustainable Development (ESD) and farmers’ learning related to the increase of sustainability. 
Based on this literature we present a framework to analyze four specific initiatives aiming to in-
crease sustainability of farmers’ practices. Two of these cases are situated in the Netherlands 
‘Foundation Skylark’(‘Stichting Veldleeuwerik’) and ‘Cows and Opportunities’ (‘Koeien en 
Kansen’) and two in Flanders (Belgium) ‘Promising farming’ (‘Beloftevol boeren’) and ‘Farm-
ers’ union sustainability trajectory’ (Boerenbond duurzaamheidstraject).  

Roberts (2000) identifies three possible strategies to tackle wicked problems: (i) authoritative 
strategies, in which a few stakeholders have the authority to handle the problem solving process, 
while other agree to abide its decisions; (ii) competitive strategies, in which a win-lose mind-set 
rules interactions and the search for power is the main pursuit; (iii) collaborative strategies, in 
which a win-win view of problem solving is central and the power is dispersed amongst many 
stakeholders. With many other authors we will advocate for collaborative strategies to tackle 
wicked problems which require learning as part of their solution (Australian Public Service 
Commission, 2007). 

 

Education for sustainable development (ESD) and the emergence of alternative 
forms of education  
The United Nations defines education for sustainable development (ESD) as a practice that: “de-
velops and strengthens the capacity of individuals, groups, communities, organizations and coun-
tries to make judgments and choices in favor of sustainable development. It can promote a shift in 
people’s mindsets and in so doing enable them to make our world safer, healthier and more pros-
perous, thereby improving the quality of life. Education for sustainable development can provide 
critical reflection and greater awareness and empowerment so that new visions and concepts can 
be explored and new methods and tools developed.” (Van Poeck and Loones, 2011). 

UNESCO (2012) emphasizes that ESD is based on the contexts in which it takes place and the 
types of learning that are adhered to. Besides the more traditional contexts (early childhood care 
& education, primary education, secondary education, higher education, technical and vocational 
education), UNESCO recognizes the emergence of non-formal education, often initiated by the 
commercial/private sector, community groups, civil society organizations, non-governmental 
organizations (NGO’s) and networks seeking to engage citizens in sustainability issues. These 
non-formal contexts for ESD go along with alternative forms of learning and education, consider-
ing participation in local development, use of local knowledge and recognition of local realities 
as crucial. 
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Wals (2010) recognizes two perspectives in which ESD can be approached: an instrumental per-
spective or an emancipatory perspective. This division is similar to what Vare and Scott (2007) 
determined as ESD1 and ESD2. According to Van Poeck and Vandenabeele the instrumental 
perspective or ESD1 is the dominant discourse on ESD (Van Poeck and Vandenabeele, 2012). 
This type of education facilitates changes in what we do by promoting predetermined behaviors 
and ways of thinking (Vare and Scott, 2007). This learning for sustainable development. It sup-
poses that there is a strong sense of what is right and should be done, and a high certainty about 
the current knowledge and the kind of behavior needed (Vare and Scott, 2007). Therefore, ESD1 
is mostly expert driven and understands learning as a way to achieve sustainability (i.e. learning 
for sustainability). However, the ESD1 perspective does not fit for the idea of sustainability as a 
wicked problem. People’s environmental behavior is too complex and contextual to be captured 
in a straightforward model based on a linear relationship between knowledge, awareness and be-
havior (Wals, 2010). Moreover, the complex concept of sustainability and the uncertain 
knowledge linked to it ask for a different approach than ESD1. Instead, people need to develop 
capacities and qualities allowing them to contribute to alternative behaviors both individually and 
collectively (Wals, 2010). This viewpoint is also claimed by  emancipatory perspective or ESD 2. 
It recalls the foundation of education which is about encouraging autonomous thinking (Wals, 
2010; see also Jickling, 1992), and therefore education should be driven by a collaborative and 
reflective learning process (Vare and Scott, 2007). This perspective interprets sustainable devel-
opment as a learning process. It aims for empowering, building capacity to think critically, and 
involving and engaging learners in issues that affect them and others.  

Whereas some claim that the instrumental perspective on ESD cannot match with the complexi-
ties and uncertain knowledge related to sustainability, Vare and Scott (2007) advocate for a com-
plementary use of ESD1 and ESD2 approaches. Also the respondents of the UNESCO survey 
(2012) commented that ESD requires a mixture of learning types, depending on the group of 
learners, the learning context and the available resources. This call for combined use of ESD1 
and ESD2 has implications for educators. They have to: (i) use strategies that clearly promote 
learning as an outcome as well as means to an end, (ii) use different learning strategies, such as 
information and communication balanced with facilitation of learning through mediation, (iii) be 
open towards unplanned directions learners will take, (iv) evaluate by asking questions as “what 
has been learned?” instead of “has it been learned?” (Vare & Scott, 2007). This combined use of 
perspectives in practice particularly emerges in education in non-formal contexts. These educa-
tional practices have following common characteristics (Wals, 2010): 

 learning is more than knowledge-based, 
 they focus on ‘real’ issues for engaging learners, 
 they view learning as transdisciplinary and transperspectival, 
 it cannot exactly be known what will be learnt and learning goals might shift during the 

learning process (i.e. ‘indeterminacy of the learning process’), 
 it goes further than the dominant structures that have shaped education for centuries.  

 

Crucial in these experiential practices of non-formal education is the quality of interaction with 
others and the environment in which this kind of learning takes place. The relevance of interac-
tion within these practices is especially elaborated on in social learning theories. According to 
Loeber et al. (2007) learning in social interaction is the central tenet in many of the projects 
which aim for sustainable development as it enhances “settings in which defense mechanisms3 
are dismantled and one is stimulated by others to take into consideration new and possibly coun-
ter-intuitive information. However, in literature there are different interpretations of what social 
                                                 
3 Defense mechanisms discourage someone from questioning the daily routine to avoid the kind of feelings of uneasiness that 
occur in confrontations with discussion partners (Argyris 1990).
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learning actually is (Reed et al., 2010), ranging from ideas that explain what and how social in-
teractions contribute to individual learning to those that focus on collective learning to those that 
include both (Blackmore, 2007). de Laat and Simons (2002) offer a clear categorization of learn-
ing theories by making distinction between the type of learning process and the type of learning 
outcome: (i) individual learning processes with individual outcomes; (ii) individual processes 
with collective outcomes, (iii) learning in social interaction (the learning process is collective, but 
the outcome is individual), (iv) collective learning (both learning processes and outcomes are 
collective).  

 

Educational practices for sustainable farming  
The aim of our study is to find out what the influence of initiatives for sustainable farming on 
farming practices is. Therefore, our first aim is to focus on the third category of learning defined 
by de Laat and Simons (2002), ‘learning in social interaction’. As literature on ESD and wicked 
problems advocate for educational practices leading to critical learning, we are especially inter-
ested in practices that can enhance critical reflection in order to achieve changes in meaning 
structures and perspectives (Blackmore, 2007). Furthermore, also insights in the collective out-
comes are interesting to consider. Arguments can be found in the literature on wicked problems 
and ESD claiming that sustainable development requires a system transformation. In addition, our 
research of particular cases not only aims to understand the possibility of behavioral changes 
within individuals, but also the strive for collective outcomes. Therefore, in our framework we 
will also consider this collective learning addressed in the fourth category of de Laat and Simons 
(2002). 

Suggestions to start learning and challenging our existing practice (Tilbury, 2007) resulted in 
agriculture in a number of initiatives stimulating farmers to increase sustainability of their farm-
ing practices (Röling and Wagemakers, 1998; Cerf et al., 2000; Blackmore et al., 2012). Alt-
hough these initiatives claim to spur farmers towards a more sustainable farming practice, in-
sights on how and if these initiatives influence the sustainable development of farming practices 
are lacking (Lankester, 2013). Lankester (2013) developed a framework that conceptualizes the 
individual learning of farmers based on experiential and transformative4 learning theories. It is 
structured according to the perspectives of Maarleveld and Dabgbégnon (1999), questioning who 
learns, what is learned, why it is learned and how it is learned. The framework is built from an 
individual-centric perspective, where the inner circle represents the individual learning processes 
and the outer circle represents the social dimensions to individual learning. Within this frame-
work, the learning of individual farmers and the conditions or context in which this learning may 
or may not be stimulated are presented as interconnected processes. As Lankaster (2013) and 
Loeber et al. (2007), we want to gain insight on how the learning context set up by initiatives for 
sustainable farming influences the farmer’s individual learning.  

 

                                                 
4 Mezirow stresses the need for critical reflection to achieve change in meaning structures and perspectives (Blackmore, 2007), 
thus being transformative.
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework of individual learning in social learning in the context of learning for sustainability 
(Lankester, 2013). 

 

In this section we use the framework of Lankester (2013) to order in a non-limitative way the 
educational characteristics of practices promoting sustainability.   

 

Table 1: Non-limitative list of characteristics of educational practices ordered according the perspectives of 
Maarleveld and Dabgbégnon (1999). 
Who learns?  

Actors and characteristics of these actors 

Individual farmers Define ability to change practices (Loeber et al., 2007) 

Collective learning of the other 
actors in agriculture  

Collaboration (Armitage et al., 
2008) 

Multiple types of stakeholders (harvesters, NGOs, government departments) 

Diversity of interests represented 

Multiple perspectives on the problem domain 

Connections across multiple scales and levels (local, regional, national) 

Collective learning on the level of 
Institutional arrangements   

Why is learned? 

External triggers 

Normative, revolutionary concept of sustainability evokes discussion 
(Maarleveld and Dabgbégnon, 1999; Lankaster, 2013)  

Legislation and economic principles 
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Internal triggers  

Human cognitive capacities or competence motivations 

Balancing between competence and need motivations (Wildemeersch, 2007) 

Biographical learning around critical incidents (Vandenabeele en 
Wildemeersch, 2012) 

How is learned?  

Types of learning processes and characteristics of the learning process 

Experiental learning (Kolb, 1984; 
Keen and 
Mahanty, 2006) 

Learning as a process of creating knowledge through the transformation of 
experience or learning-by doing. This iterative learning cycle has four stages: 
concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, active 
experimentation. Largely modeled on individual learning processes, but applied 
to group processes. 

Transformative Learning 
(Mezirow, 1995, 1996, 2000) 

 

Learning as a reflective process that enables an individual’s perceptions and 
consciousness to be altered. Transformative learning includes instrumental 
(task oriented, problem-solving actions to improve performance of current 
activities) and communicative (ability of individuals to examine and reinterpret 
meanings, intentions and values associated with actions and activities) learning. 
Largely modeled on individual learning processes. 

Social learning process (Argyris 
and Schon, 1978; 
Keen et al., 2005; Leeuwis 
and Pyburn, 2002)   

Learning as a process of iterative reflection that occurs when we share our 
experiences, ideas and environments with others. 

Social learning includes single-loop (correcting errors from routines), double-
loop (correcting errors by examining values 

and policies) and triple-loop learning (designing governance norms and proto-
cols). Modeled on group learning processes. 

Balancing along the axes of ac-
tion, reflection, communication 
and negotiation. (Wildemeersch et 
al., 1998) 

The need for action emerges from a felt deficit, when an individual experiences 
a difference between reality and what he desires. In this process, competencies 
are acquired, restructured and developed by the actor. Reflection refers to the 
aforementioned aspect of critical reflectivity. It balances the axis of ‘belonging’ 
and ‘distance’ where belonging refers to one’s claims to knowledge with which 
one identifies. On the other hand, distance refers to one’s ability to move away 
from our stated positions and be willing to reflect from alternative frames of 
reference. The axis of communication balances unilateral and multilateral 
forms of communication. Unilateral communication is marked by one way 
flows, often leading to suppression of information, in group distrust and com-
petition. Whereas in multilateral communication, there is collaboration and 
sharing of knowledge from all directions. In negotiation, opposing parties move 
from dissensus to consensus. However, consensus can often lead to group 
thinking and lack of critical questioning that hold the potential for an alterna-
tive vision. 

Passive social learning (Glasser, 
2007) 

Does not require input in the form of communication or interaction from other 
living beings (e.g. reading a newspaper, observing practices)  

Active social learning (Glasser, 
2007) 

Builds on interaction and communication between two or more living beings. 
Reflecting increasing levels of participation, it can be categorized as being 
hierarchical, non-hierarchical (partnerships), and co-learning.  

System dynamics 

 

Systemic thinking assists people to identify the root of the issues and to work 
actively towards trying to address these (Tilbury, 2007).  
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Group structure  

 

Large or small, homogeneous or heterogeneous, young or old, high or low 
pressure of internal or external challenges, openness towards outside world, 
available competences (Wildemeersch, 2007). 

Group dynamics 

Trust and openness between participants; 

Power mechanisms (Wildemeersch, 2007);  

Commitment to reciprocity: the level in which the heterogeneous partners de-
velop a feeling among each other that they are mutually dependent when solv-
ing a problematic situation (Loeber et al., 2007); 

Process of negotiation: might be consensus oriented or dissent-oriented 
(Wildemeersch, 2007; Loeber et al., 2007); 

Actor roles: Facilitator, core actor, obstructionist and go-between (Stroobants 
and Vandenabeele, 2000; Wildemeersch, 2007) 

Resources and forms of 
transactive decision making 
(Armitage et al., 2008) 
 

Instruments or tools used (Van Poeck, 2013); 

Types of information via systems of knowledge (e.g., local, traditional, scien-
tific and expert) 

Decisions are reached through dialogue (tendency towards 

consensus and/or consent) 

Diverse inputs (e.g., knowledge types) present in decision making  

Equity and efficiency promoted 

Broader institutional, organiza-
tional and 
socio-political context (Armitage 
et al., 2008) 

Organizational alliances among communities, non-governmental organizations 
and governmental agencies can generate new opportunities for learning in 
which resource management strategies, approaches and goals can be tested . 

Rules Modes of judgment or sanctions. 

Communication 
and negotiation (Armitage et al., 
2008) 

Shared understanding develops 

Dialogue builds consideration and appreciation 

Perspectives exchanged and modified via discursive communication 

What is learned?  

Learning goals  

Internally determined by the community of learners itself (Wals and van der 
Leij, 2007); 

Envisioning is a way to help learners establish a link between their long term 
goals and their immediate actions (Tilbury, 2007) 

Goals might shift during the learning process.   

Loops of learning : first order, 
second order, third order (Argyris 
and Schön, 1978) 

First order : given or chosen goals, values, plans and rules are operationalized 
rather than questioned. 

Second order : to question the governing variables themselves, to subject them 
to critical scrutiny, reframing goals, values and underlying assumptions. 

Third order: correcting errors by designing governance norms and protocols. 
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Learning as acquisition, learning 
as participation and learning as a 
response 

In the literature on adult learning a dominant view on learning is captured by 
the so-called acquisition metaphor (Sfard, 1998). It is a learning that takes 
place mainly through the acquisition of new knowledge, skills and attitudes. It 
is a learning that is situated within well defined frameworks and which offers 
fixed solutions to particular problems.  

A second dominant view on the learning of adults is the participation metaphor 
or the understanding of learning as a process of becoming a member of a cer-
tain community. (Sfard, 1998).  

Learning as a response (Vandenabeele and Wildemeersch, 2012) refers to deal-
ing with the public debate about modern agriculture and environmental issues. 

Fundamental values, worldviews 
and identities  

Must be included if reflexivity is involved in action for sustainable develop-
ment (Wals and van der Leij, 2007)  

Reflection on experiences This can be established when feedback mechanisms are included and improved 
in the initiatives (Loeber et al., 2007; Tilbury, 2007) 

Reflection on the role of actors 
and their relationships  (Stroobants en Vandenabeele, 2000) 

Reflection on theories  and beliefs Question the thinking and assumptions behind our actions rather than judge our 
actions (Tilbury, 2007) 

Processes of qualification, sociali-
zation and/or subjectification 
(Biesta, 2009).  

Looking at Biesta’s schemata first hand, it might give the impression that these 
3 modes of education are exclusive. But in fact it is not so. Education that helps 
one to qualify can also promote socialization into a particular order (into the 
class of skilled professional, for instance) (Biesta, 2009). It can influence the 
individual to subjectify by thinking for themselves and making their own deci-
sions which maybe against the social norms, guided by their new found skills 
and knowledge (Biesta, 2009). As a result, we can say that these modes make a 
composite Venn diagram with areas of overlap and separation (Biesta, 2009).  

 
 
Further methodology 
During the next months, we will interview different actors involved in the four cases of educa-
tional practices (a.o. farmers, experts, facilitators, initiators, etc) located in The Netherlands 
(‘Foundation Skylark’ (‘Stichting Veldleeuwerik’) and ‘Cows and Opportunities’ (‘Koeien en 
Kansen’)) and Belgium (‘Promising farming’ (‘Beloftevol boeren’) and ‘Farmers’ union sustain-
ability trajectory’ (Boerenbond duurzaamheidstraject)) (Table 2). These initiatives differ in many 
ways with respect to the abovementioned characteristics. We will analyze these initiatives taking 
into account the framework of Lankester (2013) and the described characteristics. We will use the 
method of open coding with Nvivo (QSR International, 2010) and add or exclude characteristics 
depending on the analysis. The results of this analysis will be used to make recommendations on 
how the context wherein these educational practices take place should look like. By organizing 
focus groups, we will use this outcome to set up a reflection process between the initiators and 
most important actors of our cases.  
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Table 2: Four cases of educational practices. 
Cases Koeien en Kansen  

Dairyman 
Duurzaamheidstraject 
voor de boer
(Marchand et al., 
2012) 

Beloftevol Boeren 
(DurAgr’ISO 14001) 
(Beloftevol Boeren, 
2011) 

Veldleeuwerik 
(Stichting 
Veldleeuwerik, 2010) 

Initiative Koeien en Kansen  
1998 – 2013 
Dutch Initiative 
 
Dairyman 
2009 - 2013 
14 partners in 10 European 
regions with each 12 pilot 
farms 

2012-2014 
initiative in Flanders
  
Start up with the de-
velopment of a rapid 
farm scan for 8 farm 
sectors 

2009-2014 
local initiative in Flan-
ders 
 
First farmers group 
started in 2010. 
 
New farmers group is 
starting up end 2013 

2002- ongoing 
Dutch initiative 
 
2002: 10 farmers, 1 
group 
2011: 58 farmers, 5 
groups 
2013: 363 farmers, 34 
groups 

Focus Dairyman will strengthen 
rural communities by im-
proving farm resource 
management in a profitable 
way. New ways of work-
ing are demonstrated with-
in networks of commercial 
pilot farms and knowledge 
transfer centers 

Achieving sustainable 
development on farm 
level using a rapid 
farm scan in a learning 
trajectory with advi-
sors and farmer groups

Group of farmers work-
ing on environmental 
farm management using 
the ISO14001 method-
ology and farmer group 
meetings. 

Veldleeuwerik stimu-
lates arable farmers 
and food processors in 
their joint effort to 
improve arable farm-
ing through writing 
and realizing sustaina-
bility plans, building 
experience and ex-
change information 
during farmer group 
meetings. 

Initiator Researchers, Policy and 
Farms 

Farmers organization Farmers and research 
institutions 

Farmers and food 
processors (the 
agrofood chain)  
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Workshop 1.2:  
Evaluation of policy schemes supporting innovation and advisory 
services: new concepts, methodologies and case studies.  
Convenors: Susanne von Münchhausen, Anna M. Häring, Henrike Rieken, Kristin Davis, 
Pierre Labarthe, Andrea Knierim, Michael Kügler and Sabine O’Hara 
 
The EIP concept: Will it meet expectations? The European Innovation Partnership (EIP) for ‘Ag-
ricultural Productivity and Sustainability’ has been highlighted as “being indispensable to prepar-
ing European agriculture for the future” (EC Brussels, 29.2.2012 COM (2012) 79 final). Since 
both the agricultural industry and rural areas face significant challenges, innovative approaches 
have to be implemented faster and more efficiently than in the past. The EIP concept is to more 
effectively build a bridge between science and farming practice. Based on a close cooperation 
and an intensive knowledge exchange of researchers, farmers and stakeholders, EIP is expected 
to foster a competitive and sustainable agriculture that produces food and raw materials in an 
efficient and sustainable way. Will the EIP actually strengthen horizontal and vertical integration 
in knowledge systems and innovation processes? Horizontal integration is supposed to connect 
relevant actors at a particular level, especially research institutes, farmers and regionally based 
organizations by forming the so called Operational Groups on a sub-national level. Vertical inte-
gration connects the work of the Operational Groups (OG), focus groups and networks with the 
European level. The implementation of the EIP concept will be jointly funded from European and 
national sources. The Directorate General for Agriculture and Rural Development plans to inter-
link existing policy instruments such as the EAFRD, Horizon 2020 and national research funds 
for better synergy. The related evaluation systems for these programmes are likely to be adjusted 
to the objectives of the new EIP concept. The IFSA-workshop on EIP evaluation approaches Will 
this new approach work and actually improve innovation practice? Or will it mainly remain a 
high level policy framework? Continuous monitoring and learning will be vitally important. EIP 
funding will be part of the existing support system for the agricultural sector which is accompa-
nied by a well-established evaluation process. For that reason, the degree of success will be sub-
ject to evaluations as soon as the innovation groups, networks and focus groups receive public 
funding and the overall process of EIP implementation gets going. The objectives of the working 
group are • To define more precisely where and how the EIP wants to go beyond existing practic-
es. • To discuss approaches suitable to measure the success of EIP implementation; success in 
terms of achieving over-arching objectives such as bridging the research-practice gap, dis-
semination of innovative approaches. • To assess existing qualitative and quantitative evaluation 
methods in respect to their suitability for Operational Groups, focus groups and knowledge net-
works. • To identify appropriate indicators for assessing knowledge exchange and innovation 
processes. We want to learn more from existing evaluation methods of transdisciplinary networks 
or groups such as LEADER, Agenda 21, etc. that might be relevant. The workshop aims at identi-
fying key features of effective innovation processes and the related parameters. 
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Abstract: The setting-up of Farming Advisory System(s) is an important element of the 2003 
European Union Common Agricultural Policy reform. FAS (i.e. advisory activity) has been in-
troduced through Reg. 1782/2003 primarily, but not exclusively, aiming at helping farmers with 
cross-compliance, i.e. the maintenance of farms in good agricultural and environmental condi-
tions (GAEC). The current paper aims at critically examining the implementation of FAS in 
Greece and Cyprus. The two countries have different extension systems which have decisively 
affected the implementation of FAS. Greece is a characteristic case of the demise of extension 
while in Cyprus the ‘traditional’ extension service is, despite shortcoming, still well-functioning. 
In both cases the setting up and implementation of FAS seems to have failed - at least as far as 
the numbers of farmers participating in the scheme is concerned. The exploration of the reasons 
for such a ‘failure’ is thus undertaken. 

Keywords: Extension systems, FAS, Greece Cyprus 

 
 
Introduction 
For a long time the public sector has been the key provider of extension services. This has been 
justified on the basis of broad national policy issues, the understanding that the information rele-
vant to technological innovation is a public good, the risks involved in agricultural production, 
the limited access to information of highly scattered and heterogeneous farming populations, re-
gional imbalances and the need to maintain the quality of agricultural production inputs. Never-
theless, since the 80s such a role has been challenged; public agricultural extension has been 
found to suffer from shortcomings such as incurring high and unsustainable costs, poor coverage 
and performance, lack of responsiveness (and accountability) to the variation of farmers’ needs 
and changing contexts, the inefficient use of new communication tools, poor human resource 
development and methodologies as well as extension’s usually narrow (agricultural) mandate vis-
à-vis the pragmatic need for (sustainable) rural development. Moreover, political reforms have 
put considerable pressure upon public sector extension services. Therefore, an extensive debate 
about the role of the public sector in the provision of agricultural extension services emerged 
(see: Alexopoulos et al., 2009; Cristovao et al., 2012). Consequently, many countries started im-
plementing and experimenting with different cost-sharing and cost-recovery processes (commer-
cialisation, privatisation, vouchers, etc.) implying an increased involvement of the private sector 
in the delivery of extension services within pluralistic extension systems. In this respect, the state 
has, on the one hand, to promote the public interest and assure social welfare by ensuring the de-
livery of specific services (i.e. basic occupational education and training, pilot programmes, etc.) 
and, on the other hand, to define and implement a coherent policy vis-à-vis a pluralistic system 
and its financing and put in place ‘safeguarding instruments’ in order to control the nature and 
quality of private extension delivery (see: Alexopoulos et al., 2009; Cristovao et al., 2012). 
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In Europe, research, extension and education, and, more specifically, their state-owned or state-
funded components have been strongly restructured (Knickel et al., 2009), resulting in a plurality 
of configurations. Concurrently, new concerns have emerged, such as “the negative environmen-
tal impacts of industrial agriculture, the quality of life of rural population and rural employment, 
and the positive externalities linked to agricultural production and demanded by society”, leading 
to new agendas and shifts in rural development approaches and new demands in terms of 
knowledge development (EC, 2011). Recent documents, such as the 3rd EU Standing Committee 
on Agriculture Research (SCAR) Foresight Exercise Report (EC, 2011:181), stress the role of the 
knowledge and innovation system and specifically underline that “Agricultural extension services 
are a vital component of a strategy to ensure that science developments and innovative practices 
are appropriately developed and targeted”. 

 

FAS 
The setting-up of Farming Advisory System(s) is an important element of the 2003 European 
Union (EU) Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reform. A major change introduced in the EU 
agriculture through this CAP reform, concerns the discontinuance of the link between farming 
subsidies and (volume of) production. Since the reform’s implementation, producer support is 
largely decoupled from production decisions. On the other hand, farmers, in order to be able to 
receive support (payments), have to respect environmental, food safety, and animal welfare legis-
lation, as well as the maintenance of the farm in good agricultural and environmental conditions 
(GAEC). This link between the payments to farmers and the respect of compulsory standard is 
called cross compliance. The FAS (i.e. advisory activity) has been introduced through Regulation 
(EC) N° 1782/2003, in order to cover at least GAEC. Setting up FAS, i.e. a comprehensive sys-
tem offering advice to, at least, commercial farms, was mandatory for the EU Member States 
(MS) since January 2007 (Regulation, article 13). 

The FAS although primarily aiming at helping farmers to be at least compliant with cross-
compliance can also serve as a horizontal tool covering broader CAP issues depending on the 
needs of MS to improve the sustainable management and overall performance of their holdings. 
According to the Regulation, in order to attain such objectives two measures have been available 
to the MS: measure 114 supporting the use of advisory services by farmers and forest holders 
(Regulation, article 24) and measure 115 supporting the setting-up of farm management, farm 
relief and farm advisory services for farmers and of FoAS for forest holders (Regulation, article 
25). The use by farmers and forest holders of management and advisory services, and the setting-
up of farm management, farm relief and farm advisory services is supported from the European 
Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) as foreseen under Regulation (EC) 
N°1698/2005. The participation of farmers is voluntary. Under Regulation (EC) N°1782/2003, 
the minimum target group for FAS were those farmers receiving at least €15,000 of direct pay-
ments in line with provisions laid down for the different payment systems in Regulation (EC) 
N°1782/2003; however, this condition was removed through Regulation (EC) N°73/2009. FAS 
can be operated by one or more designated authorities or by private bodies and therefore is de-
fined as a system rather than specific services. Furthermore, detailed capacities are requested 
from authorities and bodies selected to provide such advisory services, in order to be selected or 
accredited (Article 15(2) of the Regulation (EC) N° 1974/2006). These include appropriate re-
sources in terms of staff, technical and administrative capacity. Regulation (EC) N°1782/2003 
also requires strict obligations in terms of data protection from advisors and advisory bodies. The 
FAS has been gradually introduced since 2005 and, as aforementioned, MS were obliged to in-
troduce it from January 2007. 
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Methodology  
The current paper utilises data collected through a survey among all those (individual agrono-
mists and structures) who actively participated in the Greek FAS programme. The survey was 
based on questionnaire which was sent out by email (October 2011); by December 2011, 51 ques-
tionnaires were returned (Tyligadi & Koutsouris, 2013). Further data for both Greece as well as 
for Cyprus have been collected through the PRO-AKIS project in the summer 2013. 

 

Extension Services and FAS in Greece and Cyprus 
 
Extension in Greece 
The Greek Extension Service was formally established within MoA (Ministry of Agriculture) in 
1951 aiming at the re-organisation of the agricultural sector which was ruined after World War II 
and the following Civil War resulting, among others, in shortages of basic food supplies. During 
the 50's and the first half of the 60's, the Service was very effective in achieving its targets (self-
sufficiency in strategic food crops) owing to the massive and co-ordinated mobilisation of its staff 
(agronomists/extensionists) on the basis of extension programmes. During this period, considered 
as the "golden age" of Extension, extensionists performed an educational role explicitly aiming at 
changing farmers’ attitudes towards modernisation. The main characteristic of their work was a 
missionary attitude and popular image. Although after the mid 60's, the Service, fulfilling the 
increasing administrative needs of the State (implementation of policies and subsidies), became 
engaged in bureaucratic tasks, the major turn in its functions appeared after the access of Greece 
in the EC (1981). Since then, the administrative burden of the Common Agricultural Policy 
(CAP) implementation (and relevant controls) was designated to the Extension Service. Thus, 
extensionists became more than ever involved in bureaucratic - administrative role and thus se-
verely restricted vis-à-vis the provision of advice to Greek farmers. Therefore, information provi-
sion and training faded out and experimental and demonstration fields were abandoned on behalf 
of the maximisation and distribution of subsidies to farmers (Koutsouris, 1999; Alexopoulos et 
al., 2009). 

Moreover, during the last 25 years, in the name of the downsizing of the state, decentralization 
and lately the economic crisis, the previously existing structures under one authority/MoA (from 
the national to the sub-regional to the local level), have become (semi)autonomous and/or trans-
ferred under new administrative structures/authorities. According to the Presidential decree for 
MoA (1990), till today MRDF (MoA was retitled to Ministry of Rural Development and Food in 
2004) comprises seven General Directories one of which is the GD of Agricultural Extension & 
Research. This, in turn, comprises five Directories, one of which is the Dir. of Agr. Extension. In 
the past, each of the Prefectural Directorates of Agriculture was a branch (and integral part) of the 
Ministry of Agriculture (MoA); each Prefectural Dir. included an Extension Section, further 
branched with Extension Offices in major towns and villages in each Prefecture. The Dir. was 
also responsible for the local Training Centres (KEGE). Two-way communication between MoA 
headquarters in Athens and the decentralized services in the countryside was regular through ex-
tension programming and evaluation and information exchange. With the first wave of decentral-
ization, in 1997, the Prefectural Directorates of Agriculture were cut away from MoA and trans-
ferred under the jurisdiction of the Prefectural authorities. The agronomists were thus transferred 
from MoA to the Ministry of Interior and the Dir. was controlled by the Prefectural governor 
which made the Dir. vulnerable to local pressures and politics. The second wave of decentralisa-
tion, in 2010, resulted in the following structure: a) the headquarters of the MRDF, b) the region-
al and sub-regional services and c) the Municipal Offices of Agricultural Production (municipali-
ty/local level), with no actual coordination among them. In parallel, various Dirs were amalga-
mated into a single Dir. of Agricultural Economy & Veterinary at sub-regional (ex-Prefectural) 
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level. Meanwhile, a number of new (semi-autonomous) organisations have also been established: 
NAGREF (1989), ELOGAK (1993), OGEEKA (1997), OPEKEPE (1997), AGROCERT (1998), 
etc. 5 However, since 2011 a new organisation ELGO DIMITRA (incorporating the ex-semi-
autonomous organisations NAGREF, OGEEKA, AGROCERT and ELOGAK) was established. 
Nevertheless, it is only in 2013 that the organization actually started to consolidate its new ad-
ministrative structure with no indication of the ways that the activities of the ex-organisations (i.e. 
research, training/information, quality issues and standards, etc.) will be coordinated. Two addi-
tional points should also be made. First, the ambition to initiate NAGREF’s own extension ser-
vice was never realized. Second, in 2005, in an effort to counterbalance the lack of extension ser-
vices in the countryside the MRDF established the TOKAA (Local Centres for Rural Develop-
ment). These centres were actually in operation in 2008, staffed with highly qualified agrono-
mists. However, they never got off the ground and in 2010 they were closed down and their staff 
was transferred mainly to OPEKEPE and the headquarters of MRDF. 

Overall, in the last 30 years the need for extension has been seriously downplayed as a result of 
the dominant attitude according to which the absorption of available EU funds (subsidies and 
grants) overwhelmed ‘the need to produce’; in this sense, the scientific support of farmers (being 
thought of as ‘entrepreneurs’) was not deemed ‘necessary’. Nowadays, the overall restructuring 
of MRDF is debated (as Greece has to cut down its public services’ structures by 30% in the 
framework of its obligations to the Troika). Various drafts of the new structure have been pre-
sented thus far and the result is not clear yet. It has to be noted though that the existence of the 
Directory of Extension is at stake. 

 

Extension in Cyprus 
In Cyprus the Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Environment consists of three divi-
sions, namely the Agriculture Division, the Natural Resources Division and the Environment Di-
vision. The Department of Agriculture as well as ARI (the Agricultural Research Institute) are 
among the six Depts. of the Agricultural Division of the Ministry. The Dept. of Agriculture com-
prises 14 Sections, one of which is the Agricultural Extension Section. It is worth mentioning that 
the Extension Section of the Dept. of Agriculture has changed little since its establishment in the 
1960s. Extension work is coordinated by the Extension Section in association with the six District 
Agricultural Offices of the Dept. Furthermore, the six District offices are subdivided further into 
30 smaller “agricultural beats”. Each beat is served by an extension agricultural officer, who is 
assisted by agricultural or animal husbandry technicians. Officers operate on the basis of ‘tradi-
tional agricultural extension’ in the sense that they are in, more or less, close two-way contact 
with farmers. The Extension Section coordinates all extension activities in Cyprus. That is, it in-
forms the Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Environment as well as the Agricultural 
Research Institute (ARI) on problems farmers encounter, trains farmers on innovations regarding 
agriculture and home economics (including the four District Training Centres - KEGE), and 
plans, implements and evaluates extension programs as well as a wide variety of agricultural pro-
jects. The Section prepares a strategic plan, known as “Annual Extension Programme”, including 
objectives to be pursued and targets to be accomplished based on the identification of local needs 
and the solutions identified. The progress achieved is checked and evaluated at local and district 
levels, as well as at the Section’s headquarters through personnel follow-up, regular district meet-
ings and detailed reports (Charalambous-Snow, 2010; Morphakis, 1999; Neocleous, 1995). 

 
                                                 
5 NAGREF: National Agricultural Research Foundation; ELOGAK: Greek Organisation for Milk and Meat; OGEEKA: 
Organisation of Agricultural Vocational Education, Training and Employment; OPEKEPE: the Greek Payment Authority of 
Common Agricultural Policy (C.A.P.) Aid Schemes; AGROCERT: Agricultural Products Certification and Supervision 
Organization (responsible for the implementation of national policy on quality in agriculture). 
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FAS in Greece 
In Greece the Ministerial decrees concerning FAS were launched in 2006 and the System was 
officially established in 2007 - as required by the EU Regulation. The Greek MRDF6 chose to 
implement only Measure 114. The approach adopted was on-farm one-to-one advice; there has 
not been much prioritising of groups of farmers, except the initial obligation to give priority to 
farmers receiving more than € 15,000 in direct payments; farmers partially contributed to the 
costs of that advice (20%), i.e. farmers were supported/subsidized up to 80% for the services up 
to a maximum amount of €1500. 

In the first place, in 2006, agronomists were called to submit applications to become certified as 
advisors within the FAS; 638 independent agronomists as well as 30 so-called advisory structures 
(such as agricultural co-operatives or agronomists’ companies) with 92 agronomists were regis-
tered. The minimum requirements were that agronomists should have a university degree and at 
least two years of professional experience as well as that they do not work either for a public 
agency (including higher education institutions) or as dealers of agro-inputs. Furthermore FAS 
advisors were obliged to follow specific training related to the objectives of FAS and relevant 
policies (i.e. at least, SMR & GAEC) in December 2008. Out of those registered finally 39 inde-
pendent agronomists and 16 structures (with 58 agronomists of which 4 agricultural co-operatives 
with 8 agronomists), i.e. 97 agronomists, actively participated in the programme. As far as farm-
ers were concerned, 4,370 applications were received (November 2008 – February 2009) by the 
relevant authorities, out of which 3,859 were approved. By the end of 2010, 2,160 farmers pro-
duced the documentation in order to receive the relevant subsidy. Finally 2,114 were approved; 
that is, 55.23% of those who had put forward an application were finally found eligible and were 
subsidised for the advice received. This is a disappointing result given that the ex-ante target had 
been 25,000 farmers and 5,000 forest owners. 

In most aspects Greece followed, in general, the practice followed by the majority of the EU MS. 
Given the serious problems of public Extension service, FAS through mixed private bodies was 
expected to somehow become a system which might compensate for such a situation. Neverthe-
less, the results of the programme are rather moderate. This owes to a number of factors includ-
ing: advisors’ inadequate training on FAS and thus line of action, the lack of an effective cam-
paign to create awareness about the programme which along with farmers’ mentality (indiffer-
ence and suspiciousness towards a programme which did not bring about any financial gains – 
obsession with subsidies) resulted in major difficulties concerning farmers’ participation into 
FAS, and the short time of the programme’s implementation. As a result, according to the FAS 
advisors, the gains on the part of the farmers in terms of knowledge and skills are at most moder-
ate; innovations were largely not disseminated through the programme (Tyligadi & Koutsouris, 
2013). 

FAS in Cyprus 
In Cyprus FAS was only marginally implemented. This owes to the fact that the Ministry of Ag-
riculture, Natural Resources and Environment had already set up the Cross-compliance Service 
(coordinated by the Dept. of Agriculture in which all relevant Depts of the Ministry sit in) and 
through the Extension Section (in cooperation with the other Depts) had already made the neces-
sary information campaign, at least as far as cross-compliance is concerned7. Therefore, the Im-
plementation of Measure 114 was taken rather as an opportunity to set up a mixed system vis-à-
vis the EU Regulation (not as an absolutely necessary for the improvement of the Cypriot agricul-
ture action). 

                                                 
6 The responsible for FAS GD was not that of Agricultural Extension & Research but the GD of Plant Production. 
7 See: http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/crosscompliance/crosscompl.nsf/dmlindex_gr/dmlindex_gr?OpenDocument 
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All the necessary actions for the establishment of the system were thus undertaken. The Dept. of 
Agriculture/Extension Section chose to implement only Measure 114 through private bodies of 
mixed status (profit/non-profit) with mixed cost for farmers (i.e. support to the farmers is limited 
to 80% of the eligible cost per advisory service, up to a maximum amount of €1500). The number 
of (on-farm) visits per year per farmer were defined to five for obligatory actions (cross-
compliance and safety) and to eight for optional/supplementary actions (i.e. bookkeeping, organic 
farming, integrated production, management of livestock, greenhouse or forestry farms). Open 
calls for consultants and farmers were publicized. As far as consultancy companies are con-
cerned, a number of prerequisites apply: they should cover the whole country, have appropriate 
staffing (at least, a permanent, experienced agronomist and official contracts with at least one 
economist, one veterinarian and one forester) and infrastructure as well as not be public entities 
or involved in the marketing of inputs (shops). Furthermore in order to be certified FAS advisors 
were obliged to follow specific training related to the objectives of FAS and relevant policies. 
The training was organised by the Extension Section and took place twice (2009 and 2010). Its 
duration was two days; afterwards, trainees sat in an examination; if successful the trainees were 
certified in FAS The objective was to prepare a pool of certified scientists who might be em-
ployed by one of the companies who might apply as consultants within FAS. Overall, 120 people 
were trained out of whom 72 were certified. In parallel, in 2007 and 2010, 139 staff members of 
the Ministry were trained as well. Farmers put together their applications in March-July 2011. 
Overall, 128 applications were received out of which 84 were eligible. This is a disappointing 
result given that the ex-ante target was 1.300 farmers. On the other hand, out of the 4 consultancy 
companies (vs. 6 foreseen) registered, only two were active (with 41 and 43 FAS contracts with 
farmers, respectively). 

In most aspects Cyprus followed, in general, the practice followed by the majority of the EU MS. 
Main problems identified during the implementation of FAS in Cyprus, on the part of consult-
ants, relate to the lack of cooperation between the consultancy companies, bureaucracy - which 
obliged consultants to spend most of their time in filling the necessary forms on behalf of the 
farmers (otherwise farmers would opt out), the small size of Cypriot farms and the small amount 
of eligible costs allowed. The task to attract farmers was a tedious one – consultants had to spend 
their afternoons in the local cafes in order to attract clients. The need to change the funding pro-
cedure (80% of the eligible costs paid to the farmer who then had to pay the full cost to the con-
sultant) was also underlined. Furthermore, one of the consultants suggested that consultants’ cer-
tification has to become stricter. Thus far, no relevant research or evaluation has been carried out. 

 

Discussion and Conclusions 
 
Greece 
Since the accession of Greece into the EEC/EU in 1981 the Greek Extension Service gradually 
got heavily involved in fulfilling the increasing administrative bureaucratic tasks of the State 
(implementation of the CAP policies and control of subsidies); extensionists were thus gradually 
transformed into almost typical civil servants working in office. Therefore, extensionists became 
more than ever severely restricted vis-à-vis the provision of advice to Greek farmers (bureaucrat-
ic function; conflict between advisory and inspection roles); information was provided to those of 
the farmers who actively sought it albeit in a rather fragmented, inadequate and inefficient man-
ner. As a result, as Alexopoulos et al. (2009) and Charatsari et al. (2011) clearly indicate, there is 
demand for extension and training, even if this implies fees, given that a number of prerequisites 
pertaining the content, format and personnel are fulfilled, that is if the current shortcomings 
(Rigou & Koutsouris, 2011) will be alleviated. The vacuum created was filled by private agron-
omists either working for private companies or establishing local commercial enterprises promot-
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ing, in both cases, all kinds of commercial inputs who nevertheless have not gained farmers’ trust 
(Kaberis & Koutsouris, 2012). 

The current picture of advisory/extension services in Greece is that of a highly fragmented and 
ineffective system. More specifically, the breakup of the services and therefore of the line of 
command of the Ministry of Rural Development & Food (MRDF; ex-Ministry of Agriculture) in 
the name of decentralisation as well as due to the financial crisis resulted in the following para-
dox: the headquarters of MRDF seem to be isolated from lower levels with the regional and sub-
regional (ex-Prefectural Directorates of Agriculture) services being under the Ministry of Interior 
which again seem disconnected from the local offices (ex-Extension Offices) being under the 
Municipalities, although the tasks of all the sub-national levels emanate from MRDF. The break-
ing away of a number of functions from MRDF (such as research and training) has resulted, at 
best, in extremely weak linkages and thus coordination and cooperation among these organisa-
tions. Furthermore, their functions are in the last 3-4 years severely curtailed given the current 
crisis implying lack of staff and funds. Moreover, MRDF is perceived as being primarily occu-
pied with the maximization of the CAP financial resources and their distribution to farmers re-
sulting, in turn, in farmers’ obsession with subsidies and grants. Despite continuous calls (on the 
part of academics and GEOTEE8) for the reorganisation and reorientation of extension services in 
Greece no relevant action has been taken; on the contrary, the extension system has been disrupt-
ed. Currently, the restructuring of MRDF and the establishment of ELGO do not seem to lead to 
the improvement of the situation. Within such a framework, the poor results of the FAS imple-
mentation in Greece, owing to factors such as inadequate overall programme’s planning and lack 
of advisors’ training along with farmers’ indifference and lack of an information campaign ad-
dressing them, point to the failure of extension (public and private) in the country. 

 
Cyprus 
In Cyprus, the Extension Service covers, as a coordination mechanism, more or less, actors’ 
bonding needs. The service is, for example, in continuous contact with producer groups/coops 
(through District Offices) as well as with individual farmers through District Offices and beats 
extension officers; furthermore, the Extension Section cooperates with ARI in putting together its 
annual extension programmes (which the Section monitors) as well as in defining research needs. 
Therefore, a two-way communication mechanism between the Extension Section and farmers is, 
despite shortcomings, long ago established and still working. Within such a context, as far as 
FAS is concerned, the set-up of the Cross-compliance Service on the part of the Cypriot Exten-
sion Service downgraded its implementation to a marginal action – rather as an experiment vis-à-
vis the establishment of a mixed system in the country. Furthermore, on the part of the Dept. of 
Agriculture, acknowledging more or less the aforementioned problems, the need for FAS to be-
come more flexible, to cater for the specificities of smaller Member-States, as well as the high 
administration costs to serve small farms are underlined. Currently though, the increasing in-
volvement of the Extension Service with bureaucratic tasks (a result of the country’s accession 
into the EU in 2004) and the general pressure for the restructuring (downsizing) of the public 
sector by the Troika, may result in the downgrading of extension/advisory work in Cyprus. How-
ever, privatisation does not seem to be a viable option for Cyprus due to the extremely small scale 
farming (and other structural characteristics of the sector) in the country. 

 

                                                 
8 Geotechnical Chambers of Greece 
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Conclusions 
The Farm Advisory System has been one of the major initiatives of the EU-Commission within 
the fourth Rural Development Programmes (2007-2013). Its results, in the first place, clearly 
show the diversity of approaches used in the different EU-MS. The relevant evaluations (ADE 
2009; EC 2010) demonstrate that the results, even though difficult to quantify, are positive: the 
FAS helped increase farmers’ awareness on the topics addressed; one-to-one advice was consid-
ered particularly effective; the establishment of the FAS represented a good opportunity to re-
think and improve the wider advice and knowledge information systems in the agricultural sector; 
the FAS helped farmers to meet cross-compliance requirements; it also increased farmers’ finan-
cial management skills (accountancy) and improved their bookkeeping as regards cross-
compliance obligations. On the other hand, the effectiveness of the FAS was found to be still lim-
ited; a rather low use of FAS’ tools and the need to improve its management, ensuring that 
knowledge is shared between actors and that synergies between various instruments (advice, 
training, information, extension and research) are underlined.  

The examples of Greece and Cyprus, while in line with the latter (negative) points of the afore-
mentioned evaluations (with Greece not following the positive aspects of evaluations either), fur-
ther show that FAS is heavily dependent on contextual factors, notably policy environment and 
capacities of potential service providers and partners which influence extension services’ charac-
teristics (Birner et al., 2009). However, the two cases which, according to the hard data (i.e. the 
numbers of farmers-beneficiaries) appear as failures, have quite different impacts. In Greece the 
demise of state extension was not compensated by the establishment of FAS; therefore the failure 
has overall negative consequences. On the contrary, in Cyprus the poor performance of FAS, 
given the existence of a well-functioning extension service, does not seem to have serious reper-
cussions. 

It follows that the configurations of the FAS are and will be shaped and re-shaped through the 
continued interplay of different forces, inside and outside the system. The goals, the approaches, 
the functions and roles of advisors and other stakeholders, and the types of organizations will 
certainly differ from country to country and place to place. The FAS, given the speed of changes 
and the multiple and diverse agricultural and rural development processes, will certainly be multi-
faceted and dynamic. Currently, in line with the evaluations suggesting that the voluntary concept 
and overall flexible architecture of the FAS should be maintained, the EU-Commission as well as 
various actors concerned with extension/advisory services are engaged in promoting FAS within 
the new CAP policies (2014-2020). Major topics debated concern: a) advisory content and meth-
ods; b) the organisation of advisory services; and c) the financing of advisory activities. Further-
more, an innovation-partnership measure dedicated to the development and dissemination of in-
novations in farming systems and rural territories, in order to address future challenges for agri-
culture and rural development are also promoted. Such measures should be given serious consid-
eration especially in the Greek case where, given the demise of state extension, their effectiveness 
should be secured. 
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Abstract: The concept of Agricultural Knowledge and Information System (AKIS) offers a mul-
ti-actor perspective designed to deal with the complexity and the diversity of information sources 
and channels in rural areas. Advisory services are a subsystem of AKIS that are meant to provide 
farmers with relevant knowledge and networks around innovation, as well as adjustments to poli-
cy and markets in agriculture. It is contested whether a fragmented AKIS and associated advisory 
services is problematic and policies should strive to enhance its integration and coherence, not 
least because the multiplicity of service providers is confusing to farmers and land managers. 
Other authors argue that with the diversity of farmers’ practices and information needs, an array 
of providers that operate simultaneously is needed to address these needs while a uniform nation-
al approach is neither useful nor necessary. The current UK AKIS and the advisory sub-system 
are characterised by a diverse advisory community and fragmentation. This paper takes the dis-
cussion beyond fragmentation to investigate whether the UK advisory system are ‘fit for pur-
pose’. We explore the characteristics of advisory services by means of identifying criteria for 
well-functioning services and investigating to what extent they are currently met. Data were col-
lected in an online survey of 80 agricultural advisory organisations across the UK. Findings show 
that most criteria are met but a number of client groups are not targeted by advisory services and 
some organisations use only a narrow range of advisory methods. 

Keywords: advisory services, extension, agriculture, AKIS 

 
 
Introduction 
There is controversy in the literature regarding the optimal structure of an Agricultural 
Knowledge and Information System (AKIS). The AKIS concept describes the exchange of 
knowledge and supporting services between diverse actors from the first, second or third sector in 
rural areas, providing farmers with relevant knowledge and networks around innovations in agri-
culture. 

Some consider a fragmented AKIS and associated advisory services as problematic and promote 
the value of employing an integrated approach (DEFRA 2013) not least because fragmentation 
“may lead to confusion among farmers about where to go for information, duplication and waste-
ful competition among providers” (Garforth et al., 2003: 300). For England, Curry et al. (2012) 
find that the disjuncture and unregulated nature of the AKIS have been frustrating for farmers and 
land managers. Roles in a mixed public-private advisory system are divided between different 
actors, with private advice provision on sustainable farm management being viewed as ‘subopti-
mal’ (Klerkx &Jansen 2010). Kidd et al. (2000) add the criticism that resource-poor farmers may 
get overlooked.  

Others argue that (pure) public sector extension has come to be viewed as problematic (Benson & 
Jafry 2013) and a uniform national approach is seen as neither useful nor necessary. Instead, a 
mix of public and private extension can address both government and land managers’ needs 
(Garforth et al. 2003). These authors caution that any attempt at integration should not be at ex-
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pense of diversity (ibid.). Acknowledging the diversity of farmers’ practices and information 
needs, an array of providers, that operate simultaneously, is needed to address these needs. Ac-
cording to Klerkx & Proctor (2013), a benefit of greater advisor diversity is increased client ori-
entation.  

The state advisory service in the UK has been commercialised in the 1980s and privatised in 1997 
which brought about a diverse advisory community. Fragmentation appears to come about as a 
side-effect of the privatisation of extension services (Kidd et al., 2000). Sutherland et al. (2013: 
91) add that “the transition to a pluralistic advisory system and commoditisation of knowledge 
has been blamed for the fragmentation of the system in which actors are not well-connected and 
there is information asymmetry”. The current AKIS and the advisory sub-system are character-
ised by a multiplicity of actors in four UK-countries connected by both weak and strong links. 
Therefore, it is not appropriate to speak of an ‘UK AKIS’. In practice, there are four quite sepa-
rate knowledge systems, governed by discrete sets of policy, government departments and agen-
cies, and to a large degree also a discrete set of NGOs, farmer organisations and private commer-
cial actors (Prager & Thomson 2013). 

Instead of dwelling on the benefits and shortcomings of fragmentation versus integration of 
AKIS, we follow calls from Birner et al. (2009) for a ‘best fit’ approach and focus our attention 
on what kind of AKIS is best able to address current and emerging knowledge needs of agricul-
tural actors. The conception of an AKIS includes research and education, training, and advisory 
service (World Bank 2012)9. We will focus on agricultural advisory services as a subsystem of 
AKIS. These services have a central role as a pillar of the infrastructure of the broader AKIS both 
in its dimensions of actors and networks, as well as of the dynamics of knowledge flows involved 
in it. 

The key question we want to answer in this paper is: Is the agricultural knowledge system – and 
in particular the advisory subsystem – in the UK ‘fit for purpose’? We will explore the character-
istics of advisory services by means of identifying criteria for well-functioning services and in-
vestigating to what extent they are currently met. This should allow us to reflect on whether the 
current fragmented system is associated with any gaps in the provision of advice or flow of in-
formation and whether any further criteria need to be taken into account. 

 

Criteria for well-functioning advisory services  
The primary roles of advisory services are to provide farmers with relevant knowledge and net-
works around innovations, adjustments to policies and agricultural markets. We conceptualise a 
well-functioning, ‘fit for purpose’ advisory service as one that meets the following eight criteria. 
These criteria have been identified on a plausibility basis from the literature because studies are 
lacking that test the effect of individual factors on enhancing the ‘fit for purpose’ nature of the 
service overall. In this regard, we assess how the current advisory system performs against our 
selected criteria. We see this list as a starting point and acknowledge that the list may not be ex-
haustive or other criteria may be more appropriate. 

Criterion 1: all relevant advisory topics, such as crop production, livestock production, and rural 
development should be covered. The topics in the survey were chosen in accordance with typical 
farming activities in Europe. We acknowledge that there are always niche topics and emerging 

                                                 
9 An agricultural knowledge and innovation system (AKIS) “indicates a system that links people and institutions to promote 
mutual learning and generate, share, and utilize agriculture related technology, knowledge, and information. The system integrates 
farmers, agricultural educators, researchers, and extensionists to harness knowledge and information from various sources for 
improved livelihoods. Farmers are at the heart of this knowledge triangle” (World Bank, 2012). 
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topics that farmers will require advice on but this dynamic cannot be captured in a study that 
looks at a particular point of time. 

Criterion 2: All client groups, in other words those that seek out advice, such as owners of com-
mercial and subsistence farms, young farmers and female farmers should be covered if the advi-
sory system is to have no gaps.  

Criterion 3: There should be a stable or growing workforce of advisors as “a greater number and 
diversity of actors mean that an AKIS becomes more information-rich” (Sutherland et al, 2013: 
97) which is of benefit to the clients as more advisors should result in advisory organisations with 
higher capacity to deliver advice.  

Criterion 4: a well-functioning advisory system should involve a range of different types of or-
ganisations (with services that complement one another). Some recommend a mix of public and 
private organisations because it can address government and land managers’ needs, and demand 
that an integration should not be at expense of diversity (Garforth et al., 2003). Another argument 
for a mixed set up is that it can help reduce costs of advisory services (assuming that public or-
ganisations have a higher overhead, Garforth et al., 2003)10. If the overall goal was to reduce 
costs, full privatisation would be the appropriate choice, as according to Leeuwis (2004: 348), 
“there is little doubt that a government can reduce costs by privatising extension”. We derive that 
it is important to maintain a mixture of both public and private advisory organisations as it is eas-
ier for public organisations to aid with collective change. Complimentarily, private organisations 
tend to be cheaper to maintain and are often good at opening up AKIS “for new non-traditional 
and relatively well-resourced clients” (Leeuwis, 2004: 348). 

This diversity of organisations should be coupled with tapping into diverse knowledge sources 
(Benson and Jafry, 2013). This will allow for “a flexible multi-agency approach which both pro-
motes a client-driven agenda and better addresses both diversity and location-specific issues” 
(Benson and Jafry, 2013: 390), which is of particular importance in the UK as its four countries 
have different political structures and agricultural policies and therefore a single static UK advi-
sory system would be very difficult, if not impossible, to execute successfully. 

Criterion 5: Various advisory organisations should cooperate with one another to bridge any 
potential gaps in knowledge and information provision which may exist from a single source. 
This type of cooperation will “achieve convergence and prevents duplication of efforts by indi-
vidual organisations” (Benson and Jafry, 2013: 390), it should also ensure that if a particular ad-
visory organisation cannot provide appropriate advice for a client they should at least be able to 
point them in the right direction in terms of where best to obtain this advice from (Garforth et al, 
2003). This relates to the fact that in an increasingly privatised and specialised advisory system, 
advisors are more reliant on each other for specific knowledge (Klerkx and Proctor, 2013: 22). 

A closely linked consideration is that a well-functioning advisory system should be free from 
‘breaks’ or ‘disconnects’ in the system, i.e. an obvious lack of interaction between organisations 
offering advisory services. Leeuwis (2004: 36) emphasises that, “when talking about agricultural 
knowledge systems, one is immediately confronted with issues of interinstitutional co-operation 
and associated problems”, so these cannot be ignored when assessing the ‘fit for purpose’.  

Criterion 6: Advisory organisations need to be flexible and adjust, or broaden, their remit to 
maintain their relevance, because the needs of the farming communities are constantly changing 
and evolving, due to changes in land-use policies and environmental factors such as climate 
change and the growth in popularity of renewable energies. As Leeuwis (2004: 8) argues “in or-
                                                 
10 Garforth et al. (2003) argue that growing a public sector capability for delivering advice is less likely to achieve cost-
effectiveness and flexibility compared to contracting private sector organisations to deliver services with well-defined goals and 
appropriate delivery methods within agreed timeframes. 
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der to make agriculture survive, government bodies and farmers are looking for new value-added 
products, including non-agricultural ones such as recreational services, nature conservation and 
even agro-health care services”, for which the advisory services need to accommodate. 

Criterion 7: Advisors need to receive regular training as this “improves the performance and the 
overall effectiveness and efficiency of advisory schemes” (Garforth et al., 2003: 331). There is 
evidence that without regular training, “schemes have been constrained at least in the short-term 
by a shortage of appropriately qualified personnel” (ibid.: 329). Given that the roles of advisors 
and their organisations are constantly evolving, regular training is a necessity to maintain their 
relevance.  

Criterion 8: A diverse range of advisory methods should be employed across a ‘fit for purpose’ 
advisory system in order to meet different clients’ needs and preferences, from individual one-on-
one advice, to group extension, and right through to the use of mass media (Leeuwis 2004). Dif-
ferent advisory methods will be utilised by different groups, for instance small-scale farmers 
would be more likely to use individual extension than a large commercial farm (Leeuwis 2004: 
29). 

 

Methods  
The empirical research focussed on a subsystem of the overall UK AKIS, the agricultural adviso-
ry services. According to Birner et al. (2009: 342), such advisory services comprise “the entire set 
of organisations that support and facilitate people engaged in agricultural production to solve 
problems and to obtain information, skills, and technologies to improve their livelihoods and 
well-being". 

The data collection methods were semi-structured interviews and an online survey. The inter-
views took place in August 2013 with 7 key informants from agricultural and conservation organ-
isations throughout the four UK countries. An online questionnaire was developed based on the 
Worldwide Extension Study by Swanson & Rajalahti (2010), which was shortened and adapted to 
the European context through various discussions among PROAKIS project partners 
(www.proakis.eu/Partners). 

The online questionnaire was distributed (in June 2013) through a broad range of channels to 
capture a broad range of advisors, such as advisors within NGOs, advisors within government 
bodies and advisors for private companies. Professional organisations and associations such as 
the Farm Business Advisor Accreditation Scheme for Scotland (FBAASS), Farming Connect 
(Wales) and Scottish Land and Estates were also contacted to distribute the survey to their mem-
bers and consultants on our behalf. Roughly 175 out of a total of 230 consultants from BIAC 
(British Institute of Agricultural Consultants) were contacted, along with a few additional con-
sultants identified from online Google and yellow pages searches. Unfortunately, the response 
rate cannot be identified due to secondary organisations circulating the questionnaire on our be-
half. The majority of the 80 responses obtained from across the UK came from Private Organisa-
tions, followed by Public Organisations (Table 1). The majority of the organisations were based 
in, or mainly offered advisory services in England; least responses were received from Northern 
Ireland. 
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Table 1: Survey respondents by type of organisation and UK-country 

Type of organisation England Scotland Wales N. Ireland Several UK-countries Total 
Private 34 14 3 - 3 54 
Public 4 5 2 1 2 14 
Farmer-based 1 2 1 - 2 6 
NGO 2 3 - - 1 6 
Total 41 24 6 1 8 80 
 
Representativeness of the sample and response rate could not be determined due to the fact that 
there are no standardised registers of advisory services across the four UK countries. 

The online questionnaire included general questions on the characteristics of the organisation, the 
frequency at which different advice is delivered, distribution of staff activities and staff numbers, 
the client groups targeted by the various organisations, relevance of different knowledge sources 
and the levels of cooperation or competition with other organisations, as well as knowledge 
sources. The online survey included multiple-choice, constant-sum and open-ended questions.  

Contingency tables were calculated to show the frequency distribution of pairs of categorical var-
iables corresponding to multiple-choice questions. The associations between those pairs of varia-
bles were further analysed using Chi-square tests (Fisher´s exact tests were applied in those cases 
where expected frequencies below 5 were found). Graphical representations were also used to 
visually show the differences in responses between groups. Both the descriptive statistical analy-
sis of the data and the statistical tests were implemented using Microsoft Excel 2011 and R soft-
ware (R Core Team, 2013). 

Information from the interviews helped to give context to the questionnaire responses. For exam-
ple, there had been three responses from different participants from Scottish Agricultural College 
(SAC)/ Scottish Rural College (SRUC) (renamed in 2012 following a merger of several organisa-
tions) and follow-up telephone calls clarified the diverging responses. 

 
Results 
The results are discussed according to the criteria that we suggest constitute a well-functioning 
and ‘fit for purpose’ advisory service. Organisations that only partially filled in the survey have 
been included in the data analysis, which leads to different numbers of responses for individual 
questions.  

 

Criterion 1: All relevant advisory topics are covered 
Participants were asked how frequently advice was delivered by their organisation on a variety of 
agricultural advisory topics. These advisory topics are listed in Table 2. We believe that a well-
functioning advisory service should offer advice on all of these topics across the organisations 
involved (but not necessarily by each individual organisation). The respondents had to choose 
one of five options which they believed represented their frequency of delivery of the aforemen-
tioned topics (very frequently delivered; routinely delivered; seldom delivered; never delivered; 
not offered). To make the data more accessible the five categories were collapsed and presented 
as a heat map (Wilkinson and Friendly, 2009) in Table 2. The percentages are based on the re-
spective number of responses in each type of advisory organisation provided in the header.  

Results show that all of the advisory topics are covered by all four types of advisory organisa-
tions; however, the extent of this coverage is variable. Table 2 shows that the farmer-based or-
ganisations (FBOs), frequently or routinely offer advice on all topics apart from building design. 
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The NGOs mostly offer advice on the environment and agri-environment. The private organisa-
tions, in contrast, focus on rural development and agri-environment. It is surprising that only a 
small proportion of them frequently or routinely offer advice on crop production, agricultural 
building design and machinery. The public organisations frequently deliver advice on the envi-
ronment, agri-environment and renewables, and some frequently advise on livestock production 
and rural development.  

In terms of the topics that are well covered, the results from the survey highlight that rural devel-
opment, agri-environment, environment, cross-compliance are very frequently or routinely deliv-
ered by four types of advisory organisations (except cross-compliance is not offered by 57% of 
public organisations).  

Gaps would occur only if one type of advisory organisation is taken out of the picture. For exam-
ple, only 39% of all the organisations in the sample provide advice on crop production and it is 
mainly delivered by farmer-based organisations. If those were to cease providing this advice, 
public organisations are unlikely to fill the gap. There are also few organisations that regularly 
provide advice on agricultural building design, bookkeeping & taxes and machinery. However, 
advice on these topics may also be provided by other organisations not targeted in the survey, 
such as agronomists employed by farmers (Ingram 2008), or perhaps advice comes in the form of 
instruction manuals and specialist courses. 

We were interested to test whether there are advisory topics that tend to be covered by mainly 
one type of organisation. We found statistically significant differences at a 5% significant level 
between the responses in different types of organisations for Bookkeeping/ taxes (p-
value=0.007), Business diversification (p-value=0.012), and Cross-compliance (p-value=0.013).    

1)  Bookkeeping and taxes: 83,3% of the respondents from NGOs and 85,7% of the respondents 
from Public Organisations reported they never deliver/don’t offer advice on this topic, whereas 
the percentages within Private and Farmer-based organisations were considerably lower (35,2% 
and 33,3% respectively). 

2) Business diversification: 72,2% of Private organisations and 66,7% of Farmer-based organisa-
tions frequently deliver Business diversification advice, whereas lower values are found for Pub-
lic organisations (42,9%) and Non-governmental organisations (33,3%).  

3)  Cross-compliance: 74,1% of private organisations and 83,3% of farmer-based organisations 
consider that Cross-compliance is a frequently or routinely delivered advisory topic, whereas 
lower values are found for Non-governmental organisations (66,7%) and Public organisations 
(21,4%). 
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Table 2: Advisory topics and their frequency of delivery (percentage) by type of organisations. 

  

Farmer-based organi-
sations (6) NGOs (6) Private organisations 

(54) 
Public organisa-

tions(14) 

VF/ 
RD SD ND/ 

NO 
VF/ 
RD SD ND/ 

NO 
VF/ 
RD SD ND/ 

NO 
VF/ 
RD SD ND/ 

NO 
Crop pro-
duction 83,3 16,7 0,0 33,3 33,3 33,3 40,7 14,8 44,4 0,0 21,4 78,6 

Livestock 
production 100,0 0,0 0,0 50,0 33,3 16,7 48,1 16,7 35,2 50,0 21,4 28,6 

Agr. build-
ing design 16,7 50,0 33,3 33,3 16,7 50,0 38,9 24,1 37,0 42,9 28,6 28,6 

Bookkeeping 
& taxes 50,0 16,7 33,3 0,0 16,7 83,3 48,1 16,7 35,2 14,3 0,0 85,7 

Machinery 50,0 0,0 50,0 16,7 33,3 50,0 25,9 27,8 46,3 14,3 35,7 50,0 

Rural devel-
opment 100,0 0,0 0,0 50,0 33,3 16,7 77,8 11,1 11,1 50,0 21,4 28,6 

Cross com-
pliance 83,3 0,0 16,7 66,7 33,3 0,0 74,1 13,0 13,0 21,4 21,4 57,1 

Business di-
versification 66,7 0,0 33,3 33,3 33,3 33,3 72,2 18,5 9,3 42,9 14,3 42,9 

Environment 83,3 0,0 16,7 83,3 0,0 16,7 68,5 16,7 14,8 92,9 0,0 7,1 

Agri-
environment 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 77,8 7,4 14,8 71,4 7,1 21,4 

Renewables 50,0 0,0 50,0 66,7 16,7 16,7 55,6 27,8 16,7 64,3 14,3 21,4 

Other 83,3 0,0 16,7 50,0 0,0 50,0 50,0 1,9 48,1 50,0 0,0 50,0 

 
0,0-24,9 % VF/ RD = very frequently / routinely delivered 
25,0-49,9 % SD = seldom delivered 
50,0-74,9 % ND/ NO = not delivered/ not offered 
75,0-100,0 % 

These figures illustrate that those public organisations and NGOs in the sample are not often in-
volved in bookkeeping, business diversification and cross-compliance advice, but these areas are 
covered by most private organisations and farmer-based organisations. 

Respondents were also asked to highlight if they offer any ‘other’ advisory topics. Farmer-based 
organisations reported they offer topics such as animal health and welfare, and agricultural prop-
erty valuation. Private organisations deliver advice on topics such as woodland management and 
single farm payment scheme advice. Some of the public organisations also reported offering ad-
vice on Controlled Activities Regulations (CAR) and designated sites. 

Looking specifically at the Private organisations (category with the highest number of respond-
ents), advice is very frequently or routinely delivered by at least half of the private organisations 
on all topics apart from agricultural building design, crop production and machinery. However, as 
Table 2 highlights, this issue is apparent for these three topics across the FBOs, NGOs and public 
organisations as well. The topics that are well covered by private organisations include agri-
environmental programmes and rural development, which may be as a result of perhaps these 
topics being the most profitable (due to funding programmes that support farmers to cover costs 
investments and for help with application forms).  
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Criterion 2: All client groups are covered 
As a second criterion we propose that a well-functioning advisory service should cover all rele-
vant client groups. Farmers and other land managers were grouped according to the following 
categories: commercial farms (small, medium and large), subsistence farms (both semi and fully), 
agricultural producer groups, young farmers, female farmers, part-time farmers, farm employees. 
The respondents were asked to indicate whether each of these client groups was a major target, a 
minor target or not a target for their advisory organisation. All client groups were targeted by at 
least one type of advisory organisation. The heat map in Table 3 shows the degree to which the 
different client groups are a target for advisory services by the responding organisations. The 
categories of small, medium and large scale commercial farms were collapsed into commercial 
farms and semi- and fully-subsistence farms were collapsed into subsistence farms to simplify the 
table as we wanted to see what overall trends are emerging in terms of what types of client groups 
are targeted and by whom. 

Table 3: Extent to which client groups are targeted by the four types of advisory organisations  

  

FBO (4) NGOs (6) Private (46) Public (12) 

M m  NT M m NT M m NT M m NT 

Commercial farms 
(small/med/large) 75,0 25,0 0,0 44,4 16,7 38,9 70,3 21,0 8,7 66,7 11,1 22,2 

Subsistence farms 
(semi and fully) 25,0 25,0 50,0 8,3 8,3 83,3 45,7 15,2 39,1 16,7 12,5 70,8 

Agricultural producer 
groups 25,0 25,0 50,0 50,0 16,7 33,3 17,4 28,3 54,3 50,0 25,0 25,0 

Young farmers 25,0 50,0 25,0 16,7 33,3 50,0 19,6 47,8 32,6 33,3 33,3 33,3 

Female farmers 25,0 50,0 25,0 16,7 16,7 66,7 15,2 34,8 50,0 25,0 25,0 50,0 

Part-time farmers 50,0 25,0 25,0 16,7 0,0 83,3 17,4 41,3 41,3 16,7 25,0 58,3 

Farm employees 0,0 50,0 50,0 16,7 16,7 66,7 4,3 19,6 76,1 8,3 50,0 41,7 

Other groups 25,0 25,0 50,0 50,0 16,7 33,3 15,2 2,2 82,6 16,7 16,7 66,7 

 
0,0-24,9 %    

25,0-49,9 %   M = Major target 

50,0-74,9 %   m= minor target 

75,0-100,0 %   NT = not targeted 

 
Table 3 shows that commercial farms are a major target for the majority of farmer-based, private 
and public organisations. Part-time farmers are a major target only for farmer-based organisations 
(but note here the small sample size). Agricultural producer groups are a major target for about 
half of the public organisations and NGOs that responded. 

In terms of potential gaps, it is striking that all client groups apart from commercial farms and 
agricultural producer groups appear as mostly a minor target or a non-targeted client group (in 
other words, 50% or less of the respondents say these are a major target). Farmer-based organisa-
tions do not get involved much with subsistence farms (amalgamated group), agricultural produc-
er groups or farm employees. Half of the NGOs will mainly target agricultural producer groups 
but few of the other groups. Private organisations tend to not focus much on female farmers or 
farm employees, and public organisations have little targeting towards subsistence farmers, fe-
male or part time farmers. 
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With literature and media attention on the lack of active young and/ or female farmers (BBC 
News 2012; 2013) these figures confirm that this client group is not targeted in advisory activities 
of existing organisations. Subsistence farming may be less of a target because there are fewer 
subsistence farmers in the UK nowadays (apart from of course the crofting small-holds in the 
Scottish Highlands). Alternatively, it may not be a profitable area for the advisory organisations. 
This consideration may be particularly relevant for the large number of private organisations 
which are concerned with making a profit. Overall, the survey results support the perception that 
there is a lack of advice for young farmers, female farmers, subsistence farmers and part-time 
farmers. 

Criterion 3: There is a stable or growing workforce of advisors 
In particular in larger public organisations, respondents found it difficult to provide the exact 
number of advisors as most of their staff are not exclusively providing advice to farmers but have 
also have other roles and duties. In addition, the total number of private consultants and agricul-
tural consultancies is unknown. Therefore, we asked for trends (increasing, decreasing or stable) 
in the workforce of advisors. A stable or – if deficits have previously been identified – growing 
workforce of advisors is taken to contribute to a well-functioning AKIS.  

The data presented in Figure 1 highlights that on the whole there is a stable, or in some cases, a 
growing workforce of advisors. These increasing and stable advisor numbers have generally oc-
curred in organisations where their overall staff numbers are also increasing or remaining the 
same. In other words, the percentage of advisors within the larger organisations has remained the 
same on the whole. In particular, farmer based organisations report no decline in staff or advisor 
numbers. NGOs, although with reduction in overall staff numbers, show no reduction in advisor 
numbers. 

Looking at the overall picture respondents, from the total 73 organisations that responded to this 
question, nearly 30% of organisations stated their number of staff had increased in recent years, 
56% believed that numbers had remained the same, and 14% believed that their advisor numbers 
have decreased.  

In public organisations, the decrease in staff and advisor numbers was most pronounced. It ap-
pears that reductions in advisor numbers did not correspond with reductions in staff numbers. 
This may be interpreted as a certain protection of staff with advisory functions. In contrast, pri-
vate organisations appear to be doing well with increasing staff and/or advisor numbers (for 26% 
overall staff and advisor numbers have increased). There is the possibility that public advisory 
service employees set up their own consultancy or are moving to private organisations which 
often have better wages, but this cannot be substantiated from our data. 
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Figure 2: Relevance of different knowledge sources (left axis) to four types of advisory organisations (L/NR = little/ 
no relevance) 

 
 
Looking at the most relevant knowledge sources for different types of organisations, farmer-
based organisations draw knowledge from all sources albeit to a lesser extent from public authori-
ties and public research centres. NGOs seem to frequently use all of the knowledge sources, with 
public authorities and processing companies being used to a lesser extent. The same pattern ap-
plies to private organisations. About 25% of private organisations reported farming and agricul-
tural bodies (e.g. National Farmers Union, Central Association of Agricultural Valuers) as other 
knowledge sources. Public organisations also source knowledge from a variety of organisations, 
but seem to draw less on other public authorities. About half the FBOs and NGOs reported they 
use other sources of knowledge such as farmers themselves, farming publications and social me-
dia. 

 

Criterion 5: There is cooperation to help bridge knowledge gaps 
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they cooperated, competed, or had no interaction 
with other actors in the agricultural advisory system. These knowledge sources included Univer-
sities, Public research centres, Public authorities, Non-governmental research centres, Private 
consultancies, Private companies (who provide agricultural inputs such as seeds and fertiliser), 
and Private companies (who process agricultural goods such as dairies). We wanted to observe 
patterns of cooperation between advisory organisations which would indicate that an exchange of 
knowledge takes place which could potentially bridge any knowledge gaps. 

Table 4 shows that the majority of Farmer-based organisations and NGOs cooperate with a range 
of different types of actors from both the private and public spheres. A quarter of FBO respond-
ents also acknowledge competition with private organisations.  
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Table 4: Cooperation links of the four types of advisory organisations 

  Universities Public research centres Public authorities Non-government re-
search centres 

  Coop Comp NI Coop Comp NI Coop Comp NI Coop Comp NI 

FBOs (4) 100,0 25,0 0,0 100,0 25,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 25,0 0,0 

NGOs 
(6) 100,0 0,0 0,0 100,0 0,0 0,0 83,3 16,7 0,0 100,0 33,3 0,0 

Private 
org. (48) 56,3 14,6 37,5 58,3 12,5 35,4 60,4 8,3 37,5 68,8 16,7 27,1 

Public 
org. (13) 92,3 0,0 7,7 92,3 7,7 7,7 100,0 7,7 0,0 84,6 15,4 7,7 

                          

  Private consultancies/ 
enterprises 

Private companies 
providing agr. inputs 

Private companies proc-
essing agr. goods Other sources 

 Coop Comp NI Coop Comp NI Coop Comp NI Coop Comp NI 

FBOs (4) 100,0 25,0 0,0 100,0 25,0 0,0 100,0 25,0 0,0 50,0 0,0 0,0 

NGOs 
(6) 66,7 50,0 0,0 83,3 16,7 0,0 50,0 0,0 16,7 16,7 0,0 16,7 

Private 
org. (48) 83,3 64,6 4,2 75,0 18,8 18,8 62,5 8,3 31,3 16,7 2,1 18,8 

Public 
org.13) 92,3 38,5 0,0 76,9 30,8 15,4 76,9 30,8 15,4 23,1 7,7 0,0 

 
  0,0-24,9 % Coop =cooperation; Comp = competition; NI = no interaction 

  25,0-49,9 % Note: Percentages do not add up to 100% due to the fact that those cases  

  50,0-74,9 % where respondents stated that there is overlap of cooperation and  

  75,0-100,0 % competition have been counted twice. 
 
Private organisations have a strong focus on cooperating with other private consultancies and 
companies. There is a notable lack of interaction with any kind of public organisation such a pub-
lic research centres, authorities and universities. Competition is most pronounced between private 
consultancies (around 65% report competition; some of them a combination of cooperation and 
competition).  

The majority of Public organisations cooperate with all other types of organisations. Competition 
is acknowledged more prominently with private consultancies as well as input and processing 
companies.  

Overall, there is least interaction with private companies processing agricultural goods (33% of 
responding organisations do not interact with this type of organisation). The results also show 
little interaction or even competition between private organisations and farmer based organisation 
with both universities and public research centres, indicating scope for improvement. 

The extent of cooperation as stated by the respondents leads us to assume that potential gaps in 
knowledge can be filled through cooperation with a wide range of actors. Overall, the data high-
light that the majority of organisations do cooperate with other organisations offering advice. In 
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Criterion 7: Advisors receive regular training 
According to Garforth et al. (2003: 329), “staff who deliver a service need to have appropriate 
expertise, knowledge and skills if they are to be effective and remain credible in the eyes of cli-
ents”. Against this background, regular training is an important component of a successful advi-
sory service. More than 86% of organisations stated that their advisors received training in 2012 
and only 10% reported that they did not (Figure 4).  

Figure 4: Percentages of organisations whose advisors received training in 2012. 

 

The data also show a connection between maintaining or increasing advisor numbers and the 
completion of training. The link between advisors receiving training is much more pronounced in 
organisations that increased their advisor numbers (35%) or maintained their advisor numbers 
(50%). In contrast, 85% of organisations whose advisors did not receive training had maintained 
(not increased) their advisor numbers. 

 

Criterion 8: Range of advisory methods  
As the agricultural industry encompasses a wide range of people from different backgrounds and 
different generations, with varying sizes of organisational forms and farm types, it is important 
that a diverse range of advisory methods are used to deliver advice to ensure that the differing 
needs and preferences of clients are met. Respondents were asked to give a percentage estimate 
of the dominant advisory methods used by their advisory staff. The options included extension 
(e.g. one to one advice on the farm or over the telephone), group extension (e.g. small group ad-
vice on or off the farm) and mass media extension (e.g. the use of the internet, radio, TV, publica-
tions).  

The findings indicate that overall individual extension was the most popular working method 
(Figure 5). The proportions of methods show a high level of variability (as indicated by the scat-
ter of points in Figure 5) with the proportion of Individual and Mass-media extension varying 
from around 0% to 100% between different advisory organisations, and the proportion of Group 
extension presenting less variation (from 0% to 80%). On average, it can be said that Individual 
extension is the favoured method (mean=69.65% versus 16.97% and 11.99% for the other two 
categories).  

 

86,70%

2,90%
10,30%

Yes

Uncertain

No
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Figure 5: Ternary plot11 highlighting the proportion of the three advisory methods used by advisory organisations in 
the survey (aggregated for all organisations) 

 

Figure 6 shows the proportion of the three advisory methods used by type of advisory organisa-
tion. Respondents from Public, Private and Farmer-based organisation showed, on average, the 
highest mean for Individual extension (57%; 80%; 69%), followed distantly by Group extension 
(24%; 14%; 16%), and finally by Mass-media extension (19%; 6%; 15%). It appears that all three 
types of organisations respond to a farmer’s demand for this type of advice despite it being the 
most time and resource-consuming method. It may also reflect the recognition that this method is 
deemed the most effective for knowledge transfer. NGOs have more even proportions in their use 
of approaches. They have the highest mean for Mass-media extension (39%), followed by Indi-
vidual extension (33%) and Group extension (28%). Note that the results for public, farmer-based 
and NGOs should not be generalised due to the small sample size. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
11 A ternary plot (Aitchison, 1982) is an equilateral triangle, with each of the three vertices representing a percentage, and with
the three percentages summing up to 100%. The closer a point appears to one of the vertices, the higher the percentage
corresponding to the advisory method whose name appears on the side of the triangle opposite to that particular vertex. A
point near the centroid of the triangle indicates an even allocation of the three methods.
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Figure 6: Ternary graphs highlighting the frequency of the three advisory methods for each of the advisory organisa-
tions in turn (clockwise from top left; Public; Private; NGOs; Farmer-based) 

 
Discussion and Conclusions 
The underlying assumption of our study is that agricultural advisory services’ primary role is to 
provide farmers with relevant knowledge and networks around innovations, adjustments to poli-
cies and agricultural markets. Based on this assumption, we selected eight criteria which would 
indicate that the advisory service functions well and is ‘fit for purpose’. However, there are also 
other possible conceptualisations, e.g. the services could be assessed based on whether they help 
to meet national strategies, or address needs for knowledge and/or support innovation identified 
by experts or the government.  

Table 5 provides an overview of criteria and our assessment whether they are being met by the 
UK advisory system. We postulated that a well-functioning advisory system should involve a 
range of organisations whose services are complimentary. There is evidence that a diverse set of 
organisations are part of the UK AKIS and its advisory services. This set up should successfully 
cater for the needs of different farmers, addressing Kidd et al.’s (2000: 101) argument that “there 
are extension functions and topics which, though important, will not be absorbed by the private 
sector and many farmers will not be served effectively by commercial extension they cannot af-
ford.” 

Whether the advisory services of existing organisations complement one another depends on the 
complementarity of the topics and clients they cover (criteria 1 and 2), and that a range of adviso-
ry methods is employed to serve differing user needs and preferences (criterion 8). Complementa-
rity is given with regard to topics and advisory methods (although methods are somewhat skewed 
to individual extension). However, there are gaps regarding a number of client groups such as 
young farmers, female farmers, subsistence and part-time farmers, with the majority of organisa-
tions either not covering these client groups at all or as just a minor target. 
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Table 5: Overview of criteria for assessing advisory services within AKIS 

Criteria  Assessment (+ is being met, 
- is not being met) 

1. All relevant advisory topics are covered.  + 

2. All client groups are covered.  - 

3. There is a stable or growing workforce of advisors.  + 

4. Different types of organisations are involved that draw on diverse 
knowledge sources.  

+ 

5. The advisory organisations cooperate to bridge potential knowledge 
gaps.  

+ 

6. Advisory organisations are flexible to adjust their remit.  + 

7. Advisors receive regular training. + 

8. A range of advisory methods are used.  +/- 

 
All other criteria appear to be met in the UK advisory system:  

- A variety of knowledge sources is used; and organisations cooperate with a range of other 
actors. According to Benson and Jafry (2013: 385), “public sector extension organisations 
need to work in partnership with the public, private and NGO sectors to achieve conver-
gence and respond to the needs of farming communities”. The findings indicate this is 
happening in the UK, which can be interpreted to mean that the UK advisory services are 
‘fit for purpose’ in this regard. Since “the solution to address fragmentation is not neces-
sarily to bring all advice under one roof” (Garforth et al., 2003: 330), but more for the dif-
ferent advisory organisations to be aware of the advice that other organisations provide 
and point people in their direction if they themselves cannot help we believe that the cur-
rent level of cooperation and interaction is sufficient to provide this. However, we cannot 
derive conclusions about the levels or the quality of cooperation, or whether the ‘right’ 
knowledge is being exchanged. 

- The overall workforce of advisors appears to be stable and receiving regular training. 

- Advisory organisations spend time not only on advice but a range of other tasks and activ-
ities which should allow them to be flexible in adjusting to new demands. 

The study also helps to see what sort of results particular survey questions will yield. For exam-
ple, the question on relevance of different knowledge sources did not provide conclusive evi-
dence which might be due to the high aggregation level. An organisation might have used all the-
se sources at one point or another, but not in great depth. To explore knowledge and information 
flows in more detail would require in-depth studies of relationships between selected organisa-
tions and potentially a focus on what kind of knowledge and information is being shared. There is 
a trade-off between appropriate answer options (and even survey questions) for e.g. large public 
organisations vs. consultancies with one or two employees. 

In interpreting the results it is important to keep in mind the limitations of the study. The sample 
depth and breadth cannot be considered as representative. The survey was completed by a con-
siderably higher proportion of private organisations than other types of organisations, making the 
results unbalanced. On the other hand, public organisations have many more advisory staff than 
the average private organisation. There is also a bias towards England. With only one response 
from Northern Ireland and six responses from Wales, statements about the function of advisory 
services in these UK countries are difficult. In addition, the accuracy of the survey results is diffi-
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cult to judge in those cases in which respondents were completing the questionnaire for their 
larger-scale organisation where staff may only have an overview of their own department. A fur-
ther limitation is related to the fact that not all sources of information and advice were captured 
(e.g. in-house in larger companies, agronomists employed on-farm, garage for machinery advice), 
which may have distorted the results to a degree. 

To conclude, we agree that the UK AKIS is fragmented, and its advisory subsystem is composed 
of a diverse advisory community. With sufficient cooperation and coordination, the negative ef-
fects of fragmentation can be addressed. We recommend that future studies employing the notion 
of ‘fit for purpose’ or ‘best fit’ need to explicitly define what the demands of the current context 
in a country are, and what the ‘fit’ actually expresses (a ‘best fit’ advisory system does not neces-
sarily imply it is also a ‘best fit’ with the overall AKIS). There is currently also a lack of clarity in 
the literature discussing AKIS and advisory services regarding how they relate. We caution that 
inferences regarding ‘fit for purpose’ from the advisory subsystem cannot be made to the overall 
AKIS because it neither considers the education and research subsystems nor knowledge flows 
between the subsystems. 
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Abstract: This paper describes a methodology to evaluate the process and impact of applying a 
“co-innovation” approach in the New Zealand Agricultural Innovation System. This is a partici-
pative and interactive approach to fostering effective innovation across sectors and stakeholders.  
The project involves four projects each providing an “innovation network” in different industry 
sectors which interact with a targeted national “Community of Practice” operating across organi-
sations from industry, research and government in three primary sectors.  This requires evaluation 
instruments capturing data at both process and impact levels and feeding emerging findings to 
project participants to guide on-going action.  The project is in its first year and initial data is al-
ready providing insights into the notion of co-learning and its impact on participants and the in-
novation system. This paper details the evaluation approach being used and the initial results ob-
tained.  

Keywords: Agricultural Innovation System, Co-Innovation, Evaluation, New Zealand, Participa-
tive RD&E, Policy 

 
Introduction 
This paper explores the application of evaluation to a national initiative to stimulate innovation in 
the primary sector in New Zealand.  The Primary Innovation program seeks to foster innovation 
through the development of effective innovation networks and so foster co-innovation leading to 
increasing innovation to lift national agricultural productivity and sustainability.  The evaluation 
aspect is significant in a number of ways.  Monitoring and Evaluation provides a way of monitor-
ing progress, barriers and opportunities along the way to guide on-going program management 
and decision-making.  It also needs to capture the impact/benefits of the process (if there are such 
benefits) on fostering co-innovation and subsequent impacts.  Thirdly, the program needs to cap-
ture the learning about the application of co-learning and innovation networks to inform institu-
tions and practice. This program is occurring in the context of New Zealand’s unique situation – 
although it is expected that the insights learnt about co-innovation and its evaluation will have 
relevance to other contexts.   

The following section will describe this context briefly, outline the Primary Innovation Program 
and its approach and provide the conceptual thinking behind the evaluation approach taken.   The 
paper will then go on to the practical evaluation methodology being applied, preliminary data and 
its analysis and looks at what is planned through the rest of the program.   

 

Background 
 
New Zealand’s Agricultural Context 
The New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (2013) reported that agricultural prod-
ucts make up over half of New Zealand's merchandise export with the country being the world’s 
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largest exporter of dairy products, sheepmeat, venison and kiwifruit.  It noted that the production 
and processing of agricultural products such as meat, dairy products, wool, fruit, vegetables and 
wine typically generate around 16% of our annual gross domestic product and employ around 
15% of the workforce.  

The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (2011) calculated that the poor uptake of new technolo-
gies across agricultural industries in the country had a direct economic cost in the order of $NZ 
2.5 billion in lost dairy exports and $NZ 0.5 billion in sheep meat exports per year.(p.16)  These 
inefficiencies were seen to be increasingly also impacting on dealing with complex issues such as 
those involving multiple stakeholders with competing interests such as water usage and quality 
and forest management.  

This is seen as failures in the National Innovation System (NIS). Metcalf (1995:38) described an 
NIS as…a system of interconnected institutions to create, store and transfer knowledge, skills 
and artifacts which define new technologies.  The New Zealand Treasury, in describing the Na-
tional Innovation System, noted that it was a useful concept for identifying strengths and weak-
nesses in how knowledge is created, disseminated and commercialised in the economy. 

 
International directions in Innovation Systems thinking 
There has been a growing trend over time to apply systems thinking in agricultural research, de-
velopment and extension.  Klerkx, van Mierlo and Leewis (2012) track through the evolution of 
systems approaches to agricultural innovation.  They define four different system concepts that 
have emerged: Adoption and Diffusion theories; Farming Systems Research; Agricultural 
Knowledge and Information Systems; and more recently Agricultural Innovation Systems.  While 
noting that there are different views co-existing in relation to Agricultural Innovation Systems 
(AIS) and hence different approaches to enhancing performance, they note that there is a com-
mon set of enabling factors such as building networks, fostering collaboration, enabling joint-
learning and having suitable structures to facilitate this.  They conclude that an AIS perspective 
provides a comprehensive view of actors and factors that co-determine innovation while ac-
knowledging that more research is required to ensure a clear focus and drive its future applica-
tion.  A key component was highlighted as that of reflexivity – or reflexive monitoring. This is 
described as a focus on flexibility (adapting) rather than maintaining and monitoring a fixed set 
of steps to achieve the desired outcomes. 

In addressing the need to enhance agricultural innovation, the World Bank (2006) sought to as-
sess the usefulness of the innovation systems concept in guiding future investment in agricultural 
Research and Development. The authors conclude that major attention was needed in improving 
research system governance and the ability to form partnerships and supporting infrastructure.  
They also saw the need to facilitate a stronger global community of practice in the field of agri-
cultural innovation.  

 

The Primary Innovation Program 
In response to the identified inefficiencies and opportunities in the New Zealand agricultural in-
novation system, the New Zealand Government through the Ministry of Business, Innovation and 
Employment has funded this five year project to fast track improvements and benefits from inno-
vation for the nation. The goal of the project is to contribute to an increase of productivity growth 
in biological industries and 30% decrease in environmental impact in RS&T investments by 
quadrupling of adoption rates of technologies, through networks of players working effectively 
together in a policy and organisational environment that fosters innovation (AgResearch, 2013a). 
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The Primary Innovation Program is described as taking an innovation network approach to the 
research itself to deliver this impact.  Botha (2013) quotes Rycroft (2003) who describes (Innova-
tion) networks as…those linked organisations (e.g. firms, universities, government agencies) that 
create, acquire and integrate diverse knowledge and skills required to innovate complex technol-
ogies……innovation networks are organized around constant learning.  The program’s innova-
tion network is based around a trans-disciplinary team from three primary sectors (forestry, hor-
ticultural and pastoral) and across eight industry organisations, Crown Research Institutes and 
Universities.  It is structured around two linked tiers – specific Innovation Projects and a cross-
sector Community of Practice (CoP).  The Community of Practice consists of a group of senior 
industry participants who, based on their learnings from the Innovation Projects and through in-
teractions as CoP members reflect and learn from the process and so influence their own organi-
sational approaches to and institutions enabling collaborative learning and fostering innovation.  
The criteria used for the selection of the Innovation Projects which served as case studies includ-
ed: having a problem focus rather than focusing on a specific technology or practice (e.g. improv-
ing the reproductive performance rather than grazing practices for dairy heifers); covering several 
primary sectors to explore the influence of different industry structures on co-innovation; cover-
ing a range of voluntary, market and regulatory mechanisms for change (e.g. water use efficiency 
is strongly influenced by regulated allocations); and covering problems where potential solutions 
are largely uncontested among stakeholders.  

The Innovation Projects explicitly use a co-innovation approach within their innovation network. 
Botha (2013) links Co-Innovation with the terms Innovation co-creation and Innovation co-
production.  He quotes from Kukkuru (2011) who refers to all relevant stakeholders participating 
across the value chain with…a more collaborative engagement, with greater interaction and in-
tensity of participation among creators, from generation, selection, incubation and eventually 
even to marketing of the new product or service.  The Co-innovation principles described by 
Nederlof et al (2011) underpinning the Innovation Projects have been summarized (AgResearch, 
2013b) as: 

- Action oriented – following an adaptive cycle of plan-do-review 
- An holistic and systemic view of problems 
- Active multi-actor participation, collaboration and learning 
- Multi-disciplinary 

 
The five key Innovation Projects are: TPP (Tomato potato psyllid) – dealing with an invasive 
insect; Irrigation scheme water use efficiency – inclusion of climate forecasting; Herd reproduc-
tive performance – increasing dairy heifer fertility; Dairy farm nutrient management – increasing 
the implementation of farm nutrient management plans; and Timber segregation – better meeting 
market needs. 

A key element of the program is incorporating Reflexive Monitors into the process. Reflexive 
Monitors in the program context (Botha 2013) are described as persons who challenge and influ-
ence presumptions, current practices and the underlying institutions, either in the design of a 
project or in its management and who keeps reminding participants of the ambitions for system 
innovation.  

 

Evaluation Concepts 
A widely accepted definition of evaluation is one by Patton (1997). The systematic collection of 
information about the: activities, characteristics, and outcomes of programs to make judgments 
about the program, improve the program, and/or inform decision about future programming.  This 
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definition cuts across process and outcome evaluation and links it to both a means of improving a 
program as well as informing about the impact of the program. 

In the context of Innovation Systems, Klerkx et al (2012) distinguish between reflexive monitor-
ing and more traditional approaches to monitoring and evaluation. They look at different ap-
proaches in terms of the extent of participation in the evaluation process and the ambition to 
reach institutional change.   Result-oriented (e.g. Logical Framework) evaluation was seen as low 
in both areas whereas reflexive monitoring was seen to be high in both engendering participation 
as well as institutional change. Van Mierlo et al (2010) saw the importance of reflexive monitor-
ing in … stimulating reflection on project goals, activities and results in the light of developments 
in the existing system or the envisaged system innovation.  This is about stimulating learning in 
an innovation network and was seen as successful if it stimulates those kinds of learning that lead 
to a change of practices and their institutional embedding.  

Despite Klerkx et al’s linking logical frameworks (or log frames) to low participation and low 
ambition on institutional change, this does not have to be the case.  The United Nations Popula-
tion Fund (2004) describes log frames as a dynamic planning and management tool that summa-
rizes the results of the logical framework approach process and communicates the key features of 
a programme design in a single matrix. It can provide the basis for monitoring progress achieved 
and evaluating programme results.   

The framework can be adapted to a range of different desired outcomes as well as different ap-
proaches to get there (Rogers, 2008).  It can equally be adapted to a Co-innovation or Agricultur-
al Innovation Systems approach as to a top down project working to achieve pre-defined agricul-
tural practices and productivity.  Log frames allow the link to be made to the desired outcomes 
and the approach being used to get there (Roberts and Coutts, 2011).  It therefore provides the 
basis for describing the appropriate evaluation questions, required information and hence how 
best to capture the data needed. In describing the principles for the Innovation Projects, for ex-
ample, the point was made that these (co-innovation) principles will be applied in each of the 
Innovation Projects as well as being principles against which activities in each will be evaluated. 
(AgResearch, 2013b). 

Log frames also help in distinguishing between longer term objectives and measurable impacts 
within the life of the program.  By developing and clearly articulating these Key Result Areas, the 
program funders and research group can be clear about where they are heading and what they will 
be ‘judged’ on in terms of returns on the investment made (not necessarily in direct economic 
terms). The point is often made that logical frameworks should not constrain a project – and often 
need to be modified as new information emerges and learning occurs in the context of activities 
undertaken.  This is consistent with the type of evaluation suggested by Klerkx et al (2012) for 
evaluating Innovation Systems. 

 

Evaluation Approach taken 
 
Program log frame 
The approach taken to evaluation planning in this program was to involve the research group in 
describing what ‘success’ would look like given the nature of the project and the co-innovation 
principles underpinning it. This consisted of a workshop which involved training in evaluation 
principles and teasing out the process and desired outcomes and approaches to achieve it. Logical 
evaluation questions were then developed along with identifying the information needed to an-
swer these questions as the project progressed – and so inform the project direction.  A result of 
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this process (and subsequent iterations) was a log frame with six levels for organizing thinking 
and evaluation questions.  These levels are: 

Longer term Outcomes - towards which the program is intended to contribute along with other 
complementary initiatives. 

Key Result Areas - specific measurable short term impacts or achievements to which the pro-
gram is planning to deliver on in its life (including unintended benefits or consequences).   

Uptake Strategies - approaches used to communicate, influence, assist and/or encourage appro-
priate people or groups to effectively be engaged. 

Underpinning Activities - Research, Development & Planning Activities and Outputs needed or 
used (from other sources) to provide the science, tools, information or materials to support the 
change process 

Supporting Structures - resources, staff, management processes, Steering Groups and other 
structures to oversee and undertake program activities. 

Context - political, economic, climatic and other factors that can impact on the success or other-
wise of the program and process. 

For the purpose of this paper, we will focus on levels 2 and 3.  

Key Result Areas 
As pointed out in the previous section, the Key Result Area (KRA) level for the program is the 
guiding light of the program – being clear about where you are heading.  This was articulated in 
two parts (AgResearch 2013b) as: 

1) There will be an effective Community of Practice (CoP) operating across 24 industry 
organisations, universities and CRIs and 3 sectors; forestry cropping and pastoral that 
understand co-innovation and technology uptake as part of the innovation system and 
will have directly contributed to an improved innovation system including a measura-
ble increase in the understanding and use of the Innovation System (IS) approach and 
principles by CoP members and individuals they have influenced, and continuing to 
work together as co-learners within the innovation system. 

2) There will be four ongoing effective Innovation Projects across 3 industry sectors that 
provide solutions to industry problems and have contributed to improved sector inno-
vation systems including a measurable increase in the understanding and use of the IS 
approach and principles in the Innovation Projects and continuing to use the IS ap-
proach in other projects.   

These KRAs reflect the multiple levels of intended outcomes: Using co-innovation to achieve 
better outcomes in the Innovation Projects; learning about how to use and implement co-
innovation in practice most effectively; developing capacity in key decision-makers in the Agri-
cultural Innovation System; and embedding co-innovation principles into the way organisations 
do business.  Learning about evaluating co-innovation is also an implicit outcome. 

Specific indicators were then developed around the generalised evaluation questions of: What has 
been the extent to which there has been change in the understanding, commitment to and changed 
institutions and practices in relation to the use of IS in the CoP community and the extent to 
which the CoP has worked effectively and demonstrated increased innovation activity and out-
comes?; What has been the extent to which each Innovation Project has worked effectively by 
using IS methodologies (e.g. reflective practice) and of Innovation Project leaders valuing the 
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use of RMs by incorporating them or similar roles in other projects? What has been learned 
about the value of IS and its application? 

 

Project Approaches  
Specific Indicators were also developed around the co-innovation process being used.  These 
included applying the principles of IS in the program (e.g. participation, collaboration; reflec-
tion); and the process of scaling out and up12.   

Evaluation questions around process included: What is the extent to which the IS principles are 
practiced?; To what extent have CoP members interacted as a team, understood and adopted the 
principles of AIS and made changes based on reflexive practice?; and what is the extent to which 
co-innovation principles and practices, participatory methods and reflective practice have been 
used and their effectiveness in influencing the Innovation Projects? 

 

Evaluation Methods 
Based on the evaluation questions, evaluation methods were proposed and developed.  From the 
process perspective, the key mechanisms are based around:  

Project Reporting: documenting processes actually used in terms of use of co-innovation princi-
ples and tools; 

Targeted Interviews: capturing the feedback from Reflexive Monitors (RMs) and their influence 
on project activities and direction; and 

Structured feedback: changes in understanding, skills and attitudes from those involved in the 
process through activity feedback sheets and interactive group debriefs. 

These process evaluation methods will also provide some of the data needed to monitor and cap-
ture realisation of the KRAs. These will be supplemented by: 

Case studies: capturing impacts of the project activities on collaboration, research activities, poli-
cies and practice (Innovation Projects can also act as case studies in themselves); 

Social Network Analysis (SNA): tracking changes in relationships over time between individuals 
and institutions; 

Narratives: capturing examples/observations of changes in thinking and actions by participants 
and their organisations directly resulting from involvement; 

Scientific indicator benchmarking: analysing shifting trends in collaborative projects, papers and 
outputs; and 

Benchmarking surveys: capturing changes in thinking and practice of those involved at the be-
ginning, middle and end of the project. 

At the higher level of the Log Frame, national innovation and agricultural performance indicators 
would need to be monitored over time. The Log Frame and hence evaluation needs to inform the 
way in which evaluation instruments are designed.  For example, structured feedback sheets from 
project planning, training and sharing activities include questions about impact on the thinking 
                                                 
12 Scaling out has been described as a geographical spread of co-innovation approaches over time, while scaling up is expanding 
beneficial institutional and capacity building practices within and across organizations and networks at local to national levels 
(Pachico and Fujisaka 2004) 
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and future actions of participants. Possible actions could include intentions to meet and/or collab-
orate with other participants outside of this project itself – for example, is the process fostering 
broader collaborative action?  The feedback results are automatically collated on a central web 
platform and made available to project teams to consider and act on as appropriate. 

 
Initial Results 
The project is only into the first of its five years life span. The project Annual Report 
(AgResearch 2013a) noted that five workshops were held between December and June 2013 cov-
ering topics including: learning practical methods for facilitating co-learning for system innova-
tion; the ‘What’ and the ‘How’ of the monitoring and evaluation process; progressing the water 
use efficiency Innovation Project; and establishing the CoP with the industry partners.   

Community of Practice 
It was noted in the Annual Report (AgResearch 2013c) that participation of identified end-users 
in the programme has been achieved through initial interviews with end-users to identify their 
perceptions of what is working and not working well in the New Zealand agricultural innovation 
system and to identify what they want to get out of participation in the programme. Five addi-
tional end-users have joined the programme.  A key inaugural workshop was undertaken in June 
2013.  This workshop was with the overarching ‘Community of Practice’ with ten organisations 
represented and was eight months into the project.  Its purpose was to establish the role of the 
group and report initial interviews within the Innovation Projects.   

An outcome of this meeting was summarized in the Annual Report of the project as: A 20th June 
workshop with the industry and research partners in the programme Community of Practice joint-
ly developed an ambitious vision for changes in the New Zealand agricultural innovation system 
to enhance innovation in the primary sectors. Participants at the workshop quickly turned system-
ic barriers to innovation that were identified from interviews with key individuals in the innova-
tion system into opportunities to enhance innovation. For example, the systemic barrier “a lack of 
interaction amongst actors in the innovation system” was turned into the opportunity of creating 
“space to connect” across industry, government, research organisations and end users”.  Feedback 
sheets showed that six of the 10 participants indicated that they would undertake further thinking 
about overcoming barriers to innovation with two planning on taking specific activities to address 
identified steps.  Eight of the 10 participants indicated that they would contact other participants 
from the workshop in relation to other areas of interest or collaboration (a key outcome for the 
project).  One participant indicated that they would run their own co-innovation workshop for 
their organisation to generate ideas and interest. 

 
Research teams 
There were two workshops with the broader research group focusing on the monitoring and eval-
uation aspects – the first looking at the ‘what’ and the second on the ‘how’. The eight researchers 
(four organisations) in the first workshop indicated that they had a very good understanding of 
the goals of the innovation project (7-10/10), were quite happy with the process used (6-8/10) but 
there was a range of comfort/understanding (4-9/10) with the analytical process being used in the 
Innovation Projects.  Three of the participants indicated that they would follow up with other par-
ticipants post the workshop and one indicated that they would consider the methodology for other 
research activities in their own organisation. 

The 19 participants (representing six organisations) in the second evaluation planning workshop 
were quite satisfied with the process (range of 7-10/10), with a range of responses about whether 
it had clarified the project’s objectives (range of 5-9/10) with varying levels of comfort expressed 
about the different areas of monitoring and evaluation needed.  There remained some uncertainty 
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about applying the analytical framework to their projects (average 6.2/10) and their own M&E 
reporting roles (6.8/10).  There was a call for a concrete M&E process with regular review points. 
Almost all of the participants said they would consider adaptation of the evaluation approach for 
other projects within their organisations with three quarters planning on following up workshop 
contacts for further discussions and meetings.   

Innovation Projects 
The feedback from nine participants (including farm owners, farm managers, and researchers) of 
the one Innovation Project workshop (Water Use Efficiency) with feedback data during this early 
period showed that most were comfortable with the goals of the project (average rating of 8.2/10, 
range of 4-10), were happy with information presented (8/10, range 6-10/10) and with the process 
for discussing water use efficiency (8/10). While most were happy bringing in the new element of 
nutrient management into the boundaries of the project (average of 8/10), at least one person in-
dicated reservations (2/10) with questions emerging around the differences at the farm level and 
their measurement. Many participants indicated that as a result of the workshop they would un-
dertake a range of activities included promoting further workshops, using the knowledge gained 
in other projects, considering weather predictions in relation to irrigation timing and work on 
system models. 

 

Discussion and Conclusions 
As pointed out earlier, the evaluation process needs to fulfill a number of functions: monitor pro-
gress and guide direction; capture impacts in terms of co-innovation capacity and its benefits; and 
provide insights into how to foster a co-innovation culture and supporting structure.  This is a 
significant initiative and investment in the agricultural sector by government – and there is a need 
to be able to demonstrate benefits arising from the investment. 

The development of the evaluation log frame through a collaborative and iterative process 
showed that this approach could capture the complexities and emergent outcomes of this type of 
program. It assisted in clarifying the planned process and the key result areas consistent with the 
co-innovation principles and project objectives.  Objectives were able to be expressed in terms of 
‘an improved innovation system including a measurable increase in the understanding and use of 
the Innovation System (IS) approach and principles by CoP members and individuals they have 
influenced, and continuing to work together as co-learners within the innovation system’ – equal-
ly as a set objective of specific gains in productivity or economic returns. 

The log frame also provided a robust basis for proposing and deciding on the data needed from 
monitoring and evaluation and the methods that could gather this information. It allowed trans-
parency, a focus for discussion and planning and, along with the evaluation planning workshops, 
contributed towards ownership of the monitoring and evaluation process.  It also allows a process 
of arriving at mutual agreement with the government and research organisations undertaking the 
project about what the program can be expected to achieve in its time frame and what data will be 
accepted as demonstrating these achievements.  Log frames are ‘living documents’ and changes 
can be negotiated between the key funders and stakeholders based on changing circumstances 
and what emerges out of the on-going evaluation process. 

Initial feedback has mainly been captured through feedback sheets given to participants at the end 
of formal activities run within the program.  These were designed around a pattern to capture 
feedback on process, clarity, issues and actions triggered.  They specifically also looked at ac-
tions that may have been triggered in fostering collaboration outside of the project itself. The use 
of a 0-10 scale with associated comments has allowed an understanding of the relative weight of 
responses as well as the detail.  This will allow tracking changes (for example in understanding of 
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co-innovation as a research approach) over the life of the program – including the range of under-
standing with those involved.  Specifically asking for issues and concerns also provides an oppor-
tunity to give immediate feedback that might require changes and actions.   

Having a central location for feedback, automated collation and circulation of results ensures 
quick and transparent communication of the results to program participants to inform their con-
tribution and future action.  This looped process also has helped individuals to see the value of 
providing their input through this mechanism – and be more committed to completing them. The 
challenge is to maintain the momentum in using this mechanism effectively as the program pro-
gresses.  An important mechanism will be to show how such feedback has impacted on program 
decisions and process in supporting the researchers and stakeholders involved. 

In the first year of the program, the other monitoring and evaluation mechanisms are still in the 
development phase.  This includes capturing feedback from Reflexive Monitors, the use of narra-
tives, case studies, Social Network Analysis and broader benchmarking of collaborative research 
indicators and impacts.  It will be important to have these underway as early as possible within 
the program to gather richness of data from these multiple sources.   

The program is a dynamic and collaborative initiative and without an effective monitoring and 
evaluation process there is a danger that it will lose direction, learnings will be lost and/or im-
pacts will not be captured.  The policy program is ambitious although it has the flexibility re-
quired to explore and learn from applying co-innovation principles in real situations and a plat-
form to incorporate these learnings across the innovation system.  The evaluation process will 
provide an early indication of how successful this will be. 
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Abstract: The main goal of the paper was analysis and evaluation of the Polish public advisory 
system and the process of its restructuring, as well as its role in Agricultural Knowledge and In-
formation System. The base materials for analysis are: data of survey, which was conducted 
among 16 Provincial Advisory Centres (ODR) at the turn of 2012 and 2013, results of discussion 
panel of 16 ODR directors and the results of earlier research done by authors. The first part con-
tains the overview of the development of the agricultural advisory system in Poland from the very 
beginning till 2013, its organizational structure as well as the structure of AKIS. The second part 
describes the financing mechanisms and funding schemes to cover advisory work, and the last 
part presents AKIS stakeholders in Poland. The agricultural advisory system in Poland is decen-
tralized. This fragmented structure of advisory services has more disadvantages than advantages. 
Despite significant contribution of advisory systems in the implementation of the CAP instru-
ments in 2007-2013, in the opinion of most ODR directors (2 of 16 persons) the effectiveness of 
advisory services would be greater if they were subordinated to the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Rural Development which allocates budgetary grant to advisory units, and almost everyone (15 of 
16 persons) see the need for a central coordination unit of activity of 16 units of agricultural advi-
sory services in our country. 

Keywords: agricultural advisory services, type of organization, structure of management, financ-
ing schemes, AKIS stakeholders  

 
 
Introduction 
In Poland, agriculture is one of the branches of the national economy, which are the basis of life 
and maintenance of the population. It produces about 90% of food products and raw materials for 
food processing. The appropriate level of agricultural development is one of the pillars of the 
development of the whole economy. Its condition and development depend on three groups of 
factors. The first group of these are internal factors – land, labour, capital – which are the produc-
tion base of each farm. The second group includes agricultural environmental factors, which in-
clude economic policy, including broader agricultural policy, the level of economic development, 
the development of technical and social infrastructure in the country, the state and the develop-
ment of education and science, including agricultural research and innovation. Finally, the third 
group of social and political factors that largely affect the attitudes and behaviour of farmers and 
professional activity, is the expressed attitude to the farmers and the prospects for the develop-
ment of this sector of the economy, and through the creation of opinion have also some influence 
on the perception of agriculture and farmers from other professional groups. The role of advisory 
in the development of agricultural sector and rural areas is significant.  

The main goal of the paper is analysis and evaluation of Polish public advisory system and the 
process of its restructuring, as well as its role in Agricultural Knowledge and Information System. 
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The base materials for analysis are: results of survey, which were conducted among 16 Provincial 
Advisory Centres in turn of 2012 and 2013; results of discussion panel of 16 ODR directors and 
the results of earlier research done by authors. In our analysis we could not describe in detail the 
projects and advisory tasks performed by chambers of agriculture and private advisory entities, 
because we have not received from them the particulars contained in the questionnaire. 

Overview of development of agricultural advisory system 
The agricultural advisory system has existed in Poland for more than 100 years. It is estimated 
that agricultural advisory organizations in Poland developed simultaneously with agricultural 
education. The origins of the advisory organizations date back to the second half of the nineteenth 
century. The first agricultural instructor was hired by the Great Poland Agricultural Society in 
1883. At the same period, the first farmer groups were organised, which became the bases for 
agricultural extension and its development. Until the First World War, the main goal of advisory 
service was agricultural education and development of rural population (especially farmers). Be-
tween the First and the Second World War it was possible to observe a rapid development of 
forms, methods and topics of advisory services. The advisors were mainly employed in Agricul-
tural Associations, Agricultural Chambers, Farmer Groups and Industrial Processing Units, as 
well as the so called teams for adoption to agriculture (developed in 1926). The development of 
agricultural advisory service in this period is strongly connected with the system of social agron-
omy, whose philosophy was education of farmers and work on social and economic fields in rural 
areas, based on initiative of farmers organizations, supported by experts in advisory work. During 
this activity one of the most important role of the advisors was implementation of good practices 
in farms and in rural areas [Wawrzyniak 1991]. 

After the Second World War, in parallel to changes in agricultural policy, changes occurred in the 
organizational forms of advisory service. However, the basic ideas and the goal of agricultural 
extension activity remain. The mile stone in process of creation the public advisory system was a 
decree (order), describing professional and social status of agricultural advisors, done in 1958 by 
Minister of Agriculture.  

Around 1957, in parallel to development of the advisory system, the Agricultural Experimental 
Stations (one in each province) were established, which were gradually included in the advisory 
system in Poland and became national advisory units subordinate to the Ministry of Agriculture. 
In co-operation with research institutes and agricultural universities, the new technologies were 
implemented in Experimental Stations and adopted to local conditions.  

The next period 1968-1975, in activity of Experimental Stations, proved very important in devel-
opment of advisory system in Poland. In these years the advisors – specialists in narrow agricul-
tural knowledge – were employed and sent to all districts to co-operate with district agronomists 
and advisors for animal production and other advisors employed in districts according to specific 
of local production.  

The next step in developing the advisory system took place in 1973, when teams of advisors were 
established in each district, and their goal was to deliver professional advisory services directly in 
farms. At that time the main role was played by individual and group advisory services, and or-
ganised model (exemplary) farms, which became examples to be followed by other farms. Great-
er emphasis was put on technical and technological advisory services. In 1975, with the change of 
administrative division, Regional Extension Centres (WOPR) were created. The basis for them 
were Agricultural Experimental Stations, agricultural professional schools and state farms.  

With the introduction of market economy in Poland in 1989, the situation of advisory services 
changed. The Province Advisory Centres were subordinated to province governors. The basis of 
re-organization was the need to socialise advisory services and to adapt its functions, tasks and 
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organization of the system to farmers’ needs. The mile stone in development of advisory system 
was an Act on Agricultural Advisory, establish by Polish Parliament in October 1994 [Act... 
2004]. According this law Provincial Advisory Centres (ODRs) providing advisory services re-
ceived the official legal status. Since 1995 information services, part of the educational services 
and simple advices are still free of charge which means that they are covered by the state budget. 
The new Act introduced for the first time in Poland large list of paid advisory services. Price lists 
of this services are approved annually by the provincial self-governments boards with a positive 
opinion of provincial agricultural advisory councils. 

The current organizational structure of agricultural advisory is shown in scheme 1. The Agricul-
tural Advisory System in Poland is mainly created by the Agricultural Advisory Centre in Brwinow 
(CDR) with three divisions (in Krakow, Poznan and Radom) with the Minister of Agriculture and 
Rural Development as a supervisor responsible for the management and control of CDR - see the 
left part of scheme 1 and by 16 Provincial Advisory Centres with 308 counties teams of agricultural 
advisory under supervision and control of Provincial Self-Governments Boards (see the right part 
of scheme 1)13. They are partly funded by the Ministry of Finance via the Minister of Agriculture 
(CDR) or via Provincial Governors (ODRs). 

 

 

 

The CDR plays mainly educational role for advisers and is financed by state budget only in approxi-
mately 50%. The CDR in Brwinow is associated with its own National Social Agricultural Advisory 
Council (11 members) and provincial ODRs are also associated with its own Social Agricultural Ad-
visory Council (11 members), which is a consultative-advisory bodies respectively to the Minister or 
to the director of the ODR. It usually includes the representatives of the provincial parliament, the 
                                                 
13 There is also agricultural advisory service for farmers provided by Agricultural Chambers (136 advisers), private consulting 
firms (185 including registered advisers) and numerous NGOs. 

Scheme 1: Organization of Agricultural Extension in Poland (state in 2013) Source: Kania J., Vinohradnik K., 2012.
System of agricultural advisory in Poland. * From 2014 financing of Provincial Centres of Agricultural Advisory will
be approved by the Minister of Agriculture 
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agricultural chamber, members of farmers' trade unions, 1 representative of scientific institution (uni-
versity or research institute), as well as 2 representatives from secondary agricultural schools. 

The Provincial Advisory Centres are decentralised organizations – 16 independent self-
governmental provincial organizations subordinate to the Provincial Boards. The special act 
(from Oct. 22, 2004 and revised in 2009 and 2012) specifies the goals and tasks of the centres, 
their structure, as well as their method of administrative and financial management [Act... 2004]. 
Also, the Agricultural Advisory Centre has been defined in the Act as a state organizational unit 
with legal entity. Due to the commercialization advisory services and low financing of advisory 
units (approximately 50%) in our opinion this centre is already a ‘semi-state’ unit. 

In each of the 16 provinces in Poland there is one provincial ODR. Its name contains the name of 
the province, e.g., Malopolska (Little Poland) ODR. In our opinion, the proper technical term for 
the Polish agricultural extension system is a ‘semi-autonomous’ or ‘semi self governmental’ enti-
ty, indicating that it is a self-governing provincial legal entity.  

The most important factor for the advisory system to be efficient is advisory staff – good profes-
sionals, with extensive and thorough professional knowledge and good communication skills, 
knowing farmers’ needs, being market-orientated and able to work with all stakeholders. Current-
ly all ODRs employee 3454 advisors, of which 67.3% are field advisors, 19.6% subject matter 
specialists and 13.1% management staff. Most of them (90.1%) have university degree (advisors 
with only secondary education are older employees, but with very good experience and many 
certificates). The highest number of advisors is employed in Masovia (455) and Great Poland 
(372) provinces, in Lubelskie (293) and Podkarpackie (255). The smallest number was in 
Lubuskie (87), Opolskie (91), Slaskie (144) and West Pomerania (150) provinces. Since 2006, 
the number of full-time posts in provincial ODRs has declined (reduction by 18%). The reason of 
declining number of advisors can be due to very tight budget, limited year by year by the gov-
ernment, but also due to the fact that many advisors decided to open their own advisory practices. 
The advisory service as a profession is recognised by farmers and other stakeholders as a very 
important, trustworthy and responsible one. 

Statistically, the number of farms (over 1 ha) per advisor is generally very high in Poland (ap-
proximately 393), and there is a certain variation between provincial ODRs in the number of ad-
visors per farm (from 189 in West Pomerania up to 605 in Lublin) (Fig. 1). These holdings are 
also quite diverse in terms of average size of area e.g. 3.7 ha in Malopolska or 4.6 ha in 
Podkarpackie and 25.0 ha in Warmian-Mazurian, 21.6 ha in Kuiavian Pomeranian and 20.0 ha in 
Opolskie wherein the average size for Poland is 12.0 ha.  
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The responses of 103 advisors representing all the provinces show that on average there are 201 
holdings working a year, which means that only one third of farms use different types of advisory 
support. The number of clients differs widely across provinces from 60 holdings in Podlaskie and 
80 holdings in Opolskie up to 400 in Swietokrzyskie or 280 in Lubelskie. 

The specific nature of Polish agriculture has an impact on the main clients for ODRs advisors, 
which are small and medium commercial farms (related to the specific characteristics of Polish 
agriculture – fragmentation of farms, agrarian overpopulation, weak soil, poor use of production 
means) and farms provided by young farmers. 

Looking at the main topics of advisory services, we can notice that there is no big difference be-
tween the groups of clients. The main topics of advisory services for medium commercial farms 
are: plant production, animal production, accounting, taxes, cross-compliance and environment 
protection. For small commercial farms similar topics, excluding environment protection, but 
including rural development, are covered. For young farmers they are the four first topics and 
renewable energy.  

The main methods used in advisory services are individual (56.2%). These relate to the preparation 
of business plans and the application forms for subsidies coming from different instruments of CAP 
under Rural Development Plan 2007-2013. Group methods are used in advisory work in 26.0% and 
mass communication – in 17.8% [Kania 2010]. 

Along with the progressive economic transformation processes came the increase in the range of 
farmer needs and varied tasks or advice. Especially, there was an increase in the need for adviso-
ry services in the field of economics, marketing, product promotion, preparation of the product 
for sale, organization and promotion of producer groups, and there were growing needs for advi-
sory services in the field of environment protection, law and insurance. Advisors increasingly 
became involved in the development of business enterprises, design and preparation of loan ap-
plicants. In addition to individual advisory services, the range of group advisory methods ex-
panded, study visits became more frequent, the number of target groups and producer groups in-
creased [Drygas 2012, Kania and Vinohradnik 2012]. 

Financing mechanisms and funding schemes 

Figure 1: Number of agricultural holdings with area (UAA) over 1 ha per 1 adviser and its average size (in 
hectares) in 2012 by provincial ODR, Source: own study 
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With the changes caused by globalisation, we can observe rapid changes in the economic, social 
and political processes. Globalisation puts pressure on farmers to become more competitive, 
which requires increasing knowledge and skills, fast access to reliable information and innova-
tion. All of this requires appropriate amount of funds. Increasingly, intervention of the public 
sector in agricultural expansion depends more and more strongly on the will of taxpayers, who – 
already satisfied with food security – are not favourable towards agricultural subsidies. It is clear 
that government subsidy extension will require innovative and stronger effectiveness of advisory 
work and drawing significant attention to tasks of extension work, which should implement inno-
vations, meet current challenges and farmer needs. 

In Poland, there is no special funding scheme to cover advisory work. In the last years, the major-
ity of purpose subsidies to advisory services provided by Provincial Advisory Centres was cov-
ered by government. The amount of funding coming from other sources depends on a well-
developed plan and the program of advisory services, the needs of farmers and rural residents, 
entrepreneurs, facing the challenges of today's market, and often also on the ability of ODRs to 
co-operate with local stakeholders and to compete with other professional advisory organizations 
in the competition for EU funds [Kania 2010]. 

 

Figure 2: Share of different sources of funding in total ODRs budget in 2012 

 

 

 

The basic funding of advisory services provided by provincial advisory centres in 2012 were: 
subsidies from central state budget (56.2%), funds from other provincial units of public sector 
(15.2%), EU funds (1.2%), and from service takers – 25.0% (beneficiaries – farmers, business-
men and farmers’ organizations) (fig. 2). The share of subsidies from state budget in the revenue 
structure of individual ODR (in 2012) is varied and ranges from 40% in Podlaskie province to 
68% in Podkarpackie province. In terms of subsidies size per one adviser it is quite large varia-
tion of state budget subsidies, e.g. 33.9 thousand PLN in Podlaskie and 59.1 thousand PLN in 
Lubuskie, at average for 1 adviser of ODR 44.9 thousand PLN (10.7 thousand Euro). The finan-
cial support from the state budget therefore requires unification and departure from the old histor-
ical and political circumstances. 
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The role of advisory services in Agricultural Knowledge and Information System 
In the paper reflecting on AKIS [Dockes, Tisenkopfs, Bock 2011] we can find several definitions 
of AKIS. One of the formal definitions is: “AKIS is a set of agricultural organizations and/or per-
sons, and the links and interactions between them, engaged in generation, transformation, trans-
mission, storage, retrieval, integration, diffusion and utilization of knowledge and information, 
with the purpose of working synergistically to support decision making, problem solving and 
innovation in agriculture” (Röling and Engel, 1991). This concept emphasizes the process of 
knowledge generation and includes actors beyond the research, education and advice sectors. 
More recently, the AKIS concept has evolved as it has acquired a second meaning (innovation) 
and opening up AKIS to more public tasks and to the support of innovation (Klerkx and Leeuwis, 
2009). 

In the AKIS in Poland, as well as in other many countries, we can enumerate six main links 
(stakeholders): agricultural advisory organizations, research and education institutions, agricul-
tural policy administration, sales enterprises, supply services and farmers (scheme 2).  

Agricultural advisory service is represented by advisors who deal mainly with market infor-
mation, promotion of agricultural, economics and organizational innovations, constant education 
and solving the problems of agricultural practice, sometimes in cooperation with representatives 
of science. This link is represented also by Agricultural Advisory Centre (CDR) in Brwinow 
(with divisions in Krakow, Poznan and Radom), 16 Provincial Advisory Centres (ODRs), 16 agri-
cultural chambers (IR), 163 private advisory organizations and numerous NGO’s which was cre-
ated after 1989. They cover a wide spectrum of educational, environmental, ecological, develop-
mental and cultural activities. Most NGOs work under operational programmes for Poland in 
projects financed by EU funds on rural, agricultural and non-agricultural development, imple-
menting the extension or advisory type activities [Mickiewicz, Wawrzyniak 2013].   
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Scheme 2: Stakeholders and their relations in the Agricultural Knowledge and Information System in Poland, 
Source: Kania J., 2007. Doradztwo rolnicze w Polsce w swietle potrzeb i doswiadczen zagranicznych. Zeszyty 
Naukowe AR w Krakowie nr 440, Rozprawy. 
 

 
 
 

Scientists, lecturers and teachers deal with generating new knowledge to consistently strengthen 
the system in the scope of innovation, with analysis of efficiency of the applied production tech-
nologies, developing new management systems in particular links of AKIS, as well as compre-
hensive and specialist education of new staff for all AKIS links. There are 13 Agricultural re-
search institutes, 10 University of Life Sciences or Agriculture, 15 Colleges and 45 Secondary 
Agricultural Schools. 

Politicians, state and self-governmental administration officials and inspectors are responsible for 
the shape of agricultural policy, the binding law and exercising it in terms of quality, health, safe-
ty, environmental protection etc.: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Ministry of 
Environment, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Science and Higher Education, 2 parliamentary 
committees for agriculture, 3 state agencies (Agency for Restructuring and Modernisations of 
Agriculture - ARiMR), Agricultural Market Agency - ARR), the Agricultural Property Agency - 
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ANR), 5 state inspections, 16 provincial governors, 16 provincial marshals offices, 314 country 
districts and 1571 rural municipalities. 

Sales/marketing is represented by natural and legal persons, producer organizations, enterprises, 
which purchase agricultural products, store, sort, process, transport and sell them in wholesale and 
retail sale.  

Supply is represented by organizations or institutions, natural or legal persons, providing farmers 
with means of production and services, thus supplying them with fertilizers, pesticides, seeds, 
farm animals, machines, and also granting loans and credits and pay subsidies and donations.  

The most important link within AKIS is primary production (end users). This is the core of the 
AKIS without which other links could not function in the long run. It is represented, above all, by 
farmers being owners or lessees of agricultural farms (1 506.6 thousand in 2010). The latter catego-
ry of land users appeared along with implementation of market economy and restructuring of state 
agricultural farms. Farmers are perceived in the Polish rural advisory system, along with their fami-
lies and the entire local community, as clients of rural advisory services. Many farmers work to-
gether in producers’ groups (1306) and branch organizations (49) in 2013. 

Each of these elements is more or less strongly related to others. Thus, every change in one link 
of the system causes particular effects in other links and vice versa. Therefore, advisory services 
cannot function all by themselves, separately from other links of the AKIS system.  

The results of panel discussions held in 16 ODRs for the assessment of their cooperation with 
other stakeholders of AKIS are shown in table 1. We can note very good (11) and good (5) col-
laboration between ODRs and agricultural research institutes which are under the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Rural Development. Collaboration is not so good between advisory service and 
agricultural universities, which are under the Ministry of Science and Higher Education. Only 
four ODRs declared very good cooperation, seven – good, four – weak and one ODR does not 
collaborate with agricultural university. Evaluation of NGOs by ODRs is rather good, but one 
ODR sees them as competitors. The evaluation recognised as not fully good is cooperation of 
ODR advisors with suppliers (six indications) and processors or trades (three indications) what 
partially are perceived as competitors because they more often employ their own advisors. All 
ODRs see the new private consulting companies appearing on the market as their competitors. 

 

Table 1. Collaboration and competing of agricultural advisory services (ODRs) with other stakeholders of AKIS in 
Poland (number of indications by 16 ODRs). Source: own study 

Organizations 

Collaboration 

Competition very 
good 

(close)
good weak lack 

Public research institutes 11 5 - - - 

Agricultural universities 4 7 4 1 - 

Government and self-government authority 9 6 1 - - 

Centres of knowledge, NGOs 2 11 2 1 1 

Suppliers of agricultural inputs 1 7 4 4 6 

Processors and traders 1 6 6 3 3 

Private consulting firms - - 3 13 16 
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The agricultural advisory system in Poland is decentralized. Such a dispersed structure has both 
advantages and disadvantages. Arguments ‘for’ are: adapting the offer of advisory service to the 
needs of specific agriculture in each of the provinces and directing it to a specific audience. Ar-
guments against decentralisation are: the fact that the dispersion of advisory units is not condu-
cive to cooperation in improving the quality of services and the introduction of new standards, 
difficult management of units because someone else finances statutory activities, and another 
supervises the activities of the ODR, the level of state funding is highly diversified, professional 
development programs for advisors are inconsistent. Thus, each individual creates their own re-
ality, dependent on the will of the Regional Board. The change of government makes the advice 
from the people who it govern. Despite the positive assessment of advice on the implementation 
of CAP instruments in 2004-2006 and 2007-2013, in the opinion of the most directors of ODRs 
(12 of 16 persons) ODRs must subject themselves to the Ministry of Agriculture and almost all 
(15 of 16 persons) see the need for a central entity coordinating the activities of agricultural advi-
sory services in our country. 

 

Conclusions 
The common trend in Poland which started in January 1, 1995 is charging fees for most advisory 
services, and the financial burden is transferred to the producers. In Poland, we can observe, year 
after year, less financial support from the state budget for agricultural advisory services and the 
necessity to look for other sources of funds (i.e., commercial services with marketing approach, 
EU funds). It is expected that farmers in our country will pay for most services received from 
advisory staff. The problem is that owners of small farms, which dominate in Poland, might not 
afford such services.  

The main advisory organisations in Poland are Provincial Advisory Centres. Currently, they em-
ploy 3454 well-prepared advisors, recognised by farmers and other AKIS stakeholders as very 
important for agriculture and rural development. The effects of their work are satisfactory, but the 
ODRs performing tasks of national agricultural policy and regional and local development should 
therefore receive financial subsidies from the budget of national and local government units. The-
se effects are appreciated by farmers. In their opinion, advisors are qualified and more reliable 
than private companies competing for market advisory services.  

The agricultural advisory system in Poland is decentralized. This fragmented structure of adviso-
ry services has more disadvantages than advantages. Despite significant contribution of advisory 
services in the implementation of the CAP instruments in 2007-2013, most directors of ODRs (12 
of 16 people) is of the opinion that the effectiveness of advisory services would be greater if they 
were subordinated to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, which allocates budg-
etary grants to advisory units, and almost all (15 out of 16) see the need for a central coordination 
unit for activity of 16 agricultural advisory services units in our country. 

In Poland, there is still no well-functioning system of Agricultural Knowledge and Information. 
Despite the existence of most of the institutions and organizations that make up AKIS, the lack of 
mutual relations of actual interaction prevents them from functioning as a system. This also leads 
to the fact that agricultural knowledge is often developed in isolation from the needs and expecta-
tions of its customers. Therefore, the effects of functioning of various institutions and organiza-
tions, which operate most often in a scattered way or total isolation, often dealing only with stud-
ies, are worse than it would be expected given the size and the quality of the possessed intellectu-
al potential. 
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Abstract: This study identifies systemic problems in the New Zealand Agricultural Innovation 
System (AIS) that affect the ability of participants in the agricultural sectors to co-develop tech-
nologies. We integrate structural and functional streams of innovation system enquiry, gathering 
data through 30 semi-structured interviews with individuals in Government, industry and re-
search. Interviews explored perceptions of the influence of actors, interactions, institutions, infra-
structure, and market structure on the effectiveness of AIS functions. Examples of systemic prob-
lems were: (i) a lack of facilitative and transformational leadership and systemic intermediaries to 
support the formation of strategic innovation agendas in vertically and horizontally fragmented 
industries; (ii) a culture of hunting for funding within research organisations; hindering sustained 
involvement of researchers in innovation, (iii) a large number of actors in the R&D component of 
the AIS competing for public resources to pursue uncoordinated innovation agendas; and (iv) a 
lack of institutional support for interactions between actors and roles that support interactions, 
such as innovation platforms and innovation brokers. 

The existing New Zealand AIS limits innovation to a linear process; restricting opportunities for 
innovation to occur and fostering competition amongst organisations that collectively have much 
to contribute to innovation in the agricultural sectors through constructive collaboration and roles 
in all facets of the innovation process. These findings indicate an urgent need to create a policy 
and legislative framework, built on a systemic understanding of innovation that more pro-actively 
stimulates and fosters co-innovation. Such a framework would facilitate the formation and effec-
tiveness of innovation-brokering organisations and multi-actor platforms, enabling coordinated 
innovation agenda setting and prioritisation of issues in which all actors in the value chain and 
innovation support system jointly articulate a shared agenda for change. 

Keywords: Agricultural Innovation System, co-innovation, systemic innovation policy frame-
work, systemic instruments, interviews, New Zealand 

 
 
Introduction 
The New Zealand Government, through its Business Growth Agenda, has set the goal of doubling 
the value of New Zealand exports as a share of gross domestic product by 2020. One of the six 
drivers identified by the Government as needed for achieving this goal is increasing innovation in 
businesses (Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, 2014b). A key component of 
boosting innovation is increased public science investment through the National Science Chal-
lenges (NSC), which are 10 important focuses for innovation identified by the New Zealand pub-
lic. Challenges related to the agricultural sectors include developing high value foods with vali-
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dated health benefits and research to enhance primary sector production and productivity while 
maintaining and improving New Zealand’s land and water quality (Ministry of Business, Innova-
tion and Employment, 2014a). The design of the NSC is similar to the European Innovation Part-
nerships (European Commission, 2014) in that both aim to enhance the fit between research sup-
ply and firms’ R&D demands to support innovation, and bring together all relevant actors to in-
crease R&D efforts in a coordinated fashion, thus striving for so-called co-innovation. The effec-
tiveness of the NSC for enhancing innovation in New Zealand will become apparent over the 
next 2�5 years. Meanwhile, analysis of the barriers and opportunities that hinder or enable co-
innovation within the existing AIS is needed to gain insights into how the context within which 
the NSC operates enables or constrains co-innovation in the agricultural sectors. 

An AIS is the network of actors (organisations, enterprises and individuals) that are focused on 
bringing new products, processes, and forms of organisation into economic use, together with the 
institutions (policies, rules, and mechanisms) that influence how actors interact when sharing, 
accessing, and using knowledge (Hall et al., 2006). Institutions in the AIS are important in influ-
encing the ability to co-innovate (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012; Klerkx & Nettle, 2013). As such, 
the functions required to make the AIS work as a system and the actors, interactions, institutions 
and infrastructure that can best deliver these functions (Ngwenya & Hagmann, 2011; Wieczorek 
& Hekkert, 2012) need to be identified, and incentives for actors in the AIS to adopt co-
innovation practices created (Klerkx et al., 2010; Ngwenya & Hagmann, 2011). 

This paper aims to identify the perceived systemic problems in the New Zealand AIS that affect 
the ability of actors in the agricultural industries to co-innovate. Our analysis of the New Zealand 
AIS uses a comprehensive framework developed by Wieczorek and Hekkert (2012) � the sys-
temic innovation policy framework. This framework integrates two streams of innovation system 
enquiry – structural and functional – to enable analysis of the effectiveness of the important func-
tions (or processes) that support co-innovation, along with the presence and quality of the struc-
tural components that are needed for these functions to be effective. 

 

Theoretical framework 
The theoretical framework for this research combines two analytical approaches to understanding 
AIS: structural and functional (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). It is this comprehensive systemic 
innovation policy framework that we have used in our analysis of systemic problems perceived as 
hampering co-innovation in the New Zealand AIS. The remainder of this section provides a brief 
description of the seven functions and four structures of the systemic innovation policy frame-
work used in our analysis.  

Hekkert et al. (2007) describe seven functions that need to be present in innovation systems for 
successful innovation to occur. Entrepreneurial activities are necessary to address the large un-
certainties that follow from new combinations of technological knowledge, applications and mar-
kets. Knowledge development encompasses the systematic and organised search for new 
knowledge to acquire ‘know-why’, such as research, and the trial-and-error practical experience 
gained when producing a technology, generating ‘know-how’. Knowledge diffusion is the co-
construction of knowledge between users and producers of technology through the use of a tech-
nology and persistent face-to-face interaction. In keeping with the definition of the AIS provided 
by Hall et al. (2006) we refer to ‘knowledge diffusion’ as ‘knowledge exchange’. This latter term 
more accurately reflects the two-way nature of sharing and co-construction of knowledge. Guid-
ance of the search refers to activities that positively affect the visibility and clarity of specific 
wants among actors in the innovation system. Market formation is about creating new markets or 
redirecting existing markets for new products and technologies. Resource mobilisation is about 
resources, both financial and human capital, that are necessary as a basic input to all activities 
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within the innovation system, and creating legitimacy for change or counteracting resistance to 
change is about creating opportunities for a new technology to become part of an incumbent re-
gime.  

The functioning of each of the seven processes is dependent on the four structural components of 
the AIS: actors, institutions, interactions and infrastructure (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). We 
have added market structure to Wieczorek and Hekkert’s (2012) four structures, referring to the 
position and relations among participants in the market (van Mierlo et al., 2010), and enabling 
examination of the influence of market structure on the presence (or absence) of actors and inter-
actions.  

The innovation literature refers to problems that hinder the development of innovation systems as 
systemic problems (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). These are factors that negatively influence the 
direction and speed of innovation processes and impede the development and functioning of in-
novation systems (Klein-Woolthuis et al., 2005). In the systemic innovation policy framework, 
systemic problems are conceptualised as weak or absent innovation system functions arising from 
limitations in the structural components of the AIS: (i) the presence or capabilities of the actors, 
(ii) the presence or quality of the institutional set up, (iii) the presence or quality of the interac-
tions, (iv) the presence or quality of the infrastructure, and (v) the quality of market structures. 
For example, hard institutions (regulations) or soft institutions (established practices) incentivis-
ing research organisations to undertake activities that support uptake of knowledge, practices or 
technologies may be absent or weak.  

The identification of types of systemic problems facilitates the search for strategies to enhance 
the overall functioning of the innovation system. These strategies are referred to as systemic in-
struments (Smits & Kuhlman, 2004). In the systemic innovation policy framework, systemic in-
struments must achieve one or more of eight goals corresponding to the eight types of systemic 
problems (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012): (i) stimulate and organise participation of relevant 
actors, (ii) create space for actor’s capability development, (iii) stimulate occurrence of 
interactions, (iv) prevent too strong or too weak ties, (v) secure presence of hard and soft 
institutions, (vi) prevent too weak and too stringent institutions, (vii) stimulate physical, financial 
and knowledge infrastructure, and (viii) ensure adequate quality of infrastructure. With our 
addition of market structures to the systemic innovation policy framework, another goal of 
systemic instruments is to stimulate new market structures. 

 

Methods 
The modified systemic innovation policy framework of Wieczorek and Hekkert (2012) described 
above was used to develop a framework to guide semi-structured interviews with 30 individuals 
from Government (5), industry (2), industry good bodies (10), research (8) and technology users, 
such as farmers and growers (5) in the New Zealand pastoral, forestry, cropping and horticultural 
sectors. These individuals were selected from organisations with key roles in the New Zealand 
agricultural sectors in undertaking one or more of the seven functions. Twenty of the interview-
ees were individuals who had indicated an interest in the larger research programme (Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment, 2012), of which this study is a part. The additional 10 
individuals were selected using a traditional snowball sampling technique (Babbie, 2001). Three 
interviewers conducted the interviews, either one-on-one (16 interviews) or using two interview-
ers – one to lead and the other following up on themes that emerged during the interview (14 in-
terviews). 

The interview questions were designed to cover three aspects of the systemic innovation policy 
framework: (i) functions, (ii) structural components that deliver each function, and (iii) the pres-
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ence/absence or capability/quality of structural components. The last aspect enabled identification 
of systemic problems. The interviews were transcribed, provided to interviewees that had re-
quested a copy of the transcript for review, and then coded in Nvivo v. 10 (Bazeley & Jackson, 
2013) using the systemic innovation policy framework as the coding structure (see Table 1 for the 
coding structure). The interviewers jointly conducted thematic analysis of the coded interviews 
(Merriam, 2009) to identify systemic problems by exploring recurring themes across interviewee 
sectors and organisation types and exploring links among problems. A follow-up workshop with 
interviewees provided a check on the validity of the identified systemic problems against their 
own experiences (Suter, 2011).  

 

Results 
Table 1 presents the coupled functional-structural analysis for identifying systemic problems in 
the New Zealand AIS based on the perceptions of interviewees. The weakness of a function is 
identified as being related to actors, institutions, interactions, infrastructure or market structure, 
and whether the problem occurs because these are missing or lack capacity. This analysis is car-
ried out for all of the functions necessary for successful innovation to identify the functions that 
are weak and the systemic problems contributing to this weakness (Wieczorek et al., 2013). Many 
of the systemic problems perceived by interviewees and presented in Table 1 are interrelated. A 
systemic problem hampering a function can be related to the presence and/or quality of multiple 
structural factors, and can simultaneously also affect other functions.  

The systemic problems identified from the coupled functional-structural analysis in table 1 are 
described in more detail, by function, below. 

 

Systemic problems in entrepreneurial activities 
Interview participants perceived there to be a lack of both firms and research organisations under-
taking entrepreneurial activities in the New Zealand AIS. The former was due to the large share 
of businesses in the New Zealand agricultural sectors being small to medium enterprises (SMEs). 
SMEs were perceived as lacking the financial and human resources to undertake entrepreneurial 
activities. The latter was perceived as being due to two systemic problems. First, research organi-
sation cultures and capability are focused on knowledge development, with users of technology 
viewed as having the role of implementing science through entrepreneurial activities. Second, the 
Government-owned research organisations, Crown Research Institutes (CRIs), are perceived as 
focusing more on attracting grants from Government for R&D than funds for commercialisation, 
with the latter considered less accessible and therefore less of a priority.  

 

4.2 Systemic problems in knowledge development 
All of those interviewed referred to the importance of interactions among research organisations, 
industry, and farmers/growers for effective knowledge development. Many perceived a number 
of important systemic problems hampering this interaction in knowledge development (as well as 
knowledge exchange). The first was an historic research culture of working in disciplinary silos. 
A second systemic problem was the use of very prescriptive, linear and milestone-focused inno-
vation management by funding organisations. This hinders emergent and co-evolutionary innova-
tion by locking in particular sources of knowledge and innovation pathways from the outset. In-
terviewees identified drivers of prescriptive linear innovation management as conservatism and 
risk aversion in funding while businesses tend to view innovation as a cost that needs to be con-
trolled. 
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Systemic problems in knowledge exchange 
While participants highlighted the importance of interactions in knowledge exchange, there was a 
perception by industry and Government interviewees that research organisations had limited in-
teraction with end users in extension or technology transfer. This was viewed as hampering 
knowledge exchange, leading to science not reaching end users and creating a mismatch between 
technology supply from research organisations and demand by end users. This has created the 
perception within industry that knowledge needed to address sector problems already exists with-
in research organisations. Industry participants described the challenge as being to access existing 
knowledge in research organisations and package it for deployment with funding for these pro-
cesses being a particular tension between research organisations and industry.  

Another systemic problem identified by interviewees as hampering effective interaction in 
knowledge exchange was continued competition for funding among CRIs leading to a focus on 
revenue generation from research grants. This was seen as contributing to a culture of researchers 
as “hunters and gatherers”, resulting in innovation processes not being completed as researchers 
moved on to pursuing the next research grant. This focus on pursuing and securing research 
grants was described as leading to science quality being measured by the ability to secure re-
search grants. This was perceived as creating a focus on knowledge development within research 
organisations (at the expense of knowledge exchange and entrepreneurial activities) as funders 
focus on academic criteria when evaluating research proposals. 

 

Systemic problems in guidance of the search 
Interviewees from research organisations described the need to invest significant time to gain a 
good understanding of the innovation agendas of industries they are aligned to. This was de-
scribed as being hampered by limited opportunities to interact with industry in setting strategic 
agendas for innovation, with research organisations not part of this process. This was particularly 
the case for CRIs due to them working across multiple industries and organisations with different, 
sometimes competing, innovation agendas. 

Difficulties encountered in guiding the search for a shared innovation agenda were described as 
especially acute in industries with vertically and horizontally fragmented market structures. Ver-
tical fragmentation refers to different parts of the value chain being in separate ownership. Hori-
zontally fragmented industries are characterised by a large number of separate owners. In these 
fragmented sectors interviewees from across industry, Government and research organisations 
frequently referred to multiple actors with different goals seeking to influence guidance of the 
search to resource and achieve their particular innovation agendas. 

 

Systemic problems in market formation 
Participants perceived there to be a lack of firms undertaking market formation in the New Zea-
land AIS. This was attributed to conservatism within some businesses, leading them to stick to 
traditional markets rather than exploring opportunities in new markets. However, participants 
from Government agencies referred to CRIs as undertaking market formation, as well as entre-
preneurial activities. This contrasted with those interviewed from research organisations who did 
not perceive market formation as their role. This appears to be due to CRIs focusing on revenue 
generation from research grants rather than the perceived higher risks of revenue from commer-
cialisation. This has contributed to limited capability within CRIs for undertaking market for-
mation, or entrepreneurial activities, as described above. 
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Systemic problems in resource mobilisation 
A key systemic problem in resource mobilisation is competition among industries and research 
organisations for funding (and other resources) allocated to different innovation agendas, and 
between industry-led versus research-led innovation. According to industry, Government and 
research organisations, this competition for resources to support different innovation agendas was 
due to two systemic problems: a lack of strategic leadership in coordinating resource mobilisation 
and guidance of the search, and fragmentation of innovation funding. Strategic leadership was 
described as the ability to take a systemic view, interact with multiple organisations, understand 
each organisation’s individual circumstances, and identify their own organisation’s role in 
achieving a wider strategy. 

Fragmentation of innovation funding arises from the variety of mechanisms used by Government 
and industry bodies to fund different innovation activities and agendas, frequent changes in Gov-
ernment mechanisms for funding innovation, and because disbursements from these funds tend to 
be small. This results in funding being applied to innovation programmes that address sub-
components of larger problems, with these sub-components not necessarily fitting together to 
effectively address wider problems. The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment has 
recently begun the National Science Challenges to align existing public-funded research and pro-
vide strategic direction for future public-funded research in an attempt to reduce fragmentation of 
innovation funding.  

 

Systemic problems in creation of legitimacy 
Few of the interviewees referred to creation of legitimacy as part of the innovation process. When 
interviewees referred to this function it was viewed by Government, industry and research organ-
isations as being related to entrepreneurial activities and market formation. Therefore, creation of 
legitimacy was commonly perceived as being the role of industry. 

 

Discussion and Conclusions 
Institutions in the AIS are an important influence on the ability of actors to co-innovate in large-
scale innovation platforms such as the European Innovation Partnerships and the New Zealand 
National Science Challenges. Applying the systemic innovation policy framework (Wieczorek & 
Hekkert, 2012) to a coupled structural-functional analysis of the New Zealand AIS has facilitated 
a comprehensive study of the functioning of the AIS as well as the presence and capability of 
actors, interactions, institutions and infrastructure to deliver these functions in order to support 
co-innovation practices. The identification of perceived weaknesses in actors, interactions, insti-
tutions or infrastructure that result in systemic problems that hamper the effective functioning of 
the AIS is particularly useful. 

This study identifies a number of perceived systemic problems hampering the effective function-
ing of the New Zealand AIS and its ability to support co-innovation (Table 1). Our findings imply 
there is a need for systemic instruments focused on enhancing multi-actor interaction and pre-
venting too weak or too strong institutions in the AIS (Smits & Kuhlmann, 2004; Wieczorek & 
Hekkert, 2012). Potential instruments for stimulating the occurrence of interactions include coop-
erative innovation programmes, conferences for setting innovation agendas, and innovation bro-
kering organisations (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). In the New Zealand agricultural sector we 
recommend that these facilitate interactions in which all actors in the value chain and innovation 
support system jointly articulate the innovation agenda (Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2009; Klerkx & 
Nettle, 2013). Organisations performing these functions are often not yet well recognised or re-
sourced (resembling findings by Klerkx & Nettle (2013)), with resourcing potentially drawing 
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funding away from other functions (e.g., fundamental and applied science), in a constrained fund-
ing environment. 

The systemic innovation policy framework focused analysis on perceived systemic problems in 
the New Zealand AIS. Our application of the framework may, therefore, have missed systemic 
opportunities to enhance the direction and speed of innovation processes (van Mierlo et al., 
2010). A follow-up workshop with interviewees from the pastoral, forestry, cropping and horti-
cultural sectors was used to reveal opportunities to address these challenges. Workshop partici-
pants identified and explored the circumstances within their own sectors in which systemic prob-
lems were absent, in order to identify potential opportunities to enhance AIS functions. The sys-
temic problems identified in our analysis (Table 1) are undoubtedly connected. Listing them in 
the systemic innovation policy framework does not readily reveal interconnections that might 
lead to the identification of key leverage points for achieving change in the innovation system. 
Using tools to further unravel cause and effect relationships among problems, such as causal loop 
diagrams (Van Mierlo et al., 2009), could be one way to reveal key points for intervention in the 
New Zealand AIS that may enhance the direction and speed of innovation. 
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Table 1: Perceived systemic problems based on a functional-structural analysis of the New Zealand Agricultural 
Innovation System 
System function Structural 

element 
Problem 
type 

Description 

Entrepreneurial 
activities 

Actors Presence Limited instances of key actors undertaking entrepreneurial activi-
ties 

  Capability Lack of entrepreneurial capability in firms and research organisa-
tions 

 Interactions Quality Research organisations do not interact with firms early enough 
Lack of individuals in research organisations with capability to 
interact with firms in entrepreneurial activities 

 Institutional Presence Public funding of innovation perceived as being risk- averse in 
setting technology development priorities 

  Quality Research organisations mandated by Government to undertake 
entrepreneurial activities, but rarely do 

 Infrastructure Presence Historically has been an absence of organisations to support busi-
ness-research interactions  

 Market struc-
ture 

Quality Large number of SMEs, which lack financial and human resources 
to undertake entrepreneurial activities 

Knowledge 
development 

Actors Presence Limited instances of innovation brokers 

  Capability Presence of intermediary organisations that act as gatekeepers 
between researchers and users, rather than as innovation brokers 

 Interactions Presence Absence of interactions over the joint development of knowledge 

 Institutional Presence Lack of time and resources to support individual relationships in 
knowledge development 

  Quality Innovation management is linear, planned and milestone-focused, 
locking in particular innovation pathways 

Knowledge 
exchange 

Actors Presence Limited instances of individuals that can work across industry, 
Government and research cultures 

  Capability Limited capability within industry to interpret science 

 Interactions Presence Limited interaction between research organisations and industry in 
knowledge exchange, creating a mismatch between technology 
supply and demand 

 Institutional Presence CRI’s are required to remain economically viable, leading to a 
focus on revenue generation and less on knowledge exchange with 
industry 

  Quality Innovation management is linear, planned and milestone-focused, 
locking in a particular innovation pathway 

 Infrastructure Presence Limited infrastructure to ensure industry has access to a skilled and 
technically competent workforce  

  Quality Limited financial and human resources in SMEs to support sci-
ence-industry interactions 

Guidance of the 
search 

Actors Presence Limited instances of research organisations participating in indus-
try guidance of the search activities 

 Institutional Presence Government viewed by industry as a regulator rather than as an 
active participant in innovation agenda-setting 

 Infrastructure Presence Absence of infrastructure to support one-to-one relationships in 
guidance of the search  
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 Market struc-
ture 

Quality Vertical and horizontal fragmentation leads to heterogeneous inno-
vation needs among actors. 
Large number of SMEs that lack resource to participate in guid-
ance of the search 

Market for-
mation 

Actors Presence Businesses are seen as having a key role in market formation 

  Capability Research organisations lack capability to contribute to market 
formation 

 Institutional Presence Culture within research organisations that market formation is the 
role of industry  

  Quality New Zealand’s market economy creates a culture that does not see 
Government as having a role in market formation 

 Infrastructure Presence Limited resources mobilised to support SMEs to form markets  

 Market struc-
ture 

Quality Vertical and horizontal fragmentation in some sectors hampers 
market formation 

Resource mobi-
lisation 

Actors Presence Large number of intermediary organisations perceived by research 
organisations as capturing resource for administration rather than 
innovation 

  Capability Lack of facilitative and transformational leadership in co-
ordinating resource mobilisation 

 Interactions Presence Interactions among actors tend to be focused on resource mobilisa-
tion 

  Quality Competition among actors to ensure resources are allocated to their 
own innovation agendas 

 Infrastructure Presence Less resources available to guide the search, form markets and 
support entrepreneurialism 

  Quality High number of research grants with low funding  

 Market struc-
ture 

Quality Large number of SMEs that have limited resources to undertake or 
participate in interactions 

Creation of 
legitimacy 

Actors Presence Industry is viewed as having a key role in creating legitimacy 
around innovation, though limited instances were identified of this 
occurring 
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Abstract: The European Rural Development Policy (RDP) 2014-2020 calls for building bridges 
between the research and the entrepreneurial worlds, through mainstreaming existing tacit 
knowledge and developing innovations to firms. In this view, the implementation of an "interac-
tive model" for innovation, is a focal point of the concept of the European Innovation Partnership 
(EIP) which will be implemented through the operational groups (OGs). These latter will be act-
ing entities applying for co-operation projects for innovation through involving different relevant 
actors, such as farmers, scientists, advisors, enterprises and others.  

The novelty of the OGs action calls for the setting up of an adequate monitoring and evaluation 
strategy to be carried out by the evaluators of the RDPs 2014-2020 in view of capturing the inter-
active innovation model being applied by the OGs, through a qualitative and quantitative assess-
ment of their implementation and performances as well and of their capacity to foster knowledge 
transfer and innovation across the rural systems. Accordingly, this study proposes an evaluation 
strategy which, by taking steps from the conceptual background outlined by Cristiano and Proietti 
and the European Evaluation Network for Rural Development, places great emphasis on explor-
ing the OGs, the innovation brokerage and the farmers actions (behaviours, practices and capaci-
ties) as well as analysing farmer-system related determinants of innovation (policy, supply chains 
and advisory systems). The evaluation strategy is established upon a set of dimensions, questions 
and respective criteria and proposes an overall participatory approach to be implemented by the 
use of a mix of methods and a range of tools, which permit to capture the complexity of the inter-
active innovation, through investigating on a variety of relevant fields and perspective levels.  

Keywords: evaluation, operational group, innovation brokerage, interactive innovation, RDP, 
EIP 

 
 
Introduction  
The prioritization of the knowledge transfer and innovation (KT&I) across the Rural Develop-
ment Policy has a degree of novelty which calls for setting up an adequate monitoring and eval-
uation systems at Rural Development Programmes (RDP) 2014-2020 level. This should support 
the institutional learning, the policy design and the delivery arrangements, as well as the imple-
mentation of innovative actions, through providing useful evaluative knowledge on the innova-
tion pathways and models being carrying out during the programming period 2014-2020.  

In the perspective of the EC, the renewed RDPs should address the need for building bridges be-
tween different actors, through mainstreaming existing tacit knowledge and developing innova-
tions to firms. In this view, the implementation of an "interactive model" for innovation 
(Hermans, Laurens Klerkx, & Roep, 2012; Dockès et al. 2011; Labarthe, 2008; Pant and Hambly-
Odame, 2009; Röling, 2009; EU 2012; World Bank, 2006), is a focal point of the concept of the 
European Innovation Partnership (EIP), which will be applied through the operational groups 
(OGs). These latter will be acting entities applying for co-operation projects for innovation 
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through involving different relevant actors in knowledge generation and use (Knickel, Brunori, 
Rand, & Proost, 2009), such as farmers, scientists, advisors, enterprises and others.  

GOs are expected to create knowledge by generating or enhancing learning processes through 
social interaction, under the assumption that knowledge is the results of a variety of dynamics 
that anyone can contribute to build and integrate with his own experience. In this view, building 
blocks for innovations come not only from science, but also from practice and intermediaries, in a 
bottom-up process (ENRD, 2013c).  

Such dynamics shift the focus from knowledge transfer to new functions which are aimed at 
stimulating and facilitating the cooperation among different stakeholders, mediating knowledge, 
fostering dialogue and collective learning, negotiating and managing conflict (Klerkx and Lewis, 
2009, Herman et al.,2012; Perèz et al., 2010; EU SCAR, 2012).  

In this context, the evaluation should assess the effectiveness of the operational groups on boost-
ing KT&I processes by the meaning of sharing knowledge and intermediating advisory methods 
and generating new insights and ideas, and identifying benchmarks for the purpose of policy, 
delivery design and implementation of the innovative actions. 

The aim of this paper is to suggest a strategy for monitoring and evaluating the knowledge and 
innovation transfer in agriculture being implemented by the Operational Groups. The suggested 
evaluation strategy is based on a wide literature review related to the topic as well as the experi-
ences of the authors in evaluating the pathways of innovation in Italian agriculture tracked by the 
implementation of measure 124 of Rural Development Programmes (RDPs) 2007-2013. 

 
Measuring and evaluating the KT&I in rural systems: A literature review  
The literature on monitoring and evaluating the KT&I interventions across agriculture reflects the 
evolution of the concept of innovation from the linear towards the systemic and interactive mod-
el, by addressing different fields of investigations and perspectives: a) the levels of analysis, such 
as the macro, meso and micro levels, along with the geographic/supply chain/sectoral and socio-
economic systems/farm levels analysis; b) the results of the innovation at agricultural sys-
tem/farm level; c) the innovation transfer as process. Indeed, the traditional monitoring and eval-
uation approaches are shaped by quantitative meanings which mostly focus on “what” are the 
input and the pre and post analysis of the interventions (abovementioned points a) and b)).  

More recently, these approaches have been recently complemented by qualitative and processes 
analyses, which focus on “how” and at “which conditions” the agricultural knowledge and inno-
vation systems act, through playing the KT&I across the agriculture sector (abovementioned 
point c)).  

The most of the traditional literature largely addresses macro level analyses targeted to measure 
the efforts of public and private sectors, in terms of financial and human resources committed and 
the outputs/outcomes/impacts of the innovative activities. This brought to the development of a 
number of internationally recognized input/output/result/impact indicators which have a good 
coverage of the statistics provided by the international agencies such as OECD, EUROSTAT, 
World Bank and, ultimately also by the EC-DG AGRI.  

On the whole, the set of indicators in use covers the whole process of KT&I, through serving the 
monitoring as well as the evaluation and the benchmarking of the agricultural innovation sys-
tems: the creation/import of new knowledge; the adoption of new knowledge; the diffusion of 
knowledge/combination of existing knowledge; the enabling market and policy environment; the 
induction of innovation (OECD, 2013).  
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Some of the indicators are listed in table 1.  

Table 1: List of the Indicators mostly used for knowledge transfer and innovation  
Types of  
Indicators 

Indicators  

Inputs 

 Total public and private expenditure on agricultural R&D   
 Number of staff in public and private agricultural R&D  
 Number of staff in agricultural extension services  
 Number of patents registered in the area of agricultural biotechnology  

Outputs 

 RDP expenditure in R&D as a % of the GDP  
 % of expenditure for the 3 measures: 'Knowledge transfer & information action' + 

'advisory services' + 'cooperation' in relation to the total expenditure for the RDP1  
 EIP operational groups1  
 Public expenditure on agricultural extension and schools  
 Public and private cost of extension services  

Outcome/Targets 

 Total number of cooperation operations realized under the cooperation measure (groups, 
networks/clusters, pilot project, …)  

 % of innovative projects out of all RDP supported projects Number and types of partners 
involved in cooperation projects  

 Number of supported innovative actions implemented and disseminated by EIP operation-
al groups  

 % of cooperation operations continuing after the RDP support including for the purpose of 
improved environmental management and performance  

 Number and types of partners involved in cooperation projects  
 Number of innovations created/adopted or introduced in firms  

Impacts 

 TFP growth or number of changes introduced in firms  
 Contribution of technological change to TFP2  
 Contribution of technical efficiency change to TFP2  
 Distribution of farm productivity performance in the sector2  
 Diversification in non-agricultural on-farm activities2  
 Horizontal and vertical integration in the agri-food chain  
 Linkage between farm support and productivity performance2  
 Entry and exit in the agricultural sector2  
 Change in the rate of substitution of inputs2  
 Reflection of R&D demand in public R&D agenda   

1 The indicator was introduced by the EC for monitoring and evaluation purposes of the RDPs.  
2 The indicator was provide by OECD Network for Farm Level Analysis.  
 
Nevertheless, some concerns mark these indicators such as the data availability, reliability and 
comparability over time and space. Moreover, they reflect mainly a top-down approach of the 
research and are enable to capture offsets by other innovative activities, learning-by-doing or re-
organizational processes carried out at projects/farm level.  

In the last years, increasing efforts have been made to measure innovation at farm level (OECD, 
2013), address more precisely the investigation on behaviours, capabilities and skills, by profiling 
the role of entrepreneurs and other agricultural knowledge and innovation actors, such as the ad-
visors, the researchers and the innovation centres. Largely, these analyses are conducted by spe-
cific innovation surveys, which include questions on innovation creation and adoption, or by add-
ing questions on innovation in farm surveys (FADN). However, very few composite indicators or 
indices are being developed in order to synthesize the degree of innovation at farm or supply 
chain levels, through capturing the multidimensionality of the innovation. A case is represented 
by the European Innovation Scoreboard (CEC, 2006) which, however, is not specifically targeted 
to the agriculture sector.  
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With particular reference to the assessment of the agricultural knowledge and innovation systems, 
in the very recent years, there’s an emergence of innovative approaches, methods and tools fo-
cused on the specific rural socio-economic factors which are believed as influential factors for the 
development of the innovation (The World Bank, 2008; 2012; OECD, 2012; 2013). Indeed, some 
endogenous factors such as the institutional (governance structure) and policy/delivery arrange-
ments, the human capital of rural systems (capability, skills, empowerment) and the ones address-
ing specifically the spread of innovation, such as the social capital (trustiness, emulation, net-
working), are able to influence the development of innovation. Here, the evaluation has the pur-
pose of measuring and comparing the context-specific and systemic capacities, capturing existing 
and potential changes and foresighting innovation processes for strategy and target setting, 
through process-oriented analyses of the KT&I at micro level (policy-makers, farms, advisors and 
other rural actors).  

From the European Commission perspective, the issue of Monitoring and Evaluation the 
knowledge transfer and innovation in agriculture is quite new and still under definition. In deep, 
the information required for monitoring purposes is very minimal and focuses on the financial 
inputs (total public expenditure) and the outputs (number of EIP operational groups financed), 
whereas, as for evaluation, still, the EC has not provided a comprehensive and definitive Com-
mon Monitoring and Evaluation Framework (CMEF). However the EC suggests the use of a mix 
of methods (desk research, focus groups, interviews, case studies, network analysis, work-
shops)14, in view of assessing (1) how the RDP is improving the conditions for innovation, re-
search and development in the rural areas; (2) the contribution of Priority 1, as a cross-cutting 
priority, to reinforce the rest of RDP priorities; (3) the contribution of innovative actions devel-
oped under the EIP Operational Groups across the EU2020 Strategy pipeline (European Evalua-
tion Rural Development Network, 2013a; European Commission, 2013a).  

With regards to the cooperation issue, very recently, Cristiano and Proietti (ESEE, 2013) investi-
gated the pathways of innovation applied in agriculture in the context of the innovative projects 
financed by the Italian RDPs 2007-2013 (measure 124) and carried out by rural partnerships. The 
analysis framework was defined upon set of 4 evaluative themes (policy and delivery system, 
innovation drivers and accelerators, role of different actors, innovation at farm level and its ef-
fects) and respective criteria, against which those experiences were assessed.  

Lately, a similar approach has been used also by the European Evaluation Rural Development 
Network (2013a; 2013a), still with the purpose of reviewing the experiences conducted under 124 
measure.  

A broader perspective is offered by Ricciardulli (2012) who, by using a mix of methods approach 
assessed the experiences of cooperation for innovation financed by measure 124 of the RDPs 
(Ricciardulli), through correlating the performance on innovation actions at partnerships’, agri-
cultural systems, and of RDP’s levels.  

In conclusion, the above-described literature review certainly offers an inspiring theoretical back-
ground to the monitoring and evaluation strategy to be developed for the assessment of the func-
tioning and the performance of the OGs and the KT&I processes being implemented during the 
forthcoming programming period 2014-2020.  

On this regards, particular efforts are requested in view of overcoming the lacks associated to the 
specific issue of the EIP and of the OGs, which calls for the introduction of a meso-perspective 
level of analysis with the purpose of fostering, among the others, double-loop learning processes 
of such innovation partnerships, and benchmarking innovation capacity. According to the Euro-
pean framework, these analyses should then match upstream and downstream the evaluation pro-
                                                 
14 Guidelines for the Evaluation plan (European Evaluation Rural Development Network, 2013a).  
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cesses of the KT&I at RDP level (macro) and at farm level (micro). Finally, the evaluation should 
address the different nature of the interventions shaping the RDPs (social, environmental, eco-
nomic, agricultural, forestry) and the variability of the scenarios that can achieve change in rural 
areas.  

 

An Evaluation Strategy for assessing the performance of the OGs in KT&I  
Monitoring and evaluating the knowledge transfer and innovation being developed by the opera-
tional groups under the RDPs 2014-2020 calls for a specific Evaluation Strategy (ES), which 
should track the pathway for a comprehensive assessment of the EIP design and implementation. 
This should be based at least on the following evaluative dimensions: (a) the variability of the 
scenarios that can achieve innovation at rural systems and farm levels; (b) the OGs, the setting up 
and running of the partnership and of the innovative projects; (c) the progress and the effects of 
the KT&I being developed at rural systems and farm levels; (d) the actors’ behaviours, practices, 
capacities put in place during the transfer of innovation; (e) the farmers’ system related determi-
nants, such as policy design and the delivery system of the EIP, geographical factors, supply 
chains and advisory systems.  

Though, implementation of the ES helps identifying benchmarks for designing and managing 
technical, social (including organizational issues of rural systems, supply chains and farms) and 
process innovation, as well as building-up a comprehensive evaluative knowledge which, along 
with the implementation of the OGs, gives consistency to evidence-based policy making and ad-
justments.  

In deep, the complexity and the dynamics of the KT&I actors call for taking into account several 
fields of investigation, such as: the needs for innovation, synergies between the measures and 
complementarities, shorter and longer-term socio-economic and environmental effects, unintend-
ed effects, the performance of diverse networking and co-operation structures and functioning, 
spill-over effects, the changes in the collaboration and networking patterns, roles of the different 
actors of the rural system, the delivery systems implemented at country level, the research, advi-
sory and entrepreneurial learning processes bringing to changes in behaviours (individual and 
collective).  

Moreover, the influential and conducive role of the public intervention in shaping how innovation 
actors interact has to be assessed (Anandajayasekeram et al., 2005; Cristiano and Proietti 2013; 
World Bank, 2006), together with the promotion of shared visions, and the use of a mix of policy 
instruments (measure packages, integrated supply chain projects and sub programmes) (Ascione 
et al. 2011).  

The scope of the analyses is enlarged by the introduction of policy issues such as, among the oth-
ers, the contribution of the innovation actions across the EU Strategy 2020 pipeline.  

The proposed ES is intended to be developed across the ex-ante, the on-going evaluation and the 
ex-post evaluations being conducted by the independent evaluators along with the programming 
period 2014-2020. It is based on the investigation of key evaluative dimensions and questions, 
including the common ones proposed by the EC for the purpose of the assessment of KT&I, and a 
not exhaustive list of judgement criteria.  

The investigations permitted to gather quantitative and qualitative information, through conduc-
ing desk research, mainly based on the monitoring data available at RDP level, the mid-term 
evaluations and projects documents, semi-structured interviews and focus groups involving the 
administrations and projects’ actors.  
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Nevertheless, this ES lacks, at this moment, of covering the assessment of the European and Na-
tional Rural development networks which will certainly play a key role in animating and facilitat-
ing the KT&I across the rural areas.  

The ES, as a whole, will serve tracking the contribution chain of the KT&I in agriculture at cross-
sectoral and trans-programme levels, including in the contract partnership (the EU Strategy 2020 
pipeline).  

In line with the interactive feature of the innovation being applied by the OGs, this ES supports 
an overall participatory evaluative approach, in view of addressing the issue of capacity building 
and empowerment of the policy-makers and agricultural actors, through favouring an on-going 
feed-back on evaluation findings and supporting their timing follow-ups as well as facilitating the 
dialogue and a common understanding.  

As for the methods, the quantitative-type analyses, which consider the cause-effects chain of the 
interventions, appear unlikely to cover the broad range of investigations suggested and certainly 
would meet difficulties in handling the interactive feature of the innovation. Therefore, the use of 
a mix of methods seems to be the most likely to address the needs for evaluative knowledge. The-
se would take into account both quantitative and qualitative analyses, which implies the imple-
mentation of a variety of techniques, such as desk research, surveys, workshops, interviews, 
metaplan, case studies and focus groups: expenditure analysis, network analysis, delivery analy-
sis, Impact analysis, participatory pathway, outcome analysis, Logic-frame analysis, Trend Im-
pact Analysis, Cost-effectiveness analysis, cost efficiency analysis, performance analysis 
clusterization, benchmarking, Problem analysis, Management performance analysis, Contribution 
analysis, Economic performance analysis.  

 

 
Ex-Ante evaluation  
In principle, the ex-ante evaluation is aimed to assess the current situation and the adequateness 
of the intervention logic of the RDP, in terms of knowledge and innovation strategy, operations 
and targets. This would help later on the evaluation of the effectiveness of the innovative actions 
conducted by the OGs.  

In this view, the aspects to investigate refer to: context and swot analysis and needs assessment 
(AKIS’ actors and functioning; Structural and socio-economic characteristics of farms; feasibility 
and marketability of the innovations; skills and capabilities of rural actors; Existing/emerging 
specific drivers of innovation; gaps in the AKIS; availability of advisory capacity; disconnections 
in the KT&I flows); policy and delivery arrangements (the access of farmers to information and 
knowledge; Farmers-led policy; degree of transversely of the innovative interventions to the other 
RDPs priorities; the matching between the cooperation for innovation interventions (article 35) 
and the other measures applying for KT&I (articles 14 and 15) within the 1st RD priority); use of 
policy instruments (measure packages, integrated supply chain projects, sub-programme); selec-
tion criteria of the proposals; administrative burdens; budgetary endowments; monitoring and 
evaluation arrangements; guidelines for project design and applications; organizational structures 
and functional provisions of the MA); delivery system (selection procedures, criteria, payment 
system); Tools for partners searching and exchange of information (i.e.: e-platforms, partners 
databases; social media).  
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Table 2: Evaluative dimension and questions for ex-ante evaluations  
Context and swot analysis (ex-ante assessment on)  

Do the context and swot analysis and the needs assessment address the issue of innovation across the rural 
systems?  
To what extent the market needs (consumer behaviours/expectations) has been taken into account for the 
needs assessment on innovation?  
To what extent the policy and rural context enable the effective functioning of the OGs?  
What are the needs for innovation of rural system/farms/supply chains? 
How is structured the local knowledge and innovation system?  
What are the determinants of the KT&I processes in the rural system?  
To what extent the AKIS is functioning and the actors are connected one to each other? 

Policy approach  
Is the policy approach/design consistency with the swot analysis and needs assessment on innovation?  
*How and in how far does the RDP make a contribution towards innovation in agriculture and rural areas?  
How far the policy design takes into account the Market/System failures?  
To what extent the policy design to innovation bring to farmers-led innovations and learning processes?  
To what extent the policy design favors the access of farmers to information and knowledge?  
To what extent the policy support the increase of skills and capabilities for innovation action?  
To what extent the policy approach/design foster the knowledge transfer and innovation across the rural 
system?  
Is the intervention logic of interventions addressing innovation consistency with the EU strategy 2020 
pipeline?  
To what extent the intervention logic of interventions addressing innovation permit a transversal action 
across the RDP priorities? 

Delivery system design  
Are the funding arrangements consistent with the policy objectives?  
How far the budgetary endowment of OGs is consistent with the projects features?  
How far the organizational arrangements of the MA are consistent with the policy design of the RDP and 
its implementing procedures?  
How far the MA set the stage for partner searching? 

 
 
On-Going Evaluation, during the programme implementation  
As for the on-going evaluation, the evaluators should assess the RDPs’ delivery systems on 
KT&I, the start-up of the OGs and their functioning, through favouring eventual ri-arrangements 
of the governance, the procedures and the interventions.  

In this regards, the evaluators should assess particularly: the effectiveness and adequateness of 
the problem/opportunity analysis and the degree of relevance of innovation at farm level; the in-
novation brokerage (comprehensive knowledge on research and innovation, adequateness, effec-
tiveness of connecting partners, capacity for project idea, on mainstreaming existing tacit 
knowledge); the quality of process design (feasibility and soundness of the project and of innova-
tion, degree of sharing of problem/opportunity analysis and of developing a common project idea, 
partnership agreement on roles, functions, timing, investments, balance of private/public funding 
and types of resources); the supportiveness and efficiency of the delivery system; the adequate-
ness of the project selection criteria to rank the most relevant projects according to their specific 
quality/correspondence to specific objectives and/or prioritize certain types of action; the cooper-
ation, knowledge and innovation transfer; types of innovation (Incremental/Radical/Process, 
product, social); Development of Innovation to firm (Testing/Adaptation); Learning processes; 
Internal and external Networking of the partnership; Spreading of innovation across the rural lo-
cal system.  
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In the context of the on-going evaluation of the KT&I, the conduction of systematic reviews of 
the operational groups could serve identifying benchmarks, trends, drivers and specific features 
of the innovation actions and of the partnerships.  

Table 3: Evaluative dimension and questions for on-going evaluations  
Problem analysis and Project design (relevance of innovation, brokerage, quality of process design) 

To what extent the innovation project idea is established upon an effective farmer’ needs assessment?  
To what extent the problem/opportunity analysis is adequate?  
To what extent the project idea is well-founded?  
How far the project idea meets the Needs/Opportunities for innovation at farm level?  
How the innovation broker performed?  
To what extent the innovation broker promoted an interactive innovation?  
How far the innovation broker overtook the difficulties to the setting up of the partnerships?  
What were the determinants of an effective innovation brokerage?  
How far the innovation broker fostered linkages between rural socio-economic systems?  
To what extent the project idea meet the farmer’s needs?  
To what extent the partners were involved into the project design?  
To what extent the whole partnership shared a common vision of the project idea?  
To what extent the partnership matured the sense of commitment to the project development?  
How far the rural relevance of the innovation to end-users is taken into account in the project design?  

Project selection (delivery system and selection criteria)  
How far the administrative arrangements for applications are suitable/supportive for the potential benefi-
ciaries?  
To what extent the MA provided information on the RDP’s opportunities for contribution to all the poten-
tial actors of OGs?  
To what extent the OG demonstrated project planning skills?  
To what extent the partnership composition has been consistence with respects with the innovation proc-
ess?  
To what extent the selection committee has been adequate? 
*In how far is the innovation principle translated into selection criteria for LAGs and LDSs?  

Project implementation (Cooperation, K&I Transfer, Type of innovation, Adaptation, Learning process, Network-
ing of the partnership, Spreading of innovation across the rural local system) 

How far the interactive innovation model has been implemented by the OG 
Which constraints the OG met in implementing effectively an interactive innovation?  
What are the determinants of the interactive innovation?  
How far the implementation of the innovation involved the whole partnership?  
What type of innovation has been implemented?  
To what extent the innovation has been tested/adapted to firm?  
To what extent the innovation interaction boosted learning process and sharing of experiences?  
To what extent the partners get a more acknowledgement on the respective roles for the innovation proc-
ess? 
To what extent the OG enhanced the mutual trustiness and collaboration among and out the partnership?  
To what extent the partnership set linkages with Horizon2020 and other research or innovation pro-
grammes?  
To what extent the OG contributed to spread innovation and knowledge across the rural system?  
How far the innovation has been replicated by other partnerships or single firms?  
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Ex-Post Evaluation  
Finally, the ex-post evaluation should help the assessment of the long-term effects of the KT&I 
processes implemented by the OGs: on farmers’ attitudes, capacities and skills (adap-
tive/resilient/innovative behaviours, self-assessment, problem solving, management conflict, per-
spective analysis, result-oriented and cognitive knowledge, personal and collective sense of be-
longing to the community); on farmers’ competitiveness/productivity/margins and product mar-
ketability; on socio-economic systems (R&D expenditure, better balance of private/public re-
sources, local commitment and on domains to focus for future specialization, creation of stable 
connections and linkages between research and farm worlds; contribution to climate-change).  

Table 4: Evaluative dimensions and questions for ex-post evaluations  
Project and innovation effects at farm level (empowering, state of play of innovation and benefits) 

To what extent the farmers were empowered by the participation to the OGs?  
To what extent the farmers gained a major capacity to dialogue with the research world and up-take their 
own needs for innovation?  
To what extent the farmers turned into more adaptive and/or innovative behaviours?  

Effects on socio-economics systems  
To what extent the innovation project increased the competitiveness/productivity of the farms?  
To what extent the farmers turned into adaptive/resilient/innovative behaviours?  
How far the innovation was successfully transformed into practice?  
*To what extent fostering the KT&I achieved developing knowledge base in rural areas?  
*To what extent fostering the KT&I strengthen the links between agriculture, food production and for-
estry and research and innovation and improved environmental management and performance?  
*To what extent the KT&I promoted a resource efficient and competitive agricultural and forestry sector 
working in harmony with the essential natural resources on which it depends?  
*To what extent the KT&I built bridges between research and farmers, forest managers, rural communi-
ties, businesses, NGOs and advisory services?  
*To what extent the KT&I helped supply of food, feed and biomaterials, the preservation of the environ-
ment and adaptation to and mitigation of climate change?  
How far the OG contributed to increase the capacities of rural actors to respond to climate change chal-
lenges? 
*To what extent the innovation applied by the OG contributed to the smart specialization strategy?  
To what extent the OG fostered the research turned into a demand-driven approach?  
To what extent the OG fostered individual and collective learning loops?  

*Common Evaluative questions proposed by the EC in the contexts of the Guidelines for the Ex Ante evaluation and 
for the Evaluation plan of the RDPs 2014-2020. 
 
 
Discussion 
The proposed ES covers the main issues of KT&I assessment:  

The “HOW” analysis aims at assessing the extent to which the context/environment enables the 
OGs to provide KT&I, at what conditions the OGs are well-functioning and by which mecha-
nisms and actors the innovation is implemented at farm level and across the supply chains.  

The “EFFECTS” analysis aims at assessing the medium-long term outcomes/effects of the inno-
vation actions on rural systems, farms and value chains.  

The “CONTRIBUTION” analysis aims at assessing the contribution of the EIP to the other pri-
orities of the RDPs and the reverse, and the up-streaming the Europe 2020 Strategy pipeline, 
through the meanings of its effects.  

The novelty of the KT&I processes and the approach to their assessment certainly lay new chal-
lenges:  
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- the very early set-up of adequate M&E systems, which should focus on qualitative as-
sessment to be conducted during the whole programming period. This requires the re-
design of such systems and the definition/adaptation of tools (indicators), participatory 
methods and techniques, which are not still commonly in use in the rural development and 
entail new investments;  

- particularly on the qualitative analyses, there’s a need for developing a major understand-
ing, by the MAs of the RDP, on their usefulness to help building bridges between the re-
search and the entrepreneurial world and spreading a wider culture of innovation in rural 
areas; 

- however, on the participatory methods and techniques, there’s a call for the development 
of a major competency of the evaluators, who are certainly more keen to quantitative 
analysis, as a consequence of a pre-ordinated EU common monitoring and evaluation 
framework.  

Finally, this ES needs to be applied at different perspective levels (European, countries, opera-
tional groups, networks, clusters, projects). This means that its success relies on a substantial 
change in the mindset of all the actors being involved into the GOs, since the selection proce-
dures, and their commitment to the evaluation activities of the RDPs. As it is, this ES could effec-
tively promote the development of a self-commitment to an effective KT&I, which is relevant for 
farmers in the short run and worthwhile in the long-run (in terms of developing double-loop 
learning processes). The challenge is certainly great for the farmers, but there’s a major call for 
the research and innovation centers and for the advisors, to appoint self-evaluation exercises, 
which nowadays are far to be conducted at regular basis, in view of foster and serve interactive 
innovations and reconverting their activities to demand-driven processes and activities.  
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Abstract: Recently, Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation resp. Information Systems (AKIS) 
have gained considerable attention in scientific and political fora in the EU. AKIS is considered a 
key concept to identify, analyse and assess the various actors as well as their communication and 
interaction performances for innovation processes in the agricultural sector. Through qualitative 
expert interviews and with the help of institutional mapping, the national AKIS, and especially 
the role(s) and functions of advisory services as one major actor within these systems, were in-
vestigated in selected EU member states (BG, DE, F, IRL, PT and UK). We present the varied 
national conceptions of AKIS and compare them qualitatively with regard to their institutional 
settings, and their overall policy frameworks and coordinating structures. Specific attention is 
given to agricultural advisory services and their integration within the respective national or 
country-wide AKIS. Conclusions are drawn with regard to the practiced conceptual and the 
methodological approach towards AKIS. 

Keywords: AKIS appraisal, Europe, AKIS diagram, advisory service providers 

 

 

Introduction 
The European Union (EU) is experiencing times of drastic economic risks and huge challenges 
for social cohesion between member states. As a political mid-term goal for the ten-year period 
from 2010 to 2020, the declared ‘Strategy 2020’ (COM 2010/2020) orients all member states 
towards economic growth based on knowledge and innovation, resource efficiency and social and 
territorial cohesion. In this context, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) plays a crucial role. 
Especially through rural development policies, both the agricultural sector and rural territories 
shall be supported in their development efforts towards competitiveness, environmental and so-
cial balance, resilience and innovativeness (EU 1305/2013). Several instruments aim to enhance 
the processes of knowledge exchange, information dissemination and innovation creation, namely 
knowledge transfer and information actions (Art. 14), advisory services (Art. 15) and cooperation 
in networks (Art. 35). The underlying conceptual framework for this approach is that of the Agri-
cultural Knowledge and Innovation Systems (AKIS), which is conceived as the purposeful inter-
action for innovations of actors from the four subsystems: ‘socio-economic system’ (farmers, 
processors, networks of SMEs), ‘public decision-making system’ (administrations at regional and 
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local level), ‘information and knowledge system (research institutions, extension services, colleg-
es, schools etc.) and the ‘end users’ (consumers, NGO) (EU SCAR 2012:30).  

In the frame of the EU FP7 project PRO AKIS (“Prospects for Farmers’ Support: Advisory Ser-
vices in the European AKIS”), an overview on the AKISs within the EU member states was 
compiled. A major goal consists of empirically testing the potential of the AKIS concept for re-
flecting public policies aiming at supporting farmers in today’s Europe to get access to reliable 
and relevant knowledge, orientation and support. In other words, PRO AKIS investigates the sta-
tus and the potential of AKISs in EU member states. It focuses especially on the advisory (sub-) 
systems taking into account that i) extension services have recently undergone many institutional 
changes induced by privatization policies; ii) these services are the ones that are supposed to 
tackle directly the question of farm diversity (for the diffusion of innovation, etc.); and iii) advi-
sory services were thought right from their creation as a way of bridging science and practice. In 
the presented paper, selected findings for a number of countries (BG, DE, F, IRL, PT and UK) 
are extracted and comparatively presented. 

The paper starts with a very brief presentation of our conceptual framework, i.e. how we concep-
tualize an ‘AKIS’. Then, the methodological procedure is briefly described. Results are compared 
for the investigated countries. Conclusions are drawn with regard to the practiced conceptual and 
the methodological approach towards AKIS. 

 

The AKIS concept 
Within the agricultural sociology and extension sciences, system approaches to the complex pro-
cesses of knowledge generation and exchange, learning and innovation practices are rather com-
mon. As Klerkx et al. (2012) summarise, at least four different system concepts can be differenti-
ated – addressed under the titles ‘social (adoption and diffusion) system’, ‘farming system’, ‘ag-
ricultural knowledge and information system’ and ‘agricultural innovation system.’ These con-
cepts evolved partially in parallel, partially intertwined, partially competitively. In the PRO AKIS 
context and with regard to the initially mentioned political trends, especially the use of and the 
distinction between the two latter concepts are relevant (Labarthe et al. 2013). They both relate to 
functions like knowledge generation, knowledge exchange and the existence of knowledge flows, 
although their purpose (problem solving or innovation creation) might differ. For several authors 
it is especially the increased range of actors and the institutional diversity of involved organisa-
tions that characterizes the shift from ‘knowledge and information’ to ‘innovation’ systems (EU 
SCAR 2012; World Bank 2012). With regard to the latter concept, Klerkx et al. (2012) identify a 
relevant difference in analysing agricultural innovation systems according to whether the focus is 
on infrastructures (i.e. the institutional setting) or processes (i.e. the organisational and self-
organisational dynamics) or functions (i.e. the normative dimensions).  

Within PRO AKIS, it is our objective to conceptually substantiate a research approach to agricul-
tural advisory services within their larger institutional settings, applicable in the diverse EU 
member states. Therefore, PRO AKIS adopted a pragmatic stance on AKIS (Labarthe et al. 2013) 
where  

- the AKIS concept aims at describing knowledge infrastructures (Klerkx et al. 2012) 

- it gives a central role to the analysis of agricultural advisory services (Assefa et al. 2009) 

- it aims at better understanding knowledge flows within the system, focusing on the issue 
of knowledge access for a diversity of actors (Hall et al. 2006), and 

- it works with a scale that fits the study aim (mostly national or regional). 
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In PRO AKIS, the core interest remains with the knowledge and information dimensions of the 
investigated systems. Based on this concept, an inventory of the AKISs in the EU member states 
was designed to allow for a comprehensive investigation of their institutional diversity, an ap-
praisal of their political governance and coordination structures, and of linkages and interactions 
between the different organisations and bodies.  

 
Methods and Material 
The findings presented here result from the PRO AKIS inventory that was conducted in 27 EU 
member states (excluding Croatia). A concerted methodology was applied across the countries by 
using a common guide for qualitative expert interviews and a harmonized questionnaire for a 
survey of advisory services (Knierim et al. 2013). As ‘experts’, we considered specialists in agri-
cultural knowledge and information processes from a diversity of groups of interests: public deci-
sion, research and education, advisory services, and farmers based organisations, mainly at the 
national level. For this paper, results from six countries were selected whose investigation fell in 
the authors’ responsibilities. Most results stem from the expert interviews that were conducted 
between May and September 2013 (see table 1). 

Table 1: Interview partners in the six countries according to organisational affiliation 
          Country 
 
Organisational 
affiliation  

France Bulgaria Germany Ireland Portugal United 
Kingdom 

Politics, public 
administration 1 2 4  7 

4 (3 with  
advice  

function) 
Research, Edu-
cation 4 1 1   1 

Advisory or-
ganisation 7 1 2 4   

Other 2 6 4  7 2 
Total 14 10 11 4 14 7 

 

As shown in the table, the findings of the presented paper rely on a total of 60 expert interviews 
in the six countries. The interview guide included questions regarding AKIS organisations and 
their linkages, knowledge creation and transformation processes, advisory services, the policy 
framework, trends for AKIS and advisory services and knowledge needs. In line with the concep-
tual understanding of AKIS as a predominantly infrastructural one (cf. section 2) and based on 
literature and grey documents, the authors developed a visualized idea for each national AKIS in 
form of a diagram. This draft diagram was used and refined in the expert interviews as a basis for 
the comprehension and the appraisal of the AKISs. 

 

Results 
Results are presented in four sections. We start with reporting on the interviewees’ perception of 
the concept itself. Following that we describe and compare the (national) AKIS as they were seen 
by the interviewed experts. In the third section we describe and compare the political frames and 
coordinating structures of the AKIS. Finally, we comparatively locate the organisations providing 
agricultural advice within the investigated AKIS. 
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The AKIS concept as perceived by national experts 
The AKIS concept, i.e. the idea that knowledge and advisory services provided to farmers are 
result of a complex and systemic interactions of manifold actors, is not yet commonly held by the 
interviewees. In Bulgaria, Germany, France and the UK most experts did not actively refer to the 
AKIS concept, while in Ireland and Portugal they were rather familiar with it in general.  

The literature-based, draft AKIS diagram served different purposes, it was useful in the inter-
views as a structuring tool (in Germany), for the identification of missing actors (in Bulgaria and 
France) or for the mere assessment of the breadth of the organisational landscape (in the UK). 
However, the diagram tool was less appropriate to integrate and visualize different perspectives 
or to qualify linkages and interactions. E.g. in Germany, the final outcome was a tabular structure 
without linkages, and the Portuguese findings revealed the perspective of a historical AKIS (dif-
ferentiating the three subsystems ‘research’, ‘extension’ and ‘education’). The Irish case showed 
two contrasting results – one formalized institutional overview (from the interviewer) and one 
oriented and qualified from the perspective of a predominant national AKIS organisation – that 
differ considerably in the number of the perceived total actors (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Contrasting AKIS diagrams for Ireland (PRO AKIS and Teagasc version). 

 

 

A particular situation occurs in the UK: Here, the AKIS is characterised by diverse and increas-
ingly separated arrangements in the four UK countries and a “UK AKIS” exists only in theory. In 
practice, there are four quite separate knowledge systems in England, Wales, Scotland and North-
ern Ireland and accordingly, none of the interviewed experts felt in the position to speak for the 
whole UK.  

 

Country-level AKIS - appraisal of organisational structures and diversities  
The objective of the country – level AKIS appraisal was (i) to present a general AKIS ‘picture’, 
(ii) to identify and describe the various types of organisations involved and (iii) to qualify and 
appreciate connecting ties and linkages.  

Following Birner et al. (2009), five types of service providing organisations were distinguished 
when operationalising the AKIS concept: a) public sector organisations (ministries and subordi-
nated public administration), b) research and education (universities, research institutes, schools 
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etc.), c) private sector (industries, independent consultants and advice providing companies etc.), 
d) farmer-based organisations (chambers of agriculture, cooperatives etc.) and e) non-
governmental organisations (e.g. charity organisations, environmental groups, etc.).  

As a whole, in all six countries all types of service providing organisations were identified. It 
proved difficult to record all the concrete organisations in detail, as their sheer number and diver-
sity is overwhelming. Equally, in all cases it was not always possible to clearly differentiate be-
tween the types and to assign them to one type only. e.g. chambers of agriculture fall between 
‘public sector’ and farmer-based’ organisation.  

As noted in 4.1, the construction of a ‘general picture’ for the country-level AKIS varied between 
‘not possible at national level’ for the UK and a fairly structured and hierarchized organisational 
graph for France (cf. Fig.2). To illicit this range, summarizing features are presented for each 
country in the following. For Germany, recent observations on the implications and challenges 
of the federalised system (Hoffmann et al. 2013) can be confirmed. The interviews show that the 
multi-faceted organisational setting at national level has only limited impact on the Länder level 
(states). Especially public research bodies at state-level were mentioned as important knowledge 
sources. Like research, the institutional setting of agricultural advisory services is governed by 
the state authorities but varies considerably horizontally. Agricultural chambers play an important 
role for the provision of information to farmers in several states. At national level, the federation 
of agricultural chambers holds topical committee meetings which were mentioned by several in-
terviewees as an important platform for knowledge exchange. Especially emphasized was also 
the role of the DBV, the German farmers’ association, which presents a strong lobby group in 
agricultural policy and is well-connected both to other non-state and private organisations and to 
public administration.  

In Bulgaria, main knowledge and information sources are the Ministry of Agriculture and Food 
(MAF) and the National Agricultural Advisory Service (NAAS). Its subordinated offices at the 
regional and municipal levels have support and consultancy functions and work closely with the 
farmers. The MAF closely cooperates and exchanges information and knowledge with research 
institutes and universities. The universities are involved together with the public advisory ser-
vices for providing trainings and seminars to the small scale farmers, while private advisory 
companies, often, cooperate with professional farm organizations for offering specific advises 
(i.e. preparing applications for rural development measures) to their members. NGOs, including 
professional farm associations and foundations have strong linkages with some large private ad-
visory companies and provide information and knowledge to their members. There is no coopera-
tion between NAAS and private advisory services and professional farm associations.  

In Portugal there is a fragmented AKIS, with a very large number of organisations involved, 
mostly farmer based, poorly articulated, making it difficult to produce synergies. Overall, signs of 
the economic crisis can be detected in the AKIS description: There are farmer-based organisa-
tions, governmental research centres and remnants of the public agricultural services while the 
university agricultural research and educational institutions have an even weaker role in the na-
tional AKIS. The weakened public agricultural services are now more involved with subsidy 
payments, and the universities support the Ministry and farmer-based organisations in a non-
continuous, ad-hoc manner, particularly through research and experimentation, training and in-
formation exchange.  

Ireland is unique in having a substantial component of its AKIS within a single organisa-
tion,”Teagasc”. Teagasc (Agriculture and Food Development Authority) is a public organisation, 
a government agency. It undertakes activities in research, extension services, and education, as 
well as offers support structures, thereby spanning the various elements of an AKIS. Public advi-
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supported by the state to provide specific services to farmers now use their database or compe-
tencies to provide commercial advice to farmers. If the distribution of role between organisations 
was rather clear in the past and was the result of negotiations between the state and farmers’ un-
ions; this is not the case anymore (Compagnone et al. 2010) as organisations tend to broaden 
their scope of activities in a context of increased competition to attract both farmers’ contribu-
tions and public subsidies. 

With regard to the inter-organisational linkages, in many countries the complexity was too high 
to be reported through the diagram. In some cases emerging features can be stated in the form of 
hypotheses: e.g in the German situation, the picture of two parallel AKIS with few linkages 
among them becomes apparent – a dominant one for conventional and integrated farming, involv-
ing many and powerful organisations throughout the country; and a smaller one, focusing partly 
on family and partly on organic farming.  

 

National AKIS policies and coordinating structures  
The presence and the importance of national-level AKIS policies and coordinating structures vary 
considerably among the investigated countries. Although in France there are both policies and 
institutional settings for AKIS coordination and research planning, the system is characterized by 
the growing complexity of the relations between public administration (mainly the Ministry of 
Agriculture) and the diversity of AKIS actors benefiting from public financial support. Two prob-
lems emerge from this situation: i) the difficulty to integrate and coordinate the various available 
public instruments; ii) the lack of evaluation of the effectiveness of the systems; an absence of 
debates about who should benefit first from public investments in AKIS (which farm types? 
which production systems?). There has been little impact of EU innovation policies regarding 
French AKIS so far. An important trend in the next years might consist in the growing role of 
region in the integration of innovation and rural development policies, including European ones. 

In Bulgaria, a strong top down integration of the knowledge system can be observed with a cen-
tralized governance structure and a good coordination at least among the public bodies.  In Ger-
many, education and research are the mandate of the federal states, the Laender. With regard to 
agricultural policy, certain coordination among the federal states and the national level takes 
place through the ‘Joint task for the Improvement of Agricultural Structures and Coastal Protec-
tion’ (GAK), which provides the framework for many funding mechanisms for farmers and rural 
areas. National governance happens also through R&D program incentives and through ensuring 
transparency; additionally, horizontal coordination is taking place in ministerial working groups.  
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Table 2: Overview on policy frameworks and coordinating structures 

Country France Bulgaria Germany Ireland Portugal 
United King-
dom 

National AKIS 
policies 

Several policies 
on  
 
- Farm advice 
- Basic and 
applied re-
search 
- Education 
- Connecting 
research, ad-
vice, practice 

National pro-
grams for sup-
porting farmers  
RDP (2014-
2020) for estab-
lishing and 
developing the  
agricultural 
advisory ser-
vices 

Incentives 
through re-
search pro-
grams on 
- Innovation in 
agriculture 
- Research in 
organic and 
sustainable 
farming 

Strategies and 
policies on 
- ‘Stimulating 
Sustainable 
Agricultural 
Production 
through R & I’ 

- Beef and dairy 
production 

- ‘Food Harvest 
2020’ to increase 
competitive-ness

Lack of policy 
on 
- Agricultural 

advisory ser-
vice 

- ResearchFAS 
imple-
mented by 
farmer orga-
nisations, on  
limited scale 

No ‘national’ 
programs how-
ever a ‘cross-
government 
agri-tech strat-
egy’ which 
seeks to in-
crease industry 
engagement 

Coordinating 
structure(s) 

Institutions for 
research plan-
ning 
Institutions for 
coordination of 
R&D programs 

MAF and its 
secondary 
administrators 
(State Fund 
Agriculture and 
NAAS) 

National ad-
ministrative 
structures: 
- Joint task for 
agric. structure 
and coastal 
protection  
‘GAK’   
- 18 working 
panels inte-
grating federal 
states’ interests 
- German Insti-
tute for Net-
work(DVS) 

Teagasc unites 
public advisory 
services, re-
search and 
education; 
acknowledge 
efforts are 
needed to en-
hance coordina-
tion with pri-
vate providers 

Rarely visible 
coordinating 
structure 

No national 
coordinating 
structure 

 

The Republic of Ireland has various policies relating to sustainability and efficiency in agricultur-
al production, as well as enhancing innovation adoption through discussion groups. There is 
strong institutional integration with strategic orientation via Teagasc who by this is a powerful 
competitor in the market for advisory services. Although there are private advisors, Ireland could 
be described as having one of the least diverse AKIS among the compared countries. Portugal has 
the political framework and infra-structure but lacks inter-institutional coordination.  The inter-
organisational linkages from the advisory services to agricultural research and agricultural educa-
tion sub-systems in the AKIS need to be strengthened. As already mentioned, in the UK, four 
different but no national AKIS can be observed with few overarching linkages among them. Gen-
erally, they can be characterised as pluralistic systems and diverse advisory communities with a 
high degree of institutional diversification. 

Again, the range of cases is very broad: while in Germany, UK and Portugal there are no national 
policies on AKIS or agricultural advisory services – though strong regional policies on this exist - 
, those fields are explicitly addressed by national policies or programmes in France, Bulgaria and 
Ireland. Coordination structures exist in France, Germany and Ireland, while they are missing in 
Portugal and the UK and not necessary in Bulgaria. 

 

Location(s) of advisory services within the investigated AKIS 
Finally, our research interest was guided by the questions on where advisory services are located 
within the national AKISs and how they are institutionally related and integrated within public 
governance structures.  

In France, the advisory services are present at national level and their diversity in manifold as-
pects is obvious. Although they can generally be considered as well integrated, the emerging 
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competition among them and a lack of debate on priorisation in public expenditures may weaken 
their effectiveness. Indeed, interviews show clearly that there is a growing competition both in 
terms of the front-office dimension of services (for delivering services to farmers in a context of 
sharp decrease in the number of farms) and in its back-office dimension (for producing data bases 
about farm structures and performances that may be used to elaborate new services to farmers. 
The German situation of advisory services is also a very heterogeneous, varying institutionally 
from one Land to the other with little horizontal exchange. A formal coordination at national lev-
el exists only through the federation of agricultural chambers. Interestingly, although pure private 
organisations are nowadays common in most German states, there is no private national-level 
structure. In Portugal, if it is a fact that the subsystem is pluralist in nature, given the inclusion of 
a great diversity of actors, it is also true that such fragmentation raises issues such as the lack of 
focus and coordination. Besides, in most (or all) cases these organisations perform a variety of 
tasks, where the administrative ones, related to the application for grants and financial support 
available through the Common Agriculture Policy, were very often dominant, and advisory work 
restricted to training courses and the provision of information. In Ireland, advisory services can 
be (and currently are) influenced by government department and national policy. Teagasc is re-
quired to implement and follow national growth targets and priorities for the food and agricultural 
sector. Most private advisors are organized in the Agricultural Consultants Association who may 
lobby for their interests at national level. In contrast, there is no national organisation of all advi-
sors in the UK. Instead, private advisors are organised in various professional bodies. Large con-
sultancies, levy bodies, confederations and associations operate on a UK-wide basis. The envi-
ronmental agencies and department of agriculture in each UK-country coordinate environmental, 
public good and rural development advice. 
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Figure 3: The Bulgarian AKIS - (PRO AKIS – Country report for Bulgaria). 

 

 

In Bulgaria, advisory services are present at the national level through the NAAS (cf section4.1). 
Private advisory companies exist in the country, but there is no evidence how many they are, and 
also there is no communication and exchange of information among them and the NAAS. The 
Fig. 3 shows the AKIS diagram for Bulgaria, including the three types of advice that different 
AKIS organisations provide to the farmers: (i) for direct payments, mainly provided by public 
sector; (ii) for the Rural Development Program (2007-2013), NAAS, private companies and farm 
professional associations support farmers with advises related for development measures; and 
(iii) for agricultural issues, all types of AKIS organisations in the country provide specific advice.  
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Conclusions 
From this comparative appraisal some first conclusions can be developed with regard to the cur-
rent situation of the investigated AKISs and the practiced conceptual and methodological ap-
proach.  

The examined AKISs differ considerably – on the one hand there is a high degree of pluralism 
and little public governance and coordination, as e.g. in the UK and Portugal, and on the other, a 
strong public structure that dominates the system as e.g. in Bulgaria and Ireland. Private advisory 
bodies meanwhile exist everywhere although their implication in the service provision varies dis-
tinctively between Portugal on the one side (low) and UK and Germany on the other (high). In 
countries that pro-actively tackle this emerging pluralism like in France, the AKIS is now charac-
terized by complex settings of contracting between public farmers based organisations and pri-
vate actors, which is associated with difficulties of monitoring of the systems, and with a clear 
knowledge gap in terms of evaluation of the effectiveness of the systems. In others like the UK, 
the lack of coordinating structures strongly affects the transparency of the system(s) and hampers 
effective cooperation. This diversity implies that a comparative approach for the appraisal of the 
AKISs as a whole cannot be recommended. However, cross-cutting emerging questions become 
visible as e.g. the need for respective the lack of coordination related to the increasing organisa-
tional pluralism. 

The five different categories used to describe the diversity of actors involved in the AKISs re-
vealed severe limitations, as the categories are not exclusive, so that e.g. ‘farmer-based’ and ‘pri-
vate’ are not mutually exclusive but can both characterise one organisation. Nevertheless, this 
diversity reflects the mixture of interests and positions and the plurality of organisational forms 
that emerge within the course of time. More conceptual work has to be done here in order to give 
more robustness to the applied framework.  

The methodology applied, especially the use of AKIS diagrams, proved to be useful. While the 
infrastructural perspective on AKIS was helpful to create an overview country-wise and to com-
pare among the countries, it may on the other hand lead to concealing the fact that some (particu-
larly larger) organisations have multiple roles and functions. The exertion of their advisory role 
and associated knowledge flows may be strongly influenced by their other roles (e.g. education, 
commercial interactions, research, lobbying). As the AKIS concept was rarely used by the inter-
viewees themselves, we conclude that the European-level conceptual understanding has not yet 
reached the national political discussion in most of the addressed countries. This may be because 
for national or regional actors this broad overview of the system they are part of is not immedi-
ately operational or useful. However, with regard to the upcoming AKIS policy that is manifest in 
the EIP “agricultural productivity and sustainability”, this neglect may constitute a serious disad-
vantage in countries like Germany, the UK or Portugal. 
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Abstract: Outcomes from contemporary Agricultural Innovation Systems (AIS) can be viewed 
as the product of interacting plural, multi-level and often short term, concomitant initiatives.  The 
new language of Environmental Innovation Partnerships (EIP), Organisational Groups (OG) and 
Innovation Brokers (IB) appears to engage with this perspective.  Reflecting on our 2007 Austral-
ian case, members of an AIS developed what could now be considered to be an EIP.  Their objec-
tive was to support accelerated adoption of better irrigation practices within an Australian cotton 
catchment.  One of the members of the partnership was operating an Agri-Environmental Scheme 
(AES) that was seeking to monetarily incentivise the on-farm implementation of environmental-
ly-sensitised irrigation practices.  The members pooled their resources, and appointed a short 
term IB to facilitate the use of the financial incentives by local irrigators and their agronomic ad-
visors to purchase knowledge based on their self identified irrigation knowledge needs.  The IB 
was to also facilitate better linkages between all relevant initiatives in relation to irrigation, water, 
cotton and the catchment.  The hypothesis was that new or modified OGs would emerge, driven 
by the knowledge needs of the participants, and that practice change would ensue.   Members of 
the EIP also reasoned that if these OGs could be sustained post-project that a legacy of on-going 
systemic change could be achieved.  Our research shows that the EIP was successful in terms of 
exceeding short term objectives.  However, the EIP was not successful in terms of generating a 
post-project legacy, by new or altered OGs that could drive further practice changes in the AIS. 
An analysis of these results allows us to consider innovation processes supported by AESs, EIPs, 
multi-level OGs and IBs within short time frames.  It also allows us to explore the implications 
for evaluation of such initiatives. 

Keywords: Agricultural Innovation Systems, Innovation Broker, Organisational Groupings, 
Agri-Environmental Incentives, Evaluation, Cotton Farming Systems, Australia 

 
 
Introduction 
Contemporary  Agri-Environmental Systems (AES) throughout Europe (Dwyer 2013) and the 
world (Kiers et al., 2008) are continuously challenged by complex, dynamic and multi-leveled 
issues.  We define AESs as soft systems (Ison et al., 2007 ; Steyaert & Jiggins, 2007 ; Ison, 
2010), in which boundaries are re/constructed in active multi-level social-ecological interactions 
pertinent to agriculturally relevant ecologies.  Such intractable issues and their local manifesta-
tions require that the multi-leveled actors within AESs across Europe (EUSCAR, 2012 ; Dwyer, 
2013) recognise this circumstance and therefore build knowledge and skills to safely manage 
non-linear and lively interrelated sets of challenges.  Supporting “innovation” has emerged as a 
key goal since the early 2000s within European directives to build such requisite knowledge and 
skills in a number of sectors, not least agriculture (Hermans et al., 2011).   

In a review of European Union (EU) innovation policy documents relevant to agriculture, 
Hermans et al. (2011, p. 8) present a list of contemporary EU rural development measures.  They 
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also assert that these measures do not operate in isolation of each other but rather interact along 
with many other policies and measures that are generated by non-governmental (i.e. NGOs) and 
part governmental (i.e. Quangos (Goodwin, 1998)) organisations in complex systems of agricul-
tural learning, development and innovation.  Moreover, these concomitant initiatives tend to be 
impermanent, operating under contractual arrangements extending over various time periods.   

Campbell  (2006, p. 17) has illustrated the complexity of the innovation context in Australian 
AESs by stating that in relation to Australian agriculture there are over “several hundred organi-
sations managing formal, scientific Natural Resource Management (NRM) knowledge” with an 
estimated 134 000 farming businesses (National Farmers NFF, 2013) nationally.  He also states 
that this is only a subset of the effort as his analysis does not include the policies and actions of 
other knowledge developers such as Agribusiness for example.   Hence both within the EU and 
Australia, the social and ecological outcomes for AESs can be viewed as the product of interact-
ing plural (public, private and market), multi-level (local, state, federal, regional, international), 
often short term, concomitant initiatives.   

Since the 1990s, Agricultural Knowledge and Information Systems (AKIS) theorists have worked 
on intervention theories that are cognisant of this perspective of the context (Klerkx et al., 2012).  
According to Klerkx et al. (2012, p. 54) these theories have informed and been informed by agri-
cultural policies and their implementation globally such as those based on Farmer First and Par-
ticipatory Technology Development models.  More recent theoretical endeavors under the rubric 
of Agricultural Innovation System (AIS) theory has added emphasis on certain aspects and is 
found to be in the logic and evolution of recent initiatives such as Support of Learning and Inno-
vation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture (SOLINSA) (Brunori et al., 2013) and Convergence 
of Sciences: Strengthening Innovation Systems (CoS-SIS) (Hounkonnou et al., 2012).  That is, 
AIS theories engage with the complexities introduced by the increasingly recognised multi-level 
reality of the local AES, the increasing specialisation and pluralisation within and across the in-
teractive domains and levels of AISs embedded in AESs, the increasingly recognised impact of 
the interplay between short term policy measures within such complexes and therefore the need 
for evaluation measures that recognise the processes of systemic change.  These theories of inno-
vation in agriculture appear to inform the EUs Agricultural Environmental Innovation Policy 
(EIP-Agri) of 2013 (European EU, 2013).  

Explicitly the innovation sought by the EIP-Agri “goes beyond speeding up the transfer from 
laboratory to practice (referred to as the linear innovation model)” by seeking a more “interactive 
innovation model” (European Commission 2013) in European AESs.  It does this by formalising 
a process that provides support for the development of Organisational Groupings (OGs) and the 
deployment of Innovation Brokers (IB) that facilitate linkages between components to drive the 
re-arrangements necessary for innovation.  OGs are defined in the EIP-Agri as groups that “will 
bring together farmers, researchers, advisors, businesses, NGOs and other actors to implement 
innovation projects pursuing the objectives of the EIP-Agri” (European Commission, 2013).  IBs 
are defined as individuals or organisations that act as the “go-between, discovering innovative 
ideas, connecting partners, finding funding sources and preparing project proposals. Ideally, in-
novation brokers should have a good connection to and a thorough understanding of the agricul-
tural world as well as well-developed communication skills for interfacing and animating” (Euro-
pean Commission, 2013).  This is consistent with theoretical definitions of IBs (Koutsouris, 
2012).  As a direct consequence of appearing to view the context for innovation from a systems 
perspective it also seeks to direct these components to brokering between concomitant initiatives 
developed under several EU agricultural policies across various levels.   

As this is a newly launched policy that appears to seek a distinct turn towards latest AIS under-
standings of innovation within AESs, research that helps us to better understand aspects of the 
implementation and evaluation of such ideas in practice is timely (IFSA, 2013).  We present an 
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account of a case from 2007 within an Australian AES that utilised an approach that is reflexively 
assessed to be grounded in AIS type thinking and can now also be considered to be consistent 
with the intent of the EIP-Agri.  This case study is of a short term initiative developed by a multi-
level Environmental Innovation Partnership (EIP) intended towards transitioning an AIS within 
an Australian AES towards ecologically sensitised environmental management regimes.  This is a 
reflexive examination of this case through the lens of those understandings of innovation in AISs 
that have appeared to inform the encouragement of EIPs, OGs and IBs under the pillar two of the 
European CAP reforms of 2013.  Before we reflect on our case it is important to be clear about 
the approach we are taking, the questions we will seek from the case, the theories that are rele-
vant to these questions and the propositions we expect to examine (Yin 2009).    

 

Methodology  
To be consistent with AIS theory we propose that an explanatory case study is an appropriate 
methodology.  This methodology is grounded by a view of social phenomena as emergent sys-
temic properties from irreducible sets of context specific social variables (Yin, 2009).  A single 
case study is also chosen because of the view of AIS theorists that extension research should 
move away from developing “best practice” extension models to designing methods to produce 
“best fit” in context models (Birner et al., 2006).  We have adapted Stake’s (1995) approach to 
organizing the case study in this paper.  Stake’s (1995, p. 123) approach follows a cyclic or re-
flective and inductive approach to researching a social phenomenon through a case study that 
moves through several stages that are consistent with soft systems approaches to organising ap-
plied research.    

The lead author was the appointed IB for the case we develop here.  The account of this case is 
produced from the field notes she amassed for reflexive management and reporting purposes.  
The field notes collected were from ‘participant as observer’ participant observations (Robson, 
2002, p. 317) of several meetings of the EIP and the OG and individual discussions with the 
members of these groups.  The EIP meetings focused on developing and consolidating project 
proposals and the on-going delivery and assessment of the project as it unfolded.  The meetings 
with the OG were organised as Participatory Action Research (PAR) meetings (Dick, 1993) and 
therefore included observations made during discussions about research plans and reflecting upon 
the implementation and refinement of such research plans.  PAR is a research methodology that is 
used when both action and research are required outcomes (Dick 1993).  The researchers are ex-
perienced facilitators of PAR and borrowed from a range of tools as the research unfolded.  An 
approach consistent with implementing a “best fit”, or contextually relevant and emergent, action 
research project that seeks to generate both theoretical and practical knowledge.  The field notes 
also included farm visits when participants were delivering upon their knowledge development 
plans whether in groups (e.g. training and service certification) or individually (i.e. when partici-
pants requested specific advice from self identified potential co-developers of knowledge).  

In addition to the field notes there were reports and media that were generated from within (i.e. 
by the IB and/or partnering organisations such as State Government newsletters and Cotton In-
dustry media) and external (e.g. external evaluations) to the EIP and OG.  These documents pro-
duced data about how others were evaluating the experiences they were having and what they 
considered relevant knowledge development both in terms of content and process.  As part of the 
reporting process the IB conducted unstructured interviews (Robson, 2002, p. 270) with each 
participating grower and each agronomic consultant at the end of the project.  These interviews 
supported growers and agronomic advisors to reflect upon the project, identify what they had 
learned and predict what aspects would remain viable post project.    The second, third and fourth 
authors acted as mentors to the IB and in doing so supported her reflexive praxis.  The second 
and third authors also had reporting and evaluation roles in two of the organisations that made up 
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the EIP.  They did not interact directly with the EIP or OG but the second author did interview 
agronomic consultants as part of an external industry wide evaluation of a cache of industry de-
livered projects aimed at developing environmental capacities of members of the Australian cot-
ton industry.  In the next section we re-present this body of data as a rich description of the case 
within Stake’s (1995) framework.  Our rich description includes one cycle of observation and 
reflection due to the short time frame of the initiative being investigated in this case. 

 

The Case    
 
Entry Vignette 
This section describes the context of the case and establishes the antecedent conditions that were 
relevant to the emergence of the best fit approach that is the subject of this research. The AIS 
case that is researched in this study is located within an AES that is produced geographically and 
socially by the interactions of several multi-level initiatives relevant to the development of water 
knowledge and innovation about a single Australian cotton catchment.  The case is bounded tem-
porally by a short term, one year, initiative that aimed to drive innovation in this AIS by provid-
ing Agri-Environmental Incentives (AEI)  to remedy self identified knowledge gaps, by facilitat-
ing interactions between several concomitant initiatives to enhance this knowledge development 
process and by securing synergies as a result through the amalgamation of resources and activi-
ties.  We define AEIs, also known as Agri-Environmental Schemes or Market Based Instruments 
(Dobbs & Pretty, 2004), as incentives, usually monetary, generally provided by public institutions 
to support farmers to produce and therefore develop markets for non-production, non-private  
outputs such as clean water, improved soil or increased biodiversity.   It was also reasoned by the 
co-developers of this initiative that if new relations were brokered within the knowledge devel-
opment system that an organisational change could occur leading to sustained innovation post 
project.    

At the time when the case was being developed there were several multi-level approaches aimed 
at improving water management within the Australian cotton industry.  Previously an industry 
wide assessment of irrigation knowledge within the Australian cotton industry had been complet-
ed (Callan et al., 2004).  This report had identified that the commercial agronomic advisor and 
cotton grower was a key knowledge interface in the irrigation knowledge system. Several of the 
projects in operation at this time were focusing on this grower-advisor interface.  These included 
funding from the National Program for Sustainable Irrigation (NIPSI), the evolution to Phase 3 of 
the Rural Water Use Efficiency Initiative (RWUEI3) which was providing workshops previously 
developed for growers to agronomic advisors and lastly the Murray Darling Basin Association 
(MDBA) initiatives aimed at increasing the number of irrigation accredited advisers through co-
investment in their certification.   

Australian cotton consultants were also re-defining their roles in response to the reduction of pub-
lic extension infrastructure and the second generation of gene technology in Australian cotton 
crops that rendered traditional roles obsolete (e.g. inbuilt resistance transforming weed and pest 
management responses).  In fact at the time of the project the Australian Cotton Consultants As-
sociation had re-named the organisation to Australian Crop Consultants Association. This plurali-
sation and transformational phenomenon in agricultural knowledge systems has been observed 
elsewhere, causing Birner et al (2006, p. 2) to develop a typology of service providers within 
“pluralistic agricultural advisory” contexts.   

However this phenomenon was emerging within a broader context of environmental issues and 
initiatives relevant to water and the Australian cotton industry.  Most of the Australian cotton 
crop is produced within the Murray Darling Basin (MDB).  In 2007 the federal government in 
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partnership with the Basin State Governments had enacted a Water Act   (AG, 2007).  This Water 
Act was aimed at reducing water extraction throughout Basin catchments in order to restore re-
generative flows.  Although complex in itself, it is suffice to say that most cotton growers were 
expecting a reduction in allocation as they were generally operating within those catchments of 
the MDB identified as most over-allocated.  Other broader initiatives included the addition of a 
water module to the industry’s best management practices programs (Cotton BMP), cross com-
pliance between State Government requirements, environmental organisation mandates and these 
industry self regulatory processes and a broad provision of AEIs to increase water use efficiency 
or protect riparian zone and fish habitats for example.  All of these initiatives were not operating 
in isolation from each other or with any degree of permanency.  This demonstrated that the con-
text for knowledge development and innovation in our case is complex and dynamic.   

In this context, what is now considered to be a type of multi-level Environmental Innovation 
Partnership (EIP) began operating.  The EIP was financially supported by the Federal Govern-
ment’ Sustainable Industries Initiative (SII) and the Federal and State government’s community 
Natural Resource Management (NRM) arrangements.  It was also supported by relationships built 
over many years of co-research and co-development interactions between the Cotton Catchment 
Communities Cooperative Research Centre (Cotton CRC) and its partners such as the Water 
Team, Cotton Australia’s Cotton BMP Team and the Cotton Research and Development Corpo-
ration.  It is labeled an EIP to recognise that it was aimed at environmental innovation within an 
Australian agricultural sector and is therefore similar to the types of European Innovation Part-
nerships that are expected to develop under the EIP-Agri for sustainable agriculture within the 
EU member states.  That is “EIPs should provide favorable conditions for research and innova-
tion partners to co-operate and achieve better and faster results compared to existing approaches” 
(European Union 2013). This partnership was interested in facilitating fast results in a short time 
frame in relation to the water outcomes of that part of the industry located within the Australian 
cotton relevant catchment that bounds our case.   

Given the number of industry and local initiatives focusing on the irrigator-advisory interface, the 
motivating factors for both the cotton growers and the agronomic advisors in terms of pending 
water cuts and relationship re-definition, it was decided by the EIP to work specifically upon fa-
cilitating a group to support innovation within the agronomic advisor-cotton grower water 
knowledge networks.  A type of OG that brought together a group of actors that included farmers 
and their agronomic advisors as well as relevant others as the project developed.  This is akin to 
an EIP-Agri defined OG.  To ensure that the process of knowledge development supported by the 
OG was structured, PAR (Dick, 1993) was built into the milestones of the project.   

One of the participants of the EIP was operating an AEI and had funds available to stimulate 
adoption of practices that would have both public and private outcomes by supporting the produc-
tion of the expected public ones.  Within Australia’s community NRM program AEIs have been 
consistently shown to stimulate the rate and reach of adoption of practices which provide public 
goods (Coutts & Samson, 2008).  The EIP decided to redirect the available funds to co-invest in 
the filling of the OG’s self-identified knowledge gaps rather than purely supporting on-farm pre-
determined ideal or best types of infrastructural change.  This was a novel departure from the use 
of incentives at this time.  Utilising evidence gleaned from examining the results of projects that 
facilitate “Research Pull” as opposed to “Research Push” (Klerkx et al., 2012), along with the 
evidence of increased rates and reach of adoption when AEIs are in use (Coutts & Samson 2008), 
the EIP reasoned that together these approaches would deliver rapid innovation that is more likely 
to be sustained.   

To further ensure that the knowledge development was rapid they decided that some of the funds 
should be utilised to secure a facilitator that could support the OG to identify their knowledge 
needs, facilitate linkages between the OG and other actors to encourage novelty as well as quick-
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ly link up the OG with actors that could help solve the issues identified and to administer the de-
livery of the project in one year time frame.  Consistent with IB theory the EIP specifically re-
quired an IB with the knowledge, skills and legitimacy to facilitate this process.  This was akin to 
appointing an IB as defined in the EIP-Agri.  However the EIP in this case from Australia were 
further reasoning that if they could appoint an IB to facilitate the restructuring of relations that 
this could also contribute to a legacy of sustained innovation post project.   

In summary the context described is not dissimilar to the current context in EU member states 
where innovation is emerging as a key theoretically informed driver in policies aimed at rural 
development within AESs.  That is, within the context of EU AESs, there is a multiplicity of ac-
tion driven by initiatives within and between the two pillars of the CAP and those that are initiat-
ed by the private sector, Quangos and NGOs that are similar to those described in our case. Also 
in the EU member states the pluralisation of agricultural advisory arrangements has initiated 
much research about this phenomena and the responses made by agronomic advisors.  Moreover 
in this complex and dynamic context within the EU, new policies have emerged seeking to drive 
innovation through EIPs, OGs and IBs.  Finally, the responses that were made by the actors in our 
case share many similarities with the type of responses that are expected to be supported under 
the auspices of the EIP-Agri.  Therefore what happened in our case could inform design and 
evaluations of initiatives that respond to the latest policy development under the EIP-Agri. 

 

Issue identification and framework for examination 
In order to assess how this case could inform the design and evaluation of EIP-Agri supported 
initiatives we need to identify what design attributes in our case that we are interested in and the 
evaluation of such.  We have established that in terms of this case several contextual factors 
drove the subsequent design that were consistent with the context that initiatives developed 
through the EIP-Agri could operate within.  However in this case there is one contextual factor 
that facilitated three design attributes that are worthy of particular attention.  The contextual fac-
tor is the short term, one year time frame for the project.  The first design attribute of subsequent 
interest is the decision to appoint an IB with certain skills, knowledge and legitimacy.  The se-
cond related attribute was that these skills, knowledge and rapport were necessary to facilitate a 
PAR (Dick 1993) process of rapid Research Pull by coordinating self directed and reflexive 
learning cycles and facilitating linkages between potential co-developers of self identified learn-
ing needs.  The third subsequent design attribute was the decision to support this IB facilitated 
PAR process with the re-deployment of AEIs from ‘hard” infrastructural change towards the co-
investment in ‘soft’ self identified knowledge development.  Together these attributes were theo-
rised to be drivers of rapid innovation in the short time frame within the complex and dynamic 
context described that could lead to on-going innovation post project.     

Much has been theorised about the new praxeology of systemic facilitators within such contexts.  
Klerkx et al. (2012, p. 56) tabulates a summary of this literature under three main roles of: Articu-
lation of Problems and Possibilities, Network Building and lastly Supporting Negotiation and 
Learning Networks.  Each of these roles was evident in the design of the IB appointment and the 
process they were expected to facilitate in our case.  Whilst the problems that this literature deals 
with include legitimacy, neutrality and on-going funding issues (Koutsouris, 2012) it does not 
explicitly deal with design approaches that are cognisant  of the endemic nature of short term 
funding arrangements and therefore seek to purposefully facilitate innovation regardless.  The 
short term intervention is a wide spread contextual factor for the application of theory of exten-
sion pedagogy within AISs in the era of privatization, divestment, specialisation and fragmenta-
tion of extension across the world.  Moreover, the concomitancy of multi-organisational short 
term contracts complicates this scenario further.  This means that experimenting with models for 
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implementing and evaluating short term intermediaries in AISs that are seeking systemic (i.e. 
sustained post intervention) innovation is of interest. 

AIS theorists have also explored how innovation can be evaluated.  In this vein AIS theorists 
have posited that innovation has various levels ranging from incremental to revolutionary 
(Brunori et al., 2013).  We therefore assert that the praxeology of the IB could be evaluated in 
relation to these levels of innovation outcomes.  Incremental innovation is often associated with 
doing something differently whereas revolutionary innovation is associated with complete re-
structuring of the arrangements relevant to knowledge development including to the limits of the 
knowledge production sphere (Steyaert & Jiggins, 2007 ; Hounkonnou et al., 2012).  Therefore in 
terms of the IB roles documented by Koutsouris (2012) how problems are viewed and what pos-
sibilities can be explored in the remedying of problems becomes a key indicator of the degree of 
innovation. Moreover the structure or relations and how they are transformed is related to prob-
lem framing and solution finding and also means that the type of network relations facilitated 
becomes another indicator in the degree of systemic intervention. In the next section we present 
our findings through the framework of levels of innovation and the Koutsouris’ (2012) three roles 
of IB praxeology.  We look in particular at the use of AEIs in this process.   

 

Description and Reflection 
The relationships between level of innovation and the three roles as documented by Koutsouris 
(2012) frame the description and reflection section.  We also seek to explicate if these outcomes 
were sustained post intervention. 

Facilitation of Learning 
The project achieved the participation and adoption targets that had been set for it by the funding 
contracts between Federal and State Governments that the EIP had creatively amalgamated in the 
design of this initiative.  The following outcomes are listed in the final report (Hood, 2008).  Of 
the agronomic advisors advising cotton growers within the case catchment, 25% participated in 
this project.  These agronomic advisors partnered with farmer clients whom together managed 
31% of the possible area of the case catchment and approximately 10% of the groundwater re-
sources diverted by agricultural within the catchment annually.  Together these agronomic advi-
sor-cotton grower relationships drew $130 000 worth of knowledge in the form of consultancies 
and training and subsequently invested in $390 000 worth of on farm works that would save from 
seepage or evaporation some 700 Megalitres of water per annum  This is considered a rapid rate 
of adoption and therefore a successful delivery of the project.  The investment in water saving 
measures made by the growers proceeded without further co-investment and will sustain water 
savings post project.  But the development of further measures by participating growers resulting 
in further water savings per annum post project or the provision of new services by agronomists 
resulting in wider dissemination of these activities post project was deemed unlikely by these 
participating growers and agronomists.   Therefore rapid incremental adoption can be considered 
an outcome of this successful delivery.   

However, what is not obvious in these figures is the range of responses that were made.  For ex-
ample even though the participating growers as a group purchased so many dollars of knowledge 
or implemented so many dollars of changes on farm, not all growers proceeded with implementa-
tion plans in full and some chose to not make any.  Likewise, although so many agronomic advi-
sors participated, some did not remain engaged and although those that did stated that some as-
pects of their service delivery would be enhanced as a result of their participation in the project 
they generally decided to not adopt the new services they had experimented with.  These results 
(Hood, 2008) indicate that the knowledge development process was self directed and effective, in 
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that it allowed people to articulate a range of decisions, including the decision to not change their 
approach and is therefore central to the production of these outcomes.   

The project proposal had stipulated that the IB utilise PAR to structure the learning process, and 
the delivery of monetary incentives (CCCCRC, 2007, p. 3).  It is evident that project designers 
considered PAR coordinated encouragement of Research Pull as opposed to Push was a key at-
tribute in the delivery of rapid project outcomes and sought to value add to this theoretically in-
formed design attribute by supplying monetary support in the form of AEIs to stimulate this pro-
cess. However, when reflecting upon the PAR that was facilitated in this research the IB demon-
strated that this was not a smooth process of an OG whom together participated in learning cycles 
from problem identification, research design, implementation, observation, reflection and through 
to re-identification of problems.  But rather that it was a process of supporting the reflexive praxis 
of each actor with which the IB interacted with, whether they were members of the EIP, the OG 
or engaged as the project evolved, and allowing synergies to stop and start between actors when 
stages or interests in their practice converged and diverged, whilst also equally allowing PAR 
cycles to operate in isolation of others and never converging.  Equally this, IB praxeology sup-
ports actors to disengage but does so in a way that helps people to articulate their reasons.  After 
King (2000) this is a PAR process informed by systemic understandings of social learning. Dia-
grammatically, this approach would resemble a mess of learning cycles that are sometimes oper-
ating in isolation, sometimes stagnant, sometimes hidden, other times converging and equally 
diverging. 

From post project interviews with consultants and via an external evaluation of the project 
(Coutts, 2008b) it was evident that this approach to PAR was a key factor in the project’s success.  
One agronomic consultant reflected that “It is important to be in a group and talk about things 
and learn in a group actually doing stuff as you go.  The fact that we planned stuff, went out and 
did it and then was able to talk about our experiences was really helpful” (Hood 2008, p.23).  
They also felt that what they had learnt by participating in the project was useful.  Moreover, de-
cisions to dis-adopt or non-adopt were cited as well informed given their participation in the pro-
ject (Hood, 2008).   

However, the results also show that such effective PAR can achieve rapid results if the 
knowledge development is stimulated by monetary incentives. Incentives were a major factor for 
grower participation with one explicitly saying, “I would not have paid for it”  “(Grower #6, 
10/10/2008).  The consultants felt that incentives were most helpful in engaging their grower cli-
ents regarding WUE, as one said, “Incentives helped get a few guys who probably would not 
have done it otherwise” (Agronomic consultant #5, 02/06/08) and another said, “Economic in-
vestment helped in selling it to clients” (Agronomic consultant #3, 2/06/2008).  Together the 
PAR and incentives were identified by participants as critical to engagement, learning, adoption, 
dis-adoption and non-adoption.  Thereby demonstrating that incentivised PAR can lead to rapid 
and sustained incremental innovation.   However as the next section shows the designed facilita-
tion and mobilisation of new linkages within the knowledge networks is also considered to be an 
important factor in these rapid results.  Although equally an indicator of the limits to achieving 
sustained revolutionary innovation in short time frames. 

 

 
Network Building 
There was a strong emphasis on the development and consolidation of the partnerships best able 
to facilitate immediate and on-going co-innovation within the project proposal (CCCCRC 2007).  
Specifically networks between the cotton industry and environmental organisations as well as 
between agronomic advisors that could be sustained post project was being sought by their coor-
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dinated involvement in identifying and working on immediate knowledge gaps.  Consequently 
the project facilitated the development of linkages that did not exist prior to the initiation of the 
project.  According to one agronomist the project “has given us another network to consult with” 
(Coutts, 2008a).   Another commented that “it was good to be able to work in small groups. It 
gave us one on one time and the opportunity to access information from researchers” (Coutts, 
2008a).  Several examples of the network linkages made include with cotton funded researchers 
that had mutually discovered research interests with the agronomic consultant-grower research 
interests, or the deployment of irrigation engineers that were Cotton CRC partners and had previ-
ously worked with other agronomic advisors but not the agronomists or the farmers that were 
involved in this project.  

Therefore, a closer look at the relationships that were quickly operationalised in this project stim-
ulated by the PAR identified knowledge needs of the agronomic-advisor relationship and the pro-
vision of monetary incentives reveals that the linkages that were made internally re-organised the 
relevant cotton research, development and extension network more than it drew in participants 
from external networks. A participating consultant alerts to the insularity of the networks devel-
oped when in an industry publication (QG, 2009) he states “it was really good to be part of a team 
of interested consultants, extension personnel and researchers to address these issues together”.  
This triad is historically relevant to knowledge development in the Australian cotton industry and 
notably does not include other entities such as the environmental organisations that had been in-
volved for example.   In social capital terminology the relationships made were more bonding 
then bridging or linking types (Pretty, 2003).   To reiterate the linkages made in this project could 
be considered as filling antecedent gaps in the existing cotton irrigation knowledge network of 
this catchment.   

Regardless of the types of network connections made, the networks that were created in this pro-
ject were not sustained post-project.  However, the agronomic consultants did consider the merit 
of collaborating further in the final stages of the project.  They requested that an economist whose 
services had been built into project delivery by the EIP assess the cost-benefit of various scenari-
os of new business delivery.  Scenarios included: one (or a subset of) consultants developing a 
specialist irrigation and environmental advisory service and the others utilising this with their 
clients; develop partnerships with existing specialist consultant advisory services; or undertake 
new services individually.  Following these deliberations it was decided that they felt that the 
services they currently delivered had been enhanced by their participation and that future individ-
ual or collaborative business development into new areas was not feasible.  The economics of 
delivery and the willingness of clients to demand these services were the main determinants of 
the decision to truncate the network post project.  

The IB reflected that the bridging and linking relations (i.e. with other industries, or interest 
groups) were not immediately (i.e. short term) identified as relevant to the agronomic-farmer 
knowledge needs.    However, the IB also reflected that the ease with which these connections 
were made were related to the relationships she had amongst the eventual collaborators and with-
in the cotton industry and the specific catchment.  This highlights a potential relationship between 
short term time frames, legitimate IBs, self directed learning processes, monetary incentives and 
the facilitation of incremental as opposed to revolutionary change.  As Pretty (2003) observes the 
dark side of bonding relations is that they tend to consolidate internally palatable problem frame-
works and reinforce relations that share these frameworks.  The results of which are limits to the 
types of networks that can be facilitated.  Moreover antecedent discontinuities between some 
groups and others can become reinforced.  The network relations formed in this project allowed 
rapid incremental innovation and are not sustained after the fact.  Here the issue is the time re-
quired to create the opportunities to challenge the view of the problems and consider second or-
der learning issues such as the frameworks within which the identified research issues are located 
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(Steyaert & Jiggins, 2007).  Providing the opportunity for participants to work on second order 
issues as well as first order ones has been shown to be critical to revolutionary change 
(Hounkonnou et al., 2012).   

However, this highlights the role of problem framing in the construction of who should be in-
volved, for how long, as well as what are considered possible solutions in terms of incremental 
and revolutionary innovation.  Moreover the development of indicators that can evaluate the evo-
lution of problem framing and the types of relations supported by initiatives aimed at innovation 
is highlighted. 

Articulation of Problems and Possibilities 
The talk and text produced about the project illustrated that it was pursuant of broad environmen-
tal objectives for improved outcomes for water at the industry and catchment level. The project 
proposal includes the following objectives:  “Increase the adoption of Water Use Efficiency prac-
tices that deliver on industry and catchment natural resource targets” and “coordinate and facili-
tate the delivery of Natural Resource Management outcomes through best management practice 
in Water Use Efficiency”(CCCCRC, 2007).  

However, these statements indicate that broad objectives are able to be translated into more con-
crete aims of increasing and promoting responsible stewardship of water resources by cotton 
farmers on cotton farms within the catchment.  Of course there are difficulties in terms of moni-
toring the impact of farm level action if the problem remained a catchment level problem.  How-
ever, by continuing to reduce the problem definition in this way catchment level outcomes remain 
unable to be examined.  Moreover the use of the term “natural resource” instead of environment 
or ecological management reiterates that the problem is a farm problem as opposed to an envi-
ronmental or ecological or catchment problem.  That is, by labeling environmental commons in-
tegral to production outcomes “natural resources” they are able to be constructed narrowly as a 
resource base which contrasts with a more holistic view that would include the need to consider 
the on-going regeneration of the resource base as well.    

It seems that that these problem definitions were refined and worked on in the subsequent project. 
For example, in a paper delivered at a national cotton conference after the project had been final-
ised it was stated that the project had allowed the cotton industry and its partners to: “collaborate 
to improve water management and achieve both production and environmental outcomes.  Im-
proving water use efficiency leads to not only decreased deep drainage, reduced water logging 
and reduced risk of salinisation from a catchment health perspective but also the production of 
more bales per megalitre and compliance with industry best practice guidelines” (Spanswick & 
Jones, 2008, p. 6).  In this statement, rates of adoption of on farm “best practice” within catch-
ments are constructed as a proxy for “catchment health”.  Ultimately the relationship between 
improved farm practice and catchment health remains diffuse and not able to be measured (e.g. 
level of salinisation risk reduced) and the relationship between improved on farm management 
and the private economic benefit (e.g. more bales per megalitre) remains measurable and indica-
tive of success.   

This articulation of problems and possibilities was largely set by the EIP beholden to funding 
programs that they had deployed in this partnership and the evaluation measures that these fun-
ders required.  However there was evidence that the EIP were attempting to achieve systemic 
objectives as well.  This is evidenced in the desire of the EIP to allow theory to inform practice, 
to consider the opportunities to rapidly drive innovation that could lead to on-going change, and 
to reflect upon this by explicitly requesting documentation of the results of such experiments.  
However, the successful delivery of targets related to incremental change such as numbers partic-
ipating, distributional effects and megalitres saved overshadowed the purposeful consideration of 
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how the project had contributed to systemic change within the catchment management regime 
(Birner et al 2006, p. 3).   

Assertions 
The context of our case is relevant to contemporary AESs throughout the globe and the problem 
of impermanency of IBs is endemic within these.  Here we have shown that through purposeful 
design within these contexts rapid incremental change can be facilitated.  However we also show 
that such efforts may be at risk of not contributing to on-going systemic change at the level of 
revolutionary change. We assert that the development of extension and evaluation methodologies 
that facilitate both incremental and revolutionary change and that have a post-project legacy are 
required.  To this end we have generated some assertions from our reflexive account of a relevant 
case in Australia. 

In this case knowledge development and practice change is rapid.  This result is the outcome of 
several factors purposefully designed by the EIP.  Firstly, the project explicitly required that a 
PAR approach to knowledge development was employed within an OG.  The EIP also explicitly 
sought an IB with the knowledge, skills and legitimacy among prospective participants to deliver 
the project.  The use of AEIs to stimulate Research Pull was both novel and effective.  The incen-
tivised PAR approach to Knowledge development created new linkages in the cotton extension 
network that did not exist prior to the project.   

However, knowledge development was bounded, network connections were observed to be more 
bonding then bridging or linking types and the networks created were temporary and truncated by 
project finalisation.  The AEIs deployed stimulated the Research Pull but also contributed to the 
limits on the types of networks that could form and the problems that could be researched by par-
ticipants. Therefore innovation in this case was unable to move towards sustained revolutionary 
change.  Klerkx et al. (2012) warned of the propensity for innovation projects to contribute to the 
delay of revolutionary innovation because they tend to support more of the same.  In reflection 
upon our case, indicators and measures that move beyond assessing incremental change were 
perhaps required.  However, the move by the EIP to work creatively and reflexively within their 
context, in the case we represented here, cannot be discounted.   

We assert that measures that can reveal the types of networks formed will provide information 
about whether the networks reached beyond their bonds and formed bridges and linkages with 
other sectors and interests and whether articulations of research problems that consider contextual 
issues as well as operational issues within PAR activities at all levels (EIP, OG and Individual) 
may remedy this disjunction.  Social Network Analysis (SNA) is an area of social science that 
has built a set of theories and methods based on the premise that social relations are observable 
and measurable phenomena in which patterns can be empirically identified (Bodin et al., 2006).  
Recently these theories and methods are proving useful in environmental governance research 
(Bodin et al., 2006 ; Bodin & Crona, 2009).  For example Beilin et al. (2013) have illustrated the 
usefulness of SNA in developing participants’ understandings of transitions in multi-scalar social 
networks relevant to Landcare arrangements in Victoria, Australia.    

 

Conclusion  
In our research, we have been able to consider the innovation process through financial incen-
tives, EIPs, multi-level OGs and IBs within short time frames from a systems perspective. We 
have also explored the implications for evaluation of such initiatives.  We have closed with some 
assertions that require further experimentation and reflection.   

Firstly, taking a systems approach to innovation within the EIP, OG and IB’s praxeology is fun-
damental.  All of which, including the EIP requires space, and perhaps time, to be creative at the 
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level of problem definition and in managing network developments.  In relation to the IB praxe-
ology specifically, there is a requirement for systemic understandings of social learning within 
complex settings that results in a messy multiplicity of multi-level, dynamic and uncontrolled 
cycles of PAR.  In sum, a systems approach may destabilize the formal delineations between the 
EIP and OG and produce a more fluid definition of such networks facilitated by an IB working 
across all these domains in this way.   

Secondly, by building in indicators that map changes in problem definition and network arrange-
ments and that considers all levels of the system (IB, OG and EIP) the short term initiative may 
be able to overcome barriers to revolutionary change.  Our research suggests that monetarily lu-
bricated PAR coordinated Research Pull may not be an effective substitute for the time required 
to challenge problem definitions and in an interrelated way integrate previously disparate net-
works.  This assertion would need more purposeful examination in order to be able to draw a 
more definitive conclusion.   

Finally, the novel deployment of AEIs to assist knowledge developers to purchase self directed 
knowledge requirements appears to require anchoring within an approach that ensures that the 
requirement of receipts does not limit the types of knowledge and networks that can be devel-
oped.  We believe the EIP-Agri 2013, which appears to seek the facilitation within the EU mem-
ber states of the types of initiatives that our case in Australia is an example of, offers a context 
within which to consider these assertions further. 
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Abstract: Innovation is high on the agenda, in view of the deep economic crisis and the chal-
lenges of feeding 9 billion people in 2050 in a more sustainable way. For an effective and effi-
cient response the Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation Systems (AKIS) needs to innovate 
itself and adopt new ways of working. This paper reports on work carried out by the EU’s SCAR 
to implement the European Union’s (EU) European Innovation Partnership (EIP) ‘Agricultural 
Productivity and Sustainability’ in relation to Horizon2020.  

National and regional governments can stimulate innovation by implementing the EIP through 
multi-actor operational groups that work in a participatory way. This is to be translated in an in-
strument portfolio that consists of incentives for research, development and innovation as well as 
the stimulation of knowledge exchange, adoption of innovation and technical application in the 
production process. The support of facilitators and innovation brokers is of core relevance for 
AKIS as well as the establishment of operational groups. 

Special attention is needed to incentivize research to be responsive to the needs of innovation 
processes. Our recommendations suggest that at least for some of the Horizon2020 project calls 
or national funded research better incentives could be installed to link innovation and research.  

Multi-actor innovation might benefit from modern ICT support. There is a great potential for us-
ing existing social software tools and platforms for communication, interaction, knowledge shar-
ing, preservation of information and as such stimulate multi-actor innovation.  

The difference between innovation and research means that governments have more instruments 
than research to promote innovation. Extension and education, fiscal measures, credit guarantees, 
innovative procurement, inducements like prizes and other incentives can help too. There is an 
important European dimension to innovation and innovation policy. 

Keywords: Innovation, Research, Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation Systems, Innovation 
Policy 

 
 
Introduction 
The current economic crisis has put innovation high on the policy agenda. Also recent worries 
about scarcities and the functioning of the food system, including negative (environmental) as-
pects of the production systems have led to calls for more innovation.  

This paper reports on work carried out by the EU’s SCAR to implement the European Union’s 
European Innovation Partnership (EIP) ‘Agricultural Productivity and Sustainability’ in relation 
to Horizon2020. The SCAR is the Standing Committee of Agricultural Research and coordinates 
agricultural research and innovation in the European Research Area.  
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The objective of the paper is to investigate how the need for innovation could be best be ad-
dressed through government policies, given the state of the current AKIS and what this means for 
the future of the AKIS.  

The needs for innovation have emphasized discussions on the organisation of the Agricultural 
Knowledge and Innovation Systems (AKIS). Innovation and research are different concepts. 
More research does not automatically mean more innovation. The AKIS have been criticized for 
being unable to absorb and internalise the fundamental structural and systemic shifts that have 
occurred. The publicly funded AKIS appear to be locked into old paradigms based on linear ap-
proaches and conventional assumptions (Brunori et al., 2008).  

Innovation defined 
Innovation is a broad concept. The OECD defines it as the implementation of a new or signifi-
cantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organi-
sational method in business practices, workplace organisation or external relations. This implies 
that innovation activities are all scientific, technological, organisational, financial and commer-
cial steps which actually, or are intended to, lead to the implementation of innovations. Innova-
tion is often linked to businesses, but it should not be forgotten that the public domain, which is 
the other 50% of the European economy, can innovate to. This includes the public aspects of ag-
riculture (‘multifunctionality’).  

In addition the term social innovation has become popular (Bock, 2012). This concept has rough-
ly three different meanings. It originates in critiques of traditional innovation theory and points at 
the need to take the social mechanisms of innovation into account: people have to adapt their 
working routines to adopt a new method or (making a) new product.  

In the context of rural development, social innovation refers to the (social) objectives of innova-
tion – that is those changes in the social fabric of rural societies, that are perceived as necessary 
and desirable in order to strengthening rural societies. In this meaning of social innovation the 
social inclusion or equity aspect is stressed. A third meaning refers to the social responsibility of 
innovations: new technologies might have negative aspects for some stakeholder groups that 
should be addressed. 

Innovation policy 
Smits et al. (2010) distinguishes two views on innovation policy: the systems of innovation ap-
proach versus the macro-economic approach The macro-economic view tends to see innovation 
as a linear process from (basic) research via R&D to a commercial application. The main ra-
tionale for the government to act is market failure and the main policy instrument is science or 
research policy. As there is also a risk of government failure, the choices on the direction of in-
novation should – in this view – be left to the market as much as possible: the market organises 
the allocation of resources. It leads to a fairly clear policy that can be monitored by trends in sci-
ence-based indicators. 

The systems of innovation view has a more complicated approach to innovation and innovation 
policy. The focus is on interaction between different stakeholders in the innovation process. The 
main rationale is that there are systemic (network) problems in the system or the creation of new 
innovation systems. Therefore an innovation policy is needed. However that innovation policy 
makes choices and is much more context specific. In the Systems of Innovation view, a well-
developed knowledge and innovation system has seven functions (Bergek et al., 2010): 

1) Knowledge development and diffusion; 
2) Influence on direction of search and identification of opportunities; 
3) Entrepreneurial experimentation and management of risk and uncertainty; 
4) Market formation; 
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5) Resource mobilisation; 
6) Legitimation; 
7) Development of positive externalities. 

 

Innovation systems can be analysed according to these functions, and blocking mechanisms to 
develop or improve these functions can be identified; this can be a basis for policy intervention. 

The critique on AKIS that they are locked into old paradigms based on linear approaches and 
conventional assumptions (Brunori et al., 2008) can be interpreted as a comment that they are too 
much linked to the first type of innovation policy and should move to the second type. However 
this should be taken with a grain of salt, as the AKIS (as we will see in section 3 of this paper) are 
themselves very much based on the systems-of-innovation view. The critique was also linked to 
the fact that AKIS are traditionally more focusing on productivity than on the policy objectives of 
sustainability and multi-functionality.  

Organisation of the work for this paper 
The investigation reported in this paper is based on earlier work (EU SCAR, 2012) concerning 
AKIS (reported in more detail in section 3). This work defined and described AKIS in general 
terms, linked it to the concept of innovation and innovation policy (as reported above) and gath-
ered experiences from the member states of the European Research Area.  

In this new work we continued with the SCAR collaborative working group AKIS as a communi-
ty of practice that discussed the policy ideas and proposals concerning EIP  (reported in more 
detail in section 2) as well as relevant examples from the member states that could be interpreted 
as good examples avant-la-lettre that fit into the new EIP (reported in section 4). Discussions in 
the community of practice on these examples helped the civil servants to shape the details of the 
EIP legislation.  

The working group gathered 5 times for 2-day meetings in a period of one year, and two one-day 
meetings as kick-off and closing session (to review the draft end report). Based on a common 
format of a powerpoint, provided by the leadership of the group, the participants from member 
states reported information from their country as a basis for discussion. In addition experts were 
asked for presentations and creative techniques like brainstormings, De Bono’s thinking hats etc. 
were used. 

Special attention, with a desk research study (Jespersen et al, 2013) was paid to the role of ICT, 
as this technology (and especially social media) is reshaping forms of collaboration. This is re-
ported in section 5.  

More attention to innovation in the AKIS implies new ways of working and incentivizing re-
searchers and research institutes to do so. This was the topic of a second desk research (Home et 
al, 2013), that is reported here in section 6. Based on this we formulate recommendations for na-
tional and regional policy makers, including suggestions for monitoring. 

Policy context 
Policy makers have reacted to the demand for more innovation by taking measures to also speed 
up innovation in agriculture and the wider bio-based economy. The European Innovation Partner-
ship (EIP) for ‘Agricultural Productivity and Sustainability’ aims to foster a competitive and sus-
tainable agriculture and forestry that 'achieves more from less' input and works in harmony with 
the environment. For achieving this aim, the EIP will build bridges between research and farming 
practice. The EIP adheres to the "interactive innovation model" which focuses on forming de-
mand-driven partnerships - using bottom-up approaches and linking farmers, advisors, research-
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ers, businesses, and other actors (e.g. civil society like ngo’s or governmental bodies) in so-called 
Operational Groups. 

The EIP network will facilitate the effective flow of information. A Brussels based EIP network 
facility, called the "EIP Service Point", is installed to support this. An important action format of 
the EIP Network is the so-called Focus Group that bring together up to 20 experts willing to en-
gage in sharing knowledge and advancing practical innovative solutions to address key challeng-
es.    

For funding concrete innovative actions, the EIP-AGRI will be implemented through actions that 
are mainly supported by two Union policies: Rural Development Policy and Horizon 2020.  In 
the Rural Development Policy several measures can be used to stimulate innovation and the ac-
tivities of operational groups. The key measures include 'cooperation', 'knowledge transfer and 
information actions', 'advisory services', 'investment in physical assets' and 'farm and business 
development'.  

Within the framework of Horizon 2020, two new instruments were developed that are instrumen-
tal for the EIP: multi-actor projects and thematic networks. The key feature of multi-actor pro-
jects is to "ensure the necessary cross-fertilising interactions between researcher, businesses, 
farmers/producers, advisors and end-users" in order to address the needs, problems and opportu-
nities of end-users. 

 

Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation Systems 
AKIS is a useful concept to describe a system of innovation, with emphasis on the organisations 
involved, the links and interactions between them, the institutional infrastructure with its incen-
tives and the budget mechanisms. Although the components Extension (Farm Advisory) system, 
Education and Research are often stressed, it is important to realise that there are many more 
actors in the food chain that directly influence the decision making of farmers and their innova-
tions. 

Different parts of AKIS, such as education, extension and research face different challenges. 
They are also governed with different incentives, which can be problematic for synergy and co-
operation within an AKIS. Education is often weakly connected to the other components. Applied 
research is often reviewed on scientific output, much less on relevance.  

AKIS are very different between countries, regions and sectors. Although they are changing 
(some countries have restructured their AKIS considerably) and diversity is useful in innovation 
and transitions, there is no guarantee that they are fit to answer the challenges posed by the need 
to increase productivity and sustainability in agriculture and food production (EU SCAR, 2012).  

Networking and cooperation between research and extension or farmers’ groups is to be promot-
ed. Agenda setting by farmers and food business is more important than more research dissemi-
nation. The EU SCAR AKIS therefore advocated a distinction between science-driven research 
and innovation-driven research. Programming, farmer/business involvement and the role of the 
EU are quite different in both types. 

AKIS are governed by public policy but consistent AKIS policies do not exist. Monitoring of 
AKIS (input, system, output) is fragmented. The high level of attention to ‘innovation’ in the pol-
icy domain and the lack of research for evidence-based policy are inconsistent. (EU SCAR, 
2012). 
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Examples of interactive innovation 
Although the term "operational group" is new in the Rural Development policy, some initiatives 
in European countries already applied an interactive innovation approach. Some examples dis-
cussed in the Community of Practice of the SCAR-AKIS working group include: 

Innovation and Partnership Projects (France) An annual call for projects "Innovation and Part-
nership" is set up by the French Ministry of Agriculture as of 2004 under CASDAR funding. The 
objective of the projects is to produce operational results in a user-friendly way to farmers and to 
have an adequate partnership for the project work. One IP project can be funded between 250k€ 
or 450 k€ for 3 years and the projects are conducted in partnership between development and 
advisory services, research and training agencies, including groups of farmers. Farmers are in-
volved in the project's steering committee and assist in making up the experimental plan and in 
orienting the project. Projects conducted in this framework have a practical aim: to produce re-
sults conducive to innovation, easily transferable to advisors and farmers, and that can contribute 
to the definition of public policies. Topics to be chosen may be linked to societal challenges (de-
scribed in a tender) or subjects supported by Joint Technology Networks.  

KarjaKompassi (Cow Compass, Finland) At the basis of the Cow Compass was the objective to 
develop an on-line management tool to support process planning, ration formulation and optimal 
economic operation of cattle farms. It’s now an on-line service for farmers delivered by a rural 
advisory service. The development stages were highly interactive between research, extension 
and farmers (for testing and piloting). 

Improve quality of Danish beans by heat treatment (Denmark) The aim of the project was to 
improve the quality of Danish beans through heat treatment. This included the testing of a mobile 
toaster unit at a farm and the testing and monitoring of proteins in cows. The initial question was 
formulated by a farmer and in the end, the project was carried out by a team of farmers and 
knowledge institutes.  

Better farm Programme (Ireland) The programme wants to improve the farms’ profitability 
through technology transfer and feedback to research. This happens with involvement of the 
farmers and demonstration farms. The approach has been influenced by a participatory approach.  

Riduca reflui (Italy) The aim of this project is to search for technological and managerial solu-
tions for the reduction of water pollution due to the use of animal waste. The initial demand came 
from the farmers’ organization, but was promoted by the Veneto region and carried out together 
with research and extension.  

Water quality groups (Flanders) In the framework of the Nitrate directive, it was necessary to 
address the issue of water quality in Flanders. As one of the measures, local networks of farmers 
and applied researchers were established to follow-up, explain and address the results of the ni-
trate measurements in specific water bodies.  

HortLINK Project SCEPTRE – A LINK Consortium (UK) Defra’s HortLINK is a collaborative 
programme with industry and end-users to translate R&D into a commercial reality. In the specif-
ic case or SCEPTRE, the focus is upon improving crop protection in horticulture and especially 
for the use in minor crops. In these minor crops, there are fewer effective products available as a 
result of EU legislation and the failure of the market to develop new products. 

Good Fruit (Estonia – Latvia) Within the Good Fruit project, a complex unit has been developed 
to store and process fruit and berries to provide product development service throughout the year. 
Researchers initiated the project and they were joined by about a hundred small farmers. They are 
using the processing department and the storage and product development services of the re-
search institute. 
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The key success factors in these projects strongly depend upon the specific context, challenge and 
constitution of the group. The composition of and way of working within the group turns out to 
be an important key success factor. Self-organisation seems to be a pre-requisite, trust essential. 
The initiatives under study suggest a consortium with a range of stakeholders involved in the ac-
tivities and this on a voluntary base. It can help if the group builds upon existing relations be-
tween people who are open to discuss their problems. Between the stakeholders, there should 
furthermore be a close and active cooperation and all actors should commonly define and co-
construct the ”raison d’être”, goals and objectives of the group. Other supporting elements are (i) 
the presence of neutral actors or facilitators within the group that facilitate and drive the process 
forward, motivate others and resolve conflicts, (ii) a specific critical mass of the group according 
to its project objectives and (iii) complementarity of expertise and experience. 

New operational groups can use such existing experiences in the AKIS where innovative farmers 
develop successful new practices, products and services or machinery and even software. One of 
the roles of AKIS in knowledge development and diffusion always has been to work with those 
innovators in order to understand their innovation scientifically, standardize it and roll it out to 
other farmers. Another is to help farmers to solve questions and challenges that farmers encounter 
in an innovation process. This might call for innovation brokering, depending on the accessibility 
of the AKIS. Farm advisors with a good understanding of innovation and the AKIS might fulfil 
this role. 

 

Role of ICT 
This section deals with the issue if and how ICT (including social media) could support innova-
tion processes in the AKIS and the EIP. Innovation should be based on software, hardware and 
‘orgware’. Based on a conceptual framework of socio-technical networks, innovation and learn-
ing processes in relation to ICT, various types of software tools have been evaluated.  

Already today there is a multitude of ICT and social media tools, which can be used in the agri-
cultural sector for knowledge sharing and innovation. Further, what they offer and how they dif-
fer from each other are described in the full report (Jespersen et al. 2013).  

Concerning the use of ICT tools in innovation processes, it is not possible to predict which ICT 
tools (Table 1) will be best to use in a given situation, but focus should be on the end user and the 
purpose of the network. Regular updates in the content of the ICT tool, selecting first movers, 
ambassadors etc. may play an important role in a successful application. 
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Table 1: Software types, evaluated tools (in bold text) and other examples of tools of the different types and success-
ful examples of application of the tools, mainly in agriculture. 

Software type Tools evaluated Successful examples  

Knowledge portals (KP) Search engines: Google, Yahoo 
Slide and document sharing: 
Slideshare 
Video and photo sharing: YouTube, 
Flickr 

VOA3R, eXtension, Chil 

E-document management 
systems ( E-MS) 

Digital libraries: Groen Kennisnet in 
NL, Organic Eprints 

Organic Eprints, Agriwebinar 

Data Warehouse (DW) Eurostat, FADN FADN 

Groupware (GW) Wikipedia, Yammer, 

Crowdsourcing 

British Farming Forum, Lego 
Cuusoo, Climate CoLab, P&G 
Connect+Develop, Betacup 
Challenge 

Community of practice (CoP) ResearchGate, Erfaland Disease surveillance and warning 
systems, IDRAMAP 

Social communities of interest 
(SCI) 

Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, Ning, 
Quora 

AgTalk+, E-Agriculture, Jeunes-
agricultuers, E-agriculture, Rede 
Inovar 

Individual communities of 
interest (ICI) 

Wordpress, Twitter, Blogs AG Chat 

 

Multi-actor innovation might benefit from modern ICT support. There is a great potential for us-
ing existing social software tools and platforms for communication, interaction, knowledge shar-
ing, preservation of information and as such stimulate multi-actor innovation.  

 

Incentivizing research 
Special attention is needed to incentivize research to be responsive to the needs of innovation 
processes. Figure 1 presents ten recommendations form a desk research carried out by FIBL 
(Home et al, 2013). These include six potential changes at the level of research policy, e.g. the 
creation of evaluation criteria for both research proposals and research institutes to stimulate 
transdisciplinary and interactive research, the involvement of practitioners in research funding 
and evaluation processes, the support for sabbaticals and short-term visits to stimulate exchange 
of practices between stakeholders, the creation of funding for projects that involve science and 
practice on an equal footing and the establishment of an easily accessible data base for high quali-
ty non-academic publications/articles. The other four recommendations are formulated with re-
gard to research institutions. They concern the development of targeted training courses to en-
hance the necessary skills for effective science-practice interaction, the creation of specialised 
centres and of a new discipline Integration and Implementation Sciences, the establishment of a 
data base with information about institutions, methods, tools, publications and trainings on inter-
active research and, finally, including the assessment of a researcher’s (non-academic) societal 
impact into the overall evaluation of his/her performance. It will depend on the national or re-
gional AKIS how relevant the recommendations are. But it is clear that at least for some of the 
Horizon2020 project calls and national funded research better incentives can be installed to link 
innovation and research. 
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Governments should set a framework that provides continuity in the actions and activities of op-
erational groups, introduces new methods to legally safeguard SME’s knowledge and facilitate 
partnership agreements, makes it easy to participate (low bureaucracy), gives operational groups 
an advantage in the application for support schemes, acknowledges the practical field experience 
of farmers and improves the accessibility of knowledge and the free availability of information.  
Innovations in innovation policy are possible, such as the use of SBIR (Small Business Innova-
tion Research programs), vouchers and prizes as inducements.  

Cross-border collaboration in research could benefit from harmonisation of rules and procedures 
for commissioning research, to help to create to a more integrated ‘market’ for research. That 
does not mean that national or regional authorities should give up their strategy and agenda set-
ting processes, but they could adopt such procedures that research institutes could easier match 
national and international funds. 

 

Monitoring for evidence-based policy making 
Innovation policies should be monitored and evaluated. Monitoring of the AKIS as well as inno-
vation itself is at best fragmented (EU SCAR, 2012). Available data report mainly on R&D in the 
food industry, on patents and on publications of the research system. There are no systematic 
monitoring reports for parliaments and the public, but sometimes an ex-post policy analysis of 
certain innovation programs is carried out. This led the SCAR working group to the conclusion 
that the high level of attention to “innovation” in the policy domain and the lack of research for 
evidence-based policy are inconsistent. 

Innovation can be measured, the so-called Oslo manual of the OECD (formally "The Measure-
ment of Scientific and Technological Activities, Proposed Guidelines for Collecting and Inter-
preting Technological Innovation Data") contains guidelines for collecting and using data on in-
novation. Eurostat’s Community Innovation Survey has a business size threshold of 10 employ-
ees and therefor excludes most farms. A few member states monitor innovation in their Farm 
Accountancy Data Network (van Galen and Poppe, 2013), which gives the possibility to investi-
gate relations with farm type, farm size, financial resources and effects on value added and sus-
tainability. 

Data on Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation Systems, and the relationship between the dif-
ferent indicators are scarce. EU Projects like Solinsa and Pro-AKIS contribute to the documenta-
tion of the national and regional AKIS. 

 

Discussion and conclusions 
The objective of the paper was to investigate how the need for innovation could be best be ad-
dressed through government policy, given the state of the current AKIS and what this means for 
the future of the AKIS.  

We have shown how an interactive process in a community of practice between civil servants 
linked to scientific experts has led to concrete policy proposals that are now (to be) implemented 
in the Common Agricultural Policy’s Rural Development plans and in Horizon2020. The partici-
pants in the working group found the working methods and results very satisfactory and the 
SCAR itself has asked the group the continue its work with an extended mandate. Unfortunately 
the participation from Eastern European countries was limited. 

Innovation is high on the policy agenda. The literature and the work in the collobarative working 
group SCAR-AKIS show that innovation policy and research (or science) policy are different 
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thing, although related. Scientist are challenged to contribute more to innovation than they cur-
rently do. This implies that for an effective and efficient response the Agricultural Knowledge 
and Innovation Systems (AKIS) need to innovate themselves and adopt new ways of working. 
Modern ICT systems could support multi-actor approaches in working as well as cross-border 
innovation processes. Incentives have to be changed to link research better to this new types of 
working. 
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Abstract: In Africa exists a plurality of forms of advisory services provided by several actors. In 
this context experiments in MAFF (Management Advice for Family Farms) for nearly two dec-
ades in many Francophone African countries have sought to promote comprehensive advice to 
farms, one that is based on learning methods. Questions now arise on how to increase the number 
of producers with access to advisory services (AS) and how to improve institutional and financial 
sustainability of advisory mechanisms.  

To address such questions we carried out a participatory evaluation of existing AS in order to 
identify the constraints and perspectives to scale them up and/or out and to improve the sustaina-
bility. We used four main criteria : (i) modalities of mechanism of governance, (ii) MAFF fund-
ing modalities, (iii) modalities for capacity and skill building for advisers and other actors, and 
(iv) modalities to adapt advisory services to regional or national situations. Internal assessments 
based on this analytical framework were carried out by various MAFF systems. A workshop was 
organized in 2013 in Benin with the actors involved in the internal assessment to help draw out 
lessons. 

The results show that scaling out and scaling-up issues entail to address the institutional dimen-
sions of advisory services. In the case of MAFF, there are evidences of the need to strengthen the 
role played by Producers’ Organizations in the governance mechanisms in order to better orient 
advice, reduce the costs and increase the sustainability beyond the projects’ investments. Farmer 
extension workers appeared as a key factor for sustainability and  extension of advisory services 
to a larger audience. New promising opportunities to train advisors are observed in order to better 
insert training programmes in permanent national organizations. Funding of advisory services 
remains a challenge even if some relevant experiences do exist. Efforts are made in reshaping 
delivery models with less costly and time-consuming methods.  But all the analysed cases face 
difficulties to address these questions related to the scaling-up and scaling-out.  

Keywords: Management Advice, Evaluation, Africa, funding, governance, advisory services, 
advisor, producers’ organization 

 
 
Introduction: From agricultural extension to Management Advice for Family Farms 
In developing countries, including those in West Africa, advisory services are undergoing radical 
changes (Christopolos, 2010). The withdrawal of the state from this sector, and the poor perfor-
mance of certain government advisory services, has inspired institutional reforms now underway 
(Rivera and Alex, 2004). Rethinking the role of the state and public and private advisory services 
is required for these reforms to be effective (Anderson and Feder, 2004).  Today, different actors 
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(producers’ organizations, NGOs, agro-industries, input suppliers, public institutions, etc.) are 
able to provide advisory services through diverse institutional arrangements, including pub-
lic/private partnerships (Swanson 2008).  

Institutional reforms raise a number of interlinked questions (Faure et al., 2011a, Cristovao et al., 
2012). The first deals with the governance of advisory services: given the complex relationships 
between farmers, the state, and the private sector, what should orient advisory services? For ex-
ample, Swanson (2006) indicates two main options currently under debate: advisory services ori-
ented by farmer demand (demand-driven extension system) or advisory services oriented by mar-
ket requirements (market-driven extension system). Second, the disengagement of states and the 
emergence of the private sector raise the question of the funding of the advisory services (Kidd et 
al., 2000). It is generally admitted that the majority of farmers, and not solely those in developing 
countries, cannot assume the total cost of advisory services. The share of costs among stakehold-
ers including the state and the private sector therefore is under permanent debate, with solutions 
depending on local contexts. Third, the roles and skills of agriculture advisory officers also have 
come under question because they need to be able to take into account new challenges that go 
beyond agricultural production (Remy et al., 2006) and to design new relationships with farmers 
that avoid top-down approaches (Cerf and Hemidy, 1999, GFRAS 2013). Fourth, there is a de-
bate over the best methods to provide relevant advice at an acceptable cost. There is no silver 
bullet but a need to adapt the methods to the local and national contexts (Birner et al., 2009 ; 
Faure et al., 2011 b). Such institutional reforms lead to the emergence of innovative advisory ser-
vices supported by different coalitions of actors (private companies, public services, NGOs, POs, 
or donors). However, the extension, institutionalization and sustainability of such innovative ad-
visory services are under debate which goes beyond the need to increase and stabilize the finan-
cial and human resources of these services. This debate entails other questions related to the 
needs of better coordination and synergies between various advisory services, the enrolment of 
new actors such as POs to participate in the governance of the advisory services, or the identifica-
tion of new funding mechanisms negotiated between the private and the public sector. 

In West Africa, new methods named Management Advice for Family Farms (MAFF) are under 
development. The experimental programs to promote such methods have received methodologi-
cal and financial support from several French cooperation institutions (Djamen et al., 2003; Faure 
and Kleene, 2004 ; Moumouni et al., 2009). Some have been operating for over 20 years and be-
come imbedded in institutions and include a significant number of farmers. Currently, advice 
based on this approach is provided by NGOs, producers’ organizations, private companies as 
cotton companies or agricultural ministry. MAFF approach aims to strengthen farmers’ ability to 
manage their farms and improve their autonomy with regard to their economic and social envi-
ronment. It is based on participatory methods providing (i) self-analyses to modify farmers’ and 
advisers’ representations and perceptions of the problems addressed, and (ii) decision-support 
tools based on technical and economic records (book-keeping) to produce new knowledge and 
generate learning processes. In this regard, management is perceived as a cycle consisting of dif-
ferent phases: analysis, forecasting, action, monitoring, adjustment, and evaluation. The advisor 
carries out a joint analysis of results obtained by each farmer. Exchanges between farmers about 
their results always are encouraged through regular meetings (training, field visits, on-farm ex-
periments, etc.), as these exchanges stimulate strong dynamics.  MAFF distinguishes itself from 
extension services which aimed primarily at transferring knowledge and new practices to farmers, 
notably in the field of agricultural production. 

However, MAFF as many others advisory services face difficulties to involve a larger number of 
farmers (scaling-out) and to address the institutional and financial sustainability of advisory 
mechanisms (scaling-up). Such discussions take place in the African countries through national 
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platforms and the drawing up of strategic documents on the agricultural advisory services. MAFF 
is thus currently being debated in this context in various countries (Burkina Faso, Benin, etc.).  

The objective of this article is to draw out lessons on the up-scaling, out-scaling and sustainability 
of MAFF approach in Africa based on a participatory evaluation carried out during a three days’ 
workshop organized in Benin (Bohicon) in November 2012.  

 

The analytical framework and method 
The workshop brought together 70 participants from over 10 African countries with participation 
by representatives of POs involved in the implementation of MAFF mechanisms, coordinators of 
advisory programmes, advisers, farmer extension workers, representatives of ministries of agri-
culture, entities providing support for advisory services, researchers, and donors. This workshop 
was organized to examine the different existing MAFF experiences valorising thirteen participa-
tory assessments carried out before the workshop by the actors involved in these experiences. 
These participatory assessments were based on a greed designed by the steering committee of the 
workshop which included the researchers (authors of the article). This greed included different 
topics : history of MAFF experience, actors involved and relationships, type of activities carried 
out, human resources, monitoring and evaluation, costs, funding mechanisms, coordination with 
other rural services, and perspectives or strategies to deal with up-scaling, out-scaling and sus-
tainability. The researchers had opportunities to interact with actors of the thirteen MAFF experi-
ences in order to enrich the participatory assessments. Previous to the workshop these participa-
tory assessments were analysed by research (Toillier, 2012). During the workshop participants 
presented some MAFF experiences and other advisory experiences. The main conclusions of the 
participatory assessments were discussed and further enriched at the workshop. Four main areas 
of inquiry were discussed during the workshop: (i) modalities of governance mechanisms, in or-
der to define the orientations of MAFF, and the coordination mechanisms to create synergies be-
tween advisory services actors, (ii) MAFF funding modalities by focusing on the contribution of 
different organizations to this funding, (iii) modalities for capacity building for advisers, farmer 
extension workers, and all others involved in managing advisory mechanisms, and (iv) modalities 
of adapting advisory methods to local or national situations depending on available skills and 
funding but also in terms of the needs of farmers. Each of these four areas (governance, funding, 
competencies and methodology) has an influence on other areas of MAFF, which means that 
each MAFF experience is perforce original. This framework is based on previous research on 
MAFF (Faure et al. 2011 b). Lessons were drawn out by crossing participants’ viewpoints during 
specific sessions organized around the four areas. At the end of each session participants were 
asked to write their main conclusions which were shared and improved in plenary session. For the 
article the conclusions were checked with other studies carried out on MAFF. The validity of the 
results could be discussed because of the participatory approach used without data collected by 
external actor with classical surveys. But we assumed that the point of view of a large diversity of 
actors involved in MAFF is what matters to address issues of up-scaling, out-scaling and sustain-
ability and identify relevant recommendations. 

The table 1 presents the main characteristics of the MAAF systems analyzed by the actors. Table 
2 presents the entities involved in MAFF mechanisms. 
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Table 1: MAFF experiences presented at the workshop and involved in participatory assessments 
Country Name of 

MAFF ex-
perience  

Main actors involved in the MAFF experience Start-
ing 
year 

Nb of 
audi-
tors 

Nb of 
advisors 
/Nb of 
farmer 
exten-
sion 
worker 

Main AS 
provider  

Coordina-
tion  

Techni-
cal sup-
port 
provider 

Main 
donor 

Burkina UPPC/SNV 
 

PO at 
provincial 
level 

None 
 

National 
and int. 
NGO 

Bilateral 
coopera-
tion 

2002 1934 0/385 

PRFCB Cotton 
company 

PO at na-
tional level 

Project 
unit, 
research 

Bilateral 
coopera-
tion 

2012 250 31/Not 
func-
tional 

UGCPA-BM PO at 
provincial 
level 

None Int. NGO Int. NGO 2009 240 5/11 

CAGEF PO de-
voted to 
advice 

None Int. NGO Int. NGO 2001 277 3/0 

Réseau-
Gestion (RG) 

POs Network 
unit 

Int. NGO Int. NGO 2001 >500 None 

Benin PADYP PO at 
national 
level, 
national 
NGOs 

Project unit   Project 
unit 

Bilateral 
coopera-
tion 

2008 19176 75/216 

Procoton PO at 
national 
level 

PO Nat and 
int. NGO 

Bilateral 
coopera-
tion 

2009 3237 34/140 

Senegal CGER-vallée PO de-
voted to 
advice 

None Project 
unit 

Bilateral 
coopera-
tion  

2009 52 2/4 

Togo ICAT Independ-
ent public 
organiza-
tion 

None Int. NGO State 2010 62 20/0 

Cameroun ACEFA Ministry of 
agriculture 

Project unit French 
AS pro-
vider 

Bilateral 
coopera-
tion 

2008 32900 1972/0 

Guinea FPFD PO at 
regional 
level 

None Int. NGO Int. NGO, 
Bilateral 
coopera-
tion 

2004 845 13/52 

Madagas-
car 

Cap-
Mala-
gasy/FERT 

Private 
entity 
devoted to 
advice 

None Int. NGO Int. NGO 2011 3188 17/28 

BV-Lac National 
NGOs, 
consultan-
cy firm 

Project unit Int. 
NGO, 
French 
research 

Bilateral 
coopera-
tion 

2008 486 18/70 
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Governance mechanisms of advisory services  
 
Contradictory objectives 
Participatory internal evaluations have highlighted the diversity of modes of MAFF governance 
mechanisms in order to orient and assess the service provision. To a large extent, such govern-
ance mechanisms depend on the nature of the organization providing advice (PO, management 
centre, project, NGO), on the history of the advisory service implementation and funding ar-
rangements. Table 2 proposes a typology based on the nature of organizations involved in gov-
ernance of advisory services. It shows a large diversity of situations.  

Table 2: typology of governance mechanisms of MAFF experiences presented at the workshop 

Type of MAFF Cases 

MAFF implemented and controlled by POs with variable support of other actors 
(NGO, Project Unit) 

FPFD 
UGCPA-BM  
UPPC/SNV 
PROCOTON 
RG 
PADYP (one part) 

MAFF implemented by an entity devoted to providing advice and with participa-
tion of POs in its management 

CAGEF 
CAP-Malagasy/FERT  
CGER-Vallée 

MAFF implemented by NGO with the strong support of Project Unit BV-Lac  
PADYP 

MAFF implemented by a private company under the control of PO PRFCB 

MAFF Implementation by a public service  ACEFA   
ICAT   

 

When the MAFF experience involved many actors, the strategic interests of every actor could be 
different beyond the common objective to provide advice to strengthen the managerial capacities 
of farmers. The role of the main service provider is key to orient the advice. 

Table 3: Different objectives  
Main service 
provider 

Main purpose of the 
service provider 

Main objectives of MAFF Examples 

PO Strengthen Farmers Helping and guiding farmers in their projects 
Building up their capacities  
Improve managerial and technical skills to improve farm 
productivity 

FPFD 

UGCPA 

CAP-
malasy 

PO  Strengthen local POs  Support local POs (management skills, design of strate-
gy and projects) 
Support farmers in order to have reliable members 
(management skills, management of credits, increase of 
marketed production) 

CGER-
Vallée 

Private firm Support the strategies of 
the private firm 

Improve managerial and technical skills to improve farm 
productivity 
Increase the production (quantity/quality) 

PRFCB  

 
Public service  

Support the public poli-
cy/priorities 

Improve managerial and technical skills to improve farm 
productivity 
Address national priorities such as food security and 
production of exported crops  

Acefa  
Icat 
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An important but difficult role for FOs in the provision of well-fit advisory services to 
farmers 
The analysis has highlighted the strong role played by POs in the MAFF governance mecha-
nisms. POs are involved in the direct implementation of advisory services in many countries (e.g., 
MAFF experiments in Burkina Faso with the POs participating in the “management network”, in 
Guinea with FPFD, or in Benin with FUPRO involved in PADYP and PROCOTON, see table 1). 
In two other cases the implementation of advisory services by POs is indirect. In Burkina Faso 
(case of PRFCB), UNPCB enters into contracts with the cotton company which provides advisory 
services on behalf of UNPCB. In certain geographic areas with higher agricultural incomes, ser-
vice centres have been tried out (e.g., CGER in the case of the Senegal River valley), with ser-
vices primarily directed towards first-level POs but also available to farms. Such service centres 
are controlled by PO representatives. Only three MAFF experiences don’t involve any POs 
(ACEFA, ICAT, BV Lac). The direct implementation of advisory services by a PO requires that 
PO already has adequate human and financial resources. This option is supposed to allow adviso-
ry services to be more in line with farmer needs. It can also help strengthen PO itself by letting it 
offer an additional service to its members, which relies on more in-depth knowledge on con-
straints and opportunities of its members’ farms. Furthermore, such an option may facilitate the 
scaling-out of the advisory service because POs are able to involve more farmers and could lead 
to more sustainability because POs are able to maintain the service after the experimental phase 
supported by projects. 

But the main key problem is that MAFF is often developed with the support of a project that aims 
to promote it without taking into account the overall strategy of the PO. Because MAFF is poorly 
integrated into the PO’s plans, direct management often may weaken POs due to risks relating to 
the dispersion of PO’s activities, difficult management of salaried advisers or risky management 
of financial equilibriums. Moreover, except in some cases such as FPFS in Guinea, POs are not 
really able to fully orient the provision of advice based on the needs of their members because 
leaders are not fully aware of the challenges. However, improving connection between MAFF 
and other services provided by the POs would better meet the needs of their members and create 
synergies between the main activities of the PO (supply of inputs, access to credit, marketing). By 
instance, the case of UGCPA in Burkina Faso illustrates a way to better integrate MAFF with all 
the PO’s activities. MAFF became a transversal service that should lead to an improved planning 
of credit provided by the PO to its members and of cereal delivery by members to the PO. MAFF 
also supports other PO activities on managing soil fertility. However, these challenges require 
financial and human resources largely beyond the project periods. It calls for rethinking global 
strategies and approaches to strengthen PO’s capacities. 

 
Coordination mechanisms at local levels 
The relationships between MAFF mechanisms and other actors involved in advisory activities in 
the same territory (small region) were analyzed (technical advice provided by the Ministry of 
Agriculture or by agro-industrial companies, credit providers, input supplier providing advice, 
etc.). First, participants noted some cases of competition between MAFF experiences supported 
by different projects in the same area (in the case of Benin with PADYP and PROCOTON or 
Burkina Faso with the case of PRFCB and UPPC/SNV, for examples). In both cases, the presence 
of same OP in the two MAFF experiences (FUPRO in Bénin, UNPCB in Burkina Faso) is not 
sufficient to harmonize the objectives and activities of the two MAFF experiences demonstrating 
the lack of POs’ capacities or willingness to counter-balance the influence of the projects. 

Second, participants noted a lack of communication and coordination between various advisory 
providers working in the same territory. There is no formal platform to facilitate such communi-
cation or coordination which are needed to address scaling-up issues. However, initiatives – still 
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too few as emphasized by participants – were undertaken to establish relationships between 
MAFF mechanisms with other advisory mechanisms or with actors who devote part of their ac-
tivities to provide advice. These initiatives take the form of alliances with other stakeholders to 
develop common actions (e.g., literacy efforts undertaken by other actors and MAFF, credit man-
aged by microfinance institutions and MAFF, etc.), of the creation of local platforms for ex-
changing experiences that can be used by a municipality (one case in Benin), of the management 
of PO networks that allow innovative experiences to be capitalized (case of the “network man-
agement” in Burkina Faso) or of informal networks between advisers working in various systems 
for coordinating their day-to-day activities. 

The workshop highlighted that organizations providing support to MAFF actors (international 
NGOs such as AFDI or national NGOs, foreign advisory centres such as the French CERs) can 
combine both direct implementation of MAFF in some areas (particularly in the experimental 
phases to assess how MAFF is perceived by farmers) and support to POs and their advisers or 
other advisory service providers in order to strengthen their capacity to implement MAFF 
through training, assistance in managing MAFF mechanisms and monitoring systems. In the per-
spective to reinforce durably POs capacities,  these structure should also play an important role in 
providing support at the institutional level in order to link the national advisory structures (POs in 
particular) with relevant financial and political actors. Such an issue is key to properly address 
scaling-up challenges by taking into account the institutional context of each country. 

 
Financial mechanisms displayed for MAFF delivery  
The workshop allowed us to take stock of the still critical situation regarding funding available 
for advisory services in general and for MAFF mechanisms in particular. MAFF mechanisms 
remain highly dependent on external funding (foreign donors or technical partners), which makes 
them highly vulnerable and sometimes prevents them from innovating by valorising local initia-
tives due to the prevalent role of foreign donors or technical partners. However, participants not-
ed some real openings and two main strategies to initiate financial sustainability of MAFF sys-
tems were highlighted: the cost savings in advisory services and the diversification of funding 
sources.  
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Table 4: cost and funding of MAFF 
Example (Name 
of MAFF experi-
ence) 

 Distribution of sources of funding 
Cost/ 
farmer/an 

Farmer PO  Supply 
chain  

Donor 

UGCPA-BM/ 
FARM 165€ 3% 0 0 97% 

FPFD /AFD 67€ To be defined To be defined 0 Most of the costs 

UPPC /SNV 11€ 0 0 100% Only training 
CAGEF/AFDI 
 72€ 10% 0 0 90% 

CAP Mala-
gasy/FERT 32€ 0 0 0 100% 

CGER-
Vallée/AFD NF 

Partially financed 
by participants’ 
fee   

Fees related to 
services provid-
ed for PO man-
agement 

0 To be defined 

PRFCB  
 134€ 0 33% 66% (pay for PO at the 

first stage) 
PADYP 52€ 

 
3% 0 0 97% 

BV LAC NF 0 0 0 100% 
PROCOTON 
 119€ 0 0 0 100% 

ACEFA 
 69€ 0 0 0 100% 

ICAT NF 0 0 0 100% 
 

 
Service providers propose cost savings by relying primarily on farmer extension workers  
It should be noted that MAFF appears to be still expensive because the cost of all activities re-
quired to implement it are included in the overall cost : operator providing methodological sup-
port to service providers, training of advisers and literacy programmes for producers to enable 
their full participation in MAFF. Different options are feasible to reduce the cost of advisory ser-
vices per participant in order to address scaling-out issues. The first one is the increase of partici-
pant per advisor by increasing the groups’ size or the number of groups per advisor limiting as far 
as possible a reduction of the advice quality. Another cost saving avenue pursued was through the 
merging of project adviser training programmes with training courses already existing in the con-
cerned countries within the universities or other educational centres. The development of PO-
implemented MAFF is also perceived to ultimately reduce the costs, particularly those related to 
coordination of activities. But the need to invest in capacity building of POs precludes any hope 
of a reduction in costs in the short term.  

However cost savings in advisory services have been mainly attempted by many MAFF experi-
ences through reliance on the growing numbers of farmer extension workers or adviser-farmer 
extension worker15 to increase the number of farmers who can access the advisory service and 
thus reduce wage costs. Such an option asks for more discussion around the role and capacities of 
farmer extension worker both from the point of view of the service providers and the farmer ex-
tension workers. 

                                                 
15 A farmer extension worker is a farmer who acts as an advisor. Depending on the different MAFF experiences he could play 
various roles. He can only communicate information from top to bottom and vice versa. He may also act as a facilitator and, when 
necessary, as an advisor closely working with one official advisor. 
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Contributions from farmers and their POs is limited 
Obtaining direct contribution from farmers remains difficult; many experiences proved to be in-
conclusive over the long term. In fact, since MAFF is an intangible service whose effects are not 
immediate neither easily quantifiable, the farmer is reluctant to pay for it. However, it appears 
that direct payments for advisory services become possible when it is connected to an economic 
activity such as the sale of inputs (e.g., breeding assistants paid on the sale of products for live-
stock in Madagascar). It certainly remains important to conduct research in this field to innovate 
and come up with a form of payment acceptable to the farmers. 

Contributions from POs become more feasible when they undertake commercial activities such as 
marketing of agricultural products or sale of inputs to members which allow compulsory indirect 
contributions from the farmers through levees (case of UGCPA in Burkina Faso, of FUPRO in 
Benin, of FPFD in Guinea). But these contributions by producers and POs currently cover, and 
will cover in the foreseeable future, only a small part of the costs of advisory services. Neverthe-
less, such contributions are perceived as necessary if the POs want to really orient advisory ser-
vices themselves and not to have choices imposed on them by those who control funding. The 
poor financial contribution of farmers and POs partially explained the weak POs’ power to really 
influence the advice by fully participating in governance mechanism and counter-balancing the 
influence of technical support provider (NGO, research, project unit) or of donors. 

Funding alternatives explored 
Experiments in alternative funding arrangements are being conducted with the entry of new ac-
tors in rural development in the South. Advisory services appear as a means to secure bank in-
vestments funded by traditional credit, to support microcredit activities or to promote crop insur-
ance systems. In these situations such actors may agree to partially finance advisory activities. 
But only a few rare experiments were mentioned at the workshop (one case in Benin) at not many 
cases are mentioned in the scientific literature (Faure et al., 2012).  

The most promising and sustainable funding possibilities to be discussed at the workshop were (i) 
the funding by already organized value chains with compulsory contributions at the marketing 
stage (case of cotton in Burkina Faso) which is not in itself a new idea, and (ii) the establishment 
of regional or national development funds. These funds can either be financed by value chains (as 
in Ivory Coast with FIRCA) or by the State and international funding agencies (e.g., FNDA and 
FRDA in Madagascar). Services can then be implemented by public or private providers. Under 
the pursuit of a public good, the State may contribute to the funding of advisory services when 
they include a dimension of training and capacity building, as is the case with MAFF.  Neverthe-
less the dominant presence of donors in some development funds such as Madagascar raises 
again the question of sustainability. 

 

Capacities building mechanisms of advisory actors  
The participatory analysis shows the diversity of the competences of advisers depending on the 
MAFF experience. Relevant training for advisors is a key issue to address the question of scaling 
out and scaling up.  

The workshop addressed three key areas of building capacity of advisory services actors: (i) the 
issue of the training of advisers, (ii) the role of farmer extension workers and (iii) the skills of 
advisory services managers. 

Specific training programmes for advisers 
Initiatives in adviser training by public and private organizations at the national level were dis-
cussed (case of the University of Parakou in Benin with a master degree for advisors currently 
working, FERT training centre in Madagascar for in-depth vocational training). However, they 
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are still far from common. Such initiatives address the needs for initial and vocational training 
courses in these countries within a more sustainable framework than a project framework and 
ensure a smooth turnover of advisers given that a significant proportion of advisers leave for oth-
er jobs once well trained. However, the participants of the workshop mentioned that employers 
(the State, private firms, POs) are little involved in creating the contents of training courses, 
which may lead to a mismatch between the training provided and the employers’ requirements. 
Even with generalized adviser-training programmes conducted under the ambit of permanent 
institutions, training within projects and particular within MAFF experiences remains relevant for 
advisers to acquire targeted skills. In such a situation, sharing of training resources between pro-
jects will be desirable, through capitalization of experiences, training methods and tools in order 
to improve the quality and reduce the costs. The importance of training all those involved in the 
management of MAFF experiences, not just the advisers, was stressed: salaried technicians to be 
able to implement the planned activities and monitor advisers but also elected farmers involved in 
MAFF so that they are able to monitor MAFF mechanisms (orientation and evaluation) and de-
velop skills to draft effective funding requests. 

The role for farmer extension worker 
The participatory analysis and the workshop were an opportunity to take stock of the activities 
and the role of farmer extension workers which are becoming increasingly widespread in all 
MAFF experiences. Farmer extension workers are more common when POs are monitoring 
MAFF experiences (UPPC/SNV, PROCOTON) because POs are supposed to be more able to 
identify and manage such people. But they are many MAFF experiences without POs and with 
farmer extension workers (BV Lac, for example). With the promotion of farmer extension work-
ers, actors managing MAFF mechanisms seek, on the one hand, a change of scale due to the in-
crease in the number of farmers involved in advisory services and, on the other, to facilitate 
greater sustainability of advisory services through cost savings. In addition, workshop partici-
pants also showed that farmers are appreciative of the help the farmer extension workers provide 
during the transition between two advisers or between two projects funding advisory systems. 

A large variation in profiles and activities of those farmer extension workers was noted with re-
spect to MAFF experiences: literate or illiterate, volunteer or paid on lump-sum basis, collecting 
data or acting as trainer, etc. In some MAFF experiences (PROCOTON in Benin, UPPC/SNV in 
Burkina Faso), farmer extension workers can even train other farmer extension workers and take 
on a ‘supervisory’ role over MAFF activities in the field. Strong concerns were then expressed on 
the real capacity of these farmer extension workers to ‘provide advice’ on a voluntary basis given 
the large workload normally assigned to them, thus distracting them from their own farming ac-
tivities. According to many participants there is a need to pay for their work which lead to an 
increase of the service cost. While the question of what the farmer extension worker ‘should’ and 
‘can’ do is usually easily discussed, what he ‘wants’ to do is rarely addressed. Farmer extension 
workers present at the workshop spoke about their interest and motivation in undertaking such a 
function: easy access to training, particularly through privileged exchanges with the adviser, de-
sire to help friends and neighbours, desire to be useful, opportunity for additional income, and, 
for some, improved job prospects. 

The evolution of the farmer extension worker’s role as he gradually acquires new skills and gains 
independence was highlighted. Some POs even expressed emphatically their wish to see the most 
capable farmer extension workers become formal advisers, considering that they had acquired the 
necessary skills and abilities. Some participants raised the issue of the need to keep the farmer 
extension workers in the POs in which they were trained. This position appeared neither relevant 
to the POs concerned, nor desirable from the point of view of farmer extension workers because 
they expressed the right to grow in their activities. This raises again the question of the continu-
ing training of the farmer extension workers through formal training programmes or through the 
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creation of exchange networks between farmer extension workers. The importance of the ‘advis-
er-farmer extension worker’ pairing was also highlighted. As shown by research conducted in 
Benin, an adviser’s profile has a strong influence on how the farmer extension worker develops 
and implements advisory activities. This pairing needs to be recognized and the functions of each 
should be better explained and better differentiated. 

 

Methods used to provide advice 
The issue of MAFF methods was discussed during the workshop in terms of their evolution and 
adaptation in the context of implementation of advisory services and in order to ensure scaling-
out. All the current MAFF experiences are based on a mix of collective advice through groups 
(training, exchanges of knowledge and experiences) and individual advice to better tailor the ad-
vice on the farmer’ demands and farm’s characteristics. Every MAFF experiences focus on train-
ing and implementation of management tools to plan, monitor and assess agricultural activities 
(cropping systems management, harvest management, cash flow management, work labour man-
agement, etc.) based on technical, economic and financial criteria. The advice on agricultural 
practices based on training and farm experiments is becoming more important than in the past in 
many MAFF experiences. Participatory diagnoses at group level to adapt the advice are common 
in many MAFF experiences. There are no real innovations by combining conventional advisory 
tools with ICTs or methods inspired by coaching systems or professional didactics. Taking into 
account these previous observations, the main changes observed can be divided into four major 
themes: (i) an increasing diversification of forms of advisory services, ranging from technical 
advice for illiterate farmers to techno-economic advice based on the traditional MAFF tools, (ii) 
simplification of documents relating to techno-economic advice, given the difficulty expressed by 
many farmers participating in MAFF, (iii) diversification of tools to better adapt to the diversity 
of producer profiles and needs, and (iv) diversification of tools to better adapt to the diversity of 
skills of advisers and farmer extension workers.  

In this context of MAFF evolution in terms of methods to be developed, discussions have been 
led to the possible segmentation of the target audience. What advice with what method for what 
type of farmer? The majority of workshop participants suggested a segmentation by educational 
proficiency (literate and accustomed to writing, literate but not favouring text-based advice, illit-
erate but wanting to turn literate to progress, illiterate). It is obvious that advisory tools16 will be 
different for each of these categories. 

According to feedback provided at the workshop, experiments of offering advisory services on 
the basis of farm segmentation (size, type of production, etc.) to provide differentiated advice 
were not found satisfactory. Through the presentation of the study on learning within the MAFF 
framework conducted in Benin (de Romemont 2014), discussion also took place on the im-
portance of the farmers’ psychological profiles (proactive, responsive, imaginative, passive) to 
explain the diversity of learning processes in order to find another way of grouping farmers. But 
the same question pops up: Should one work with homogeneous groups to provide more targeted 
advice or instead should one take advantage of the diversity within groups to draw lessons for all? 
In this perspective, it seems necessary that the adviser and the farmer extension worker each have 
two different toolboxes on hand in order to be able to deal with different groups and profiles as 
well as differing advisory needs. 

 

                                                 
16 The term ‘advisory tools’ include a variety of tools: tools for farmers (data recording, results analysis at the plot or farm level, 
reasoning to better define one’s project, etc.), tools for advisers (modalities of organizing an advisory session or field visit, 
understanding the diversity of farms in an area, etc.). 
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Discussion  
All the changes mentioned above are justified to widen the scale of MAFF coverage (scaling out), 
to better institutionalize MAFF experiences (scaling-up), and to address sustainability issue. Each 
change is interlinked with other changes in the other areas we used to characterize MAFF experi-
ences: (i) the methods to provide advice, (ii) the skills of advisors and others actors, (iii) the 
available funding and (iv) the governance mechanisms. The diversity of interactions entails that 
each MAFF systems is specific to national and local conditions. This means that actions to ad-
dress scaling-out and scaling-up issues must be tailored by the actors in each country. As Birner 
et al. (2009) said there is no standard solution but a need to adopt a “best fit” approach. However, 
the changes must be managed by taking into account the impact on the intensity of advisory ser-
vices (number and quality of interactions between advisers and farmers) that MAFF should aim 
for generating a real learning process at farmer level. Indeed, managers of MAFF experiences 
remain still undecided between quality advisory services but with a small number of producers 
(‘true MAFF’), and more standardized advisory services which reach a larger number of produc-
ers (‘light MAFF’). The broad diversity of advisory services (diversity of methods and tools) cur-
rently offered to producers for implementing a MAFF approach led to a debate on what is at the 
heart of MAFF. While the concepts of learning and of farmer empowerment in decision-making 
processes are at the heart of the approach, these concepts are not the sole privilege of MAFF as 
shown by discussions on Farmer Field Schools (Davis 2006). Promoting a holistic approach to 
farm management based on management cycle (analyze, plan, act, monitor and adapt, evaluate 
the results) is already a more characteristic aspect. Such an approach can be used with both lit-
erate and illiterate persons, albeit with a lesser degree of accuracy for the latter category by using 
specific tools (visual aids, rural theatre, role playing, field trips, etc.). Finally, the inclusion of 
concepts that allow technical and economic dimensions to be translated to impacts on agricultural 
production and the farm is a distinguishing aspect of MAFF mechanisms (Faure et al., 2004). 
Such a techno-economic analysis requires data acquisition and processing which can be more or 
less extensive depending on the requirements and available time and skills. 

The results confirm that the scaling-out and scaling-up issues are far more than a question of hu-
man and financial resources available for advisory services. There is a need to redesign all the 
advisory system including questions related to the methods, the competencies, the governance 
and the funding. Based on the workshop results, POs play a crucial role to intent to better adapt 
advisory activities with the farmers’ needs. Some of them have the potential to partially fund ad-
visory activities, to more easily involved farmer extension workers and thus participate in the 
sustainability of MAFF. However, scaling-out and scaling-up issues are not only a question to 
better involve POs in MAFF conception and implementation. There is also a need to take into 
account other advisory service providers in order to better articulate the supply of service, to gen-
erate synergies, to share costs, and finally to better address the large variety of farmers’ needs. 
Such advisory service providers may include both organizations with full time advisors such as 
NGO or some down-stream companies, and credit organizations or input suppliers with out-reach 
workers partially involved in advice provision because there is always a mix between providing 
goods and advice.  

Many functions needed for MAFF development have to be better inserted in local and national 
organizations to tackle the issue of sustainability beyond the projects’ phase. Training activities 
for advisors is one good example because many universities or agricultural schools are able and 
willing to design new curricula for agents working in the rural development area. But we also can 
add back-stopping organizations aiming at supporting advisory service providers with accurate 
information or new methods. Such a new vision of advisory service provision including various 
actors providing various type of advice or service entails that thinking in terms of MAFF experi-
ence is no more valid to address scaling-out, scaling-up and sustainability issues. There is a need 
to think in terms of advisory system at local and national level (Cristovao et al., 2012, Cristopolos 
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2010) and then identify the place and role MAFF can take within this advisory system. In this 
case MAFF could be defined as an institutional innovation and perceived as a niche innovation 
(Geels et al., 2007) developed by new actors and protected with the support of projects from other 
main actors not in line with this innovation. Currently this niche innovation is enters a new phase 
in many countries intending to modify the socio-technical regime or at least to be absorbed by the 
socio-technical regime (Geels at al., 2007). Such an evolution is not straightforward as many 
events can occur to modify the trajectory of change, to slow down or accelerate the process of 
change. 

If we agree with this systemic perspective new thinking is needed to address scaling-out and scal-
ing-up issues. We can provide two recommendations taking into account there is no silver bullet 
to implement actions.  First, there is a need to strengthen the capacity of actors involved in MAFF 
to be able to translate general principles of actions to change into operational mechanisms that 
may vary between contexts. It is crucial to gradually strengthen the capacity of a large range of 
actors such as (i) farmers through their organizations to clearly express their demands and pro-
vide guidance to orient the service, (ii) service providers including POs to develop relevant ac-
tivities and efficient methods without relying exclusively on proposals from support structures, 
(iii) other actors such as local support structures or public decision-maker. Second, there is a need 
to connect actors involved in MAFF with others actors of the whole advisory system in order to 
strengthen interactions and facilitate the creation of partnership without avoiding the fact that 
potential conflict can occur or competition between service providers can happen. 

 

Conclusion  
The workshop helped in analyzing several MAFF mechanisms using a framework based on four 
attributes: (i) modalities of governance mechanisms, (ii) funding modalities, (iii) capacities and 
skills of the actors involved in managing advisory mechanisms, and (iv) methods for  advising 
farmers. Each mechanism is  context-dependant hence unique regarding characteristics and rela-
tionships between each attributes. However some common features concerning sustainability and 
scalability issues emerged from lessons learnt and debates. POs played a crucial, but not durable 
yet, role in implementing, orienting and assessing advisory services.  Farmer extension workers 
appeared as key factor for maintaining POs as advisory services providers and  extending adviso-
ry services to a larger audience. New promising opportunities to train advisors are observed with 
initiatives carried out both by public and private organizations. Funding of advisory services re-
mains a challenge even if some relevant experiences do exist: implementation of national or re-
gional funds aimed at financing rural development projects including advisory services or levies 
on commercial products at marketing level. More research should be done on business models 
adapted to immaterial services such as advisory services. Some solutions could also be found in 
reshaping delivery models with less costly and time-consuming methods but still efficient. Many 
attempts are carried out especially in order to o include more farmers and especially illiterate 
ones. But all cases face difficulties to address questions related to the scaling-up and scaling-out.  

Lessons learnt from past and on-going experiences helped us to narrow a research agenda regard-
ing burning issues for improving the sustainability and scalability of MAFF mechanisms: inno-
vate in delivery models so as to reduce costs and increase efficiency; produce impacts studies that 
include economical as well as socio-cognitive criteria ; capitalize on institutional arrangements 
that enable better coordination between complementary activities; better consider FOs capacities 
to deliver well-fit advisory services without external support; help the redesign of supporting pro-
ject in a perspective of durable capacity reinforcement of local stakeholders engaged in advisory 
services.  There is also a need to invest more substantially in the analysis of the impact of adviso-
ry services in order to improve advisory policies. If little effort has been expended in this area, it 
is mainly because the methodological difficulties are huge. Having up-to-date knowledge of 
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farms will also help guide the advisory services based on the needs of farmers, the diversity of 
their farms, and the diversity of learning processes. 
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Abstract: The organization on a regional basis of the public Italian advisory services responds to 
the extreme differentiation of the local farming systems, institutional arrangements, market op-
portunities, and many other contextual factors. In Italy, each Region has its own law and its own 
policy on agriculture advisory services, developing 21different systems that rarely interact with 
each other.  

The possibility to design an agricultural advisory system on local basis could be an important 
prerequisite in devising a system that fit the specific needs and situations, according to the theo-
retical framework that support a shift from a “best practice” or “one-size-fits-all” to a “best fit” 
approach in the reform of public advisory services (Birner, 2006). 

In reality, however, the decentralization of Italian advisory system produces a great variety of 
regional public systems with different quantity and quality of service delivery, poor coordination, 
duplication of efforts by key players, limited funding, penalizing the farming systems in some 
Regions. The recent measures to cut public extension system have further compromised the quali-
ty of services offered while new challenging scenarios demand an even more complex knowledge 
needs.  

The main aim of this paper is to analyze the effects of current disinvestment in the Italian public 
extension services, while the knowledge needs ofsmall and medium-sized farms (by international 
standards, the farms managed in Italy are very small and thus rarely competitive on the global 
markets), the emphasis on public goods provided by agriculture and the dominant narrative of 
rural development require more support from advisory services. 

The study is carried out within the EU FP7 Project Prospects for Farmers Support: Advisory Ser-
vices in European AKIS (PRO AKIS). The overall purpose of PRO AKIS is to contribute to the 
performance of advisory services within the European AKIS, to make available significant and 
reliable knowledge for farmers and other rural actors. 

Keywords: agricultural advisory service, Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation System  

 
 
Introduction 
In literature and in political discourse there is a growing consensus on the idea that the possibility 
to design an agricultural advisory system on local basis could be an important prerequisite in de-
vising a system that fit the specific needs and situations, according to the theoretical framework 
that support a shift from a “best practice” or “one-size-fits-all” to a “best fit” approach in the re-
form of public advisory services (Birner 2006). 

In practice, the different possibilities to implement decentralization and the effectiveness of de-
centralization in integrating diversity may be a controversial topics.  
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The main objective of this paper is to highlight some critical issues in the implementation of this 
framework analyzing the Italian case study.  

Italy is a good example of agricultural advisory services decentralization realized in full. By fol-
lowing the more general decentralization process, agriculture is subject to the jurisdiction of Re-
gions and Autonomous Provinces (Trento and Bolzano). Each Region has its own Department of 
agriculture and its own peculiar organization also with respect to research and advisory service. 
As a result, we can reasonably claim that in Italy there are 21 different AKISs. 

The advisory services decentralization is both the result of a historical process and an explicit 
search for maintaining the relevancy of services to different end-users. The organization on a 
regional basis of the Italian AKIS is the necessary consequence of institutional decentralization 
envisaged by the Italian Constitution in 1948, but only in 1977 it was launched (D.P.R. no. 
616/77 and 617/77). It responds to the extreme differentiation of the local farming systems, insti-
tutional arrangements, market opportunities, and many other contextual factors. This variety goes 
beyond the classic dualism North/ South, “beef”/“bone”17, modern/traditional farming.  

The Italian farms differ also in their objectives not always consistent with the aims of a business 
enterprise. Italian agriculture includes a myriad of "non-enterprise" farms (36% produce only for 
self-consumption) next to a much smaller number of entrepreneurial farms (Arzeni 2013). Ac-
cording to the 2010census, the total agricultural area (TAA) is 17.1 million hectares and around 
12.9 million is utilized (UAA). Between the last two censuses (2000 and 2010), the number of 
farms has fallen by about a third, resulting 1.620.844 agricultural holdings in 2010.  

The product mix adopted by farmers is very complex, including traditional agricultural commodi-
ties and non agricultural commodities, such as the provision of care farming, agritourism, educa-
tion, direct selling, landscape or biodiversity conservation18. In addition, farm household re-
sources are progressively devoted to off farm activities (pluriactivity, green energy, etc.). There is 
also an increasing attention to locally and high quality food production19. These trends call for 
new and more articulated knowledge needs.  

Other specific needs are correlated with small size of Italian farms. The farms’ medium size is 7,9 
hectares of UAA with geographical differences (14.4 ha of UAA per farm in the North West and 
5.1 in the South). The number of farms with more than 30 hectares represents 5.3% of total and 
cultivates 53.8% of the total UAA. Farms in the Northern districts show the best production per-
formance and profitability, the net income ranges from 41,928 euro in the North West to 15,053 
euro in the South (2010 FADN).  

This study is carried out within the EU FP7 Project Prospects for Farmers Support: Advisory 
Services in European AKIS (PRO AKIS). To investigate the Italian advisory service within 
AKIS, we integrate information from multiple data sources, collecting direct (primary) data as far 
as possible. We contacted all the most significant players to collect the updated data from the 
original source. With the value help of The James Hutton Institute (UK), we implemented an 
online survey to collect different information about the services providers. At October 2013, 205 
entities (individuals or organizations) filled out the questionnaire. From July to September 2013 
we interviewed 17 stakeholders representatives of research centers (Universities and public re-
                                                 
17 In 1958 Rossi-Doria described the dualism of agriculture in Southern Italy as “la polpa e l’osso” (the “beef” and “bone”). 
“Beef” represents the modern agricultures insisting on fertile and productive lands, while “bone” includes marginal areas ( Rossi-
Doria  1958). 
18 As indicated in a survey on the FADN data, the 57% of total farms in 2007 is involved in at least one of multifunctional activi-
ties. The most representative are on-farm processing (39% on total), direct sale (23%) and origin and traditional certification 
(13%) (Aguglia 2011). In 2010 there were around 20,000 agritourism farms and 2.225 teaching farms. 
19 In 2012, 248 Italian agro-food specialities (excluding the wine sector) obtained the specific Pdo, Pgi and Tsg certifications– the 
highest number of certifications at the Eu level. Moreover, since 1998, Italy is the European country with the largest area farmed 
organically (8,6% of total UUA) as well as with the highest number of organic farms (2,59% of holdings). 
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search institutions), of Farmers Unions (Coldiretti and CIA), private advisors, public advisory 
services, innovation networks (Slow food, Legambiente Campania). In addiction we submitted a 
brief survey to all Regions in order to have more detailed and update information on the key is-
sues of the Regional public advisory service. At October 2013 14 replied out of 21 Regions and 
Autonomous Provinces.  

 

The Italian agricultural advisory services 
Each Italian Region (including the autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano) has a singular 
extension services framework, including a huge variety of actors. In several cases the division 
between public and private actors is really pronounced. The quality and quantity of services pro-
vided highly differ from one Region to another, depending to historical political choices and dif-
ferent structural configurations. 

The current structure of the Italian advisory system is still strongly influenced by the Council 
Regulation (EEC) N° 270/79, within the so- called Mediterranean package, that sustained the 
Development of agricultural advisory services in Italy through 66 Million ECUs over 12 years. 
The funds allocated by this and subsequent ECC Regulations (1760/87 and 2052/88), along with 
the state funds, were intended to train and employ 3500 extension agents (60% in the South and 
in the Islands). To access these funding, the Regions had to bring their own Regional law on ad-
visory services, defining their organizations, actors and subjects. However a common framework 
was defined by the implementation plan of the national committee CIDA (Interregional Commit-
tee for Agricultural Advisory). Despite it very slow and problematic implementation, the Regula-
tion (EEC) N° 270/79 has been a cornerstone of the Italian advisory services, giving an impulse 
never repeated in the future. Subsequently the agriculture advisory services have especially been 
supported by the Multiregional Operating Programmes (ECC Reg. 2052/88 and followed 1989-
1993, 1994-1999).  

From 2000 to 2006 the Italian public system experienced a drastic reduction of investment in 
extension services due to the cut of dedicated European funds. In the first five years of the mil-
lennium, Regions invested € 350 million globally in extension system, about half of the amount 
invested in the previous five years (Vagnozzi, 2008). Despite the difficulties, in 2004-2007 the 
Regions promoted an important project: the Interregional Programme for agricultural and rural 
development advisory services. The Project, coordinated by INEA, aimed to promote networking 
and shared debates about advisory service (especially about contents and methods), to test new 
tools and approaches, and to disseminate best practices. 

The Rural Development Regulation (EC) No1698-2005, supporting the Farm Advisory System, 
has given new impetus to Italian advisory system. The Regions are the authorities responsible for 
setting up the FAS, consequently there are 21 Regional FAS with different organizational frame-
works. The first difference concerns the source of funding: 17 Regional FAS are funded through 
the use of EAFRD measures (including measure 114, measure 115 and measure 111), whiles oth-
er Regional FAS are using different resources (Regional/provincial or national funds). Trento, 
Valle d’Aosta, Friuli Venezia Giulia and Bolzano20 don’t use the RDPs funds for different rea-
sons21. Anyway the measure 114 supporting the use of advisory services at farmers’ level is the 
most important tool used to finance the FAS and actually the Regions are still involved in its im-
plementation. 

                                                 
20 In Bolzano the measure 111 finance only the 0,12% of FAS. 
21 For instance they have Regional advisory services that already covered the cross-compliance, they focus the RDPs funds on few 
measures to avoid excessive bureaucracy or even they want to have the possibility to give advice for free. 
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As it emerges from this brief historical excursus, the Italian service system suffers from a heavy 
dependence on European funds, resulting in a lack of continuity without a coherent medium and 
long-term strategy.  

 

Overview of all agricultural advisory service suppliers  
In Italy agricultural advisory services are provided by diverse suppliers, presenting different ob-
jectives and organizational patterns. Due to the effects of the already mentioned Reg.270/79, the 
role of public actors in the South and Island is more important than in the rest of Italy. According 
to the INEA, in the 2000s the Northern and Central Regions involved around 50% of private bod-
ies and public institutions, while the Southern Regions involve more public institutions (64%). In 
the last years, pluralism and privatization have continued to grow, as well as the participation of 
farmers in founding and planning the public advisory services. In addiction the private players are 
changing. Thanks to the adoption of public procedures aimed at encouraging competition, the 
relevance of classical farm trade unions decreased and the importance of other farm based organ-
ization and private advisers increased.  

However the role of Public sector remains crucialis in the agricultural extension services. Each 
Region establishes trough a Regional law the organization of Regional agricultural extension, the 
actors involved, the competence fields, the fund allocation. Usually the Regional authorities pro-
vide strategic direction, coordination and planning, while the implementation is delegated to the 
Provinces, to other local government structures (such as Comunità montane, Consorzi di bonifica, 
etc.), to farmer based organizations, to private or NGO advisors. Some Regions have dedicated 
Regional agencies or foundation providing directly specific services or dealing with external pro-
viders, organizing calls for tender, managing the funds, etc. The Regional agencies have really 
specialized staff and may combine research and advisory services (as in Trento province). The 
number of Regional employees working for extension services ranges from 3 employed in Tos-
cana to the 220 in Calabria, dealing manly with administrative tasks. In some cases the Regional 
advisors have really the possibility to work on farms. For instance in the Trento province about 
70 experts offer daily technical advisory services reaching more than 8,000 farms (out of 16,428 
total). The Regions usually provide also technical support services, such as agro-meteorological 
service, soil analysis, etc. They realize diverse information activities to disseminate technical and 
scientific innovations related to very different fields such as market opportunity, production pro-
cesses, environmental resources (biodiversity, soil protection, cross-compliance). Finally some 
Regions organize also training activities for the private advisors carrying out the services that 
they fund (such as in Piemonte). 

As evidenced by interviews, many public advisers (including those formed thanks to the Reg. 
270/79) are increasingly absorbed by bureaucratic tasks. They are also demotivated by the lack of 
financial resources and career incentives, penalizing the advisors working on the ground in direct 
contact with the farmers.   

In recent years the economic crisis has led further cuts in public spending with a downsizing of 
human resources and facilities dedicated to services, creating further disparities between the Re-
gions.  

The upstream industry such as seed, fertilizer and pesticide industry have an important role in 
the diffusion of innovation to farmers and it is also increasingly involved in R&D activities with 
high potential market returns. The upstream industry has a widespread network of retail and 
wholesale stores and technicians working on the ground in direct contact with farmers.  

It is extremely difficult to make an accurate estimate of the advisors working in the upstream in-
dustries, an INEA study published in 2008 estimated 5000 advisors working in agricultural up-
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stream industry in the sectors of seeds, fine chemicals, veterinary medicines, agricultural machin-
ery, irrigation, greenhouses and animal feed.  

The downstream industries may provide agriculture advisory service to the farmers under con-
tract farming, with the aim of allowing farmers to meet the quality standards and delivery sched-
ule set by the purchaser. In 2007 the number of farms under contract farming with industrial 
companies is 39.249 and the farms under contract farming with commercial companies 94.980, 
totaling 134.229 farms (ISTAT 2007). The contracts may allow a producer to benefit from tech-
nical advice, managerial expertise and access to technological advances provided by the contrac-
tor. According to an INEA estimate, in 2008, 734 are the advisors working in the downstream 
industries of poultry, pig, meat, fruits and vegetables destined for canning, sugar beet and wheat 
for beer (INEA 2008). 

The relevance of contract farm depends on the productive sector. It’s really important for the 
dairy cattle, poultry, pig, durum wheat for pasta, fruits and vegetables destined for canning, sugar 
beet, malting barley.  

In Italy, the agronomists or veterinarians working as private professional advisors must be reg-
istered with a professional order. In 2010, there are 20.993 people enrolled in the Agronomy pro-
fessional order, 14.712 people in the Agro-technical professional order, 17.671 people in the 
Agrarian Expert order and 27.891 people in Veterinary professional order (ISFOL 2012). How-
ever in practice not all the enrolled in the professional orders work as advisors.  

In recent years, the private agriculture advisory experienced a strong expansion, especially con-
cerning the application procedures to obtain European funds. For instance the presence of private 
advisers prevails in the projects eligible for RDPs innovation funding (measure 124), that in Italy 
has been very successful. The FAS application has pushed hard to increase the professional asso-
ciations. In fact all Regions, except the Emilia Romagna, exclude the accreditation to individual 
for the measure 114 of RDPs. In 2007 the three professional orders created Fondagri (Fondation 
for agricultural advisory services), a network of freelance advisors working in all Italian Regions, 
with the main objective of participating to the FAS measures of RDPs. By 2012 Fondagri provid-
ed advisory services to livestock farmers mobilizing 159,687 Euros of the 114 measure of RDPs 
(Fondagri 2013). 

The three main farmers unions are Coldiretti, CIA (Italian farmers confederation) and 
Confagricoltura. These three organizations are decentralized with local offices widely geograph-
ically disseminated. They include different structures by sector, function, target group (such as 
gender issues), etc. 

The Unions provide several services to their farmers, in some case thanks to specific agreements 
with Regional administrations and paying agencies. Through CAFs (tax assistance centers) they 
carry out tax assistance for employees, pensioners and project contractors. Through the CAAs 
(Agricultural service centers) they take care of activity related to the management of EU subsi-
dies, such as bookkeeping, legal services and administration. Furthermore, they also offer infor-
mation and technical advisory services through specialized staff, adopting both individual and 
group methods. Historically they have played a major role in the service provision. 

In addition to these, there are other smaller farmers organizations, which play an important role in 
representing the various sectors.  

In Italy there is an important farmers' cooperative tradition, especially in the North and Center 
of the country. The most recent data of Italian agricultural cooperation observatory (Nomisma 
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2013) indicate in 2011 around 5.901 agricultural cooperatives22, including almost 993.400 farmer 
members23, with approximately 94,000 employees and revenues exceeding 35 billion euros. The 
study provides data on “services cooperatives”, a category that includes 1.827 units, with 246.497 
members (25% of total) generating about 17% (5.9 billion) of the cooperative revenue. 

Service cooperatives provide various services to their members, manly they supply farm inputs 
(e.g., seeds, feedstuffs, agrochemicals, etc.) and the storage and selling of farm products-
primarily cereals. To a less extend, the services cooperatives work in the sector of scien-
tific/technical research (analysis, experimentation, etc.) or in providing commercial or technical 
advisory services (insurance services, certifications, etc.). 

Historically, a special kind of farmers cooperatives, the Consorzi agrari, have played a very im-
portant role as advisory services. In the late nineteenth century, they were created to operate 
mainly as buying groups (especially of chemical fertilizers and agricultural machinery), but their 
activity begins soon to be extremely relevant to improve farms knowledge and innovation. In 
1991, after the financial collapse of Federconsorzi (the National Federation of Conzorzi agrari), 
many consortia were placed  under compulsory administration and winding-up proceedings. Over 
time different consortia were able to reorganize its business, actually they are federated in 
ASSOCAP, including 38 Consorzi agrari with ordinary administration, 7 Consorzi agrari into 
compulsory liquidation and one managed by government commissioner. The agricultural adviso-
ry is provided through a capillary network of agencies, about 1200, spread in the whole Italy 
(ASSOCAP 2013).  

In recent years the Producer Organisations (OPs) have experienced a constant growth. The 
MIPAAF Registry, in August 2013, includes 195 non-fruit and vegetable producers and 297 fruit 
and vegetable Ops (regulated under (EC) 1234/2007 for Common Market Organisation), often 
they are farmers cooperatives. The majority of OPs adopts actions to improve the production 
quality and safety (such as disciplinary, traceability systems, certifications) and offers expert ad-
vice for achieving this goal. The POs role in innovation and knowledge transfer processes could 
be crucial, however it's highly variable depending on the sector and geographic area.  

In the last years, in the Italian AKISs are emerging numerous new innovation networks. Next to 
the traditional players these experiences include also several informal actors delivering advisory 
services. Usually these networks aim to preserve and enhance local resources and quality and 
sustainable food production, involving a broad range of stakeholders including medium and small 
farmers, consumers, citizens, local governments, retailers, environmental associations, etc. They 
work together to promote socio-technical innovations operating along the whole supply chain, in 
rural and also urban areas. These experiences are spread throughout the territory albeit with a 
different intensity, among the most significant experiences there are: the Consortia for the protec-
tion of typical food specialties, some of the local group promoted by the EU Leader programs, the 
Community supported agriculture initiatives, the networks to preserve local seeds and agricultural 
production, the Slow Food Presidia, the care farming associations, etc. (Brunori 2013). 

 
Results  
As evidenced by interviews, one of the strengths of the decentralization of agricultural advisory 
services in the Italy is the presence of capillary structures and staff (often also well trained and 
motivated). Hhis extreme regional articulation produces a great variety of local systems with dif-
ferent quantity and quality of service, penalizing some Regions. As is clear from interviews, usu-
ally the quality of public advisory services is not really related to the expense, but to the smooth 
                                                 
22 The study adopts other sources compared to ISTAT, according to which in Italy in 2010 there are only 3.007 agricultural 
cooperatives. 
23 Considering “farmer members” means that a farmer can join more than a cooperative.  
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functioning of the public administration that varies greatly from one Region to another and even 
within the same Region, presenting too often the traditional weakness such as bureaucratic iner-
tia, low levels of effectiveness and efficiency, not much responsiveness to citizens’ demands, etc.  

Decentralization, however, does not even seem to be a condition that ensures effectiveness in 
responding to the needs of different categories of end-users. Some recent studies unlighted differ-
ent deficits and gaps of the Italian advisory services whether considered individually, or as part of 
a more general AKIS.  

The paradigm of multifunctional agriculture in Italy finds full expression both as farm diversity 
and as farm diversification, but different researches show that the public extension services do 
not adequately respond to the farmers need for diversification (Aguglia 2011) and neither covered 
the needs of different kind of farms, especially the smaller one. "Agricultural extension services 
are actually supporting the agro-industrial paradigm, more than the alternative territorial integrat-
ed (and multifunctional) paradigm..(..) a large part of farms remains left out, due to the types of 
services supplied, mainly production oriented and less careful to environmental and multifunc-
tional aspects of agricultural activity" (De Rosa 2012).   

There are also several examples of excellence of the public AKIS providing advisory service very 
effective even for the emerging needs (such as agritourism, care farming, etc.). However, as evi-
denced by interviews, in general an important AKIS bottleneck is to be not sufficiently demand 
oriented, especially respect to the agricultural research considered too often self-referent and not 
adequately linked to the real farmers needs. Moreover the research results are not communicated 
properly and on a large scale to the parties concerned. As demonstrated by several studies, the 
farmers express demands of innovation already available, but clearly not yet well known 
(MIPAAF 2013). 

In the last period, Italy experienced numerous successful cases of bottom up innovation led by 
local networks mainly related to the quality production, emerging also new figures covering advi-
sory functions (Slow food, Consorzia, CSA etc.). These innovations networks however remain 
limited; they fail to cover all the farmers’ needs and especially to reach those in the most need, as 
the vulnerable and marginal farmers. Thus, an important challenge of the Italian AKIS is how to 
include and support new bottom-up innovation processes and disseminate the benefits of positive 
experiences to all actors, comprised the small and marginal farmers. By the way, this issue is in 
line with the ongoing debate about the regeneration of AKIS (Dockès et al. 2011, EU SCAR 
2012, Cristovao et al. 2012). 

As already noted, the Italian system is highly dependent on EU funding, resulting in a discontinu-
ity of funding without a coherent medium and long-term strategy. Moreover the Regional articu-
lation, especially regarding public services, leads also to a duplication of efforts and limited fund-
ing, improving the transaction cost and a weakness of the Regional administrations also in EU 
negotiations. A clear example it is the FAS implementation, which in some Italian Regions has 
occurred extremely delayed (and in different cases is not yet complete), due to the difficulties 
related to the measures 114 of RDPs. Each Regional FAS is individually programmed with a lack 
of a national framework. For instance, in a first time European commission did not agree with the 
approach of many Regions that extended both the aims and the contents of measure 114 including 
advisory on environmental impact and business management. As a consequence the Regions re-
negotiated their RDPs giving more importance to cross compliance issues. In addition, in many 
Regions the private professional orders (who felt penalized respect to the farmers based associa-
tions) take legal action against the regulation for accreditation. For the Regional administrations it 
took additional administrative requirements and human resources and the spent funds result much 
lower than planned. 
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The problems associated with his extreme regional and provincial articulation in the offer of ser-
vices are amplified by the lack of coordination and by the institutional complexity in the AKIS 
frameworks, due to the coexistence of several institutional level responsible for the different 
AKIS components. State and Regions have concurrent jurisdiction over the R&D policies. Sec-
ondary and high educations are under state jurisdiction, while vocational education and extension 
are under Regional administration. Interestingly, in theoretical and political discourses, and also 
in many dedicated Regional laws, agricultural extension, research and education have been con-
sidered since years as integrant part of a system so called "services for agricultural and rural de-
velopment" or more recently "agricultural knowledge system". This idea, never archived in prac-
tice, proposes a vision of advisory service, not only as an integral part of AKIS, but also as a tool 
exceeding the problems of singular farm to embrace the broader aims of the rural communities 
development. This vision has been greatly supported by the National Institute of Agricultural 
Economy (INEA) that plays an important role in Italian AKIS. Since 1988, the INEA has a study 
group specialized in agricultural knowledge system, combining research activities with scientific 
support to public administrations, also in the implementation of EU policies and in the maintain-
ing of the Regional Referents Network of agricultural research. This interregional organization 
was established by several Regions in 1998 to improve the coordination of agricultural research 
system. The Network created also a searchable database, with the INEA scientific support, to 
disseminate and integrated the Regional researches. In 2002 was established also the Regional 
Referents Network of extension services to deal with common challenges, promote discussion 
and experiences exchanging. The proposal to merge the two networks is currently under discus-
sion to better coordinate the whole AKIS. 

To provide an appropriate, positive and effective response to the farmer’s needs, the Italian AKIS 
clearly required a process of rationalization to move toward a more efficient and effective use of 
the available resources. However, rather than a rationalization it is currently undergoing a process 
of drastic reduction of public spending for advisory services, research and education, with indis-
criminate cutting of human and technical resources. An exemplary case is the ARSIA (Region 
agency for agricultural development and innovation) suppression in Tuscany, which took place in 
2011 without creating any alternative option. The Tuscan Regional Administration absorbed the 
ARSIA employees, assigning them to other tasks, predominantly bureaucratic activities, losing 
experiences, relationships and investments accumulated over the years. In despite of its deficien-
cies, the Agency in the past played an important role in linking policy, research and extension. 
Among other things, ARSIA also worked as innovation broker for the construction of local inno-
vation networks, in some respects, anticipating the experience of the EIP.  

 

Discussion 
The present trends highlight greater pluralism and also privatization of Italian extension services, 
emerging new players and different organization/configuration of the traditional actors. If these 
trends positively impact the services supply, however, the public advisory services remains cru-
cial important to meet the knowledge needs of Italian agriculture. In fact, the structural character-
istics of Italian agricultural sector (presenting a large presence of small and medium-sized farms, 
rarely competitive on the global markets, providing significant public-good emphasized by the 
political dominant narrative of rural development) is not always able to express a willingness to 
pay for advisory services.  

The recent measures to cut public extension system have further compromised the quality of ser-
vices offered, not addressing the main problems of Italian AKIS, while the most critical aspect is 
the absence of effective and inclusive governance.  
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Actually it exists a multiplicity of public and private actors accountable to different system com-
ponents, each with different professional cultures and theoretical frameworks, with different sys-
tems of accountability, different financial regimes, working to their own agendas. Moreover there 
are also different combinations of these actors involved in the delivery process at local levels, 
giving rise to problems of both vertical and horizontal integration. It is even very complicate to 
rough out the resulting organizational complexity.  

The requirement of more system integration is widely stressed, but it doesn’t give concrete ex-
pression to solve the fragmentation of policies and practices. Co-ordination is clearly hard to 
achieve, but more formal methods to ensure better governance need to be employed. In the con-
text of joined-up working, the agricultural knowledge system must be thought of as the totality of 
players, including public, private, NGOs and citizens that operate in research, education and ex-
tension. Effective AKIS requires effectiveness within each component of the system and effective 
links between them, including the development of a more horizontal model which recognizes the 
importance of local specificities and the emerging of bottom up innovation processes. It might be 
useful for this purpose to implement an open organization structures that facilitate dialogue, 
adopting a shared planning with strong task definition and clear accountability for results. It 
should be supported by effective monitoring and evaluation systems, improving long term con-
tinuous learning from experience. At present, it's not available a common monitoring and evalua-
tion system of AKIS policies or of its individual components, but different experiences and situa-
tions exist. Generally there are more structured evaluations mechanisms for the education and 
research than for advisory services (Materia 2012).  

The European Innovation Partnership (EIP) for Agriculture Productivity and Sustainability could 
be useful to improve the linkages in the Italian AKIS, operating also to better sustain the already 
existing innovation bottom up networks. However, at the moment it is not yet clear the EIP im-
plementation and actually this is a big concern of the Italian Regions (likes the possibility to op-
erate at inter-Regional level, how identifying the actors, the roles, the mechanisms etc.). Moreo-
ver the effect of EIP could be limited in terms of time, space, contents and actors involved, en-
hancing the power of the already strong actors. 

Anyway the effectiveness of this and other specific instruments is limited without a comprehen-
sive AKIS reform able to strength the whole governance structures and long term strategic plan-
ning processes, breaking also the excessive dependence on the funding provided by the European 
Union. For instance different Regions use the FAS measures to replace their own funds. 

Because of this dependence, the Regions place a lot of expectations on the new PAC to revive the 
whole Italian AKIS. For instance the expansion of FAS, proposed by the EU for the future CAP 
is evaluated very positively, as well as the previsions regarding the measures beneficiaries and 
the possibility of training opportunity for advisers. 

Finally, the Italian AKISs suffer for a lack of "systematic knowledge about the agricultural 
knowledge system", including the absence of common databases about the services delivered and 
the ongoing research, a systematic collection of information about "who does what", etc. This 
knowledge is necessary and crucial to improve the system and to support the policy makers. 
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Workshop 1.3: Innovation Platforms as Drivers of Institutional Change  
Convenors: Janice Jiggins, Ray Ison and Niels Röling 
 

Contributors to this workshop will present recent research on the contribution of Innovation Plat-
forms to multi-level institutional   innovation in support of transformations in European, Australi-
an and West African farming systems. Both the internal dynamics of IPs, and the inter-action 
between members of IPs and processes of change in the societies in which they are embedded, 
have been little studied. The contributions may encompass, for instance, the role of champions, 
networking, power strategies, and shared learning based on experiments in the field, landscape, 
sector or institutional space. The role of (which kinds) of researching practice are supportive of 
institutional innovation, and the processes by which innovations become institutionalised, are 
also included.  
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Abstract: Research in innovation studies suggests that appropriate starting conditions are re-
quired if alignment of research to practice and policy is to be enabled. To achieve this alignment, 
a scoping exercise is required and must involve those people and institutions that have an interest 
or stake in the research. This paper describes a consultation process to develop an Innovation 
Blueprint for Regional Water Productivity in Australia through a new research initiative at the 
University of Melbourne. This Blueprint was developed through a two-stage consultation project 
in which opportunities and constraints for innovation in regional water productivity in Australia 
were identified and discussed with key stakeholders without pre-empting research or develop-
ment questions. Firstly, we conducted an online survey of water sector stakeholders using a Del-
phi methodology. Then the findings of this survey were considered and augmented in discussions 
with key experts in a stakeholders’ workshop. In this paper we ask: How did this consultation 
process constitute a platform for innovation in research? And, what is the potential of this plat-
form to provoke or drive institutional change? We suggest that a platform for innovation in re-
search does emerge from this consultation process, however, the potential for institutional change 
from it will depend on continued deliberation in new routines of research-development practice, 
and the formalisation of new partnerships between researchers and other water sector actors. In 
aiming to progress innovation in water productivity, we also suggest that organisations such as 
the University of Melbourne and its partners need to invest in such platforms as a pre-requisite to 
creating practice and policy change through research. 

Keywords: platform for innovation; regional water productivity; new research practices; consul-
tation process 

 
 
Introduction24 
 

Exploring platforms for innovation in research 
Scholars of innovation systems recognise an ongoing tension between a systemic view of innova-
tion and one that posits innovation as an adoption and diffusion process (Nettle et al., 2013). 
Conventional perspectives on innovation, such as ‘linear’ or ‘pipeline models’, emphasise that 
innovation constitutes the delivery of science-based technologies (derived from research settings) 
to ultimate end users (Röling, 2009). An innovation systems perspective, however, understands 
innovation as a process of socio-technical change (Kemp & Rotmans, 2005 (Geels, 2004)) which 

                                                 
24 Globally, scholars of innovation systems recognise innovation as a process of that is socially and territorially embedded and 
culturally and institutionally contextualized (Lundvall, 1992). Along with this realisation comes the concept of innovation systems 
(Kemp & Rotmans, 2005). The main idea underlying this concept is that innovation cannot simply arise from research and 
development initiatives (R&D) through a linear flow from science to new product. On the contrary, innovation from a systemic 
perspective emerges by the interaction of different parts or components making up a system (Kemp & Rotmans, 2005).  
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is both performed in, and performative of, new linkages, new knowledge, new rules/roles, and 
new coalitions and organisations (Markard & Truffer, 2008:1).25 

In this paper we take innovation to be an emergent process of production of new social arrange-
ments, new symbolic practices and new materialities (e.g. products) (Suchman, 2003) While 
some scholars identify innovation as an emergent property of interaction among social entities 
(e.g. stakeholders) (Roling, 2006), we seek to emphasise the inherently heterogeneous nature of 
innovation as the ‘work’ or sustained effort of coordinating and managing diverse people, prod-
ucts and representations in particular times and places. Here we take inspiration from science 
studies scholars and, in particular, proponents of Actor Network Theory (ANT) (Callon, 1986 ; 
Latour, 1987 ; Law, 1999 ; Verran, 2002) who posit that social, material and symbolic practices 
(Shapin & Schaffer, 1985) are all equally or (‘symmetrically’) important in performing (Law & 
Singleton, 2000b ; Mol, 2002) the objects, realities and possibilities of our worlds.  

In seeking to better understand how to enable and support innovation, scholars of agricultural 
innovation and more recently, policy makers (Hounkonnou et al., 2012), have developed the met-
aphor of ‘platforms for innovation’ (Roling, 1994 ; Ison et al., 2012) or ‘innovation platforms’ 
(Hounkonnou et al., 2012). Platforms for innovation are understood as configurations of social 
elements (social networks, institutional arrangements etc) that enable innovation and, in particu-
lar, contain the possibility of enabling institutional change. In this paper we describe the devel-
opment and operation of a consultation process for innovation in research within a new initiative 
at the University of Melbourne, called Carlton Connect. We ask: is this process a platform for 
innovation in research? In asking this question we are concerned with whether this process con-
tained the possibility of doing research differently—in other words, did it enable or perform in-
novation in research?  In asking these two questions, we aim to add to current knowledge on the 
key practices and challenges of designing platforms for innovation in research.  

The case of innovation in regional water productivity (RWP) in Australia 
The Australian water sector has undergone a period of rapid change over the past ten years. 
Prompted by water scarcity, inefficient irrigation practices and environmental degradation of 
catchments, the Australian Government instituted a major reform effort in 2004, the National 
Water Initiative. It is within this context that Australian governments, communities and the water 
industry are seeking new ways of understanding and managing water for a range of cultural, soci-
etal, environmental and economic benefits. This is a significant innovation challenge for all these 
groups of actors and one that must also be addressed by research institutions as they seek to play 
a role in generating new knowledge and practices for water use and management.  

Innovation in the water sector necessarily demands long-term and effective linkages between 
research and practice or between knowledge and action (Cash, et al., 2003). In Australia, where 
water issues are being historically framed by the resource’s temporal and spatial availability, the 
need for water innovation is critical. The country’s extreme climatic conditions—which range 
from seasonal droughts to severe floods—frequently alter river flows and groundwater recharge, 
leading to an extremely variable availability of freshwater to both the environment and popula-
tion (McKay, 2005). In light of this, Australian policy reforms over the past decade have made 
significant improvements in addressing challenges linked to the access (determined by variabil-
ity) and allocation (determined by the complexity of multiple water uses such as social, econom-
ic, environmental and cultural) (McKay, 2005) of water. However this work is far from complete 
and much remains to be done across urban and rural Australia to improve the productivity of wa-
ter resources (Godden, et al., 2011).  

                                                 
25 The multiple dimensionality (or systemic) nature of innovation is expressed by the range of components that have to be enabled 
and need to interact to each other in order to achieve change (Foxon, et al., 2005). 
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This paper reports on a research project with the explicit aim of generating new thinking and re-
search practice to enhance water productivity in regional Australia. This (applied) research pro-
ject involved the development of a consultation process as part of a new approach by the Univer-
sity of Melbourne to working with industry and communities on sustainability issues. This new 
approach is embodied in the University’s Carlton Connect initiative (see 
http://carltonconnect.com.au/) and in particular its flagship Regional Water Productivity26 (RWP) 
Innovation Hub.27 This project formed part of the RWP Innovation Hub activities and aimed to 
identify the major factors opportunities and constraints to improving societal (including environ-
mental) benefits from water from the perspectives of researchers, industry, practitioners and 
communities. These opportunities and constraints were used to inform the development of an 
agenda for innovation in RWP. This agenda is represented by a draft Blueprint for Innovation in 
Regional Water Productivity which is currently being finalised by the Office of the Vice-
Chancellor of Research (The University of Melbourne). 

 

Methodology  
The research reported in this paper involved two main methods for engaging diverse participants 
in developing an innovation agenda for regional water productivity.The first was an online survey 
in two rounds using an adapted Delphi method. An adapted Delphi method was used to conduct a 
survey of expert professionals and practitioners in water resource use and management. This 
method was developed at the RAND Corporation in late 1950s with the objective to collect and 
synthetise experts’ judgements (Okoli & Pawlowski, 2004). Since its first application, this meth-
od has been used by a diverse range of disciplines and topics mostly linked to planning, decision-
making and policy research (Gordon & Pease, 2006) and applied to generate solutions and analy-
sis of complex problems (Alexander, et al., 2010). The approach is useful in decision and re-
search contexts where values are disputed and/or where interests are contested (Funtowicz & 
Ravetz, 1993). In contrast to conventional methods of inquiry, post-normal methodologies like 
Delphi help to deal with research and decision settings with unknown factors and high levels of 
uncertainty (Mayumi & Giampietro, 2006).  

The Delphi method is an iterative process of expert elicitation and consultation (Thomson, et al., 
2009) for defining and analysing complex issues (França Doria, et al., 2009). It is a method for 
structured group communication that formally integrates multiple and conflicting views allowing 
consensus to rise regarding particularly contentious and multidimensional problems (Alexander, 
et al., 2010; Moore, et al., 2009). Even though the method encompasses many variants, the main 
features account for: application of an standardised questionnaire; anonymity of participants; 
equal opportunity of all incumbents to participate; iteration (at least two rounds); management 
and consolidation of views by a facilitator/s; the opportunity for participants to review their own 
and others’ comments (feedback loop); and statistical aggregation from individual answers to 
group answers (Elmer, et al., 2010; de França Doria, et al., 2009; Gordon & Pease, 2006).  

We chose to adapt the Delphi method to an online survey which aimed to canvass a broad range 
of expert views on opportunities and constraints to innovation in RWP. Following Moore et al. 
(2009), we applied the Delphi method with an emphasis on collecting multiple and contesting 
arguments from water sector stakeholders, rather than necessarily building consensus or agree-

                                                 
26 Regional Water Productivity (RWP) is defined here as: ‘the combination of outcomes produced, such as food, fibre, income, 
social well-being and ecological benefits, and the social, economic and environmental costs incurred per unit of water used’. 
(RWP Innovation Round 2 Survey unpublished report 2013). 
27 One of the key challenges recognised by the Carlton Connect initiative is that of improving regional water productivity: 
‘Australia’s role as a global food producer, the sustainability of urban and rural communities, and the balance of our ecosystems 
rely on the effective management of our water systems. This challenge is intensifying due to a rising populationand a changing 
climate' (see http://carltonconnect.com.au/). 
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ment. This is consistent with the application of this method defined as Policy Delphi (Ibid.) or 
Argument Delphi (Kuusi, 1999). As the Delphi method does not require statistical sample design, 
we selected participants following a non-probability sample, specifically a convenience sample 
(Bryman, 2004). Our sample comprised a mixture of key water sector actors from academia, gov-
ernment, industry and communities across Australia. The list of contacts was generated from ex-
isting databases. Our sample design focus was to canvass different communities of practice in 
water use and management; different jurisdictions (e.g. Australian states and territories); and dif-
ferent river/catchment systems (e.g. tropical and temperate), thus seeking to represent as much as 
practicable the spectrum of water use and management in Australia.  

As Figure 1 shows (see below), the first round of the survey on ‘Regional Water Productivity and 
Innovation’ (April 2013) was framed as a ‘brainstorming’ exercise, with open-ended questions 
on: a proposed (working) definition of ‘regional water productivity’; the main opportunities and 
constraints to improving the current status of RWP; the relative importance of different innova-
tion domains and activity areas to achieving transformation in RWP; and opinions on a proposed 
conceptual framework for innovation in regional water productivity. This first round thus in-
volved mainly forecasting by both seeking consensus ( e.g., on levels of agreement on the defini-
tion of ‘regional water productivity’); and different or more ‘extreme’ views from respondents. A 
total of 288 people were invited to participate in the initial round of the questionnaire. Ninety-two 
positive responses (32% of response rate) were obtained. Questions for the first round were de-
veloped through a collaborative and iterative approach with researchers in the RWP Innovation 
Hub (of Carlton Connect) including individual elaboration to group validation on the quality and 
accurateness of questions (involving all research team members). 

Qualitative and quantitative information obtained in the Round 1 survey was analysed providing 
a summary of responses (expert judgements) in a written report. While the first round included a 
mix of close and open-ended questions, Round 2 was primarily based on close-ended questions. 
In Round 2, the questionnaire was sent to those 92 participants from the first round and 61 agreed 
to participate (66% response rate). In the second round of the survey, participants were asked to 
re-consider and/or revise their original judgments based on the analysis of first round responses. 
The second round sought primarily to narrow down and rank information (according to relative 
importance and level of agreement). In each survey round, questions were peer-reviewed by 
members of the R & D Advisory Team for the RWP Innovation Hub and by two expert review-
ers. 

The second main component of the consultation process to inform the innovation agenda for 
RWP was a Regional Water Productivity and Innovation Stakeholder Workshop held on19th Sep-
tember, 2013. This workshop brought together a range of key industry, community and govern-
ment stakeholders with University of Melbourne (Carlton Connect RWP Innovation Hub) re-
searchers to consider the results of the online survey and further refine key ideas for improving 
and progressing RWP. 
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The third key component of consultation in the agenda setting process was the Strategic Advisory 
Committee established for the RWP Innovation Hub. This Committee met four times during the 
process (in 2012/13) and provided advice and comment on both the process itself and the draft 
Blueprint for Innovation in Regional Water Productivity (the Blueprint) (produced in November 
2013). 

The outcomes of the survey and the workshop informed the development of the draft Blueprint. 
This document was drafted by members of the RWP Innovation Hub Research and Development 
(R & D) Advisory Committee28 and endorsed by the Strategic Advisory Committee for the RWP 
Innovation Hub which is made up of senior bureaucrats from federal and state government agen-
cies with responsibilities for water management and use. 

 

Results and Discussion  
 
Ideas from water sector stakeholders on innovation in regional water productivity: exam-
ples from a survey and workshop on innovation in RWP 
Both the survey and workshop on RWP innovation, developed as part of the innovation agenda 
setting process for the Carlton Connect RWP Innovation Hub, produced rich and voluminous 
information on opportunities and constraints for improving RWP in Australia. It is beyond the 
scope of this paper to present the survey and workshop results in detail. However, some principle 
findings are noted here to illustrate how the consultation process enabled novel thinking, estab-
lished new social arrangements and enrolled particular material resources for ‘progressing inno-
vation’ (Nettle et al., 2013) in RWP. 

In Round 1 of the survey on ‘RWP and Innovation’ respondents were asked to consider a concep-
tual framework for innovation in RWP. This framework was based on a systems perspective of 
innovation in water use and management and was developed from the literature (Asheim, 2011 ; 
Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012) and in discussion with RWP Innovation hub researchers. It was 
used as a basis for structuring mainly open-ended questions about the relative importance of, and 
opportunities and constraints related to ‘innovation domains’ and ‘innovation activity areas’ in 
RWP. The structured questioning process of the survey was also designed to reveal ‘outlying’ or 
more radical visions and ideas for change.  

The conceptual framework for ‘innovation in RWP’ was modified according to both Round 1 and 
Round 2 survey results and from feedback at the stakeholder workshop for RWP Innovation. Ta-
ble 2 below shows the evolution of this framework at the level of ‘innovation domains’ in three 
stages. Final rankings of the relative importance of different ‘innovation domains’ to improving 
RWP were obtained in Round 2 of the survey and provided an indication of priority areas for 
further discussion in the subsequent stakeholder workshop and in drafting the Blueprint docu-
ment. 

                                                 
28 The R & D Advisor Committee was made up of the lead researchers in projects funded by the University of Melbourne under
the Carlton Connect RWP Innovation Hub including the research that is the subject of this paper.
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Table 1: Innovation Domains and Activity Areas in Regional Water Productivity: Round 2 survey rankings of 
‘essential’ and ‘high priority’ (aggregated) to achieving improvements in Regional Water Productivity 

Innovation Domain and 
Ranking 

Innovation Activity Areas and Ranking 

Governance (48%) Effective water policy development and implementation (91%) 
Recognition and use of scientific, indigenous and local knowledge (80%) 
Effective water rights frameworks (77%) 

Research and Development 
Systems (45%) 

Definition and prioritisation of practice and policy-relevant to R & D (89%) 
Research well aligned with policy practice (86%) 
Well targeted government investment (86%) 

Water Use and Practices 
(41%) 

Environmental waster use and management (86%) 
Irrigation water use and management (80%) 
Better water use and re-use (77%) 

Education, Training and 
Communication Systems 
(30%) 

Development of skills and knowledge to use, manage and trade water (82%) 
Development of skills and processes to develop and implement evidence-based deci-
sion making (82%) 
Enhanced mechanisms to support collaboration (61%) 

Infrastructure and Information 
Services (30%) 

Effective practices for evaluation, reporting and prediction of water services (75%) 
Water accounting (70%) 
Modernisation of water delivery infrastructure on-farm and in-channel (64%) 

Water Planning and Opera-
tions (25%) 

Adaptive water planning (84%) 
Effective water accounting (73%) 
Risk management (73%) 

Economic and Market Systems 
(16%) 

Water pricing and markets (73%) 
Valuing non-monetary costs and benefits (73%) 
Definition of multiple coasts and benefits (73%) 

  

Qualitative statements (survey responses) on opportunities and constraints to improving RWP 
were also obtained in Round 1 of the survey. These were thematically analysed according to the 
initial conceptual framework for ‘innovation in RWP’ and ‘outlying’ elements identified. 
Through a question29 aimed to provoke respondents to ‘think outside the box’ and provide more 
‘extreme’ views on what the outcomes of successful transformation in regional water productivity 
might be, additional ideas on desirable future change in RWP (qualitative statements) were iden-
tified by respondents. Overall, these ideas were consistent with the main opportunities and con-
straints to improving the current status of regional water productivity identified by respondents in 
the earlier section of the survey. This consistency was, in particular, related to: the recognition, 
application and articulation of the multiple values and uses of water; developing approaches for 
quantifying costs/benefits of social, environmental, cultural and economic aspects of water under 
variability and uncertainty (e.g. through improved research and development and governance); 
and, collaboration across industry, government and communities in managing water. Specific 
examples included: 

                                                 
29 The question was: Having thought about the current opportunities and constraints for change in regional water productivity, we 
would now like you to consider what some of the future possibilities for change or transformation in this area might be. As a 
result of influences such as climate change, world food demand, and the changing nature of farming, there is an opportunity to 
recognise and re-imagine our multiple uses and values of regional water. New and different food systems, new connections be-
tween urban and rural communities and new ways of managing our shared resources will emerge from exploring the possibilities 
for transformational change in water together. What are the possibilities for transforming regional water productivity? We would 
like you to imagine that it is 2030 and Australia’s regional water productivity has improved far beyond what anyone had imagined 
was possible back in 2013. The Prime Minister gives the report on what has been achieved. 
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- Government environmental water holders using market behaviour in line with economic 
productivities of agriculture to maximise joint outcomes. 

- Legislated Regional Water Productivity bodies [are formed] 
- Local government water services to be provided by expert boards operating on a commercial 

basis. 
- Well developed water markets and trading in all fully developed catchments and aquifers, with 

trading systems similar to those used on the ASX [Australian Stock Exchange] 
- There are easy ways for farmers to trade water outside of irrigation districts and the agricultural 

industry is accountable for its use. 
- The success of environment water trusts and their innovative strategies. 
- Creation of an effective 'water grid'. 
- Hydropower and other alternative energy sources are being used to help drive irrigation infra-

structure. 
- Real-time, automated river flow management. 
- That the whole community is involved with water use decision, and that farmers could be paid 

for environmental benefits they provide. (Ayre, 2012) 
 

Respondents in Round 1 of the survey also provided comments on how a working definition of 
‘regional water productivity’ could be improved. The themes (ideas) relating to the definition that 
were raised most were: the need to define the relevant spatial and temporal scale; the need to 
idtify whether the definition presents ‘water productivity’ as an objective or a measure; the need 
to identify the context to which the definition applies; and, that the term ‘productivity’ is sugges-
tive of ‘economic productivity’. The definition was re-drafted based on these comments and pre-
sented in Round 2 where 63 % of respondents ‘agreed’ with the modified definition. 

The stakeholder workshop was designed to review key findings from the survey with a range of 
water sector experts (n=14; n=8 (non-University of Melbourne participants)). The innovation 
domains identified as the three ‘most important’ for progressing innovation in RWP were consid-
ered in the workshop and further elaborated in terms of key opportunities and constraints for this 
area. 
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Table 2: Summary of Discussion Points at the Stakeholder Workshop on Innovation in Regional Water Productivity 
(19th September 2013) 
Innovation Domain Key Opportunities Key Constraints 

Governance To outline the ’ideal’ industry reform process 
including architecture and optimal governance 
arrangements 

Developing a governance system that is capable 
of planning for extremes of climate risks 

19th century governance arrangements for 
water for 21st century governance 

Research and Devel-
opment 

The application of existing knowledge not just 
creating new knowledge 

Have a portfolio approach that would include 
short term and long term projects as well as 
higher risk projects 

New methods for defining the case for research -
that develops partnerships between the prob-
lem/need, the practitioners, the community, re-
searchers 

Prioritise, synthesis and use of current 
knowledge in new ways 

If the vision is right then research topics tend to 
fall out of that 

Need core detailed studies that can then be ex-
trapolated over larger areas - need to measure the 
right things in the right way so that bigger 
change can be supported 

Timeframes and incentive structures in R 
& D work actually works against interdis-
ciplinary work 

Absence of critical information as well as 
the existing information is not used well 
on the benefits of water for the environ-
ment 

Conceptualisation of systems is often too 
simple or too complex to be useful 

Lack of critical mass in collaboration 
across the research effort results in patchy 
and low impact research work 

Effects and impacts on social and envi-
ronmental issues are not systematically 
described or measured 

Infrastructure and In-
formation services 

Integration of information and more efficient 
data collection 

Improving efficiency in water use on farm and in 
river 

Better understanding and acceptance of the bene-
fits and impacts of water use eg the environmen-
tal cost of species loss 

Bureau of Meteorology to hold more integrated 
data sets in the future 

Not sure what to measure for social and 
ecological benefits of water use 

Loss of a central research and develop-
ment organisation (e.g. Land and Water 
Australia) 

 
 

Participants contributed further insights into some key innovation ideas in development for the 
Blueprint for Innovation in RWP and in a formal evaluation of the event either strongly agreed or 
agreed that the workshop process generated useful insights that will be useful in future RWP re-
search and development (100%; n=8)). They also reported having learnt from others through the 
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workshop process and either strongly agreed or agreed that they picked up new ideas or infor-
mation from other participants (100%; n=8).30 

Did the consultation process for RWP constitute a platform for innovation in research? 
Here we elaborate the metaphor of ‘platform of innovation’ (Ison et al., 2011)  as a ‘multi-
stakeholder coalition’ (Roling, 2006) to include sets of heterogeneous—symbolic, material and 
social— knowledge practices (Ayre & Verran, 2010). Inspired by Shapin and Schaffer’s typology 
of ‘technologies of knowledge production’ (Shapin & Schaffer, 1985), we understand that inno-
vation in research (as all knowledge production endeavours) will emerge from new, stabilised 
configurations of research practices or ‘platforms’. In the case of the Carlton Connect initiative, 
the consultation process for RWP  emerged as a fledgling ‘platform for innovation’ in research. 
Made up of emergent social arrangements, materials and symbols, this platform mobilized new 
meanings, activities and so-called ‘objects’ for improving water management in Australia. 

For example, a key symbolic or representational practice of the consultation process ‘platform for 
innovation’ was the conceptual framework for our collective object of inquiry: ‘Innovation in 
RWP’ (see Appendix B). This framework was based in innovation systems theory and designed 
as a tool to support reflection by researchers and other experts on what is required to improve 
RWP. The conceptual framework is a symbolic or representational practice which formed a basis 
for communication about the innovation challenge of improving RWP and was used in the online 
survey, stakeholder workshop and Blueprint document. Key social practices of the consultation 
process were the deliberative forums such as the survey, the RWP and Innovation Stakeholder 
Workshop, and the Strategic Advisory Committee (for the CC RWP Innovation Hub). Within 
these forums, a diverse range of expert practitioners and researchers shared their different per-
spectives and interests on RWP. Following Hounkonnou et al. (2012), we recognise these social 
practices of the consultation process as a ‘…platform experiment in dense interaction among na-
tional policy makers, senior officials, scientists, NGOs, civil society representatives and do-
nors...as a whole’ (p. 80). The deliberative forums established (e.g. online survey) and stabilised 
networks (e.g. Strategic Advisory Committee) between actors and created new relationships as 
meanings and ideas were debated, shared, contested and agreed. And finally, material practices 
were also a key component of the consultation process and included: creating meeting spaces; 
and, financial practices of administering multiple grants (e.g. funds exchanges; contract develop-
ment etc) to support activity in the RWP Innovation Hub.31 

The consultation process for developing an innovation agenda for RWP demonstrated new rou-
tines ’ (Steyaert & Jiggins, 2007) of research practice as described above. These new routines 
embody a different way of doing research for the University of Melbourne and provide possibili-
ties or conditions for innovation in research. A key aspect of these new routine research practices 
was an attention to design. Considerable effort or ‘work’ was invested by CC researchers in the 
consultation process with explicit attention to maintaining openness, and providing opportunity 
for ongoing reflection, iteration and interaction amongst both researchers and industry and com-
munity participants. For example, the focus of the Round 1 survey was to gather a broad range of 
ideas about RWP through a set of questions aimed to prompt ‘brainstorming’ and ‘visioning’. We 
then presented these ideas back to survey respondents for further consideration and elaboration in 
Round 2 of the survey. Together with the discussions and exchanges at the RWP and Innovation 
Stakeholder Workshop32, these practices of sharing and producing knowledge about issues of re-
gional water productivity, constituted part of the heterogeneous platform for innovation in re-
search. 
                                                 
30 A formal evaluation of the workshop was undertaken and responses summarised in a Workshop Outcomes Report of the 
Regional Productivity and Innovation Workshop, 19th September, 2013. 
31 There were 10 projects funded under the Carlton Connect Regional Water Productivity Innovation Hub focus area in 2013/14. 
32 There were several other stakeholder workshops held as part of the innovation agenda setting process within the Carlton 
Connection Regional Water Productivity and Innovation Hub in 2013. These ‘topic specific’ workshops are detailed in Figure 1.
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However, it is important to ask: what meanings and actions did these emergent research practices 
effect? Or in other words, what, dynamics or possibilities did this fledgling platform for innova-
tion unleash? As the draft Blueprint document is still being finalized (and is due for public release 
soon), it is too early to say what the more unsettling, or conversely galvanising, aspects of the 
process may be for either the broader water sector or the University of Melbourne itself. It was 
endorsed by the SAC (in November 2013) and members have a role in facilitating the signing of 
the final document by the executives of their respective organizations. In this way the University 
seeks to consolidate the commitment of the peak government water sector agencies represented in 
a form of ‘joint ownership’ of the Blueprint.33 However it remains to be seen what effect this will 
have on any future funding or new institutional arrangements related to progressing the numerous 
‘opportunities’ for innovation in RWP it identifies.  

And, what of the future role or interest of industry and community members who committed their 
time and expertise to the consultation process? This dispersed community of experts is a critical 
part of achieving any outcomes from the CC process to setting an innovation agenda for RWP. At 
the RWP Innovation Stakeholder Workshop, participants provided some reflections on the ap-
proach (including the consultation process described here). One participant, for example, sug-
gested that a limitation of the current innovation agenda-setting process was not attending explic-
itly to a theory of learning: 

…you’ve [CC/UM researchers] identified what I think is a very valid list of the contem-
porary issues, but I’m not seeing that there’s a commitment to adaptive learning being ar-
ticulated at the same time. And I think that [adaptive learning] is implicit in the way 
you’re approaching it [RWP innovation] and wishing it to be achieved by partnerships 
etc…but the difficulty is that researchers can get involved in all of this and it just be one 
more muddle up…I mean the big difference [in adaptive management approaches] is that 
there is a commitment to testing hypotheses at the front end of an adaptive management 
approach; it’s not just ‘let’s have a go and see what works’…(Regional Water Productivi-
ty and Innovation Stakeholder Workshop participant, 19 September 2013) 

Another participant was concerned about how the draft Blueprint document (discussed in detail at 
the Stakeholder Workshop) would be used and what implications it had for future action. The 
issue s/he identified was one of not having clear or transparent governance arrangements to em-
bed the Blueprint: 

I’ve been thinking about the governance as well…how are you guys [CC/UM researchers] 
going to make decisions? How do you think you’re going to go about translating this into 
action? (Regional Water Productivity and Innovation Stakeholder Workshop participant, 
19 September 2013) 

The CC RWP Innovation Hub representatives responded at the workshop by saying that the gov-
ernance aspects of the Blueprint for Innovation in RWP are yet to be determined. # 

Conclusion  
Using the case of innovation agenda setting in the RWP Innovation Hub of Carlton Connect at 
the University of Melbourne, we have shown that a consultation process can perform (de Laet & 
Mol, 2000) emergent possibilities for innovation in regional water productivity. The consultation 
process is a fledgling platform for innovation in research which enabled thinking and communi-
cation about opportunities, threats and priorities for improving RWP, their articulation and trans-
lation in a draft Blueprint for Innovation in RWP, and new social arrangements for enacting in-
novation (e.g. through the Strategic Advisory Committee for the RWP Innovation Hub). It em-
                                                 
33 The draft Blueprint for Regional Water Productivity is however jointly authored by University of Melbourne researchers and 
administrators.
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bodied a new set of research practices or ‘routines’ (Millerand et al., 2013) including: collabora-
tive development of a conceptual design for ‘innovation in RWP’ (inspired by an innovation sys-
tems perspective); interaction and deliberation on innovation in RWP in multi-stakeholder set-
tings (e.g. online survey and stakeholder workshop), and new kinds of material exchanges within 
the research (institutional) setting (e.g. administrative practices). These routines have the poten-
tial to drive institutional change, however this will depend on continued development and formal-
isation of such new routines of research-development practice within research institutions such as 
Carlton Connect (at the University of Melbourne) including, for example: social practices (e.g. 
new partnerships between researchers and other water sector actors); symbolic practices (e.g. new 
and participatory approaches to understanding and pursuing innovation.  

Generating and sustaining new routines of research-development practice will require creativity, 
reflexivity and continued funding by research institutions to cover the costs of experimentation 
and interaction (Hounkonnou et al., 2012, 80). Doing research differently is resource intensive 
and the scope of the consultation work for the innovation agenda setting process was much larger 
than we had initially conceived. It also requires a commitment by researchers to live with ten-
sions inherent in contested epistemologies and managing different expectations and objects of 
inquiry. Investing time, energy and intellectual and other resources in participating in the RWP 
agenda setting process was a challenge for some, particularly for those who were not working as 
leaders in the various CC RWP Innovation Hub research projects. Therefore, articulating to re-
searchers the benefits of participating in the development of consultation processes (in this case 
for example, in the co-development of survey questions and stakeholder workshops) is an im-
portant role for research institutions and incentives for such participation must be explored and 
provided. This may include formal recognition and support for leadership roles in innovation 
agenda setting and participation in interdisciplinary research teams. 
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Appendix A 

Main opportunities and constraints to achieving transformation in regional water productivity 
(from Round 1 Survey on Regional Water Productivity and Innovation) (Ayre 2013) 

Qualitative statements provided by survey respondents on the three main opportunities for im-
proving regional water productivity currently were analysed and the emerging themes identified 
as: 

- Improvements in irrigation infrastructure and agricultural water use.  
- Better ways to understand, measure and communicate about water and its benefits or val-

ues.  
- Integration of institutions and their decision-making. 
- Developing and supporting ways to support decision-making the multiple scales (and 

‘levels’) that constitute ‘water use and management’.  
- Better stakeholder engagement in decision-making which includes improving information 

flows and communication between science, policy and professional practice, and regional 
communities. 

- Understanding, recognising and managing the multiple benefits (or outcomes), uses and 
values of water (e.g. environmental, social, economic, cultural, historical, Indigenous). 

- Providing flexibility in water trading and water allocation.  
- New ways of using and re-using (or re-cycling) water.  
- Changes to farm management and agricultural or catchment management practice to im-

prove water productivity. 
- Improving river (flow) management and optimising delivery of water for multiple uses.  
- Improving environmental health and services of rivers and catchments. 
- Achieving advances in the management of environmental water. 
- Better understanding and valuing environmental (river/water) systems through improved 

methods and investment in research. 
- Improved application and development of economic theories and tools to water manage-

ment, pricing etc. 
- Systemic thinking is required for the multiple uses/benefits/values of water and its pro-

ductive management and use to be realised. 
- Qualitative statements provided by survey respondents on the three main constraints to 

improving regional water productivity currently were analysed and the emerging themes 
identified as: 

- An inability to recognise, measure and monitor the multiple benefits of water.  
- The ability to better assess or ‘align’ these multiple benefits (and not necessarily think in 

terms of ‘trade-offs’). 
- The need to better understand, use and develop economic concepts and tools to assess, 

evaluate and communicate multiple benefits of water. 
- The need to improve stakeholder engagement through coordination and communication 

between governments and water users. 
- Better understanding of the water requirements of the environment and agricultural and 

other uses of water. 
- A need to further develop public awareness of issues of water productivity (and sustaina-

bility) including multiple values in water. 
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Abstract: A recently implemented research and development program; Co-learning and Co-
innovation to Achieve Impact in New Zealand’s Biological Industries (Primary Innovation for 
short) aims to stimulate innovation in the New Zealand agricultural sector, which is an important 
contributor to the New Zealand economy, mainly through exports. The program is attempting to 
implement co-innovation principles, based on an Agricultural Innovation Systems (AIS) ap-
proach, in five Innovation Platforms (IPs), evaluate the processes and outcomes, and influence 
the national innovation system to enable implementation of co-innovation in practice. Three 
streams of work are used; an academic stream that translates between theory and practice, an ap-
plication stream responsible for implementing co-innovation principles in five IPs and the Com-
munity of Practice, a stream responsible for “scaling up” i.e. influencing and stimulating change 
at the innovation system level. Reflexive monitors in the IPs and leadership team ensure that co-
innovation principles are applied and that adaptive management occurs. The use of reflective 
practice in the program ensures that co-innovation principles are consistently used at all levels. 
This paper describes how the program was implemented and highlights the lessons learned during 
the first 14 months of the program against a backdrop of AIS theory, principles and practices. 

Keywords: Agricultural Innovation System, Innovation Platform, Co-Innovation, New Zealand, 
Implementation 

 

Introduction 
The Agricultural Innovation Systems (AIS) approach has become increasingly accepted as a way 
to understand innovation and organize support for innovation (Klerkx et al., 2012). In the AIS 
approach, innovation is considered the result of a process of networking and interactive learning 
among a heterogeneous set of actors, such as farmers, input industries, processors, traders, re-
searchers, extensionists, government officials, and civil society organizations. There are many 
programs which currently work with an Innovation Platform (IP) approach (Kilelu et al., 2013). 
The AIS approach emphasizes that agricultural innovation is not just about new technologies but 
also about institutional change and it is a co-evolutionary process (Kilelu et al., 2013). In such 
IPs, innovation is ‘co-produced’ by many stakeholders, and innovation becomes ‘co-innovation’. 

Implementing a co-innovation approach does not come without challenges such as: aligning dif-
ferent mindsets and competencies of the people involved; creating adequate institutional incen-
tives for linkage building and collaboration; and changing research, extension, and innovation 
agenda-setting and funding mechanisms to enable innovation co-production (Klerkx & Nettle, 
2013). Because of the different actors’ diverging strategic and vested interests, inherent cultural 
differences between actors, different planning horizons, different incentives, and accountability 
mechanisms, interventions such as Innovation Platforms do not automatically enable co-
innovation. As Nettle et al. (2013) emphasize, especially in situations in which innovation is still 
seen as a linear technology- transfer process, operationalizing a co-innovation approach can be 
quite complicated, and is often a process of experimentation.  For researchers, it requires a shift 
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from ‘Mode 1’ research thinking, which is disciplinary oriented, aimed at peer scientists, to a 
more interactive ‘Mode 2’ science, which is action oriented, inter-disciplinary and 
transdisciplinary and accountable to a broad group of research users (Gibbons et al., 1994). This 
shift is required because complex problems cannot only be understood in terms of properties of 
its constituent parts (Flood, 2010: 269). 

This paper outlines how a new transdisciplinary research and development program, hereafter 
referred to as Primary Innovation, used IPs and applied an AIS inspired co-innovation approach 
during its first 14 months, and the lessons learned while doing so. Primary Innovation aims to 
stimulate change through co- innovation in the New Zealand agricultural sector. Section 2.1 pro-
vides a brief background about New Zealand’s agricultural sector and its contributions to the na-
tional economy and section 2.2 briefly describes the Primary Innovation Program. Section 3 de-
scribes how the AIS inspired co-innovation approach of Primary Innovation aims to overcome 
the shortcomings of the technology transfer approach (TT). It then briefly discusses the Innova-
tion Platform and co-innovation concepts, the conceptual design and practical functioning of 
Primary Innovation and the role of Reflexive Monitors in integrated research. In Section 4, the 
paper discusses issues arising in the implementation of Primary Innovation and the resulting les-
sons learned.  Section 5 presents discussion and conclusions. 

 

Background 
 
New Zealand’s agricultural sector and the national economy 
New Zealand’s primary industries are dominated by dairy, and sheep and beef farming, but for-
estry, fisheries and horticulture are also important (Nana, 2012). Total primary sector export 
revenue for the year to 2012 was $29.2 billion (Ministry of Primary Industries, 2012), while the 
size of the New Zealand economy as measured by gross domestic product (GDP) was $206.5 
billion in the year to March 2012 (Statistics New Zealand, 2012). Easton (2013) noted that the 
agricultural sector remains hugely important to New Zealand, both in terms of image and of ex-
port trade. He also claimed that much of agriculture remains internationally competitive, partly 
because animals are largely grass fed, but also because New Zealand farmers are technologically 
innovative and sensitive to market opportunities and changes.  

The Primary Innovation Program 
The TT approach, that encourages the adoption of agricultural research findings, has failed to 
address increasingly complex problems. There are social, economic, environmental and regulato-
ry drivers influencing innovation  that must be considered (Klerkx et al., 2012), and there is also 
need for an exploratory process of identifying and capitalizing upon crucial opportunities and 
constraints, and on actors who can make a difference (Röling 2009). 

Realizing that the technology transfer approach by itself does not address the contemporary chal-
lenges in modern agriculture, Primary Innovation was designed to demonstrate the use of an AIS 
inspired co-innovation approach in New Zealand’s primary sector. Primary Innovation is a com-
plex transdisciplinary program in which webs of participants in the NZ biological industries form 
Innovation Platforms to co-develop solutions to the industry's most pressing problems. Using this 
co-innovation approach, problems are addressed by a mix of technologies, practices, policies and 
market changes in a co-evolutionary fashion. Primary Innovation acknowledges that an innova-
tion system characterized by learning and the dissemination of knowledge among platforms of 
organizations is critical to an AIS approach. It also recognizes that innovation policies, conflict-
ing business and research cultures, and innovation platform and capability failures, negatively 
impact on the current innovation system's ability to foster an AIS approach.  
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Primary Innovation consists of three interlinked research streams. The first research stream is a 
multidisciplinary core research team comprised of eight industry and research organizations 
across three sectors - forestry, horticulture and pastoral (dairy and sheep and beef). This is an 
academic research stream focused on translation between theory and practice and follows an ac-
tion research approach. Two PhD students, with their local and international academic supervi-
sors, participate in this stream and do the academic research, with support from other stream 1 
members. The second, and equally important role of this academic research team is, in collabora-
tion with a Community of Practice (stream three), to test and evaluate the AIS approach in action 
and provide support to stream 2 to practically undertake the AIS approach. This is being done 
through the second research stream, which consists of five Innovation Platforms brought together 
to co-develop solutions to five key problems in New Zealand’s primary industries; dairy herd 
reproductive performance, potato crop pest management, forestry product links to market, dairy 
farm nutrient management, and water management in a Canterbury irrigation scheme. Stream 
three is a stakeholder group of 23 industry, education, and research and policy organizations.  
This stakeholder group of influential individuals and organizations in New Zealand is called the 
‘Community of Practice’ and is the mechanism through which Primary Innovation will “scale up” 
co-innovation in New Zealand (i.e. influence and stimulate change at the agricultural innovation 
system level). On-going learning from applying the agricultural innovation systems approach to 
the five problems through the Innovation Platforms will anchor learning in broader policies, or-
ganizations and industry structures to prevent 'islands of success'. 

Integrated research is the best collective term to use for problem solving research, such as Prima-
ry Innovation, that involves the integration of multiple disciplines (Burton et al., 2008: 21). Inte-
grated research includes interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research projects. Harris & Lyon 
(2010:110) argued that participants in integrated research should pause to reflect on the process 
of research collaboration and that ’co-reflection’ among team members should be an integral part 
of such projects. Co-reflection is an approach to user involvement that provides a means of con-
fronting the researcher’s rationale with society's motivations and values, and is aimed at societal 
transformation. 

Reflexive Monitors in each of the Innovation Platforms and the Stream 1 play a key role in ensur-
ing the application of agricultural innovation system principles and adaptive management. A Re-
flexive Monitor is a person whose role is to help the Innovation Platform reflect on process, ac-
tion and progress towards the research goal. The Reflexive Monitor is the mechanism through 
which Primary Innovation aims to enable the challenging and change of presumptions, current 
practices, and underlying institutions, either in the design of a project or in its management, and 
whose responsibility it is to remind participants of the ambitions for system innovation (Botha, 
2013), which is different to the role of a facilitator. Particular differences are that Reflexive Mon-
itors challenge, as well as support, participants to reflect on and address how the way they work 
together enhances or hampers progress toward ambitions for change.  

Primary Innovation uses Reflexive Monitors and reflection for two main reasons, to change prac-
tice at the program level and to stay focused on the program outcomes that require collective ef-
forts and collaboration by all actors. The early stages of a transdisciplinary research program is “a 
time during which reflection on the research process itself is most useful to establishing synergies 
amongst the diverse participants from science, management, government and user groups”  
(Roux et al., 2010: 737). Facilitated by the Primary Innovation research team’s Reflexive Moni-
tor, reflections by the Primary Innovation team and a review of the team’s meeting agendas and 
minutes were used to identify and describe the key lessons in implementing Primary Innovation 
during its first year.  
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Observations and lessons from applying a co-innovation approach in New Zealand’s 
agricultural sector  
The early stages of Primary Innovation confirm a range of observations made by researchers in 
the area of integrated and/or transdisciplinary research (e.g. Burton et al., 2008; EU SCAR, 2012; 
Harris & Lyon, 2013; Roux et al., 2010). The observations below lead to seven lessons regarding 
the co-innovation approach to AIS in Primary Innovation. Most of these observations and the 
resulting lessons are intertwined rather than being discrete, stand-a-lone issues. 

Issues associated with program complexity 
Implementing Primary Innovation and the five Innovation Platforms had a number of time lags 
and high start-up costs associated with forming teams and developing working and interpersonal 
relationships amongst team members because of the program’s complexity created by its multi-
stakeholder and multi-disciplinary nature.  The initial issue identification and structuring phase 
was very resource intensive and time demanding. As an integrated research program Primary 
Innovation had to build on several knowledge bases and even different knowledge forms that 
reflect the individual accountabilities of its participants, who had to dedicate time for learning 
about each other’s contexts and accountabilities, including their respective motivations and re-
ward systems. This process of learning about each other’s contexts began during the three month 
proposal development stage. This demanded frequent interaction among the research organisa-
tions and stakeholders in the problem the proposal was addressing. This was supported by indi-
viduals from multiple stakeholder organisations actively participating in the proposal develop-
ment. Engaging stakeholders in problem definition and joint learning was especially challenging 
in the timeframe for preparing a proposal and given the complexity of the problem. This meant 
that, where stakeholders were unable to actively participate in proposal development, there was a 
mismatch with their own objectives and contexts.  

The lesson is that there are reasonably high overheads both in time and personal contact between 
actors in order to develop the necessary interpersonal and inter-organizational relationships re-
quired to set up a co-innovation process in an Innovation Platform. Given that the process of set-
up begins at the proposal stage it is important to be very deliberate in the design of a process for 
proposal development that engages all stakeholders in problem definition and joint learning. This 
is resource intensive and high risk given the potential that the proposal is unsuccessful. 

The mechanics: contracts and intellectual property 
Contracts, sub-contractual arrangements and Intellectual Property management have, in some 
instances, been complex and time-consuming to sort out and have created delays in getting the 
Innovation Platforms underway. These contract management issues created inefficiencies such as 
diverting researchers’ time from interacting with research program participants and doing re-
search. There have been additional costs associated with discussions and re-writing of milestones 
and work schedules and the uncertainty of outcomes from action research.  To address the uncer-
tainty of outcomes from action research and reduce the risk for the funding organisation, con-
tracting was set-up on an annual basis to allow milestones to be revised in future years based on 
lessons from previous years.   

The second lesson is that adequate time must be allowed for contractual and other formal bureau-
cratic processes between actors to be completed when setting up Innovation Platforms. Face-to-
face time early in the contracting process enables more rapid progress in developing a common 
understanding and language, as well as supporting increased trust. Rapidly developing trust 
among programme participants is especially important at the proposal stage, as this supports shar-
ing of knowledge and contexts to enable accurate problem definition. 
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Changing perceptions and paradigms 
It was clear that, although Primary Innovation is a Mode 2 research program involving participa-
tory action research, some of the research participants have primarily operated in the domain of 
Mode 1 research. This means they are still “linked with a linear model in the chain from basic 
knowledge to innovation” (EU SCAR 2012: 17). When Mode 1 and 2 researchers collaborate 
they can be interlinked in the sense that Mode 1, or “disciplinary research, provides essential 
building blocks for transdisciplinary research” (Roux et al., 2010: 739). Alternatively Mode 1 
researchers can embark on a journey that traverses the landscape towards Mode 2 research. Many 
of the participants in Primary Innovation are on this journey, shifting from Mode 1 to Mode 2 
research, which is a new paradigm in their thinking and this transition has been challenging for 
many of these researchers who are unfamiliar with participatory action research approaches. This 
has also contributed to Primary Innovation’s perceived complexity.  

The lesson from this observation is that it takes time for Mode 1 researchers to make the switch to 
Mode 2. There may be value in attempting to help stimulate the transition from Mode 1 to Mode 
2 by providing a theoretical background in participatory action research and providing infor-
mation and examples from academic literature of the successful use of Mode 2 research. 

Developing a shared language and interdisciplinary understanding 
Scientific disciplines and organisations over time develop their own acronyms, terms and expres-
sions that form part of their distinct cultures, which complicates cross- discipline and inter-
organisational communication. A common or shared language is very important to achieving the 
outcomes that Primary Innovation envisioned. Although a “shared language” and interdiscipli-
nary understanding has started to develop, it is taking considerable time and the process is not yet 
complete – indeed it may be an on-going process throughout the life of the program. This was 
particularly a challenge during proposal development, in part due to many of the stakeholders 
being unfamiliar with the AIS theory that underpinned the proposal. This increased the time taken 
to prepare the proposal as stakeholders worked toward a common language. This also hampered a 
common understanding of the problem and proposed solutions as language was interpreted dif-
ferently. 

The fourth lesson is that it is important to bear the issue of disciplinary language in mind, as well 
and its relevance for developing shared understanding of the research issues and potential solu-
tions and to continually check the understanding, assumptions and different jargon associated 
with the range of disciplinary perspectives within an Innovation Platform. 

Collaboration  
Primary Innovation involves collaboration between multiple disciplines and multiple organiza-
tions (e.g. research providers, research funders, farmers, agricultural suppliers, processors, mar-
keters, agricultural industry advocates, etc.) each of which have their own specific drivers and 
goals, and organizational and managerial requirements and practices. The co-innovation approach 
appears to be difficult for the research funders to come to grips with and place within their report-
ing and control structures. This indicates a problem for co-innovation with institutional rules in 
the current science system. Some participating research organizations are having difficulty relin-
quishing their historical competitive relationships and this has led to power struggles which in-
hibit collaboration between actors in some Innovation Platforms. A similar competitive situation 
exists for some of the business actors in the Innovation Platforms, where collaboration is hin-
dered, by prior business competition and lack of appropriate levels of inter-organizational trust. 
For such organizations, Intellectual Property issues and/or attribution of credit for problem solu-
tion and new innovations is a concern and stumbling block for collaboration. As previously noted 
different actors within an Innovation Platform may have different expectations of what successful 
innovation looks like. This challenge is especially evident in the Primary Innovation Community 
of Practice group which consists of funders, providers and users in the New Zealand innovation 
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system. Interviews with these stakeholders in the first year of the program identified three ap-
proaches to innovation (Turner et al., in prep.) that aligned with these different actors’ concepts 
of success as described by Roux et al. (2010) and discussed in Section 1.1. 

The fifth lesson is that there appears to be a natural tendency for some actors to work in isolation 
from each other or more closely with those that work in similar organisational cultures. It requires 
deliberate persistent effort to change this part of their research or organizational cultures and 
structures before they can collaborate effectively.  

Reflexive monitoring and changing the way we work 
The role of Reflexive Monitors is new to all in Primary Innovation. Reflecting on the actions of 
others and oneself takes a knowledge of group and interpersonal processes and a feel for and un-
derstanding of the issue or research goal. Providing critical commentary in a manner that is ac-
ceptable to the recipient(s) requires skill and practice. The Reflexive Monitors in Primary Innova-
tion are still in the process of developing these skills. Receiving and accepting critical reflection 
requires a degree of self-awareness and also trust and respect for the individual providing the 
critical comment. This is happening more effectively in some innovation platforms than others. 
There has also been a tendency for actors to shy away from having ‘challenging conversations’ 
about how they work, making change difficult. A degree of courage on the part of the Reflexive 
Monitor is required to initiate challenging conversations. Trust amongst the group members may 
also help to facilitate such conversations. 

We have learned that Reflexive Monitoring is a challenging role that requires the right attitude 
regarding honesty, transparency, and courage and the appropriate knowledge and skills including: 
interpersonal communication, group process, and Mode 2 science knowledge; and observation, 
facilitation and mediation skills. Finding the ‘right people’ with the appropriate attitudes, 
knowledge and skills is a challenge.   

Trust 
Evident from a number of the observations and lessons above is the importance of trust amongst 
the actors in a co-innovation project. The legacy of competition underlies the struggle for power 
and control that has surfaced in some Innovation Platforms. The power imbalances erode trust 
between actors.  In the first year of Primary Innovation efforts were made to support face-to-face 
interaction among the research teams to build trust and enable team members from different dis-
ciplines and organizations to develop an understanding of each other’s disciplines and organisa-
tional obligations. 

The lesson here is that trust between the actors is essential for the achievement of collaboration in 
co-innovation projects such as Primary Innovation. Reflexive Monitors have an important role in 
discovering and making power imbalances transparent and in trying to help reduce them as a 
mechanism of enhancing trust.  

 

Discussion and Conclusions 
As an integrated, multi-stakeholder program, Primary Innovation brings together different organi-
sations and individuals with different values, goals and requirements and disparate bodies of 
knowledge with different methodological/epistemological positions. This makes the program 
complex, and hence challenging to implement and manage the required collaborations that have 
to occur. Not only does it require extra effort to build a team and to communicate and mentor 
participants, but it also necessitates an integration of management, planning, policy and practice 
in doing integrative research. In the early phase of Primary Innovation, these were resource inten-
sive requirements that resulted in time lags and high start-up costs. Primary Innovation shares this 
in common with many transdisciplinary research programs.  
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Developing a shared language through communication is necessary as it is helping to bridge cul-
tural differences between Primary Innovation participants. A shared language is an ongoing re-
quirement for program success because it helps participants to co-operate across disciplinary and 
institutional boundaries. Apart from a shared language, these interdisciplinary and inter-
institutional communications also build trust. However, as is evident from the observations and 
lessons above, these processes take time and resources. It is also evident that Reflexive Monitors 
may play a key role in facilitating processes that assist Primary Innovation participants to develop 
trust in one another and avoid exploitation. Harris & Lyon (2013: 115) concluded that “trust was 
built through working together, openness and putting themselves at risk from others, discussing 
issues democratically, gaining understanding about others’ disciplines, having clear and com-
plementary roles and socializing”.  

This paper has found a range of issues facing the development of co-innovation in the Primary 
Innovation Program, many of which are common to transdisciplinary research programs. The 
lessons learned above need to be taken into consideration when developing co-innovation pro-
jects, some of which will need to be further considered and addressed in the remaining three and 
a half years of Primary Innovation. 
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Abstract: The challenges in attracting, retaining and developing an agricultural workforce is 
emerging as an important area of policy interest and practical concern for farming systems. This 
is particularly pertinent in Australia whereby increasing farm size and production in response to 
post-drought climatic conditions and low levels of unemployment from the mining boom has 
contributed to chronic workforce shortages. This paper reports on empirical research conducted 
in the Australian dairy and cotton sectors into agricultural workforce issues as a systemic prob-
lem. Drawing on concepts of innovation platforms for making progress in agricultural workforce 
development, the aim of the paper is to explore the pre-conditions for the formation of an innova-
tion platform as a response to systemic challenges like agricultural workforce development. What 
is the process by which innovation platforms emerge and are sustained? Focusing specifically on 
the institutional arrangements that are supporting or hindering farming systems transformation 
related to workforce issues, this paper compares and contrasts the projects and approaches to 
workforce development underway in the dairy and cotton sectors drawn from documents and 
previous research. Further, results from interviews with industry leaders and stakeholders regard-
ing the institutional arrangements hindering or enabling progress in workforce development were 
analysed. In the dairy sector we found the emergence of an innovation platform involving differ-
ent stakeholders acting collectively across national and local scales and across farming, employ-
ment, community, training and industry scales. In the cotton sector we found the complex indus-
try governance arrangements and uncertainty in taking action to address workforce issues as a 
systemic concern hindered collective action. We conclude that whereas innovation platforms may 
be considered a means by which complex systemic issues are addressed, more emphasis on sup-
porting the preconditions for emergence of such platforms is required, such as a commitment of 
key institutions to sustain the approach. 

Keywords: agricultural workforce; social learning; workforce development systems 

 
Introduction 
Agricultural workforce development is an emerging domain for multi-stakeholder, multi-level, 
systemic innovation. Broadly, agricultural workforce development is defined as the process by 
which people are attracted, retained and developed in agriculture (Green, 2007; Nettle, et al, 
2008). Workforce development can be operationalised at the farm scale, however many farms are 
unable to maintain an internal labour market because of their size and scale, relying on local la-
bour markets or other farms for replacing staff, or the training and education system for providing 
the skills required. Further, most employees develop their careers by moving between farms ra-
ther than moving up a ‘career ladder’ on one farm. This introduces the systemic nature of work-
force development in which there are multiple influences that combine to make up the workforce 
development system, including: the relative attractiveness of jobs and work to participants; the 
way people enter and move through a sector; how skills are formed and reproduced; the impact of 
policies on training and employment services; the business reality and market context; and im-
portantly, the capacity to influence the system and not focus on one element, such as training. 
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Many actors contribute and have an interest in agricultural workforce development but no one 
organisation has a single mandate for workforce development, particularly at an industry level. 
Hence, attracting, retaining and developing an agricultural workforce require coordinated and co-
operative action between farmers, education providers, industry bodies, and community and local 
labour market actors.  

The issue of workforce development in agriculture has become an important issue, particularly in 
Australia due to labour shortages fuelled by increasing farm size and production and low levels of 
unemployment from the mining boom in some areas and is exacerbated by the well-documented 
trends of an ageing population, low levels of interest of young people taking on the family farm 
or entering farming and broader rural restructuring (Santhanam-Martin and Nettle, 2014). The 
challenges in attracting, retaining and developing a workforce is emerging as a practical concern 
for farming systems and an important area of Australian policy interest, demonstrated by recent 
government inquiries into farm workforce capacity and agricultural education and training (Vic-
torian Government, 2012; RRC, 2012; SSC on EEWR, 2012). The interest of government is per-
tinent given that Australia is recognised as being on a neo-liberal trajectory for at least 30 years 
(Santhanam-Martin and Nettle, 2014) and where sectors like agriculture are expected to ‘look 
after themselves’. In essence then, making progress on issues of agricultural workforce develop-
ment requires firstly that farmers and agricultural industries recognise the importance of work-
force development and then secondly, that they can organise, collaborate and coordinate with 
other actors (which may include government) to progress issues. 

Agricultural workforce development has been conceived as a terrain which can accommodate 
particular types of action on the part of collective actors in agricultural industries, communities 
and governments (Santhanam-Martin and Nettle, 2014). However, capitalising on this scope re-
quires new mechanisms whereby farmers and workforce actors can explore and act on their en-
twined interests. Three current models of workforce development co-exist in Australia: a) region-
led approaches (actors co-operate at a local scale to develop cross-industry responses to retain 
people and provide training and career opportunities); b) state-led approaches (government stimu-
lates skills formation in specific industries or sectors); and c) industry-led approaches (agricultur-
al industries develop strategies for attracting, retaining and developing people for their sector). 
This paper focuses on the third approach given the importance placed by government on agricul-
tural sectors to address their own needs and because this is a relatively new area of strategy and 
action.  

The next section outlines a conceptual framework for examining industry engagement in work-
force development followed by the research approach and an introduction to the workforce issues 
facing both sectors.  

 

Conceptual framework  
Innovation systems thinking has been influential in agricultural development by advancing the 
concepts of innovation platforms as a mechanism by which different actors come together to de-
velop knowledge and understanding of a domain, and through communication and learning cy-
cles to progress or deliver desired change (Roling and Wagemakers, 1998). Innovation platforms 
have been defined as: 

 a mechanism to stimulate and support multi-stakeholder collaboration that cannot be sus-
tained within a single institutional arrangement (Nederlof and Pyburn, 2012); 

 a mechanism to enhance communication and innovation capacity among mutually de-
pendent actors (Roling and Wagemakers, 1998);  
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 a structural and processual means by which systemic issues can be progressed (Coudel, et 
al., 2013);  

 a post-productivist platform that includes agricultural and non-agricultural interests and 
government as well as non-government stakeholders across various levels of social and 
economic integration (Boxelaar, 2004); and 

 a negotiation and/or decision-making body (voluntary or statutory) comprising different 
stakeholders who perceive the same resource management problem, realise their interde-
pendence in solving it, and come together to agree on action strategies for solving the 
problem (Steins and Edwards, 1999:244).  
 

The mechanism of an innovation platform then, is a set of institutional arrangements or manage-
ment structures that are able to bring together a diversity of stakeholders across multiple levels of 
decision making in order to address issues. The arrangements are considered to improve interac-
tions, coordination and coherence among actors that facilitates learning and the production and 
use of knowledge. Innovation platforms represent the enabling environment (i.e. supportive insti-
tutions and policy) for the achievement of economic, social or environmental goals. The concept 
has been most widely applied to natural resource management issues however, given the systemic 
challenges of agricultural workforce development, it provides a potentially useful conceptual 
framework for examining the processes involved in agricultural sectors engaging in the owner-
ship and leadership of their workforce development and progressing issues with other actors. The 
institutional arrangements supporting the formation of innovation platforms has also become an 
important area of research with interest in the influence of governance arrangements supportive 
of emergent practice and collaboration (Hall, 2005; Roling and Wagemakers, 1998; Paine and 
Nettle, 2008); how the capacity to innovate is built (Nettle, et al., 2013); and, the relative im-
portance of facilitative and transformational leadership styles in the formation and functioning of 
innovation platforms (Bossink, 2007). 

Whereas much literature describes innovation platforms and the features of effective platforms 
(Boxellaar, 2004), little emphasis has been placed on the preconditions for the formation of an 
innovation platform. There is broad recognition amongst authors that innovation platforms are 
emergent (Aarts and van Woerkum, 2002), however, it is also important to define the conditions 
that foster such emergence. One implicit pre-condition is the recognition by different stakehold-
ers of the importance of the domain (e.g. workforce development) or an imperative to collaborate 
with others to address crises or concerns that cannot be addressed through a single institution. 
This is referred to as the need to establish the legitimacy and mandate for the platform (Röling, 
2002:41). With respect to agricultural workforce development then, critical questions are there-
fore: How do farmers and their agricultural industries engage in workforce development as a le-
gitimate issue of concern? and How do institutional arrangements support or hinder this engage-
ment and formation of a mandate?  

These questions informed the research described here. Following is an introduction to the work-
force context of the two sectors and an introduction to the current institutional arrangements with-
in industries for workforce development. 

 

Case studies of agricultural workforce development  
 
Australian dairy sector workforce 
The Australian dairy industry is the third largest agricultural industry in Australia generating 
AU$3bn in pre farm-gate income and ranks third in world dairy trade (Dairy Australia, 2011). 
Currently there are 7,400 dairy farms around Australia (Dairy Australia, 2011), representing a 
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40% decline in national farm numbers since 2000. The average herd size is 298, with 74% of 
Australia’s dairy farms milking over 150 cows and 10% of dairy herds are larger than 550 cows 
(Dairy Australia, 2010, 2011, 2012). Only 2% of farms are corporatised however, share-farming 
makes up 15% of business models. Family farms predominate with an increasing reliance on a 
non-family workforce. Currently 66% of farms have paid employees, up from 33% in 2003. Ap-
proximately 20,000 people in total work on Australian dairy farms (Dairy Australia, 2011) with a 
17% increase since 2007 and estimated 12,000 paid employees. There is increasing interest in 
overseas workers and migration to meet demand for farm workforce shortages together with the 
use of casual employees and backpackers.  

Institutional arrangements and interventions in workforce development–dairy 
Since 2006, the Australian dairy sector has invested through research and development to address 
the workforce issues in the industry. The focus has been towards linking on-farm change around 
employment practice with attracting and retaining a future workforce and formation of a process 
of workforce planning and action at regional and national scales through the development of a 
national workforce development plan. In 2010, a peak governing body, the Industry People De-
velopment Council (IPDC), was formed by Dairy Australia which involves farmers, industry 
groups and workforce stakeholders (including government) deciding on strategies and interven-
tions to support workforce development. The importance of industry working closely with work-
force agencies and policy groups, and keeping external stakeholders informed of dairy needs led 
to an emphasis on obtaining better data concerning people resulting in ‘The People Factfinder’ – 
a consolidation of people-related data from national and industry sources which includes farm 
business data, demographics, workforce and labour market information. This informs the work-
force strategy and the National Workforce Development Plan involving activities to secure a 
dairy industry workforce in farm services, manufacturing and on-farm. Two pilot regional groups 
were formed to build capacity and operationalise a farm-level workforce planning and action ap-
proach (Nettle and Oliver, 2009) in Victoria and Tasmania (Dairy Australia, 2012) (Figure 1). 
The approach was also applied in the ‘In2Dairy’ project in establishing an entry-level pathway 
for people into farm work resulting in 18 job outcomes for employers and employees. Other ac-
tivities included in-school programs across Australia aligned with the curriculum to enhance the 
dairy sector as a career option, ‘Cows Create Careers’ (see Klerkx and Nettle, 2012). 

Australian cotton sector workforce 
Australia is the world’s fourth largest exporter of cotton, now generating more than AU$2.5b in 
export revenue annually due in part to Australia’s reputation for high quality cotton which attracts 
a premium price (Cotton Australia, 2013). The number of hectares of cotton planted increased 
dramatically as a result of water availability following a decade-long drought. In the lowest pro-
duction year during the drought (2007–8) 68,585 hectares were planted to cotton, contrasting 
with the first post-drought year (2011) when 8 times the number of hectares were planted – 
599,630 (Cotton Australia, 2013). Cotton, predominantly irrigated, is grown in the states of New 
South Wales and Queensland (Figure 1). While in 2011 there were reportedly 1,760 growers and 
586 involved in processing (ginners) because many also produce other crops and/or livestock, the 
total workforce is estimated to be greater.  

While the sector has a number of large corporately owned farms, family farming is still a major 
contributor to total cotton production. As a seasonal crop, the industry is heavily reliant on sea-
sonal workers and casual labour with increasing reliance on overseas backpackers. Since 2006, 
mining expansion has increased the share of employment in mining by 1.2% while agriculture 
has decreased by 2.7%. Although regions differ in their drivers of labour markets, technology 
such as ‘round bale pickers’ and other GPS guided machinery has resulted in fewer staff being 
required but they now need higher skill levels. This reduction was outweighed by increases in 
labour demand from record production post drought. In responding to labour shortages in grower 
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surveys, participants reported working longer days and more days per week (Moffatt, et al., 
2013).  

Institutional arrangements and interventions in workforce development-–cotton 
Although the cotton sector has invested in capability building over a number of industry strategic 
plans, it is only since 2010 that it has focused on workforce issues primarily a result of severe 
labour shortages in some regions, particularly those with a strong mining presence, coupled with 
significant production. Traditionally the sector has invested in schools and university programs to 
attract people into cotton or agricultural careers but had not previously considered workforce de-
velopment as a strategy.  

The first and major current investment in workforce development is research conducted by this 
paper’s authors which aims to assist the industry to develop a more sustainable approach to work-
force development. While one key sector institution funds the research the other key sector insti-
tution has taken a keen interest and supported the work at regional and national levels. This work-
force development intervention employs a participatory methodology at multiple scales, engaging 
with multiple stakeholders, both within and outside the cotton and agriculture sectors to under-
stand and diagnose workforce issues and co-develop suitable actions. Also funded by the same 
institution is research into agribusiness workforce needs, the value of learning on-farm and Abo-
riginal workforce initiatives.  

 

Figure 1: Sites for regional workforce development in dairy and cotton in Australia 

 

 

Research approach and role of researchers 
The Australian dairy and cotton sectors have embarked on generating knowledge about their in-
dustries’ workforce development system through research conducted by the authors. This re-
search examines the system by which the agricultural workforce is currently attracted, retained 
and developed at a regional scale through farmer surveys and interviews with employers and em-
ployees, and interviews with stakeholders playing a role in the workforce development system, 
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such as labour hire groups, education providers, farm advisers/consultants, agribusiness firms and 
regional or community development groups. Combined with national-level data, the picture of the 
issues and challenges for the workforce development system at the regional scale is fed back to 
regional groups for discussion and as a form of triangulation of data (Heron and Reason, 2006). 
Then options for taking collective action to progress the situation are canvassed. The research 
findings from this process in both the dairy and cotton sectors can be found in research reports 
(Nettle and Oliver, 2008; Nettle, et al., 2009; Moffatt, et al., 2013).  

This paper focuses on the trajectory of institutional engagement by the two agricultural industries 
in workforce development. Each sector represents a case study of engagement in workforce de-
velopment contributing to understanding the emergence, or potential for emergence, of innova-
tion platforms. Dairy sector data includes published documents about the dairy sector investments 
in workforce development (e.g. Santhanam-Martin and Nettle, 2013; Nettle and Oliver, 2008; 
Nettle, et al., 2009); and industry strategy documents and meeting records from the national 
workforce development leadership and design team (in which the main author is a member) be-
tween 2010 and 2012. Cotton sector data includes interviews with the cotton sector leaders and a 
government agency involved in supporting skills formation and workforce development in agri-
culture conducted in early 2013; results from workshops and teleconferences related to delibera-
tions on making progress in workforce development conducted in 2012–13 and industry strategy 
documents.  

Data analysis involved qualitative coding and identification of themes associated with the process 
of engagement of sectors in workforce development followed by a cross-sector analysis to com-
pare industry leadership groups, in particular the perspective of institutional actors on: a) framing 
of the workforce development system; b) the identification of roles of key actors; and c) the is-
sues and challenges of coordination and collaboration.  

 

Results  
 
Dairy sector 
 

Framing of the workforce development system 
In 2006, the dairy sector invested in understanding its system of workforce development with a 
national approach to education, skills and training, and in 2007, by launching the ‘People in 
Dairy’ program. A dairy leader at this time said: If we take workforce development as ways of 
attracting and retaining and developing people, the industry [had] been doing things in that 
space for a very long time, but usually quite small things, or disconnected things, or things at an 
individual farm level, and probably the beginnings of actually doing something more cohesive, 
something that might be described as a program of work that might have an investment case, 
started in 2005/2006. The initial investment framed around a long-term strategy for ‘people ca-
pability’ but changed in response to membership concerns about increasing herd sizes and 
drought to focus on ‘looking after our people’. This commitment created the need for a strategy 
and from this, research to investigate how the system by which people capability was built for the 
sector. Prioritising the area as critical to industry sustainability and productivity, and the com-
mitment of a now considerable level of investment, was a significant turning point in the sector 
(Dairy Australia, 2007), by reflecting the desire of the main research and development organisa-
tion to own and provide leadership in this area. The appointment of a program leader and devel-
opment team to co-design and guide activities was another sign of a substantive effort (Nettle, et 
al., 2013).  
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The program leader sums up the need to work collectively: …with the people [workforce area], 
we might be doing all sorts of things really right [on an individual farm], but if the industry as a 
whole has a poor image, or if there are poor outcomes for employees on other farms in our re-
gion, then that’s actually going to impact…there are some things that really probably need to be 
done at a state or federal level…there has to be a collective - there are many layers of agency 
across it. (Dairy sector #1) 

‘Workforce development’ became formalised as a program of work in 2010 with the establish-
ment of a ‘People Development Council’ involving dairy, education and workforce development 
expertise and investment in a National Workforce Development Plan and piloting two regional 
trials for workforce development. The role of the people development council was described by 
the program leader: Their job is to take responsibility for the workforce planning and action 
strategy, and basically to identify and prosper the research development and extension priorities. 
So they should be able to identify what needs to happen over say a three year period, and then 
engage the likely stakeholders in investment. (Dairy sector#1) 

Figure 2 represents the nature of workforce governance operating currently in the dairy sector 
with an indication of where innovation platforms can be identified, based on definitions in the 
literature. 

Identifying roles for key actors  
In one particular workforce project (‘In2Dairy’), the national dairy leadership worked with gov-
ernment, employment and training services and welfare groups (focused on employees) to build 
regional capacity to act in workforce development. A local ‘action coalition’ led the initiative, 
with national-level support in partnership with the welfare organisation. The capacity to bring 
partners together at the local level largely rested in the national partner organisations – both oper-
ationally independent of government (Nettle, et al., 2009; Santhanam-Martin and Nettle, 2013). 
The large investment of leadership, networking, time, persistence and commitment, and the link 
between national and local level stakeholders reflected elements of an innovation platform 
whereby organisations could individually perform their traditional roles but in collaboration, 
achieve more outcomes than was possible independently. This two-year initiative, delivered over 
20 new positions for farmers and employees and was considered highly successful by all stake-
holders involved, including government. The initiative has now ended and the governance ar-
rangements dissolved. Remaining are national-regional dairy industry only arrangements that are 
nevertheless considered to work effectively but could not be described as an innovation platform 
involving agricultural and non-agricultural interests. The current situation is described by the 
current coordinator: You have a central [dairy] group that is all about enabling, and a regional 
presence [dairy] which is all about delivering. The enabling ones guide how the development of 
the appropriate interventions might take place. We’re not about rolling over the top of the re-
gions. (Dairy sector #3)  

In the dairy sector there have, therefore, been times when innovation platforms (as defined in the 
literature) have formed and dissolved and also different levels at which innovation platforms have 
operated (national and regional). 

Issues and challenges of coordination and collaboration.  
The sector possesses the institutional capacity to engage in complex collaboration for innovation 
with the leadership group positioned between government, private industry and individual farm 
businesses. This positioning has enabled it to develop practices that access these groups to re-
spond practically to issues (Nettle et al., 2013). While the industry has a long history of working 
cooperatively and is relatively well-resourced, the work to collaborate and co-ordinate activities 
with stakeholders outside the sector to seek mutual goals is an ongoing process. A dairy sector 
leader suggests in progressing workforce issues it is about finding suitable collaborations: The 
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process is always one of finding …the right…[collaborative relationships], how to collaborate 
well,. Workforce development in particular gets caught into these sort of things. But if you’ve got 
a partner organisation are you employing somebody to sit alongside them? Are you resourcing 
them? How much control and agency do you want to keep? How much do they want to have? 
(Dairy sector 2) 

 

Cotton sector 
 

Framing of the workforce development system  
Since 2010, the leadership groups in the cotton sector have been forming a view of workforce 
development and their role in it however, industry leaders expressed uncertainty about how to 
make progress and were looking for a legitimate role for their organisations: It’s just such a huge 
wide area and you can be working on little pieces but it’s pulling it all together…. that’s where 
we’re at, just trying to sort of weed our way through that to understand where we’re needed. 
(Cotton #2) 

However, the wide scope of workforce development was proving a challenge in terms of the 
boundaries and roles for different groups in the industry: Basically we’re still learning about 
what workforce development’s about. We have a part to play in it and we’re still in the process of 
defining that part ... (Cotton #1) 

Over time there is clear evidence of an emerging understanding of workforce development, such 
as responses at a workshop in early 2013, when participants were asked to identify how nation-
al/regional workforce development capacity could be developed: 

- Look across sector at successful model and best practice (#1) 
- Establish/maintain critical relationships with stakeholders and service providers (#2) 
- Expand business management and development skills and overall industry – grower (#3) 

 
This demonstrates an understanding of the need for a systemic approach and the importance of 
building relationships outside the industry and framed as an aspect of business management.  

A clear movement towards increased understanding of workforce development was demonstrated 
in 2013 by the mapping of initiatives and contributions in the human capacity spectrum by the 
cotton sector leaders. While short of a workforce development system it is evidence that human 
capacity had become an identifiable entity within each organisation. Following a workshop with 
industry leaders in late 2013, responses from a survey demonstrated an understanding that work-
force operated at the systems level. For example, how key short-term solutions, such as the use of 
back-packers, actually contributed to longer term problems such as failing to develop a domestic 
workforce.  

Although leaders identified their own progress in understanding of workforce development, after 
two years the focus for their efforts remained on defining or identifying roles:  ... our previous 
strategic plan in our human capacity area ... had a series of sub-programs but they weren’t very 
well linked ... in the current plan at least we’ve put workforce plan/development planning on the 
agenda… (Cotton #1) 

Our little role there is to provide some funds to assist that but not to run it … .These things need 
to be done jointly but in saying that someone has to take responsibility for certain things. … I 
don’t know if anyone has primary responsibility you’ve just got to have a plan that everyone’s 
bought into … I don’t know that we want to take sole responsibility for that, I think we want to 
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take some sort of leadership role but whether primary responsibility I don’t know who has that. 
(Cotton #2) 

Figure 2 represents the nature of workforce governance operating currently in the cotton sector 
with an indication of where innovation platforms can be identified based on definitions in the 
literature. 

Identifying roles for key actors  
Part of what industry leaders were contemplating was the need to work with other parts of the 
industry, training and semi-government groups. Leaders were seeking synergies with govern-
ment: We do need to understand what government’s trying to achieve and whether those sorts of 
things we could apply to moving some of the things we want to do forward a bit faster. (Cotton 
#1) 

One leader suggested maintaining coordination roles was outside their role but acknowledged this 
as an important aspect for progressing in workforce development: We see our role as having 
more of a developing capability and understanding than we do in maintaining coordination roles 
... (Cotton #1) 

The agriculture sector interviewee saw a key role as leadership, as illustrated here: ... you need a 
change in the culture... that starts from the top. ... it’s the systems and the culture that you lead 
and demonstrate in the organisation that can make such a difference. (Agriculture #1) 

Other roles for sector leadership were considered to be helping link the formal (off-farm) with the 
informal (on-farm) training systems and improving on-farm human resource practices to improve 
employee experience and retention.  

Overall, industry leaders came back to the development of a joint industry strategy, long-term 
planning in workforce development and identifying specific roles as the primary leadership task: 
...the role for us is around leadership and development of a plan and facilitation to make sure 
that we’ve got this co-ordination at a high level ...  (Cotton #2) 

There was limited consideration of the need to build internal capacity to act in workforce devel-
opment. However at a meeting in late 2013, the cotton industry leaders were receptive to the idea 
of a national strategy with regional trials. Following this, during two teleconferences with cotton 
industry leaders, the lack of clarity around roles and key actors illustrated in the cotton sector 
leader interviews remained. However, the parties agreed that workforce development was an im-
portant area for the industry and to meet to develop a strategy around having a workforce devel-
opment officer. The industry leaders supported the idea of conducting regional trials with one 
proposed trial already under discussion. 

Two teleconferences were conducted regarding a regional trial and while most at the first telecon-
ference expressed a keenness to take action, hesitation was also expressed about making progress 
prior to governance for the trial being finalised, again reflecting concerns around roles and re-
sponsibilities. The identification of roles for key actors appears to present a barrier for the indus-
try to progress towards a workforce development strategy.  

The issues and challenges of coordination and collaboration  
Industry leaders recognised the difficulty in maintaining effort in complex collaborations at an 
institutional level: You need a reasonable capacity within the business too, to maintain relation-
ships and if you’re just trying to maintain the basic lot of investments then some of the relation-
ships you had with some institutions go out the window. (Cotton #1) 

Although there was an expressed need for strategy and leadership, they were constrained by a 
focus on tight specification of roles and responsibilities even though they spoke of shared respon-
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opment on behalf of the sector. Secondly, differences in understanding of workforce issues and 
workforce development as ‘systemic’ and requiring engagement with non-agricultural actors and 
in systemic learning and inquiry. This impacted the intent and capacity to work both on and in the 
workforce development system concurrently. And thirdly, differences in the capacity to establish 
and sustain independent relationships with other stakeholders in workforce development through 
collaboration. This third area was critical for realising the potential of synergies in the workforce 
development system.  

Ultimately, these processes constitute the pre-conditions influencing the formation of an innova-
tion platform for agricultural workforce development. In dairy, the strong ownership of work-
force issues, active leadership in engagement with external stakeholders and a strong ‘learning 
through doing’ collaborative culture underpinned the formation of an innovation platform for the 
life of a project (In2Dairy) and currently sustains a national level governing body (the people 
development council). However, other national-regional initiatives have lost their non-dairy in-
dustry partners, arguably through the loss of a mandate to keep working together and the dairy 
sector considering it can address most issues alone. In cotton, the uncertainty of ownership and 
leadership in workforce issues, a focus on roles and responsibilities and less capacity to sustain 
relationships with stakeholders at a national level have worked against the formation of an inno-
vation platform, although some regional-level initiatives forming now represent some movement 
towards an innovation platform.  Further, it is interesting to note that both sectors had been de-
veloping an understanding of the workforce development system through research however on its 
own, this was not enough for progressing workforce issues in a systemic way. Finally, the institu-
tional arrangements hindering the formation of innovation platforms emerge from this analysis as 
mainly associated with the sectors’ capacity to form models of collaboration that could leverage 
workforce development initiatives of other actors in the system (like training, community or wel-
fare initiatives). This means that rather than trying to stimulate the formation of innovation plat-
forms for agricultural workforce development per se, it may be easier and more meaningful for 
different potential collaborators to come together in time-bound innovation platforms to seek to 
gain synergies from areas of mutual interest such as economic development, employment out-
comes or skill formation that progress agricultural sectors needs in workforce development. 

Overall though, given the importance of innovation platforms for complex systemic issues, our 
analysis suggests that in the absence of support to build the required collaborative capacity it is 
unlikely innovation platforms will form to progress workforce development as they have in the 
natural resource management sector. Government actors could play an important role in support-
ing the necessary capacity however, in Australia it appears agricultural sectors are largely left on 
their own in building capacity to collaborate in this domain. Given the pre-conditions for the for-
mation of innovation platforms are heavily dependent on an industry’s own learning and devel-
opment culture, this leaves agricultural industries to bear most of the risks and transaction costs in 
learning their way through acting in workforce development. In well-established knowledge are-
as, organisations may be well-placed in terms of capacity to collaborate, in new areas, like agri-
cultural workforce development, this approach leaves the formation of innovation platforms in a 
precarious position.  

As researchers we have endeavored to support mutual reflexivity amongst agricultural industry 
leaders in building their capacity to act systemically. This has assisted in elevating the importance 
of workforce development and understanding of workforce development systems within the sec-
tors.  Given the likelihood of other agricultural industries in Australia seeking to address their 
workforce issues, we developed ‘Readiness indicators’ (pre-conditions) for the formation of in-
novation platforms within agricultural industries and in potential platform partners:  

 The region, group or organisations have focused on workforce issues or have identified 
and stated people and workforce as a priority.  
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 There is commitment by member/boards in time and money: to sharing experiences and 
interest in the sustainability of action/legacy.  

 There is current capacity in workforce development skills and understanding. 
 There is some connectedness: with farmers and non-agricultural stakeholders about work-

force issues. 
 There is a capacity for systems thinking and understanding: reflexivity and a culture of 

learning around the workforce development system. 
 

It was conceived that some of the indicators could be used to build capacity to engage in work-
force development. 

 

Conclusion 
This paper has described research into the extent to which Innovation platforms are emerging for 
addressing agricultural workforce issues and to answer the question: What is the process by 
which innovation platforms emerge and are sustained? We found that the dairy and cotton sectors 
differ in the extent to which an innovation platform for workforce development is emerging, and 
that innovation platforms have formed at specific times and scales, but are not necessarily sus-
tained. Three processes were described that supported or hindered the formation of an innovation 
platform. Processes that supported emergence were increasing national-level ownership and 
strong leadership concerning the importance of agricultural workforce issues for the sector and as 
requiring systemic solutions; seeking connections and engagement with non-agricultural organi-
sations to progress the situation; and looking to sustain collaborative relationships and seeking 
synergies in partnerships. Given that innovation platforms are considered a response to institu-
tional arrangements that act as a barrier to innovation, the authors conclude that there are pre-
conditions to the formation of innovation platforms that reside in individual organisations, and 
particularly lead organisations, for key workforce problems and this explains the potential for 
innovation platforms to form and be sustained. The authors have therefore proposed ‘readiness 
indicators’ as a way for leading organisations to critically examine the starting conditions for 
emergence of effective innovation platforms or in identifying potential stumbling blocks to be 
addressed. From this study, the capacity of individual organisations to collaborate appears as im-
portant as the institutional arrangements to form a platform. More research into the pre-conditions 
and capacities within organisations to participate effectively in innovation platforms is recom-
mended.  

From observations and analysis, the authors consider the formation of innovation platforms in 
agricultural workforce development as precarious. This is mainly associated with the impetus for 
change being so heavily reliant on agricultural sectors building their own capacity to take action 
in workforce development with others. This appears unrealistic, and also time consuming, when 
strengthening institutions and stimulating innovation are a key role for the State. Without a single 
institution (e.g. government) or collective agreement between key institutions (e.g. government, 
industry, education) to form innovation platforms for agricultural workforce development, the 
establishment of such platforms as a response to the current challenges will be limited.  
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Abstract: The research focuses on the case study of the Belgian fair-trade milk “Fairebel”, which 
was created by dairy farmers a few months after the 2009 European milk crisis. This innovation 
is overseen by the “Fair Milk” programme set up by the European Milk Board (EMB), a Europe-
an organization of dairy farmers, which has established five fair-trade milk labels in European 
countries (Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, and France). 

At the Belgian level, the case study of the “Fairebel” project shows how the dairy system is insti-
tutionally, politically, and technically locked in. In such an irreversible system, the developers of 
“Fairebel” have had to use cunning and espouse some contradictions (even inconsistencies) in 
order to build their idea of fair-trade milk and to achieve its commercialization in the real world 
of commodities. Also, the “Fairebel” project is trying to increase the market power of dairy farm-
ers and by-passes entirely the dairy industry in Belgium, which refused to support the project. For 
example, the developers of “Fairebel” stock up on the spot market and the Fairebel” milk cartons 
are produced and filled by the Luxembourg co-operative dairy Luxlait. On this level, the 
“Fairebel” project is more a “reorientation of trajectories” than a radical transition of the system:  
It uses internal resources of the main system to try to change some of its detrimental consequenc-
es, such as the prices paid to dairy farmers, without forcing through associated structural transi-
tions.  

On the European level of the EMB, in which “Fairebel” participates, the transition of the system 
is radicalized by changing the character and the structure of the regime itself (e.g. CAP):  reversal 
of the balance of power between dairy farmers and dairy processors, re-appropriation of the 
means of production by the farmers, and modification of the economic and trade rules of the 
dairy products (e.g., monitoring agency). 

Taken together, these two levels of this fair-milk innovation strengthen each other, so that the 
transition that “Fairebel” has inspired is more radical than it would seem when the Belgian level 
is considered alone.  

Keywords: Fair trade, innovation, transition, multi-level governance, milk, dairy industry 

 
 
The case study:  the Belgian fair milk “Fairebel” 
The case on which this study focuses is the Belgian fair-trade milk “Fairebel”, which was created 
by dairy farmers a few months after the 2009 European milk crisis. Usually, “the Fair Trade 
movement critiques conventional production, trade and consumption relations and seeks to create 
new more egalitarian commodity networks linking consumers in the global north with marginal-
ized producers in the global south (Raynolds, 2002). But, in the case of milk production and its 
globalized market, this movement is developing too inside Europe driven by increasing discrep-
ancy between retail prices and milk producers’ incomes. In that situation, the “fairness” of the 
Fairebel project, according to their promoters, rests entirely on its main idea to guarantee to the 
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dairy farmers an extra 10 cents return on each litre of milk sold. This new brand of milk is over-
seen by the “Fair Milk” programme set up by the EMB (European Milk Board), a European or-
ganization of dairy farmers, which has established five fair-trade milk labels in European coun-
tries (Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, and France). In Belgium, it was set up by 
the organization of dairy farmers MIG (Milcherzeuger Interessengemeinschaft), a partner organi-
zation of the EMB that was founded in 2008. Since its inception, the MIG has proven to be par-
ticularly active in demonstrations dedicated to changing the dairy system to help the farmers to 
get better prices for their work. 

Two theoretical frameworks were used in order to take into account both the local dynamic of the 
Fairebel project, and its European context in terms of “system governance”; respectively Actor-
Network Theory  (ANT) and the Multi-Level Perspective (MLP). ANT contributed to understand 
the specific trajectory taken by the Fairebel project as a niche-innovation (in the sense of the 
MLP). It contributes to understand the financial impetus in favour of the milk producers as “ob-
ligatory passage points” (Callon, 1986). In this perspective, the ANT focuses on the heterogene-
ous (human and non-human) elements that help to create and evolve the project (Latour, 2005). 
In order to understand how this innovative and unique financial and industrial project took place 
within a very conservative Belgian milk industry, negotiation relations between actants were de-
scribed in a way that maintains the due continuities between technical and social stakes. The Mul-
ti-Level Perspective (MLP) as developed by Geels and Schot (2007) enables an assessment of the 
types of relations that a niche-innovation may have with both its sociotechnical regime and soci-
otechnical landscape. The sociotechnical regime is defined as a stabilized set of “cogni-
tive/technological routines, regulations and standards, adaptation of lifestyles to technical system, 
sunk investments in machines and infrastructures and competencies” (Geels and Schot, 2007). 
The sociotechnical landscape represents the “exogenous environment” (the economic, political 
and cultural patterns) that ease or impede actions that take place in the niche-innovation and the 
sociotechnical regime. In the logic of the MLP, transition occurs when a sociotechnical regime is 
replaced by another under the pressure of niche-innovations and its sociotechnical landscape.  

 

The 2009 dairy crisis 
In 2009, European countries faced a dramatic dairy crisis linked to the European Union’s (EU) 
opening up of the dairy sector to global market liberalisation. Hence, milk prices started to fluc-
tuate for reasons linked to events taking place on the other side of the world. One of those new 
agents of change was New Zealand, the world’s largest milk producer and – thanks to its climate 
and land area – the country with the world’s lowest milk production costs. Following a severe 
drought in Australia and New Zealand in 2007, the mean milk price rose to 45 cents per litre. The 
year after that was marked by global over-production because of a good season in the Southern 
Hemisphere and a decrease in Chinese consumption of milk after the melamine milk crisis. Then, 
the price plunged to 18 cents per litre, whereas the average price in Belgium used to be around 
30-33 cents per litre. Thus, dairy farmers in Europe were producing at a loss (Buysse, 2009). 

In September 2009, at the height of the crisis, the EMB called for a production freeze and orga-
nized a milk strike that was supported by more than 40,000 dairy farmers in different European 
countries. At the peak of those events in Belgium, during which farmers sprayed 3 million litres 
of milk on fields, the consumers began to appreciate the situation of dairy farmers. The pictures 
of farmers throwing out the product of their work received impressive media coverage.  
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“Fairebel”: from the milk crisis to supermarkets’ shelves  
It was in this landscape, when dairy farmers were demonstrating, that enough actors converged to 
create the Belgian fair-trade milk “Fairebel”. During the crisis, the Walloon Minister of Agricul-
ture, Benoît Lutgen, sought innovative solutions for dairy farmers. At the same time, consumers 
started to realise the conditions under which farmers were living.  

One of the dairy farmers was Erwin Schöpges (E. S.). He produces milk in the German-speaking 
part of Belgium and was one of the founders of the MIG, which was created in 2008 directly after 
the dissolution of the BDB (Belgian Dairy Board). Also, he is an administrator of the EMB and 
now the president of Faircoop, the co-operative that produces the milk “Fairebel”. Before the 
MIG’s creation, E. S. was already trying to create a Belgian fair-trade milk under the EMB’s Fair 
Milk project, initially without success. However, during the 2009 milk crisis, many dairy farmers, 
the Minister of Agriculture, and a part of the consumers together began looking for alternatives to 
help the farmers. Thus, this convergence of actors generated enough energy to begin the creation 
of a Belgian fair-milk label inspired by the Austrian fair-milk label “A Faire Milch”, which is 
sold at an extra 10 cents per litre of milk for the dairy farmers.  

Thanks to financial help from the minister, E. S. and other dairy farmers decided to create their 
own fair milk label. Only one month after the milk spraying on fields, they had found a director 
and created the Faircoop co-operative. Within a few months, Faircoop had between 150 and 200 
co-operators. This positive trend was encouraged by the Walloon Government, which gave any 
farmer who joined the Faircoop co-operative a 1000 EUR reimbursement. At the same time, ne-
gotiations with large retailers and dairy processors had started. An agreement was finalised with 
the large retailers very quickly and some of the large retailers in Belgium agreed to sell the fair-
trade milk “Fairebel”. However, the negotiations with the Belgian dairy processors were stormier 
and the latter finally all refused to bottle “Fairebel” milk.  

With the Minister’s and citizen support, the dairy farmers finally created their own fair-trade milk 
label in January 2010. Facilitated by E. S., they recruit a director, created the co-operative 
Faircoop, chose a brand name for their product (“Fairebel”), negotiated and finalised an agree-
ment with the large retailers, found co-operators, and so on, but had no dairy processor to pro-
duce their cartons of milk! By this point, the innovation socio-technical network was already ex-
tensive and irreversible (Amblard, et al., 1996). Rather than give up on the fair-milk project, the 
dairy farmers tried to find another way to produce “Fairebel” milk. One alternative was to pro-
duce the Belgian fair milk outside Belgium by obtaining supply in a neighbouring country. And 
so, the dairy co-operative Luxlait in Luxembourg was identified. Luxlait accepted the proposal 
and appeared to be a providential solution:  It was close to Belgium, offered an opportunity for 
diversification, and had good ties with Faircoop’s director. As soon as the arrangement was final-
ised, everything moved really fast and cartons of “Fairebel” semi-skimmed milk were on Belgian 
supermarket shelves in May 2010.  

Today, Faircoop has around 600 members and sales are still increasing. The retail price is set at 
0.89 EUR, with 10 cents/litre collected by Faircoop and shared out once a year amongst the co-
operators according to the number of shares in which they have invested. “Fairebel” has become 
famous today in Belgium, due in large part to the energy that E. S. devoted to developing his pro-
ject. From the beginning, he never stopped talking about “Fairebel” to everyone, from politicians 
to farmers and potential customers. He was present at every demonstration, strike, and agricultur-
al event and accepted every invitation to talk to the media as well. Without E. S.’s energy it is 
doubtful that “Fairebel” would exist or be as important as it is today.  
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On the Belgian level: “reorientation of trajectories” 
In Belgium, like in other European countries, the number of dairy farmers has decreased over the 
last few decades. In the 1980s, there were around 40,000 farmers in Belgium, whereas today 
there are only 10,000. In Wallonia, dairy farmers have an average of 46 cows. Big farms are still 
limited in comparison with Flanders, where dairy farming is more industrialised.  

With the concentration of dairy processors that has occurred in the last few decades the dairy in-
dustry has become centralised. Today’s dairy processors are fewer but bigger, whilst technology 
has improved and helped to transport and process the milk under better conditions (Van Mol, 
2005). Nowadays, just a few main dairy processors collect the milk of the 10,000 dairy farmers in 
Belgium. For example, the main dairy processor in Wallonia, La Laiterie des Ardennes, collects 
milk from around 2,500 farmers. The dairy farmer thus has less and less power against these “su-
per-dairy processors”.  

 

The milk innovation process 
The ANT approach (Akrich, Callon, and Latour, 2006) helps to understand the type of transition 
initiated by the “Fairebel” project and reveals the weaknesses of the project that result from the 
milk commodity chain process. In social sciences, the particularity of ANT is to focus on objects, 
understood as items (Callon, 1986). In our case study, the monitoring of the technical object – the 
carton of milk – highlights the absence of connections between the milk produced by the dairy 
farmers who belong to Faircoop and the milk that is packed under the “Fairebel” label. These 
‘milks’ are different. 

The milk produced by Faircoop dairy farmers is collected and sold by the same Belgian dairy 
processors as before the creation of “Fairebel”, exactly the same dairy processors that refused to 
produce the “Fairebel” milk, whereas the milk that is in the cartons of “Fairebel” milk comes 
from Luxlait, a dairy processor that collects its milk from Luxembourg’s dairy farmers. In other 
words, the Belgian fair-trade milk – on which the extra 10 cents per litre of milk goes to Belgian 
farmers – is produced by Luxembourg dairy farmers. The diagram in Fig. 1 shows the absence of 
connections – or nebulous area –between the milk of the Belgian Faircoop dairy farmers and the 
milk in “Fairebel” cartons. 

  

Figure 1: The nebulous area of the “Fairebel” project 

 

This area is called a “nebulous area” because the absence of connections between the Belgian 
dairy farmers’ milk and the milk in “Fairebel” cartons is not clear to consumers. In fact, the pack-
aging of the “Fairebel” milk cartons suggests very strongly that they contain Belgian milk: the 
brand “FaireBEL” sounds Belgian and a cow is drawn in the colours of the Belgian flag (black-
yellow-red). Also, it bears the statement that an extra 10 cents is returned to the Belgian farmers 
belonging to Faircoop on each litre of milk sold. But most confusing for the consumer are the 
words “fair-trade milk” written above the brand “Fairebel” on the cartons. Indeed, for most Bel-
gians “fair trade” means that the consumer pays more to guarantee a fair remuneration to the 
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farmer who produced the product s/he buys. In the case of “Fairebel”, the extra 10 cents does not 
go to the Luxembourg farmers who produced the milk inside the cartons of milk “Fairebel”, but 
to Faircoop’s Belgian farmers. 

When the marketing of Fairebel began in May 2010, a Belgian consumer association, CRIOC 
(the Research and Information Centre of Consumer Organizations), denounced this problem and 
filed a complaint for “deceptive marketing practices”. Indeed, consumers feel confused when 
they learn that “Fairebel” milk is in fact produced in Luxembourg. To respond to this criticism, 
Faircoop’s co-operators explained that they had no other option because all the Belgian dairy 
processors refused to produce their fair-milk label. They also began sending the dairy Luxlait a 
volume of Belgian milk equal to the volume of milk processed under the “Fairebel” label. But the 
most interesting reaction of Faircoop’s members in response to this criticism was to admit that 
whilst the milk, as a product, was not “fair trade”, the project itself remained fair. Thus, 
“Fairebel” fair milk was turned into the “Fairebel” fair project. 

Another main criticism levelled at the “Fairebel” project is that it is not an alternative because it 
is both using the classical distribution channels (large retailers) and stocking up on the spot mar-
ket through a trader, even though during the 2009 European milk crisis the farmers – the ones 
who created “Fairebel” – pointed their fingers at traders and large retailers as being responsible 
for dairy farmers’ low earnings by pushing down milk prices. Of course, today farmers have 
changed their tune and now the centralised Belgian dairy processors are denounced as being re-
sponsible for the farmers’ financial insecurity. The way that Faircoop farmers finally co-operate 
with their former sworn enemy shows how difficult it is to carry out their project in such a 
locked-in system. So they have to use cunning and incorporate some contradictions to build their 
idea of fair-trade milk and sell it in the real world of commodities. By doing this, the “Fairebel” 
project is trying to increase the market power of dairy farmers and by-passes the Belgian dairy 
industry, which refused to support the project, entirely. 

 

“Reorientation of trajectories” 
If we take a multi-level perspective (Geels and Schot, 2007), the “Fairebel” project is more a “re-
orientation of trajectories” than a radical transition of the system: it uses devices from the main 
system to try to change some of its bad consequences (the remuneration of dairy farmers) without 
initiating a structural transition. “Reorientation of trajectories results from a shock, either inside 
or outside the incumbent regime, followed by a response from regime actors, using internal re-
sources” (Geels and Schot, 2007). It results from a low coordination of the actors and uses inter-
nal resources.  

In the case of “Fairebel”, the 2009 European milk crisis led to a co-evolution of the interests of 
dairy farmers, the Minister of Agriculture, and a part of the consumers that allowed the creation 
of a Belgian fair milk and thus pushed the system in a (slightly) different direction. Of course, it 
is neither a radical nor a structural transition, for the project even uses the devices of the system 
itself:  marketing by large retailers, production by a super-dairy processor, and supply on the spot 
market. The “Fairebel” project doesn’t reconsider the commercial and agricultural practices in-
volved; it solely tries to help the dairy farmers with an extra return. 

This “reorientation of trajectories” shows how the dairy industry is institutionally, politically and 
technically locked in because neither the 2009 European milk crisis pressure nor the innovation 
niche (“Fairebel”) pressure succeeded in unlocking the system. As a result, the “Fairebel” project 
is still dependent on some devices of the system, which are so strongly rooted (locked in) in the 
dairy industry that the innovation “Fairebel” has to use them to try to lock out the system. This is 
why carrying out ideal projects is so difficult:  the exploitation of an innovation niche has to use 
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some of the devices that are locking in the system in order to apply pressure to lock out the sys-
tem itself. For instance, when the Belgian dairy processors all refused to produce “Fairebel” milk, 
the system was so strongly locked in that the project had to by-pass the Belgian industry by co-
operating with a Luxembourg dairy processor.  

 

On the European level: radical transition 
On the level of the EMB in which “Fairebel” participates, the transition of the system is radical-
ised by changing the character and the structure of the CAP scheme itself. In fact, it is necessary 
to go beyond the Belgian level to understand the transition advocated by the “Fairebel” project 
and to place it within a European movement (Kurtz, 2003). The alliance of these two scales helps 
us to grasp that a more complete and radical transition of the system is at work than the Belgian 
transition taken alone. E. S. himself represents the cohesion of these two levels, for he is the 
MIG’s founder and president of Faircoop (Belgian level) as well as an administrator of the EMB 
(European level).  

The European landscape 
The European dairy landscape is governed by the CAP (the Common Agricultural Policy) and the 
establishment of milk quotas in 1984. The latter were created to limit the over-production of milk 
in European countries at the time and set production at the level of 1981 + 1%. But nowadays, the 
EU (European Union) has voted to phase out the quotas by 2015. After decades of a dairy sector 
structured mainly by quotas, there is uncertainty about the consequences of this measure on tradi-
tional dairy farmers. Connected to this, and as a result of the 2009 milk crisis, the EU also adopt-
ed a Milk Package (2010) to adapt the dairy sector before 2015. Finally, there is also the “Soft 
Landing”, whereby the quotas are to be increased gradually by 1% a year to reduce their restric-
tive effect and to let the sector adjust to the law of supply and demand gently.  

The EU adopted those measures because it believes that the dairy sector will be healthier once it 
is ruled by market forces, as well as to comply with WTO (World Trade Organization) rules. But 
the steps that the EU is taking today show an important structural transition of the CAP from in-
tervention to liberalisation:  financial subsidies are decreasing whilst confidence in competitive-
ness on the global market is increasing. However, there are still many unsolved questions about 
Europe’s ability to be competitive on the global dairy market because of the influence of New 
Zealand’s prices and the special features of milk itself: a local, perishable commodity (Vatin, 
1990). In 2009, a European Court of Auditors report pointed out the difficulty of Europe being 
competitive on the global dairy market, except when prices are high (European Court of Auditors, 
2009).  

COPA (Committee of Professional Agricultural Organizations) was created in the 1950s to de-
fend farmers in dealing with European institutions. Today, COPA is an umbrella for around 100 
national organizations and represents many farmers from heterogeneous sectors, different coun-
tries, and different agricultural practices. It is connected to the COGECA (General Committee for 
Agricultural Co-operation in the European Union), which is a similar organization but dedicated 
to agricultural co-operatives. Most of the agrifood companies in Europe are organized as co-
operatives. 

The EMB was created in 2006 to counterbalance the multi-sectorial COPA-COGECA. The EMB 
defends the specific demands of dairy farmers before the European institutions. Today it repre-
sents more than 100,000 dairy farmers belonging to nineteen partner organizations in fourteen 
European countries (including the MIG in Belgium). The EMB’s three main fields of action are: 
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Regulation: to adapt production to demand in Europe and to guarantee dairy farmers a fair remu-
neration of 40 cents per litre, a “European monitoring agency” needs to be created to monitor 
(and thus control) the volume of milk that is produced and thus stabilise the price.  

Fair Milk: dairy farmers have recovered some of their lost market power by creating their own 
label of milk. Today, the EMB has established fair-trade milk labels in five European countries 
(Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, and France). “Fairebel” is one of these fair 
milks.  

Consumers: dairy farmers are co-operating with consumers by giving them more information 
about the dairy sector. In the case of “Fairebel”, the farmers meet the consumers in the supermar-
kets where they promote their product.  

Radical transition 
On the European level of the EMB, in which “Fairebel” participates, the transition of the system 
has been radicalised by changing the character and the structure of the CAP itself:  reversal of the 
balance of power between dairy processors and dairy farmers, re-appropriation of the means of 
dairy production by the farmers, and modification of the dairy sector’s economic and trade rules 
(e.g., a monitoring agency). 

Firstly, dairy farmers have lost the market power they had before the 1970s (Vatin, 1990). The 
dairy processors got bigger and more powerful vis-à-vis the farmers whilst supply outstripped 
demand. The first milk strike in 1972 proved that dairy farmers had lost control over the market 
that they supplied. By creating fair-milk labels owned by farmers, the EMB is giving this power 
back to the farmers and initiating a shift in the dairy-versus-dairy farmer’s balance of power.  

Also, the creation of fair-milk labels owned by farmers helps them to re-appropriate the means of 
production held by the dairy processor co-operatives. The EMB criticises several problems that 
appeared with the emergence of super-dairy processors (European Milk Board, 2012), namely, 
loss of the farmer’s rights as co-operators; economic dependence due to fewer dairy options for 
the farmers; outsourcing of activities to separate legal entities (for instance, limited liability com-
panies); and complexification of the challenges of the dairy co-operative. All this is turning dairy 
co-operatives into commercial tools that act on the global market and create conflicts of interest:  
the dairy processors want to stock up on milk at the lowest price whilst the farmers want to sell 
their milk at the highest price. To solve this conflict, the global market price, which is strongly 
influenced by New Zealand, is partly used as a reference and reduces the prices given to the 
farmers in European countries.  

Finally, the EMB is trying to change the sector’s economic and trade rules. Whilst the CAP is 
instituting a liberalisation of the dairy sector, the EMB is demanding the creation of a monitoring 
agency and more political intervention. This goes against the flow of the EU and CAP’s move-
ment towards free trade.  

For these reasons, the EMB-instigated transition on the European level is more radical than the 
transition on the Belgian level taken alone. Those main fields of action aim to change the charac-
ter and the structure of the regime itself. However, this radical transition has not yet been 
achieved. Today, the main socio-technical regime the EMB is trying to upset is still stable and 
largely legitimated by many politicians, European and International norms, and even farmers who 
do not agree with the EMB’s project. Despite suffering from the troubles of the 2009 milk crisis 
and the gains made by niche innovation projects like “Fairebel”, the main system remains stable 
and strong. Only once the European institutions reform CAP funding principles will an effective 
radical transition come about.  
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Conclusions 
In conclusion, these two levels – Belgian and European – of this fair-milk innovation strengthen 
each other, yet at the same time the transition that “Fairebel” has inspired is more radical on the 
European level than on the Belgian level considered alone. Firstly, Fairebel comes under the fair-
milk project of the EMB, which is fighting against liberalisation and free trade in the dairy sector. 
Even if the transition on the Belgian level is solely a “reorientation of trajectories” and has creat-
ed some contradictions in the final product (large retailers and spot market), these contradictions 
are also what has enabled the “Fairebel” project to be real and, through its very existence, to 
strengthen a radical transition on the European level.  

The case on which this study focuses raises an important question of systemic governance: How 
much systemic change can be achieved by and through regulatory pressure in an institutionally, 
politically, and technically locked in system like the dairy industry in Belgium?  
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Abstract: Extremes of wet and dry weather experienced in the UK in the past few years have 
raised many questions and issues about traditional water managing and farming practices.  Farm 
infrastructure and traditional machinery have been found limiting in addressing some of the is-
sues that have arisen, such as increases in flooding, diffuse pollution and inability to access land 
to carry out basic farming operations.  This paper considers some reactions to these issues from 
those who are tasked with trying to address them both in the short and long term.  These include 
those who suggest that it is not the weather that is at issue but how we deal with it, with our lega-
cy systems of technologies and institutions.  This paper is written from the viewpoint of consider-
ing what kinds of social infrastructure can support learning to make improvements in such situa-
tions at a range of different levels.   It also reviews the nature of some of the learning that has 
taken place and discusses implications for future learning system design.  Key examples are 
drawn from two research contexts (i) some long-term inquiries through case studies that concerns 
water managing, governance and climate adaptation and (ii) a community of researchers working 
on the development of a new generation of agricultural machines they claim to be more appropri-
ate to extremes in weather.  Theories of learning systems inform this contribution.   

Keywords: learning systems, change, innovation, farming, water, thinking, practices 

 
Introduction 
A huge tractor is bogged down in mud as a farmer tries to go about usual cultivation practices. 
Fields are damaged and cereal yields reduced because of compaction due to heavy machinery 
being used in wet weather. Pollution incidents occur as slurry storage facilities are unable to cope 
with unusually intense rainfall (Environment Agency 2013). Residents in the Northumberland 
town of Morpeth in the UK face a major clean up as floods following unusually high rainfall 
sweep through their homes for the second time in four years (BBC, 2012).  In contrast, fears that 
droughts have reduced yields of vegetable crops lead to an increase in imports from overseas (In-
ternational Business Times, 2012).  Such incidents have been a part of my experience and learn-
ing as an academic, researcher and UK resident over the past two years, since the last IFSA sym-
posium.  This paper reflects on these and similar incidents in the context of recent and relevant 
discourses concerning learning systems, sustainability and innovation. The aim of this reflection 
is to understand the significance of these incidents in what Ison (2010) refers to as a climate 
changing world.   

 

Contexts of agriculture, climate change and sustainability 
In relation to agriculture, climate change is often seen as an exacerbating factor rather than the 
driving force of change (DEFRA 2012). Key challenges for the UK agriculture sector include 
food security, rising demand for food due to population growth, changing consumer preferences, 
compliance with regulations, increasing energy prices and market competition (ibid).  The in-
creased occurrence of extreme weather events, generally accepted to be linked to longer term 
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climate change, has in recent years proved particularly challenging for many UK farmers.  For 
instance in 2012 the UK Environment Agency reported a reversal of a general decline (from 
2008-2011) in pollution incidents in agriculture.  “The large majority of incidents came from 
dairy farms spreading or storing slurry. The prolonged wet weather in 2012 may have contributed 
to this increase by filling uncovered slurry stores more quickly than expected and causing struc-
tural damage or by washing slurry that had been spread on fields into rivers and streams” (Envi-
ronment Agency 2013, p.13).  The cold spring of 2013 frustrated livestock and arable farmers 
alike, with large scale losses of new born lambs and crops failing to grow in some areas.  Later in 
the year intermittent but unusually severe hail storms destroyed some crops just about to be har-
vested. 2014 started with the wettest January since records began in parts of Southern England 
(Met Office 2014) and consequently with extensive and enduring flooding that has affected huge 
areas of farm land as well as towns and villages. 

Farmers have always been challenged by the UK’s changing weather so it could be argued that 
there is little that is new here.  Yet there is growing evidence in the UK that the agricultural sector 
is beginning to respond in different ways to the challenges of extremes in weather than it has 
done in the past.  Blackmore (2014) argues that being able to respond appropriately to changing 
weather conditions is partly a technological issue – i.e. it is not that the UK now experiences ‘the 
wrong kind of weather’ but that responses to the weather often include use of the ‘wrong kind of 
machinery’ because of a legacy of large and heavy agricultural machinery used for economies of 
scale. Blackmore and his colleagues are among those beginning to experience more open-ness to 
some radical changes in farming practices, partly in response to increasingly volatile weather.  
(This example is discussed later in this paper.) 

Efforts to understand farmers’ responses to changes they are both experiencing and making are 
evident in recent literature.  One example comes from the UK’s Demonstration Test Catchment 
project (DTC, 2013), in which context the UK’s Agricultural Advisory Service (ADAS) recently 
surveyed farmers in sub-catchments in the River Avon area about their opinions on diffuse pollu-
tion.  This survey was intended both to give a baseline for interpreting water quality and aquatic 
biology data and to find out about current and future use of on-farm mitigation measures.  Alt-
hough weather is just one of many factors in diffuse pollution the survey’s findings did give some 
clues about attitudes to making changes from traditional water managing and farming practices.   
It was for instance found that (i) the most common soil management practices adopted were to 
cultivate compacted soils, cultivating and drilling across the slope and ditch management and (ii) 
that the measures farmers indicated they were least likely to adopt in the future fell into the land 
use change and farm infrastructure options.  This suggests to me that these particular farmers are 
beginning to work differently than in the past, albeit in an incremental and perhaps experimental 
way. 

Further insights into how farmers are thinking about change come from Geoghegan and Leyson 
(2012) who considered responses to climate change among farmers in Cornwall, UK, from a cul-
tural geographical perspective.  This perspective provided critical and interpretative methodolo-
gies and a lens concerned with the construction of knowledge, the workings of social relations in 
space and place-based identities.  It focused on three ways in which lay climate knowledges were 
articulated by a group of farmers in a particular landscape: weather and seasons, embodied and 
experiential knowledges, and farming practices.   Geoghegan and Leyson concluded that “For the 
majority it is the circumstantial, suggestive, remembered and observed changes to weather, sea-
sons and climate that form the basis of an understanding of what is changing, if not why.”  They 
found that “…‘placing’ climate change in the context of the farm provided a way of imagining 
the past, present and future and enables a conversation about climate and the ways it may change 
that draws on local structures of feeling, lay knowledges and personal experiences.”  One out-
come of this place-based approach was that it highlighted  specific details of people’s experience 
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of climate and place and enabled “ a re-evaluation of lay knowledges, and a fresh understanding 
of the ways in which different actors and interest groups negotiate the future in terms of responsi-
bility for and custodianship of local landscapes.”  (Ibid p.64) 

How humans respond to change more generally is discussed by Wals and Corcoran (2012) who 
argue that rapid changes to people and planet – physical, social and cultural - impair our ability to 
respond to urgent sustainability challenges. They also note that “part of the difficulty in address-
ing unsustainability lies in the complexity, power dynamics and uncertainty that surrounds sus-
tainability issues” (Ibid p.23).  Ison (2010) also recognises issues of complexity and uncertainty 
when considering how we might respond to human-induced climate change through systems 
thinking and practice. He elaborates how we can take responsibility for the world we are creating, 
including the climate we are changing, by paying much more attention to how we think and act. 

From the selection of examples and literature discussed so far, two emergent themes that in my 
view warrant closer scrutiny when considering what and how learning to change takes place and 
how to support it are: the nature of responses and the relationship between past, present and fu-
ture practices.  One kind of theoretical perspective with potential to illuminate these two themes 
is a learning systems perspective.  It is particularly relevant to the kinds of dynamic situations of 
complexity, uncertainty and interconnectedness associated with farming practices.  The concept 
of a learning system can have different meanings, some are in popular usage and others are ap-
plied more specifically and technically, as is the case here.  A learning systems perspective that 
draws on systems theoretical and practice traditions, where a system of interest with the purpose 
of learning can be identified is most appropriate here.  In the context of this IFSA workshop with 
its focus on innovation platforms, the purpose of a system of interest might also be innovation.  

 

Learning systems perspectives  
Traditions of learning systems that draw on systems theory and practice have become established 
through the work of Schön (1973), Vickers (1965, 1987), Bawden (1994, 1995, 2007), Wenger 
(2000), and others, who have all drawn on classic systemic works on learning (e.g. John Dewey 
(1933), Kurt Lewin (1946) and Gregory Bateson (1972), see Blackmore, 2009 for a fuller discus-
sion).   

In the context of the two themes that have emerged in this paper (i.e. the nature of responses and 
the relationship between past, present and future practices) those theories that explicate the dy-
namics of learning and the idea of responses and responsibility are particularly relevant.  These 
include:  

Vickers’ work on appreciative systems which made explicit a temporal dimension and put for-
ward the idea of changing our settings (or ’readinesses of the mind to see, value and respond’) 
through appreciative inquiries, as a way of understanding the dynamics of learning (Vickers,1965 
p.54, Blackmore, 2010a).  Vickers’ analysis brings into question what we can and cannot per-
ceive at a particular time, suggesting a need to consider past, present and future learning as inter-
related.  His writing considers both individual and group processes of change.   

Schön’s work offers insights into how learning systems can be viewed as constructs for a range of 
different purposes, where opportunities for learning might lie and how inter-connected transfor-
mations relate to each other. Schön also identified a need to consider issues of design and institu-
tions when supporting learning.  

Wenger’s primary focus is on communities of practice and his use of systems theories is more 
implicit than explicit. His development of the notion of a ‘trajectory’ is particularly relevant 
here– a past, present and future pathway.  Wenger developed this concept to help people under-
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stand their identities in relation to communities of practice.  He claims that ‘a sense of trajectory 
gives us ways of sorting out what matters and what does not, what contributes to our identity and 
what remains marginal’ ( Wenger 1998, p155).   Groups as well as individuals can usefully re-
view their trajectories.   

Bawden (2000) develops the idea of critical learning systems, in order to draw out an ethical 
component in systemic inquiry and discourse.  This aspect is particularly relevant when consider-
ing responsibility and not just what changes occur but what should change from an ethical view-
point and how such change might be supported.   

I have previously drawn on the work of all four of these authors in my research on environmental 
decision making and in synthesising perspectives on social learning systems for students studying 
for an Open University’s postgraduate module on managing systemic change (Blackmore (2009, 
2010a)).  I have also repeatedly discussed the work of these authors in previous contributions to 
IFSA symposia (Blackmore 2002, 2004, 2006, 2010b, 2012). Therefore I will not go into further 
detail here but instead will next elaborate further two examples that help to illuminate the rela-
tionship between past, present and future practices and the nature of responses to change. Where-
as the examples discussed at the start of this paper were about individual inquiries concerning 
changes farmers are making, each of the following examples has a research and practitioner 
community at its core, spans a longer time frame and could be conceptualised as a platform for 
learning and innovation.  I discuss later in the paper how learning systems perspectives can help 
to understand and show how to support learning responses to change.   

 

Past, present and future practices 1.  The case of agricultural robots – an innovation 
and futures response to change 
In presenting his vision of future farming systems underpinned by agricultural robotics, Black-
more (2014) urges farmers to respond to unforeseen changes in the weather (accompanied by 
other economic, environmental, social and institutional changes to the contexts of farming), by 
engaging in ‘real-time’ farming.  This engagement means moving away from a calendar base and 
from doing what has worked in the past at particular times of year.  For Blackmore, real-time 
farming involves increasing farmers’ capacities to learn quickly so that they know and are able to 
respond to current conditions.  A key implication of real-time farming is to make a change from 
past practices, which have often had unintended consequences such as soil compaction, overuse 
of fertilisers and pesticides and inefficient use of water.  Changes in thinking as well as in prac-
tice are needed (Blackmore, 2014; BBC Radio 4, 2014).  

Blackmore 2012 considered how agricultural and robotics communities were beginning to work 
together in order to improve the efficiency and sustainability of agricultural production, facilitat-
ed by a relatively small group of agricultural engineers who acted as ‘boundary spanners’.  (This 
community has close links with precision farming communities.)  At that time a new community 
of practice was developing that embraced both agricultural and robotic opportunities.  In this case 
change in farming practices and technology is often framed as innovation, in the sense of renewal 
of products, service or process with successful implementation (van Oost, 2014).  This kind of 
activity deals with a full cycle of innovation, including conceptual development, design, build 
and trialling of commercial applications.  It sits well with the European Union’s innovation poli-
cy for enterprise and industry that is about helping companies to perform better and contributing 
to wider objectives such as growth, jobs and sustainability. This agricultural robotics community 
continues to thrive despite economic downturn across Europe.  It is distinctive in its dynamic 
relationships among academic researchers, farmers, business and industry.  As more stakeholders 
engage with this technology-focused kind of response to changing circumstances and conditions, 
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this community has moved away from a culture of technology transfer (from researchers to users) 
to a more collaborative way of working.  

 

Past, present and future practices 2 – designing learning for systemic innovation in 
water managing and governance through long term case studies 
Colvin et al (in press) report on three case studies that have been at the core of a decade of in-
quiry into changing water managing and governance practices.  All three cases, which originated 
from SLIM, an EU Fifth Framework Research Project (2001-2004), are concerned with social 
learning.  One of the case studies came from England & Wales where developments in the appli-
cation of social learning approaches to river basin planning in the context of the Water Frame-
work Directive at first appeared to be promising but were subsequently marginalised.  However 
the approaches resurfaced towards the end of the 10-year period of study.  A second case study 
from Italy considered the trajectory of a series of research projects.   A part of this trajectory was 
a five year project to support the development of climate change adaptation policy for Italian ag-
riculture that began in 2008.  The third long-term case focused on the implementation of the Na-
tional Water Resources Strategy in South Africa with three cycles of inquiry. Critical incidents in 
these cases were recorded and analysed.    

Colvin et al (in press) discuss their overall design praxis related to the SLIM design framework, 
comparing starting conditions for each inquiry and pathway dependencies which support and 
constrain social learning locally.  They conclude that these long term case-based inquiries opened 
up spaces for learning and systemic innovation - where innovation refers to new processes, insti-
tutions or ways of working that meet a set of needs or tackle a set of problems (World Bank, 
2006; Bacon et al, 2008). Colvin et al also discuss contexts in which the framework appears to 
have been most and least effective.   Limitations are noted at the level of orchestrating regime 
level innovation. One response to this limitation from some of those involved has been an in-
creasing focus on water governance rather than on managing and use of water resources.  For 
example, the research project CADWAGO (Climate adaptation and water governance - reconcil-
ing food security, renewable energy and the provision of multiple ecosystem services) has con-
tinued to build on the UK and Italian cases along with others, to create a forum and dialogue be-
tween researchers and stakeholders at different scales.   CADWAGO is an ongoing research pro-
ject that aims to improve water governance by developing a more robust knowledge base and 
enhancing capacity to adapt to climate change (see  http://www.cadwago.net/).   

Through this longer-term perspective it can be seen that changes in practices are not always a 
progression in one direction of change (e.g. towards more social learning approaches) but an iter-
ative process.   

My own role in this succession of case studies has been as one of a small group of researchers 
involved at different times in the UK inquiries. I also conducted an inquiry into what supports 
learning for environmental decision making (EDM), partly among European researchers involved 
in this ‘decade of inquiry’ (Blackmore, 2009). An example of the types of inter-related change 
involved in these changing water managing practices is given in Table 1 where changes in indi-
viduals experiences are nested in attributes, engagements and mediators (such as institutions) 
with environmental change situations.  These changes are interdependent. 
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Table 1: Examples of changes as learning, in the context of managing water resources 
EDM sit-
uation  

Environmental 
change 

Changes in 
mediators  

Changes in 

Engagements 

Changes in 

Attributes 

Experiences of 
change at individual 
level 

Managing 
water re-
sources  

Climate change – 
increased flood-
ing or drought 

New principle 
for multi-
stakeholder 
decision mak-
ing.  

Water Frame-
work Directive. 

New govern-
ment policies. 

Increased con-
structive interac-
tions with other 
stakeholders. 

Increased moni-
toring of effects 
of actions on each 
other. 

Developing pro-
posals for im-
provement. 

Facilitation skills. 

Understanding 
cumulative effects 
of stakeholder 
actions. 

Conceptual 
changes regarding 
what constitutes 
expertise. 

Improved commu-
nications about 
flooding and 
drought. 

Stakeholders ob-
served to be acting 
purposefully to-
gether. 

Improvements 
experienced in 
planning. 

Source: I1, I4, I5, I7, I8, I11 – I14, project-based inquiry (Blackmore, 2009) 
 

My perspective on CADWAGO is currently one of taking part in two of its work packages, one 
on systemic governance practices and one on governance learning.  This continuing activity has 
enabled me to observe a variety of responses - ranging from removing flood defences and making 
more space for water, to improved measures across a catchment and a catchment–based ap-
proach. I have also taken an active part in designing workshops for governance learning. 

 

Discussion 
There are many who see learning and innovation with key roles to play in responding to the chal-
lenges of climate change and  sustainability  (Wals and Corcoran, 2012; Ison, 2010; Leeuwis and 
Pyburn, 2002; Snyder & Wenger, 2004). But the dynamic nature of learning is notoriously diffi-
cult to capture in order to understand how past, present and future thinking and action are con-
nected.  To be able  to understand which changes are feasible as well as desirable it is also neces-
sary to consider dynamics aspects of how such thinking and action should be connected, in the 
critical sense of which past practices should or should not continue in the interests of sustainabil-
ity.  Vickers’ deliberations about appreciative systems offer many insights into the dynamics of 
learning.  In particular he refers to the need for individuals, groups and  societies to re-set their 
‘appreciative settings’  (readinesses of the mind to see, value and respond) when they are in the 
process of appreciating situations. Colvin et al (in press) and Blackmore (2014) both describe 
processes of changing readinesses to see, value and respond recognising the need to change 
thinking as well as practice.  

As the rate of physical, social and cultural change in many parts of the world accelerates (Wals 
and Corcoran 2012), is it inevitable that our ability to respond is impaired?  How quickly can our 
appreciative settings change?  This is clearly an issue for Blackmore’s real-time farming activity.  
It appears that new technologies can help but changing thinking and practice also requires space 
for reflection-in-action (a distinction made by Schön).  The changes in thinking and practices that 
Colvin et al (in press) describe, that developed over time among researchers and other practition-
ers, could also be described as re-setting  appreciative settings over time.  In this case one appar-
ent change in settings included readiness to value social learning approaches,   

While becoming aware of the need to change how we see, value and respond might help in speed-
ing up our ability to respond, it does not necessarily mean that any changes made will improve 
situations from a sustainability point of view.  Models of somewhat unsustainable economic 
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growth and competitiveness rather than sustainability still underpin many innovations, such as 
those associated with new technology, so it is important to recognise underpinning values and 
ethics and what needs to change.  Adding  a critical dimension to inquiries that concern change, 
where ethical considerations are made explicit in this process is likely to make more evident what 
kind of improvements are likely to result.  Including this ethical dimension is consistent with 
Bawden and his colleagues’ view of learning systems.   

The interconnected nature of changes that need to come into effect at different levels is also a 
challenge for learning and innovation, reinforcing the need to understand learning and innovation 
as systems.  Schön (1973, p. 161) recognised that ‘transformations of local systems influence one 
another and may be supported in doing so’ and that ‘the gradual transformation of the system as a 
whole influences the context in which each local system experiences its own transformations’.  
The related changes in water managing detailed by Blackmore (2009) give an example of such 
inter-related transformations. 

Sterling (2012 p514) contrasts anticipative learning or ‘learning by design’ with reactive learning 
“Default learning happens when events impress themselves on the learners’ consciousness, by 
surprise, shock or crisis.  Learning by design, by contrast, implies a prior awareness, a willing-
ness, openness and intention to learn in response to a perceived innovation, threat or opportunity.  
The former is a reactive response, the latter an anticipative response.”   

Further inquiries would be needed concerning the nature of the responses to change described in 
this paper in order to understand whether they are reactive or anticipative but design has clearly 
had a role to play in learning to change.  Some of the examples discussed show that inquiries of 
various kinds in different cases and communities can open up space for learning and innovation.  
A key part of these inquiries is their design.  Wenger (1998, p.225) argued that learning cannot be 
designed but is something that happens, whether designed or not.  He focused instead on design-
ing social infrastructure that fosters learning, claiming that there are few more urgent tasks.  Col-
vin et al do not frame their work in terms of social infrastructure. But their focus on design praxis 
including processes and spaces for social learning and systemic innovation does appear to exem-
plify some kinds of social infrastructure that can support change. By way of example, table 2 lists 
some of the elements Colvin et al. mention as important in opening up spaces for learning that 
included elements of design. These elements are all structures of one sort or another that have the 
potential to enable interaction so could easily be considered as elements of social infrastructure.   

 

Table 2: Elements of social infrastructure in Colvin et al’s ‘decade of inquiry’ into water managing and governance 
using long term case studies? 

 Policy instrument - Water Framework Directive  
 Partnership agreement between two overlapping communities of practice to investigate social learning ap-

proaches  
 Pilot and stakeholder engagement studies 
 Policies set out in the South African National Water Act (NWA) 
 Pathfinder inquiries  
 Meta-level cycles of inquiries  
 Two-year conversation processes of project design  
 Workshops for project steering committee 
 Workshop designed to open a new space of conversation between local stakeholders, researchers and national 

policy makers. 
Source:  Elements cited from Colvin et al (in press) 
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Geoghegan and Leyson design of a place-based approach also appeared to support a learning pro-
cess, to new understanding and possibilities for the future.  Their concern with the workings of 
social relations in space and place-based identities also exemplies elements of social infrastruc-
ture that might be designed.  The design of ways to increase farmers capacities for real-time 
farming and innovation is at the core of Blackmore and his colleagues futures response to change, 
with technology playing a mediating role. In their case, elements of social infrastructure have 
included digital media,  information and communication technologies and a succession of confer-
ences, calls for funding, workshops and projects that have provided opportunities for learning.  
The robots and precision farming technologies could also be considered a part of the social infra-
structure as they have taken the role of mediating objects in developing new understandings 
among a range of stakeholders.   

 

Conclusion 
Learning to change farming and water managing practices is essential if we are to respond appro-
priately to challenges of sustainability and climate change.  Several examples of changing think-
ing and practice have been described and discussed in this paper.  Learning systems theories have 
helped to draw out some of the elements, processes and connections that characterise responses to 
changes that farmers, researchers and other practitioners have been experiencing in the past few 
years, such as extreme weather events. Further inquiries are needed in order to understand the 
relationship between past, present and future practices and the nature of the social infrastructure 
that might best support learning in all the situations discussed.  My hope is that this paper does at 
least show that a start has been made in understanding these interconnections and what can sup-
port learning to change some aspects of farming and water managing practices in response to 
challenges of climate change and sustainability.  
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Abstract: In Benin a combination of governmental programmes effectively stimulated rice inten-
sification by providing relevant institutional arrangements like subsidised seeds, credits and a 
market outlet. In this paper, we investigate the institutional character of the programmes, by un-
packing the rules embedded in them as well as by showing how farmers mould, reject and change 
these rules or combine them with local rules; their practices of institutional bricolage. We show 
that the services provided by the programmes had great advantages for the rice farmers, but also 
an exclusive character. Because of local bricolage practices the programmes impacted not only 
rice production practices but also helped the rice farmers to deal with conflicts about inequitable 
land allocation and discriminatory participation in canal cleaning. These findings contribute to 
the discussion about the role of innovation platforms in the stimulation of institutional change and 
providing enabling conditions. 

Keywords: Innovation platforms, institutional conditions, institutional bricolage, rice production, 
water management , practices 

 
 
Introduction 
Innovation platforms are expected to bring key-actors together to exchange knowledge and stimu-
late innovation of products and services and their adoption and diffusion (Consoli & Patrucco, 
2008 ; Nederlof et al., 2011 ; Klerkx et al., 2013). The CoS-SIS (Convergence of Sciences – 
Strengthening Innovation Systems) programme implemented in three West African countries 
(Benin, Mali and Ghana) has facilitated the set-up of innovation platforms especially with the aim 
to reduce the institutional constraints that hinder small farmers taking advantage of technical op-
portunities to increase food production, because they lack the power to change these constraints 
on their own (Hounkonnou et al., 2012 ; Röling et al., 2012). By bringing together farmers with 
powerful actors from a value chain and letting them conduct so-called institutional experiments a 
conducive learning process may be stimulated. At some point these Concertation and Innovation 
Groups (CIGs) might transfer into a true innovation champion able to generate systemic change. 
Notwithstanding the general agreement in the literature that systemic change cannot be managed 
or steered, and if at all possible, needs an adaptive, flexible approach, the huge rise of multi-
stakeholder and innovation platforms set up in practice shows optimism about the possibilities to 
stimulate change deliberately and effectively. 

Processes of institutional and systemic change and the role of platforms therein need to be well 
understood for these platforms to be able to be effective. Institutional bricolage is a term devel-
oped by Cleaver and others to understand why many interventions with designed institutions have 
unintended effects, in the sense of unexpected outcomes or a failure to reach the aim of improv-
ing people’s livelihood (Cleaver, 2002 ; De Koning & Cleaver, 2012). This critical perspective 
asserts that institutions cannot be designed in a vacuum given the multiplicity and ambiguity of 
the institutions guiding people’s practices at a local level as well as their agency, their ability to 
mould institutions. A way to picture the idea of bricolage practices is as the performance of a 
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play. While a script exists with prescriptions of how to perform, every live performance will turn 
out to be different, depending on for instance the room in which the performers play and the in-
teraction between the performers and their audience.  

In this paper, we address rice production in inland valleys in Benin. In this domain, a combina-
tion of governmental programmes seems to have effectively addressed the major institutional 
barriers for more effective water management and rice production by providing subsidised seeds, 
credit and a market outlet. In an earlier paper, we have shown that farmer’s practices have 
changed in response to these programmes and how that took place, at times in unexpected ways 
(Totin et al., submitted). The farmers were not passive recipients, but agents who actively and in 
diverse ways made use of the external conditions provided depending on local bio-physical and 
livelihood strategies. On the basis of this relatively successful case, we now turn to the challenge 
of shedding more light on the institutional character of the programmes, by disclosing the rules 
embedded in them as well as by showing the interaction with the local rules in the rice production 
areas. The aim is to contribute to the thinking about the possibilities and limitations of the role of 
innovation platforms in the stimulation of local institutional change. 

 

Theoretical perspective 
The emergence of innovation platforms is closely related to Innovation Systems thinking. In this 
school of thought it is acknowledged that innovation seldom results from a single actor´s actions, 
but takes place in the interaction between a multitude of diverse actors, like suppliers, producers, 
users, and policy makers. A well-functioning innovation system is regarded as conducive to in-
novation and the resulting competitiveness and economic development or growth (Lundvall, 
1992). Such systems may also enclose barriers to innovation. If so, specific barriers related to the 
knowledge of physical infrastructure, market structure, the strength of interaction in a network, 
regulations or values and norms may hinder innovation and development (Klein Woolthuis et al., 
2005 ; Van Mierlo et al., 2010). 

Intermediaries play an important role in coordination in a system (Callon et al., 1992). If such 
coordination does not occur spontaneously innovation platforms may help forge links between 
otherwise dispersed actors and their knowledge (Consoli & Patrucco, 2008). Most literature on 
platforms focus on the generation of new products and services or the adoption and diffusion of 
these, and therewith do not escape fully from linear innovation thinking, albeit advocating a de-
centralised approach. Some recent studies highlight institutional change, because it is an intrinsic 
feature of the co-evolutionary process of innovation (Hounkonnou et al., 2012 ; Kilelu et al., 
2013). The international CoS-SIS programme is specifically designed to investigate and stimulate 
institutional change, because: “the nexus of smallholder practices and enabling or disabling insti-
tutions at the higher than farm level requires special effort to understand the complex, messy, 
multi-level situations and relational configurations in which actors with diverse interests inter-
act” (Röling et al., 2012, p.3). In three West-African countries innovation platforms, called CIG’s 
(Concerted Innovation Groups) were installed to challenge local institutional constraints and de-
velop institutional conditions enabling a change of farmers’ production practices. Interesting 
questions for the evaluation of the first experiences are and whether the effected higher-level in-
stitutional changes enable or constrain practice change and how they interact with local institu-
tions and practices. 

In her work, Cleaver provides interesting ideas to address such questions. With the term institu-
tional bricolage she conceptualises the construction of mechanisms of collective action in natural 
resource management as a process in which people reconstruct institutions from multiple sources: 
from existing practices and norms, life histories, social identities and social relationships (Cleav-
er, 2002). This is an active and creative process of combining and adapting the existing rules, 
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norms and values to fit purposes in response to changing conditions; a process that reflects im-
plicit, underlying values and principles (Cleaver & Franks, 2005). Through negotiations people 
construct institutional frameworks (or in Cleaver’s words ‘institutional arrangements’) by mould-
ing, adapting, articulating, excluding and combining elements of existing institutions. Three main 
bricolage practices of local actors are identified in their response to introduced institutions (De 
Koning & Cleaver, 2012). Aggregation refers to the recombination of the newly introduced insti-
tutions with local values, rules and other cultural elements like traditions, needs and experiences 
whereby the meaning of the introduced institution multiplies and the institutional arrangement 
itself becomes multi-purpose. Alteration of either the imposed or the local institutions often in-
volves rule changes and improvisation. Articulation comprises maintaining local identities and 
culture to resist the new institutions in passive or active ways and may result in normative plural-
ism and selective adherence to the institutions. It often occurs when new rules are in direct con-
flict with local identities.  

An important basic idea is that people should not be assigned productive identities solely. Social 
identities are fluid and mixed. People have multiple roles and affinities as farmer, father, mother, 
chief, et cetera (De Koning & Cleaver, 2012). Also institutions are fluid: multi-functional and 
contingent. Hence, the creation of new institutions is a messy process with varied outcomes in 
different contexts which explains why even the best external interventions fail in their endeavour 
to bring development. This view on institutional change is a critique of social engineering ap-
proaches, that design general institutions for effective natural resource management and collec-
tive action on the basis of the institutional design principles developed by Ostrom and many oth-
ers (e.g. Ostrom, 1990). It also suggests to take on another perspective on the ‘management’ of 
natural resources, i.e. to facilitate processes of institutional bricolage, whereby the quality of the 
process is judged on whether it reproduces and increases social inequalities or creates space for 
challenging them (De Koning & Cleaver, 2012; Merrey & Cook, 2012). They stress the im-
portance of studying the actual situation and the effects of earlier introduced institutional ar-
rangements for the design of new interventions. 

 

Research design 
The study is based on research carried out in three areas (Koussin-Lélé, Bamè and Zonmon) in 
Benin where rice is produced in the complex context of inland valleys, providing uncertainty 
about the availability of water in the gravity system. Rice production was introduced in these 
three areas with the Chinese irrigation projects in 1976. However, soon after the Chinese left in 
1978, to a varying degree, the areas under production declined, and farmers increasingly aban-
doned the schemes. At Koussin-Lélé, farmers resumed rice production slowly after 1984, and it 
became more prominent after the renovation of the irrigation scheme in 1989. In Bamè, rice pro-
duction restarted in 2008, and in Zonmon in 2009. 

Rice production used to be constrained by various institutions, such as dependence of the rice 
farmers on local traders, because they had no access to formal credit from the banks, partly ne-
glected rules for canal maintenance, out-dated equipment and infrastructure, competition from 
imported rice, suppliers who provided input for cotton production rather than rice and a solidarity 
credit system that was only available to farmers’ collectives with years of experience (Totin et al., 
2012; Saïdou and Kossou, 2009). As a result the production was low and earnings were way be-
low the minimum income.  

Following the 2007 rice crisis, the government of Benin initiated diverse programmes to intensify 
rice production and ensure food security for low income households (MAEP, 2010). The intro-
duction of three major governmental programmes significantly changed the situation in the areas 
studied. In all three areas total local rice production had increased. The major impact in terms of 
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practice change however, differed between the areas (Totin et al., submitted). These diverse out-
comes suggest that bricolage practices did play a role, in addition to the diversity in the bio-
physical situation like the availability of vacant upland area; a cross-case comparison to study the 
interaction between externally imposed institutions and local institutions and practices was thus 
possible We first unpacked the rules embedded in the diverse government programmes and sec-
ondly analysed the research data for signs of bricolage practices, by comparing the local practices 
and rules before and after the interventions.   

Our sources of information consisted of policy documents, focus group discussions, a survey and 
participant observation. 

Externally defined institutional conditions 
In this section, we present the rules embedded in the programmes and their effects of in- and ex-
cluding farmers with regard to the services 1) credit and subsidy for input and labour 2) market 
outlet and 3) irrigation infrastructure. For each service, we first describe the externally imposed 
and local rules guiding the farmers' practices before the interventions and then show to what ex-
tent the farmers benefited from the services provided and what other changes were hindered be-
cause of the programmes’ rules of the programmes. For an overview see Table 1.  

Table 1: Intervention programmes and farmers’ participation 
 
 Koussin-Lélé (200)* Bamè (20) Zonmon (48) 
Agricultural reforms (1990) Handover of the maintenance responsibility for irrigation infrastructure to farmers’ 

associations  
PUASA (Aug. 2008-July 
2012) 

100% of the rice farmers benefited from the prog ramme (prog) 

PDAVV (June 2010-Oct 
2011) 

The prog. did not operate 
at Koussin-Lélé 

45% of the farmers were 
included in the prog. 

20% of the farmers were 
included in the prog. 

SONAPRA (Mar 2011) 100% of the farmers benefited from the prog.  
PDAC (Aug. 2012) 78% of the rice farmers 

were included in the prog. 
100% of the rice farmers 
were included in the prog. 

42% of the rice farmers 
were included in the 
prog. 

* Number of rice farmers by 2012. 
 
 
Credit, subsidy and input 
In 2010, at Koussin-Lélé and Bamè, 40% of the rice farmers obtained credit from the rural banks 
against a reasonable interest rate of 24% per year (Totin et al., 2012). These credits were used by 
the farmers to purchase fertilisers and to pay labourers. The bank credits were however restricted. 
The banks provided credit for established groups, in a solidarity system in which all the group 
members are held responsible for re-payment. Moreover, the credit was not given to newly estab-
lished rice farmers. The banks financed only rice production, in line with the government policy 
to promote the local rice production and because rice is becoming a cash crop. Hence, about 80% 
of farmers who could not receive bank credit, or not enough to cover their needs (other food 
crops, funeral or school fees for children) turned to local lenders for money. The lenders provided 
the loan to farmers on an individual basis, against high annual interest rates of up to 150%. In 
Zonmon, the banks did not provide credit for the rice farmers, as they had neither experience in 
rice production nor any bank credit history. Except for one of them, all the farmers asked for a 
loan from the local traders. 

The first large national programme introduced in the three areas in 2008 was PUASA (Pro-
gramme d’Urgence d’Appui à la Sécurité Alimentaire) that supported the rehabilitation and the 
expansion of the irrigation schemes and offered seeds, and fertilisers to farmers against subsi-
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dised prices (MAEP, 2010). The rice seeds PUASA provided were Beris 21, Tox long, Tox 447, 
IR-841, and Nerica. In this way, the programme targeted local rice intensification. These inputs 
were sold at a subsidised price for rice farmers only. For instance, the fertiliser was sold to the 
rice farmers at 200 f per kg instead of 300 f the market price at which it was provided for other 
food crops.  

By targeting rice production only, the PUASA programme excluded other food crops in a context 
where farmers are not used to a mono-cropping system and all farmers, including the rice farmers 
produced many other food crops at the same time, mainly as a strategy to mitigate the effect of 
risks and uncertain effects of climate variability (e.g. pest damage). In addition, the programme 
required an expansion of the land for rice production.  

In October 2010, PDAVV (Programme de Diversification Agricole par la Valorisation des 
Vallées) was initiated to enhance smallholder agricultural productivity and improve livelihoods 
within the rice chain by funding input and equipment for rice farmers (CARD, n.d.). Bamè and 
Zonmon were selected as pilot areas to experiment with the programme at a small scale. In Au-
gust 2012, the PDAVV programme was replaced by PDAC (Projet de Développement Agricole 
des Communes) that facilitated access to agricultural financing for rice farmers, on an individual 
basis (CARD, n.d.). It was established that each farmer could receive the equivalent of €245 per 
ha of rice cultivated per year, including a credit of €90 for the fertiliser. The credit was provided 
to the rice farmers against an annual interest rate of 9%. One of the prerequisite conditions for 
accessing the PDAC credit was that the extension agents had to validate the land size that each 
farmer cultivated before the applicant could receive the credit.  

PDAC interventions also targeted rice production and no other food crops. Moreover, the credit 
was offered to individual rice farmers, with at least two to three years of active rice cultivation 
experience. It was not provided to newly established producers. This seems to be the main reason 
that PDAC did not include all farmers from Koussin-Lélé, and Zonmon; 157 rice farmers from 
Koussin-Lélé and 21 from Zonmon were included in the programme.  

Market outlet 
In all three research areas, the farmers customarily milled their harvest in Koussin-Lélé with a 
machine provided by the Chinese government. They used on average 10% of the produce for 
their own consumption, sold almost 20% to other consumers and almost 70% to the local traders. 
The local traders, dadjè required the farmers’ associations to have at least 2.5 tonnes of milled 
rice before they bought it from them in order to limit the transportation costs. Since the majority 
of farmers was not able to produce this amount individually, they agreed to sell their harvest in 
bulk (Totin et al., 2012). Moreover, the loans that the farmers had received from the dadjè to buy 
inputs and hire labour had to be paid back with the rice produced. 

In 2011, the government developed two large-capacity milling industries under the auspices of 
the national company for crop promotion SONAPRA (Société Nationale pour la Promotion 
Agricole). By buying and milling the harvested paddy, SONAPRA offered the rice farmers a 
guaranteed market outlet. The programme partnered with PDAC to enable deduction of the loan 
from the price paid for the farmers’ harvest. 

SONAPRA became the main rice market outlet for the rice farmers; it represented 90% of the 
market for the farmers included in the survey. It offered a better price for the harvest than was 
paid earlier by the local traders. SONAPRA had a preference for IR-841 rice variety because of 
its taste and consumer preferences, but it was not formally required (MAEP, 2010). However, the 
SONAPRA staff decided to buy the IR-841 rice harvest first and only buy other rice varieties if 
they had money left or lacked the right amount to cover the capacity of the mills. Because of this 
preference IR-841 was widely sown and almost 9 out of 10 farmers adopted it. 
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Another effect of SONAPRA was that it inhibited individual selling. SONAPRA buys the paddy 
harvest in bulk from all the farmers of one area at the same time. The implication is that a single 
farmer who harvested early had to wait until the other farmers finished harvesting. At Koussin-
Lélé and Zonmon, this requirement is not a critical issue because all the farmers grow and harvest 
at more or less the same period, but at Bamè farmers produce continuously depending on their 
individual agenda. In this context, farmers complained that they were disadvantaged without ade-
quate storage facilities. 

Infrastructure 
Under the reform in the agricultural sector, the responsibilities for the maintenance of irrigation 
infrastructure, including the related operational costs, was transferred to farmers’ associations 
(Minot et al., 2001). The most important maintenance activity in inland valleys is to keep the ca-
nals free from weeds and mud and replace the gates so that the water coming from the rivers can 
reach all plots. 

At Koussin-Lélé, rules were established under the guidance of the extension agents and formally 
agreed upon by the farmers, in order to reduce yield losses and increase total production. All 
members of the farmers’ association would collectively clean the primary canals at a set day, be-
fore the first and the second cropping seasons. According to the rules, farmers who did not clean 
would be punished and were not allowed to cultivate the plots in the irrigated area for two to 
three seasons. However, privileged and powerful farmers who did not participate such as land-
owners and chiefs or the family heads were not punished (Totin et al., 2012). In the Mahi culture, 
the traditional leaders (chiefs) have a central responsibility in the community. This lets them off 
the duty of collective maintenance according to the rules agreed. Not all association members 
considered this fair and some were frustrated about it. As we discuss below, the programmes for 
rice intensification contributed to a change of the local maintenance rules. 

 

Bricolage practices: combining programmes’ and local rules 
The rules embedded in the programmes for rice intensification described above provided the 
farmers with important advantages, but they also had an exclusive character. In this section, we 
explore the bricolage practices of the rice farmers in response to the rules embedded in the ser-
vices offered by the programmes. We investigate whether they were combined with the local 
rules (aggregation) or adapted so that either local or intervention rules were changed (alteration) 
or resisted or neglected (articulation). This is discussed with regard to food crop, rice variety, 
water maintenance and land allocation. 

A first obvious rule embedded in the programmes is that they support rice production only, 
whereas the majority of the rice farmers in the three areas grew other food crops as well. At 
Zonmon, 27 farmers turned from growing vegetables and maize only to a combination with rice 
production. At the same time, more than 600 farmers from the same village kept on growing oth-
er crops only, such as maize, vegetable and groundnut, even without the services that existed for 
rice. At Koussin-Lélé and Bamè, the number of production cycles and hectares of land used for 
rice production increased, but the number of farmers engaged in rice production did not change 
since 2009. Informal discussions with the farmers indicated that some of them did not engage in 
rice production because it was too demanding. They specifically indicated that the bird chasing 
operation required a lot of energy and a permanent presence in the field for at least a month. 
Hence, non-rice farmers in these areas neglected the services provided, which can be seen as a 
form of passive articulation. 

Moreover, in all three areas almost all rice farmers kept on growing other food crops to spread the 
risks related to floods, drought and uncertain effects of climate variability (field observations and 
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Abidji et al., 2012). And some of them also kept turning to local traders for credit even at high 
interest rates. According to the survey, about 28% of farmers in Koussin-Lélé, 12% in Bamè and 
almost 30% in Zonmon still engaged in a relationship with local traders for growing other crops. 
This seems to be a bricolage practice of aggregation, whereby farmers are able to produce accord-
ing to their concerns and needs. It however also shows that PDAC did not end the dependence of 
the farmers on local traders. 

Another condition of the programmes concerned the rice variety. As explained above, the pro-
gramme PUASA provided many types of rice varieties including the ones the farmers used before 
the introduction of the programmes, while the SONAPRA staff preferred IR-841 rice. Within two 
years of the start of SONAPRA, almost all farmers who had grown other varieties before turned 
to the IR-841 rice variety. They did not resist this change because of the advantage of the market 
outlet offered by SONAPRA. It also stimulated the farmers from the three areas involved in a 
joint experiment with mulching in the uplands of Bamè, to experiment with this variety. This was 
against the advice of the extension agents who suggested the farmers use IR-841 only in the low-
lands and the Nerica-4, a short duration and less water demanding rice variety promoted by the 
Africa Rice Centre, in upland areas. The joint evaluation of the experiment conducted together 
with the rice farmers from the three areas and an extension agent indicated that the farmers could 
indeed make better profit by producing IR-841 (Totin et al., 2013). It even stimulated the exten-
sion agents to revise their recommendation to use of IR-841 in the lowlands only. 

Apart from these bricolage practices related to the rules embedded in introduced institutional ar-
rangements there were more indirect responses. In both cases described below, the farmers were 
empowered by the programmes to challenge local rules that they considered unfair and negotiate 
better ones. 

At Koussin-Lélé, the traditional norms according to which the chiefs have a central responsibility 
in the community contradicted the rules predefined for canal cleaning with the extension agents. 
These rules were based on the assumption that all the farmers are equal in the community. The 
farmers explained during the focus group discussions that, before the external interventions, they 
were vulnerable because of a low average return per farmer. The market guarantee of SONAPRA 
in combination with PUASA support of the maintenance of the irrigation infrastructure stimulat-
ed them to intensify rice production which increased their income. With this financial stability 
strengthening their power the non-privileged farmers dared to make their voices heard. They 
asked for the facilitation of the extension agents to solve the canal cleaning problems that hin-
dered efficient water management and a fair water distribution among the farmers. The extension 
officers sensitised all the rice farmers through meetings to adopt better water management prac-
tices in order to avoid conflicts and to make use of the existing market, credit and input facilities. 
Over time, an agreement was reached among the farmers about new rules to clean the canals in-
dividually. Moreover, it was agreed that the persons who did not clean themselves would hire 
someone to do it for them. In October 2012, we observed that the farmers indeed cleaned individ-
ually. 

In Bamè, the PDAVV programme stimulated the farmers to change the unfair land allocation 
rules that existed in the lowlands. Farmers explained that their leaders used to keep the more fer-
tile and irrigated plots for themselves. The financial support offered by PDAVV stimulated some 
farmers – because they now had the financial room to use pumps – to move to the uplands. All 
farmers were allowed to cultivate as much as they could, because there was more than 50 ha of 
virgin land available in this part of the valley. They all cultivated about the same land size, an 
average of 1 ha per farmer. The first credits of the PDAVV programme and later the PDAC credit 
facility, and the guaranteed market offered by SONAPRA thus seem to have supported a shift 
from unfair land allocation rules to a more balanced and open land use regulation in the uplands. 
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Conclusion and discussion 
From a bird’s eye view the governmental programmes provided the necessary institutional condi-
tions for an increase of rice production in the investigated areas in Benin. The programmes seem 
to have addressed the major institutional barriers for more effective water management and rice 
production with subsidised seeds and fertilisers, credit and a market outlet. They are similar to the 
type of institutional changes that Hounkonnou and others (2012) suggest should be an outcome of 
innovation platforms. These conditions stimulated the reshaping of farmers’ ways of producing 
rice and managing water, and hence guided a change of social practices.  

However, it seems important to move beyond the generic idea of institutional change as services 
creating opportunities or providing enabling conditions for farmers and to unveil the nature of 
these institutions and the way they operate in and influence farmers’ practices. To this end, it is 
relevant to see each service as a set of interpretative, normative, and economic rules (Elzen et al., 
2012). Many rules are involved in for instance the provision of credit; with regard to for whom it 
is available and for what kind of activities. Such rules are value-driven, as can be seen in the ser-
vices’ preference of rice production over other food production, while farmers prefer a combina-
tion. 

The findings also show that while the governmental programmes were enabling in general from 
the perspective of total rice production, they all have constraining elements and therewith exclud-
ed other kinds of change, as is evident from the neglect of the value of other food crops for farm-
ers, and the different ways via which the services tend to discourage individual production and 
selling, while most farmers would like to operate more independently. Via the embedded rules 
services thus tend to in- and exclude farmers, in addition to pure quantitative limits. 

Moreover, as is shown in Totin and others (submitted) it was the accumulated effect of the com-
bination of governmental programmes and their interaction with the actions and local rules of the 
farmers that helped the increase of rice production. It was not until the diverse governmental pro-
grammes merged together in the three areas that they started to have influence. 

The main coordination mechanism seems to be the financial relationship between the pro-
grammes. The costs of the provided seeds and fertilizers (PUASA programme) were deducted 
from the price paid for the harvest via the SONAPRA programme. This system is similar to the 
earlier way to repay the local traders with in-kind produce and hence seems to be adapted to the 
financing system the farmers were used to. In addition, the extension agents played an important 
role in combining the services by informing the farmers beforehand about the new programmes 
and their rules for application (see also Klerkx et al., 2013). As an innovation broker they in-
formed farmers about upcoming programmes and in this way linked them. They were also in-
volved in linking the rules of these programmes that aim at rice intensification to rules with re-
gard to maintenance of the canals. This leads us to the conclusion that the so-called institutional 
arrangements, like credit and a market and their influence on practices should be understood in 
more detail as well as in their combination with other arrangements. 

The farmers of the three areas evidently practiced bricolage. In general, embedded rules were 
easily aggregated with local rules and practices. However, they were also ignored by farmers who 
did not turn to rice production and effectively challenged in the case of the preferred rice variety. 
The programmes even allowed the rice farmers to deal with conflicts about inequitable land allo-
cation and discriminatory participation in canal cleaning. Hence, they seem to have empowered 
the rice farmers in their relations with the privileged farmers as well as the extension agents. This 
might however also have influenced other relations negatively, for instance those between rice 
farmers and other farmers or family relations. 
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What do the conclusions mean for innovation platforms? First of all, it can be doubted whether 
the participation of ‘local actors’ like farmers in a platform can compensate for the bricolage 
practices at the local level, in each area. People acting as an intermediary between a platform and 
those who are supposed to benefit from institutional change in all the different areas, may help to 
identify active local bricoleurs and to stimulate the creative process of merging, bending and 
moulding rules.  

Secondly, it is to be expected that the platforms themselves are the forums of bricolage practices. 
Actors who did not cooperate before on a daily basis are brought together. All the participants 
bring in their own rules, values and norms, identities and complicated relationship with their con-
stituencies, families and others. Whereas farmers should not be assigned pure productive identi-
ties, in a similar vein the platform members should not be seen as interventionists, managers or 
intermediaries only. The institutional experiments they work on do not start from scratch. In that 
sense, at the above-local level of the platforms, change will just as well be the result of a dynamic 
process involving both path dependency and improvisation. A question that arises from this as-
sumption is where the institutional bricolage will take place: in the formally organised setting of 
the innovation platform or rather in a wider arena (Cleaver, 2002). 

A related issue is whether innovation platforms will be able to stimulate institutional bricolage 
and to provide the continuity for long term changes without losing the adaptive capacity that is 
needed to escape path dependency. Obviously, the distinction between introduced and local insti-
tutions will be less clear-cut in the case of well-functioning platforms than in our case study of 
governmental intervention programmes. A first study on the impact of innovation platforms con-
cludes unexpectedly that the platforms studied were only effective in stimulating innovations in 
production, which is not context-specific and minimally effective in context-specific innovations 
in water and soil fertility management among others (Pamuk et al., 2013). Hence, it could well be 
that platforms operate better if they take the form of a dynamic and distributed network rather 
than a centrally organized one (Kilelu et al., 2013). In this way, innovation platforms may be able 
op trigger learning over long time periods and leave sufficient room for active distributed 
bricolage practices. 
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Abstract: Innovation is rarely considered a point of contention. It invariably seems to denote 
some type of intrinsically desired newness most ordinarily associated with effective commerciali-
zation of a new technology, idea or organizational form. However, once considering innovation 
as something happening within a network or ‘system’ of interdependent actors, it becomes clear 
that different interpretations and appropriations of innovation are co-evolving in a competitive 
framework. Although we fully acknowledge the importance of collective learning processes as a 
basis to overcome barriers for innovation in networks we nevertheless wish to caution for an ap-
proach that insufficiently conceptualizes the role of power. To gain insight in how more inclusive 
innovation processes can be built we evaluate how farmer’s interests can be articulated and how 
innovation networks  be held accountable to ensure fair representation of farmers. Based on polit-
ical theory we propose a framework anchored in deliberative democratic theory, an approach 
which attributes significant transformative power to deliberation in decision making. We elabo-
rate an approach based on the concept of discursive accountability (Dryzek, 2010), in which rep-
resentation is related to a procedure guaranteeing a maximum of relevant discourses to be articu-
lated within collective decision outcomes of governance networks.  We substantiate our approach 
by drawing on a case-study of pig farming in Flanders. A discourse analysis reveals how discur-
sive framings of farmers reflect an ongoing tension between the linear and the participatory dis-
course on innovation. We complement this analysis with an assessment of the collective out-
comes  of a series of empowered dialogue days in the Flemish pig sector (2011). Reasoned from 
the perspective of discursive accountability we elicit a disproportionate consistency with the ex-
isting constellation of discourses in the public sphere.  

Keywords: innovation, discourses, discursive accountability, pig farming, policy outcomes.  

 
This is a working paper of ongoing research. Please do not quote.  

 
 
Introduction: Linear vs. Participatory innovation discourse  
Innovation is rarely considered as a point of contention. In common speech it invariably seems to 
denote some type of intrinsically desired newness most ordinarily associated with effective com-
mercialization of a new technology, idea or organizational form. However, once considering in-
novation as something happening within a social field of interdependent actors it becomes clear 
that different interpretations of innovation are co-evolving. Shifts in how innovations are inter-
preted can alter the discursive circumstances of how innovation processes lead to  outcomes. This 
article wishes to address the role of farmers in co-shaping the discursive conditions of innovation.  

Reasoning from an interpretivist perspective (Nahuis and van Lente 2007), we can discern two 
overall conceptions on what constitutes an agricultural innovation. Still largely dominant is the 
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linear model of innovation in which innovation is conceived as a unidirectional line from science 
to practice (Leeuwis, 2004; Godin, 2005). This mode of thinking ascribes little agency to farmers 
considering them as adopters of innovations developed by science and research departments. On 
a general yet substantive level, the linear model is contested by what we can term as a relational 
approach embracing not only knowledge suppliers but the totality of actors involved in innova-
tion (World Bank, 2006) (Klerkx, Mierlo, & Leeuwis, 2012). A relational approach considers the 
interplay of interrelating ‘parts’, i.e. the co-evolution of social, economic and political factors 
shaping the conditions of agricultural innovation processes (Klerkx et al., 2012). The adoption of 
technology is then considered within a larger framework of stakeholders and the totality of inno-
vation outcomes is considered in relation to its societal relevance (EU SCAR, 2012; Bock, 2012). 
In this approach farmers are recognized as legitimate actors in co-constructing innovation. Be-
cause farmers are equally competent actors, it is argued, they need to be included more actively in 
processes and networks of innovation. On the European level, this concern e.g. exemplified by 
the organization of the European Innovation Partnerships (EIPs) which aims to more systemati-
cally ensure a voice to farmers in adapting research to the needs of farming practice (EU, 2013).  

We stipulate these discourses as respectively linear and participatory34 innovation. The following 
table further works out the difference between both: 

 

Table 1: Discourses of linear and participatory innovation (Leeuwis, 2004 ; Godin, 2005; Koopmans et.al, 2011) 
 Linear innovation  Participatory Innovation  

Object of innovation  New Technology  Innovation system 
Relationship  between actors  Division of labor  Co-production of knowledge  

Type of knowledge Codified knowledge  Tacit knowledge  
Type of interest articulation  Self-regarding interests  Self and Other-regarding interests  

Mode of cooperation  Autonomous actors in network  Networked governance  

Conception of farmer  Adopter, follower Competent actor, stakeholder 

Motivation of agency  Commercial implementation Collective innovation  

 

But how can we understand the transition towards this more participative role of farmers in inno-
vation networks as it is being advocated in the ongoing contestation of the linear model of inno-
vation?  A recurring response is the argumentation to foster learning processes. The challenge is 
then framed as stipulating the conditions to foster efficient knowledge interaction and interactive 
learning processes between all stakeholders. Mechanisms concerning knowledge brokerage 
(Hargadon, 2002), creating trust for learning (World Bank, 2006) and communication between 
different epistemic communities (Hoffmann, et al.; 2006) are considered key in promoting suc-
cessful and inclusive stakeholder interaction in innovation networks.  

Although we agree that including farmers in processes of innovation involves an epistemic di-
mension, we consider the challenge to be more than merely fostering knowledge interaction.This 
can be considered so because participants in an innovation system are also representatives of their 
respective constituencies and practices. Any innovation network nolens volens mediates various 

                                                 
34 We choose this term because a relational approach towards innovation actually reveals an underdeveloped social role for 
farmers in innovations processes, and hence the need for a more participatory for of innovation.  
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interests and how these play out in the problem framing, implementation and evaluation of inno-
vations (Nahuis and Lente, 2008). An innovation process is thus not only comprised of the mutu-
al generation of knowledge but also connected to processes of interest articulation as they are 
performed by the different participants and social groups. In this process a heterogeneous group 
of actors is involved in aspects concerning power - play, inclusion, exclusion, contestation and 
conflict (Nahuis, 2007b). This consideration reveals a political dimension of innovation and war-
rants a questioning of whether innovation networks are always intrinsically ‘collective’ and 
‘good’ (Mansbridge et al., 2010)Moe, 2005). This political reality of innovation networks thus 
makes it necessary that there is some procedure that can secure the (deliberative) legitimacy of its 
collective outcomes. Including farmers is than not only a question of inducing learning processes 
but also one of ensuring that innovation networks become accountable to the interest of farming 
practice35.   

Ensuring that innovation networks become accountable to the interests of farming practice is 
however not an easy undertaking. To begin with, we need to make clear what we mean by ac-
countability. In its abstract form, it has the tendency to become an elusive buzzword justifying 
ongoing political processes (Bovens, 2005, Busuioc, 2013). We therefore specify it as a social 
mechanism of relations (Van Parijs, 2013). Accountability is about an actor that feels an obliga-
tion to explain and to justify his or her conduct to some significant other (Bovens, 2005).36 

Accountability mechanisms are meant to ensure some way in which empowered space answers to 
public space (Dryzek, 2010). Empowered space need not be a formally authorized institution but 
can be any institutional arrangement producing collective outcomes. Innovation networks such as 
those subsidized by e.g. European framework programs can in this sense be considered as em-
powered space. Farmers are largely unrepresented in these types of institutions mostly dominated 
by research, business and societal actors. Taking the shift from a linear to a more inclusive sys-
temic model seriously means finding some way to include farmer ’s interests within these pro-
cesses. 

 

Approach: discursive representation   
In this paper we adapt the concept of discursive representation (Dryzek and Niemeyer, 2008; 
Dryzek, 2010) as a potentially operational approach to integrate the emerging participatory dis-
course within the discursive framings of ongoing innovation processes. The concept is anchored 
in deliberative democratic theory and puts forward the idea to represent ‘interests’ by means of 
representing ‘discourses’. Discourses defined as ‘real-world phenomena based on socio-
interpretative ensembles of concepts, ideas and categorizations that give meaning and co-
constitute practices’ (Hajer, 1995) embody a set of pre-suppositions on how ‘a problem’ should 
be understood and who gets which role (agency) on what grounds (motivation of agency) in the 
resulting set of ‘solutions’. This means that when within a given political context (e.g. a set of 
political terms) only a limited amount of discourses are taken into account, there is a risk that 
certain actors will be excluded as being relevant in collective decision making processes. Discur-
sive accountability, now, aims to guarantee that ‘all relevant discourses get represented, regard-
less of how many people subscribe to each’ (Dryzek and Niemeyer,p.482).  

It is important to note that this process of engagement in and contestation of discourses is not 
necessarily restricted to empowered political institutions. Consistent with deliberative theory, 
Dryzek speaks of discursive legitimacy “to the extent a collective decision is consistent with the 
                                                 
35 Cf. Affectedness thesis 
36 Every mechanism of accountability thus holds an ‘element of justification’ and an ‘element of recognition’ within a given 
relationship. Including farmers in accountability mechanisms should thus enable them to both justify their own innovation 
behavior as well as confront them with the justifications of other innovation actors 
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constellation of discourses present in the public sphere , in the degree to which this constellation 
is subject to the reflective control of competent actors” (Dryzek, 2010, p35). Within public 
space37, a variety of discourses are articulated and contested. A provisional outcome of this pro-
cess is then ideally transmitted to some type of authorized political actors (public authorities, 
empowered stakeholder networks, authorized political actors )  

Also for networks – which can be linked to public space , empowered space, or both38 - discur-
sive accountability can be endeavored by reflecting on its underlying discursive justifications. As 
Dryzek notes, one way of trying to reach accountability “is to try and ensure that a network is not 
dominated by a single discourse whose terms are accepted uncritically by all involved actors in a 
way that marginalizes other discourses that could claim relevance.” (Dryzek, 2010; p50) 

The articulation of a discourse can thus become a political vehicle to engage more balanced 
agency in ongoing innovation processes. In our case, the articulation of the participatory innova-
tion discourse which advocates the empowerment of farmers in collective decision making (con-
cerning e.g. knowledge creation, economic arrangement and social evaluation of innovation pro-
cesses) can then become an important counter-discourse. Considering this discourse vis-à-vis 
other innovation discourses (i.e. the linear model), will ensure a form of democratic contestation, 
enabling a more reflective stance on ongoing decisions processes. 

In this article we illustrate how discursive accountability can be understood as an innovative 
mechanism for agricultural innovation processes by drawing on a case on pig industry in Flan-
ders. The case of pig farming is particularly relevant, because an ongoing economic crisis affect-
ing farmers, forces actors to question the ‘normal’. This process of questioning ongoing behavior 
in the pig food chain is essentially a process of accountability in which actual relationships are 
reconsidered from a perspective of mutual justification.  

Using discourse analysis we analyze pig farmer’s discursive framings of innovation. In our dis-
cussion we try to understand how these framings reveal certain structural inequalities and power 
imbalances in terms of the both acquisition and creation of knowledge and the validation of inno-
vation efforts.  

In a second move, we analyze the policy outcomes of a series of dialogue days that were orga-
nized in Flanders in 2011 as a reaction to the ongoing crisis in the pig industry. This process initi-
ated by the cabinet of agriculture empowered stakeholders to debate several themes relevant to 
overcome the perceived stalemate position and resulted in a set of 22 policy measures. We ana-
lyze these recommendations from the perspective of discursive accountability by examining the 
balance of the linear vis-à-vis the participatory innovation discourse. Without claiming to be ex-
haustive nor politically salient, the analysis does reveal how the dominant discourse of linear in-
novation is still disproportionally represented within the political terms and technical  guidelines 
that accompany the policy outcomes. Before turning to this we turn to the methodological ap-
proach of this paper.  

 

Data gathering 
We conducted in depth interviews with 9 farmers. Most farmers were working within a vertically 
integrated sector (intensive pig farming) and 2 farmers were working in a mixed farming system. 
We also conducted two focus groups with pig farmers. In addition we interviewed 3 experts and 
did extensive document analysis. Interviewees were selected on the basis of the farmer’s alleged 
                                                 
37 Part of public space are amongst other; social media, any type of public place (bars, schools, farms, etc.), public hearings, 
media commentators, social movements, designed citizen forums.   
38 Contemporary scholars show how political authority is increasingly diffused in informal networks of various state and non-state 
actors (Dryzek, 2010, Cast). 
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networking behavior, i.e. it was aimed to approach both farmers with  high/low intensity qua 
networking routines. The interviews and focus group questions were semi-structured. A list of 
questions was used but not handled systematically, in order to obtain a sufficient degree of ex-
pressive freedom. In the interviews, a first set of questions dealt with innovation and a second 
series of questions discussed the importance of networks. In the focus groups these two main top-
ics framed conversely as in the interviews, i.e. first questions about the importance of networks 
then about innovation.39 Innovation was widely regarded as any significant change on the farm, 
either recently introduced (last 5 years), either planned or considered in the near future.  

With the help of a discourse analysis40 we have analyzed our data, on the basis of which we have 
discerned two discursive framing of innovation (‘adoption as usual’ and ‘innovation by de-
mand’). The data analysis was based on processes of coding and categorization. (Marshall & 
Rossman, 1999) First, an open coding process was used to analyze the data of the interviews and 
focus groups. Dominant meanings were delineated at sentence level, using the ‘nodes’ function in 
NVivo. Analytical refinement led to a second more specific categorization of the data into four 
distinctive discourses on ‘innovation’. The discursive framings revealed, open a debate on inno-
vation that relativize unilateral interpretations and plea for a differentiation of discourses on in-
novation.  

 

Analyzing discursive framings in the public sphere: how do pig farmers perceive in-
novation?  
 
Adoption as usual. 
 
The first framing on innovation we labeled ‘adoption as usual’ and relates to motivations pig 
farmers express regarding their role in the development and implementation of technological and 
technical innovations in their farming practice. Here, farmers frame themselves as predominantly 
passive adopters. They associate innovation with the ability to assimilate new yet externally de-
veloped applications that increase productivity and cost-efficiency on their farm. Interviewed 
farmers indicated that personal economic criteria are of primordial importance in their decision 
for adopting these external innovations: “Within agriculture I think innovation basically means, 
well, 'return on investment', not? You are able to bring in extra costs, investments and all kinds of 
systems can be applied  but in the end it has to generate more than the investment. That, I think is 
innovation related to income.”   

Typically the greatest concern farmers express regarding innovation is the financial risk involved 
of investing in a project or purchasing the novelty. Conditions related to changing labor condi-
tions or the affection with its usability are often considered as being of secondary importance.  

Where farmers emphasize the guarantee of financial resilience as the main condition for choosing 
to adopt a particular innovation, when probed for the personal motivation to innovate they often 

                                                 
39 In the interviews, networks were often described in function of 'innovation because innovation came first and because questions 
like' what is the use of networks? "and "How do you make use of knowledge?" Were recorded. In the focus groups, with 
networking as the first topic, the focus on networks may have influenced an open interpretation of innovation 
40 Although discourses – here defined as as real-world phenomena based on socio-interpretative ensembles of concepts , ideas and 
categorizations that give meaning and co-constitute practices (Hajer, 1995) – are both dynamic as well as appropriated differently 
by different actors , empirical and policy research made it clear that definite discourses do exist and have a clear impact on the 
behavior of (political) actors (Paredis, 2013; Crivits et al., 2010; De Krom et al., 2013). Also in agricultural research, discourse 
analysis revealed how competing discourses affect agricultural practices and decisions concerning agricultural restructuration 
(Tilzey an Potter,2005), multifunctional agriculture (De Krom et al., 2013) and the response to climate change measures (Fleming 
and Vanclay, 2009b).  
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resorted to structural arguments: “ I think you have to move with the times, if not the value of your 
company decreases drastically. Especially if you want to leave it to your children or want to sell 
your company”  

“ Yes, it is something that keeps on evolving. Also economically, the supply chain , yes that is of 
course something over our heads.”  

“I think there is going to change a lot [...] The situation of the market forces you to evolve in a 
certain way.”  

Farmers, thus, are not inclined to promote the intrinsic qualities of innovations but consider it to 
be an external inducement. Strikingly in this context was that  a ‘novelty’ was depicted as ‘some-
thing you need to work with’ or even as ‘something that feels as a limitation’. 

This framing of innovation as ‘intrusive’ can be related to the common experience of a tension 
between ongoing expansion of pig farms and persistent negative results in terms of price setting, 
labor conditions and overall profitability of the sector. The perception of increased uncertainty 
about the effects of scale enlargement plays a role in how farmers innovation have come to ques-
tion innovation as something intrinsically good or neutral.41  

Both the both focus on the external pressure to innovate and the difficult economic situation with-
in the sector provides farmers with an image of the ‘hindered innovator’ or a mere follower out-
side the locus of innovation. Within this discourse the farmer seems to identify himself in quite 
great similarity with how farmers are depicted in the Rogerian adoption/diffusion model that has 
long come to dominate agricultural innovation policy and governance (Godin, 2005).42  

The above consideration of the ‘passive receiver’ is however only  a partial account of how these 
farmers perceive the process of the adoption of innovations. Interviewees also clearly indicated 
how their innovation decisions are influenced by their ‘active’ relationships with other supply 
chain actors Crucial agency is ascribed to particular subjects in the so-called farm input supply 
chain, further subdivided in merchants (e.g. feed dealers, barn constructors ,veterinarians,.) and 
creditors  (e.g. banks, investors, ..) Merchants and creditors are important mediators of innovation 
adoption because they have direct interests in the investments of pig farmers.43 

The analysis suggests that farmers have a two-fold relationship with these actors. On the one 
hand, it is argued that input actors are invaluable guides to support technical and economic deci-
sions. Flemish pig farmers have often developed longstanding personal relationships with farm 

                                                 
41 Note that farmers did not state that scale enlargement as such is objectionable, but that a great deal of particular farmers are not 
in a position to either make or cope with scale enlargments: “I am convinced that a lot of farms have become too big and that the 
focus has – the last few years – been too much on the growth of farms, and I think this is not the essence”.  
42 In both innovation theory and extension practice, adoption has long been considered as the touchstone of innovation. Especially 
when time and effort has been invested, a novelty would only be considered a ‘successful’ innovation when there is adequate 
acceptance of the community in question. Communication (or diffusion) is then an essential prerequisite to influence and ensure 
sufficient adoption and implementation of a new application in the market. In (agricultural) innovation studies, the word ‘adopti-
on’ became famous through the work of Everett M. Roger on the diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 1962; Rogers, 1995). His work 
can be seen as an essential scholarly representation in the construction of the linear model of innovation (see Godin, 2005). 
Interestingly, Rogers initially framed ‘innovation’ within a sociological understanding. In his 1962 book, Diffusions of Innovati-
ons, innovation took place along the following steps: innovation – communication  – consequences on the social system and 
consequences over time. It was only by the third edition of his book (Rogers, 1983) that he considered innovation within an 
economic (and individualistic) framework. (Godin, 2005).  
43 Here it is apt to note that any  discourse – as  a meaningful discursive frame to interpret concrete situations –  always designates 
well-defined roles to specific actors. A more full picture thus emerges when we consider (1) the way farmers perceive the 
importance of those actors but also (2) the vantage point of the other actors implied in the context relevant for that discourse (i.e. 
innovation) are included. Knowledge interaction in  the contemporary setting of ‘farmer vs. extension’ is delineated by routines 
based on commercial services rather than deliberation (See for instance Leeuwis, 2004).  
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input agents. One interviewee specifies this habituation process by suggesting that al lot of pig 
farmers only shift feed company when their personal merchant-adviser does so.  

On the other hand, farmers clearly articulate awareness of the commercial motivation of mer-
chants  and the resulting non-neutral nature of the mutual knowledge interaction. Farmers speak 
of e.g. ‘colored information’:   

“It is colored information. You have to always keep in mind: why does he tell this? Why does he 
promote one specific variety of maize? Because the seller has the most from that variety. Why 
should that boy present a variety which will give him one euro less a bag? He wouldn’t do that, 
right?” 

This remark hints an underlying interest pig farmers hold and is particularly important in the po-
litical context of innovation. It expresses the need to deliberate with other actors (farmers, re-
searchers,..) within a non-commercial framework.  

Farmers are critical towards ongoing commercial relationships, and warrant for a more balanced, 
symmetric exchange of information. As one farmer describes his ‘solution’ to reconsider contem-
porary relationships in the pig farming chain:  

“It remains a commercial relationship. This is a fault in the system. If it would be possible to 
gather in a group, not working together but just sitting together, exchanging ideas on an objec-
tive basis, assisted by a coordinator who leads the discussion and knows were the tricky points 
are…“ 

This observation resonates with a general need farmers have expressed to become engaged in 
more horizontal, symmetric form of inter-farmer deliberation. A recent study e.g. confirmed that 
79% of the Flemish pig farmers feels the need to work together with other farmers (BEMEFA, 
2012). This reflects the need to attain betterment qua discursive representation, i.e. the need for a 
‘forum’ where other perspectives on ongoing practices can be deliberated.  

 

Innovation on demand.  
Where the ‘adoption as usual’ discourse is anchored in the technological and production orientat-
ed dimension of innovation in farmer practices, we claim to have found another important discur-
sive conceptualization of innovation related to the element of ‘demand’. The framing of innova-
tion by demand is largely determined by farmer’s negative perception on and interaction with 
changing societal expectations and how it is translated to legislative measures and consumer 
preferences .  

Several pig farmers indicated how they felt disconnected from the intricate interaction between 
societal perceptions,  practices and purchase behavior. The framing of innovation ‘on demand’ 
connotes farmer’s expression of discontent regarding the alleged ease with which they would 
have to adapt to the changing demands of market, government or society. As one farmer ex-
pressed: They expect us to change all the time, but have they ever considered what this means to 
us?  

Also the high speed at which they are expected to adapt themselves can be associated with 
farmer’s discontent regarding their societal role: “You learn things of which you know: Ok, in the 
future this has to go down, so we would better work on it now, before they make it mandatory. 
Everything has to go so fast , that makes things somewhat harder. “ 

In practice, however, farmers take a central position at the interface between changing expecta-
tions in society and marketing behavior. Often quite directly, they experience the concrete trans-
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position from societal demand to the structure of their production system.44 A recent development 
of this sort, is the response to European animal welfare legislation inducing innovations such as 
group housing and  of antibiotics in livestock industry. For this transposition from society-to-
farm, for (most interviewed) pig farmers, economic conditions again prevail. This is clearly re-
flected in the way farmers categorize specific innovations. In this regard one, for instance, criti-
cized the use of air washers because these ‘contribute nothing to productivity’ while asserting that 
the reduced use of antibiotic ‘is a conscious choice because it in the first instance reduces costs’. 

But to a significant extent in contrast with the previous discursive framing, other non-financial 
matters related to job satisfaction, concern for the direct environment and recognition of other 
societal actors here play a more decisive role . As this pig farmer for instance indicates:  

“Yes economically. But also in terms of animal welfare, we may have the name of being econom-
ic thinkers, but also other things counts. For example the needleless injection, when the use of 
antibiotics lowers, the health on your farm is also better, isn't it?  It's not just - how should I say -  
for the animals it's also enjoyable. .. if you constantly have to work with sick animals, after a 
while there is not much fun anymore.”  

Further on this very same farmer, frames ‘innovation’ in terms of communication with the con-
sumer:  

“If there is innovation towards consumers, I think it would be more interesting for the farmers if 
things were explained better, that things are framed better. Now it is always like two opposing 
parties. Do you understand? The consumer desires something and therefore this is imposed by 
retailers, but often farmers in fact do not understand the position of the consumer”.  

This last concern shows how farmers frame innovation in terms of gaining more communicative 
access to the articulation of demand. Although farmers acknowledge and work with ‘structures of 
demand’ as they exist in ‘the’ market today, their views on demand show how they struggle with 
the symbolic and immaterial dimension of ‘consumption’. 

The following excerpt comes from a focus group with pig farmers. The group in question con-
cerns a young group of farmers who are into intensive pig farming and have a dominantly entre-
preneurial approach. Two farmers express how they feel frustration in their position on demand:  

“There isn't one consumer who is interested. Not one, you know. In the shop they buy the cheap-
est. When they are asked 'do you think' it is important healthy pigs?" all of them say: yes! But if 
they have to buy than they buy the meat from Brazil. We have to come to terms with all kind of 
demands from Europe. And we just keep on paying.   

[Interviewer]: Do you think it's the fault from the supermarket? 

No,  the government.  

Look , we think it is important that people who eat meat in Europe eat controlled and good meat. 
And then... that is what forms the market price. Then I think the government should demand the 
same from all the meat that enters Europe from abroad.” 

On the one hand these farmers acknowledge their situation within the rules of the economic 
game. The translation from a societal demand (in this case coming from the ‘European citizen’) is 
what forms the market price. However, these farmers hold accountable the government for a 
‘fair’ representation of demand in the process of production. A government thus needs to create 
conditions for someone to be able recognize, indeed account for, their efforts.  

                                                 
44 Cf. Consumer/Citizen Divide 
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This framing broadens the conception of what innovation means. Restricting innovation to mere 
commercial implementation (Godin, 2013), one might be inclined to equate it with mere purchase 
preferences, i.e. actual purchasing behavior of who-ever is buying the products. In this account, 
however, one fails to distinguish between the economic notion of ‘demand’ and the sociological 
notion of consumption (Harvey et al. 2001; Slater, 2007). Where the former represents purchase 
behavior in  dominant market systems the latter can be conceives as the entire social context in 
which societal expectations are realized. Farmers engaging in innovative actions and investments 
to meet ‘demand’ expect efforts to be rewarded and recognized both de facto through increased 
revenues as well as symbolically through communicative access with consumers Within pig in-
dustry farming – mostly operating in international markets and vertically integrated food chains – 
farmers are often dependent on other actors for the communication with consumers.45 This en-
hances the likelihood of missing out both symbolic and financial recognition for their innovations 
‘on demand’. It is this likelihood that warrants the claim to make responsible ‘a government’ to 
ensure political terms which allow the discursive representation of farmers that voice farmers in 
the remuneration and participation of the transposition and formation of ‘demand’.  

 

Contestation in public space and dialogue days  
The analysis of both production as well as consumption related framings expressed by farmers 
shows how the linear model of innovation is both reproduced as well as criticized and contested 
by Flemish pig farmers. On the one hand, several farmers acknowledge structural tendencies that 
confirm their position of adopters in the innovation system. On the other hand, farmers connect 
their hampered connection with innovation to amongst other the symmetric relationship with oth-
er actors in the agro-food chain, their broken up communication with consumers and societal 
change and their expectations w/r responsiveness towards efforts. These worries are intrinsic to 
the rationale of the participatory innovation discourse.  

Pig farmer’s worries did not go unattended. In 2011, after crisis persisted for several years in the 
Flemish pig farming chain, cabinet and farmer representatives initiated a series of dialogue days 
which had the aim to hear the problem areas within the sector and constructively search for solu-
tions and new strategies 46. Within these empowered stakeholder sessions experts, agro-food 
chain actors, farmer representatives and government officials were gathered to debate and discuss 
several themes related to market strategies, profitability, research and innovation and the relation 
with the feed industry (VILT, 2011). Without explicitly being presented in this way these dia-
logue days can be  considered as a process of accountability because several actors within the 
agro-food chain are prompted to explain their ongoing behavior.  

In this paper we wish to assess the policy outcomes, reasoning from the above mentioned per-
spective of discursive accountability. Our analysis of the qualitative data on the framing of inno-
vation by farming constituents confirmed the ongoing friction between the discourses of linear 
and participatory innovation. Following Dryzek, we could now ask the question whether the poli-
cy outcomes have achieved discursive legitimacy, i.e to what extent collective decisions are con-
sistent with the constellation of discourses present in the public sphere. In our case, to what extent 
are both discourses represented in the policy outcomes of the dialogue days? We address this 
question in the following section. 
                                                 
45 Existing institutional arrangements do not easily allow farmers to have connection between the sociological formation of 
‘consumption’ and the economic formation of ‘demand’. Within food economy, supermarkets have a decisive role in the 
structuration of both production and consumption (see for instance; McMeekin, 2002; Harvey et al., 2001; Grin, 2012) Through 
their marketing practices they embed ‘demand’ both within the sphere of productivity (by demanding and offering low priced 
goods) as in the sphere of symbolic and social interaction (by offering a message of quality, concern and convenience). As such 
they re-enforce a conflictual dialectical relationship between undue pressure on the production process of farmers and fulsome 
marketing efforts to translate issues of social distress or demand 
46 http://www.groenekring.be/Default.aspx?tabid=2464  
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Assessing policy outcomes  
The dialogue days resulted in 22 actions which have the intention to initiate new mid-term strate-
gies  related to (1) increasing transparency (2) improving quality and sales (3) research and inno-
vation and (4) accompanying measures. We have assessed all policy outcomes by analyzing it 
from the point of view of some sub-dimensions of accountability:  

a. Underlying problem: Addresses  the alleged problem to which the outcome responds.  
b. Performance: Addresses the way the outcome is supposed to have an impact  on the mat-

ter of concern.  
c. Authorized actor: Describes who is authorized to organize the completion and imple-

mentation of the action.  
d. Expected relevance for farmer: Addresses how a pig farmer can benefit from the policy 

outcome. 
e. Accountability relationship: This dimension specifies which actor answers to which ac-

tor.  
f. Additional beneficiaries: Addresses who are other potential beneficiaries of the policy 

outcome.  
Table 2 assesses all 22 policy outcomes from these six dimensions. When we now evaluate these 
outcomes in terms of their consistency with the linear and participative discourse, respectively, a 
strong disproportionality emerges qua discursive accountability47. The disproportionality runs 
along several lines.  

The most striking finding in Table 2 is the overall absence of farmers as authorized actor in the 
organization and completion of the policy actions. Farmers are thus not articulated as competent 
actors while in some actions they could be directly involved. Farmers could play a key part in e.g. 
co-designing key indicators of profitability, discussing transparency of prices, negotiating with 
retailers, promoting pig meat, thinking through alternatives for imported proteins, etc. Nonethe-
less, other actors are defined as competent and responsible.48  

Secondly, when scrutinizing the expected role and relevance for farmers a lot of outcomes con-
ceptualize the mechanism of the outcome in terms of the acquisition of knowledge. Farmers are 
than either informed by documents, warned or guided by codes or invited to request information. 
In neither case they are considered as continued knowledge partner in the evaluation or co-
creation of the organization of the policy-outcomes. This assumed epistemic ignorance is con-
sistent with the linear discourse of innovation. Overall, none of the outcomes articulated the need 
for farmers to further deliberate on a horizontal level. In all cases solutions are made for farmers 
not by farmers.49  

 

                                                 
47 Note that this paper does not address the deliberative process of the dialogue days as such. This analysis is not possible due to 
space restrictions. One the other hand, ensuring discursive accountability will always necessitate some form of ex-post assessment 
of the outcomes of a political process. The paper aims to contribute to this ‘assessment aspect’ of an accountability mechanism by 
reflecting on discursive framing of the political terms that comprise the policy outcomes.  
48 Note that this does not mean that these policy outcomes are insufficient or irrelevant or that all policy making should proceed in 
a participatory manner. The linear perspective maintains its relevance, yet what is striking is that within the design process of the 
measures no broad nor inclusive farmer consultation of participation is considered. Nor are the terms comprising the policy 
measures scrutinized from a perspective of discursive legitimacy.  One notable example is the policy measure on producer 
organizations. This measure , however was more an externally (i.e. on European level) developed measure.   
49 Note here the peculiar position of the farmer organization. Although some of these representatives are farmers the measures 
they support still frame the composition of a measure as a task of non-farmers. 
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Table 2:  Assessment of policy outcomes. 
Sub-
dimension (a) Underly-

ing prob-
lem   

(b) Perfor-
mance of 
policy 
measure 

(c) Author-
ized actor 

(d) Ex-
pected 
rele-
vance 
for 
farmer 

(e) Ac-
count-
ability 
relation-
ship    

(f) Addi-
tional 
benefi-
ciaries  Outcomes 

Key figures 
profitability 

Need for 
general Flem-
ish data to 
evaluate prof-
itability and 
investments 
within pig 
farming sector 

Publication of 
key indicators  

Administra-
tion,  
study depart-
ment 

Receiving 
information  

Sector - 
farmers Investors 

Transparen-
cy of prices  

Lack of trans-
parency price 
setting. Need 
for better 
negotiation.  

On-line publica-
tion of prices 
slaughter hous-
es,  doctoral 
thesis on market 
power 

Administra-
tion 

Receiving 
information 
on market 
prices 

Slaughter 
houses - 
farmers 

 

Compliance 
with proper 
payment 

Take-over of 
farms due to 
long-term 
customer 
credit 

CSR barometer 
publication of 
feed industry 
association  

Belgian Com-
pound Feed 
Industry Asso-
ciation 

Being 
warned for 
risk  

Feed com-
panies - 
farmers 

Banks, Feed 
companies 

Calibration 
of carcass 
classification  

Lack of clear 
protocol for 
the classifica-
tion of pig 
carcasses 

Simplifying 
procedures for 
carcass classifi-
cation and ma-
chine types  

Department 
agriculture 

Transparen-
cy in price 
setting  

Slaughter 
houses – 
farmers 
(products) 

 

Orientation 
towards Fu-
tures market 

Price volatili-
ty  

Groups of farm-
ers on future 
market  

Education 
departments of 
farmer organi-
zations 
(NCLB, NAC) 

Receiving 
education 
on futures 
markets 

 

/ (opportuni-
ty in market) 

 

Stock market 
experts 

 

Negotiation 
between 
suppliers and 
retailers 

Asymmetric  
relationship 
between sup-
ply and retail-
ing  

Deliberation  
actors agro-food 
chain 

Agro-food 
chain repre-
sentatives  

Being rep-
resented 

Farmer or-
ganization - 
farmers 

All chain 
actors  

Support for 
producer 
organizations 
and inter-
branch or-
ganizations 

Low bargain-
ing power for 
pig farmers 

New legal re-
gime for coop-
eration in mar-
ket 

EU, Cabinet, 
sector repre-
sentatives 

Organizing 
cooperation  

European 
economic 
policy - 
farmers 

 

Support 
Belgian Pig 
meat  

Lack of dif-
ferentiation 
and popularity 
abroad 

Promotion  

Department, 
promotional 
department 
(Belgian Meat 
Office)  

Receiving 
marketing 
support  as 
sector  

State - farm-
ers Traders 
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Simplifica-
tion of quali-
ty control  

 

Overlapping 
procedures for 
quality con-
trol  

 

Code for good 
slaughtering   

 

 

Department 

 

Being in-
formed on 
quality,  
compliance 
with quality 
specifica-
tions   

 

Farmers – 
slaughter 
houses- 
retailers  

 

Retailers 

Maintaining 
Pietrain pig 
breed 

 

Maintaining 
international 
quality stand-
ards  

Subsidies for 
keeping 

Pietrain sows 

Department, 
European 
subsidies 

Subsidies 
for breed 
selection  

Support 
(transfer 
from public 
sphere to 
empowered 
space 

Breeders 
pietrain  

Information 
on conver-
sion to or-
ganic agri-
culture 

Absence of 
organic pig 
farming  

Informed farm-
ers  

State exten-
sion depart-
ment  

Receiving 
information  

/ (market 
opportunity)   

Short supply 
chain infor-
mation and 
project sub-
sidies  

Lack of direct 
marketing and 
short supply 
chain  

Informed farm-
ers 

Flemish Net-
work on short 
chain  

Subsumed 
in general 
program/no 
active role 
for pig 
farmers  

/ (market 
opportunity) consumers  

Promotion of 
local meat  

Need for 
promotion of 
meat  

Promotion cam-
paigns  

Department, 
office of pro-
motion  

Being pro-
moted as 
sector  

State  Traders, re-
tailers 

Action plan 
for alterna-
tive proteins 
in feed 

Decreasing 
dependence 
on soy import, 
economic 
opportunities 
to validate 
waste streams 
and by-
products for 
feed 

Cluster of bio-
tech projects, 
certification 
efforts (. RTRS) 

Feed industry 
association, 
Several re-
search insti-
tutes 

Adopting 
new tech-
nologies 

Feed indus-
try, protein 
producers 

Feed industry  

Service desk 
for pig farm-
ers 

Lack of com-
munication 
between 
farmers and 
research 

Answering 
farmer ques-
tions on various 
issues (research, 
policy,..)  

Department, 
service desk, 
several re-
search insti-
tutes (public-
private) 

Requesting 
specific 
information  

/Increasing 
responsive-
ness to 
farmers  
(explicitly 
no accounta-
bility ) 

 

Demonstra-
tion project 
technical 
indicators  

Lack of 
knowledge 
w/r on  farm 
processes  

Providing aver-
age key figures 
on ratio’s (e.g. 
age /weight) 

Research 
institutes 

Possibility 
to consult 
research 
report, ex 
cathedra 
presenta-
tions  

/ (instru-
ment)  Research?  
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Strengthen-
ing  research 
infrastruc-
ture  

Lack of public 
research on 
pig farming 
technology  

Experimental 
pig stable  

Research 
institutes  

Possibility 
to consult 
research 
report, ex 
cathedra 
presenta-
tions 

/   Research  

Study and 
integration of 
available 
technologies 
for data ex-
change in the 
genetic eval-
uation pro-
cedures 

Need to mod-
ernize (soft-
ware pro-
grams) exist-
ing studbook, 
genetic in-
formation  

Proving data on 
genetic quality 
of pigs 

NPO studbook 
Flanders 

Registration 
of pigs/ 
Receiving 
information 
on breeding 
(genetic) 
value 

Breeders- 
farmers Breeders 

Accompany-
ing measures 
w/r animal 
welfare 

Costs of in-
vesting in 
group housing 
and alterna-
tive castration 

Subsidies for 
investments and 
information on 
alternative tech-
niques 

Administra-
tion (VLIF), 

Extension , 
research 

Adoption of 
policy 
measures  

Farmers –
state  society 

Society, ani-
mals  

Accompany-
ing measures 
w/r  (tight-
ened) ma-
nure policy  

Need for 
farmer’s 
compliance 
with manure 
policy  

information 
desk and work-
ing groups 
(VCM) 

Administra-
tions (VLM,) , 
Coordination 
center manure; 

Adoption of 
policy 
measures 

Farmers – 
state – socie-
ty   

 

Structural 
re-
orientation of 
the entire 
sector  

Maintaining a 
‘good’ secto-
rial infrastruc-
ture (i.e. anti-
biotics, artifi-
cial insemina-
tion and fi-
nancial in-
vestment) 

Continuous 
deliberation  Cabinet  Being rep-

resented 
Cabinet - 
farmers 

Agricultural  

supply indus-
try  
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Conclusions  
The discourse analysis of pig farmers interviews revealed a distorted relationship with the dis-
course of linear innovation and a articulation of the nascent participatory discourse. The transfer 
from both discourses was however not reflected in a significant governance network within the 
empowered space. An assessment of the pig farming dialogue days showed how the linear dis-
course is still largely dominant in the political terms that frame the agency and competence of 
agency within processes on the evaluation of innovation. The mechanisms of discursive account-
ability , now , warrants a more reflective stance. Starting from a better representation of the  par-
ticipatory discourse within ongoing and future decision making processes and collective out-
comes would imply the empowerment of farmers along the several sub-dimension constituting 
the understanding of solutions to the ongoing crisis within the pig farming sector.  
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Abstract: Agricultural research designs tend to be bounded by agro-ecological conditions, farm-
ing systems and other dimensions assumed to be homogeneous for the population of interest (a 
recommendation domain or population for whom a technology or practice is expected to be rele-
vant). Scaling is a question of ‘rolling out’ results across the domain.  

What if not only technology adoption but also institutional context explains the variance in the 
output of smallholders, and agricultural development is also of question of institutional innova-
tion? What if a domain is seen as a system of interest among actors who have a stake in the sys-
tem and its performance as an arena for concerted action and institutional innovation?  

The paper reports almost six years of action research that tried to answer these questions. It com-
pares experimental interventions and subsequent systemic changes within each of nine domains. 
It suggests that the research approach used can explain variance in smallholder output that, in 
present-day West Africa, is not explained by technology adoption.  

Keywords: innovation, niche, institutional regime, Benin, Ghana, Mali 

 
 
Introduction 
Sites for agricultural research and pilot projects usually are selected to represent agro-ecological 
zones, farming systems, and sometimes homogeneity in specific farmer characteristics. Such site 
selection assumes that (1) outcomes of the research, experiment or pilot project are relevant for 
and applicable to specific farm-level conditions as determined by the farming system (usually 
called a recommendation domain); (2) the contribution of agricultural research is to develop 
technologies and practices that individual farmers adopt; (3) institutional conditions at the higher 
than farm-level are taken as given and (4) some external agent will ensure that the research out-
comes are widely applied.  

Our research in contrast was based on these premises: 

The presence or absence of an enabling institutional context explains a neglected proportion of 
the variance in the output of smallholders. Creation of enabling conditions precedes productivity 
growth.  
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The domain is a social space bounded by an industry, value chain, commodity, irrigation scheme 
or food security polity, in which key actors can meet, interact, negotiate and take concerted action 
to bring about systemic change in institutional conditions 

The key intervention is not technology development but investment in informed and facilitated 
interaction (on an innovation platform or IP) among key stakeholders in a domain.  

This paper first presents the programme, the theoretical framework and methodology. It then 
highlights selected findings and distils propositions supported by the study.  

The Programme 
Convergence of Sciences-Strengthening Innovation Systems (CoS-SIS, 2008-2014, €4.5 million) 
and its predecessor CoS (2002-2007, €2.5 million) were executed in West Africa (WA). They  
aimed through comparative field experiments to establish more effective pathways for innovation 
in smallholder farming (www.cos-sis.org).   

 

Background  
CoS was implemented in eight sites in Benin and Ghana and focused on participatory technology 
development (PTD). During CoS the participants began to experiment with institutional change 
e.g., the adaptation of tenure contracts so that it became more attractive for tenants to engage in 
sustainable soil management (Saïdu et al. 2007; Adjei-Nsiah et al. 2007), and random control of 
the weighing scales used by cocoa produce buyers. This stopped the doctoring of scales by up to 
15% of the bean weight (Dormon et al. 2007). A study of CoS’ impact five years after its termi-
nation (Sterk et al. 2013) however showed that farmers stopped using the practices and technolo-
gies developed through PTD when their utilisation depended on conditions beyond their control.  

A comparative historical analysis carried out by Hounkonnou et al. (2012) showed that countries 
considered successful in terms of industrial agriculture started creating the institutional conditions 
for the development of family farming 50 to 100 years prior to the take-off of agricultural produc-
tivity growth. Hounkonnou et al. (op cit.) further showed that reliance on technology develop-
ment and transfer as the mainstream innovation pathway had its origins in neo-liberal agricultural 
economics, notably work on the agricultural treadmill (Cochrane 1958), and calculation of the 
internal rate of return to investment in agricultural research and extension (Evenson et al. 1979), 
both inspired by the specific conditions in the American mid-West during the decades of rapid 
productivity growth following the introduction and diffusion of hybrid maize in the 1940s. This 
work took for granted the institutional conditions that allowed the technology to become a driver 
of farm development. The model was transposed into the Green Revolution (GR). It became ap-
parent over time that the GR was effective in Asian countries because they had created the re-
quired institutional supports (Biggs 2007) and failed in African countries because they did not. 
Djurfeldt et al. (2005:4) observed a ‘pervasive bias against smallholder farming’ in Sub-Saharan 
Africa (SSA). In WA fragile public services were weakened or removed under Structural Ad-
justment programmes. Economic liberalisation has not led to the provision of private sector ser-
vices and strong market development. West African smallholders remain embedded in dense in-
stitutional networks that have evolved over the years to extract as much wealth as farming can 
bear (Djurfeldt et al. op. cit.). 
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The CoS-SIS Programme 
CoS-SIS assumed that to innovate, smallholders need all or some combination of the following 
enabling conditions:  

- Voice: procedures for exerting influence on the decisions that affect them; 
- Services: access to quality planting materials, production inputs, advice and information, 

machine repairs, credit, veterinary services, etc.;  
- Tenure security that allows farmers to invest in land improvement and soil health; 
- Legal frameworks that protect them from corruption, cheating, land-grabbing, unfair 

competition and profiteering; 
- Integrated value chains that create access to remunerative produce markets and give farm-

ers a fair share in the value added; 
- Transparent and free information on prices, taxes, subsidies and policies; 
- Infrastructure including roads, irrigation and drainage, laboratories for testing and certifi-

cation, facilities for seed multiplication, etc.  
CoS-SIS experimented with interventions that sought to make institutions more supportive of 
smallholder innovation, in nine domains selected by national experts, in line with national priori-
ties (Table 1).  

Table 1: CoS-SIS countries and domains 
Country Domain 
Benin Oil palm (seed system) 
 Cotton 

 Water management (rice in inland valley bottoms) 
Ghana Palm oil 
 Cocoa 
 Small Ruminants (North) 
Mali Shea Nut 
 Crop/Livestock integration (Office du Niger (ON) 
 Water management (ON) 

 

Action research in COS-SIS had two meanings: (i) Research was seen as a crucial component of 
the action, and included scoping (Adjei-Nsiah et al. 2013) and diagnostic studies (Jiggins 2012), 
Ph.D. studies, and institutional analysis and experimentation at a range of levels (Struik & Klerkx 
in press); (ii) Part-time post-doc Research Associates (RAs) applied Theory-Guided Causal Pro-
cess methods to track the innovation pathways led by the IPs (Jiggins et al., in prep.)  Within and 
cross-domain analyses and assessments by the RAs, who also facilitated the Innovation Platforms 
or IPs), National Programme Coordinators, and a RA social science support team (RAST) are 
beginning to be published. The present article focuses on CoS-SIS’ research in sense ii), and spe-
cifically on the relationship between the activities carried out by the IPs and subsequent systemic 
change in the domains.   

Theoretical considerations 
The relations between experiment and population can be conceptualised from different perspec-
tives. Under assumptions of methodological individualism, higher-level phenomena are posi-
tioned as aggregations of individual behaviour. A market can be seen as the aggregation of supply 
and demand resulting from the (rational) choices of many individuals. Similarly, the widespread 
adoption by farmers (‘diffusion’) of a technology is seen as an aggregation of individual deci-
sions. In this perspective, scaling or rolling out is a replication of experimental results by individ-
ual farmers. 

System thinking applies a different perspective. At a higher system level, properties can emerge 
that cannot be predicted from the lower level. For example, the rational decision of each of the 
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fishermen around a lake to catch as many fish as possible before others get them leads to the col-
lapse of fish stocks (e.g., Dangbegnon 1998). Similarly, the adoption by farmers of a productivity 
enhancing technology leads to oversupply of the commodity concerned and a crash in its price, 
undermining the calculation of returns to investment made under aggregation assumptions. Re-
search interventions at lower system levels typically try to induce emergence of desirable proper-
ties at higher levels. However, such emergent problems can be solved only at a system level at 
which the parameters at the lower level become variable (Fresco & Kroonenberg 1992). They 
typically require institutional solutions, such as common property management regimes to regu-
late the off-take from a lake (Ostrom 1990; 1991; 1992), and policies to regulate prices and tar-
iffs, provide subsidies, or limit the supply of the commodity (Koning 2013).  

Following the soft systems tradition of Checkland (1981), we define a domain as a potential ‘sys-
tem of interest’ among stakeholders in a concrete situation, who, as a result of negotiating con-
certed action, attempt to change  (unfreeze,  by-pass, develop) the situation (Ison in press; Colvin 
et al. in press). There is increasing interest in the mechanisms that hinder or facilitate realisation 
of such potential (Roux et al. 2010).    

In this paper, we use the distinction between niche, regime and landscape made by Geels (2005), 
These categories do not refer to levels but to ‘space for change’ (Leeuwis & Aarts 2010). In nich-
es, it is possible to experiment and try things out. There are relatively few constraints and few 
sources of resistance but the change achieved is often fragile and unstable. The regime refers to 
more stable and entrenched norms, rules, relationships and networks, patterns and practices. The-
se are difficult to change but changes in the regime tend to be stable and durable. The landscape 
sets the trends and conditions within which regimes exist. The landscape can undergo sudden 
changes over which regimes have no control. We focus specifically on how activities in the niche 
effect changes in the regime in a given context.  

 

Methodology                
This paper is based on an exploratory realist evaluation (Pawson & Tilley 1997). It seeks to de-
velop (middle-range) theory through case-based theorising about what interventions lead to what 
institutional changes. The information about the niches and regimes in focus are dense qualitative 
descriptions, based on intimate involvement of the authors in the programme as members of the 
Programme Management Committee and the RAST, and on the materials presented at regional 
and international workshops and conferences over the course of the programme.  

Evidence for attributing observed domain changes to experimental actions (internal validity) is 
not pursued here but will be reported by others. Also external validity is not systematically pur-
sued. The fact that we worked in nine domains in three WA countries, two of which were Fran-
cophone, suggests the results may be relevant to others. Construct validity is an issue, in that we 
claim that the changes observed represent changes in the respective regimes.   

Fig. 1 presents the CoS-SIS time-path/process. (The word ‘CIG’ in the Figure stands for 
‘Concertation and Innovation Group’, the term the programme used for the IPs). We emphasise 
here that Figure 1 was constructed two-and-a-half years into the programme by its Curriculum 
Development team to explain CoS-SIS to others. CoS-SIS did not have a pre-determined ‘de-
sign’. The institutional options that the platforms developed and tested emerged on the basis of 
scoping and diagnostic studies, Ph.D. field and laboratory work, and facilitation of IP-led inquir-
ies (documented in the casual process data).       
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Figure 1: The CoS-SIS cycle (source: CoS-SIS Curriculum Development Team) 

 

 
Findings & Analysis 
This section presents first the main changes in the regimes in some of the nine domains and sec-
ondly the bundle of programme interventions that might be said to have caused these, under sev-
en headings: staff deployment; system analysis; choosing entry points for action; the nature of the 
innovation actors involved in the experiments; the IP activities in the niche; and institutionalisa-
tion. 

 

The nature of the changes in the regime observed in the domains 
Table 2 presents an overview of the changes in the regime of three selected domains as a result of 
the interventions by the IPs that have resulted from the niche experiments. 

The three examples show significant (i.e. institutionalised) changes. These are qualitatively dif-
ferent from rolling out technologies in that they represent changes in rules, procedures, govern-
ance practices, national plans, etc. In the cocoa case, the institutional changes amount to ‘regime 
change’ in the cocoa domain; in some other cases, the potential for regime change has been 
opened through by-pass strategies (e.g., cotton, Benin). The IPs for cocoa, Ghana; and in the ON, 
Mali are investigating the continuation of their IPs.  
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Table 2: Examples of institutional innovations in selected domains 
Domain Local government regimes National regimes 

B: Oil palm 
(seed system) 

New certified nurseries have been estab-
lished in two Communes, filling spatial gaps 
in coverage; nursery owners have been 
trained in hybrid seedling management. 
Local government has assumed responsibil-
ity for licensing and regulating the seed 
system 

Seed system improvement has been included in 
new 5-year National Dev. Plan. Research station 
is working with stakeholders to regulate the seed 
system. Two IPs, together with PMT, have held a 
meeting with national stakeholders & officials to 
discuss how to extend the innovations supported 
by the IPs  

G: Cocoa 

Following the IP’s investigation of the com-
position of cocoa price formulation, three 
price mechanisms for rewarding farmers for 
producing & selling quality beans have been 
tested at local level  

IP has led drive for transparency in price forma-
tion. Producer price is now announced in time and 
has been increased. Further investigations by the 
IP have contributed to changes in local an-
nouncement & publication of dates of delivery 
and quantities of inputs that are needed for cocoa 
production. Evidence assembled by IP has con-
tributed to decision to abolish CODAPEC,  to 
review pesticide recommendations and abandon 
the mass spraying campaign. Cocoa Research 
Institute has embarked on an action-learning 
pathway guided by Ghanaian COS-SIS partners in 
order to improve its own impact. Platform is ac-
cepted as a legitimate voice of the industry 

M: crop-
livestock inte-
gration (Of-
fice du Niger) 

Analysis & sharing of information by the IP 
on formal & informal rules for cattle hus-
bandry & movement in the ON, in 3 com-
munes in Niono Zone. Following public 
assemblies, sharp reduction in litigation and 
conflict between rice farmers, cattle keepers 
& herders, based on measures negotiated 
among these actors, codified in local con-
ventions. Disputes now settled at village & 
communal levels, based on the conventions. 
Bill boards erected to present the agreed 
rules of good behaviour. Fodder experi-
ments demonstrate potential for increasing 
tenants’ incomes, & milk yields to supply a 
new commercial dairy  

Five other zones have requested support to im-
plement the process of negotiating similar local 
conventions. Adoption of the revised measures 
into the new 5-year zonal Contrat Plan (2013-18). 
The ON administration offered to take over sup-
port to the platform but platform members prefer 
to remain independent. They are considering 
registering as an apex co-op, that can support the 
development of other IPs in additional zones   

 

 

Three Ghanaian agricultural research institutes have requested support to incorporate CoS-SIS 
procedures into their own work, and have embarked on a series of trainings, reflection meetings, 
and ‘learning by doing’ initiatives, so as to enhance their impact on the ground. All three histori-
cally have focused on developing technologies, of which only a small number have been adopted 
by farmers.  

New curricula at the University of Ghana have been developed and registered, that incorporate 
the programme’s research methodology and the lessons learned. In Benin, the COS-SIS group at 
the university of Abomey-Calavi has led discussions across three faculties on the generic lessons 
of the methodology and outcomes of the programme, leading to new MSc and Ph.D. methodolo-
gy courses; and courses for professionals.  
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Staff deployment 
In each domain, CoS-SIS used a combination of (1) a Research Associate (RA), a post-doc pro-
fessional, who was recruited part-time from a national university, research institute, government 
department, or NGO to facilitate each IP and research the process and actions taken; (2) a Ph.D. 
student who worked at the local level to analyse constraints and opportunities of smallholders and 
carried out participatory socio-technical and institutional experiments. The experience of recruit-
ing and installing the RAs has been mixed: two of those originally recruited found greener pas-
tures elsewhere. Replacing them led to delays and lack of synchronisation of the doctoral and IP 
work. Another could not release sufficient time. No IP materialised in this domain.  

The recruitment of Ph.D. students also did not unfold as desired. One candidate was identified 
only a year after the programme got under way. Without his diagnostic and other exploratory 
research, the IP lacked in-depth information on practices and relations along the value chain. In 
Mali, two of the three students failed to pass their qualifying examinations. However, in both 
domains, the institutional experiments carried out by the IPs delivered systemic changes. In Be-
nin, two additional Ph.D. researchers were recruited, but the RAs were too busy to establish IPs 
also in their areas of work. All Ph.D. students were required to write two research-based chapters 
for the programme: a diagnostic study and an institutional analysis related to their domain. By 
December 2013, eight doctoral dissertations had been successfully defended.  

Most RAs and Ph.D. students had an agronomy background and required training in institutional 
thinking. Value chain analysis proved effective in bringing about appreciation of the role of insti-
tutions, a concept otherwise difficult to communicate. The Marxist training promoted in Mali in 
earlier times had sensitised two of the Malian RAs to the role of institutions to a much greater 
degree than the natural science training of the others. The RAs were trained and coached in facili-
tation skills by the Dutch Royal Tropical Institute and assisted through a write-shop to publish 
their facilitation experiences (Nederlof & Pyburn 2012).   

CoS-SIS worked in each of the three countries also with a National Programme Coordinator 
(NPC), who was supported by a national Programme Management Team (PMT) composed of 
senior national agricultural decision makers.  

 

Situational analysis 
A programme that wants to improve conditions for WA smallholders must invest in situational 
analysis. Little contextualised information about grounded realities in the smallholder sector is 
available. Smallholders are not organised and, as a professional category, politically not of inter-
est. In each domain, CoS-SIS over nearly a year at the start of the programme supported scoping 
studies by RAs to provide a broad reconnaissance and identify likely entry points for programme 
activity in the domain, as well as diagnostic studies carried out by Ph.D. students that analysed 
prevailing institutional conditions and opportunities for smallholders in each domain, as well as 
the actors, their networks and stakes. CoS-SIS invested throughout the programme in multi-level 
national and international workshops with its university partners and technical and policy stake-
holders, to discuss innovation pathways and institutional change, ways of researching and influ-
encing these processes, and interim results.  

 
 
Choosing entry points for action 
Entry point selection, i.e. selection of initial focus for niche action in each domain, was based on 
information about smallholders’ conditions, but also required foresight to identify opportunity, 
based on analyses of international markets, value chains, urban markets, new technologies, etc., 
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and potential entrepreneurial activity. Final selection took place during an international work-
shop, in a participatory exercise involving key actors in the domain, thus also beginning the pro-
cess of institutionalisation.  

The IPs and their composition 
Table 3 presents an overview of the IP for the three selected cases. CoS-SIS worked on the prem-
ise that institutions cannot be transferred but must emerge from and be embedded in the context. 
Institutional innovation in this perspective emerges in negotiation and inter-action among key 
stakeholders in a domain, informed by shared learning around concerted action to change institu-
tional conditions and/or create new opportunities.   

Table 3: The IPs and other groups in selected domains 

Domain Learning groups working 
with Ph.D. student Local Government  National 

B: Oil Palm Seed 
System 

 

Platforms formed in two 
Communes with farmers and 
Commune actors; both in-
cluding national actors 

PMT included national oil 
palm industry & research. 
National restitution meet-
ings debated outcomes 

G: Cocoa 

Experimenting farmers, 
licensed buying agents & 
NGOs tested incentives for 
quality beans 

 

Platform comprised key 
national cocoa actors. 
PMT included commercial, 
official & research actors 

M. Crop/Livestock 
Integration 

Commune mayors, pastoral-
ists, & villagers in 3 Com-
munes discussed & negoti-
ated local conventions to 
govern livestock movements 
and husbandry. Farmers and 
others tested off-season 
fodder production  

Zonal platform of ON offi-
cials, state agencies, farmers, 
Commune mayors and dairy 
company 

Higher level ON officials 
& other Zones and Com-
munes became involved. 
PMT included higher level 
officials responsible for 
ON & livestock experts 

 

Table 3 shows that the IPs were positioned differently in their respective administrative hierar-
chies. The IP for cocoa (G) was located toward the national level. It was embedded in the nation-
al cocoa regime; its members drawn from all the major organisations involved in the governance 
of the cocoa industry. In the cases of oil palm (B), and crop/livestock integration (M), the IPs 
were located at the District, Municipal and Zonal levels. The causal process data enable us to 
claim that the positioning of the IPs was crucial in the kinds of spaces for innovation the IPs were 
able to exploit and the institutional changes they effected. The PMTs, by periodically visiting the 
field activities, served as the link with national decision-makers, and used their own networks to 
share information, provide access and support, and help remove or by-pass bottlenecks.  

IP activities in the niches 
It came as a surprise that the € 20,000, which had been budgeted annually for the IPs’ socio-
technical and institutional experiments mostly was not used. The programme in the event paid 
only for meeting and some training costs; for the rest, the IPs mostly used resources mobilised by 
their members i.e. IPs can be cost-effective interventions that do not depend on external finance. 

A second surprise was that, after initial guidance, programme management had little say in what 
IPs chose to do. The members assumed responsibility for bringing about the institutional changes 
they themselves considered necessary. For instance, the entry point in the Palm Oil (G) case had 
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been identified as enabling artisanal palm oil woman processors to access high-value markets. 
However, the platform first focused on the harmful effects to health and the environment of the 
common practice of using old car tyres as fuel for boiling palm nuts. They negotiated a ban 
throughout the local government area. Indigenous rulers in the District became involved in up-
holding the ban. The Interim Evaluation Mission (June 2012) saw this activity as irrelevant and 
reported that the IP showed little promise. Subsequently, a Ghanaian professor in toxicology at 
the request of the IP showed that tyre burning affects the quality of the oil and not only the health 
of the processors. The use of processed waste as an alternative fuel led to reduction of effluent 
and opened a new source of income. The IP, informed by this research and experimentation of the 
Ph.D. student (Osei-Amponsah et al. in press) and the RA (Adjei-Nsiah et al 2012), then showed 
that with appropriate training the women processors could produce export-quality oil and facili-
tated contact between the processors, the Export Promotion Authority and an external oil trader 
looking for new sources of supply. The women currently are organising themselves to register as 
co-ops, thus becoming eligible for credit to purchase mechanised processing equipment that 
would enable them to fulfil export orders. Before the CoS-SIS experiments, policy had favoured 
export development based on large-scale companies.  

Institutionalisation 
CoS-SIS made considerable additional effort to institutionalise its approach. The main pro-
gramme-wide strategies were: supporting the PMTs; Ph.D. supervisory teams that mixed disci-
plines and nationalities; holding the doctoral defence ceremonies in Benin and Ghana; organising 
(international and national) conferences and workshops throughout; and sharing information via 
the CoS-SIS website, Proceedings, Fact Sheets and the Brochure. The CoS-SIS approach has 
been chosen to help operationalise CORAF/WECARD’s Integrated Agricultural Research for 
Development (IAR4D) in its 22 members countries during its second Operational Plan.  

 

Conclusions  
We suggest that in present-day WA the following propositions have validity:  

1. It is possible deliberately to induce significant changes in the regime of a given domain.  
2. Such changes emerge from process-oriented investment in interaction and shared learning.  
3. Niches are temporally and spatially circumscribed opportunities for domain actors to do 

things differently and to do different things; niche processes are open-ended; they are pur-
poseful but the purpose is defined by the actors concerned.  

4. IPs provide the social space in which opportunities can be created, tested and transformed 
into changes in institutional regimes.  

5. Employing, training and coaching facilitators are necessary to support IP formation and func-
tioning.  

6. Effective platforms require investment in gathering intelligence about the institutional and 
socio-technical conditions in which smallholders operate.  

7. Changing institutions is likely to affect negatively the interests of some stakeholders and 
hence requires strategic insight into who the champions of change might be (Klerkx et al. 
2013).  

8. Landscape changes can open opportunity for institutional change: change in world prices for 
rice and cotton, for instance, created scope for new alliances that favoured institutional 
change. 

9. The type of agricultural research described in the present paper can explain a proportion of 
the variance in smallholder output that, in the current WA, is not explained by technology 
adoption.  
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Abstract: This paper contributes to an exploration of how innovation processes may be ham-
pered or mediated within research for development (R4D). It does so by drawing on nearly three 
years of learning by Australian participants from the creation and implementation of an Australi-
an-funded Africa Food Security Initiative (AFSI) and in particular a sub-component named the 
'Learning Project' (LP).  We critically examine this attempt at institutional innovation via the cre-
ation of a ‘learning project’ concluding that for systemic innovation, institutional innovation and 
change within the donor and external research organisations must also be within the system of 
concern. Institutional constraints and opportunities are explored including how the overall ap-
proach could have been reframed as an organisational innovation platform (IP) designing, manag-
ing and evaluating IPs at different systemic levels of governance i.e., in the collaborative program 
with CORAF/WECARD in West Africa and BecA in East Africa; in the constituent projects; in 
the collaborating organisations (e.g. CSIRO, DfAT) and at the level of personal practice.  

Keywords: innovation platform, governance, innovation systems, institutions, learning 
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Aim of paper and outline 
This paper highlights the importance for staff in organisations that seek to foster innovation in 
R4D to engage in their own processes of learning from experience and promoting institutional 
change within their own organisations.  Through the LP CSIRO aimed to do this by establishing a 
forum for staff engaged in the AFSI program to reflect on their experiences in supporting R4D 
(Ison et al. 2012).  Here we reflect on that process of fostering innovation within CSIRO and pre-
sent some learnings. The perspective is solely from the view of the Australian participants.   

While the LP was not always effective in engaging lessons in a timely way, it has influenced de-
sign of subsequent CSIRO activity and offers insights for on-going innovation. The aims and 
evolution of the LP are described and the main conceptual and institutional aspects critically ex-
amined. A conclusion is that engagement with R4D demands attention to institutional innovation 
in external and donor organisations as well as in recipient contexts. An institutional innovation 
with promise for future R4D initiatives ‘designed’ by external donors and researchers is to frame 
activities or ‘interventions’ as nested innovation platforms (IPs) rather than just projects or pro-
grams.  

Aim and evolution of the Learning Project (LP) 
The LP aimed to aid CSIRO to engage in R4D more effectively, now and into the future.  It was 
an institutional innovation in the sense that it set out to introduce a structured learning experience 
through: (i) inviting CSIRO staff to take part in reflective learning from their engagement in a 
program of R4D in Africa (the Africa Food Security Initiative- AFSI); (ii) providing optional 
guiding frame(s) for reflection (Ison et al. 2013b); (iii) developing an online site for sharing re-
flective data and (iv) fostering the emergence of collaborative inquiries around themes/issues that 
emerged from R4D practice and (v) facilitating some joint publications and presentations in 
workshops (Ison et al 2012; 2013a).  The LP, for workload and ethical reasons was voluntary – 
Australian AFSI researchers had to make an active choice to participate. Other major design con-
siderations included: (i) an action research focus; (ii) strong adherence to enactment in a ‘research 
with’ rather than a ‘research on’ mode; (iii) attempts to manage for emergence, especially of en-
thusiasm (see Ison & Russell 2007) and (iv) the possibility to extend the boundary of concerns to 
R4D research with Africa-based collaborators (e.g. see Ison et al 2013a).  Hence the LP could 
also be considered as attempting to innovate in both methodological and theoretical terms in rela-
tion to R4D praxis (theory-informed practical action).  Whilst the LP only succeeded in engaging 
47% of the 32 CSIRO staff committed to AFSI in this structured learning process the experience 
of engaging with and managing the LP contributed to other initiatives that are promoting a 
stronger learning focus in CSIRO’s agricultural R4D.  

The LP design has to be appreciated in the context of the overall AFSI program. The former Aus-
tralian Agency for International Development (AusAID), now part of DfAT (Department for For-
eign Affairs and Trade), responsible for managing Australia’s overseas development assistance 
program, commissioned CSIRO in 2009 to coordinate two R4D activities in Africa through part-
nering relationships with: (i) the West and Central African Council for Agricultural Research and 
Development (CORAF/WECARD) and (ii) Biosciences Eastern and Central Africa Hub hosted at 
the International Livestock Research Institute (BecA-ILRI Hub). The first partnership was de-
signed to focus on increasing crop and livestock productivity through more efficient water and 
nutrient use and management, improving animal disease management and increasing services for 
smallholder farmers via more effective value chains. The BecA-ILRI Hub (herein referred to as 
BecA) partnership focused on increased human resource capacity for biosciences in Africa and 
high-quality research on identified constraints or opportunities for food security that had biosci-
ence dimensions. In this AUD$30M initiative AusAID contracted CSIRO to distribute funds to 
both CORAF/WECARD and BecA for projects selected and administered through their project 
management systems.  In addition, CSIRO established a partnership fund to resource CSIRO and 
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other organizations to provide support to CORAF/WECARD, BecA and their contracted projects. 
The Learning Project (LP), the main focus of this paper, was resourced from the partnership fund 
in late 2011.  

Within AFSI 13 projects were finally developed excluding the LP (Figure 1). This paper is not 
concerned with the details of these projects but it is important to note that project leadership was 
from a range of African and African-based organisations (from NARS and CGIAR centres) not 
from CSIRO. CSIRO scientists were not involved in project development (with one exception), 
due to the needs for transparency in the competitive selection and commissioning of the research 
projects.  Rather most CSIRO scientists became involved at a late stage in the negotiation of pro-
ject agreements, or during the early stages of implementation.  

 

Figure 1: Projects and project details established in Phase 1 of AFSI and implemented during Phase 2; with funding 
from AusAID (now DfAT), CSIRO is leading AFSI with over 30 National Agricultural Research Institutes, under-
taking 13 projects across 15 countries (Source: CSIRO, AFSI Program).  
 

 

In the first half of 2013 the 32 CSIRO scientists involved in AFSI were committing a total of 
11.66 full-time equivalents (FTE) per annum. Researchers came from four CSIRO Research Di-
visions and several Flagship Programs. In addition senior research managers, administrators and 
technicians (not quantified here) provided support as well as staff contracted from other Australi-
an research organisations (nine ‘local’ externals were contracted by CSIRO e.g. Monash Univer-
sity for the LP). Conceptually and methodologically what is significant is that CSIRO had in-
country as well as out-of-country collaborations to manage as well as internal matrix manage-
ment across-Divisions (where staff are based) and Flagship Programs (where research activity is 
based). Thus, the LP was mainly an in-country, cross-organisational collaboration involving 15 
CSIRO staff (to varying degrees) and three Monash staff (about 1 FTE p.a.) sitting across a 
CSIRO internal matrix structure.   
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Some CSIRO staff had prior experience of R4D, including in Africa, but for many engagement 
with R4D was a new undertaking.  CSIRO researchers were primarily biophysical scientists with 
prior experience of taking largely technical and project management roles, including some expe-
rience and publication from action research (Carberry 2001; Carberry & Keating 2013). 

 
IAR4D, R4D and IPs 
CSIRO entered into AFSI at a time when discourses on Integrated Agricultural Research for De-
velopment (IAR4D) were becoming established in West Africa and arguments for an innovation 
systems approach, including the purposeful creation of innovation platforms (IPs) were gaining 
adherents (FARA 2007; Hawkins et al. 2009). IAR4D was not well understood by most CSIRO 
researchers when AFSI began but the LP has played a significant role in facilitating CSIRO re-
searcher engagement with IAR4D concepts.  Some CSIRO staff had a more established under-
standing of IAR4D from research engagements in antecedent and concurrent projects (e.g., 
Sanyang et al. 2012). However, the antecedents to concepts like IAR4D, use of the reduced R4D 
form, and ‘innovation systems’ are obscure. Moreover most participating CSIRO scientists were 
not initially familiar with the distinctions between the concepts, nor the emerging interest in ‘in-
stitutional innovation’, and the potential role of ‘innovation platforms’ (IPs). Below we outline 
how these terms have come to be understood in the LP (Stirzaker 2012). 

In the LP we understand institutions as arrangements and practices that constitute ‘norms and 
rules of the game’ (following North 1990); institutions are different to organisations although the 
latter is inescapably a network of institutions. Within this understanding projects and programmes 
as well as IPs are all institutions as is an M&E system; whilst often called a ‘project’ the LP was 
actually designed as a systemic inquiry (Ison 2010; Ison et al 2012).  

Monty Jones (in Hawkins 2009) wrote: “The Forum for Agricultural Research in Africa (FARA) 
proposed the Integrated Agricultural Research for Development (IAR4D) as an innovation sys-
tem framework that should form the base upon which transformation of agricultural research in 
SSA should be considered. The IAR4D concept aims to deviate from the traditional linear config-
uration of ARD by encouraging the engagement of multiple actors along the commodity value 
chain for the promotion of the process of innovation in the agricultural system.”  

IAR4D emerges from a systemic understanding of innovation and change requiring interaction 
and learning at multiple levels. While IPs are part of the operationalization of IAR4D, Hall 
(2012) argues that IPs will not work without an associated systemic learning endeavour – part of 
the rationale for the LP. Pali (2013) argues that IAR4D is ‘an action research (AR) approach in 
which multi stakeholders interact in response to an issue in an innovation platform’; thus IAR4D 
and the LP had a common AR focus. CORAF/WECARD had adopted IAR4D and required that 
approach be used within the AFSI research program, with development of IPs as a key process.  
In contrast BecA’s business plan and the CSIRO-BecA partnership logic at the time of the incep-
tion of the AFSI program gave little overt consideration to the relationship between research and 
development outcomes. Absent in the BecA business plan and largely absent in the partnership 
projects at inception stage were institutions and capacity building to implement IAR4D principles 
of integration of perspectives, knowledge and action of stakeholders. Also missing was the inte-
gration of learning, analysis and change across levels of economic and social organisation and 
across environmental, social and economic dimensions of development (Maru in Ison et al 2013). 
As the partnership progressed, questions emerged of how these needs could be addressed and 
BecA’s 2013 Business Plan now encapsulates a broader agenda and responsibility of mobilizing 
bioscience for Africa’s development. 

Although not widespread in the literature the term R4D has become common within the Australi-
an AFSI program.  This linguistic uptake can be understood as an acknowledgment of IAR4D (or 
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AR4D), admission of the possibility of a boundary shift beyond historical framings of innovation 
within a narrowly conceived agriculture (the A) and a reframing of research purpose i.e., research 
for development. It also exemplifies a ‘framing shift’ over time from West to Eastern Africa, in 
the context of BecA, and as mediated by CSIRO collaboration.  Hawkins et al (2009) made the 
important point that they were proposing IAR4D as “a set of ‘good practices’ or actions that syn-
ergistically add value to existing research and development processes.” They did not “see IAR4D 
as a particular research and development ‘approach’ or even a ‘framework’. Nor did they see 
“IAR4D as ‘a process’, but rather about (the quality of) processes”; they regarded “development 
as being about behaviour and capacity, not outputs, and .. therefore [saw] “IAR4D as focusing on 
improving behavioural processes and capacities as outcomes, rather than on just technology or 
policy outputs.” The LP in its design had similar aspirations and though not always realised, it 
could, in retrospect, be conceived of as an attempt to build an IP within the Australian AFSI 
team.  

Hall (2012) has argued that the broader learning system dimensions are often overlooked in 
IAR4D discourse (see also Mbabu and Hall 2012). This has significant consequences as there is 
now widespread interest in how IPs can mediate innovation processes concerned with R4D but, 
unfortunately, IPs are often viewed as a bolt-on extension to the technology delivery pipeline, 
with little attention to issues of institutional change and any notion of IPs being part of a process 
of (i) stimulating learning for innovation and (ii) transforming the context so that the gains made 
from learning can be institutionalized (Hounkonnou et al. 2012; special issue edited by Jiggins, 
2012).  The LP was premised on the assumption that the capacity of CSIRO staff to foster these 
kinds of processes with partners in Africa through the AFSI-funded research would be enhanced 
by personal reflection, and sharing of their own learnings from engagement in AFSI. 

Pursuing an IAR4D trajectory presents particular capability needs and challenges traditional insti-
tutional arrangements (Stirzaker 2013). Building on Jones (2011) these capabilities and arrange-
ments need to: (i) be multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional, multi-stakeholder; (ii) involve diverse 
partners: e.g. farmers (including an emphasis on women in Africa), extension workers, policy 
makers, accountants (or in the case of Australian AFSI, biophysical, social and systems scientists 
and, possibly, funders) and (iii) require training in ‘soft skills’– communication, negotiation, con-
flict resolution. Action research is now underway in an attempt to build these skills and capacity 
within the ‘Australian Food Security’ R4D community.  

 

 

LP design features and activities 
Figure 2 summarises some of the main design features of the LP (green boxes).  The light blue 
boxes in Figure 2 summarise the constraining factors to the realisation of the LP design intent. As 
we outline, several of these can be understood as institutional constraints.  
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Figure 2: A summary of design features of the Learning Project (green) and some of the constraints to enactment that 
emerged (blue). 

 

 

Participants in the LP (i) participated in an introductory workshop as part of a joint meeting of 
CSIRO researchers working with CORAF/WECARD and BecA; (ii) received a ‘framing docu-
ment’ called ‘Notes for the Field’ (Ison et al 2013b) designed to encourage reflexive research 
practice; (iii) participated in irregular project telephone hook-ups; (iv) were provided with an on-
line facility (Confluence) to engage in interactive on-line asynchronous communication and as a 
data repository; (vi) received regular emails from Monash researchers inviting reflections on 
emergent issues; (vii) assisted with ethics clearance through both Monash and CSIRO; (viii) were 
provided with the opportunity to participate in one-to-one reflective conversations with a neutral 
(outsider) researcher about their AFSI experiences (Holder 2012); (ix) were invited to contribute 
to the design and development of emergent inquiries around issues/themes emerging from their 
practice (data not presented) and (x) were invited to join in joint writing activities such as this 
paper and internal reports. In the AFSI annual forum and on-line program meetings the LP was 
treated as another project. The extent of CSIRO staff engagement achieved varied across the ac-
tivities.  For example the Confluence site failed to engage researchers in the manner of an active 
CoP (Community of Practice) or on-line course. However, it has achieved its purpose of being a 
major data repository.  The five emergent inquiries have proceeded at different speeds; inquiry 
four has led to field work in East Africa and publication of a research report (Ison et al 2013a) 
with prospect for collaborative follow-up with some African counterparts. Monash researchers 
had opportunities to contextualise their activities in both East and West Africa through field vis-
its. 
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LP evaluation by participants  
An evaluative instrument was designed and used with LP participants in an end of project review 
meeting the primary purpose of which was to consider design parameters for a possible new and 
extended phase of the AFSI program (data not presented). LP participants who had been most 
active were present (just under 50% of those who had volunteered). Held on 13th February 2013 
there were 11 participants of whom six were from CSIRO. Most responses (Table 1) ranged from 
“Neutral” to “Strongly Agree” in relation to the set of 10 statements that formed the evaluation 
However, responses were significantly divided in relation to those statements that described the 
LP as being on the right trajectory and having arrived at a good place suggesting LP participants 
as a learning community, had divergent views around the progress of the LP.   Two participants 
indicated a dramatic change from a disagreeable to an agreeable viewpoint after completion of 
the workshop; insights emerging from questions posed in this evaluation are now presented. 

My enthusiasm for a learning emphasis has grown 

A second-order systems emphasis which saw researchers as central to their own research practice 
(Ison 2010) was new to many participants and failed to engage many CSIRO AFSI staff at all.  
Critiques or points of discomfort from those who did engage included the lack of a focused ques-
tion such as how to get impact from the research? Or What is the role of research(er) in innova-
tion?  Negative criticism was also directed by participants at the functionality of the online portal 
established for LP participants to compile and self-publish reflections and contribute to LP in-
quiries.  In spite of such areas of discomfort, most of the participants in the review workshop re-
ported that their enthusiasm for a learning emphasis had grown.   

The institutional arrangements for a more focused shift towards learning need to change 

While M&E for development-funded programs can be reductionist, good practice in development 
evaluation draws from a wide range of methodologies and epistemologies appropriate to the pro-
gram in question. This means there is plenty of scope to integrate with complexity and systems 
thinking. An issue with the LP was that its relationship with the M&E component of AFSI (where 
it was originally located, at least verbally) was not well sorted conceptually and methodological-
ly. This is a critical point as there was almost no link between the LP and M&E (despite espoused 
intent); each was conceived of, scoped, and resourced quite separately. A key lesson from our 
experiences with the confusion between M&E and the LP should be that both should be con-
ceived of and conceptualised together - as elucidated in the discussion it should be possible to 
develop an adaptive whole.  There are positive signs: as a result of LP influences and feedback 
from mid-term reviews the term MEL (monitoring, evaluation and learning) has now entered the 
CSIRO AFSI discourse, including follow-up projects. There was also no organised engagement 
by CSIRO researchers assigned to AFSI projects with the AFSI program level M&E other than 
data provision. This is in contrast to the invitation to participate in the LP and its co-research 
mode of operation. Significantly the LP was not part of the mid-term AFSI review led by Hall 
(2012). However the main review recommendations were consistent with the design aspirations 
of the LP.    

Other institutional arrangements that presented difficulties or lost opportunities included ‘trip 
reports’ prepared by all staff after field visits, the AR focus and individual KPIs and the man-
agement of workloads.  

The LP was constrained by its initial design parameters 

The relationship between Monash University LP facilitators and most CSIRO staff engaged in 
AFSI was new at the start of the LP.  Development of a strong relationship and mutual under-
standing of the LP’s aims and methodology was constrained by available time of both Monash 
and CSIRO staff, the fast moving pace of implementation of AFSI partnership research projects 
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involving considerable travel to Africa for CSIRO staff; and geographical separation of the vari-
ous CSIRO participants and Monash University staff.   

Of the 47% (15) of CSIRO AFSI staff who volunteered for the LP only about half were consist-
ently active in the LP.  In many ways this is understandable given the range of constraints out-
lined in Figure 2. CSIRO staff in AFSI varied in their time allocation to the program from 3-
100% (FTE); of the staff participating in the LP, AFSI allocations (which excluded the LP) 
ranged from 8-50% (FTE).  

Boundaries of the ‘system of interest’  

Whilst CSIRO staff were encouraged, through the LP, to engage in reflective processes in concert 
with their African-based counterparts as well as individually, the LP was not initially focused on 
engaging CSIRO’s African based partners. However, LP participants raised the need to broaden 
participation if the LP was to effectively inquire into more effective R4D.  CSIRO staff recog-
nized multilevel institutional innovation was required and that structured reflection and sharing of 
learnings across the partnerships and project participants would be useful (but was beyond time 
and budget resources for the LP – see Figure 2).  

Institutional change congruent with the LP 

The LP has been part of a mix that has seen significant changes in understanding of CSIRO’s 
R4D mission.  Central to these changes has been a common ‘champion’ and, in a politically 
fraught context, the establishment of very good relations between CSIRO and their main African 
partners, although unfortunately the development of this relational capital is too often downgrad-
ed through the design and implementation of M&E instruments. Arguably the LP indicates the 
necessary interaction between leadership for institutional change and reflection and learning by 
engaged others.  

 

Discussion 
There are lessons for multi-level institutional innovation in R4D that emerge from the LP.  One is 
that it is important for the staff of organisations that seek to foster innovation in R4D to engage in 
their own processes of learning from experience and promoting institutional change within their 
own organisation. This reflects the proposition (Hounkonnou et al. 2012) that institutional change 
is required for innovation in agriculture and rural development, and more broadly that the oppor-
tunities for action and outcomes that people experience depend on institutions.  The focus of this 
paper is on the CSIRO experiences of attempting to do this, reflecting the LP’s original framing 
and conduct.    

The understandings that institutions shape and enhance or constrain practical action is not new, 
but the experience of the LP is that these understandings are not widespread and the means to talk 
about the issue are often lacking.  What is less prevalent in the literature is an identified need, 
when attempting systemic innovation, to appreciate the institutional ‘baggage’ of the external 
funder and/or researchers and their organisations.  This absence reflects a particular way of fram-
ing situations (Schön and Rein 1994) that is not truly systemic (Ison 2014) because the relational 
dynamic between insiders and outsiders is never fully appreciated. In our case the funders 
(AusAID) and outsider researchers (CSIRO) bring their politics, theories of change and implicit 
and explicit theoretical and methodological understandings (e.g. disciplines) to the collaborative 
situation (program or project) where they face local people at program (CORAF or BecA) and 
project level who too have their politics, theories of change etc. Then of course there are the dif-
fering cultural traditions of the researchers, administrators etc., - in this case Australian, Franco-
phone, Anglophone, biophysical or social research/researcher traditions. For program or project-
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ferent aspects (e.g. learning in CSIRO, or learning in CORAF, or learning in NARS) rather than 
simply focusing on different aspects of a linear value chain with the overall aim of selling more 
of something, for a better price, and better returns, to villagers. We can envisage using IP princi-
ples to encourage learning within what would turn out to be a fairly complex network of actors 
and orchestrating a nested set of IPs within a systemic governance learning framing. The chal-
lenge would be to devise practices and institutions that mean that all could learn from this pro-
cess, with the overall aim of improving capacity in CORAF, CSIRO, NARS, etc. 

We think there are opportunities in future AFSI-like programs to move M&E from a systematic 
(a method that is repeatable through a step by step procedure, marked by regularity and predicta-
ble cause effective relationships between action and outcome) to a systemic (an adaptive method 
that responds through feedback loops to the contingencies of dynamic systems phenomena, 
marked by irregular and unpredictable cause effect relationships between action and outcome). 
Such a shift does not involve abandoning the systematic but situating it within the systemic - as in 
Figure 3. Importantly this involves approaching things differently from the start.  From a R4D 
perspective abstracting a problem from context breaks feedback cycles and the ability to achieve 
systemic innovation ranging from the plot to the marketing chain.  

A lesson for CSIRO is the need to deliberately address institutional capacity (i.e. the institutional 
arrangements and institutional culture) that affects how research staff are deployed. Within the 
space available to it the LP stood on particular theoretical ground (Ison and Russell 2007; Ison 
2008; 2010). Values and incentives for involvement that have been articulated at different times 
were that individual reflections will assist a researcher with improving praxis, and will lead to 
potential publications through action research and learning type inquiries.  Some LP participants 
reflected that the AFSI focus led mainly to concerns with how to do the science (research) but 
shallow concerns with how to govern the interventions through the different projects, in different 
contexts and on how to deliver outcomes given the principled roles that were taken – partnering, 
leading from behind, and mentoring.  For some this created a mismatch between incentives of-
fered and what people were likely to reflect, given their roles.   

If the LP was to have been an organisational IP it would have needed stronger championing from 
all or many leaders of AFSI at a partnership and CSIRO level, had a clear mandate to support 
collective and individual learning at project levels and an organisational expression and a process 
(feedback mechanism) that connected these levels. This may have led to dialogue and appropriate 
changes in response that could have acted as a strong incentive to continue engaging with the 
learning initiative. Considerations are that changes in understandings and practices needs time, 
engaged leadership is needed, engagement of actors outside their comfort zone needs to happen 
and be supported and shared reflections across people in different organizations and institutional 
settings have a role.   

 

Conclusions and future research 
This paper documents the history of an attempt to embed systemic learning in a large-scale multi-
partner agricultural research program.  This history suggests that existing institutional arrange-
ments and praxis around such programs continue to present obstacles that constrain systemic 
learning. Systemic learning is required as a routine element of development investments designed 
to help multiple actors usefully engage in the process of innovation and change.  The LP experi-
ence suggests that one way to move forward, particularly in a program based around the estab-
lishment of IPs, is to reframe a learning project as an organisational IP designing, managing and 
evaluating IPs at different systemic levels (Figure 3).  This would make its facilitative role in 
enabling institutional innovation explicit and this would signal its centrality to a program such as 
AFSI. 
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Requisite institutional change for systemic innovation is not likely from any single initiative.  The 
role and impact of leadership appears to be critical, and a better understanding of this is warrant-
ed as part of generating conditions that support institutional change.  To return to the questions 
relating to institutions and R4D practice that motivate this IFSA Forum we conclude that re-
sponding to these questions also involves (i) appreciating or understanding the institutional land-
scape and its complexity; (ii) appreciating which institutions constrain and which enable and (ii) 
knowing how to institutionalise findings/learnings i.e., project/program sustainability.   

The LP was not embedded as part of the doing of “IAR4D” in West Africa or the less well de-
fined R4D in East Africa.  It was never seen as an essential element of “rethinking” and “redo-
ing” research in a new more impact focused way.  Despite intellectual buy-in by key players in 
CSIRO and an intuitive feeling that lessons could be learned there was no operational buy-in that 
would allow the LP to play an integrated embedded role of driving learning and institutional 
change and thus innovation.  Without this embedding from the start, it was doomed to operate at 
the periphery from where it had little chance of playing the role that one might envisage for it. 

The experiences of CSIRO in this regard are not unique. The challenge is not the individual sci-
entist, but determinants of the overall paradigm in which they operate.  Globally, there appears 
strong resistance to the appreciation that conservative institutional arrangements around IAR and 
the persistence of framing narratives that are reductionist, deterministic and highly techno-centric 
in regard to the innovation processes act as a major bottleneck to development effectiveness (e.g., 
Sumberg et al 2013). A key challenge for both future studies and practice is to gain a much clear-
er understanding of the political economy of this conservatism and to identify ways of institution-
alising systemic learning as part and parcel of the research and innovation process.  Without pro-
gress in this direction the power of science for the greater good of society will continue to be un-
dermined.  
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Abstract: Protected area management has been an area of inquiry where institutional innovations 
are being continually attempted, particularly when the challenge of reconciling conservation 
goals and human livelihood needs are beyond the scope of existing management regimes, institu-
tions and mindsets. Limpopo National Park (LNP) in Mozambique as part of a Transfrontier 
Conservation Area presents a classic case seeking systemic transformation to fulfill its mandate. 
LNP’s buffer zone hosts about 35000 people clustered into 44 communities.  Rain-fed farming 
systems constrained by cyclical droughts and wildlife encroachment make the communities’ live-
lihoods vulnerable. This situation combined with poor performance of the park management in 
providing for previously agreed livelihood needs has contributed to poor relationship between 
park management and communities.   A series of iterative workshops made up the core of the 
systemic action research approach taken for the project. These were undertaken at district, park, 
and community levels as ways of creating space for all relevant actors to share their perceptions 
and worldviews of the situation, allowing mutual learning to occur and new forms of interaction 
and communication to emerge. The process to date has consisted of two streams of inquiry. The 
first is working towards capacity development of park staff through experiential and social learn-
ing to build on knowledge and professional competences needed for supporting institutional in-
novations. The second consists of engaging community, park and other actors in facilitated com-
munication and deliberative processes towards institutionalizing innovations for adaptive co-
management as a long term possibility. This paper reflects on the process of building capacity, 
creating spaces, and making opportunities for greater engagement between park management and 
communities as aspects of a multi-level innovation platform and its potential as driver for institu-
tional change towards adaptive co-management and farming systems transformation.  

Keywords: Protected area management, institutional change, community engagement, Limpopo 
National Park, Systemic action research 

 

Introduction 
Protected area management has been an area of inquiry where innovation and change to existing 
norms, management regimes, mindsets and institutions are seen as necessary, particularly when 
the challenge of reconciling conservation goals and human livelihood needs are beyond the scope 
of current practices. The Limpopo National Park (LNP) in Mozambique as part of a Transfrontier 
Conservation Area presents a classic case seeking systemic transformation to fulfill its mandate. 
The interaction between LNP management and the buffer zone communities is characterized by a 
conflicting relationship mainly due to contradictions between conservation objectives and com-
munities’ livelihood needs, induced by weak communication, misinformation and unshared per-
spectives and worldviews.  LNP is 11.233km2 in extent and bridges Kruger National Park in 
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South Africa and Gonarezhou National Park in Zimbabwe, to make the Great Limpopo 
Transfrontier Park. About 21% of the park corresponds to the buffer zone with 35,000 people 
clustered in 44 communities live with a livelihood reliant on natural resources use (Ministry of 
Tourism, 2003). Despite the park’s position which acknowledges people’s existence and its inten-
tion towards an integrated management approach, the practice for past 10 years of its existence 
has been to follow the classical top down approach. Promises of improving their wellbeing 
through livelihood diversification, jobs and other local development have not been met yet. Peo-
ple’s livelihoods have deteriorated over time due to wildlife encroachment and harsh climate 
conditions (Givá & Sriskandarajah, 2012). As a result, park-community relationship has seen 
increasing tension in the absence of a dialogue about shared issues, or a coherent and effective 
communication strategy, with little space for collaboration between relevant actors in the process. 
Previous studies of engaging communities in participatory decision-making processes highlighted 
the legacy of an autocratic political regime on people’s attitude while enacting participation 
(Milgroom, 2012). The present project attempts to address this problematique and reconcile con-
servation goals and human livelihood needs through new forms of interactions, at different levels. 
,  

This paper reflects on the systemic action research process in place as intervention for systemic 
change, and the creation of learning spaces as multi-level innovation platforms and the drivers of 
institutional innovation and change. Section 2 overviews literature on institutional innovations 
and adaptive co-management,  Section 3 a brief description of the methodology, Section 4 with 
selected findings presented along the three main episodes of the workshop approach, and section 
5 discussing  what is to be undertaken as next phase of research to sustain the change process 
through implementation of collectively made decisions. 

 

Theoretical Considerations 
 
Innovations, Institutions and Platforms 
Innovation can be taken to go beyond the commonly understood meaning of it such as in refer-
ence to a technological artifact or a method, and to include what is emergent due to complex set 
of processes at play when attempting to set up a new social or an institutional arrangement. From 
the Innovation Systems perspective, especially as adopted for discussion within the agricultural 
extension field, innovation is seen as involving the ‘contextual reordering of relations and institu-
tions in multiple social networks’ (Hounkonnou et al., 2012). While the term ‘institution’ contin-
ues to be used in two main senses in the literature contributing to a confusion, we use it in the 
sense of Edquist and Johnson (1997) to refer to  sets of routines, rules or practices that regulate 
the interactions between individuals,  and in our case between and within groups and organiza-
tions.  

The multitude of interacting institutions combined with the unpredictable nature of human behav-
ior induces the complexity of social systems, and an understanding of institutions constitutes the 
major step to grasping the complexity and dynamics of social change (Woodhill, 2010). This au-
thor proposed four critical capacity areas for institutional innovation, namely, navigating com-
plexity, learning collaboratively, engaging politically and being self-reflective. By navigating 
complexity he meant a capacity to operate within the inherent complexity and unpredictability of 
social systems. Stakeholder engagement and collaborative learning are necessary for institutional 
innovations to emerge, and the more effective the collaborative learning could be, greater will be 
the capacity for institutional innovation. For Woodhill (2010) institutional innovation requires 
investing in capacities of the actors to be self-reflective, and providing the actors time and space 
to develop themselves and their self-understanding to discuss their feelings and emotions, and to 
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make those spaces ‘safe’ environments for those concerned. These very spaces have been called 
platforms by others according to the following three main principles with group of users (i) work-
ing collectively towards an understanding of the resource base (ii) cooperating in solving social 
dilemmas attached to collective use, and (iii) undertaking joint action with respect to perceived 
problems (Röling, 1994 ; Steins & Edwards, 1999). 

 

Adaptive co-management of Protected Areas 
Co-management presupposes that all interested parties have ‘formally or semi-formally agreed on 
the process for sharing management rights and responsibilities’ (Berkes, 2009). However, co-
management should not be seen as end-point process, but as an evolving process where relation-
ships among the parties are continuously changing (Pinkerton, 1992). In turn, adaptive co-
management gives special attention to the learning (experiential and experimental) and vertical 
and horizontal collaboration as functions relevant to improve the understanding of and ability to 
respond to complex social-ecological systems (Armitage et al., 2008b). Adaptive co-management 
emphasizes the potential of connecting heterogeneous actors through a process of social learning 
whereby institutional arrangements can emerge and be developed (Armitage et al., 2008b). This 
process offers a platform where relevant actors share their interests; enter into a dialogue to ex-
change their worldviews and reflecting about intentions, values and goals (Armitage et al., 
2008a). 

Innovation Platforms as drivers for Adaptive co-management 
Platforms can take various shapes (as space, arenas, event, network, or communication mode) to 
drive institutional change to bypass or remove institutional barriers or to create new institutions 
towards systems transformation. A platform is a space where humans interact and through it cre-
ate meaning and interpret and build new knowledge (Steyaert et al., 2007). The rationale of such 
innovation platforms is to maximize the variety of contributions and worldviews stemming from 
a multicolored knowledge base while maintaining coherence and minimum level of hierarchy 
(Consoli & Patrucco, 2008). The multi-stakeholder platform as space for social learning where 
such interactions can develop is an important initial step, but needs to be complemented by trust 
building and legitimacy of the process (Tyler, 2008). Another important element of innovation 
platforms is the innovation intermediary or broker, which can be an organization or individual 
who facilitates innovation process between involved parts. Such an intermediary helps provide 
information about potential collaborators, act as mediator and facilitate open exchange of infor-
mation, knowledge and experiences, link bodies or organizations that are already collaborating, 
bring support in terms of advice, funding or other kinds  (Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2009).  

 
Methodology  
 
Study area 
LNP in Southern Mozambique has as its borders Kruger National Park on the East, Limpopo 
River on the northwest and Elephants River and Massingir dam in the South. Located in the semi-
arid area of Northwest Gaza Province, LNP comprises 3 districts, Massingir in South, Mabalane 
in the center and Chicualacuala in the northern part of the park. This work focused in Massingir 
district with the detailed study undertaken in Macaringue village (531 households), the largest of 
10 villages in the southern part of LNP buffer zone.  

Approach and methods 
Systemic Action Research is the chosen approach for this work, guided by the need to engage and 
empower park officials, residents and other actors, in order for them to be involved in bringing 
about change (action) and improving or building knowledge (research) through rational reflection 
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on personal and/or collective experience (Packham & Sriskandarajah, 2005). The interplay of 
people’s livelihoods and wildlife conservation has been the concern of the present study, and the 
approach consisted of two distinct phases. Phase 1 consisted of the baseline research undertaken 
in 2008-09 to gain an understanding of the interplay of wildlife conservation, people’s livelihoods 
and climate factors, the strategies adopted by the community to overcome livelihood vulnerability 
through climate effects and wildlife encroachment, as well as identifying the involved actors, 
their perceptions and concerns. Building on that knowledge, Phase 2 became the intervention 
research phase commencing in 2012, with active engagement of all relevant actors, providing the 
ground for sharing of perceptions, information, knowledge and experience among them, and 
through this interactive process promote social learning and seek meaningful adaptive co-
management opportunities. 

The second phase of action research has been characterized by two streams of inquiry marked by 
a series of three workshops, each workshop becoming the core event in an action research cycle. 
The first stream of inquiry consists of engaging community, park and other actors in facilitated 
communication and deliberative processes. Information from the baseline study and the trust built 
between main researcher and actors involved in the first phase of research served as pre-
established conditions for the beginning of this intervention phase, which culminated in the first 
workshop. The second stream of inquiry is working towards capacity development of park staff 
through experiential and community interaction possibilities, to build on knowledge and profes-
sional competences needed for supporting institutional change. The third workshop, a conse-
quence of the first two, and a bridge between the two streams, explored the 20% park annual rev-
enue.  According to Mozambican Law 10/99 of Forest and Wildlife, 20% of all rates or fees from 
parks, reserves or other kind of Natural Resources exploitation should be allocated to local com-
munity. They must then be responsible for managing the 20% annual funds, through creation of 
Committees for Natural Resources Management (CNRM). Different research methods and tools 
were applied in between workshops to learn more about the emergent issue on debate. Review of 
park’s plans, strategies and reports, national policy and regulation framework documents were 
also undertaken;  individual interviews and focus group discussions with community and CNRM 
members, local leadership, park staff, government authorities were conducted to learn about ac-
tors’ knowledge, information, skills, competences, perceptions and interpretations about issues 
related to the debated theme.  

Table 1 presents the objectives, process, methods and tools used in each workshop, details of the 
participants and the main outcomes. The three workshop events and activities around each of 
them made up one iteration of the action research cycle, with the enacted workshops themselves 
serving as spaces for  deliberation and learning at the respective level (district, park, and/or com-
munity), and together constituting an innovation platform for institutional change. After each 
workshop, the researchers reflected on the objectives of the workshop, the process, appropriate-
ness of tools and techniques used the outputs and outcomes including the emergent themes.   
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Table 1 Workshops’ objectives, process and respective outcomes 
Aim and Objectives Participants Methods and Tools Outcomes 

Workshop 1: 20-21 March 2013 “Inhabited conservation areas: are there alternatives? The case of LNP in Mozam-
bique (District level) 

Aim: Initiate steps towards 
actors engagement; share 
and discuss perceptions 
and worldviews towards 
seeking alternatives for co-
existence of humans  in-
habitations at LNP 

Objectives: 

Share preliminary results 
of communities’ livelihood 
dynamics in LNP’s buffer 
zone and alternatives for 
improvement;  

Start a dialogue process 
with all relevant actors in 
searching alternatives 

Create space for different 
perspectives to be surfaced; 

Total 24 participants 

05 community members  

04 District government 
officials including District 
Administrator 

08 park staff including 
Park Manager 

01 representative of  Peace 
Park Foundation 

03 NGOs’ representative  

02 researchers at LNP 

 

1.5 day workshop 

Soft System Methodolo-
gy as planning tool 

Tools 

Baseline research Presen-
tations, Pair and Group 
discussion; 

Group exercise, Photo 
exercise, Historical Time-
line, Ranking through 
voting  

For the first time actors’ 
shared perceptions and 
concerns discussed at LNP; 

Awareness raised about the 
complexity at the liveli-
hood - conservation inter-
face; 

Actors acknowledged the 
need for wider participa-
tion in establishment of 
norms and regulations of 
NR use; 

Communication, collabora-
tion among actors and 
participation in manage-
ment decision processes 
chosen as main issues to be 
addressed;     

Workshop 2: 6 -9 August  2013 “ Communication for Conservation: A professional development for LNP’s Park 
staff” (Park and community level) 

Aim: Professional devel-
opment of park staff 
through direct experience 
from the field; 

Objectives: 

Capacity building of LNP´s 
staff in communication and 
participator processes; 

Enacting communication 
through field experience 
where tools and techniques 
to recognize relevant is-
sues, each others’ 
worldviews as well as the 
other actors worldviews 
were experimented; 

Total 11 park staff 

06 from Community De-
partment including the 
head of department 

05 from Protection De-
partment including the 
head of department 

13 villagers members 

 

4 days training work-
shop;  

Kolb’s learning frame-
work as planning tool 

2 days in class room 

Tools: 

World café, Group exer-
cises, Discussions 

2 days in the field 
(Macaringue village) 

Tools: 

Free transects in 3 
groups; Conversation 
with Local community; 
Mind mapping; Dialogue 
process and active listen-
ing; Groups reflections 
about the process. 

Elevated the importance of 
distinction between persua-
sive and interactive com-
munication; 

Acknowledged the value of 
working with community 
as way of trust building 
and reducing misinfor-
mation ; 

Dialogue process pointed 
as useful tool to reduce 
conflict; 

Appropriate structure and 
mechanism to  

engage community in par-
ticipative process and on-
going capacity building in 
dialogue process ranked as 
main  issue to follow up; 

 

Workshop 3: 5 December  2013 “ Reflection about the allocation and utilization of 20% LNP’s revenue” (at Com-
munity and District level) 

Aim:  Re-engage actors  in 
interactive and more col-
laborative ways of working 
together towards improved 

Total  38 participants 

01 Provincial Tourism 

1 day workshop 

Tools: CNRM and 20% 
study presentations; Pair 

Information about current 
procedures and practices 
related to 20% manage-
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current 20% allocation and 
utilization practices  

Objectives: 

Share the study’s results of 
current practice of alloca-
tion and application of 20% 
LNP’s revenue; 

Initiate  discussion about 
how to improve these prac-
tices towards more effec-
tive and interactive man-
agement of the 20%; 

Department  

Representative of District 
administrator (opening) 
Deputy Manager of LNP 
(opening) 

04 chefs of locality; 02 
chefs of administrative post 

11 community leaders; 10 
committee members, 05 
PNL staff; 2 government 
officials; 2 ONGs repre-
sentatives 

wise and group discus-
sions; Ranking exercise. 

ment shared by all actors; 

Ways to improve function-
ality of the 20% discussed 
and proposed; 

Acknowledged the need of 
all stakeholders’ involve-
ment in the process; 

Role of different actors 
discussed and clarified; 

Changing committee mem-
bers,  formulating internal 
regulation, and improving 
communication and coor-
dination among actors 
ranked as priority issues to 
be followed up; 

3 working groups were 
created to address the 
above priorities;   
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Findings  
The three iterations of the second phase of this research form the core of the innovation being 
attempted at LNP. Spaces that were created during each iteration particularly in the manner the 
workshops were enacted, whereby multiple actors came together for interactive, facilitated and 
mutual processes of social learning, could thus be viewed as constituting the innovation platform. 
As in any systemic action research process, the outcomes and decisions of one workshop made up 
the next set of actions, and while the three cycles and respective workshops were aimed at culti-
vating the necessary conditions for stimulating an overall ethos of institutional innovation, each 
one also focused on building a specific capacity at its own level. Below the outcomes of three 
iterative cycles are discussed in terms of what was achieved, whether those can be institutional-
ized and how they contribute in the long term towards adaptive co-management as a park man-
agement goal.     

Innovation Spaces as drivers for institutional change: our attempts and responses 
The District Administrator of Massingir and other District government authorities, Park’s di-
rective board and relevant staff, NGOs, researchers, community members and their respective 
leaders gathered for the first time in March 2013. The objective was to initiate a dialogue across 
their different perspectives, worldviews and concerns regarding human inhabited conservation 
areas in general, and to discuss alternatives that could accommodate both the communities’ live-
lihood and conservations needs at LNP. Participants not only discussed the issues of conservation 
and development dilemmas based on general debates and their implications at global, regional 
and national levels, but also  local matters to do with community livelihood dynamics and LNP 
conservation interfaces in the village of Macaringue.  This interaction revealed that the actors did 
not carry the same information about the park’s objectives, benefits and the current management 
practices.  

As a result of this workshop, participants appeared to have gained a newer and greater awareness 
of the complexity of combining conservation and development needs of local people living with-
in a conservation area, they called to attention the importance of establishing norms and regula-
tions that regulate the use of Natural Resources (NR) for sustainable management, and expressed 
their recognition of the potential that existed for collaboration across different interests. The rap-
port that had been built among different actors through this process enabled them to surface the 
differences in perspectives in constructive ways. For instance, park staff argued that these norms 
and regulations were well established and institutionalized in the Park’s Management Plan, and to 
them the constraint seemed to be in its effective implementation. They also pointed at the lack of 
collaboration and a lack of ownership of the Management Plan on the community’s part. Com-
munity members reacted to this by explaining that they were never involved in the consultation, 
discussion or decision process about the norms established in the Management Plan, and there-
fore claimed that they were not well informed about the content of the Plan, did not want to 
acknowledge it and demanded a more participative process to develop the Management Plan. 
District government representatives expressed their claim for more effective communication 
structures to be adopted by the Park to include all actors in order to share common information 
and greater levels of collaboration. Despite the mix of feelings of anger and disappointment, all 
actors were keen to share their respective perceptions and worldviews of the situation, and partic-
ipants managed to freely express their concerns while still allowing space for clarification or mis-
information to be sorted out.  

The facilitator’s role in this situation became crucial not only to keep a balance and to engage all 
actors but also to allow the dialogue to flow, emergent properties to surface without loss of direc-
tion and also be prepared to allow the process to take its own path without losing the essence of it 
(Gray, 2009). 
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This new form of interaction and communication  opened new chances for rebuilding relation-
ship, especially between community members and the park, an important initial step for institu-
tional change (Steyaert et al., 2007 ; Tyler, 2008 ; Berkes, 2009 ; Woodhill, 2010). It also opens 
opportunities for new attitudes and mindsets that help to navigate within the LNP conservation 
livelihood complex and allows new organizational cultures, management strategies and individu-
al competences to be built (Woodhill, 2010).   

Post-workshop reflections with the Park Manager (PM) and staff revealed their appreciation of 
the process, especially the opportunity to bring them and the community together as stated by the 
PM. They were enthusiastic about building on and following up the process “while the fire was 
still on” (words of PM); however, they were also concerned about their skill base and lack of 
competence to conduct the process by themselves. As a result, two lines of intervention were de-
signed to tackle both the capacity building of park staff and the reinforcement of actors’ engage-
ment platform, as described in the next sections. 

Multi-level Innovation platforms in Protected Area Management 
Dealing with complexity while tackling change processes and creating mechanisms for bottom-
up governance require multi-level capacity development in order to distribute understanding, im-
prove feedback linkages and enhance capacities for adapting to change. In this regard, this work 
unfolded through three levels. Apart from a main platform that brings all relevant actors (com-
munity, park, district government, NGO and researchers) together as illustrated above, other 
spaces of interaction also opened up among groups of actors concerning specific issues.   

At the community level, community members including the leaders were engaged in learning and 
understanding their real situation, develop self-reflective capacity (Woodhill, 2010) and seek al-
ternatives for improving their condition. Issues such as drought/floods and elephant crop raiding, 
strategies to overcome the elephant threat, livelihood and income diversity possibilities for com-
munity members, and benefit sharing of the 20% LNP annual income have dominated discussion 
in these forums. The interaction at this level raised the principle of sharing risk and responsibility. 
For instance, the shifting from a setting of individually managed and dispersed plots to a more 
concentrated and expanded cropped areas due to more water availability (floods) demanded new 
alternative and more effective protection strategies against crop raiding, beyond the previous in-
dividual efforts (Givá & Sriskandarajah, 2012). Thus, members of the community reacted by 
crafting existing social relationships and responded in flexible ways that highlighted the inherent 
strength of organizational and coordination capacity among the villagers. This emergent property 
is particularly underlined here as an important trigger to depart from and sustain ways of explor-
ing other forms of interaction, networking and trust building between communities and park au-
thorities (Plummer & FitzGibbon, 2006). 

Moving towards bridging community and park relationships, another level of capacity building 
emerged as necessary. The community affairs department of LNP is composed of seven staff 
members diverse in their background, literacy, training and experience. Despite their primary 
mandate of dealing with communities, they had no previous training in any participatory process-
es or community engagement techniques. The LNP had acknowledged its fragility in communi-
cating and interacting not only with communities but also with other actors and had ordered a 
communication strategy plan from a consultant. This strategy remained ineffective or unimple-
mented three years after its delivery way back in 2010. This indicates that having strategy docu-
ments is not enough if the structure and appropriate capacity is not in place. On this basis, yet 
another space for interaction and learning was created for the benefit of park staff in the form of a 
four days experiential ‘communication for conservation’ training workshop. Workshop structure 
was such that on the first two days of class room interaction where training content was intro-
duced according to gaps identified throughout the process. The interaction started with a world 
café session where participants were encouraged to discuss their experience in the park, and per-
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ceptions about LNP communication internally, at district, community and external levels. The 
debate was summarized by them in the form of three main outcomes: (1) deficit in information 
flow between departments and park staff, (2) lack of regular structure and means to share infor-
mation, knowledge and experience among park staff; (3) need to improve internal communication 
to allow space for improvements at other levels of change. Ways to tackle these concerns pro-
posed by them included regular meetings, information system manager, and more collaborative 
work between head of divisions and departments. The main reflection on this exercise was the 
insight about the complexity involved in communicating balanced messages related to NR con-
servation and NR exploitation for sustaining people’s livelihood needs. This was used to empha-
size the difference between  persuasive communication (William, 1996) of the kind adopted  
within the LNP, and a more interactive communication which would take into consideration local 
needs and experiences, allowing knowledge co-production through social interaction (Steyaert et 
al., 2007) to be explored. Skills needed for such interactions were discussed and enacted in the 
field in the other two days of the workshop. 

The two days field workshop consisted of free transects and informal conversation in groups of 
four with the objective of building socio-economic, cultural and biophysical understanding of the 
village context and present it through a rich picture. Each group then selected a trigger issue and 
planned a dialogue process to be carried out with members of the community the following day. 
The dialogue process was intended not just as a training exercise for the park staff, but also a way 
to build on the park-community engagement process that was in place. Thirteen community 
members took part in the dialogue with park staff. The elevated reflections pointed as the out-
come of the dialogue exercise were (1) acknowledgement of the complex though important need 
for communicating interactively with actors (community) as they faced a community with dis-
torted, incorrect and insufficient information related to the park management issues; (2) park staff 
realizing  that  mutual learning occurred while interacting during a dialogue process; (3) the satis-
faction expressed by the community members sparked recognition that it was not necessary for  
“big” actions to happen in order to make  difference (as stated by the park staff). In the post-
workshop reflective process, park staff recognized the advantage of working more collaboratively 
and indicated their willingness to engage in more interactive approach. However, on-going capac-
ity building was demanded as a basic condition. Nevertheless, they committed themselves to 
work collaboratively in the next intervention towards understanding the current interpretation, 
practices and regulations about the 20% allocation of park’s annual revenue allocation, since it 
was ranked as priority concern by community members.  

The process of allocation, use and management of 20% of the benefits involve procedures that are 
not being observed due to various constraints related to knowledge, information gaps, self-
organization capacity and the capacity for planning and coordinating among and between CNRM 
and other key actors. Although the CNRM was created within LNP in 2003, it was only in 2008 
that they started allocating the 20% of the revenue annually to the committees. Consequently, the 
whole process was not working well at present and the 20% was not producing the desired im-
pact.  

This issue itself gained the interests of the communities, park and government authorities, and we 
saw this as a potential catalyst for the next level of engagement and the key features of which are 
summarized in the Box bellow. 
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Box 1: Innovation Platform in Action over a selected issue of concern 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Main Actors’ role on the 20% park revenue management 

 

 

The different levels of interactions and their respective outcomes are tangible results from the 
nominally established innovation platform within LNP in this study. However, as argued by 
Klerkx (2013) in the context of agricultural innovation systems, for an innovation to survive, it 
should be seen as negotiation and as part of an institutional change process in which technologi-
cal changes co-evolve with social and institutional change beyond farmer level. In this study, the 
comparable process of consolidating and institutionalizing the emergent institutional innovations 
for the long term presents itself with a set of well known challenges as well as opportunities 
worth pursuing.    

Discussion and Conclusions  
The streams of inquiry pursued within an action research framework in this study have clearly 
enabled the opening up of a space for actors concerned with the LNP’s management to interact in 
meaningful ways, participate in discussions about matters that affect their life and initiate pro-
cesses of negotiating important management decisions. This in itself can be considered as a large 
step in institutional innovation with potential for change in practice and movement towards co-
adaptive management. However, the top-down management approach adopted by the LNP is not 
consistent with its current reality and expressed desire to integrate people in their management 
approach. The structure and organizational culture in place allow little and very weak contact 
with communities and other actors. Park priorities and working strategies at present are driven by 
donors’ agenda rather than the ideals of co-management; therefore park staff faces the challenge 
of dealing with unclear working goals and objectives, ad hoc working plans and fuzzy roles and 
responsibilities. The unclear strategy for seeking a balance between wildlife conservation and 
LNP inhabitants’ livelihood needs also bears some costs in terms of the instability of manage-
ment structure which might be a threat for the whole process of institutional innovation being 
attempted.  

Interaction occurred at two levels facilitated by the researcher with participation of a park staff member. The first level 
consisted of dialogue with groups of people representing different interests. Separate group conversations were held with 
community members, CNRM members, and park staff. In addition, interviews with community leaders, NGO staff, district 
government staff and President of CNRM were conducted. All information, interpretation and concerns from all different 
groups of actors was compiled and presented in a one-day workshop, which corresponded to the second level interaction 
space. Together, participants processed and discussed each other’s perspective and concerted actions were proposed and 
agreed upon. Improving communication and coordination among them as well as incentivizing participation of all in the 
process of 20% allocation and application was ranked as a priority. Related to this, they also discussed and clarified the role 
of each other in the process, outcome of which is presented in Figure 1. Revitalizing the NR committees by changing the 
members, formulating new membership requirements and institutionalizing mechanism for improving monitoring, account-
ability and transparency were other agreed action to be taken. 
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In addition to the features inherent in the park as an organization, the degree of power asymmetry 
among the actors engaged in the platform should also be discussed here as impacting on the via-
bility of the innovation and indeed the platform. The diversity of backgrounds in terms of litera-
cy, language skills, and social status among and between park employees and community mem-
bers had to be taken into account when designing processes for engagement. For instance, most 
community members are illiterate and only speak the local language; therefore workshop sessions 
enabling communication in both the local Shangane and the official Portuguese languages despite 
the costs in additional time needed for translation. Though not as pronounced as in other plat-
forms connected with natural resource contexts such as the water management cases discussed by 
Faysse (2006) and by Cullen et al. (2013), in this study the main power differential between 
community members and park management had to be counted in when designing workshop and 
other interactive processes to boost the local communities’ negotiation skills, lobbying abilities, 
capacity to self-mobilize and the ability to bear own cost of participation.   

In his power cube framework in participatory governance, Gaventa (2006) refers to three types of 
‘spaces’ of power: provided, invited or claimed. The dialogue space that was created in our work-
shop settings did not fall exactly within these three types of spaces. What has been enabled, influ-
enced and gradually established by us as outsiders in the LNP context could be described as a 
fourth category of ‘mediated’ space of power and an arena of mutual learning. In our view, refer-
ring to such a learning space as a  ‘community agora’ would better serve to recognize the inevita-
bility of power differences in these situations and indicate the potential for deliberative processes 
in cultivating the ‘commons’, instead of the term platform which would simply imply a level 
playing field (Faysse, 2006). The significance of the external researcher in the setting up of the 
innovation platform, the need for continued presence, on-going support and efforts for facilitating 
further evolution of the newborn innovation platform, capacity building for the different actors, 
and transforming the organizational structure and tradition of a National Park are crucial factors 
to be considered here.  

The example of the 20% park’s revenue case illustrates very well the opportunities existing for 
the ‘platform’ approach to innovation, particularly in terms of its potential to deliver institutional 
change through collective and consensual decision making, across institutional limitations, 
knowledge gaps, communication deficits and power differentials. It is also equally pertinent to 
recognize that this was brought about by the choice of an interactive, systemic and cyclical re-
search approach, and through the close presence of an intervening inquirer-facilitator armed with 
a range of relevant processes and a reflective practice. The likelihood of tangible outcomes in the 
form of clearer lines of decision making and fund flows on the matter of 20%  benefit sharing 
between the park and the buffer zone community, a matter which had lingered on for close to a 
decade, would be seen as a breakthrough among all actors. But to what extent the collaborative 
processes innovated now would require the time, resource and intensive presence of the external 
facilitator for those to be institutionalized is still a question.  

The next phase of this study will focus on the internal capacity of the park’s staff for community 
relations to take a greater facilitation role. The facilitator’s position in supporting weaker actors 
and handling difficult situations, while also maintaining the degree of neutrality demanded in 
multi-actor contexts, requires sophisticated skills and an ethically sound standpoint (Checkland & 
Poulter, 2006 ; Gray, 2009), not the sort of competences expected to be found within public au-
thorities such as LNP at present. The extensive literature on innovation systems approach and the 
role of platforms in agricultural research for development is reflective of the optimism there is for 
obtaining this capacity within farming systems research-extension nexus, especially where tech-
nologic innovations and production interventions are prime. Whether the same could be hoped for 
in nature conservation and natural resource management contexts, with less concrete and more 
process oriented innovations, remains to be established. 
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Abstract: Ethiopia grows a wide range of crops for domestic use and the export market. Wide-
spread use of more and newer range of pesticides, with different levels of persistence, associated 
with growth in the crop production sector, combined with aerial spraying programs against mi-
gratory pests have reached critical proportions in farming areas of the Ethiopian Rift Valley. A 
part of our research has been to study the threat posed to human health and the environment by 
the accumulation of pesticides in the region. We have also been viewing the Pesticide Delivery 
System (PDS) in Ethiopia as comprising of policy makers, researchers, pesticide manufacturers, 
wholesalers, vendors, civil society and farmers as end users. Based on the premise that all actors 
and institutions in the pesticide delivery system have to be engaged in efforts to reduce pesticide 
hazards, a multi-actor network of all institutions in the national PDS was established and legally 
registered in Ethiopia as the Pesticide Stewardship Association (PSA). System-wide pesticide 
stewardship implies the building of a shared sense of responsibility within institutions at all levels 
of the PDS to bring about an ethic of reduced and responsible use of pesticides to minimise the 
impact on human and environmental health. The network was viewed as a platform for collabora-
tive learning and collective action driving institutional change at many levels. National, regional 
and local level engagement of the actors in the PDS has been attempted and these took the form 
of policy dialogue workshops, pesticide risk communication and risk reduction dialogues involv-
ing local authorities, and action oriented training workshops and Farmer Field Schools among 
vegetable and cotton growers. This paper will discuss the opportunities and barriers associated 
with the functioning of the multi-actor network across the PDS as an innovation, and the utility of 
‘stewardship’ for systemic transformation when it is adopted by the pesticide industry as well as 
those working towards reduction of pesticide use, in the low income farming sector in Ethiopia. 

Keywords: Innovation platforms, Institutional change, Pesticide Stewardship, Ethiopian Rift 
Valley 

 
 

Introduction 
Agriculture has been the mainstay of Ethiopia’s economic development policies and strategies as 
well as a sole means of livelihood for 85% of the population mainly comprising small holder 
farmers. In line with this, pesticides have been promoted as pest control mechanism for better 
crop production since 1960s. Pesticides were introduced to Ethiopian smallholder farmers during 
the implementation of comprehensive integrated package projects in different parts of the nation. 
These projects include the Chilalo Agriculture Development Unit (CDAU, 1967), the Wolayta 
Agriculture Development Unit (WADU, 1970) and the Minimum Package Projects (MMP, 
1971). Plant protection activities, however, started in an organized manner after the establishment 
of the crop protection and regulatory division in the Ministry of Agriculture in 1972. Since then 
the PDS of Ethiopia involved different actors with minimum integration of working together to-
wards mitigating pesticide risks on human and environmental health. Moreover, excess purchase 
and prolonged storage of pesticides, excess donation and importation of unsuitable products 
without prior identification of their efficacy left Ethiopia with over 3,000 tonnes of obsolete pes-
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ticides dispersed over 800 sites. This also created hazards to human health and the environment; 
and after a long outcry of local communities, the disposal of obsolete pesticides was finalized in 
the year 2013 (MoA, 2013). The resource used to collect, transport and dispose these products 
was more than what was used to purchase them. The hidden cost on human health and the envi-
ronment is usually unaccounted. 

Taking this into consideration, the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) of Ethiopia and the Desert Lo-
cus Control Organization for Eastern Africa (DLCO-EA) in collaboration with the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID) initiated a dialogue forum of all actors in the 
PDS of Ethiopia in 2009. The actors in the forum appreciated the gravity of the problem and pro-
posed the establishment of an action oriented, policy directed pesticide stewardship network of all 
actors which can work on institutionalizing the idea of ethical approach to mitigate human health 
and environmental impacts of pesticides. Following legal procedures of the Charities and Socie-
ties Agency of Ethiopia, the network was established and formally registered as Pesticide Stew-
ardship Association (PSA) and have been working at national, regional and local levels since 
2011. The national level of action facilitates the policy dialogue among actors in the Pesticide 
delivery system. The regional and local level action takes place at the Ethiopian Rift valley where 
high amount of pesticides have been used for vegetables and cotton production. 

The point of departure for bringing all actors in the PDS together is that every one of them have 
been working in a dispersed manner for over 40 years. All have been engaged in the work of crop 
production and economic development that they believe would be achieved through the use of 
pesticides but who gave little /or no practical action in mitigating the environmental and human 
health impacts. They were working independently of each other with different and contradicting 
agenda with regards to the impacts of pesticides to human health and the environment. This also 
led the grassroots end user farmers to consider pesticides as means only to protect crops from 
pests without any side effect. The practice on the ground, however, have been more poisoning of 
people and continued pollution of the environment. The dialogue, therefore, revealed that there 
was felt need for networking amongst actors  which required institutional innovation (Woodhill 
2010) so as to lead the required change in the PDS.  

This paper examines the process of actors’ dialogues through the lens of environmental commu-
nication and will discuss the supporting and inhibiting factors of the network built on stewardship 
as the binding concept and its potential for supporting institutional innovation and driving change 
towards reduced and responsible use of pesticides. 

 
 
Conceptual framework for the study 
 
Risk perception and risk communication 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO, UNEP 1990) acute pesticide poisoning af-
fects three million people and it accounted for 20,000 unintentional deaths each year of which the 
majority of farming communities in developing countries continue to be disproportionately af-
fected. Studies in Ethiopia also indicated that impact of pesticides to human health and the envi-
ronmental are high and this is associated with low level of pesticide risk perception among end 
users(Mekonnen and Agonafir 2002; Williamson, Ball et al. 2008). The economic development 
strategy of Ethiopia; which is based on Agriculture Development Led Industrialization (ADLI) 
promotes utilization of high agriculture inputs for better crop production (MoFED, 2002). This 
strategy, however, lacks dealing with pesticide risk communication so that it can contribute to the 
envisaged sustainable development of the nation. 
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Risk communication with farmers depends on the perception of farmers if that risk is immediate 
and visible (Peres, Moreira et al. 2006) which otherwise is considered as non-existent. In order to 
deal with risk communication and risk reduction there should be a common individual and group 
perception of the existence of risk (Tierney 1999; Breakwell 2000) and concerted effort to reduce 
it. Breakwell (2000) also emphasized that it was useful to know something about the basis for 
risk perception in order to understand the impact of risk communication.  In order to narrow the 
actual impacts of pesticides and risk perception of farmers, two models of risk communication 
indicated by Cox  could be used in the process of a research which envisions bringing about 
change. These models are technical model of risk communication which deals with translating 
numerical assessments of pesticide risks to farmers; and cultural model of risk communication 
which revitalizes local knowledge of affected farmers together with laboratory model of risk as-
sessment (Cox 2012). This process, therefore, needs the involvement of both affecting and affect-
ed actors. The approach of risk communication in developing countries is, however, mostly 
blamed for not involving affected communities /the target audience (Rother, 2011) which is con-
sidered as the main cause for not bringing the required change. Networking of people and interac-
tion among organizations (Sherwood 2009) could be one approach of involving influenced and 
influencing actors for the required change.  

 

Stewardship 
The concept of stewardship emerged as a responsibility for wise use and management of natural 
resources. When it is used in the natural resource management context, it takes the concept of 
“sustainability” which indicates the balanced account of the present society, future generation and 
other species (Worrell and Appleby 2000). In its broader approach, this comprises anthropocen-
tric and eco-centric concepts which became the foundation for the biggest application of the word 
in forest stewardship council, marine stewardship council and many more natural resource 
use/management fields to exemplify institutionalized ways of promoting responsible behavior 
among users. In a more anthropocentric way of its definition, the World Health Organization in-
dicated stewardship as the responsibility of the government for careful and responsible manage-
ment of the wellbeing of the population (WHO, 2002). 

When it comes to pesticide related and business approach, the use of the word stewardship has 
got a connotation of taking care of “products” with little or no mention of human health and envi-
ronmental protection. The Pesticide Stewardship Council and Crop Life International (the associ-
ation of pesticide producing industries) defined pesticide stewardship as “the responsible and 
ethical management of a plant protection or biotechnology product throughout its lifecycle to 
support sustainable agriculture” (Jones, 2006). This definition entirely focuses on pesticides as 
“product” and leaving out the responsibility from users’ point of view. Pesticides, however, pose 
risks and hazards to human health and the environment because of which the definition required 
“users’ stewardship” as an ethical approach to complement the only business approach of “prod-
uct stewardship”.   

 
Innovation platforms and intermediaries 
If a problem persists in a society for a long period of time, repeating the usual actions taken to 
solve the problem may not bring the desired change. Leaving the way of business as usual and 
attempting to carryout actions that combine technical, institutional and organizational change is 
referred as innovation (Nederlof and Pyburn 2012). This first attempt (innovation) also needs 
meetings/platforms of those who perceive the same problem and agree to solve it (Röling 1994). 
Actors of the innovation platform on the other hand set their own rule/ institutions (Ruttan 1989) 
that can facilitate coordination amongst themselves so that everyone can act responsibly in the 
platform. This, however, cannot happen by itself without facilitation of the platform processes 
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(Röling, 1994). The facilitation, therefore is usually handled by innovation intermediaries 
(Howells 2006) or innovation brokers (Kilelu, Klerkx et al. 2011) who could be persons or organ-
izations who can facilitate the interaction of the platform processes so as to bring the required 
institutional change.  

 
Application of concepts to this paper  
Pesticide Stewardship Network/Association in this paper appreciates the environmental and hu-
man health impacts of pesticides and tries to mitigate/solve the problem through institutional 
change. Ethic of pesticide stewardship, in this context, is defined as “the responsible and safe 
management of pesticides in a way it minimizes/avoids the possible hazard to human health and 
the environment”. This comprises both anthropocentric and eco-centric approaches by caring and 
recognizing the value (Berry 2006) of pesticide “users” so as to internalize the notion of  “Ethic 
of pesticide users’ stewardship” as a rule (Ruttan 1989) which can lead towards  institutional 
change in the PDS. 

As innovation requires the involvement of different disciplines (Fagerberg, Mowery et al. 2006), 
this first attempt of multi-stakeholder engagement of actors in the PDS is is believed to lead to-
wards an innovation platform (Fagerberg, Mowery et al. 2006; Röling, 1994).   

The initiative of pesticide stewardship network in the very beginning was facilitated by the Min-
istry of Agriculture (MoA), Desert Locust Control Organization for Eastern Africa (DLCO-EA) 
and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). After the establishment 
and legal registration of Pesticide Stewardship Association (PSA), a PhD student at the Swedish 
University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) and two diploma graduate field agents of PAN-
Ethiopia (an Ethiopian NGO) have been acting as intermediaries who are facilitating the process-
es.  

 
Methodology 
In order to bridge the gap among actors in the PDS of Ethiopia; and to create a common forum 
for communication, participatory action research was followed as the main research philosophy 
and methodology. Participatory action research methodology follows the cyclic process of plan-
ning, taking action, evaluation of the actions which leads to further planning and more iterations 
of the cycle (Coghlan and Brannick, 2010). In addition to bringing about change on the ground, 
the Systemic Action Research process results in learning through reflection at different levels, 
within and among the institutions and individuals involved in the research process (Packham and 
Sriskandarajah 2005); (Arévalo, Ljung et al. 2010). 

Participatory workshops were used as the main methods of contributing as well as enacting the 
network at different levels of the PDS and as the essential activity for the platform to be function-
ally realised. This paper is, therefore, based on the empirical work on participatory workshops 
conducted amongst all actors in the PDS, the processes underwent and practical activities at poli-
cy makers and grassroots level. The process of a pesticide stewardship network inception work-
shop and reflection of actors on the gaps in the PDS, pesticide stewardship association workshops 
and follow-up linkages and actions are also discussed.  
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Table 1: Summary of participatory workshops 
No. Event Location 

and date 
Participants Intended 

purpose 
outcome Follow-up 

events 
1 PSN Inception work-

shop 
Aug.23-27, 
2009; Naz-
areth, Ethio-
pia 

MoA, EPA, 
DLCO-EA, 
Croplife, 
Universities, 
Research 
Institutions, 
Media,  
NGOs, 
USAID 

-Initiating 
participatory 
dialogue 
among actors 
in the PDS 

-Felt need for 
networking 

Establishment 
of PSA 

2 PSA workshop July 25-26, 
2011; Naz-
areth, Ethio-
pia 

All indicated 
above and 
SLU 

Policy level 
dialogue for 
institutional 
change 

Collaboration 
of actors in the 
PDS to miti-
gate pesticide 
impacts 

Policy level 
and grassroots 
actions 

3 Pesticide risk reduction 
& Risk communication 
workshop 

July 27, 
2011; Ziway, 
Ethiopia 

All in No.2, 
local govern-
ment repre-
sentative, 
district advi-
sors, flower 
farms and 
small holder 
farmers 

Pesticide risk 
mitigation 

Risk commu-
nication dia-
logue started 

Risk commu-
nication train-
ings and vege-
table IPM 

4 Cotton IPM-FFS work-
shop 

July 29, 
2011; Arba 
Minch, 
Ethiopia 

All in No.2, 
local gov’t, 
district advi-
sors and cot-
ton farmers 

Promoting 
IPM-FFS as 
a means to 
mitigate 
pesticide 
impacts 

Farmers en-
gaged in IPM-
FFS 

Sustainable 
cotton and 
organic cotton 
production 
underway 

 
 
Findings 
 
Actors reflection on Pesticide stewardship network inception workshop  
 
Reflection of the ministry of Agriculture and regional agriculture bureaux  
The Ministry of Agriculture has been responsible for registration and control of the import of 
pesticides. Pesticide samples were randomly taken by research institutions and analyzed to con-
firm if the products meet the required quality specification. Through such procedure, the import 
of unregistered pesticides, pesticides that did not comply with Ethiopian pesticide registration and 
control requirements and excess import of registered ones were controlled. However, an interim 
procedure was also made for flower growers to import pesticides including unregistered ones.  

The national distribution of pesticides ranges from pesticide producers/importers and retailers to 
small-scale farmers. Even though traders rarely have appropriate training on use and they are 
mostly biased with marketing of the product, most smallholder farmers receive advice on pesti-
cide use from the traders.  

It was also indicated that many pesticide users in the country lack resources, information and 
training to avoid risky practices. They said that poor practices resulted in spillages, over spraying 
and leaking.  Pesticide poisoning to humans and damages to natural vegetation, natural enemies, 
beneficial insects (e.g. bees) and the environment occurred in different areas as a result of using 
high amount of highly hazardous and broad-spectrum pesticides. 
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As a pesticide problem prevention measure and in order to promote alternatives to pesticides, 
cotton Integrated Pest Management (IPM) through Farmers’ Field School (FFS) scheme was in-
troduced in Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples Region (SNNPR) in 2006. As the result 
of this scheme, government facilitators gained a better understanding of an eco-friendly way of 
cotton production. This in turn resulted in getting higher yields at less costs with no or minimized 
pesticide risks to farmers and to their environment.  However, this activity was project based and 
the follow-up by the ministry interrupted as the project phased out. 

Reflection of Crop life-Ethiopia as a representative of the pesticide industry  
Crop life Ethiopia, the Ethiopian branch of Crop Life international (CLI), indicated that the main 
objective of the association is to assist its member companies in their endeavor to import and 
distribute safer and effective crop protection products.   
 

Crop life Ethiopia declared that it promotes and encourages the responsible and safe manufacture, 
pack, store, transport, distribute, and use of crop protection products in a manner that does not 
damage the environment. The representative also said that the association disseminates relevant 
information concerning the crop protection products to the general public and Creates awareness, 
coordinates, expedites and assists in safe and responsible handling and use of crop protection 
products. As part of the Crop Life International’s Product Stewardship activity, Crop Life Ethio-
pia had been facilitating the financial and technical support of CLI in the Africa Stockpiles Pro-
gram (ASP) which was a multi-donor assistance project to dispose 3,000 tones of obsolete pesti-
cides from Ethiopia.  

  

Reflection of Desert Locust Control Organization for Eastern Africa (DLCO-EA) 
The Desert Locust Control Organization for Eastern Africa (DLCO-EA) is a Regional pest and 
vector management organization established by member countries in 1962. Initially, the Organi-
zation was mandated to promote control operations and forecast techniques against upsurges and 
plagues of the Desert Locust, Schistocerca gregaria (Foreskal). Later, the mandate was extended 
to include better management of infestations of other migratory pests, such as the larvae of the 
African Armyworm moth Spodoptera exempta (Walker), the Grain-eating birds Quelea quelea 
(Linnaeus) and the Tsetse fly that transmits the deadly human sleeping sickness, 
Trypanasomiasis or Nagana to livestock. 

In its course of 50 years migratory pest control, DLCO-EA indicated that the main challenges the 
organization have been facing were  

- High probability of environmental contamination because of aerial application of wider areas 
during migratory pest occurrence pick seasons.  

- High probability of obsolete pesticide accumulation because of guessed purchase prior to mi-
gratory pest occurrence; whereas they do not occur every year.  

 

Reflection of Research and Academia 
Representatives of research intuitions and academia of Ethiopia indicated that their main role had 
been identification and analysis of pest problems, generation of local efficacy data, the develop-
ment and support of ecological pest management strategies, teaching, research and advisory ser-
vices and assessment of problems related to pesticides in the country. The research and academic 
institutions work on issues related to mitigating pesticide risks to human health and the environ-
ment, however, was reported to be very low.  
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Reflection of Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs) 
Representatives of NGOs indicated that the economic benefits of pesticide use have been overes-
timated and the risks (health and environmental costs) of pesticides have been underestimated. 
Less emphasis had been given to balance the proper utilization of pesticides for crop production 
and equally minimization of environmental and human health impacts. These lead smallholder 
farmers to consequences of improper utilization. Actors in the PDS and even sector government 
ministries did not have integration at local levels in mitigating pesticide problems.  

 

The NGOs highlighted the need of networking of all actors so as to cultivate stewardship atti-
tudes and professional behavior. The network, as they indicated, could be a means to disclose 
existing pesticide impacts using researched evidences, trainings, workshops and panel discus-
sions. This network would be a bridge for a dialogue forum at all levels to communicate the is-
sues through radio and television programs, newsletters, leaflets, brochures, posters and scientific 
journals. 

 

Final consensus and next steps 
A detailed discussion was conducted on the reflections of actors. The discussants indicated that 
pesticide stewardship activities entail actions such as launching media campaigns to effectively 
get the message on the social and economic benefits and risks of pesticide use and handling to its 
broader audience.  The effort and emphasis placed on behavior change among key stakeholder 
were indicated as the most challenging work to be expected. The workshop participants, there-
fore, unanimously agreed to establish a system-wide pesticide stewardship network where all 
actors can work together towards mitigation of pesticide impacts to human health and the envi-
ronment; which resulted to the establishment of PSA.  

 
Follow-up linkages created by PSA 

 
Tackling pesticide dependency in cotton production in Ethiopian Rift valley 
Farmers indicated their concern on continuation of cotton IPM-FFS which was appreciated by 
PSA; and based on that PAN-Ethiopia, ISD and the Ministry of Agriculture continued technical 
support just after the PSA workshop in Arba Minch in 2011. The three organizations developed a 
project proposal on wider expansion of IPM-FFS in Gamogofa Zone and secured a three years 
funding from TRAID (a UK based organization) which is being implemented from January 2013. 
The first round of IPM-FFS practical trainings and field application of neem based pest control 
system indicated the possibility of reducing use of pesticides. Comparison of conventional and 
IPM based cotton gave a wider variation of 1.5 tons and 2.3 tons per hectare respectively.  A total 
of 90 farmers are now engaged in cotton IPM and this process has been demonstrating a partici-
patory action research which involves actors in the PDS in Ethiopia. In the coming three years, 
the project is aiming to incorporate 2000 smallholder farmers in producing cotton through IPM, 
to make 500 smallholder cotton producing farmers organic certified and to reach 300 private cot-
ton farm workers in dialogues of cotton-IPM and pesticide risk reduction.  

Since the project inception in January 2013, series of workshops and field visits to cotton IPM-
FFS sites were conducted. A farmers’ field day, where farmers shared experiences of what has 
been done and achieved, was also conducted on September 17, 2013.  After the presentation of 
farmers about the IPM-FFS process and the cotton yield they got, the head of Gamogofa Zone 
Agriculture Department said that the ongoing cotton IPM-FFS has been and will be supported by 
the zonal agriculture department; and the government extension workers will be advised to insti-
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tutionalize this at the community based “one to five” (1:5)50 structure which the government is 
using for its political and development work at grassroots level. He also indicated that this inte-
gration and commitment encourages the zone, the region and even the nation because of the fact 
that the skills gained by cotton farmers are transferable to other crops and enterprises. 

Mitigating pesticide impacts through agro-ecological solutions 
The central Ethiopian Rift valley area has been a center of discussion for intentional and uninten-
tional pesticide related incidents on human health and the environment in relation to mixed farm-
ing systems from smallholder famers and medium sized vegetable producers; to large scale flow-
er farms and pesticide formulating industry. 

Addis Ababa University, PAN-Ethiopia (NGO), ISD (NGO) and the Institute of Biodiversity 
Conservation (Government institution) appreciated the magnitude of the problem and secured a 
three years project being financed by Defra since April 2013.  

PAN-Ethiopia has been coordinating the follow-up of dialogues amongst farmers and local gov-
ernment offices; and facilitates experience sharing visits between Arba Minch cotton IPM-FFS 
farmers and Ziway partners. As IPM-FFS was not well practiced in the central Ethiopian Rift 
valley, experts from Arba Minch were invited and explained about the technique they have been 
conducting with cotton farmers and highlighted the importance of implementation of agro-
ecological means in farming activities in Ziway. 

Pesticide Risk Reduction Program (PRRP) 
The issue of pesticide risk reduction had been the topic of civil society groups and NGOs who 
were lobbying the government and the industry to deal with proactive measures of mitigating 
pesticide impacts. The establishment of PSA bridged the gap and the Ministry of Agriculture is 
now coming forefront with a Pesticide Risk Reduction Program (PRRP); and is working with 
civil society organizations and the private sector. This project is financed by FAO, the quick start 
program of the Strategic Approach for International Chemicals Management (SAICM) and 
Wageningen University.  

In the process of implementation of PRRP, the Ministry of Agriculture involved all actors in the 
PDS to validate the pesticide registration and control regulation which got inputs from all actors 
and is in the process of submission to the parliament for discussion and ratification. 

Community capacity building to mitigate impacts of locust control pesticides 
Ethiopia is one of the countries often attacked by the African Migratory locust (Locusta 
migratoria migratoriodes) and the tree locust (Anacridium melanorhodon melanohodon). In 
1958, the locust invasion of Ethiopia resulted in losses of 50-150 thousand tones of cereals in less 
than six months, equivalent to the annual cereals requirement of about one million 
people(Bidochka and Khachatourians 1991). Countries affected by locust are either recipients of 
outbreaks or have breeding sites or both. Ethiopia has several breeding areas in territories border-
ing the Sudan, Djibouti, Eritrea and Somali.  

Despite the multifaceted efforts made to prevent crops and pasture land from locust in many Af-
rican countries in general and in Ethiopia in particular, the problem still remains with no clear 
and sustainable management options in Place. Although there are many factors like behavior, 
weather and control approaches that have contributed for the failure; lack of strategies to properly 
identify and include stakeholders at grass roots level and at all level of locust control area could 
be one of the main reasons for repeated and excessive aerial application that resulted to the envi-
ronmental and human health after effects of organophosphate locust control chemicals. 

                                                 
50 “One to Five” structure is a system of community organization where one lead farmer heads a group of five farmers for political 
and development works at the grassroots level in Ethiopia. 
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Taking this as the basis;  MoA, DLCO-EA and PAN-Ethiopia succeeded to get funding from  the 
UK Department for International Development (DFID) to support a project aiming at raising 
awareness of locust control pesticide hazards among locust prone communities and building ca-
pacity of local civil society organizations to advocate for approaches that consider the health and 
livelihood implications of local people. This was also deemed to assist in reducing the pile up of 
unnecessary pesticide accumulations which would finally end up being obsolete requiring more 
resources for disposal. 

Through the active involvement of actors in the PDS including Crop Life Ethiopia, the project 
created a dialogue forum on community-level impacts of locust control pesticides and the im-
portance of local community involvement in the process of early detection and early control 
methods to minimize the wider aerial application. The project attempted to fill gaps through 
awareness raising and utilization of media (radio) so that every citizen in locust prone areas can 
be involved and contribute to efforts that have so far been handled mainly by the Government and 
DLCO-EA.   

 
Barriers faced 
The three years action and collaboration (since 2011) were trying to lay a foundation for PSA to 
be an action oriented and policy directed initiative leading to create and support a platform for 
institutional innovation in the PDS. In line with this a three years project proposal was developed 
and shared with members to look for funding. However, none of the attempts could succeed to 
solicit funding for PSA (as an independent organization). The directives of the Ethiopian Chari-
ties and Societies Agency (CSA), on the other hand, oblige PSA to solicit fund and deliver annual 
financial and activity report every year. Since PSA itself (as an independent organization) could 
not secure fund but all the activities were being conducted by the member organizations, it could 
not deliver activity report to the agency which could align with financial expense of its account. 

 
Discussion and conclusion 
 
Opportunities 
As participatory action research is followed as a methodological approach, the direction of dia-
logue forums was not predictable. It was, therefore, kept flexible so as to lead towards  institu-
tional change through action while developing an understanding which informs the change in 
addition to what was known (Dick 2002). The emergence of partnering of high level actors at 
project and program implementation level, the felt need of pesticide risk communication in cen-
tral Ethiopian Rift Valley and the continuation of cotton IPM-FFS in Arba Minch were results of 
the communication in the participative dialogue process. Pesticide Stewardship Association has, 
therefore, been playing a role as a learning platform by linking all actors in the PDS and taking 
“Pesticide users’ stewardship as an overarching belief and practice.  

In a network of actors whose interest is diverse and who have been acting independently for dec-
ades, a conflict of interest(Orlikoff and Totten 2004) was to be expected as pesticide users’ stew-
ardship is being internalized. The dialogue forums, however, revealed that the environmental 
pollution and human health impacts of pesticides were equally perceived by all actors in the PDS. 
Almost everyone of the actors know previously reported pesticide impacts and this common un-
derstanding of the situation convinced them to build an organizational ethic of stewardship with a 
better integrity(Hernandez 2008).  Not one of the actors objected the idea of pesticide users’ 
stewardship. This further created an opportunity to appraise the industry’s “product stewardship” 
concept and how this concept can complement with “pesticide users’ stewardship” in a more re-
sponsible way which can protect end users from pesticide hazards. The evaluation of the dialogue 
processes revealed that PSA could become the formal face of this multi-stakeholder network to 
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work on responsible and safe use of pesticides in Ethiopia, and as the means to establish such 
responsibility and duty of care among all actors in the PDS under the banner of pesticide users’ 
stewardship. 

PSA, to create and support an innovation platform, needed both software and hardware applica-
tions in the sense referred to by Woodhill (2010). The policy level dialogue and risk communica-
tion process at PSA level as well as the collaborative program implementation took participatory 
communication as software to bring about changes in practice; and the cotton IPM-FFS tech-
niques were taken as hardware which have been implemented as technological innovation which 
would lead towards an agro-ecological way of mitigating pesticide impacts. 

Power relations amongst actors in the PDS; especially the role of government in leading the na-
tional economic development strategy which is based on agriculture and the contribution of the 
industry in the agriculture sector as a primary ally in delivering chemicals for pest control,  gives 
these two entities high power in the PDS. Empowering the previously marginalised actors (Reed 
2008), grass roots farmers in the case of PSA, is one of the opportunities the dialogue forums 
created. This is reflected in the pesticide risk communication process and in the active involve-
ment of cotton farmers in IPM-FFS which convinced the local government to institutionalize 
their practice.  

The neem based bio-pesticide use like the one implemented in Benin(Nederlof and Pyburn 2012) 
became good model of organic cotton production and reducing pesticide dependency in Arba 
Minch area. This can be used as a means to meet the national and international demand for organ-
ics which can give the farmers a better chance to get premium price for organic products and 
make them able to access better market chain.  

 
Challenges 
An organization which acts as an innovation intermediary/broker (Winch and Courtney 2007) can 
be a for-profit (consulting firm) or a non-profit as PSA’s establishment as an NGO.   The position 
of PSA as an independent organization that attempts to facilitate an innovation platform acting as 
an innovation intermediary is still in question. The first approach of registering PSA as a non-
governmental organization faced a funding problem which hindered it from fulfilling the re-
quirement of the Charities and Societies agency of Ethiopia. If the members in the PDS want to 
change the status of PSA as a for-profit organization, it needs another process of legalization 
which may trigger a question of impartiality (Caldwell and Boyle 2007). The consensus reached 
at this point in time is to keep PSA as an informal (non-registered) network which can be facili-
tated by one of the organizations in the PDS but keeping it as a not-for-profit network. 

Whether formal or informal; a for-profit or not-for-profit organization, PSA needs to have man-
ager/managers who are themselves stewards (Caldwell, Hayes et al. 2008) of PSA and who can 
be responsive to situations and keep their integrity(Caldwell and Boyle 2007) so as to balance the 
overarching goal of organizational ethics of “pesticide users’ stewardship” and the varied interest 
of actors in the PDS. These managers/leaders on the other hand require personal attitude and be-
haviour(Hernandez 2008) which internalizes what is at stake in PSA.   

The ethics here deals with improper utilization/management of pesticides which is a culprit for 
acute and chronic human health impacts and environmental pollution that can even reach future 
generations. The leader/manager should, therefore, build trust of him and the organization(Joseph 
and Winston 2005) that it works to mitigate these negative impacts of pesticides. However, as 
individuals are different in their values(Washington, Sutton et al. 2006), getting such a leader 
with proved leadership will be a challenge for PSA. 
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Conclusion  
The acknowledgment of “Pesticide users’ stewardship” among actors in the different organiza-
tions of the PDS is the first step taken by PSA as a guiding principle. The institutional change 
that is attempted to be achieved is the changes in practice at respective levels of the PDS in dis-
tribution and use of Pesticide. This is, however, only the beginning which showed us the potential 
for further improvement. Pesticide risk communication, IPM-FFS, PRRP and other collaborative 
actions of the PDS need to be program oriented and part of the government extension system. If 
the capacity of government extension agents is built both in theoretical and practical techniques, 
they proved to be result oriented actors of change(Poncet, Kuper et al. 2010). The need with the 
Ethiopian situation; and what PSA is doing, is involving them in the dialogue process of pesticide 
users’ stewardship and mainstreaming the concept in the extension system. 
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Abstract: Innovation Platforms are created to allow different stakeholders working within differ-
ent domains of activities to learn to work together towards a common development goal. Learn-
ing to work together requires institutional learning- accustomed ways of communication and in-
teraction are questioned, reassessed and reformulated in order to create a common understanding 
and shared codes of conduct through which meaningful collective action can occur and succeed. 
Innovation Platforms thus require ‘institutional voids’ in which such type of learning can occur. 
We want to contribute to the discussion of innovation platforms as drivers of institutional change 
by taking a closer look at the group dynamics within emerging social bodies. With this we aim at 
understanding and supporting successful trans-disciplinary group formation in the context of in-
novation processes. Specific attention will be given to the occurrence of and the dealing with ‘in-
stitutional voids’ at such multi-actor interfaces. We further aim at understanding the emergence 
of different team roles, such as collaborative leaders and brokers, and how they can be distin-
guished. Moreover, we aim at addressing how individuals take on different roles such as leader-
ship and catalysing functions and how decision making powers are delegated. Finally we aim at 
understanding how shared institutions are formed to help different stakeholders interact. With this 
reflection we want to generate insights that can help to facilitate and ease the formation of inno-
vation platforms in the future.  

Keywords: collective action, institutional voids, team roles, group formation 

 
Introduction 
To create sustainable innovations, people with different interests, perceptions, values and experi-
ences must learn to work together (Ansell & Gash, 2008 ; Arnouts et al., 2012 ; Gollagher & 
Hartz-Karp, 2013 ; Somorin et al., In Press). Learning to work together requires, however, institu-
tional learning, i.e. formulating and agreeing on new institutional arrangements to ‘work togeth-
er’ (Johnson & Lundvall, 1992 ; Rodríguez-Pose, 2013). Institutional arrangements are hereby 
defined as “place-specific customs and procedures that shape interaction” (Rodríguez-Pose, 
2013, p. 1042). The creation of institutional arrangements takes place over a long period of time, 
requiring repetitive interactions and trust (Johnson & Lundvall, 1992 ; Morgan, 1997 ; Gertler & 
Wolfe, 2002 ; Wellbrock, 2013). This process requires institutional learning during which accus-
tomed ways of communication and interaction are arguably questioned, reassessed and reformu-
lated to create a common understanding and shared codes of conduct through which meaningful 
collective action can occur and succeed. The resulting collective agency can then be defined as 
“people’s shared beliefs in their collective power to produce desired results are the key ingredi-
ent of collective agency. A group’s attainments are the product not only of shared knowledge and 
skills of its different members, but also of the interactive, coordinative and synergistic dynamics 
of their transactions” (Bandura, 2000:p. 75-76, p. 75-76). 

So far, however, little attention has been given to the group dynamics underlying institutional 
learning processes. In this paper, we want to contribute to the discussion of innovation platforms 
as drivers of institutional change by taking a closer look at the group dynamics within emerging 
social bodies (König & Schattenhofer, 2006), particular focussing on the creation of shared insti-
tutions while learning to work together. An innovation platform is therefore regarded as a situa-
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tion in which different actors acting under different institutions aim to work together towards a 
common development goal (CORAF/WECARD, 2012). Is it possible to identify what kind of 
people take which kinds of tasks and roles and how shared institutions are created and manifest-
ed? With this reflection we want to generate insights that can help to facilitate and ease the for-
mation of innovation platforms in the future and contribute to understanding and support for suc-
cessful trans-disciplinary group formation in the context of innovation processes (Knierim et al., 
2012). 

The paper is structured as follows. First, we aim to analyse three empirical examples of institu-
tional learning processes in different rural areas of the European Union. We will then proceed to 
reflect on these cases, to identify the underlying group dynamics. Secondly, we will try to identi-
fy different roles and tasks taken on by different actors. The resulting insights are used to formu-
late general conclusions about group dynamics underlying institutional learning processes. 

Three empirical examples of institutional learning processes 
The following examples are derived from empirical investigations conducted within work pack-
age (WP) 4 of the EU FP7 project DERREG (Roep et al., 2011). In WP4, empirical research was 
conducted within six European rural areas receiving LEADER funds. The aim was to identify 
how support for joint learning and innovation can best be arranged in order to bring about more 
collaborative modes of governance. In each case study area, forms of collaboration were identi-
fied and analysed and subsequently, the results were compared across the case study areas. In this 
paper, we select three of the described examples to reflect on the group dynamics underlying the 
witnessed collaborations. The examples described in this paper are the project “Brug Toekomst” 
carried out in the Western Part of Groningen province (the Westerkwartier) in the Netherlands 
from 2003-2008, the creation of the Local Action Group in the area of St. Wendel in the state of 
Saarland, Germany and the role of “Krabat e.V.” in the LEADER area “Upper Lusatian Heath 
and Pond Landscape” in Upper Lusatia-Lower Silesia, Germany. Each example represents a case 
of institutional learning in a different cultural, political and socio-economic context (Wellbrock et 
al., 2013a ; Wellbrock et al., 2013b). 

Brug Toekomst, the Netherlands 
The project Brug toekomst ran in the Westerkwartier, a peri-urban area in the North of the Neth-
erlands, from 2003 until 2008 (see also Derkzen, 2009 ; Roep et al., 2011 ; Sol et al., 2013 ; Roep 
et al., forthcoming). The project was initiated by Wageningen University, Van Hall and 
Larenstein Universities of Applied Sciences in an attempt to test their research collaborations in a 
practical setting. In this course, the Westerkwartier was more or less chosen as a research area by 
coincidence. A lecturer at one of the knowledge institutes participated in one of the nature and 
landscape associations active in the Westerkwartier. He frequently engaged his students in the 
association by asking them to investigate questions regarding nature and landscape management 
practises raised by the members of the association. Through the involvement of this lecturer in 
the collaboration efforts of the different knowledge institutes, the Westerkwartier was chosen as a 
research area. In the course of the project, first members of different development initiatives ac-
tive in the Westerkwartier started to learn to work together. This was mainly facilitated by the 
activities of students who were assigned with research projects and, in this process, talked to ac-
tors of various development initiatives, thereby laying connections. Members of the different de-
velopment initiatives active in the Westerkwartier started to meet and exchange ideas about their 
development visions. These meetings were initially facilitated by the involved lecturers from the 
knowledge institutes. Eventually, also public officers got interested in the development dynamics 
and started to support the emerging collaborations with a meeting space, public funds and partici-
pation in the meetings. Eventually, the project resulted in the formation of the Westerkwartier 
Initiative Group which acted as a “think tank” and platform for exchange of development ideas in 
the Westerkwartier. Within the group each member was allowed to raise his or her thoughts 
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freely and discuss ideas in an informal way. The group also voted for a chairman who organized 
the regular get-togethers and maintained contact with the different members. In addition, the 
group organized events, so-called “rural cafés,” to invite other citizens, knowledge workers and 
public administration to gather under a common theme and exchange development ideas or pre-
sent new projects. These developments led to a further “spin-off” (Roep et al., forthcoming), 
whereby members of the Westerkwartier Initiative Group got involved in the Local Action Group 
of the Westerkwartier, actively shaping the socio-economic development plans of the area. To-
day, the collaboration of public administration, knowledge institutes and grassroots development 
initiatives has further developed into a formal, area-wide cooperation (named Gebiedscooperatie) 
in which development plans are jointly formulated, discussed and implemented (Roep et al., 
forthcoming). 

Cultural Landscape Initiative St. Wendeler Land, Saarland 
The Cultural Landscape Initiative St. Wendeler Land operates as Local Action Group in the rural 
LEADER area St. Wendel of the German state Saarland (Wellbrock et al., 2013a). Initially, the 
initiative operated as a loose group of different private actors active with rural development in the 
area St. Wendel. In 2002 (and subsequently again in 2007) the members decided to participate in 
the competition for LEADER funds and to write a rural development concept for the area. Upon 
successful application for the LEADER fund in 2002, the initiative was formed into a Local Ac-
tion Group. In this process, the initiative not only became a legal entity but also introduced mem-
bers of public administration into its rank. Also, the initiative became a “spider” (Nyhan, 2007), 
delegating tasks and roles to other initiatives in the area in order to realize their development con-
cept (Wellbrock et al., 2013a). The initiative further organised networking events to encourage 
exchange between active development initiatives in the area. These networking abilities were 
argued to be favoured by the long history of the Saarland as being shifted between France and 
Germany. This shift, as it was argued, resulted in close social networks and social cohesion in the 
area (Wellbrock et al., 2013a). 

Krabat e.V., Upper Lusatia-Lower Silesia 
Krabat e.V. is run by Sorbs, a minority living in Saxony and the South of Brandenburg 
(Wellbrock et al., 2013a). As explained in Wellbrock et al. (2011), Krabat e.V. started out as a 
grassroots movement with get-togethers of private individuals who pursued the idea to encourage 
collaboration between local administration and citizens in different villages of Upper Lusatia in 
order to conserve the Sorbian culture and heritage. Their intention was to create a joint develop-
ment vision and common development goals among the different rural communities. To realize 
the intended collaboration, the group became a legal association (Krabat e.V.) in 2001. The idea 
of Krabat e.V. was further to empower rural communities in the area without relying on public 
funding. As an alternative, the association developed their own economic concept to ensure li-
quidity. The members of the association registered, for example, the name “Krabat” (a Sorbian 
saga figure) as a trademark and sold the label to regional companies and services. This way, 
members of the association not only ensured their economic autonomy but also developed a re-
gional marketing strategy. Members of the association further engaged in negotiations with pub-
lic administration, businesses and citizens concerning future development concepts for the area. 
They also engaged in networking activities between Sorbs and Germans as well as facilitating 
trans-national networks of Sorbs in Germany, the Czech Republic and Poland. The association 
has thus become an important network broker bringing together various development activists 
and connecting them in their common development vision.  

Analysis of institutional learning processes 
Despite the different contexts in which the three examples were found, their development appears 
to follow similar patterns. Each of the collaborations started informally through a loosely orga-
nized get-together of interested individuals in the respective areas. Moreover, all individuals pos-
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sessed of resources, networks and contacts that they activated in the course of realizing their idea 
of collaboration. In addition, all examples were driven by a shared development vision, engaging 
a range of diverse actors and activities through delegating tasks and roles aimed at realizing their 
development ideas. In the following, we will take a closer look at these group dynamics and try to 
retrace the institutional learning process that took place in the different cases. 

 
Space for informal get-togethers and institutional voids 
All examples show that the described collaborations started with informal get-togethers of moti-
vated individuals interested in a certain development trajectory in their specific area. Through 
these informal get-togethers, different stakeholders were given the opportunity to exchange their 
ideas, share their knowledge and together develop new ideas and development plans. This pro-
cess of joint reflexivity is arguably a crucial phase in the institutional learning process, since the 
potential collaboration partners learn about each other’s institutions, including norms, values and 
interests. Joint reflexivity thereby refers to the ability of a group of people to continuously reflect, 
monitor and act upon their actions and activities to access their outcomes and adapt their actions 
accordingly (Gray & Lawrence, 2000). Swanson (2001) thus argues that joint reflexivity leads to 
an understanding that certain development goals can only be effectively addressed when people 
learn to work together. 

A further point in this aspect is the informality of these initial get-togethers. Not only did the 
stakeholders exchange their ideas, they also needed to learn about each other’s institutions- 
norms, values, believes, attitudes, interests and behaviours. One can thus argue that institutional 
voids are necessary (see also Vollmerg, 2000) which are defined as situations without “clear 
rules and norms according to which politics is to be conducted and policy measures are to be 
agreed upon” (Hajer, 2003, p. 175). These institutional voids are arguably necessary to allow 
stakeholders to negotiate new, joint ways of working together and to formulate new institutions 
that can be agreed upon by all partners in the collaboration. Similar observations were made by 
Wellbrock et al (2013b) and Wellbrock and Roep (forthcoming). 

Visionary leaders and brokers 
Visionary leaders are necessary to create a collaborative atmosphere between people with differ-
ent resources, powers and interests (Gibney, 2011). A visionary, and moreover collective, leader-
ship is thus crucial to build collective agency and to enhance the process of institutional learning 
(Sotarauta, 2010 ; Wellbrock et al., 2013b). This is particularly demonstrated by the examples of 
Krabat e.V. and the Cultural Landscape Initiative Sankt Wendeler Land. In both cases, the initia-
tors had a strong vision of conserving their culture, landscape and heritage and where able to 
share this vision with other development activists in the region. Through their leadership skills, 
they were able to involve members of other development activities, to share their visions and to 
jointly work towards a common development goal. 

The results further suggest that visionary leaders need to be distinguished from brokers. Brokers 
act as connectors, bonding and bridging between different stakeholders, their interests and institu-
tions (Klerkx et al., 2009). Brokers can take various forms; in the Westerkwartier the students 
from the project were acting as brokers, in Saarland the members of the Cultural Landscape Initi-
ative were acting as borkers and in Upper Lusatia-Lower Silesia the members of Krabat e.V were 
acting as brokers. Visionary leaders, however, are those that have an inspiring vision about a cer-
tain development concept in their area and they also have the charisma to share this vision and 
motivate others to contribute to the realisation of their vision (Wellbrock et al., 2013b). The re-
sults thus suggest that brokers and visionary leaders need to be distinguished and that both roles 
are necessary to facilitate institutional learning. 
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Distribution of tasks and roles 
A final point concerns the distribution of tasks and roles among those working together towards a 
common development goal- who gets to do what and how and who decides which group or per-
son does what and how? As Long (1984) argues, the onset of collaboration between different 
stakeholders and their different- if not competing- interests, resources, ideas and institutions are 
usually marked by conflict and power struggles. It seems, for example, that the stakeholder with 
the best and most needed resource is able to have a larger influence on the way in which tasks 
and roles are delegated and the way in which they are carried out. When the Cultural Landscape 
Initiative in St. Wendel became the Local Action Group, it adhered to the institutional arrange-
ments associated with the LEADER programme. It thus formed into a legal association and intro-
duced public administration into its ranks. Also, the delegation of tasks and roles was partly as-
cribed by the LEADER programme. In this case, the LEADER programme and public admin-
istration were largely influential in determining the delegation of tasks and roles.  

Furthermore, it is interesting to ask where exactly institutional learning takes place. For example, 
the Cultural Landscape Initiative in St. Wendel as well as Krabat e.V., both delegated tasks and 
roles to other grassroots development initiatives, institutes and individuals with particular net-
works, skills and resources in order to realize their development goals. One can, however, ask to 
what extend these individuals and groups were involved in the actual institutional learning pro-
cess. This leads to the question whether institutional learning only takes place among those dele-
gating tasks and roles or does it also involve those that have been delegated specific tasks and 
roles? Does this then imply that institutional learning only takes place within the initial, informal 
setting, before tasks and roles are delegated? In this respect, the Westerkwartier Initiative Group 
is, for example, a platform that continuously encourages institutional learning, because they en-
courage continuous dialogue leading to new development ideas. This issue raised here certainly 
needs further scientific attention. The results do suggest, however, that the distribution of key 
tasks and roles to different persons or groups can be regarded as the outcome of an institutional 
learning process in which ways of working have been revised and responsibilities and powers 
have been newly defined.  

Conclusion 
With this paper we only touched upon the tip of the iceberg that needs to be examined in order to 
understand the different group dynamics underlying institutional learning processes. Yet, analys-
ing the three examples presented in this paper has given first insights into the group dynamics 
underlying such institutional learning processes. We have, for example, shown that institutional 
voids are necessary to allow stakeholders usually active within different domains of activities to 
negotiate new ways of working together. These voids may be provided by creating room for in-
formal get-togethers and thus room for joint reflexivity and open exchange. As the examples fur-
ther show, brokers appear to be crucial in connecting different stakeholders and facilitating dia-
logue and joint reflexivity. In our cases, these brokers ranged from students to development activ-
ists to public administrators. Furthermore, brokers need to be distinguished from collaborative 
leaders which are necessary to help people form joint development visions, pool knowledge and 
thrive towards common development goals- even across different interests and stakes. The distri-
bution of key tasks and roles to different persons in a network can then arguably be regarded as 
the outcome of an institutional learning process in which ways of working have been revised and 
responsibilities and powers newly defined. Future research is, however, necessary to follow up on 
these observations and to deepen the knowledge necessary to facilitate successful innovation plat-
forms. 
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Abstract: The Farmer-First Research (FFR) programme was established at Massey University in 
1991. The programme was strongly grounded in the work and thinking of people such as Norman 
Simmonds, Robert Chambers, Janice Jiggins and Niels Röling. At the time of its establishment, 
the programme was argued to represent the beginning of a fundamental shift in how agricultural 
research priorities were set and how agricultural research was implemented. The specific needs 
and circumstances of farmers were to be central to defining what research would be done and the 
active involvement of farmers in research was considered a priority.  

The FFR programme ended after approximately five years in 1996. In 2012, the New Zealand 
Government made a significant investment into an innovation systems approach to technology 
development in the New Zealand primary sector. This new initiative, the Primary Innovation pro-
ject, has many aims parallel with the FFR programme. The authors of this paper were researchers 
in the FFR programme and are now also both involved in the Primary Innovation programme. 
This paper explores retrospectively the FFR programme with the aim of identifying lessons that 
will inform the success of the Primary Innovation project. The innovation systems analysis 
framework proposed by Wieczorek & Hekkert’s (2012) is used to critically reflect on, and ex-
plore, the FFR programme and the reasons the programme failed to gain long term purchase 
within the institutional context at the time.  

This paper argues that a lack of broad actor engagement, and limited legitimacy and support con-
strained the programme’s ability to influence sustained change in the prevailing innovation sys-
tem at the time. Also argued is the critical importance of actors and interactions when a pro-
gramme that seeks institutional and infrastructural change is being established and developed. 

Keywords: innovation platform, farming systems research, innovation systems, New Zealand 
farming systems. 

 
 
Introduction and rationale for paper 
The New Zealand Government has a commitment to ‘double the value of primary sector exports 
from $32 billion in June 2012 to $64 billion by 2025’ (Ministry of Primary Industries, 2013:1). In 
line with this commitment, in 2012 the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment an-
nounced five years of funding for the Primary Innovation research project led by AgResearch a 
New Zealand Crown Research Institute.  The project is described as being a ‘collaboration across 
the primary sector […] looking at the best way to convert ideas from scientific research into in-
novations that will improve New Zealand’s economy’ (AgResearch, 2012: n.p.). An agricultural 
innovation systems approach is being used, drawing on research and expertise from the Nether-
lands to develop and inform the project (e.g. Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2009 ; Klerkx et al., 2010 ; van 
Mierlo et al., 2010 ; Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). Hekkert et al. (2007), describe an innovation 
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system as the combined system of actors, interactions, institutions and infrastructure that initiate, 
import, modify and diffuse new technologies.  

Contrasts can be drawn between the current Primary Innovation (PI) project and the historical 
FFR programme when they are viewed as New Zealand examples of innovation platforms. The 
PI project is a ‘mechanism to operationalise the Agricultural Innovation Systems approach’, that 
is, an innovation system as described by Nederlof, Wongtschowski, & van der Lee (2011:15). 
Looking back, the FFR programme was an attempt to develop an innovation platform to 
operationalise a farming systems research and extension (FSR&E) approach within the New Zea-
land primary sector innovation system. However, the FFR programme did not reach a stage 
where it was an innovation platform. Counter to what FARA (2007 as cited in Nederlof et al., 
2011:14) identify as constituting an innovation platform, the FFR programme was not ‘made up 
of various actors who co-operate, communicate and share tasks to carry out activities needed for 
innovation to take place’. 

The FFR programme, established in 1991, ended after approximately five years. Both authors of 
this paper were research officers in the FFR programme during the 1990s and are also now ac-
tively involved in the PI project. The innovation systems approach has similarities to the ap-
proach that was central to the FFR programme. Like the PI project the FFR programme’s aim 
was to transform the existing innovation system of which it was a part. This paper will review the 
FFR programme with the aim of providing insights to inform, not only the debate and discussion 
that is the theme of this session in the 2014 IFSA conference (Innovation platforms as drivers of 
institutional change), but the ongoing development and long term success of the PI project in 
New Zealand, also.  

Paper structure 
The methods used to complete the review of the FFR programme and the theoretical framework 
that informs the review is outlined in section 2. An overview of the programme is provided 
against a description of the background to its establishment, the broader research context that 
existed at the time, its proposed structure and Phase one findings in section 3.  

The review of the programme identified aspects that the authors argue shaped the programme and 
ultimately, also led to it not sustaining beyond five years. These aspects are outlined and dis-
cussed in section 4 of this paper. A brief consideration of the implications of the review of the 
FFR programme for the PI project is made in section 5 before the conclusions are made in section 
6.  

 
 
Methods and Theoretical Framework 
The insights described in this paper have been developed from a critical analysis of the FFR pro-
gramme. The analysis was undertaken based on a review of documents related to the programme 
including research reports, proposals and published papers. In addition to our personal recollec-
tions, a number of informal semi-structured interviews were undertaken with individuals who 
were associated with and or knowledgeable of the programme when it was in place in the 1990s, 
including Massey University staff at the time as well as people from outside of the University. 
Sadly, Alan McRae who championed the programme died in 2007.  

The critique of the FFR programme is framed by the analytical framework for technological in-
novation systems articulated by Wieczorek and Hekkert (2012), but not as intended by these 
scholars. The combined structural and functional (process) analysis of the framework was devel-
oped to analyse the performance of an innovation system, to identify systemic problems in the 
system and instruments to address the problems (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). For this paper, the 
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framework is used to analyse and critique the effectiveness of the FFR programme in achieving 
structural and functional change that, according to the framework, would have constituted a well 
performing innovation system. No reported applications of Wieczorek and Hekkert’s (2012) 
framework in agricultural innovation systems were found. The framework is used because it is 
currently informing research in, and development of, the Primary Innovation project in New Zea-
land. 

The four elements that comprise the structural analysis of the framework are actors, interactions, 
institutions and infrastructure. The analytical framework is based on the premise that ‘the pres-
ence or absence’ of certain structural elements ‘as well as their capacities are critical to the func-
tioning of the innovation system’ (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012:76). The seven functional compo-
nents that shape an innovation system’s performance are: F1 entrepreneurial activities; F2 
knowledge development; F3 knowledge diffusion; F4 guidance of the search; F5 market for-
mation; F6 mobilisation of resources; and F7 creation of legitimacy (Hekkert et al., 2007 ; 
Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012).  

The analysis reported in this paper, focuses on the FFR programme’s efforts to alter structural 
elements in the existing innovation system linked to the sheep and beef sector. This focus is taken 
because the aim of the programme was to transform the existing innovation system and the pro-
gramme when it ended was only in the early stages of achieving this aim. This meant that an 
analysis of the performance of the system by studying in depth the functions of the ‘new’ system 
would not yield many insights, although functions are considered in the analysis of the pro-
gramme. As argued by Wieczorek and Hekkert (2012:78) ‘functions [of an innovation system] 
cannot be influenced without altering a structural element’.  

 

The Farmer First Research programme 
 
Background and context 
The FFR programme was established through the efforts and vision of Alan McRae, a senior lec-
turer in the then Department of Agricultural & Horticultural Systems Management, in the Faculty 
of Agriculture at Massey University. Farming Systems Research and Extension (FSR&E) provid-
ed the main theoretical and practical basis for the programme (Reid, 1996), strongly influenced 
by Norman Simmonds (see for example 1985 ; 1986) whom McRae had met during a sabbatical 
at the Edinburgh School of Agriculture in the late 1980s. Also influential was the writing and 
work of scholars including: Robert Chambers (e.g. Chambers, 1983 ; Chambers & Jiggins, 1987a 
; Chambers et al., 1989) and Janice Jiggins (e.g. Chambers & Jiggins, 1987a ; 1987b) and Niels 
Röling (e.g. Roling, 1988 ; Roling, 1990). The ideas on farming systems and farmer centric re-
search argued by these scholars resonated for McRae and solidified concerns with the top down 
science driven model of technology transfer that he considered dominated agriculture and exten-
sion in New Zealand (McRae, 1993 ; McRae et al., 1993). In particular what was valued in 
FSR&E was the emphasis placed on ‘the need for interdisciplinary systems analysis, a problem 
solving orientation and, most importantly, a consideration of the farm family, their needs and 
circumstances’ (Byerlee et al. 1992 cited in McRae et al., 1994: n.p.). 

Agriculture was undergoing significant change in New Zealand at this time. New Zealand, and in 
particular the agricultural sector, was adjusting to the radical central government neo-liberal re-
forms initiated in the mid 1980s. These now well documented policy reforms resulted in the re-
moval of subsidies and support for farming and agriculture and the opening up of farm businesses 
to the international market (Sandrey & Reynolds, 1990 ; Walker & Bell, 1994). The state funded 
agricultural extension service was privatized, state funded research was reorganized and a com-
petitive funding model for government public good science funding introduced with an emphasis 
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on funding research unlikely to be funded by non-government sources (MoRST: Science and 
Technology Expert Panel 1992). In the context of the dramatic changes in research and extension, 
McRae (1992) argued that it was unlikely any one model would be effective and there was strong 
evidence for the effectiveness of an approach that was farmers’ needs-driven. In arguing the case 
for the FFR programme, McRae (1992:7) highlighted that farming systems and farmers’ objec-
tives, circumstances and constraints, were at the time ‘poorly documented and even less well un-
derstood’.  

Funding for the FFR programme was secured from two non-government entities (AGMARDT 
and C. Alma Baker Trust), to support two research officers for 5 year periods and to fund re-
search activity within the programme. 

Programme aim and structure 
The FFR programme established in 1991 at Massey University had the primary aim of adapting 
FSR and supporting its wider acceptance within New Zealand agricultural research and develop-
ment (McRae et al., 1994).  It was argued that the approach would ‘complement traditional agri-
cultural research in the design and testing of relevant and appropriate innovations and strategies 
for change in New Zealand agriculture’ (McRae, 1993:109).  

The programme was conceived as comprising two phases. Phase 1 involved each research officer 
working with 30 randomly selected sheep and beef farmers from two climatically distinct areas in 
the North Island: Hawke’s Bay East coast summer-dry hill country and Rangitikei summer-moist 
hill country. Through repeated semi-structured interviews undertaken over a period of 18 months, 
an understanding of farmers’ objectives, circumstances and constraints was gained and areas 
where innovation would lead to improvements in farmers’ situations identified.  

Phase 2 would have involved on-farm research where innovations identified from Phase 1 were 
trialled and adapted on-farm with farmers. It was proposed this would ‘provide results to which 
other farmers [could] refer’ but it would also ‘provide useful information on the cost and support 
required to implement changes within the larger farming community’ as well as provide evidence 
and information to convey the value of this approach to research institutions and funders (McRae 
et al., 1993:638).  In initiating the programme, it was recognized that ‘until research funders can 
see and accept the value of [farmer driven research activities], FSR will not be formally included 
within research institutions and programmes’ (McRae et al., 1994: n.p.).  

Phase 1 results 
Specific farm system and farm family information gathered in Phase 1, illustrated and described 
the complex and diverse circumstances that hill country farmers were operating under at that time 
(Brazendale et al., 1993 ; Reid et al., 1993 ; Brazendale et al., 1994). The findings indicated that 
‘farmers [were] generally more concerned with the security and well being of the farm family 
than they [were] with improvement in productive and economic efficiency’ (McRae, 
1993:109).The results highlighted that a farmer’s decision to adopt, or not, a particular technolo-
gy was influenced by the circumstances of the farm and farmer and a consideration of the impact 
of the technology on the whole farm system. Farm circumstances that were identified as influen-
tial included: level of indebtedness; stage of farm development; land capability; owner-
ship/decision making control; and labour constraints (Reid et al., 1993).  

Further findings highlighted also the rational reasons why farmers were not adopting technologies 
argued by science to be of benefit. A clear example was provided through the exploration as to 
reasons why farmers had or had not adopted heifer mating, a technology promoted at the time as 
a way to improve productivity and profitability. For most farmers interviewed, beef comprised 
only 20% of their livestock system with sheep making up the remaining 80%. For the farmers, a 
20% increase in productivity and profit from the beef herd through mating heifers, did not war-
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rant the greater associated risk and labour required to implement the policy (Brazendale et al., 
1994).  

 
 
Reviewing the Farmer First Research programmes’ performance 
The review of the FFR programme is presented below in line with the four elements of the struc-
tural analysis of the analytical framework. The elements are interdependent and the review ex-
plores the extent to which the FFR programme was able to, or did, influence the element to de-
velop a ‘new’ innovation system. In analysing the structural elements, the impact this had on the 
performance of the programme in achieving the functions is considered, also.  At the start of each 
section the structural element that is the focus of that section is briefly explained. 

Actors  
In exploring the actor element consideration is given to the categories of actors included in the 
system and their roles. Actors include individuals, organisations and networks (Wieczorek & 
Hekkert, 2012). 

The FFR programme team was small. Two full time research officers and a part time director 
were directly involved with a small number of advisors associated with the programme who were 
drawn in the main from a University environment. Those involved in the FFR programme had 
extensive knowledge of New Zealand farming systems and experience in working with farmers. 
However, at the time, there was limited formal research experience and no expertise in social 
science or in operationalising a FSR&E approach in the programme team. The plan had been to 
extend the project to include farmers and a broader mix of research expertise but this did not 
eventuate in the time frame of the programme. Although input from individuals including Janice 
Jiggins and Niels Röling was valuable and added a degree of legitimacy to the efforts of the team, 
the lack of experience in implementing such an approach in a ‘developed’ country at the time 
presented challenges. Others in the research community at the time were willing to be involved 
and adapt FSR&E to the New Zealand context; however, the limited scale and relatively short 
time frame of the programme meant this opportunity was not captured.  

The FFR programme was championed and brokered in the main by one key individual: the direc-
tor of the programme. The programme’s ability to engage and enrol more actors from across a 
range of organisations and government was strongly linked to this individual’s standing in the 
broader primary industry sector. The dependence on this one individual constrained the broader 
network of support the programme achieved and hence lack of wider legitimacy for FSR&E in 
New Zealand and the programme. Also, although the programme and champion had some sup-
port within the University, lack of a key supporter in senior management and organizational poli-
tics led to the departure of Alan McRae from the University and the programme. Additional fund-
ing was secured to retain one research officer beyond the five year timeframe; however, the impe-
tus no longer remained for the programme to continue.  

Interactions 
Interactions refers to the relationships between actors in the system and can be analysed at the 
level of networks and individuals (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012). The limited actors engaged in, 
and with, the FFR programme in the ‘new’ innovation system defined the extent and quality of 
interactions that existed and were developed by the programme. Further, the limited extent of 
interactions and in some cases the quality of the relationship in the interaction, was a critical fac-
tor that led to the programme not being sustained longer term.  

The small and narrow team involved in the programme constrained interactions and, as this paper 
argues, also constrained the level of innovation within the programme and ultimately the extent 
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of broader awareness, support and influence. The FFR programme would have benefitted greatly 
from the participation of other actors in and stakeholders of the innovation system present in New 
Zealand at the time. Collaboration from the outset would have increased the potential of broader 
support and importantly contributed to some early successes. As Nederlof et al. (2011:42) argues, 
in relation to the development of innovation platforms, examples of success are the ‘best trigger 
for commitment and participation’.  

Wieczorek and Hekkert (2012) state that networks are not a feature of a system in the early stages 
of development. Rather, the authors of this paper argue that in a structural sense this may be the 
case in a ‘new’ system, but when the aim is to transform an existing system the nature and extent 
of interactions through networks and individuals to achieve a change is critical.  

Institutions 
The context specific informal and formal rules, norms and routines that define and shape accept-
ed and common practice relevant to an innovation system constitute the institutions (Wieczorek 
& Hekkert, 2012). The prevailing institutions at the time perpetuated a predominantly ‘top-down’ 
research approach with farmers. This was encouraged and supported by the reward structures for 
researchers in agriculture and the funding model at the time. The ability of the FFR programme to 
change existing institutions to support a FSR&E approach in the innovation system, it is argued 
by this paper, was dependent on gaining active engagement of actors in the broader research 
community, funding bodies and government. As alluded to earlier, the small and narrow group of 
actors involved with the programme and the nature of the interactions with potential actors would 
not have bought about the types of institutional changes required for the development of an inno-
vation system driven by farmer needs.  Likewise, government’s move to establish a competitive 
model for funding research did not provide a context conducive to the development of an innova-
tion system driven by farmer needs.  

Infrastructure 
Three types of infrastructure may be important for supporting the functions and hence perfor-
mance of an innovation system: physical, financial and knowledge (Wieczorek & Hekkert, 2012).  

The FFR programme was ineffective in stimulating any detectable change in infrastructure. The 
infrastructure in the innovation system in the 1990s was principally designed to facilitate a ‘top-
down’ science driven model of technology development and transfer. The programme developed 
and published ‘new’ knowledge about farmers’ needs. However, because the programme did not 
progress beyond phase one, to the testing of technologies with farmers and scientists, there were 
no reported examples of researchers using this knowledge to complement their traditional re-
search.  

Implications for the Primary Innovation project 
Compared to the FFR programme, the PI project has some clear advantages that bode well for its 
success. The project is not reliant on one champion or broker. There is a broad network of stake-
holders comprising the innovation platform that includes actors from different sectors and multi-
ple levels but also includes researchers from multiple disciplines and organizations. The institu-
tional context operating in New Zealand in 2013 is more accepting and familiar with collabora-
tive approaches between organizations and with multi disciplinary work than was the case in the 
1990s. Central government and key industry groups have made an initial commitment to the pro-
ject and there is a broad and large community of practice with a growing familiarity with the in-
novation systems approach including experts who have practical experience in operationalising 
the approach in a developed economy.  

The PI project presents an exciting opportunity to meaningful change the innovation system in 
New Zealand. The insights gained from the review of FFR programme strongly indicate that un-
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like the FFR programme the PI project has a strong foundation for achieving significant change 
within the New Zealand primary innovation system.   

 
 
Conclusion 
This paper set out to explore and describe the FFR programme and the reasons that contributed to 
the programme not being sustained in the early 1990s in New Zealand. Primarily what this paper 
argues is that the failure of the FFR programme to achieve real change in the innovation system 
was due in large part to its inability to alter the structural aspects of the existing system. This ina-
bility to influence was a result of the limited number of actors engaged in this change, the lack of 
quality interactions between actors and across broad networks combined with the difficulties in 
therefore gaining leverage to support changes in the prevailing institutions and infrastructure that 
defined the existing innovation system. The importance of good broad actor engagement is ar-
gued to be particularly critical in the early stages of a programme that aims to transform and ex-
isting dominant innovation system.  
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Abstract: Inspired by Innovation System theory, donors promote Innovation Platforms (IP) to 
enhance collaboration for development. However, the question arises whether this is the best ap-
proach to facilitate change. The article presents the experience of an action-research programme 
(2009-2013) on the value of IPs for creating institutional change for the benefit of smallholders, 
in various value chain contexts in West Africa. We analyse the cases from a dialectic perspective 
on institutional entrepreneurship. Results show: the open IP approach, with some clear principles 
and in-depth analysis of the antagonistic context, enabled the initiator-cum-facilitators to create a 
reasonably effective IP coalition that endorsed broker activities fit for the context. In a mature 
value chain, it was possible to mobilise incumbent actors, who perceived a mutual benefit in en-
hancing smallholder development. In the other cases, IPs were started at lower administrative 
levels, building discursive legitimacy and -appeal to mobilise smallholders and higher level au-
thorities for institutional change. We note a researcher-initiated open IP approach is able to in-
duce strategic action in-situ, but the approach has its limitation: In the time given, IPs could nei-
ther build a cooperative smallholder movement, nor interest private export companies to invest in 
smallholders; nor tackle misaligned political interests.  

Keywords: Innovation platforms, Institutional entrepreneurship, dialectics, strategic choice, Sub-
Saharan Africa 

 

Introduction 
Innovation system theory highlights the need for more communication and collaboration amongst 
heterogeneous groups of actors to enhance innovation and development (Lundvall, 1992; Clark, 
2002). Within the agricultural sector, this new perspective gave rise to a wide variety of innova-
tion brokerage and partnerships, initiated by researchers, extension officers, NGO’s as well as 
private actors (Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2009; Spielman et al, 2010).  To be able to deal with all kinds 
of opportunities and problems, development organisations in sub-Saharan Africa now tend to 
promote multi-stakeholder innovation platforms (IP) for coordinated learning and action. 
Through their diversified membership, IPs are assumed: (a) to provide a space to better negotiate 
and manage competing interests for the common good and for marginalised actors, enhancing 
transparency and accountability among the different actors in the value chain, and (b) to have 
access to distributed knowledge and networks, that enable them to see opportunities, and to mobi-
lise allies and resources to endorse collective action (Brinkerhoff, 2007). In practice, there are 
various interpretations and forms of IPs and the question arises whether and how different types 
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of IP approaches are effective in creating innovation (Smits & Kuhlmann, 2004; Kilelu et al., 
2013). This article aims to address these issues by answering a number of questions: What types 
of IPs emerge? How do these IPs manage to create institutional change? And what can we learn 
concerning the potential and limitation of the IP approach?  

We explore these questions with the concept of institutional entrepreneurship, analyzing the ex-
perience of the Convergence of Science-Strengthening Innovation Systems (CoS SIS) programme 
in Benin, Ghana and Mali, funded by the Dutch department of development cooperation DGIS.  
The first phase of the CoS research programme ended in 2006, concluding that within the various 
value chains contexts in Benin and Ghana, resource-poor farmers had very small windows of 
opportunity, and that no substantial poverty alleviation could be achieved through technology 
development. This inspired CoS researchers to explore the possibility of stretching the windows 
of opportunity through institutional change (van Huis et al, 2007; Röling, 2010), and they formu-
lated a CoS SIS research programme (2008-2013). This programme worked from an innovation 
system perspective, and engaged in action research on IPs (see Nederlof and Pyburn 2012; 
Hounkonnou et al. 2012 for an overview).  

Theoretical framework 
We conceptualise the COS SIS programme and their IPs as (a collective of) institutional entre-
preneurs. Institutional Entrepreneurs (IE) are embedded actors, who leverage resources to create 
new or transform existing institutions (Dimaggio, 1988; Garud et al, 2007). Institutions are sets of 
rules that exist to reduce uncertainty in human interaction (North, 1990). They comprise of for-
mal rules (e.g. laws, standards, policies) as well as informal norms and procedures (practices, 
codes of conduct). The literature distinguishes mature operational fields, emerging fields and ma-
ture fields in crisis, which provide quite distinctive institutional challenges, opportunities and 
resources for institutional entrepreneurship (Fligstein, 1997; Maguire et al, 2004; Battilana et al, 
2009). Mature fields are characterised by a coherent discourse, widely diffused, accepted norms 
and procedures, a well-organised set of roles and stable relationships of cooperation and domina-
tion. In an emerging field, actors recognise some degree of mutual interest but there is still little 
coordinated action among them (Fligstein, 1997; Maguire et al, 2004.  

Like Benson (1977) and Seo & Creed (2002), we apply a dialectic perspective and focus on the 
dynamics between the context and the emergence and strategic action of IEs. External factors but 
also institutional gaps and internal tensions in the operational field induce institutional entrepre-
neur-ship. There are various forces, creating institutional contradictions and tension in mature 
operational fields (Seo & Creed, 2002), e.g.: 

- Conformity undermining functional efficiency: Organisations gain legitimacy and re-
sources by becoming isomorphic with the institutional environment, but this conformity 
hinders efficiency, as local problems require diverse and customised solutions (Dimaggio 
& Powell, 1983). 

- Inter-institutional incompatibilities. Actors are embedded in pluralistic institutional envi-
ronments that are often imbued with sharply inconsistent prescriptions, norms for action, 
supported by rational myths (Meyer and Rowan, 1997).  

- Divergent interests. Actors have divergent interests and asymmetric power; hence institu-
tional arrangements are the products of political struggles and strategic action (Seo & 
Creed 2002).  

Gaps and contradictions in operational fields may lead to social upheaval, technological disrup-
tion, competitive discontinuity and regulatory changes that disturb the field-level consensus and 
call for new ideas (Fligstein 1997, Greenwood, 2002; Battilana et al, 2009: 74). Whether this 
condition leads to institutional entrepreneurship, depends on (Seo & Creed, 2002; Maguire et al, 
2004; Battilana et al, 2009; Avelino & Rotmans, 2009): 
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- An actor’s willingness (reflexive awareness and interest for change) 
- An actor’s capacity to create change, defined by one’sF 

o Formal and informal authority and network position  
o Access to critical resources 
o Vision on the problem and possible solution. 
o Personal psychology and skills 

Whether and institutional entrepreneur is able to loosen potential allies from their embeddedness, 
to form a critical mass for change, depends on an actor’s authority and network position; critical 
resources and the perceived legitimacy of the applied broker activities (vision and communication 
activities). Various studies found that divergent change is more likely to be initiated by actors at 
the periphery of a field, as they have more to gain and less to lose. However, when actors in the 
centre become negatively affected by ineffectiveness or institutional contradictions, they might 
also consider strategic change and have more power resources to create this (Battilana et al, 
2009).  

Research method  
In 2009, the CIS SIS project initiated nine IPs in Benin, Ghana, and Mali to test the feasibility of 
the innovation system approach for creating institutional change to benefit smallholder farmers 
and processors.  To explore the divergence of institutional entrepreneurship in different value 
chain contexts we selected four cases with distinctive field characteristics: a mature value chain 
with high involvement of the public sector (Cocoa, Ghana); a value chain in crisis due to misa-
ligned interests (Cotton, Benin); a developing value chain (Palm-oil, Ghana), and an emerging 
value chain threatened by institutional incompatibilities (Dairy in Office de Niger (ON), Mali). 
The findings in this study are based on a longitudinal tracking of developments in the studied 
cases, i.e. an innovation-ethnography.  The authors were the Research Associates (RA) facilitat-
ing the platforms. An events analysis was conducted during the period 2010–2013 to identify the 
choices made, the evolution of platform implementation, and the achievements over time. The 
information for this analysis was acquired through personal participation of the authors, informal 
interviews with platform members, as well as workshops in which platform members jointly re-
flected on the performance of the platform. Although the case study methodology does not allow 
for statistical generalization, it does allow for analytical generalization, i.e. using previously de-
veloped theory as a template for comparison and reflection (Yin 2003).   

 
Findings 
 
The formation of Innovation platforms 
The CoS-SIS programme can more or less be conceptualised as a two-step process of institutional 
entrepreneurship (refer to figure 1). In a first long preparatory phase, programme leaders man-
aged to acquire funding and build relationships with national research institutes and policy mak-
ers in the various countries, to identify three agricultural value-chain domains of national interest 
in each country. Then they recruited part-time RAs, knowledgeable about the respective domains, 
to execute scoping studies and subsequently act as IP initiators-cum-facilitators. The studies pro-
vided an initial multi-scale analysis of histories, contexts and issues of concern for smallholder 
development. They were followed by in-depth diagnostic studies (Jiggins, ed., 2012).  A stake-
holder-analysis was applied to (a) identify all relevant actors for a workshop to improve the prob-
lem analysis and proposed actions, and (b) invite actors, critical for and willing to join an IP to 
execute the envisaged action. The platforms were to start with a core group of empowered farmer 
representatives, and flexibly involve higher level actors up to 8 or 9 members critical to the im-
plementation of the prioritized platform tasks. Organisations were asked to delegate personalities 
“who were open-minded, and not self-centred, able to think outside the box, and not likely to 
disrupt the process“. In this way, the CoS SIS leaders, together with the RAs acted as institutional 
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entrepreneurs, introducing new arrangements of communication and collaboration within the re-
spective value chains.  

Figure 1: Process of embedded Institutional Entrepreneurship in CoS SIS programme 
 

 
 
Quite different types of platforms emerged. The field structure of the value chain and the main 
problems experienced by the smallholders determined the vision framing of the RAs, when re-
cruiting members for the IP. The RAs were not very powerful institutional entrepreneurs: they 
had some funds to pay for meetings and small training sessions (critical resource), and the formal 
authority to execute action research, but they had no authority to establish new formal policy ar-
rangements. However, they enjoyed some discursive legitimacy as they cared for the smallhold-
ers (normative appeal) and appeared knowledgeable about the respective domains. IP members 
noted they appreciated the problem analysis and the composition of the invited IP group “as it is a 
group, competent to perform the task” and “it allows me to provide the services, our office is 
usually not capable to provide’.  In most cases, it was the strategic vision and open communica-
tion approach, in which actors were invited to critique proposals and adapt IP action priorities for 
smallholder benefit, which led to the emergence of various types of IPs (Table 1). All IPs includ-
ed representatives of the smallholders, the public sector, some NGO’s and one or two actors from 
the for-profit private sector. However, most private sector actors preferred not to share their in-
side information in an IP, nor to explicitly invest in smallholder development. To allow open col-
legiate information exchange and collaboration actors preferred IP participants from similar lev-
els of action and social position. As a result, IPs comprised national level or local/district level 
actors. The exception was the IP of the developing palm-oil value chain. As no palm-oil business 
services existed in the producer area, the palm-oil IP consisted of local smallholders and national 
level regulatory authorities. 
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The IP mobilization of allies and value chain actors to enact change 
The second step of institutional entrepreneurship concerned the strategic action of the IPs to 
overcome the identified tension in the value chain. It took some time before IP members gained 
trust in each other and understood the role they could play, but the first information sharing and 
networking activities helped to create mutual trust, confidence and focus.  At this stage we see 
that the different types of platforms (composition and task) engaged in different types of broker 
activities mobilising critical allies to create and support change and/or directly persuading value 
chain actors, notably smallholders, to change their practices.  

Mature value chains 
We first look at the two long-standing export sectors that emerged in the colonial period, became 
state controlled after independence, and are in a process of liberalisation since the IMF and World 
Bank enforcement of Structural Adjustment Policies (SAP) in the 1980s.  

 
National Cocoa IP, to reduce inefficiency 

The Ghanaian government decided to liberalise the cocoa sector at a gradual pace and still retains 
important control via COCOBOD (Ton et al, 2008). In this sector the high-level IP members easi-
ly recognised the critical importance of smallholder production for value chain success and gov-
ernment revenues; hence they used their power to improve governance efficiency, increasing fi-
nancial incentives plus input supply transparency needed to stimulate smallholder production. 
The IP members were high-level advisors and policy officers, who had the authority to study is-
sues at hand and prepare decisions to be ratified by the directors. 

Local cotton IPs cotton, to create bypass and create space in structured field 

In Benin, the government withdrew subsidies and public services in line with SAP, so farmers 
faced increased input costs and dwindling cotton world market prices (Togbé et al, 2012). Input 
traders paid political parties and government officers to obtain recognised trader’s positions, 
which led to corruption and individual rent-seeking. The interests of the Association of cotton 
ginners and traders (IAC) plus their high-level informal alliances sharply diverged from the 
smallholder interests. It was impossible to mobilise the IAC constituency, so the RA opted for a 
multipronged approach: to create a local level IP to work on a concrete technical (by-pass) solu-
tion for the farmers (use of local extracted Neem oil as an alternative pesticide), while making 
sure some respected good-hearted actors with higher-level political influence, also joined. 
Though political matters were not explicitly discussed in IP meetings, the membership of the 
Farmer-cum-Secretary of the Agricultural Chamber and the highly respected cotton extension 
officers motivated them to join informal, confidential coalition efforts to get a respected input 
trader back in business and highlighted the precariousness of the situation at high-level meetings. 
In 2013, the President of Benin withdrew the authority of IAC to arrange the input supply, and 
used the military to directly deliver the required fertiliser and pesticides to the farmers. The dis-
cursive legitimacy of the IP and its influential members might have played a role in this change. 
However, the main input trader has a dominant position in the world market for West-Africa, and 
now obstructs the country’s access to critical inputs. 

Emerging value chains 
The IPs of the emerging smallholder export sector of palm-oil in Ghana and emerging dairy sec-
tor in ON, Mali, also used a two-pronged approach, but enjoyed more enthusiasm and coopera-
tion from higher level administrative authorities than the cotton IP in Benin. In both IPs, the 
smallholder representatives together with expert members first researched the institutional con-
straints at the local level, to subsequently organise awareness-campaigns, to persuade smallhold-
ers to change their practices. To back-up the change process, the IPs networked with higher level 
authorities to align formal institutions.  
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Mixed level palm-oil IP, to establish new rules and procedures e.g. for emerging opportunities 

In the palm-oil sector, the IP first invited the Environmental protection agency to study the health 
and environmental effects of tyre burning (fuel for palm fruit processing). The active involvement 
of smallholders in the research, the evidence-based proof of toxicity, the profitable solution (use 
the processing waste as alternative fuel) and large awareness campaign, inspired quite some 
smallholders to stop toxic  tyre-burning. Others followed when several local chiefs heard the 
message and decided to set sanctions of tyre burning. 

The IP was less successful in its activities to ensure smallholder access to the lucrative export 
market. A PhD guided smallholder experiments to improve palm fruit storage and processing 
techniques to attain a better quality, but they did not manage to interest an export company. Due 
to out-dated equipment and labour intensive processing techniques, the cost price was too high. 
Various international export companies constructed their own mills, but seemed not eager to pro-
vide small mill-owners with equipment. Encouraged by the Ghana Export Promotion Authority 
(GEPA), the smallholder representatives have started to organise short training on business and 
cooperative management. If smallholders accept to organise themselves in cooperatives, GEPA 
promises to allocate part of its export promotion fund to them, so as to enable the purchase of 
new processing equipment. 

Local Dairy IP, to tackle institutional incompatibilities for livestock keeping 

In Office de Niger, IP members gathered the legal texts and had in-depth village discussions on 
the applicability of and adherence to natural resource use conventions, traditional conflict media-
tion, and costly formal adjudication. During these meetings villagers acknowledged that collec-
tive respect of traditional institutions for natural resource use and conflict mediation could solve 
their problem. Both investigations engendered clear recommendations for behavioural change; 
hence the IPs organised large public meetings and action theatre in an attempt to persuade farm-
ers to adapt practices. To align the formal procedures, the IP organised a workshop for higher 
level authorities, and followed their advice to engage a juridical consultant for preparing legal 
adjustments. Meanwhile they nurtured personal contacts with high-level authorities, who seemed 
willing to ensure ratification of the proposed legislative changes.  

Analysis and discussion 
Within the innovation system literature there is a debate whether to promote IPs or more distrib-
uted, flexible, opportunity-capturing types of brokerage. Whilst the concept of Multi-stakeholder 
Innovation Platform seems clear and self-evident, there are various interpretations and ways of 
operationalising an IP. Many donor-funded projects use IPs mainly to up-scale technical research 
efforts, while others apply a more flexibly opportunity and problem-driven approach. This re-
search demonstrates the strategic entrepreneurship dynamics of a researcher-initiated open IP 
approach for pro-poor value chain development (Table 2.). Application of core IP design princi-
ples engendered quite different forms of institutional entrepreneurship, in different field struc-
tures. CoS SIS programme leaders and RAs reflexively articulated a platform composition and 
brokered activities, fit to tackle the prime institutional tensions constraining smallholder devel-
opment. Value chain actors, invited to join the IP, made their own assessment whether to join or 
not. Many joined, as they were aware of the institutional constraints for smallholder development 
(normative appeal), and appreciated the research competence of the RA as well as the compe-
tences of other key actors, mobilised by the RA. Others felt they had to prioritise their personal or 
business interest. 
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Table 2: Field-dependant strategic IP composition and brokerage  
Structure value chain with institutional tension 
Cocoa Ghana: Mature field 
with inefficiency and some 
misaligned interests 

Cotton Benin: Mature 
field with misaligned 
interests 

Palm-oil Ghana: Emerging 
field with gaps in institu-
tional arrangements 

Dairy Mali: Emerging 
field in mature domain 
with Institutional incom-
patibilities 

In field, 1st step brokerage created different IP composition and 2nd step broker activities 
Composition IP 
 National level platform  
 

 
Three collaborating local 
level IPs 

 
Mixed IP: district level and 
national level actors 

 
Local level IP 
 

2nd step brokerage by IP 
National level 
High-level policy officers 
took the lead in the crea-
tion of change as they had 
the formal authority to 
prepare policy for national 
decision-makers such as 
the minister or COCO-
BOD directors. 

  
Government authorities 
provide critical resources 
(knowledge, contacts export 
companies; maybe invest-
ment fund and equipment in 
future) 

 

District/local officer level  
Together with the 
Farmer-cum-Secretariat 
of the agricultural 
Chamber, extension took 
the lead in the informal 
networking and advo-
cacy at higher level 
public officers to stimu-
late action for change 

  
Local officers active in 
networking, awareness 
raising and collaboration 
with higher level govern-
ment officers, with the 
position to adjust the for-
mal juridical framework 

Smallholder level 
Main role of farmer repre-
sentatives was to put issues 
on the IP agenda 
 

 
Farmer representative 
engaged in development 
of bypass (alternative 
pesticide)  
 

Smallholder representatives 
took lead in awareness-
campaign against tyre burn-
ing, and training of farmers 
in business management and 
processing cooperatives. 

Smallholder representative 
actively involved in 
awareness-raising 
 

 

From the case studies we learn that in mature export value chains, it is most effective for re-
searchers to enhance smallholder development through national level IPs. High-level IP members 
have the formal authority to formulate new rules and norms, beneficial for smallholders. Howev-
er the cotton case showed that, when corruption and rent-seeking behaviour prevails, an IP needs 
to focus on non-sensitive local activities and can only informally network to give voice to con-
cerns at a higher level. The influence of the IP, to make a difference for smallholders, mainly 
derives from the ‘normative appeal’ to care for the poor. This is also the case for the influence 
exerted by IPs in emerging value chains. In emerging or developing value chains, IPs seem most 
effective when they can solve a concrete-felt problem of the smallholder through their contacts 
with national researchers and authorities, who are able to provide the necessary knowledge and 
services. Due to the history of the farmer organisation in West-Africa, smallholder capacity 
building for collective processing and marketing, however, is a delicate, strenuous and slow pro-
cess. And linkages with private output traders are a must, but require careful preparation and me-
diation. Emerging value chains that encounter institutional incompatibilities may require different 
types of IP approaches, depending on the balance of interests and power relations.  

From these cases we conclude that an open, flexible IP approach has the potential to develop into 
strategically, effective institutional entrepreneurship. A thorough systemic analysis should guide 
the broker activities. Other types of partnership approaches might also create good results, so 
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more comparative research is needed to gain more in-depth insight. Spontaneous, private actor 
brokerage may be as effective as well as orchestrated IP intermediation. The cases suggest that it 
is critical that institutional entrepreneurs should be highly motivated; reflexively study the ten-
sions in the context; develop a vision and communicative strategy, and act out to mobilise the 
right allies and resources to create change. The promotion of a small, flexible IP approach with 
some core principles might help to create momentum and collaborative drive, but needs strategic 
elaboration in-situ.  
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Workshop 1.4:  
The development of more entrepreneurial farming systems and the 
move towards a more farm-level approach in innovation and learning 
Convenors: Pieter Seuneke, Thomas Lans and Martin Mulder 
 

Crucial in the development of more sustainable farming systems is the need for more entrepre-
neurship. This workshop aims to explore the learning processes related to the development of 
entrepreneurship. Also, the learning processes underlying the development of more sustainable 
farming systems have predominantly been approached as processes of collective learning and 
capacity building through learning and innovation networks. Although this approach is still rele-
vant, it tends to neglect – and even contradict – the strongly work-related and situated nature of 
farmers’ (entrepreneurial) learning. In fact, it is widely accepted that entrepreneurs’ learning is 
largely taking place during daily practice and that the workplace potentially provides a powerful 
learning-environment. This specific approach stimulates new thoughts about farmers’ learning 
and raises questions regarding the role of advisory services towards stimulating entrepreneurship 
in agriculture. This workshop calls for papers examining the learning processes related to the 
development of more entrepreneurial farming systems and those employing a more farm-level, 
work-related or situated approach to innovation and learning. We welcome a variety of work fo-
cusing on entrepreneurial learning in relation to themes such as: the composition of the family 
farm, gender, the dynamics of the farm, succession, farmers’ changing work-environment, learn-
ing territories and so on, in the context of various entrepreneurial farming strategies (such as mul-
tifunctional agriculture). In addition, we particularly welcome contributions focusing on the fami-
ly farm as a basis for learning and innovation with regard to the International Year of Family 
Farming. 
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Abstract: Charcoal production is an important source of income for many family farmers along 
the coastal region of the Santa Catarina State, Southern Brazil. However, the activity is consid-
ered illegal, and farmers depend on middlemen to bring the product into the market. To change 
this situation, a participatory action-research project was set up with the purpose of developing 
farmer’s entrepreneurship. In order to achieve this goal, the main activities of the Project consist-
ed on the creation of a brand, the design of a charcoal package and the organization of a farmers 
association. All these activities have been accomplished so far as a result of a social learning pro-
cess expressing purposeful concerted action towards entrepreneurship. 

Keywords: entrepreneurship, concerted action, social learning  

 
 
Introduction: the problematic-situation 
Charcoal production is a key source of income for many family farmers of the Mata Atlântica 
rainforest region in Santa Catarina State, Southern Brazil. As an example, in some communities 
of the coastal Florianópolis region charcoal production represents almost all the cash income for a 
large proportion of family farmers (Uller-Gómez & Gartner, 2008). However, in this region a 
combination of elements, including legal restrictions on the use of native tree species as raw ma-
terial and lack of technical assistance to farmers, is resulting in the abandonment of the activity 
by many farmers. Furthermore, because they do not comply with all environmental regulations, 
charcoal producing farmers not only work clandestinely, but are also replacing native forests by 
eucalyptus plantations. 

Although unrecognized by governmental agencies, the production of charcoal can be considered 
one of the most important issues for family farming in the region, due its social, environmental 
and economic impacts on the lives of a large number of families. In addition to the difficulties 
associated to the production of wood and its carbonization, farmers receive low prices for the 
produced charcoal. Because the activity is considered illegal and the commercialization is inter-
mediate by middlemen, farmers remain in a vulnerable position within the production system. 
The pervasiveness of this marketing practice, and the difficulty to change it, might be the result of 
the mental models farmers are trapped in, which keep them from seeing alternatives to legalize 
the charcoal production and to change the commercialization process. 

 

This might be also the result, however, of the tacit models underpinning local rural extension. 
Although the extension service in Santa Catarina has been considered a model for the whole 
country, its technicians are still unable to help the farmers to make a profit from their forests. As 
has been discussed by Röling (1992), the conventional linear model of agricultural technology 
development and utilization is pervasive, and “hard” scientists make decisions and give advice on 
the basis of their “social science” insights. Based on this model farmers are not considered as 
experimenters and technology developers, and the possibility to see them as entrepreneurs is to-
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tally ignored. As a further consequence of this mental model, farmers are the “hidden part” of the 
charcoal production chain: for them it was reserved the “dirty work”. 

Therefore, in this complex problematic situation the concern was to set up a researching system 
aiming to facilitate the organization of local groups of farmers to improve their situation as char-
coal producers beyond the production of raw material and utilization of new carbonization tech-
nologies: the purpose was to work with them to develop their capacity as entrepreneurs. An im-
portant issue to be dealt with was the necessary shift of perspective of rural extension from seeing 
farmers solely as passive receptors and users of technology to seeing them as innovative entre-
preneurs. 

To facilitate this process and drawing upon a systems perspective, a participatory action research 
was carried out with the purpose of creating the necessary circumstances for the emergence of 
entrepreneurship of family farmers charcoal producers. 

 
The researching system and its methodology 
Aiming at improving the local charcoal producing problem-situation through systemic change, a 
R&D project started in 2009 led to the distinction of a problem-determined system consisting of 
four articulated lines of action, namely the legalization of the properties; the design of production 
systems to produce the raw material (firewood); the improvement of the carbonization facilities; 
and the development of a fair marketing scheme. Among the purposes of this system, one was to 
create the circumstances for developing farmer’s capacity to establish themselves as entrepre-
neurs, making them independent of the middlemen to put their product into the market. 

An action-research approach was adopted and a series of activities were carried out with a con-
sistent participation of the farmers and their families. Methods and techniques included, among 
others, interviews, workshops, field data collection, SWOT analysis (Geifuls, 2005). 

 
The study site 
The research was carried out in São Mateus, a rural community in the municipality of Biguaçu, 
located 35 km far from Florianópolis, the capital of Santa Catarina State (figure 1). 

The interest in the problem-situation was triggered by the striking contradiction between the offi-
cial data indicating that there is no charcoal production in the region, and the data presented in the 
study of Uller-Gómez & Gartner (2008), which reported that 35% of the family farmers were 
involved in the activity. A few visits to the community not only confirmed the prevalence of the 
production but also suggested that charcoal represents the main source of income for many fami-
lies. A full description of the farming system in the community can be read in Bauer (2012). 

In the region, charcoal has been produced by smallholders, targeting mostly the domestic con-
sumption and the local market. Nevertheless, charcoal production in the region is more than an 
activity directed to the market: it is part of a wider land use system where farming and forestry 
are intimately linked in an interdependency ruled by the farmers according to their needs. 

The region is located within the “Mata Atlântica” and has been subject to environmental regula-
tions that limit conversion of forests to other land uses. In practice, such restriction prohibited the 
continuation of slash-and-burn, a traditional agricultural system practiced in the region and in the 
São Mateus community. In the last decade, instead of allowing fallow areas to grow as secondary 
forests, farmers have replaced them with tree plantations, mainly with exotic species like Euca-
lyptus, which are not the subject of environmental regulations. 
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Figure 1: Localization of the study site. 

 
 
The project 
The Projeto Nosso Carvão [Our Charcoal Project] is a participatory action research case study 
started in 2009 as an initiative of researchers from the Laboratory of Ecology and Management of 
Forest Ecosystems, at the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC) in southern Brazil. The 
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goal of the project was to improve the problem-situation of local charcoal production, involving 
the farmers in a learning process to run their activity as a business, becoming self-sufficient in all 
steps of the production chain.  

Therefore, a key concern was to raise awareness of the necessity to work in concerted rather than 
in parallel action, though not always this was possible due a lack of understanding of how to do 
this or due other constraints (resources, time, etc). This was also difficult because many of its 
assumptions have not been made explicit among the project members.  

The first contacts with the São Mateus community occurred during the work of Uller-Gómez & 
Gartner (2008). As the visits to the farmers continued, some familiarity to the farmers opened the 
first opportunities to talk about charcoal production, a subject they avoided as the activity was 
done illegally and consequent fines by environmental agencies were becoming frequent.  

The first attempts to set up a participatory project to improve the situation failed to get the in-
volvement of local and regional governmental agencies. Then it was decided to start working 
directly with the farmers, gaining their confidence and desire to get involved in the project. Ac-
ceptance of other stakeholders, including governmental agencies came gradually, as the first re-
sults of the project appeared, particularly the knowledge on the traditional charcoal production.   

 
Social transformative learning and entrepreneurship: some achievements 
The key aspect to be presented and discussed here is the process of facilitating the emergence of 
entrepreneurship among the charcoal producers, and the achievements obtained so far. One of the 
main issues challenging the project was how to design the process of enabling collective learning 
towards innovation and entrepreneurship, since most of the research on social learning is con-
cerned with natural resource management and policy (as in Maarleveld & Dangbégnon, 1999; 
Ison & Watson, 2007). In order to foster this process of collective learning towards innovation 
and entrepreneurship three lines of action were defined: the creation of a brand, the design of a 
charcoal package and the organization of a farmer’s association. 

Local charcoal producers were historically dependent on middlemen to bring their product into 
the market. For the farmers, their presence was a necessary and natural link within the charcoal 
production chain. It was therefore necessary to break with this vicious cycle, bringing the char-
coal producers out of the mental models they were apparently trapped in, which possibly were 
hindering them to view alternative ways of producing and marketing charcoal. Therefore, a whole 
range of activities were set up with the purpose of developing a different and fair marketing 
scheme. This marketing scheme was built around the idea of creating a brand for the charcoal 
produced by family farmers, as a way to convey to consumers the distinctive characteristics of the 
production site, of the charcoal production process and of the product itself. The farmers decided 
to name their product Nosso Carvão (Our Charcoal) manifesting, at the same time, their sense of 
ownership and their intention to send to consumers a message that their product is a quality local 
produce, distinct from other brands.  

The enactment of what can be conceived as a system to achieve a fair marketing scheme included 
also the development of a distinctive charcoal package as a way to encapsulate the idea of bring-
ing to the market a unique product. The development of this package involved the participation of 
students on Design (from UFSC), who participated in meetings to discuss the creation of a con-
cept for the brand and the package. The first layout was brought to the farmers and other meet-
ings were held to discuss the incorporation of their suggestions, until a final design was agreed. 
The charcoal package can be seen, therefore, as a concrete outcome of a collaborative process 
resulting from the engagement of several key stakeholders. Furthermore, for the charcoal produc-
ers who up to then feared producing an illegal product, the creation of the brand together with the 
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adoption of the package allowed the emergence of a strong sense of identity, and the recovery of 
their self-esteem. The first packs of legalized charcoals reached the local market by November 
2013, achieving a price twice as high as the usual. To our view, these two marketing measures 
worked as a positive (re-enforcing) feedback loop, and were useful to actively build stakeholding 
in the process of becoming independent of middlemen.  

But certainly the main achievement of the whole process of transforming the situation of these 
charcoal producers, enabling them to learn how to run their own business, bringing them out of 
illegality and given them an identity, was the creation of an association to structure the whole 
charcoal production process and its marketing. The Associação Valor da Roça (The Value of the 
Farm Association) is clearly the result of the stakeholder’s effort to develop a “shared platform 
for decision making and action”, what for Ison (2010) is an important implication for how social 
learning is understood, fostered and researched from the perspective of an interactive second-
order approach. The institutional (re)arrangement that has been triggered through this process of 
bringing into life a farmer’s association is an improvement in the situation through changes in 
understandings and in practices. 

The still dominant model of the local official rural extension is based on a first-order tradition 
(Ison & Russel, 2000), and therefore the reframing of certain common extension practices that 
happened during the project like the facilitation of innovative entrepreneurship instead of concen-
trating on the transfer of existing technologies can be seen as another important achievement of 
the project. At least during and through the participation in the project, local rural extension 
changed its view and way of acting from problem solving to situation improving. This might be 
considered an example of a contextual rural extension, in the sense that it has evidenced “greater 
coherence with the expressed needs of the day-to-day lives of the people involved” (Ison & Rus-
sel, 2000). Although entering the project only in its third year, the official rural extension service 
has played an active role in facilitating and supporting the development of entrepreneurship, 
which was essential to trigger stakeholder participation, a necessary condition to the emergence 
of social learning. 

Despite the project has not developed or adopted any sort of metrics to objectively measure social 
learning, an increase in the dynamic interaction among the farmers directly involved in the R&D 
project has been noticed, leading to the (re)construction of meaning and identity as has been dis-
cussed, which seems to be an important dynamic mechanism through which social learning oc-
curs. Beyond these evidences at an individual level, it was also observed that changes in under-
standings of the involved stakeholders have spread or diffused to other farmers of the wider 
communities of practice (as defined by Wenger, 1988) to which they belong. An evidence of that 
was the development of the The Book of Norms, a series of rules to be followed by the farmers to 
comply with the goals of the association related to the strength of their Brand. Each month, one 
of the farmers is visited by the others to check the compliance to the rules and to discuss further 
improvements of the activity. This new form of meeting, never done before by the farmers, seems 
to help building their feeling of belonging to the group. Therefore, we assume that the resulting 
collective entrepreneurship of family farmers producing charcoal is an outcome of a social learn-
ing process in a context of constrained environmental resources. There is no doubt that the behav-
ior of participating stakeholders expresses a purposeful concerted action. 

Although less discussed in the literature on social learning, leadership of individual stakeholders 
revealed to play a relevant role in fostering social interactions among actors within the researched 
social networks. For Bawden (2010), the emergence of leadership is a key aspect of an effective 
learning community. Snyder & Wenger (2010), discussing the communities-of-practice approach, 
also acknowledged that leadership by an effective community coordinator is a key success factor 
to cultivate learning systems. Indeed, in the course of the project it could be observed that beyond 
the importance and the affirmation of already existing leadership, the process of facilitating con-
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certed action towards entrepreneurship fostered the emergence of new leadership practices. Lead-
ership reveled to be important not only for stakeholders taking responsibility for the system they 
were structuring but also in the process of sharing among stakeholders “knowledge gleaned in 
practice”. 

Transforming the situation through social learning: some critical issues 
A very important issue in this action research project was how to design a research practice to 
foster social learning considering the different backgrounds of the involved researchers, the am-
plitude of their previous experiences in dealing with messy situations and their little awareness or 
knowledge about systemic thinking as a way to facilitate the transformation of the situation of 
concern. Furthermore, at the time the project was set up, it did not refer explicitly to such issues 
as social learning or entrepreneurship. This thinking has been introduced and became an issue of 
concern only as the project unfolded. To some extent it was necessary to create an institutional 
context for stakeholder’s social learning, and also the team project was engaged in a social learn-
ing experience regarding their research issues. We recognize that there was initially a lack of 
awareness that a social learning process was under development, which might have delayed the 
achievement of some project goals. However, we believe that this might have opened up new 
spaces for collective team learning. 

Therefore, as has been the case in many other projects, a critical issue was how to foster purpose-
fully the conditions for social learning among the involved stakeholders. To achieve concerted 
action is not only a challenge for them, but also for project team members acquainted to work in 
parallel according to their expertise. 

A further critical issue that deserves attention is clearly to distinguish between simply participa-
tion from concerted action resulting from a social learning process. As been discussed by Reed et 
al. (2010), although there is strong evidence that participatory processes may foster and facilitate 
social learning it cannot be assumed that participation inevitably implies that social learning takes 
place. Nevertheless, we have observed that the emergence of entrepreneurship demanded the ac-
tive participation of stakeholders and changes in their behavior. It is therefore crucial to create the 
circumstances for people to express their stakeholding in the situation what can be facilitated 
through practices such diverse as conversations and seminars. 
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Abstract: To help design advisory approaches tailored to farmers’ needs, we propose to highlight 
the different learning processes that lead to more sustainable farms. To this end, we have defined 
the concept of ‘learning regime’ as the set of mechanisms that are triggers for and lead to the ac-
quisition of new knowledge and skills, allowing the head of the farm to improve his production 
and management methods. This concept has been tested in the cotton-growing basin of Bobo-
Dioulasso in 30 farms considered innovative in five technical areas related to environmental sus-
tainability. The results show that there are four different types of regimes (transformer-observer, 
reactive-networker, optimizer-self-reliant and imitator-dependent). These results call into ques-
tion the assumption of homogeneity of farmers’ capacities to change their routines to acquire new 
skills and know-how. However, given that the nature of technical changes implemented is heavily 
influenced by the informational context in which the producer operates, supporting the learning 
of sustainability calls into question, in particular, the ability to empower farmers’ vis-à-vis this 
context. While this work’s contributions are currently mainly conceptual and methodological, it 
opens up new perspectives to improve processes and tools to support the emergence of a more 
sustainable agriculture. 

Keywords: learning regime, family farm, sustainable intensification, Burkina Faso 

 

Introduction 
Facilitating learning by rural actors is increasingly being recognized as a guarantee of sustainable 
rural development, innovation and adaptation to rapid changes affecting rural territories (Deugd 
et al., 1998; Darnhofer et al., 2010a). It is no longer a matter of getting farmers to adopt new 
techniques designed elsewhere but to help them formulate their problems themselves and to seek 
solutions most appropriate to their situation and to issues of sustainability. Developing such ca-
pabilities requires, in particular, a strengthening of the dynamics of learning (World Bank, 2007). 
Yet, as has already been pointed out by Röling and Van de Fliert (1994), learning processes for 
famers which would help them design and implement more sustainable forms of agriculture are 
poorly understood. 

Several authors have shown that learning of sustainability requires changes in values, representa-
tions (Burton, 2004; Keen et al., 2005; Wals, 2009), goals (Blactstock et al., 2009; Lankester, 
2013), or even skills (focused more on management and entrepreneurship, see Seppänen, 2001; 
Lamine et al., 2009; Weill-Fassina and Pastré, 2004). Each of these changes involves different 
learning mechanisms. Chantre (2009) shows that it is the combination of self-learning and group 
learning that seems to make possible changes in evolutionary trajectories to respond to exhorta-
tions to reduce pesticide use. Studies on sustainability – Marschke and Sinclair (2009) or 
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Darnohfer et al. (2010b) among others – show the importance of participatory and collaborative 
learning experiences in developing confidence, encouraging dialogue, and in urging individuals 
to be critical of their own and others’ methods and perceptions of the world. 

However, there are few studies that attempt to establish or to generalize causal links between a 
learning process – or a combination of them – and a type of change leading to greater sustainabil-
ity. In-depth, context-specific studies based on small samples, such as those of Chantre (2009) 
and Lankester (2013), are still needed, in order to  identify a theoretical model with a more gener-
ic scope. In continuation of this work, we try here to formalize the diversity of learning mecha-
nisms on farms which lead to technical or managerial changes. The question is: Are there specific 
ways to learn to conduct changes which lead to greater sustainability? To answer it, we have cho-
sen to focus on ‘learning regimes’ which we have defined as the set of mechanisms that are trig-
gers for and lead to the acquisition of new skills to implement new ways of managing farm and 
producing. In order to define these learning regimes, we proceeded in two steps. First, we ex-
plored the literature to identify key variables which help describe these regimes. We built on the 
existing work on learning in farms, using theories of adult learning, on the one hand, and evolu-
tionary approaches to business innovation, on the other. Second, we refined our analysis model 
by testing it on 30 farms in the cotton-growing area of Burkina Faso. All these farms are consid-
ered innovative in the implementation of their agricultural practices. 

We first present our analysis framework for learning regimes that encourage sustainability. We 
then present the outcomes in two stages: 1) the diversity of learning regimes in connection with 
the technical and managerial changes implemented, and 2) the factors related to the profile of the 
learner and to the informational context that can influence these regimes. We then discuss the 
validity of our analysis model, the perspectives for improvement and for the use of the results to 
improve approaches and tools to support the dynamics of learning of sustainability in family 
farms. 

 

Analysis framework 
To propose a concise overview of the different dimensions of learning (what, why, how), we 
choose to define the concept of ‘learning regime’. A learning regime is the complete set of mech-
anisms that are triggers for and allow the acquisition of skills to implement new ways of conduct-
ing one’s system of activity. 

We align ourselves with cognitive approaches – evolutionary and skills theories – that highlight 
the crucial role of learning mechanisms to understand the productive trajectories of firms and the 
foundations of technical change. Learning is seen as an organized and voluntary process. It is 
based on repetition and experimentation which ensure that tasks are performed with greater ease 
and speed, and thus allow the identification of new production opportunities (Dosi et al., 1990). 
This is accompanied by a building up of skills, defined as the expertise and knowledge gained 
over time (Richardson, 1972). Routines (repetitive model of action, Nelson, Winter, 1982) which 
are expressions of the firm’s skills can be improved and transmitted through the sharing of expe-
riences (Dosi, 1988). The nature of the skills acquired depends on the different institutional, geo-
graphic, and relational spaces (Lundvall, 2005) in which the firm is evolving. 

This model, when applied to the farm, allows us to define the coherence of a learning regime 
based on the following three mechanisms: 

- Trigger factors: why is the farmer learning? We consider learning to be voluntary. It can be 
initiated either because the farmer is ‘alert’ (Chantre, 2009) to any problem that may arise and 
require a solution or because there is a learning opportunity (with availability of information 
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or knowledge at low cost, as part of a project to support development, for example, or an in-
formal discussion). 

- The manner of learning or the learning style (Kilpatrick & Johns, 2003): how is he learning? 
The learning style encompasses both the nature of the source of the knowledge and the pro-
cess’s temporality: either it is a matter of through the learner’s own experience in a continu-
ous process, whose start and end are difficult to pin down, or it is through a source of exoge-
nous information, one-time, as in a training session, an exchange visit, a discussion with 
someone, which then requires an appropriation before it can be applied. 

- The outcome of the learning: the nature of the resulting change in the farm’s functioning. We 
deem three types of changes as relevant. The first is a change in agricultural practices, with-
out impact on the overall functioning of the farm. This normally corresponds to fine-tuning or 
optimization of the farm’s activities. The second is a systemic change corresponding to a 
change in the farmer’s objectives and his routines of organizing his productive activities 
(stopping cultivation of a particular crop, introduction of new activities, etc.). An analysis of 
the steps of the trajectory of evolution helps judge whether the change is systemic or not. The 
third change is of the farmer’s ‘frame of reference’ itself, i.e., of all his representations and 
assumptions resulting from acquired experience and which orient his perception of experienc-
es to come. This is what Mezirow (1991) calls transformative learning. A farmer’s frame of 
reference may, for example, be his understanding and knowledge of practices for managing 
his farm, or his ability to interact with others and build learning networks. We consider that 
such learning leads to a change even of methods of learning and therefore of the learning re-
gime. 
 

Finally, we consider that the learning regime is conditioned by the ‘learner profile’, which comes 
close to what Kolb defines as the intrinsic psychological and cognitive characteristics of the indi-
vidual which determine his preferred way to learn (whether through practical experience or 
through active conceptualization). To describe this profile, we initially rely on the key variables 
identified in previous studies on farmers’ profile: age, ethnicity, years of experience and capital 
owned. This last can help the learner’s ability to invest in the experiment, both on the physical 
level as on the psychological. We contend that this profile may vary over time when transforma-
tive learning takes place. 
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Figure 1: Analysis framework for learning regimes 

 
 
To summarize, a learning regime is constructed by combining two points of view, that of the 
farmer (emic view) and that of the researcher or the person evaluating the regime (etic view). 
Triggers, the style and the outcome are described by the farmer. The learner’s profile is described 
by the researcher, through descriptive variables, in order to test the importance of certain factors 
in the development of different types of learning regimes that will be identified. Figure 1 presents 
all the concepts, levels and factors mobilized to characterize a learning regime. 

Methods 
To validate and refine our analysis model, we selected ‘case studies’, that is to say a set of farms, 
which are notable in their ability to innovate and to be more sustainable than others. Given the 
influence of the informational context and of the learning profile on the learning regimes, we 
chose these farms according to two criteria: 1) their geographical location, in villages with similar 
agro-ecological contexts, but with differentiated informational contexts; 2) Certain structural 
characteristics (age and origin of the head of the farm, surface areas, cropping and livestock rear-
ing systems, equipment level).  

Three study sites 
Three villages were selected in the Koumbia department as a function of their accessibility to 
information and to new knowledge originating from support which was external to the village 
(project for development support, presence of advisors and technicians). These villages are dis-
tinguished mainly by the intensity of external interventions, the topics promoted being similar 
throughout the department or even the province. They mainly concern: the use of improved seeds, 
the introduction of fodder crops for livestock, diversification of food crops (maize, sesame, rice, 
soybeans), planting of orchards and trees for wood, use of manure, phytosanitary treatments of 
cotton, and land management (valley bottomlands for vegetable gardening, stone barriers). Occa-
sionally, we may note some contradictions in technical messages (for example, at the same time 
as the promotion of the ‘Operation 100,000 Ploughs’, some advisors were recommending mini-
mizing tillage to avoid soil-erosion phenomena). Currently the main convergences between the 
messages from technicians and advisors (livestock rearing, forests, agriculture, cotton) focus on 
the need to do more with fewer resources: favouring well-maintained small plots, small healthy 
herds, rational use of inputs, limited use of pastures and forests, and valorising of crop residues. 
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In part due to the differential access to these advisory messages, farmers in the three villages are 
in differentiated informational situations. This should permit the evaluation of the role of projects 
and the nature of relationships with various advisors in the perception of incentives to change. 

Criteria for identifying farms that are innovative and ‘more sustainable’ than others 
In order to identify farms that are innovative and ‘more sustainable’ than others, we relied on a 
combination of two information sources: 

- Data from surveys conducted in farms in the area provided information on their structural 
characteristics and the existence of practices and new production systems in the region. 
This data was compared with the standard farm trajectories in the region provided by the 
grey literature (Blainville and Dufumier 2009). 

- Discussions in each village with key resource persons helped refine the selection with re-
spect to their own perceptions of innovative practices implemented that allow producers 
to ‘do better than others’. 

In the cotton-growing basin, there coexist a variety of farms which differ mainly in terms of cot-
ton’s place in their production systems (not present, dominant, opportunistic, or in the process of 
being abandoned), the place of livestock farming in productive activities (dominant or marginal), 
and the importance of non-farm activities. The reference model we have used is the dominant one 
in which the farm still remains a cotton farm. In this model, maize is associated with cotton in 
short rotations without fallow; it follows the recommendations of the cotton producers’ group 
(CPG). The main sustainability issues that arise are environmental and economic ones: lowering 
of yields and of available surface areas, which result in a more intensive use of synthetic pesti-
cides and therefore in additional costs and even indebtedness. It is the deviations from this model 
that we sought. Interviews with key resource persons helped identify five areas of technical inno-
vation which lead to greater sustainability: diversification of the cropping system, diversification 
of the activity system, leveraging livestock rearing for crop farming, management of soil fertility, 
pesticide use, and management of the environment. 

Ten farmers were selected in each village, after making sure that each farmer had implemented 
technical or managerial innovations and that their learner profiles were varied enough to ensure a 
broad diversity in our case study. 

Data collection 
Farm interviews were conducted in two stages: 

- A first semi-structured interview used the life-narrative interview technique, allowing the 
farmer to describe the main stages of evolution of his farm and the major changes he has 
made. This allowed the reconstruction of the paths of evolution of the farm, and the changes 
in objectives or strategies that underpinned the transition from one stage to another. For each 
change made in connection with one of the five pre-identified technical domains, a detailed 
description regarding the learning process was requested by asking two questions: Why did 
he make this change? How did he do it? In other words, what had he to relearn in order to im-
plement this change? What were the main sources of learning that he used? 

- A second interview, more close-ended, aimed to identify the ‘learner profile’ (perception of 
learning, behaviour when confronted by problems and when searching for solutions, assess-
ment of training experiences and participation in projects, difficulties regarding the technical 
recommendations made to him, preferred information sources). This interview technique is 
more difficult for the producer since it is more theoretical and it involves the expression of 
difficult-to-identify tacit knowledge. The ease with which the producer responds is an indica-
tion in itself of his ability of conceptualization. 
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Results 
Simple and transformative learning regimes 
 
Figure 2: The four learning regimes 

 
 
The detailed analysis of the 30 case studies led us to identify recurrences in the links between 
triggers, styles of learning and nature of the changes. We regrouped these recurrences into four 
learning regimes (Fig. 2): Transformer-Observer (TO), Reactive-Networker (RN), Optimizer-
Self-reliant (OS), and Imitator-Dependent (ID). Strong correlations between triggers and learning 
styles have led us to retain only two discriminating criteria for these regimes: the control of the 
learning process (by the producer himself or from the outside) and the nature of learning (simple, 
transformative).  

o Transformative regimes: Transformer-Observer (TO) and Reactive-Networker (RN)  

These two regimes lead to systemic changes (increasingly integrated production systems) and 
transformative learning. Producers under these regimes have implemented innovations in several 
areas such as the integration of livestock rearing into their farming activities and the maintenance 
of soil fertility and of the activity system. 

The reasoning behind adjustments or improvements are based on production and livestock rearing 
systems (selecting crops that permit the use of stalks for livestock or mulching, cotton or sor-
ghum; valorising poor lands with relatively undemanding crops, retaining the good ones for 
maize, etc.). These types of producers are able to spell out the rules of decision making that en-
sure the success of their activities: criteria for choosing the most appropriate fields for a particular 
crop, the following of cropping calendars, rules for maintaining and feeding herds, choice of 
crops and rules for adjustments from one year to another (depending on seed availability, market 
prices, his family’s food preferences). They master their production system’s routines and the 
rules for optimization. 
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For each farmer, transformative learning has had effect in three domains: expansion of the uni-
verse of the possible changes, the transition to a more managerial approach to its farm with a full-
time commitment, and anticipation of future problems.  

In both regimes, TO and RN, producers mobilize the diversity of information sources available to 
them in the village (CPG, advisors, peers, projects) as well as outside. However, the information 
is mobilized differently in managing change at different stages, which leads us to distinguish RN 
regimes – which tend to be ‘controlled by outside’ – from TO regimes – which are, in contrast, 
‘controlled by the producer’. In RN regimes, learning is triggered by incentives to change origi-
nating from the farmers’ socio-professional environment, especially from their cotton advisors. 
The changes are numerous and frequent. It is the appropriation of the discourses and messages of 
technical advisors which guide ongoing experimentation. Mismatches can arise between the goals 
the farmer sets for himself and the stage of development of his farm. In contrast, in the TO re-
gimes, learning is triggered by a problematization constructed by the producer himself around 
projects he wants to undertake (such as the introduction of small livestock rearing, introduction of 
fodder crops) in order to correct deficiencies he has observed in his farm (inadequate income, 
lack of fodder, etc.). The TO regime consists of an alternation between phases of 
problematization and experimentation. It is primarily a search for ideas to improve or transform 
his activities that guides the farmer’s search for information, followed by continuous experimen-
tation. He then selects elements that can provide a solution to his problems from the projects and 
the advice he has received.   

o Simple regimes: Optimizer-Self-reliant (OS) and Imitator-Dependent (ID) 

These regimes encompass producers who do not make systemic changes. These producers mainly 
seek development and optimization of what they already do, without mastering the rules of ad-
justment/optimization and without a vision of what the others are doing (i.e., with no clear expla-
nations of their choices with respect to the context in which they operate). Their main motivation 
is the desire to reduce the drudgery of farming (in particular, of cotton cultivation) and/or the 
need to cope with farming shocks (loss of livestock, indebtedness). Areas of technical changes 
involve the development of small-animal rearing, the use of pesticides, environmental manage-
ment (SDR, stone barriers). Their representations of the environment are less structured or com-
plex than of the previous group. The producers do not demonstrate any changes in their frames of 
reference.   

The OS regime characterizes producers who, for the main part, rely on running their farms based 
on endogenous learning. It is the need to help the farm survive which triggers the need to learn. 
Reasoning and the search for information to modify or improve their activities revolve around 
agricultural practices (how to feed my cattle, how to apply fertilizer, how to make a ditch) with-
out any systemic perspective. Interactions with others are not focused on problems (why) but in-
stead on solutions (how). 

The ID regime, on the other hand, characterizes producers who manage their farms by relying 
mainly on learning acquired outside the farm. They find it difficult to explain the underlying ra-
tionales of changes they have made. They have a desire to accumulate information without neces-
sarily being a connection with a change to be implemented or a problem to be solved. It is 
‘shocks’ that trigger the change (loss of animals, disease, etc.). 

Explaining learning regimes: learner profiles and the informational context 
Learner profiles: The results show that the learner profiles appear more defined by the attitude of 
the head of the farm vis-à-vis the informational context (emancipation/conformism) than by the  
farms’ structural characteristics (such as age of head of the farm, date of assuming charge, ethnic-
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ity, level of education, capital). Correlations are not significant except for two variables: ethnicity 
and ownership of non-agriculture capital. 

Informational context: Two variables were explored: the role of projects and interventions and 
the role of advisory services on the type of learning regimes. We observe that it is not the tech-
nical content of external projects that most impacts regimes, but the creation of learning situa-
tions through interactions (workshops, visits, experiments, etc.) which enhance skills (control, 
adaptability) and transformative learning (with construction and widening of frames of refer-
ence). As far as the technical advice provided to producers is concerned, we find that since tech-
nical messages can be contradictory, what ultimately influences the producer’s choices is his con-
fidence in the technician.  

 

Discussion and conclusion 
 
Learning sustainability: learning to anticipate points of breaks in routines  
We observed that the technical changes which lead to increased environmental sustainability are 
triggered by different types of factors: the farmer’s need to continue in agriculture (either to meet 
his immediate needs, to keep the farm as an asset, to have an inheritance to pass on to his chil-
dren), difficulties encountered (insufficient production for his family’s requirements, exogenous 
shocks), interactions with others, either through participation in training programmes or in pro-
jects or through exchanges within social networks.  

These factors are more or less combined or more or less important depending on the level of 
skills already acquired by the producer in the managing of his various activities in an integrated 
manner. If he is already capable of implementing systemic changes, triggers for new learning will 
mainly be interactions with others that encourage him to change his frame of reference, have new 
ideas, and set himself new goals. Farmers who are incapable of understanding the importance of 
having a holistic farm approach will not be receptive to technical messages and proposals to help 
them better maintain their animals.  

But there exists, however, a common point between the different regimes in the way learning 
helps the transition from ‘one level to another’ (changes in practices, systemic, transformative). It 
is when the farmer is confronted with a situation of disruption or break in his routine, where the 
functions of the farm are no longer met, and where the principles that guide his actions no longer 
allow him to achieve his objectives. He is then forced to mobilize a new way of learning, usually 
involving someone external to the family farm. The sources of information the farmer uses in 
such a situation are peer exchanges, management advice provided by the cotton advisors in the 
CPG, experiments conducted in the framework of projects which encourage critical thinking 
about the activities being tested and their results (exchange workshops, presentation of results to 
others, etc.). 

 

Fine-tuning the characterization of regimes 
It appears necessary to fine-tune the characterization of learning regimes for sustainability, on the 
one hand, in terms of patterns of action of farmers and changes in these patterns and, on the other, 
in terms of organizational learning processes within the farm. 

- Revisiting the criteria for decision making, by emphasizing the ecological processes observed 
by the producers. We note that producers are guided in their actions more by the natural pro-
cesses they observe than by their knowledge of a state (such as soil ‘fertility’, for example, 
which is a concept widely used by the advisors). It is therefore no surprise that there are mis-
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matches between the problems perceived by producers and the solutions proposed to them. 
Thus, we end up in a situation where the analysis of more sustainable changes in the man-
agement of soil fertility boils down to the use of manure, compost and manure pits, recom-
mendations which are ill-suited to peasant realities. To analyze the learning processes in more 
detail, we will have to move further upstream, to the criteria that guide the technical changes 
which can bring about improved soil conditions, including parallels with natural processes. 

- Integrating organizational learning. An important factor in the dynamics of learning for sus-
tainability seems to be the mobilization of the family in decision-making, sharing of tasks and 
reflection. In most of our interviews, the head of the farm no longer considered himself as the 
sole decision maker. Often, it is the young sons who are sent to projects and training pro-
grammes because their father is aware of the importance of learning, for himself and therefore 
for his family. Young people are considered ‘innovators’ and valued as such. It therefore 
seems necessary to consider a number of family farms, those with heads who have a more 
managerial approach to their families and their farms, as ‘learning organizations’ (Argyris 
and Schon, 2002), with dynamics similar to those of entrepreneurship, in order to better un-
derstand the learning dynamics underpinning technical change.  

Supporting the regimes 
Our identification of the different learning regimes can become a basis for rethinking the func-
tions of advisory services and systems, by focusing on the farmers’ diverse characteristics, not in 
terms of literacy as is often done, but in terms of capacities and skills in a given context. The 
challenge is to supply the farmers with the means to undertake changes on their own. This im-
plies, for example, leveraging the various learning sources currently being used, making them 
more accessible and making them more equal (contrary to farmer perceptions, recommendations 
originating from foreign projects are not more ‘right’ than those from local cotton or technical 
advisors). 

Conclusion 
The results of this study are currently mainly conceptual and methodological. Our analysis model 
should be further refined along three axes: an improved consideration of organizational learning 
on the family farm; an identification of analytical concepts of sustainability that are closer to the 
modes of reasoning of producers; and the verification of the effects of certain factors (learner 
profiles) on the types of regimes. The significance of the informational context seems very high 
(history and nature of relations with state consultants and agro-industrial firms). We  distin-
guished two opposite types of learning style (emancipation or conformism) that both lead to more 
sustainable farms Learner profiles too are important (ethnicity, security in the form of non-
agricultural capital); they play a significant role in determining the type of technical changes the 
farmer adopts. In the perspective of mobilizing individuals to facilitate and support learning (in-
novation brokers), it seems particularly appropriate to identify producers who have transmittable 
knowledge and skills on how to make changes for increased sustainability. Creating spaces for 
exchanges between producers who are at common stages of development or have similar prob-
lems, leveraging specific know-how of different ethnic groups and inter-cultural exchanges, and 
facilitating access to existing information in a given territory seem to be some of the many possi-
ble ways of strengthening existing dynamics of learning. 
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Abstract: To contribute to the question of what fosters entrepreneurial learning, we consider the 
building of strategic thinking to be an entrepreneurial learning process, identified through the 
concept of proactivity. We consider that entrepreneurs are not “born” but “made”. We analyze the 
role of management advice on entrepreneurial learning, exploring the building of proactivity of 
small-scale farmers. We assume that all farmers, whatever their resources and education levels, 
can build more proactivity through the learning process triggered by advice, through training and 
exchange about agriculture, and through better command of management tools. 

Through a field work in Benin based on the analysis of learning processes in a management ad-
vice for family farm (MAFF) approach, we considered a sample of nineteen farmers before and 
after one year of training, to analyze the evolution of their proactivity. Through technical and 
management training based on planning, follow up and evaluation tools, for both literate and illit-
erate farmers, MAFF approach enables farmers to better understand their environment, assess 
their own resources and situation with “new eyes” and enact differently in this environment. The 
level of proactivity before the training is also a strong element influencing the learning process: 
proactive farmers act more quickly toward change, but farmers considered as “not proactive” 
before training attribute important changes triggered by MAFF, discovering their power on their 
environment and the possibility of change, acting toward more planned activities, leading to more 
reflexive strategic thinking. 

Farmers’ entrepreneurship is triggered by MAFF, enabling them to build their strategic thinking, 
being more proactive towards change. Those results also show that change, especially on entre-
preneurship, is quick, built during the first year of MAFF, but longer time is needed for a full 
learning process leading to more autonomous strategic thinking and good command of manage-
ment tools. 

Keywords: farm management, strategic thinking, proactivity, learning process, entrepreneurial 
learning, agricultural advisory services, extension 

 

 

Context and purpose of the study: analyzing learning processes at strategic farm 
management level 
In Africa, extension has strongly evolved during the past twenty years. Extension approaches 
were oriented toward more participative and capacity building demand-based methods, with ad-
visers going from an “extensionist / teacher” role to a “facilitator” one, enabling participants to 
lead the learning processes (Röling & Jong, 1998 ; Waddington et al., 2010). This shift is going 
from advice as “knowledge-transfer” to an advice as a support to “knowledge-building” among 
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different actors, leading to a great diversity of financial, institutional and organizational set up 
(Birner et al., 2006), with advice considered as a tool for problem solving (Faure et al., 2012). 

In Bénin, following this global trend, MAFF (Management advice to family farms - conseil à 
l’exploitation familiale / CEF) is a farm management advice approach, chosen to be the lead ap-
proach for rural advisory services in the last rural advisory services’ national strategy (MAEP, 
2008). MAFF is delivered by different institutions: farmers’ organizations, local NGO or state 
advisory organization. MAFF is an agricultural advisory method for small scale farmers consist-
ing in individual and group trainings, field visits and learning of management tools, based on the 
analysis of their management system and decision making process for their farm and family. This 
global method integrates management and technical advice, associated with a diagnosis of the 
socio-economic environment of the producers, in order to identify their main constraints, explore 
new opportunities and widen their social networks to make their on-going activities more profita-
ble and/or select more profitable ones. This approach has been adapted to fit producers’ needs, in 
terms of advice but also in terms of educational levels. In the last MAFF project in Bénin 
(PADYP – Projet d’Appui aux Dynamiques Productives), three different types of groups have 
been developed, to reach all kinds of producers, from literate ones, able to write, take notes of 
their results and do their own follow-up, to non-literate ones, working on literacy methods for 
management follow-up, or non literates without any kind of written follow-up. 

MAFF is aiming at building producers’ entrepreneurship, enabling them to know better their ac-
tivities, and monitor them through a more reflexive look, feeding strategic thinking and eventual-
ly have a more precise strategic vision and act toward it more adequately. Some questions were 
raised about the efficiency of MAFF beyond adoption of management tools (Moumouni et al., 
2011) to fully address the strategic management level. Furthermore, in agriculture, learning pro-
cesses through extension have been documented, but more at a transformative level (Percy, 2005 
; Taylor et al., 2012) rather than on a strategic management and entrepreneurship level. In devel-
oping countries, where knowledge-based approaches are promoted for agriculture (GFRAS, 
2012), few studies have highlighted the role of management advice in strategic learning process. 

The aim of this communication is to understand how MAFF builds entrepreneurship, through 
learning processes, especially at the level of strategic management. Entrepreneurship is often de-
scribed in the agricultural sector as a quality or an ability that some individuals have (Aouni & 
Surlemont, 2007), enabling them to be innovative, leaders and proactive in creating new opportu-
nities. Here, we consider that entrepreneurs are not “born” but “made” (Gibb, 2005 ; Henry et al., 
2005). We choose not to focus on the individuals themselves but on the learning processes taking 
place for each individual. We want to consider here entrepreneurship as both the trigger and the 
result of a recursive learning process (Mintzberg et al., 1999), in a dialogic relationship between 
strategic vision and strategic actions (Morin & Le Moigne, 1999), where planning activities (in-
cluding planning, monitoring and evaluation) are not important as such, but feed the strategic 
thinking process (Heracleous, 1998 ; Liedtka, 1998). Strategic thinking here is the combination of 
strategic vision and strategic actions toward this vision, linked in a non linear, recursive and 
complex way, characterized through the concept of proactivity (Laberge, 2003). Proactivity is not 
a static profile but a dynamic construct, which can be enhanced through learning processes such 
as training and advice. In order to develop a “flexible expertise, based on a complex worldview to 
meet the demands of innovation in a changing environment” (Gielen et al., 2003), farmers that are 
considered to have more “proactive” strategic thinking have a clear anticipated vision of their 
future, and act toward it with strategic actions adapted to those objectives. They generally have a 
reflexive look on their own practices and experiences in order to enact (Weick, 1999), enhance 
their own strategic thinking and achieve their goals.  

To contribute to the question of what fosters entrepreneurial learning (Lans et al., 2008), we ex-
plore the role of farm management advice on entrepreneurial learning processes in agriculture, 
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exploring the evolution of proactivity of small-scale farmers. We assume that all farmers, what-
ever their resources and education levels, can build more proactivity through the learning process 
triggered by the relationship and exchanges through advice. 

 

Analytic framework, design and methodology 
To characterize producers’ situation before and after MAFF, we selected three main elements of 
this situation to be analyzed: their strategic thinking, their activity system including their level of 
resources and their management practices. We consider that strategic thinking is the element that 
is going to change during the first year of MAFF; the other elements may change afterwards. 

The first element is related to producers’ strategic thinking (Torset, 2002) and may be character-
ized by farmer’s proactivity. We adopt an interpretativist point of view, to analyze producers’ 
perception and interpretation of their situation and constraints, to see how MAFF can make them 
evolve. Proactivity is identified through producer’s strategic vision (vision of the future, specifi-
cation of a project) linked to the source of change perceived by farmers (if they consider having 
power on their situation and change) and strategic actions (if they undertake actions to reach this 
strategic vision). Strategic vision is identified through producers’ discourse on their vision of fu-
ture, on a detailed project, on their perception of their power on change and on their situation 
(source of change). Their strategic actions are identified in their discourse by analyzing the ac-
tions, experimentations and tests undertaken to achieve their strategic vision, to reach their objec-
tives. We categorize producers according to four proactivity trends: passive (no strategic vision 
and no strategic actions), reactive (no strategic vision; strategic actions when induced by external 
forces); constrained imaginative (strategic vision; no strategic actions toward it, mainly because 
of perceived constraints); proactive (strategic vision and strategic actions toward it).  

This proactivity is characterized before MAFF started and after one year of MAFF, to see what 
changes producers attribute to MAFF and, within those changes, what can be seen as proactivity 
building. We differentiate producers evolving on one of the three proactivity attributes (strategic 
vision, source of change, strategic action) (+) from those not attributing to MAFF any change for 
this proactivity component (=). To explore the recursivity of this learning process, we identify the 
situation of producers before MAFF through their proactivity, but also though their activity sys-
tems and through their management planning practices, to cross this different elements and ex-
plore their influence on the entrepreneurial learning process. 

The second level of analysis of their situation is their activity system and their level of resources. 
Their activity systems are characterized through the level of diversification of activities 
(Chambers & Conway, 1991 ; Farrington et al., 1999) : main activity, level of diversification 
(farm, on farm, off farm, nonfarm activities), role and frequency of nonfarm and off farm activi-
ties. Their activity system (AS) is also characterized through their level of resources, identified by 
their livelihoods (Ellis, 2000 ; Scoones, 2009), seen through different kind of capitals: human 
capital; social capital; financial capital; physical capital; natural capital. According to those fac-
tors, we categorized producers before MAFF in four activity system groups: group 1 of activity 
systems with limited diversification of agricultural and non agricultural activities and limited lev-
el of resources; group 2 with strong activity diversification, and medium level of resources; group 
3 specialized in agriculture and with high level of resources; and group 4 with agriculture as a 
secondary activity and high level of resources.  

The third level defining producers’ situation before MAFF is their management planning practic-
es, identified through indicators related to seven management domains: cropping system plan-
ning; monitoring and evaluation of agricultural activities; work force management; inputs man-
agement, cash flow management; harvest storage management, and investments planning. For 
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each of the seven management “domains”, we analyzed the level of planning, and attributed 
trends (“+” if they had indicators to schedule and evaluate in each domain, “-“ if they didn’t). We 
added the result of each domain to categorize each producer according to a planning gradient 
(from 0 to 7). Planning practices give us an understanding of the level of prevision and monitor-
ing in farm management. Planning practices can be compared for each producer with strategic 
thinking and proactivity, to see if planning is linked with strategic thinking.  

Based on this framework, adopting an interpretativist posture, we conducted semi-structured in-
terviews with 42 producers in two regions of Southern Bénin (Mono Couffo and Ouémé Plateau) 
before MAFF started, and with 19 producers after one year (with all producers remaining from 
the previous sample). Producers were selected among four different MAFF groups supervised by 
four different advisors. Even if the groups and advisors were different, this first year of MAFF is 
considered as “standard”, advice consisting more in technical and management collective training 
and discussion than individualized advice. We controlled that the type of advisors and the type of 
advice were not a major influence on proactivity building during this first year.  

To detect the evolution of proactivity for the 19 producers of our sample, we analyzed producers’ 
discourse before and after MAFF on their future, their project and the actions undertaken to reach 
their vision. To identify the changes that were relevant and that could be considered as proactivity 
changes, we analyzed the changes spontaneously attributed to MAFF by the 19 producers after 
one year of advice and the changes in their answers to similar question before and after MAFF. 
We discussed those changes with the producers, to be able to conclude to proactivity changes.  

The findings of this study are interesting both to analyze entrepreneurial learning through man-
agement advice leading to proactivity building and to design recommendations for improving 
MAFF methods. 

 

Findings 
 
Producers’ situation before MAFF 
The results regarding producers’ situation before MAFF are presented in table 1 below.  
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Table 1: Situation of 19 producers before MAFF  
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6 F 1 _ - - - - - - - 0
25 F 1 _ - + - - - - - 1
27 F 1 _ - - - - - - - 0
30 F 2 Primary - - - - - - - 0
2 F 3 - + + - - + + - 4
5 M 4 Primary + - - + - - + 3

32 F 2 _ - + - - +/- + - 2
7 M 3 Primary - + + - + - - 3

29 M 3 _ + + + - - + - 4
11 M 4 Primary - - - - - - - 0
4 M 2 Primary - - + + + - - 3

22 F 2 Adult literacy - - - + - + + 3
34 M 2 _ + + - + +/- + + 5
1 M 3 Secondary + + + - + + + 6
3 M 3 Secondary + + + + + + + 7
8 M 3 Secondary + + + + + + + 7
9 M 3 Primary + + + - - + - 4

14 M 3 Secondary + - + - - - - 2
10 M 4 Secondary + + + - - - - 0

Constrained 
imaginative 

Passive

Proactive

Reactive

Pl
an

ni
ng

 p
ro

fil
e

N° EducationSexProactivity

Farm planning process

Activity 
systems

 

The data collected before MAFF started shows a great diversity of situations, according to our 
three levels of analysis. Those results reveal trends: passive farmers are generally less educated, 
with limited resources (activity system group 1), including only women. Producers who have 
more proactive strategic thinking have generally better resources levels (activity system groups 2 
to 4), better education and more planned management practices. Reactive farmers and constrained 
imaginative farmers are diversified in terms of sex, level of resources and education. But we can 
also see that proactivity, resources and planning practices are not directly linked. Proactive pro-
ducers are not always the one with greater resources and more planned management. Producers 
with resources are not always the proactive ones and with more planned practices. Producers with 
less resources (and less educated) are more often less proactive, but can be proactive in some 
situations (3 producers from the activity system group 2 are proactive). We can also see that pro-
ducers that have attended secondary education are all proactive but proactive producers are not all 
educated: proactivity is not directly linked to education, but education seems to facilitate proac-
tivity building. Moreover, even if we recognize some potential bias in the sample (proactive 
farmers might be more inclined to participate to advisory project), all types of producers, whatev-
er their activity systems, their planning practices and their proactivity, participate in MAFF. 

Proactivity changes: building producers’ strategic thinking  
After one year of participation in MAFF, farmers attributed several kind of changes to MAFF, 
going from individual changes on their reflection and behavior with other, to agricultural tech-
niques, farm management practices and family budget management practices, to more result ori-
ented changes on family well being, expenses management practices and investments perspec-
tives (see table 2 below). 
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Table 2: Types of changes spontaneously attributed to MAFF by producers after one year 
Change 
domains

Types of changes based on farmers’ discourse Number of producers 
attributing intention 

of change on this 
domain (over 19)

Number of producers 
that have undertook 

change on this domain 
(over 19)

Autonomous thinking 5 11
Change is possible and greater power on change 4 7
Ask for help around instead of working alone 2 5
Communication is important and want to be a change agent
for others 0 2

Changes of agricultural techniques (fertilization, inputs
use, seedling, weeding) 7 10

Changes on agricultural and breeding systems,
intensification and better complementarities between
activities 

6 10

Changes on the organization of all activities and the use of
calendar 8 12

Changes on the measure of fields and land use
management 7 8

Changes on field performance evaluation and activities
profitability 5 10

Changes in cash flow management 7 8
Changes in harvest storage management 4 5
Changes in investment strategies 3 5
Changes in labor force management and collective
discussions around work 3 5

Better knowledge of family needs 3 7
Changes in types of expenses 6 15
Changes in use of saved money and discussion around
money allocation (food, health, education) 3 4

Changes in the gender work distribution 3 3
Changes in the collective rules (better negotiation of
change at village level) 6 4

Collective actions (for MAFF group members) 0 6
Transmission of experience outside of the group and
informal training of relatives and friends 3 5

Individual and
cognitive 
changes

Agricultural 
practices

Farm manage-
ment

Family

Relation-
ships outside
family

 

Producers link this changes to several results that they attribute to MAFF: better production and 
incomes, food security and better nutrition, school fees covered (no choice to make between the 
children for school attendance), health (less illnesses by better nutrition, health expenses cov-
ered), savings (“tontine” which a traditional saving mechanisms, investments (house, roof, con-
veyance), agricultural investments (land, boat, agricultural and processing tools). 

Based on the changes attributed to MAFF by each farmer, we analyzed underlying proactivity 
changes, on the strategic vision, source of change and strategic actions (presented in table 3). 
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Table 3: Synthesis of proactivity changes during the first year of participation to MAFF  

Strategic 
vision

Change 
source

Strategic 
actions

6 F 1 0 - = = =
25 F 1 1 - = = =
27 F 1 0 - = + =
2 F 2 4 - = + +
30 F 2 0 Primary = + +
5 M 4 3 Primary = + +
7 F 3 3 Primary + + +
29 M 3 4 - + + =
32 M 3 2 - + + +
11 M 4 0 Primary + + +
4 M 2 3 Primary + + +
22 F 2 3 Adult + + +
34 M 2 5 - + = +
1 M 3 6 Secondary = + +
3 M 3 7 Secondary = = +
8 M 3 7 Secondary = + +
9 M 3 4 Primary + + +
14 M 3 2 Secondary + + +
10 M 4 3 Secondary + + +

10 15 15
9 4 4

Proactivity building after one year of 
MAFFProfile before MAFF

N° AS 
group

Planning 
profile Educ.Proactivity

Strategic thinking
Sex

No changes

Passive

Reactive

Constrained 
imaginative

Proactive

Changes
 

According to the changes attributed to MAFF, ten producers attributed changes in their strategic 
vision, explaining that MAFF, through the use of management tools and better ability to measure, 
but also through exchange and discussions, gives them better knowledge of their system, re-
sources and situation, and enable them to have a more precise strategic vision for the future and 
helped them precise their project. One producer explained that “MAFF gave us visibility on what 
we’re doing; it showed us what was underneath what we’re doing. MAFF helps us understand 
what is not clear and gives us a clearer idea of what we want to do in the future”. Fifteen pro-
ducers evolved through MAFF in their source of change: MAFF reveled or reinforced their per-
ception of power on change, enabling them to act on their situation and their environment: “now, 
I know that I can change the environment and people around me. I can have new ideas that can 
motivate me and others to evolve toward a better situation”. Fifteen producers attributed to 
MAFF changes in strategic actions, linked to changes in their perceived constraints: “I have the 
same ideas than before, but MAFF gave me tools to understand that I have everything that I need 
to achieve my goals”. Those results reveal that a great majority of producers attributes an evolu-
tion of the different aspects of proactivity to MAFF during the first year (only two producers 
don’t attribute change of proactivity to MAFF during this first year, even though they attribute 
other changes). Those changes give us insight to understand what entrepreneurial learning pro-
cess is triggered by MAFF. This diversity in proactivity building is explained mostly by the pro-
ducers’ proactivity before MAFF. 
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A recursive learning process: proactivity before MAFF is the main influence factor on pro-
activity building 
If we look at the proactivity changes that producers attribute to MAFF in table 3, we can assume 
that the main influence factor is not the type of activity system or the previous level of planning, 
but the proactivity level or profile before MAFF started. 

Passive producers don’t really attribute change of proactivity to MAFF. They mainly attribute 
change on the possibility of change, but they don’t perceive changes in strategic vision or strate-
gic actions, and don’t become really aware of their power on change. One of them expressed a 
change in her power of change, but still rely on external help to undertake changes in their sys-
tem. Passive producers evolve toward a more positive perception of change, without really build-
ing new proactivity during this first year.  

For reactive producers, MAFF changes mainly their perception of their own power on change, 
going from an external source to a more internal source of change. Even if they don’t express real 
changes in strategic vision yet, MAFF helps them to have a more precise vision of their system, 
act more adequately and be actors of their own development. They express intention to have a 
precise project (and develop eventually a strategic vision) in the future. 

Constrained imaginatives attribute great changes to MAFF. MAFF enable them to see their situa-
tion with « new eyes » and see differently what they formerly perceived as constraints. They 
know their system and situation more precisely, feel more powerful to act toward change, and 
mobilize their resources more adequately. Those changes lead to strategic actions that they were 
unable to undertake before MAFF started. They all attribute a strong shift in their strategic vision 
and actions to MAFF, talking about “rupture” in their way of perceiving their environment and 
their role in this environment, and already undertaking strategic actions during the first year of 
participation to MAFF. 

Proactive producers attribute changes of different intensity to MAFF, mainly according to their 
previous planning practices. For those with less planned farm management practices before 
MAFF (0 to 5), MAFF changes all components of proactivity, enabling them to have a more pre-
cise strategic vision, more internal source of change and act toward this vision more adequately. 
For those already planning strongly their management of activities before MAFF (6 and 7 do-
mains planned), their strategic vision doesn’t change, but MAFF enables them to optimize their 
system, without really changing their strategic vision and/or their source of change. For the ma-
jority of proactive producers, even if they had an internal source of change before MAFF, MAFF 
reinforces this source of change, giving them a full perception of their power on change. 

More broadly, MAFF seems to first change the already existing part of proactivity of each initial 
profile (strategic actions for reactive, strategic vision for constrained imaginative), but all produc-
ers change through MAFF, with different intensity. Passive producers change only on the possi-
bility of change, which can be considered as a great change for producers thinking beforehand 
that change was not possible, but not yet on strategic thinking itself. 

The table 4 presents the synthesis of proactivity building for the 19 producers (adding the differ-
ent proactivity attributes – vision, source of change, actions) from 0 to 3, according to the differ-
ent influence factors. 
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Table 4: Synthesis of proactivity building according to different influence factors  
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We see in this table that proactivity before MAFF is the main factor explaining proactivity build-
ing during MAFF, enabling us to conclude to the recursivity of the learning process. 

Those results underline the role of MAFF as a revealer of producers’ resources and role upon 
change. Producers who change are not necessarily producers with more resources, more educated 
and with planning practices before MAFF: even if activity systems and planning practices can 
have a secondary role on proactivity building, the main factor is proactivity before MAFF, cata-
lyzing proactivity building. Proactivity is both a product and an influence factor of entrepreneuri-
al learning, in a recursive learning process.  

Those results also confirm that learning processes induced by MAFF go beyond management 
tools adoption (Moumouni et al., 2011), this first year of MAFF being more targeted to discus-
sion and collective reflection on what management tools can be used for rather than management 
tools training itself. The different activities undertaken by advisors trigger reflexive thinking and 
proactivity building for producers, mainly by changing their perception on their situation systems 
and environment.  

 

Discussion and practical implications 
 

In this study, the concept of proactivity was used to analyze producer’s situation and the changes 
in strategic thinking, to identify entrepreneurial learning through MAFF. 

The first level of results raises the importance of proactivity in identifying producer’s situation 
before MAFF, cross-analyzing producer’s proactivity, their activity systems and resources and 
their planning practices. We showed that those three levels are not directly linked, proactive 
farmers are not necessarily planning their activities and don’t necessarily have more resources. At 
theoretical level, we see an opportunity in the concept of proactivity, to enrich the literature on 
farm strategic management. Research work on farm strategic management have been scarce the 
past years (Jeanneaux & Blasquiet-Revol, 2012), and more focused on the use of management 
tools rather than the process of strategic thinking itself. Our work present the concept of proactiv-
ity as an indicator of the recursive and permanent learning process that strategic thinking is. This 
analysis of strategic thinking enables us to explore the emergence and elaboration of strategy, 
beyond a « management cycle » defined by sequenced and sequential steps. Strategy building is 
both deliberate and emergent (Mintzberg et al., 1999), linking strategic vision and strategic ac-
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tions, in a complex, non linear and recursive way. Moreover, without trying to define stables psy-
chological profiles or permanent personality attributes, we now better understand how MAFF 
triggers and reinforces this dynamic learning process for farm managers depending on the farmer’ 
proactivity profile. This study is based on producers’ interpretation and perception of their situa-
tion and environment. Analyzing those results from an exploration and exploitation point of view 
(March, 1991), proactivity building enables producers to switch from exploitation of « per-
ceived » resources to exploration of « revealed » resources  and enable them to create new oppor-
tunities in their environment. Managers don’t define their strategy in reaction of their environ-
ment anymore, but enact in this environment with their « revealed » resources, and progressively 
become autonomous in this reflexive strategic thinking.  

Those different dimensions of strategic thinking (vision, source of change, actions) enable us to 
analyze the role of advice in this learning process on the dialogic relationship between individuals 
and their farm (Morin & Le Moigne, 1999 ; Fonrouge, 2002 ; Martinet, 2006). MAFF acts on this 
dialogic relationship between producers and their activity system by decreasing the strategic “ten-
sion” existing between their defined objectives and their perceived resources to reach them 
(Prahalad & Hamel, 1995). MAFF empowers producers by working mainly on their interpretation 
of the world around them, their system and situation, rather than acting directly on them. Our 
results clearly show that proactivity rapidly evolves in one year of MAFF which was not obvious 
before that research. Such a result is of interest to better design MAFF approach, especially on 
the targeting of producers and the methods to be deployed to reach more producers (Faure et al., 
2014). 

This study also gives some insight regarding the difference between planning and strategic think-
ing, and to what extent management tools and planning tools have a role in this strategic thinking 
learning process. In our work, we differentiate strategic thinking (proactivity) and planning 
(planning management practices). The results show that both dimensions are not directly linked, 
proactive producers don’t necessarily plan farm management, and producers having strong plan-
ning practices are not always proactive producers. As shown by Liedtka (1998), we can confirm 
that planning tools are not essential to strategic thinking, but feed the strategic thinking process, 
reinforcing proactivity building. Indeed, the “trails” given by MAFF and management tools mo-
bilized through MAFF enable producers to build plans : those plans are not themselves the turn-
ing point of proactivity building, but enable mental scheme and strategic vision modification, 
(Heracleous, 1998), leading to more proactivity. 

Those results seems relevant to questions the targeting of advisory approaches often based on 
“leaders” and “innovators”, that are often considered to be the most educated and resourceful 
farmers. Our results show here that all kind of producers participate and change through MAFF, 
and more resourceful farmers are not necessarily the proactive ones. MAFF is an interesting ap-
proach, promoting a global analysis of the system farm-family, enabling producers to build their 
proactivity and strategic thinking, already during the first year of advice. All producers evolve, at 
different pace: MAFF could trigger greater changes if better adapted to each proactivity level, 
working on the main perceived constraint of each proactivity level. Nonetheless, we don’t think 
that targeting advice by proactivity profile would be necessary. We think that proactive producers 
play a great role of “enrolment” of other producers in the entrepreneurial learning process, some-
times leading to greater changes for the non proactive farmers that they enroll rather than them-
selves. 

More research is needed to explore the changes on the longer term, to see if identified changes 
after one year are stable or evolve again (i.e. if passive producers’ proactivity evolve later on), to 
see if proactivity is “stable” or can be destructed. Analyzing changes in strategic thinking on the 
longer term can also highlight potentials links between proactivity building and economical and 
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social performance, to see if strategic thinking and the specification of a project for farmers leads 
to better well being for the family. 
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Abstract: To adjust to a world that is changing socially, environmentally and economically, 
farmers will need to farm sustainably and be adaptive, entrepreneurial and resilient.  They may 
have to farm in ways that are unthinkable to them.  We suggest that supporting and encouraging 
farmers’ social and environmental ‘breadth of view’ or awareness of the impact of their farms on 
the wellbeing of themselves, their families, communities and the wider world environmentally 
and socially may lead to them being more likely to adapt and change their practices.   

By calculating attitudinal indices of social and environmental breadth of view, propensity to 
adapt, and importance placed on financial criteria from a farmer survey we were able to link the 
way these qualities interacted to affect farmers’ practices and actions, through comparison with 
on-farm data collected from farmers in the ARGOS program.  Using a ‘good farming’ perspec-
tive to interpret what we found, we demonstrate how breadth of view informs farmer’s actions 
and practices in two ways: to conform or to change.  Farmers with the broadest breadth of view 
and the highest propensity to adapt, were more entrepreneurial through adjusting their practices 
more to the world in which they found themselves and were able to farm financially successfully 
and environmentally sustainably.    

Keywords: sustainability, adaptation, resilience, entrepreneurial, social breadth of view, envi-
ronmental breadth of view, good farming, social wellbeing, environmental wellbeing  

 
Introduction 
It is generally acknowledged that to satisfy the changing demands of the market and governments 
for environmental sustainability will require constant change and adaptation of existing farming 
practices (e.g., Darnhofer et al., 2010).  Before changing however, a farmer has to have the desire 
to change. As Buell (2001: 1) stated, “The success of all environmentalist efforts finally hinges 
not on ‘some highly developed technology or some arcane new science’ but on ‘a state of mind’: 
on attitudes, feelings, images, narratives”. It is this latter component of change that is of interest 
here. The research and theory on the nature of attitudes and their connection to practices has so 
far made only a modest contribution to understanding how best to achieve desired improvements 
in environmental management (e.g., Austria - Schmitzberger et al., 2005; Norway - Setten, 2004; 
Finland - Silvasti, 2003; U.K. – Burton et al., 2008; Australia - Lockie and Higgins, 2007). By 
explaining how farmers are influenced by the norms of the culture around them, the ‘good farm-
ing’ literature (e.g., Burton, 2004a; Stock, 2007) has promise to show how better to achieve 
change towards more sustainable farming practices.  

This theoretical approach concentrates on “language, meaning, representation, identity and dif-
ference” (Burton, 2004b: 361), using qualitative research to study farmers as legitimate actors 
and seeking to more fully understand why farmers do what they do. Burton (2004a: 207) de-
scribes the ‘good farmer’:  
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… for many farmers it [the landscape] represents a picture of good farming practice, dis-
played in a manner that enables the farmer to obtain social status and recognition within 
the community as a ‘good farmer’ and to judge the credentials of others. The farm is not 
simply an object, it is consubstantial with the farmer and, importantly, it is the very part of 
the farmer that is used to express his/her and his/her family’s identities, both to other 
members of the farming community and to the world in general. 

This article will show how the good farmer approach can be enhanced to offer a fuller under-
standing of change in farm practices. It introduces and explores the concepts of social and envi-
ronmental ‘breadth of view’ developed by the authors to characterise the varying extent to which 
these aspects are taken into account in management practice. Substance is given to the theoretical 
argument by using the results of transdisciplinary research to link measurements of attitudes 
gained from surveys with on-farm practices and the results of those practices supported by envi-
ronmental, financial, farm management and interview data. This provides richness and unex-
pected insights into farmers’ actions, demonstrating the possibility of farming practice that is 
adaptive, environmentally responsible and financially successful.   

Good Farming, Unthinkable Practices and Breadth of View 
Much of the good farming literature has built upon Bourdieu’s theory of practice (Bourdieu, 
1998, 1990) to explain farmers’ proclivities to certain actions.  In this approach, a key question is: 
how do farmers come to see the unthinkable (such as a novel environmental practice) not only as 
thinkable, but do-able and transformed into action? The three key concepts in this theory, ‘habi-
tus’ (Setten, 2004; Raedeke et al., 2003), ‘field’ (Carolan, 2005) and ‘capital’ (Burton 2004a; 
Burton et al. 2008), are usefully applied to farming and farmers as the previous references testify. 
Habitus, described as a ‘disposition to act’, is not necessarily conscious or articulated but be-
comes embodied in people through practice (Adams, 2006: 514-516), providing them with 
knowledge of what is the ‘right thing to do’ (Bourdieu, 1998: 8; Setten, 2004).  As a result, some 
actions are unthinkable (Bourdieu, 1990: 59; Shucksmith, 1993: 468).  Habitus is acted 
out/practiced/performed in the relationship between fields and capital (Bourdieu, 1990: 66-79).  
Fields are structured around competition for capital governed by rules - laws, regulations, poli-
cies, or social norms. However, such ‘rules’ can reduce the chance of farmers taking up environ-
mentally sustainable practices because these practices fall into the category of being unthinkable.  
Capital can be of four main types.  It may be symbolic giving a person status in a field, economic, 
social, in the form of social networks, or cultural.  Cultural capital is described as knowledge 
gained from education or other sources.  Of particular interest to this article is cultural capital in 
the form of ‘know-how’ which enables a person to interpret the symbolic nature of capital in a 
field.  Burton et al. (2008) assert that farmers are able to ‘read’ the signs of ‘good farming’ and so 
aspire to incorporate them into their own practices.  To not do so becomes unthinkable within a 
farming community. 

Unthinkability has been demonstrated by Jay (2005) in her study of intensive dairy farming in the 
Waikato district of New Zealand in which high production is prized.  Farmers who opposed hav-
ing native bush on their property saw it as “untidy, a sign of laziness, a source of pests and weeds 
or a waste of productive land” (Jay, 2005: 25).  The kiwifruit industry in New Zealand rewards 
economically those who have taken a risk to grow gold kiwifruit or use organic management but 
some members of the community award status to those who have a tidy orchard and this goal can 
work against achieving higher economic returns and environmental sustanability (Hunt, 2010).  
What these examples suggest is that farmers are not likely to change their practices unless they 
are able to visibly demonstrate their skills and knowledge in ways that are acknowledged and 
rewarded with symbolic capital in their cultural communities (Burton et al., 2008).  

After our first interviews with the farmer participants in our research program (Hunt et al., 2005, 
2006) we were intrigued by those who placed themselves and their actions in a global context.  
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They read beyond their field of work and were interested in what was going on in the world ra-
ther than limiting themselves to interest in their local communities or particular aspects of the 
world such as national sporting achievements.  Some even felt that by following particular farm-
ing practices such as farming organically, they were benefitting the global environment, and 
providing the world with better quality, healthier food.  We hypothesized that these farmers 
would also be more likely to perceive the full extent of the consequences of their farm and its 
management.  Did they see their farm and its management as affecting the wellbeing of them-
selves only, or did it affect the local community or the world? Did they see their farm and its 
management affecting the environment primarily within their property, or did it affect their re-
gion or the world? We named these concepts social and environmental breadth of view respec-
tively. 

For farmers to adapt to changing circumstances, they may have to do something new or to change 
their farm practices in ways that are unthinkable to other farmers. Some may be cautious and 
watch others changing, waiting to see how a new practice works out or becomes more acceptable.  
Just as certain practices will be unthinkable to a person with a breadth of view restricted to the 
community around him or her, so will other practices be unthinkable to someone with a more 
global breadth of view.  Doing the unthinkable may also be linked to financial factors, that is, 
ensuring good returns may entice or force farmers into doing the unthinkable. Hence, we suggest 
that good farming, adaptability, financial focus and breadth of view are linked and will result in 
differing on-farm practices and outcomes. 

Method 
Findings reported in this article come from the first six years work of the Agriculture Research 
Group on Sustainability project (ARGOS – see www.argos.org.nz). The objective of ARGOS is 
to advance understanding of sustainable agriculture through the comparison of different man-
agement systems (conventional, integrated and organic) in the three main sectors in New Zealand 
agriculture (sheep/beef, dairy and horticulture). Farm-level research has been complemented by 
two national surveys of farmers and horticulturalists which enabled us to measure the prevalence 
of attitudes and perspectives discerned in interviews.   

The 2008 survey consisted of random samples of conventional and registered organic farmers and 
horticulturalists (see Fairweather et al., 2009) of the sheep/beef, dairy and horticulture sectors 
from whom we gathered measures of breadth of view, importance placed on financial indicators 
and the likelihood of farmers adapting or changing their farming practices. Social breadth of view 
was measured by asking farmers to indicate their level of agreement on a seven point Likert scale 
from 1 (very strongly disagree) to 7 (very strongly agree) with each of the three elements of the 
following statement: 

My farm/orchard and my management of it are closely related to the wellbeing of myself 
and my family/the local community/the world.  

Similarly, environmental breadth of view was measured by asking farmers to indicate their level 
of agreement with each of the three elements of the following statement: 

My farm/orchard management affects the environment primarily within the productive ar-
eas of the property/in the region where my property is located/on a global scale. 

The likelihood of farmers adapting or changing was measured by asking how often they consid-
ered or implemented the following strategies on a seven point scale from 1 (never) to 7 (always): 

I adopt proven practices rather than do my own experiments. 
I seldom deviate from established farm plans. 
I learn new things by talking to a variety of people. 
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We measured the importance on a seven point Likert scale from 1 (very unimportant) to 7 (very 
important) that farmers placed on indicators of financial performance - gross income, working 
expenses, actual income versus budget income, cash surplus/deficit, net profit/loss, changes in 
equity, ratio of working expenses to gross income, and return on capital. Another statement on a 
farmer’s general approach to management asked how often on a seven point scale from 1 (never) 
to 7 (always) they considered or implemented the following strategy:  

I pay close attention to money in the bank and good financial returns from each part of my 
business.  

Survey results can only suggest that farmers use different practices as a consequence of their atti-
tudes but do not provide direct evidence of this. This problem can only be resolved by making 
assessments of actual on-farm practices. For the usual sample sizes involved in farmer surveys 
this is very difficult both logistically and financially. The ARGOS research programme provided 
one way to do so. By having participant farmers complete the survey questionnaire it was possi-
ble to make linkages between the attitudinal and on-farm datasets.  In this way ARGOS farmers 
were positioned within the survey data, and then used as representing farmers with the particular 
attitudes represented in the survey.   

Single indices were obtained for each group of variables that measured breadth of view (social 
and environmental), financial emphasis and adaptive propensity respectively, by using Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA). These four indices (each standardized to fit a unit normal distribu-
tion) were then subjected to a cluster analysis which produced a four cluster solution that differ-
entiated between farmers over each of the indices. 

Finally, to examine the relationship between the attitudes of those in the clusters to the results of 
those attitudes on practices and outcomes on the farm the cluster membership was restricted to 
ARGOS sheep/beef farmers and unbalanced analyses of variance were carried out over the col-
lected on-farm variables for the 25 farmers for whom we had full data sets.  Many of the on-farm 
variables could also be influenced by factors such as management system and location, and co-
variates to do with farm size and/or percentage of farm return from cropping, therefore, where 
appropriate, these factors or covariates were accounted for in the analysis. For example, soil 
characteristics could also be related to a farm’s geographical location. By using these factors in 
the analysis it could be decided if a difference between clusters was simply due to one of these 
factors or variables, or whether it indicated a high possibility of a ‘real’ difference. We also re-
ferred to the knowledge we had of ARGOS farmers from our interviews (see Hunt et al., 2006; 
Rosin et al. 2007).  

Results 
PCAs carried out for each group of variables gave indices for each survey participant of social 
breadth of view (64% of variation explained), environmental breadth of view (61% of variation 
explained), financial emphasis51 (47% of variation explained) and adaptive propensity (44% of 
variation explained). When considering the propensity to adapt, analysis of the data showed that 
the first two measures were positively correlated with the third, meaning that the more farmers 
said that they learnt new things by talking to others, the more likely they were to not experiment 
and not to deviate from plans. This meant that though the adaptive propensity index only ex-
plained 44 percent of the variation, we considered this quite satisfactory because it was a 
weighted average which placed greatest weight on the two variables about doing experiments and 
less weight (but still some) on ‘learning new things by talking to a wide variety of people’.   

                                                 
51 We debated the name given to this measure. It was mainly a measure of the importance placed on these variables as indicators 
of financial performance, however, each variable correlated highly significantly (p<0.01) with the one about how often the farmer 
considered or implemented the strategy of ‘paying close attention to money in the bank and good financial returns from each part 
of my business’ which indicated to us that a high score on the indicators also demonstrated an emphasis on financial matters.  
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A cluster analysis on these four factor scores produced a very satisfactory four cluster solution52, 
each cluster providing a good mix across the indices.  Table 1 presents the average score for each 
index in each cluster53. Farmers in Cluster 4 are of the most interest because while they have a 
lower financial emphasis, they are the ones with the broadest social and economic breadth of 
view and the strongest adaptive propensity.  

Table 1: Location of each cluster on the four indices 

Index 
Cluster 

1 2 3 4 
Financial emphasis +0.6 +0.4 -0.9 -0.2 
Social breadth of view +0.6 -0.4 -0.9 +0.7 
Environmental breadth of view +0.7 -1.1 -0.3 +0.7 
Adaptive propensity -0.8 -0.2 +0.3 +0.9 
No. in cluster (%) 133 (27%) 129 (26%) 118 (24%) 115 (23%) 
 
When the clusters were compared by using the ARGOS farmers in each of the clusters as repre-
senting all farmers in that cluster, it was found that two of the four ARGOS farmers in Cluster 4 
had a heavy emphasis on cropping as part of their business. This meant that farmers in this cluster 
on average spent more over six years on costs associated with cropping, fertiliser (whether per 
hectare, per stocking unit or per farm), vehicles and fuel, and labour. Overall financially over six 
years, Cluster 4 had the highest farm working expenses, cash farm expenses and operating ex-
penses whatever factors and covariates were used in the analysis. They applied more phosphate 
and magnesium in fertilizers however they were measured and analysed. These variables repre-
sent on-farm practices.  

The results of these practices also showed up Cluster 4 as different from the other clusters. These 
farmers had on average over six years a higher effective farm surplus per hectare or per farm 
whether or not feed surplus was accounted for, and a higher farm operating surplus. The two 
more pastorally based farms had fewer Californian and nodding thistles but more dock, and pro-
duced meat more cheaply than their counterparts in the other clusters.       

When the interview data and our knowledge of the four farmers were considered, it was found 
that these Cluster 4 farmers had very few practices in common. This surprised us and demonstrat-
ed the importance of interviewing and knowing our participants.   

One of the farming couples in Cluster 4 based their enterprise mainly on beef cattle. They made 
sure they had holidays every year – which is different from most of the ARGOS farmers. In re-
cent times they have purchased a hill country property to meet the dream of the male of the cou-
ple. This land can be used to maintain stock when the coastal property is experiencing drought 
conditions. Both of these attributes increase the resilience of this farm. Also, it gave this farmer a 
new interest at a time when his interest in farming was waning. 

Another Cluster 4 farmer likes to take risks of both a physical and financial nature. He moved to 
deer farming at the very beginning of this trend and then quickly changed to farming stags only 
for their velvet, when this was very profitable. He later became organic, an unthinkable practice 
in the macho farming circles he moves in, for similar commercial reasons. He does not farm steep 
slopes which are not profitable (leaving them covered in woody weeds) and has chosen not to 
clear streams which keeps the waterways in a pristine condition.  

                                                 
52 This used the Quick Cluster procedure in SPSS.   
53 The values in this table are standardised - a negative value does not indicate a negative meaning for the attribute it measures. In 
other words, these values should be used for purposes of comparison between the clusters rather than as having some absolute 
meaningful value.  
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The other Cluster 4 farmer who practices organics also is a risk taker who produces organic vege-
table seeds for a European company – a very risky enterprise requiring a large investment in the 
original seed and no return for nearly two years – the length of time needed to get some crops 
from planting through harvesting to payment. He leases land and is involved in share farming, 
both of which give him greater flexibility. He and his partner have developed their waterways 
with native plantings and the stream on this property improves in clarity. Sheep are used in a way 
that complements the other farm activities.   

The final farmer in Cluster 4 uses every part of his farm in a carefully balanced system, so it is 
not over stressed. He has a wide range of sources of income trying new crops if he feels they fit 
into his system. Similarly, he uses practices such as minimum tillage (see Coughenour, 2003), 
saving on energy and enabling him to have a quick turn-around in his cropping and lamb finish-
ing rotations. Having decided his farm was a business has given him permission to operate in new 
‘fields’ and take a legitimate interest in all sorts of things. He reads widely, for example, keeping 
up with what is happening in other agricultural industries such as dairying because it may give 
him clues about what might happen in the future.   

 

Discussion and conclusion 
Breadth of view may be linked to doing the unthinkable in a number of ways. First, farmers with 
a greater breadth of view may source their ideas more widely and be less concerned about how 
they are evaluated by the people around them. This makes them free to be different and to do 
what, for those with a narrower breadth of view, is unthinkable. Second, farmers with a narrow 
breadth of view may be tied into local definitions of good farming and be very concerned about 
local traditions and culture and less likely to do anything different. Third, a wide breadth of view 
may provide a source of new ideas and supportive networks thus encouraging innovation and 
doing what is unthinkable to others. In a related vein, wider breadth of view may mean that farm-
ers are more sensitive to the ideas of others outside the farming community, including those who 
criticize farming practices, and are therefore are more willing to change farm practices and do the 
unthinkable. In this way we argue that breadth of view is a component of cultural capital. It is an 
attribute that enables farmers to act (or not act) in particular ways by putting to use the 
knowledge and ‘know-how’ they have acquired and are able to ‘read’ (symbolically from the 
‘signs’ around them as well as literally), or gain from their social networks. This ‘knowledge’, 
awareness or learning which is often unconscious, will become embedded in their practices. 
Modern farming is involved in an increasing number of enterprises as many farmers diversify the 
number of products they produce to decrease risk.  Hence a farmer with a wider social breadth of 
view is likely to have acquired the knowledge required to negotiate his/her way in a greater num-
ber of different arenas and their associated markets.   

This article raises a question about the role of breadth of view in bringing change to farm practic-
es. Our results support a qualified answer. The principal finding of the foregoing analysis of the 
survey responses is the evidence of diverse relationships between breadth of view and adaptation 
propensity. We have shown that breadth of view acts differently for different farmers. For some it 
is a source of new ideas and networks that encouraged change while for others it was a driver of 
conformity. While a good proportion (50%) of farmers, those included in Cluster 1 and Cluster 4, 
were similar in that they shared a wider social and environmental breadth of view, the contrasts 
between them were in their propensity to adapt and their emphasis on financial indicators. Cluster 
4 farmers were prepared to experiment – they were more likely to learn new things by talking to 
people and to break away from their plans and proven practices. They were also less likely to use 
financial returns as a measurement of their success and identity, yet achieved much higher returns 
than the others. They demonstrate that sustainable social, environmental and financial gains can 
be achieved by those who are prepared to change.  
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Abstract: Agricultural activity is still a key factor for rural development. The high competitive-
ness of Murcia’s agriculture is everyday having to face new problems and challenges. The imbal-
ance between natural resources and their regeneration capacity is due to the high agricultural and 
industrial holdings that have been instituted in recent decades as well as to southern Spain’s own 
meteorological problems. In addition, social difficulties also add up. Because of the existing 
problems, and with the aim of finding effective solutions to obtain the highest profitability and 
first quality products, certain entrepreneurs have adopted competitive strategies based on quality 
and innovation in the production process, under the conceptual basis of “Working With People” 
(WWP) and from a social learning perspective that encourages the resilience of the sector. The 
actual and future trend is that for the managing of agricultural systems, measures where agricul-
ture development and environmental conservation coexist should be taken, allowing the progres-
sion towards a sustainable agricultural model. Measures taken in this direction and under the con-
ceptual framework WWP by the Agrarian Transformation Society Camposeven will be looked at 
and discussed.  

Keywords: rural development, intensive agriculture, innovation, product certification, organic 
farming, Working With People, resilience  

 

Introduction 
Agricultural activity is still a key factor for rural development. In the Mediterranean region this 
aspect presents a deep environmental, social and economic problem derived from the difficult 
existing conditions for farming in an arid climate with acute water shortage. The drainage basin 
of the Segura River that supplies the region with water, presents a structural deficit of 460 Hm3. 
In the area of the study: Murcia, the rainfall hardly reaches 225 liters per m2 (Murcia, 2010).  

The high competitiveness of Murcia’s agriculture is everyday having to face new problems and 
challenges. The imbalance between natural resources and their regeneration capacity is due to the 
high agricultural and industrial holdings that have been instituted in recent decades as well as to 
southern Spain’s own meteorological problems. The whole country, and therefore Murcia’s need 
of extending the growing areas in order to obtain more products and higher economical benefits 
has prompted the abuse of heavy machinery, pesticides and greenhouses; all of this can be tra-
duced into biodiversity, soil and vegetation loss, as well as a worrying water shortage (Murcia, 
2010). Other harmful practices are excessive land cultivation or clearing, intensive agriculture, 
urbanization of virgin land, and the misuse of aquifer resources. Adding up to this, we can find 
the power of intermediaries, the lack of labor and the increasing international competition affect-
ing the profitability of the production. To the economical and environmental problems, social 
difficulties also add up: agriculture recession due to the farmers ageing (older than 40) and the 
scarce number of young people willing to substitute them; making extremely necessary a genera-
tional takeover. In this process, quality and innovation are key factors, boosting product certifica-
tion as the distinctive element of the region and encouraging the evolution of organic farming 
(Murcia, 2010). 
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Because of the existing problems, and with the aim of finding effective solutions to obtain the 
highest profitability and first quality products, certain entrepreneurs have adopted competitive 
strategies based on quality and innovation in the production process, under the conceptual basis 
of “Working With People” and from a social learning perspective that encourages the resilience 
of the sector. The actual and future trend is that for the managing of agricultural systems, 
measures where agriculture development and environmental conservation coexist should be tak-
en, allowing the progression towards a sustainable agricultural model.  Therefore, the aim of the 
study will be to come up with effective possible solutions related to innovation and social learn-
ing to obtain high profitability and first quality products respecting and protecting the environ-
ment; this will be looked at through 2 different aspects, which are the key to achieve sustainable 
rural development: resilience and knowledge and learning (innovation and social learning). The 
study will be performed through a deep analysis of an Agricultural Society of Transformation 
called Camposeven found in Murcia that has applied strategies from quality and innovation into 
the production process through the diversification and specialization of the business and the 
products offered. These strategies have been assumed following a social learning process includ-
ed into the conceptual model of Working With People. Therefore, considering the global chal-
lenges that agricultural systems and rural development have to face (Murcia, 2010), this paper 
shows the beginning of a research work that will carry on until April 2014 that will extract the 
lessons and experiences from Camposeven; successful experiences that from a knowledge and 
learning approach make resilience feasible and reachable, in order to bring stability and prosperi-
ty to the rural areas. 

Working With People conceptual framework as social learning process 
Our study will be based upon WWP as main conceptual framework because it opens up the pos-
sibility of a “new modernization” research question and new postmodern approaches to enlighten 
existing questions in rural development project’s theory and in planning as social learning re-
search. At the core of the WWP model, the balance between three dimensions of competences —
technical, behavioral and contextual competences— is basic. Also, this model leads to considera-
ble progress by achieving a balanced role of agents and an empowerment in the four areas of a 
social relationship system: political, public, private and social (Cazorla et al., 2013). 

Learning is a key concept for research and production in innovation (Sandberg & Ohman, 2011), 
as for these to happen, it is necessary that the users get involved in the different management and 
production processes that apply to each territory (Alburquerque, 2008).  Given the social nature 
of learning and innovation for resilience in a territory, it is imperative to work in close contact 
with the people; this way, from the model Working With People (WWP), this social learning pro-
cess becomes easier through the interaction and knowledge transfer. From a WWP perspective, 
innovation is conceived as an open and interactive process that includes new human relationships, 
management, administration and negotiation systems; with a strong social dimension that war-
rants constant adaptation and learning in all knowledge forms (Cazorla et al., 2013). This capaci-
ty of adaptation to change is precisely a necessary condition to achieve resilience in a territory.     

In Camposeven, people represent a fundamental value; they bet to have the best team in order to 
obtain the best results. To this end, they have assumed a WWP model (Cazorla et al. 2013) 
through a social learning process (Friedmann, 1993) in the enforcement of their innovative strate-
gies. The learning process of the society can be distinguished from the existing relationship be-
tween its 42 members (distributed in 8 families), who have achieved an important consolidation 
through trust, mutual respect, and common values; key factors affecting the success of this Agrar-
ian Society.  

Methodology  
In order to start analyzing information, data from different sources of information was needed. 
Firstly, data obtained first hand was recorded and studied. Data was obtained from structured 
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interviews through email exchanges with Camposeven’s Manager, as well as from semi-
structured interviews done to various members of Camposeven’s staff during a field trip visit on 
November 2013. During this visit, 3 interviews where carried out to different staff in charge of: 
the storehouse, the finance and the technical issues of the company.   

Secondary sources of information have been studied so far to extract the problems found in the 
region of Murcia. For future development of the research, data from official governmental docu-
ments will be analyzed, and all the information concerning Agriculture in Murcia will be extract-
ed for further analysis. All this information will be obtained from official sites of the Spanish 
government, Murcia’s government or local official institutions. More localized general data about 
the area of Campo de Cartagena where Camposeven is located, will also be acquired. These are 
the following steps for progressing with the investigation.   

Results 
Although nowadays Murcia’s economy is living the momentum of tourism and second home, 
historically, economy has been moved largely by the agricultural sector, with the food industry 
being one of its main development engines and one of the main pillars with greatest contribution 
to GDP and territorial equilibrium. In 2012, 10% of national agrifood exports came from Murcia, 
and its agriculture and livestock represented 4.58% of regional GDP. Agricultural production 
represented 3.8% of the sector’s national income; highlighting fruit and vegetables with 39% 
(24.6% of the country’s total). Vegetables grown in Murcia represent 13% of the Spanish total 
(Murcia, 2010).  

Problems for Agriculture in Murcia 
However, the high competitiveness of Murcia’s agriculture is everyday having to face new prob-
lems and challenges (see figure 1); the Region has to deal with the power of intermediaries, the 
lack of labor and the increasing international competition that affect the profitability of the pro-
duction, meteorological problems, and price rises due to tourism expansion.  

 
Figure 1. Problems, Source: Own elaboration obtained from Murcia’s RDP 2007-2013. 
 

 
 

Murcia’s need of extending the growing areas in order to obtain more products and higher eco-
nomical benefits means they have to rethink their agrarian system to become sustainable and en-
vironmentally friendly. 
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Figure 3. Internal Structure of Camposeven, Source: Own elaboration with information obtained from primary data 
 

 
 

 
Discussion 
From an innovational system approach, innovation is conceived as an interactive process in 
which multiple actors interrelate to construct it (van Mierlo, Leeuwis, Smits, & Klein, 2010) and 
proposes human activities to be examined as a complex set in which people have different points 
of view; therefore, the innovation process implies an important social collective dimension that 
entails a constant adaptation knowledge and learning of technological conditions and a constantly 
changing market(De los Ríos et al., 2002). According to this view point, innovation processes, as 
well as research on innovation require a constant interaction between the parts where learning is a 
key concept (Ellstrom, 2010). 

Friedmann (1993) defines social learning as a complex process, where action, strategy, political 
tactic, reality analysis and values direct actions and projects. For Röling (2002), learning occurs 
when actors change, more or less simultaneously, their mentality in a way that drives them to a 
new form of effective action coordination. 
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Nowadays resposible innovation is booming (Von Shomberg, 2011; Stilgoe, Owen, & 
Macnaghten, 2013); Shomberg defines it as a “transparent and interactive process through which 
social actors and innovation producers become considerate based on acceptance, ethics, innova-
tion sustainability, as well as in their products negotiation; with the aim of permitting adequate 
inclusion of society technological advancements”. For Stilgoe et al. (2013), a more responsible 
vision of innovation implies “caring for the future through collective management of science and 
innovation”, and demands for the integration of factors such as anticipation, reflexivity, inclusion 
and responsibility under the context of governance; where negotiation becomes necessary to deal 
with conflicts arising from these factors. As Leewis (2004) indicates, “Effective social learning is 
unlikely to happen if it is not embedded in a well-managed negotiation process. At the same time, 
effective negotiation is impossible without a properly facilitated social learning process.” 

In line with the descriptions above, from a social learning perspective, the way the concept of 
responsible innovation is being developed shall open a wide path for deliberation aiming at creat-
ing sensible policies (Stilgoe et al. (2013). 

 
From technical-entrepreneurial component 
To survive in a highly competitive environment, the entrepreneur needs to have in mind strategy 
renovation in terms of commercialization, and the different goods and services offered (Borchert, 
1988). In this sense and from this component, innovation focuses on the continuous search for 
product differentiation and diversity, based on research.  

Aiming to find effective solutions to obtain high profitability and first quality products caring for 
the environment, Camposeven has adopted a variety of innovation, diversification and specializa-
tion strategies for their businesses and products (see Fig.2), under strict quality standards; through 
which they have boosted product certification as a distinctive element of the Region, propitiating 
the increasing evolution of ecological agriculture.  

 

From ethical-social component  
Under this component, resilience’s spotlight is worker’s competence development; considering 
competences as a demonstrated aptitude to apply knowledge and/or abilities, and when required, 
personal attributes; where competence certification arises as an important public and formal 
recognition of a person’s skills (ISO/IEC 17024, 2012). In this context, knowledge and learning 
needs that innovation creators and users evaluate their social abilities to improve their knowledge 
generation capacity (Badilescu-Buga, 2013) and as a consequence encourage resilience.  

This way, the social relationship system shall be guided by values and ethics (Cazorla et al., 
2013), which are necessary competences to successfully overcome moral conflicts related with 
the involved parts; as well as reaching reliability and trust between the parts (IPMA, 2010).   

In Camposeven, which has been created and is being run by farmers, people represent a funda-
mental value; they bet to have the best team in order to obtain the best results. To this end, they 
have assumed a WWP model (Cazorla et al., 2013) through a social learning process (Friedmann, 
1993) in the enforcement of their innovative strategies. From a participatory and learning logic, 
the existing relationship between its 42 members (distributed in 8 families) has achieved an im-
portant consolidation through trust, mutual respect, and common values; key factors affecting the 
success of the society.  

Moreover, the involvement of the partners can be seen through the interest and ongoing tracing 
put on the whole investigation process carried out by research institutions; with the aim of con-
trasting the execution of the request in terms of cost, technology, environment and consumers. 
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Because of the strategic alliances built with research institutions, two different types of 
knowledge get together in an environment of appreciation. 

In order to drive their crops to a more human dimension, they have started to grow biodynamic 
products with the aim of son getting the certification. At the moment, 6 out of 8 families produce 
ecologic, and it is estimated that in the following 3 to 4 years, no conventional agriculture will be 
produced in Camposeven.  

 

From political-contextual component 
From a political-contextual point of view, resilience searches for the integration of societal needs 
within its physical, environmental and economic context, which more implicitly means govern-
ance (Miller et al., 2010). 

Within a difficult global context, companies should take into account, amongst other variables, 
consumer’s demands, integration strategies with the tourism sector and with I+D+i international 
knowledge networks. Camposeven within a complex context has rethought the agricultural sys-
tem from a more sustainable approach and with a deeper human dimension. For which it has cre-
ated links with the UPM, and because of this link they are now part of a European Union research 
project called RETHINK, which searches to rethink the links between farm modernization, rural 
development and resilience in a world of increasing demands and finite resources. 

 
Conclusions 
Camposeven represents a successful experience on how social learning approaches make the in-
novation process feasible and reachable, in order to contribute to the sustainable development of 
a rural territory. 

Innovation is crucial for the resilience of a territory, and it emerges from a social learning, and 
knowledge generating joint process found within complex dynamics based on human aspects and 
development. Understanding innovation from this view point requires a human side supported on 
ethics and values that develop competences and ease the process escorting resilience (De los Rí-
os, Guillén-Torres, & Herrera-Reyes, 2013), Within a dynamic and complex concept that needs 
constant adaptation to technological conditions and very fast changing market (De los Ríos et al, 
2002), new forms of knowledge and learning find their peak meaning when integrated within 
people’s development. A pro-active community influences the development of fresh trajectories 
and propitiates the creation of an innovative environment (Magis, 2010); it is therefore necessary 
to improve the competences of the parties, as pro-active leaders, committed teams, common val-
ues and solid trust become essential; aiming to encourage tacit knowledge transfer that entails 
success by achieving common goals.  

To reach knowledge and learning as such, social learning processes have to be led by a suitable 
model built on complex thinking that focuses on a relational understanding through dynamical 
relationships in the search for joint knowledge production. 

In this broad context, Camposeven increases every year its production and commercialization, 
through sustainable and respectful means based on respect and trust and flexibility. Therefore, 
they represent a successful experience on how social learning and knowledge approaches make 
resilience feasible and reachable, in order to contribute to the development of the rural territory. 
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Toward an integrative perspective on learning in innovation initiatives: 
The case of the Dutch greenhouse sector 
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Abstract: It is widely acknowledged that innovation goes hand in hand with learning. However, 
theories in the realm of sustainability sciences mostly concentrate on diversity and learning out-
comes, whereas theories from the educational sciences mostly focus on learning as interaction. In 
this contribution, we aim to benefit from an integration of these perspectives in order to better 
understand how different interaction patterns contribute to learning. We studied an initiative of 
greenhouse growers that moved towards more client-oriented business models by innovating their 
value chains, while at the same time increasing their societal acceptability (societally responsible 
innovation). As action researchers we collected extensive transcripts of meetings, interviews, and 
various other documents. Transcripts were segmented into qualitatively different interaction epi-
sodes. Next, we used an open coding strategy to identify different patterns of interaction. Then 
we coded which episodes resulted in a learning outcome. Preliminary analysis suggests that 
seemingly "negative" attack-and-defend patterns of interaction certainly can result in substantial 
results, while seemingly "positive" synthetic interaction patterns, where participants strive to 
build on each other, can result in rather bland interaction without substantial outcomes. 

Keywords: Innovation, greenhouse growers, social learning, negotiation of meaning 

 
 
Introduction 
The more complex our innovation challenges, the more important the associated learning pro-
cesses. Sustainability issues, complex as they are, arguably constitute the highest such innovation 
challenge. However, our understanding of the associated learning processes is still maturing. Var-
ious scientific disciplines have contributed to our understanding of learning in general, but they 
widely differ in how they conceptually approach learning and the extent to which they apply to 
the specific context of sustainability issues. Especially research on social learning in the context 
of natural resource management involves societal contexts with rather high complexity (e.g., 
Pahl-Wostl, 2006; Ison & Watson, 2007; Rodela, 2011). But even this line of research often does 
not take into account learning across networks, beyond the group level (Cundill, 2010; Reed et 
al., 2010). 

Traditionally, educational science can be seen as the main discipline concerned with learning. 
Theories in the realm of sustainability sciences mostly concentrate on learning in terms of diver-
sity learning outcomes, whereas theories from the educational sciences mostly focus on learning 
as an individual or interactive process. In a social context, this usually concerns learning in col-
laborating teams, where communicative interaction between learners constitutes the learning pro-
cess of interest (e.g., Beers et al., 2006). Strangely, these fields of learning hardly interact, barring 
a rare exception (Scholz et al., In Press).   

Apparently, we only have a limited understanding of the role of learning in the context of com-
plex societal issues, despite its importance for innovation. A better understanding of those learn-
ing processes may improve our ability to deal with sustainability issues. In this contribution, we 
aim to benefit from an integration of interactive and outcome perspectives on learning. Our aim is 
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to improve our understanding of learning in the context of sustainability issues and to develop an 
analytical framework to study such learning. 

We combine existing theories to develop a new theoretical framework about learning in the con-
text of systems innovation. This framework is then applied to a case of system innovation by pri-
vate partners in the Dutch greenhouse sector. Learning is analysed with specific focus on co-
ordination activities and the crossing of sub-network boundaries. The main research questions: 

1. Can we operationalise learning in the context of sustainability issues both in terms of process 
and outcomes? 

2. How are qualitatively different interactive processes related to learning outcomes? 

 

Learning in the context of Natural Resources Management 
The learning sciences are an interdisciplinary field with many different applications. Several re-
cent studies explore learning in sustainability transitions in more detail (e.g., Regeer et al., 2011, 
for learning as a capability of an innovation experiment; or Beers et al., In Press, relating images 
and discourses to learning processes for innovation) but they are rather scarce. 

Social learning occurs when a heterogeneous set of actors shares their knowledge in an interac-
tive process to produce new knowledge and trust that, in turn, serve as the basis for joint action 
(Pahl-Wostl, 2006). Social learning theory treats actor diversity (in terms of knowledge, values, 
interests, goals) as an important prerequisite for the ability to deal with complex issues (Ison & 
Watson, 2007; Wals, 2007). Most authors distinguish conceptual from relational outcomes of 
social learning. Others add that actions, for instance in the sense of ongoing experimentation, also 
should be treated as outcomes of the social learning process (Sol et al., 2013). 

Reed et al. (2010) have criticized social learning research for staying within the limits of a single 
group, at a single moment in time (e.g., a workshop or conference). In that guise, “social” learn-
ing is hardly distinguishable from other social approaches to learning. Since then, some efforts 
have improved on the conceptual basis of social learning (e.g., Cundill, 2010; Rodela, 2011; 
Scholz et al., In Press), but these approaches do not operationalise social learning as social inter-
action. 

Interactive or discursive approaches to learning 
Traditionally, education scientists have predominantly focussed on learning as a process. Collab-
orative learning then is seen as a type of interactive communication, in other words, learning as a 
discursive process. For instance, learning as negotiation of meaning is not so often used in the 
case of sustainability issues (see Beers et al., 2006 for an exception). Educational scientists usual-
ly concentrate their research on experimental or classroom contexts, without conceptual treatment 
of the diversity that exists within and across societal networks.  

Various recent contributions outline discursive approaches to learning based on interactional 
framing (Dewulf & Bouwen, 2012; Lems et al., 2013). These differ from most educational ap-
proaches in the sense that they presuppose strategic behaviour, which, in turn, entails that people 
have different interests and goals. The analysis is conducted at the sentence level. This approach 
yields an exceedingly fine-grained analysis of communication. However, it is also exceedingly 
demanding, methodologically, when applied to a larger case study spanning several three-hour 
meetings over a year.  

In sum, existing approaches to learning rarely integrate learning in terms of outcomes and pro-
cess, and both approaches also have their separate shortcomings. Therefore, we aim to develop a 
more integrated approach. 
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Towards a more integrative approach 
We see learning in the context of sustainability issues as an interactive contingent process with 
several outcomes as emergent properties (cf. Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011; Sol et al., 2013). Further-
more, we limit our view of learning to those processes that transcend local group or network 
boundaries (cf. Reed et al., 2010). To that end, we explicitly distinguish learning processes within 
a group / local networks and learning processes in wider networks (between multiple networks). 
We define social learning as the process in which “people align, share and discuss their ideas 
together, with the outcome that they develop new shared mental models, form new relationships, 
and develop the capacity to take collective action and manage their environment” (Beers et al., In 
Press). 

We see social learning, in essence, as an interactive process (cf. Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011; Sol et 
al., 2013), as a discursive activity in which participants have an exchange of meanings to reach 
specific goals (cf. Dewulf & Bouwen, 2012). Furthermore, we assume that several outcomes 
emerge from this interaction. First, these outcomes can concern the conceptual content of the in-
teraction, that is, interacting participants exchange and produce new knowledge, change their 
views, and produce new visions while pursuing their goals (Wals, 2007). 

A second type of outcome concerns action. Scholars from very different research traditions agree 
that (social learning-like) interaction processes are often embedded in a real-world context that 
requires or invites action. Wals (2007) and Pahl-Wostl (2006) hold that social learning, if suc-
cessful, can result in joint action. For analytical reasons, we here distinguish between discourse-
as-interaction, and its discursive results, such as agreements, decisions, and other forms of action. 

A third type of outcome is relational in nature. Over the course of on-going interactions, mutual 
trust can grow or break down. Through interaction, social relations and networks are shaped and 
changed—the relational outcomes of learning (Pahl-Wostl, 2006). Discursively, this can happen 
when external stakeholders are discussed and put in a certain light that changes his/her relational 
status.  

In practice this often takes the form of an ongoing chain of events, meetings, phone calls, etcet-
era. Each such interactive situation offers a discursive space (Leeuwis & Aarts, 2011) that can re-
establish, reinforce and/or change conceptual outcomes, relational outcomes and action, and over 
the course of its existence, one innovation initiative will see a host of consecutive discursive 
spaces across a wide network of insiders and outsiders. 

 

Research design 
We followed an innovation initiative of Dutch greenhouse growers for ten months. Using a par-
ticipant observation approach, we collected data while at the same time offering support to the 
initiative by reflecting on both ongoing interactive processes and the initiative as a whole from a 
transition science perspective.  

Case 
STAP is an innovation initiative of greenhouse growers. STAP is a Dutch abbreviation for Foun-
dation for Strengthening the Sales and Marketing Position of Greenhouse Vegetable Producers in 
the Netherlands (in Dutch: STichting versterking Afzetpositie Producenten van glasgroenten in 
Nederland). STAP was founded around August-September 2011 and can be seen as a network of 
greenhouse growers, researchers, educational institutes and intermediaries. At the beginning of 
our study, STAP consisted of an executive board and a larger general board, both consisting 
mainly of greenhouse growers. Furthermore, STAP was setting up a platform of universities, ed-
ucational organisations and intermediaries which got established as the chain knowledge platform 
during our studies.  
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Data 
We attended meetings of the general board and of the chain knowledge platform and had email 
communications with active members of the executive board. We collected extensive notes on six 
meetings as well as complete transcripts for another three. We collected notes during seven inci-
dental phone calls. We also conducted five interviews with greenhouse growers, three of which 
were fully transcribed, and we collected six documents written by the initiative. Finally, we had 
access to numerous other documents that were distributed in preparation for the meetings.  

Analytical Framework 
Data analysis concentrated on three main aspects: the type of interaction in meetings, the learning 
content (conceptual, relational, actions) of the interaction during meetings, and the learning out-
comes, in terms of their impact in the innovation initiative. 

 

Interaction type 
Meetings were used as the prime source of data about the discursive interaction. We used an open 
coding approach (Strauss, 1987) to analyse the interaction, with the aim to distinguish different 
types of interaction. Each meeting was segmented into different interaction episodes. Interaction 
episodes were identified as dealing with one conversation topic, not unlike how participants in a 
professional meeting treat one issue on their agenda. When a clear change in interaction type 
would occur in the midst of one agenda issue, we would code two segments with different codes 
for interaction. Furthermore, some parts of the conversation more drifted than that they were on-
topic. Such drifting parts of the meeting were also treated as one interactive episode. 

Learning outcomes 
Learning outcomes were coded per episode. An episode was only coded as having resulted in 
learning if 1) it contained conceptual content, relational content and actions, 2) clear conceptual 
relations existed between these content types, and 3) at least one action discussed concerned a 
decision, meaning that an intention existed to carry out that action. We first identified those epi-
sodes in which a decision was taken, those being the segments with the highest probability of 
having a learning outcome. Next, we coded the learning content of each of these episodes, distin-
guishing three main content categories—conceptual content, relational content, and actions. This 
procedure led to the identification of 14 episodes with a learning outcome. 

Action content was coded for any statement that included an actual decision or an opportunity for 
action. In that sense, action content does not necessarily entail a concrete decision. In our coding, 
we distinguished between action content as options for action and action content as decisions. A 
decision includes an explicit or entailed commitment to a future (material) action by one or more 
participants in the meeting. Furthermore, a proposal for action is sometimes put on the agenda, 
while during the meeting it becomes clear that the proposal has insufficient backing. Such content 
was coded action, even though the proposal, as is, was not accepted. 

Conceptual content was coded for any statement describing the initiative, its context, its problem 
orientation, etcetera, such as “There is a difference between producing for bulk or producing for 
Japan: Japan has much higher quality standards.” Conceptual content, as we coded it, included 
the current state of affairs in the initiative, problems and challenges confronting the initiative, and 
goals, visions, strategies and ways of working toward change. Other examples of conceptual con-
tent include illustrative stories about cases. Sometimes, conceptual content really concerns dis-
cussion about the meaning of a concept, e.g., “What do we mean by communication?” 

Relational content was coded for data fragments about actors. Usually, this concerned actors out-
side the initiative, and their relations with (the goals of) the initiative. Relational utterances con-
cern actors and their 1) activities and development, 2) constituency, 3 disposition towards (the 
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goals of) the initiative (roughly: insiders vs. outsiders), 4 importance for the initiative, and 5 the 
desired position towards the initiative. Furthermore, aspects such as culture and practice of other 
actors were coded relational content, such as when someone remarked that we should speak the 
language of growers. Participants could be member to multiple groups and they also could 
change groups over time (cf. Akkerman et al., 2008). 

 

Results 
 
Interaction types 
The meeting data gave rise to the identification of six qualitatively different types of interaction: 
antithetic interaction, synthetic interaction, informing, word of power, agenda wars and conflict 

In antithetic interaction, a proposal or similar contribution is introduced and discusses, upon 
which it is, in the end, accepted or rejected (“it was only an idea...”). The interaction pattern in-
volves “proponents”, who introduce and defend the proposal, and “opponents”, who point out 
shortcomings, concerns, and hesitations, sometimes including outright attacks. The proponents 
try to address these concerns by refuting them or by amending the proposal. The basic rule seems 
that the proposal will be rejected, unless all concerns have been addressed. Some antithetic epi-
sodes seemed a bit like a game—the more opposition one offers, the higher one’s status. Partici-
pants seem as if competing for who’s the most critical opponent.  

Synthetic interaction is like antithetic interaction in the sense that it often concerns a conversation 
about a proposal. However, instead of attacking the proposal, participants instead use their 
knowledge to build upon and improve the proposal in question, to make it more acceptable. It 
appears to be a mode of interaction in which participants have the opportunity to make the pro-
posal conform better to their own views. The basic rule, in this pattern, appears that the proposal 
will be accepted, unless the interaction yields some severe concerns. In the end, this category 
became quite big because many episodes not antithetic or informative ended up being coded syn-
thetic. As a consequence, the synthetic interactions differed in terms of how constructive they 
actually were. 

The informing interaction pattern typically concerns one participant sharing information with the 
other participants. A typical example would be a round of news and messages in a meeting—
every member may share some messages that he/she thinks are informative to the others, but usu-
ally without the aim of starting a discussion or choosing a course of action (“The students have 
started their project with the small-scale greenhouse growers.”) The main difference between this 
pattern, on the one hand, and antithetic and synthetic interaction on the other, is whether or not 
participants use their own knowledge to give a reaction. In informing interaction, participants 
may ask some questions for clarification, but they do not use their knowledge to attack or build 
upon the information shared. Incidentally, many participants appeared to be able to give criti-
cisms by asking questions. Such questions might come across as informative, but they actually 
belong to synthetic or antithetic interaction, and not to informing. 

The word of power pattern involves one participant using his/her position to overrule delibera-
tions of the group as a whole. In the case of “word of power”, one person with sufficient power 
takes a decision, seemingly regardless of the meeting’s proceedings up until then. It is like in-
forming in the sense that the other participants’ knowledge appears not to inform the resulting 
decision. However, in the “word-of-power” pattern we still have heard others’ knowledge and 
insights.  

Agenda wars are interaction episodes in which one or more people actively try to steer the con-
versation to a topic not explicitly on the agenda, but without explicitly mentioning this. This code 
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was often used for episodes in which the topic appeared to drift between two or even three topics. 
Apparently, sometimes participants tried to raise a topic without appearing to do so. If successful, 
it would mean that they need not explain their reasons why. In comparison with the previous in-
teraction types, only agenda wars witnesses multiple drifting conversation topics. 

 
Conflict was coded for episodes in which one participant voiced their unhappiness about anoth-
er’s actions, views, or positions. Examples include a participant complaining that a meeting had 
been too “political”. In some cases, conflicts were resolved, for instance when one participant 
reassured another that he was fully committed to the initiative, after his position had caused some 
doubts, but this did not always happen. 

Learning Outcomes 
We identified 14 episodes with an interweaving of content, relations and actions. So, one meeting 
can be expected to include one or two learning outcomes, sometimes as much as four. In the most 
typical case, it appeared in such an episode as if 1) the content spoke of a certain view or analy-
sis; 2) the actions mentioned would potentially improve upon the current situation; and 3) the 
actors mentioned would be the logical targets of the actions. Such a learning outcome can be de-
scribed as “positive” because the topic involved has been accepted as a proposal for action. In 
other cases, however, the interweaving appeared to be a reaction to perceived (as by the partici-
pants) inconsistencies within the content and between content and relations. This type of learning 
outcome can be seen as “negative”, since the proposal discussed ends up being rejected. 

The various patterns and the learning outcomes 
Table 1 shows the various interaction types and their frequencies. Synthetic interaction and in-
forming are the most predominant interaction types. Four patterns appeared associated to con-
crete learning outcomes: 1) synthetic interaction; 2) antithetic interaction; 3) word-of-power; and 
4) informing. Antithetic episodes interestingly number only a small proportion of total episodes 
while ranking second among all episodes with learning outcomes, and even sharing the first rank 
among episodes with immediate impact, together with synthetic interaction. 

The synthetic and antithetic patterns are most intense in terms of exchange of ideas. In these pat-
terns, many, if not all, participants share their own views, either to criticise (antithetic) or build 
upon (synthetic) each other. In contrast, the informing and word-of-power interaction types do 
not include an exchange of ideas. Rather, they involve one member informing the others, or de-
ciding for the others, while the other’s opinions are either not voiced (informing) or not taken into 
account in the result (word-of-power). In that sense, the learning outcomes in these episodes, and 
even their impact, might not be as shared among all members as would the case for the synthetic 
and antithetic episodes, which by definition involve multiple opinions being heard. 

 

Table 1: Interaction type frequencies and learning outcomes 
Interaction type Frequency With learning outcome1 
Antithetic interaction 8 5 
Synthetic interaction 33 8 
Informing 27 3 
Word of power 5 2 
Agenda wars 7 0 
Conflict 7 0 
1: Total number of interactions with learning outcome exceeds total learning results, because some episodes exhibited 
characteristics of multiple (consecutive) interaction types. 
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Discussion 
1. Can we operationalise learning as both interaction and outcomes, and if so, how? 

2. Which interaction types are most prone to result in learning? 

This study shows that learning can indeed be empirically operationalised in terms of both interac-
tion and outcomes. We established several qualitatively different interaction patterns in meetings 
by identifying and characterising interactive episodes in meetings. Furthermore, we found a way 
to code the learning outcomes for these episodes in a way that reflected concepts, relations, and 
actions. Finally, the results suggest that the various interaction types have specific roles in the 
learning process within an innovation initiative. 

The antithetic interaction pattern appeared to result in learning most often, followed by the syn-
thetic interaction pattern. This was to be expected—these two patterns can be seen as both partic-
ularly on-topic and as rich in exchange of knowledge and participation from multiple perspec-
tives. It was surprising that antithetic episodes most often resulted in learning, by a wide margin. 
This result is possibly reflective of our operationalisation of learning, in the sense that it should 
include actions. Those actions, then, require the commitment of various members involved. We 
hypothesise that the requirement of commitment to learning outcomes causes the participants to 
be especially critical, because they want to make sure that they commit themselves to the “right” 
actions. An antithetic interaction type better fits this critical attitude. Furthermore, this suggests 
that antithetic interaction can help to establish everyone’s commitment to a specific view or 
course of action.  

Antithetic interaction should not be taken as the “best” interaction, rather, it most often combines 
concepts, relations and actions in a way that leads to impact. Other patterns might have different 
functions. For instance, the synthetic interaction pattern appears more explorative with concepts 
and associated actions being pondered, and in which it is still “accepted” to ask for clarification. 
Future research is needed to come to a more complete understanding of the relation between 
learning as interaction and learning as outcomes. 
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Workshop 1.5:  
Returning to the farming and food systems as they are - Action and 
phenomenon based learning as prerequisite for transdisciplinarity 
Convenors: Geir Lieblein, Edvin Østergaard and Tor Arvid Breland 
 
The scientific revolution has in many ways turned our conception of the world upside down. 
What we immediately experience of the world, through our senses, has been categorized as sec-
ondary data. Due to the subjective nature of experience, this has been labeled ‘non-scientific in-
formation’. The conceptual and mathematical representations of our immediate experiences have 
taken a prime position as the only scientific, objective representations of the world, and thus the 
valid descriptions of our current farming and food systems. This present reality has seriously con-
strained action research. In parallel and as a consequence, agricultural and life-science universi-
ties are in serious jeopardy, in part due to outmoded and socially-disconnected methods, profes-
sional practices and organizational structures. Disciplinary specialization and narrow educational 
activities in a real sense out of step with the world of practice, having taken over the teaching 
agenda. There is an urgent need to reconsider the dual mission of higher education: to educate 
professionals and to foster responsible civic engagement. What is needed for addressing this dual 
mission is a systemic and phenomenon-oriented research and learning environment that redefines 
disciplinary boundaries and professional identities. We must also examine and re-contextualize 
the relationship between university and extra-university stakeholders. A rationale for this work-
shop is that both action research and action learning are strategies that support relevance of edu-
cation to students and at the same time create a closer link between university and society. The 
purpose of the workshop is 1. To create a shared understanding of how different universities re-
late to challenges of the current disconnect with extra-university stakeholders 2. To explore ideas 
for how to deal creatively with these challenges in each university and as an international learn-
ing community 3. To develop plans for action, both at individual institutions and through collabo-
ration among universities 
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Bridging the Gap between Academia and Food System Stakeholders 
 
Charles Francis, Geir Lieblein, Tor Arvid Breland, Edvin Østergaard, Suzanne Morse 
and Anna Marie Nicolaysen  
 
Norwegian University of Life Sciences, NMBU and University of Nebraska – Lincoln, UN 

 
 
Abstract: The well-known gap between theory and academic courses at universities and applica-
tions of this knowledge in farming and food systems have been identified as barriers to practical 
development. Production specialists in academia have assumed that focus on increasing crop 
yields is intrinsically beneficial and will help farmers regardless of scale and need for inputs, in-
cluding increasingly expensive technologies. Farmers and others in the food system recognize 
immediate needs and challenges that must be overcome to reach profitable levels of yields and 
income while not ignoring environmental and social implications of new technologies. There is 
often lack of communication and shared agenda among the players, including common research 
priorities, essential questions that address current realities on farms and in communities, and 
shared long-term visions. A postgraduate educational programme in Norway that explores the 
ecology of food systems has been designed to lower the barriers to communication by focusing 
on student learning together with stakeholders and by seeking application of biological and social 
sciences to improve farming and food systems as well as related activities. Guiding philosophy 
for the agroecology MSc education program at NMBU – Norway includes whole systems per-
spectives and phenomenology as guides to learning, which we summarize along with a descrip-
tion of the two-year curriculum in an intensive introductory course. The process includes frequent 
communication between students embedded in the farm and community with their stakeholders. 
We combine individual with social learning, integrate biophysical with socioeconomic sciences, 
and apply a team approach to building human capacity to understand complexity and uncertainty 
in food systems. One outcome is development by student teams of a series of potential future 
scenarios that will help stakeholders achieve their own goals. Over the past decade, more than 
230 students have participated in this holistic educational activity, and there is growing demand 
for this type of learning experience in the Nordic region and elsewhere. 

Keywords: agroecology, experiential learning, phenomenology, action education 

 
Introduction 
There may be a larger gap between knowledge and action than between ignorance and knowledge 
in agricultural development. This is displayed in the proverbial gap between academia and stake-
holders, in our case farmers and food system practitioners. When we recognize that there is cur-
rently enough food produced globally to feed everyone, but large inequities exist in access and 
distribution and there is at least 30% of food loss in the total system, the simplistic goal of pro-
ducing more food is unlikely to solve the hunger faced each day by more than one billion people 
[IAASTD, 2009]. It would be equally simplistic to quickly conclude that researchers are working 
on the wrong problems and teaching in disciplines that are too narrow, and that discipline-
specific research and education are no longer needed. Neither conclusion addresses reality. To 
help develop critical thinking skills for sorting out complexity and orient education toward prac-
tical challenges, we employ a phenomenological approach to learning that starts on the farm and 
in the community that students have found useful to become comfortable working with stake-
holders and co-learning about how to improve farming and food systems.  
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This approach includes putting credibility in practitioner wisdom, whether in farming systems 
and practices or in the processing, marketing and consumption of food. More importantly, we 
encourage students to combine the knowledge and skills acquired in university education with the 
practical wisdom of stakeholders active in the food system. A phenomenological approach to 
learning used in planning and implementing an agroecology curriculum includes starting on the 
farm and in the community (Østergaard et al., 2010). This strategy requires an educational rever-
sal where we start with shared experience on the farm and in the food system, rather than with 
theory and facts about specific disciplines. Often such an approach even requires ‘re-learning’ 
and critical examination of what has been learned in the past in study of narrow parts of the sys-
tem. In the world of systems practitioners, students quickly learn that everything is connected, 
and that simple cause–effect relationships are infrequent. A holistic and systemic strategy for 
learning is essential (Francis et al., 2011).  

Students begin the Agroecology MSc with a range of prior experiences and academic prepara-
tions, and we strive to affirm their practical knowledge and disciplinary expertise while at the 
same time seeking learning methods that will emphasize interactions and connectedness of this 
information as they apply to whole systems and understanding complexity (Lieblein et al., 2005). 
We help students integrate biophysical with socioeconomic perspectives and methods, as they 
become better able to study whole systems and relate more effectively with stakeholders. Most 
importantly, we provide experience in visioning an improved future situation, develop potential 
scenarios together with stakeholders, and assess a priori the likely impacts of these decisions. In 
this presentation we describe our educational philosophy that guides design of the learning land-
scape, and the general format of the two-year program and details of the first autumn semester 
that contributes to bridging the gap between academia and food systems.  

 
Educational Philosophy in Agroecology 
Over more than a decade teaching agroecology, we have developed an educational philosophy 
that guides the design of the curriculum and specific activities to help reach the overall goal of 
educating practical agroecologists. We envision their progress in education on a learning ladder 
that begins with knowledge and skills, progresses to theory about learning and communication, 
confronts the farming and food system in the field and community, using phenomenology as the 
guiding principle, explores future informed visions using what has been learned from stakehold-
ers, and designs actions to help clients achieve their goals (Lieblein et al., 2007). They can best 
achieve constructive change by working closely with key farmers and stakeholders in food sys-
tems, thus working toward bridging the gap through better communication between academia and 
practitioners. Here are dynamic ideas that inform design of our program. 

Holistic and systems perspective  
Farmers and other food system stakeholders face a reality of multiple elements, processes, values 
and goals that are intimately interconnected. They deal with complex situations where causation 
is rarely simple and linear. When educators and students learn to appreciate this complexity, it is 
apparent that problem identification and solution are seldom as straight forward as narrow chal-
lenges such as a plant nutrient deficiency or animal disease. To be sure, these questions are com-
plex in themselves, but need to be approached in a wider systems context. To be relevant to the 
realities faced by stakeholders, those in academia need to appreciate the wholeness of systems 
with properties that depend on interconnections among the parts [Ison 2008]. This requires seeing 
both the whole and the parts, which is a major challenge to human cognition. It is likely that most 
observers only can see a part of the situation because of their disposition to construct an under-
standing of reality, and that all of us should become aware of our blind spots in order to reach 
observations of a higher and broader order. Bland and Bell (2007) introduced an epistemological 
tool termed ‘flickering’, which is ‘to continually switch back and forth between the perspective of 
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the part and the perspective of the whole’. When dealing with components and their interconnec-
tions, it is useful to systematically view a situation through multiple perspectives (Rickerl and 
Francis, 2004) and to consider each situation as consisting of spatial hierarchical levels where 
complex interactions result in emergent properties that contribute to the whole system (Ison 
2008). It is also necessary to acknowledge the dynamic nature of systems. Soft systems method-
ology (Checkland and Poulter, 2006) is a strain of holistic systems thinking and action research 
with a particular emphasis on the dynamics and the reality of change. It consists of a stepwise, 
participatory approach to map the whole, the relevant parts and the key issues of a situation, and 
then to improve it by interacting with stakeholders throughout the process. The primary steps are 
to perceive the current situation(‘what is’) and potential future situations (‘what could be’) as 
systems with interconnected parts, and then model the change process itself as a consistent set of 
nested, purposeful human activity systems aiming at desirable goals. The participation of stake-
holders is essential because of the multiple roles of people involved, especially as they contribute 
knowledge about present and future wanted situations and will be responsible for bringing about 
the desirable changes.  

In our agroecology education program, we have found the approach outlined above fruitful to 
guide students in understanding farming and food systems and in facilitating informed and re-
sponsible action by key stakeholders. Equally important is an approach that motivates students to 
gain skills and develop attitudes required in their future work as agroecologists (Østergaard et al., 
2010). Lastly, feedback from key farmers and food system project leaders strongly suggests that 
this educational strategy is helping to bridge the gap with academia. 

Phenomenology as educational foundation  
Phenomenology has been developed and used for a wide range of purposes in teaching and learn-
ing science. To differentiate this approach from ‘problem-based’ and ‘inquiry-based’ science ed-
ucation, this educational method also has been coined phenomenon-based science education 
(Dahlin et al. 2009). Phenomenological critiques of current science education are important be-
cause they insist on lifeworld and natural phenomena transcending scientific knowledge: “scien-
tific knowledge is one way to understand the human lifeworld, not the way” (Østergaard et al., 
2008, p. 115). In his phenomenological approach to science education, the German science edu-
cator Martin Wagenschein claimed that the main problem in science teaching is that it is too often 
planned “from the end”, starting with the scientific concepts and the mathematical structures, 
while phenomena themselves are hardly touched upon as the teacher moves on into the world of 
abstract concepts, “so that the children no longer can participate with their eyes, ears and hands” 
(Wagenschein, 1983, pp. 108-109; our translation). In contrast, the phenomenological approach 
to science education starts with the careful description of lifeworld situations in their multi-
sensual realities. A science teaching planned “from the start” will presumably involve a primary 
focus on each student’s lifeworld experience and a secondary cognitive or reflective activity in 
which these experiences are understood or explained. 

A recent research review on the role of phenomenology in science education concludes that one 
prevalent concern is how to help students bridge the gap between the lifeworld and the arena of 
scientific knowledge (Østergaard et al., 2008). This seems to be the core of phenomenological 
critiques of mainstream science education. This gap is either formulated in terms of science ver-
sus society and culture, or in terms of science versus immediate perceptions and experiences of 
natural phenomena. In both cases the implicit assumption is that the science world and the world 
of direct experience are too far apart and that this is a prominent reason for the difficulties stu-
dents have in learning science.  

Van Manen (1990) states that phenomenology always begins in the lifeworld, with sensuous ex-
perience and perceptive involvement. However, an important point to make in the phenomeno-
logical critique of mainstream science education is that sensing is not in opposition to cognition – 
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it is rather an entrance into a deepened performance of “the task of abstraction” (Wagenschein, 
1983, p. 109; our translation). In this sense, phenomenology is primarily a way to connect (ab-
stract) theory and (lived) experience (Lukenchuk, 2006). Phenomenology is an attempt to under-
stand problematic situations as they appear by describing them “in the broadest sense as whatever 
appears in the manner in which it appears, that is as it manifests itself to consciousness, to the 
experiencer” (Moran, 2000, p. 4). In the agroecology program this attempt to understand phe-
nomena involves putting credibility in practitioner knowledge and in how practitioners value and 
judge situations.  

Phenomenon-based science education is most fruitful for learning when activities are physically 
accomplished, when they are turned into actual steps toward understanding and promoting learn-
ing. In Michael Faraday’s famous lectures from 1861 on the candle (Faraday, 1909), he designs 
the learning situation with emphasis on both natural phenomena and students as concrete persons 
with their own experiences and life histories. Thus, phenomenon-based science education is much 
about developing and training skills. The phenomenological critique of today’s science education 
points at a profound lack of appreciation of the natural world surrounding us. In a phenomenon-
based approach to science education, student’s understanding and explanations about nature are 
based on rich personal lifeworld experiences. Their discussions grow from careful observations 
and the consciousness that these sensual experiences are integral to their learning about the world 
of agricultural practitioners. . 

Bringing the inside out: learning from the future  
During the first scientific revolution, 400 hundred years ago, Galileo and other scientists empha-
sized the need to use our own senses to experience the world and to make those experiences the 
basis for knowledge development. In the evolution of natural sciences as a discipline, the early 
emphasis on observations was transformed into an approach where mathematical representations 
and scientific concepts took over the role as the starting point of the learning process. Rather than 
the immediate sense-based experiences, the quantitative and model-based representations of the 
world were held to be the truth. Harvey calls this an ontological reversal (Harvey1989). One key 
lesson from the phenomenological approach is recognizing a need for renewed emphasis on our 
immediate sense experiences as basis for learning. In agroecology we start with experiences on 
farms and in communities, then build the learning process based on those shared experiences. 
This approach is rooted in modern approaches to learning, called experiential learning, such as 
the Kolb-type learning cycle (Kolb 1984). This approach focuses on our reflections around expe-
riences of the past. We can call this approach bringing the outside in, where our sense-based ex-
periences are transformed into knowledge through the process of reflection. In agroecology this 
means that students must observe and participate in farming and food related practices, and use 
experiences from participation and observation to generate knowledge about farming and food 
systems. According to Pfeffer and Sutton (2000), knowledge gained from experiences will more 
likely lead to action than knowledge based on listening to lectures and reading books. As such, 
experiential learning, in the Kolb-style, is an important approach to learning about farming and 
food systems, but it has its short-comings. Processes and patterns of the past do not necessary 
contain what is needed to deal with the challenges of the present and the future. It is therefore not 
sufficient to learn from the past, we also need to develop a fundamentally different kind of learn-
ing, a learning from the future (bringing the inside out).  It is vital that students are not continual-
ly hung up with what happened yesterday or during the last weeks; they also need to focus on 
tomorrow. In the quest for sustainable development, we see a need for cultivating the ability to 
learn from the future as a second phase of the scientific revolution (Scharmer and Kaufer 2013). 

If experiential learning is about the careful observation of the outside world through our senses, 
and cultivating those senses, then the new learning cycle needs revised focus and a new source of 
learning. The Kolb learning cycle has the environment as the source of learning (learning from 
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without), whereas the new learning cycle has our inner reality and creativity as crucial sources of 
learning (learning from within). Creativity is the ability to transcend existing patterns, those pre-
vailing patterns of yesterday, and the ability to see completely new solutions. Learning from the 
future (the second learning cycle) has been a part of our agroecology education right from the 
start, complementing an experiential approach. Learning from the future is trained in a separate 
seminar on visionary thinking, and is further practised in public seminars with farms and other 
food system stakeholders as part of the agroecology course (Lieblein et al, 2011; Lieblein et al., 
2001). Finally, learning to learn is essential for students to consciously engage new issues and 
complex questions in an ever unfolding and uncertain future.  

Building on disciplinary experiences  
The conventional approach to much of our agricultural research for the past century has been to 
subdivide and specialize, using ever more sophisticated equipment and methods of analysis to 
better understand the components and mechanisms of systems. We have also divided education 
into pieces of the whole puzzle, both in the classroom and in cooperative extension and advising, 
with consultants in the private sector becoming specialized experts. On campus this results in a 
predominance of courses in soils, entomology, irrigation technology, and agricultural economics 
with little attention to integrated courses in agricultural production that combine the specialties or 
agroecology that bridges farming with environmental and social concerns. We have left the inte-
gration to students on campus and to practitioners in the field. Although specialization has pro-
vided large advances in production, when questions are simple and problems can be solved by 
clever deployment of technologies, this approach ignores much of the complexity of systems as 
described in previous sections and does not lead to understanding of critical emergent properties. 
The strategy is not robust enough to solve what Batie (2008) has called the ‘wicked problems’ 
that emerge from complex situations.  

Two issues appear important to help bridge the gap between academia and stakeholders in the 
‘practical world outside’ – validation of farmer and food stakeholder experience and how this can 
be blended with discipline-specific research to better understand systems, and how to build on 
this consolidation of ideas to better legitimize systems study as a key to improved mainstream 
agricultural research and education. Farmers have long used university research in designing and 
choosing farm practices, including non-partial variety test results, research on nitrogen levels for 
crops, and integrated pest management strategies. They have been the key persons to apply this 
science-based information in practical farming systems, and in the process have helped build a 
context for further research and inform investigators about additional questions. Agroecology as a 
bridge can contribute to enhancing and formalizing this type of mutually valuable interaction. 
From the side of researchers and instructors in agroecology, their thoughtful integration of rele-
vant discipline-specific results into the research planning agenda as well as classroom education 
can contribute to legitimizing both the practical value of research results and the importance of 
integrating these into practical systems language and application. Students in the Norway MSc 
program have opportunity during second and third semesters to embrace discipline-based courses, 
and hopefully can bring to them a broader systems perspective. Both discipline-related and sys-
tems-oriented learning activities can help bridge the academia—practice gap. 

Transdisciplinary perspectives and social learning  
Education across disciplines and including their multiple perspectives is essential to achieve a 
holistic understanding of the complexity of farming and food systems. Our thinking has evolved, 
starting from the multidisciplinary approach of assembling a team of specialists for teaching, 
where each contributes theories and methods from specific disciplines in an integrated way. This 
strategy helps identify questions at the boundaries between disciplines, but does not assure inte-
gration nor imply an equal sharing of the parts (Schunn et al., 1998). An improvement could be 
the interdisciplinary approach that transcends boundaries and integrates methods leading to 
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emergent properties such as unique combinations of ideas and applications (Mittlestrass, 1998). 
We have arrived at the transdisciplinary approach which “concerns that which is at once between 
the disciplines, across the disciplines, and beyond all disciplines. Its goal is the understanding of 
the present world, of which one of the imperatives is the unity of knowledge” (Basarab, 2002). 
While many educational programmes integrate economics or environmental aspects with agricul-
tural production, ours is perhaps unique in its focus on social learning and combining methods 
from biophysical and social sciences. 

It is this distinction that provides potential for better bridging the gap between our academic pro-
gram and stakeholders in the food system. There is an old adage in academia that “farmers have 
problems and universities have departments and disciplines”, and only if a farmer’s specific nar-
row problem happens to coincide with corresponding research in a particular department will 
both investigator and client be pleased with communication of a solution. From the previous sec-
tions on holistic thinking and phenomenology, it is obvious that we consider the most prevalent 
and intractable challenges to be complex, multi-faceted, and resistant to simple description or 
solution. For this reason we combine the perspectives of agriculturists with those of economists, 
specialists in the environment, and social scientists as well as the relevant methods they bring to 
the table to identify issues on the farm and in the food system and then seek potential scenarios or 
solutions that will help our stakeholders design action plans that will help them meet their goals.  

There is a wide range of available methods and tools, and we focus on several that have proven 
especially valuable to students in agroecology. These include developing rich pictures of a farm 
or a food system (Checkland, 1975), who describes the importance of a “picture of the problem 
situation, one as rich as can be assembled in the time available“ ( p. 281), use of scenario building 
and SWOT [strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats] analysis (Lobo et al., 2005), and mind 
mapping (Breland et al., 2012) to link concepts with interpretations and otherwise illustrate major 
connections in the system. One thing that distinguishes the use of these tools from more quantita-
tive measurements common in biological and physical sciences is the potential to include stake-
holder goals, world views, ethics, and other dimensions that are not normally a part of ecological 
or production-focused analysis. They are especially valuable as students identify key issues im-
portant to stakeholders and use this holistic perspective to better design potential future scenarios.  

Education for responsible action  
Finally, our program is guided by the philosophy of learning for a reason, and that is to build ca-
pacity for critically assessing situations and working with stakeholders to effect change in farm-
ing and food systems. In fact, the final and crucially important step on a learning ladder that stu-
dents ascend while studying agroecology is responsible action (Lieblein and Francis, 2007). Ac-
tion research and education have been described by a number of authors, often under the term 
‘service learning’ (eg. Carver, 1997; Jordan et al., 2005) as the process by which students im-
merse in a practical and real-life situation, collect relevant information and talk with stakeholders, 
and then design alternative steps toward an improved future. This research strategy is in direct 
contrast to those methods that see the researcher as impartial observer who can be totally objec-
tive because he or she is outside the reality, only looking in, and unaffected by such qualitative 
dimensions as client’s opinions, or their own emotions or personal identity with the situation. By 
comparison, our students spend two extended periods of time living on a farm or in a community 
where they interview people and then analyze the situation based on these encounters. They get to 
know people personally, their goals and aspirations for the future, and together with instructors 
this project team looks for the most effective ways that can be explored for making responsible 
change. The process is described in the next section.  
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An Agroecology MSc Program in Norway  
One key goal of the agroecology program at NMBU that leads to a thesis project and MSc degree 
is building a graduate’s capacity to reduce the distance between academia and practical food and 
farming systems practitioners. To bridge this gap It is important to develop a learning landscape 
that students can explore through developing and practicing communication skills that will help 
them apply formal learning and new knowledge to deal with current challenges facing farmers 
and long-term, sustainable food production. They also need an appreciation of the complexity of 
multiple players and interactions with institutions and businesses that greatly impact food sys-
tems, as well as cultural and political aspects that contribute to successful, equitable food sys-
tems. The two-year degree program includes an intensive first semester module in agroecology: 
farming and food systems. The second and third semesters are dedicated to courses chosen by 
students from several departments with topics such as agronomy and soils, economics, research 
methods and statistics, ecology and environmental science, rural development, and others as ap-
propriate to a chosen thesis topic or a well-rounded preparation for potential future employment. 
These two semesters may be taken at NMBU or elsewhere. A one-semester thesis project gives 
students the opportunity to choose a research question that can be approached in a holistic, sys-
temic, and practical way.  

The intensive first semester is a full-time course build on the philosophies and practices of phe-
nomenology, whole systems analysis, working directly with stakeholders, and using integrative 
biophysical and socioeconomic methods that are appropriate for evaluating farms and community 
food systems. Theories and tools such as the Kolb learning cycle, interviews, rich pictures, force 
field analyses, group work, and social learning are employed in two semester-long projects. Both 
written and oral communication skills are practiced in class during discussions and in several 
individual and group presentations and papers. We have found that community building is espe-
cially important to fostering successful group project work. 

Central to the course are two student projects, one on farming systems and one on food systems. 
The farming system study involves two visits to explore a farm, interview key players, learn 
about goals and plans, assess the resource base and environment, and record details about current 
production systems, Students inquire about and observe interactions among components in the 
larger farm system, markets, and subsidies. Goals are to develop multiple scenarios that would 
help farmers meet their goals, and the potential outcomes of each strategy. From this they write 
and present a farming systems client document, and get evaluation from the instructors and other 
students. 

In a community food systems project, students work with a key client to help identify other 
stakeholders, and conduct multiple interviews to learn about individual and community goals for 
a future food system and potential national government programs to provide assistance. Examples 
of goals have been to introduce organic food into schools and government canteens, to recruit 
young farmers, to develop local food sources and markets, and to reduce the carbon footprint in 
food systems. From this research in the field and many discussions, students write a food systems 
client document, make a presentation and conduct a visioning seminar with key people from the 
community. This one-semester course has proven popular with students, and we have been suc-
cessful in recruiting 20-25 students each year. The program has received two educational awards 
from NOVA University and NMBU, and appears to be strongly institutionalized in the depart-
ment and the university. For more details, we refer the reader to several publications that describe 
this educational program (Francis et al., 2009, 2011, 2012; Lieblein et al., 2000, 2005, 2007; 
Østergaard et al., 2010).  

To expand the audience for the results of this educational adventure, over the past three years we 
have been summarizing teaching methods used specifically in our agroecology courses, although 
we consider these appropriate for courses in other integrative and practical disciplines. Several of 
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these ‘teaching tips’ have been published in the NACTA Journal, one of the leading publications 
in agricultural education. These tools have been found useful to build a learning community, de-
velop team research capacity, and encourage personal growth [adapted from Eksvard, 2013]. De-
tails on these specific learning tools can be found by searching NACTA Journal for 2011-2014. 

 
Conclusions  
In conclusion, we are convinced from the experience of two decades of teaching as well as in-
volvement in systems research that the apparent gap between academia and farming and food 
systems stakeholders is one that can be bridged by better communication and by involving people 
in the field with education (Lieblein et al., 2000). In agroecology courses we focus on complexi-
ty, uncertainty, and the multi-dimensional nature of many decisions that food systems people 
face. We have found that the most effective way to learn about this complexity is to start on the 
farm and in the community, an educational strategy which might be called phenomenon-based 
agroecology education. Students realize that the university is not the only credible source of in-
formation, and that we as educators are convinced that people in the field have much to contrib-
ute to our education. Thus, it is a small leap to bridge the gap, to see things from the stakeholder 
perspective, and most importantly to learn from all sources of knowledge. 

The use of open-ended case studies brings new opportunities both for students to develop their 
creative skills at interviewing stakeholders, and for educators to emphasize that there are not sim-
ple nor single answers to complex challenges (Francis et al., 2009). Both students and educators 
gain respect for farmers and food system practitioners in the field, learn a new language appropri-
ate to food systems, and practice communication in ways that build confidence for their thesis 
work as well as future job opportunities. We have observed that students who complete the pro-
gram take this set of skills and appreciation of working with a wide range of clients into their 
employment or further study. The most important result is that they become not only action re-
searchers but effective agents of change who can team with others in academia, non-profit 
groups, commercial interests, and government to pursue well-informed strategies for develop-
ment. And for us as educators the most important result is what we observe in students embracing 
this experiential strategy to learning and taking this forward into their further study and future 
employment.  
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Abstract: Phenomenon-based and action-centred learning is the foundation for a planned interna-
tional doctoral program in agroecology and capacity building. Designed for mid-career and 
young professionals interested in agricultural and food systems development, this program will 
integrate and make available the technical and educational expertise in agroecology that is current 
dispersed among a number of universities in Europe, Africa, and the Americas. Placebound pro-
fessionals will be able to access courses, select academic advisors, and choose dissertation super-
visors from among those in the network, while enrolling and completing a doctoral degree in one 
of the participating universities and graduate programs. Distance learning methods, social learn-
ing through blended courses and group projects, and regional technical and educational work-
shops will provide graduates with a network of agroecology professionals who embrace a whole-
systems perspective and transdisciplinary approach to learning for responsible action. Recogniz-
ing that many of these graduates will quickly resume or soon be appointed to important adminis-
trative roles in universities, ministries of agriculture, or the non-profit sector, we include courses 
and practical experiences in capacity building to embrace progressive ideas in budgeting, person-
nel selection and improvement, and program visioning and management. We envision a new gen-
eration of agroecology-oriented leaders in research, education and outreach that is comfortable in 
dealing with complexity and change, coping with food production in a time of climate change, 
and encouraging such multiple goals as food security and sovereignty, efficient use of scarce re-
sources, promoting a livable environment and enhancing ecosystem services. To be successful 
this program will require the appropriate multinational and local monetary support that is con-
sistent with the size of the task. Creation of an equitable and accessible food system is essential 
for the reduction of world hunger and well-being of all.  

Keywords: distance education, advanced agroecology degree, agroecology experiential learning, 
capacity building, farming systems, food systems 

 
 
Introduction 
Achieving a research-based doctoral degree in sciences has been a necessary requisite for secur-
ing a responsible position in teaching and research in agriculture in most countries. Most often 
these degrees have been in the classical academic disciplines such as genetics, agronomy, plant 
protection, engineering, or agricultural economics. Until recently, most of the research and degree 
work has been accomplished in credible first-world universities, and graduates have carried this 
prestige forward to launch careers in education, investigation, and administration. With the grow-
ing complexity of global farming and food issues, we recognize the challenges of addressing 
practical questions from the perspective of single disciplines, and there is emerging interest in 
such transdisciplinary fields of study such as agroecology. We find it useful to define 
agroecology as the ecology of food systems that embraces production, economics, environmental 
issues, and social dimensions of the entire food system (Francis et al., 2003), and recognize that 
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there are multiple definitions of agroecology as a science, a set of practices, and a movement 
(Wezel et al., 2009).  

We also find after many years of teaching experience that returning to farming and food systems 
‘as they are’ in the field and the community brings a relevance to learning that is not easily 
achieved in the classroom. Too often the focus is on theory first, using the perspective of a single 
discipline, then applying methods dependent on specific tools used in each field, and delivering 
information in a one-way lecture in the classroom. Such strategies ignore over a century of re-
search in education, often called ‘experience-based learning’, articulated well by John Dewey 
(1897, 1977) and others. A review of the history of experiential learning was published by 
Moncure and Francis (2011). We have revived this strategy in an agroecology summer travel 
course in the U.S. (Wiedenhoeft et al., 2003) and in a two-year Agroecology MSc programme in 
Norway (Lieblein et al., 2012). We have found that starting with the phenomenon in the field 
builds excitement and relevance for learning (Østergaard, 2010), and demonstrates a complexity 
of challenges met by students that leads them quickly to recognize a need for transdisciplinary 
and systems approaches as suggested by Bawden (1991). 

Experience in both the North and the South as students, teachers, and researchers has convinced 
us there are shortcomings of many current discipline-based educational programmes, particularly 
the lack of a systems orientation to deal with complex challenges found in agriculture. We ob-
serve an inability of students to adequately grasp the holistic nature of problems, and how im-
portant it is to consider whole systems and the impacts of changes in each component on how a 
whole functions. This is apparent when the focus is on a farm production system, its inputs and 
outputs, but even more so when economic, environmental, and social factors are considered inte-
gral rather than external to the search for alternatives. Because we ourselves have come from an 
educational experience that considered systems as mechanistic in nature, with our studies subdi-
vided into carefully described and bounded disciplines of science, it should be easy to understand 
where students are coming from. But now our appreciation on interconnectedness and complexity 
causes us to search for other learning strategies. The phenomenological approach that starts with 
the farm and farmer appears to have promise to lead us out of traditional educational boxes 
(Østergaard et al., 2010).  

Many of our doctoral graduates quickly find themselves placed in positions of responsibility that 
require much more than competence in molecular genetics, insect physiology, or economic mod-
eling. This is especially true in the South where educated specialists rapidly become department 
heads, directors of instruction, deans of colleges, or directors of research stations. In these posi-
tions they are confronted with the challenges of program visioning and planning, allocating 
scarce resources toward priority problems, and setting up collaborative programs with other insti-
tutions and attracting support from national and international sources that require capacities far 
beyond what has been learned in graduate school. The holistic approach offered in agroecology 
and the organizational skills provided through capacity building are provided in this proposed 
doctoral programme. 

In this paper we outline a road map to the future learning landscape in agroecology, one initiated 
in a participatory workshop in Malmö, Sweden in early 2013 (Salomonsson et al., 2013). In this 
collaborative activity we explored network goals and potential organizational models, how to 
select students and build supervisor capacities, what courses and curricula would be most benefi-
cial to students, how contemporary communication technologies would support multiple methods 
for learning, what resource networks are available and what additional dimensions are needed, 
how a program could link with other networks and organizations, where funding could be found 
for resident programs as well as student and instructor mobility, what the opportunities would be 
for future graduates of the program, and how this educational initiative could be sustained for the 
future. This is a progress report on development of this exciting initiative.  
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Methods 
Interactive exchanges in small groups and plenary discussions in a larger session were used to 
decide on the most important issues to be addressed in the future doctoral programme. Dozens of 
suggestions were generated by small groups brainstorming the topic, and during a break these 
were organized by the facilitators into logical topics that could be further explored. The general 
topics chosen were: 

 Network goals and organization: although the general objective of the network was pro-
vided by the organizers as described above, the group felt that it was essential to outline 
and expand on specific learning goals that should be achieved and the teaching methods to 
be employed. 

 Selecting students and building supervisor capacity: it was clear from discussions that 
much of the success of the program and its graduates would be determined by how quality 
students were chosen, and that attention should be given to student selection criteria; as 
important as finding the right student is the orientation of instructors who will guide their 
discovery learning process. 

 Designing courses and curricula: in order to attract quality students, this programme in 
agroecology has to be designed with courses and overall holistic curricula that are not 
available elsewhere and are accessible to students in multiple locations.  

 Multiple methods for course implementation: following the ecological principle that 
one size does not fit all, it appears essential that multiple methods of learning be provided, 
since students learn in different ways; experiential learning has been the chosen method in 
agroecology MSc programmes so far.  

 Developing a resource network: joining universities in an interactive network will allow 
the overall group to accomplish more than any single university could do, and sharing in-
formation resources will be key to this process. 

 Linkages with other networks and organizations: just as everything is connected in 
natural systems, we see the agroecology doctoral programme network working closely 
with other organizations and educational networks.  

 Establishing funding sources: nothing runs without resources, and especially in the start-
up phase it will be essential to locate international and national resources to get the net-
work started and to sustain the educational opportunities once the system is organized. 

 Mobility for students and faculty: increasingly important in today’s interconnected 
world is the opportunity for mobility, both physical and electronic, for students and in-
structors. 

 Exploring future employment: since agroecology is still not well known, the importance 
of holistic and systemic study of agricultural production and food systems will need to be 
advertised, and employers convinced that this type of ecological perspective is essential 
for successful educators and researchers in the future. 

 Sustaining the educational network into the future: to be sustainable for the long term, 
a strategy needs to be in place to assure that this new programme can be maintained for 
the indefinite future, as long as it is serving the needs of tomorrow’s professionals. 

After these topics were chosen, a small action team was self selected to explore in greater detail 
the specific steps that would need to be taken in the next year to make the agroecology educa-
tional network a reality. These teams have moved at different speeds over the past year since the 
organizing workshop, and their results to date are reported here.  
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Results  
The progress in organizing the network and moving forward in the action teams has been a slow 
and deliberate process, due to the challenge of engaging the best possible people who are already 
fully committed to activities in agroecology education and attempting to tap into their ideas and 
scarce time. In addition, there are always challenges to initiating new programmes, as most re-
sources are tied into educational institutions and discipline-specific existing programmes. 

Network goals and organization:  
Our overall goal is to establish a network of university specialists in agroecology who can plan 
and supervise doctoral studies in the transdisciplinary field of agroecology, and to include in this 
education a degree of capacity building to prepare talented people for potential administrative 
roles in their organizations. Initial network goals are to describe learning goals, criteria for re-
cruiting and selection of students, capacities to develop in supervisors, course lists of available 
and needed distance courses, potential sources of mobility for students and supervi-
sors/instructors, and evaluation criteria for graduates. Student learning goals include developing 
holistic and integrated perspectives for farming and food systems, enhancing critical thinking 
skills, providing guidance and practice for effective communication, developing team building 
and group facilitation skills, enhancing technical knowledge and skills in biophysical and socio-
economic sciences, and practicing visioning skills for the future.  

 
Selecting students and building supervisor capacity: 
People in the planning group believe that initial selection of students is a key factor in successful-
ly educating graduates who will be oriented and motivated toward responsible action. A number 
of criteria for selecting students for the graduate agroecology program were listed and described 
in a recent proceedings paper (Francis et al., 2013). We are convinced that selection should be 
based on carefully chosen criteria that go beyond the application forms, transcripts of courses and 
degrees, and standard letters of recommendation. At the very least, a detailed statement of moti-
vation and future plans should be provided, and some form of personal interview with people 
known to the program instructors would be highly desirable. We have not finalized these criteria, 
nor dealt with the logistics that would be required to go beyond the current application formalities 
of our universities. 

There is some literature on the selection process, and conventional graduate program admission 
criteria such as GRE score and cumulative Grade Point Average that are seen as useful in screen-
ing candidates but not totally reliable as predictors of success (Ethridge and Hudson, 1996). The 
competencies expected of graduates are related to their success on jobs when they leave (Walsh 
et al., 2001) and we think some of these are similar to what entering students should bring to the 
program. Performance in previous positions including internships could be an important criterion, 
as on-the-job experience is seen as valuable in creating a well-rounded and competent graduate 
(Dormody and Torres, 2002). These will be among the ideas we will incorporate into our criteria 
for selection 

We have elaborated a list of criteria in each of the following areas (Francis et al., 2013), and can 
group them into categories of technical competence, communication skills, action learning capac-
ities, abilities to vision and evaluate future development scenarios and options, and unique per-
sonal competencies and skills such as learning from stakeholders and incorporating ethics and 
values into professional activities.   

We recognize clearly that many of these same competencies sought in recruiting students will be 
similar to those we promote in our instructors and thesis supervisors in the doctoral program net-
work. We will seek people with genuine interest in students, beyond their own personal goals, 
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and with willingness to dedicate time and energy to supporting student learning and dissertation 
projects in the field.  

Designing courses and curricula:  
To the extent possible we will build on the foundation of existing courses and ideas about cur-
ricula, but infusing the perspective of systemic thinking and systems evaluation from multiple 
points of view. The process will be to survey network participants to see what courses are already 
available, and then decide what additional courses should be developed and made available to 
students who are pursuing the doctoral degree. We embrace the importance of diversity of cours-
es and approaches to designing a path through the learning landscape that is unique to each stu-
dent, similar to the uniqueness of place that characterized each niche on the farm and each com-
munity. Strength of the program will depend on availability of quality courses that meet the needs 
of many students, as well as those that are needed for specific students and their academic prepa-
ration. We anticipate joint planning and design of some courses with multi-university teams, 
while others will depend on individual instructors and universities.  

Some courses of general interest that have been identified include Systems Thinking and Scenar-
io Development; Local, Regional, and National Impacts of Large-Scale Land Investments; 
Agroecology and the Rural landscape; Cropping Systems in an Agroecology Perspective; Provid-
ing Cases for Developing Course Materials; Internationalization and Institutionalization of 
Agroecology;  

Multiple methods for course implementation: 
Recognizing the importance of different learning styles among students, we intend to follow the 
ecological principle that ‘no size fits all’ and that multiple methods of learning will be respected 
and provided in course design and delivery. Concepts of experiential learning and phenomenolo-
gy have been used with success in current agroecology MSc programs (Østergaard et al., 2010), 
and we anticipate challenges in making courses and delivery methods appropriate across a num-
ber of cultures, and using a common language [English] that will enable communication across 
groups from many cultures and food traditions. While a number of courses will be available on 
line, we see the needs for blended courses that combine in-person and distance learners, design of 
projects and social learning that can take place among people located in multiple locations, and 
development of a learning community across national, cultural, language, and disciplinary 
boundaries. It will be necessary to physically bring people together in key locations for some 
learning activities, and we can take advantage of international technical conferences to provide 
contacts and communication with key leaders in relevant fields of study and development, and 
adding several days of agroecology workshops to build social learning capacities. This will be 
efficient by using mobility funds to double advantage for the technical meeting as well as the 
agroecology network activity. Details of course design and implementation will be unique to each 
course.  

Developing a resource network: 
In today’s electronic world it is less difficult to link people with libraries and other information 
resources than it was in the past, and all possible appropriate means of communication should be 
employed to make technical resources available to students in the network. We need to identify 
which types of sharing of resources is most needed, and how a consortium of universities can be 
more effective than any one institution working alone. Finances to make international data bases 
in agriculture, environment, and food systems available to all students in the network need to be 
identified and put to use.  

Linkages with other networks and organizations: 
The agroecology doctoral program and the network of students and instructors needs to resemble 
the natural system, in that all people and resources are connected in a seamless web of people and 
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knowledge that functions quickly and efficiently. There are multiple platforms available today 
that can facilitate this process, such as Research Gate, moodle, Facebook, EntryScape, and others. 
Inexpensive or free communication options such as Skype can be used for pairs or small groups 
to meet and exchange information and ideas. Seminars, classes, and exams can easily be conduct-
ed electronically to minimize costs of physical mobility and focus scarce resources to catalyze 
meaningful professional interactions among instructors, supervisors, and students in the learning 
community. These networks can minimize the friction of distance and create a functioning net-
work of professional agroecologists on the global level.  

Establishing funding sources:  
We recognize at the outset that new and innovative programs need funding in the initial stages, 
and that identifying and mobilizing these resources may be at the expense of some existing pro-
grams. Thus there is need for compelling reasons why this new educational network and learning 
landscape is important to doctoral students and learning for the future. Startup funds will un-
doubtedly be needed for program planning, recruiting instructors and supervisors, finding and 
screening students, providing mobility for both students and instructors, and facilitating the nec-
essary activities of the network. The medium-term goal is to get acceptance and financial com-
mitments from each of the cooperative universities, so that this educational activity is internalized 
into local budgets and some degree of long-term stability can be established for the agroecology 
doctoral program.  

 
Mobility for students and faculty: 
It is not difficult to convince instructors and students of the importance of mobility, since this is a 
key component of today’s professional world in agriculture and food systems. What is needed is a 
commitment to the principle of mobility as essential to doctoral study, and that funds are needed 
for students to learn in multiple environments even while focusing on the uniqueness of their own 
place and the need to solve critical food challenges in that place. Instructors may efficiently move 
from one educational environment to another in a way that is more efficient than moving a large 
number of students. And most importantly, we need to reconceptualize the idea of mobility to 
embrace the electronic technologies available today, and seek ways to speed this type of ex-
change and frequent interaction among students and instructors in the network. This can make 
efficient use of scarce resources, if upgrading communication capacities can put people on the 
internet in place of putting people on airplanes with such frequency as we still do today.  

Exploring future employment:  
Today’s MSc agroecology students often have enrolled in this program on faith, with the expecta-
tion that positions will be available in academic, non-profit, government, or private sector organi-
zations when they complete their degrees. Although our wishful thinking is that agroecology and 
systems approaches to problem solution will be a widely recognized and rewarded perspective in 
the future, we still lack enough numbers of graduates who can be cited as role models for our 
current students. It will be valuable to trace the graduates from several MSc programs and cata-
logue their current jobs as well as ideas on how the agroecology education helped them to arrive 
to those positions, and how the holistic and systems perspective was useful in the interview and 
selection process. How are they using these skills from agroecology in what they are doing to-
day? This will be useful as recruiting information to provide for prospective students, and as a 
useful device for fund raising to support the implementation of the agroecology doctoral program.  

Sustaining the educational network into the future:  
Natural ecosystems are sustainable because of their diversity, resilience, and ability to adapt to 
changing conditions. Likewise, our agroecology learning network should display some of these 
same characteristics if we are to compete effectively in the academic milieu for students and 
scarce educational resources. Through our courses, curricula, teaching and learning methods, and 
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student numbers we can establish that this is a concept that is so compelling that it would invoke 
large opportunity costs not to establish and maintain the program within academia. Through suc-
cessful graduates and the responsible actions that they can achieve and document, we can rein-
force the ideas and value of experiential learning and provide convincing arguments that holistic 
and transdisciplinary learning is exactly what we need to complement the current learning about 
soils, crops, animals, microorganisms, and economics that will continue as important components 
of education. We can link these in meaningful ways, and build on the emergent properties of col-
laboration that will result from these newly designed learning landscapes.  

 

Conclusions 
Agroecology is a growing field that embraces the production, economic, environmental and so-
cial dimensions of our current challenges in farming and food systems. Through transdisciplinary 
research and learning, we can integrate the biophysical and socioeconomic methods that have 
been carefully developed over decades, and these can be focused on the increasingly complex and 
‘wicked’ challenges of providing food for a growing population while maintaining a livable envi-
ronment. Few of the problems facing the human population have higher priority than providing 
adequate food, and our best and brightest minds need to be educated and mobilized to address the 
complex and ever-changing array of resource and environmental issues that arise as we try to 
produce more food with ever more scarce land and other resources. Priority on these questions 
and resources to address them must come to the fore, and should take priority over the extraordi-
nary investments currently put into military, industrial, and global commitments that have not 
been successful in solving growing challenges of food and equity. Business as usual will not be a 
viable option for the future, as elaborated in the IAASTD Report (2009), and also as Albert Ein-
stein said, “we will not solve our most critical problems with the same minds and ideas that creat-
ed them.” 
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Abstract: In research projects based on questions which emerge from practice and from interac-
tions with different stakeholders, researchers engage with research partners in a cooperative and 
interdisciplinary approach. In PhD projects, including a diverse network of partners and 
interdisciplinarity may be challenged by the short duration of the projects and by the positivist 
and reductionist approaches in which students are initially trained. Based on a concrete PhD re-
search project on small-scale organic seed production, the objective of this work is to elucidate 
how interdisciplinarity and an action-base can nevertheless gradually be integrated by PhD stu-
dents into an approach best termed as involved research. Reflection on the roles of partners, their 
involvement, motivation and points of view and on the evolution of questions posed during inter-
actions between students and stakeholders contributes to recognizing the role of each partner, 
situating research postures, and identifying the types of knowledge and transformations produced. 
While PhD students and their research projects can evolve towards more holistic and constructiv-
ist approaches, it is crucial to maintain opportunities for reflection during their research in order 
to realize the potentials of involving all those  involved in the projects and  produce effective so-
cial learning processes. 

Keywords: farmers’ seeds, interdisciplinarity, multi-actor approach 

 
 
Introduction 
Action-based, phenomenon-oriented research and learning which is “socially connected to meth-
ods, professional practices and organizational structures” (Francis et al., 2012) implies the partic-
ipation of research partners from academic and non-academic fields. The possibility of introduc-
ing interdisciplinarity and an action-base into PhD research can be questioned. The simple fact 
that a PhD project is conducted over a short period of time greatly challenges the development of 
a working relationship based on a common understanding between actors and the consideration 
of long-term perspectives. In addition, conducting a problem-based PhD research project in part-
nership with human actors leads to a set of specific challenges and questions, namely concerning 
the social and professional competence required to efficiently deal with the needs and requests of 
the different partners and the multitude of disciplines involved.  Finally, the evaluation of re-
search results which cannot be planned for in advance and which includes academic and non-
academic results has not yet been solved. This represents an additional risk for PhD students who 
will depend on the evaluation and recognition of their research for their PhD certification and 
therefore for their career perspectives. 

However, some situations and research projects require interdisciplinary approaches and the in-
clusion of multiple stakeholders in ways that may not have been planned or fully accounted for 
by the researchers beforehand.  In those cases, it is important to situate the research activities and 
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define the roles of involved stakeholders in order to avoid a naïve approach and amateurism (Hu-
bert 2002). In the following, we will show how a concrete PhD research conducted by a graduate 
agronomist on small-scale, organic seed production gradually evolves to adopt more interdisci-
plinary approaches and involve stakeholders in different processes.  

 
Emergence of a research project from a hot debate 
The research project was sparked by a reflection on plant health by small-scale organic seed pro-
ducers and researchers of the national agricultural research institute, INRA, in France. The pro-
ducers involved in this discussion are members of the association of artisan seed producers 
“Croqueurs de Carottes” and of the “Réseau Semences Paysannes” (RSP). The RSP is a farmers’ 
network formed in 2003 to dynamically manage cultivated biodiversity and develop and share the 
relevant know-how. Based on a critique not only of modern breeding techniques, the seed indus-
try and current seed laws, but of large-scale industrialized agriculture as a whole, the network 
develops alternatives to regain control over seed systems (Demeulenaere, 2013). The bean seed 
producers were faced with Common Bacterial Blight (CBB), a seed-borne quarantine pest on 
common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) caused by the bacterium Xanthomonas axonopodis var. 
phaseoli. However, producers seemed less concerned about the actual plant health, but more 
about phytosanitary regulations not being coherent with the experiences and practices of small-
scale artisan and organic seed producers. We emit the hypothesis that two different viewpoints 
are confronting each other, which go beyond the scope of CBB and refer more widely to the un-
derstanding of plant health. Whereas a more precise definition of these viewpoints will be part of 
the ongoing research, they can roughly be sketched based on considerations of Döring et al. 
(2011). The understanding of plant health represented by actual seed laws, including 
phytosanitary regulations, defends the ideal of pathogen-free seed to allow for healthy crops and 
the maximization of grain yields. While this strategy reduces damage to crops and delays the 
spread of pathogens, it is regarded by the involved farmers as an overly reductionist approach to 
plant health, disfavoring the resilience of cropping systems. Indeed, ecological plant protection 
relies on interactions in the ecosystem to provide regulation of pathogens and pests. Here, a more 
normativist approach based on a positive concept of plant health is stressed, “focusing on more 
complex interactions between plants and pathogens” in order to “move towards health”. 

The debate on plant health can be qualified as a hot situation, as described by Callon (1999). 
Whereas the European legislation on plant health is considered a frame established on the base of 
one definition of plant health, the seed producers involved in the research project spill over and 
try to overwhelm this frame due to their understanding of plant health. Their understanding of 
seed production as co-production of farmer and nature (van der Ploeg, 2009) and as dynamic pro-
cess is not compatible with the prescriptions of the laws on plant health. Facing actual seed laws, 
the small-scale organic seed producers see their activity, their livelihoods and their practices and 
know-how threatened. Interacting with other stakeholders in a hybrid forum, they are unable to 
find common definitions of the problem, let alone identify its causalities or measure its effects. 
Yet such a common framing of the problem is necessary before new legislations can be negotiat-
ed which would cover the needs of all stakeholders involved in the discussions. The producers 
who spill over the actual frame of seed laws engage in forms of cooperation to make their voice 
heard. When reviewing the proposals for regulations on plant reproductive material and plant 
health presented by the European Commission in May 2013 and the reactions of stakeholders, 
one cannot but conclude that common ground is far from being reached. For instance, the actors 
have diverging viewpoints on how to define an optimum crop production and therefore on the 
aims of seed laws. The actual seed laws reflect the aim of eliminating plant diseases such as CBB 
to maximize grain yields, whereas the small-scale organic seed producers involved in our re-
search aim at obtaining stable yields over time with bean plants which are adapted to their pro-
duction systems. Very importantly, the latter combine the aim of yield stability with the aim of 
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maintaining artisan seed production and associated knowledge and practices within local seed 
systems. Conflicting views may also be explained by differing perceptions of the definability and 
measurability of plants health as an objective entity.  

In this context of hot debate, researchers at INRA where approached by producers with the re-
quest to show that the phytosanitary regulation defining quarantine measures for Xap-
contaminated seed is not coherent with their production practices and experience. A PhD student 
was recruited who approached the subject with the tools available to her as graduate agronomist.  

 
Situating the research and its partners 
The research approach described here is best termed as involved research (“recherche 
impliquée”), according to the term proposed by Mougenot (2011). Although the English term 
does not reflect the multiple meanings and versatility of the French adjective impliqué, the differ-
ent significations of involvement are appropriate to describe it. On one hand, the researcher gets 
fully involved with a project, an action, a social movement and accepts risks and uncertainties 
related to an evolving context. On the other hand, through its contextualization in a hot debate, 
the research has the potential to involve a multitude of actors who may relate to each other as 
allies or opponents. Involving these actors also means involving their modes of action. Beyond 
scientific results, such research has the potential of producing tensions, debates on acquired 
knowledge and social learning processes. The potential of involved research to engage with ac-
tors and produce social learning processes is stressed here because appropriate research postures 
need to be adopted and research interventions put in place to fully realize this potential. This 
should be taken into account from the beginning of a project wherever possible. In our case, how-
ever, the interaction of the PhD student with diverse actors has first lead to the transformation of 
her point of view and on the research activities planned, implying a continuous problematisation 
process. This may in future lead to real common learning processes with diverse stakeholders.    

Research partners and actors 
In figure 1, the partners involved in the research project are depicted and the three partner cate-
gories attributed according to Hubert (2002). The artisan and organic producers of vegetable 
seeds, organized in the association Croqueurs de carottes, brought up the initial question and will 
hopefully profit from research results for their work. They are therefore defined as beneficiary of 
the research. The term beneficiary should not be understood as describing a passive role. The 
producers actively contribute to the problematisation of the CBB issue with the researchers. Alt-
hough on researchers’ side the PhD student and her supervisors are in charge of the project, a 
large number of other academic researchers are involved. The PhD project forms part of the large 
scale European collaborative research project SOLIBAM. Financial means, a network of partners 
and expertise in terms of scientific and farmers’ knowledge are available within the SOLIBAM 
network. Scientific experts and practitioners beyond this network are approached for advice as 
needed. For instance, advice from vegetable producers, a plant pathologist, an agronomist with 
expertise in symbiotic relationships of legume crops, a statistician, a molecular biologist and so-
ciologists is needed in order to apply theories and methods in an integrated approach.  
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Figure 1. Research partners of the project. 

 
 
The European Commission (EC) has two major roles in the network of actors. On one hand, the 
EC is in charge of formulating seed laws, including phytosanitary regulations, influencing the 
practices of small-scale seed producers in a prescriptive manner. In this function, the EC is ad-
vised by other stakeholders, such as the European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organiza-
tion (EPPO), which elaborates recommendations on quarantine pests. In France, the European 
seed legislation and phytosanitary regulations are enforced by several institutions. The Ministry 
of Agriculture applies them in cooperation with a national inter-professional association for seeds 
and planting material (GNIS). The national working group for variety and seed testing (GEVES) 
of which they form part is responsible for testing seeds made available on the market for 
phytosanitary quality, among other criteria. The GEVES and its technical facility (SNES) can be 
considered as specialized institutions operating in the field of practical seed production. Although 
they are not actively involved in the research project, their actions influence the problematisation 
of the CBB issue. In general, such specialized institutions may also have an interest in research 
results or even disseminate them in the framework of future activities. On the other hand, the EC 
is the sponsor of SOLIBAM and this research project. Through a call for research proposals on 
agrobiodiversity and a selection process, SOLIBAM was established with the overall objective of 
developing “specific and novel breeding approaches integrated with management practices to 
improve the performance, quality, sustainability and stability of crops adapted to organic and 
low-input systems” (www.solibam.eu), based on the concept of diversity. Research projects such 
as SOLIBAM are in part commissioned by the EC to improve the knowledge base on which to 
build legislation.  

Given that a PhD research project pursues the double objective of conducting academic research 
and of training a young scientist, an additional set of partners needs to be mobilized. They are not 
actively involved in research activities, but imply an additional set of reporting measures and 
constraints. For instance, the Luxembourgish research fund finances a PhD grant for the student 
and signs a contract with the student and INRA as host institution. The University of Liège is 
involved in directing the PhD thesis. For clarity, these institutions are not explicitly included in 
figure 1, but are part of the bubble representing the PhD thesis. 
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Research questions 
The research question and its evolution are an indicator of the research postures adopted as the 
PhD project advances. The formulation and reformulation of the research question can be inter-
preted the result of framing processes within the research project: As contacts are established, 
partners involve, interactions are created and situations experienced, new points of view need to 
be included in the question treated. The initial question posed by artisan seed producers€ reflects 
the hot debate from which it emerged: 

How can we show that the phytosanitary regulation classifying Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. 
phaseoli as quarantine pest on bean seed is not coherent with production practices and experi-
ences? 

A first step in the PhD research process was the reframing of this question according to the hy-
potheses of the student. These were strongly influenced by her background as graduate agrono-
mist specialized in plant breeding, as she asked 

Do common bean landraces have higher genetic variability among populations than commercial 
varieties? Does higher variability confer higher adaptability to new environments and patho-
gens? 

Which other adaptation processes occur when locally adapted common bean accessions are cul-
tivated in a new environment? 

Do seed laws correspond to the situation of small-scale organic producers?  

The first question focuses on the genetic variability of the varieties produced by the small-scale 
seed producers as source of adaptability. Other adaptation processes more reliant on the interac-
tions between plants and their environment, such as epigenetic effects and the interactions be-
tween plants and soil microorganisms are explored through the second question. Thus the ecosys-
tem in which seed production takes place is accounted for. The student expected that the incom-
patibility between seed laws and farmer practices, reflected in the third question, could be fully 
explained by differences in the genetic variability and adaptability of the bean plants artisan seed 
producers grow, as opposed to the commercial varieties produced by large-scale seed enterprises. 
The producers and their practices are considered as part of the production environment and as an 
important factor in selection and adaptation processes. Beyond their practices in crop manage-
ment, their situation and needs are accounted for as a stable and objective entity affected only by 
the biological interactions happening in their fields. In summary, this approach reflects the aim of 
comparing seed regulations with the situation on farmers’ fields in order to produce a verdict on 
the pertinence of actual seed laws. The term verdict is borrowed from the legal vocabulary here to 
express a vision of the researcher acting as neutral observer able to produce an objective and uni-
versal judgment on a situation. Field trials in farmers’ fields with the concerned farmers’ varieties 
are designed and sown in order to define that situation.  Interactions between the farmers, re-
searchers, decision-makers and other institutions are kept at a distance. The fact that the hot de-
bate on plant health may constitute the confrontation of contrasting understandings of plant health 
is implicitly accounted for, as CBB as particular case is no longer mentioned in the questions. 
However, the contrasting viewpoints are not made explicit and are regarded more as personal 
opinions threatening the neutrality and objectivity of research than as an interaction to explore.   

In her discussions and interactions with diverse stakeholders, the PhD student quickly realized 
she would not be able to treat a question concerning plant health in the context of small-scale 
organic seed production without making their understanding of plant health explicit. The con-
trasting viewpoints were integrated into the research in a third reframing of the research question. 
This is when a sociologist was taken on board the project as co-supervisor. The current question 
is formulated as follows. 
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Which are the elements of plant health management facing Common bean blight in the context of 
small-scale organic bean seed production? 

The overall aim of the research now is to develop an approach to plant health in partnership with 
the concerned farmers and to reflect on CBB and its management from this point of view. This 
aim entails a more inter-disciplinary approach, reflected by a number of sub-questions. The agro-
nomical approach and field trials are maintained, as the biological interactions in farmers’ fields 
remain relevant for the exploration of farmers’ understanding and management of plant health. 
Initially, the trials situated in farmers’ fields were also thought to constitute platforms to facilitate 
interactions between the researcher and the farmer and drive common learning processes on the 
management of plant health in small-scale seed production (Why this has not been realized is 
discussed in the next section). Comprehensive interviews with stakeholders were included as new 
element in the research project to analyse how producers, researchers and other actors respond 
to the disruption brought by the Common bacterial blight concerning the legal framework. Seed 
quality and its definitions are also explored in the framework of these interviews. With this re-
framing of the question and the adoption of other methodological tools, contrasting understand-
ings of plant health can be made explicit. Furthermore, the situation, practices and needs of actors 
are no longer understood as stable, objective entities needing to be defined, but as a dynamic base 
for a learning process. The researchers themselves are recognized as forming part of a network of 
involved actors, instead of being neutral observers.        

This third research question and the associated methodology do not represent the end of a dynam-
ic evolution or the last frame to our reflections on plant health, so we hope. Indeed, first consider-
ations are already being made on how to facilitate the co-production of knowledge.  

 
Navigating between points of view 
Beyond cognitive forms and methodological tools, the reframing of research questions reflects 
changes in the posture adopted by the researcher and the integration of new points of view. From 
the initial posture of supposedly neutral observer of biological interactions and stable needs, the 
understanding of the PhD student’s own work has evolved to include reflection on her own ac-
tivity in a network of project partners. Building upon considerations of Hubert (2002) on research 
postures according to the points of view on natural resources proposed by Richard Bawden 
(1997), the evolution of the research postures adopted by the student is represented in figure 2.  

As discussed earlier, the initial question which sparked the research project emerged from debates 
on seed laws and phytosanitary regulations, marked by contrasting points of view on plant health. 
This initial question is transformed by the PhD student, driven by her training as agronomist. The 
approach then adopted can be described as positivist. Methods employed represent a mix between 
laboratory-type and field-type research (Hubert 2002): The first set of research questions refer-
ring to genetic variability is based on hypotheses which are verifiable through analyses and thus 
qualifies as laboratory-type research, whereas the field trials aim at understanding interactions 
within complex productions systems. The first approach adopted by the researcher is thus situated 
at the interface between techno- and eco-centered researches in figure 2. The three research mod-
els and points of view constitute clear-cut categories in the conceptual model, but in practice ra-
ther constitute a continuum between the extremes on the axes reductionism-holism and positiv-
ism-constructivism (Bawden, 1997).  
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Figure 2. Evolving research questions according to Bawden (1997) and Hubert (2002). 

 
With the second reframing of the research question, the approach is pushed further into the upper 
right quadrant representing eco-centred, field-type research. The explicit integration of diverging 
understanding of plant health and the qualitative study thereof constitute a step towards holo-
centred approaches and the action-research model. Although the researcher acknowledges the 
fact that she cannot act as a neutral observer, but is an engaged actor in a network of stakeholders, 
her research is described as rather positivist. She recognizes that even the results of molecular 
analyses indicating the genetic variability of bean plants will be interpreted according to a context 
and point of view. However, a systematization of interactions in collective action and common 
learning processes has not (yet?) occurred, as research methodologies remain centralized around 
the researcher. Again, it is important to keep in mind that the clear-cut conceptual research mod-
els translate into continua between positivism and constructivism along which research postures 
evolve in practice.   

The evolution of the research question is ongoing and reframing processes are sparked by interac-
tions between diverse actors. Although they have not been formally and systematically facilitated, 
such interactions have pushed for constant improvements of the research project. The systematic 
facilitation of such interactions may produce social learning processes between research partners. 
For this to happen, appropriate research interventions must be planned with research partners 
according to their practices and interests. Considerations put forward by Döring et al. (2011) on 
the definition of plant health may be of great value for the future development of the project. Ra-
ther than defining plant health as an objective entity, they propose a procedural concept consist-
ing of a set of rules for debate in order to incorporate different viewpoints on the continua be-
tween naturalist and normativist approaches, negative and positive definitions, reductionism and 
holism and functionality and resilience. 
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Conclusions 
This particular example may serve as case study to show the evolution of relationships and points 
of view in a research project involving academic research institutions and extra-academic re-
search partners. An initial research question emerged from a hot debate involving diverse stake-
holders is transformed as it is first adopted by academic researchers and then confronted with 
contrasting viewpoints in a network of research partners. After being modified by the PhD stu-
dent to conform with a rather reductionist approach, new elements and points of view are inte-
grated. The research evolves as involved research and questions move towards a holist view. A 
PhD student trained in rather positivist research approaches evolves towards a more constructivist 
understanding of her research. The question posed at the beginning of this contribution, i.e. 
whether it is possible to introduce interdisciplinarity and an action-base into PhD research, cannot 
be answered with a clear yes or no. In practice, research approaches do not constitute clear-cut 
categories, but research projects can move along the continua of more or less interdisciplinarity 
or more or less action-based interaction with research partners. What we can conclude here is that 
PhD research constitutes an opportunity to evolve towards interdisciplinary and action-based re-
search with the aim of facilitating the co-production of knowledge in a network of research part-
ners. In order to recognize the role of each partner, situate one’s own research posture and identi-
fy the types of knowledge and transformations produced, it is crucial to maintain opportunities 
for reflection on the own activities in research projects.   
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Abstract: A summer travel course was established in 1998 as an educational activity of the North 
Central Institute for Sustainable Systems (NCISS) that included three landgrant university part-
ners: Iowa State Univ., Univ. Minnesota, and Univ. Nebraska – Lincoln. Course goals were to 
provide students from a wide range of study areas in agriculture and related fields an opportunity 
to learn directly from Midwest farmers; to visit a range of farm operations from small to large; to 
learn about both crop and animal production as well as whole-farm systems; to gather essential 
information to evaluate current farming systems and alternatives; to work together as student 
teams to process and integrate the information into both oral and written project reports; and 
above all to gain confidence in communicating with farmers. This last objective helps develop a 
key capacity for graduating students to use on future jobs, and is one that is rarely met in the con-
ventional on-campus course curriculum. Students were urged to evaluate farms and their poten-
tials for long-term sustainability using production, economic, environmental, and social perspec-
tives and parameters. In addition to the final project team reports, students prepared individual 
learner documents that followed reflection on their own learning and participation as members of 
a project team. Feedback from students about communication with farmers has been highly posi-
tive over 15 years of the summer course, and their evaluations have been instrumental in the in-
forming of faculty-designed changes in this evolving learning landscape.  

Keywords: agroecology education, action learning, agroecosystems analysis, travel course, 
farmer interviews, participatory learning, phenomenon-based learning 

 

Introduction 
A course designated Agroecosystems Analysis was jointly planned by faculty from three Midwest 
landgrant universities and one private college as a way to get students out of the classroom to 
become acquainted with the contemporary practice of agriculture by learning from farmers in the 
four-state area including Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, and Nebraska. As instructors, we had 
all faced the budget challenges and scheduling difficulties that made periodic field trips during 
the regular semester or quarter nearly impossible to arrange, and thus we were looking for viable 
alternatives. It was also clear that just discussing practical farming examples in the classroom 
even with slides or videos was not adequate to illustrate the complexity of real-life farming situa-
tions. Although a number of students arrive with farm background or experience from  working 
on farms as interns, others have no such experience. The summer travel course was designed to 
fill that gap in agroecology education. 

Much of the course design was based on our previous experience as instructors in courses on 
prairie species and range systems, forage crops and systems, practical agronomy, and plant breed-
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ing. Some invited faculty from soils and agricultural education were helpful early in the course, 
but our intent was to depend on the farmers as primary sources of information for the course. We 
used as one foundation the Agronomy Society Monograph No. 43 (Agroecosystems Analysis, 
Rickerl and Francis, 2004) that provided an overview of systems thinking as well as integration 
of topics on production, economics, environmental impacts, and social dimensions of farming 
systems and rural communities. Another rich resource has been the agroecology course experi-
ence in Norway where student teams have explored organic and biodynamic farming systems 
with farmer interviews, and studied community food systems as part of a semester-long immer-
sion course (Francis, 2009). Starting the educational process in the field builds on the concept of 
phenomenon-based learning, applied to agroecology through practical learning experience that 
builds on student exposure to and appreciation of multiple sources of knowledge including that of 
the farmer and their own observations (Østergaard et al., 2010). There is a rich literature on ac-
tion-based learning that is closely tied to action research (Levin, 2008; Zuber-Skerritt, 2001), and 
these have described in agroecology as learning that leads to responsible action (Lieblein et 
al.,2004; Lieblein and Francis, 2007). 

Course goals were 1) to provide students an opportunity to interact closely with Midwest farmers 
and learn from their life experiences, 2) to become familiar with Midwest agriculture including a 
range of farm sizes from large and industrial to small and biodiverse, 3) to learn first hand about 
crop and livestock production and the challenges farmers face in designing integrated systems, 4) 
to gather information on the farm visits that would allow students to do a cursory sustainability 
analysis, 5) to develop team management and learning skills, and 6) above all to provide a safe 
space for students to learn about communication with farmers and develop interviewing skills 
that would prove helpful in the future. The methods centered on farm visits and interviews with 
farmers, collecting and evaluating information as student teams, preparing an oral and interactive 
team presentation to the whole class and instructors, writing a summary document on the evalua-
tion of farms, and preparing an individual learner document that described the learning process 
including how well each student perceived their personal contributions as a member of a student 
team. The course documents, including farm project reports and individual learning statements, 
were used along with instructor conversations with students to evaluate the success of the pro-
gram.  

 

Course Methods 
The travel course has evolved over 15 years in a time of substantial stress in the farming industry, 
but also with some good years when farmers were successful in making an adequate income to 
meet expenses and help pay for their investments in land. Although we recognize as instructors 
that we can attain this longitudinal view due to many years of visiting some of the same farms, 
this generally is not apparent to students who are provided with a single year snapshot of the 
farms included in the tour. Students do acquire some sense of the evolution of each farm and all 
the systems, as farmers describe their personal histories in farming, current operations, and future 
plans. Students attempt to take this information into account as they assess the farms and come up 
with potential recommendations for future activities or enterprises that would help farmers meet 
their goals.  

The travel schedule and appointments with farmers are all arranged ahead of time, and there is 
little opportunity for modification since it is difficult to make changes when people are busy dur-
ing the growing season. Several of the same farmers have been visited each year since the start of 
the course, while others have been added as family or financial or timing circumstances changed. 
The general schedule is to visit two farms each day, along with another site visit that could be 
study of specific soils, a transect walk across a native prairie, or an associated industry such as a 
wind farm or commercial processing activity. The core of the course has been eight to ten visits 
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to farms each year. In one of the early years we moved the class across the three-state area and 
stayed in different places each night. But this proved cumbersome, expensive, and logistically 
difficult; for the past decade we have used Dordt College dormitories in Sioux Center, Iowa as 
the headquarters where there are comfortable accommodations, opportunities for students to pre-
pare their own food, and meeting rooms where student teams as well as the entire group can 
meet. This has meant longer travel distances to some farm sites, but the time has been used to 
advantage by having teams meet during the trips to begin their debriefings and evaluation of in-
formation collected.  

The preferred method for the course is phenomenon-based learning (Østergaard et al., 2010), 
where the learning process starts on the farm with the phenomenon itself rather than starting with 
theory and extensive facts about the farms or practices in the classroom. Farmers are well versed 
in the enterprises and practices they include in their operations, and also integrate a wide range of 
mechanical, agronomic, business, and personal relations skills as they deal with the complexity of 
their farms and markets. Thus they provide a rich source of information that brings students into 
the learning activity at what we have called the ‘third step on a learning ladder’ (Lieblein et al., 
2007), where the two previous steps are 1) learning theories about farming or specific disciplines 
and 2) learning skills about growing crops or raising animals. Students enter the learning ladder at 
the step of practice and integration. This strategy is consistent with the long history of experien-
tial learning over the past century in the U.S. (Moncure and Francis, 2011), and it may also be 
called ‘action learning’ (Lieblein and Francis, 2007). 

Two preparatory activities in which we engage the students on the first day of class are communi-
ty building and practicing interview techniques. The first is initiated using personal biographies 
which students and instructors all prepare in about ten minutes on large flip chart pages, and then 
present to the entire class. This breaks the ice in a group that comes from at least three different 
universities, and will have to work together for the next eight days. The other activity is discus-
sion about interview techniques, and after some introduction about what we want to learn and 
how to approach this challenge the new student teams assemble and decide on what questions 
they will ask and how to approach the farmers. Some guidelines are available for initiating this 
activity (Francis, 2012; Østergaard et al., 2013) 

Students have reviewed key literature materials during one month before the group assembles, 
and students are asked to read about and evaluate several models provided by instructors for de-
scribing sustainability. They write a brief essay about which model(s) they prefer and why. When 
teams are assembled the first evening they discuss their individual opinions about different mod-
els that could be useful, and then make tentative decisions about which model(s) to use for their 
group project report. Choice of a technique also impacts their decisions about how to interact 
with farmer stakeholders including what questions to ask and how as a group to record infor-
mation to be prepared for their reporting sessions. We urge students to make careful observations 
and take notes, then compare these within each group, and not to jump to conclusions nor rec-
ommendations.  

On return to the Dordt campus each evening, we assemble for a plenary reflection session that is 
guided by a different student team each day. The goal is to share observations and experiences 
from the farms that day, recognizing that every person gathers different ideas and insights from 
the same visit. Students have been highly creative in designing these sessions, and we consider 
the success of group reflection to be a product of having built a tight learning community from 
the outset and providing a safe space for initiatives and exploring a range of possibilities rather 
than seeking ‘the right answer’. Student teams then have the opportunity to meet and share data 
and ideas from the farms, begin to digest and interpret the information, and continue to expand 
their ideas about how to present findings in both oral and written formats. This represents another 
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form of client communication, where the class becomes the stakeholder group for the team con-
ducting the reflection session.  

After completing the farm visits, the teams have one evening and two hours the next morning to 
finalize their group presentations, and then each team has 45 minutes to present their analysis and 
conclusions in an interactive format that involves the entire group in a learning environment. 
There are questions and answers from the class, and teams often use some type of survey of stu-
dents to collect more ideas for their final papers. The course concludes with an evening barbeque 
and volleyball event, and a time for open space discussion of topics not included during the week. 
Before returning home a final overview and reflection session is held the following morning. 
Through the entire week, there are daily one-page evaluation forms that are completed by stu-
dents and faculty, and carbon copies allow the students to keep a record of what they have written 
to help build their final individual learning documents.  The team of instructors uses information 
from these evaluation sheets, as well as conversations with students while driving to farm sites, at 
meals, and informal moments, that are shared every evening among the instructors who meet 
while the student teams are working. To the extent possible, we keep track of the learning and 
personal situation of each student, make small adjustments in the schedule for the next day, and 
generally assess progress of the course. This has proven helpful in identifying team problems, in 
counseling individual students, and generally keeping close watch on the pulse of the group in 
order to enhance the learning opportunities.  

Course Results 
As instructors, we have observed a number of indicators of success, including several related to 
the goal of creating greater confidence and comfort for students in communicating with multiple 
stakeholders. One obvious indicator is the consistent number of student applicants that has main-
tained the course at full enrollment of 25 per year since the course began. This is not necessarily 
easy with a course in late July that conflicts with many students’ summer work schedules that do 
not allow them to miss a week of employment. The mix of approximately 75% undergraduates, 
usually fourth year students, and 25% graduate students provides a valuable mix of youthful en-
ergy and experience that is beneficial for both student demographics. There have been two to six 
students each year from other countries, and this has added a special learning opportunity for do-
mestic students to communicate and work closely with young people from other cultures. 

In preparing for farmer interviews, student teams deliberated about the types of questions that 
would not only give them needed information, but that would be appropriate to ask. While it was 
easy to ask about farm size or areas planted to each crop enterprise and a general idea of crop 
yields, which farmers are ready to share, it is more difficult to ask about sensitive issues such as 
farm finances or long-term plans for succession of ownership. The former can be derived from 
number of hectares in each crop and some idea of yields per hectare, together with commonly 
available crop prices and production costs that are published by Nebraska Extension each year. 
An example from the question on succession can be approached tactfully, not by asking “Who 
will take over the farm”, but rather “How would you describe your plan for management of the 
farm 20 years from now?” Many of these issues and questions can be posed using common sense, 
but it is instructive to practice the skills in a safe space and together with other students to share 
the task and develop ideas together. 

Another dimension of communication with farmers is the “farming language” issue, something 
that farm children grow up with and most from the city do not. Agronomy students and those 
from the farm are excellent mentors for those students in natural resources who do not have prior 
farm experience. Often this happens in humorous ways, as we recently were discussing encoun-
tering loose cattle in the countryside that should be herded back to where they belonged. One 
biology student recounted once seeing a stray cow on the street and helping put it back behind the 
fence, then another student with livestock experience pointed out that cattle were found on the 
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road and not “on the street” and belonged inside the pasture and not “behind the fence”. It is not 
that the farmers we visit lack sense of humor or will challenge students about use of unusual lan-
guage, but it is important for students to feel a sense of confidence in how they ask questions 
about farming matters. Other language barriers have come up over the years, and often involve 
jargon commonly used in the farming community. Students from town may be mystified by some 
terms and afraid to ask, assuming that everyone else understands. Specific terms we remember 
from the summer course included farmers talking about  

 “tiling their fields” (conjuring up for a city dweller an image of installing bathroom tiles 
for some unknown reason),  

 hiring students to “walk the beans” (creating an image of soybeans on a leash similar to a 
pet dog walked around the neighborhood),  

 contracting a “floater to take care of post-emergence weed chemical application” (creating 
who knows what type of image), and 

 “contracting futures on half the corn crop” (perhaps suggesting a farmer gazing into a 
crystal ball, which might not be too far from the truth). 

Part of creating a trusting learning community is to embrace these cultural differences and use 
them during the farm visit to provide students an opportunity to practice interview skills, to seek 
ways to increase communication, and to demonstrate respect for the farmers and their knowledge 
and experience. We nurture a class environment where students and instructors and certainly not 
allowed to put others down for not understanding. We urge students to ask us with total confi-
dence whenever they do not understand, or to use their farm-based fellow students as consultants 
for issues related to farming and special terms. One is tempted to say that, “There is no such thing 
as a stupid question!”, although we are regularly challenged by this in our classes. 

The prime opportunity for building communication skills and confidence is during the farmer 
interviews. We urge student teams to be sure to have everyone in each group participate, and one 
suggestion is to have different team members focus on unique aspects to listen for during the in-
terviews, e.g. production, economics, environmental issues, social dimensions. Since we have 
visited most of these farmers in previous years, they are often well prepared in their introductory 
remarks and during the tours of the farms to anticipate and answer many crucial questions. We 
ask teams to have in mind a list of questions they want answered, and to be sure to pose those that 
are not addressed by farmers in the presentation or during the tour. As instructors, we consciously 
stay behind the student group and let them take the lead in conducting the interviews. We have 
found by experience that a group of 25 students plus several instructors is about the maximum 
number that can cluster around a farmer for a group interview. With more people, some tend to 
break off into small groups for their own conversations, a behavior we discourage as strongly as 
possible. This means that instructors should also be taking careful notes to model good behavior, 
and not to stand apart and follow our own conversations.  

During most farm visits we only meet the principal operator or owner, but on occasion there is 
also a spouse, a child, a hired person or intern, or a neighbor who joins the tour of a farm. We 
urge our students to engage these additional resource people, if it is convenient, in order to access 
an additional window and set of opinions on the farm operation. This also serves to build confi-
dence in their communication skills in the rural farming environment. 

Another opportunity for “farmer-student communication” is within the class group. We make 
sure that each of the student teams has at least one member with strong farm experience, and the-
se people become “imbedded mentors” to some extent. We are transparent about setting up the 
teams, based on mixing genders, major fields of study, those from different universities, and their 
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own “resident farmer” who provides invaluable translation of little-known terms and frequent 
explanations of crop rotations, identification of pasture species, insight on sizes and capabilities 
of different farm implements, and answers to the many questions that arise. This communication 
opportunity has been an ‘emergent property’ of the diverse student teams, and not something that 
we consciously expected in the early years of the course. 

There are daily evaluations, a total of nine during the week, that cause students to reflect on their 
goals and expectations, relevant prior experiences, and daily observations about the farms visited 
and other issues that have emerged during conversations that day. Also included are questions 
about contributions to the team planning and task implementation, about the day’s schedule and 
activities, and about how the class tasks and project work could be improved. The instructors read 
through these anonymous reflections during our evening meetings, and make adjustments to the 
program if possible and take care of specific and general questions that arise from the group. This 
is an intense mentoring experience for instructors. 

An additional issue that emerged is related to teacher/instructor interactions, another type of 
‘stakeholder communication’ that is fostered by this type of travel course when people are to-
gether every day for a full week. Students often mention that this is the first time they have really 
become acquainted with faculty members as ‘real people’ who jog every morning, who have spe-
cial food habits and preferences, who like to engage with students on topics outside the course 
materials, and who have families and challenges with their children. Here is a quote from C. 
Francis: “One student mentioned to me about four years after the course that she really remem-
bered a conversation when I was driving and she was co-pilot; the dialog started when I asked her 
what interesting books she had read recently, and we had an hour-long discussion about novels 
and how they were meaningful to each of us.” This type of conversation builds what has been 
called immediacy (Mehrabian, 1971), defined as messages that we give, silently or overtly to stu-
dents in the classroom or other learning venue. It has also been described as the perceived dis-
tance between people, eg. instructor and student (Anderson, 1979). Although many instructors are 
hesitant to ‘get too close to their students’ in fear of not being able to objectively assess perfor-
mance, the literature shows that immediacy is positively correlated with attendance, participation, 
learning, attitude toward class, and student evaluations (Rocca and McCroskey, 1999). The sum-
mer course provides ample opportunities for faculty instructors to increase their immediacy with 
the students in the course.  

On Friday morning we have a structured final group reflection session to answer any last minute 
questions from the teams about their written documents, due a month later, and their preparation 
of individual learner documents. This is often a joyful time, with much anticipation of a nice ride 
home, last chance to give us feedback on the course, and an unspoken desire to get some much-
needed sleep on the road after the intensive week of interaction. We ask about whether expecta-
tions were fulfilled, and solicit ideas about how to improve the course. The last activity is a trip 
around the circle when each person has an opportunity to give their personal opinions and reac-
tions about the learning environment and what the week has meant to them. This often evokes a 
very personal and at times emotional statement about what the course has meant, and the courage 
such reports require also reflects the degree of closeness and trust that has been established in this 
agroecology learning community. One student from ISU said, “I learned more in one week in this 
course than in a full semester of courses on campus”. 

Related to immediacy is one final aspect that we think contributes to communication and to learn-
ing, and that is the student bonding, faculty bonding, and student/faculty bonding that occurs dur-
ing the week together. This comes as no surprise to anyone who has been to summer camp for 
sports, to a religious camp, or to any other activity that brings people together for an extended 
period of intense learning and common task achievement. It is both amazing and heartening on 
the final day of class when the different university groups begin to load into their vans for the 
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trips home. The number of hugs that are exchanged, and even some tears that accompany the 
parting event, give us satisfaction each year that some serious learning community building has 
occurred during the week. And it is about the only occasion during our educational year when 
most of the students give the instructors hugs when departing at the end of the week. We consider 
this one more indicator of the intensity of the learning experience and the value that students 
place on this group education event. 

A month after the departure from Dordt College, we have the privilege of reading each individu-
al’s ‘learning document’ that provides a reflection about the whole course experience. The docu-
ment evaluation experience in retrospect gives us one more window on the student learning expe-
rience. Although we do read and evaluate these statements as part of the course grading, they are 
far more valuable as a method of evaluating learning in the course. We use these documents as 
one additional type of feedback from students in how the course can be improved, and we have 
made substantial changes over the 15 years of the course even though the basic structure has re-
mained the same. 

 

Conclusions 
We conclude that the Agroecosystems Analysis course has been successful in promoting commu-
nication skills and enabling students to better interact with farmer stakeholders. On three occa-
sions, students have told us they learn as much in one week in the field visiting farms as they do 
in a semester on campus. We have no measure of this, but through conversations during travel, 
meals, and evening chats with individuals and teams it is obvious that some special learning takes 
place in this course. There are many other benefits we observe from the course experience, such 
as increased student knowledge about Midwest farming systems, better appreciation of the com-
plexity of farming and decision making, and how to approach a research challenge such as gath-
ering information and evaluating contrasting farms and farming systems.  

In addition to the factual information about farms and systems, students acquire new skills in 
communication with other students in their teams and with their faculty mentors, and reflect on 
their own performance as a member of a small team and a larger learning community. Some of 
the learning process changes have been summarized in a doctoral dissertation by Kristin Harms, a 
UNL graduate student who attended the class three years in a row and surveyed all students who 
had participated from 1998 through 2008 (Harms et al., 2009). She found that there was great 
value to students in the personal exposure to farmers through the interviews, the opportunity to 
derive their own methods of analysis and evaluation in each team, and the multiple communica-
tion venues in which they presented their results. Dr. Harms herself is a testimony to one emer-
gent property of the Agroecosystems Analysis course as this learning venue provided an exciting 
opportunity for her to do research and complete the PhD degree based on student feedback. An-
other student who took the course two years ago is now part of the Agroecology MSc program at 
the Norwegian University of Life Sciences, and at present (Spring 2004) is studying milk goat 
systems and ways to improve them in Madagascar. She is using interview techniques learned in 
agroecology, and has employed undergraduate students to do the interviews with more than 150 
farmers in their native language. A number of other students have been stimulated by this expo-
sure to systems thinking and practical learning, and have continued to pursue additional graduate 
education in fields related to agroecology.  

We should note that several instructors from other universities have participated as visiting facul-
ty over the past decade, including people from Cornell University, Pennsylvania State University, 
Utah State University, College of the Atlantic, University of Wisconsin – Madison, University of 
California – Davis, and Washington State University. Based on experience in this class, a similar 
course was designed as a joint activity of University of Idaho and Washington State University, 
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an educational opportunity that continues to this day in the Northwest U.S.  There has been close 
communication and sharing of experiences with the Agroecology course in Farming and Food 
Systems at the Norwegian University of Life Sciences, and a number of publications with shared 
authorship that include examples from both programs (eg. Francis et al., 2011).  

These experiences in designing and implementing practical learning landscapes for students in 
agroecology, and especially those that include an immersion in field activities and close commu-
nication with farmers, have proven attractive to students and fulfilling to us as instructors. We 
realize that much more can be done to evaluate learning, and that future courses can build on the 
current experiences. With the push for large class student numbers on campus for efficient credit 
hour accumulation, the low to modest budgets for teaching, the status attached to research in 
many universities, and the limited incentives for promotion resulting from quality teaching in 
landgrant institutions, there is growing need to consider alternatives such as the summer travel 
course in agroecology. This is one key activity in developing a knowledgeable and motivated 
cohort of graduates in agriculture who can not only deal with complexity of systems, but have the 
communication skills needed to communicate well with stakeholders.  
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Abstract: Student learner documents have been used each semester for self-evaluation in a full-
time, sixteen-week agroecology course in farming and food systems. These provide an in-depth 
reflection by each student of their learning process and personal role in classroom, discussion 
sessions, team field activities, and interactions with stakeholders on farms and in the community. 
Learner documents submitted over a period of 14 years are studied through text analysis to organ-
ize the content with a systematic classification process of coding and to interpret the documents 
by identifying themes. This qualitative meta-analysis can identify core consistencies and mean-
ings from a large volume of text. The approach allows for an empirical, methodological, con-
trolled analysis of the descriptions and expressions from students, exploring how they view the 
learning experience within their context of understanding and communication. Thus, the perspec-
tives of the students’ texts can be better interpreted by educators who want to evaluate student 
experience in understanding key systems issues, higher order conceptualizing of challenges fac-
ing clients, and building personal capacity for applications in thesis projects and lifelong learning. 
Results of this evaluation are used to redesign learning activities in the classroom discussions, the 
field projects on farms and in communities, and in assessment of learning. While students are 
acquiring tools and perspectives that will guide their future studies and life work, teachers are 
learning how to improve the educational process that will better help current and future students 
achieve their goals.  

Keywords: Learning assessment, student self evaluation, teaching improvement, agroecology, 
qualitative text analysis 

 
 
Agroecology 
Program and Learning Outcomes  
The Norwegian University of Life Sciences (NMBU) offers a two-year Master of Science in 
Agroecology (http://www.umb.no/study-options/article/master-of-science-in-agroecology) that 
attracts students from around the world, all concerned about long-term sustainability of agricul-
ture and food. The dynamic and complex nature of agroecosystems and interactions with their 
environments requires that those involved in development of sustainable farming and food sys-
tems become capable graduates who are motivated for continual renewal and life-long learning. 
The intended learning outcomes for students is that they acquire theoretical knowledge about 
agroecosystems, and also gain experience with methodology and tools for describing, analysing, 
and improving them. The competency profile of graduates in agroecology therefore includes the 
capacity to achieve the following: Knowledge of farming and food systems; Ability to link real-
life situations and theory; Skill and comfort in using appropriate methods; Confidence in han-
dling complexity and change; Competent communication and facilitation skills, and Potential for 
autonomous and life-long learning. We further aim to cultivate the following core competencies 
of agroecologists: Observation, Participation, Visioning, Reflection and Dialogue (Lieblein et al., 
2012). 
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Course Objectives and Pedagogical Approach  
Agroecology: Action Learning in Farming and Food Systems is a full-time, sixteen-week, 30 
ECTS course during the first semester of the master’s program. The goal of this course is to de-
velop knowledge, skills and attitudes enabling students to deal with complex situations in agricul-
tural and food systems (Lieblein et al., 2012). The pedagogical basis of the course is experiential 
learning with situations “out there” placed in the centre – not as examples of theory but as start-
ing points for the learning process, where experiences will be linked to theory and individual de-
velopment. We thereby aim at bridging the frequently experienced gap between knowing and 
doing by initiating the learning process using phenomenology, where we begin on the farm and in 
the food system and the key issues emerge from the experience (Francis et al., 2012; Østergaard 
et al., 2010). An ability to relate discipline-specific knowledge to cases “out there” is a key ca-
pacity to develop, both for understanding the present situation and for proposing improvements. 
However, agroecosystems are complex, and the challenges they contain do not conform to disci-
plinary boundaries. The learning process thus requires a systemic approach to capture the totality 
of a complex situation and in which integration of several disciplines is essential to understand 
the whole system. Therefore, learning to learn and learning toward the future are central goals in 
the agroecology course. In a culture of curiosity, the students’ goal is not to uncover answers al-
ready known by the teachers but to engage in a joint exploration process together with the stake-
holders in the cases being investigated.  

Student Documents 
Students work in groups, with each group assigned to an on-going project in Norway that deals 
with sustainability of farming and food. The case study encompasses the entire food system, in-
cluding a farmer interested in major changes in the farm operation. The task of the project work is 
to do an extensive analysis of the current and desired future of farming and food systems. This 
implies working with a farmer to develop changes in their farm to better meet goals and with oth-
er community stakeholders to develop the food system in the region/municipality. Based on this 
specific experience, students prepare two group reports or client documents, one for the farmer 
and one for the food system stakeholders. Focus is to provide information to the stakeholders to 
help them move towards their future visions. In addition each student prepares an individual re-
port, the learner document. As the project work is the core of the course, the students include in 
the learner document a condensed version of the client document, but place emphasis on reflec-
tion on their personal role and learning in the team project. An important goal of the project work 
is to improve their ability to link the concrete and practical situations experienced during the pro-
ject work with theoretical knowledge as well as to their own development as agroecologists,   and 
the reflection document is their opportunity to demonstrate such ability. The students’ empirical 
material from the fieldwork, as well as their experiences from the entire course, is analysed and 
discussed in relation to current knowledge in the area. It is important for this analysis that they 
have carefully logged the experiences and facts that will be the basis for their reflection. 

Analysis of student learner documents 
The analysis of the learner documents is a source for assessing the student’s learning, when re-
viewing each document as part of the grading process at the end of the first semester. We look at 
the degree to which they use agroecological perspectives and terms to describe the farming and 
food systems’ structure and functioning (what), the process of farm and food systems analysis 
and transition planning (how), and the goals and values involved (why). Further we assess wheth-
er they are able to critically examine both concepts and methods and how these were used in their 
particular case study. Finally, do they reflect on their personal experience from the systems in-
quiry, including communication with the stakeholders and fellow group members, and its role in 
their learning? Being closest to their own learning development they can elaborate as insiders 
about their experience building competencies, and include their self-assessment of this process. In 
writing the learner document they therefore gain experience in the crucial competency that self-
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evaluation is (Jenkins et al., 2003; Weimer, 2002), and this competency can be added to the other 
competencies and learning objectives to be assessed in our evaluation.  

 

Purpose and Research Objectives   
After successfully teaching this course for over a decade and observing remarkable personal 
learning experiences among numerous students, we have decided to do a systematic review of all 
the learner documents submitted. Our rationale is to explore this rich and extensive material to 
answer questions regarding student experience in understanding, conceptualizing, and building 
personal capacity for lifelong learning. Moreover it will aid us to contemplate and reflect on the 
logic and coherence of our own educational approach: the continuing process of redesigning 
learning activities and assessing learning. As students acquire tools and perspectives that guide 
their future work, we as teachers are learning how to improve the educational process. The rela-
tionship between assessment, teaching strategies and intended learning outcomes, the basics of 
coherence in curriculum design, also known as constructive alignment, was put forward by Tyler 
(1940). These theories have been further developed by for example Schuel (1986), and outcome-
based curriculum models have been presented (Biggs, 2003), and are continually discussed 
(McMahon and Thakore, 2006).  

We are in the initial state of the analytical process, and this brief paper therefore has focused on 
presenting the course and documents which is the basis for this endeavour, and below the meth-
ods that will be implemented. We conclude with some preliminary findings from the analysis, 
where we include descriptions and expressions from students about their learning experience.  

 

Methods 
 
Meta-analysis  
We describe this as a meta-analysis, because we combine the data derived from all the individual 
reflection papers. The papers can be combined in a meta-analysis because of the continuation in 
the content of the fall semester seminars, and this is important for the validity of the result.  We 
will use statistical methods in addition to text analysis, and as in a conventional meta-analysis 
based on individual research studies, the power of the analysis will be increased due to the large 
number of quality entries. Carefully conducted meta-analyses allow for a more objective apprais-
al of the evidence than traditional narrative reviews, provide a more precise estimate, and may 
explain heterogeneity between the individual papers. We include all papers and the less adequate 
serve as comparison and contrast to the more noteworthy papers.  

Data material and coding 
The learner documents submitted over the last 14 years are being evaluated in order to analyse 
the content. We code the material by identifying themes in the text, and our main themes are the 
ones related to the course goals, namely reflection, observation, visioning, dialogue and participa-
tion. These themes are further divided into sub-codes, as a way of structuring our data and allow-
ing us to capture the full richness of the material.  

From the beginning of the program in 2000, the course consisted of two parts: a course on Farm-
ing Systems, followed by a course on Food Systems. During the years from 2000 to 2008, the 
students wrote a client document and a learner document pertaining to each course. From these 
years there are 275 learner documents (142 from the Farming Systems Course and 133 from the 
Food Systems Course). In 2009 it was decided to merge the two courses into one, embracing both 
Farming and Food Systems. From 2009 to 2012, the students therefore wrote a client document 
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for the Farming System, and a client document for the Food System, but one learner document 
for the whole semester. From these last five years there are 107 learner documents.  

As a first step in the analysis of this voluminous data set we start by looking at a subsample of 34 
learner documents, one or more from all years 2000-2013, with the exception of the year 2001, 
where we did not have any of the learner documents in an electronic version. This sample in-
cludes some of the best students throughout the years. We will return to include all 382 at a later 
stage, when all documents have been scanned and converted. 

 

 
Table of Learner Documents for Analysis 

Learner  
Documents Farming System Food System 

Farming and Food 
System 

Total # Learner 
Documents 

All documents 142 133 107 382 
Current sample 7 12 15 34 

 
The total group of learner documents are mostly between 15 and 30 pages long, while a few reach 
beyond 80 pages. With a low estimate of what is relevant text, this body of information comes 
close to 10.000 pages. The documents in the subsample are written by 23 female and 11 male 
students from 14 different countries. These documents are between 4001 and 21920 words long, 
on average 23 pages, based on Arial font 12, single spaced = 450 words per page.  

In the coding process, we gave the documents a unique name composed of a case number and 
coded the year and course, as well as the gender and citizenship of the student author. These 
names are used to identify the student authors and the documents quickly, while anonymously, 
and are not to be understood as variables of analysis. 

The cases were entered into HyperResearch and linked to a source file where the documents are 
kept. For this paper we limited the preliminary analysis to two central aspects of the analysis, 
namely experience and reflection, which can tell us something about how and to what extent stu-
dents are able to connect the realms of experience and theory, and how they integrate their per-
sonal reflection with critical analysis and action. We started out by doing an autocode operation 
to identify paragraphs where the words ‘experience’ and ‘reflect’ appear.  

Findings and Discussion 
For the 303 documents in electronic version, and therefore included in the autocode operation, 
‘experience’ appears 4913 times, and ‘reflection’ appears 4434 times.  In a few documents these 
words do not appear at all, while the maximum count is 60 times; the average is 15 times per 
document.  The reports that include these words would then amount to over 1000 pages each.  In 
our subsample, ‘experience’ and ‘reflection’ appear in all documents, but with a slightly lower 
maximum and mean (se table below). The reports produced containing paragraphs related to the-
se themes still make up over hundred pages each. These numbers are mentioned here because at 
the very least, and these initial stages, they tell us that these themes are central topics in the stu-
dent papers, and both being mentioned in their papers roughly 15 times in a on average 23 pages 
paper.  These are only occasions where the exact words are used, while we will find additional 
examples of these themes being discussed using related terminology or in other words.  

 

Table of Coding Themes 
 In total # of (electronic) documents: 303 In documents in subsample: 34 

Theme Total Minimum Maximum Mean Total Minimum Maximum Mean 
‘Experience’ 4913 0 61 16.2 749 4 58 13.9 
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‘Reflection’ 4434 0 57 14.6 712 3 50 12.5 
 
Autocoding is of course only an initial step in evaluation, and the next step is to explore the se-
lected material in the reports and do a more thorough investigation of what is the content, and 
code more detailed, with sub-codes, before testing theories with a combination of codes and vari-
ables based on this. Both ‘experience’ and ‘reflection’ are words common in ‘general language’, 
and their use in the documents is therefore mostly not related to course specific learning material.  
However, there are plenty of instances directly related to for example experiential learning or 
reflection as a tool in the learning process, some of which are discussed here. 

Experience 
In linking theory to experience, one Swedish female student (2000) refers to how “the basis of 
learning is experience, and the best kind of experience for learning is that which evokes feelings” 
(Wilson and Morren, 1990).  She relates from her own experience: “I have been occupied by sim-
ilar thoughts–in the very beginning of this course I visited some old friends in Sweden. This 
meeting brought quite strong feelings to me; and when I returned to Norway and the new course, 
I was a bit sad that I couldn’t feel any passion for the course. I wanted to be as personally en-
gaged in the subject of Food Systems as I was in my relations to these friends. Actually, I thought 
that the subject of the course was extremely important and relevant for what I would like to work 
with in the future, and I really wanted to learn much about it. The problem was maybe that my 
approach to the subject at that point was so theoretic: I was lacking experience. It is maybe a bit 
odd to compare private relations to the requisites for learning in a course at the university; but I 
believe that I develop my social skills in these private situations, and that is also a way of learn-
ing. However, later on during the course I got the opportunity to experience practical situations 
related to the subject; this has also evoked many feelings, even quite strong ones now and then – 
mostly concerning the group dynamics. I think that what I will remember most from this course 
are the interviews and the situations where we had engaged group meetings.”    

The linking of theory to experience is one of our stated learning goals, and if not all link this as 
eloquently as above, many students show mastering of that in their learner documents.  A Cana-
dian female student (2000) also makes the connection to “link facts and personal reflections, and 
provide a transparent view of the learning process” such as: “my personal goal for this learner 
document has also been to research not only what is relevant to the case study, but also useful 
beyond, both in time and space, to gain tools which I can use when I return home …”.  “In par-
ticular, it has been my goal to gain a better understanding of how to approach the complexity of a 
food system and facilitate change or improvements, to work towards sustainability.”  She goes on 
to describe how experience from the case studies contributed to their findings: “Through lectures 
or theme days, readings, and direct experience with the case study of the regional food system, I 
have recognized that the role of direct marketing must be considered beyond the benefits or 
drawbacks for consumers and producers; it must be considered in the context of the whole food 
system.  My proposal for investigation of direct marketing is thus expanded to consider the issue 
of scale in the food system, one of the key issues identified by our group in the regional case 
study.”  Her findings indicate that maybe this type of experience is what is needed to correct cur-
rent knowledge: “Perhaps what I have experienced is a proliferation of organic development in 
the capitalist marketplace, where, according to the literature, the original ideologies of organics 
are basically lost.”  Both experience and reflection are integrated components of the agroecology 
course. She explains: “Thus the learning process followed the cycle of concrete experience, re-
flective observation, abstract conceptualisations and active experimentation, although not neces-
sarily in that order, moving between these modes, to review and renew or enrich past steps.  The 
learning modes were used to develop patterns of themes from literature, theme days and inter-
views, to link theory to the case study in terms of describing the current situation and thinking 
about the future, and addressing key issues as well as other questions which arose for me from 
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reflection on the case study.” “Overall, I feel that the tools, process and experiences gained from 
this regional food system case study will be valuable in my future studies, career and life-world 
in general.  Moreover, I will build on this learning process as part of a continuous, lifetime learn-
ing cycle.”  

Personal experience is emphasized by a Canadian female student (2003) as a necessary tool for 
understanding; “Within the different ideas proposed, much significance was placed on exposing 
individuals to concrete experiences within the food system, as this was seen as a powerful cata-
lyst for developing a real ‘internal’ understanding of the situation, through personal experience.” 
Together with a holistic view: “One of the central areas where I hoped to improve was with re-
gards to ‘field work’. At the time, I believe I essentially had in mind getting more exposure on 
farms. This case study however has in many ways been one giant field experience, though focus-
ing on the food system as a whole, instead of the farm. I remember something one of our lecturers 
mentioned, when speaking about traditional reductionist sciences: in focusing on the parts, indi-
viduals are left both without the confidence to tackle complex problems, or the feeling of respon-
sibility of needing to put the parts back into the whole. As I leave this course, I feel I have gained 
both this confidence (through the new knowledge and skills) and the sense of responsibility (atti-
tude).”  

The learning style applied has proved worthwhile for many, as expressed by a Canadian male 
student in 2004: “I will say one thing about learning however: these six weeks have convinced 
me that experience-based learning is the most powerful method for building knowledge that is 
useful in the world.”  It has also created a desire for lifelong learning: “What I firmly believe is 
that I will not be an agroecologist just because I passed this class or graduate with a degree.  In 
experiential learning, it is, after all, the experience which counts. I am looking forward to more 
experiences”, declares an American male student (2005).  

Experience and reflection on the experience are often intertwined, but we also make use of struc-
tured reflection sessions, and this could have influenced the frequency of its mention. 

Reflection 
There are several reflection sessions during the semester. These focus on incorporating reflection 
as part of the learning process, but are also employed to give space for quiet thinking in between 
discussions, on a certain topic or question, individually or in groups. Reflection sessions were 
new to many of the students, and after an initial scepticism by some, many found these sessions 
valuable, and started using them in their group work and on other occasions. “Reflection sessions 
can be helpful tools to avoid tensions in groups. By reflection sessions, frameworks are created 
where everybody, also those who mostly hold back and are quiet, have the possibility to express 
their feelings”, says a German female student (2010). “Our differing skills complemented each 
other in a good way and there was always someone taking responsibility… since the beginning of 
the group work we had reflection sessions upon our work and the group dynamics.” The reflec-
tion session can also be employed as a tool when sharing the tasks in a group while keeping each 
other updated, as she explains: “Often we split the group in order to run two interviews at the 
same time. We always prepared ourselves for the interview by creating an interview guide, one 
person was interviewing, and the rest of the group was taking notes. As post-processing we were 
clearing our notes and presenting them to the others during regular reflection sessions so that eve-
rybody had approximately the same amount of information about the situation.”  Student-led re-
flection sessions also provide a way to educate students in presentation skills and leadership, and 
several students felt this had helped them explore these roles. Argues the German female student: 
“Now, after having attended the courses, I do have some useful tools for description, analysis and 
improvement of complex situations as well as for facilitating groups to make a change.  … also 
leading a reflection session was helpful to learn how to work as a facilitator.”  
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Not all students appreciated this learning style, as described here by an American female student 
(2008): “Every day this semester I have read or learned interesting pieces of information that I 
hoped to remember. What I find though, is that without making the time to review this infor-
mation many of the details get lost. I remember reading Omnivore’s Dilemma a few years ago 
wanting to hold onto every fact Pollan mentioned and I was surprised when I picked the book up 
this semester by how much I had forgotten in such a short time. This is one of the reasons that the 
reflection sessions were probably useful for some of the class. People can ask questions in a cas-
ual environment if there is something in the reading that wasn’t clear, or it can simply serve as an 
information refresher. This form of “group reflecting” is not how I personally learn (or re-learn) 
best and I found the whole sharing process uncomfortable and unproductive.”  

 
Conclusion 
Although these are only preliminary results of the analysis, we observe that student descriptions 
provide a rich resource that helps us understand the learning experience from their personal per-
spectives. We provide some of the observed trends here.  

Most students are really excited with the fieldwork based on real world cases, and describe how 
they are likely to remember what they learned in the cases because they are real, and because they 
were working together with peers and communicating with stakeholders in farming and food sys-
tems. Many students said this was their first learning experience that began in the field, and 
which then moved to explore theory as found it needed in their specific project cases. The farm 
and community cases provided context for understanding abstract theories, and putting new 
knowledge together with lived examples where they could incorporate this information. At the 
same time, the apparent potential for linking real life experiences to theory seems weak in a num-
ber of students. A shift in where to start learning can be described, with reference to Aristotle in 
the Nicomachean Ethics (Bostock, 2000), as a shift from theoretical knowledge (theology, natural 
sciences and mathematics) to practical knowledge (called Praxis by Aristotle). The practical 
knowledge is activated and developed when dealing with unique cases, and it is different from 
theoretical knowledge (Lieblein et al., 2012). 

The extent to which students are able to reflect on their own learning experience also varies, from 
eloquent descriptions of the cognitive process of thinking about thinking, to those that are almost 
purely descriptive of the activities undertaken during the course. Some admitted being over-
whelmed when realizing the complexity of a food system, and how this makes changes seem 
challenging. At the same time this realization indicates an understanding of systems, relationships 
between the whole and the parts, and resistance to change.  

There are numerous interesting reflections of learning from interactions within the group. Some 
learn from initial frustrations and are able to create productive cooperation, while others seem to 
use those difficulties as an explanation for how they performed in the course. Several indicate the 
feeling of being ready to take on the world. After this experience of working in an environment of 
multiple perspectives dealing with complex problems, they feel confidence in communicating 
with stakeholders and well prepared to take on other challenging tasks. On the whole, experiential 
learning based on the students’ own solving of real-life cases proves to be a meaningful and valu-
able experience.  
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Abstract: In this paper we elaborate on the concept of engaged scholarship, focusing on relation-
ships between researchers and Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture 
(LINSAs). We examine the current EU rural policy rhetoric, promoting closer linkages between 
scholars and practitioners to foster innovation, and the actual state of art. The study has been 
based on the experiences gained with the recent EU FP7-funded project SOLINSA and four 
workshops at major rural events. Here we suggest that alongside formal arrangements for re-
search-practice partnerships, action research can offer promising methodological solutions to 
facilitate them. There is still, however, a lack of wider recognition of this methodology in the 
tenure process as well as capacities of researchers in working this way. Thus more effort should 
be undertaken to promote it, in order to foster capacity building of researchers and managing 
change in the academy. We conclude the following paper with some recommendations in this 
respect and ideas for further investigations.  

Keywords: Engaged scholarship, Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture, 
action research, participatory research, rural policy 

 
 
Introduction 
Drawing on the concept of engaged scholarship, we take a closer look at relationships between 
researchers and practitioners within hybrid learning networks. In our view, this approach may 
come at hand with possible answers to some of the recent challenges, such as agricultural sustain-
ability. Noticeably, the idea of linking research with practice is currently gaining momentum in 
both scientific discourse and official EU rhetoric of rural and research policies. This also gives a 
rise to dedicated policy networks, i.e. the European Innovation Partnership for Agricultural 
Productivity and Sustainability, and Operational Groups. Likewise, reconfigurations of existing 
stakeholder groupings are a possible scenario of further policy developments. Transdisciplinarity, 
applicability of research findings and partnership between research and practice become the key 
preconditions for obtaining research funding. This provides also a strong, new incentive for ac-
tors to experiment with interactive methodologies and tools of inquiry, remarkably those stem-
ming action research traditions. 

Scholarship of engagement is relatively less explored in Europe than in other parts of the globe. 
For instance in Canada and USA it has raised significant interest in both researchers’ and practi-
tioners’ circles. Numerous initiatives have followed the intention of bringing these two worlds, 
often very distant, a bit closer to each other. Likewise, a wealth of literature has contributed to 
development of the concept. According to Boyer (1990, 1996) engaged scholarship advocates a 
proactive and creative role of researchers in solving current problems and breakthrough in the 
academic life The scholarly activity should transcend walls of universities and shift from the ivo-
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ry tower towards delivering benefits for certain communities of practice. In this sense engaged 
scholarship is rooted in the phronetic science, one in which scientists consider issues in the light 
of their relevance to individuals and society. Researchers are here encouraged to build close rela-
tionships with the communities that sometimes lead to ‘going native’ – as it is in the specific case 
of action research (Flybjerg 2001, 2004).  

The phronetic value judgment is thus involved in engaged scholarship from the beginning and 
drives interactions between researchers and practitioners. It defines dyadic relationships 
(Forthofer et al., 2010), whereby researchers reflect about values in their scientific activities and 
dealings with the non-academic world. In contrast to the neutral and objective positivist science, 
engaged scholarship manifests specific values and practices, oriented towards inducing societal 
changes (Barker 2004). By means of action research, as noted by Lewin (1946), Freire (1968, 
1970) and Fals-Borda (1981) among others, the change can be encouraged and fostered through 
knowledge generation that is narrative, often ‘tacit’, community-oriented and co-created. With 
origins in qualitative inquiry and participant observation, action research embarks here upon the 
engaged phronetic science, so as to nurture some alteration in the ‘reality’ and help people to 
transform their lives. Moreover, it looks at the change as such: how people act, how they change 
and how this change can be fostered externally.  

Research methodology 
The main intention behind this paper is to share some experiences we have gained as engaged 
researchers, while working with Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture 
(LINSAs) in the context of EU rural policy (Brunori et al. 2013). We understand LINSAs as hy-
brid networks bringing together producers, customers, NGOs, researchers, experts and actors of 
the formal Agricultural Knowledge System (AKS). We define the AKS as the system that in-
cludes both organisations (e.g. ministries, research institutes, extension services) and institutions 
which govern their actions (e.g. policies, rules, procedures, laws). Within the EU rural policy 
LEADER Local Action Groups (LAGs) and National Rural Networks (NRNs) can be particularly 
considered as LINSAs, for their practices often involve learning and innovation for sustainable 
agriculture. Using action research, we demonstrate here how scholarship of engagement has been 
employed in these hybrid networks.  

We endeavour to explore factors for both failure and success to watch out for, while researchers 
try to assist LINSAs to be more effective in their work. The study was grounded on a wealth of 
recent practical experiences and a joint reflexive inquiry. Some of this is originating from 
SOLINSA (Support of Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture), an EU 
FP7-funded project. It engaged researchers with 17 hybrid learning networks in a 3-year under-
taking that used action research and joint reflection, mainly amongst the researchers. The other 
source of learning was a series of four workshops on research-practice interfaces, hosted during 
wider thematic rural events in Belgium, Poland, Italy and Finland (all in 2013). They targeted 
LAGs, NRNs and rural research community. Participants in a facilitated workshop environment 
were asked to brainstorm on the following issues: Are rural researchers and practitioners indeed 
working together? In which ways do they collaborate? How to best facilitate their mutual en-
gagement? In addition, we have been trying to find out whether there exist any examples of joint 
analysis and knowledge creation in this arena.  

During the works with LINSAs and events we gained possibilities for interaction with a number 
of researchers and practitioners. Nevertheless, we got confronted with a challenge of bringing 
them together onto a single spot and in a balanced number, in order to have a joint reflection on 
the nature of their relationships. Hence, the results presented below are describing discussions in 
still slightly separate reflection groups: researchers talking about their relations with practitioners, 
and practitioners talking about their relations with researchers. Our analysis is thus a work in pro-
gress. Further exploratory research is needed and is on the way. 
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Scholarly engagement with LINSAs 
 
The SOLINSA experience 
As a starting point for this investigation, we looked at the experiences gained through the 
SOLINSA project (www.solinsa.net) that was focused on understanding how LINSAs evolve and 
operate in practice, and how their development could be assisted externally. It specifically aimed 
to identify barriers to their development and explore how policy instruments, financial arrange-
ments, research, education and advisory services might effectively support LINSAs in their work. 
The project implied action research methodology, where researchers collaborated with practition-
ers involved in the LINSAs in a series of workshops and consultations.  

Beyond acquiring in-depth knowledge about the LINSAs, the aim was to find and verify ways of 
helping the networks to be more efficient in achieving their goals. In parallel, project partners and 
experts reflected together on the processes involved in the study of LINSAs to adapt and refine 
the collaborative learning and research methods. In the Hungarian section of SOLINSA the Insti-
tute Economics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences was working with two NGOs. One of 
them was an informal network of local people in a small town near Budapest with the main ob-
jective to build a more sustainable food system for the town. The other one was a voluntary net-
work of 11 LEADER LAGs, concerned with innovation and the co-creation of knowledge for the 
purposes of rural and community development. Our main findings on ways and actual results of 
engaged scholarship practices with these hybrid networks follow here.   

For historical reasons, the culture of volunteer work, patronage and private funding is very low in 
Hungarian rurality. Grassroots initiatives normally have negligible own resources, thus they con-
stantly seek external support, mainly from public sources (EU or domestic). At the same time, 
using public money carries political and bureaucratic burdens. Dealing with them requires special 
kind of knowledge and capacities that are often alien from everyday people and activities. There-
fore, one of the most important functions of LINSAs is filling the gap between the ‘central bu-
reaucratic system’ (formal AKS, policies, public money, and programs, etc.) and the ‘local heu-
ristic system’ (people, local communities, independent inventors, etc.) (Nemes et al., 2014). To 
achieve this, LINSAs often perform duties without having appropriate skills, resources and prac-
tice for a successful delivery. Civil enthusiasm and energy can bring temporary solutions and 
success, however on the long run a professionalization is sought, if results are to be improved. In 
Hungary, the following ideas were raised by practitioners on how they could benefit from collab-
oration with researchers. They could assist LINSAs by: 

1. Enhancing their capacities for the complex task of translation and local capacity building, 
providing expert knowledge, coaching, services, etc.;  

2. Helping them to adapt to the central bureaucratic system’s requirements without losing their 
energy, identity and objectives; and  

3. Initiating and nurturing alternative systems, where private or public resources become availa-
ble for LINSAs with less political and bureaucratic burden.  

However, in the SOLINSA project most of the researchers’ actual work with the LINSAs con-
cerned networking and communication. Main activities undertaken were as follows: 

1. Raising awareness on the importance of networking through discussions; 
2. Creating communication spaces, where internal and external networking is possible; 
3. Creating special occasions for LINSAs to meet each other; 
4. Training and personalised advice on communications skills; and 
5. Personal advice / coaching to LINSAs on stakeholder management, network development and 

maintaining voluntary work.  
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Alongside these joint activities we made some important observations concerning the relations 
between hybrid networks and engaged researchers. It turned out that a clear and specified invita-
tion from a network is necessary, or at least a clarification of basic expectations and rules govern-
ing mutual engagement is certainly a pre-requisit for success. In order to be able to work effec-
tively a social contract is needed, in which aims, success criteria, methodological framework, 
expectations towards each other and rules of co-operation are clearly defined.  

When working with voluntary networks, it is very important to help them to reach the state of 
structured organisational architecture, in which they are capable of managing projects. As the 
dynamics of common work is greatly influenced by the developmental stage in a network life-
cycle, monitoring and interpretation of group dynamics processes by supporters are inevitable. 
Continuous presence, coaching, asking about network’s activities may be very useful. As this 
occupies important resources from both researchers and practitioners, it might be advantageous to 
set up some strategy right at the start (e.g. communication on skype between larger personal 
meetings). Another difficulty might arise from the side of the researchers, having limited ability 
to focus on more than 3 or 4 parallel projects in depth. When making preliminary agreements it is 
worth exploring the workload of the parties towards other occupations, because if terms of the 
initial agreements are not met, this may lead to tensions in co-operation. 

Four workshops on engaged scholarship 
The exploration started under SOLINSA was expanded during four participatory workshops, or-
ganised on the occasions of major rural events. The first one, focused on the collaboration be-
tween LEADER LAGs and researchers, concluded that scholarly engagement may take various 
forms (Augustyn & Nemes 2013). These may differ significantly in respect of ‘real-life’ applica-
tion of research findings. Discussions revealed also that despite a wealth of research on LEADER 
across Europe, LAGs and other potential research end-users rarely receive any feedback on out-
comes. Moreover, both the research process and its results normally lack practical application and 
use for their everyday rural development work. Exceptions were represented by those cases, 
when research was specifically linked to LAGs’ internal demands, oriented on effective delivery 
of the Local Development Strategies.  

Practitioners stressed that researchers normally approach LAGs with a purpose of carrying out 
investigations that are linked to their private (or faculty) scientific interests, rather than corre-
sponding with the actual needs of LAGs. In such cases research results are rarely fed back into 
local communities. There are, however, some positive examples that LAG representatives identi-
fied as ‘success stories’ and that inform about applicability of research findings within rural 
communities (see ibid). In these cases research has been employed to address specific program-
ming concerns of LEADER, namely methodologies for elaboration of Local Development Strate-
gies (Poland and Spain), impact assessment (Ireland) or broader topics of concern (governance 
models in Portugal, resilience in UK, and learning in rural networks in Hungary). 

LAGs portrayed also a ‘wish list’ of research activities and topics that could help them to advance 
Local Development Strategies: baseline socio-economic studies, qualitative and quantitative sur-
veying, market research and thematic investigations focused on marketing and tourism. Of spe-
cial importance would be also help with research methodologies, e.g. for elaboration of surveys 
or SWOT analysis. Whilst the ‘success stories’ pointed to both conventional and participatory 
research methods and tools, action research was recognised as a promising solution to overcome 
collaboration difficulties and a help to fulfil the ‘wish list’. LAGs would particularly welcome 
new interactive and participatory methods that could help them not only to advance their 
knowledge, but also in animation of the territory, deemed as crucial for successful delivery of 
Local Development Strategies. An idea has also emerged, concerning the current EU Common 
Monitoring and Evaluation Framework. It is widely criticised for its methodological failures such 
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as the lack of timely feedback and building capacities of local communities in delivering Rural 
Development Programmes. If the central evaluation system would have some elements of action 
research built in, researchers could help to fill certain gaps in the system, and besides gathering 
information, release capacities and foster learning processes at the local level. 

These ideas have been again backed during the workshops in Poland and Finland, where discus-
sions were more focused on learning from best practices and the roles researchers could play in 
this process (National Rural Network of Finland 2013). Action research, participatory and inter-
active methodologies were highlighted as the key to foster greater engagement of researchers and 
practitioners. Since the main group of contributors were practitioners working with National Ru-
ral Networks (NRNs), their experience came under critical examination. A common feeling was 
that although researchers frequently participate in official bodies of NRNs, their potential has not 
yet been fully utilized. Still, there is a serious communication gap between research and practical 
policy applications in rural development.  

Participation of researchers in NRNs is usually limited to an advisory role. They are mainly in-
volved in analyses of legislative proposals, in working groups as thematic experts or commis-
sioned to write reports and case studies. Hence, the delivery of external expertise is a dominating 
approach across LINSAs in this form. Moreover, participants of the workshop questioned wheth-
er this way of providing expertise is actually corresponding with needs of practitioners and 
viewed as ‘too academic’, in turn. Working this way may namely miss out explication of tacit 
knowledge and narratives of diverse stakeholders. The formal nature of scholarly engagement 
(membership of research institutes in networks) is thus still an insufficient precondition to suc-
cessful collaborations between research and practice. Success would require additional enhance-
ments with research methods and tools, whereby action research seems to be a possible way for-
ward. Participants of the workshop in Finland proposed that action research methodology should 
be more promoted at the EU level, so as to embed it in the already existing formal frameworks, 
e.g. the tenure process. 

Hitherto, what has been observed during all the workshops is a general enthusiasm of practition-
ers to engage with researchers through action research. Thus, one could think that the reason for 
frequent failure lies in lack of relevant knowledge and experience of scholars in practical work 
with LINSAs, and missing established linkages to the means to access them. On the other hand, 
amongst practitioners (especially local level LINSAs) there is a general lack of culture in employ-
ing external expertise. In other words, asking for advice and using it efficiently is still unexplored 
either on a commercial or volunteer basis. That often makes it even more difficult for researchers 
to enter ‘the game’, with whatever intentions, methodology and objectives they arrive. 

There is also a significant resistance towards action research methodologies within academia. 
Together with scholarly engagement they are commonly treated as marginal within the main-
stream academic practice of rural studies. In Europe the expansion of research in this form is se-
riously limited by the tenure process that does not sufficiently reward scholarship of engagement. 
Also, it is restrained by the lack of available research funding, often biased towards urban areas 
and agricultural technologies. There is thus low attention paid to experimenting with research 
methodologies and tools, building upon interactions and social learning processes, and which are 
principally domains of social sciences rather than agricultural ones. On the other hand, represent-
atives of the research sector are not usual participants in practitioners’ platforms and rarely follow 
their real-time developments. There are of course exemptions, but still this kind of practice has 
remained marginal in official discourses until recently. 

Since the views of practitioners advocated use of participatory research methods and tools, we 
decided to find out what is the capacity of scholars to apply them. One workshop was therefore 
organised with an intention to involve researchers in discussions on engaged scholarship and ac-
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First of all, our contributors often pointed out the lack of organised platforms where researchers 
and practitioners could regularly meet and exchange, especially on their needs and expectations 
from each other. A good information flow would be necessary to help this communication, next 
to facilitation and capacity building. For instance, LINSAs may seek sufficient information on 
specific topics or methodological advice, but do not know how to find a relevant expert / re-
searcher. This can be helped by setting up brokerage services. Through support units of the Na-
tional Rural Networks, European Innovation Partnership for Agricultural Productivity and Sus-
tainability or science shops at universities. Sometimes individuals can also come at hand, if they 
possess extensive personal networks across the worlds of research and practice and communica-
tion skills that allow them to navigate in-between. Specifically, dedicated professionals or institu-
tions in this context are innovation brokers or boundary spanners (Wenger 2000; Howells 2006, 
Klerxx & Leeuwis 2008; Hermans et al., 2013). The work can be supported with modern IT tech-
nologies and facilitation techniques (e.g. match-making). If working on a continuing basis, such 
platforms could also offer suitable conditions for a joint reflection of researchers and practitioners 
on the engaged scholarship, thus enhancing this approach.  

The second topic concerned academic work conditions and research funding. Workshop partici-
pants pointed to the struggles that research entities are facing, caused by rapidly globalising re-
search and expansion of corporate working approaches. This affects their capabilities for attract-
ing motivated students, offering talented researchers competitive salaries and challenging career 
opportunities. Brain-drain and lack of resources have been visible especially in the former social-
ist EU Member States, where funding opportunities are becoming scarce. Increasingly, the pre-
dominant channels of funding become large, inflexible EU research projects. In addition, research 
agendas are normally set by academics, having little or nothing to do with everyday rural reality. 
As trans-disciplinary research is becoming more fashionable on the EU research market, practi-
tioners also attempt on increased involvement. However, winning large projects (e.g. from FP7) 
is mainly possible for established institutes and researchers that possess enough resources, con-
nections, time and know-how to apply. A joint agenda setting by academics and LINSAs’ practi-
tioners are likely to remain marginal. Below we propose a couple of possible ways to overcome 
this, basing on contributions from our colleagues: 

1. Design trans-disciplinary research projects where LINSAs could set the agenda, commission 
research entities and experts, administer money, etc.; 

2. Design small, flexible trans-disciplinary projects, where LINSAs can get expert help on par-
ticular issues; 

3. Create binding funding opportunities with an obligation to explore more practical problems 
through action research; 

4. Create possibilities for researchers to work in agriculture / rural development on a sabbatical; 
5. Build personal connections between interested researchers and practitioners (through meet-

ings, projects, conferences, festivals – like ‘researchers’ night’, etc.); 
6. Create an international network of faculties and research institutes that could provide a 

knowledge-base and serve as a ‘resource centre’ for trans-disciplinary projects; and 
7. Pay more attention to capacity building of younger generations of researchers. 
 

Action research can be here a specific way of engaging scholars with LINSAs. It seems to corre-
spond with various needs of both researchers and practitioners, especially when applied in partic-
ipatory and highly interactive formats. It is still, however, not commonly recognised as a valuable 
academic practice, accounting to scholarly merit. Thus, during the workshops it was proposed to 
include action research and community-engaged scholarly attitude into the tenure process. Pro-
moting action research should be also undertaken at the EU level (e.g. by the European Commis-
sion). Some positive examples exist in the latter case already, e.g. in under the FP7 projects 
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SOLINSA and FarmPath, but the needs for more action-oriented research are rapidly growing. 
Likewise, many researchers are interested in experimenting with this methodological approach 
and learn about practical tools that they can use in work with LINSAs or other actors.  

Finally, in order to contribute to the theoretical knowledge base of engaged-scholarship, we 
would suggest investigations going beyond simple analysis of relationships between researchers 
and practitioners. These are only the starting points for research and as their experiences grow, 
conditions should be taken into consideration, under which this interface works effectively or not. 
Further questions to nurture in our investigation: Is an official project or network format a suffi-
cient prerequisite to a successful engaged interaction? Does funding-driven partnership truly fos-
ter mutual engagement or is it rather a crisis ‘survival’ strategy for organisations lacking opera-
tional resources? Are research-practice partnerships sufficient means to trigger learning and in-
novation for sustainable agriculture on the long run? 
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Abstract: Local actors in rural development often claim that they are being objects of research 
and approached as sources of “data”, thereby helping students and researchers in advancing their 
careers, but get little knowledge in return and cannot see the benefit of the research to their own 
lives. On the other hand people in rural areas are targeted in a variety of governmental and non-
governmental programmes, on the design of which they often have little direct influence. Univer-
sities have a dual role here: They produce information that is used to develop and justify interven-
tions in rural systems, and they educate future decision-makers and programme managers. There 
has been an ongoing discourse in the academic world on the relevance of different types of 
knowledge, as well as on the competences which future professionals in these fields need to ac-
quire during their studies so as to fulfil their job tasks in a responsible and capable manner. 

The Latin-American – European project SERIDAR aims at increasing relevance of university 
research and education through transdisciplinary networks for rural development in selected Latin 
American regions. A joint Competence Centre is being created as an international network of 
universities and other research institutions, grounded in local stakeholder networks where a varie-
ty of non-academic and academic actors collaborate and jointly develop research agendas. This 
paper focusses on the methodology of inter- and transdisciplinary student team research which 
are being implemented as pilot projects by participating universities. We describe the approach 
followed in these running pilot projects, its theoretical foundations as well as the criteria and 
methodology we intend to use for analysing and learning from the experiences made. First obser-
vations and lessons learnt are discussed. 

Keywords: Competence-based curriculum development, Problem-Based Learning, active learn-
ing, stakeholder participation, university – practitioner networks 

 
 
Introduction 
Local actors in rural development often claim that they are being objects of research and ap-
proached as sources of “data”, thereby helping students and researchers in advancing their ca-
reers, but get little knowledge in return and cannot see the benefit of the research to their own 
lives. On the other hand people in rural areas are targeted in a variety of governmental and non-
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governmental programmes, on the design of which they often have little direct influence. The 
idea that development can be planned based on research evidence depicts local actors as passive 
receptors of development, but researchers and interveners as “experts” that bring change. Univer-
sities have a dual role here: They produce information that is used to develop and justify interven-
tions in rural systems, and they educate future decision-makers and programme managers. There 
has been an ongoing discourse in the academic world on the relevance of different types of 
knowledge, as well as on the competences which future professionals in these fields need to ac-
quire during their studies so as to fulfil their job tasks in a responsible and capable manner.  

The development of participatory research methods and experiential learning approaches has re-
ceived important impulses from Latin-American scholars and practitioners. One of the driving 
forces had been to highlight experiential know-how of practitioners and thus to bridge the gap 
between academic and non-academic knowledge and skills.  Participatory approaches for devel-
opment, and later during the decade of the 1980ies also for research, brought to light a lively de-
bate on local actors’ rights but, more significantly, on their agency to decide their own future 
even under huge institutional and economic constraints.  In this way planned development as em-
anating from dominant centres of knowledge and power was contested (Long, 2007), and differ-
ent ways of research and intervention were proposed and developed that centred on local actors’ 
capacities, knowledge and lived experiences rather than on “expert” knowledge and technology. 
However the urge to integrate rural communities in global markets in the 1990s relegated partici-
patory approaches, and most universities shifted their focus to other priorities than to understand-
ing, supporting or at least respecting local processes. In this paper we summarise the efforts made 
by different universities in Latin America in order to revive local participation in their research 
and development agendas as applied in problem-based student team research projects. In a further 
step we analyse our experiences using a methodology of systematisation. The latter is defined as: 
“the participatory and thoughtful process of reflecting about different aspects of a specific pro-
ject or intervention: its actors, actors’ interaction, outcomes, results, impact, problems, and pro-
cess (Tapella and Rodríguez-Bilella, 2014:3). Nevertheless, this concept is re-worked: On the one 
hand a joint development and learning process across teams and projects of six universities needs 
to be considered, on the other hand the pilot projects were heterogeneous because the processes 
of their development were embedded in local conditions, and leave us with important insights for 
engaging in projects that belong to the communities rather more than to the researchers alone. 
This implies faculty working changes within the university system, students and future profes-
sionals acquiring specific knowledge, skills and attitudes, and new power balances on university-
community alliances. Although with clear intentions since the beginning, the pathways to link 
research and development to local demands in each case have not been linear but full of loops 
that left us with many questions, lessons and dilemmas in the process.  

It has long been apparent that university graduates need more competencies in their future profes-
sional and societal engagements than presently available knowledge that faculty can teach. Com-
petence-based curriculum development is an approach to developing curricula based on desired 
competencies to be developed in students through the curriculum (Biggs and Tang, 2007). A use-
ful definition of the term ‘competencies’ in this context is given by Kupper and van Wulfften 
(2001, emphases ours): “We see competencies as the capability of people to perform in a function 
or a profession according to the qualifications they have. These qualifications should be ex-
pressed in terms of knowledge, skills and attitude. Additionally, because the environment in 
which our graduates work is constantly changing, our graduates should be able to adjust to new 
circumstances.” 

As a consequence, new learning objectives that match these desired competencies are required, 
and the lecturers’ task is to organise educational experiences that enable students to achieve these 
learning outcomes.  In this paper we describe the methodology tested in SERIDAR’s partner uni-
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versities for student team investigation based on complex real-world problems. The learning ob-
jectives and activities aim at developing also methodological and social competencies, in addition 
to the knowledge being constructed jointly. In the systematisation methodology subsequently 
described here we therefore consider that the projects do not only focus local development in the 
communities concerned but also an innovation within the curricula for students, implying concep-
tual and procedural changes within the universities.   

 
Transdisciplinary networks within the SERIDAR project  
Seven universities in Mexico, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador, Spain and Germany 
have partnered in the EuropeAid-funded project “Rural Society, Economy and Natural Resources 
– Integrating Competences in Rural Development” (SERIDAR). It aims at increasing local rele-
vance of university research and education through transdisciplinary networks in selected Latin 
American regions.  

In the project a joint research, education and training platform for rural development and related 
fields is established - a Competence Centre which is integrated internationally (EU-LA), region-
ally (Andean region and Mesoamerica) and locally (in the partner countries). In order to bridge 
the gap between the academic and non-academic knowledge systems, university staff have inte-
grated themselves in local stakeholder networks involving various types of actors like farmers’ 
groups, youth, peasant women, NGOs, GOs, academics: Round-table meetings and other joint 
events are organised to elaborate and prioritise locally relevant knowledge needs and possible 
topics for research and capacity-building activities. Research topics are then taken up in thesis 
work of students, in the joint doctoral programme and – in the future – also in larger international 
research projects. Participatory development of such research programmes is crucial for the the-
matic and methodological orientation of the Competence Centre. At each university a liaison 
(persona de enlace) was responsible for facilitating this process. The development and experi-
ences with these transdisciplinary networks are discussed in Hofmann-Souki et al. (2014). Vari-
ous research and education activities follow a transdisciplinary approach, for example the prob-
lem-based student team research projects as a practice-oriented learning activity.  

 

Inter- and Transdisciplinary Student Team Research within the SERIDAR network 
– the methodology 
For most of the universities in the SERIDAR network, problem-based student team research 
(PBSTR) constitutes a new element in their study programmes, and therefore are planned and 
implemented as pilot projects. PBSTR projects follow two purposes: a) students’ development of 
professional and personal competencies in methodological, analytical, social dimensions, and b) 
to contribute with useful knowledge to and support joint learning in local stakeholders’ develop-
ment efforts.  

In order for the universities to allow their faculty to make experiences with the PBSTR method-
ology meant that this learning activity needs to fit into existing curricula, e.g. in the form of an 
elective course. It was not intended to change the curricula as such, as has been done elsewhere 
with Problem-Based Learning (PBL) methodologies in processes of competency-based curricu-
lum development (e.g. Riseman et al., 2005). Instead, the focus is for the students to apply theo-
retical knowledge acquired in other courses, and to work with non-academic partners on issues 
identified in the local stakeholder networks (see chapter 2).  This transdisciplinary approach dif-
ferentiates the chosen methodology from conventional PBL, and it has important implications in 
all phases of the course. 
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This dual purpose of PBSTR implicates formulating objectives for the pilot projects on two lev-
els:  learning objectives for participating students, and research objectives for the investigation to 
be done. In due course the learning activities offered need to ensure that students are able to reach 
these objectives, and assessment tasks needs to relate to these same objectives, as stipulated by 
constructive alignment (Biggs and Tang, 2007). 

Didactical concept 
Considering the vast range of competencies that graduates need in the future, the learning objec-
tives formulated for the PBSTR projects address three dimensions: 

1. Knowledge on topics, i.e. factual knowledge the students should learn. The added advantage 
here is that students are able and have to put this knowledge into the context of a real-world 
problem. 

2. Methodological skills, in particular analytical and research skills from information-seeking to 
structuring the research process to performing empirical research 

3. Social skills like communication, teamwork techniques, self-management and user orienta-
tion. 

Methodological foundations of our didactical concept lie in experiential learning (e.g. the Cover-
dale Training), Problem-Based Learning (e.g. Barrett, 2005) , and Action and Decision Oriented 
Investigations – a concept developed and used by the Centre of Rural Development (SLE) at 
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany (see Fiege, 2012). 

Referring to Dewey and Kurt Lewin, David Kolb (1984) has developed an experiential learning 
cycle. The Learning Cycle is anchored in a thorough understanding of learning theory. Its roots 
go back to the developmental learning theories of Jean Piaget in the 1960/70ies. Experiences con-
stitute a set of empirical findings which are at the bases of reflection and learning conclusions, 
which in turn constitute bases for new action. The experiential learning cycle allows participants 
to reflect how learning occurs: They learn how to learn. This is the basis for life-long learning 
ability. 

Figure 1: Experiential Learning Cycle adapted from D. Kolb (1984). 

  

Problem-Based Learning (PBL) constitutes a type of experiential learning. The supervisor here 
does not have the role of an instructor, but rather a facilitator of learning. For our purposes PBL is 
a learner-centred instruction method, built around a complex problem or question, which stimu-
lates students to “learn how to learn” and engage in research. Learners collaborate in groups to 
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structure the problem, seek understanding through cooperation and solutions to real-world prob-
lems.  

In contrast to common PBL practice whereby cases (problems) are prepared by faculty alone (e.g. 
Barrett, 2005), the questions and problems developed within our PBSTR methodology are prefer-
ably derived from a knowledge need of practitioners and should, as a consequence, result in a 
concrete output for specific users who have commissioned the study. This follows the concept of 
Action and Decision Oriented Investigation as described in Fiege (2012): In the conceptualisation 
of each project three questions need to be answered in subsequent phases, before starting the em-
pirical research:  

1. Why has the study been commissioned (what is the knowledge gap)? 

2. For whom and with what purpose (who will use the outputs and how)? 

3. How may the outputs be achieved? 

Projects include between 4 and 13 students, often from different study programmes, and are su-
pervised usually by two lecturers. The student groups plan and implement the project, which im-
plies to clarify the purpose and intended outputs as well as the users of the outputs, elaborate the 
theoretical and analytical framework, plan and implement the methodology for obtaining the re-
sults and analyse the latter, as well as present them in a way useful and applicable for the users 
and as required for university assessment. During their work the group needs to plan and act col-
lectively and individually, communicate within an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary context 
and reflect on the result elaboration and group process that evolves.  

Lecturers become observers and facilitators of students’ learning and have an important role es-
pecially in reflection and conceptualisation phases. The supervisors’ task is to ensure focus and 
scientific quality of the work, appropriate communication with the stakeholders involved, spaces 
for reflection and feedback, and examination of those results which are included in the assess-
ment tasks. Furthermore, some specific input is given in the form of methodological trainings on 
participatory research methodologies or teamwork techniques.  

Transdisciplinary approach and its implications 
As mentioned before topics of the pilot projects have arisen from a process of negotiation with 
local actors in the networks the universities participate in. In order to build trust, a (sometimes 
formal) agreement is made by the supervisors with a specific actor or group of actors, in which 
objectives and expected deliveries, distribution of responsibilities and other important issues are 
laid down. These often need to be refined by the students in a later phase. Involvement of practi-
tioners in the other research phases varies, depending on the topic, analytical framework and 
methodology, and also on distance, available time and financial resources. In some projects the 
practitioners even participate in the training modules on participatory research methods. 

Results are discussed with the local stakeholders, and students need to consider the feedback re-
ceived in their final output. In most cases the practitioners are also involved in evaluation of the 
pilot project, both regarding results and process of the collaboration. 

 

First experiences in preparation and implementation of the pilot projects 
The overall concept and methodology of the PBSTR projects are nearly the same for the teams in 
each participating university. However, there are some differences especially in the formulation 
and relative importance of the learning objectives, the concrete training modules offered, the 
composition of teams as well as scope and duration of the projects. Needless to say, these param-
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eters vary also according to the topic of investigation and conditions within the study pro-
grammes and universities. First experiences from several countries are described here. 

 
Experiences in Ecuador 
The implementation of the pilot project in Ecuador has been a process of joint learning between 
the supervisors, teachers, students, and local actors in the province of Guayas. Once a local net-
work interested in participating in research under the SERIDAR project had been located, a Par-
ticipative Action Research (PAR) workshop was held. Participants in this workshop were profes-
sors, master’s students in Rural Territorial Development (RTD), and members and former mem-
bers of the Association of Agricultural Cooperatives of the Coast (AACC). The challenges to 
implementing this methodology were: a) the fact that the research topic should originate from the 
needs of the local actors and not from academia, while the university demands that students pre-
sent a research proposal prior to the development of the thesis, and b) implementation of the PAR 
methodology is a process that takes several years and the time students have to complete their 
theses is only six months. For these reasons it was decided to propose an alternative plan of sus-
tainability of research in the area. According to the plan, each year one or more master’s students 
carry out their research alongside the local actors of Guayas using the tools of participative re-
search. At the same time, it is proposed that local actors seek persons from their own region in-
terested in pursuing a master’s degree in RTD. These students from Guayas will then continue 
and expand research in the area, thereby guaranteeing the sustainability of the project. 

The first phase of research, which we call introduction to the area, consisted of four stages: First 
a discussion was held between researchers and local actors in Guayas during which the topic, 
objectives and methodology of the pilot project were discussed. This assisted the investigator and 
the local actors to coordinate commitments and support for the research. It was agreed to investi-
gate the conditions that led to the disintegration of rice cooperatives in the Guayas river basin, 
canton of Daule, and their relationship to the transformation of the agrarian structure and agricul-
tural production of the area. In the second stage, the investigator and two members of the former 
cooperative prepared the research tools (surveys and interviews) to be used by students, local 
actors and their children, and the liaison. In the third stage, three focus groups were created 
whose participants included four master’s students, 36 local actors interested in the topic, and the 
liaison. This activity enabled the involvement of more students in the pilot project, the discussion 
of the conditions of the local actors, and the contextualization of the area. Finally, once the in-
formation was processed, a workshop was held to discuss the results with 45 local actors interest-
ed in the topic. 

The implementation of the pilot project required constant coordination between the supervisor of 
the project, the students, and the liaison. The most surprising finding was the strong involvement 
of the local actors, for whom recalling and valuing the peasant struggle of the 60s and 70s was 
motivation for continuing research in their area, which presently faces structural problems in the 
rural sector, such as access to water. 

The second phase of the research in the pilot project, called transition and expansion, was carried 
out by means of a new PAR workshop. In this workshop, a new topic of research was discussed 
with local actors in order to discover how they organize with respect to water resources and what 
the problems they identify with regards to this resource. New agreements for collaboration were 
established between the student and the local actors. The third phase of the research, transition 
and action, was also carried out (figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Phases of Participatory Action Research in Ecuador. 

 
 
Experiences in Mexico 
The Autonomous University Chapingo (UACH) through Chiapas Headquarters of the Master of 
Science in Regional Development (MCDRR), collaborates with the Network for the Develop-
ment and Conservation of the Sierra de Chiapas Villaflores (REDESIVI). Actors in 12 local 
farming communities involved, as well as academics, NGOs and government institutions in the 
environmental sector. The region has been immersed in the Biosphere Reserve La Sepultura since 
1995. The mountainous territory is characterised by diversified agriculture (corn, beans, palm, 
coffee and cattle), as well as numerous rivers and streams that form the Cuenca Alta del Río 
Plank converge. 

Livestock is one of the important activities in 12 communities for its economic value, but grazing 
puts a heavy strain on the fragile environment especially in periods of draught. For this reason 
members of REDESIVI decided to collaborate in a transdisciplinary manner to investigate the 
water management practices of local actors related to livestock in the Sierra de Villaflores. The 
group was composed of six graduates (of Social Anthropology, Sociology, Animal Science Vet-
erinary Medicine, Alternative Tourism, and Administrative Computing) and two Master of Sci-
ence in Regional Rural Development. The group was trained in Problem Based Learning meth-
odology and then designed fieldwork using this methodology as well as Participatory Action Re-
search. The group held meetings with local community stakeholders, conducted interviews, sur-
veys, tours accompanied by local actors to rivers and streams as well as other places where cattle 
graze. 

The PBL methodology allowed each member of the group to experience the real situation, and to 
analyse it from the perspective of their discipline, while exchanging experiences and knowledge 
with participants from other disciplines.  " I had never worked in an interdisciplinary group, but it 
is the best experience I could have, because I learned from them all", said Bolom U., a member of 
the group, at the evaluation meeting. Further analysis of activities and solution strategies that lo-
cal actors put in place to solve problems helped the group to understand the dimension of water 
management for mountain livestock. 

A first assessment was carried out within the transdisciplinary group based on criteria described 
by Montoya (2010 ): thematic knowledge ( understanding of the issues ), cooperation ( collabora-
tion in the field and in the office ), tolerance ( attitude of integration, harmony and respect in the 
team), leadership (convincing, innovating, and managing without generating conflicts), applied 
learning (practical use of the learned topics), communication skills with local actors, skills to ap-
ply methodological tools, skills to synthesise information and accompanying tutorial (methodolo-
gy, guidance, encouragement, and advice). The results show that all participants understood the 
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thematic field, although not all could handle it properly. Half of the group tended to strong coop-
eration while the other half does so to a lesser extent, and only as long as they are told to cooper-
ate. Tolerance is a value in which all members of the group believe but only two members of the 
group achieved high values for it. The leadership skills were generally rated as medium. Group 
members felt that they tend to apply their knowledge. It was assessed that group members gener-
ally developed skills to communicate with local stakeholders; however the use of methods to syn-
thesise the group are judged as lower medium. The accompanying tutorial is rated at higher me-
dium. We conclude that transdisciplinary work should generate more skills in each of the mem-
bers, and we should work more on values such as tolerance.  

The transdisciplinary approach meant that activities were adjusted according to local circum-
stances and realities and provided professional and personal growth of each member; soon came 
into play prior knowledge and skills to interact within the group and with local stakeholders and 
to learn more about the problem at hand. The transdisciplinary research on rural development 
lead to greater interaction between researchers and local stakeholders and therefore to an integra-
tion of different angles and of practitioners’ perspectives to the research. Additionally, 
transdisciplinary work brought to the surface human values such as respect, tolerance and coop-
eration, while allowing a thorough analysis of the symbolic aspects that local actors relate with 
water management. 

Experiences in Nicaragua 
At the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Nicaragua – Managua the pilot project has been done 
on undergraduate level. In order to identify the topic the needs most felt by the local actors were 
identified, and then a prioritisation according to perceived urgency has been done by the local 
actors, in this case concerning access to water resources in Pochocuape. On this basis the research 
objectives and expected results have been agreed. From the beginning the interaction has been 
through participatory methods - group meetings, round-tables, interviews as well as various exer-
cises. This has contributed to enriching the knowledge of all – the supervisors, students and local 
actors. As regards the students, specific learning objectives had been formulated for them on the 
levels of knowledge, methodologies and abilities. For each category certain learning activities 
and learning situations have been implemented, including a course on research methodologies, 
and the students then had to choose, design and verify the methods for their field work. Later on 
the students evaluated that understanding was less difficult than applying the new methodologies. 
Among the most important learning experiences they mentioned were: teamwork and new forms 
to investigate, to listen and to communicate. Difficulties mentioned were: Coordination, time, 
teamwork, communication and access to information, among others. They evaluated that the ex-
perience that had the most impact on them was being able to interact with the local actors and see 
their problem situation in the field.   

For the supervisors the difficulties were similar: To coordinate the time of students with their 
other studies, and that not all of them assumed their assigned role. Also to deal with the new 
methodology lead to learning. Success has been seen in the enthusiasm to participate in the pro-
ject, to gain new knowledge, to be able to relate directly to the local actors and understand their 
problem situation. They were surprised about the level of interaction between academia and local 
stakeholders, generating synergies and learning to understand and respect others in their identity. 
In the future such projects could be integrated as an extra course, or like a specialisation pro-
gramme in the Msc programmes of the university. 

Experiences in Germany 
At Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin study projects already are an integral part of the mainly inter-
national Msc programmes at the Faculty of Agriculture and Horticulture. In most cases a topic in 
a developing country is chosen. This time the study project has been planned as a part of a 
transdisciplinary multi-stakeholder project on sustainable rubber cultivation in southern China 
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(SURUMER). This meant that the “clients” of the research, those who expected to use the out-
puts, were researchers themselves and also supervisors of the students. Hence it was easier for the 
students to periodically reassure with them that they were working in the right direction, because 
these negotiations happened within the academic circle and language. The other user of the re-
sults, the nature reserve administration in the research region in China, was more difficult to in-
volve, because of political considerations in China and also due to the distance for most of the 
time.  

The task was to prepare and perform a stakeholder analysis of rubber cultivation in the research 
area Xishuangbanna as a baseline study for further research activities within the larger 
SURUMER project. At the beginning a three-day intensive training on teamwork techniques has 
been implemented – an activity which not only makes the further collaboration in the project 
more effective, but which also serves to prevent conflicts. Students learn to reflect on their own 
collaborative process and improve based on experiences made. In the ensuing four months the 
objectives, hypotheses, theoretical framework and methodology of the research were developed. 
The empirical research involved two weeks in which the students immersed themselves in village 
life in China with observations, mapping and interviews. Results were briefly analysed on the 
spot and presented to the local partners. Strong interest at the natural reserve administration led to 
a lively discussion at that event. The final results were presented three months later after in-depth 
analysis. A revised version of the report will soon be published in English and translated into 
Chinese, too. In addition, the transcripts of all interviews with a variety of stakeholders could 
later on be used by other researchers in the project, in particular as a preparation for own inter-
views on more specific topics. Whereas the students felt quite confused at times with the uncer-
tainty involved in such a real-life project, they very much valued the interaction with stakeholders 
and the associated change of perspectives. 

 

Towards a concept for systematising the experiences 
On the meta-level of the international working group, the concepts of the pilot projects have been 
defined and the methodology elaborated in two joint workshops. It had been clear from the be-
ginning that after their implementation, the universities would need to decide whether or not to 
continue with such a type of learning activities within their curricula, and if so, how to maintain 
and improve them. Needless to say, creating convincing success stories with the pilot projects 
would be the best argument which can be presented to the decision-makers in the study pro-
grammes. But how would we know if the innovation was successful to make such a decision? 
What can be learnt from the experience? 

In the preparatory workshop the objectives and a list of criteria have been developed for the eval-
uation of the pilot projects and for the systematisation of our experiences with the process of con-
ceptualising, planning, implementing and evaluating them.  

Based on the criteria, a small team of participating lecturers has elaborated various indicators of 
success, directed at different target groups. A guide has been drafted for the whole process of 
systematisation. This work has helped to sharpen the synergies of and differences between the 
evaluation of the pilot projects in each country and the systematisation of the experiences at each 
university and within the international working group.  

Both constitute collective learning processes. Main objective of the evaluation is to understand 
how the pilot projects have been implemented, how the method has functioned and how partici-
pants value the learning and results. Systematisation focuses on the experiences and the process, 
is not limited to the project logic itself and may include other dimensions. It promotes reflection, 
reconstruction and critical interpretation of experiences (Jara Holliday, 2012; Berdegué et al., 
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2007), and thus helps to achieve broader learning beyond the question of whether or not to con-
tinue with this type of learning activity in the academic study programmes. Whereas implement-
ing pilot projects represents a form of introducing a practical experience to be learnt from for the 
lecturers, systematising the experiences offers a methodology for making the experiential learn-
ing explicit and transparent – it trains the capacity for reflection, in our case on the design and 
implementation of new learning activities with their respective didactical backgrounds.   

Despite the conceptual and methodological differences between evaluation (of the projects) and 
systematisation (of the experiences and processes), it is still recognised that there are no clear 
borders and various overlaps (Jara Holliday, 2012). In our specific case it is neither possible nor 
desired to completely separate the two, first and foremost for practical purposes. Specific events 
are organised with stakeholder groups to discuss the experiences, events which serve as platform 
for both evaluation and systematisation, and separating the procedures would seem artificial. Also 
questionnaires would serve both purposes – people may hardly be expected to fill out two sepa-
rate ones. The combination also responds to the desire of the working group to keep this step as 
simple and pragmatic as possible. 

In our experience, systematisation departs from the recognition that any intervention (including 
research) enters in a complex of social relations at the local level (Long, 2007) that researchers 
cannot control. Moreover researchers become embedded in local social relations among which 
intercultural and power relations are some of the most important to recognise and deal with 
(Haverkort and Rist, 2004).  In this perspective systematisation (in the sense of reflection) is a 
way to address social differences (knowledge, power, etc) before, during and after the project is 
being carried out54. It makes visible the different knowledge systems that are interacting (often 
struggling) in the research process. If learning is changing, research - and education through re-
search - should be a process through which change can be enabled, and systematisation can en-
hance it. 

When consulting the theoretical basis for the systematisation of experiences it became apparent 
that most of the publications on the methodology are geared towards “classical” development 
projects with communities or citizens (e.g. ActionAid, 2009, Berdegué et al., 2007; Tapella and 
Rodríguez-Bilella, 2014; UNDP, 2011). Thus we have to develop for ourselves a methodology 
for systemising experiences in transdisciplinary research and education, with different perspec-
tives involved. Four basic phases are distinguished in the process, with different actors involved 
in each step:  

  

                                                 
54 The questions that guide systematisation (e.g. those proposed by Tapella and Rodríguez-Bilella:3) during the process should be 
then in past, present and future tense, as systematisation does not only occurs after the research.  
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Phases in the syste-
matisation process Actors involved/targeted Methods to be used 

I. Evaluation of each pilot 
project 

a) local actors who are the users of the 
pilot project outputs and with whom the 
initial agreement had been made 

b) Participating students 

c) Participating lecturers 

d) Other lecturers who are responsible 
for the study programmes 

Instruments of participa-
tory evaluation, especial-
ly focus groups, inter-
views, anonymous ques-
tionnaires with open 
questions (for students) 

II. Systematisation per 
university 

Workshop, consulta-
tions,  

review of materials 

III. Systematisation on 
international level (across 
participating universities) 

c) Participating lecturers 

d) Other lecturers who are responsible 
for the study programmes 

e) SERIDAR’s project Board (steering 
committee) 

Workshop,  

Workshop report as in-
put for renewed intra-
university discussions  

IV. Discussion and publi-
cation of results 

All of the above, and other universities 
(for the publication) 

Joint publication and 
presentations 

 
As regards the first two phases, and according to the experiences of the different universities, 
systematisation can vary from being the main tool of participatory approaches in research as in 
the Latin American tradition of PAR or, a tool for reflecting ex-post in all or part of the different 
project stages.  

This means that the kind of systematisation that is possible does not only depend on the decision 
and experience of university teams but mainly on the level of local organisation and decision-
making that can turn interventions into locally resolved processes (Sherwood and Paredes 2012).  
Acknowledging heterogeneity of situations for the cases presented in this paper, common criteria 
and indicators have been formulated for evaluation and systematisation. The main criteria are: 

a. Learning by students, faculty and local actors  
b. Usefulness and quality of the various results – for the local actors and for the theoretical 

and methodological debate in the SERIDAR competence centre  
c. Level of implementation of the transdisciplinary and participatory focus  
d. Roles, level of participation of every type of (university and non-university) actor 

 Achievement of the principles and valuation of the process, commitment for fol-
low-up 

 Level of implementation of the Problem-Based-Learning methodology  
e. Usefulness and satisfaction of the training course (i.e. of the capacity-building modules 

within the pilot Project on PAR and teamwork techniques)  
f. Achievement and effectiveness of the process (phases, schedule)  
g. Costs and time invested (in relation to the results achieved, the learning progress and in 

comparison to other formats of teaching and research)  
Overall:  Effectiveness of the transdisciplinary PBL methodology in relation to the specified 
objectives 
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Moreover, we can generally recognize some steps in the process of systematisation55: 

a. Identification of key actors to involve in the different steps (specific persons) 
b. Definition of the point of departure (initial situation and  context, delimitation) 
c. Description of the experience (Components, activities/actors, resources, main results, dif-

ficulties encountered, unexpected results, opinions on future application and sustainabil-
ity) 

d. Analysis (based on the criteria and indicators elaborated, summarising positive aspects, 
difficulties and surprises),  

e. Deriving joint conclusions and recommendations 
f. Publication and discussion with stakeholders 

 

As a final step it will be advisable to reflect on the systematisation procedure - How effective is it 
to support the learning of all actors involved? Can it be simplified and become more focussed? 

 

First lessons learnt from our experiences 
For most of the universities concerned PBSTR constituted an innovation to be tried and evaluat-
ed. University staff welcomed the possibility to link their research and education activities. 
Working on real-world problems was seen as a motivating factor, but the responsibilities and 
commitment were felt to rest on their shoulders, too. The engagement has created positive expec-
tations at the side of local partners, and it is a constant struggle to serve these expectations, both 
regarding results and process of collaboration, while having to adhere to university standards and 
procedures, too.  As a result the time and efforts of the supervisors dedicated to the project were 
relatively high.  

The collaboration requires that students find appropriate communication modes with a variety of 
practitioners, and they need to orient the way results are elaborated towards the intended use and 
user group. The problems worked on are complex in nature and thus the students need to define 
scope and depth of the study. Not in all cases such autonomy was given to the students – a topic 
to be further discussed in the systematisation process. Also the number of students involved var-
ied a lot, and not always it was possible to mix students from different backgrounds as originally 
intended – sometimes as a symptom of existing gaps between the different study programmes at a 
university.  

Specific challenges of the projects are conflicts of interest, limited resources, as well as the bal-
ance between scientific demands and pragmatism (see also Fiege, 2012). The “clients”, in turn, 
need to understand and tolerate that the projects still constitute an educational activity, which 
means that students need space for learning and making mistakes, and that there are certain de-
mands from the side of the university as well, especially when assessment tasks are concerned.  

First experiences show that an integration of academic and non-academic knowledge is possible 
with this joint learning activity. Also the experience to design the project as part of a larger re-
search project is positive and may lead to a broader vision of a transdisciplinary continuum in the 
territory should this be desired. In an external evaluation of the SERIDAR project both students 
and local actors involved attested high satisfaction with the learning experiences and results of 
the pilot projects, local actors expressed demand for continuation. The necessary funding is more 
likely to be found if synergies with other research or education activities are high. 

 

                                                 
55 Based on Chavez-Tafur (2006); Tapella and Rodríguez-Bilella (2014), Berdegué et al. (2007), as well as own elaboration 
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Abstract: An agricultural research for development project on the East India Plateau is analysed 
retrospectively using a conceptual model for transdisciplinary research.  The analysis reveals 
strong similarities, and some marked disparities, between project practice and the conceptual 
model. Transdisciplinary characteristics of the research project include: 

 Participation of scientists (hydrologists, agronomists, animal scientists, agricultural econ-
omists) and non-scientists (farmers, development professionals) in the research process. 

 Integration of research activity and results across discipline boundaries.  
 Deliberate creation of learning experiences as a consequence of participation in the re-

search process. 
 Application of research results in formats useful for the practices of farming, develop-

ment, and science. 
The most marked discrepancy between the project and the conceptual model was the inadequate 
development of a shared understanding of the transdisciplinary research process, including clarity 
around boundary issues.  The significance of the conceptual model for ongoing project research 
and emerging research opportunities is discussed. 

Keywords: Farming systems, rural livelihoods, poverty alleviation, nutritionally sensitive agri-
cultural interventions, development praxis 

 
 
Introduction 
An agricultural research for development project in rural east India is improving livelihoods for 
indigenous farmers.  The project focusses on intensification and diversification of cropping sys-
tems through a process of farmer engagement around livelihood improvement based on Self Help 
Groups (SHGs).  Agricultural/horticultural interventions are selected after consultation with vil-
lagers and implemented with farmers as on-farm research activity.  The research activity provides 
learning opportunities for participating farmers as well as generating research results under local 
farming conditions.  In addition to research into new agricultural technology and systems, the 
project has a strong focus on research into the process of farmer engagement and the process of 
scaling out project innovations. 

Project research activity addresses several current international priorities in agricultural research 
for development such as; sustainable intensification of agricultural production (Garnett et al., 
2013), agriculture for nutrition and health (Remans et al., 2011), climate resilient agriculture 
(Neufeldt et al., 2013), and gender responsive agricultural research (Beuchelt & Badstue, 2013).  
Donor organisations are seeking evidence-based interventions supported by measured impacts 
against key indicators.  With this in mind, the current project is devoting significant resources to 
measuring impact of project interventions on key indicators such as farm productivity, household 
income, nutrition security, and the status of women.   
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There is emerging agreement that sustainability challenges require new ways of conducting re-
search so that research outcomes are more relevant to societal needs.  For example, greater partic-
ipation of farmers and development professionals should lead to greater relevance and impact of 
agricultural research interventions.  Transdisciplinarity is used in this paper following the defini-
tion of Lang et.al (2012).    

“Transdisciplinarity is a reflexive, integrative, method driven scientific principle aiming 
at the solution or transition of societal problems and concurrently of related scientific 
problems by differentiating and integrating knowledge from various scientific and societal 
bodies of knowledge.” 

A conceptual model for transdisciplinary research processes (Lang et.al, 2012; Jahn, 2013) is 
applied retrospectively to the process of project conception and implementation.  This analysis 
reveals some strong similarities, but also some disparities, between the conceptual model and 
project practice.  The usefulness of the conceptual model is discussed in the context of ongoing 
project research and several emerging research opportunities. 

 

Synopsis of the agricultural research for development project 
The project is located on the East India Plateau, working with tribal communities in the states of 
Jharkhand and western West Bengal.  The area is one of the poorest areas in India (OPHI, 2013) 
and in these communities poor nutrition is the major contributor to the OPHI Multidimensional 
Poverty Index.  The region is characterised by high but variable rainfall (1,100-1,600 mm, 80% 
June-September), frequent and sometimes long dry spells within the monsoon, little irrigation 
(~8% of area), high runoff and soil erosion, and subsistence agriculture.  Rice is the staple food 
crop, and traditional cropping systems are based on a mono-crop of transplanted rice.  Population 
pressure has pushed rice cultivation onto the medium uplands, but these lands are poorly suited to 
traditional paddy (transplanted) rice production systems (Cornish et al., 2010). 

The agricultural research for development (AR4D) project “Improving livelihoods with innova-
tive cropping systems on the East India Plateau” brings together the NGO Professional Assis-
tance for Development Action (PRADAN) with several research organisations; University of 
Western Sydney (UWS), the World Vegetable Centre (AVRDC), and Advanced Centre for Water 
Resources Development and Management (ACWADAM).  The project embeds agricultural re-
search within a wider development project (Figure 1) combining research objectives, develop-
ment objectives, and research into the development process.  Agricultural research is conducted 
with active participation of local farmers, utilising Self Help Groups (SHGs), with deliberate 
promotion of the role of women as farmers. 

Agricultural research is focussed on sustainable intensification of cropping systems.  The tradi-
tional mono-crop of transplanted rice is being replaced with a more climate resilient cropping 
system featuring aerobic (non-transplanted) rice and a range of profitable vegetable crop options.  
The new cropping systems are more productive, profitable and make better use of land and water 
resources.  Research interventions are nutritionally sensitive, increasing pulse, oilseed, vegetable, 
and goat production, increasing household income, and diversifying diets.  New agricultural 
technology is also freeing women from menial labour tasks like transplanting rice and hand 
weeding.  In addition to the agricultural interventions, the project is also exploring the process of 
farmer participation in the research activity as a development process, and the challenge of scal-
ing up this engagement process. 
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Figure 1: The project explicitly combines research and development objectives.  Agricultural research (Australian 
Centre for International Agricultural Research, ACIAR funded) and rural development (Australian Agency 
for International Development, AusAID funded) activity is both distinct and complementary to each other 
(reproduced from ACIAR project proposal (Bellotti & Cornish, 2012)). 

 

 
 

Applying a conceptual model of transdisciplinarity to the project 
The author became aware of a conceptual model of transdisciplinary research in 2013 (Lang et. 
al., 2012; Jahn, 2013), some three years after detailed planning and team building of the current 
project had commenced.  Nevertheless, it is a useful exercise to apply the model retrospectively, 
to compare what we actually did to what is currently described as good transdisciplinary research 
practice.  In addition, awareness of transdisciplinary practice from other projects will inform on-
going project research activity, putting into practice the transdisciplinary principle of iterative 
reflexive review and planning.  What follows is a brief outline of the conceptual model, followed 
by a description and analysis of project activity in each of the three phases of transdisciplinary 
research. 

A conceptual model of a transdisciplinary research process 
A conceptual model of a transdisciplinary research process has been redrawn to more closely 
reflect the current agricultural research for development project (Figure 2 adapted from Lang 
et.al., 2012; Jahn, 2013).  A defining feature of transdisciplinary research, distinguishing it from 
multi- and inter-disciplinary research, is the deliberate combining of scientific practice (right 
hand side) with societal practice, or in this case development practice (left hand side).  The cur-
rent project integrates non-scientists such as development professionals (PRADAN) and small-
holder farmers with scientists (agronomists, horticulturalists, hydrologists, animal scientists, and 
agricultural economists) from universities and research institutions.  Each community of practice 
(development or scientific) has its own issues, problems, opportunities; and each practice can 
proceed independently of the other to generate results that are relevant to their specific needs.  
Importantly, each practice also operates under a distinct epistemology that determines, amongst 
other things, how problems are defined and the utility of research outputs. 
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Figure 2: A conceptual model of a transdisciplinary research process adapted from Lang et. al., 2012 and Jahn, 2013, 
to reflect the current agricultural research for rural development project on the East India Plateau.  See text 
for elaboration. 

 
The central column represents the essential features of the transdisciplinary approach, comprising 
three distinct phases of transdisciplinary research activity: 

1. Problem framing and team building.  This phase involves the creation of a common research 
object and the building of a collaborative project team.  Different epistemologies and world 
views need to be made transparent to facilitate the emergence of a consensus problem and re-
search plan.  The research plan includes specific plans and methodology for knowledge inte-
gration, and plans for the delivery of research outcomes in appropriate formats for different 
actors.  A shared and deep understanding of the research process resulting from this phase is a 
necessary precondition for success in subsequent phases. 

2. Creation of actionable knowledge.  This is the phase where the research plan is implemented.  
Research can be conducted within sub-projects (represented by the vertical bars in the central 
section of Figure 2) but a core requirement is that research concepts and methods are de-
signed to be integrative (represented by the horizontal bars).  Some key features of the re-
search are: 
a. The research involves participation from non-scientists. 
b. Research addresses ‘lived reality’ of target beneficiaries. 
c. Research outputs are intended to be actionable by specific actors. 
d. Learning can be a planned outcome of the research activity. 

 
3. Integration and application of new knowledge.  The defining feature of this phase is the inte-

gration of newly created knowledge into either development practice or scientific practice.  
An important and intended consequence of participation of non-scientists in the research pro-
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cess (phase 2 above) is the creation of intense learning experiences. Such experiences have 
been identified as an important element of a designed intervention aimed at epistemic devel-
opment (Bawden, 2007), which in turn forms the basis for behavioural change.  These experi-
ences can have profound and lasting impacts on all participants, scientist and non-scientist 
alike. 

Phase 1: Collaborative problem framing and building a collaborative research team 
Although the problem framing and team building for the current project were completed prior to 
learning about this particular conceptual model of transdisciplinary research, there are some strik-
ing parallels with, and also some glaring departures from, what we did compared to the model 
process.  Firstly, the parallel features.  The project was conceived as an agricultural research for 
development (AR4D) project and a key element was the strong presence of PRADAN in problem 
framing and team building.  At the time of project formation PRADAN’s mission was broadly 
focussed on improving livelihoods of smallholder farmers, and recently this has evolved to a fo-
cus on facilitating ‘a sense of agency’ in the poor and marginalised.   

At a three day problem framing workshop (held in Jharkhand in September 2010), attended by 27 
people representing development professionals and scientists from 7 organisations (but with no 
direct farmer representation) the potential project team identified the overall project objectives 
and broad methodologies.  These were later drafted into the research and development objectives 
described in the project synopsis (Section 2, Figure 1).  We included several explicitly cross cut-
ting research objectives; namely our focus on integration of research results at the household, 
family farm scale, the formal Monitoring and Evaluation program, research into the process of 
scaling out, and research into some of PRADAN’s processes for communication and innovation.  
We also deliberately incorporated learning experiences (particularly focussed on, but not limited 
to, smallholder farmers) into the participative research process.   

So much for the parallels, what about the glaring departures?  We were not explicit about this 
project being a transdisciplinary research process!  Some team members were well versed in par-
ticipatory action research, and some were familiar with transdisciplinary philosophy and method-
ology, but we failed to bring all team members to a common level of knowledge and understand-
ing.  This meant we spent too little attention on why our project was different to ‘normal’ re-
search processes.  The boundaries between scientific disciplines, and between scientists and non-
scientists, were not explicitly addressed, consequently the project team did not develop ‘boundary 
objects’ (Clark et al., 2011).  The project team missed the opportunity to strongly identify a 
shared research object resulting in a level of confusion among scientists regarding their role and 
methods.  This missed opportunity came to a head with the withdrawal of a key national agricul-
tural research organisation from the project team on the grounds that the project was too ‘devel-
opment focussed’.  A future project team workshop will be devoted to exploring how a shared 
understanding of the conceptual model for transdisciplinary research could clarify roles, respon-
sibilities, and better meet expectations of all team members. 

Phase 2: Creation of new actionable knowledge through collaborative research 
The implementation of the research process is still in the establishment phase.  Some pilot on-
farm research was commenced in 2012, and this was expanded in the 2013 kharif (monsoon) sea-
son and following rabi (post-monsoon) seasons.   The first of three household surveys was com-
menced in 2013 to provide a baseline for subsequent household surveys planned for 2015 and 
2017 that together form part of project M&E activity.  The existing project research and devel-
opment objectives (Figure 1) are redrawn in Figure 3 following the format of the central section 
of the transdisciplinary research process (Figure 2, Creation of new actionable research). 
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Figure 3: Project research and development objectives presented in the format of the conceptual model of 
transdisciplinary research. Project research objectives (R1 to R4) presented as separate discipline and issue 
based research activities in vertical bars, solid arrows indicate interdisciplinary research activity.  Integrative 
research (R5) and research into development processes (R-D1 to R-D3) superimposed as transdisciplinary 
research activity in horizontal bars, dashed arrow indicates research activity can cut across objectives. 

 

 

Project research objectives can be grouped as discipline and/or issue based; for example R1, ana-
lysing available water resources (rainfall, stored surface water, residual soil water, shallow 
groundwater) and presenting this new understanding in ways useful for farmer decision making 
(e.g. What are my crop options given my available water resources?).  There are several planned 
interactions between research objectives; e.g. R1 (water) is influenced by R2 (soil remediation) 
and vice-versa.  Similarly R3 (agronomy & horticulture) is influenced by, and can influence, both 
R1 and R2 through bioremediation of soils by crops and through crop water use.  These interdis-
ciplinary interactions, and a determination that research should benefit smallholder livelihoods, 
were designed into the research program during the problem framing phase. 

Several research and development objectives cut across the disciplinary research objectives, and 
are tentatively described here as transdisciplinary research activity (Figure 3).  Each of these hor-
izontal activities features strong participation of development professionals and farmers in the 
research activity.  For example, R5 (Integration of interventions at household livelihood scale) 
requires a deep understanding of the ‘lived reality’ of smallholder farming and a realistic assess-
ment of project interventions on livelihoods, this can only be achieved through a partnership be-
tween scientists and farmers built on trust.  Research activities R-D1 and R-D2 relate closely to 
PRADAN’s process of engagement, in particular their facilitation of women’s Self Help Groups.  
Consistent with their long-standing promotion of SHGs, is their more recent focus on facilitating 
a sense of agency, particularly in women. We are interested to better understand how this is per-
ceived among project members (including women farmers) and how this process of engagement 
can be effectively scaled out.  From the initial conception of the project there was a deliberate 
focus not just on ‘technical’ innovations in farm practice, but also ‘process’ innovations in en-
gagement for livelihood improvement. 
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Phase 3:  Integration and application of new knowledge in ways useful for development and 
science practice 
The current project builds on a previous ACIAR project that ran from 2007 to 2010.  Several re-
search outcomes from that project are being further developed in the current project and some are 
being scaled out.  A key learning from the previous project was that the dominant traditional 
crop, transplanted rice, is a risky proposition for smallholder farmers on the East India Plateau.  
The problem is caused by climate variability during the commencement of the monsoon (late 
May to early July) resulting in highly variable timing and duration of ponding.  The resulting late 
transplanting leads to low crop yields and regular crop failure.  More climate resilient crop op-
tions include aerobic rice (also called direct seeded rice, upland rice) where the crop seed is sown 
directly into non-ponded conditions, and also a range of other crop options including maize and 
vegetables.  Consequently, increasing crop intensity (number of crops from the same field per 
year) and crop diversity (different crop species grown across the landscape and seasons) has be-
come a central principle of the project, and a number of research innovations are focussed on 
communicating and researching this principle with farmers. 

A year round crop planning tool has been developed to facilitate farmer learning about their land 
and water resources and assist farmers to plan a more complex cropping system.  The tool con-
sists of a matrix combining climate variability during the kharif (monsoon) season and residual 
soil water in the rabi (post-monsoon) season along the horizontal axis, with position in the land-
scape (uplands, medium uplands, medium lowlands, lowlands) along the vertical axis.  Farmers 
populate the resulting matrix with crop options, choosing from a range of tested crops with 
known different water demands, to create a year-round, landscape-position, cropping plan.  In 
2013 this tool was scaled out to 700 farmers in the Purulia District by PRADAN.  Later, as re-
search becomes available, we plan to add sustainable utilisation of groundwater to the tool. 

 A visual representation of the impact of the project on crop intensity and diversity has been cre-
ated using Google Maps.  By recording crop history in individual fields in selected research vil-
lages and overlaying this data onto a single high resolution Google Maps image of the village, a 
visual record of change can be created.  The resulting series of images provides a powerful spatial 
and temporal record of community achievement, effectively communicating development pro-
gress, providing motivation and incentive, and ongoing individual and community learning. 

These two previous examples focus on bio-physical technical interventions, essentially a more 
knowledge intensive farming system that better utilises available land and water resources.  Part 
of the success of this intervention is due to two favourable external drivers; the presence of large-
ly unrecognised and underutilised natural resources, and strong market demand for vegetables 
translating into profitable on-farm enterprises.  But we also believe a large part of the success has 
been due to the process of engagement, and we want to understand the essential features of this 
process so it can be scaled out effectively and efficiently.  We believe that by involving farmers 
as participants in the research process they are experiencing success and this is leading to a sense 
of agency.  For example, women used to regard themselves as labourers, but now see themselves 
as farmers.  And in reality, many of our women farmers are acting as researchers and teachers to 
their fellow villagers.  Regular (fortnightly) field walks around our research fields attract 30-40 
villagers, and less regular impromptu field days can attract up to 200 farmers from neighboring 
villages.  We are witnessing farmer-to-farmer learning and it appears to be very effective in pro-
moting change in farming practice.  By creating space for farmers to experience success we ap-
pear to have unlocked their latent capacity for innovation. 
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Research outcomes informing development practice and advancing science 
The current project was conceived as an agricultural research project embedded in a rural devel-
opment program. There is an intention to deliver results useful for both the practice of rural de-
velopment and the science of agriculture.  Emerging transdisciplinary research questions are also 
detailed. 

Research results useful for the practice of rural development 
Project research activity is concentrated on agricultural interventions, but importantly, these agri-
cultural interventions are evaluated through the lens of rural development.  More specifically, 
project focus is on the impact of agricultural interventions on rural livelihoods, including impacts 
on household income, food security, and the emancipation of women (Table 1).  Each of these 
impacts is being monitored, some have been measured over several years, and others are based on 
anecdotal observations.  In terms of the practice of rural development, two innovations are de-
tailed below; first, the project has developed a process of farmer engagement based on participa-
tion in on-farm research; second we are developing a process for scaling out this engagement 
process. 

 
Table 1: Project impacts across a range of development objectives 
 
Objective Prior to Project After Project 
Household 
income 

Minimal cash income from 
on-farm activity. 

Average annual household income increased by 
�10,400 over four years (2008-2011). 
Some households have earned �100,000 in one 
season from vegetables. 

Food security 80% of households with 
only six months food secu-
rity. 

Nearly all households have 12 months food secu-
rity.  FS enhanced both from consumption of own 
production, and through purchases using higher 
income. 

Nutrition secu-
rity 

Malnutrition severe and 
widespread, particularly 
women and children. 

Nutrition intensive interventions include; pulses 
(Chickpea, Pigeon Pea, Black Gram, Mung 
Bean), oilseeds (Mustard), vegetables (Cow Pea, 
French Bean, Tomatoes, Cucumber, Gourds), 
forages for small ruminants (goats). 

Distressed 
migration 

Young adults, particularly 
males, forced to leave 
home seeking low-paid 
employment in towns and 
cities. 

Distressed migration almost absent due to attrac-
tive on-farm enterprises. 

Participation in 
local markets 

Almost no participation in 
local markets to sell farm 
produce.   

Regular participation in local markets.  Some 
local youths employed as ‘consolidators’, collect-
ing produce from individual farms to sell in mar-
kets. 

Climate resil-
ience 

Traditional rice culture re-
lies on transplanting.  Cli-
mate variability results in 
late transplanting and failed 
crops. 

Aerobic rice now established by manual direct 
seeding into non-flooded conditions.  Using this 
method, rice crops can be sown on time with 
reliable crop yield even in dry years. 

Empowering 
women 

Tribal women see them-
selves as labourers, with 
low self-esteem, and little 
capacity for improving their 
lives. 

Tribal women begin to see themselves first as 
farmers, then as researchers and trainers.  
‘Sense of agency’ facilitated and women acting 
as entrepreneurs. 
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PRADAN’s focus on deep community engagement (e.g. Women’s Self Help Groups) combined 
with UWS’s focus on participatory on-farm agricultural research has evolved into a process of 
engagement centered on farmer implemented agricultural research that provides deep learning 
experiences for the participating research farmers.  The agricultural research activity provides the 
context for experiential learning leading to changed perceptions of self, land, and water.  For ex-
ample, women villagers now see themselves as farmers rather than labourers, uplands once re-
garded as least productive are now seen as the most profitable for vegetable production, residual 
soil water following rice harvest previously unrecognised is now seen as an opportunity to grow a 
second crop.  Changed perceptions lead to changes in practice.  Experience of success provided 
by participation in research provides confidence to innovate outside of the research activity.  
Farmers (along with development professionals and scientists) are active participants in all four 
stages (Plan – Do – Observe – Reflect) of an iterative action learning cycle. 

Can this process of engagement based on farmer participation in research be scaled out?  More 
fundamentally, what are the core attributes of the process that need to be incorporated?  These 
questions are the subject of ongoing project research (see Section 4.3) but already we are seeing 
some elements influencing PRADAN’s practice, and the Indian Government has recognised 
PRADAN’s effectiveness by recently awarding them a support and coordination role in the Na-
tional Rural Livelihood Mission.  While it is too early to make any definitive statement on the 
potential for scaling this process out, what is clear is that progress depends on long term partner-
ships and trust, respect for smallholder farmers, and belief in their rights.  Facilitating a sense of 
agency is a first and critical step towards a future of unknown potential, extending far beyond 
mere agricultural production, not wishing to diminish the importance of food production in a con-
text where food insecurity and malnutrition are widespread and severe.   

Research results useful for advancing science of agriculture  
While a number of discrete agricultural research objectives are being investigated, most project 
research activity has interdisciplinary and often transdisciplinary dimensions.  Discrete agricul-
tural research objectives include; developing aerobic rice as an alternative to transplanted rice, 
introducing new vegetable species and management systems, improving goat nutrition by inte-
grating available feed resources into year-round feeding plans, ameliorating soil conditions to 
improve water use and crop yield of rabi crops, developing guidelines for sustainable utilisation 
of groundwater.  To illustrate the transdisciplinary research activity associated with a discrete 
research objective, the example of aerobic rice is discussed. 

Aerobic rice (also described as direct seeded rice or upland rice) is a much more reliable system 
for growing rice in this environment.  Especially in years with a late arrival of the monsoon, aer-
obic rice can still produce high grain yield whereas transplanted rice may not produce any yield at 
all.  There are many technical challenges to making the transition from transplanted to aerobic 
rice.  These include changed tillage practices (removal of the need for ‘puddling’, a process of 
compacting a layer of soil just below the surface to reduce drainage rates and encourage ponding 
of water needed for transplanting), identifying optimum seeding rates and plant densities, 
changed weed population dynamics and the need for different weed management strategies (usu-
ally but not necessarily including herbicides), changed availability of key nutrients like phospho-
rus requiring altered fertiliser application rates,  largely unknown changes to pest and disease 
burdens, likely requirement for different rice genotypes compared to traditional genotypes (re-
quiring evaluation of new rice varieties including early maturing varieties (90-100 days) for the 
changed environmental conditions), changed sowing and harvest times creating both challenges 
and opportunities, and related to this last point the opportunity for sowing a second crop follow-
ing rice harvest.  This is a significant list of research topics and more than enough to keep an 
agronomist busy for several seasons, but the transition to aerobic rice has other far-reaching im-
plications from a livelihood perspective. 
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Making the transition from transplanted to aerobic rice is a move towards a more climate resilient 
agricultural system, it is a nutritionally sensitive agricultural intervention, and it frees women 
from menial labour.  How is it that an apparently simple change in rice establishment method can 
have such far-reaching benefits?  Traditional transplanted rice is very unreliable in this environ-
ment and avoiding the need to transplant by directly seeding the rice crop avoids this risk com-
pletely.  Even in very late monsoon seasons there is enough soil moisture to establish a rice crop 
by direct seeding.  Aerobic rice can be sown up to one month earlier than transplanted rice, re-
sulting in the crop being harvested 2-4 weeks earlier, allowing a following rabi crop to be sown 
up to one month earlier (mid-October rather than mid-November) before surface soil moisture 
evaporates.  This rabi crop can be a pulse (chickpea, field pea), an oilseed (mustard), or vegeta-
bles (tomato, eggplant, etc.), improving both home consumption of nutritionally intense food and 
increasing cash income that can be used to purchase nutritious food.  Traditionally, hand trans-
planting of rice and hand weeding of transplanted rice is undertaken by women only.  Aerobic 
rice frees women from this menial work, requiring no transplanting, and weeding utilises a manu-
ally pushed weeder that men are willing to operate.  Overall, aerobic rice requires just one third 
of the labour of transplanted rice, freeing women for more creative pursuits. 

Furthermore, through the planned participation of farmers in the research process, participating 
farmers not only develop confidence to change their traditional farming practice, they also be-
come the most effective agents for communicating the new system to fellow farmers.  By experi-
encing success in a very public research process, the self-esteem of research farmers and their 
status among peers has been enhanced leading to an enhanced sense of agency. 

 
Emerging transdisciplinary research questions 
Crop intensity has increased from one crop per year to two, three and even four crops per year 
from the same field.  Crop diversity has increased from one crop (transplanted rice) to more than 
ten crop species (rice, mustard, chickpea, field pea, French Bean, Maize, Cowpea, Black Gram, 
Mungbean, tomato, eggplant, cucumber, gourds, etc.) grown by a single family over one year.  
Does increased crop diversity lead to increased diet diversity?  The intuitive answer is yes, but 
there is very little evidence to support this conclusion (Anonymous, 2013).  Crop diversity could 
increase diet diversity directly through consumption of farm-grown crops and/or indirectly via 
increased cash income used to purchase food.  Current project thinking is to monitor diet diversi-
ty (e.g. Dietary Diversity Score, Food Consumption Score, Months of Adequate Household Food 
Provisioning, Household Hunger Scale) in a subsample of households currently included in pro-
ject Monitoring and Evaluation.  Diet monitoring would need to be completed by individuals 
(men, women, and children) within the household as it is traditional practice for women to deny 
themselves food during periods of food scarcity. 

There is a debate in the development literature on the relative importance of developing the fami-
ly farm and household economy versus development in the wider economy (Dorward et al., 
2009).  This project is focussed on interventions that sustainably intensify on-farm production 
and household income.  There is anecdotal evidence that increased on-farm activity is generating 
off-farm employment and businesses.  For example, some youths are acting as ‘consolidators’, 
collecting produce from individual farms and transporting produce to local markets.  Similarly, 
there is some co-operative purchasing of crop inputs (fertilisers, seeds, etc.) by Self Help Groups.  
At the same time there are wider economy developments like better roads, health services, educa-
tion, and more employment opportunities.  There is a research opportunity to monitor the impact 
of on-farm intensification on local employment and business opportunities.  Existing project 
Monitoring and Evaluation has been designed to separate the effects of on-farm and off-farm in-
come on household economy.  Integrative analysis of all these data should allow a better under-
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standing of the relative importance of household economy and the wider economy on rural liveli-
hoods. 

What is our shared understanding of a ‘sense of agency’?  Is our agricultural research process 
providing experiences that enhance a sense of agency among participating women farmers?  
What does this mean to them?  What are the salient features of the engagement process?  Can this 
process be scaled out?  These are some of the questions we hope to explore with farmers and de-
velopment professionals as part of the conduct of the project.  Witnessing project impacts on live-
lihoods in the villages it is apparent that significant changes are taking place, and that the trust 
established between villagers and PRADAN development professionals is central to this devel-
opment.  Critics point out the high cost of the engagement process and question if it can be scaled 
out.  This focus on cost misses the value proposition.  If we truly are developing a sense of agen-
cy, then villagers will be in a stronger position to determine their own futures, possess a greater 
capacity for innovation, and will be less dependent of government handouts.  Understanding this 
complex process will be challenging, but the potential rewards justify the effort.  

Reflection 
Consistent with the conceptual model of transdisciplinary research (Lang et al., 2012), this AR4D 
project deliberately combined scientists and non-scientists in research activity with the intention 
of producing outcomes useful for both development and science practice.  There is no doubt that 
project interventions are having positive outcomes for the livelihoods of participating farmers.  
There is also clear evidence that project research is leading to changes in the way development 
professionals engage with local communities, and that project research is influencing the selec-
tion of development issues, for example integrated cropping systems.  The impact of the project 
on science practice is less clear, but there are significant implications, for example the involve-
ment of farmers in data collection, the integration of data across several disciplines, and the 
emergence of new transdisciplinary research questions.  More time is needed for a comprehensive 
evaluation.   

A number of parallels between project research activity and the model of transdisciplinary re-
search have been highlighted.  These parallels cover all three phases of transdisciplinary research 
(problem framing and team building, implementation of research, integration and application of 
research).  The greatest departure of the project from the conceptual model was in Phase 1, where 
the project team failed to explicitly recognise our research as transdisciplinary, leading to a lack 
of clarity in roles and responsibilities, especially relating to scientists.  Greater attention to devel-
oping a shared understanding of conceptual and methodological frameworks, and boundary is-
sues, would lead to clearer expectations in all project members.  In the current project we will 
revisit this issue with the aim of developing this shared understanding.  Progress in developing a 
shared understanding (Phase 1) will have benefits for integrative research (Phase 2) and the ap-
plication of research for development or science practice (Phase 3). 

What is the added value of a transdisciplinary research process in the context of agricultural re-
search for development?  Or as Jahn (2013) puts it; 

“…the quality of the ‘transdisciplinary added value’ of a given set of research results, the 
value won, that is, for both societal and scientific praxis, as each follows its own epis-
temic path.” 

In the current project, science practice was framed within development perspectives thereby im-
proving research relevance and impact, and development practice was informed by science there-
by adding rigour and providing greater confidence in selected development strategies. These 
broad domains of ‘added value’ have significant implications for the conduct of project research 
and overall project impact.  Another more subtle ‘added value’ lies in the domain of cognitive 
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development in project team members.  For farmers we might refer to their ‘sense of agency’, and 
for scientists their ‘epistemic development’, but for all stakeholders, participation in project re-
search is challenging the way we perceive the world around us, and our role in it.  As we grapple 
with the challenge of sustainability, the opportunity for cognitive development inherent in 
transdisciplinary research promises significant progress and warrants greater attention. 
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MSc Agriculture students working with ex-campus stakeholders: first 
experiences and challenges  
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Abstract: In the MSc program in Agriculture at University of Copenhagen we experience that 
both domestic and international students increasingly enter the programme without a contextual 
background of “agriculture” and with solid, but fragmented disciplinary and applied knowledge 
acquired in other courses both on BSc and MSc level. For many students this results in concerns 
whether their knowledge, skills and competencies are sufficient when confronted with reality in a 
job, i.e. in a lack of professional confidence.  

Therefore when revising the program we focused on competences in contextualizing general 
knowledge, in working systematically with complex problems and in reflection on the working 
process. In a mandatory 9 week full time course we team up with a partner enterprise (a large 
organic and conventional vegetable producer) with the aim of developing solutions and creating 
value in collaboration with stakeholders. Students are physically on the partner enterprise four 
times, altogether three weeks, and use Kolb’s learning cycle as a guiding reference through a 
structured work process. Deliverables from the course are a scientific group report, a group part-
ner document, a group learning document and an individual learning document, all of which form 
the base for an individual oral exam.  

Keywords: education, sustainability, off-campus, professionalism, value creation, Kolb 

 

The need for farming and food system competencies 
Graduates in agriculture and similar professional areas within farm and food systems are em-
ployed in work positions where they are expected to use the disciplinary knowledge and skills 
acquired during their studies to contribute to value-creation with for farmers, businesses, commu-
nities and society. Although graduate programs within agriculture are often perceived as broad, 
agriculture graduates typically see themselves as natural science professionals, with little skills in 
social science concepts and methods (e.g. qualitative research methods). Typically students grad-
uating from MSc programs focused on agriculture in developing countries have competencies in 
social science, whereas many students in regions of industrialized agriculture have a strong focus 
on system components. In North European countries this has given rise to areas as Plant Science 
and Animal Science as distinct and largely decoupled core areas within Agriculture, in which 
focus is on optimizing the system parts (plants, animals) using natural science methods,  remov-
ing the issues from the context. These areas are characterized by emphasis on basic natural sci-
ence research and strong links to Life Science industries, satisfying the desire for universities to 
collaborate with commercial partners. Therefore it is a big challenge for us as educators to main-
tain and insist that at least some of the graduates from agricultural MSc programs should be edu-
cated to professionally enter into, understand and facilitate improvement of the many messy, 
complex and problematic situations characterizing farming and food systems today (Francis et al., 
2010). Although there is a broad consensus among agroecology educators that education and re-
search within farming and food systems must be interdisciplinary and use a systems approach 
(Hilimire et. Al, 2014) taking initiatives in this direction and actually getting courses up and run-
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ning within the existing curricula is not straightforward. This paper reports on the work in pro-
gress at University of Copenhagen – “a beginner’s tale”.  

 
The need for new learning activities   
In the MSc program in Agriculture at University of Copenhagen we experience that both domes-
tic and international students increasingly enter the programme without a contextual background 
of “agriculture”. They have a solid, but fragmented disciplinary and applied knowledge acquired 
in other courses on plants, soils, water, economy etc. both on BSc and MSc level, but they have 
difficulties applying their out-of-context knowledge (e.g. on soil processes or plant growth) in 
specific contexts. From the start of the bachelor level UCPH students do problem oriented work 
in many courses, doing projects starting with problem identification and analysis and finishing 
with a report. In the intensive courses projects make up a minor part of the learning activities, and 
students most often have to reduce the problems to something manageable by removing complex-
ity due to time issues. This means that students are good at doing projects, stepping back and ana-
lyzing problems, and maybe suggesting a range of possible solutions or improvements to the ana-
lyzed situation. In other words, if illustrated with the Kolb’s circle (figure 1), they spend a little 
time in the divergent part (“What is here?”), they become proficient in the “assimilative corner” 
(“What does it mean?, “How can we understand it?””), they seldom spend much time in the idea 
and solution developing phase (convergent phase) and they rarely enter into the action phase (ac-
commodative phase). One employer in the extension service phrased it like this: “They can ana-
lyse problems and present a number of available solutions (”knowing what could be done”) but 
they don’t dare to propose one of them as the best in the situation”. Students experience this as 
being “too academic” and have concerns whether their knowledge, skills and competencies are 
sufficient when confronted with reality in a job, i.e. in a lack of professional confidence.  

A new course: European Farm and Food Systems (EFFS)  
Faced with these challenges we developed a mandatory nine week full time course to the pro-
gram, in which we collaborate with a partner enterprise (in both 2013 and 2014 a large organic 
and conventional vegetable producer) with the aim of developing solutions and creating value for 
them or other local stakeholders. The focus in the course is on competences in contextualizing 
general (out-of-context) knowledge, in working systematically with complex problems and in 
reflection on the working process. Students are physically on the partner enterprise four times 
within the 9 weeks: one day in week 1, all of week 3 and 5 and one day for the final presentation 
to the partner in week 7 before submitting their report in week 8. In between the field work stu-
dents meet for classes on economy, regulation and different tools, integrated with their work on 
the area of focus with the partner. Students use Kolb’s learning cycle as a guiding reference 
through a structured work process. Deliverables from the course are a scientific group report, a 
group partner document, a group learning document and an individual learning document, all of 
which form the base for an individual oral exam.  
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Table 1: Learning goals for the course 

 
During the first round of the course (spring 2013) we experienced three main challenges. They 
concern student learning, others concern the personal and structural barriers for us as teachers and 
educators, which may constrain the advancement of this way of teaching and learning. At the 
workshop we would like to discuss whether and how these challenges limit our progress as uni-
versity teachers in creating courses with ex-campus student work and how we may draw on our 
common pool of experience and help each other get started.  

The three challenges:   
1) Establishing the right balance between the product and the process, i.e. between “scientific 
quality” and learning to work with complexity. There is a seemingly inherent conflict between 
using time to understand the work process and the theory behind it sufficiently to apply it again 
when faced with the same professional task, and focusing on the professional knowledge and 
skills required in the actual context. In our course we communicated the ideas and the rationale 
behind the course and had the Kolb’s circle as a recurrent figure, which made it an almost intui-
tive joint frame of reference (figure 1). However, students did not read or discuss the theory be-
hind, so it remains a superficial tool.  

 

  

Knowledge:  
- show overview of relevant conditions forming the context for European farm and food systems 
(e.g. biophysical, legal, economic and institutional) 
 
Skills:  
- demonstrate ability to select and apply appropriate methods to describe, analyse and develop viable 
solutions to problems within agriculture, food and environment 
 
Competences:  
- show capacity to work systematically and professionally to create value within agriculture, food 
and environment, 
- demonstrate awareness of own and other's professional capacities,  
- communicate ideas efficiently to peers and stakeholders 



 

Figure 1
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leading to serious time constraints. This balance will be adjusted in the next round but will con-
tinue to be an issue of debate among the educators. 

3) Assessing the learning outcomes (exam), especially the “capacity to work systematically and 
professionally to create value within agriculture, food and environment”. Just as in traditional 
individual oral exams at UCPH students were asked to in their report to support their proposed 
solutions with scientific knowledge. We found however that an oral exam is not well suited to 
assess whether they have acquired the competence to be able to carry out the structured   working 
process when exposed to the next messy situation and whether they have become more competent 
in action. This will be an ongoing challenge.  

Learning activities used   
We see this course as “work in progress”, and although many of the applied methods and learning 
elements are well known some examples are given in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Learning elements and deliverables 
Used in the first round: 
Building the learner community 

 
Tools and skills 

 
Types of deliverables 

Competence modelling 
Learning styles assessment  
Making “Kolb’s circle” a common 
reference for process discussion 

Interview techniques  
Video techniques  
Rich Pictures 

Academic report  
Client document  
Learner document / individual  
Learner document/ group 
Client interaction and presenta-
tions 

To be used next round:   
Belbin’s preferred group roles 
Peer feedback during project process  
More learning theory? 

Pitching 
Multi criteria analysis  
Reflection skills  
Guided observation, e.g.  
transect walks 
Time plans  

 

  
 
Students’ learning evaluation 
Students characterized the course as “a profound learning experience” and “one of the few cours-
es which strengthens the relationship between knowledge from previous course with practice”. In 
addition to the regular course evaluation we did a two hour taped reflection session which was 
recorded. Students were asked to reflect upon what came first to their mind when they remember 
the 9 weeks, one by one. The most important lessons learned mentioned was that: 

 Using Kolb changed from being an abstract construction into a common reference which 
was instrumental in appreciating the steps of the working process  

 Good communication and collaboration with eachother and especially with the partner 
needs preparation, anticipation of objections and concerns, active listening and asking, 
empathy and insight 

 Getting data and information require skills (e.g. interviews) 

 
Many of the students consider becoming advisors or in other ways to work with agricultural pro-
duction and environment, and one of the additional outcomes was an identification of learning 
needs and resulting plans of doing internships.  
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Client feedback 
The course was evaluated with the partner enterprise (http://www.maanssons.dk/) a month after 
the end of the course. The partners see themselves as partners more than as clients, i.e. they are 
comfortable with the main goal being students’ learning and they see getting benefits for the en-
terprise as secondary. They have agreed to work with the course in the second round also. Part-
nering with the same enterprise raises issues of the role of the partner to be discussed: are they 
teachers or clients?  

 
How to proceed in the future 
For us as university teachers and program responsible with ambitions of “changing the game“ the 
constant development of learning activities is exciting but also challenging. A course with focus 
on working with complex situations requires collaboration between economists, agronomists, etc. 
among our university colleagues, and for courses like the one described to be successful and co-
herent, it is crucial that the teacher group subscribe at least to some extent to a common vision of 
experiental learning. Therefore the concrete process of including teachers from other disciplines 
and selling the idea of contributing with something which many colleagues would consider too 
superficial requires courage, mutual trust and professional respect.  
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Workshop 1.6:  
Linking scientists and farmers, research and application - methods of 
on-farm research projects in livestock sciences 
Convenors: Christine Leeb, Christoph Winckler and Katharina Schodl 
 
In livestock sciences applied research projects increasingly use on-farm research and data collec-
tion. This involves a different approach and framing than “conventional” scientific projects, 
which are carried out under standardised conditions. Problem framing and data collection has to 
be more flexible and interpreting the results has to take into account different backgrounds and 
conditions on the farms. However, these projects present a good opportunity for integrating scien-
tific and practical knowledge because the farmers’ experiences and knowledge can also be con-
sidered during the data collection or even already in the problem framing process. This again can 
enhance the applicability of the results and facilitates knowledge exchange and collective learn-
ing. However, this very applied approach often presents a challenge for the collection of sound 
scientific data and profound analysis. Furthermore, the on farm approach requires consideration 
of different research areas, such as animal welfare science, ecology, economy or sociology. This 
provides opportunities to reflect the complex nature of a farm; however, challenges regarding the 
integration and evaluation of methods and results in those different areas have to be solved. Inter-
esting questions to discuss are e.g. the potential interactions of animal welfare and environmental 
impact ( e.g. (How) are CO2 Emissions and welfare state of the animals correlated? Does it make 
sense (and how) to integrate various scores into one outcome for one farm?). Furthermore, ways 
of communication with and integration of stakeholders during the process of those projects will 
be discussed. This workshop aims at presenting and discussing projects from livestock sciences, 
which take an on-farm approach and aim at stakeholder integration, applicable results and 
knowledge integration. Projects related to various topics linked to livestock farming systems like 
e.g. animal health and welfare, environmental issues, farm development plans, sustainable farm-
ing practices, etc. or combinations of these are very much welcome to participate. Furthermore, 
group discussions about approaches, methods and encountered problems will be emphasized and 
discussed. 
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Economic efficiency of small group housing and aviaries for laying 
hens in Germany 
 

Petra Thobe  
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Abstract: After the ban on cages for laying hens, questions regarding the economic efficiency of 
keeping laying hens in welfare-friendly alternatives have been raised. Limited information is 
available on the small group system, which is new and still under debate in Germany. Therefore 
an analysis is necessary to evaluate costs, returns and their determinants in small group systems 
compared with aviaries for laying hens. 

The calculation of costs and returns is based on a concept proposed by the German Agricultural 
Society. The empirical basis is a survey of 64 flocks in northern, central and southern Germany 
presented by a convenient sample. In both systems the production costs per egg decrease from 13 
cents to 6 cents with increasing flock size due to improved performance (laying performance, 
mortality rate). In small group systems the decline of the returns per egg with increasing flock 
size is less pronounced than the drop of the costs, so the margin of returns and costs increases. It 
becomes obvious that farms with larger flocks have economic advantages over farms with small 
flocks. In contrast to small group systems, the margin of costs and returns in aviaries declines 
with increasing flock size. This implies that an increase of size has more positive impacts on 
farms with small group systems than on farms with aviary systems. The results reflect that a good 
technical equipment (e.g. for climate and feeding control) and the careful observation of the ani-
mals with a “trained eye“ play an important role for the welfare of laying hens and a successful 
egg production. 

Keywords: laying hen, economic evaluation, cost of production, economy of scale, small group 
system, aviary system, Germany. 

 

 
Introduction 
Husbandry systems for laying hens in Germany have changed fundamentally during the last 
years. The ban of conventional cages for laying hens has led to a significant change in production 
structures (Bessei, 2010) and thus improved animal welfare. Laying hens in Germany in conven-
tional production systems are only permitted to be kept in small groups (13 %), floor housing 
(64 %) or free-range systems (15 %, Beck, 2010). The question on the economic efficiency, ani-
mal welfare and environmental impacts of keeping hens in welfare-friendly alternatives is raised. 
Therefore the Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection commissioned an 
interdisciplinary project to collection and analyse data to characterise those aspects of small 
group housing or aviaries of laying hens in practice. 

Limited information is available on the Small Group System, which is new and still under debate 
in Germany. Therefore this study focuses on the calculation of costs and returns in selected Ger-
man farms and the analysis of their determinants in small group systems in comparison to the 
presently mainly used floor-housing systems (aviaries) for laying hens. 

The aim of this analysis is to study how animal housing conditions, as well as the marketing of 
eggs from small groups and aviaries, affect egg production in practice. Also, based on farm com-
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parisons of marketing pathsways, biological performances, animal health and stocking densities, 
the influence of significant determinants on the costs and yield differences will be identified and 
discussed. 

 

Materials and methods 
A questionnaire was developed in cooperation with the Institute for Biometry, Epidemiology and 
Information Processing (IBEI) at the University of Veterinary Medicine in Hannover. The data 
were filled into the questionnaire by the author together with the farmers. The data describing 
input and output of egg production refer to one laying period from March 2011 to August 2012. 
They give some detailed insights into the production process of farms with laying hens. The eco-
nomic data were collected by an economic expert in a personal meeting at the end of the laying 
period and then digitized in Microsoft Excel. The calculation is based on a concept proposed by 
the German Agricultural Society (DLG, 2011). 

The recruitment of the farms to be included in the study depended on their willingness to partici-
pate and was determined by the inclusion criteria that the farms keep a minimum of 2,000 laying 
hens. Advertising for participants was placed in flyers and newspaper. When farms showed their 
willingness to answer questionnaires, to record and transmit productivity data and to grant access 
to the hen houses for health and behavior observations as well as air quality measurements and 
hygiene evaluation, they were visited a first time to assess whether or not they fulfilled the eligi-
bility criteria. Selected farms were later visited by different project partners for actual data collec-
tion. As this data collection was very comprehensive and therefore highly time consuming, cost-
intensive and required trained interviewers, the number of participating farms was limited to 70. 

In the following sections the difficulties with regard to the selection of the studied farms, the de-
velopment of the questionnaire and the analysis of the productivity are discussed and summarized 
based on Thobe and Haxsen (2013). In addition, further results of the analysis of the economic 
performance of small group husbandry and aviary husbandry systems are discussed in Thobe and 
Haxsen (in press). 

Selection of the studied farms 
For the concept of the data survey, the following questions had been discussed:  

- Which criteria are significant for the selection of the farms?  
- To what extent are the selection requirements appropriate for representativeness? 

 

The studied population included farms from all geographical regions in Germany with small 
groups and aviary husbandry. The exact size of the target population was unknown due to the 
inadequate statistical basis. For this reason the study population was selected as follows: first 
minimum criteria were formulated for the participating farms (i.e. the minimum flock size and the 
willingness to participate in interviews, as previously mentioned). The farms were required to 
meet the above-stated inclusion criteria. As participation was voluntary, this process is known as 
“convenience sampling.” 

The empirical basis for the economic evaluation deals with 65 flocks, of these 18 small groups. 
The participation of farms with very large flocks was relatively low (< 5 %). The surveyed data 
serves as the empirical basis to identify the determinants of economically successful farms. Since 
the sample is random it does not consider the large variation of egg producting farms in Germany 
and the data are not completely representative although consultants confirm, that they cover the 
most typical and common production systems of small group and aviary husbandry. 
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Structure of the questionnaire 
The evaluation of the economic viability is conducted according to the concept of farm branch 
accounting. The benefits and costs balances calculated in the framework of the farm branch ac-
counting provide the basis for the analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of small group hous-
ing and aviary housing processes. 

With the economic questionnaire economic information should be collected with the goal to carry 
out cost and benefit accounts. The survey questionnaire was developed with the IBEI through 
several correction rounds and was tested on several pilot farms. The questions make clear, which 
criteria are significant for the calculation of profitability. In order to evaluate the economic as-
pects, data on the management and costs of housing facilities are questioned. Furthermore data on 
animal care, animal genetics, breeding form, feeding litter management and feedstuff prices, 
young hen prices, veterinary expenses and immune system prophylaxis, energy and water costs, 
labour time, labour costs and use of capital for buildings and facilities are considered. 

The questionnaire is divided into three parts. The first part deals with the documentation of data 
that affects the entire farm. In the second part is a survey of benefits of the processes. For the 
most part, these deal with the biological benefits as well as the profits from the marketing of the 
eggs, old hens and the hen´s dry manure. Since the feed costs comprise a large share of the total 
costs, these costs are questioned in more detail. Compound feeds and the self-produced feed from 
the farm are documented separately. Finally, labour, machinery and building costs are recorded. 
In the documentation of the labour time, regular daily tasks (i.e. monitoring of animals and tech-
nology, egg collection, etc.) are differentiated from irregular tasks (i.e. moving into housing, 
moving out of housing, cleaning/disinfection). 

The farm economic survey always took place at the end of a laying period since the most im-
portant farm economic data are available at this time. Although the time period of data collection 
is not identical for all farms, the results of the cost calculation can be considered comparable 
since the factor input in laying hen husbandry is relatively constant (Gaus; Haxsen, 2003). The 
problem of different farm output and farm input prices must be considered in the interpretation of 
the results. 

Furthermore the following aspects were considered (Thobe and Haxsen, 2013): 

- The farm manager was informed about the contents of the questionnaire in a short accom-
panying letter before the survey. 

- All questions in the survey are formulated in order to avoid different types of questions 
and thus to avoid misunderstandings and/or personal influence on the answers. 

- Complementary to the survey, some ambiguous terms were clearly defined and limited af-
ter the pilot project. 

Analysis of the profitability 
On the basis of the data collected in the farms, total costs and benefits as well as biological per-
formances and success parameters for laying hen husbandry were calculated. Evaluation of eco-
nomic success focused on the same criteria in small group husbandry and aviary husbandry. 

For the calculation of the costs and benefits of the farm branch analysis the proposal of farm 
branch accounts of the German Agricultural Society (DLG, 2011) was transferred into an own, 
Excel based calculation model. The calculation model made comprehensible farm branch evalua-
tions possible, is expandable and ensures completeness of data entry. 

The Excel calculation model is comprised of a) input and calculation pages for the farm branch 
data for each farm and b) a list page in which the farm-related input and output data, steered with 
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macros, can be copied into an overview table. The list page offers the possibility to make graphic 
presentations of single variables for each farm. 

The input data are directly linked to the calculations of the farm branch evaluation at the end of 
each input page. 

In a further Excel-based tool, the calculated farm data can be sorted by documented variables in 
dependence on the question. In addition, statistical dispersion parameters (mean, standard devia-
tion and variance) are generated for each grouping. 

The calculation of the costs and revenues refers to farm groups classified by flock size. The clas-
sification has been chosen for a clear presentation of the results and for illustrating the impact of 
economies of scale. Costs and revenues have been calculated for the average of each group. The 
following groups have been formed: 

Small group housing 
 < 3,000 hens:  “small” (6 flocks) 
 3,000-10,000 hens:  “average” (5 flocks) 
 10,000-30,000 hens: “large” (4 flocks) 
 > 30,000 hens: “very large” (3 flocks) 

Aviaries 
 <3,000 hens: “small” (11 flocks) 
 3,000-10,000 hens: “average” (16 flocks) 
 10,000-20,000 hens:  “large” (14 flocks) 
 >20,000 hens: “very large” (5 flocks) 

 
 
Results 
The results of the economic evaluation show for farms with the focus on direct marketing, that 
the minimum price varies in dependence on flock size from 9.0 cents to 13.2 cents per marketable 
egg. For farms with an emphasis on selling eggs as a raw commodity, the minimum price 
amounts about 6.0 cents to 7.9 cents. 

Small group housing system  
The results of the economic evaluation of the small group housings are illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Revenues and costs of egg production (Small group housings) 

 
 

It shows that the production costs per egg decrease with increasing flock size. The cost ad-
vantages of larger farms result, inter alia, from price advantages by volume discount on the inputs 
and also from improved physical performance. 

The revenues per egg also decrease with flock size. The smaller farms achieve higher revenues 
mainly by more activities for the marketing of the eggs. Smaller farms sell up to 44 % of the eggs 
directly to the consumers, while the larger farms sell most of the eggs (up to 84 %) as a raw 
commodity, partly to their own subsidiaries.  

The larger farms have the advantage of a larger volume of marketable eggs produced56. The 
number of marketable eggs per hen placed varies from 239 in small flocks to 288 in very large 
flocks. The costs per egg for labour, machinery, building and pullets are lower in the larger farms 
due to their better physical performance. 

The mortality varies from 6 to 7 % in the large flocks to 9 % in the small flocks. A higher mortal-
ity rate leads to higher pullet costs per egg. The direct costs vary depending on flock size from 
4.7 cents per egg in the largest flocks to 7 cents in the smallest units. The building costs vary 
from 0.2 cents to 0.9 cents per egg. The farms with bigger flocks have lower building costs not 
only due to their better physical performance but also due to the economies of scale of larger 
buildings. 

The higher revenues per egg in the smaller flocks compensate the cost disadvantages with regard 
to pullets and feed. However, the results are worse if the costs of labour, machinery and buildings 
are taken into account. Then, only 96 % of the production costs are covered by the revenues of 
farms with small and medium sized flocks, while farms with large and very large flocks have cost 
coverage of 103 to 106%. 

  

                                                 
56 The number of marketable eggs can be calculated (Zapf, Damme, 2012; Lüke, Pottgüter, Grashorn, 2007) on the basis of the 
number of eggs produced per hen placed per year minus the dirty and misshapen eggs or eggs in the weight class S multiplied by a 
factor which is drawn from the relation of actual production days to days of husbandry. 
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Aviaries 
The results of the economic evaluation of aviaries are illustrated in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Revenues and costs of egg production (aviaries) 

 
The production costs per egg decrease also with increasing flock size due to better physical per-
formance. However, the revenues decrease more than the production costs. 

The average revenue per egg amounts to 10 cents to 14 cents. Farms with smaller flocks achieve 
higher revenues per egg. They still focus on direct marketing, although the share of eggs sold 
directly at the farm gate is low (12 to 31 %). They achieve their returns by selling their eggs also 
to retailers and large-scale consumers. Large farms sell most of their eggs as raw commodity (up 
to 67 %) to wholesalers, resellers or to the commercial subsidiary at a significantly lower price. 

Bigger farms have cost advantages mainly due to better physical performance, but this is less 
obvious in aviaries than in small group systems. The direct costs vary depending on the flock size 
from 4.6 cents to 8.1 cents per egg. The feed costs per egg also decline with increasing size. The 
pullet costs vary from 1.7 cents in smaller flocks to 1.1 cents per egg in large flocks. Building 
costs vary from 0.3 cents to 0.8 cents per egg, comparable to small group housings.  

The higher mortality rate (10 to 11 %) is reflected by higher pullet costs per egg, compared to 
small group systems. The high losses in the farms often result from feed changes, cannibalism or 
smothering. 96 % of the hens in aviaries have been beak-trimmed (42 % of the hens in small 
group systems), which may have an impact on cannibalism (Aerni et al., 2002). 

The number of marketable eggs per hen placed per year varies from 241 eggs to 272 eggs (aver-
age of very large flocks). 

Figure 2 illustrates, that farms with less than 3,000 hens achieve the largest gross margin. The 
highest profit per egg is achieved in the group 3,000 to 10,000 hens. The higher revenues per egg 
offset the higher costs for pullet and feed. 

In contrast to small group systems, the producer price per egg from aviary systems was high 
enough to cover total production costs and achieve a profit per egg, thus generating a profit in all 
farm classes. However, the margin of returns and costs (profit) declines by the increase of the 
flock size. 

Conclusions 
In both systems production costs decrease with increasing herd size due to improved biological 
performance. The recorded farms with aviaries get more revenues per egg, while the farms with 
small group housing achieve a positive balance of returns and costs only if the size of the herd 
exceeds 10,000 hens. On the revenue side, farms with smaller herds have distinct advantages be-
cause they better exploit the options of direct marketing. The price per egg needed for covering 
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costs of production and costs of marketing depends on the system of marketing. In contrast to 
small group husbandry, in aviaries the margin of costs and returns declines with increasing herd 
size. This implies that an increase of size has more positive impacts on farms with small group 
systems than on farms with aviary systems. 

The results of the farm branch analysis for laying hens show large variations in the economic and 
physical performance parameters within the groups. This suggests that the influence of the farm 
management ranks alongside high physical performance as the most important determinant for 
cost reduction. The large variation of the results within the size classes shows possibilities for 
optimization (e.g. lighting program, feeding program) in order to stay competitive at a regional or 
global level in the medium or long term. 
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Abstract: Work is an important issue for livestock farmers nowadays and this topic draws atten-
tion from researchers as well as from advisers. The French Livestock Institute piloted a three-year 
partnership project aimed at studying on-farm innovations to improve farmers’ working condi-
tions. This project developed a multidisciplinary approach combining economic, sociological and 
technical perspectives on livestock farmers' work, and involved researchers, advisers and farmers. 
We chose to involve farmers in the production of data, crossing the factual and descriptive data 
with their experiences and views, but also asking for their opinion on the results. We also in-
volved actors in six different regions with two goals: to conduct investigations on farms and to 
enable the appropriation of the method by advisers. 

A team composed of researchers and extensionists was in charge of designing and managing the 
research programme based on on-farm interviews (a total of 55). In the questionnaire the three 
dimensions mentioned above were addressed through sociological, economical and organization-
al aspects. 

The participants of the team pooled their own knowledge and methods to build a common ques-
tionnaire. A test was arranged in some farms with advisers as interviewers and this enabled im-
provements to be made to the structure of the questionnaire and to the way questions were asked. 
Training for the interviewers was organized. 

Data processing at national and regional level provided several deliverables including a national 
analysis, six regional analyses, farm monographs, and publications for farmers and advisers. Sev-
eral local meetings took place to discuss the results with the interviewees (farmers), the inter-
viewers (advisers) and sometimes stakeholders. 

The participants of the project team now consider that linking researchers, advisers and farmers 
in this multidisciplinary approach was very profitable. All of them say they have expanded their 
vision and understanding of farmers’ working situations and argue that this has led them to 
change their research or advice practices. 

Keywords: work organization, productivity, livestock farming, farmers’ perceptions of their pro-
fession 
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Introduction 
Work has become a major concern regarding the durability of French livestock farms, in a con-
text marked by heavy structural developments (enlargement of structures and workforce collec-
tives, increase in work productivity), developments in the profession (growing complexity of 
farm and herd management) and social developments (higher aspirations in terms of leisure time 
and holidays). 

Work on livestock farms is a multifaceted topic (Kling-Eveillard et al., 2012), comprising various 
aspects (the volume of work and its year-round division, and relations between members of the 
collective, etc). It can be considered either as a resource that one seeks to optimise in a spirit of 
economic competitiveness, or as an organisation combining various farming and private practices 
over time - or as an activity that forges the personal and professional identity of the farmer 
(Dedieu and Servière, 2012). 

In order to understand the complexity of farmers’ work situations and to help improve them, an 
approach to their work must necessarily involve combining the various dimensions involved. 
This approach was carried out within the framework of the French R&D project entitled: “Organ-
isation, work productivity and farmers’ perceptions of their profession in innovating farms” (or 
“Three-dimensional work”), which was designed to combine these three dimensions in a compre-
hensive approach to farmers’ work issues. Before this project, these dimensions had not been 
taken into account simultaneously in approaches to work on livestock farms, notably because 
they are embodied by different actors, are based on specific, conceptual frameworks and use dif-
ferent skills. 

This project associated researchers (Inra), teacher-researchers (VetAgro Sup, Isara), advisory-
body engineers (Institut de l’Elevage, Ifip, Itavi, Fncuma, Interafocg), advisers (Chambres 
d’Agriculture, Civo) and livestock farmers. We chose to involve the livestock farmers in data 
production by combining the collection of factual and descriptive data with their experiences and 
perceptions, and also by noting their reactions to the results obtained. We also largely involved 
grassroots advisers from six regions in carrying out the surveys, and tested their approval of the 
method. In France, advisers constitute a key link in the chain of implementing results, from the 
research stage right through to the livestock farm.  

This paper presents the key points of this approach and an appraisal of the project by the different 
categories of actors who took part.  

 

 
Presentation of the Cas DAR project 
 
Objectives 
The “Three-Dimensional work” project was carried out from early 2011 to late 2013 with three 
objectives. First of all, in order to develop a comprehensive and multidisciplinary approach to 
livestock farmers’ work, we combined complementary perspectives. We also wanted to describe 
work situations and innovative and original functionings related to workforce, simplification of 
herd and land management, buildings and equipment etc. Finally, we wanted to facilitate 
concertation on work on livestock farms among stakeholders in each region involved in the pro-
ject (Picardy, Brittany, Pays de la Loire/Deux-Sèvres, Aquitaine, Massif Central and Rhône-
Alpes) in order to initiate concerted systems capable of creating and implementing support ac-
tions for farmers’ work. These stakeholders are either advisory development bodies (Chambres 
d’Agriculture, the MSA, incharge of farmers’ social protection, etc.) or service-providing bodies 
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for farmers (the CUMA agricultural equipment cooperative, a replacement service or employer 
groups etc.). 

Three groups of actors were involved in the project:  

- researchers, teacher-researchers and advisory-body engineers, whom we grouped together 
under the umbrella term “experts”. These actors coordinated the project, designed the 
method, analysed the data and carried out scientific dissemination of the results. 

- grassroots advisers, referred to hereafter as “interviewers”. These actors were in charge of 
conducting the on-farm interviews, transcribing them and exploiting the results on a local 
level among colleagues and farmers via the trade press. Their profiles - and therefore their 
skills - are varied: livestock adviser, dairy supervisor, business consultant, management 
centre trainer, teacher, adviser experienced on work advice, etc. 

- livestock farmers, who were surveyed, and took part in project-results presentation meet-
ings, and sometimes even in player debates. The farms chosen were very diverse (Inset 1):  
in size (from 1 to 42 workers), area of production (pigs, poultry, ruminants) and com-
plexity of the system (ranging from the specialised farmer to the farmer with several live-
stock units, crops and direct sales).  

 
Inset 1 – Description of the sample surveyed 
55 livestock farms were surveyed in 6 regions (Picardy, Brittany, Pays de la Loire/Deux-Sèvres, 
Aquitaine, Massif Central and Rhône-Alpes). 
7 livestock sectors were represented, predominantly dairy cattle:  

 Dairy cattle (n = 28) 
 Suckler cows (n = 5) 
 Dairy sheep (n = 1) 
 Suckler sheep (n = 2) 
 Goats (n = 4) 
 Pigs (n = 6) 
 Poultry (n= 9) 

We made a distinction between:  
 mixed-crop farms with over 40 hectares of crops and one or several livestock units 

(n=22) 
 mixed farms with at least two livestock units and less than 40 hectares of crops (n=11) 
 specialized farms with just one livestock unit and less than 40 hectares of crops (n=22). 

 
8 farms process and market all or part of their produce.  
Of the 55 farms, 20 of them are managed by a sole head of farm, 10 of them by a couple, and 25 
of them by associate farmers. 40 of them have recourse to at least one employee and 22 of them 
to voluntary labour (parents, children etc). 
The innovations surveyed (1 or 2 per farm) concern: 

 workforce reorganisation (n = 24), such as the shared use of an employee or the out-
sourcing of food distribution; 

 building or equipment modernisation (n = 27), such as the transition to stalls for dairy 
cattle or the use of a milking robot; 

 simplification of herd or surface area management (n = 13), such as simplification of 
grazing or of the reproduction system; 

 system reorientation (n = 12), such as transitionning to direct sales or the grouping of 
dairy production facilities. 

“Building/equipment” and “system reorientation” innovations are found on farms with the high-
est number of workers. On smaller-sized farms, more focus is put on “management” and “work-
force” innovations. 
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Project execution 
The project was carried out in several phases: designing the method, collecting data, treating the 
data and implementing stakeholders’ networks via local meetings, which were also used to sup-
port dissemination of the project results. 

First of all, a Method group, made up of 18 experts from different disciples (sociologists, econo-
mists and zootechnicians) and from different professions (researchers, teachers and advisers) was 
constituted, in order to define a joint approach to livestock work. Concepts and knowledge from 
each discipline were combined in order to produce a single interview guide broaching issues of 
work productivity, organisation and meaning of the profession.   

Next, data collection was organised, via surveys on the farms, in two formats (text and spread-
sheet files) and given to the interviewers. In total, 55 interviews were conducted in the six French 
regions by 24 interviewers, including three experts from the Method group. 

Analysis of the data collected on the farms was carried out during the second year of the project. 
Exchanges between researchers and interviewers regarding the results took the form of regional 
meetings and a national seminar held in November 2012.  

The last year of the project was devoted to disseminating the results and to discussing them 
among the surveyed farmers and development bodies concerned by the issue of livestock work 
advice.  

 
Results 
The multi-disciplinary approach to studying the three dimensions of work (productivity, organisa-
tion, and meaning of the profession) took the form of the development of a survey approach, 
based on a questionnaire aimed at describing and understanding the innovative strategies of the 
functioning of work on livestock farms.  

In order to understand how the group came to implement a multidisciplinary approach, we first 
present an analysis of the process of construction and usage of this tool.  

We then examine appraisals made by the actors of the three groups involved, and in particular, 
what they say they have retained from the project and in what way they claim to have changed 
their usual activity as a result.  

 
The key points of the process 
In the survey-tool construction and usage process, we identified five phases, each one of which 
corresponds to a different time-interval of the project (Mendez et al., 2010). The phases corre-
spond to different moments of the project that acquire meaning in relation to each other and, for 
each phase, we endeavour to highlight the key points. 

 
Phase 1: Exchanges between researchers and advisers in order to define the content and bounda-
ries of each of the perspectives of the three dimensions – economic, organisational and sociologi-
cal. 

The Method group jointly developed the major stages of the survey approach, before subdividing 
into three themed sub-groups, each one in charge of developing a questionnaire for the part con-
cerning them. 

The “perceptions of the profession” sub-group was given the mission of clarifying the notions of 
innovation and of innovating farmers - notions at the core of the project. Discussions focused on, 
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on the one hand, identifying the areas of questioning - socioprofessional path, relationship to pro-
fessional activity and to work, and the perceptions of the profession - and on the other hand, on 
the type of information to be collected - facts, opinions and representations, and the articulation 
between open and closed questions. This discussion prompted researchers and advisers to ex-
change on their own practices and, in particular, on the advantages of qualitative information 
(opinions and representations) in understanding farmers’ strategies.  

For the “work organisation” sub-group, learnings from the “Work Assessment” method (Hostiou 
et al., 2012) directed debate on the type of information to be gathered in order to understand the 
key dimensions of work organisation in a simple and pertinent way: work duration and work 
schedule. The formulation of questions to broach lesser-known dimensions, such as human-
resource management or the arduous nature of work, also entailed numerous discussions in order 
to reach a consensus on the content of the information and its degree of precision. 

The “work productivity” chapter was designed with the objective of examining classic criteria 
used by economists to evaluate the economic performance of farms (in particular by favouring 
gross operating surplus as an interim balance) according to workforce composition (farmer, em-
ployee and voluntary unpaid worker). Consequently, economic results differ according to wheth-
er one considers total workforce and/or paid workforce and/or family workforce. A comparison 
of the results and an analysis of the variations between farms are pertinent when describing and 
understanding the functioning of the farms.  

When the three sub-questionnaries were pooled, each sub-group had to take on board the sugges-
tions of the other sub-groups, gradually envisaging them as an entity. This phase brought to light 
several difficulties relating to the definition of the boundaries of each perspective, and to the need 
for overall consistency. The questionnaire could not be created by simply assembling the three 
sub-parts. During this phase, debate centred on the degree of precision of the information gath-
ered, and on the advantages and disadvantages of a single questionnaire as opposed to a modular 
questionnaire. The purpose of the project was discussed once again. The issue of the objectives of 
each of the three perspectives and of their complementarity formed the backdrop to all meetings 
of the first semester 2011. 

Compiling the three perspectives was done very gradually, through numerous exchanges and 
modifications to the questionnaire, and with a communal desire for co-creation. 

The Method group also discussed methods of gathering data and choice of farms. It was decided 
to carry out the survey in two farm visits, given the length of the questionnaire, and also to allow 
the results to be interpreted with the farmer. This first phase resulted in a complete initial version 
of the questionnaire.  

 

Phase 2: Simplifying the questionnaire  

It was decided to carry out a “survey-test” as a way of opening up dialogue with the farmers and 
gathering their points of view on the relevance and feasibility of the survey. Tests were carried 
out in pairs, associating a researcher and an advisor from the same region. The method was tested 
partially on two farms (one farm for the “organisation” part, the other farm for the “meaning of 
the profession” chapter) and subsequently in its entirety on a Brittany cattle farm, over two visits. 

The three farmers involved in the tests emphasised the originality of the project and the relevance 
of combining different perspectives. Their points of view largely helped validate our initial 
choices and overcome any concerns we had, in particular on the “meaning of the profession” part. 
These tests enabled the interviewers to pick up on any repetition between the different parts, and 
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to ascertain the length of the questionnaire. Based on these suggestions, each themed sub-group 
sought to simplify the questionnaire. A subsequent joint effort by the three sub-groups resulted in 
a more fluent overall questionnaire. This second phase therefore produced a new version of the 
questionnaire, which was used for training the interviewers, defining coding methods, writing 
instructions for carrying out the surveys, and choosing which farms should be surveyed.  

 

Phase 3: Revamping the questionnaire to move away from a juxtaposition of the 3 perspectives 

Two two-day training sessions (one for the North France part and the other for the South France 
part) were organised to present and test the questionnaire with the interviewers. The Method 
group questioned how the investigators should be trained, in particular for the sociological “per-
ceptions of the profession” chapter. Indeed, advisers are not used to this type of questioning. 
Role-play was used in order to familiarise the advisers with open questioning aimed at targeting 
the farmers’ experience. This role-play simulation brought about very enriching exchanges be-
tween advisers and researchers. The perceptions of their profession by farmers were perceived as 
a key component to understanding the choices they made. The role-play brought up the ad-
vantages of questioning one’s own representations of “what a farmer actually is” and what it 
means to “be a good farmer”. The advisers - future interviewers - fully grasped the advantages of 
a three-dimensional perspective. They readily took on board the sociological perspective, and saw 
the advantages of connecting the technical, economic and social dimensions in order to under-
stand farmers’ choices.  

Then, still during the training period, the test interviews conducted among the farmers also re-
vealed the advantages and complementarity of using qualitative and quantitative data, “the sub-
jective” and “the objective” being used, not in opposition to each other, but to fully grasp the dy-
namic way they interact.  

The advisers brought to light weaknesses in the questionnaire, these being: insufficient explana-
tion of the objectives of each of the parts; its length; areas of repetition; a lack of flow between 
the different parts; the need to clarify the method of collecting data; and the degree of precision 
of the information to be gathered. The advisers made suggestions during the sessions. The Meth-
od group then carried out the major task of revamping the questionnaire by choosing to divide the 
questions on the sense of the profession among the different parts. This task enabled the ques-
tionnaire’s overall consistency to be reviewed jointly. It also enabled the creation of a tool that 
integrated the interplay between the three chapters, rather than being limited to a juxtaposition of 
these three chapters. 

 

Phase 4: Choosing indicators to analyse the data: the value of debate among multiple players 

The majority of surveys were carried out over two visits to the farmers due to the length of the 
questionnaire, each one lasting two to three hours. The advisers entered the data into a database. 
The Method group worked iteratively in order to develop a framework for analysing the con-
sistency of each farm on the three themes approached, and for analysing the diversity of the inno-
vative systems surveyed. The approach was initially based on the analysis of a sub-sample of six 
farms. Debates were organised with farmers in three regions in order to specify expectations and 
to select pertinent indicators for each of the perspectives. Then the organisational strategies were 
established, following statistical work from multivariate analyses. This fourth phase threw up 
further questions on the objectives of the analysis, its purpose, how the results should be used and 
the way they should be exploited. The various debates brought to light the advantages of translat-
ing the results for and by the grassroots actors. 
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Phase 5: Exploiting the results from the meetings and from written feedback by the advisers / 
drafting the farmer-experience sheets 

Following the interviews, the advisers were consulted, during regional meetings, both on their 
experience of the interviews and on the method. Among the 24 interviewers, 16 of them took part 
in one of these meetings in 2012. On this occasion, they filled in a questionnaire on the relative 
ease they experienced in carrying out the survey and on the solutions they used to remedy any 
difficulties encountered. These exchanges shed light on the aspects of the questionnaire that 
lacked pertinence or which, on the contrary, warranted further development. They fuelled the 
assessment carried out within the Method group and contributed to the drafting of a "resource 
bank" to capitalise on the results of the project. 

The investigators then got involved in drafting farmer-experience sheets describing innovative 
strategies of labour organisation and writing articles aimed at the trade press. The results were 
then discussed with the farmers who had taken part in the project as well as with grassroots play-
ers who were not part of the study. In the course of these debates, carried out in 3 regions, farm-
ers and regional partners were invited to express their needs and expectations regarding farmer 
support on the theme of work.  

Finally, five advisers experienced in work advice for farmers were consulted, via individual in-
terviews, in order to harness their experience and place it in the context of the methodological 
findings of the project. This work gave rise to the drafting of a short document for future work 
advisers and for all those wishing to take into account the work of farmers relating to technical or 
economic support. 

 
 
Assessment from the actors ‘point of view 
The opinions of different actors were gathered, in particular on successes and difficulties encoun-
tered in the various stages of the project in which they were involved. 

 

a) The “experts” 

The “experts” expressed their opinions throughout the project, whilst taking part all the while in 
defining and implementing the successives stages. They carried out an intermediary internal as-
sessment at the two-third mark of the project, once the surveys had been analysed, and then an-
other assessment at the end of the project. These joint assessments were carried out during project 
meetings, and centered on the “experts” perceptions of the various stages of work (the positive 
points and the points needing improvement) and on the direct and indirect results of the project. 

The researchers unanimously highlighted as a positive point the combining of the perspectives on 
livestock work on different levels: 

on the level of several geographical scales: on both a national and regional level. 

The comparison enhanced the analysis and helped bring to light the notion that innovation must 
be appreciated within a specific context (time and place). 

on the level of several disciplines: economy, zootechnics and sociology 

The combined perspectives enabled a better, more global understanding of the various compo-
nents of work in livestock farming. For example, it was possible to analyse workforce by simul-
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taneously exploiting the descriptive elements of organisation and division of labour, the econom-
ic consequences of the wage system, and the satisfactions and dissatisfactions of the farmer re-
garding his choices and the functioning. 

on the level of several actors with different positions relative to that of the farmers: researchers, 
teacher-researchers and advisers 

During these exchanges between actors, each actor- on their own level and according to their ac-
tivity - benefitted from the confrontation with the field and the reality of the farmers’ work. In 
addition, sharing this joint awareness of the livestock farmers’ work provided a better understand-
ing of the skills and activity of each player.  

All these combinations were facilitated during meetings either among all players or in smaller 
groups during which the players exchanged on designing the method and training courses, and 
analysing the data. This information was shared using a communal website. The survey approach 
that was developed is considered by all to be a real methodological improvement.  

The “experts” consider that these combinations have enriched their vision of livestock farmer 
work and as a result, some of them have modified their professional practice, clearly taking into 
account dimensions of the work they had not hitherto taken into account.  

Difficulties encountered related to the project’s framework, which was felt to be restrictive given 
its limited timeframe, its demanding schedule and the scarce availability of certain players there-
by hampering their involvement.  

 

b) The interviewers 

In two regions, there were no meetings between interviewers, due to the low number of investiga-
tors in one region and a change of job for two investigators in the other region. 

In the four meetings that did take place, the investigators’ experience and opinions were collected 
regarding the conditions of the survey so they could be taken into account when analysing the 
interviews. 

The interviewers were also questioned (both individually and jointly) on the relevance for them in 
conducting the interviews, as well as on what they got out of them personally, in particular in 
relation to their day-to-day activity. 

The interviewers very much appreciated conducting the interviews. Therefore, nine of them gave 
a grade of 8.3 on average for relevance, on a scale ranging from 0 (not at all relevant) to 10 (very 
relevant). They highlighted the interest the farmers displayed in the subject, especially given that 
the questionnaire encouraged them to express themselves and enabled various aspects of work to 
be approached. Most of them highlighted the novel aspect of the sociological approach, in other 
words, questioning the farmers qualitatively on the way they represented their profession and 
their work etc. For the more experienced investigators, however, the approach seemed to be less 
novel. 

The difficulties mentioned related either to the framework of the survey (not enough interviews in 
order to get to grips with the questionnaire, questionnaire too lenghty, etc), or to its content (diffi-
culties in collecting the economic data, and in quantifying working hours, etc.).  

Questioned on what the interviews had contributed to their day-to-day professional activity, cer-
tain interviewers, like the researchers, mentioned the advantage of expanding their perspectives 
on work with new dimensions (“initiating the link between work organisation and economic suc-
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cess”), in particular by taking better stock of farmers’ attitudes and visions in relation to their 
farms and work (“moving towards more psychology and less dogmatism”).  

 

 

c) The farmers 

In three regions (Pays de la Loire, Rhône-Alpes and the Massif Central), the farmers were invited 
to the presentation of the results of the surveys during local meetings. Fifteen farmers took part in 
these meetings.  

In all cases, the results were presented in two stages: the national results followed by concrete 
regional cases. This meant the farmers could put their own individual case into the perspective of 
very different systems (in terms of the resulting objectives, production directions and work organ-
isation).  

From their different experiences, the farmers brought to light common points concerning the tak-
ing into account of the issue of work on their farms. 

Firstly, in order to progress in terms of work organisation, it appears necessary to the livestock 
farmers to define the objectives to be reached – both professional and personal - that strike a bal-
ance between technical-economic, work organisation and private-life results. They say they differ 
from other farmers because of the very fact that they reason in terms of personal objectives, not 
just professional objectives, and place their working conditions at the centre of their choices.  

Finally, discussion within the workforce seems essential to them to perpetuate a system in which 
working conditions are considered a priority: “we’re not like those who make rapid-fire decisions, 
we take a lot more time, mulling decisions over, a decision has to run its course. We don’t always 
agree, fortunately – and incidentally, that’s how we move forward”.  

From the point of view of advice, they consider that formulating objectives could constitute a 
good entry point for advice on improving work. 

Some farmers emphasise the advantages of exchanges, sometimes within the same network, in 
order to make headway when reflecting on the work of their farm “the first thing to do is to go 
out and collect information, never mind from which network. Discussion groups are one way to 
acquire this information”. Although the livestock farmers recognise the advantages of exchang-
ing with their peers to progress technically, create social links and open up to other ways of doing 
things, they also note a rise in the power of individualism and an increasingly difficult joint mobi-
lisation, in particular among younger livestock farmers. They consider the theme of farm work 
less easy to broach than a technical subject because advisers are generally less familiar with 
work. In a group situation, it is also more difficult to talk about oneself and one’s way of working 
than to talk about technical aspects: “work is more complex, you’re attacking the person”.  

In addition, according to them, the subject of work is still taboo: “When you go to meetings about 
work, it means you’ve got nothing else to do, or you’re on holiday”.  

 

Conclusion and discussion 
This study reveals the advantages of a multidisciplinary approach when broaching the subject of 
farm work because it brings to light results that are relevant - and perceived as such - by the vari-
ous players (researchers, advisors, and farmers). It also provides for a better understanding of 
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farmers’ work situations by crossing the three dimensions of work (Dedieu and Servière, 2011): 
productivity, organisation, and the meaning of the profession. 

The sociological approach that analyses what is important to the farmer and what he expects from 
his work gives meaning to the factual data collected when exploring the two other dimensions: 
organisation and work productivity. This multidisciplinary approach does not necessarily lie at 
the heart of the practices of researchers, teachers and advisers (Kling-Eveillard et al., 2012). It 
indicates a need for providing teachers and advisers with methods and tools so that they can bet-
ter take farm work into account. Consequently, the resource bank compiled in the framework of 
this project provides researchers, teachers and advisers with method and questioning materials so 
that they can broach the issue of work according to the themes that interest them (labour flexibil-
ity, workforce etc), by combining the three dimensions. Dissemination of the results and the ad-
vantages of a multidisciplinary approach also involve writing articles in trade magazines.  

However, the project also highlighted the need to take other dimensions of work into account, 
which had not been taken into account to date, such as workers’ health and the physically and 
mentally demanding nature of work. Indeed, developments on farms (such as enlargement and 
intensification etc) are becoming more commonplace, and are creating tensions and increased 
stress on farmers (Gambino et al., 2012). The link between the evolution of production systems, 
work and health is a rarely studied area of research. According to a study led by the MSA in 
2003, stress and fatigue are the two most commonly cited factors by farm operators as adversely 
affecting their health. For farmers, sickness at work can be accompanied by feelings of loss of 
autonomy, linked to the percentage of subsidies in their incomes and to the pressure the sector 
exerts downstream, but also linked to the lack of recognition among farmers’ peers and/or neigh-
bours, and to the inability to generate an income capable of providing a living for a family. This 
has consequences both on people’s health and on malfunctions in farm organisation.  

The study revealed the importance of interactions between the different players at each stage of 
the process (Lardon et al., 2010). Between researchers from different disciplines and advisers 
from different horizons, these interactions enabled the co-construction of tools for approaching 
farm work but also broadened these various players’ field of vision on farm work. There were 
fewer interactions with farmers: they only intervened in the survey phase and in the discussion on 
the presentation of the results. It would have been interesting to integrate the farmers earlier on in 
the process, involving them in creating the combined approach method of work. This would un-
doubtedly have rendered the tools more pertinent and efficient. Developing even more collective 
approaches for supporting work (Lusson, 2010) that mobilise the learnings from this study re-
mains a possibility. 
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Abstract: Organic farming is often directly associated with an enhanced level of animal health 
and welfare. However, in spite of ongoing efforts in the fields of animal science, the animal 
health status in organic dairy farming does not in all respect meet consumers’ expectations. Rea-
sons are manifold and differ considerably between farms as do the multi-factorial production dis-
eases. Success of animal health planning highly depends on a sound diagnostic procedure at farm 
level and farmers’ intrinsic motivation to improve the animal health status. Both aspects are es-
sential preconditions for the identification and implementation of the most appropriate farm-
specific management measures. 

The aim of this paper is to introduce a participatory and farm-centric methodological approach, 
facilitating the comprehension of farm specific processes and encouraging farmers to increase 
animal health status. The system ‘organic dairy farm’ is described and vital key variables that 
play a role in the way the system behaves are determined in intensive workshops involving rele-
vant stakeholders. On the basis of farm protocols, milk recordings, and animal based measure-
ments the animal health status is determined for each farm and discussed in a ‘round table’ situa-
tion involving the different perspectives of the farmer himself, the local veterinarian and an agri-
cultural advisor. By making use of the impact matrix as an innovative diagnostic tool to deal with 
the complexity of the farm system, the interconnectedness of 13 system variables is assessed at 
farm level. The method is used to gain a comprehensive insight from different perspectives and 
achieve agreement about the systemic functional role of relevant factors involved in the devel-
opment of multi-factorial production diseases. Based on the on-farm assessment and the impact 
matrix analysis the discussion results in the formulation of farm-individual goals and the identifi-
cation of measures that are expected to most likely improve animal health in the farm specific 
situation taking into account the availability of resources. The participatory process facilitates 
knowledge exchange and collective learning. 

For animal health planning to be effective, farm-specific interconnections have to be taken into 
account instead of focussing on general recommendations. The impact matrix analysis promises 
to be an effective method to reduce the complexity of the farm system and to identify measures 
which can be expected to have a relevant impact on the animal health status. Thus, reducing 
health problems deriving from complex interactions is expected to benefit from the integration of 
different perspectives. 

Keywords: cow, systemic, impact matrix analysis, advisory, participatory, complexity 
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Introduction
Consumers are becoming increasingly sensitive about health and welfare problems in commercial 
livestock production systems. They expect their food to be produced with greater respect for the 
needs of farm animals. Organic farming is often directly associated with an enhanced level of 
animal health and welfare (McEachern & Willock, 2004). However, despite their benefits for 
animal welfare and environmental friendly production organic standards do not automatically 
lead to a high status of animal health that exceeds the level in conventional production (Sundrum, 
2001; Vaarst et al., 2006). Studies indicate that a considerable number of organic farms cannot 
fulfil, in all respects, the high demands (Sundrum, 2012).  

Rationale for deficits may be due to the fact that time requirements for animal husbandry are in 
competition with other agricultural fields and often fail to be of first priority. Taking preventive 
steps concerning animal health and welfare to a certain degree competes with the objectives of 
high productivity and low production costs. Furthermore, animal health management is often fac-
ing uncertainty about the outcome of health relevant measures, complicating the decision pro-
cesses. Identification of the most effective measures in the farm specific situation is therefore a 
crucial challenge and must take into account best available knowledge on animal health planning 
and the farmer’s role in this process as well as the farm specific conditions, structures, and pro-
cesses that lead to multi-factorial production diseases. 

Herd health planning 
Animal health plans in organic farming basically strive to promote and optimise the health of 
individual animals, minimise the mortality rate, prevent the spread of illnesses, reduce the risk of 
injury over time, increase the animals’ resistance to diseases, support early disease detection and 
last but not least prevention (Lovatt, 2004; Dobbs, 2005). Whilst health planning is widespread at 
least in some European countries, the impacts are not satisfying due to a lack of implementation 
(Huxley et al., 2003; Bell et al., 2009). According to Green et al. (2007) the success of interven-
tion plans depends on both the correct identification of risk factors and the correct implementa-
tion of changes. There is a big difference between the on-farm presence of an animal health and 
welfare plan versus animal health and welfare planning. The first is viewed by many farmers 
solely as a ‘document’, whereas the latter is a process involving the farmer in making a plan for 
improvements in the herd and implementation of this plan (Vaarst et al., 2008). More systematic 
protocols and a deeper analysis of farm constraints are expected to improve their effectiveness.  

Farmers’ role in animal health planning
Farmers are not a homogenous group, neither those who have recently converted to organic agri-
culture nor those who have been organic farmers for decades (Flaten et al., 2006). The way farm-
ers perceive livestock farming varies widely in terms of emotional attachment to the animals, 
their ethical view of the profession, the perception of the animals’ needs, and the definition of 
animal health and welfare (Dockès & Kling-Eveillard, 2007; Kristensen & Enevoldsen, 2008). In 
general, producers anchor their idea of a good life for animals largely in their own daily practices 
and link welfare to the technical conditions necessary to ensure profitability and good welfare; a 
discourse that is also influenced by the official standards (Skarstad et al., 2007). Thus the focus is 
on the process of production neglecting the quality of the outcome, such as animal health status 
and consequently product quality. Results of previous projects indicate that the creation of new 
diagnostic and advisory tools and the organisation of training courses for farmers and advisors are 
required (Atkinson & Neale, 2008). As the farmers are in the centre of any animal health plan, 
they should take ownership and responsibility for the health plan, and should actively participate 
in the analysis of the situation and articulate their interests and planned actions (Atkinson & 
Neale, 2008). 
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Challenges by multi-factorial diseases 
Multi-factorial diseases emerge from interactions and synergetic effects between different risk 
factors and processes which in themselves would not necessarily cause clinical signs of a disease. 
Their occurrence indicates an overstrained demand of farm animals to cope with the environment. 
Husbandry systems and conditions found in practice are so manifold and diverse that it is often 
difficult to identify the most influential in any actual combination of factors. Indeed, there is rea-
son to assume that multi-factorial diseases can only be addressed appropriately by deducing the 
causes of specific diseases for the individual farm by taking into account the whole farm context. 
Correspondingly, farm specific conditions with respect to both, resources and barriers have to be 
taken into account. Many farmers are captured in their own perspective and left alone without 
monetary incentives to improve the situation. Advice is needed providing valid information on 
the effectiveness and efficiency of target-oriented measures in the farm specific situation. Thus, 
there is a need to bridge the gap between general knowledge and the farm-specific demands with 
respect to a clear diagnosis. 

System approach to deal with health problems 
To improve animal health on the farm level requires not only physiological and pathological 
background knowledge but also an understanding of farm structures and processes. To assess the 
impact, variability, and interactions of the most relevant factors involved in the development of 
diseases, an interdisciplinary systemic research is a necessity. An appropriate diagnostic proce-
dure at farm level considering animal health as an emergent property of the farm system is an 
essential precondition to identify those measures that are most likely to improve animal health 
(Sundrum, 2012).  

The aim of this paper is to introduce a participatory and farm-centric methodological approach 
that is capable of facilitating the comprehension of farm specific processes and encouraging 
farmers to increase animal health status. It is based on a method developed by Vester & Hesler 
(1980) who used an ‘impact matrix’ in a structural approach to gain insight into complex systems 
by evaluating the interconnections between system variables and integrated it into a software-
based planning and management tool. The methodology has successfully been used to actively 
involve stakeholders (Cole et al., 2007) and to enhance an adaptive management approach for the 
selection and evaluation of sustainability indicators (Schianetz & Kavanagh, 2008). The impact 
matrix was also successfully adopted to assess farm systems related to animal health in organic 
pig farms (Hoischen-Taubner & Sundrum, 2012).  

Method description 
The deductive approach to animal health planning that is subject in this document can be broken 
down into four interacting operations: (1) description of the system, (2) pattern recognition, (3) 
interpretation and assessment, and (4) strategy. They are described in the following chapters. 

Description of the system 
Describing the system is an upstream process that was performed once for all farms. In the first 
instance the system borders were specified, so as to frame the system ‘organic dairy farm’. Next, 
the subordinate partial goals of the approach were defined, the superordinate goal of every system 
being ‘enhancing its viability’ according to Vester (2007). In our approach the main goal was 
defined as ‘improved animal health status’. These determinations stipulate who should be in-
volved in the subsequent process, namely those affected by and affecting future decisions con-
cerning the system: farmer, agricultural advisor, and veterinarian. 

The purpose of describing the system is to identify vital key factors that play a role for the sys-
tem’s behaviour. Those factors are changeable in a qualitative or quantitative way, and therefore 
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called ‘variables’. These variables are ascertained in a brainstorming session with all relevant 
stakeholders involved. For describing the system ‘organic dairy farm’ in a European context, five 
regional workshops were organised in France (2), Germany (1), Spain (1), and Sweden (1). The 
workshops were organised within a multidisciplinary framework and attended by a total of 80 
experts in animal health on organic dairy farms, comprising farmers, advisors, veterinarians, re-
searchers as well as members of dairy associations and the dairy industry. Factors in relation to 
animal health at farm level were initially collected in a moderated process, subsequently struc-
tured by the participants and finally reduced to a set of essential components. Special attention 
was paid to eliciting variables that are specific to farm management in the context of organic pro-
duction, and implications in terms of options or constraints. Four national variable lists were cre-
ated containing altogether 81 variables. Based on these a multinational team of researchers estab-
lished a pan-European set of 20 variables that is applicable to a wider range of farms (Duval et 
al., 2013). Variables were screened to essential bio-cybernetic criteria, provided by the Sensitivity 
Model of Vester (2007). Following two pan-European pilot visits on organic dairy farms in Ger-
many and The Netherlands the number of variables was further reduced to a final set of 13 varia-
bles (Table), comprising all relevant influencing factors in relation to animal health on the farm 
level on an operational aggregation level. 

Table 1: List of system-relevant variables describing the organic dairy farming system
 Variable Definition
1 Milk performance Level of milk production (considering quality and quantity). 

2 Production diseases Health status of the herd related to production diseases including udder dis-
eases, lameness, and reproductive and metabolic disorders. 

3 Financial resources Economical results, financial resources of the farm to modify and improve 
suboptimal conditions. 

4 Labour capacity Ratio between available labour time and work to do. 

5 Feeding Degree of meeting the feeding requirement of individual animals in their ac-
tual life stage (energy nutrients, structure, water etc.); influenced by feeding 
management and the availability of feed. 

6 Keeping conditions Attributes of the cow environment (housing and pastures) that have a potential 
effect on animal health and welfare. 

7 Reproduction man-
agement 

Ensuring fertility in heifers and dairy cows meets the objectives of the farmer. 

8 Dry cow manage-
ment 

Ensuring optimal conditions (regarding, nutrition, housing, hygiene, welfare) 
for dry cows to be able to start healthy into the next lactation. 

9 Calf and heifer 
management

Ensuring optimal conditions (regarding nutrition, housing, hygiene, welfare) 
for the development of calves and heifers. 

10 Herd health moni-
toring

Quality of the perception and documentation of herd health and production at 
individual cow and at herd level. 

11 Hygiene To what extent are hygiene standards met/hygienic measures taken with re-
spect to housing, milking, and the risk of transmitting infectious diseases 
through internal or external contact. 

12 Treatment Degree of meeting the need of an individual (sick) animal by using remedies 
and palliative measures; needs-related = appropriate (made-to-measure ther-
apy) and in time (early/timely treatment). 

13 Knowledge and 
skills on the farm 

Knowledge and skills that can be accessed for the benefit of the farm. This 
includes knowledge and skills of the farmer and of external persons, which 
can be involved if necessary.  
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Pattern recognition 
During the second operation, corresponding to ‘pattern recognition’, each individual farm system 
is assessed in a participatory approach. For this purpose farmer, agricultural advisor, local veteri-
narian and researcher meet on the farm, whereby the latter takes up the role of the moderator. 
Each visit starts with a short farm walk focussing on dairy herd, feed, and buildings. This activity 
eases up the forming phase of the group (Tuckman, 1965) and fosters the familiarisation process 
with the other participants as well as with the current farm situation. After the farm walk, a writ-
ten report based on farm protocols, milk recordings, and animal based measurements containing 
general farm characteristics and information on the recent animal health status of the dairy herd is 
presented by the researcher and discussed with the participants.  

Next, the impact matrix is applied, which is based on a first model described by Vester (1976) 
and integrated into a software tool, which is an adaptation of the Sensitivity Model (Vester, 
2007). The impact matrix is filled by quantifying the relationships between each two variables in 
a pair-wise comparison. Thereby the underlying question for each pair is: “If variable A changes, 
will variable B change on this farm? If so, how strongly will variable B react?” Only changes as a 
result of direct influence are taken into account, irrespective of the direction of the anticipated 
shift. The strength of influence is scored with 0 (no obvious influence), 1 (weak change), 2 (pro-
portional change), or 3 (strong change). The scoring of factors in the impact matrix is done by 
farmer, veterinarian, and advisor in a moderated discussion. Each of the participants is equipped 
with a paper matrix for entering their individual scores. The given scores are immediately dis-
cussed and a consensual score is inserted into the software tool by the researcher. Once all inter-
relationships are scored for one farm this results in a consensual impact matrix as depicted in  
figure 1. 

Figure 1: Impact matrix of one exemplary farm. 

 

Interpretation and assessment 
Using the impact matrix it is possible to assess the interconnected effects of the elements of the 
system and hence the role they play from the standpoint of dominance (active), susceptibility to 
influence (reactive), and the part they play in events (from buffering to critical). The role of each 
variable in the system is presented in a two-dimensional diagram (figure 2) in which the current 
position of a variable between the four key roles (active, reactive, buffering and critical) can be 
seen at a glance and properties can be assigned to it accordingly. As all variables are positioned 
on the axes of coordination ‘active-reactive’ and ‘critical-buffering’, this representation offers a 
comprehensive if somewhat approximate overview of the different distributions of roles in the 
system (Vester, 2007). The diagram is displayed with a grid of nine sectors developed by
Schianetz & Kavanagh (2008) which simplifies the allocation of systemic roles. The process of 
allocating roles to variables provides improved information on the variable itself as well as on the 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13  
Milk ProD Finan Lab Feed Keep Repr Dry CaHei Monit Hyg Treat KnSki (AS)

1 Milk performance 3 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
2 Production diseases 2 3 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 17
3 Financial resources 0 0 2 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 9
4 Labour capacity 1 1 1 0 3 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 14
5 Feeding 2 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
6 Keeping conditions 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 9
7 Reproduction management 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 10
8 Dry cow management 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 2 1 2 1 15
9 Calf and heifer management 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 3 1 2 1 18

10 Herd health monitoring 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 17
11 Hygiene 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 8
12 Treatment 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 11
13 Knowledge and skills on the farm 0 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 13

 (PS) 11 16 16 28 8 14 2 7 10 13 8 15 10

How strongly would  react, 
if  would change?
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system as a whole. The distribution of variables gives an immediate impression of the character 
of the system, which may turn out to be generally critical or particularly inert (Vester, 2007). The 
roles of individual variables can be interpreted to emphasise their individual behaviour within the 
system. In different systems, the same variable may occupy quite different positions.  

The diagram is presented by the researcher and discussed with farmer, veterinarian, and advisor. 
One aim of the participative process is to assess whether the signals provided by the graph prove 
justified and usable.  

Figure 2: Impact matrix diagram for one specific farm. 

 
 

Strategy
Having been confronted with the animal health status and having performed the impact matrix 
analysis, the farmer is given the opportunity to express his view on the current animal health situ-
ation. Advisor and veterinarian are free to comment on the farmer’s statement. When forming a 
strategy the leading question to each of the participants, starting with the farmer, is: “Where do 
you see room for improvement?” Thereby the conversation is steered towards possible objectives 
with respect to animal health. For each of the four production disease complexes ‘metabolism’, 
‘reproduction’, ‘claws and limbs’, and ‘udder’ the participants can choose between the following 
options: (a) to be improved, (b) to be stabilised, and (c) no action necessary. Once areas with the 
need for stabilisation or improvement are identified, all participants are encouraged to make sug-
gestions for potential management measures that contribute to the achievement of these goals, 
keeping in mind the systemic roles of related variables. This way, either the systemic role of the 
variable related to a suggested measure is examined and discussed with the participants or the 
effect of a recommended measure is estimated according to its interaction within the system (e.g. 
which variables may be affected). Proposed and discussed measures are documented. Those 
measures which the farmer agrees to implement in the near future are merged into an action plan. 
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Expected benefits 
Farm management on organic dairy farms is facing high demands. Farmers have to cope with 
disparately high requirements (e.g. housing and management) while at the same time they do not 
have access to those resources that are available to their conventional colleagues (Sundrum, 
2012). Moreover, every organic dairy farm has its very individual structures and processes, which 
need to be understood. Characterising the health management profile for each specific dairy farm 
is an essential precondition for successful animal health planning.  

The participatory modelling using the impact matrix, which was refined within the framework of 
the European project IMPRO (www.impro-dairy.eu) and is currently being tested on 200 organic 
dairy farms, has a mediation capacity. During the scoring of impacts on the visited farms, the 
variable definitions generate discussions. According to Vester (2007) one side effect of clarifying 
those definitions is that in this way the project group finds its way to a common language and 
gains a more precise idea of what the others are trying to express by the terms they employ. Dur-
ing the participatory process the farmer’s view on his animals and on his farm is expressed aloud 
and is complemented by the views of veterinarian, advisor, and researcher. The systemic assess-
ment allows the identification of risk factors and makes visible not only options but also focusses 
on farm constraints. The method provides a structure to stimulate the dialogue between farmers, 
veterinarians, advisors, and scientists, and to organise and evaluate complex ideas and infor-
mation generated by the participants. The participatory process thus bridges the gap between gen-
eral knowledge and the farm-specific demands, and facilitates knowledge exchange and collec-
tive learning.  

The complexity of the farm system is captured and reduced within a deductive approach that 
leads through a better understanding of the individual farm situation and prevents the fixation on 
singular causes and effects. Otherwise hidden interrelationships are made visible by means of the 
graph chart provided by the software and factors are identified that are influential under the spe-
cific farm conditions. Since the position of a variable is always a product of the overall intercon-
nectedness of the network, such a statement comes not from the person studying the system but 
from the system itself (Vester, 2007). Compiling and interpreting the relationships among the 
system variables enables the participants to characterise the farm system with respect to the target 
value to improve animal health. The deductive approach to animal health planning works as a 
decision support tool pointing out the most effective measures that fit the appointed target and 
gives at least hints as to what the outcome may be. The on-farm ‘round table discussion’ involv-
ing experts from different disciplines ensures the validity of the exchanged information. 
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Conclusions
For animal health planning to be effective, farm-specific interconnections have to be taken into 
account instead of focussing on general recommendations. The impact matrix analysis promises 
to be an effective method to reduce the complexity of the farm system and to identify measures 
that can be expected to have a relevant impact on the animal health status. Thus, reducing health 
problems deriving from complex interactions is expected to benefit from the integration of differ-
ent perspectives.  
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Abstract: Nowadays, the complexity of farming decisions demands for interactive and commu-
nicative planning which takes into account the farm specificity. On the one hand, whole-farm 
planning techniques become necessary, on the other hand, communicative techniques must help 
to keep it simple in order to treat problem-driven questions appropriately. This paper describes 
first-stage results of a process of combining whole-farm planning with communicative techniques 
in a decision support system for dairy farmers. Scale enlargement, a possible often idealized solu-
tion after EU milk quota abolishment, is used as a case. For dairy farmers, helped by their advis-
ers, who want to expand their farm as a reaction to this change, the straightforward question is 
”what is the optimal scale for a specific farm?”. The answer to this question is not generic, but 
proved very farm-specific. The whole-farm approach consists of mathematical programming to 
capture essential decision influencing factors such as farm and farmer’s characteristics. In this 
paper we describe an action research between advisers and scientists, which has led to the incor-
poration of mathematical programming in a DSS that is currently used for advising farmers with 
growth aspirations. Although farmers and advisers are not familiar with this technique, first re-
sults show that it works. Some success factors defined are the fact that every party involved in 
this research is convinced of the usefulness of implementing mathematical programming in a 
DSS. It was also clearly stated that advisers were the end user of this tool so a wider range of 
farmers could be reached. By modelling themselves, the advisers learned a lot about mathemati-
cal programming. This ensured that the modelers thought about what was entered into the model 
and problems were quickly solved. In conclusion the way the results are presented to the farmers 
is crucial for a successful implementation. However some challenges are still in search of an an-
swer. 

Keywords: participatory action research, DSS, success factors, advisers, dairy farms 

Introduction 
It can no longer be denied that the dairy sector is transforming. Milk production is stimulated by 
the increasing demand for milk products worldwide. Nevertheless, volatile milk and feed prices, 
changing policies, the competition for land and the growing societal concerns about the impact on 
the environment put the sector under pressure. This complex decision environment demands for 
interactive and communicative planning which takes into account the farm specificity. This need 
becomes highly apparent in cases where a sudden and more general change in the decision envi-
ronment entails a generic solution perception which ignores the farm specificity. However farms 
can differ for example in size, labour availability, technical performances etc., moreover farmers 
themselves have different expectations and management capacities. This diversity requires a 
farm-specific approach when making decisions. 
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In a reaction to the changing environment in dairy farming, up scaling is seen by many farmers 
and advisers as the most obvious strategy to follow. Also social psychological factors can make 
farmers dream of a larger scale. Nevertheless, it is not straightforward to determine the optimal 
economic scale, as this optimum is very much farm-specific and scale enlargement can be con-
sidered as a whole-farm problem. Moreover, the scale enlargement dreams of the farmer often do 
not correspond with the reality of optimizing the use of farm-specific assets, resources and 
growth potential. After analyzing accounts, advisers are mostly able to confront the farmer’s 
dream with reality. The complexity of the scale enlargement problem, however, precludes advis-
ers to determine a farm-specific optimal economic scale. Consequently, it becomes difficult for 
the farmer to make a decision.  

The use of operational research (OR) methods in a decision support system (DSS) can help to 
solve this problem. Mathematical programming (MP), for example, is an OR method that can be 
used to determine the farm-specific optimal scale. Unfortunately, while OR methods are often 
used for research purposes, they are hardly ever used for decision support in practice. Moreover 
DSS themselves are rarely implemented in practice (McCown, 2002; Walker, 2002). In literature, 
various factors are reported that lead to implementation problems: often the tools are not commu-
nicative, irrelevant for the users (Voinov and Bousquet, 2010; Walker, 2002), too complex to 
understand or use (Le Gal et al., 2010; Vayssières et al., 2011; Walker, 2002), not flexible (Walk-
er, 2002), not regularly updated, etc. Some solutions, like participatory modelling are suggested 
by the same authors but they have not been validated in practice so far.  

This paper aims at identifying success factors from a process of collaborative work on building 
an OR tool for practical and communicative farm planning. We describe the process of incorpo-
rating MP in a communicative DSS which is currently used in practice for advising dairy farms 
on their optimal economic scale. This process is still ongoing as the tool is currently being re-
fined. In this paper, we describe preliminary results.  

The elaboration of the paper is as follows. First, we focus on the process as it emerged. This de-
scription provides the “data” for our analysis. In a following section we describe the success fac-
tors of this process. We distinguish between success factors concerning the use of mathematical 
programming, factors concerning the collaboration between advisers and scientists and factors 
concerning the use of the DSS by the adviser in his communication with the farmer. In the final 
section some conclusions are drawn. 

 
Process description 
 
Initiating the collaboration 
The process was initiated by a discussion about the use of OR techniques in practice between an 
economic researcher and an adviser specialized in dairy farming. They both lead a team of re-
searchers and advisers, respectively. They have a basic education in agricultural economics and 
farm planning, the adviser has a rich experience in various aspects of dairy farm accounting, the 
scientist has a specialized OR education and farm management research experience. The conver-
sation started about current challenges in dairying, but their discussion soon turned into a com-
mon concern: “Why is an existing rich toolbox of OR not used in complex farm planning situa-
tions?” The scientist stated that MP tools are a formalization of economic decision problems and 
thus have the potential to assist in making decisions in practice. The adviser confirmed that sev-
eral questions in practice involve optimization problems, but he indicated that advisers need sup-
port to understand and use mathematical programming in practice. They agreed to work together 
on the practical question which was proposed by the adviser: “What is the optimal economic 
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scale for a dairy farm?” This research question was based on concerns of farmers with investment 
plans: ‘can we expand our farm?’ ‘How much can we expand?’. 

Figure 1: Timeline with different milestones. 

 
 
A first workshop was organized by the researchers and advisers in which four advisers and six 
researchers took part. The aim was to reach a consensus on the use of MP to address the problem 
of scale enlargement and look if further collaboration was possible. With different examples the 
researchers made the advisers aware of the potential added value of MP. The advisers presented 
some work they had already done about optimization of feed rations on dairy farms using math-
ematical programming. It became clear that it is not easy to construct a communicative DSS 
based on MP, since this is a complex technique with a specific terminology. Moreover to answer 
the research question mentioned before whole-farm modelling would be necessary. This is diffi-
cult for a system like dairy farming where not every input and output is precisely known. During 
this workshop, a first discussion on which factors are important for determining the optimal farm 
scale took place. It was agreed that in a next step further system analysis would be performed 
jointly by the advisers and researchers. Finally it was decided that both an adviser and a scientist 
would model themselves. Moreover, the choice was made to model with two different software 
types. The advisers would use Excel, a software which they are confident with. The scientists 
would use the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS), a more sophisticated software for 
MP. The goal in this co-developing process was that both models pursue the same solution and 
verify this solution. Periodically meetings would take place to compare both models. In the fur-
ther process after this workshop two advisers and two researchers work further on this project. 
One researcher and one adviser collaborate actively and will construct the models. The other re-
searchers and the adviser have a more supportive role. 

From the juridical point of view, the collaboration started with the construction of a gentleman’s 
agreement, clearly expressing the mutual interests of both partners. The individual interests be-
came guaranteed through choices such as the software (Excel as a precursor for practical tailor-
made planning devices, GAMS for flexible scientific enlargements of the model) and research 
outlets (popular magazine articles allowing the adviser to valorize new insights, scientific papers 
allowing the researchers to share insights on topic and process with the scientific community). In 
a later stage, this gentleman’s agreement was consolidated in a contract. 
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Building the model 
During a second meeting, the researchers and advisors analyzed the production system of a typi-
cal dairy farm in Flanders. The economic choice problem was converted in a mathematical form. 
For this form an objective function and corresponding restrictions were defined. Furthermore the 
modelers decided which information would be used as input for the model. Each production fac-
tor (land, capital, labor) of the dairy farm and the links between these factors were discussed. It 
was decided which technical, financial and economic relations on the dairy farm were important 
to answer the research question. In addition the modelers determined if the tool could be devel-
oped generic, with different farm types as examples for the farmers, or if it had to be farm-
specific, so the model could be used to simulate every farm. The second options was chosen be-
cause the variety of farms/farmers requires a farm-specific approach in the decision making pro-
cess. At the end of this meeting an initial system analysis of the dairy farm was drafted and the 
modeling effort could start. 

During different meetings and by mail an intensive information exchange was established be-
tween the modelers concerning MP and the system analysis. Based on exchanged knowledge, 
preliminary models for dairy farms were constructed and presented to each other. Using two 
software types allowed for verification of the models by searching for the same solution with the 
same data input. During the building process, some difficulties occurred. The researcher, who 
developed the model, was not familiar with dairy farming, making it difficult to understand some 
aspects of the management operations on dairy farms. A new researcher became involved in the 
modelling process with a technical background in dairy farming. This accelerated the tool devel-
opment. The other researcher became more a supervisor during the modelling process. After 
some refinements of the models and adding some additional constraints, both models reached 
again the same solution. 

Presentation and use of the model 
The advisers first presented the model to dairy farmers during a management workshop. By then, 
the modelers already realized that farmers had not to be confronted with the complexity of MP. 
The advisers showed the input parameters that were used in the model, the different aspects of the 
farm calculated in the tool and the investment options. The farmers had to be able to interpret the 
results. Therefore a sensitivity analysis was performed to show how the optimal solution changed 
when inputs were changed. This was graphically presented: the advisers showed optimal number 
of cows under varying parameters like milk price, milk production per cow, land availability and 
price per stable place. It was also indicated which aspects of the farm were limiting the optimal 
solution. 

After this first presentation advisers started to use the model in combination with other advisory 
tools as a DSS in discussions with individual farmers. The model calculates an optimal growth 
scenario for a specific farm based on average technical and economic results of this farm from 
several years. With this result an investment plan is calculated, which uses the same data as the 
model. This plan is during the discussions compared with other investment plans for this farm. 
These investment plans include the farmer’s goals and anticipations and what the adviser thinks is 
good for this farm. Because the tool is connected to the investment plan calculator, adjustments 
can be made to the input parameters during the discussion, so farmers can see immediately what 
would change if they for instance improved technological performance. The tool also shows the 
farmers why a particular solution is chosen: is there for example a shortage of land or capital? It 
is possible that the tool indicates that there is no optimal growth scenario. Using sensitivity analy-
sis the tool can then show which technical and financial parameters have to be improved before a 
growth step can be made. This happens graphically.  

During these discussions with farmers some new challenges emerged based on the remarks of 
farmers. The advisers indicated that the DSS should be able to take into account not only eco-
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nomic interests of the users, but also other factors of the farmers decision environment. For ex-
ample, farmers have to be able to choose which management options they want to use on their 
farm. Do they want to work with hired labor? Do they want to outsource the rearing of their 
calves? This is handled by introducing additional restrictions into the model. Originally a time 
factor has not yet been taken into account in the model. So a new research question about the 
dynamics appears: “How to grow in time to the optimal scale?”. 

Critical success factors 
During the process, as described in the previous section, many decisions were made, some of 
them supported by literature, some by experience, others by deduction, and, in the worst case, by 
intuition. In this section we describe the success factors of the collaboration. We distinguish be-
tween aspects concerning the use of MP, those concerning the collaboration between advisers and 
researchers and those concerning the use of the DSS by the adviser in his communication with the 
farmer.  

Success factors concerning the use of mathematical programming 
We consider the use of MP as a first success factor. From the beginning of the modeling effort, 
advisors and researchers were convinced that MP is the best solution to answer the considered 
research question. MP makes it possible that besides the optimal solution, additional information 
is available for the adviser and farmer to support the decision making. On the one hand the sensi-
tivity analysis allows to identify the limits within which an investment choice stays economically 
optimal (Figure 2). On the other hand, shadow price analysis reveals the limitations of the farm to 
optimize the scale. These benefits were also cited by Berentsen and Giesen (1995). Other ad-
vantages they identified, which are also applicable here, are the possibility to easily incorporate 
new activities, improve existing techniques by changing coefficients or easily alter prices of pro-
duction factors in the model.  

A second success factor is the whole-farm approach. We follow this approach since every deci-
sion made about optimal scale will affect the different aspects of the business, whether it is about 
economic, financial or technical aspects of the farm. However, we can easily create a model that 
is too complex, which makes the model less user-friendly and obsolete for practical use. We try 
to prevent this by introducing only those relationships which are important for the management 
and taking into account the information which is available on the farm. We focus mainly on the 
technical, economic and financial relationships on the farm, less on biophysical relationships. The 
main goal of this model is not calculating an exact economic number. It has to give additional 
information to the farmer and adviser to support the decision making about optimal scale 
(Berentsen and Giesen, 1995).  

We choose to optimize an economic indicator, but we cannot assume that farmers make decisions 
solely based on an economic point of view. Often other conflicting interests are also taken into 
account in the decision making (Le Gal et al., 2010). We deal with this in the tool by introducing 
restrictions that take these conflicting interests into account. This is a third success factor. 

Another success factor of this DSS is that the MP model is not used as a standalone tool, but em-
ployed in combination with existing management tools. This enhances the successful implemen-
tation. The farmer does not see the complex model but has the possibility to use the results opti-
mally in his decision making. What the optimal scale means for his/her own farm is translated 
into investment plans. This is for the farmer a familiar tool with recognizable financial, economic 
and technical indicators. The results of the sensitivity analysis and the shadow price analysis are 
presented graphically to the dairy farmer. The use of recognizable indicators to present results of 
OR methods for practical farm advice was previously applied by Van Meensel et al. (2012).  
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We consider the fact that the model is farm-specific as final success factor within this section. 
The input used in the model is based on the technical, economic and financial results of the last 
five years for the farm. Moreover specific wishes of the farmer are included in the model. This 
results in a farm/farmer specific solution, which makes it for the farmer more interesting to simu-
late with a DSS (Carberry et al., 2002). 

Success factors concerning the collaboration between advisers and researchers 
The fact that we have chosen to work together with advisers is seen as a success factor. They can 
act as a bridge between farmers and scientists. Both consultants and scientists benefit from the 
collaboration. Scientists can reach more farmers with their research and advisers have the ability 
to support farmers with scientific tools (Carberry et al., 2002). 

A major success factor of this collaboration is that consultants and scientists rapidly agreed on the 
objective of the DSS. Voinov and Bousquet (2010) cited this as a critical step of the participation 
process. This is drawn up into a contract which brought clarity in the objectives of both parties. 
This leads to a sense of responsibility on both sides to invest enough time in the development 
process. 

The research question “What is the optimal economic scale for a dairy farm?” currently concerns 
farmers and was proposed by the advisers as research question. For advisers it is interesting to 
provide them with a scientifically based answer and for the scientists this is relevant research. 
This bottom up approach increases the willingness to participate in a research (Voinov and 
Bousquet, 2010). 

This willingness is even more increased by the interest of the advisers in the research method 
used. Due to the nature of the question the advisers are convinced of the usefulness of MP. Addi-
tionally, advisers already used the method for feed ration optimization. But some support is need-
ed for them to extract the maximum information from the output of MP.  

Another success factor is that already during the first workshop an agreement was obtained on a 
work plan with a number of concrete steps. First a system analysis would be performed, which 
helped the modelers to avoid modelling useless restrictions / create inappropriate models. After-
wards the advisers and scientists each would start with the modelling in different software pro-
grams and pursue the same model output. Because both the researcher and the adviser are devel-
oping a model, they both better understand how MP works, what the advantages and disad-
vantages are and which relationships of the dairy farm are considered in determining the optimal 
solution. 

The choice of modelling software was taken during the meetings and is considered as another 
success factor. The adviser started working with Excel. This is an accessible program, which 
many people are familiar with and is easy to use in practice (Voinov and Bousquet, 2010). It is 
often a standard program on the computer, so no investment is needed. The researcher however 
chose GAMS to model the program. This is software developed specifically for optimization 
models with powerful solvers available. Moreover the researcher were already familiar with 
GAMS. 

The modelling effort with two different modelers in two different programs was seen as a first 
validation step during the development process, since there was a common goal to achieve the 
same solution. 

Bringing people together with different specializations was important in this research: advisers 
with a technical background in dairy farming, researchers with knowledge about operational re-
search methods and economic knowledge. The adviser who developed the model had much inter-
est in MP and the researcher, who did the most modelling had some background in dairy farming. 
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The other researchers and the adviser involved had a more guiding role in the process: they fol-
lowed the process and gave information when it was necessary. This made it possible that a lot of 
problems could be solved by mail and only a monthly meeting was necessary. 

Success factors concerning the communication between farmer and adviser 
For using the tool with farmers, communication to the farmers is indeed crucial. Consultants have 
a great deal of technical knowledge to support farmers in taking their decisions (Hadley et al., 
2002). They establish a trust relationship with the dairy farmer and have a good farm-specific 
knowledge (Le Gal et al., 2011). After all, farmer and adviser decide together which inputs of the 
farm and wishes of the farmer are introduced into the model. If the input does not match the man-
agement capacities of the farmer, the solution of the tool is useless for supporting the farmer. 

Another success factor identified is the fact that the tool has a supportive goal. The DSS does not 
try to make the decision for the farmer. The farmer himself makes the final decision.  

In presenting the solutions to the farmers, the DSS uses familiar financial, economic and tech-
nical indicators and graphics (Figure 2). For farmers these are easy to understand representations 
of the solution, which makes this DSS more accessible to them.  

Figure 2: Example of presenting the sensitivity analysis to farmers. 

 
 
 
Conclusion 
This research resulted in the construction of a DSS with a high potential to be successfully im-
plemented in practice. Especially the fact that all the parties involved in this participatory action 
research were convinced of the usefulness of inserting mathematical programming in a DSS led 
to this success. It was also clearly stated that advisers were the end user of this tool so a wider 
range of farmers could be reached. By modelling themselves the advisors learned a lot about 
mathematical programming. This ensured that the modelers thought about what was entered into 
the model and problems were quickly solved. In conclusion the way the results are presented to 
the farmers is crucial for a successful implementation. However some challenges are still in 
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search of an answer: Is this approach for instance generalizable/applicable to other farming areas? 
The advisers and farmers included in this research are highly specialized in dairy farming and 
looking to use scientific research in practice. We need to look now how to involve other advisers 
and farmers in this research. In the next stage of this research we will look how the model is used 
in practice by advisers and farmers. 
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Abstract: Practices used to overwinter dairy cows by grazing them on forage crops in New Zea-
land are coming under increased scrutiny from the populace at large due to potential environmen-
tal and animal welfare issues. Farmers in the southern South Island are seeking wintering options 
that improve the physical and environmental performance of their farms. However, they need to 
balance a range of objectives for their farms including profitability, labour requirements, effects 
on the environment, feed supply and quality, animal health and welfare. This paper describes a 
project involving six commercial dairy farms, each using a different approach to dairy cow win-
tering: direct-grazed pasture and silage, direct grazing of brassica crops with supplementary feed 
offered in the paddock, stand-off pads, loose housing with slatted or woodchip flooring and a free 
stall (cubicle) barn. A range of performance indicators were identified and monitored over a 
three-year period on each farm. Pasture, supplement and crop yields and quality were assessed 
and milksolids (MS) production and reproductive performance recorded. Nitrogen (N) losses 
were estimated using the OVERSEER® nutrient budgeting model. Animal welfare was assessed 
by body condition scoring (BCS) cows and measuring lying times in the winters of 2011 and 
2012. Profitability was assessed by comparing weekly costs per cow during winter. A whole-farm 
system approach was chosen to assess positive and negative consequences of choices made, and 
to develop options to improve system performance. Radar charts were used to demonstrate the 
performance of each farm system against a range of objectives. These charts can be useful when 
discussing how to balance multiple objectives, helping to avoid unintended negative consequenc-
es when changes are based on only one aspect of a system. The monitoring resulted in the devel-
opment of a wintering risk assessment tool for use by other farmers in the region to benchmark 
the performance of their wintering system and identify areas for improvement. 

Keywords: dairy, wintering, farm system, radar plot  

Introduction to the Southern Wintering Systems Initiative 
In New Zealand’s pasture-based seasonal milk production systems, winter management of dry 
dairy cows (“wintering”) is critical to success. It impacts on milk production, reproductive per-
formance, cow welfare, and growth of young stock (Dalley, 2010). In the southern South Island 
of New Zealand, low temperatures and high soil water contents reduce pasture growth rates to 
less than 10 kg DM/ha per day in winter (Dalley & Geddes, 2012) and limit the extent to which 
pastures can be grazed. Hence, the majority of farmers remove dry cows from the pastures of the 
milking platform during winter and feed them on support land, mainly on forage crops. This 
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comes at a cost: wintering stock is one of the biggest financial costs of dairying in this region, 
averaging 20-25% of farm working expenses (Cottier, 2000; Dalley, 2010).  Wintering on forage 
crops is also under increasing scrutiny from the New Zealand public regarding environmental and 
animal welfare concerns (Dalley, 2011). Consequently, facilities that allow animals to stand off 
pasture in winter, such as wintering pads, free-stall barns, loose housed barns, ‘Off-paddock sys-
tems’ are becoming more common in southern dairy systems.  Regardless of the choice of winter-
ing system, the system must maintain or improve the profitability of the farm business at the 
same time as achieving environmental, animal or social goals (Riemersma et al., 2007).  

This paper describes a whole-farm system approach to assess positive and negative consequences 
of wintering system choice, and to develop options to improve performance across the range of 
systems.  Based on the results of a farmer survey (Tarbotton et al., 2012) and on-farm monitoring, 
key performance indicators were developed and incorporated into a wintering risk assessment 
tool that farmers can use to evaluate the success of their current wintering system.  In the survey, 
winter management was considered critical or highly important by 43% of the interviewed farm-
ers, and 44% considered it important.  Farmers were asked on what basis they selected a winter-
ing system. Economic reasons were mentioned by most (39%), followed by control and continui-
ty of the operation and feed supply (21%), fit for their area and soil type (19%), and achievement 
of better cow condition and health (17%). While 74% rated their level of satisfaction with the 
current system as high or very high, 39% were willing or very willing to change their system, and 
45% had changed their system in the previous five years. The main reasons for change were to 
protect the environment and soil, reduce cost, and allow better control over feeding and cow con-
dition. Sixty one percent of farmers interviewed cited the cost of capital investment e.g. into 
barns, wintering pads, support blocks as the main barrier to change. 

Bar charts were used to illustrate farm performance relative to industry benchmarks for a range of 
indicators and radar charts were used to depict tradeoffs between different areas of the system.  

 
Materials and methods 
This study was conducted using six commercial dairy farms across Southland and South Otago, 
New Zealand, between August 2010 and July 2013. These six farms represented a range of win-
tering systems, the main characteristics of which are reported in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the monitored farms. Land area (hectares): MP = effective milking platform; SB = support 
block. Cows: peak number of cows milked in the 2009-2010 season (M) and wintered in 2010 (W). MS: kg milk 
solids produced in the 2009-2010 season per cow (kg/cow and kg/ha) 
Wintering system Location Land area Cows Milksolids 

Loose house barn, slatted concrete 
floor 

Kelso 
95 (MP) 275 (M) 

300 (W) 
478 kg/cow
1383 kg/ha 

Self-feed wintering pad Edendale 
110 (MP)
80 (SB) 

335 (M) 
387 (W) 

430 kg/cow
1309 kg/ha 

Free stall barn & crop (swedes)  Drummond 
120 (MP)
65 (SB) 

308 (M) 
310 (W) 

422 kg/cow
1083 kg/ha 

Loose house barn, bark based & crop 
(kale) 

Gore 
270 (MP)
160 (SB) 

780 (M) 
850 (W) 

449 kg/cow
1297 kg/ha 

Pasture 
Mabel Bush/ 
Castlerock 

229 (MP)
252 (SB) 

800 (M) 
825 (W) 

403 kg/cow
1407 kg/ha 

Crop (swedes, kale and fodder beet) Wallacetown 
262 (MP, including 
crops) 

730 (M) 
803 (W) 

388 kg/cow
1081 kg/ha 

 
The monitoring programme used focussed on farm physical and financial performance.  Crop 
yields and supplementary feed inventories were completed prior to winter on all farms to provide 
information for feed budgeting.  Winter feed quality was determined and feed utilisation meas-
ured to allow calculation of cow energy intakes during the winter period.  The body condition 
score (BCS, 1-10 scale; DairyNZ, 2012) of all cows was assessed at four times during the season 
in the following order: pre-calving, pre-mating, early autumn and at drying off.  A whole farm 
nutrient budget was completed using the OVERSEER® Nutrient Budgeting model (Overseer) 
(Wheeler et al., 2003) version 5.4.8 and the amount and nutrient content of manure and effluent 
generated in off-paddock systems was assessed.  The farm financial accounts were used to calcu-
late the cost of wintering and the cost of winter feed offered in each system.  Labour input was 
assessed from semi-formal interviews with staff and the completion of weekly timesheets during 
the winter period.  A detailed risk assessment was compiled for each farm to identify opportuni-
ties for improving wintering performance. 

The risk assessment process revealed an opportunity to develop a tool to allow farmers in the 
region to assess their wintering system performance.  The Wintering Risk Assessment Tool was 
thus developed and piloted with farmers in the region. 

Radar charts (Excel 2013) were used to support communication of these results. The radar charts 
showed how the farms perform against a range of indicators for economic, environmental and 
physical production aspects of dairying, with each indicator represented by a separate axis start-
ing from the centre of the chart.  While radar charts provided visual representation of the trade-
offs between different areas of the system they were met with mixed reactions by the monitor 
farmers and the project reference team.  In response to the feedback an alternative method of pre-
senting the results was developed using bar charts. 
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Results 
 
Table 2. Performance indicators, management rules and targets identified during the analysis of the monitor farm 
results 
System factors Performance indica-

tor 
Management  rules and targets  

Economics Winter feed costs 
(c/kg DM) 

Aim for higher yielding crops to reduce c/kg DM by diluting fixed costs 
associated with growing the crop. 
Consider feed supply contracts for supplementary feed and complete feed 
plans early to avoid buying supplement on the spot market. 

Economics Weekly cost per 
cow ($/cow/wk) 

Consider both direct (operating costs) and indirect (depreciation on capi-
tal, interest on borrowings etc) costs as systems differ in their level of 
capital investment. 

Control Feed quantity  Measurement (not estimation) of crop dry matter (DM) percentage for 
accurate determination of crop yield 
Ability to source silage of sufficient quality for off-paddock wintering 
systems. 

Control  Feed allocation Impact of soil type, weather conditions, grazing management and DM 
allocation on feed utilisation.   

 Observed crop utilisation range: 60-90% 
 Silage utilisation in off paddock systems; 90-95%. 

Attention to detail with crop allocation.   
Accurate determination of energy requirements to achieve targeted BCS 
gain.   

 Feed DM allocation in crop systems was 25% higher than off-
paddock systems viz. 14 vs. 11 kg DM/cow/day for a similar 
BCS gain. 

Control Feed quality Critical for off-paddock systems where silage is the only source of feed; 
DM content should be higher than 30%, energy density at least 10.5 
MJME/kg DM and crude protein content at least 12% 
Offering the correct ratio of crop to supplement to prevent metabolic dis-
orders, especially with fodderbeet where at least 30% of the diet should be 
a forage supplement  

Control Staff annual leave Systems allowing staff annual leave during winter help ensure staff are 
refreshed prior to calving 

Control Staff rosters  Rosters should be structured to achieve 40-50 hour working weeks   
Cow Welfare Body condition 

score at calving 
Having 90% of the herd achieve BCS targets at calving of 5 for mature 
cows and 5.5 for 2 and 3 year olds  

Cow Welfare Lying time Minimum of 8 hours per day for dry cows 
Stocking density and bedding surface are major factors influencing lying 
times in off-paddock systems while weather conditions have a major im-
pact on lying time in grazing systems. 

Cow Welfare Stocking density Cows should be allocated a minimum loafing area of 1 m2/100 kg 
liveweight in off-paddock systems 

Cow Welfare Animal health inci-
dences during winter 

All wintering systems should aim to minimise cow deaths (< 1%), lame-
ness (none) and mastitis (<4%) during the dry period.   

Environment Nitrogen loss Use nutrient budgets to determine N losses from effluent areas and winter 
crop blocks 

Environment Compliance with 
regulations 

Regional councils have different rules regarding wintering of cows; farm-
ers need to be aware of these and ensure they are achieved at all times 
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Performance indicators and monitor farm results 
Based on the key factors farmers use to choose and assess the performance of their wintering sys-
tem (Tarbotton et al. 2012) and the results of the monitoring a series of performance indicators 
were developed (Table 2). 

 

The Southern Wintering Systems Initiative identified four times during the year when whole herd 
BCS assessments provided information to inform key decisions on the farm. The four times were: 

 Pre-mating, to identify at-risk animals that may require intervention 

 Early autumn, as part of developing the autumn feed budget  

 Prior to drying off, for allocation of animals to mobs for wintering 

 Late winter, to determine the success of the wintering system and management in achiev-
ing the BCS targets 

 
By identifying individual cows within each BCS range, groups of animals can be tracked and 
decisions made on the appropriate plan of action.  This study highlighted the deficiency of using 
herd average BCS as a target for assessing wintering system performance. A better metric for 
assessment is the percentage of the herd less than BCS 5 at calving. This quantifies the number of 
‘at risk’ animals in the herd. For the monitor farms the percentage not achieving BCS 5 at calving 
ranged from 7 to 41% of the herd.  

Lying times in the barn systems were generally less than on crops, pasture and the wintering pad 
(Table 3), with lying times on crops being weather dependent. Overall the herd averages in all 
systems achieved the animals’ minimum lying requirements of 8 hours per day.   

 

Table 3: Cow lying times for a range of wintering systems in Southland, New Zealand. 
 Wintering Systems 

Indicator Loose 
house barn 
- slatted 
concrete 

Wintering 
pad 

Free-stall 
barn 

Loose 
house barn 
- bedding 
material 

Pasture & 
supplement 

Crops 

Average lying time 
(h/cow/day) 

8.0 11.2 9.2 8.5 11.9 8.1-10.5 

Stocking density 
(m2/cow) 

3.7 12 8 7 >12 >12 

Less than 8 h lying 
(% of cows) 

63 0 10 47 0 10 

 
Predictions of nitrogen (N) losses from individual farm blocks on the monitor farms indicated 
that winter (kale, swedes & fodderbeet) forage crops have a relatively high potential for N leach-
ing losses.  Expressed at a whole-system level (i.e. accounting for the milking platform, winter 
forage crop area and other support land), the winter forage crops accounted for between 11 and 
24% of total N leaching losses, despite representing only 4 to 9% of the land area.  Off-paddock 
systems eliminate soil damage in winter but require a good nutrient management plan to mini-
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mise the environmental risk. A risk identified for some of these systems was the current practice 
of applying effluents collected from these facilities to land during winter.   

There was considerable variation in the net costs between the farms in the study.  The systems 
with the lowest average net weekly cost per cow utilised direct grazing i.e. crop and pasture (av-
erage $25 per cow per week; range $21-$29).  This compared with $33 per cow per week (range 
$29-$40) in off-paddock systems.  Feed cost was the most variable, ranging from 12 to 30 c/kg 
DM offered.  

All grass wintering systems were generally considered ‘people friendly’ utilising similar feed and 
labour management skills to those used during lactation. Grazed crop systems require sufficient 
technical knowledge and skill to produce consistently high yielding crops and the work associat-
ed with the feeding of this is perceived as hard on people and machinery.  In contrast, off-
paddock systems appear to have a lower labour requirement compared to other wintering systems 
and create a more favourable working environment for staff.  One issue that needs to be consid-
ered is the continuity of the work, i.e. can all tasks be completed in a 2-4 hour block at the begin-
ning of the day or is there a requirement for someone to be around throughout the day to offer 
more feed? 

 

Wintering risk assessment tool development 
The wintering risk assessment tool (Figure 1) was developed to allow farmers in the region to 
benchmark the performance and identify the risks of their wintering system against the perform-
ance indicators that were developed during the project.  During the development of the tool, the 
performance indicators were tested with local farmers and DairyNZ extension staff in the region.  
A prototype tool was tested at extension events, with feedback incorporated into subsequent ver-
sions.  

 
Discussion 
This project successfully generated useful data for extension and communication, and for devel-
oping and implementing new tools to support farmers in making decisions relating to their win-
tering system.  The development of the “Wintering Risk Assessment Tool” for farmers to assess 
the risks of their current system provided an opportunity to introduce benchmarks for wintering 
system performance to more farmers.   

Feedback from the local DairyNZ regional extension team following use of the tool with farmers 
was positive, with the main benefit reported as providing an opportunity to raise issues with the 
farmer, associated with wintering system performance, which may not be top of mind for the 
farmer involved e.g. N leaching from the wintering block. The next step of the development was 
to provide a visual report to the farmer to enable them to develop an action plan to improve their 
performance.  The reporting system was based on bar charts. 

Bar charts for reporting risk assessment results 
A traffic light system i.e. red (poor performance), orange (average) and green (good performance) 
bars on a bar chart, provided a visual way for farmers to identify the areas of poor performance 
for their farm (Figure 2) and develop strategies to address these. Farmers were able to relate to 
this method of reporting as it is similar to the way they receive their soil test and herbage analysis 
results.   

During the project, important co-learning occurred around the difficulties farmers experienced 
with each particular system and how this influenced their management decisions. Balancing the 
welfare of animals and people, environmental outcomes and profitability inevitably led to trade-
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offs.  Radar charts were developed to provide visual representation of the trade-offs between dif-
ferent areas of the system.      

Radar charts to identify system tradeoffs 
Initially the radar charts were generated by ranking the monitor farms for a range of performance 
indicators, with the lowest value from the study rated as 25% performance, and the best rated as 
100% performance (Figure 3). 

The radar charts enabled discussion of the indicators chosen to represent system performance, 
and illustrated trade-offs: in many cases, improvement in one performance parameter would re-
sult in negative effects on another, for example offering more feed to improve cow condition in-
creased feed costs, or measures taken to reduce nitrate leaching would increase net wintering 
costs. 

Depicting system performance this way illustrated the difficulties of balancing multiple objec-
tives, trying to avoid unintended negative consequences that might arise from changing only one 
aspect of the system.  The next phase of the development is to rank individual farm performance 
on the radar chart against industry-agreed benchmarks for performance indicators.   

Evaluation of the radar charts by participating farmers and industry groups was mixed. Some 
found the charts difficult to interpret, but others had no difficulty and indicated they liked the 
visual aspect. Presentation of the charts evoked the discussion the project team sought on the 
choice of indicators, the scale of the axes and the relative weighting and balance of the indicators. 
Comments from farmers included that “the charts emphasise that there are more areas to target”, 
and that they were “quite a good tool to show this”. For other participants (researchers, policy 
makers, the regional extension team), the charts emphasised the complexity of farm systems, and 
the challenges farmers face to achieve good performance on all aspects of wintering.  

 
Conclusions 
Wintering decisions are complex, making it important to understand the strengths and weakness-
es of individual wintering systems.  The provision of tools for farmers to assess the performance 
of their system against industry agreed benchmarks and identify areas for improvement was an 
important outcome of the Southern Wintering Systems Initiative. Regardless of the wintering 
system chosen, the system must maintain or improve the profitability of the farm business at the 
same time as achieving environmental, animal and social goals.  
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Figure 1:  Page 2 of the Wintering Risk Assessment Tool developed during the project 
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Abstract: In the course of a PhD-project measures were developed, implemented and evaluated, 
which aim at integrating aspects of sustainability into pig fattening. The selected measures com-
prise an increase of space allowance for the animals, provision of straw as enrichment material, 
omission of tail docking, use of GMO-free feedstuffs and improvement of animal health monitor-
ing by reporting slaughterhouse findings to the farmers. Subsequently, these measures were im-
plemented on three (currently operating) pig fattening farms in Austria. The impact of the combi-
nation of measures is evaluated regarding animal welfare, economic and environmental aspects as 
well as taking into account quality of work and life of the farmers using already established scien-
tific methods. This paper specifically addresses the benefits and challenges of implementing the 
measures on commercial pig fattening farms and how these challenges and problems have been 
faced in the course of the project.  

Benefits of on farm research comprise the possibility to include the farmers’ (practical) 
knowledge and to take into account problems and limitations farmers encounter during their actu-
al work (e.g. limited time for additional work or being dependent on other partners in the produc-
tion chain like breeders or abattoirs). This aspect holds especially true for projects with an applied 
focus and helps to improve the applicability of results. 

One of the main challenges lies in creating a ‘flexible’ study design, which can be adapted to var-
ying on-farm conditions on the one hand (e.g. one farm’s breeder did not want to omit tail dock-
ing) and is still strong enough to produce sound scientific results on the other hand. In this pro-
ject, the study design was therefore adapted for each individual farm to meet all these require-
ments. Moreover, it is important to be able to react to and take into account unforeseeable chang-
es or problems on the farms e.g. by preparing a decision tree for what to do in the case of a tail 
biting outbreak. Additionally, the farmers’ motivation and interest in the project as well as inter-
personal relations play an important role and can sometimes be a huge challenge for the success 
of such a project. Hence, trust-building measures like the joint formulation of contracts and con-
fidentiality agreements were taken. 

Keywords: on-farm research, pig fattening, sustainability, sustainable livestock farming, applied 
research, pig production systems, animal welfare 
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Introduction 
Answering research questions in livestock sciences often requires empirical data gained through 
experiments. To guarantee scientifically sound results these experiments are usually conducted 
under a controlled environment as it is the case on research stations. However, the results ob-
tained under these conditions are often not applicable to commercial farms as the conditions there 
differ considerably from those on experimental units. As a consequence, especially studies deal-
ing with complex issues in livestock farming often yield better results in terms of applicability on 
and transferability to commercial farms (Sørensen & Hindhede, 1997 ; Statham et al., 2011). 

Conducting research on commercial farms holds many chances and benefits, but is also facing 
challenges and problems. The aim of this paper is to discuss these benefits and challenges using 
the example of a research project concerned with the integration of aspects of sustainability into 
pig fattening and provide some recommendations for future studies.    

 
Project description 
The project, which serves as the basis for analyzing the challenges and benefits of on-farm re-
search in livestock sciences, is conducted within the Doctoral School of Sustainable Development 
(dokNE) at the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna in cooperation with 
Billa, an Austrian retailer. It was developed in the light of the ongoing public debate on negative 
effects of intensive pig production systems on animal welfare and the environment.  

In the course of the project, measures, which aim at integrating aspects of sustainability into con-
ventional pig fattening, were developed and implemented on Austrian pig fattening farms. These 
measures comprise primarily animal welfare related measures such as higher space allowance for 
the pigs, provision of straw as enrichment material, omission of tail docking and improvement of 
animal health monitoring by reporting slaughterhouse findings to the farmers. The use of GMO-
free and/or regional feedstuffs, which is also part of the measures concerning sustainability, has a 
more environmental connotation. Subsequent to implementation, the effects of the measures are 
being evaluated regarding animal welfare, economic, environmental and social aspects like e.g. 
working quality. 

Public interest in a more animal friendly meat production is increasing; however, the practicabil-
ity of these systems in the field has to be evaluated as well (Cagienard et al., 2005). Hence, the 
main focus of this project is to bring in the producer’s perspective and to investigate the implica-
tions for the farmers resulting from the implementation of these measures – an approach which 
makes an on-farm implementation and evaluation an indispensable tool. This is in line with a 
definition of on-farm experiments given by Sørensen and Hindhede, who state that ‘an on-farm 
experiment can be defined as an experiment conducted under circumstances representing the tar-
get group’ (Sørensen & Hindhede, 1997:268).  

The present paper discusses expected benefits and challenges of the on-farm implementation of 
the list of measures and draws some conclusions and recommendations for other on-farm re-
search projects.  

Expected benefits of the on-farm implementation 
As already mentioned, the focus of interest in this study lays on the on-farm implementation of 
the measures and how the farmers perceive it. Hence, carrying out the implementation on com-
mercial farms instead of research stations enhances the external validity of the study’s results for 
other operating farms. This aspect is also put forward by Statham et al. (2011), who conducted a 
study on the effect of the provision of straw on the occurrence of tail-biting in pigs. The authors 
argue that due to the often very small sample size and the controlled environment of research 
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stations, data collected under experimental conditions may not be very useful for application on 
commercial farms. 

As mentioned above, one aim of the project is also the evaluation regarding socio-economic as-
pects like the effects on gross margins and working quality. Experimental units are usually no 
family farms and probably not exposed to the same economic and also social conditions as com-
mercial farms. Therefore, information on working conditions and economic outcomes of the im-
plementation will be much more relevant for the focus of the study and, above that, will be more 
interesting and comprehensible for other farmers interested in the results.  

Moreover, problems on the farm, which are related to the implementation of the measures, can be 
taken into account and solutions can be worked out already in the course of the study. This yields 
benefits in two ways: first of all, prior to and during the implementation period the farmers’ prac-
tical experience is an important contribution to improving the implementation. Usually, scientists 
are ascribed a very deep and specialized knowledge whereas farmers have to deal with many dif-
ferent areas and aspects of the complex system of a farm (Leeb, 2011) and can therefore better 
estimate how this could affect other areas of farming. Secondly, farmers’ experience can also be 
very helpful in finding solutions to problems that occur during the implementation. The farmers 
can provide knowledge about management practices and insights to help avoiding or solving 
problems, which would not occur on experimental farms and scientists are probably not aware of 
(Oliver et al., 2012). Hence, they can already be discussed in the course of the study and included 
into results and outcome, whereas otherwise they would only occur when experimental results are 
put into practice and farmers then would have to cope with these problems themselves. 

Finally, present problems and issues, which are relevant for pig farmers can be taken into account 
and are discussed with the farmers on site, which helps to better integrate their point of view into 
the study and consequently enhances the study’s significance for practical implementation.    

Furthermore, participatory research including farmers is often brought up in context with research 
for sustainable agriculture (e.g. Pretty, 1995 ; van de Fliert & Braun, 2002). Participatory ap-
proaches are especially helpful when it comes to the adoption of new technologies (e.g. resource 
conserving technologies): farmers are more likely to adopt these technologies if they have already 
been integrated into the development and implementation process (van de Fliert & Braun, 2002). 
One reason for this is that scientists experience quite different conditions than the farmers and 
therefore technologies developed only by scientists would need considerable adjustments before 
farmers would be able to adopt them (Pretty, 1995). In the context of the present study this relates 
to the acceptance of the measures among pig farmers and, as already mentioned before, their suc-
cessful implementation on farms.   

 

Challenges encountered in the course of the project 
Besides expected benefits of (participatory) on-farm research, these approaches also bear some 
challenges and problems, which will be further elaborated in this chapter, using the project pre-
sented earlier as a case study.  

Planning the implementation 
In the first phase of the project measures to be implemented had been developed and finalized in 
a stakeholder workshop together with Austrian pig farmers. The idea was to discuss with the 
farmers about sustainability in pig farming and about the list of measures and, in the end, to find 
farmers interested in participating in the implementation part of the project. However, this turned 
out to be more difficult than expected as the majority of the farmers were reluctant to participat-
ing in this project. The reasons were diverse, ranging from ongoing structural changes on the 
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farms, concerns about possible negative (economic) consequences to current controversial politi-
cal debate on pig housing and associated surgical interventions etc.  

One major concern related to reduced farm income because fewer pigs can be sold due to the 
increased space allowance. Furthermore, farmers worried about the outbreak of tail-biting on 
their farms if they omit tail docking, which also entails higher costs for animal losses on the farm 
or condemned carcasses at the abattoir. In order to avoid any negative consequences for the par-
ticipating farms, contracts had been drafted to guarantee the replacement of any financial loss or 
additional expenditure the farmers have through participation in the project. Although this finan-
cial compensation had been introduced already in the course of the workshop, the number of 
farmers interested in participating in the project was still very low. This indicates that also other 
factors than economic disadvantages influenced their decision.  

Finally, three farms decided to participate in the project. Although a larger number of farms had 
been planned (about eight farms) the participation of only three farms offers other advantages: on 
the one hand a smaller number of farms enables to analyze each farm more in-depth. On the other 
hand, by studying more fattening cycles on each farm than originally intended, the anticipated 
number of pigs in the study can still be guaranteed.   

Farmers were also very concerned about a severe outbreak of tail-biting on their farms. Tail-
biting behavior is of a very complex and multifactorial nature (Schrøder-Petersen & Simonsen, 
2001); hence outbreaks can happen more or less unpredictably. Nevertheless, important risk fac-
tors are known and therefore appropriate measures can be taken to help preventing an outbreak. 
As a consequence the participating farms had been checked for risk factors using the SchwIP 
tool, a risk assessment tool developed at the Friedrich-Loeffler-Institut (FLI) in Germany (Madey 
et al., 2013). With the help of this tool, the overall risk for a tail-biting outbreak on the farms 
could be assessed and individual risk factors identified. The results showed that there is no seri-
ous risk for a tail-biting outbreak on all three participating farms. In addition to this risk assess-
ment a decision tree was developed to help farmers in taking the right action in the event of tail-
biting depending on the severity of the outbreak and the number of affected animals. 

Subsequent to these preparatory steps, the study design had to be tailored to the conditions on the 
individual farms because conditions for the implementation of the measures differed between 
them. For example, concerning the measure ‘omission of tail docking’ farm-specific solutions 
had to be found. Farm 1 is a pure finishing unit and therefore has to buy the piglets from a breed-
ing farm. However, the associated breeder refused to stop tail docking and therefore this measure 
could not be implemented on this farm. On farm 3 it was just the other way round: the farm com-
prises the breeding and fattening stage and used to not practice tail docking anyways, hence, on 
this farm all the pigs had intact tails.  

The farms did not only differ in the implementation of the measures, but also in structural proper-
ties: Farm 1 is a very large fattening farm (1,400 fattening places) whereas the integrated Farm 3 
is comparably small (160 fattening places); Farm 2 comprises about 650 fattening places and thus 
more or less resides in the middle between the other two. As already mentioned above Farm 1 is 
only keeps pigs in the fattening stage, whereas Farm 2 comprises also the rearing stage and 
Farm 3 is a combined farm, which includes the breeding stage as well. Hence, a comparison be-
tween the farms is not very meaningful and the farms will be analyzed individually. As already 
suggested, treating the farms as individual case studies enables a more in-depth analysis. In this 
context, the differences in farm properties are even beneficial. Above that, the fact that the pigs in 
Farm 1 and Farm 3 all have docked or intact tails, respectively, enables the analysis of additional 
aspects which would not have been possible in the original study design like e.g. looking at the 
influence of space allowance and enrichment material on tail lesions independent from tail length.   
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Another problem, which arose during the planning phase, was how to deal with the fact that due 
to the increase in space allowance fewer pigs are kept in the fattening pens. As a consequence, 
the farmer buys fewer piglets from the breeder and the integrated farm had to find a way to sell 
the surplus piglets, respectively. In this case the piglets were sold to an association, which buys 
and sells piglets across Austria. This is a very good example of problems farmers have to face 
when implementing the measures, which would maybe have not been that relevant for the man-
agement of a research station as experimental units might be able to better react to changing cir-
cumstances like this because they are used to conducting experiments with changing conditions. 

A very crucial aspect of the preparatory phase was the trust building among the involved parties 
as there were different issues at stake for each of them. Trust building was facilitated by setting 
up contracts concerning the protection and anonymised use of farm data as well as the financial 
compensation of losses and additional costs on the one hand and to guarantee the correct imple-
mentation of the measures on the farms throughout the duration of the project on the other hand. 
Moreover, by working on the study design and its implementation on the farms together with the 
farmers and by valuing their concerns and practical knowledge mutual trust was strengthened. 
Also regular contact and exchange at meetings or over the phone was important for this process.  

 
Challenges during the implementation period 
As Sorensen and Hindhede (1997) stated, data collection should not interfere too much with the 
farmer’s management. However, the researcher cannot be present on the farms during the whole 
implementation period and therefore some of the continuous data collection had to be assigned to 
the farmer. Therefore, importance and accuracy of needed data had to be critically weighed. One 
idea was to seize the given data sources on the farm to minimize the additional effort for the 
farmer. Automatic feeding computers for example can easily collect and save relevant feeding 
data. Furthermore, the farmer has to keep certain economic records and records about use of med-
ications anyways. As a consequence, these data do not have to be collected separately, but maybe 
more detailed than usually (e.g. for each pen instead of for a whole batch of pigs).  

A big issue when farmers and scientists work together are the differences in time planning hori-
zons. Scientists usually plan very much in advance and like working in more or less predictable 
time frames, whereas farmers rather tend to do short-time planning and sometimes come to deci-
sions at very short notice. For example, one farmer in the project decided on the dates for bring-
ing the piglets to the fattening pens (which was always done jointly by farmers and researchers) 
or delivering them to the abattoir (data was also collected there by the researchers) only a few 
days in advance, depending on how far the pigs have grown. As a consequence, the researchers 
have to leave some room for flexibility in their planning or organize additional persons in charge 
of data collection, so they can alternate. On the other hand, researchers should also make farmers 
aware of their planning conditions and time frames in order to jointly find solutions fitting for 
both sides.   

Furthermore, one farm sold some of the pigs to a small local butcher and therefore these pigs 
could not be assessed at the abattoir, which has to be taken into account for data analysis. How-
ever, stopping this long established deal between the farmer and the butcher would have entailed 
negative consequences for the small butchery and was therefore not an option. During the study 
period also some animals died due to the outbreak of diseases or injuries. On Farm 2 there were 
some test pens without the associated control pens. This originated from the fact that it is not pos-
sible to organize the exactly needed number of piglets with intact tails from the breeder due to 
differences in litter size, problems of grouping docked and undocked piglets in one pen and diffi-
culties in selling undocked piglets to other fattening farms. Consequently, there were too many 
piglets with intact tails and hence too many test pens, which cannot be included in data analysis. 
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This shows that it is important to aim at including a higher number of animals in a study to with-
stand problems like these and still have enough pens and/or animals for data analysis.  

 
Conclusions and recommendations for further research projects 
When conducting on farm research flexibility plays an important role for different aspects. Study 
designs for example have to be flexible enough to be adapted to on-farm conditions without los-
ing their scientific rigor. Although this might sometimes include the loss of some desired infor-
mation it can at the same time create opportunities for answering other (similar) questions of in-
terest in the context of the research topic. Furthermore, researchers should leave some room for 
flexible time planning in order to not interfere too much with the farmer’s management.  

In this case, contracts between all parties involved in the research project (university, the retailer 
and the farmers) were drafted to regulate financial compensations, data security and the fulfill-
ment of assigned tasks. This is a very important aspect for trust building, which is essential when 
conducting on-farm research. Furthermore, using risk assessment tools and preparing information 
on what has to be done in case of a tail-biting outbreak also contributed to this trust building pro-
cess. It showed the farmers that their concerns were being taken seriously and that they will be 
supported by the researchers when problems occur. Thus, taking steps to facilitate trust building 
among all involved parties, giving participating farmers the possibility to express their concerns 
and jointly findings ways to overcome them are essential elements of successful on-farm experi-
ments. 

Moreover, it has to be taken into account that the risk of losing information (e.g. animals/pens) 
for data analysis is much higher in on-farm experiments than in studies conducted under con-
trolled environmental conditions on research stations. This has to be considered when planning 
the number of animals and pens used for the study.   

In general it can be concluded that on-farm experiments are the method of choice when conduct-
ing research projects with a clearly applied focus and aiming at high external validity. Conclu-
sions drawn from such experiments can be easier transferred to other commercial farms and 
farmers will perhaps be more willing to adopt technologies or tools developed under commercial 
conditions.    
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Workshop 1.7:  
Collaborative learning to solve problems and develop innovations in 
complex systems: focus on methodologies 
Convenors: Brigitte Kaufmann, Christian Hülsebusch and Anja Christinck 
 

We start off from our understanding that ‘real world’ systems change, when actors change their 
actions. Learning is regarded as a means to achieve self-driven change that is wanted and reflect-
ed upon by the actors, instead of being motivated by “sticks and carrots”. We are interested in 
approaches and methods that promote collaborative learning of members of different scientific 
disciplines and societal stakeholders involved in the management and governance of the respec-
tive ‘real world’ situation. Societal stakeholders include those that influence the ‘real world’ situ-
ation directly by their actions as practitioners or managers, or indirectly as members of institu-
tions that determine the room for manoeuvre of other stakeholders. We emphasise the inclusion 
of practical knowledge and action in the collaborative learning process; firstly, because alterna-
tive practices cannot always be explored just “theoretically”; and secondly, because change in 
practical action does not only require knowledge on the pros and cons of a present (problematic) 
and a future (improved) situation, but also on the process of change. The stakeholders need to 
envisage and acquire the means, resources and capacities required to change from one situation to 
another. In this workshop we would like to present, discuss and reflect upon an array of different 
methodological approaches, ranging from ways to improve access to information and information 
exchange, to collaborative knowledge generation (e.g. inquiry and experimentation), and further 
including methods for the evaluation of such learning approaches. The latter include both ex ante 
approaches, i.e. participatory scenario analysis, or ex-post applications, such as participatory 
monitoring and evaluation. Special topics such as experiences made when sharing tacit 
knowledge and making it explicit, or other issues relating to enhanced mutual understanding be-
tween stakeholders of different social spheres, are also of interest. We welcome both theoreti-
cal/methodological contributions as well as empirical cases, for example in the area of food value 
chains or the rural development context. 
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Collaborative learning for self-driven change in complex situations  
 

M.J. Restrepo, M.A. Lelea, A.Christinck, C. Hülsebusch and B. Kaufmann 
 
German Institute for Tropical and Subtropical Agriculture (DITSL), Witzenhausen 

  

Abstract: 'Real world' systems change when actors (collectively) change their actions. Hence, 
research that aims at supporting self-driven change requires methodologies that integrate and ex-
pand different stakeholders’ knowledge and capacities, and leads to action. This can be achieved 
in a collaborative learning process that involves actors belonging to different activity systems 
(e.g. doing research, farming, governing) with their different interests, perspectives, access to 
information and types of knowledge. They jointly seek to find solutions and develop innovations 
in complex systems in a process of dialogue (questioning, contradiction, debate, understanding), 
discovery (observation, experimentation, diagnosis, reflection) and application of the new 
knowledge and practices. 

This paper aims to assess collaborative learning methodologies used in research projects dealing 
with the management and governance of farming and food systems. The assessment is based on a 
reflection/analysis of case studies presented at the 11th European IFSA symposium, April 2014 
Berlin. We examined the case studies focusing on the following aspects: (1) the identification and 
interaction of stakeholders, (2) the collaborative learning process itself, including shared problem 
view, knowledge integration and capacity building, and (3) the outcomes of the process in view 
of the ‘real world’ problem that was addressed. 

The analysis showed that case studies differed in the degree of involvement of multiple stake-
holders with diverse interests and knowledge. This points to the necessity to make the stakeholder 
integration process more explicit to allow for learning from successes and failures of previous 
projects. A common finding for the collaborative learning process was that trust among the dif-
ferent stakeholders was key to promoting knowledge exchange and mature reflection. The most 
common outcomes from the collaborative learning process were related to participants’ percep-
tion of gaining something meaningful, such as new relationships, new knowledge, and or skills. 
Most importantly, stakeholders’ awareness of their role in the process of change was strength-
ened. 

Keywords: collaborative learning, participation, change process, knowledge integration, capacity 
building 

 

 

Introduction 
Food and farming systems can be considered complex systems because they consist of human, 
social, technical, physical and natural components all contributing to production and value addi-
tion activities using biological organisms. As they form part of the ecosystems of specific loca-
tions, they are very diverse and heterogeneous over space and time. Furthermore they are charac-
terized as dynamic systems with many linear but also non-linear interrelations between different 
components (Folke et al., 2002). As some of the interrelations are circular, the systems respond to 
events via feedback mechanisms that either stabilise or amplify and reinforce processes within 
the system. That tends to make their outcome uncertain and unpredictable. Moreover, food and 
farming systems deeply depend on human management. The management measures are based on 
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the actors’ values and strategic goals, and based on their understanding of how these actions can 
influence the system and its outcomes (Kaufmann et al., 2013). Food and farming systems are 
characterized by having multiple actors involved, each with different interests, perceptions, ac-
cess to information, and types of knowledge. Within the system, these actors mutually depend on 
each other's actions.  

Globally, main problems in farming and food systems include, but are not limited to (i) food in-
security, (ii) resource exploitation, degradation and scarcity such as of water, soil and biodiversi-
ty. , (iv) climate variability and change with its’ associated extreme weather and disruption of 
expected patterns (ii) market uncertainty and instability, and (v) health hazards and food contam-
ination. Because of the aforementioned characteristics of complex food and farming systems, 
finding solutions to such problems involve several challenges. They require more than technolog-
ical solutions where 'real world' actors are seen as passive recipients of information and new or 
improved technologies. This is evinced by the failure to translate strategies for improvement or 
new technologies from formal research to the real world (van Veldhuizen et al., 1997; Critchley 
and Nyagah, 1999; Leeuwis, 1998). 

Hence, research that aims at fostering change in complex systems needs to involve 'real world' 
actors. This also recognises that in human activity systems, change can only happen if relevant 
actors change their actions. If the changes needed are beyond the scale of individual control, col-
lective or coordinated actions of multiple actors might be required. Humans might change their 
actions because of external motivation, such as incentives or new regulations, or because of inter-
nal motivation, arising from better understanding gained from a learning process. As stated by 
Checkland and Poulter (2010), whoever owns a problem should be a co-owner of the process to 
solve it. As multiple actors are interdependent in food and farming systems, involvement of and 
collaboration between different actors, each with their own interests, knowledge and capacities, 
becomes necessary.  

Even though learning among interconnected actors, sometimes also referred to as stakeholders, is 
recognized as a key element to promote solutions to the problems collectively faced (Leeuwis et 
al., 2002), little is known about how to enhance learning that promotes change in relation to sus-
tainability issues, such as climate change (Tschakert and Dietrich, 2010). To improve approaches 
that encourage learning processes among multiple stakeholders who share a common problem, 
Lang et al. (2012) and Cundill et al. (2013) specifically encourage comparative analysis of differ-
ent case studies. 

In this paper, we aim to provide a review of methodologies that were used in collaborative learn-
ing processes. Our assessment is based on an analysis of case studies that focus on methodologies 
used for collaborative learning and it is structured according to the following steps(1) identifica-
tion and interaction of stakeholders, (2) collaborative learning process, including knowledge inte-
gration, creation and application, and (3) outcomes of the process. Evaluation criteria derived 
from relevant theories (including Engeström, 1999; Kolb 1984; Mezirow, 2000; and Vygotsky, 
1978) are used to assess the methodologies used. To learn from the experiences shared by the 
authors of the case studies, we highlight successful examples and point to difficulties acknowl-
edged as warranting further methodological improvement.  
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Collaborative learning to foster self-driven change 
 
Collaboration 
Collaboration is a process through which different actors bring their attention to a shared issue in 
a constructive manner. It is possible that not all of the actors agree or share a common goal. Ra-
ther, to be a productive interaction, all of those involved must be willing to engage in a process 
which might be specifically designed to accommodate diverse viewpoints and perspectives – 
some of which may be at odds with each other and ontologically irreconcilable. These actors can 
be abstracted and/or grouped into categories with relevance to a certain topic, region, or issue and 
collectively referred to as stakeholders. For example, the International Fund for Agricultural De-
velopment (IFAD) defines stakeholders as, “an agency, organisation, group or individual who 
has a direct or indirect interest in the project/programme, or who affects or is affected positively 
or negatively by the implementation and outcome of it” (IFAD, 2002). Although the term ‘stake-
holder’ has its origin in business ethics literature (Freeman, 1984), it is commonly used in devel-
opment-oriented projects; and more broadly, in projects which seek to address a specific problem. 
Funding agencies for projects which bridge science with ‘real world’ application have also adopt-
ed this terminology. A colloquial explanation of the term is someone who has a ‘stake’ in a prob-
lem (either directly or indirectly). Literally, a stake is a wooden or metal post such as might be 
driven into the ground to claim ownership. In this case, it is claiming involvement in an issue, 
topic, region, or problem.  

Identifying stakeholders can benefit from social network analysis. This is specifically recom-
mended by Spielmann (2011:195) for researchers seeking to identify and implement relevant in-
novations. Although some stakeholders might be selected for participation due to certain criteria 
such as interest in a particular issue, it can be useful to approach stakeholder analysis iteratively 
throughout a project period as knowledge of the issues might change (Jepson and Eskerod, 2009; 
Reed, 2009).The benefits of having diverse stakeholders collaborate when approaching a com-
plex problem is that important aspects of the issue which might have otherwise been unconsid-
ered might emerge through the process of soliciting a wide range of perspectives (Cuppen, 2012; 
Roloff, 2008). Likewise, this increases the probability that a research project, governance strategy 
etc. is effective, relevant and implemented. For example, when stakeholders act in different activ-
ity systems, their experience will lead them to know certain parts of a process which might not be 
known by others. Stakeholders with different spheres of influence may have the ability to pro-
mote or discourage implementation of a project or idea within, for example, different groups, 
institutions, or regions. These experiences lead to diverse knowledge which can be relevant and 
necessary to achieving a goal.  

Learning 
Learning follows the principle of continuously reducing information or increasing order in the 
information either by structuring it or recognizing patterns (von Cube, 1967:53). How learning is 
achieved when aiming to foster self-driven change in complex systems is explained by relevant 
adult learning theories: experiential learning theory, transformative learning theory and Cultural 
Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) with its origins in socio-cultural theory. The first two focus 
on individual learning processes, where knowledge is produced through the transformation of 
experiences. The third learning theory is based on the assumption that we learn through our inter-
actions and communication with others.  

Experiential learning theory characterizes learning as a process of creating knowledge through 
transformation of experiences, or learning-by-doing. Kolb (1984:38) defines experiential learning 
as “the process whereby knowledge is created through transformation of experiences”. It follows 
an iterative learning cycle composed of four stages: concrete experiences, reflective observation, 
abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation (Kolb, 1984). The concrete experience 
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forms the basis for observation and reflection; with the experience one has the opportunity to 
consider what is working or failing (reflective observation), and to think about ways to improve 
on the next attempt (abstract conceptualization). Since practitioners´ knowledge is usually de-
rived from experience and partially implicit, reflection of their own actions can help to make this 
knowledge explicit and to share it with other stakeholders. Explicit knowledge can again become 
implicit if it becomes incorporated into new procedures and ‘ways of doing’. Facilitating this 
process of dynamic transformation of knowledge has been described by Nonaka and Takeuchi 
(1995) as an important aspect of learning and a source of innovation. 

Another more recent learning theory is the transformative learning theory. Mezirow (1991; 2000) 
describes learning as a reflective process that enables an individual’s perceptions to be altered. It 
centres on how to encourage learning so that an individual's relevance system is transformed 
through critical reflection. Knowledge can be defined as information that individuals have inter-
nalised and that on the whole forms their relevance systems with which they then further assess 
new information (Probst et al.1997). A change in the relevance system occurs after an individual 
faces a problem where past experiences offer no immediate solutions, also called disorienting 
dilemma. According to Mezirow (2000), there are two ways by which individuals learn: instru-
mental and communicative. Instrumental learning refers to improving a task-oriented problem, 
while communicative learning is related to the understanding of the meaning of what is commu-
nicated.  

It was Lev Vygotsky who first stated that we learn through our interactions and communications 
with others. His notion of zones of proximal development (ZPD) has implications for collabora-
tive approaches. According to Vygotsky, the ZPD is the distance between the actual and potential 
learning of an individual, where the actual is determined by his or her independent problem-
solving capacity, whereas the potential is determined by the individual’s problem-solving capaci-
ty under guidance or in collaboration with peers (Vygotsky, 1978:86). Hence, collaboration with 
others enables interacting in this way to go beyond their current learning capacity. The Cultural 
Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) explains how a group of people with different experiences 
and perspectives that are working in an object-oriented activity system, jointly develop new 
knowledge or tools to address their problems (Engeström, 1987; Engeström, 1999). 

Collaborative Learning 
A Collaborative Learning approach is conceptualized as a sequence of three processes, including: 
dialogue, discovery and application of new knowledge. During the process of dialogue (Phase A), 
information from different actors with different perspectives, hence different relevance systems, 
is synthesized. By questioning, clarifying contradictions and debating, a broader understanding is 
achieved. This is a process of knowledge integration. The process of discovery is intended to re-
solve knowledge conflicts and to fill knowledge gaps (Phase B). It consists of (1) testing ideas in 
order to gain experience, with or without conducting a trial experiment, (2) analysing new infor-
mation by questioning what worked and what didn't, and (3) drawing conclusions regarding what 
might need to be done differently. This process is characterized by creating new knowledge 
through each of the stages. When working in collaboration, participants become able to create 
new knowledge that goes beyond what either of them would have achieved individually. Apply-
ing the new knowledge is the basis leading to individual or collective actions where new practices 
are consolidated into a more broadly recognized social activity (Phase C). To engage in a process 
of continuous learning, this process should be documented.  

Collaborative learning processes foster two levels of learning outcomes. One of which is related 
to what participants, including researchers, can learn from the collaborative process itself, and the 
second of which is the actual content of the process. Outcomes from the content of the collabora-
tive learning process are related to (1) a change in the relevance system (2) enhanced problem-
solving capacity, and (3) increased action possibilities. Outcomes associated with the collabora-
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tive learning process entail enhancement of (1) social capital57 by enhancing trust, strengthening 
horizontal and vertical networks, and increased collaboration; (2) human capital mostly in the 
form of capacity building; and (3) agency.  

 
Methods 
This article is based on an analysis of 14 case studies designed to foster change in complex situa-
tions. Although each of these case studies has different perspectives and varied objectives, all 
focused on learning processes involving different stakeholders. Case studies were selected from 
submissions to the 11th European IFSA symposium, April 2014 in Berlin for workshop 1.7 on, 
‘Collaborative learning to solve problems and develop innovations in complex systems: focus on 
methodologies’.  

These case studies include research projects in Asia, Africa, Oceania, Central and South America, 
and Europe. Complex issues addressed range from sustainability of regional agro-ecological sys-
tems including farmer innovations and water management policy and practice to rural develop-
ment more broadly. A few specific examples include sustainable rubber cultivation in southwest-
ern China (Aenis and Wang), dairy farmer wintering practices in Southern New Zealand (Dalley 
et. al.), and water management in the Northeastern fenlands of Germany (Kröger et.al.). Some 
projects are in the early stages of project formation such as Tardivo et. al. who use conceptual 
maps from different stakeholders as a tool for analyzing perspectives relevant for a regional agri-
cultural action plan in a lavender and wheat growing region of Southern France. Others include 
multiple projects in many countries within their structure have been on-going for many years 
such as Waters-Bayer et al. Annex 1 gives a full list of the case studies. 

We conducted a content analysis of the information provided in the case studies to determine 
whether and how the evaluation criteria were achieved when using different methods or ap-
proaches. We further compiled the strong points and weaknesses as given by the authors when 
reflecting on the methodology. Selected case studies were coded using computer-assisted Qualita-
tive Data Analysis software in family R (Huang, 2012). We used the coding to construct tables to 
further synthesis. 

Assessment of collaborative learning methodologies  
The assessment of the methodologies used among these 14 case studies, is based on three aspects 
used to establish a collaborative learning approach. The first aspect deals with building the col-
laborative team and framing the problem. The second aspect is related to the collaborative learn-
ing process itself, and the phases of knowledge integration, creation and application. In the third 
aspect the outcomes from the process and from the content are outlined. A summary table, which 
relates methods used and assessment criteria, appears at the end of each section. 

Stakeholders’ identification and interactions 
The majority of case studies analyzed stated that active involvement of different stakeholders is 
one of the bases for success. Stakeholder representation was achieved using different methods 
such as network analysis, iterative stakeholder analysis, concept maps, interviews, and establish-
ing dialogue (Table 1). Key for enhancing participation in most of the projects was an agreement 
on the goals and approach, as well as a clarification of the role of each of the stakeholders in the 
process (Table 1). Participation was even driven from a local initiative (e.g. Ryschawy et al. and 
Chantré et al.), or participants were invited by researchers and peers (e.g. Dalley et. al.).  

Main challenges were departure of key staff and participant drop-off. Losing actors resulted in a 
loss of momentum. The main cause of participant drop-off was research fatigue. Research pro-

                                                 
57 The conceptualization for social and human capital are based on Pretty and Ward (2001) and Pelling and High (2005). 
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jects avoided research fatigue by monitoring project progress, maintaining relationships and en-
hancing communication. Giving all participants the opportunity to express themselves and valu-
ing their participation was also seen as key in enhancing participation and avoiding research fa-
tigue. Experienced facilitators used methods to help mitigate power imbalances of academic 
knowledge during group meetings and discussions. 

Table 1: Methods to establish collaboration and select stakeholders 
Collaboration Method Leads to/achievement (how) Assessment cri-

teria 
Stakeholder 
representation 

Network analysis (1,5) 
Stakeholder analysis (1,4,8) 
Interviews (2,3,6,10) 
Snowball sampling (9) 

Identification of institutions and actors 
(1,3,4,5)  
Insight into participant’s background and 
wishes (4,9) 

Multiple types of 
stakeholders 
included  

Diversity of in-
terests repre-
sented 

Stakeholder 
participation 
and roles 

Participants selected by: 
research team (1,5,7,9,12), 
peers (5,6) and invited to 
participate as volunteers 
(5,6,9,10) 
Local initiative (7,10) 

Pre-established selection criteria for participa-
tion (4,5,12), e.g. willingness to learn, good 
communicators, honest, committed, skills such 
as record keeping (5)  

Establishment of 
the collaboration 

Individual communication 
(5,7,9) 
General meeting (4,5,6,12) 

Definition of a common agenda that includes 
objectives, structure of the approach, roles and 
responsibilities (4,5,6,9)  

Clear benefits, 
roles and respon-
sibilities 

Communication platform 
(4,5,6,12) 

Regular meetings (face to face or via video 
conference) 

Communication 

Process supported by (pro-
fessional) facilitators 
(2,8,9,11,12,13) 

Giving all participants the opportunity to ex-
press themselves and valuing the participation 
(7,9) 
Researchers were seen as participants (not 
experts) in groups discussions (7,9,10) 

Power differences 
balanced 

The numbers in brackets refer to the research project where the example was extracted (see list of case studies in 
Annex 1) 

Methodologies for the collaborative learning process 
Finding solutions and developing innovations in complex systems was aimed at through a process 
of dialogue, discovery and in some cases application of new knowledge. A commonality between 
case studies was the use of visual tools and methods to have a visual representation of the system, 
its interactions, problems and contradictions. Visual representations enhance mature discussion 
and reflection among different actors. For instance, to bring together multiple perspectives and 
come to a common problem understanding, Tardivo et al. used cognitive maps and Schäfer et al. 
used constellation analysis; to analyze information d^^uring the process of knowledge creation, 
Ryschawy et al. used visual assessments of individual farm trajectories to understand major 
changes and to co-construct visions for desirable futures, McKee et al. used a schematic represen-
tation with symbols to reveal relationships between envisioned options (  

Constructing knowledge through a process of discovery was characterized by iterative activities 
in which actors compared practices or management strategies, collectively shared information 
(with or without conducting experiments or trials) analyzed it and interpreted it. A commonality 
between case studies was the collective assessment and evaluation of one’s own and others’ prac-
tices, innovations or ideas. On-going discussions were facilitated allowing sufficient time for de-
bate. The collaborative learning process in several research projects ended here; hence partici-
pants had not yet applied the new knowledge, or this was not documented. Some case studies 
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proceed with the application of new knowledge in the form of collective or individual actions to 
scale up. Some of the case studies are in the preliminary phases of longer-term research projects 
and others are in the process of formulating institutionalization strategies to support collaborative 
learning in agriculture after many years of working together. 

Because of the often rigid structure of research project funding, most of the projects reported 
common challenges for the collaborative learning process. The first difficulty was to create a 
joint definition of a problem, where researchers and practitioners together decided upon the need 
to organize the process, and how to ensure that a project’s goals, tasks and activities depart from 
a common reference point. Some project leaders overcame this concern by framing the project 
according to previously known stakeholders’ concerns or by including steps during the initiation 
of the project specifically geared towards creating a common understanding of the problem or, in 
cases of controversy, by clearly representing multiple perspectives, options and possibilities for 
understanding a problem. Other difficulties identified were to achieve that diverse actors agree 
upon a common agenda, and to integrate needed flexibility in the project framework for respond-
ing adequately to feedback from participants.  

Outcomes from the collaborative learning process 
Outcomes from the collaborative learning processes are related to (1) the process itself, or (2) the 
content of the process. Not all outcomes, such as strengthened networks, can be directly meas-
ured and so must be assessed through the use of proxies (Table 3). A prevailing success factor 
reported in the case studies analyzed was that trust among actors promoted knowledge exchange 
and mature reflections. Among the case studies, collaborative learning strengthened vertical and 
horizontal networks and enhanced the ability of multiple actors to address a common problem. 
For example, programs which aim to strengthen networks and capacity for local innovation and 
rural development in multiple countries are discussed by Waters-Bayer et. al. and by Hofmann-
Souki et al. Capacity building was evinced by increased organizational management capacities of 
participants, and improvements made to the process after feedback. These case studies demon-
strate institutionalization processes linked to supporting collaborative learning. Others support 
collaborative learning in new projects (Nicetic and van de Fliert, Dalley et al.) or among stake-
holders (McKee et al., and Chantré et al.) 

Reported outcomes with regard to the `real world´ problem addressed are related to: (1) a change 
in the relevance system, (2) enhanced problem-solving capacity, and (3) increased actions possi-
bilities.  
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Table 2: Methods for dialogue, discovery and application of new knowledge in relation to assessment criteria. The 
numbers in brackets refer to the research project where the example was extracted 

Collaborative 
learning process Method Example Assessment crite-

ria 

Process of dia-
logue: Integrating 
knowledge  

Literature review (3,5) 
Surveys (2,5,7) and interviews 
(1,2,3,4,5,7,10) 

Farmers and stakeholders give access 
to their knowledge (1,2,3,4,7)  
Identify criteria farmers use to assess 
the success of their systems or the 
challenges faced by their systems 
(3,5) 

Diverse inputs or 
knowledge types 

Identify past and present farming 
practices, farmers strategies and ob-
jectives (2,4,5,6,7,12) 

Multiple perspec-
tives on the com-
plex problem 

Collective meeting with mul-
tiple actors (3,4,7,8,12), focus 
group discussion (8,9), work-
shops (2,3,4,5,8) 
Communication tools, e.g. 
brainstorming (2), visual as-
sessment (7) 
Participatory mapping (2) 
Reframing (9) 
Constellation analysis (3) 
Cognitive maps (1) 

Discussion to enable improvement of 
interpretations (2,3,4,7) 
Identify relations in different percep-
tions, competing interest or problems 
(3) 
Broader insight into local priorities 
(2,3,4, 5,6,7,12)  
Mapping main farming management 
strategies (2) 

Perspectives ex-
changed and modi-
fied 

Shared problem perception (3,5,9,12), 
and directions for sustainable solu-
tions (9) 
Identify relevant innovation (7) or 
solutions to test (2,9) 

Shared understand-
ing develops 

Process of discov-
ery: Constructing 
knowledge 

Co-inquiry (10), participatory 
trial development (12) 
Modeling and (on-farm) simu-
lation (2,7,10,14)  

Testing of new/improved strategies in 
production systems (6,12)  
Co-construction, simulation and 
evaluation of scenarios/models with 
real actors in real farms/situations 
(2,7,10) 

Gain experience by 
testing new ideas  

Field days/visits (5,6,12), 
innovation fairs (6) 
Monitoring farming practices / 
strategies (5,10,12) 

Meeting with different actor to moni-
tor progress (10,12) 

Observation 

Group discussions 
(2,4,5,6,7,8,9,12) 
Co-opting (5) 
Participatory assessment of 
farming practices / strategies 
(12)  
Visual tools (9) 

Discussion of experi-
ments/innovations (6,12) 
Comparing practices and manage-
ment strategies between farmers (5,6)  
Schematic exercise to stress relations 
(9)  

Analyze informa-
tion and identify 
cause-effect rela-
tions 

Co-construction of scenarios 
(7,8,9,10,14) 
Participatory evaluation 
(5,6,12) Co-developing op-
tions for improvement (2,4,5) 

Participatory assessment and evalua-
tion of own and others’ practices, 
innovations or ideas (5,6,7,12)  
Unfold pathways to achieve desired 
visions (2,9) 
Recommendations for next season’s 
experiments (12) 

Interpret results and 
draw conclusions 

Applying new 
knowledge 

Large scale test (12) 
Implementation of changes 
(10) 

Test promising systems in larger 
areas (10,12) 
Joint innovation activities (6) 

Change of practice, 
shared actions,  
new action options 
and activities 
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A change in the relevance systems among researchers and stakeholders occurred through joint 
efforts to consolidate a common understanding of the problem which also integrated representa-
tions of diverse and sometimes contradictory understandings, as well as processes to find solu-
tions and to develop innovations. In many case studies, the process enhanced the problem-solving 
of participants, including researchers, as when participants gain a better understanding of the 
complexity of the systems analysed, and their capacity to assess relevant contextual information 
is augmented. Increased action possibilities were reported mostly in the form of improved prac-
tices, strategies and tools adapted to `real world´ actors’ realities (Dalley et al., Water-Bayers et 
al., McKee et al., Chantré et al., and Nicetic and van de Fliert). For instance, Nicetic and van de 
Fliert co-develop new soil management practices that include important parameters defined by 
farmers, such as labor requirements.  

Other outcomes reported in the case studies analysed were the co-creation of communication ma-
terial, and recommendations for extension programs and policy makers (Table 3). One difficulty 
found in case studies was that participants, including researchers, were worried about achieving 
particular results (e.g. publications in scientific papers, new methodologies). Some researchers 
found increased motivation from the satisfaction of seeing some of the results immediately put 
into action. 

 

Table 3: Learning outcomes from the collaborative learning process 
Learning 
level Outcome Example 

From the 
process 

Social capital: 
(i) enhanced trust 

Recognition of others’ perspectives and goals, and clarifying roles 
(2,5,9,13,14), as actors feel valued 
Participants freely expressed ideas (2,9) 
Establishing long term relations (9) 
Cohesive team (5) 

(ii) strengthening 
networks 

Horizontal networks in between farmers e.g. through informal ex-
change (5,6), innovation fairs (6), and visits (5,6), workshops (4) 
Vertical networks between different actor in the project, e.g. through 
a communication platform (2,3,4,5,6,7,9,12), or using other commu-
nication technologies (2,5,6) 

(iii) enhanced 
collaboration 

Between researchers and farmers in the experimentation (12), innova-
tion process (6), building models (2) 
Among farmers in the innovation process (6) 

Human capital: 
Capacity build-
ing  

Researchers become facilitators (12) 
Enhanced organizational management, leadership, planning, manage 
funds, record keeping (6) among `real world´ actors 
Local actor document the process (6,11) 
Participants desire to continue with the approach after project ended 
(5,6,9,12)  
Improvements of the process identified: activities modified after 
feedback and agreement of all participants, e.g. inclusion of new step 
in PM&E (12), creation of communities of practice to broaden the 
assessment (5), increased level of complexity in experiment and in-
volvement of actors (6) 

Agency Higher awareness of participants’ and researchers’ role in self-driven 
change (9) 
Awareness of the importance of a closer collaboration with farmers 
(4,5,6,12) 
Self confidence among participants, e.g. farmers interaction with 
other actors (6,7) 
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From the 
content 

Change in the rele-
vance system 

To asses relevant information (6) 
Discourses altered (2,3,4,9,12), through the joint effort to find a joint 
solution to the problem  
Maturity of discourses (2,3,4,9) 

Enhanced problem-
solving capacity 

Understand the complexity of the system (1,2,3,4,5), also researchers 
(3,4,12) 
Identify and support innovations (6,7) 
Farmer had access to monitoring information (5,12), and used it as 
feedback for further knowledge creation (2,12) 
Identification of out-scaling possibilities and difficulties (12) 

Increased action 
possibilities 

Improved practices, benchmarks and tools adapted to smallholders’ 
realities (5,6,12) 
Recommendations to extension (5,12), decision support tools (2,3,5), 
and communication material (4,5,6)  
Visions or scenarios (2,4,7,8,9,10) that may facilitate changes in poli-
cies/ management actions 

The numbers on banquets refer to the research project where the example was extracted. 
 
 
Discussion 
This systematic review of case studies revealed opportunities and challenges arising from a col-
laborative learning process. In all case studies, `real world´ actors with diverse interests, perspec-
tives, access to information and knowledge types were involved in order to foster debate and 
knowledge exchange. Many of the case studies did, however, not detail how stakeholders were 
identified. How the collaboration was established varied among the different projects. Some pro-
jects were established after a local initiative, while in most, participants were invited by the re-
searchers to participate in the project. They were either invited to speak for themselves, or to rep-
resent a group with assumed similar interest and perspectives (see Table 1).  

Few case studies were explicit about participant selection criterion. One example is Dalley et al. 
who explicated the selection criteria for monitor farmers and who structured their upscaling pro-
cess in a way that participating farmers selected peers to establish a community of practice. In-
formation regarding how a balanced group composition was achieved was also not specified. The 
case studies of Murgue et al. and Bewsell et al. deliberately maintained stakeholder groups divid-
ed to overcome conflict situations. As it can be challenging to bring together actors with different 
interests, this points to the need to make the process of stakeholders’ identification and interac-
tion more explicit. There is further the risk to overlook heterogeneity within the different stake-
holder groups and hence select ‘representatives’ that are not necessarily those that should be ad-
dressed in light of the problem. Hence, caution needs to be exercised when assuming that a par-
ticipant from a particular group can stand in for the perspective of the entire group. For this rea-
son, it is important to detail how participants are invited to join a project and reflect why some 
may want to participate and not others. 

The selection of stakeholder in case studies which lead to the implementation of policies, creating 
or modifying policies, or that might have a restricting impact on individual or collective action 
possibilities needs to be treated even more carefully, because the power dynamics become more 
laden. For example, Bewsell et. al. in New Zealand used a participatory process with a delibera-
tion matrix to identify the amount of nutrient runoff that local stakeholders found acceptable for 
policy implementation. Chantré et. al. were following a specific process set by the European Wa-
ter Framework Directive for informing agricultural action plans regarding water catchment areas 
in France. Here the collaborative learning processes can become compromised when negotiation 
supersedes learning. A key variable was whether or not participation was voluntary and whether 
one is representing oneself or representing a group. The representative bears the responsibility of 
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bringing the best outcome for the group which does not always lend itself to the trust needed in 
collaborative learning processes where openness to the discovery of new ideas is needed.  

 Knowledge integration through the process of dialogue was achieved either by bringing together 
different perspectives or by encouraging a ‘dialogue between different knowledge types’. Trans-
formative learning, or a transformation of participants´ relevance system, was achieved only after 
this ‘dialogue between knowledge types’. To illustrate, Nicetic and van de Fliert encountered that 
individual discourses of some participants were altered through the joint efforts to find a shared 
problem. During the process of discovery, participants gained experiences by testing new ideas, 
either in practice (e.g. co-inquiry and experimentation) or in thinking (e.g. scenario analysis). 
New information gained was augmented by implementing a monitoring system that included the 
use of various instruments and perspectives different from those regularly used (see Table 2). The 
new information was then analyzed to understand what was working or failing and in order to 
work towards consensus on ways to improve it (e.g. pathways to achieve visions or recommenda-
tions for next season´s experiments). The cycle was closed by applying the new knowledge. This 
cycle follows Kolb´s learning cycle (1984).  

Our analysis suggests that trust building is a key element for collaboration in the learning process, 
and it is the result of a well structured and facilitated process where actors had sufficient time to 
integrate their knowledge, get a joint understanding of the problem and to decide about goals, 
tasks and activities. McKee et al. and Murgue et al. pointed to the importance of designing steps 
to especially build trust between researchers and participants. Initial clarification of roles and 
benefits from participating in the project diminishes opportunistic behavior and unrealistic expec-
tations. Building trust was also achieved according to Dalley et al. and Murgue et al. by allowing 
sufficient time for discussion and debate. Developing a communication system was also attrib-
uted as a trust-building mechanism, as stated by Nicetic and van de Fliert, Dalley et al., Water-
Bayers et al., and Chavez-Tafur et al. Collaborative learning approaches will additionally benefit 
from a deeper understanding of trust-building mechanisms..  

Despite such efforts, trust between researchers and other stakeholders is not a given. For exam-
ple, Aenis and Wang describe how a workshop for their research team was organized on the topic 
of the importance of interacting with non-academic stakeholders. They described how many re-
searchers came to appreciate the value, while still some skeptics remained within the research 
network. As human interactions can always turn unpredictable and require adaptation and com-
promise even when all participants go into an interaction with the best of intentions, the likeli-
hood of participants gaining something meaningful from the interaction decreases when the inter-
action is viewed with distrust or as an obligation to be fulfilled because of external factors such as 
requirements of a funding organization.  

Working in groups can help to build trust through opportunities of expression. Participants in 
collaborative learning processes strengthened their problem-solving capacities when working in 
groups, as collaboration with others enables collaborators to increase their capacities (Vygotsky, 
1978). For instance, when stakeholders in general, but also highly specialized researchers, get 
insight into the complexity of the systems they work on, as reported by Dalley et al. Overall, 
there was a growing awareness of the importance of collaboration in a process of change, as for 
example was evinced after the implementation of a Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation 
(PM&E), which enable researchers to conduct field experiments with farmers, not merely on 
farmers’ fields (Nicetic and van de Fliert).  

We found that a key outcome from the collaborative learning process itself was that `real world´ 
actors perceived that they have gained something meaningful from participating in the process, 
for instance when the goals of the project were aligned with their needs. When this was the case, 
participants were even likely to continue the endeavor. When participants’ benefits are clear from 
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the beginning, at the end of the project there is a positive feeling of growth, improvement and 
satisfaction, even when it is not linked to tangible outcomes. For instance, participants in differ-
ent case studies expressed they have benefitted by increasing their horizontal and/or vertical so-
cial networks.  

 
Conclusions 
In a collaborative learning process, diverse `real world´ actors come together to create solutions 
that are beyond individual possibilities. This process includes dialogue, discovery and applying 
the new knowledge. Main issues to promote collaborative learning among different stakeholders 
are trust-building mechanisms, allowing time for the process, using varied and iterative visual 
tools, and planning the approach so that all actors have the opportunity to gain something mean-
ingful. With time, participants’ awareness of their roles in the process of creating change is 
strengthened, while simultaneously, awareness of the importance of collaboration increases. This 
collaboration between stakeholders, and especially between academics and practitioners and oth-
er societal stakeholders improves the ability to respond, adapt and intentionally transform in rela-
tion to the complex problems. Specifically with regard to the complex socio-ecological systems 
of which agriculture is a part, these methods are valuable tools for engagement. 
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Annex 1. Selected case studies using a collaborative learning approach 
 Case studies 
1 Agro-socio systems diagnosis: cognitive maps to formalize stakeholders’ knowledge and 

viewpoints 
C. Tardivo, S. Delmotte, C. Le Page, and J.M. Barbier 

2 Agricultural viability in a water-deficit basin: can participatory modeling and design activities 
trigger collaboration between water management and agriculture stakeholders? 
C. Murgue, O. Therond and D. Leenhardt 

3 Integration of knowledge in inter- and transdisciplinary research projects: Use of constellation 
analysis in a project of sustainable land use management 
M. Kröger, M. Schäfer and J. Rückert-John 

4 From information giving to mutual scenario definition: Stakeholder participation towards Sus-
tainable Rubber Cultivation in Xishuangbanna, Southwest China 
T. Aenis and J. Wang 

5 A co-development approach to investigating wintering options on dairy farms in Southern New 
Zealand 
D.E. Dalley, J.B. Pinxterhuis, M. Hunter, T. Geddes, and I. Tarbotton 

6 Joint learning through facilitation of locally managed innovation funds 
A. Waters-Bayer, L. van Veldhuizen and C. Wettasinha 

7 Evaluating innovative scenarios to enhance mixed crop-livestock farms sustainability: a part-
nership methodology based on long-term farmers’ strategies  
J. Ryschawy, A. Joannon and A. Gibon 

8 Reflections on and lessons from a deliberative process for water management – a New Zealand 
case study 
D. Bewsell, B. Small and K. Rijswijk 

9 ‘Shift happens’: Co-constructing transition pathways towards the regional sustainability of 
agriculture in Europe  
A. McKee, K. Holstead, L.A. Sutherland, T. Pinto-Correia, and H. Guimarães 

10 Re-think agricultural practices to improve water quality: two participatory methodologies for 
collaborative learning  
E. Chantré, L. Prost, L. Guichard, R. Reau, and J. De Malleray 

11 From systematization to learning 
J. Chavez-Tafur, T. Pinzas and T. Gianella 

12 Changing institutional culture: PM&E in transdisciplinary research for development 
O. Nicetic and E. van de Fliert 

13 Establishing transdisciplinary research and learning environments for rural development – a 
network and process model 
S. Hofmann-Souki, A. Acevedo Osorio, T. Camacho Bernal, W. Bokelmann, J. Cruz Morales, 
M. López and M.R. Yumbla 

14 Innovative governance and dynamics of cognitive models for agriculture in territorial devel-
opment. Lessons from a collaborative research program 
A. Torre and F. Wallet 
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Abstract: This communication presents a diagnosis of the local context as a preliminary step to 
support collaborative learning for agricultural development at the regional scale. Our method is 
based on a two-step investigation: a description of the socio-ecological system (defined in this 
paper as the combination of the agricultural system, the ecological system, and the local socio-
economic system) and a stakeholder analysis aiming to support the design and the evaluation of 
the forthcoming participatory process. Cognitive maps (CM) are used to formalize both analyses. 

Twenty semi-structured interviews were conducted in a south-of-France agricultural region, the 
plateau de Valensole, with various stakeholders concerned with the development of agriculture 
and who have different missions and knowledge (heads of cooperatives, advisors, representatives 
of public organizations, representative of farmers’ unions…). The interviews focused on the de-
scription of the region, on stakeholders involved in agricultural management, and on the current 
state, issues and possible evolutions of the agricultural system. Based on interviews’ transcripts, a 
CM was built for each of the twenty interviewed stakeholders. Each map contains the concepts 
quoted by the interviewee (structural components, stakeholders and characteristics) and their 
links characterized by cause-effect relationships. During the forthcoming steps, the CMs will be 
completed and validated by a second round of interviews with stakeholders. They will then be 
compared in order to support a stakeholder analysis based on stakeholders’ viewpoints. They will 
also be aggregated in order to conceptualize the socio-ecological system, to be potentially used 
later for a computerized model. 

In this paper, we present two resulting maps to show their contribution to the socio-ecological 
system conceptualization and stakeholder analysis. Those cognitive maps allow for synthetizing 
types of knowledge (e.g. empirical, technical and scientific) and many viewpoints at different 
scales (e.g. field, farm and region). 

Keywords: socio-ecological system, cognitive maps, stakeholder analysis, agricultural systems, 
agricultural development  
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The participation of stakeholders in research and development projects targeting the sustainable 
development of agricultural areas has proved to be essential  (Faure et al., 2010). This participa-
tion ideally takes the form of collaborative learning, a process through which stakeholders’ view-
points can be articulated and knowledge shared (Reed et al., 2010). Such kinds of projects start 
with an initial diagnosis of the local context (Barnaud et al., 2006 ; Faure et al., 2010). In the lit-
erature, two types are highlighted: 

- Diagnosis of the socio-ecological system: Applied to agricultural regions, we define a socio-
ecological system as the combination of the agricultural system, the ecological system, and 
the local socio-economic system. This definition includes the identification of embedded sup-
ply chains. Such a diagnosis aims to analyze the current characteristics and dynamics of the 
socio-ecological system and is used as support for collective thinking about agricultural sus-
tainability (Delmotte, 2011). It is argued that such a system diagnosis has to be realized 
among multiple spatial and temporal scales (Ostrom, 2009). The following points are neces-
sary in order to address the multifunctionality of agriculture in this diagnosis: (i) the identifi-
cation and description of the main agricultural activities (e.g. cropping and livestock systems) 
and non-agricultural activities (e.g. supply chains, agro-tourism activities, protection of biodi-
versity…); (ii) the elicitation of system dynamics by the exploration of cause-effect relation-
ships within the system; (iv) the understanding of the main issues and opportunities for the 
studied area (Rossing et al., 2007). 

- Stakeholder analysis: Supporting collaborative learning seeks to take into account and artic-
ulate the different viewpoints stakeholders have on the studied area and topic (Reed et al., 
2010). For this research project, our definition of a ‘viewpoint’ is the way stakeholders per-
ceive their environment, including their goals, interests, knowledge and expertise (Grimble & 
Wellard, 1997 ; Faure et al., 2010). Viewpoints are structured according to stakeholders’ 
scales of interest, defined as the scale to which objectives are focused, and scales of influence, 
defined as the scale to which stakeholders’ actions occurs. The stakeholder analysis includes 
also a social network analysis, that supports the identification of current coordination and ne-
gotiation structures (Prell et al., 2009). For projects targeting the sustainable development of 
agricultural regions, stakeholder analysis aims at (i) selecting  stakeholders who should par-
ticipate to the project, using criteria such as representativeness and equity (Prell et al., 2009), 
(ii) adapting the design of the participatory process to the social and institutional context 
(Mathevet et al., 2010), and (iii) serving as baseline for the evaluation of the process, in terms 
of impact on stakeholders’ perceptions and interactions (Barnaud et al., 2006). 

 
Completing these two diagnoses requires the synthesis of many types of knowledge (e.g. empiri-
cal, technical and scientific) and many viewpoints at different scales (e.g. field, farm and region). 
Additionally, these diagnoses draw upon various disciplines (e.g. agronomical and environmental 
sciences, sociology, geography, economy and management sciences). A method encompassing 
this diversity is therefore needed. Cognitive maps (CM) proved to be relevant for addressing 
complex systems and incorporating the diversity of knowledge formalized through different dis-
ciplines (Jones et al., 2011). 

Eden (2004) defined CMs as visual representations of complex systems, abstracting relationships 
between concepts or stakeholders through lines and arrows. CMs have been used for different 
purpose:  

- Cognitive mapping for stakeholder analysis: CMs have been used in order to elicit the way 
people self-represent a system and its dynamics, and are therefore assimilated to mental mod-
els (Becu, 2006). Individual cognitive mapping methods are used to elicit viewpoints that are 
held by the different stakeholders involved in the management of a socio-ecological system 
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(Jones et al., 2011 ; Mathevet et al., 2011). Comparison of these different viewpoints is there-
fore possible and contribute to the stakeholder analysis as defined above (Hjortsø et al., 
2005). It can be realized thanks to statistical methods, allowing for the comparison of a great 
number of CMs (Markoczy & Goldberg, 1995 ; Mathevet et al., 2011 ; Schaffernicht & 
Groesser, 2011). 

- Cognitive mapping for socio-ecological system conceptualization: Collective CMs have 
been used for qualitatively modeling agricultural, socio-ecological or management systems. 
In this case CMs often take the form of causal maps (defined as CMs for which relationships 
are causal), and consider concepts as variables of the system (Fairweather & Hunt, 2011). 
Fuzzy CMs, defined as CM for which relationship intensity is quantified, allows for semi-
quantitative analysis (Özesmi & Özesmi, 2004). Especially used for socio-ecological systems, 
conceptualization aiming to take into account empirical knowledge, fuzzy CMs allows for 
dealing with different degrees of accuracy, though quantification of the probability of rela-
tionships (Kosko, 1986). System conceptualization through causal maps can also be used as a 
base for scenario development (van Vliet et al., 2010) or agricultural system design 
(Gouttenoire, 2010). Methodological developments aim to use CMs as conceptual models for 
simulation tool development and as a support for scenario building (Dray et al., 2006 ; van 
Kouwen et al., 2008 ; Le Page et al., 2010 ; Etienne et al., 2011). 

CMs can be built using three different approaches:  

- Collective cognitive mapping (Mendoza & Prabhu, 2006 ; Gouttenoire, 2010 ; van Vliet 
et al., 2010 ; Etienne et al., 2011), 

- Individual cognitive mapping with each stakeholder, then maps aggregation (Dray et al., 
2006 ; Fairweather & Hunt, 2011). 

- Individual cognitive mapping by the researcher from semi-directive interview coding, and 
aggregation (Özesmi & Özesmi, 2004 ; Vanwindekens et al., 2013). 

In this paper, we present a preliminary analysis that we are in the process of undertaking in the 
Plateau de Valensole, South of France. It is in the context of this ‘research and development’ pro-
ject, that we are mobilizing the CMs discussed in this paper. We present (i) the way we built the 
CMs, (ii) examples of resulting CMs, and finally (iii) the type of analyses that we are working 
towards. As this is an ongoing project, the foreseen next steps and final outcomes are presented 
but still subject to modification according to the needs and realities of the participatory process. 

 
Method for analysing the socio-ecological system of the plateau de Valensole, South 
of France 
This initial diagnosis is the first step of a project which aims to integrate local stakeholders into 
the design of a negotiated action plan for the agricultural development of the Plateau de 
Valensole, a 80 000 Ha agricultural region, in the south of France. This region is characterized by 
production systems mostly based on lavender and durum wheat, leading to famous working land-
scapes – notably when the lavender is in bloom – that attract a lot of tourists. 

Our research started with interviews of the main stakeholders in the region, from which we de-
veloped CMs. The next steps of the methods (§ iii to v) are still on-going but presented here to 
show the logic of the already completed activities. 

- Individual interviews: Twenty semi-structured interviews were conducted with various 
stakeholders concerned by the development of agriculture in the plateau de Valensole 
(heads of cooperatives, advisors, representatives of public organizations, representatives 
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Crop system level 
Stakeholder A mentioned two structural components at crop system level: the lavender crop, and 
the other crops. Five characteristics have been elicited for lavender crop, whose four are interre-
lated: the scarcity of suitable pesticides for lavender crop implies an increase of lavender diseas-
es. These diseases have two consequences: the decrease of lavender production and the use of 
pesticides in great quantity. The fact that lavender impoverishes soil organic matter has also been 
elicited. All other crops appear as one sole structural component as stakeholder A didn’t differen-
tiate them during the interview. They have only one characteristic: except lavender, few crops are 
suitable for the region. 

Farm level 
Three structural components have been elicited at farm level: a socio-economic one (lavender 
farm), an agricultural one (rotation), and a natural resource (soils). Two stakeholders have also 
been mentioned: beekeepers who depend on lavender crops, and lavender farmers who manage 
lavender farms. Four characteristics have been elicited for a lavender farm: (1) the specialization 
of a farm in lavender production implies (2) good farm profitability, and also (3) the need for 
expensive tools and machinery. As a consequence, (4) farms increase in size, this dynamic being 
also due to the decrease of lavender production at lavender crop level. As lavender is the founda-
tional crop of a lavender farm, a relationship has been elicited between those two structural com-
ponents. One vicious circle is put in evidence through the relationships between crop rotations, 
soils, and the cultivated non-lavender species: the limited number of suitable crops creates a very 
simple rotation that is seen as a driver of soil degradation; the latter limiting the number of suita-
ble crops. Soil degradation also has two causes at lavender crop level: the fact that lavender is 
exporting a lot of organic matter and the use of pesticides in great quantity. 

Regions and country levels 
Only one structural component has been identified at these scales: the climate. Dry climate is a 
limiting factor for cropping systems diversification. Lavender and cereals cooperatives have been 
elicited as supply chain stakeholders, as they are the purchasers of lavender farmers’ production. 
Another stakeholder, widely named “touristic structures” has been identified at the regional scale, 
and is presented as dependent upon lavender crops. Stakeholders cooperating on technical aspects 
have been identified, namely the technical institutes, irrigation company, cereals cooperatives and 
the chamber of agriculture. 

 
Analyzing the CMs 
 
Diagnosis of the socio-ecological system 
In order to illustrate how CMs can be compared, a second example of a CM is given in figure 3. 
This CM has been built from the interview of the head of an economic institution that aims to 
coordinate the lavender supply chain, later referred to as ‘stakeholder B’. 
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interest for this stakeholder. On the contrary, stakeholder A did not mention it. Stakeholder A 
also gave a lot of technical details about lavender crops and how these influence the operation of 
lavender farms, highlighting the centrality of technical issues for this stakeholder. To the contra-
ry, stakeholder B gave more information about supply chains and related stakeholders, showing 
that this stakeholder viewpoint is focalized on socio-economic issues. 

The elicitation of the relationships between stakeholders contributes also to social network analy-
sis. Figure 3 shows that stakeholder B’s institution has strong relationships with lavender supply 
chain organizations (cooperatives, soap industry, distillery…) while stakeholder A is essentially 
in collaboration with technical structures (figure 2). Information is also given about relationships 
between other stakeholders. By aggregating the information of the two CMs, we can see that lav-
ender cooperatives have relationships with lavender farmers, “first buyers” and the “organism for 
lavender supply chain coordination”; but that no relationship has been elicited with the chamber 
of agriculture. No relationship has also been elicited with the touristic structures, which would 
suggest that these stakeholders are isolated from the lavender production despite being dependent 
upon it. These preliminary results still have to be analyzed within the context of other stakehold-
ers’ CMs. 

 
Discussions and perspectives  
 
Contribution to the diagnosis of the socio-ecological system 
Each CM is a specific representation of the socio-ecological system, based on a particular stake-
holder’s perspectives about the region. At a glance, it is possible to visualize structural compo-
nents of the system, their characteristics and dynamics, and cause-effect relationships occurring 
within the system, allowing for a description of the system structure and of its dynamics. The 
formalization through representation at different spatial scales helps to show the links between 
different sub-systems operating at different levels (e.g. field, farm and supply chain). The rele-
vant issues of the agricultural systems can be addressed through the main characteristics, and can 
be linked. This wide and systemic vision is important in methodologies aiming to have direct or 
indirect impact on agricultural management, in order to master all collateral consequences of ac-
tion plans (Sattler et al., 2010). 

The second step of the CLIMATAC project aims to develop a conceptual model at the farm and 
regional scale. This conceptual model will then be used in order to develop a model for participa-
tory scenario assessment with stakeholders. It will be structured according to the delimitation of 
the objectives of the project and clarification of the question that is the focus of the continued 
research. The aggregated thematic CM could therefore be considered as a conceptual model of 
the system, to be discussed and improved during collective meetings with stakeholders, following 
the approach presented in Le Page et al. (2010) and Etienne et al. (2011). For this purpose, the 
utilization of these CMs during the initial diagnosis can also get the stakeholders familiarized 
with this kind of system representation. 

Contribution to the stakeholder analysis 
The method presented above has two main contributions in terms of stakeholder analysis. First, 
CMs can be considered as mental models of the stakeholders, and therefore used to elicit stake-
holders’ viewpoints. CM can be compared using quantitative analyses based on their structure, on 
the number and nature of elicited concepts or CM density, resulting in a stakeholder categoriza-
tion (Özesmi & Özesmi, 2004). Such categorization can then be used in order to design the par-
ticipation process, in order to ensure that all viewpoints are represented in the process. Moreover, 
this categorization can help the evaluation of the process, by the comparison of its impacts on the 
different types of stakeholders. Second, the aggregation of the CMs leads to a thematic CM rep-
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resenting the social network, through the synthesis of current relationships between stakeholders. 
Social network analysis are relevant tools for participatory process (Guérin Schneider et al., 
2010). Indeed, they allow for following the evolution of relationships between stakeholders, and 
help to explain some stakeholders’ behavior during the participatory process. 

 
Influence of researcher on CMs 
In this method, the CMs were built by a researcher from stakeholders’ interviews. Biases are 
therefore important, as such the indirect elicitation method necessarily entails some simplifica-
tions (Edkins, 1998). A CM is an interpretation of the interview, rather than a sole graphical rep-
resentation, the researcher’s knowledge and vision influencing the CMs structure (Eden, 2004). 
Moreover, homogenization of the wordings of the concepts has been carried out in order to facili-
tate CMs aggregation, but can imply changes in word meaning. An example can be given by the 
utilization of the words “lavender producer” by the stakeholder B during the interview, when 
stakeholder A used the words “lavender farmer” (fig. 3). It shows differences in stakeholders vi-
sions, as stakeholder B used a term related to the supply chain and stakeholder A used a term 
related to the farming activity. We can consider that these two terms have the same meaning, and 
then replace “lavender producer” by “lavender farm”, but such a change must be discussed with 
stakeholder B in order to avoid misunderstanding. Heterogeneity in interviews’ duration (from 
one to two hours) also implies discrepancies when formalizing the concepts. However, to over-
come these limitations, the maps were iteratively checked during their elaboration by the re-
searcher to homogenize the mapping process. The integration of the validation step (step iii) sug-
gested in the method aims to limit these biases, by giving the opportunity to the interviewee to 
modify the CM. 

 
Conclusion 
This paper presents a method to realize an initial diagnosis of the local context, as a preliminary 
step of a participatory research project targeting the sustainable development of agriculture at the 
regional level. This method contributes to the achievement of this diagnosis in two ways: (i) it 
contributes to the implementation of the project itself through the conceptualization of the socio-
ecological system (ii) it contributes to the evaluation of this project through the stakeholder anal-
ysis. Implementation of the first two steps of this method in a region in the south-of-France 
showed that CM are a valuable tool for representing a diversity of knowledge, fields of activity, 
scales, and viewpoints represented by the interviewed stakeholders. This method therefore allows 
for simultaneously dealing with the two types of analysis, while most methodologies focus on 
only one of these aspects at a time. 

The next steps of the project will allow for the verification of these maps with the interviewees to 
limit biases introduced by the fact that the maps were built by the researcher. CM will therefore 
have a new function: they will be used as an artefact in order to share information between the 
researcher and the interviewee. Through this boundary object, a representation of stakeholder’s 
viewpoint, validated by the stakeholder and understood by the researcher will be possible. 
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Abstract: Some hydro-systems are in structural water deficit: human water uses are too high to 
allow a good ecological status of aquatic ecosystems. The Adour-Garonne watershed (116.000 
km2, South-West France) is emblematic of such situations, with recurring occurrence of quantita-
tive water management crises due to high agricultural withdrawals during the low flow period. 
Since opportunities to store more water is limited, authorities require the agricultural sector to 
reduce its demand, which results in a conflicting situation as irrigation is a key production factor 
for farming systems in this area. Our study is embedded in the governance challenge of conciliat-
ing water resources protection and economic viability of agriculture by re-thinking agricultural 
land use in interaction with both agricultural land managers (i.e. mainly farmers) and water man-
agers. Our objective was to design and assess alternative agro-hydrosystem (i.e. new cropping 
systems and/or new distribution of cropping systems over fields and new water resource man-
agement strategies). We developed a problem-oriented approach based on a variety of modeling 
methods and on the participation of actors. We used models to integrate local knowledge with 
scientific and statistical information in order to specify the problem (system and question) and 
then formalize the proposed alternatives. We then used their computational potential to simulate 
the consequences of designed alternatives on a complex system, with precise spatial and temporal 
insight on a 10-15 years’ time horizon, taking into account the climate variability. This communi-
cation describes the participatory process that allowed two groups of local stakeholders in opposi-
tion to each design alternatives for water management strategies and cropping systems, specify-
ing the spatial, economic, organizational and technical constraints of their implementation. The 
groups involved farmer representatives on one hand and representatives of the aquatic environ-
ments law on the other hand. We present a formalized alternative from each group and discuss 
their potential to prevent quantitative water management crisis, and to be integrated into a con-
sensual one. 

Keywords: spatial planning, system design, participatory approaches, boundary object, modeling, multi agent mod-
eling 
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AGB:   Adour-Garonne Basin 
CS:   Cropping System 
GIS:   Geographic Information System 
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MAS:  Multi-Agent Simulation 
NRM:   Natural Resources Management 
QWM:   Quantitative Water Management 
SAH:   Social-Agro-Hydrosystem 
UAA:   Usable Agricultural Area 
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Introduction 
In Europe, even though water resources have relatively high natural availability and storage ca-
pacity are well-developed, shortages and conflicts over the resource are common (EEA, 2012). 
Today, with growing environmental and societal considerations, and changing natural availabil-
ity, water resources management can no longer rely only on storing more water. Policy makers 
and water operators must also reflect on the type of human activities and their distribution over 
landscapes. The need to integrate water issues into spatial planning emerges as a cornerstone for 
integrated water management at all levels of governance.  

In line with this, a recent report by EEA (2012) highlights two challenges for water management: 
(i) take into account the types of land use that influence water flows in hydrosystems and (ii) 
bring policy makers and practitioners of territories closer together to think land and water re-
sources governance in an integrated way. In the scientific community, spatially explicit assess-
ment and modeling of interactions between land use and natural resource use have developed 
since the 2000s, focusing on agricultural uses (Debolini et al., 2013; Ewert et al., 2009; OECD, 
2009; van Berkel and Verburg, 2011). These studies do aim to produce knowledge for resource 
management, but the questions to address and the methods used, mainly computer-based models, 
are most often developed in an analytical situation with weak or without interactions with stake-
holders. However, as Olsson and Andersson (2007) pointed out, the methodological questions 
associated to using such models in NRM decision-making processes are not often addressed in 
the literature. The utility of these tools in sharing scientific knowledge and in promoting commu-
nication between stakeholders can thus be called into question. Through design and assessment 
activities (Hatchuel and Weil, 2002), we undertake the social and technical challenge of using 
spatial modeling with stakeholders to solve a water problem.  

We experiment a participatory approach to design and assess alternative socio-ecological systems 
in a basin experiencing water quantitative imbalance. We believe that design activities allow to 
bring sciences within action processes to guarantee that scientific knowledge will be useful to 
decision making i.e. credible, salient and legitimate (Cash et al., 2002). Our methodology is built 
on three iterative cycles of (i) co-representation of the “socio-agro-hydrosystem”, (ii) co-design 
of alternative spatial distributions of cropping systems (CS) and of water resources management 
strategies, and (iii) integrated co-assessment of different alternatives via a multi-agent simulation 
(MAS) model. Taking into account the tense political context of our case study, the challenge 
was to implement this methodology in a situation of conflict between environmental groups and 
the agricultural world. In this paper, we describe the methods and results of the first two phases 
of the project: modelling and designing. We then discuss on the potential of both results and pro-
cess in moving towards spatial management of water. 
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Co-representation of the social-agro-hydrosystem 
During this initial step, we constructed a spatially explicit model with local actors which repre-
sent the current structure and dynamics of the socio-ecological system. To ensure credibility and 
legitimacy of our approach and of the simulation model, we started at this stage to interact with 
actors who would participate in the design workshops described in the next section. Hereafter, the 
investigated social-ecological system is called “socio-agro-hydrosystem” (SAH system) as we 
address interactions between water governance, agriculture and hydrology domains. We represent 
it conceptually as a complex hierarchical nested system in which the hierarchical organization 
levels are composed of multiple subsystems in those three domains. Key interactions regarding 
water management issues occur between subsystems within and between levels and domains 
(Ewert et al., 2011). Key organization levels for each domain are: (i) agriculture domain: field, 
irrigation block, farms, pedoclimatic zones, and zones of seed production, (ii) water governance 
domain: zones for withdrawal restrictions, combination of stock-river sections for water release 
and (iii) hydrology domain: field groups connected to the same irrigation network, different nest-
ed watershed levels, ground water entities, small private dams and large collective reservoirs.  

General approach 
Our modeling approach was based on the use of various methods and inputs to valorize all 
sources of information available. We follow the argument of Yeager and Steiger (2013) who 
explain that although powerfull, quantitative datasets and hard models developed in silico are not 
sufficient to apprehend the complexity of geographical phenomena. We therefore intendended to 
valorize both local knowledge and available datasets. On one hand, we made an analysis, selected 
and integrated existing georeferenced data on hydrology and agriculture, dynamic computer-
based models and existing locally produced data; and on the other hand we organized 2 participa-
tory collective workshops where relevancy of these informations were discussed, amended, cor-
rected and completed with local actors and experts. The nature and level of knowledge issued 
from the participatory workshops varies for each domain, depending on the quantity, nature and 
relevancy of available scientific or statistical information.  

 

To illustrate our approach, in the following section we detail the modelling process of the agricul-
tural domain. 

 

This SAH model developed in this step of our design-and-assessment approach takes the form of 
a geographic information system (GIS) linked to a multi-agent simulation platform. It is an adap-
tation and implementation of the platform developed by (Gaudou et al. 2013) to assess environ-
mental and socio-economic impacts of water-resource management regulations at the watershed 
level. From a technical viewpoint, the entities of the system’s structure (soils, cropped fields, 
farms, hydrography and water resources, and withdrawal locations) and their characteristics are 
represented in the GIS. Dynamics, like ecological processes (crop growth and surface hydrology), 
are modeled through adaptation and calibration of pre-existing equations and data in interaction 
with local actors.  Decision processes describing crop, water-release and restriction management 
strategies where elicited through dedicated semi-directive interviews with respectively farmers 
(27), dam managers and state services in charge of water-use restrictions (2 offices, 5 persons). 
These strategies were coded in the form of mathematical equations and a set of IF-THEN deci-
sion rules (e.g. Bergez et al., 2012) in the MAS model. 
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Modeling the cropping systems and their spatial distribution 
One of the main challenges in modeling the social-agro-hydrosystem was to represent the struc-
ture and dynamics of the agricultural domain. We had to propose a spatially explicit model which 
would be fine enough to represent interactions at scales that makes sense for the different stake-
holders involved in the project. For example for farmers manipulate the field and hydraulic 
equipment levels, whereas state services deal with water restriction zones corresponding to an 
aggregation of hydraulic equipment linked to islets. For this reason, we intended to describe and 
locate CS exhaustively in all fields of the considered area. One of the great difficulties when 
working in large agricultural areas (Leenhardt et al. 2010) is to describe and locate farming sys-
tems and CS (crop sequences and crop management i.e. the sequence of field operations). To 
achieve such challenging objectives, we implemented a methodology that hybridize knowledge 
from local agricultural and irrigation experts with information available in the French “Land Par-
cel Identification System” (LPIS) geographical database (Inan et al., 2010). The LPIS is crucial to 
both modeling of the current agricultural systems described in this section, and to the formaliza-
tion of designed alternatives (see below). It includes geographical position and spatial delineation 
for block of fields, hereafter called “islet”, which contains one or many agricultural annual agri-
cultural parcels, hereafter called “fields” (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2: Example view of the French “Land Parcel Identification System” geographical database, and corresponding 
terminology used in this article. 

 
 
 
The LIPS dataset provided the spatial structure of our model and the attribute information was. 
This information on crop acreage was iteratively consulted and processed according to local ex-
perts’ knowledge to describe the CS and their location. Mainly, we made spatial and algorithmic 
treatments of LPIS of 2006 to 2009 to identify crop sequences of each field in each islet. Given 
the wide diversity of crop sequences in the fields recorded in the GIS, we develop a typology of 
crop rotations. This typology evolved as we moved through the steps of the participatory model-
ling process, with the input of local knowledge. The modeling of the agricultural domain is struc-
tured as follows: 

1. Exploration of the available information in LIPS and soil databases; 

2. Participatory mapping exercise to identify CS and their spatial determinants (Fehler! Ver-
weisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. 5); 
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3. Survey in representative farms for elicitation of crop management strategies (CMS); 

4. Allocation of a crop sequences and CMS to every field in every islets of the area. 

 
We first explored both LIPS and soil databases to familiarize with the case study area and identi-
fy and characterize crop sequences and systems and soil diversity. This provided us with suffi-
cient overall knowledge on the agricultural systems to interact efficiently and with relevance with 
local stakeholders and experts during the collective modeling process.  

We then organized a participatory mapping workshop (Saqalli et al., 2009) where we asked local 
agriculture experts to identify the main rotations in the area and map their spatial predominance 
on a blank map. Those experts, a group of 8 people from irrigation collectives, cooperatives, syn-
dicates and state extension services, were selected to be representative of the agricultural diversi-
ty in the study area as well. We did not provide any information from the databases in order not 
to bias their view of the area. They concluded with a list of about 20 main CS to cover the area’s 
diversity. In a second part of the workshop, we asked participants to identify determinants of CS 
occurrence (e.g. “maize is sold as seed when in a seed production zone”), and if possible to map 
them. The objective was to determine descriptive criterion of the geographical, ecological, hydro-
logical contexts or farming system of a field which strongly determine the type of CS implement-
ed on it. The participants identified 4 key criteria categories: rotation type, soil, farming system, 
and seed production areas. Although we also built a map of local seed production zone, the map-
ping exercise focused mainly on refining the soil information. Participants mobilized geograph-
ical space by drawing new limits for soil units, which we later integrated through digitizing 
methods. They also made descriptions of soils limits in parametrical space (Shi et al., 2009), i.e. 
describing elements of the environment to locate them. We integrated those elements by crossing 
the soil data with other geographical information. For example, stakeholders explained emer-
gences of silt soils in clay units of the soil map could be located by observing fields with two 
years of irrigated maize in a row. Using the data on crop sequences we could update the soil map. 
With this participatory mapping exercise, we had a spatial typology of CS: a list of main CSs and 
detailed map of their determinant(s). 

Following this, in order to model farmers decisional process regarding crop management, we 
made a dedicated farm technical and economic surveys. We used criteria of the spatial typology 
of CSs (see previous paragraph) to determine the range of farming system types that should allow 
covering the whole range of pre-identified CSs types. The survey provided us with necessary data 
to formalize farmers’ crop management strategies under rules and decisions criteria farmer use to 
trigger their technical operations (e.g. tillage, seed, fertilization, irrigation, harvest). Decisions 
criteria are mainly based on climatic and soil conditions, crop phenological stages and withdrawal 
restrictions. 

In a final step, in the laboratory, we developed allocation rules that assign a crop rotation types 
and management strategies to each of the 16,000 fields considered, based on determinants of 
cropping system (collected during the mapping workshop). This allocation algorithm analyses for 
each field (1) the observed sequence, (2) the soil type, (3) the farming system type, and assigns a 
CS type i.e. a crop sequence and a crop management strategy to each crop of the sequence. 

To tackle changes in the SAH system for quantitative water management purposes, we used this 
representation of CS spatial distribution as the main entry. We asked local stakeholders what 
could change in it and in the operational water management decision rules. 
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Framework for co-designing and formalizing alternatives 
The co-design step should allow the explicit description and formalization of visions that actors 
hold (“visioning” in Salter et al. (2010)) about solutions to QWM problems in their territory that 
address their concerns (e.g. viability and technical nature of production systems, protection of 
aquatic environments). The hypotheses that guided organization of this co-design step are (i) 
QWM stakeholders have a vision of possibilities for change to resolve their problems that draws 
upon, among other things, the spatial distribution of agricultural practices; (ii) they can express 
these visions at the socio-agro-hydrosystem level by putting aside the contingencies of their own 
level of activity (e.g. production systems for farmers) while considering the economic, technical, 
and organizational issues of their sector of activity; and (iii) spatially explicit modeling, used as 
an intermediate object, can help to express and formalize these visions. To ensure a certain de-
gree of openness, we selected participants who had expressed an interest in our approach during 
the co-construction of the SAH model. 

To overcome the conflict situation, we chose to lead discussions within two distinct groups of 
stakeholders having, in theory, divergent positions in debates about QWM: one with representa-
tives of the agriculture, the other with representatives of the environmental issues addressed by 
the LWAE (“LWAE guarantors”) (Table 1). There was quite a diversity of agricultural practices 
and strategies in the agricultural group, but the agricultural profession is politically united around 
the issue of quantitative water management. Conscious of the need to assemble water-
management and land-management actors, we still considered this separation necessary in order 
to ease the expression of innovative options for change, not only those corresponding to the tradi-
tional elements of existing conflicts: creating reservoirs vs. reducing the volume available for 
withdrawal. 

Table 1: Participants of the two workshops, separated into two interest groups 

Agricultural group Law on Water and Aquatic Environments guarantor 
group 

 Farmers 
 Presidents of Farmer Asso-

ciations 
 Representatives of farmers’ 

unions 
 Civil-servant technicians 

(departmental Chamber of 
Agriculture) 

 Water policy bureau of the local administrative authority 
(policy-maker for withdrawal rights, water use restric-
tions, and water releases) 

 Local water police office: agency in charge of monitoring 
the state of French watercourses 

 Local general counselors: operational and financial 
managers of low-water replenishment 

 Local actors involved in protecting aquatic environments 
(fishery federation, associations of municipalities) 

 
For clarity, we present the design process as a two-step approach: (i) participatory work to reveal 
actors’ visions and then (ii) formalization of these visions in the laboratory. 

 

 
 
Revealing actors’ visions and making them explicit 
We held our design workshops successively with each of the two groups using the same ap-
proach. The detail of the workshop facilitation methodology is not given here. It was based on 
directed brainstorming techniques, using visible and mobile index cards placed and moved on a 
board to render participant ideas concrete (Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden wer-
den. 3). This approach allows participants to freely express individual ideas however with a con-
stant formalization of ideas so that the whole group agrees on the content of the idea. 
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Figure 3: Participatory design workshop photographs of (a) brainstorming and organization of ideas by the agricul-
tural group and (b) simplified mapping to detail an option by the guarantor group. 
 

 
 
We conceived the workshops in a way that the design objectives would be tackled progressively, 
around three framing questions, each giving the opportunity to open up and then narrow the space 
of possibilities: 

1) What do you expect from this research project? 

This sequence allowed the group to turn the question we had previously developed into a ques-
tion accepted by the entire researcher-actor collective. For example, with the agricultural group, 
we added the “farm viability” notion explicitly in the question. This phase was particularly useful 
to raise the inevitable debate over increasing agricultural water supply, giving us the opportunity 
to explain why this subject was not included in workshop objectives, without denying the need to 
debate it. 

2) What changes in cropping systems’ nature and spatial distribution, as well as in water man-
agement practices, could limit the risk of crises occurrence? 

We asked the group to express individual ideas for change compared to the current situation (e.g. 
replace one CS with another). The facilitator’s role was to allow all participants to express them-
selves, and to frame the discussions to identify convergent ideas and minimize off-topic subjects. 
We asked participants to collectively organize their ideas into groups of similar ideas, that is, 
ones that aim to attain the same objectives or use the same types of action to attain them (Figure 
3a). 

3) Which of these ideas do you find most interesting? In what production and environmental con-
texts could they be applied? 

This phase aimed at building a list of selected change options with details on why and where to 
implement them. We organized the collective selection of the ideas that seemed most interesting, 
then asked the group to detail the implicit objectives of each one (i.e. what concerns can it satis-
fy?). Finally, we asked participants to identify the elements of the system which could be con-
cerned by change, both in terms of location (location description criteria, or drawing on a simple 
map e.g. Figure 3Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.b), and to express the 
egrees of change acceptable i.e. thresholds of technical, economic, and organizational acceptabil-
ity for farms (e.g. the maximum area concerned for a crop in a farm). This degree of acceptability 

(b) (a) 
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triggered much discussion in the agricultural group. The selected degree of acceptability is a min-
imum i.e. it could be acceptable in any candidate farm. 

During all discussions with stakeholders, the researchers’ had to make sure that their descriptions 
would be possibly coded as inputs for the models. For this, keeping the model formalisms in 
mind, they had to help the participants to specify and, if possible quantify, as precisely as possi-
ble all descriptive variables they use in their discourses. This process is later called 
“defuzzification” of stakeholder’ narratives (Alcamo, 2008). We call “options for change” the 
collective identification of an idea or group of ideas for change in a form that is explicitly de-
tailed, stable and accepted by the group. 

 

Formalize alternatives in the laboratory 
This step aimed to determine what practices were to change and where during the implementation 
of options in future simulations. It is based on the identification of elements of the system which 
match the groups’ description of a change. We call “alternatives” the formal representation of one 
or a combination of options for change through a selection of the GIS data. First, we identified 
the potentially impacted fields, islets and farms, hereafter called “candidate elements”, using spa-
tial and attribute GIS queries based on participants’ selection criteria. We created a list of candi-
date elements, with information on their location at the islets level. Second, we estimated average 
areas and number of fields impacted annually when taking into consideration the current or pro-
posed rotation practices. To do so, we assumed that the annual crop acreage of farms reflect the 
rotation practices implemented by farmers, and used the information on crop rotations typology 
developed from the LPIS observed sequences. For example in those options which aim at chang-
ing rotation practices, to estimate the impacted area annually, we used the difference between the 
proportion of maize in the existing rotation and that of the rotation to be implemented. Finally, 
we took into account the degree of acceptability expressed by participants as a maximum per-
centage of the area in maize or the UAA of farms, depending on the option. We could thus esti-
mate an average area impacted annually, and finalize the formalization by randomly selecting 
candidates until the annual estimated impact area was fulfilled. 

Quantify and characterize the impacts of alternatives 
In the design-and-assessment project, the MAS platform will be used to assess alternatives. It will 
calculate a set of indicators representing the assessment criteria produced by stakeholders. Alter-
natives such as the one presented below can be used as input to this platform. To initially quantify 
the mean impact of the alternatives on water withdrawals for irrigation at the territorial scale, we 
used mean estimates of the water used for maize irrigation by soil in the investigated zone: 2500 
m3/ha/year on alluvial terraces and 1800 m3/ha/year on clayey limestone slopes. These values 
come from data collected from farm surveys performed during step (i) of the design-and-
assessment approach. 

 
Results 
A shared model to represent the system 
The co-constructed model is in itself a result of our research. It is considered a shared representa-
tion, because all elements were discussed with or presented to a diversity of stakeholders of the 
quantitative water management problem. For the most controversial elements i.e. hydrological 
dynamics, pedology and spatial distribution of CSs, stakeholders held a crucial role: their views 
on the SAH system were collectively discussed and formalized ’in silico’. Some of those ele-
ments were modeled only with stakeholders who hold the required expertise (e.g. the crop growth 
model was discussed with local farmers) and then presented to other stakeholders to ensure their 
acceptability. 
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In its current state of development, the model takes as entry parameters: an alternative i.e. a set of 
CS assigned to each of the 16,000 fields (4 years sequence and decision rules for field manage-
ment practices), a set of decision rules on dam releases and withdrawal restrictions, and a 10 
years hydro-climatic dataset. With this, it is able to calculate hydrological, environmental and 
economic indicators at different scales and organization: from day to years, at field, farm and 
other chosen zoning levels. The last phase of our design and assessment methodology will focus 
on eliciting which levels of aggregation would be of interests for stakeholders to assess the alter-
natives. 

Results of the participatory workshops 
The detailed list of ideas for change generated in the two workshops are not presented, instead we 
chose to provide a general view of each groups’ production. The selected and detailed options, 
then formalized into alternatives are presented in Table 3.   

 
Ideas and options 
The agricultural group sought (i) to reduce water demand for irrigation or distribute it over the 
growing season, and also (ii) to improve management of water releases from dams by improving 
exchange of information with the dam manager about agricultural needs. The group’s ideas cov-
ered all levels at which water quantity is managed within an irrigated landscape: technical aspects 
at the plant or field level, agronomic aspects at the farm level, and socio-organizational aspects at 
the territorial level. However the detailed options for change deal only with CS and their distribu-
tion within the landscape. They involve choice of maize planting date and precocity, crop choice 
and rotation practices (option 2), and even the design of an innovative CS (option 3). The agricul-
tural group provided detailed description on the technical and spatial constraints to implement 
these changes (mainly soil criteria), as well as on their socio-economic acceptability on farm. For 
this latter, they produced an acceptance degree criteria based on work-organization and gross 
margin per CS (and thus farm revenue), expressed in terms of a maximum per year area impact-
ed. 

The LWAE guarantor group focused its ideas for change on irrigation situations that it considers 
incompatible with sustainable water management, such as watersheds of tributary streams where 
irrigation cannot be compensated by water releases (“non-recharged” streams). Their option for 
change described (option 4) involves few agricultural practices, limiting itself to species choice. 
Instead, the group worked to identify the most important action zones for change by citing loca-
tion criteria based on the type of water resource and the landscape zones concerned. The group 
also proposed aspects of operational water management to optimize water releases as a function 
of agricultural needs. For simplicity, we do not present the formalization process of this last op-
tion, which involves decision rules integrated into the MAS platform, instead we focus on options 
linked to farmer practices. 

 

Example of a formal and spatially explicit representation 
To provide an example, we present an Alternative 1a: advance peak in irrigation needs of maize, 
built from the formalization of an option from the agricultural group (Table 5, option 1a). It fo-
cuses on choices of maize variety and sowing dates and is illustrated in Figure 4. 

. 
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The table below shows results for Alternative 1a. We estimated the number of fields and hectares 
impacted in 2009, considering a degree of acceptability of 20% of the annual area in maize of the 
farms concerned, specified by the group. Based on the reconstituted crop sequences, we estimated 
the average annual impact of Alternative 1a to be 23% of the candidate areas (614 ha), whereas 
looking at the 2009 crop acreage, 19% of the candidate areas would have been impacted. This 
offset is due to the fact that our estimation of the average annual impact considers the observed 
crop sequences as repeated rotations. In reality, rotation practices are adapted to climatic and 
price annual variations. The acceptability threshold strongly influenced the area of candidate 
fields impacted: bringing it from 1870 ha to 508 ha in 2009. Concerning the farms, 136 were 
candidate and about 112 are annually impacted, that is about 10% of the total number of farms of 
the considered system. 

We evaluate that alternative 1a have the potential to impact 1.10 hm3 of the annual demand. This 
volume is about 16% of the estimated imbalance between supply and demand in the watershed in 
a five-year dry period (6.7 Mm3  Daubas and Dupuis, 2009). We highlight that volumes that 
would be saved with this type of alternative depend on the natural water availability at the begin-
ning of the season, statistically higher, but nevertheless different for each climatic year. However 
spreading demand also aims at limiting the intensity of dam releases during the low-water period.  
In contrast, the quantitative effect of other options which are not presented here can be lower but 
represents an absolute decrease in demand regardless of the climatic year. 

 

Discussion 
On the Importance of a gradual process 
We stress the importance of moving step by step into the design-and-assessment methodology to 
ensure its success. Investing in the first step, co-constructing a representation of the SAH system, 
appears to be a key for success at the design stage. Beyond co-constructing a computer-based 
model for dynamic simulations, it allowed the researchers and local stakeholders collective to 
learn to work together and to build trust and a so called “community of practice”. In the tense 
context of our case study, this process was very valuable: not only for bilateral relationship be-
tween the researches team but also to initiate dialogue and curiosity between the opposed parties. 

We also purposely decoupled the co-design phase from the integrated-assessment phase in our 
project, for two reasons: (i) to give free rein to participants’ creativity without participants having 
to think about model use when describing their ideas, (ii) because the complexity of the object to 
design, i.e. the socio-agro-hydrosystem, renders formalization of the options difficult to make 
directly during design workshops. Our design-and-assessment process is preferably organized in 
successive and iterative phases of participatory design followed by laboratory assessment. The 
alternatives described here correspond to the first level of design, and their formalization creates 
the need for feedback from actors to assess their credibility and acceptability and refine the con-
ditions for implementing them. We assume that the researcher-actor group can perform several 
iterative loops. The knowledge analyzed would thus become increasingly quantitative and factu-
al, and the degree of assessment complex, targeted at the levels of organization that interest the 
participant group. 

On the role of alternatives 
The alternative presented here, example of the first design round with stakeholders, is intended to 
provide intermediate thinking aids during future design-and-assessment cycles. In future work-
shops, we will re-design new alternatives of greater degrees of complexity on the basis of the 
existing ones and the results of the first simulations. Existing formalized alternatives will there-
fore serve as input information to help participants identify areas where change would be the 
most desirable according to criteria related to target production systems (e.g. farm size or type, 
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eco-efficiency, economic acceptability, magnitude of the break with existing farm CS). Once 
those agricultural dimensions of alternatives are stabilized, hydraulic, biophysical and even social 
elements can be manipulated by participants to describe and refine options for change. In that 
sense, previous formalized alternatives are intermediate objects for a next design cycle. Iteration 
of design cycles should allow the complexity of the socio-agro-hydrosystem studied to be ad-
dressed gradually. 

One goal for the next part of the project is to bring the two groups together for mixed designs. 
Beers et al. (2006) explain that the construction of shared knowledge in a multiparty and/or mul-
tidisciplinary group requires each member to externalize his or her knowledge and internalize the 
knowledge of others, then to negotiate to build a shared knowledge base. Using shared formal-
isms makes this process easier. We consider that the formalized alternatives correspond to 
externalizable knowledge, which can be internalized during a future mixed workshop. Ac-
ceptance of each group’s proposals will be facilitated by the fact that participants will already 
have integrated the formalization process during single-party workshops. We hypothesize that the 
alternatives can help groups come closer, if not toward universally accepted strategic decisions, at 
least toward a shared understanding of the problem and a shared representation of the system. 

Design for learning 
Performing a design process on an object as complex as a socio-ecological system poses many 
problems. The difficulty resides in the fact that each actor understands this complex system ac-
cording to his/her own logic of management, decision, and action, and as a function of his/her 
activities and interests. From an agricultural viewpoint, agricultural practices are the result of 
decisions of independent production systems or socio-professional networks. From the viewpoint 
of water managers, agricultural practices are considered at the territorial scale only via their ex-
pected short-term impact on streams: withdrawal peaks. To surpass this problem, we set up a fa-
cilitation framework that allowed the groups to move gradually, following its own logic, towards 
understanding the different levels of organization. As foreseen, the agricultural group began the 
design process by defining options for change in rotation practices and crop management at the 
field level and then, prompted by the researchers, described production systems and soil and cli-
mate zones in which the changes in practices could occur. This climbing of hierarchical levels 
allowed farmers to gradually understand the whole system dimension, little considered in their 
decision-making process. In contrast, members of the guarantor group started by breaking down 
the territory’s hydrological network, beginning with the highest levels. They then integrated, little 
by little and only partially, other domains and organization levels, such as production systems and 
CS. 

A side effect of our framework 
We envisioned participation not as a goal but as a way to incorporate actors’ knowledge and val-
ues. The objective was to reveal and formalize the diversity of viewpoints, not to obtain a consen-
sus (Marjolein et al., 2002). We performed the exercise in two distinct groups of a priori opposed 
views on the problem. One could see this as anti-progressive, but we decided to proceed this way 
in order to overcome the conflict situation and facilitate abstraction and imagination during the 
workshops. 

Having formalized each groups’ alternatives, we presented the main points to the other group.  
Both groups then clearly expressed a desire to know more and to discuss them during a meeting 
mixing participants of the two groups. Separation of the two interest groups, rather than reinforc-
ing barriers between them, seems on the contrary to have piqued each group’s interest in the re-
sults of the other. We posit that the framework implemented is in itself a type of tool to increase 
understanding by interest groups in debates. Even though it was not designed as such, it thus 
turns out to have the potential to be a mediation framework that can give stakeholders involved in 
the QWM conflict the desire to share their ideas for change. 
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Conclusion 
The results presented here, two alternatives for CS and their spatial distribution, are sample prod-
ucts of the application of our participatory design-and-assessment methodology to a given socio-
agro-hydrosystem. They are based on the use of spatially explicit modeling methods in a partici-
patory framework and explore means of coordinating the management of water with that of agri-
cultural land use. These alternatives were formalized by the research team from visions of change 
produced by two interest groups with, in theory, divergent opinions about the issue of QWM. 
These are intermediate results of the project, their main utility being to serve as a set of input data 
in a simulation model of interactions between the spatial distribution of CS and hydrology, for 
integrated assessment. 

This initial design step also produced a knowledge base common to participants and researchers 
committed to the design-and-assessment process, necessary for increasing the complexity and 
accuracy of design, as well as of assessment. In particular, this knowledge base includes the ref-
erence model corresponding to the shared representation of the territory in its current state, but 
also the intermediate “alternative” objects for their functional characteristics throughout the pro-
cess. 

We expected, and the results confirm, that co-designing alternatives laid the shared, foundation 
knowledge required to identify the key elements of the system that impact QWM at the sub-
watershed level. The process highlighted which interactions were to be explored for addressing 
greater levels of complexity in subsequent design loops. Nonetheless, we did not expect that the 
framework implemented, which separated the two interest groups, would raise each group’s curi-
osity about the other. We now make the hypothesis, which needs to be tested, that the formal rep-
resentation of visions as spatially explicit, quantified, and detailed alternatives is an intermediate 
object effective for laying the foundations of a multiparty discussion and introducing a mixed-
design exercise. 
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Table 2: Synopsis of the entities (system structure) and processes (dynamics) represented into the model of the inves-
tigated socio-agro-hydrosystem (case study), corresponding data and knowledge sources and methods used to inte-
grate them. 

 Entities and processes  Data and knowledge 
sources 

Methods to collect/integrate data 
and knowledge 

St
ru

ct
ur

e 

A
gr

ic
ul

tu
re

 

 Spatial distribution of 
cropping systems (ro-
tations + practices) in 
fields/islets 

 Farm types (irrigabil-
ity, animal production, 
feeding methods, crop 
distribution, age class, 
legal form) 

 Zones of seed pro-
duction 

 2006-2009 LPIS1 (spatial 
distribution of crops) 

 Corine Land Cover 
 actors, agricultural experts 
and farmers of the case 
study 

 Actor-based zoning (ABZ) 2: identifi-
cation of influential biophysical and 
socio-economic factors of CS distri-
bution in the watershed; ABZ of ho-
mogeneous CS zones, combining 
landscape and farm type 

 27 technico-economic surveys in 
representative farms of the ADZ’ 
homogeneous CS zones to describe 
CSs types 

 Analysis of the LPIS: allocation of 
observed crop sequence of the LPIS 
to CS types built from farm surveys 

H
yd

ra
ul

ic
 

 Link between islets 
and water resources 
via spatially explicit 
withdrawal points  

 Irrigation networks of 
farmer associations 

 Local irrigation experts 
 Presidents of farmer asso-
ciation 

 Manager database on 
withdrawals 

 2006-2009 LPIS (irrigation 
status) 

 Interviews with experts to under-
stand the hydraulics logics behind 
water withdrawals 

 Description of the administrative 
databases by their manager 

 Application of spatial algorithm to 
LPIS and water resources data-
bases using proximity-based logic 
developed from farm surveys 

B
io

ph
ys

ic
 &

  h
yd

ro
l-

og
y 

 pedo-landscape units 
(6 classes, 2 sub-
classes) 

 Elementary hydrologi-
cal (watershed) units 

 Main streams and 
other water resources: 
water bodies, rivers, 
groundwater 

 Soil map (1/350,000) 
(Cavaillé, 1950) 

 National water resources 
database 

 Local actors and experts 
 Spatial distribution of CS 
 

Refining of the soil map and integra-
tion into the GIS: 
 ADZ, to refine soil units 
 Updating of certain parts of soil units 
based on information from experts, 
observed crop sequences and to-
pography  

D
yn

am
ic

s 
(d

ai
ly

 s
te

p)
 

A
gr

ic
ul

-tu
re

 

 Farmer practices (de-
cision rules): tillage, 
seeding, irrigation, 
harvest 

 Plant growth and wa-
ter dynamics (semi-
empiric models) 

 farm surveys to describe in 
detail decision rules re-
garding CSs 

 crop-model developed by 
INRA Toulouse 

 hydrology datasets on 
main streams3 

 SWAT model4 for simulat-
ing hydrology of tributaries 
(vs. principal streams) 

 Presentation of the crop models 
functioning and participatory calibra-
tion and validation of outputs 

 Presentation and validation of the 
natural water flow reconstruction 
method 
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H
yd

ro
 

lo
gy

 
Water withdrawal re-
strictions and water 
releases 

specific surveys to elicit deci-
sion rules of state services in 
charge of setting up water 
withdrawal restrictions and 
water releases 

Collaborative formalization (research-
ers-model-managers) of managers’ 
practices of water restriction and low-
water replenishment 

G
ov

er
-

na
nc

e 

- Flows of principal 
streams and interaction 
with alluvial groundwater 
- Filling of water bodies, 
drying of tributaries 

 hydrology datasets on 
principal streams BRGM 
study on alluvial groundwa-
ter 5  

 Water release records 

Collaborative formalization of interac-
tions between stream flow and water-
release practices 

1LPIS: Land Parcel Identification System, 2Actor-based zoning see (Caron and Cheylan, 2005), 3(Nolot 
and Debae ke 2014), 4(Neitsch et al., 2005),5 Gandolfi (1997) 
 
 
Table 3: Options for change selected and detailed by the agricultural group (1, 2, 3) and the LWAE guar-
antors group (4a, 4b, 4c). 

Options Objectives Change in practice Location cri-
teria 

Acceptability 
threshold 

1. Adjust 
planting 
dates and 
precocity of 
grain maize 

1a. Advance peak 
water needs (flower-
ing) 

Early planting / early 
varieties 

Terraces, the 
“warmest” 
fields 

20% of a 
farm’s annual 
area of grain 
maize 

1b. Advance peak 
water needs (flower-
ing) and aim for end-
of-season storms; 
higher yields 

Early planting / late 
varieties 

Terraces,  
except for 
hydromorphic 
“boulbène*” 
soil 

20% of a 
farm’s annual 
area of grain 
maize 

1c. Dry cropping Early planting / very 
early varieties 

Limestone 
slopes,  deep 
soil 

20% of a 
farm’s annual 
area of grain 
maize 

2. Turn 
maize mono-
cultures into 
rotations 

2a. Limit withdrawals 
and work peaks during 
summer; keep a useful 
margin potential 

Maize (1-5 times) / 
wheat 

Terraces,  
except for 
hydromorphic 
“boulbène” 
soil 

40% of a 
farm’s area of 
grain maize 
monoculture 

2b. Limit withdrawals 
and work peaks during 
summer; higher yields 

maize (2-4 times) / 
sorghum 

Terraces,  
except for 
hydromorphic 
“boulbène” 
soil 

20% of a 
farm’s area of 
grain maize 
monoculture 

3. Intensify 
dry cropping 

Increase the dry crop-
ping margins 

Two crops per year 
(e.g. barley-
sunflower) 

Terraces, the 
“warmest” 
fields 

20% of a 
farm’s annual 
area of winter 
cereal 

4. Decrease 
the area irri-
gated in wa-
tersheds with 
non-
recharged 
streams 
  

Minimize withdrawals 
from sensitive streams 
and thus risks of se-
verely low flow: 
4a. Stop irrigated 
monocultures  
4b. Regulate the time 
until maize replanting 
4c. Stop irrigation from 
non-recharged rivers: 

a) Irrigated maize 
monocultures be-
come 
maize/cereal(/oilseed)

Irrigable is-
lets next to 
small tributar-
ies identified 
as sensitive 

Fewer direct 
withdrawals, 
few dry periods

b) Irrigated maize 
monocultures and 
pseudo-monocultures 
become 
maize/cereal(/oilseed)

Selection of 
streams ac-
cording to 
their sensitiv-
ity 

Fewer direct 
withdrawals, 
few dry periods



 

*Boulb
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Abstract: Rubber farmers in Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous Prefecture, Southwest China, 
which is part of the “Indo-Burma biodiversity hotspot”, have experienced a massive increase of 
their income through the introduction and intensification of monoculture rubber (Hevea 
brasiliensis) plantations. This robust economic growth is coupled with dramatic losses of ecosys-
tem functions and services during recent decades. Only recently a call for “sustainable rubber 
cultivation management” has been spread. The Sino-German project “SURUMER: Sustainable 
rubber cultivation in the Mekong region” is looking for an integrative, applicable, and stakehold-
er-validated concept for sustainable rubber cultivation. Aiming at solving problems of the com-
plex rubber-dominated land use situation in Xishuangbanna region, a practice-tested methodolo-
gy is developed for enhancing collaborative learning within the project and beyond, of practition-
ers, scientists from different disciplines and other stakeholders.  

The objective of this paper is to present the concept on stakeholder involvement of SURUMER – 
an iteration of discourse instruments and communication measures –, as well as its stepwise de-
velopment after internal and external evaluations. Preliminary results with respect to their 
strengths and weaknesses are discussed as well as the consequences for further process adjust-
ment – including potential and limitations under the specific working conditions.  

Three key stakeholder groups have been identified so far, namely innovative rubber farmers (of-
ten the village heads), regional decision-makers (prefecture administration and rubber compa-
nies), and provincial politicians.  

In the first project phase, methods of participation tended to be more passive, such as information 
on the project (exhibition, newsletter), informal talks, workshops and village meetings. Qualita-
tive empirical communication research has been conducted including a baseline stakeholder anal-
ysis and an in-depth analysis of stakeholders’ problem perception, their interests (goal conflicts 
and synergies), and their formal and informal communication networks.  

In the future, more active participation is intended; a transdisciplinary research setting which 
supports co-learning processes. One of its main elements is participatory scenario development 
including discussions of the economic and ecologic trade-offs of land use different strategies – its 
operationalization under Chinese conditions a Sino-German research consortium being a chal-
lenge to process management. 

Keywords: stakeholder involvement, transdisciplinarity, sustainable rubber cultivation, commu-
nication, China, Xishuangbanna, action research 
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Introduction 
In many regions of the Greater Mekong Subregion production of natural latex became the utmost 
important driving factor for rural development. In Xishuangbanna prefecture, Southwest China, 
the rapid expansion and intensification of rubber (Hevea brasiliensis) cultivation in recent dec-
ades is coupled with dramatic losses of ecosystem functions and services (Tang et al. 2010). The 
unbalanced development of economy and ecology has raised a strong call for more sustainable 
development through the “greening” of rubber plantations (Zhang et al. 2007). 

The Sino-German project “SURUMER: Sustainable rubber cultivation in the Mekong region” is 
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under the Sustaina-
ble Land Management program (SLM); it intends to develop an integrative, applicable, and 
stakeholder-validated concept for sustainable rubber cultivation, which can provide a wider ap-
plication across the Mekong region (SURUMER 2011). SURUMER consists of nine German-
Chinese research subprojects on both ecological (e.g. soil, water, biodiversity) and socio-
economic (e.g. contingent valuation, farmers’ livelihood) themes. Changes in ecosystem services 
and functions by rubber cultivation are assessed and quantified, consequences are modelled, 
trade-offs and synergies are discussed, and finally scientific concepts should be implemented, i.e. 
transferred into practical land use.  

The objective of this paper is to present the methodology for stakeholder involvement of 
SURUMER, including the stepwise adjustments in approach resulting from internal and external 
evaluations. Preliminary results with respect to their strengths and weaknesses are discussed as 
well as the consequences for further process adjustment - namely a strong focus on joint scenario 
development - including potential and limitations under the specific working conditions.  

 
Stakeholder involvement in SURUMER 
 
General considerations towards stakeholder participation 
Transdisciplinary research is or should be motivated by the desire to implement solutions to com-
plex real-life problems (Klein et al. 2001, Aenis 2010). This kind of knowledge production 
(mode-2, Gibbons et al. 1994) is furthermore characterized by a knowledge transfer between re-
search and praxis and consequently the involvement of various stakeholders in the research pro-
cess. Basically, stakeholders are individuals, groups or organizations that can affect or are (posi-
tively or negatively) affected by a decision or action (Grimble et al. 1995; Bryson et al. 2011). 
With respect to a specific organization such as a research consortium, stakeholders are defined as 
"any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization's 
objectives" (Freeman 1994). They ultimately determine whether a project is a success or failure 
(Jergeras et al. 2000).  

The question arises whether researchers are stakeholders or not. In our opinion this depends on 
the “decision” itself. From the perspective of a research project this is quite obvious because the 
researchers certainly are affected by decisions and are also those who influence decisions strong-
ly. This is also the case for researchers external to the consortium, particularly those who conduct 
similar research in the region. Whether researchers are stakeholders with respect to local or re-
gional decision-making and therefore influence regional development processes, is less clear in 
China. This depends a lot on the relationship which is or will be established with practitioners 
who have influence on a certain decision.  

The main focus of this paper is involvement of practitioners, in this case those persons who can 
either be directly involved in the SURUMER project as so-called practice-partners or as external 
decision-makers and persons affected by rubber cultivation. Generally in SURUMER, stakehold-
ers are those who can affect or can be affected by the “sustainable rubber cultivation” concept 
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and its implementation, including multipliers, intermediaries, users or implementers of project 
results, cooperating organizations, and institutions or decision-makers with authority (and man-
dates) for the projects’ implementation-oriented targets.  

Participation is seen as an “interactive process which enables all participants to formulate their 
interests and objectives within a dialogue, which leads to coordinated decisions and activities as 
far as possible” (AGILNP 1995, translated). There are different forms of participation in deci-
sion-making, from passive forms of participation such as through information sharing and consul-
tation. The highest levels of participation in this continuum are collaborations which involve a 
high level of ownership on the part of participants. Co-action of participants or “self-
mobilization” occurs when external stakeholders drive the processes themselves and take the ini-
tiative to ask researchers to participate (Arnstein 1969, Pretty et al. 1995). What is obvious is that 
the more one includes participatory processes in research, the more resources must be spent. This 
then leads to a situation where restricted resources function as a constraint. For example, re-
searchers such as Kanji & Greenwood explain “full participation is not always feasible or desira-
ble” (2001:33) whereby it might be better to find optimal forms of participation which take into 
consideration “issues of representation and legitimacy”.   

A highly flexible and situation-specific approach has been chosen in Xishuangbanna including an 
exercise to identify key stakeholders of rubber cultivation because external stakeholders, the real 
decision-makingstructures, stakeholders’ interests concerning sustainable rubber cultivation, and 
their willingness to participate were unknown. The research methodology included steps to find 
optimal forms of participation where stakeholders were encouraged to express how and in which 
form they are involved or want to involve themselves.  

 
The concept 
The overall research process has been structured along three main phases with different objec-
tives and forms of research (SURUMER 2011). During the first phase of research spanning ap-
proximately three years, ecosystem functions and services are assessed and quantified as far as 
possible. This phase of situational analysis has a clear multidisciplinary focus amongst research-
ers in the subprojects with an exchange within the consortium. In phase two, research will be 
more interdisciplinary with an integration of findings into new land use concepts – using model-
ing approaches which use assessment indicators to define impacts as well as to identify trade-offs 
and synergies of different options. During this phase trials will be established on plot level. In the 
last phase (2015-2016), the focus will shift towards application of scientific concepts for practical 
land use and associated policies. This will demand for a concept valuation by the users (farmers, 
politicians, administration, planners etc.) and therefore over time becomes more and more 
transdisciplinary. 

The possibility for implementation will be the higher the more “realistic” the concepts are and the 
better they are communicated with stakeholders. This was the reason for establishing an ongoing 
discourse with key-actors who can influence implementation as early as possible. The main func-
tion of the stakeholder discourse is seen as a means of identifying knowledge demands, looping-
back research results as well as offering an opportunity for mutual feedback between researchers 
and stakeholders. It therefore has an external and an inner-consortium focus which are both sub-
ject to process management (Aenis & Nagel 2004).  

For stakeholder involvement, a pragmatic communication approach has been chosen which, on 
the one hand consists of a range of discourse instruments and on the other hand facilitates empiri-
cal social research with the stakeholders themselves; both would be further developed during the 
process. Table 1 gives an overview of the instruments.  
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In order to establish trustful communication between researchers and practitioners, it is necessary 
to develop adequate instruments and platforms for information which also enable participants to 
understand the project. One particular objective was to jointly develop a training unit.  

Table 1: Instruments of stakeholder involvement 
Discourses Empirical research 

 Inner-consortium discussions 
 Bilingual information material 
 Informal talks with key actors 
 Series of workshops & meetings with stakeholders  
 Development of a training unit 

 Stakeholder analysis 
• “Baseline study” 
• In-depth analysis concerning issues de-

fined during discourse 
 Knowledge system analysis 

 Process facilitation & Observation  adjustment and methodology development  
 

The main objective of empirical research is a systematic stakeholder analysis: to identify relevant 
stakeholders according to pre-defined criteria (which are communicated with the consortium) and 
to create knowledge about the stakeholders, their role and power (specifically regarding their in-
fluence on decision processes related to rubber cultivation), their perspective on the problem situ-
ation, their ideas about possible solutions, their interests (including hidden agendas), future per-
spectives, and, most importantly, local and formal knowledge systems. These knowledge systems 
include various ways how knowledge is produced and ultimately which knowledge is generated, 
disseminated and used. 

Both approaches are interlinked: Interim results of the empirical research (e.g. goals) are fed back 
into the discourse and, in turn, transfer concepts as a result. The entire process and its manage-
ment are documented, observed and analyzed in order to a) further develop the instruments and 
focus the studies and b) develop a transferable methodology. This iterative approach can be char-
acterized as action-research on a meta level (Aenis & Nagel 2004). 

 
Preliminary results after two years 
At the beginning of the project, it was not very clear within the consortium, neither what a stake-
holder is or who the stakeholders are or how to involve them. Insofar there was need to establish 
an Inner-consortium discourse within the group of scientists and to jointly develop the concept 
of stakeholders and their involvement. It took several personal discussions, a workshop on the 
concept of stakeholders, a plenary meeting and strong intervention by external evaluators (the 
SLM program foresees an on-site evaluation mission after one year), to convince partners of the 
importance of communication with stakeholders. Two main aspects have been decided as the 
main criteria for analysis, namely a) the identification of pressure groups and their representatives 
and specifically identifying their interests concerning rubber, in improving the system, and in 
conservation of non-rubber-areas, and b) their potential to implement new concepts, i.e., their 
influence on the implementation of new land-use recommendations, and particularly the 
SURUMER concepts in the field (directly & indirectly). SURUMER has initiated discourses with 
three stakeholder groups who have decision-making power at three different administrative lev-
els: 1) farmers are those who decide how to cultivate their land even if there are strong pressures 
on what, and insofar as they will or will not implement land use measures developed in the frame 
of SURUMER; 2) regional administration that influences land use planning and local policies, 
and 3) provincial and national politicians who have influence on the broader policy framework.  

A “baseline” stakeholder analysis (Aenis et al. 2014) has been carried out in eight villages. The 
results are fruitful - it has corrected pre-existing ideas from the researcher’s consortium such as 
negating the assumption that farmers do not know about side effects of rubber plantation, and it 
revealed that although farmers recognize the negative environmental and ecological effects of 
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rubber cultivation, that income generation remains their priority leading to further intensification 
of rubber production in the absence of other income generating alternatives. This baseline stake-
holder analysis also revealed that many farmers are aware of the risks of monoculture, and as a 
result there are already some alternatives practiced such as intercropping. Furthermore this analy-
sis has brought some insights into communication networks and particularly the strong role of 
village heads and innovator farmers in the development process. Village heads are opinion lead-
ers and are often those who test or bring innovations such as hybrid rice to the region (Tang 
2013). On the one hand, this is because the village heads are strongly linked to networks within 
and beyond the region and on the other hand, those who have a wider perspective and try out new 
things often later become village heads.  

A range of information material has been produced, including a website in German, English and 
most importantly, Chinese, which contains general information on the project, a leaflet with basic 
information of SURUMER, a small poster exhibition of 12 posters illustrating each subproject, 
and a brochure as supplement for the posters to be handed out to stakeholders during various 
events. The main result of internal discussions and also a reaction on stakeholder feedback seems 
trivial but costs a lot of human labor in praxis: The consensus is that all the information will prin-
cipally be given both in English and Chinese languages. Information materials, particularly the 
exhibition were well recognized during the following workshop and the local partner (Naban 
River Watershed National Nature Reserve Bureau) uses the material for example in their infor-
mation center. The process of producing the posters caused many discussions within the consorti-
um, and insofar the function of such material, if jointly developed, is not only to present and in-
form stakeholders but also to deepen understanding and communication among research partners.  

So far, four regional workshops and meetings have been held as communication platforms with 
participants from government bureaus, enterprises, local research institutes, and villages. The 
workshops obviously strengthened the basic understanding between SURUMER and external 
stakeholders and vice versa, and also had the effects of improved linkages between the actors 
themselves: during the workshop, participants exchanged each other’s activities in rubber cultiva-
tion and established a more in-depth contact among each other. Even if the feedback of stake-
holders was quite positive in general, they were also critical of their role as information sources 
and demanded more detailed presentation of results. At the second regional workshop, a smaller 
number of stakeholders participated which could be partly traced to organizational issues (rural 
area, end-of-the-year duties of bureaus), and partly to the content of the program. 

 
Adjustments  
The main adjustments are related to the shaping and widening of the stakeholder discourses. An 
external evaluation has observed weaknesses in the internal communication of the stakeholder 
concept, in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary integration, and emphasized the need for fur-
ther activities to identify and recruit decision-makers.  

Not all of the above mentioned key stakeholders could be involved as of yet. Particularly difficult 
to contact, are politicians from Yunnan province who are fundamental for implementation of pol-
icies. This might be due to their low prioritization of the issue of rubber production. Although 
rubber cultivation is economically stable, it is only relevant to a relatively small region inhabited 
by a minority, and due to a long-lasting drought in the Yunnan mainland there is a much bigger 
policy-relevant problem for “normal” forests. Nevertheless major efforts will be taken to involve 
those actors.  

To improve integration, our research team decided to focus on both – modeling approaches and 
stakeholder discourses on scenario development (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Stakeholder discourses in SURUMER and their interlinkages with interdisciplinary research 

 
For this purpose, two interdisciplinary groups have been founded, one on scenario definition and 
one on integrated modeling. The discourses with stakeholder groups are focused on a joint situa-
tion analysis, discussion on the future of rubber, and discussion of ecosystem services and func-
tions (and particularly trade-offs between the different functions). A priority scenario will be de-
veloped mutually and consequences concerning local policies, cultivation measures and e.g. mar-
ket strategies will be discussed; in other words - the implementation of the SURUMER strategies. 
Participatory scenario development (cf. Reed et al., 2013) insofar is the main linking pin between 
external stakeholders and SURUMER. 

This is an on-going process of personal (talks and more formal interviews) and group communi-
cation (workshops and meetings) which requires continuous inputs from the research consortium 
and stakeholder groups. Communication within these groups differs: whereby in the researchers’ 
group scenarios are discussed formally (using “modeling language”) the discussion with practi-
tioners focuses on problem analysis, objectives of different interest groups and “possible futures” 
of rubber cultivation in the region. Wherever possible, researchers participate in praxis groups 
and vice versa - even if this is restricted due to language problems and different locations (in 
Germany and China).  

The approach is particularly challenging for process management as neither of the participants 
have experience with this approach, stakeholders’ time is restricted and the framework conditions 
in China are not really supporting participation. It is obvious that a main task is translation in a 
very broad sense: Research results, approaches and later the scenarios themselves must be trans-
lated from Chinese into English and from scientific into practical language and vice versa. Sce-
narios of modeling consist of limited variables whereby the discussions amongst practitioners 
tend to either be more complex (rubber cultivation is only one aspect) or focused on a specific 
topic such as water quality. Translation hereby is needed to identify meanings to be used for the 
scenario modeling.  
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Discussion 
 
Information, information, information 
After all the measures described above and presentation of the consortium and the approaches of 
the subprojects given in a workshop, stakeholders stated that they have a basic overview but still 
do not completely understand the project. In one workshop, participants furthermore claimed that 
there was too much one-sided information flow from them to the researchers. They strongly rec-
ommended more detailed information, on the SURUMER process, particularly on subprojects’ 
results, and on sustainable ways to manage rubber cultivation. Furthermore, practitioners ex-
pressed that they would like to receive trainings about basic cultivation issues (“how to use pesti-
cides and herbicides”), and they have a strong willingness to see demonstrations with possible 
alternatives such as intercropping options from SURUMER. 

Information giving from SURUMER therefore is one form of “passive” participation which 
should even be intensified. Obviously it is not possible in a one-day workshop to give an over-
view on the overall consortium, to discuss scenarios and go into detail too. On the other hand 
stakeholders do not have the resources to meet more than twice a year. The consequence is to 
develop a mix of instruments: Actively spread general information by regular newsletters and the 
webpages, intensify bilateral interaction with key players concerning the scenarios, and to discuss 
concrete findings of subprojects and scenario issues during the workshops. For the farmers, a 
training on Integrated Pest management will be organized in which aspects of SURUMER such 
as intercropping will be integrated.  

The rocky road towards stakeholder-driven co-learning processes 

There is evidence that the concept of stakeholder involvement and discourse is improving and 
communication flows have been strengthened. Internally, there still seem to be strong forces 
against too much interaction with external actors. Scientists’ interests are much more in research 
than in communication. Some partners are still not convinced that they have to personally com-
municate with stakeholders. However, it is the project management’s concern to encourage active 
forms of participation and establish co-learning processes. To invest time and resources to build 
up trust and establish an open working climate, and to encourage stakeholders to be more and 
more active vis-á-vis the consortium so  that the external stakeholder can take the leading role as 
much as possible. Such improvement seems to be gradual rather than a revolutionary process and 
therefore needs long lasting interventions.  

One of its main elements is participatory scenario development which is – at least in this region – 
a new approach to actively engage stakeholders. It is very clear that they do have ideas about pos-
sible future scenarios of rubber cultivation, and some already have ideas such as alternative plants 
and intercropping (Aenis et al. 2014). We are hopeful that together with the SURUMER re-
searcher group, the joint scenario development could be an effective way to enable stakeholder 
involvement, and together we can reach the common goal of a sustainable strategy which is on 
its’ way towards implementation.  
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Abstract: Inter- and transdisciplinary research projects can serve as learning networks for sus-
tainable land use transitions since they enable processes of joint knowledge production and mutu-
al understanding. However, this can only be achieved if the challenge of integrating heterogene-
ous forms of knowledge is taken seriously and supported by applying appropriate methods of 
knowledge integration. 

In this paper we refer to experiences of the ELaN project, which is being carried out in North-
eastern Germany. ELaN aims at linking technological innovations for water, nutrient and carbon 
management with organisational innovations for an adapted land use management. Governance 
innovations are supporting the implementation and economic valorisation of these integrated 
model solutions. This solution-oriented project is being carried out in close interaction between a 
number of disciplines as well as with different stakeholders. 

For inter- and transdisciplinary research projects a common understanding of the existing prob-
lem(s) is an important starting point. A joint problem description provides a basis for the integra-
tion of knowledge from different disciplines as well as from scientific and practical actors. For 
the ELaN project, Constellation Analysis (CA) was used to facilitate joint problem description. 
Constellation Analysis is a visualization tool which aims at the creation of a focused image of the 
dominant elements of a problem and their relations. Scientists from different disciplinary back-
grounds and stakeholders are requested to agree on a constellation resulting from the relations 
between the central elements, which allows identification of major conflicts and open questions. 
This paper presents the use of Constellation Analysis for describing problems of land use and 
water management for fenlands in Northeastern Germany. It is based on expert interviews and 
discussions between scientists and stakeholders. 

Application of CA in the ELaN project has shown that it is a suitable tool for organising process-
es of mutual understanding which are challenged by different disciplinary languages, norms, cul-
tures and methods. It is also a good basis for the analysis of the different logics of action which 
form the background for different views and rationalities. Even if these logics cannot be over-
come by such methods, their recognition helps to identify systemic constraints on sustainable 
pathways. 

Keywords: knowledge integration, interdisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity, sustainable land use, 
land use management, fenlands, Constellation Analysis 
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Introduction 
Sustainability research highlights that, in most cases, mono disciplinary research is not able to 
deal with complex real world problems adequately. Socio-ecological problems like climate 
change, loss of biodiversity, deterioration of soils or pollution of the oceans do not conform to the 
traditional division of disciplines but rather need a re-orientation of knowledge adapted to these 
problems (Mittelstraß, 2005). If a research project focuses on developing solutions for such so-
cially caused problems, the participation of different disciplines is necessary. This goes along 
with the challenge of achieving understanding between different academic languages, logics and 
methods. Furthermore, the integration of practical knowledge is seen as a fundamental principle 
of solution- and implementation-oriented projects (Ropohl, 2005; Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2002; 
Bergmann et al., 2010). For this reason many sustainability research projects are carried out in 
close interaction with stakeholders who are in some kind affected by the problem concerned 
(transdisciplinary research projects).  

Knowledge integration often occurs more or less implicitly in the process of inter- and transdis-
ciplinary research projects, on the basis of common sense. It is taken for granted by funding 
agencies as well as the researchers involved in such projects. In contrast, Truffer (2007) and 
Hunecke (2011) propose that knowledge integration is more than a technical or organisational 
problem but is also an active social process of negotiation and construction which has to be orga-
nized. If taken seriously, integration of heterogeneous knowledge claims to be more than merely 
adding up the research results of different disciplines. Knowledge integration is a process that 
needs to be planned, designed and organized in an active manner. Thus, the product of knowledge 
integration is a synthesis of existing and newly generated knowledge. Experience with this rela-
tively new type of research indicates that the integration of distinct types of knowledge is by no 
means an automatic process. There is thus a need for appropriate and adequate methods support-
ing and managing this ambitious task (Defila et al., 2006; Truffer, 2007; Hunecke 2011). 

Ideally, inter- and transdisciplinary research projects should run through the following steps, aim-
ing at knowledge integration throughout the research process: joint description of problems and 
aims; formulation of a common theoretical frame; deduction of relevant sub-issues that can be 
dealt with by single disciplines; agreement on methods to be used; synthesis of results; transfer 
into practice (Bergmann et al. 2010).  

This paper focuses on the first step of describing the life world problem which is to be dealt with 
by an interdisciplinary research team. A common problem description plays a key role for the 
subsequent steps and phases of a research project. It facilitates becoming aware of differences in 
the disciplinary use of terms which are of central significance for a project and promotes initial 
insight into the logic of action of different stakeholders (Kröger, et al. 2012). For the ELaN58 pro-
ject we applied Constellation Analysis (CA), a bridging concept of sustainability studies, to inte-
grate knowledge from different disciplines and practical actors to obtain a joint problem descrip-
tion. CA is a visualisation tool which facilitates dialogue between actors with different back-
ground. 

After a short introduction of the ELaN project (section 2) and the CA method (section 3), the pro-
cess of conducting a CA is presented using the example of the ELaN project (section 4). Section 
5 briefly presents the results of applying CA to problems of land use and water management in 
fenlands. The paper closes with a discussion of the advantages and limits of applying CA in com-
plex project settings (section 6). 

The ELaN project: Integrated land management in Northeastern Germany 
                                                 
58 ELaN: Entwicklung eines integrierten Landmanagements durch nachhaltige Wasser- und Stoffnutzung in Nordostdeutschland 
(Developing an integrated land management scheme for sustainable water and nutrients use in North-East Germany), for further 
information see: <www.elan-bb.de>. 
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ELaN deals with the potentials and risks of using treated waste water. Currently, treated waste 
water is discharged into rivers and streams in Germany, bypassing soils and wetland ecosystems. 
In this research project, scientists from different disciplines (e.g. hydrology, soil science, limnol-
ogy, agriculture, regional planning, sociology, political science) have been investigating whether 
the use of purified waste water has the potential to serve as one element of sustainable water and 
land use management. It is analysed whether the use of treated wastewater is an option to stabi-
lize the regional water budget and whether it may contribute to the preservation of valuable wet-
lands. In addition, it is evaluated how remaining nutrients in treated waste water can be recycled 
and used as fertilizer for regional agriculture. 

The potential of re-using treated waste water is  investigated at two sites in Northeastern Germa-
ny: areas which were formerly used as sewage farms in the outskirts of Berlin and (degenerated) 
fenlands in rural areas of Brandenburg. Political and legal aspects of using purified waste water 
need to be considered and addressed. Aspects like wetlands ecology, river eutrophication, energy-
crop cultivation, nutrient and carbon recycling and in particular the effects on regional supply 
chains are being evaluated. 

ELaN comprises 12 network partners, with a total of 14 sub-projects. Over a period of five years 
(2011-2015) natural scientists, civil engineers and social scientists cooperate with regional stake-
holders from different background. Stakeholders are involved in the project in different ways and 
intensities: One of the practical actors is part of the research team and autonomously conducts a 
sub-project. An advisory board with eleven stakeholders from different background (e.g. agricul-
ture, regional planning, environmental protection, administration, energy consulting) is regularly 
consulted to discuss intermediate results and integrate the specific knowledge and experiences of 
these actors. At certain points of the project a wider range of stakeholders is integrated via stake-
holder workshops in order to present elements of regional strategies for sustainable water and 
land management and get feedback to the suggestions.  

Using different methods of knowledge integration, the consolidated findings will be transformed 
into practical local and regional solutions and their validity will be tested on the two ELaN study 
sites.  

 

Constellation Analysis as a method for knowledge integration 
 
What is Constellation Analysis? 
CA is an interdisciplinary bridging concept designed for sustainability, technology and innova-
tion studies. The method is based on the assumption that technical, social, and natural develop-
ments are closely intertwined in complex constellations. Thus, they can only be analysed and 
modified when these interlinkages are taken into account. 

The nucleus of each CA is visualisation of a specific constellation. Constellations feature a cer-
tain degree of regularity and structure. They are constituted by various interrelated elements. The 
tool used for this project provides four types of elements:  

 social actors (e.g. persons, groups, stakeholders, organisations),  
 natural elements (e.g. landscape, livestock, soil, ground water),  
 technical elements (e.g. energy, factories, infrastructure) and  
 signs (e.g. rules, laws, concepts and principles). 

 
Each CA follows a number of principles and rules, such as equal ranking of the distinct elements 
and a focus on the relations between them. As potentially all relevant disciplines and stakeholders 
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participate in the creation of a CA, domination of the process by one disciplinary language – or 
stakeholder interest – can be avoided. Its basic idea is to bring together different approaches, data 
sources and forms of knowledge to create a picture of a constellation that can be accepted or even 
shared by all stakeholders and researchers involved (Schön et al., 2007).  

CA constitutes an instrument for the presentation and analysis of complex problems at the inter-
face of society and nature. It helps to identify different problem perceptions, knowledge and solu-
tions. This tool can help to integrate different positions and take into account opposing concerns. 
In the process of identifying such differences, CA serves as a means for mutual understanding 
(Schön et al., 2007; Kröger et al., 2012). An additional effect is, that the participants get aware of 
ontological and epistemological differences at an early stage of the project and are challenged to 
find ways of dealing with them in the course of the project. 

 
Constellation Analysis in ELaN 
The topic of ELaN – (un)sustainable water and land management – is a typical example of a 
complex and not yet well-defined and understood problem. In order to develop applicable solu-
tions, it has to be acknowledged that stakeholders have different problem perspectives together 
with divergent perceptions regarding how to solve them. 

CA has been used in ELaN as a method to integrate diverse disciplinary and practical knowledge. 
As a first step, a comprehensive joint problem description was generated. It complemented and 
more precisely defined the brief problem description which was formulated in the project pro-
posal. All participating researchers were systematically involved in the creation of the updated 
problem description, not only those who took part in writing the project proposal. Thus, the up-
dated problem description was built on a wide basis of expertise. Problem descriptions were done 
separately for the two types of land use management ELaN is dealing with: former sewage-
irrigated fields, on the one hand, and (degenerated) fenlands, on the other. This paper refers only 
to the use of CA regarding problems of sustainable land use and water management of fenlands. 

As a first step, a review of the relevant literature and a number of structured interviews with ex-
perts from research and practice were carried out in order to identify and correlate the relevant 
elements of the specific ELaN constellation. A central question led the process of structuring the 
elements and the description and analysis of the constellation. CA visualises the elements and 
their relations in a graphic form. The translation of a complex problem into a structured figure 
makes it necessary to focus and to reduce the complexity, which necessarily entails simplifica-
tions and abbreviations. However, this process of focusing serves as a catalyst for interdiscipli-
nary exchange. The graphical presentation of the constellation is always accompanied by a writ-
ten description and analysis; it cannot be understood completely on its own. A CA constitutes a 
snapshot; it cannot represent dynamics or developments over time. 

The updated joint problem analysis via CA was obtained following a number of iterative steps in 
the period between April 2011 and May 2012:  

 review of the relevant literature about regional water- and land use management and with 
regard to the two different sites (fenlands and former sewage irrigated fields); 

 conduct and analysis of 17 structured interviews with members of the advisory board and 
other external experts (water management, agriculture, nature protection, government and 
administration) as well as researchers of the project team; the guidelines of the interviews 
included questions about problems of landscape water balance, the current use of treated 
waste water as well as potentials and risks of an alternative use of waste water; the inter-
views were the basis for developing a draft of the CA; 
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 discussion of the CA draft within the ELaN coordination team and feedback interviews 
with eight researchers with different disciplinary backgrounds, leading to CA revision; 

 discussion of revised CA at the annual consortiums plenum with 35 researchers, docu-
mentation of discussion, assessment of comments and revision of CA. Forwarding the 
revised CA to consortium, requesting written comments;  

 analysis and consideration of written comments and finalisation of interdisciplinary 
agreement on problem description. 
 

After the interdisciplinary discussion process, the preliminary CA was presented and discussed at 
a transdisciplinary stakeholder workshop, conducted in March 2012 in Berlin. The aim of the 
workshop was to discuss our findings with a larger number of regional actors, which were only 
loosely or not yet associated with ELaN. The participants were asked to comment the constella-
tion analyses and, more generally, to discuss the following questions: What could be the benefits 
for the region using treated waste water? Which questions should be answered before considering 
the use of treated waste water?  

The comments of approximately 40 participants were documented and taken into account for a 
last revision of the CA.  

 

The ELaN problem description for degenerated fenlands  
During its first phase, the analyses of ELaN concentrated on two contrasting land use types: (de-
generated) fenlands in remote rural areas of Brandenburg and sewage irrigation fields in the out-
skirts of Berlin. For both land use types, we developed a status quo CA and a projection into the 
future. In the following, the status quo constellation dealing with fenlands is presented in order to 
illustrate the use of the method within the project (see figure 1). 

We developed the CA based on the following central question: Which problems and risks does 
the current water management in rural areas of Brandenburg face, particularly regarding fen-
lands? 
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Figure 1: Constellation Analysis for water and land management of rural fenlands. 

 
 

The figure shows that the status quo constellation consists of three clusters: (1) land use and na-
ture protection, (2) surface water and (3) waste water. 

 Cluster 1 highlights the implications of the current agricultural use of fenlands. Due to 
conditions of agricultural markets, energy policy and the Common Agricultural Policy 
(CAP), farmers continue to intensify agrarian production, especially by improving condi-
tions for cultivating their land via drainage. This dynamic is symbolized by a self-
reinforcing feed back loop. Protagonists of nature protection blame this practice for de-
generation of wetlands and consequent loss of biodiversity. They therefore support demo-
lition of drainage systems or adapted water management which considers the preservation 
or regeneration of fenlands. Since fenlands have an important function for the storage of 
carbon dioxide, this debate has intensified with regard to measures for climate protection. 

 Cluster 2 illustrates the current practice of disposing treated waste water. Usually this wa-
ter is discharged into surface waters, mostly rivers. Since this treated waste water still 
contains nutrients and pollutants, the groundwater as well as the North and the Baltic seas 
have become polluted over time, resulting in problems of eutrophication. To avoid further 
contamination, the EU Water Framework Directive demands that all EU countries im-
prove surface water quality towards a higher standard. It is, consequently, expected that 
standards for treated waste water quality will also rise during the coming years. 

 Cluster 3 shows the relevant elements regarding the current treatment of waste water in 
Northeastern Germany. Due to migration into cities and demographic changes, associa-
tions for sewage treatment in rural areas are faced with increasing costs for an oversized 
waste water treatment infrastructure. They are also irregularly confronted with huge 
amounts of waste water caused by weather extremes, which cannot be dealt with ade-
quately by current waste water treatment plants.  
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After the mapping process, the constellation was analysed. The figure makes clear that there are 
competing interests or problems that have to be dealt with in the future. The quality of treated 
wastewater has to improve to be able to fulfill the standards of the EU Water Framework Di-
rective. However, in rural areas waste water treatment plants are already confronted with the 
problem of maintaining existing infrastructure in the face of decreasing population and lack the 
financial leeway for new investments. Regarding water management, there is a clear conflict be-
tween the interests of agriculture and environmental protection. A high percentage of fenland is 
already severely degenerated due to water management practices which allow intensive agricul-
tural production. On the one hand, there is a growing recognition that the existence of fenlands is 
important for climate protection and for maintaining a sound regional water balance as well as 
biodiversity. Yet, on the other hand, the pressure on the agricultural sector to use land as effi-
ciently as possible has risen due to economic and political trends. However, in the long run, the 
melioration of soils and intensive forms of production will result in a gradual deterioration of 
soils, which is also economically unattractive.  

The ELaN project has been analysing whether the use of treated waste water for irrigating fen-
lands could be a feasible component of a possible solution for the sketched problems of water and 
land use management. So far, the use of treated waste water is forbidden due to precautionary 
groundwater protection and can only be tested in the context of a research project. By using treat-
ed waste water for irrigating land, it would be possible to solve the problem of polluting surface 
water. It is assumed that remaining nutrients and pollutants will be removed by microorganisms 
and plants when the water passes through fenland soil. However, the effects of long-term irriga-
tion of sensitive soils with treated waste water have so far not been analysed. Potential groundwa-
ter risks must, therefore, be monitored carefully.  

In any case the question of polluted surface water is only one part of the picture. Our analyses of 
the current constellation have made clear that the main barrier for changing water and land man-
agement of fenlands are the different logics of action of farmers, on the one side, and protagonists 
of nature protection, on the other. If considered alone, each of the two logics is plausible and ra-
tional, but they are not compatible. The main challenge is to provide economically viable options 
for farmers to cultivate land with higher groundwater levels. So far there has been a lack of at-
tractive product and crop options that fit well with adequate cultivation of fenlands. The estab-
lishment of regional value-added chains for crops that are produced on fenlands as well as public 
compensation schemes for less intensive production will be key elements for finding acceptable 
solutions for all actors involved (Kröger et al., 2012). 

 

Reflection on the process of knowledge integration with Constellation Analysis  
The application of CA in the context of the ELaN project shows that the method is suitable for 
promoting dialogue between scientists of different disciplines and between researchers and prac-
titioners. Discussing central elements of a problem and their relations helps to integrate different 
perspectives and heterogeneous forms of knowledge. Dealing with technical and natural ele-
ments, actors and signs as being equally important encourages different disciplines to relate to the 
method and helps to avoid dominance of one discipline or a certain group of stakeholders (Schön 
et al., 2007; Ohlhorst & Kröger, 2014).  

The interventions and comments from the scientists and the practitioners during the processes of 
conducting CA can be differentiated according to different qualities: 

 Comments which aimed at enriching or completing the problem description by adding 
more details: Scientists from different disciplines or actors from certain sectors have a 
highly differentiated knowledge in their specific field  which they wanted to be included 
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in the problem description. The dialogue made clear that CA serves the purpose to “draw 
the whole picture” but that it is not able to integrate the whole range of specific details. 
The joint discussion helped to come to conclusions which elements are of central signifi-
cance for the overall problem and which should be dealt with on the level of disciplinary 
sub-projects. To give an example: Some practitioners suggested to differentiate “citizens” 
in residents, tourists and hunters since these groups might have different perspectives on 
the problem. This contribution was acknowledged to be important for the development of 
strategies further on in the project but it was regarded as being too detailed on the level of 
the problem description.  

 Comments which aimed at correcting the use of certain technical terms or the presenta-
tion of certain facts. If there was consensus on these corrections, they were integrated in 
the figure as well as in the descriptive text. For example one of the representatives of 
the regional administration corrected the description of legislative competences 
regarding the possible use of treated waste water. 

 Comments which represented a single perspective which was in conflict to other per-
spectives. It was especially this type of comments which made clear that there are onto-
logical and epistemological differences in the group of researchers and that the practition-
ers from different sectors are acting with different logics of actions. In the range of this 
paper this can only be illustrated with some examples. Within the group of researchers – 
but also between science and practioners – there were, for example, different perceptions 
regarding the riks which are linked to current practices of disposing treated waste water 
and the risks which are connected to a possible use of waste water for irrigation. While 
some of the scientists had a stronger focus on the quality of the surface water, others 
stressed the potential risk for the quality of the ground water. There were also different 
opinions on how modern societies should – or are able to – deal with existing risks. The 
discussion made clear that it will not be possible to avoid risks completely but that politics 
– and society as a whole – have to find ways of assessing risks and weighing them against 
each other to be able to take justifiable decisions. As ELaN shows, science can play an 
important role in providing reliable information for risk assessment. 

  
Another discussion which represented different logics of action was the debate about future pos-
sibilities of dealing with sensitive and valuable fenland. While practitioners from the agricultural 
sector stressed the necessity for adequate framework conditions – e.g. subsidies for extensive 
production, markets for alternative products – actors from nature protection put a stronger focus 
on the responsibility of the agricultural sector itself to preserve soils and contribute towards cli-
mate protection. Both groups were however able to agree on the necessity that farmers have to be 
able to earn their living with an agriculture which is adapted to characteristics of different soils 
and biotopes. 

Due to the experiences we made, we conclude that CA is suitable for a) organising processes of 
mutual understanding which are challenged by different disciplinary languages, norms, cultures 
and methods and b) making different perspectives and conflicting views transparent. It is also c) a 
good basis for the analysis of the differing logics of action which form the background for vari-
ous views and rationalities.  

CA is done in recursive loops. Throughout the different methodological steps, the constellation 
was continuously enriched till it was possible to achieve an agreement.The method allows re-
searchers from different disciplines to position their specific research questions within the context 
of the overarching questions of a whole project. However, the necessity of reducing complexity 
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entails a certain superficiality. Thus, the different parts of the constellation have to be described 
and anaylysed in detail by the disciplinary sub-projects as it was defined in the project proposal.  

An evaluation of the annual meeting of the entire project team in which the CA was introduced 
and intensively discussed came to rather positive results. A questionnaire survey was handed out 
and the participants were asked to give us feedback on the benefits of the common problem de-
scription.The analysis showed that two thirds of the participants (altogether 38 persons) found the 
visualization via CA helpful to position their research questions in the overall context of the re-
search project. To assure that the individual sub-projects contextualize their specific research 
question in the context of the whole inter- and transdisciplinary project is an important aim of 
integrative methods. The same percentage stated that the process helped them to obtain a better 
understanding of the perspectives of the other sub-projects. However, the visualisation can be still 
improved: almost one third of the participants stated that they found the way of presenting CA 
confusing. 

As our example shows, the process of developing a joint understanding of a problem can be ra-
ther time-consuming, at least for projects with many project partners. Consequently, appropriate 
resources have to be calculated for the moderation of such a process. Although a joint problem 
description is recommended as a starting point for every inter- and transdisciplinary project, it 
will rarely be possible to formulate one before the project partners start to work on their discipli-
nary research questions. Nevertheless, it has an important function even after some months into a 
project, because it allows for reflection on the problem description which was formulated for the 
proposal and readjusting to the current situation. This is especially important for members of the 
team who did not participate in the development of the proposal. 

The CA method facilitates the discussion and negotiation process about forming an adequate re-
production of reality. However, the figures cannot be understood on their own, they have to be 
complemented by an explanatory and analytical text. A CA reflects risks and problems as they 
are described by participants. Therefore, it doesn’t present objective facts but rather represents 
the result of a socially constructed process. CA can help to structure problems, but for a more 
thorough analysis, a theoretical perspective is necessary. For the ELaN project, reference to dif-
ferent logics of action has been a helpful approach for interpreting conflicting interests in further 
detail (Ohlhorst & Kröger, 2014). 
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Abstract: The Southern Wintering Systems Initiative is a collaboration between farmers, re-
searchers and extension experts aimed at optimising animal performance and profitability, and 
reducing the environmental impact of dairy farming wintering practices in southern New Zea-
land. Prior to the commencement of the initiative, the importance of wintering practices was 
highlighted in a farmer survey. This survey allowed the project team to tailor the project to the 
needs of farmers in the region. Monitoring and analysis of technical results were combined with 
decision support tool development, enabling farmers to evaluate and optimise the practices on 
their farms during the project. A key component of the initiative involved co-learning with the 
monitor farmers.  Important features of the methodological approach were: (1) extensive farmer 
surveys; (2) active participation of monitor farmers; (3) interaction between farmers, researchers, 
policy makers, developers and consultants; (4) co-opting other farmers to critique the results and 
help with the extension of the project findings; Communities of Practice. Lessons on the impor-
tant features of the Initiative are presented and discussed. This project has provided insights about 
the ways in which the knowledge of farmers, researchers, developers and consultants can be inte-
grated, to advance understanding and improvement, in an area of critical importance to dairying 
in southern regions in New Zealand. Integral to the success of the initiative was embedding the 
aims, results and tools in the DairyNZ regional extension programme allowing the results to 
reach a large number of farmers and other stakeholders.  

Keywords: dairy, wintering, farm system, research, extension, co-development 

 

 

Introduction to the Southern Wintering Systems Initiative 
The South Island, New Zealand has seen significant growth in dairy farming over the last 15-20 
years.  At present the South Island dairy industry has 38% of New Zealand’s dairy cows, produc-
ing 42% of the nation’s milk (DairyNZ, 2013).  Due to both the availability and affordability of 
the land for dairy farm conversions, especially in the Southland and Otago regions, there is still 
potential for further expansion of the industry.   

In New Zealand’s pasture-based seasonal milk production systems, winter management of dry 
dairy cows (“wintering”) is critical to the success of the farm business. It impacts milk produc-
tion, reproductive performance, the welfare of the cows, and the growth performance of young 
stock (Dalley 2010). In the southern South Island of New Zealand winter weather and soil condi-
tions result in an absence of plant growth (Dalley & Geddes, 2012) and limit the extent to which 
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pastures can be grazed. Hence, the majority of farmers winter their dry cows away from the pas-
tures grazed during the lactation season, mainly on forage crops. This comes at a cost: wintering 
stock is one of the biggest financial costs to dairying in this region, making up on average 20-
25% of farm working expenses (Cottier 2000; Dalley 2010), and wintering on forage crops is 
under increasing scrutiny from the New Zealand public due to potential environmental and ani-
mal welfare concerns (Dalley 2011). Consequently, off-paddock management systems such as 
wintering pad and housed systems are becoming more common.  Wintering pads are specifically 
built areas designed for holding cows for extended periods and providing a suitable surface to lie 
down on and an area for feeding.  The particular system a farmer selects will be determined by 
individual circumstances, and all systems have an equal opportunity for success or failure 
(Dalley, 2010). Regardless of the choice of wintering system, it must maintain or improve the 
profitability of the farm business at the same time as achieving environmental, animal or social 
goals (Riemersma et al., 2007).  

By demonstrating good practice in all aspects of wintering, i.e. feed supply, animal welfare, envi-
ronmental impact, staff management, finances and across a range of wintering systems, the aim 
of the project was to increase adoption of practices that minimise environmental and social im-
pacts and maximise returns to the dairy business. The overall goal was to improve understanding 
of wintering systems and co-develop options for improvement.  This paper describes the co-
development approach taken, and an initial evaluation of the benefits and pitfalls of the approach.     

 

Approach 
Prior to the implementation of the project, six literature reviews were conducted to summarise 
existing New Zealand knowledge in relation to all aspects of the current wintering systems i.e. 
environmental impact, financial performance, feed supply and quality, animal welfare, infrastruc-
ture requirements and labour use, and to identify information gaps.  To document the wintering 
systems in use, the number of farmers using each system and the farmers’ perceptions of them, a 
farmer network analysis and wintering survey was conducted.  These activities indicated that the 
project required a whole-farm systems approach to assess positive and negative consequences of 
wintering system choice, and to develop options to improve performance of the range of systems. 

A collaboration was started involving people with a wide range of expertise; researchers and de-
velopers in farm systems, animal, environmental and social researchers, policy makers, commu-
nication experts, extension specialists, consultants and a core group of six monitor farmers 
(Webby and Sheath, 1991), operating different wintering systems. The farm systems researchers 
and developers were all employees of DairyNZ (the industry good organization, representing 
New Zealand's dairy farmers and funded through a levy on milksolids with the purpose to secure 
and enhance the profitability, sustainability and competitiveness of New Zealand dairy farming).  
All the collaborators were passionate about the wintering issues and the desire to help farmers in 
the region to succeed. The six wintering systems investigated were: grazing of crop, grazing of 
pasture, uncovered wintering pads, loose housed barn with concrete slatted floor, loose housed 
deep litter barn and a free-stall barn. 

In a two day workshop with the project team a Logical Framework was developed for what be-
came the Southern Wintering Systems (SWS) Initiative.  The approach utilised Bennett’s hierar-
chy (Bennett 1979) and best practice for extension according to Coutts and Roberts (2003).  The 
final activities combined a participatory research approach with the individual participant groups 
providing different skills and expertise: 

 Farmers provided access to their farms and expertise in commercial farming practice, 
forming a regional monitor farm network 
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 Researchers contributed knowledge of a range of disciplines and expertise in research 
methods to monitor the farm systems and interpret the results 

 Developers worked with the researchers and farmers to ensure existing and new informa-
tion was developed into decision support tools (feed allocation calculator; wintering risk 
assessment) for farm management and key messages for farmers (fact sheets)  

 Consultants, extension specialists and communication experts ensured communication 
and extension of the SWS initiative and its results to the wider farming community 

 Policy makers provided knowledge of community expectations and interpreted results to 
develop proposals for practical and effective regulation. 

Integral to the success was the collaboration between all parties right from the commencement of 
the initiative.  Factors such as understanding the issues, selecting the right farmers (see below) 
and exposing subject area specialists to the complexities of farm system decision making and 
implementation all contributed to the final outcomes. 

The SWS initiative was launched in 2010 and involved three phases: 

1. Start-up (2010) 

2. Monitoring (2010-2013); and 

3. Co-development (2013) 

During the start-up phase local farmers were consulted regarding the key selection criteria for the 
selection of monitor farmers.  The key criteria used for selection were: 

1. Farms covered a range of wintering systems and were geographically separated 
2. The farmers were: 

a. Honest, open and well respected by their peers 
b. Good communicators, prepared to host groups 
c. Good at record keeping 
d. Demonstrating good practice in the implementation of their system 
e. Operating cost effective, achievable systems 
f. Financially accountable and willing to disclose costs 
g. Willing to commit to the three years of the project 

Two members of the project team visited 14 potential monitor farmers to discuss their farm sys-
tem, assess their suitability and provide an outline of the project.  Following the visits the pre-
ferred farmers were invited to join the project team and monitoring commenced.  Six farms were 
identified that represented a range of geographical locations, soil types and wintering systems. An 
initial monitoring protocol was developed, however progress was evaluated by the project team 
on a monthly basis, resulting in the adoption of a reflexive monitoring approach (Van Mierlo et 
al. 2010).  This approach ensured that the project could be adjusted to suit the operating environ-
ment at the time of implementation. New activities were incorporated as required ensuring that 
the initiative could react to current events e.g. abnormal seasonal conditions, new policy devel-
opment and incorporate opportunities as they arose. Monitoring occurred from July 2010 to Au-
gust 2013. 

The decision was made at the outset of the project to appoint a technician to oversee the monitor-
ing on the farms, assist the farmers with measurements where required and collate the data.  A 
dedicated technician resulted in consistency of data collection between farms and also provided a 
local contact for the farmers if they had queries.  The collection of farm data was streamlined to 
avoid several people requesting the same data from the farmers at different times.  All monitoring 
that was not part of the normal farm practice e.g. quarterly body condition score assessments, 
monthly forage crop yields, supplementary feed quality and effluent volume recording was com-
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pleted by the technician and the data provided to the farmer for their information.  The farmers 
were responsible for herd health recording, milk production and reproduction records and staff 
related monitoring and for providing the information required to calculate the annual nutrient 
budget and the winter feed inventories.   

At the same time as the monitor farmers were being selected, a Reference Group was formed 
including other farmers, rural professionals (consultants, bankers, veterinaries etc supporting 
dairy farmers) and representatives from national government.  This group participated in the 
analysis and interpretation of the results and in the development of decision support tools, and 
extension and communication materials. 

During the period of the Initiative interest in wintering systems increased due to further regula-
tions emerging to limit nutrient loss to the environment.  Grazed wintering systems were facing 
particular scrutiny due to the high risk of nutrient loss when plant growth is minimal and soil wa-
ter content high.  This lead to further discussion about the future of winter cropping practices and 
the requirement for more data to generate robust benchmarks, for environmental impact, animal 
performance and economics, across the systems being investigated.  These discussions resulted in 
the implementation of Phase 3 of the project “Communities of Practice” to involve more farms 
for each wintering system. 

 
Evaluation of the approach 
 
Farmer network analysis and wintering survey 
The Farmer Network Project utilises social network analysis and diagramming to identify key 
network farmers and rural professionals. This information aims to contribute to an increased 
‘farmer reach’ and ‘on-farm impact’ of DairyNZ through farmer network understanding and col-
laboration (Tarbotton et al. 2012).  A survey incorporating questions pertaining to the the farm 
context and management priorities and about the information and people drawn on by farmers to 
improve decision making was developed and piloted in the Southland region.  

Following the pilot, DairyNZ randomly selected approximately 15 percent of South Ota-
go/Southland dairy farmers from the Dairy Industry Levy Database to be invited to take part in 
the Farmer Network Project. Letters were posted to the selected farmers providing details about 
the project and informing the farmer that a representative from DairyNZ may be in contact with 
them via telephone to make an appointment to take part in an on-farm, face-to-face interview. 
Wherever possible this interview involved a farming couple. The letter ensured that farmers were 
informed about the purpose of the study, and about who was conducting it.  Interviews were con-
ducted with 315 farmers and identified 62 key network farmers and 26 key network rural profes-
sionals in the region. These individuals were identified as being key people in their district and 
there was real value in DairyNZ nurturing strong and lasting relationships with them, to identify 
opportunities to partner with these farmers and rural professionals in the future.  

An additional wintering system survey was included to provide important insights into the priori-
ties, concerns and opinions of farmers in the South Otago/Southland Region.  To gain an under-
standing of the current winter management practices, farmers where asked to describe: where 
they wintered their stock; what wintering systems they used; and what their herds were mainly 
fed over winter. The results of the survey were crucial to identify people to link to the SWS Ini-
tiative.  It also directed the project team to develop benchmarks and tools to assist farmers to as-
sess the success of their wintering system.  From the survey the top criteria farmers used for as-
sessment were economics, control, environmental fit and cow welfare.  
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A further benefit from the survey at the commencement of the Initiative was the collection of a 
range of wintering statistics which formed the baseline against which changes in wintering prac-
tice during the course of the project could be monitored. 

 
Multi-disciplinary project team  
The approach that was adopted was new to many members of the project team who had tradition-
ally worked on discipline focused research projects with clearly defined methods and a high de-
gree of control.  While the outcomes of the Initiative were clearly defined at the outset, the meth-
odology and frequency of measurement for the on-farm monitoring were more flexible to allow 
the project to react to seasonal conditions and for monitoring to be adapted as more was learnt 
about the individual wintering systems.  A two-day workshop at the outset laid the foundation for 
the first two years of the project, including a detailed project plan and list of deliverables.  This 
meeting was an opportunity for the individual project members to establish their role within the 
project team and for all team members to share their passion for the wintering issues that were 
being addressed.   On reflection, these two days spent on detailed planning early in the project 
and developing a cohesive team contributed to the success of the project.  Maintenance of this 
team culture was achieved through monthly project team meetings via video conference and bi-
annual face to face meetings in the region involving the farmers and the reference team.  The par-
ticipatory and collaborative approach fostered the development of a close knit project team. Key 
to the success of this approach was including people on the project team that were passionate 
about the wintering issues farmers in the region were facing and who also wanted to contribute to 
solutions.  Taking time to select the right farmers for the project and then ensuring they were get-
ting value from their involvement (information to support them with decision making, access to 
experts to discuss issues) helped foster the collaborative process.  A summary of the results were 
presented to all the farmers on an annual basis and this was combined with a social event where 
team members could discuss their experiences and learn from each other.    

Individual members of the team acquired value from the project in different ways.  For the re-
gional extension team involvement in the project made them feel more connected to the rest of 
DairyNZ and provided them with local information to support DairyNZ messages at discussion 
groups and field days.  For scientists more familiar with controlled research, the project provided 
an opportunity for interaction between research and the real world.  In addition, the range of per-
spectives people from different disciplines brought to discussions was very valuable for debating 
approaches, clarifying issues, interpreting results and identifying trade-offs between different 
areas of the farm system when new systems were adopted. Involvement in the project provided an 
opportunity for key research findings from other projects to be integrated into the SWS messages 
and communicated to farmers in the region.  

Within DairyNZ the co-development approach involving farmers and linking policy, research 
development and extension was ahead of its time and resulted in the realisation that existing or-
ganizational structures e.g. reporting lines, group structures, accounting requirements etc made 
implementation of the project as planned more difficult. A project such as this requires a dedi-
cated project manager to monitor progress, maintain relationships and identify opportunities for 
communication.  Managing the departure of key staff from the Initiative was an area that could 
have been improved.  Loss of key staff often resulted in a loss of momentum in that particular 
area until the new person was fully integrated into the team.  Having key staff located in the re-
gion where the research is being conducted would also help with maintaining relationships and 
ensuring timeliness in the messages that are being developed.  On a positive note the project was 
successful in developing capability at all levels of the project team but particularly in the techni-
cal staff that were interacting with the farmers on a regular basis.  These staff members grew in 
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confidence, developed a strong rapport with the farmers and gained a more holistic view of win-
tering and its impact on farm system performance. 

 

Establishing a monitor farm network 
All participant farmers identified that the most valuable aspect of involvement in the project for 
them was having access to the monitoring information.  The extent to which this information was 
used to change practices on the individual farms was associated with how long they had been 
using the particular wintering system. Some had already ‘ironed out a lot of the hiccups” before 
joining the project; but all farmers had examples of where they had used the information to im-
prove their wintering outcomes (Dalley et al. 2013).  The farmers also enjoyed the collegial as-
pects of inclusion in the project with its opportunities to compare practices and management 
strategies. A common comment was that they obtained a lot of value from direct access to techni-
cal experts. They had found it easy having visitors on their properties and had enjoyed those in-
teractions. Preparation for these visits with the regional extension team or other project team 
members was also highly appreciated. 

The project team learned that the approach and results of the SWS Initiative improved under-
standing of the complexity of wintering systems, giving context to the disciplinary work done in 
other research projects. It assisted the development and extension of decision support tools and 
rules for good management practice and provided input into new policy. DairyNZ is now adopt-
ing similar approaches in new projects, with teams including a variety of research disciplines, 
development, extension, farmers and/or other stakeholders. 

Some opportunities for improvement were also identified, including: developing a clear plan of 
what needs to be recorded on-farm before starting; not requesting monitoring that is too detailed 
and not feasible for a farmer to achieve and ensuring results are returned to the farmers in a 
timely manner. 

Integration with the regional extension plan 
Engagement with the DairyNZ regional extension team (local consultants and extension special-
ists) at the outset of the project provided a strong platform for messages coming out of the moni-
toring and for the testing and promotion of the decision support tools that were developed from 
the Initiative.  When surveyed using a semi-structured interview two years into the project the 
regional team reported a good understanding of the Initiative (average 5.5 on a scale of 1-7, 1 
being nil, 4 moderate and 7 a lot) and rated the information coming out of the Initiative as having 
good value (rating 5.8).  They had all used the decision support tools and messages in their dis-
cussion groups and at other events.  The two messages with the highest impact were achieving 
body condition score targets and the importance of feed allocation.  While the regional extension 
team could identify benefits from the Initiative they viewed the approach taken as only moder-
ately successful (4.5) and rated farmer awareness of the Initiative as low (average 2.7).  Reasons 
for the poor awareness included farmers not linking messages conveyed at groups to the decision 
support tools and key messages developed during the SWS Initiative, because of generic 
DairyNZ branding, the number of farmers actively involved was too low and insufficient effort 
had been made to communicate with a wider group of farmers, especially those not engaged with 
DairyNZ.   

The response regarding not communicating with a wider group of farmers was somewhat puz-
zling since the project team had documented presenting directly to 1500 people at field days and 
conferences with positive feedback and an e-newsletter had been sent to more than 800 recipients 
on a monthly basis. One of the challenges encountered by channeling the delivery through the 
regional extension team was a lack of attribution to the SWS Initiative. While this was disap-
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pointing for attribution to the project team it did mean that there were more people locally with a 
high knowledge of the Initiative and its outcomes. The regional extension team reported that they 
enjoyed the practical nature of the project and the fact that photos were used to disseminate in-
formation e.g. for crop yields and utilisation, quality of plant components and system setup. 

 
 
Communities of practice 
The Communities of Practice (Wenger 1998) were developed to address some of the concerns 
raised around the validity of the monitor farm data given only one farm was represented in each 
system type, and also to increase the number of farmers involved in the project.  No monitoring 
was conducted on these farms but the results from the monitor farms were reviewed by these 
groups to ensure they represented the system in question.  Information was exchanged during 
three facilitated meetings for each group. Key characteristics of each Community of Practice 
were (1) the members were all operating the same wintering system as the monitor farm in that 
particular Community of Practice, (2) the environment supported learning to co-develop best-
practice rules for the various systems and (3) the outcomes were translated into ‘tips and tricks’ 
and decision support tools relevant to that particular wintering system.  The monitor farmers were 
very supportive of this approach as not only did it address their concerns around data validity but 
it also gave them specific feedback on their individual system.  These forums also provided an 
opportunity for the project team to identify gaps in the information and issues that were common 
to a particular wintering system.  This information was used to develop the project plan for the 
next phase of the project. 

An important factor with the Communities of Practice was to allow sufficient time for the farmers 
to discuss and debate aspects relating to their system.  The meetings were facilitated by the re-
gional extension team.  Meeting planning required flexibility and it was important that the time 
was not monopolized by the project team.  This was an opportunity for the project team to cap-
ture the learning’s and experiences from farmers who had adopted new wintering systems.  This 
information was used in the development of resources (Tips and Tricks, checklists etc) for use by 
other farmers. Involvement of the regional extension team provided opportunities for them to 
hear, first-hand, the experiences from farmers operating the different systems and provided an 
opportunity for the farmers to interact with the regional extension team.   

Conclusions 
This project has provided some key lessons about the ways in which research, resource develop-
ment, extension, policy and practice can be integrated to advance understanding in an area of 
critical importance to dairying in southern regions in New Zealand. The approach used was cen-
tral to the success of this integration and the achievement of the project outcomes. Important fea-
tures of this were: (1) an extensive farmer survey at the beginning of the project to provide an 
understanding of current practices and criteria farmers used to assess the success of their systems; 
this proved important to achieve high interest in the project of lessons learned; (2) careful selec-
tion of monitor farmers; that they were respected by their peers, willing to learn from the moni-
toring programme (e.g. prepared to change practice), and engaged actively in communication; (3) 
the monitor data provided insights into the business of the monitor farmers giving opportunity for 
interaction between farmers, researchers, consultants and policy makers, and improved under-
standing of the issues the farmers were dealing with; (4) the Communities of Practice facilitated 
involvement of more farmers and increased interaction with the regional extension team. 

The first years of the SWS Initiative have successfully engaged a large and diverse team of peo-
ple including the monitor farmers, researchers, developers, the regional extension team, policy 
makers and other rural professionals and farmers in the region. It was successful in generating 
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data useful for extension and communication, and in developing and implementing new decision 
support tools to allow farmers in the region to improve their wintering practices. 
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Abstract: PROLINNOVA (PROmoting Local INNOVAtion) partners in eight countries in Africa and 
Asia facilitated a farmer-managed process of allocating “Local Innovation Support Funds” 
(LISFs) for locally relevant experimentation and innovation. The LISF is a new institutional ar-
rangement for joint learning by farmers and other key actors in agricultural research and devel-
opment (ARD). It gives smallholders – men and women – the means to design, implement and 
evaluate their own processes of exploration. It supports decentralised farmer-led experiments and 
sharing of findings, both from farmer to farmer and through formal extension channels. The local 
management committees for LISFs involve in some cases only farmers, in most cases also other 
ARD actors. They are linked with a national PROLINNOVA platform of actors from state and non-
state organisations who seek to integrate farmer-led participatory research and extension, based 
on local innovation, into mainstream research, development and education. The work with decen-
tralised LISFs was designed to achieve this institutionalisation from the bottom up. This paper 
focuses on how piloting LISFs led to social learning through joint monitoring and reflection: i) 
learning by the multiple stakeholders involved at local level (including local government) about 
how to manage LISFs to promote local innovation; and ii) learning by other ARD actors at higher 
levels in institutions of research, development and education about how to support local innova-
tion processes. 

Keywords: local innovation, multistakeholder platforms, farmer experimentation, learning 

Introduction 
This paper presents an empirical case of collaborative knowledge generation for rural develop-
ment in the form of: i) farmer-led experimentation combining local and external knowledge; and 
ii) action research to explore an approach to funding this knowledge generation. Multistakeholder 
teams in eight African and Asian countries piloted and assessed local funds that gave smallholder 
farmers the opportunity to decide on their own ARD activities. The piloting was designed for 
learning among the men and women farmers, development practitioners, scientists and local gov-
ernment authorities involved. The real-life experiment with an alternative funding mechanism 
was to show how institutional change (here, change in governance of research funds) could create 
space for farmers to lead the joint development of site-appropriate innovations. Social learning 
was at the heart of this experiment: learning by multiple stakeholders about how the funding 
mechanism can best function, drawing on the knowledge and experience of the farmers and other 
ARD actors in governing the fund and in prioritising and assessing activities supported by it.  

The idea arose out of learning in the international PROLINNOVA (PROmoting Local INNOVAtion in 
ecologically oriented agricultural and natural resource management) network of 20 
multistakeholder Country Platforms (CPs): people from civil society organisations and research, 
extension and education institutions seeking to scale up participatory research and extension. 
They had observed that, after learning to identify local innovations, extensionists tended to pro-
mote the innovations instead of the approach of encouraging farmers to collaborate with other 
ARD actors in “Participatory Innovation Development” (PID), and scientists wanted to “validate” 
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the innovations instead of helping farmers find answers to their own questions (Wettasinha et al 
2008). Farmers still had little or no say in the “participatory” research. PROLINNOVA partners hy-
pothesised that the power balance would change if farmers had more control over funds for ARD. 
They decided to pilot a mechanism through which smallholders would directly access funds for 
innovation, decide what would be explored, how and by whom, implement and evaluate experi-
ments, and share the findings.  

Drawing lessons from similar approaches, e.g. in Colombia (Ashby et al 2000), the PROLINNOVA 
International Support Team (IST) developed the idea of “Local Innovation Support Funds” 
(Veldhuizen et al 2005, Waters-Bayer et al 2005). The French-funded DURAS (Promoting Sus-
tainable Development in Agricultural Research Systems) programme supported initial piloting in 
four countries in 2006–08. Support from the Netherlands Directorate General for International 
Cooperation (DGIS) and Rockefeller Foundation (RF) allowed expansion to eight countries 
(Cambodia, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Nepal, Tanzania, South Africa, Uganda) to do more sys-
tematic action research in 2009–11. RF supported a “transition year” focused on upscaling LISFs 
in 2012.  

 

The actors involved and their roles 
At 3–10 sites (usually districts) in each country, an NGO partner in the CP helped local people set 
up a Fund Management Committee (FMC) of 5–10 members. Each CP made its own decisions 
about the type of people to be involved, and the NGO partner used its network to find interested 
people to serve in the FMC. The FMC made calls for proposals from farmers, screened the pro-
posals, selected the grantees, oversaw the distribution of resources in cash or kind, and monitored 
and evaluated the work supported by the LISF. In Ethiopia and Uganda, the FMCs included only 
farmers (men and women), advised by a local multistakeholder group comprising NGO and gov-
ernment extension staff and staff from a nearby college or university. This advisory group be-
came a “district learning platform”. In most countries, extensionists were members of the FMCs 
and, in Kenya and Ghana, also scientists. However, farmers had the say in how the funds were 
used, selected topics and questions of local priority, identified the type of support they wanted (if 
any) from external specialists, and decided how to share their findings within the community and 
beyond.  

At national level, a multistakeholder core group in the PROLINNOVA CP (state and non-state ac-
tors) was responsible for coordinating, monitoring, evaluating and documenting the action-
research process, outcomes and impacts. To build the capacity of FMC members and the staff of 
local support organisations to handle the LISF process, the core group gave an introductory train-
ing at local level, followed by periodic reflection meetings and annual workshops to discuss is-
sues arising during the piloting. It helped the farmers identify other actors (e.g. technical special-
ists, scientists, private sector, including banks) who could support farmers’ efforts to improve 
their farming systems. The core group also brought together a wider group of CP members as a 
“national learning platform” to reflect on the LISF piloting experiences and to draw lessons. The 
core group linked the FMCs and the district learning platforms to this wider national learning 
platform, including policymakers in government agencies. This was a strategy for institutionalisa-
tion: when learning about LISF piloting, the stakeholders were encouraged to think about changes 
needed within their institutions to allow the approach to be applied more widely. The various 
structures involved in managing the LISFs and the different levels of learning within a country 
are shown in Figure 1. 

The IST composed of staff members (agronomists and sociologists) from two NGOs – ETC 
Foundation in the Netherlands and the International Institute for Rural Reconstruction (IIRR) in 
the Philippines – coordinated method development, monitoring and evaluation (M&E), inter-
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country exchange and learning, comparative analysis, documentation and international policy 
dialogue.   

A French scientist worked with two CPs (in Cambodia and Ethiopia) to develop guidelines for 
participatory impact assessment (PIA) at community and higher institutional level (Triomphe et 
al 2012) that were then applied by all CPs. The PIAs were conducted in late 2010 by national 
core-group members or consultants together with FMC leaders. The PIA guidelines were struc-
tured around four areas of possible impact: i) development of improved land-husbandry practices 
and systems; ii) spread of these practices and systems among farmers and effects on their liveli-
hoods; iii) changes in capacities of farmers and other land-users to access relevant information 
and develop technical and socio-organisations innovations; and iv) changes in terms of openness 
and interest of ARD agencies to support and work with local innovators and their groups. The 
PIA methodology included: i) semistructured interviews and focus-group discussions with LISF 
grantees, non-grantees, FMCs, local authorities, agricultural officers and support organisations 
directly involved in PROLINNOVA; ii) case stories of most significant change; and iii) 
multistakeholder workshops at district and national level for sharing and learning from the results 
of the PIA. 

Setting up and implementing the LISFs and local experimentation 
In each country, the core team made an exploratory study to learn from any similar initiatives in 
the country and to decide how best to design the LISF and where to pilot it. Each CP developed 
and tested an LISF model that fitted its country-specific political and institutional realities. How-
ever, the pilots in all countries followed key principles defined jointly by the CPs: i) funds are 
made accessible directly to farmers or their groups; ii) grants are used for innovation, experimen-
tation and learning by farmers; and iii) farmers and their organisations play a strong role in decid-
ing on fund allocation. 

Based on lessons drawn by the IST from reviewing experiences with similar approaches 
(Veldhuizen et al 2005) and guided by the IST and an organisational-development advisor from 
South Africa, the national teams developed guidelines for managing the funds and helped the 
FMCs agree on criteria for selecting grantees. In view of the key LISF principles and the com-
mon values driving the PROLINNOVA network, the main criteria for screening the proposals were 
similar in all eight countries:  

the idea was driven by the farmer applicants (not by outsiders)
the innovation to be explored appeared sound in economic, environmental and social
terms
the innovation could be used by poor farmers (with locally available, low-cost inputs)
the support through the LISF could add value to the innovation
the applicants were willing to share their results
the proposal was for local experimentation and learning, not farm investment.

The FMC, supported by the district advisory-cum-learning group, organised calls for proposals 
and helped farmers to understand the eligibility criteria and to write proposals of 1–2 pages with a 
simple budget, sometimes writing down oral applications from illiterate farmers (e.g. women). 
After the FMC vetted the proposals according to the agreed criteria, selected farmers (individuals 
or groups) were allocated resources for the proposed activities. The FMCs also gave grants for 
farmer-defined training (e.g. by local innovators) or study visits (e.g. to local innovators or other 
learning sites). They supervised whether the activities were done according to the grant agree-
ments. The FMCs and district advisory group organised field days or innovation fairs and used 
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rural radio and – in Cambodia – a farmer magazine to share the farmer experimenters’ findings 
and to motivate more farmers to apply for the next call.  

LISF grants were less than €100 on average, ranging from €5 in Nepal to €1670 in South Africa. 
The smaller grants were used mainly to buy tools and equipment to improve a local innovation or 
to buy inputs, e.g. seeds, record books. The grants were larger if costs of external services were 
included, e.g. laboratory analysis or involvement of research staff (especially in South Africa). 

 
Facilitating learning at different levels 
Members of the national teams that coordinated the piloting in the eight countries stimulated re-
flection and learning on different levels in their respective countries. 

 Community level: The local people involved in LISF piloting – the FMCs, experimenting 
farmers and wider community – learned by doing. In addition to learning from the experi-
ments, they learned how to assess the relevance of proposed research for the community, 
manage innovation funds and lead joint innovation activities with outsiders. A national core-
group member joined one or more of the first FMC meetings and later, during periodic M&E 
visits, supported further learning, mainly by asking questions to the FMC based on the M&E 
tool used by all eight CPs (see below). Most of the learning at community level happened 
during the process of making repeated rounds of calling for proposals, selecting grantees, 
monitoring how the funds were used and assessing what this contributed to the community – 
in informal reflections and discussions and during visits of district advisory group members.   

 District level: The district learning platform of ARD government staff, administration and 
NGOs advising the FMCs learned through training by the national core team, their own men-
toring of the FMCs and experimenting farmers, making M&E visits and co-organising inno-
vation fairs. These activities made them more aware of the roles of different actors (including 
farmers and themselves) in innovation systems, gave them deeper insight into local priorities, 
and – through learning by doing – increased their capacity to facilitate and support farmer-led 
innovation processes.  

 National level: National CP multistakeholder platform members learned primarily through 
M&E visits to FMCs and farmer experimenters and in national-level core-group meetings and 
wider sharing-and-learning workshops for discussing the piloting process, the M&E results 
and the PIA findings. The meetings and workshops offered opportunities to reflect on how the 
LISFs worked, how farmer-led innovation can be enhanced, the roles of formal research and 
development actors in supporting this, and how an LISF approach could be mainstreamed. 
The core groups in each country used a common M&E tool (“register”) developed by the IST 
to monitor 22 jointly identified indicators of how the LISF was functioning. This allowed 
them to adjust LISF arrangements during the piloting but also generated information compa-
rable across all eight CPs, despite the differences in the country-specific designs. Many of in-
dicators were of a strategic nature (e.g. transaction time and cost issues). They were also dis-
cussed at M&E sessions at community level. The CP used the examples of functioning LISFs 
as evidence to convince ARD policymakers that farmer-managed funds for farmer-led exper-
imentation are feasible and effective in stimulating innovation relevant for smallholders.  

At international level, the IST facilitated learning among the piloting and other CPs in the net-
work by holding electronic and phone conferences to discuss progress, encouraging direct email 
exchange between the CPs, using backstopping visits as moments for reflection, supporting pro-
cess documentation, arranging “writeshops” for comparative analysis of the process and out-
comes, and – for the wider PROLINNOVA network – organising sessions on LISFs during the an-
nual International Partners Workshops. The CPs and the IST could thus learn about ways to im-
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prove the funding mechanism and to scale it up in the piloting countries as well as encourage 
LISF piloting in other countries (PROLINNOVA 2012).  

 
Impact  
The focus here is not primarily in showing how innovations in agricultural practice are generated 
and shared but rather on how piloting a new way of funding the innovation and sharing process 
generated learning and influenced relationships among the actors involved (farmers, 
extensionists, scientists, local administration etc). The sharing, reflection and analysis were de-
signed to lead to better mutual understanding among the various actors and to change how they 
see each other. The effectiveness and efficiency of the LISFs and their outcomes in terms of im-
proved farming practices and livelihoods are discussed in PROLINNOVA (2012) and Macoloo et al 
(2013). This paper focuses on the impact in terms of social learning: learning by all involved 
about how to manage LISFs to promote local innovation, learning at community level about how 
to enhance local innovation processes, and learning by other ARD actors about how to support 
these processes. 

The following is derived from the synthesis report on the piloting in the eight countries. Each CP 
made its own analysis, based on the data in the “register”, notes from the M&E visits and reports 
from district and national meetings. These interim and final analyses were shared and compared 
at the annual international workshops. The IST compiled the lessons and conclusions from the 
final country reports and international workshop, made a deeper analysis of M&E results across 
all countries, discussed these by email with the core teams in the eight CPs and produced the in-
ternational synthesis report (PROLINNOVA 2012).  

Enhanced capacity to manage funds for local innovation 
Depending on the existing ARD institutional framework, the strength of farmer organisation and 
the capacities of and choices made by the different CPs, the eight piloting CPs came up with es-
sentially two models for managing the LISFs: 

1) More centralised multistakeholder groups at district or national level comprising state and 
non-state ARD actors (research, development, education) and some farmer leaders, allowing 
more opportunities for mutual learning between farmers and other actors, stricter screening of 
proposals, approval of fewer but larger grants, and relatively high costs of the staff involved; 
it required more time for decision-making and led to less local capacity strengthening and less 
farmer influence in vetting proposals; 

2) More decentralised FMCs with mainly or only farmers, usually in community-based organi-
sations (CBOs), assisted by NGO and government staff in organising the process. Smallhold-
ers could access these funds more easily: the number of applications received and approved 
tended to be higher. Grants were usually smaller, often covering only the direct costs of ex-
periments or travel by farmers to gain information; little was spent to bring in other experts to 
support the farmers’ work. The operational costs of these FMCs were lower than in Model 1; 
the costs of strengthening CBO capacity were higher.  

Local preferences in use of innovation funds were reflected in the allocation decisions. In order of 
frequency most funds went to: i) Small-scale experimentation and/or data collection by farmers 
only, individually or with other farmers; ii) Improving local innovations with little or no system-
atic experimentation or data collection; iii) Farmer-led experimentation together with research 
and/or extension staff using more systematic methods and data collection, covering some costs of 
the support agents; and iv) Learning and sharing by farmers through training by farmer innova-
tors, farmer-led documentation and visits by farmers to other farmers or researchers to learn 
about local innovations and possibilities to improve them.  
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Initially, proposals approved by the decentralised FMCs were mainly related to farmer experi-
mentation without outside actors. After 1–2 grant cycles, as farmers realised that the LISF dif-
fered from conventional farm investment funds, the level of complexity of experiments and in-
volvement of other actors increased. Some farmers in Ghana and Kenya started paying travel 
costs and allowances to government staff providing technical advice, indicating a change in 
mindset on both sides. 

LISFs worked well under decentralised management by farmers when supporting organisations 
had the experience and skills to build local management capacities. Analysis of LISF documents 
in a systematic review by Wageningen University on the effectiveness of innovation grants to 
smallholders found strong evidence that farmers’ participation in governing the funds made the 
activities supported by the grants more in line with farmers' priorities (Ton et al 2013). Some men 
and women farmers who were involved in handling LISFs or leading the experiments were invit-
ed by local officials to join other meetings to discuss and prioritise development and could play a 
self-confident and informed role in influencing decisions in such public fora involving research 
and extension staff.  

Enhanced capacity of farming communities to innovate 
Several changes at community level became apparent. Farmers appreciated that the LISFs gave 
them the means to design, implement and evaluate their own research. They said the grantees and 
other farmers learned from the results of the funded activities and achieved higher farm produc-
tivity, savings on output costs and higher incomes. FMC members, grantees and non-grantees 
said their involvement in the LISF increased their capacity to access relevant information about 
agriculture, especially but not only from other farmers. They reported more sharing on local in-
novation among farmers in the community and with outsiders. The FMC members and grantees 
said the greater recognition of local innovation by community members and outsiders encouraged 
them to try new things and increased their self-confidence to interact with people from govern-
ment services in jointly exploring new ways to improve farming. They felt they could better ex-
press their research interests and extension needs to these people.  

According to the PIAs, the LISFs stimulated and strengthened farmers’ capacity to experiment. It 
reduced some of the risk involved in trying new things. Farmers learned how to compare different 
options in a more systematic way. The grantees’ successes encouraged other farmers to test new 
techniques. Some non-grantees started doing their own experiments without external funding.  

Farmers in the FMCs observed increased self-organisation around managing local research and 
development and the funds for this. They felt their capacities were improved in organisational 
management, leadership, planning, M&E and keeping records. Farmers in FMCs in South Africa 
said they could think more in terms of innovation, critically assess interventions and make in-
formed decisions on whether to participate in externally initiated projects.  

Greater interest of ARD actors to support farmer-led PID 
According to farmers and other ARD actors in separate focus-group discussions during the PIAs, 
the LISF approach forged new links between farmers, extensionists and scientists and increased 
the contribution of farmers’ knowledge to innovation processes. It stimulated the interest of other 
ARD actors to identify and support farmer innovation. A few scientists visited and advised 
farmer innovators and replicated their experiments on station. Extensionists organised field days 
to discuss local innovations and experiments. In Cambodia, two-thirds of the partners (Depart-
ments of Agriculture, NGOs, universities) felt they had greatly improved their capacities to col-
laborate with each other and with farmers. 

Relatively few people in the support agencies were directly involved in working with communi-
ties managing LISFs. Linking the district advisory-cum-learning platforms with other stakehold-
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ers in the country through field visits, workshops and innovation fairs was particularly valuable in 
broadening awareness about local innovation and LISFs. According to a case study by an Ethio-
pian student in the Axum area, involving field agents in piloting LISFs led to greater awareness 
of local innovation and closer collaboration with farmers. This contributed to institutionalising 
farmer-led joint research at district level in the extension service and making higher levels aware 
of the potential of PID (Fanos et al 2011). Overall, Wageningen University’s analysis of LISFs 
found “moderate” supporting evidence that these improved the relationship between farmers and 
technicians/researchers (Ton et al 2013).  

Challenges 
Several challenges were encountered during the LISF piloting, only some of which could be dealt 
with through the process of joint learning thus far. 

 
Reaching a common understanding of the LISF concept 
All actors involved in LISF piloting, not only farmers, needed time to appreciate that the LISF 
should generate and spread new knowledge and practices rather than cover costs of farm inputs 
for technology adoption. This differed from investment funds designed to generate private goods 
to benefit individuals. The LISF generates public goods for the community: the new knowledge 
and practices developed with its support should benefit not only the grantees but also other farm-
ers. To make the difference clear, the core teams facilitated a process of developing transparent 
criteria and procedures for selecting grantees, reflecting critically on what the grantees did with 
the funds and who benefited, and encouraging the sharing of results.  

Increasing the involvement of scientists 
Especially where the FMCs were composed mainly or only of farmers, it proved difficult to in-
volve scientists in the farmer-led experimentation. The farmers initially wanted to try things on 
their own, using local ideas and advice, while the research institutes had their own agenda and 
little flexibility to support farmers’ initiatives. One exception was in Kenya, where the Kenya 
Agricultural Research Institute co-coordinates the CP (together with the NGO World Neighbors) 
and assumed responsibilities to handle the M&E of LISF piloting and to link farmer experiment-
ers with scientists. In all countries, however, the LISFs generated interest from extension agents 
to become more involved in farmer-led experimentation, insofar as their institutions allowed this.  

Scaling out and up 
This refers to the double challenge of: i) scaling out the findings from the LISF-supported activi-
ties; and ii) scaling out and up the LISF approach itself in the stakeholder institutions – including 
farmer organisations. The PIAs revealed limited sharing of the results of farmers’ experiments. 
Some CPs supported farmer-led documentation with photos and videos to share farmers’ find-
ings, but generally the documents were not used systematically. Communication with other farm-
ers took place mainly through informal exchange, during innovation fairs and when district advi-
sory groups brought other farmers and extensionists to visit the FMCs and farmer experimenters 
and to learn about the LISF process and outcomes. At national level, the annual sharing-and-
learning workshops of the organisations involved were relatively small and documentation about 
them was not widely disseminated. 

Somewhat wider awareness of farmer innovation, partly resulting from LISF support, was 
achieved in May 2013, when four of the eight CPs involved in LISF piloting brought ten innova-
tors each to exhibit at the Eastern African Farmer Innovation Fair (EAFIF) in Nairobi. However, 
the news coverage of this event was limited to Kenya, and visitors came mainly from Nairobi. 
Opening the international workshop on Agricultural Innovation Systems in Africa (AISA) in the 
midst of the EAFIF exposed the ca 100 participants in the AISA workshop from Africa, Europe, 
Asia and Latin America to the achievements of the farmer innovators (see 
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http://aisa2013.wikispaces.com/ais+workshop). However, the EAFIF provided little information 
about LISFs and processes of farmer-led research; it focused rather on farmers’ innovations. 

If the LISF is to become a funding mechanism that reaches millions of smallholders, it needs to 
be integrated into institutions in each country. During the piloting, it proved difficult to generate 
in-country resources for the LISF. In 2010 in Tanzania, the local government in one district con-
tributed €7000 to the LISF work; this was the first but, thus far, only example of financial support 
from local government across all countries. Extensionists and a few researchers took part in im-
plementing the pilots and thus contributed through staff time, but the institutional basis for this 
was weak, as support to LISF-related work was not formally approved at higher levels.  

In 2012, the national teams explored several strategies to scale up LISFs. These included: integra-
tion into the Ministry of Agriculture extension department, the local government administration 
(especially in countries with decentralisation to county or district level) or research and develop-
ment projects of CP partners; or setting up a Local Innovation Support Facility in a national 
farmer organisation; or basing the LISF in self-managed and self-resourced CBOs (Veldhuizen & 
Waters-Bayer 2013). The main challenges in these upscaling scenarios – except possibly the last 
two – would be to retain their smallholder focus and farmer-led character, and to retain an ap-
proach of continued reflection, learning and flexible adaptation to changing institutional condi-
tions. 

Lessons learnt from the piloting process 
The experiences made during LISF piloting provided lessons for scaling up: 

 Smallholders can and should be in the driving seat for locally relevant innovation devel-
opment. The piloting showed that funds for local experimentation can be managed at the 
grassroots, if support agencies facilitate interaction between farmers and other stakeholders so 
that farmers remain in the driving seat and stimulate reflective learning so that the LISF can 
be adapted to the local institutional conditions. The LISF seems to be a promising mechanism 
for low-cost decentralised farmer-led research. 

 Developing LISFs takes time and resources. LISFs have to be tailormade for each setting. 
The core principles – giving smallholders direct access to funds, supporting farmer-led inno-
vation, and farmer co-management of funds – must be applied according to local realities re-
garding farmer organisational capacities, availability of supporting ARD actors, and the exist-
ing policy and legal framework in the country. By building on lessons gained elsewhere with 
LISFs, the start-up period for new LISFs can be shortened, but time will still be needed for 
testing, learning and adjusting the LISFs in the new areas. Start-up costs need to be seen as an 
investment in de-learning old ways and learning new ways to structure relationships between 
actors in the innovation system.  

 Constant efforts are needed to prevent scientists from “taking over”: Many cases of grant-
ees’ own experimentation, with little outside support, yielded results that were easily under-
stood and applied by their neighbours. This initial experimentation by farmers on their own 
helped build their confidence to engage with other ARD actors. Joint experimentation by 
farmers and other ARD actors (PID) may generate results that can be scaled up with greater 
certainty that the innovation is “valid”, but is more costly than experimentation by only farm-
ers. PID provides more opportunity for scientific knowledge to be integrated by farmers, but 
there is a danger that the scientists “hijack” the process, as happened in some cases. There-
fore, the interaction in PID must be well facilitated, so that the scientists appreciate that farm-
ers have own questions they want to pursue in the joint research. The greater the farmers’ in-
fluence in deciding on fund use, the stronger their position in negotiating questions to explore. 
Where a balanced partnership can be achieved, the methods of externally supported local re-
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search can be more rigorous and the results better documented than when farmers experiment 
on their own. 

 
Conclusions 
Creating a farmer-managed funding mechanism can gradually open the way to a collaborative 
innovation process. Setting up the LISF by encouraging the farmers and other local stakeholders 
to design the mechanism to suit their conditions and then to reflect on how it works helps to link 
farmers and other ARD actors in joint learning driven by the interests of the farmers. The piloting 
of LISFs showed the potential of giving farmers direct access to resources for innovation. This 
can complement conventional funding for agricultural research and can also be regarded as an 
alternative approach to extension. The LISF has allowed farmer-led (joint) experimentation and 
sharing of findings, both from farmer to farmer and through formal extension channels. The ac-
companying training and mentoring by the support organisations (NGOs, research and extension) 
built farmers’ capacity to manage public funds at local level and also stimulated a better under-
standing of the support organisations’ own roles within innovation processes. By making innova-
tion funds more readily available to smallholder farmers, the LISF piloting has shown a path to-
ward strengthening their voices in governing publicly funded research and extension and making 
agricultural support services more accountable to, and relevant for, smallholders.  

To advance smallholder farming, national policymakers should support farmer-managed decen-
tralised funding mechanisms to link farmer innovators and other ARD actors. This gives farmers 
more opportunity to learn together with other knowledge-holders, to contribute their own 
knowledge in agricultural innovation processes and to benefit from outside knowledge. Rather 
than homogenising one LISF approach for smallholder farmers, donor and ARD agencies should 
promote a multitude of local learning platforms to develop locally appropriate forms of LISFs as 
well as other options that give smallholder farmers more say in managing ARD funds – and 
should create spaces to learn from this diversity in innovation. 
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Abstract: Mixed crop-livestock farms are once again attracting worldwide interest, as they are 
considered to be a good way for ensuring the sustainable intensification of agriculture, by limit-
ing environmental problems while allowing productive and economically viable farming.  The 
incentives of the Common Agricultural Policy and decreasing workforce availability have never-
theless marginalised these farms in Europe since 1970. Ensuring the survival of sustainable 
mixed crop-livestock systems is therefore a challenge for European agriculture. This study aims 
to develop a methodology for evaluating innovative scenarios in order to enhance mixed crop-
livestock farm sustainability. As research studies have evidenced continuity and consistency in 
long-term farm changes, we assumed that farmers’ past strategies should be the basis for relevant 
future studies.  Analysis of farming system dynamics should thus make it possible to define rele-
vant innovations according to farmers’ choices, i.e. ones that are more likely to be adopted. A 
partnership group with farmers, mayors and technical advisers was formed to develop the innova-
tive scenarios through collective meetings. The study was carried out in the French Coteaux de 
Gascogne, a less favoured area of south-western France, where farms are less specialised com-
pared with other parts of the country. Currently, half of the farms rely on mixed crop-livestock 
systems. As a first step in our analysis, we examined farm trajectories from 1950 to 2005 to as-
sess the types of long term strategies used by farmers to maintain mixed-crop livestock farming. 
Four “paths to last” were highlighted in mixed crop-livestock farming.  In view of the current 
trends in the driving forces, the partnership group selected “maximising autonomy” and “diversi-
fication of production units” as suitable paths for maintaining mixed crop-livestock systems in 
Europe. On the basis of these two types of trajectory, we constructed two technical prospective 
scenarios jointly with local players.  In line with the “maximising autonomy” type, forage legume 
intercropping made it possible to feed the bovine herd self-sufficiently while maintaining soil 
fertility. In line with the “diversification of production units” type, heifer-fattening enables short-
circuit commercialisation. These scenarios have been simulated on local farms and the simulation 
results were discussed at collective meetings.  This methodology made it possible to develop in-
novative scenarios thanks to i) the strong involvement of local players through collective meet-
ings and ii) an original future study based on a retrospective study integrating long term changes. 

Keywords: mixed crop-livestock farming; scenarios; partnership evaluation; trajectories of 
change; adaptive capacities 
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Introduction 
Mixed crop-livestock farming is the subject of regained interest worldwide in the context of the 
Sustainable Development of farming (Hendrickson et al., 2008; Schiere et al., 2002). Mixed crop-
livestock systems combining arable crops and livestock on the farm scale are said to be eco-
efficient owing to their economic and environmental advantages (Ryschawy et al., 2012, Hen-
drickson et al., 2008). The strong complementarities between livestock farming and crops involv-
ing nutrient cycling in particular would limit the negative environmental externalities (Hendrick-
son et al., 2008; Schiere et al., 2002) while enabling productive and economically viable agricul-
ture. Mixed crop-livestock farms have however been broadly marginalised by the past develop-
ment of European agriculture where farm specialisation was promoted heavily. This has been 
aggravated recently by the changes and fluctuations in the markets for agricultural inputs and 
products. Mixed crop-livestock farms have for the most part survived in areas with a lower pedo-
climatic potential. But their future is uncertain owing notably to the lack of a farm labour force – 
the joint management of two units requiring a large amount of work (Hendrickson et al., 2008; 
Ryschawy et al., 2013). Limiting the regression of mixed crop-livestock farming in areas where it 
is still present is therefore a challenge for the future in a perspective of European agriculture sus-
tainability. 

This study aims to develop a methodology for evaluating innovative scenarios that will make it 
possible to enhance mixed crop-livestock farm sustainability. As research studies have evidenced 
continuity and consistency in long-term farm changes, we assumed that farmers’ past strategies – 
i.e. the long-term strategies implemented by farmers up until the present day – should be the basis 
for relevant future studies.  Analysis of farming system dynamics should thus make it possible to 
define relevant innovations according to farmers’ choices, i.e. ones that are more likely to be 
adopted. A partnership group with farmers, mayors and technical advisers was formed to develop 
the innovative scenarios through collective meetings. The study was carried out in the French 
Coteaux de Gascogne, a less favoured area of south-western France, where farm specialisation is 
low. Currently, half of the farms rely on mixed crop-livestock systems (Choisis et al., 2010). In 
this paper, we focus on the methodology we developed to evaluate innovative scenarios for en-
hancing the sustainability of mixed crop-livestock farms. First, we present the form of coopera-
tion we developed. Then, we focus on our retrospective study, highlighting the farmers’ long-
term strategies. In the third part, we explain our prospective methodology based on those farmers’ 
long-term strategies and a partnership assessment. 

 
Form of cooperation within the group of partners 
 
Definition of the group of partners 
The study was part of an interdisciplinary research project launched in 2008 regarding the long-
term effects of relationships between landscape, agriculture and biodiversity on the sustainability 
of local rural landscapes. It was based on a pluri-annual partnership between a research team 
(INRA, UMR Dynafor) and a set of local partners from the French Coteaux de Gascogne, e.g. 
players from the municipalities in the four districts making up the study area, 56 local farmers 
from the area and two professional agricultural organisations providing advice to farmers. The 
study itself was carried out at the request of local farmers and was developed for a PhD Thesis in 
Agronomy (Ryschawy, 2012). The partners for this study consisted of a restricted group of local 
partners chosen on the basis of their willingness to work together with the PhD student on the 
future of local mixed crop-livestock farms. The group was thus made up of two local mayors, one 
agricultural advisor, and fifteen volunteer farmers at the head of cow-calf operations - arable crop 
mixed crop-livestock farms (seven farms), or specialised in cattle or arable crops.  
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Learning process  
The group of partners decided together to proceed through collective meetings. For each step of 
the study, the objectives and results were discussed. Perspectives were proposed for the next 
steps. All the participants were happy to come to the collective meetings. The PhD student’s role 
was to organise and chair the collective meetings. It was made clear between the participants at 
the beginning of the process that they all had the same right to express their views, and undertook 
to respect the views of the other participants, such as explained by ComMod (2005). This under-
standing created an atmosphere of trust for the discussions. The researchers were not seen as ex-
perts but as participants in the group and the farmers were able to explain their points of views 
easily, especially on their empirical experiences. This type of collective functioning proved posi-
tive for enabling collaborative learning (ComMod, 2005). In order to analyse the process out-
comes for the local partners, we conducted a semi-structured survey two months after the end of 
the study, asking them what they thought about the whole learning process. This allowed us to 
hold an individual discussion with each partner after the end of the whole process. Basically, they 
all pointed out the importance of collaborative learning through discussions between different 
professions. The local partners benefited from the farmers’ objective point of view on the area, 
and the researchers benefited from the farmers’ technical and locally anchored knowledge.  

 
Long-term perspectives for farmers’ strategies 
 
Studying farms’ past trajectories in order to understand the farmers’ long-term strategies 
As research studies evidenced continuity and consistency in long-term farm changes, we assumed 
that the strategies developed by farmers in the past (up until the present day) should be the basis 
for relevant future studies.  Analysis of farming system dynamics should thus make it possible to 
define relevant innovations according to farmers’ choices, i.e. ones that are more likely to be 
adopted. As knowledge of the past can help understand farmers’ long-term objectives, reviewing 
past changes is a methodological challenge (Moulin et al., 2008). Past changes should not be 
studied as such, but as a baseline for assessing contemporary and future changes in farming sys-
tems.  Studying the past could therefore be a way of deducing farmers’ long-term adaptive strate-
gies as defined by Darnhofer et al. (2010). In line with Gibon et al. (1999), we assume that an 
assessment of the variety of historical ‘paths of change’ on individual farms can (i) provide in-
sights into the farmers’ adaptive strategies and (ii) increase their capacity to meet current chal-
lenges to the sustainable development of their farms.  

 
A typology combining statistical and empirical analysis 
In order to identify innovations that are relevant to the farmers, we started by assessing the varie-
ty of the farms’ past trajectories between 1950 and 2006. We studied the entire farm population 
of our case-study site. Data were collected through retrospective surveys in the French Coteaux 
de Gascogne site, relative to (i) farm structure, (ii) technical-economic practices and (iii) farmers’ 
land-use practices. Historical data were collected on 50 farms using a retrospective semi-
structured questionnaire on the evolution of farm structure and function from 1950 to 2006. The 
data set consisted of 20 variables for 50 farms based on 10-year time steps. We used a two step-
analysis combining (i) a visual assessment of the individual farm trajectories, and (ii) a computer-
based typology of farm trajectories based on multivariate analyses followed by automatic cluster-
ing. We developed a graphic method, inspired by Moulin et al. (2008). Each of the 50 individual 
farm histories was summarised in a synoptic diagram, using graphic conventions. A horizontal 
timeline represented the six time-steps from 1950 to 2006. Changes in the farming systems were 
mentioned in the diagram. The visual assessment helped us i) understand the major changes on 
each farm and ii) select appropriate variables among the 30 available. We assessed the resem-
blances and differences between the 50 synoptic diagrams to identify the local change trend. The 
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visual assessment allowed us to identify the main variables that distinguished each farm’s trajec-
tory. 

To identify the similarities and differences in the individual farm trajectories, we used a method 
developed by Dolédec and Chessel (1987) and adapted it so it could be used to study agricultural 
changes (Ryschawy et al., 2013). This method allowed us to distinguish between the impact of 
the farm’s environment and that of its structure and functioning, with respect to time. Basically, 
the total variance of matrix Z is broken down into three orthogonal axes corresponding to the 
farms, the dates and their interactions (Garcia-Martinez et al., 2008). To build our typology 
through a Principal Component Analysis (PCA), we selected the table corresponding to the varia-
tions between farm trajectories. To build farm groups with a similar temporal profile, we carried 
out a Hierarchical Ascendant Classification (HAC) on the main PCA factors, using Ward’s ag-
gregation method and squared Euclidian distance.  We assessed the resemblances and differences 
between all the diagrams of the farms belonging to each cluster. The visual assessment helped us 
interpret the strategies and objectives shared by the farmers in each cluster. The detailed classifi-
cation of the clusters into types of farm trajectories was reinforced by our knowledge of the study 
area. After reinterpretation of all the types, we presented our final typology to local farmers by 
means of interviews with 12 farmers. These interviews allowed us to improve our interpretation 
of the types. As the final step in the process, we organised a collective meeting with 10 local 
farmers and their adviser. This meeting allowed us to validate the typology and confirm that we 
had not left out any essential material due to the time step we had selected. 

 
Four “paths to last” in mixed crop-livestock farming 
Four “paths to last” in mixed crop-livestock farming were highlighted.  Type 1 farmers can be 
considered to be ‘autonomy-led farmers’. Their long-term strategy was to find the best land-use 
combination for maximising interactions between livestock and crops. Type 2 farmers could be 
considered to be ‘diversification-led family farmers’. Their long-term strategy was to ensure the 
permanence of the ‘household’, i.e. the conservation over generations of the inherited family 
farm. Type 3 farmers could be considered to be ‘risk reduction-led farmers’. Their long-term 
strategy was to secure their farms through a major increase in capital. Type 4 farmers consistently 
tried to adapt their farm to the family labour force. The availability of a family labour force di-
vided Type 4 farmers into two subtypes. In view of the current evolution of the driving forces, the 
partnership group selected “maximizing autonomy” and “diversification of production units” as 
suitable paths for maintaining mixed crop-livestock systems (Ryschawy et al., 2013). This choice 
was made through a collective discussion with the whole group of partners. On the basis of these 
two types of trajectories, we have constructed two technical prospective scenarios jointly with the 
local players. These scenarios will be developed in 2.   

Limits and advantages of this step of the methodology 
In this step of the study, special emphasis was placed on the interpretation of data, which is partly 
subjective. Nevertheless, the combination of computer-processing methods limits this subjectivi-
ty; the statistical analysis of variables chosen made reference to both conceptual and empirical 
considerations. Despite their unwieldiness and methodological difficulty, such integrated assess-
ments of the variety of farm change trajectories in local farm populations indeed appear to be an 
important research orientation for understanding long-term agricultural changes in order to help 
farmers cope with the major changes currently facing them. This work offers useful material for 
assessing the farmers’ long term strategy for understanding contemporary and future agricultural 
changes. Our results also provided information of topical interest for understanding the adaptive 
capacities developed by the farmers to continue their farming system in the long term in upland 
conditions. Discussions with farmers enabled us to improve our interpretation and confirm the 
trends we had identified. This study is an illustration of the interest of participatory research with 
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farmers and other local players. Farmers contributed considerably to improving the study by giv-
ing us access to their local knowledge. Indeed working with local players appears to be a particu-
larly valuable approach for improving our understanding of changes in farming systems 
(ComMod, 2005).  

Change trajectories as the first step of a prospective study 
This first step of the study provided insights into the variety observed in the ‘paths to last’ fol-
lowed by local farmers in the same environmental, political and economic context. It made it pos-
sible to highlight two specific past strategies of farmers favourable to enhancing mixed crop-
livestock farms. As research studies have evidenced continuity and consistency in long term farm 
changes, we assumed that studying the long term strategies of farmers should be the basis for 
relevant future studies.  The mobilisation of a retrospective study of the pathways for surviving in 
mixed crop-livestock farming based on quantified data going beyond simple estimates or various 
people’s subjective opinions should make it possible to develop prospective thoughts anchored in 
farmers’ strategies. We assumed that this basis for a prospective study should increase the proba-
bility of the future scenarios being adopted even if the length of the study did not make it possible 
to verify this formally. Analysis of farming system dynamics should in fact make it possible to 
define relevant innovations according to farmers’ choices, i.e. ones that are more likely to be 
adopted. 

A participatory assessment for identifying the scenarios 
 
General prospective approach  
The approach adopted for the prospective study follows a three-step process typical of explorato-
ry methods (Börjeson et al., 2006): 1. Conceptualisation of the prospective problem and choice of 
scenarios, 2. Exploration of the scenarios and 3. Evaluation of the scenarios (Figure 1). Step 1 
was carried out by means of meetings with the local partners to collectively identify technical 
innovations favourable for maintaining mixed crop-livestock farming on the local farms. Step 2 
was based on an individual interaction between a researcher and two farmers with a view to con-
structing and evaluating the innovative scenarios chosen in Step 1 on their respective farms. Step 
3 was conducted in two complementary ways: by means of a group discussion on the individual 
results of the Step-2 simulations (Step 3.a.) and by complementary simulations of these scenarios 
in contrasting future political and economic contexts (Step 3.b.).  

Identifying the scenarios with the partners  
Four collective meetings between the group of local partners and the researchers, each lasting a 
half day, made it possible to identify technical innovations favourable for maintaining mixed 
crop-livestock farming in relation with the two “paths to last” identified through the retrospective 
study (Step 1.a.). The “Autonomy” strategy (A) is based on the maximization of feed self-
sufficiency for the farm’s animal herd through close coordination of crop and livestock produc-
tion. The “Diversification” strategy (D) is based on a diversification of the production units in 
order to benefit from economies of scale (?) and secure the farm with respect to price (?) fluctua-
tions not only for the inputs but also for farm products. We translated them into technical scenar-
ios to be implemented on local mixed crop-livestock farms (Steps 1.b and 1.c).   

A simulator understandable by all the partners for evaluating the scenarios 
Once the technical innovations had been made clear, the local partners wanted to simulate their 
implementation on real farms, to obtain locally quantified results and assess the scenarios on con-
crete cases. Exploration by computer simulation was chosen for its capacity to quantify ex-ante 
the effects of an innovation and stimulate the discussions between researcher and partners (Mar-
tin et al., 2011). A whole-farm simulation tool called CLIFS (Crop Livestock Farm Simulator) 
was adapted to conduct these simulations and evaluate each scenario (see Le Gal et al., 2013 for 
an earlier version based on the same design principles) (Step 1.e). CLIFS makes it possible to 
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design different future configurations of a mixed crop-livestock farm according to the producer’s 
development projects. Up until now it has been used as a support for advising mixed crop-
livestock farmers in tropical regions (Brazil, Madagascar, Peru). CLIFS calculates the annual 
balance between the supply and demand in fodder biomass and organic fertilizer based on the 
needs and production of animal and crop units.  The balances are focused on the technical func-
tioning of the production system, in particular on two fundamental levers for interactions between 
livestock and crops within a mixed crop-livestock system: animal feeding and organic fertiliza-
tion. Two farmers (one per strategy) volunteered to have the simulations carried out on their case 
(Step 1.d.).  

For instance, in the farm’s “maximizing autonomy” strategy (Case A), the farmer has settled 
(aged 50) into a steady state of operations. He already has a working organisation that suits him 
and wants to think in terms of innovation while limiting any increases in his workload. In particu-
lar he wants to improve his self-sufficiency with respect to feed for his herd with the goal of be-
ing able to stop purchasing concentrates and possibly improve the reasoning behind his rotations, 
even though he already has diversified rotations combining the production of cereals, oil protein 
crops followed by five years of alfalfa. The prospective innovations chosen were characterised 
with each farmer by calling on the expertise of regional technical organisations. In each case, a 
baseline scenario was constructed to begin with, aiming to reproduce the current situation on the 
farm and making it possible to calibrate certain variables such as the yields, in particular the grass 
production of the different pastures for which there were not many local references available. 
Table 4 gives the comparison between the baseline scenario S0 and the real data for the farm 
concerned. Two scenarios (S1 and S2) were then defined for each case and simulated with CLIFS 
(Step 2). 

Combining step-by-step assessments with individual farmers and collective meetings to 
evaluate the technical scenarios 
The scenarios specific to each farmer were assessed step by step with them to adapt the scenarios 
to their goals while remaining coherent with the definition of the general scenario that they repre-
sented. Two indicators were chosen: the Total Gross Margin for the economic dimension, and the 
annual Nitrogen Surplus (NS) for the environmental dimension. These two indicators are known 
to distinguish between the levels of sustainability on mixed crop-livestock farms (Ryschawy et 
al., 2012). The TGM percentage for livestock farming made it possible to evaluate how the sce-
narios tilted the balance of the farm’s configuration towards livestock or crops, with the farmers 
wishing to keep a balance. An additional analysis based on the “work assessment in livestock 
farming” method (Hostiou and Dedieu, 2012) made it possible to analyse the feasibility of each 
scenario regarding work organisation. Scenarios S1 and S2 were adapted to make it possible to 
put them into practice without requiring any additional manpower. Their final configuration 
sought to satisfy both the reasoning adopted collectively and the goals specific to the farmer. The 
results of the simulations were evaluated at a collective meeting held with the local group of part-
ners. The quantified results were presented by the two farmers themselves. Each of the partici-
pants then gave their views on these results and on any possible threat they saw regarding their 
implementation. The farmers were thus able to assess the possible relevance of the chosen pro-
spective innovations.  

Action-oriented knowledge for the local partners  
As emphasised by Martin et al. (2011), partnership approaches must provide not only scientific 
knowledge but also so-called actionable knowledge, i.e. knowledge that is pertinent for the local 
partners involved. The objective eye of research allowed them in particular to “understand better 
the evolution of local agriculture” and stand back to assess their strategies.  At the time of the ex-
post evaluation of the approach the farmers’ pinpointed what they had learnt at the level of their 
overall economic approach to their farm. They said they were used to seeing TGMs analysed by 
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their advisors without, however, having taken any particular interest in the past. This integrated 
approach allowed them to understand “that everything isn’t always a race” and that “the perfor-
mance would be to know when you are spending too much to produce”. This confirms the im-
portance of the paradigm of the systemic approach (Darnhorfer et al., 2008; Gibon et al., 1999) 
and of a holistic approach to the farm, as proposed by Schiere et al. (2002) with their “communal 
ideotype” principle, whereby good system productivity is more important than a good productivi-
ty of the system’s component parts taken separately. These principles have been found to be high-
ly relevant on mixed crop-livestock farms, based on close interactions between units, which con-
stitute as many levers for improving the farm’s overall performance.   

Through this approach the local partners have also acquired new technical knowledge relative to 
the targeted innovations. The simulations on real cases have enabled the farmers to discuss their 
experiences and “see what could be feasible or not locally”. The localised dimension of the work 
was of particular interest to the farmers leading them to say that “the subject was really relevant 
to them, and with concrete results for once”. These results therefore served as the support for 
creating a rich and enthusiastic collective discussion, by stimulating a reflexive and interactive 
analysis, the importance of which has been emphasised by other authors (ComMod, 2005; Martin 
et al., 2013). The partners also appreciated the fact of being able to share their views on farming 
with each other and with “other professions that could take an objective look at the local situa-
tion”.  

 
Conclusion 
The originality of the approach adopted lies in the combination of collective discussions over 
time with a set of local partners, and of simulations on concrete cases of farms chosen by mutual 
agreement within the group. It also lies in the mobilisation of a retrospective study of the path-
ways for surviving in mixed crop-livestock farming and of prospective thoughts based on quanti-
fied data going beyond simple estimates or various people’s subjective opinions. This set of 
methods proved to be a factor for the successful mobilisation of the local partners and for ensur-
ing that the alternatives proposed were anchored in their reality. This process increased the prob-
ability of these alternatives being adopted even if the length of the study did not make it possible 
to verify this formally. 

The creation of a group of local partners with different profiles ensured a lively dialogue between 
researchers, different types of farmers and a variety of professions. If we add to that the handling 
of various types of technical, economic and social data and information, the process made it pos-
sible in fine to cross-reference a broad range of empirical, technical and scientific knowledge, and 
enrich learning, both individual and collective alike. The ex-post evaluation allowed us to ensure 
that local partners not only acquired concrete technical knowledge but were also able to rethink 
their approach to their farms through the communal ideotype. 
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igure 1: Impleementation off the prospective approach ((adapted fromm Martin et al., 2011) 
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Abstract: In this paper we describe an approach, which involves inclusive participation by a 
wide range of community stakeholders, policy makers, and an interdisciplinary science team. 
This approach can be used to enable communities to take an active role in, and contribute to, the 
management of natural resources. This process is based on participatory deliberation of a series 
of ex ante scenarios – with a varying degree of catchment resource development.  The delibera-
tion was facilitated through repeated face-to-face workshops informed by interdisciplinary sci-
ence models and community knowledge. The process involved social learning in which partici-
pants came to understand their own and other stakeholder values for the catchment and the envi-
ronmental, economic and social impacts for themselves, others and the community. It allowed 
community values and priorities to be made transparent through use of a tool called the delibera-
tion matrix, so that their input could form part of management decisions for environmental issues. 
We describe and reflect on this deliberation process. 

Evaluation of the process revealed that participants were impressed with the deliberative en-
gagement process and had gained confidence that the process would lead to positive outcomes. 
The process allowed participants to learn new and relevant information regarding the environ-
mental issue at hand. However, there were a number of areas where the process could be im-
proved or where issues require further consideration. These were: the intensity of the time and 
effort required from participants; the transparency of the process; a need to communicate and use 
information appropriately, and the low level of trust which participants placed in local govern-
ment policy makers.  

Keywords: Water management, public engagement, deliberation matrix, participative democra-
cy, reflection  

 
The Issue 
Water resource management has become increasingly challenging due to of the complexity of the 
issues involved. These issues are characterised by significant uncertainty; a lack of consensus on 
their definition and on the most “appropriate solutions”, contested values, and complex interac-
tions between stakeholders, accompanied by a need to solve problems quickly. In New Zealand, 
over the last two decades, there has been increasing evidence that some of the country’s freshwa-
ter resources are at, or over, their assimilative capacity limits and are becoming degraded (Minis-
try for the Environment, 2007; OECD, 2007). Increasingly, addressing the problem has become 
highly adversarial between those who want to increase development and those who wish to pre-
serve the environment.  

In this paper we report and reflect on the participatory public deliberation process of the Selwyn-
Waihora (S-W) water quality and quantity management project in the Canterbury region of the 
South Island of New Zealand. The S-W catchment drains into a lake highly valued by the com-
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munity. The aim of the project was to set policy limits on the amount of agricultural nutrients 
acceptable in the catchment waterways using a participatory process involving a range of differ-
ent stakeholders with different goals and values for the region. 

 
Global Approaches to Water Management 
For most of the twentieth century, voluntary and regulatory approaches dominated water resource 
management. However, towards the end of the twentieth century a number of social and political 
factors came together. These included; increasing public mistrust of governments and science; a 
realisation of current scientific uncertainty in complex systems; a movement toward governance 
rather than government; a desire by governments to enhance civil society; an appreciation by 
governments of the value of social capital; a movement towards decentralisation of power and the 
democratisation of decision-making; the rise of sustainability science; and an appreciation of the 
urgency and need for action to prevent or reverse environmental degradation. These factors have 
led to a noticeable shift to participatory processes being used in a range of sectors including pub-
lic policy, development, planning, environmental management (Tewdwr-Jones & Thomas, 1998), 
natural resource management (Parkins & Mitchell, 2005), and health policy (Abelson, et al., 
2003).  

 

Background to the Selwyn-Waihora Water Quality and Quantity Management Project 
In response to the issue and the global context described above, in New Zealand, the Land and 
Water Forum was convened in 2009, bringing together a range of stakeholders with an interest in 
freshwater and land management. The Forum’s objective was to develop a shared vision and a 
common way forward among all those with an interest in water, through a stakeholder-led col-
laborative process. Their first report (Land and Water Forum, 2010) called for new processes for 
management of the water resource, and outlined 53 recommendations covering science, govern-
ance, infrastructure, allocation and the need for setting limits for water quality and quantity. The 
Forum provided a national framework for Regional Councils to work with their communities to 
set freshwater objectives and develop limits for its use. The Forum also recommended integrated 
decision-making in catchments, continuous improvement of management practices to improve 
water quality, and clearer rights to take and use water within set limits. 

In response to these national signals, the Regional Council of Canterbury, Environment Canter-
bury, notified the Land & Water Regional Plan (LWRP) in August 2012. The LWRP outlined a 
collaborative approach to delivering community aspirations for water management and the setting 
of water quality and quantity limits, with timeframes. To this end the region was divided into ten 
zones. Each zone has a committee consisting of appointed members and is expected to work col-
laboratively to develop water management implementation programmes for the region59.  

The Zone Committee is charged with producing a Zone Implementation Programme (ZIP) that 
will set limits for nutrients in the catchment. 

The S-W catchment is one of ten zones identified in the Canterbury region. S-W Zone Committee 
was formed in September 2010 and is “a joint committee under the Local Government Act (2002) 
of Environment Canterbury and the Selwyn District and Christchurch City Councils” (Selwyn-
Waihora Zone Committee, 2011:7). The Zone Committee identified a set of Priority Outcomes 
for the catchment. These Priority Outcomes embody values regarding the desirable “state of the 
world” in terms of environmental, economic, social and cultural conditions in the catchment and 

                                                 
59 Environment Canterbury website, http://ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/canterburywater/committees/Pages/about-zone-
committees.aspx  
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are consistent with the goals of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy. The following nine 
Priority Outcomes were identified: 

 Thriving communities and sustainable economies 
 High quality and secure supplies of drinking water 
 Best practice management of nutrients and water 
 The integration of kaitiakitanga (Maori custom of stewardship and protection of the land, 

water and biodiversity) into water management 
 Healthy lowland waterways 
 Te Waihora is a healthy ecosystem 
 Hill-fed waterways that support aquatic life and recreation 
 The protection of alpine rivers and high country values 
 Enhanced indigenous biodiversity across the Zone 

 
Methods: The Deliberation Process Stages  
A series of meetings was held to refine and validate the ZIP Priority Outcomes for the S-W 
catchment. The Priority Outcomes (and a number of agreed upon sub-outcomes) are the values 
against which a set of development scenarios, of differing intensity, for the catchment were eval-
uated. The evaluations were conducted by 13 stakeholder groups in a series of public deliberative 
events, following the steps outlined in Figure 1. 

The deliberative events occurred approximately once a month for about a year. Each event lasted 
approximately four hours with a buffet dinner available to participants about mid-way through 
the event. Deliberations were attended by largely the same 60 – 80 stakeholder participants over 
the course of the deliberations. 

The deliberation process was a participatory approach which sought to make the impacts of limit 
setting on the economic, social, cultural and environmental community outcomes transparent. 
Making impacts transparent helped participants to make informed choices regarding the issue. 
The deliberation process used was developed by merging two methodologies; the deliberation 
matrix (Faucheux & O’Connor, 2005; Guimarães Pereira & O'Connor, 1999; O’Connor et al, 
2007; O’Connor & Spangenberg, 2007) and systems thinking and practice (Maani & Cavana, 
2007). The principle behind the deliberation process was to create a “deliberative forum” that 
offered opportunities for participants to explore progressively, or in parallel, different potential 
solution scenarios and their likely outcomes across a range of community values (the ZIP Priority 
Outcomes) for the region, of an agreed problem.  A systems perspective of the issue was im-
portant in order to understand that any policy decisions have an impact across a range of out-
comes within the catchment.  The deliberation exercises were iterative, allowing participants to 
go deeper to gain and explore increasingly detailed information.  
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 Environmental advocates 
 Recreation advocates 
 Commercial/Tourism/Energy companies 
 Education authorities 
 Health/Local Authorities  
 Community Boards and Committees 

 
A report was produced reflecting on the process used for involving stakeholders, including prob-
lems associated with stakeholder selection, and some suggestions for improving the process 
(Mackay and Kelly, 2012). Mackay and Kelly (2012) recommended that lead agencies organizing 
public deliberations have a plan in place for identifying and selecting stakeholders. They devel-
oped a four stage iterative stakeholder identification process, 1) Build an initial community pro-
file, 2) Develop an initial list of potential stakeholders, 3) Develop an understanding of the (local) 
issue from a local perspective and, 4) Build a stakeholder list and initiate conversations with these 
individuals, groups and organizations. Explication of each of these stages is given in the report. 

Grounding the Deliberation in a Sound Knowledge Base 
Three scenarios were developed, informed by visions for the future of the catchment. Scenarios 
can be driven by land use or outcomes (i.e. what would you need to do to get to a specified out-
come) (see Figure 2). Two of the scenarios were land use driven, the third was focussed on an 
environmental outcome. For each scenario, nutrient load and water flow were used to calculate 
nutrient concentrations and model the likely impacts on the ZIP’s priority values, including atten-
tion to the environmental impacts.  
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group made judgments about the scenario’s outcomes for the catchment as to whether the out-
comes were acceptable (green) or not (red), or if participants believed they needed more infor-
mation (blue). These judgments were recorded with coloured dots, in the deliberation matrix, 
along with the group’s reasons for making each judgment. Each stakeholder group was managed 
by a facilitator. 

Stakeholders were asked to consider the results from the deliberation matrix and try to come up 
with solutions or mitigations for the unacceptable impacts (turning reds to greens). That is, partic-
ipants were asked to look at the outcomes that had been judged unacceptable and asked to gener-
ate ideas about what would need to happen to change the impact to an acceptable state. Notes 
were taken documenting ideas and suggestions that would enable appropriate changes. These 
were then able to be incorporated into the recommendations for managing the issue. Towards the 
end of the process, stakeholders were deliberately formed into mixed groups. In these groups they 
had the opportunity to meet and work with members of different stakeholder groups in order to 
gain an understanding of others opinions, and enable social learning.  

 
Report and Recommendations 
Documenting the judgments, discussions and solutions from stakeholders formed the basis of 
recommendations to the Zone Committee who were required to provide local government (Envi-
ronment Canterbury) with recommendations to improve cultural and environmental outcomes in 
the S-W catchment while maintaining farm viability and economic growth. The final document 
produced by the Zone Committee incorporating the deliberative discussions with stakeholders 
can be found on line.62 

 

Project evaluation 
In addition to the above reflections on the deliberation process an evaluation process was built 
into the design of the project. The academic literature on public deliberation processes notes a 
lack of reliable and valid measures (e.g., Rowe and Frewer, 2000; 2004) regarding both process 
and outcome factors. In an earlier evaluation of the deliberation process in the Hurunui catchment 
in Canterbury, Small & Montes de Oca Munguia (2012) identified, from a literature review, a 
range of process and outcome constructs related to the success of the deliberative process and its 
outcomes, which they developed preliminary measuring scales for. These constructs and prelimi-
nary scales provided a basis for the evaluation of the S-W deliberations. Below, we briefly expli-
cate this evaluation process, present headline results and discuss learnings and implications of the 
evaluation for future deliberative processes.  

Evaluation Constructs and Instruments 
Two survey instruments were developed and implemented (i.e. a before and a mid-point evalua-
tion survey) based on the scales developed by Small and Montes de Oca Munguia. A third survey 
instrument (an after the event evaluation survey) was designed but remains to be implemented. 
Although designed as parallel instruments (i.e., before, mid-point and after), the survey instru-
ments differ as different evaluation questions are suitable for different stages of the process. The 
constructs assessed in the evaluation component included (see Appendix 1 for more details):  

  

                                                 
62 http://ecan.govt.nz/publications/General/zip-addendum-at-150613-v6.pdf 
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 Representativeness of the stakeholder groups 
 Stakeholder mandate 
 Transparency of deliberation process 
 Participant’s access to information resources 
 Information presentation and visualisation tools 
 Participant learning during the deliberation process 
 Participants’ satisfaction with facilitation of the deliberations  
 Participants’ perception of their influence on the deliberation process and the project out-

comes 
 Social capital (with respect to land use and water management) 
 Participant’s perception of likely overall project success  

 
The response scale used to measure the constructs was a seven-point Likert scale with anchors at 
three points (i.e. 1=strongly disagree, 4=neutral, 7=strongly agree). Thus, a low scale score repre-
sents a negative perception of the construct (e.g., lacks representativeness, lacks mandate, etc.) 
while a high score represents a positive perception of the construct (e.g. stakeholders are repre-
sentative, participants do have a mandate, etc.).  

 
Evaluation Results 
Fifty-six surveys were returned at the start of the process, and thirty-eight mid-point surveys were 
returned. As can be seen from the min/max scale scores, at the start of the process, individual 
deliberation participants expressed a range of positive and negative perceptions regarding these 
constructs (Table 1). In the ‘before survey’ the mean scores for each item were marginally above 
the scale neutral midpoint - indicating slightly positive overall perceptions. Transparency and 
mandate received the most positive scores. The lowest mean score (4.5) went to the scale measur-
ing participants’ belief in the probability of the project achieving successful outcomes.  

Despite agreeing to be part of the process, participants were, at this early stage, yet to be con-
vinced that the S-W deliberation process would achieve its land use and water quality objectives, 
and that their (the participants) voices would be heard and heeded. Social capital was the next 
lowest with a mean score of 4.7. Scale reliabilities, as measured by coefficient alpha, were low 
adequate to moderate. The combined pre-deliberation evaluation scale had a mean score of 4.9 
and a good coefficient alpha of .81. 

Table 1. Pre-Deliberation evaluation scales: min, max, mean, SD, 95% CI, coefficient alpha (n=56) 

Scale  No. 
Items Min Max Mean SD 95% CI1 

± Alpha2 

Representativeness 2 1.0 6.5 4.8 1.20 0.31 .67 
Mandate 2 2.5 7.0 5.0 1.14 0.30 .63 
Transparency 3 3.0 7.0 5.2 0.86 0.23 .57 
Project outcome 2 1.0 6.5 4.5 1.21 0.32 .74 
Social capital 4 2.3 7.0 4.7 0.98 0.26 .74 
Combined scale 13 3.1 6.1 4.9 0.68 0.18 .81 

Note: scale scores: 1 = strongly disagree, 4= neutral, 7 = strongly agree (lower scores rate the factor more negatively 
and higher scores rate it more positively). 
1 195% Confidence Interval of scale score. 
2 Coefficient alpha of scale 
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Results for the mid-point evaluation are presented in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Mid-Point deliberation evaluation scales: min, max, mean SD, 95% CI and coefficient alpha (29  n  38) 

Scale No. 
Items Min Max Mean SD 95% CI1 

± Alpha2 

Issue definition 2 2.5 7.0 5.4 1.18 0.39 .84 
Transparency 
of process 6 2.3 7.0 5.2 1.18 0.39 .88 

Access to information 5 2.4 7.0 5.4 1.13 0.37 .87 
Information tools 9 2.7 6.7 4.8 .96 0.32 .87 
Time adequacy 3 2.3 7.0 4.4 1.30 0.43 .78 

Structured dialogue 5 4.9 6.2 5.8 .84 0.28 .86 

Participant learning 4 4.0 7.0 5.6 .84 0.28 .75 
Participant influence 4 4.6 5.3 5.0 .98 0.32 .79 
Social  capital 5 3.9 5.9 4.8 .98 0.35 .76 
Project success 3 2.3 6.7 4.9 1.09 0.38 .87 
Combined scale (all 
scale items) 46 3.8 6.1 5.2 .82 0.27 .97 

Note: scale scores: 1 = strongly disagree, 4= neutral, 7 = strongly agree (lower scores rate the factor more negatively 
and higher scores rate it more positively). 
1 195% Confidence Interval of scale score. 
2Coefficient alpha of scale 
 

The mid-point scale constructs which received the highest positive ratings were the structured 
dialogue scale (Mean = 5.8), and the participant learning scale (Mean = 5.6). These two scales 
indicated that the participants were reasonably happy with the fairness, honesty and structure of 
the way the deliberation process was being run by the facilitators and presenters and with their 
own learning outcomes. The next most positive evaluations went to the constructs of issue defini-
tion (Mean = 5.4) and access to information (Mean = 5.4). The lowest scale score was time ade-
quacy (Mean = 4.4 – a neutral to slightly positive score). Information tools scale (Mean = 4.8), 
social capital scale (Mean = 4.8) and the proxy score for overall project success (Mean = 4.9) 
were slightly to moderately positive. Combining all respondents’ scale items into a single scale 
score for the project gave a moderately positive overall score for the project of 5.2 at project mid-
point. 

The above results indicated that participants were more impressed with the deliberative engage-
ment process than at the start. By the mid-point of the project they were confident that the process 
would lead to positive outcomes for their own stakeholder group, and were reasonably confident 
of a positive outcome for land use and water quality and quantity. Participants were satisfied that 
they were learning new and relevant information regarding the water quality and management 
issue. There was also moderate agreement that participants were able to influence the process and 
outcome and that the project would successfully achieve its objectives of improved land use and 
water management.  

 
Lessons and discussion 
There were a number of areas in which the process could be improved or where there were issues 
that will require further consideration in future deliberations. 
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Time and Effort Required 
A major area of concern is around the intensity of the time and effort required from the partici-
pants in the deliberation process. Time adequacy of the process received the lowest of all the 
mid-point evaluation survey scale scores (Mean = 4.4, only slightly more positive than neutral). 
More time would have helped participants assimilate and understand the complex information 
presented. Deliberating and evaluating the probable impacts of a scenario with respect to the 
Zone Committee’s Priority Outcomes, was also a time pressured activity. However, despite these 
indications that not enough time was being allowed for some of the deliberation activities, quali-
tative comments on the mid-point evaluation survey also indicated that the intensity of time and 
effort required by the deliberations, up to the point of data collection, was much greater than the 
participants’ original expectations.  

Overseas experiences with collaborative approaches to catchment water management indicate the 
importance of allowing appropriate timeframes for participative public engagement and delibera-
tion. In a study of 44 watershed partnerships in California and Washington (randomly selected 
from over 150 partnerships), Leach, et al. (2002:645) found that it takes “about 48 months to 
achieve major milestones, such as formal agreements and implementation of restoration, educa-
tion, or monitoring projects.” Researchers in the Advocacy Coalition Framework arena, which 
focuses on voluntary collaboration for policy development, suggested that it was necessary to 
take a long-term time perspective (i.e., up to ten years) to understand sub-system behaviour and 
impacts (Weible, et al., 2011).  

Similarly, research into public engagement and deliberation processes (Rowe & Frewer, 2000, 
2004; Rowe, et al., 2008) also stressed the importance of allowing adequate timeframes, as has 
research into inter and transdisciplinary research processes (Burton, et al., 2008; Jakobsen, et al. 
2004; Tress, et al. 2003, 2005). In comparison with the timeframes advocated in the literature, the 
Environment Canterbury policy process was very time constrained – the Selwyn-Waihora Zone 
Committee was formed in late 2010 and their recommendations were due in late 2012. The Leach 
et al. (2002) study found that partnerships younger than 2 years had made very limited progress 
while partnerships of five years old had made a great deal of progress.  

This is a significant cause for concern, as indicated by the findings of previous empirical re-
search, such constrained timeframes may be ‘setting the project up for failure’. Another important 
aspect, that the process and materials have been designed for, is to do justice to the public partici-
pants’ efforts and commitment to the process, by recording and summarising as much of their 
discussions as possible. This process is also compromised by the comparatively brief time allo-
cated to the deliberation of each scenario given the number of judgments focus groups partici-
pants are expected to make (i.e., approximately one hour for up to 22 judgments). These time 
issues present a dilemma in that although more time is required for the process, it is already very 
time intensive for the participants, who are all attending on a voluntary basis. 

These constraining factors have necessitated creative and adaptive approaches to design of the 
deliberation process and materials in an effort to collect and display data in the most time effi-
cient and effective manner and for the easy cognitive comprehension and assimilation of the large 
amounts of data generated in a deliberation. The degree to which these processes and materials 
will help the project succeed in producing the desired outcomes, under the current process con-
straints, is an empirical question. Currently we are collecting feedback and evaluation data from 
the deliberation participants and process facilitators in order that we may, on an ongoing basis, 
adaptively improve the process. 
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Transparency 
Another area of concern was in some aspects of the process transparency. There was moderate 
agreement that there were no hidden agendas and good agreement that the deliberations were 
organised in a clear and transparent manner and run openly and honestly. However, between the 
before and mid-point evaluations there was backward movement (small to medium effect sizes 
but non-significant at the p < .05 level) regarding understanding of how the results of the delib-
erations would be used and how the process relates to policy development. This result suggests 
the need to continually reiterate to participants throughout the deliberation process how the re-
sults will be used and how they will influence the setting of policy and nutrient limits. 

Participants were moderately satisfied with their access to information, the technical team’s pres-
entation of information, and that the information being presented was helping them better under-
stand the issue. However, some of the information tools received fairly neutral responses. In par-
ticular, the economic implications, the social and cultural implications, and the on-farm implica-
tions of the scenarios received very modest (i.e., neutral) ratings. Participants were more satisfied 
with the explication of environmental implications of the scenarios. Deliberation participants 
were in partial agreement that the Zone Committee’s priority outcomes were an appropriate set of 
values to examine the potential catchment development scenarios. These results suggest room for 
improvement regarding the scenario tools and explanation of scenario impacts on the values of 
economy, environment, society and culture. There may also be room for improvement in the de-
velopment of priority outcomes and value goals for the catchment. 

Trust 
Of particular note (and concern) was the low trust which participants placed in local government 
policy makers and the lack of movement in this indicator between before and mid-point evalua-
tions. This has implications for how the recommendations (and resulting regulations set up in the 
catchment) may be perceived and/or followed. On the positive side, although the related issue of 
participants’ perception of public trust in water management in the catchment was only neutral in 
the mid-point evaluation survey, there was significant positive movement (p < .05, medium effect 
size, d = 0.54) in this question item from the before survey.  

Reflections on the Deliberation Process and Social Learning 
The evaluation results indicate that collective learning did occur. As part of the discussion, new 
ideas for addressing the issue were identified. It was hoped that by having the different stake-
holder groups interact with one another, social learning about the ‘other’ would occur as personal 
relationships developed, enabling understanding of the ‘others’  values, circumstances and posi-
tion, regarding the issue. There was some evidence that this was the case over the course of the 
deliberative events, as interaction between stakeholders increased and several groups joined to-
gether to present their views.  

Each of the stakeholder groups spent considerable time exploring the science behind the catch-
ment system in relationship to their values for the region and their personal stake in the issue. 
However, in this kind of ‘in-group’ there is a potential for the occurrence of group think (Janis, 
1971; Turner & Pratkanis, 1998), group polarisation (Isenberg, 1986) and risky shift (Stoner, 
1968). These group processes have the potential to lead to increased conflict with ‘out-groups’ 
with different values or goals, and the phenomenon referred to as devil shift (Sabatier et al, 
1987), where out-group positions are exaggerated and out-group members demonised. While 
there was disagreement, and in some cases, little resolution to particular issues, interpersonal rela-
tionships and social capital were built up by mixing up stakeholder groups at different points and 
by ensuring there were breaks (e.g. for dinner) that also enabled a degree of mixing across stake-
holder groups.  

Further Reflection on Challenges for Deliberation Processes 
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Participatory approaches are not without their challenges and their critics. Pinpointing the stake-
holders or community of interest and getting representation and participation may be difficult 
(Laurian, 2003). Barriers may include time commitments (Tewdwr-Jones & Thomas, 1998), lack 
of confidence in process or other actors, or lack of concern or awareness about the issue (Laurian, 
2003), and perception of possible negative consequences of involvement in participation 
(Miraftab, 2003). Ideally, deliberative public engagement would involve all individuals and 
groups who had an interest or stake in the issue under deliberation (Parkins & Mitchell, 2005). In 
practice, this is not usually possible. Generally, such processes would only be attended by a frac-
tion of the potential stakeholders or stakeholder groups. Lack of full participation raises issues of 
the representativeness and mandate of participants. Practices, such as the deliberation process 
outlined, help bring the public on-side, if only to a small percentage of relevant stakeholders. The 
deliberative process forced those involve to think through the problem and potential solutions and 
helped increase the acceptability of the final decision in the catchment.  

The deliberation events described enabled approximately 90 people to take part in the process. 
These people participated in up to six or eight deliberations over a period of around nine months. 
This resulted in a highly educated group of people who became very familiar with the issue and 
potential impacts of solutions. We also saw evidence that the primary production sector was play-
ing a role in using its farmer and agribusiness networks to inform a wider circle of people about 
issues.  
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Appendix 1: Item statements used to measure representativeness, mandate, transparency, project outcome and social 
capital. 

Scale Item Statement 

Representativeness 

The participants who are attending the deliberation workshop are a fair cross-section 
of all the relevant stakeholder groups. 

All relevant community, general population and special interest stakeholder groups 
are adequately represented by the participants at the deliberation workshop. 

Mandate 

I feel that I have a genuine mandate to speak for the stakeholder group that I repre-
sent. 

Participants from other stakeholder groups have a genuine mandate to represent their 
groups. 

Transparency 

I do not think there is any kind of “hidden agenda” behind the deliberation work-
shops. 

It is clear to me how the results of the deliberation workshops will be used. 

I understand how the deliberative public engagement process relates to policy devel-
opment. 

Project outcome 

(probable success of 
project objectives) 

Overall, I believe this project will be successful in meeting the expectations and 
needs of the stakeholder group whom I represent. 

I believe that the outcome of the project will definitely result in the adoption of im-
proved practices and processes that have a positive impact on land use and water 
quality in the Selwyn-Waihora catchment. 

Social capital 

(with respect to land use 
and water governance) 

I believe public trust in water resource management in the Selwyn-Waihora catch-
ment is high. (note: deletion of this item increased scale reliability) 

I am motivated to participate in future civic and democratic processes. 

I have faith in deliberative democracy and participative public engagement for the 
development of public policy regarding contested issues. 

I have faith and trust in local government policy makers. 

I have faith and trust in the expert advice provided by scientists for the development 
of evidence based policy. 
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Abstract: Stakeholder engagement and participatory processes are becoming increasingly estab-
lished research requirements, enabling the building of trust in, and acceptance of, research out-
comes. Contributing to the EU-funded FP7 ‘FarmPath’ project, partners across Europe developed 
a ‘visioning process’, in order to involve stakeholder groups in the identification of multiple fu-
ture transition pathways towards sustainable agriculture at the regional level. The project aims to 
identify the social and technological innovation needs for attaining these ‘ideal’ and shared vi-
sions, and to assess how possible institutional arrangements, support measures and socio-
technical networks amongst actors within the farming community, policy, technology and wider 
society can lead to the increased regional sustainability of agriculture. Approaches to ‘futures 
thinking’ highlight the contribution of visioning to strategic planning and transdisciplinary com-
munication, as well as permitting flexibility in response to uncertainty and the consideration of 
consequences, leading to potential policy redirection. The paper will focus on the visioning pro-
cesses undertaken in the two contrasting regions of the North East of Scotland and Alentejo, 
Southern Portugal, providing a detailed discussion on the key features of the visions identified 
and analysed by the wide range of participant groups, including active farmers, young farmers 
and ‘new entrants’, as well as rural land users and those with ‘official interests’. A key theme in 
the Scottish case is the widely-held desire to ‘reconnect’ the non-farming rural and urban ‘public’ 
with the activities of farmers, in order to build a greater understanding of food production pro-
cesses, as well as contribute to a general respect and empathy for the natural environment and 
rural community. In the Portuguese case, most striking was the willingness to engage in this pro-
cess by the different types of farmers and other actors involved, as well as the shared goal to 
maintain the Montado, the extensive silvo-pastoral system characteristic of the region, and to 
operationalise support and regulatory mechanisms that guarantee this maintenance. Finally, les-
sons learned from the stakeholder engagement process will be discussed, as well as the contribu-
tion of this method to collaborative learning, and as a meaningful and robust transdisciplinary 
process. 

Keywords: Transdisciplinarity, stakeholder engagement, transition theory, sustainable agricul-
ture, collaborative learning  
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Introduction 
Transitions to sustainability refer to radical transformations towards a more sustainable society as 
a response to a number of persistent overarching problems (Grin et al., 2010). In order to find 
new pathways, Marsden (2013) argues that a more reflexive governance approach at multiple 
scales is required (see also Marsden et al., 2010). In reflexive governance, both the adaptive and 
the reflexive capacity of the actors involved are strengthened by social learning, defined by 
Darnhofer et al. (2012) as the systematic learning process among multiple actors who together 
define a purpose related to the agreed necessity of concerted action at a variety of scales (see also 
Reed, 2008). Recent trends in transition management have evolved further in co-design, where 
knowledge is developed in a complex, interactive design process with a range of stakeholders 
involved through a process of social learning (Grin et al., 2010). 

The FarmPath project63 aimed to identify mechanisms that promote transition processes in the 
farming sector, and that support the capacity of those involved at multiple scales. FarmPath ap-
plied a participatory transdisciplinary approach to the identification of visions for the future of 
agriculture and land-based activities, as well as the required pathways to achieve these visions, in 
seven European regions64.  Transdisciplinarity is a demanding form of scientific and practitioner 
knowledge integration (Spangenberg, 2011), which can be characterised by three elements: the 
integration of disciplinary paradigms, the use of participatory methods, and the application to 
real-life problems (Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn, 2007). Innovation in methodologies for collaborative 
work is central to transdisciplinarity (Mobjörk, 2010). The reported goals and outcomes of 
trandisciplinary practice include greater accountability through integration (Mobjörk, 2010), mu-
tual learning and trust building (Klein, 2004). These are the criteria which can best be used for 
assessing the success of a transdisciplinary process. This paper outlines the methodology and 
results of this transdisciplinary visioning process, highlighting the main similarities and differ-
ences between the Scottish and Portuguese case studies. In particular, it reflects on the role that 
the transdisciplinary dialogue had on the stakeholders involved in the process (both the practi-
tioners and the researchers), and aims to disentangle the complex role that transdisciplinarity may 
have in participatory research.  

 
Why ‘visioning’? 
The intention behind the co-construction of visions and the related pathways was grounded in the 
conceptualization of system innovation and transition processes. Through a process of reframing, 
those involved jointly try to find a shared problem perception, and directions for sustainable solu-
tions (Kemp and Loorbach, 2006). Imagining the future may be used as a way to make it easier 
for those involved to conceptualise the radical changes which may result from a process of transi-
tion towards greater sustainability. Whilst the relevant literature considers the term ‘scenarios’, 
this process adopted the goal of ‘visioning’ in order to encourage creative and unrestricted dis-
cussion, and enabled the creation of ‘desirable futures’ by the participants, which did not involve 
predictions or forecasting.   

Scenarios can be considered as tools for ordering perceptions about alternative futures (Ramos, 
2010). Typically they are best utilised through comparisons of different possible futures. Scenari-
os have shown to be relevant tools for improving communication amongst stakeholders, planners 
and decision-makers to encourage stakeholders to reflect on the future and, in this way, contribute 
to rural planning and sustainable governance (Tress and Tress, 2003; Carvalho-Ribeiro et al., 

                                                 
63 'FarmPath' (Farming Transitions: Pathways towards regional sustainability of agriculture in Europe) is a three year collaborative 
research project funded through the European Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme, running from March 2011 to May 

)http://www.farmpath.eu/2014. Further information can be found at: ( 
64 The regions studied were: Aberdeenshire (North East Scotland), Plzensky region (Czech Republic), Baden-Württemberg 
(Germany), Montermor-o-Novo (Portugal), Pays de Rennes (France), Prazardjik and Plovid (Bulgaria) and Imathia (Greece). 
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These two questions were formulated with different concerns: a) to make it possible to create a 
distance from present conditions and construct visions detached from present constraints, and that 
could result from radical changes (i.e. transitions); b) to think about a future which is of an ap-
propriate timescale to make a transition possible, and close enough to be relevant for those in-
volved; c) to consider agriculture, but also the other activities that currently shape the use of the 
rural land and the functioning of rural communities; d) to identify ideal visions, but also the 
pathways required for the visions to be achieved, and e) to identify the actions required for these 
pathways to be achieved at different governance levels. The research team defined ideal and rele-
vant participant groups, according to the aims of FarmPath (see Footnote 1 above) and the focal 
questions. The participants were therefore grouped as follows:  

• ‘Official Interests’: Individuals dedicated to governmental and non-governmental activities re-
lated with rural issues, environmental organizations, farmer’s organizations, established NGOs, 
business associations, unions, local authorities, national policy makers, etc.    

• ‘Run the Land’: People acting upon the policies, though managing the land, therefore including 
farmers and land owners, hobby farmers, businesses associated with agricultural production, 
those responsible for protected areas, etc.   

• ‘Young Farmers’: Farmers under 40 years of age, who possess adequate occupational skills to 
set up an agricultural holding for the first time and are the head of the holding. This definition 
relates to that found in the EU Rural Development Regulations. ‘Young Farmers’ could have 
been aggregated in the ‘Run the Land’ group, but this separation was intentional for assessing if 
age and accumulated experience in farming would generate different perspectives. Furthermore, 
‘Young Farmers’ were an identified sub-focus of the FarmPath project, due to their role in long 
term social sustainability.  

• ‘Those Who Benefit from the Management of the Land’: Including end users, recreationists, 
health-related charities, community well-being and educational practitioners, social care, residen-
tial associations, consumer organizations, etc. 

Participants were recruited personally according to the typology above. The selection of stake-
holders was undertaken by a variety of means (see Fig. 1 for detail), and their role in the project 
was explained during the first contact. Participants were invited to participate as volunteers, 
where the project was of interest to them. The only demand was a time commitment, thus re-
questing that they participated in all steps of the process (see Fig. 1).The process organisation, 
preparation and outcome delivery was undertaken by the research team. The focus group discus-
sions involved individuals from the same participant group, whose concerns were expected to be 
similar. The aim was to produce visions for agriculture and other land-based activities, for each 
region, in 2030. As such, the exercise was based primarily on a normative approach to the future, 
questioning ‘what should happen’, and providing a perspective on scenario building appropriate 
to strategic assessments (Ramos, 2010). The exercise was based on systems thinking and concep-
tual modeling (Guimarães et al., 2013), to allow a structured discussion, and ensure that all di-
mensions of the question were covered.   

The step-by-step approach culminated in a final workshop, attended by many of the participants 
from the four participant groups, representatives of the NSPG, and researchers. It aimed for the 
joint co-construction of pathways to achieve the previously defined visions. After the workshop, 
the pathways obtained were analysed qualitatively by the research team and involving further 
discussion with the NSPG.  
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Results: the visions and pathways 
 
The visions: Similarities and differences between Portugal and Scotland 
In the Scottish and Portuguese regional case studies, more than 18 visions concerning the wishes 
for agriculture and other land-based activities in 2030 were gathered from the focus group stage; 
these were compiled, resulting in three visions in the Scottish case study and two in the Portu-
guese.  

Even considering the large differentiation of the regions, there are many similarities in the con-
tent of these visions mainly in terms of their central foci. In both case studies one vision focusses 
on farming competitiveness and profitability. Within these visions environmental constraints are 
expressed, but farming production and productivism is promoted as a key strategy. In both cases 
the need to balance the natural system with the productive system is evident; nevertheless the 
means to achieve this balance are distinct. In Scotland, stakeholders discussed the possibility of 
farmers obtaining economic returns from the non-market ecosystem services maintained when 
farming is undertaken through less intensive means. Farm profits are derived from the market 
rather than from production subsidies, agriculture is a more powerful partner in the food supply 
chain, and there are more young people staying on farms. In Portugal, the payment for non-
market ecosystem services was referred to, but no in-depth discussion occurred. In both regions, 
technology (i.e. energy production, innovative forms of cultivation, etc.) is considered a key ele-
ment towards a profitable farming system that respects environmental constraints.  

A second group of visions relates to farming, but is centered on the environmental or conserva-
tion agenda, with the quality of the landscape and of the environment or natural resources as an 
expression of the wished outcomes. In the Portuguese region the fact that there is a high nature 
value system (i.e. the Montado) ensured that this vision was one of the most prominent. The 
maintenance of this system was also a requirement in the ‘farming productivity’ vision, therefore, 
it is clear that stakeholders share the desire to maintain this system. The Montado is the extensive 
silvo-pastoral land use system characteristic of Southern Portugal, the maintenance of which is 
not straightforward where farming intensification is similarly desired. In Scotland, despite the 
fact that there is no land use system that defines regional identity, stakeholders demonstrated their 
preference for a diverse landscape consisting of patchwork of land use (i.e. crops, livestock, for-
estry, semi-natural and amenity woodland areas).  

Finally, a third group of visions focuses on rural communities, a lively countryside, networks and 
close connections between the urban and the rural, which strongly emphasises the reinforcement 
of rural values and lifestyles. In the Scottish case study this topic was fully explored in a third 
vision with the emphasis on sustainable community development, including the wish for afforda-
ble housing provision and community ‘growing’ space, as well as paths and trails for access be-
tween communities. In the Portuguese case the maintenance of rural values and lifestyles is an 
underlying theme in the second vision where the maintenance of the Montado system is empha-
sized. This is explained by the fact that the Montado is a man-made landscape, therefore implying 
a strong sense of community, where farming cannot be intensive, and where complementary ac-
tivities need to exist so that the region can be an attractive place to live and work.  

Despite this difference, both cases show that ‘the community’ is viewed as a source of strength 
and identity in the countryside, and the social dimension appears to be the driver for at least one 
vision; it is therefore the most commonly shared ideal for the future. In addition, there is a shared 
desire to change how society understands farming and farmers from a negative, productivist view 
to a positive perspective, where farmers are not solely providing quality food, but also protecting 
the natural assets of the region. In addition, in both regions, stakeholders expressed the desire to 
increase the living and working conditions of farmers, allowing farming to be considered not only 
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a lifestyle, but a profession, and where farmers have time to undertake other activities (i.e. pro-
fessional or recreational). 

Broadly, the different characteristics of the regions do not seem to be reflected in clear differ-
ences in the type of visions formulated. Therefore, despite the differentiation of regions, not least 
their variation of dominance of intensive or extensive agricultural systems, common visions 
emerge, although with multiple potential outcomes due to regional specificities.   

 
The pathways and policy recommendations 
The pathways required in order to achieve these visions reveal a much larger diversity of con-
cerns. The discussions in the final workshops resulted in extensive and multiple lists of pathways, 
which can be summarised as: (1) Maintenance or re-emergence of farming activities; (2) Innova-
tion in farming; (3) New concepts of farming, farmers and rural areas; and (4) Overall policy and 
institutional change.  

The maintenance or re-emergence of farming activities means that regardless of the farming sys-
tem there are certain current features considered as essential to maintain, or to re-activate the so-
cial and economic role of agriculture. It is believed that this can be achieved through the devel-
opment and maintenance of farming infrastructure and services, the economic viability of farm-
ing activities, well-planned land and farming succession, and closer interconnections between 
farming, policy and research. Furthermore, innovation in farming was considered achievable 
through innovative mindsets and practices, and the use of new techniques and technologies, prac-
tices and network connections; all of which are considered necessary for the future sustainability 
of agriculture, and for other land-based activities.  

The ‘new concepts of farming’ refer to the need to acknowledge the shift away from production 
as the sole driver of land use and rural dynamics, towards a complex interplay of other drivers, 
such as countryside consumption, or landscape and nature conservation. This pathway focuses on 
the multifunctional nature of the ideal transition and the need for multifunctionality to be 
acknowledged by public policies, as well as by the range of actors involved in decision-making 
and management. The conditions required for the diffusion of these new concepts are ‘reshaped 
relations’ between the farming community and the wider public, based on the attractiveness of 
rural areas and the trend for ‘going local’ (i.e. for buying locally produced goods, and the reinte-
gration of farming into the local community). Multifunctionality is also a central concept for 
farming and rural areas, with integrated actors and strategies.  

Policy and institutional arrangements are the conditions that must be established at the macro 
level, framing the activities to be developed in rural areas. These arrangements correspond to the 
different sectors and strategies, transferred into activities and legislation, at different scales. For 
example, in Scotland there is a need for targeted rural investment and to change farmer mindsets 
regarding involving local communities to gain Scottish Rural Development Programme (SRDP) 
funding. It is considered that these arrangements are best achieved through coherent policy-
making, regulation, funding, and integrating understanding, and prioritizing, of global policy is-
sues. In Portugal, policies targeted at the Montado system are needed, as well as a better under-
standing by policy makers about the specificities of this land use. Although the desirable futures 
showed remarkable similarities across the study regions, the wide range of actions suggested in-
dicates the importance of contextualised intervention and action, adapted to the characteristics 
and needs of each region. 
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Reflections and lessons learned 
The utilization of the step-by-step methodology consistent across the two regions makes it possi-
ble to assess the key points of success and failures of the approach overall.  

Careful structuring of the process and ensuring that the participants feel valued, and get some-
thing meaningful out of the process, appeared crucial for securing their continued engagement. 
Despite participant agreement at the outset of the project to be present during all steps, the partic-
ipation rate decreased during the process nonetheless. However, in the Portuguese region where 
most participants already knew the research team, participation was more consistent. This indi-
cates that social capital can be accumulated between projects, and can exceed the timeframe of a 
project. Therefore, a research group engaging in such an approach is developing a bond with the 
stakeholder community, which can be reinforced during each project, where results are enriching 
for all parties involved. Conversely, this bond can be ‘broken’ if partners are disappointed. 

The reasons behind the participant’s interests in the project varied between tangible (i.e. to facili-
tate changes in policies, management actions, etc.) to intangible aspects (i.e. to meet other people, 
work with scientists, etc.). Even participants with experience in participatory projects valued the 
networking potential of this project. On the other hand, several participants, including the re-
searchers, expressed worries about achieving tangible results from the project, i.e. a lack of prac-
tical outcomes, such as actual policy development. This leads to a relevant question regarding the 
motivations of transdisciplinary work, as well as the perspective of those who promote it. Despite 
the fact that the ultimate goals of transdisciplinary work should be tangible, this does not depend 
solely on those who initiate the process. This misunderstanding can hinder the transdisciplinary 
process and contribute to well-known problems in stakeholder participation literature, such as 
discredit and fatigue (Reed, 2008). As shown by different authors, a transdisciplinary process 
requires the commitment of all participants, and hence it must be coupled with shared responsi-
bilities and the empowerment of all participants (Brandt et al., 2013).   

Within the focus group discussions (Fig. 1; step 3) the visioning exercise was achieved most easi-
ly in the ‘Official Interests’ participant group. These individuals engage in strategic planning ex-
ercises within their professional lives and were familiar with thinking in terms of visioning. In 
other words their discourse was already well-structured. The remaining focus groups commented 
positively on the novelty of the approach, but had more difficulty identifying clear visions. The 
group who represented ‘Those Who Benefit from the Management of the Land’ expressed the 
greatest difficulties in creating regionally-based visions, or to acknowledge the role of farming in 
the construction of the physical landscape, possibly due to their weak connection with the sector. 
During the process some questions were clarified and the individual discourses of some partici-
pants altered. These results reveal the suitability of a step-by-step approach in a transdisciplinary 
exercise, to allow participants to become familiar with the process. Aiming for a co-construction 
process involving actors from different spheres of society does not only imply difference in 
knowledge types, but also in the maturity of discourses. Hence opportunities to better structure 
individual and group discourses are necessary to promote subsequently balanced dialogues. The 
construction of the visions, i.e., the design of desirable futures, not rooted in present situational 
constraints, was viewed as the most challenging task by participants. It demonstrated that innova-
tive thinking is not easily achieved and the support of different specific strategic methods is high-
ly important if the visioning exercises are to be successful.    

The final workshop was designed to specifically facilitate a participatory, transdisciplinary exer-
cise, since it included interaction between members of all groups, NSPG members and research-
ers. Several researchers expressed difficulty in joining the discussion as participants, and the re-
maining participants indicated their difficulty in considering the researchers as participants, espe-
cially when they were in disagreement. Researchers were seen as those ‘who know’, or ‘who 
have the knowledge’, and therefore were hard to challenge. Since most formal transdisciplinary 
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projects are promoted by science partners this suggests the need for better preparation on the part 
of researchers so that the power of academic knowledge is in balance with others and also that the 
role of the scientist in the process is understood. In addition, it is important to engage professional 
facilitators in participatory methods, so that researchers can fully engage in the process.  

There were underlying limitations with the transdisciplinary approach in this process as the ques-
tions addressed and the methods selected did not emerge directly from practice, but were decided 
within the context of a pre-defined research project. Nevertheless, the research questions framing 
the project were defined in accordance with both a) the experience of dialogue with practitioners 
and problem-solving research undertaken by the researchers involved, and b) concerns expressed 
by stakeholders at different scales in Europe and gathered by the European Commission, which 
was the basis for the project call. 

From the evaluation made by participants in all the regions, it can be asserted that the 
transdisciplinary process for the identification of the transition pathways has created engagement 
and in-depth discussions in the participatory process. However, participants began the process 
with highly variable levels of experience of transdisciplinarity. Where there was prior experience 
of involvement, particularly in European projects, participants showed some fatigue in relation to 
this kind of project. In others, the novelty of the process, and in particular the European dimen-
sion, has raised great interest.  As previously described in the literature (cf. Brandt et al., 2013), 
and emerging from this analysis, the willingness to participate and the consistency of participa-
tion relies on a common agenda defined with the involvement of all the concerned. However, 
such common agendas require the novel design of research projects, with the use of different 
strategies, and methods, established together from the start, which may not be possible in existing 
research frameworks.   

How can transdisciplinarity support transitions to agricultural sustainability? 
The transdisciplinary process developed within FarmPath has been conducted over a relatively 
short timescale (five months within project duration of three years; see Footnote 1) therefore it 
was not possible to undertake an overarching assessment of its impacts at the time of writing. 
However, it has enabled the local participants to consider future aims and identify strategies to 
attain these, leading to a higher awareness of their possible role in a potential transition. In addi-
tion, it has led to the acknowledgment by practitioners that links to science can be useful and in-
spiring, and are easily established. Even with only a cursory assessment of its value directly to the 
transition, it is possible to say that the transdisciplinary process has enhanced the science-society 
dialogue and thus contributed to transcending the science-society divide (Darnhofer, 2011; Neef 
and Neubert, 2011).  

In the Portuguese region participants at the final workshop expressed their desire to continue their 
involvement in discussing pathways for the future sustainability of agriculture in their region, 
emphasising the need to maintain an open dialogue and for pathway co-construction coordinated 
by the researchers. The role of researchers is viewed not only as positive, but also as a condition 
for the process to continue. This reveals an expectation concerning the active role of researchers, 
and indicates that outcomes from a transdisciplinary dialogue can go much further than the 
achievement of the goals within a single project or the collection of information for scientific 
purposes.   

Furthermore, there was evidence that existing and long-term professional relationships between 
the research team and many participants contributed to the participants’ ability to agree to partici-
pate in the dialogue, as well as their ease in understanding the questions addressed, and the pro-
ject discourse overall. Long-term trust capital ‘build–up’ should be acknowledged, and the effects 
of each single transdisciplinary participatory process, like the one developed in FarmPath or oth-
ers, need to be understood in the context of long term interaction between science and practice.  
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Conclusions 
This participatory, transdisciplinary process has aimed, not only to identify visions and pathways 
for the sustainability of agriculture at the regional scale, but also to support more reflexive and 
adaptive governance in the regions concerned. The approach has not, however, resulted from the 
joint understanding of a problem, where together researchers and practitioners have defined the 
need for the process to be organized, as is the ideal of co-construction (Darnhofer et al., 2012). 
Nonetheless, it can be concluded from the findings of the implemented process that social learn-
ing has occurred in each case study region, involving multiple actors, from different spheres. 
Transformative social learning has been achieved in part through the willingness of participants 
to engage with and gain knowledge of alternative viewpoints.  Results have also shown that this 
process has led to a change in perspective amongst stakeholders, including the researchers, 
through joint efforts to find a shared problem perception, and directions for sustainable solutions 
(Kemp and Loorbach, 2006). Furthermore, this has only been possible due to the use of suitable 
and tailor-made participatory tools. As demonstrated and as also stated in the literature (Brandt et 
al., 2013), a well-structured and facilitated process is critical in the progression of the shared con-
struction of knowledge. This critical factor also encompasses the attitude and behaviour of the 
research team. This learning is identified more clearly in some regions than in others, but the co-
construction of visions and of pathways, resulting from the whole process, inherently contributes 
to social learning (Grin et al., 2010). Consequently in some regions the transdisciplinary process 
may have supported a transition pathway towards the sustainability of agriculture, not least 
through the commissioning of further research by stakeholders in Portugal on local food autono-
my and production. Future assessments will be conducted to confirm this key goal. 
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Abstract: In the water catchment areas (WCA) defined following the European Water Frame-
work Directive (2000/60/EC), agricultural action plans should be developed in order to improve 
water quality. However, the coordination and facilitation between the various local stakeholders 
is not easy and does not facilitate the writing of action plans, which are often not defined regard-
ing the specific issues of the area until now. 

In this context, in order to support the design of action plans that would address specific issues of 
each water catchment area and that would be shared by the local stakeholders, two different par-
ticipatory approaches have been designed by researchers from the French National Institute of 
Agronomy, involving the diversity of stakeholders concerned by the water quality problems.  

The first approach, Co-click’eau, is based on the design and evaluation of scenarios of changes in 
agricultural practices at the scale of a water catchment area, in partnership with local stakehold-
ers. It has been tested in 2011-2012 on three WCA in three different regions of France (Nord-Pas-
de-Calais, Haute-Normandie, Centre). The second approach, experienced in Burgundy region in 
2011-2012, aimed to support the process of change initiated by a group of voluntary farmers, who 
proposed an original action plan based on an obligation of results and not of means, and iterative 
assessment on a long term perspective.  

The purpose of this paper is to assess collaborative learning generated in these approaches.For 
this purpose, we conducted semi-direct interviews in 2013 with 35 stakeholders who participated 
in the approaches in each WCA. This sample was built to cover the different organizations the 
stakeholders belong to.  

Our results show that action plans in the different WCA do not always take into account the re-
sults of these collaborative approaches. However, in all the WCA, these approaches contribute to 
learning of the social stakeholders, in various ways: learning of technical knowledge, of meth-
odological knowledge, about the stakes, about the others and organizational learning. Thus, we 
show that these approaches lead to information exchange, but also to collaborative knowledge 
generation.  

Keywords: participatory approaches, learning, water catchment, nitrate, pesticides, stakeholders 
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Introduction 
As agriculture is one of the main sources of water pollution in Europe, agricultural action plans 
should be developed in order to improve water quality, as stipulated by the European Water 
Framework Directive (2000/60/EC).  

In France, the contamination of drinking water sources by agricultural practices is alarming. In 
2011 93% of water bodies in France were contaminated by pesticides , and the figure is rising 
(91% of water bodies were contaminated in 2007). Although contamination by pesticides rarely 
exceeds the thresholds set by the Water Framework Directive, the fact that it is growing is still of 
concern (Dubois 2013). Concerning nitrates, the European threshold of 50 mg/l is frequently ex-
ceeded (European Commission 2011). To bypass the water pollution caused by agriculture, some 
water catchments are abandoned (Secrétariat d’état chargé de la santé 2012), and others require 
nitrate treatments (10% of catchments) or pesticides treatments (20%) for water to be distributed.  

Agricultural action plans designed in connection with the European Water Framework Directive 
are supposed to help improve the situation. Nonetheless, some issues make it difficult, in France, 
to build efficient and relevant plans: multiple dimensions have to be taken into account to bring 
about change in agricultural practices (economic, environmental and social), and the territorial 
dimension of the plans requires coordination and facilitation between the various local “social 
stakeholders”. As these issues are often underestimated, the agricultural action plans produced are 
mostly standardized. The actions proposed are very similar from one water catchment area to 
another, comprising of a check list of agro-environmental measures, and not defined according to 
the area’s specific issues (Reau et al. 2013).  

In this paper, we focus on the elaboration of action plans in French water catchment areas 
(WCA), defined as the area in which a water drop will return to the drinking water catchment. 
We argue that these plans’ methodological design can partly or fully explain these failures. The 
Water Framework Directive strongly advocates stakeholder participation in farming practice 
change processes (De Stefano 2010) such as the elaboration of action plans in catchment areas. 
However it does not rovide much direction on how to build ‘efficient’ participation which would 
initiate changes in agricultural practices and local dynamics to support them. The design of a par-
ticipatory process has been discussed, for instance, by von Korff et al. (2012), and Leenhardt et 
al. (2012) who propose scenario analysis as a relevant tool for interaction between scientists and 
stakeholders.  

In this context, this paper discusses two different participatory approaches, designed by research-
ers from the French National Institute of Agronomy. These approaches aim to support the design 
of action plans addressing the specific issues of each water catchment area with the different local 
stakeholders concerned by water quality problems. They are based on the co-design of scenarios, 
guided by the idea that participation allows for local and scientific knowledge to be integrated 
into environmental management (Raymond et al. 2010). 

The purpose of this paper is to assess how collaborative learning has occurred in the implementa-
tion of these approaches. We define collaborative learning as a situation in which two or more 
people learn or attempt to learn something together, capitalizing on one another’s resources and 
skills. Collaborative learning refers to Vygotsky’s learning theory of the "zone of proximal de-
velopment" (Vygotsky 1985) in which learners who receive help from someone can perform an 
activity they would not have been able to achieve by themselves: this theory strongly focusses on 
the social dimension of learning.  

These two different approaches involving collaborative learning are described in the Materials 
and Methods section. The aim is to discuss in what ways these approaches promoted collabora-
tive learning.  
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In order to assess this collaborative learning, we conducted stakeholder interviews to understand 
their own view of the problem after the exercise (elaborating the action plan of the WCA they 
belong to). We tried to assess how they understood the relation between agricultural practices and 
water pollution and their relationships with the other stakeholders after the exercise. We then 
drew conclusions based on these stakeholder interviews. 

 
 
Materials and methods 
 
Description of the area studied 
Both approaches were tested in 2011-2012 in different WCAs, the characteristics of which are 
shown in Table 1. The WCAs are located in the Northern part of France, each measure between 
1,700 and 4,700 hectares, and used predominantly for field crop production, winter wheat and 
rapeseed in particular. 

 

Table 1: Main characteristics of the four WCA investigated 
Water catchment area A B C D 
Approach tested Coclick’eau Co-click’eau Co-clik’eau Brienon 
Administrative region Haute-Normandie Nord Pas-de-Calais Centre Burgundy 

Utilized Agricultural 
Area (ha) 

4,650 
(with 1% permanent 
grassland) 

2,136  
(with 8% permanent 
grassland) 

1,680 1,720  

Number of farmers 
cultivating at least one 
plot in the catchment 
area 

108  
 44 33  

 50 

Farms’ specialization Field crops (wheat 
and rapeseed) 

Field crops and in-
dustrial vegetables 

Field crops (wheat, 
rapeseed and maize) 

Field crops 
(wheat and rape-
seed) 

Source of contamina-
tion Nitrate Nitrate and Pesticides Nitrate and Pesti-

cides 
Nitrate and Pes-
ticides 

 

The Co-click’eau approach 
Co-click’eau is based on the design and evaluation of scenarios of change in agricultural practices 
on the scale of a water catchment area (“EAU” – water in French), by various territorial stake-
holders (“CO”) (farmers, local authorities, advisors from chambers of agriculture, cooperatives, 
water agency, state agents, etc.). The scenarios are produced in a participatory way, using a linear 
programming web tool (“CLICK”).  

We define a scenario as the result of different combinations of three influencing factors: crops, 
crop management techniques, and the environment. In each scenario we assess the environmental 
and socio-economic impacts of different distributions/combinations of these factors on the scale 
of the water catchment area (WCA). Crops refer to those already grown on the WCA as well as 
other crops whose industry already exists in the region or could easily be developed in the future. 
Crop management techniques refer to the different ways of cultivating crops, from intensive to 
organic. In the assessment, we distinguished between five crop management techniques inspired 
by Guichard and Savini 2009 and Jacquet et al. 2011 (Table 2). The environment refers to areas 
differentiated by stakeholders on a pedo-climatic basis. Hence a same crop cultivated with the 
same management technique but in two different environments would not have the same results 
in terms of yield or quality. 
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Table 2: Strategies underpinning the crop management techniques used in the assessment of the Co-click’eau ap-
proach 
Crop management technique Agronomic strategy 
Input intensive Systematic use of pesticides and nitrogen 
Rationalized Pesticide treatments based on observations and triggered by thresholds and fertiliza-

tion is rationalized – this refers to the crop management technique highly recom-
mended by extension services (called “agriculture raisonnée” in French). 

Integrated crop management  Introduction of prophylactic agronomic measures at crop management level while 
maintaining economic coherence. The use of pesticides and mineral fertilization is 
thus reduced. Crop rotations are not changed. 

Integrated production Integrated crop management with modification of crop sequences in order to further 
reduce the occurrence of pests. 

Organic farming The main principles of organic farming in field crops are: no use of synthetic pesti-
cides and no use of mineral nitrogen for fertilization (the use of manure is allowed). 

 
The Co-click’eau approach is divided into 6 successive steps. 

1. Definition of the goals to reach in terms of water quality and choice of agro-
environmental and socio-economic assessment indicators. The steering committee of the 
WCA defines the goals of the WCA (e.g. the objective is to reduce water pollution by ni-
trate and pesticides while maintaining farmer income). It then identifies a set of relevant 
indicators to assess the performances of the scenarios (e.g. Gross Margin, Intensity of pes-
ticide use, Nitrogen Balance). Hence, the list of indicators can be different in each WCA. 
In the WCA we assessed, the agro-environmental indicators chosen were mainly pressure 
indicators assessing the quantity of input used (instead of indicators of impact on water 
quality) due to stakeholders’ ease in calculating them. 

2. Description and assessment of current cropping systems based on a territorial diagnosis, 
in order to produce a “baseline”. The baseline scenario, or “actual WCA scenario”, was 
determined using the diagnosis of agricultural practices (which is compulsory before 
elaborating action plans in all WCAs). It describes the distribution of crops and crop man-
agement techniques in each environment identified in the territory.  

3. Description and assessment of alternative cropping systems in a matrix. On the basis of 
their local expertise and of known references, a group of technical experts (the technical 
committee) describes and assesses the current and alternative cropping systems, for each 
environment. The current cropping systems are usually a combination of “input intensive” 
and “rationalized cropping systems” for crops already cultivated. The alternative cropping 
systems consist of alternative crop management techniques for crops already cultivated 
(in our assessment, integrated crop management, integrated production and organic pro-
duction), and of different crop management techniques for new crops.  

4. Stakeholders’ formulation of sets of objectives for the WCA. For example, a set of objec-
tives could be: maximizing the Gross Margin, reducing the intensity of pesticide use and 
maintaining the wheat production level at x tons. The objectives can thus relate to assess-
ment indicators chosen in the first step, crop management techniques, and the distribution 
of crops across the WCA. The steering committee can formulate as many sets of objec-
tives as it wants. 

5. Design and multi-criteria assessment of scenarios thanks to a linear programming model 
(constraint optimization model). The results of the scenarios can lead the stakeholders to 
formulate new objectives (step 4) and thus elaborate new scenarios. 

6. Choice of a scenario to elaborate an action plan.  
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The Co-click’eau approach therefore mainly relies on stakeholders’ local knowledge, and in-
volves two different committees (steering and technical). Their knowledge is mobilized to set the 
parameters of the model, both in terms of technical description of the alternative cropping sys-
tems that could be implemented in the WCA and of the objectives assigned for the WCA. The 
steering committee is in charge of strategic decisions concerning the water catchment area (Steps 
1, 4, 5 and 6 described above), and includes farmer representatives, representatives of the cooper-
atives, the regional authority, the Chamber of Agriculture, the Water Agency (funding agency), 
the local group of organic farmers or other development groups, and the local agricultural and 
environmental State authority. The technical committee is comprised of stakeholders with tech-
nical expertise allowing them to describe current and alternative cropping systems. They are 
farmers or advisors from the different local advisory services, such as the Chamber of Agricul-
ture, the organic development group, and other private development groups. Some members of 
the technical committee can also be associated with the steering committee, and in all cases a 
local organizer liaises between the two committees. 

 
Brienon approach 
The second approach, called “Brienon” after the name of the WCA where the approach was test-
ed, was put into practice in the Burgundy region in 2011-2012. It aimed to support the process of 
change initiated by a group of voluntary farmers. Eager to promote a process and an action plan 
specific to their territory and compatible with their possibilities of change, these farmers proposed 
an original action plan based on an obligation of results rather than of means, and on long-term 
iterative assessment. This approach is supported by various methodological, modelling and moni-
toring tools provided by the French National Institute of Agronomy.  

The Brienon approach is divided into eight successive steps. 

1. Diagnosis of the WCA’s current situation through the gathering and analysis of data from 
interviews and other sources of information, particularly about agricultural practices in the 
WCA. 
A complementary analysis of the risk of nitrate loss for each cropping system was per-
formed in order to identify cropping systems or intercropping that generate high loss of 
nitrate. For this complementary analysis we used a variety of simulation tools: the nitrate 
loss risk grid (Lanquetuit and Sebillotte 1997), completed with a simulation tool Syst’N 
(Parnaudeau et al. 2012), and CRITER®, based on the Indigo® method (Bockstaller et al. 
2008, Sadok et al. 2008).  

2. Analysis of local stakeholder requests (“water consumers”) regarding water quality and 
agriculture made during interviews. 

3. Definition of goals to reach in terms of water quality in the WCA with the steering com-
mittee comprised, as in the Co-click’eau approach, of local farmers, municipalities, tech-
nical institutes, regional agencies, and the water service provider. This was facilitated 
with the results produced by the abovementioned analysis of local stakeholder requests.  

4. Design and multicriteria assessment of new cropping systems with a group of local farm-
ers 
Farmers and INRA researchers met for a four-day cropping system design workshop. At 
the request of farmers, a first meeting was held with the participation of an external 
agronomist, who explained some of the principles underpinning the role of intercropping 
management in order to “trap” excess nitrate. For the other meetings the method followed 
the “de novo” design (Meynard et al. 2012, Reau et al. 2013), aimed at re-designing the 
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main cropping system (wheat-rapeseed-winter barley). The contribution of the new crop-
ping systems designed to nitrate loss was assessed. 

5. Drafting an action plan with farmers.  

This action plan takes the form of a timeline describing the order of implementation of the 
different changes; it is accompanied by a dashboard to monitor and analyze means, ac-
tions implemented and results obtained. 

6. Comparison of the farmers’ multicriteria assessment with local stakeholder requests 
(Ravier et al, under review). 

7. Validation of the action plan with the steering committee. 

8. Monitoring of the action plan and annual review based on water quality results. 

 
Stakeholders’ perception of the problem and the process  
Once the action plans were written and validated in the four WCAs, we conducted semi-
structured interviews in 2013 with 35 stakeholders (farmers, agricultural cooperatives, municipal-
ities, citizens, agricultural council, technical institutes, water service providers, etc.) who partici-
pated in the implementation of the two approaches in each WCA. This sample was built to repre-
sent the different organizations to which the stakeholders belong. Our interviews began with the 
interviewee providing an account of the approach applied in the local context of the WCA. It then 
addressed different issues regarding: 

 the way the interviewee defined the water quality problem,  

 the link made between water quality and agricultural practices,  

 the technical and social changes observed since the approach was put into practice,  

 the strengths and weaknesses of the approach, 

 the opportunities and constraints. 

 
Assessment of collaborative learning 
We used the results of these interviews and our own observations about the processes of each 
approach to assess the way in which collaborative learning had occurred. This assessment is 
based on five different types or aspects of collaborative learning. These types are based on the 
analytical framework used by Daré et al. (2010) in a book describing various experiences of 
companion modelling (COMMOD), and their implications for learning. We changed a part of this 
framework, based on previous work (Chantre and Cardona 2013). For our case studies (protecting 
water quality in water catchment areas), these different types of learning are:  

 Learning technical knowledge: this type of learning affords a better understanding of the 
different possible options of change in agricultural practices, and their agro-environmental 
or economic or social impact. 

 Learning about the issue: it provides general knowledge on the water quality problems 
and on the conditions causing this/these water quality problem(s) to emerge. 

 Learning to learn: although Daré et al (2010) do not refer to this type of learning in their 
work, we chose to add it to our framework. Learning to learn refers to Bateson’s “second” 
level of learning, where the learner acquires methodologies to gain knowledge. Instead 
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Daré et al (2010) write about “communicational learning”, which we consider as one kind 
of methodological learning. 

 Learning from each other: This learning refers to knowledge of each stakeholder’s 
skills, aims and interests, but also to each other’s beliefs, norms and morals. 

 Organizational learning : Referring to Argyris and Schön's theory (1996), organizational 
learning occurs when the norms (the “theory in use”) of a whole organization are reorient-
ed, for example due to radical changes in the organization’s environment. Daré et al 
(2010) consider that the presence of organizational learning during the implementation of 
a participative approach is evidence that the multi-actor approach has been a success. Ac-
cording to them, the multi-actor approach process becomes an organization in itself and is 
a factor of success for the approach.  

This serves as the framework for our assessment in the Results section. 

 
Results and discussion 
After both approaches were tested in 2011-2012, we are able to comment on the action plans that 
had been written and the collaborative learning that had occurred in each area. However not 
enough time has yet elapsed for us to assess the impact of the changes implemented on water 
quality. 

Action plans were validated in 2013 by the local steering committees in each WCA. In Brienon, 
the action plan that has begun to be implemented is directly derived from the co-design and eval-
uation workshops conducted with farmers. It seems promising in terms of changes to practices, 
since the farmers are willing to implement diverse changes, such as introducing a new way of 
managing intercropping, which are especially risky in terms of loss of nitrate. Among the three 
WCAs where the Co-click’eau approach was assessed, only one (B, in the Nord-Pas-de-Calais 
region) built its action plan on the basis of the scenarios co-designed with local stakeholders. In 
the other WCAs (A and C), local scenarios were also co-designed, with the participation of most 
stakeholders. Nevertheless, some stakeholders in the steering committee, often farmer representa-
tives in the Chamber of Agriculture, were against using these scenarios for the action plans be-
cause they were opposed to any change in the WCA. As a result, in these two WCAs, the de-
scribed actions mainly relate to already existing agricultural regulations (optimizing the use of 
nitrogen without specifying the method to be used, introduce intercropping). Furthermore, no 
goals figure in these action plans regarding the results of changes in agricultural practices.  

In spite of this heterogeneity in the quality and ambition of the action plans elaborated, interviews 
with stakeholders in the four WCAs allowed us to identify that collaborative learning had oc-
curred even in areas where the negotiations had not resulted in action plans with objectives of 
changes in practices beyond regulatory objectives (Gisclard et al. under review, De Malleray 
2013).  

Learning technical knowledge 
The co-construction phase of the matrix under the Co-Click'eau approach was a key moment for 
the stakeholders. For the organizers of the WCA, who are not always agronomists, and generally 
for all members from the steering committee who had few technical skills, it allowed for the dis-
covery of farming techniques, of new crop management techniques, of the possibility to grow 
new crops, and also of their agro-environmental and economic performances. For technical ad-
visers, it seems that the description of the matrix also often enabled them to discover new crop 
management techniques for crops they already knew (integrated crop management, integrated 
production, and organic farming). The collective, detailed description of the different crop man-
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agement techniques led to technical discussions on the feasibility of particular practices. In a con-
text of negotiation on a sensitive topic (changes in agricultural practices for water quality), basing 
discussions on technical points and estimated performances of alternative ways of growing crops 
is helpful to avoid the crystallization of political positions that can occur in steering committees, 
"a scene where the different representations of the world come face to face" (Gisclard et al., un-
der review). Faced with collectively validated results, some stakeholders spoke of the "demystifi-
cation of organic farming ", thanks to a technical description of this crop management technique. 
More generally, the interviews show that most stakeholders seem to have "discovered" new tech-
nical options for the WCA, such as new crops, or new crop management techniques for crops 
already grown. 

The technical learning dynamics in the design of the action plan of Brienon are mostly linked 
with the workshop of cropping systems re-design. The purpose of this workshop was to provide 
training on mechanisms of nitrogen loss. It was welcomed by farmers, especially because they 
felt that these issues were rarely addressed. They appreciated that this training differed from the 
usual presentations on “agricultural best practice”. This training has played an important role in 
terms of technical learning: it for example contributed to better highlighting the dependence of 
the cropping system on soil types, and helped the farmers focus on more risky preced-
ing/following crop pairs. A good sign of appropriation is that the local group of volunteer farmers 
took the main ideas of the training on board to present them to the other farmers of the WCA af-
ter the workshop and discuss the main technical choices that had been proposed. While the learn-
ing generated by the training was mostly provided by the researchers to the farmers, the research-
ers also derived learning from the farmers, showing that the knowledge exchange was mutual. 
For instance, at the end of the workshop, when estimating operating expenses of existing crop-
ping systems and of the co-designed systems, two farmers decided to prepare this information 
themselves, considering that the agronomists were not accurate enough in their economic assess-
ment. Their proposition was then discussed with the agronomists. 

Another step generated technical learning in Brienon, in connection with the last step, relating to 
the monitoring of the action plan, particularly field measurements. In fact the on-plot measure-
ment of nitrate losses at the start of the winter of 2012-2013 provided real insight into the state of 
the basin at that time. It revealed the efficiency of cover crops to trap nitrate in some plots, as 
well as the significance of nitrate losses in plots receiving organic manure, which was underesti-
mated in the first diagnosis. Although livestock farms are rare in this WCA, many plots receive 
organic effluents, and these strongly exacerbate nitrogen losses. All these elements enriched what 
had been discussed in the first training session by giving it substance and then helped to maintain 
interesting technical discussions among the farmers and between the farmers and the researchers.  

Learning about the issue 
What we call the WCA issue includes both the nature of water quality problems (does it concerns 
nitrate, pesticides or both? When there is a presence of pesticides, but below the norm threshold, 
is it worth planning actions to reduce pesticide transfers?) and the origins of these problems (if 
nitrate or pesticides are found in the water, do they come from agricultural sources or from other 
types of sources?). We noticed that the two approaches highlighted the fact that stakeholders 
from the same WCA did not have the same perception of the link between agricultural practices 
and their impact on water quality. 

The need to induce learning about the issue was tackled differently under the two approaches.  

It was specifically considered in Brienon’s approach through the steps (2) “Analysis of the re-
quests of local stakeholders (“water consumers”) regarding water quality and agriculture” and (3) 
“Definition of goals to reach in terms of water quality in the WCA with the steering committee”. 
The interviews carried out a posteriori show that it helped to build a common definition of the 
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issue. For instance, at the beginning of the process, the debate on the question of pesticides was 
easily mocked by some farmers, under the pretext that today, atrazine and its derivatives can be 
found in water, whereas the active ingredient has neither been used nor authorized for years. The 
Mayor of Brienon then explained how much a treatment plant would cost the town, which is in a 
difficult financial situation. In view of the results, farmers better understood the financial issues 
due to pollution by pesticides.  

Under the the Co-Click’eau approach, discussions about the definition of the issue were more 
indirect as they were mostly linked to the debates about scenarios and objectives for the area. For 
this approach, we had supposed that agreement on the issue had already been reached when we 
arrived. But over the course of the implementation of the approach we found that there were dis-
agreements. In fact, the interviews conducted show that some disagreements remained about the 
nature of the issue in the WCA and the stakes linked to it. It is therefore worth adding, as for the 
Brienon approach, a step to analyses local stakeholders’ requests and a step to define goals to 
reach in terms of water quality. 

Learning methods or "learning to learn " (Bateson 1972) 
Following the workshop where the matrix was built (Co-Click'eau approach), some advisers 
stressed the importance of stating mean crop management techniques to locate farmers' practices 
across ideotypes such as [crop*envrionment*crop management technique] combinations. On the 
other hand, the approach highlighted some gaps in the diagnosis (established by consultants be-
fore the Co-click’eau approach was implemented). It has contributed to a form of awareness by 
stakeholders, especially technical advisors, of diagnosis methods. The understanding of the nitro-
gen cycle in the soil seemed highly heterogeneous from one person to another. The advisors 
pointed out the importance in the approach of debates on the choice of relevant indicators. Con-
cerning nitrogen pressure on water for example, it seems that the choice of a pressure indicator 
reflecting the potentially leachable nitrogen at harvest allowed some stakeholders to better under-
stand some problems caused by over-fertilization. 

In Brienon, different kind of methodologies have been lernt by different stakeholders. Farmers 
highlighted that during the design workshop they learned to elaborate a cropping system plan 
over several years. The organizer of this WCA explored other ways of making a diagnosis, and 
other ways of working with farmers who played the role of system designers. The organizer can 
thus focus on the analysis of performances to expect from systems offered by farmers. For multi-
ple stakeholders, the diagnosis of nitrate losses combining a risk grid coupled with an indicator of 
nitrate leaching also played a relevant role in the methods learning process, insofar as it drew on a 
typological approach to show the diversity of practices in the WCA, without falling into particu-
larism, which is often of little educational value. Moreover, grouping plots from the same crop-
ping system that share the same problems can be a source of solidarity and mutual learning 
among farmers. Finally, in this WCA a dashboard was established and is used by the local organ-
izer during common field visits with farmers. Thus the establishment of a dashboard helps im-
prove farmers’ skills in terms of nitrate management during the crop and during intercropping, 
and in terms of prognosis of potentially leachable nitrogen following rainfall in the fall and win-
ter. 

Learning from each other 
Owing to their participation in workshops where all stakeholders expressed their objectives for 
the WCA, the stakeholders seem to now better understand each other’s leeway, especially farm-
ers’. For example, in WCA B, the "removal of industrial vegetables" scenario showed, in spite of 
good environmental results, a decrease in farmers’ the gross margin. This scenario was in fact 
emblematic of the message of farmers from this WCA: “we are open to changes in practices for 
the environment, but it is not possible to remove the crops that make up the bulk of our income, 
that is to say industrial vegetables". Learning about others also occurred in WCA A where two 
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advisers, one from the Chamber of Agriculture, the other from a private company, met e during 
the workshops as they worked on the same area. Furthermore, the common description of the 
matrix allowed them to specify their different visions of technical advice for farmers. This learn-
ing about others also relates to the roles and functions of the different stakeholders gathered 
around the table in the steering committee. 

Organizational learning 
For Co-click’eau, only in WCA B were the norms of a whole organization reoriented. The Group 
of Organic Farmers and the Chamber of Agriculture, opposed in their values before the approach 
was implemented, are now particularly close for the monitoring of the action plan. This lack of 
links between groups of organic farmers and Chambers of Agriculture is quite common in 
France. This is due to the fact that Chambers of Agriculture are mandated to represent the opinion 
of the majority of farmers, who consider organic agriculture to be too remote from their concerns. 
In WCA B, we suppose that the situation is different because the farmer leading the group is also 
part of the board of the Chamber of Agriculture. This goes to show that such links (organic 
farmer/chamber of agriculture) are possible. Another factor may be the fact that for several years 
the Chamber of Agriculture has promoted integrated crop management (through particular subsi-
dies for example). The “jump” from integrated farming to organic was therefore not so high for 
this Chamber of Agriculture.  

In Brienon farmers have also become active proponents of cropping alterntives, which contrasts 
with how they are usually seen by other stakeholders: reactive to propositions or conservative. 
The local group of farmers can be seen as an “organization” that was created thanks to the 
Brienon approach. 

In these two WCAs (Brienon and WCA B), the existence of organizational learning provides evi-
dence that the approaches have succeeded in their aim to help all stakeholders together to build an 
efficient action plan for water quality improvement. 

We can assert that beyond organizational learning, a form of territorial dialogue is being put in 
place, especially between farmers and water policy makers in Brienon, and between farmers and 
other stakeholders in WCA B for Co-click’eau. 

Lastly, we have learned a lot as researchers, not only from a technical point of view, as shown 
earlier, but also from this experience, to improve our approaches as explained below.  

 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we showed two examples of participatory processes designed to solve the complex 
and collective problem of water quality in agricultural areas. We discuss the way in which stake-
holders’ participation was built so as to be relevant for dealing with the problem at stake. Stake-
holders’ participation in the implementation of this approach is therefore different compared to 
the Co-click’eau approach, as is the way of exploring alternative cropping systems.  

While both approaches have the same institutional framework (European Water Framework Di-
rective), aim (supporting the elaboration of action plans) and reliance on a participatory process, 
there are several methodological differences. A significant difference relates to the nature of the 
participants invited to take part in the process. Voluntary farmers were involved in the co-design 
workshop for Brienon, while the whole steering committee was involved from the outset in the 
Co-click’eau approach. 

Based on interviews carried out after the process implementation, we thus analyzed how each 
approach induced collaborative learning. Our theoretical proposition identifies five types of learn-
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ing. This way of characterizing and breaking up the complex notion of learning can help to make 
some methodological recommendations for the implementation of such approaches in WCAs: 

1. Firstly, ensuring that the stakeholders want to work together on a voluntary basis. 

2. Ensuring that there is a joint definition of goals to reach in terms of water quality in the 
WCA and analyzingthe requests of local stakeholders (“water consumers”) about water 
quality and agriculture 

3. Training stakeholders on agricultural pollution mechanisms 

4. Exploring different scenarios before elaborating the action plan 

5. Defining tools to monitor the action plan 
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Abstract: Recognizing that a large part of the information resulting from a given field project is 
lost, and that most of the lessons drawn from its implementation are not shared, many organiza-
tions are dedicating time and energy to ‘systematizing’ their work and sharing the results, and 
with it hoping to increase results and impact. A word first coined in Latin America, systematiza-
tion refers to a process which seeks to organize information coming from a field experience in 
order draw lessons from it. This process aims at a critical reconstruction and interpretation of a 
particular case. As FAO put it in a recent (2013) document, this is an iterative process through 
which an experience is identified, valued and documented: “Thanks to this approach, the practice 
can change and improve and may thereafter be adopted by others.” 

Earlier guidebooks presented the theoretical need for such a process, describing its evolution and 
advantages. Others emphasized the need to collect as much information as possible, and to organ-
ize it in a logical way. Aiming at the successful implementation of a systematization process by 
practitioners in the field, ETC Andes produced and distributed a short manual in 2007, highlight-
ing the need to define a given case and describe it, but also the need to analyze it in detail. Work-
ing together with many different organizations, the processes started on the basis of this manual 
led to positive results. Yet, although most individuals and organizations involved in these sys-
tematization processes made it clear that their interest in them responded to the fact that “we are 
a learning organization”, more attention was given to publishing a product, as a document to 
share, than to internal learning processes, or to the need of sharing the lessons learnt and helping 
others to follow them. Between 2011 and 2013, IFAD's interest in supporting knowledge man-
agement processes in East Africa gave the opportunity to facilitate a series of systematization 
processes in Ethiopia and Zambia, and in doing so, to focus on some necessary adaptations of the 
process. This paper presents the methodological changes tried so as to ensure that a systematiza-
tion effort does lead to a continuous learning process, and some of the issues that need further 
attention. 

Keywords: systematization, capitalization, documentation, learning 
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Systematization 
A visitor to the rural areas, all over the world, will find that farmers face many difficulties. In 
many cases they face food insecurity, in all cases they need to adapt to climate change. The same 
visitor, however, will also find that many of these same farmers, working with private or public 
organizations, with large or small programmes or projects, are improving the productivity of their 
fields, or are getting a better price for their products. The adoption of new techniques, or the im-
plementation of new ideas, is leading to better yields or to an improved management of the avail-
able resources, and with it to skills and knowledge which are then put into practice in a larger 
scale. While these results can be clear to someone visiting a particular area, they are not generally 
known outside it. This is one of the reasons why decision makers often believe that development 
projects, or farmers’ own initiatives, achieve very little and are not worth supporting. 

Despite the enormous amount of information easily available on the Internet, it is thus easily ac-
cepted that somebody interested in finding out about a certain project will have to go to the area 
where this project was or is being implemented, and only there, in situ, see what the results and 
impact has been. Many times, these positive results are not even known by colleagues, those who 
join a team at a later stage, or by those who are working in a different location, as these interest-
ing experiences, and the lessons they bring, are not written down and shared. The most common 
reason behind this is lack of time and resources, although this is certainly not the only explana-
tion. Field practitioners, extension agents, researchers or farmers also mention a lack of skills, or 
not "knowing how to go about it".  

A word first coined in Latin America, systematization refers to a process which seeks to organize 
information resulting from a given field project in order to analyze it in detail and draw lessons 
from it. Back in 1996, Daniel Selener and his colleagues at the International Institute of Rural 
Reconstruction (IIRR) referred to it as a method “that facilitates the description, reflection, anal-
ysis and documentation, in a continuous and participative manner, of the processes and results of 
a development project” (Selener et al., 1996). Many years later, FAO documents talk of an itera-
tive process through which an experience is identified, valued and documented in various media. 
Although referring to it as capitalization, this a process that not just shows what is being done, 
but also allows drawing key lessons and identifying good practices. “Thanks to this approach, the 
practice can change and improve and may thereafter be adopted by others” (FAO, 2012). The 
main objective is to collaboratively generate new, ‘field based’ knowledge.  

Many field teams now express their interest in “facilitating a greater understanding of what hap-
pened and did not happen so as to improve future activities”, even if not all of them use the same 
words and definitions for such a process. These differences have been summarized by, for exam-
ple, Le Borgne (2009), comparing the terms most frequently used in English, French or Spanish: 
"the key value of process documentation is its ongoing nature, its creative use of media and its 
focus on continually informing implementation. The added value of capitalization is to synthesize 
findings from experiences to inform change in future interventions. In turn, systematization 
proves its worth in its social nature and the fact that it helps address issues of power relations 
and empowerment during an intervention". 

Many different definitions can be found, focusing on some of the key steps involved66. Put to-
gether, they all refer to the process described in IFAD's Rural Poverty Portal: one that aims at 
learning from the experiences of ongoing and completed operations in order to increase the im-
pact of rural development strategies, programmes and projects.  

                                                 
66 The Swiss Development Cooperation's “Knowledge Management Toolkit” (2009), for example, considers “experience 
documentation” and “experience capitalization”. The former refers to making information available to third parties, while the 
latter aims to change one's practices as a result of a reflection process. 
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A step-by-step process 
Earlier references to systematization placed a strong emphasis on the conceptual definitions, on 
the emergence of the approach, and on its relationship with popular education, social work and 
PRA approaches (Jara, 2009). Simultaneously, the guides that were meant to help practitioners 
operationalize these ideas concentrated on collecting as much information as possible, recom-
mending carrying out detailed interviews and surveys with as many participants as possible, and 
then to present and share this information as timelines, ‘turning points’, diagrams, or individual 
histories. While the approach became increasingly known, its apparent complexity led to field 
teams requesting the help of an outside expert as the only alternative for analyzing their work and 
presenting the results to the outside world. At the same time, it soon became evident that a large 
part of the information collected contributed to the description of the project, but did not help 
explaining the results achieved, and therefore did not help getting better lessons. On the contrary, 
collecting it and trying to use it seemed to take too much time. 

In 2006 ETC Andes published and distributed a short manual, building on the work of many oth-
er organizations and also building on many practical exercises. Its objective was to encourage 
field teams to start a systematization process without relying on external consultants, and to en-
sure that, by focusing on the analysis of a field experience, these teams would be able to draw 
lessons which would help them improve their practice. The recommended process was 
summarized in five steps: 

a) An initial preparation of the process to follow, referring to the identification of the partic-
ipants, of the time needed and of the resources that are available for it, or which would be 
required. This includes making a plan, setting deadlines, and collecting the information 
which was already available (work plans, annual reports, evaluation documents, etc.). 
Most important, this is the moment when the ‘case’ is selected. Among the different pro-
jects run by an organization, or among the different components of one specific project, 
participants need to start by selecting the one which can lead to lessons that are not gener-
ally known, and which are therefore more useful. 

b) A detailed identification of each case, starting by selecting the ‘boundaries’ which divide 
this case from all the other activities and results which, even if they are part of the same 
project or programme, are not to be considered this time. When did this specific case start, 
and how long had it been going on? Where was it implemented, where were the results 
seen? Who was involved? This is also the stage where the case is put into context: What 
were the main problems in this area? What was done before to try to solve them? What 
are the main economical, social or geographical aspects which describe this area?  

c) A description, presenting the activities implemented, and all the results achieved, during 
the selected period of time (considering the information frequently collected in a project 
report). As part of this description, participants are asked to make a list of difficulties 
faced (as problems or negative factors which affected the implementation of the activities, 
or which prevented the team from achieving better or more results), and also a list of un-
expected results: all those which were not planned nor expected at the beginning of the 
project or intervention, but which did happen, and which later proved to be important.  

d) The identification of criteria and indicators so as to analyze the results seen in the field, 
and thus complement a description. The assessment of all activities and of the results 
achieved means comparing them with previous cases, and giving an opinion or value 
judgment on the basis of the initial objectives and the strategies that were followed. Iden-
tifying appropriate criteria for this assessment is seen as the first step, followed by the use 
of indicators for each criteria so as to identify the factors that explain the results: the rea-
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sons behind the outputs and outcomes, and also the factors that prevented the team from 
achieving more or better results. 

e) A sharing and dissemination plan, starting with the elaboration of a ‘product’. While this 
product can be a short video film or a radio programme, participants in these processes 
frequently opt for a collection of short articles, and a small booklet. Preparing this booklet 
not only means paying attention to the content, but also to a logical structure for present-
ing this content, and to the style. Writing for fellow extensionists, or for colleagues, 
means writing a short article in a simple non-academic language, with photos or diagrams, 
and with quotes reflecting the opinions of those in the field.  

Distributed with the LEISA magazine throughout Latin America, this manual was taken up and 
tried by different organizations. Translated into other languages, it was also tried, for example, by 
Vetaid in Mozambique, IED in Senegal, or the SEE Foundation in Inner Mongolia. A quick re-
view of these different systematization processes can show many results, one of which refers to 
the skills developed by those participating in them and, at the same time, to these teams' realiza-
tion that starting such a process is not something that can only be done by an outside experts. 
Presenting a systematization process as simple and easy to follow, and involving team members 
in its implementation, helped demythologise it.  

An even more visible result has been the broad dissemination of the products, and with it the be-
ginning of an information-exchange process. Members of the different teams of CARE’s 
Programa Redes Sostenibles para la Seguridad Alimentaria (REDESA) produced a series of 
documents which, put together, gave a complete picture of a large-scale project implemented for 
many years throughout Peru. The collection of articles written by the participants in the process 
supported by MISEREOR in India and Bangladesh led to the publication of “Strengthening peo-
ple-led development: A joint effort of local communities, NGOs and donors to redefine participa-
tion”; the systematization process of CONCERN’s Rights-Based Livelihoods Programme in Tan-
zania resulted in a “Guide for Staff and Partners”. These documents have helped organizations 
‘show what we do’, provide evidence of the benefits of their work, and have even served as PR 
material.  
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Box 1. Participants  

Process started by IFAD's ESA Division, 2011-2013 

Country Projects Finished article 
Ethiopia Pastoral 

Community Development 
Project (PCDP) 

A drop of water matters 
Co-operating in SACCOs 
Abolishing ‘mingi’ in Southern Ethiopia 
Building knowledge together 

Pastoralist Welfare Organisa-
tion (PWO) 

Prosopis: Minimising harm and maximising benefits 

Agricultural Marketing Im-
provement Project (AMIP) 

Working together for innovation 
Market information matters 

Participatory Small-scale 
Irrigation Development Pro-
gramme 
(PaSIDP) 

Changing mindsets for fighting poverty 
More than canals in Upper Quashni 
Training farmers in Goche 
The Arata Chufa water users’ association 
A strong water users’ association in Denkusha 
The Lenda Irrigation Water Users’ Association 

Zambia Smallholder Agribusiness 
Promotion Programme 
(SAPP) 

The winning triangle: Smallholder farmers, private investors 
and government 

Rural Finance Programme 
(RFP) 

Sweet solution to obesity 
Dairy production for sustainability 

Smallholder Productivity 
Promotion Programme (S3P) 

Sweet but sour 
The magical trick of inclusiveness and flexibility 

National Agricultural Infor-
mation Service (NAIS) 

Dambos: a land of knowledge for farmers 
Cassava processing and packaging 
Healthy cattle, better livelihoods 
Climate smart agriculture for smallholder farmers 

 
Improving the process 
In 2011, IFAD's East and Southern Africa Division invited ILEIA67 to support the teams of 
IFAD-supported projects in the region, helping them develop their skills to systematize and share 
lessons as part of their broader efforts in knowledge management. Trying a ‘learning by doing’ 
approach, ILEIA invited these teams to start a systematization process, focusing on the activities 
implemented by the different projects and on the results achieved. The processes that started in 
Ethiopia and Zambia followed the steps tried in the past (see box), though modifications were 
made so as to ensure broader results. IFAD's interest, in particular, was to develop a collective 
process aimed at shared learning.  

As in every case, the starting point was fulfilling the basic requirements. The work of many indi-
viduals and organizations supporting systematization processes in different parts of the world has 
shown that there are basic conditions which determine whether a process can be completed (all of 
which have been presented as the ‘basic conditions’ for a systematization process for more than 
15 years; see Selener et al., 1996). This meant, first, securing time and resources. Next was the 
commitment of all participants, and the support of the organization behind the experience so that 
participants could effectively participate, or so that the necessary information would be made 
available. Third, we tried to encourage a critical viewpoint, the need to “show things as they real-
ly were, and not as we wanted them to be” and to “constantly ask why, why, why”. Adapting the 

                                                 
67 Based in the Netherlands, ILEIA is the Centre for Learning on Sustainable Agriculture. As editor in chief of its quarterly 
publication in 2013, Jorge Chavez-Tafur led the systematization process in East Africa on the basis of the approach mentioned 
above. 
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approach followed in the past helped secure these different needs and ensure better results. In 
short, this meant:  

a) making a clear distinction between a systematization workshop and a systematization pro-
cess. In most cases, a workshop has been the moment (and setting) when the process gets 
started, when information is collected and sorted out, or where the general ideas regarding 
the method and approach to follow are shared and discussed. Yet a systematization pro-
cess takes longer, and needs to involve people who do not necessarily attend a workshop. 
ILEIA tried to make this difference clear by proposing a ‘sandwich process’: meeting par-
ticipants during a first and a second workshop, but also working with them before and af-
ter these meetings, and also encouraging them to work closely with others (e.g. as inter-
viewees, or providing feedback). This meant that the different steps of these process 
needed to be defined and planned; participants needed to commit themselves to participat-
ing in all of them; 

b) planning for different ‘products’ as the expected results of the process, and making sure 
that these were clear to all those involved. Many organizations are interested in develop-
ing the skills and capacities of their staff, but then are disappointed when there is no con-
crete, tangible product to show and share as a result of their systematization process, 
wishing they had also opted for a booklet or a document from the beginning. Others spe-
cifically aim at an article or at a written document from the very beginning, but then fail 
to pay attention to the details involved in its preparation, such as the selection of the right 
format for the intended audience (an academic journal, a popular magazine, a brochure, a 
poster), or then fail to present the results in a clear way. In this case, the clear identifica-
tion of the products needed to go hand in hand with the selection of all participants; 

c) focusing on the identification of the experience to be documented and shared at the start 
of the process. While experience has shown that there are practically no restrictions as to 
what can be taken as a case to describe and analyze (and an ‘experience’ does not only re-
fer to a technical process nor to ‘good practices’), we tried to motivate participants and to 
ensure a wider interest in the process and its results by building on the idea of a project’s 
USP or ‘unique selling point’. This is a marketing concept used to differentiate one object 
from similar ones, or in this case, to differentiate one project or one part of a project from 
others being implemented in the same area or under similar conditions; 

d) looking beyond written documents, both as a source of information and as final products, 
and also as tools to use during the process. While the ‘products’ of a systematization pro-
cess are mostly articles or booklets, these can also include radio programs or short films. 
Participants in previous training processes showed that short videos, made at the spot and 
with simple tools (in many cases with only a mobile phone) are better sources of infor-
mation than detailed surveys or old project documents. We copied these ideas and devel-
oped them further by using other communication tools, such as role plays. These proved 
to be very useful when analyzing a case by different participants in a workshop, helping 
express ideas in a fast and straightforward way;  

e) aiming at different types of information and different opinions as a way to get a clearer 
picture. Even though we emphasized its participatory focus and presented a systematiza-
tion process as a multi-stakeholder approach, we encouraged disagreements or a lack of 
consensus among all participants as a positive sign: one that leads to a stronger analysis 
during the process, and which can also give readers a more accurate view of what hap-
pened in the field (where disagreements and different perspectives are the norm and not 
the exception); 
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f) focusing on individual stories, even if, again, these were developed as part of a collective 
process. Our objective was to give priority to the opinions, ideas, feelings or views of the 
‘experience holders’ or of those running the process, and to encourage them to express 
themselves as part of their own learning process. Following Bolton (2010), we wanted a 
systematization process to mean both ‘learning to write’ and also ‘writing to learn’. Be-
fore thinking of an outside audience, participants were to focus on learning from their 
own experience by writing about it and about themselves as part of it; 

g) comparing similar experiences focusing on the same theme by running parallel processes. 
This was one of the characteristics of the process followed in Ethiopia, where participants 
looked at the ways in which the Participatory Small Scale Irrigation Development Project 
supported the organization of different Water Users Associations. Describing and analyz-
ing each case separately but simultaneously helped participants keep each other sharp 
(highlighting issues which one team might have forgotten, or identifying better indica-
tors). Our objective was also that, by putting the end results next to each other, the reader 
can now compare them, and then draw his or her own conclusions.  

We also tried, but were less successful in selecting the best moment to start the process, and to 
plan its different steps in detail. Because of the many commitments of all teams, this was a seri-
ous problem, both in Ethiopia and in Zambia, and the ‘sandwich process’ took much longer than 
expected. We also wanted to select the participants, encouraging different categories to join (team 
leaders, M&E officers, field staff, and communications officers). A general lack of time meant 
that not all those interested in joining could do so. 

 
A complete and continuous process 
The steps taken in Zambia and in Ethiopia helped all those involved not just to complete the sys-
tematization process, but also to make sure that the expected products were reached – both as 
skills and capacities to document, or as products to share and disseminate. “Learning for rural 
change: Fourteen stories from Ethiopia” has been distributed, and a similar booklet with the 
Zambia stories is being produced. At the same time, participants value the skills developed, men-
tioning their acquired capacities to make sense of the available information, or to understand their 
own work. Yet the evaluation made by all participants, and a discussion with all those involved in 
the processes in Ethiopia and Zambia, revealed the possibility of even larger benefits by: 

a) increasing the number of those involved – not just the number of participants in a work-
shop (or throughout the process), but rather having different participants, focusing on the 
different categories (and sub categories) of people involved in a project or in the selected 
experience: extension agents, project officials, local authorities, farmers - and then male 
and female farmers, literate and illiterate, young and old, etc. At the same time, such di-
versity can also be temporal and not only spatial: is it possible to invite an ex-colleague? 
Someone who participated in the project in earlier phases but who is not involved in it an-
ymore? He or she can bring important information, and can share interesting opinions as 
to why things are, or were, in a particular way. A broader participation can ensure more 
information, but also bring different types of information, and different opinions;  

b) ensuring their participation. While a systematization process is frequently presented as a 
participatory process per definition, ensuring such participation is not an easy and 
straightforward process. Inviting farmers to a workshop so as to hear their opinion, for ex-
ample, needs to start by ensuring that these farmers truly represent the farmers in the area, 
or the beneficiaries of the project or program. Just as important is to make sure that their 
voices are effectively heard throughout the process, which may mean inviting a facilitator 
who can achieve this by guiding the process in an effective and efficient way. At the same 
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time, involving different categories of participants will lead to power issues which need to 
be avoided or minimized: the most common case is that of extension agents who do not 
express their opinions during a meeting because the director of their organization is also 
present, or of female participants who are easily overshadowed by their male colleagues; 

c) paying more attention to the theory behind the activities and the results which are de-
scribed and analyzed as part of the experience. The systematization of an irrigation pro-
ject, for example, needs to include the theory that explains the different steps taken in the 
field, and thus help explain the technical results. Bearing in mind that not all readers will 
be irrigation experts, those who can benefit most from the process and from the final doc-
ument will be those working on similar projects, and thus facing similar technical prob-
lems; or 

d) giving space for the unexpected. Few projects focus only on the activities that were 
planned from the very beginning, and few achieve only the results that were intended. In 
most cases, the most interesting lessons come from those additional activities and from 
the unexpected results. A focus on these ‘known and unknown unknowns’ can also help 
participants identify themes or cases for further analysis. 

 

BOX 2. Illustration of a case 

One of the activities of the Participatory Small-scale Irrigation Development Programme (PaSIDP, Ethiopia), later 
published as “The Arata Chufa Water Users Association” in “Learning for rural change: Fourteen stories from Ethi-
opia”. 

Boundaries 

Area / Location Stakeholders Starting 
date and 
duration 

Objectives Strategy / Ap-
proach 

Context 

Arata Chufa kebele, 
Zuway Zuria 
district, Oromia 
region, Ethiopia 

Farmers (bene-
ficiaries), 
farmers' asso-
ciation 

Project 
started in 
1996-97, 
continued 
until 2011 

A more efficient 
and effective 
management of 
water 

Establishment of 
rules and regula-
tions, training 
leaders and farm-
ers (members) 

Recurrent 
drought, shortage 
of water during 
the dry season, no 
storage possibili-
ties 

Description (excerpts) 

Component Activities Main results (output) Outcome / 
Impact 

Difficulties 
faced 

Unexpected 
results

Capacity 
building 

Training of members 
and of leaders; 
Sharing of experi-
ences 

Groups of farmers trained 2 
times per year; 
Leaders trained 3 times per 
year; 
Visits to neighboring asso-
ciations; 
Visits to other regions 

New skills 
A more effi-
cient man-
agement sys-
tem; 
 
Sustainable 
use of irriga-
tion water 
Increased 
productivity 
 
 

Budget short-
ages; 
A lower 
participation 
of some 
members; 
Overlapping 
meetings, not 
everyone can 
attend; 
Some mem-
bers do not 
pay their fees 
on time 

Even 
though the 
association 
was meant 
to include 
only a few, 
many others 
have shown 
interest in 
joining 

Organization 
of consulta-
tive meet-
ings 

Sharing of experi-
ences 

At least two general meet-
ings per year; 
Meetings of all leaders 
organized every two weeks 

Support to 
general 
manage-
ment 

Decision making on 
the amount of the 
fee and on the mo-
ment to pay; 
Fee collection 

Fees collected, money 
available for the mainte-
nance of the canals 
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Analysis (excerpts) 

Criterion:  Economic impact 
 

Indicators Positive factors Negative factors 
Income  Increased savings as a result of a new 

savings culture 
 Higher production levels 
 Higher prices 

 Not enough land 
 Inflation 
 “Some farmers are lazy” 

Living stand-
ards 

 More production, higher prices, 
higher incomes 

 Food self sufficiency 
 People more aware of the options 

 Extension agent did not speak the 
language 

 Traditional  
 Pessimism 

Social capital  Membership in WUA, membership 
in cooperative 

 Mobilisation work 
 Experience from other communities 

 Women do not own land 
 Youth migrate, are therefore not so 

involved 

 
Criterion:  Participation 

 
Indicators Positive factors Negative factors 

Gender / youth 
inclusion 

 Women received priority from 
project 

 Youth are not tired, are motivated, 
have more energy 

 Youth embrace new technologies 

 Women do not own land 
 Association members are not gender-

sensitive 

Contribution, 
motivation 

 Farmers see that they can easily 
increase production 

 Outside experience, good trainings 
 Higher awareness levels 

 Cooperative is inefficient 
 Bad past experiences 
 Farmers own land elsewhere 

Membership  Good governance 
 Better understanding of the benefits 

 Too expensive 
 “Nobody told me” 
 “I get benefits without joining” 
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Abstract: Agricultural research in Vietnam is typically disciplinary in nature and conducted in 
specialised research centres following research agenda that are predominantly determined by na-
tional priorities rather than local agendas. Such a research culture has not served the mountainous 
northwest of Vietnam very well, a region that is characterised by an ethnically diverse population, 
a large proportion of which live below the poverty line. The main source of income, and also the 
main opportunity to overcome severe poverty in this region, is maize cultivation, which, howev-
er, is often practised on steep slopes causing considerable soil erosion resulting in unsustainable 
production. To address this serious natural resource management issue within the complex socio-
economic context, a transdisciplinary and development oriented approach towards research is 
required.  

From 2009-13, the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) invested 
in a research for development project addressing these complex issues in the northwest of Vi-
etnam. The Australian partners introduced a system’s approach and as such initiated the for-
mation of collaborative transdisciplinary teams involving a range of Vietnamese organisations 
including Northern Mountainous Agriculture and Forestry Sciences Institute, Centre for Agrarian 
Systems Research and Development, Plant Protection Research Institute, Hanoi University of 
Agriculture and Tay Bac University from Son La to conduct participatory research activities. This 
research firstly aimed at understanding all aspects of the existing farming system and subsequent-
ly attesting sustainable soil management practices and finding suitable crops to diversify produc-
tion. This paper will describe the use of a Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation system as the 
key method providing researchers with the opportunity to experience the realities of the farming 
systems under study and understand how farmers manage the system as a whole rather than in 
fragments. This experience allowed both researchers and farmers in the team to operationalise the 
transdisciplinary nature of the project design, which targeted the need for a sustainable and di-
verse production system appropriate for the socio-economic realities of the communities. A very 
important step for the successful use of the PM&E system was the transformation of the concept 
as introduced by the international research partners in the project to a formulation of terms and 
exercises that resonated better with the Vietnamese ways of operationalising participation.  

Keywords: Transdisciplinary research for development, participatory monitoring and evaluation, 
Northwest Vietnam 
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Introduction 
It has become widely acknowledged that, to address the complexities of farming in today’s rapid-
ly changing world, agricultural research needs to be transdisciplinary in nature to apply science to 
farmer realities and sustainability requirements (e.g. Pohl, 2005; Lieblein et al., 2008; Van de 
Fliert et al., 2010).This particularly applies to research organisations that, like in Vietnam, serve a 
large number of smallholder farmers who manage their farms under highly variable biophysical 
and socioeconomic conditions to meet a range of life objectives. Vietnam has a large and highly 
diverse rural population that faces multiple constraints in achieving sustainable and equitable 
outcomes from rural development. This is particularly the case in the relatively poorer mountain-
ous areas in the northwest and central highlands characterised by high ethnic diversity, small-
scale, mixed farming systems and lack of investment capital.  

In order to conduct transdisciplinary research to address the complex realities and sustainability 
criteria of diverse farming communities, a shared understanding of these complexities among 
biophysical, agricultural, economic and social scientists, as well as development practitioners, 
farmers and their communities is needed as basis for the development of a common research 
methodology. Such a methodology, while still requiring disciplinary research methods, allows for 
the crossing of disciplinary boundaries in setting the research agenda, posing complementary 
research questions, and aligning methodologies of the various disciplinary activities. The ques-
tions relating to one discipline will need to reckon with the implications of its answers for the 
other disciplines. Accordingly, methods chosen across the disciplinary activities will need to be 
compatible and complementary. 

Operationalising a transdisciplinary research approach requires a mechanism to be put in place 
that facilitates collaboration and exchange to come to a common understanding of issues, design 
a shared methodology, and analyse implications of research outcomes for farm realities. This 
mechanism can be provided by a comprehensive participatory monitoring and evaluation 
(PM&E) system that is tailor-made to a certain research initiative. This paper will discuss the 
experiences of a Vietnamese-Australian research team to conduct transdisciplinary research for a 
development project in Northwest Vietnam(NW Project) facilitated by a PM&E system. This 
project was funded by the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR) 
with the objective of developing a market-driven maize-based farming system that would utilise 
sustainable soil cultivation methods to minimise erosion.  

 

Research for development on maize based faming systems in Vietnam’s northwest 
 
The maize based farming system of NW Vietnam 
Since the 1990s, production of maize has been the major driver of land use change in Vietnam’s 
northern highlands. Between 1992 and 2012 maize production increased more than six fold from 
a total output of 748,000 to 4.8 million tonnes. The total area planted to maize increased from 
478,000 to 1.2 million ha (US Department of Agriculture, 2014). Apart from the significant in-
crease in area planted, the rapid increase in maize production was also due to the use of hybrid 
varieties and fertilisers that more than doubled productivity. This expansion of the production 
area was mainly on steep slopes, leading to higher rates of erosion and making maize production 
unsustainable. However, a long period of high market demand for maize, together with high, sta-
ble prices is driving this unsustainable production and has resulted in a near monoculture of 
maize in some areas of northwest Vietnam, with many households receiving as much as 70% of 
their household income from maize (Dao et al., 2004, Nicetic et al., 2012a).  

Alongside the development of maize production many nationally and internationally funded re-
search programs were conducted to address erosion problems on sloping lands. Unfortunately, 
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even though effective erosion management methods were developed, scaling up of the developed 
sustainable production systems is slow and challenging (Le et al., 2003; Ha et al., 2003). The 
slow change of established unsustainable cultivation practices is partly due to a significant in-
crease in labour input needed to introduce most erosion management systems and a lack of readi-
ly available mulching material. Most sustainable practices result in a lower net income in the in-
troductory year, which is a big disincentive for farmers (Nicetic et al., 2012a), especially when 
farmers perceive that soil degradation is a long term problem that will have to be solved by the 
next generation and that increased fertiliser use can mitigate the problem in the short term 
(Nicetic et al., 2012b).  

The actors in research for development in Northwest Vietnam 
The national agricultural research system is organised following a traditional structure, with most 
research institutes either being commodity-based (rice, maize, food crops, vegetables and fruit, 
livestock) or with a disciplinary focus (genetics, plant protection, soil and fertilisers, social sci-
ences). The activities of the major research institutes are coordinated by the Vietnamese Acade-
my of Agricultural Science (VAAS) but research is governed and administrated by the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD). Only a few institutes have a regional mandate, 
such as the Northern Mountainous Agriculture and Forestry Sciences Institute (NOMAFSI), 
which operates in the northern highlands of Vietnam; however, the internal structure is still disci-
plinary and little collaboration exists among researchers across different departments.  

Social science is typically underrepresented in most institutions, and systems thinking is not part 
of the institutional cultures of the partner organisations (see Section 2.3).  

Research agendas tend to be driven by national priorities related to economic growth and export 
opportunities rather than location specific needs. Consequently, the research findings mostly 
comprise of technical solutions to specific problems presented as standard, one-size-fits-all pack-
ages, rather than comprehensive practice systems providing a range of options for farmers to 
choose from accompanied by learning mechanisms to enhance their decision making capacity. As 
a result, extension services are unsuccessful in introducing more complex practice changes in-
cluding sustainable cultivation on sloping land. 

At the time the ACIAR NW Project started in 2009 it had become apparent to ACIAR that new 
participatory and transdisciplinary approaches to research and extension were necessary to devel-
op a sustainable maize based production system that would be environmentally and economically 
viable and enable farmers to make gradual practice change towards sustainable maize production.  

The ACIAR Northwest Vietnam project 
The NW Project is the first, albeit reluctant, joint attempt by ACIAR and MARD to implement a 
participatory and transdisciplinary project. It involved five partner institutions Northern Moun-
tainous Agriculture and Forestry Sciences Institute (Lead partner), Centre for Agrarian Systems 
Research and Development, Plant Protection Research institute, Hanoi University of Agriculture 
and Tay Bac University from Son La. The methodology involved three phases which were 
planned to be consecutive but were overlapping: the first phase assessed needs and opportunities 
within the target communities, the second phase involved participatory trials to develop sustaina-
ble maize based production systems, and in the third phase promising production systems were 
tested on larger areas using adaptive trials and a model was developed to scale up successful pro-
duction systems. The final outcome was a set of improved land and crop management practices 
adapted to smallholders’ agro-ecological and socio-economic realities and an outreach model to 
enable extension services to facilitate learning processes that, if implemented, will enable small-
holders to acquire the knowledge and skills to adopt these practices. 
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The integrated and transdisciplinary nature of the project required strong collaboration among the 
five research institutes involved and between these research institutes and the provincial Depart-
ments for Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD) and associated provincial extension cen-
tres. It was planned that researchers and field staff would be allocated to project activities across 
the partner institutions in order to maintain adequate levels of a transdisciplinary perspective in 
each component. It was envisioned that detailed methods and protocols for agronomic experi-
ments, which would reconcile with market and value chain development opportunities, would be 
developed and refined at the Inception Workshop and subsequent annual Reflection and Planning 
Workshops. However, after the initial two workshops it became apparent that this approach was 
not working because the attempt to change a disciplinary research tradition that had been institu-
tionalised for a long time into a transdisciplinary research culture was too sudden and too ambi-
tious. Another reason for the confusion and frustration experienced among research partners in 
the first year of the project was the need to commence all activities at the same time rather than in 
sequence. Ideally market and consumer research and the diagnostic phase should have been con-
ducted the year before commencement of field experiments. The only activity for which inter-
institutional teams were formed was the need and opportunity assessment during the diagnostic 
phase and feedback from all researchers involved was very positive. However, the concept of a 
diagnostic phase was new for most of the Vietnamese researchers involved, and hence not en-
trenched in their previously established habits. After the first year of the project and an extensive 
external and internal review, the disciplinary boundaries were acknowledged and a well-
coordinated interdisciplinary mode of operation evolved.  

 

Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation as a tool for facilitating transdisciplinarity 
 
Facilitating transdisciplinary agricultural research for development 
As indicated in the introductory section above, a transdisciplinary mode of research for develop-
ment is based on a shared understanding of the implications of each relevant discipline on the 
complexities of the issue the research intends to target, and hence a shared methodological 
framework and aligned research methods and questions. In addition to the standard academic 
disciplines, roughly divided into the “hard” and the social sciences, development should be con-
sidered a relevant discipline, as the development paradigm and objectives a research project falls 
under determine the epistemological approach of the research. In addition, the development dis-
cipline would also bring in other stakeholder groups such as farmers, local governance bodies, 
service providers and the private industry in the collaboration. 

To achieve a shared understanding among all those stakeholders, formulate aligned research 
questions, and develop a shared methodological framework, a well-designed communication plat-
form is required that allows exchange of perspectives on problems, potential solutions, methods 
and results among researchers, development practitioners and farmers. Communication in this 
sense is not about sending messages from one to the other, but about facilitating dialogue and 
sharing power in decision making.  

Communication methods that facilitate the operations and collaborations of a transdisciplinary 
research project can be effectively embedded in a participatory monitoring and evaluation 
(PM&E) system. Each project, however, requires a tailor-made design, training of all stakehold-
ers involved, and a designated team member to coordinate the implementation and documentation 
of the activities. The section below will describe how the ACIAR NW Project operationalised 
this system and where it did and did not work. 
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PM&E system applied in the ACIAR Northwest Vietnam project 
A PM&E system was developed for the Northwest Vietnam project as a mechanism for commu-
nication between researchers, farmers, local leaders and extension officers to ensure that field 
trials were conducted in a participatory way. The PM&E system consisted of: (1) A participatory 
field trials planning meeting with the objective to reach an agreement among researchers, farm-
ers, extension officers, commune and village leaders on objectives of the trials, trial design and 
implementation details. Farmer researchers were chosen at community meetings at the start of the 
project. Criteria for selection included their interest to participate in trials, having fields on slopes 
appropriate for trials and their agreement to engage with other farmers in the community to dis-
cuss progress and outcomes of field trials. There were five farmer researchers in each of the sev-
en project sites and their role was to design and implement trials together with researchers and 
extension officers; (2) Regular review meetings with farmer researchers and extension officers to 
monitor progress of trial implementation. Monitoring was performed every 2-3 weeks depending 
on the development stage of the crop. The main researcher responsible for a particular trial, the 
extension officer (one extension officer per trial) and the farmer researchers (five people per site) 
monitored all trial plots together, recorded progress of the crop and observed and discussed re-
sults of trial treatments and the economic implications for their farms; (3) A community feedback 
meeting around harvest time with the objective to capture the opinions of the community on 
trialled farming practices and how they may be included in existing farming systems. Community 
interactions consisted of field visits and discussions with farmer researchers, extension officers 
and researchers. Field visits were followed by discussions in the community hall of the village 
where researchers and farmers presented together; (4) Participatory assessments of yield in exper-
imental plots with the objective to estimate yield together with farmers, extension officers and the 
village leader. In larger experimental plots researchers were leading the estimation of yields 
based on 2 m2 area with farmer participation. Once yields were calculated farmers discussed re-
sults and if they disagreed with them the process was repeated. If agreement was reached then 
that result was recorded. In smaller experimental plots the whole crop was harvested and meas-
ured by farmers with the researchers’ assistance.  

This activity was introduced in the second year of the project after disagreement between farmers 
and researchers about the estimated yields of experimental treatments. Farmers were claiming 
that the yield of new practices was overestimated by researchers; (5) Participatory evaluation of a 
field trial with the objective to evaluate economic and environmental performance of experi-
mental treatments and to compare experimental treatments with farmers’ own fields. Participatory 
evaluation was done with farmers, village and commune leaders and extension officers. Data 
from experimental fields were analysed by researchers and then presented to farmers. Farmers 
then commented on data compared them with the production on their own fields and most im-
portantly they compared the performance of experimental treatments in relation to their ability to 
provide material inputs (farmer financial situation) and labour. Outputs of the evaluation session 
were recommendations for next season’s experiments and identification of barriers for adoption 
of trialled new practices. By the end of the project, as some of the experimental practices and 
more sustainable farming systems were adopted on a large scale, the outputs of evaluation be-
came recommendations for provincial DARD and extension centres to support scaling up. 

After the first year of PM&E system implementation it was concluded that PM&E was a success-
ful mechanism that enabled researchers to conduct field experiments with farmers, not merely on 
farmers’ fields. Some researchers, particularly younger ones, became good facilitators of dia-
logues with farmers and were able to couple scientific information with farmers’ practical 
knowledge, which enabled development of innovations that were feasible in the agro-ecological 
and socio-economic context of specific communities. This is succinctly expressed by a young 
lecturer from Tay Bac University who stated: “We listened to farmers’ voices and all activities 
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were designed to answer farmers’ needs and wishes. This is a highly valuable approach that we 
would like to adopt in the future”.  

As the project progressed it became clear that PM&E also provided opportunities for researchers 
to better experience the farming systems they worked in. Researchers became aware that farmers 
manage a system, not fragments in separation, hence forcing them to look beyond their discipline 
to be able to deal with the questions and issues raised by farmers and community leaders during 
PM&E activities. Evaluation of experiments went beyond measuring just yield and soil loss due 
to erosion to include socio-economic and agro-ecological aspects of farming systems. The soil 
management practice that was previously considered the best because it resulted in the highest 
yield and lowest level of soil loss, was rejected due to the labour requirements that were beyond 
farmers’ means without incentives such as government subsidies.  

An important moment in the development of the PM&E system was, when after the first year of 
implementation, a senior NOMAFSI researcher took leadership over the process. Initial PM&E 
guidelines developed by the Australian team followed the logic based on western conceptualisa-
tion of farmer participation that gives “farmer researchers” equal status to researchers and exten-
sion officers. The PM&E process, after modification by the Vietnamese partners, still enabled 
farmers to be heard and their realities acknowledged and acted upon, but with researchers and 
extension officers leading the process and suggesting the final decisions that were then agreed 
upon by farmers. This “power arrangement” between farmers and “experts” was productive, more 
comfortable for all parties involved and was the main contributor to development of intensified 
sustainable farming systems that were implemented over a relatively large area within the life of 
the project. The Vietnamese-modified PM&E system has been internalised by NOMASFI and is 
now being used in other projects.  

 
Lessons learned 

1. Institutional cultures and existing inter-institutional relationships need to be recognised 
and understood before deciding the level of disciplinary integration to commence at. In 
our case we tried to operate within a transdisciplinary framework, which was not feasible 
given the existing institutional arrangements and mindset of Vietnamese and Australian 
researchers involved.   

2. The participatory monitoring and evaluation system was an effective mechanism that pro-
vided opportunities for researchers to experience farming systems and led them to 
acknowledge the need for transdisciplinarity, which traditionally they don’t incorporate in 
their own research designs.  

3. For PM&E systems to be effective, the local research partners have to take ownership 
over the process. The level of participation and power relationships between researchers 
and farmers had to be negotiated between the Vietnamese researchers and the Australian 
partner, who each had a different conceptualisation of what “participation” means in re-
search for development. While the Australian partners perceived themselves as impartial 
facilitators of the collaborative research process, they realised after a while that there was 
no point imposing their own idea of participation on the engagement mechanisms among 
the various Vietnamese partners. All parties learned from sharing ideas and convictions, 
and a locally suitable collaborative mechanism was established towards the end of the 
project. This is illustrated by the following comment made by Mr Song, a Dao farmer 
from Moc Chau: “It started with project officers coming to the village’s hall to discuss 
with farmers to help farmers understand more [...] Officers apply 3-together rules: firstly, 
they made a plan with farmers and we carried out the activities together we exchanges 
discussions and ideas and finally, we drew lessons learnt to implement the project’s plans 
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better The officers were very open to ask us questions and we were happy to carry out the 
activities. Then we learnt the lessons together [...] This project is important because it 
meets with the farmers’ demand; if farmers only grow maize, their income will not be 
enough for living expenses, we learned to intercrop maize under the plum’s branches or 
intercrop maize with soya bean or pumpkin to get more profit.” 
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Abstract: The Latin-American – European project SERIDAR aims at increasing relevance of 
university research and education through transdisciplinary networks for rural development in 
selected Latin American regions. A joint Competence Centre is being created as an international 
network of universities and other research institutions, grounded in local stakeholder networks 
where a variety of non-academic and academic actors collaborate. One of the desired outcomes is 
an institutionalised participatory process of generating and implementing research and education 
activities together with local stakeholders in rural development related subjects in the partner 
countries. The organisational development process so far has included the identification of local 
stakeholder networks in which the universities have integrated themselves with specialised facili-
tators and researchers, the participatory elaboration and priorisation of locally relevant develop-
ment goals within the networks, the identification of knowledge needs and possible topics for 
research and capacity-building activities. Research topics are being taken up within a joint doc-
toral programme as well as students’ individual and team research projects, many with a 
transdisciplinary approach. Some stakeholder needs are addressed with specific capacity-building 
or mentoring activities. Furthermore, partners have started to prepare joint research proposals on 
internationally relevant aspects of these topics. This paper presents and analyses the underlying 
inter- and transdisciplinary model of collaboration within the SERIDAR network.  

Keywords: Agricultural Knowledge Systems, stakeholder participation, change processes, uni-
versity – practitioner networks 
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Introduction 
Academic and non-academic knowledge systems often lead a parallel existence even in such ap-
plication-oriented research fields as agriculture, natural resource management and rural develop-
ment. Nevertheless, both are needed to effectively support innovation and change processes 
which aim at creating more sustainable and resilient livelihoods in rural areas. It is often assumed 
that bridging these two worlds is the task of extension and vocational training programmes. How-
ever in many Latin-American countries, these are only insufficiently developed or non-existent, 
even more so because of dramatic reductions in public investments in agricultural knowledge, 
science and technology (AKST) (Armbrecht et al., 2008; IAASTD, 2008). Universities thus have 
an important role to fulfil when they aim to conduct research and education activities that are 
implementation-oriented and relevant to local development needs.  

In Latin America, scientists are involved with different types of knowledge-related interventions 
to solve problems in rural areas including extension programmes, research, teaching and inform-
ing the development of policies. As the creation and strengthening of Agrarian Science Faculties 
throughout the region coincided with the emergence and dissemination of the Green Revolution, 
the education of agrarian professionals emphasised an approach centred on the technological de-
velopment of agriculture. A consequence of this has been the side-lining of practitioners’ 
knowledge – of the knowledge developed by generations of farmers – which served to support 
the needs of the population over centuries.  

Extension work, in this context consisted of disseminate technological packages of the Green 
Revolution is linked to particular forms of “modernity” which promote intensification of agricul-
ture. This type of technological extension is also associated with what has been described as a 
cultural invasion because of educational approaches that Paulo Freire (1998) denounces as en-
slaving and dominating, which deny dialogue and thereby withhold the subject – in this case 
farmers – from a role as actors in history. The developmental and socio-environmental policies 
that promote particular technologies and socio- environmental innovations associated with “mo-
dernity” often contradict each other, for example in the same area environmental conservation 
and agro-industrial development might both be promoted (Garcia-Barrios et al, 2011). Research 
centres, faculty and graduate students have made efforts to linking research and teaching on rural 
problems with outreach activities in the rural communities (Campos and Körner, 2006). These 
forms of intervention have "worked" relatively well in specific areas. However, the overarching 
political, social and environmental problems in rural areas have worsened over the past three dec-
ades (Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008).  

There is an urgent need for multidisciplinary theories to guide rural development practices (Van 
der Ploeg and Renting, 2000). It is not possible to understand the complex nature of current prob-
lems with the conventional approaches of a single discipline (Steiner and Posch, 2006). It means 
that research laboratories and specialized scientific circles need to come closer to farmers and 
their realities; enabling the inclusion of multiple views and knowledge types. Experiences of 
transdisciplinary research show that such processes focus on joint learning of all actors – scien-
tific and non-scientific- , thereby often merging research with educational activities and objec-
tives (e.g. Steiner and Posch, 2006). The focus on implementing results implies that actors in the 
research region need to be involved in all phases of the research - not only as a source of data and 
information. 

How can university research and education facilitate joint learning among academic and non-
academic actors? Which structures and processes are needed to support these activities? How can 
diverse expectations be bridged when researchers need scientific publications, students need 
timely graduation, and practitioners need applicable new knowledge? In this article, we describe 
the approach and methodologies used within the SERIDAR project which ground research and 
education activities in local stakeholder needs and interests and to ensure the relevance of results 
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to these practitioners. Our responses to these questions have emerged through reflection of our 
experiences in dialogue with literature focusing on academic – non-academic network facilitation 
and transdisciplinarity.  

 
Introduction to the transdisciplinary SERIDAR network 
Seven universities  in Latin America and Europe have partnered in the EuropeAid funded project, 
“Rural Society, Economy and Natural Resources – Integrating Competences in Rural Develop-
ment” (SERIDAR), running from January 2011 to June 2014. It aims at increasing local rele-
vance of university research and education through transdisciplinary networks in selected Latin 
American regions. Partner universities include the Universidad Autónoma Chapingo (Mexico), 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Nicaragua-Managua, FLACSO Costa Rica, FLACSO 
Ecuador, Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Universidad de Córdoba (Spain) and Humboldt-
Universität zu Berlin (Germany).   

In this project, a joint research, education and training platform for rural development and related 
fields is being established in the form of a Competence Centre (Figure 1) which is integrated in-
ternationally (EU-LA), regionally (Andean region and Mesoamerica) and locally (in each of the 
Latin American partner countries). The network involves researchers and lecturers of thematical-
ly related departments in the partner universities as well as from associated organisations like 
RIMISP-Chile. Local actors such as farmers’ organisations, rural women’s groups, and water 
management committees are addressed as well as students in study programmes related to rural 
development. A joint doctoral programme has been created which specifically aims to serve jun-
ior lecturers and graduates who aspire to complete further qualification and training.  Knowledge 
is jointly created between these diverse actors, research and education methodologies are debated 
across the network, e.g. in joint workshops and research activities.  Hereby the international re-
search and education networks in Latin America and Europe are brought closer together. The 
activities also aim at integrating academic and local knowledge systems in the complex fields of 
rural development, management of natural resources and agricultural value chains. 

In order to bridge the gap between academic and non-academic knowledge systems, university 
staff have integrated themselves in local stakeholder networks involving various types of actors 
like farmers’ groups, rural organisations and institutions of rural development. Participatory de-
velopment of research programmes is central to the thematic and methodological orientation of 
the Competence Centre (CC). This is in accordance with IAASTD (2008) for Latin America: In 
order to enhance participation and democratization in defining and implementing the AKST re-
search agenda and integrate sectors that had been excluded, providing institutional forums for 
discussion and decision-making was a desirable option. They also suggest developing an intercul-
tural participatory agenda that preserves and enhances the value of local knowledge, among oth-
ers. Therefore, further sections of this article are dedicated to analysing the local stakeholder net-
works of the consortium as strategic bases for ensuing academic activities. 
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Figure 1: Target groups and activities of the SERIDAR International Competence Centre for Rural Development 
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Local stakeholder networks as a basis for transdisciplinary research and education in the 
International Competence Centre for Rural Development 
Within the SERIDAR project, a specific activity has been dedicated to the development and 
strengthening of collaboration between university members and rural communities, associations, 
non-governmental organisations (NGOs), governmental organisations (GOs), entrepreneurs and 
other actors in rural areas of the Latin American partner countries. Its objective is a participatory 
mechanism for elaborating and prioritising research and education with high relevance to local 
stakeholder needs. The concept of transdisciplinarity which forms the basis for the Competence 
Centre follows some of the principles described by Elzinga (2008), specifically transdisciplinarity 
as a response to ill-defined problems in reality, and a constructivist view which emphasises joint 
learning processes of diverse academic and non-academic actors as well as their participation in 
problem identification, structuring and analysis. 

In correspondence with the overall objectives of SERIDAR, the working group of this activity 
has articulated the following results to be reached in each Latin American partner institution:  

i. Establishment of formalised long-term links between researchers and networks of local 
actors; giving presence to universities in rural areas  

ii. Initiation of continuous processes of transdisciplinary research 

iii. Trust-based relationships with the networks, which make the linkages long-lasting 

iv. Round tables and exchange platforms allowing analysis, discussion and decision-making 
about jointly defined topics, including the identification of research topics for thesis work 
of students and PhD candidates 

v. Capacity-building, mentoring and exchange of experience in specific issues identified 
with the local actors 
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This working group has decided to work with an actor-centred methodological focus for the 
SERIDAR project and the Competence Centre, to move away from a utilitarian perspective on 
the local networks to an action-oriented one that involves the co-responsible participation of the 
different actors: producers, youth, women, government, NGOs and academia, among others.  

Together, the group has constructed the concepts of working with the Network and the Actor: 
Transdisciplinary network research is a social construction that responds in a conscious manner 
to the mutual and concrete interests of a group of actors, many times connected to their territory, 
though not always. Functioning networks are based in reciprocity and the gradual increase of 
social capital between the participants. It aspires to put the collective interests above that of each 
individual. The university integrates itself as an actor focused on accompaniment and the con-
struction, distribution, redistribution, and overall systematisation of knowledge that arises from 
the interaction of different sources of expertise and knowledge possessed by distinct actors. In 
this network vision, the actors are collective bodies and/or individuals with knowledge, learning 
capacity, the ability to act and interact, and associational goals according to common interests.  

 
Installation of liaison offices and thematic working groups 
In order to support the starting phase, each Latin-American partner university has a go-between 
(“persona de enlace”) – a person specifically dedicated to coordinating new and existing relation-
ships with non-university actors and networks in rural development, natural resource manage-
ment or agriculture-related fields. They are members of the joint international working group of 
this project activity. Tasks of the liaisons are: to promote joint activities and set-up of participa-
tory working groups on specific topics, to organise joint events and round tables, to coordinate 
mentoring and capacity-building activities, to maintain databases of the network participants and 
activities, to support transdisciplinary research in the Competence Centre and related study pro-
grammes.  

In preparation, the liaisons for each partner university came together for a conceptual workshop, 
in which the objectives, strategies and methodologies for the networking activities were elaborat-
ed and the international working group was established with common vocabulary and collabora-
tion processes. The starting point was an analysis of existing networks that each participating 
department had maintained. Considering the short time available of the project, it was considered 
easier and more efficient to strengthen existing networks rather than create new ones. The discus-
sion in this workshop formed the basis for elaborating a conceptual paper about the nature of 
networks and the role universities would play in their dynamics. There was a general understand-
ing that the university would enter as one actor among others, thereby not imposing topics on the 
other members. However in some cases a facilitation role was accepted.   

Each of the partner universities and departments defined the criteria (and their relative im-
portance) for selection of their networks for the purpose of articulation within SERIDAR, taking 
into account aspects like a) availability of academic staff who have previous relationships with 
the respective territory or actors, b) distance to the territory, c) political accessibility, d) possibil-
ity to establish long-lasting relationships, among others. Some universities, like the Universidad 
Autónoma Chapingo in Mexico or FLACSO Costa Rica linked the project to networks in territo-
ries where they already had scientists working in a certain research line, but the project allowed 
for a stronger transdisciplinary approach and strengthened some of the activities that were already 
under way. For example in Chiapas, Mexico, SERIDAR formed the pretext for reactivating the 
work of the Network for the Development and Conservation en the Sierra de Villaflores - Red 
para el Desarrollo y la Conservación en la Sierra de Villaflores (REDESIVI),  where new plans 
for relevant joint work and investigation could be created. On the other hand, in the Universidad 
Nacional Autónoma de Nicaragua in Managua and Matagalpa, the FLACSO Ecuador and the 
Universidad Nacional de Colombia (Bogotá) (UNAL-Bogotá), SERIDAR created a possibility to 
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start work in new regions, where the liaisons facilitated the process of network formation and 
provided an instrument for establishing new research lines which respond to the needs of the mul-
ti-actor networks. The liaison who facilitates the formation of knowledge management networks 
has a fundamental role in the interpretation of local actors’ needs and relating these to the capaci-
ties and interests in the universities to generate adequate alternatives.    

It had been envisaged that after an initial exploratory phase, specific thematic working groups 
could be established in which university professors and a variety of non-university actors could 
come together during regularly scheduled events to discuss joint research strategies on specific 
challenges, as well as related capacity-building and mentoring activities. These thematic working 
groups should unite actors with a common interest in a certain topic. The participation of re-
searchers in the networks has been active from the beginning of the SERIDAR project in Mexico, 
Nicaragua and Costa Rica. In Colombia and Ecuador, researchers integrated themselves in the 
second project year through intensive work of the liaisons who established the networks and iden-
tified the needs for research and capacity-building.  

It was obvious that creating win-win situations would be necessary to ensure sustainability of the 
collaboration beyond the availability of the liaisons. For example, such win-win situations took 
the form of joint planning and implementation of student research projects, whereby the research 
outputs contribute to solving a certain problem for participating farmers or rural communities. 
Meanwhile, the students could practice applied and problem-based research approaches, deepen 
their knowledge and strengthen personal skills. The connections and experiences may even in-
crease their chances for finding a suitable job after their graduation. The universities have also 
gained a positive reputation in the region because of their service-oriented engagement with civil 
society. However, for the researchers themselves the gains are not always so clear given the extra 
work load experienced. 

 
Elaborating and prioritising joint activities 
Round tables or workshops, each with a prevalent topic and professional facilitation, were organ-
ised to kick-start communication within the local network in each partner country. These and 
other network events served as a platform for exchange on pressing problems like climate change 
adaptation, rural-urban migration, food security, income generation, conflicts over natural re-
sources, environmental degradation, lack of rural services, etc. They ultimately served to elabo-
rate research needs (subsequent topics for CC research) and, to explore how academic staff may 
support local innovation processes and institution building at the village or enterprise level. Each 
university established – within time frames determined by the territories and networks of interest 
- a work plan in which the themes for work in the round tables were defined. The needs for inves-
tigation and capacity-building – i.e. knowledge gaps came up during and following the various 
discussions in the round tables.  

For example in the case of Nicaragua, two networks have been established. It has been a main 
experience to define territorial platforms for collective actions. This interaction facilitates learn-
ing and innovation to create organisational competencies like the emergence of a collaboration 
agreement signed with the purpose to enable academic activities with a research dimension. This 
paves the way for the practice of university extension. Nevertheless, this is only a first step in the 
improvement of the interfaces with rural stakeholders, and further action is needed. 

In the network RED-GESCON (Red de Gestión del Conocimiento para el Desarrollo Rural 
Matagalpa y Jinotega) a rural innovation agenda has been formulated with various actors includ-
ing local government. Three contributing factors of this synergistic action can be mentioned. 
First, it is the result of motivation for collective action, partly generated from the “vacuum“ cre-
ated by the international cooperation agencies that had left the country. Therefore, Nicaragua has 
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reduced access to sources of financing for development. Secondly, cooperation agencies are 
changing the financing for development; the trend is towards building networks for development. 
Third, the central government of Nicaragua has launched a national project for human develop-
ment and requires the plan to be implemented locally. In this sense, the SERIDAR project came 
at the right time. Moreover, government agencies (local governments) are seeking interactions 
with academia to meet the national plan for human development. These three factors have con-
tributed to the visibility of the network and its relationship with other external actors, among 
which are the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA), the Tropical Agri-
cultural Research and Higher Education Center (CATIE), and other agencies. 

We found that written agreements on joint activities have been necessary for building trust among 
participants. Many rural communities have had mixed experiences with projects where they felt 
that knowledge was extracted from them by researchers who promoted their academic career, 
while the communities did not receive much in return for their time and efforts. In the agree-
ments, the participating actors in the network agreed on objectives, scope, expected outputs and 
activities of the collaboration, and sometimes the distribution of responsibilities, especially be-
tween the university and local actors in the networks. Whereas in this context the main motiva-
tion is to ensure that research results and knowledge produced are discussed with the main partic-
ipating stakeholders and a follow-up on stated commitments is possible. Such agreements are 
common in the context of university-industry collaborations which focus on regulating access to 
information related to innovations (Larsson et al., 2009). 

Now at a later stage, research progress and results are also discussed in these platforms. In this 
way, knowledge bases of academic and non-academic stakeholders are merged and further devel-
oped jointly. Another benefit of these collaborations is increased relevance of teaching by partici-
pating professors, because they can more effectively relate to tangible examples and experiences 
in their local region. 

Outcomes of the local networking activities 
Partners within the SERIDAR project have succeeded to build networks for knowledge creation 
based on joint research agendas of local actors and academics, that recognise the real problems of 
the regions as well as capacities and interests of the research teams at partner universities, These 
collaborations have allowed for a more assertive presence for academia in the regions, but also of 
other actors, like the state. The latter have gained the opportunity to be part of more relevant and 
appropriate initiatives, including proposals for new or better bottom-up public policies. This was 
the case with the Programme for the Management of the Biosphere Reserve La Sepultura, Chia-
pas, Mexico, which recognized forage tree planting as a silvo-pastoral system for the payment of 
environmental services. The achievements of the REDESIVI network benefitted an entire region 
by improving local livelihood strategies while contributing to nature conservation. 

The research agendas are the basis for regionally relevant or even inter- and transdisciplinary 
research projects of the Competence Centre; they provide topics for and facilitate implementation 
of research within the joint international doctoral programme, for graduate theses and student 
team projects on Bsc or Msc level). Research and collaboration agendas had been envisioned for 
medium or long term, such that smaller student team projects could be integrated into larger re-
search projects. For example, in Chiapas, Mexico, a student research project involved local wom-
en to explore and analyse the status of food security in the community. The women concluded 
that vegetables were needed in their diet and consequently planned the creation of a joint vegeta-
ble garden. An agreement was made with the university in which responsibilities of the different 
members were fixed. The university staff supported the process in series of meetings and with 
some materials after the available knowledge on vegetable growing was assessed. Now the con-
struction of the garden has started, and also includes the support of men of the village and various 
authorities. In the implementation phase, the women are encouraged to experiment, and results 
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will be discussed to motivate further improvements. New students will soon be involved in the 
process for internship and thesis work to continue supporting this project through various phases. 
In this way extension and capacity building for local actors are integrated with student research 
and education activities. 

Whereas the majority of collaborative activities in these Latin American research networks take 
place within the region, there are topics which are also taken up in international working groups 
allowing for larger research projects funded by international sources. Seed money has been put 
aside to fund promising ideas within the consortium so that a group of people can send a short 
concept proposal to the international network steering committee of the project for funds to or-
ganise joint proposal writing workshops. This is important for ensuring the continuation of Com-
petence Centre activities into the future. In this way, three joint international project proposals are 
now being elaborated in the fields of water governance and climate change, multifunctionality of 
peasant agriculture, and coffee marketing systems. Although the topics arose in the local net-
works, the elaboration on an international level takes it beyond the scope of local networking 
activities. This process evolved in the course of the SERIDAR project.   

An additional outcome of the activities in the local networks was that contacts established 
through the course of projects helped identify potential candidates for university studies among 
vulnerable groups who have difficulties in gaining access to the “academic world”. A working 
group in the SERIDAR network has specifically defined a concept for mentoring such candidates 
from groups who are at a disadvantage for accessing higher education. On this basis each univer-
sity has developed concrete mentoring programmes. In FLACSO Ecuador, for example, master 
students in the Rural Territorial Development programme have accompanied student aspirants 
from the local networks during preparation for their entrance to the Msc programme. The mentor-
ing continues after the new students are admitted for their studies, such as through targeted cours-
es and support in scientific writing. In a second step the mentees have received support in thesis 
development and in linkage to the study region where necessary. In this respect, a local actor who 
was admitted for further studies in the MSc programme relates, “I have taken part in mentoring 
activities that I find essential and a good guide, before taking the first two modules of the mas-
ters. The expectation of the institution that I represent – SEEIC – are high, as I am the first educa-
tor of many others who will have the possibility to continue their education in the future, for the 
benefit of the village which we serve.” (Fernando Ordóñez, SEIIC, Ecuador, August 2013). 

 
Analysis and reflection of the network model 
As described earlier, the SERIDAR project brings non-academic and academic knowledge sys-
tems closer together through a framework designed to establish and strengthen networks that in-
clude practitioners and local stakeholders. This also allows for research at the universities to be 
oriented at demands in their local region. However, the project did not prescribe beforehand how 
this was to be done; the objectives, conditions, strategies, processes and structures were to be 
decided upon and developed specifically by the people within each network. This flexibility was 
necessary but also difficult to handle, and it takes time. At several meetings the liaisons ex-
changed their views and learning experiences in their respective networks. Here, we reflect on the 
model established from different viewpoints, taking into account that network composition, 
members’ characteristics, network structure, processes and sustainability are interrelated. 

 
Network composition in relation to members’ interests 
We have learnt that the design of transdisciplinary network projects should take into account sev-
eral factors, i. The symbolic weight of the public university in rural areas of Latin America: this 
institution has been given a social mission to advise and support issues and processes of local 
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development, for which its presence in the field generates expectations. ii. The interests of dis-
tinct actors: each individual brings ideological baggage as well as interests that are both personal 
and trade-related, which must be reconciled in order to arrive at common goals. iii. The decision-
making power of the involved actors: the actors look to academic institutions to resolve local 
issues that do not necessarily respond to institutional research interests. iv. The need to build and 
sustain mutual trust: for an institution to build capacity to negotiate its interests, it also needs to 
be flexible, which means that at times it must respond to requests that are not directly related to a 
given project but are a prerequisite to achieve its objectives. 

Mobjörk (2010) describes different levels of integration which can be found in transdisciplinary 
research, and that the level of integration may vary during the research process. She concludes 
that a participatory transdisciplinary approach was effective but much more demanding and time-
consuming than a consultative transdisciplinary approach, but it gave a better foundation for the 
actors involved in future joint learning processes. In relation to this, there is an ongoing debate in 
the SERIDAR consortium on the role of the university in rural regions, especially on the dividing 
line between research and consultancy, and on what “real research” is, or whether it should and 
can be “objective”. This controversy is not new for participatory and qualitative research meth-
ods. In our case it has led to a situation where even for student team research projects it has be-
come necessary to demonstrate the contribution to broader scientific theoretical debates even 
where the objectives of the projects focused on tangible outputs for local partners. It is not always 
easy to maintain the dual focus of educational and research objectives, and to reconcile publica-
tion interests of staff with expectations of local non-academic stakeholders in such projects. A 
common experience of researchers involved in such participatory transdisciplinary projects is that 
producing outputs in a way that is suitable for practitioners is additional (and thus depends on 
good-will) to the obligations of writing successful academic publications; and that finding re-
sources for it is extra effort, too. We found that this is especially true for doctoral research pro-
jects where scholarships do not foresee such intensive user relationships that include development 
and outreach phases.  With regard to research objectives, Wick et al. (2007) have found a tenden-
cy to focus research questions on systems knowledge (rather than on target or transformation 
knowledge) if non-academic actors do not participate in the process of problem identification and 
structuring. If scientists dominate the project design phase the focus is likely to turn away from 
the use and users of the outputs. In the case of doctoral students, for example, this is also related 
to a possible conflict of interests if requirements for graduation set by the university or donor 
contrast the needs of transdisciplinary research (and specifically the expectations of the local 
partners).  

In general, according to our experience it is necessary to take into account when working with 
students who originate from the study area and so are themselves also local actors, that these stu-
dents sometimes run the risk of coming under “pressure in the form of a funnel” that prevents 
them from advancing their research. On the one hand, there is pressure from the university which 
may impose inflexible scheduling demands such as a) prior research plans, b) research in which 
hypotheses are to be analysed on problems identified and c) short periods of time to develop the 
research. On the other hand, local actors demand that a) research be relevant to the present condi-
tions, b) research resolve identified problems, and c) alignment of the time frame for research 
with that of local actors. The student must therefore respond to the expectations of these two ex-
tremes. In some cases owing to their high degree of commitment to local actors, students may 
feel obligated to adopt the research goals identified by local actors or in other cases may feel 
frustrated for not satisfying the needs of local actors, given that the length of time, costs, and de-
mands set forth by the university preclude longer research processes. In some cases, even the 
student may wish to investigate topics that do not necessarily coincide with the interests of the 
local actors. It is important that professors who are thesis advisors understand this and that they 
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advise students as to how to arrive at a compromise between these two extremes that allows them 
to advance their projects. 

As mentioned earlier, there are few university professors who commit themselves to 
transdisciplinary work, and those who do have specific research interests and fields of expertise. 
This has an effect on the problem definition process and thus on the research agendas developed. 
If e.g. no economists are available in a network, economic or marketing aspects are not likely to 
be investigated, even if they are central to people’s livelihoods. It depends on the people involved 
– and sometimes even on accidental situations – whether particular experts are actively sought in 
networking efforts, or whether the networks concentrate on aspects for which there is already 
sufficient expertise available within. Thus, despite the importance of such topics for ensuring 
livelihoods and rural development, so far none of the joint activities deal with the design or im-
provement of e.g. products, services, marketing strategies or companies as means to improve in-
come generation and perspectives for rural youth as target group in rural development, although 
this might still come at a later step after a longer process of joint learning about intervention op-
tions. Experiences from coffee and cocoa boards in Indonesia, bringing together actors from all 
steps of value chains have shown beneficial results when dealing with topics of common interest 
like knowledge on methods to increasing product quality, whereas such a team composition did 
not allow for discussion on economic and marketing aspects where interests of the members 
clearly contrasted with each other or conflicts prevailed, e.g. smallholder producers versus pow-
erful larger processors or more knowledgeable collectors (Widayat, 2009). This conforms to find-
ings of Wick et al. (2007) that a project dealing with highly controversial issues is not likely to 
involve all parties concerned. In our cases, the networks have mostly formed through common 
interests. This helps to consolidate group identity and aids in decision-making for joint activities. 
Members can discuss what is feasible to them in a complex situation. For example, in a water 
management committee in Mexico, members are aware that not all their demands towards local 
government may be realistically achieved, and therefore concentrated their effort on the windows 
of opportunity identified. 

In contrast to the example of Larsson et al. (2009), where research and innovation networks ex-
pressly involved companies and private businesses (that also pay membership fees in return to the 
knowledge and connections gained), the Latin American networks in SERIDAR are mainly com-
posed of members of rural communities or small associations that are seen by the academics to be 
at a disadvantage (as victims of globalisation, of structural and technological change or of certain 
governmental policies, for example) and are not expected to become donors. It appears to be the 
historic embeddedness – external donors with projects coming and going and a focus on devel-
opment rather than on innovation – that leads to the differences in composition and focus of these 
networks. Reasons for this are also explained in Sutz (2000) with a focus on the Latin-American 
research landscape over time.  

Network structure in relation to network composition 
So far the formation of stable thematic working groups within the networks has been a challenge, 
also because in some cases, senior researchers have been reluctant to engage themselves for a 
variety of reasons, e.g. if the topics developed in the network did not merge with their other en-
gagements or if they do not see any gain for their scientific aspirations. Experiences from Sweden 
show that if clear win-win effects can be experienced and that if specific projects can be regularly 
developed and funded, such groups can be quite stable with highly satisfied members (Larsson et 
al., 2009 and personal information). Nettle et al. (2012) argue that while a “bottom-up” focus of 
innovation was demand oriented and brought engagement with the community, it might lack co-
ordinated research activities around collective solutions for the issues at stake. They present expe-
riences with “program teams” in the Australian dairy sector, in which small groups of research-
ers, extension workers, farmers, policy-makers and service groups are brought together to devel-
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op coordinated approaches to address change, being responsible to gather people that can con-
tribute well to the programme development and adaptation. Competent leadership of these groups 
was seen as essential while ensuring that the group does not fall back into a “science or technolo-
gy ‘push’ mental model” (Nettle et al, 2012). From a practical point of view and with our project 
experiences (see also Hofmann et al., 2009 and 2011) it remains a challenge to find the “right” 
people for such networks, not only from a disciplinary and logistical point of view, but especially 
with regard to finding people with a suitable mind-set in addition to the needed methodological 
and communication-related capabilities. In their comparison of policy instruments for agricultural 
innovation, Beers and Geerling-Eiff (2012) conclude that facilitated networks – depending on the 
innovation goal – were the best policy option for achieving system transformation objectives (as 
opposed to system optimisation), particularly in the invention and business case development 
phases, especially when “unlikely allies” are included in one network. Facilitated networks are 
seen as one of several complementary instruments to promoting innovation, in addition to busi-
ness subsidies, innovation coaches, knowledge vouchers or other. 

The way to link ourselves to networks was a defining factor in the establishment of research rela-
tionships. In FLACSO Costa Rica or in Chapingo – Chiapas the starting process was faster be-
cause of previously existing relationships, and the liaison was well-connected to the researchers 
or, as in Costa Rica, was a researcher himself. On the contrary, in Colombia it took the liaison 
two years to link the researchers to the networks created. Overall, the commitment of lecturers, 
students and the liaison are necessary for the success of the established relationships. 

Network processes and methods 
It is agreed in the consortium that the process of elaborating research agendas should be partici-
patory, i.e. that local stakeholders also participate in the decision-making e.g. on objectives and 
expected outputs of the research. However, some colleagues insist that participatory research 
methods be used throughout the whole research process, which would implicate a reduction in 
available research methods and might place high demands on local actors. Other members argue 
that some research objectives could also be served with quantitative or mixed methods, as long as 
local actors participate in the development of research objectives and as long as the results serve 
their needs (as argued also by also Muhar, 2006). They also find that these local actors can bene-
fit from international perspectives. Biggs and Smith (1998) discuss an “over-preoccupation with 
methods”. They recognise the great expectations towards the capacity to transform relationships 
with rural “clients”68 through Participatory Learning and Action, for example, if applied with the 
right attitude. They also caution that as PRA and PLA have become widespread in application, 
people should not be blind for their limitations, and it should be considered in the broader context 
who is using these methods, how and what for. They argue that the outcomes are determined not 
so much by the methods used but more by the protagonists and institutions in which the choices 
are made.  

An important challenge for transdisciplinary research is to achieve an equitable and transparent 
coordination, so that the networks are not dominated by particular actors, e.g. those who contrib-
ute more funds or who have a higher education level. In Latin America, the public higher educa-
tion institutions are still ascribed a fundamental role in coordinating networks through collabora-
tive values. 

On the other hand, professors are not always good fundraisers. Scientists who have permanent 
positions at their institution are not necessarily experienced in and do not feel responsible for 
applying for external project funding from a variety of donors, especially when larger multi-

                                                 
68 The term „client orientation“ has been object to debate due to its economic connotation. This shows that although a 
constructivist understanding of the joint research is commonly agreed, researchers may still try to maintain an “objective” 
position. 
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partner projects are concerned. In SERIDAR delegation of this task to a specific working group 
in the Competence Centre was attempted although professors’ expertise is needed for the formu-
lation of research proposals. It is apparent that the liaisons (personas de enlace) cannot be ex-
pected to take over the networking for fundraising in addition to their responsibility for local 
stakeholder networking. This would require a certain overlap of the two groups of actors and in 
the skills needed to facilitate these processes. In a setting where research funds are not always 
channelled through open calls for proposals, maintaining relationships to possible donors is a task 
in itself which requires strong diplomatic skills and a certain common background and demean-
our.  

Network processes in relation to boundaries 
Our model resembles the “bottom-up” experiences of knowledge user-producer relations as de-
scribed by Sutz (2000). She analyses that such experiences often produce successful results at 
micro level but have difficulties in broadening the impact of the solutions found. Our efforts to 
develop joint research projects on an international level for the Competence Centre have recently 
started: Seed money has been set aside, and groups that have developed a project concept could 
apply for these funds to organise joint workshops for full proposal elaboration. But how to facili-
tate the formation of such international thematic groups? This time the process of “up-scaling” 
locally developed research topics from different countries towards larger common research pro-
jects has been rather unstructured as, at least in our case, participation of non-university actors is 
a challenge and it can be difficult to define concrete shared objectives that are appealing to inter-
national donors and at the same time maintain applicability on the local level. Resorting to com-
parative case studies seems to be a way out for the moment. Again systems knowledge is likely to 
be the focus and to a lesser extent target or transformation knowledge.  

Our difficulties may well be an indicator for a flaw in design of the international Competence 
Centre: So far its members are only universities and research organisations (because of the condi-
tions of the donor for the project consortium, and the ensuing group dynamics), but still the fun-
damental orientation of activities should come from the interaction with local stakeholders and 
practitioners. There is no common understanding of who is “within” and who stays “outside” the 
organisation, and how the roles of local actors may be reflected institutionally in the Centre with-
out putting excessive demands on them.  

Factors of success for collaboration in local transdisciplinary networks 
Muhar (2006) has described factors of success for cooperation between universities and regions, 
some of which are experienced in our networks, too, such as 

 The need for long-term orientation of the collaboration: It takes a long time for the trustful 
relationships to be established, and especially for concrete projects to be defined in sufficient 
detail. Whereas the problem situation is often explored in various constellations, it is difficult 
to limit and structure it to problem aspects which can effectively be treated in research and/or 
learning. And not all aspects are suitable for research – in some cases other actions are needed 
more than investigations. In addition, conflicts over the direction and priority of change are 
not uncommon, as stated also by Biggs and Smith (1998) for Participatory Technology De-
velopment processes.  

 The need for soft skills training: Participatory and transdisciplinary approaches require team-
work and communication as well as analytical skills, and in some cases not only the students 
but also the non-academic members participate in trainings, e.g. participatory action research 
methods.  

 The need for resources: Participatory processes cost staff time and money, and especially so if 
the network is situated in larger distance to the university. In the rural Latin American con-
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text, workshops with stakeholders might easily take three days whereas in Germany it would 
be unlikely to unite people for more than half a day. It needs to be found out which donors 
accept the justification of such resource needs, and how to create an internally conducive en-
vironment in the university hierarchy. 

 Reward for the engagement of university staff in regional development and outreach: In sev-
eral partner universities – and despite official announcements on the importance of the exten-
sion role of the universities - academic performance is measured in journal publications only, 
and teaching obligations are high. This means that staff need to engage in transdisciplinary 
research and education out of their own enthusiasm. Here the SERIDAR project has been es-
pecially welcomed as it gave an international reputation to the otherwise singular efforts of 
professors within their universities. They were now able to receive European Union funding 
for their activities, including for doctoral research. 

Some additional factors have been experienced in our case: 

 Win-win situations need to be established reflecting the interests of the different parties, and 
it needs to be clear to all participants what is defined as success of the collaboration - and how 
this is made visible. 

 Taking advantage of the dynamics in existing networks serves to accelerate the definition 
phase 

 The need for continuous involvement of several professors who personally become part of the 
networks. They are most likely to guarantee long-term relationships when younger staff might 
not have a prospects for future employment and advancement at the university. Their research 
experience may also help identify realistic research designs. This is important to avoid raising 
high expectations which afterwards are difficult to meet. Personal continuity is a challenge: 
Relationships are between people, and if staff members leave the university it cannot always 
be ensured that the knowledge is transferred to successors – making institutional agreements 
on planned collaboration activities and keeping databases have become the preferred means in 
our case.  

 A complete formulation of medium to long term research and collaboration agendas helps 
create a continuum of engagement, where the role of professors is to subdivide the process in-
to shorter activities (e.g. for thesis work, student team research projects, etc.) while ensuring 
the “handing over of the relay” 

 The continuous presence of the university in the rural areas and the results elaborated give 
inputs and ideas for demanding funding for further projects, and create high satisfaction on 
the side of local stakeholders that are involved. 

 Ethical considerations of roles (especially of the university), of personal behaviour and of 
methods are repeatedly discussed in each team.  This assists process definition and contrib-
utes to trust-building and ownership. An example is the level of commitment and the raising 
of expectations on the side of local actors, if it is uncertain how much can really be achieved. 

 Students reflect before and after their field work on their experiences and learning – often 
perceptions of reality in the rural territory are changed and diversified. 

 
Network sustainability 
The work in transdisciplinary networks comes with various implications to consider, as it in-
volves higher commitment and resources, financial as well as human, so that the universities may 
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participate in the construction of joint answers to the problems which have been identified with 
the various parties. Otherwise, there is the risk that “Pandora’s boxes” are opened in the research 
areas whereby broad activity areas are developed that cannot really be followed up, and then the 
relationships deteriorate because of disappointed expectations.  

Complex or wicked problems require a systems approach to their analysis if effective solutions 
are to be found. The necessary time horizon and capabilities are not always available, and inves-
tigation processes that do not lead to tangible improvements, at least within a medium term, may 
lead to demotivation, as participants do not see any win-win situation of the collaboration. Inabil-
ity to identify and visualise successes of the collaboration represents a threat to its sustainability. 
Biggs and Smith (1998) argue that development coalitions “come together for specific reasons at 
specific times and later they dissolve”.  This means in turn that – just like cooperatives – our local 
networks will dissolve if members find better or more efficient organisational means to serve 
their interests. Networks are not an end in itself. Pohl et al. (2008) argue that funding, capacity 
and demonstrated success are three elements central to transdisciplinary research that can form 
either a vicious or a virtuous cycle and is self-reinforcing. It needs clear criteria for success to be 
established through high-quality transdisciplinary research methodologies so that funding be-
comes easier to justify, and more people are attracted - thus increasing research capacity.  

The involvement of young people from the communities has proven to increase sustainability of 
the relationships with the network. In some cases, they chose to apply for studies as a result of the 
presence of the university in their communities. The mentoring programme of SERIDAR served 
to support the necessary preparation phase, to amend gaps in knowledge and skills necessary for 
academic study. These students are now part of both the rural and the academic world and direct-
ly support joint activities undertaken in their communities.  As mentioned above, the continued 
attention of permanent academic staff to the network process is vital to ensure that activities fol-
low a logical sequence and contribute to each other in a medium to long-term collaboration strat-
egy. 

Conclusions 
In retrospect, we can say from the SERIDAR experience that an important lesson learnt is the 
creation of dialogue on different types of knowledge in order to create space for integrating non-
academic knowledge. An example for this is the negotiation of research questions and the estab-
lishment of research topics via joint research agendas. This has been an open window to the plu-
rality and the inclusion of different social sectors in the construction of knowledge. Another les-
son learnt, but also an important challenge of the work of transdisciplinary research in local net-
works with multiple actors, is the achievement of an equitable and transparent coordination, so 
that the local actors do not feel that they are being used by other members with their own particu-
lar interests. 

The activities developed from various dimensions have taught us that the collaboration in net-
works for the investigation of real-world problems fosters local empowerment and widens the 
scope of action in rural areas, as well as the role of higher education institutions there. Our expe-
riences convinced us that the importance of shaping knowledge networks arose from combined 
research agendas between farmers and academics that recognize the real problems of local actors 
and the abilities and interests of university research teams. In order for public higher education 
institutions to undertake transdisciplinary work relevant to networks, there must be a close and 
horizontal participation with wider social interests, such that a win-win relationship is established 
among the different parts. 

However, to make a structure of such nature really function it is necessary that all actors be aware 
of the network of which they are part in their different levels, as well as that mechanisms and 
adequate channels of communication are developed that allow for dialogue and continuous com-
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mitment, relevant and useful research for both local actors and academia. In order for public 
higher education institutions to undertake transdisciplinary work relevant to local, regional and 
international networks, there must be a close and horizontal participation with wider social inter-
ests, such that a win-win relationship is established among the different parts. The dynamic par-
ticipation and the compromise of professors and students in the research agenda, and researching 
the construction of alternatives to address identified problems, determine the sustainability of the 
relationship between university and local actors. 

Structures like the Competence Centre should serve to generate funding, also for developing 
strategies that go beyond research in a way that strengthens local actors and develops capacities. 
The networks are a vast breeding ground for knowledge generation, but to preserve them, it is 
necessary to maintain broad research lines that do not marginalise spaces already gained. As pos-
tulated by IAASTD (2008) and Armbrecht et al. (2008), policies for institutional development in 
Latin America should include the development of different types of horizontal and vertical net-
works among practitioners and with the academic agricultural knowledge system, civil society 
organisations and political institutions. Furthermore it should support international coordination 
of programmes and facilitate coordination among the actors involved. 
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Abstract: For and About Regional Development (PSDR) is the largest French research program 
focused on the analysis of rural and periurban dynamics. It is designed as both a process of scien-
tific knowledge production, and building methods and tools for decision and action in the territo-
ries. In this paper we intend to analyze the contribution of the PSDR program in the construction 
and diffusion of agricultural and rural development models. The specificity of PSDR research 
devices and their integration in regional arrangements on research and action for regional devel-
opment is analyzed. We show what kind of knowledge is produced, how it questions agricultural 
practices and rural development policies at regional level, and also the influence of these process-
es in terms of structuring networks and cognitive communities at local and interregional levels. In 
that way, we can assess the innovative role of the PSDR program concluding on its influence on 
“niches” organization standards diffusion, or transition process. The mobilized data to lead our 
analysis consist of a detailed knowledge of the PSDR device from our experience of management 
of the program and various documents produced by projects and animation teams in each of the 
ten regions involved in the program. 
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Introduction  
For and About Regional Development (PSDR) is the largest French research program focused on 
the analysis of rural and periurban dynamics. It is designed as both a process of scientific 
knowledge production, and building methods and tools for decision and action in the territories. 

The governance of the program consist in the implementation of an original method and the se-
quence of specific steps: multidisciplinary, partnership between local actors and researchers, co-
building of research questions between researchers and with partners involvement; common pro-
duction of the shape and calls for proposals, co-definition of experimentation field, working to-
gether within the framework of partnership projects , production of scientific results on the basis 
of back and forth between the research laboratory and the field; valuation and dissemination of 
these outcomes: Scientific publications; Teachable content; Management tools for partners; Pre-
cepts for action of policy makers. 

In this paper we intend to analyze the contribution of the PSDR program in the construction and 
diffusion of agricultural and rural development models. The specificity of PSDR research devices 
and their integration in regional arrangements on research and action for regional development is 
analyzed. We show what kind of knowledge is produced, how it questions agricultural practices 
and rural development policies at regional level, and also the influence of these processes in 
terms of structuring networks and cognitive communities at local and interregional levels. In that 
way, we can assess the innovative role of the PSDR program concluding on its influence on 
“niches” organization standards diffusion, or transition process. 
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The mobilized data to lead our analysis consist of a detailed knowledge of the PSDR device from 
our experience of management of the program and various documents produced by projects and 
animation teams in each of the ten regions involved in the program. The first part of the paper is 
devoted to some reflections about the question of innovation in regional development analyses 
and policies. The second part sheds light on the main peculiarities of the PSDR programs and its 
growth during the late 90’s and the early 21ones. The conclusion opens ways for the new PSDR4 
program and its recent developments. 

 
The issue of innovation in regional development 
 
Development as a dynamic process linked to innovation 
For two decades, an increasing part of scientific papers have been dealing with the idea that re-
gional or territorial development is closely linked to the occurrence of dynamic ruptures with the 
past due to innovative or creative processes. This explains the varying speeds and amounts of 
development of different regions or territories (Dunford, 1993; Scott and Storper, 2003). Anal-
yses of regional development based on processes of innovation and regulation, as well as some 
systemic approaches, thus conclude that local systems are subjected to successive phases of 
growth and stagnation, even of recession (Colletis et al., 1999). It is the internal shocks which can 
transform systems and lead to the appearance of spatial concentration of people and wealth, as 
well as of zones of social and spatial exclusion. Innovation, its creation and its dissemination are 
therefore at the heart of these approaches (Cooke and Morgan, 1998). 

During the last decade, the analysis of spatial dynamics has been enriched by work rooted in evo-
lutionary theory (Frenken and Boschma, 2007). It considers the uneven distribution of activities 
in space as resulting from largely contingent historical processes. The Evolutionary Economic 
Geography accords a predominant place to the entrepreneurial dimension, whether based on ge-
nealogy or on processes of emergence, growth, decline and cessation of business activity 
(Boschma and Franken, 2011). The focus is mainly on the roles played by spin-offs and labour 
mobility in territorial development processes (Maskell, 2001) and on mechanisms for replicating 
routines within the local industrial system. Taking advantage of geographic, industrial and tech-
nological proximity between sectors (Torre, 2008) and of institutional mechanisms and network 
structures, these technologies spread by the snowball effect between the companies and techno-
logically related industries, and eventually lock local systems into spatial dependencies on the 
growth path. This process works particularly well when the industries are emerging or are based 
on related technologies, with low cognitive distances being particularly conducive to the circula-
tion of knowledge spillovers (Nooteboom, 2000). 

Technological innovation within poles of development 
Approaches dealing with the role of innovation in the dynamics of territorial or regional devel-
opment are based on taking into account the importance of R & D or innovation in local devel-
opment. Partly inspired by Schumpeter’s work, these approaches rely on the idea that innovations 
are key to development processes and that R&D efforts and incentives for innovation can play an 
important role in the establishment and success of the dynamics of growth. It is often a matter of 
a systemic approach, one which emphasizes the role played by innovation transfer and dissemina-
tion at the local level (Feldman, 1994; Autant-Bernard et al., 2007). It also underlines the im-
portance of face-to-face relations and of expansion phases by setting up of spin-offs and via sup-
port of creative efforts (nurseries, incubators, etc.). The engine of development is thus found in 
the presence of localized spillovers of innovation or knowledge, which spread within the local 
system and can give rise to very competitive local systems such as technology hubs or competi-
tive clusters. It is innovation that powers development and differentiates dynamic systems from 
those that are not. 
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These analyses draw support from the changed perception of innovation processes: from a purely 
linear model to the interactive one (Lundvall, 1992). The question of the scale at which the inno-
vation process takes place in association with the dynamics of development is also an essential 
element of the debate. Studies have been conducted on how these systems are deployed at the 
regional scale. They have sought to understand under what conditions local and regional net-
works and institutional mechanisms were more or less favourable to innovation and what were 
the conditions propitious to their adaptation and permanence over time (Lundvall and Maskell, 
2000). These studies resulted in approaches of regional innovation systems (Cooke and Morgan, 
1998) seeking to find ways to anchor innovations in territories and attempting to identify condi-
tions leading to efficient and successful systems. The role of regional and local institutional 
mechanisms appears essential to reduce uncertainty and to support coordination and collective 
action conducive to innovation processes. 

Innovation through knowledge creation 
More recent works highlight the central role played by knowledge and its implications for territo-
rial and regional development in association with innovation processes. According to these stud-
ies, development can be understood as the transformation of a set of assets consisting of products 
poorly developed and exploited by an under-qualified workforce into a set of knowledge-based 
assets exploited by skilled labour, with information regarded as an essential raw material 
(Lundvall and Maskell, 2000). Learning ability is thus revealed to be essential to the adaptive 
potential of territories and regions for their development. Learning is considered a collective, 
social and geographical process which brings about an improvement in individual or organiza-
tional understanding and capacities. 

Interdependent non-market relationships between institutions are key to a territory’s or region’s 
performance as measured by innovation, productivity growth and development. Relationships of 
trust – as well as high levels of tacit knowledge and the existence of routines – determine the 
structure of local mechanisms of cooperation and coordination. They can then be viewed as rela-
tional resources conducive to an increase in learning abilities and to the creation of benefits that 
other territories will find hard to replicate. In such a perspective, urban spaces and, more general-
ly, urban territories are considered favourable to innovation and to knowledge creation due to the 
cognitive externalities they can generate (Scott and Storper, 2003). 

The recognition of the role of innovation, knowledge and learning in the processes of regional 
and territorial development has had an impact on the evolution of development policies, which 
are now most often characterized by a set of infrastructure-oriented interventions (transport, high-
speed telecommunications, etc.). These policies also extend support to less tangible elements 
such as network structuring and knowledge transfers in order to strengthen collective capacities 
of knowledge creation and learning. The challenge then remains to build assets that are endoge-
nous to the territory. Nevertheless, any examination of strategies pursued at the territorial or re-
gional level (in addition to within a same national framework) shows the relatively low creativity 
of solutions put in place and the difficulty of most territories to differentiate themselves clearly 
and sustainably.  

Towards territorial innovation? 
The theoretical models therefrom advanced are still characterized by an unfortunate lack of clari-
ty in messages destined for decision makers seeking to improve public policies. Often based sole-
ly on high-tech activities, oriented by technology and by a market-focused corporate culture, the-
se proposals narrow the field of innovation to the most technological of dimensions. In this way, 
they neglect not only incremental innovations but also ignore many territories which do not ad-
here to high-tech principles but are still characterized by other sorts of vibrant innovation activi-
ties (social, organizational, institutional, etc.). 
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A way forward on these issues, and in particular on including the question of innovation in an 
analysis that encompasses all territories, including rural ones, would be to broaden the debate to 
take into account the concept of territorial innovation in all its dimensions. Such a debate should 
lead to an improved understanding of the progress of humanity at the territorial scale (Moulaert 
and Sekia, 2003) and to permit analysis of innovation models actually useful to local communi-
ties. Some approaches, for example the work of the Group for European Research on Innovative 
Environments (GREMI) on the concept of the innovative milieus (Camagni and Maillat, 2006), 
have investigated the concept of territorial innovation in the most rural or underdeveloped territo-
ries based on organizational innovations and on the mobilization of local populations. The rules 
for collective action and institutional mechanisms are then considered as factors explaining inno-
vative territorial dynamics. Innovation is viewed as a social construct conditioned by the geo-
graphical context in which it occurs; rooted in practices, it is therefore necessarily located in the 
space. The issue of territorial innovation is also addressed by the emerging fields of social and 
solidarity-based economy and sustainable development (Zaoual, 2008). New concepts have been 
created such as that of social innovation (Klein and Harrison, 2007; Hillier et al., 2004) which 
describes a set of corporate innovative practices in response to social needs which have been little 
met or unmet and/or implementing processes to incorporate an approach for social transformation 
over time. 

This increased complexity requires the issue of territorial governance to be addressed not only 
with an objective of helping innovative processes to emerge but also of incorporating the various 
aspirations and wishes of the local populations and to link them with overall policies and regula-
tions. Today territorial governance processes shape the phases of territorial innovation and thus 
constitute an engine of development and growth in rural or urban territories. They can be viewed 
as laboratories of change because they accompany and sometimes anticipate the changes under-
way in the territories by giving them shape, by helping maintain a dialogue and expressions of 
opposition and by preventing violent confrontations or failures of development due to sluggish-
ness or expatriation. These changes are embodied in the opposing and twin forms of conflict and 
consultation which constitute the modes of expression and the vehicles of transmission of ongo-
ing innovations at the territorial level. 

The PSDR program: a collaborative research device for regional development 
The research program "For and About Regional Development" (PSDR) examines the role of eco-
nomic activities (primarily agriculture, agro-food, transport) and of rural and peri-urban areas in 
territorial development dynamics. Supported by INRA69, Irstea70 and Ifsttar71, in collaboration 
with French Regional councils, PSDR is intended to contribute to regional and territorial devel-
opment through research and development operations conducted in partnership with local actors. 
This program analyses the dynamics at work in the territories, including innovation processes in 
the field of resource development and competitiveness of supply chains, preservation of ecosys-
tems and adaptation to climate change, changes in urban-rural relations, or the development of 
territorial governance mechanisms and their integration into public policy. 

PSDR program is in line with integration devices between research and development reinforcing 
for a decade. They result in interdisciplinary research devices enrolled in a proximity relationship 
with the practices and techniques, in reference to what Gibbons (Gibbons et al. 1994) described 
as Mode 2 of knowledge production, next to the more traditionally academic Mode 1. The rela-
tionship between these two modes of development of knowledge unfolds through redrawn organ-
izational forms between research organizations and higher education, economic actors and public 

                                                 
http://www.inra.fr/:  Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique 69 

.fr/http://www.irstea:  Institut National de Recherche en Sciences et technologie pour l’Environnement et l’Agriculture 70 
http://www.ifsttar.fr/:  Institut Français des Sciences et Technologies des Transports, de l’Aménagement et des Réseaux 71 
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authorities across territories, as formalized by Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff (2000) in the model of 
the triple helix. 

Since the first generation of PSDR programs, to ensure the integration of knowledge in the prac-
tices and policies of regional development, the issue has focused on the ability to equip this de-
vice to define a set of partnership research configurations allowing both a variety of useful 
knowledge for action and innovation, and the mobilization of professional and institutional actors 
at the level of sub-regional territories and regions. The third phase of the PSDR program (PSDR 
3) was initiated in 2007 and completed in June 2012. Scientific contributions and recommenda-
tions concerning regional development were provided and applied at regional and national levels. 

Analysis of regional and territorial development processes: Foundation of the PSDR re-
search projects 
The originality of the PSDR Programs lies in their being designed and developed within the re-
gions and in relation to the concerns of the interested parties. The collaborative research aims to 
describe and analyze the processes of regional development, and to provide tools to development 
actors. The research rests on a mechanism of selection and evaluation of the quality of the re-
search conducted. The Scientific quality is ensured by the joint development of the projects and 
an evaluation by an independent scientific committee 

In operation since the 1990s and constantly being improved, the PSDR programs differ from oth-
er research devices in that they use a method and an engineering approach that ensure the joint 
development of partnership, as well as an evaluation by an independent scientific body; they help 
monitor progress of the research at each stage of the project, and make it possible to develop tools 
to promote knowledge transfer and utilization. The selection of the projects and the research 
works produced for their duration follow a precise itinerary: 

1) The research themes and projects are discussed and selected in regional forums. The call for 
proposals is addressed to all interested researchers: Large research organizations (CNRS ...), Uni-
versities, Schools of engineering. The projects are co-developed by researchers and partners, un-
der the guidance of local coordination units. 

2) Teams are invited to respond to the national call for proposals, which comprises regional com-
ponents taking into account local specificities. Research and project proposals are rated by an 
independent Scientific Council, composed of international experts in social sciences and biotech.  

3) The projects listed in the A and B categories are examined in each region by the steering 
committee, who determines their eligibility and the amount of funding to be allocated to them. 
The C-listed projects are eliminated. 

4) A team of permanent partners monitor the projects on a regular basis throughout the four years 
of work. The Scientific Council monitors the progress and quality of the research work, and con-
ducts the final evaluation. Cross-cutting teams promote exchanges between regions and disci-
plines, reinforce the program’s coherence and help create a common culture. 

5) The use of adapted materials facilitates the dissemination of the results and their comprehen-
sion by the partners and researchers. The posters provide a synthesis of the questions raised in a 
project, and present the methods and resources used to address them. The 4 pages provide a com-
pact description of the research objectives and the main results obtained in the course of the 
work. 
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PSDR: a multidisciplinary approach to understanding territorial dynamics 
PSDR involves the joint participation, in each region concerned, of Universities and Schools of 
engineering’s researchers/lecturers and the researchers and engineers of the institutes. It is based 
on a complex multidisciplinary approach, involving three main compulsory layers. 

1) Identification of the key regional and territorial development issues. The PSDR projects 
provide insight into regional and territorial development processes, and in-depth analysis 
of the role and place of agriculture and the food industry in rural and peri-urban areas. 
They have increased scientific knowledge, at local level, about some key societal issues 
associated with global and environmental change. 

2) Development of analytical approaches to regional development combining different scien-
tific disciplines. Combining biotechnology and social sciences, the projects provide com-
prehension frameworks and the results of cross-cutting analyses. The diversity of ap-
proaches, in different regions, to the same issue helps to broaden understanding of devel-
opment challenges in the territories.  

3) Interregional scientific activities. The desire to promote knowledge exchange, to develop 
a common culture and collaborations between research teams from different disciplines in 
the regions, has led to the launching of several parallel permanent workshops (Govern-
ance and Development of the Territories, Partnerships and working methods within 
PSDR, Forms of Regional and territorial Development). They were intended to coordinate 
the groups of researchers and partners involved in the projects around a framework of top-
ics considered of major interest. 

Knowledge transfer and utilization at regional level – at the heart of the PSDR’s genome 
One of the originality of the PSDR Programs lies in their being designed and developed within 
the regions and in direct relation with stakeholders’ concerns. About 300 partners spread in the 
ten regions of the program were involved in selected projects. The collaborative research aims to 
describe and analyse the processes of regional development, and provide tools to development 
actors, whether they be private sector partners (farms, enterprises, cooperatives ...) or public ac-
tors (local and regional authorities, decentralized state services, training institutions). 

The PSDR programs use a method and an engineering approach that ensure the joint development 
of partnership, help monitor progress of the research at each stage of the project, and make it pos-
sible to develop tools to promote knowledge transfer and utilization. 

Co-construction starts prior to project commencement. It is founded in the collected views of 
field partners and institutional actors such as regional councils, and in exchanges between re-
searchers and professionals during discussion forums. Joint project development rests on the par-
ticipation of those directly concerned, in the collaborative process. The selected projects are mon-
itored on a regular basis throughout the four years of work, by a team of permanent partners, who 
ensure the effectiveness of the partnership, the conformity of the scientific work conducted with 
the stated goals, budget compliance, etc. The monitoring work is based on building a tool for an 
annual review and forecast activities for the following year. This note allows researchers and pro-
ject stakeholders a reflexive reading of the work undertaken and governance, and for steering 
bodies, verification of compliance with commitments, including a possibility of intervention for 
rapid adjustment. 

The development phase consists in the production of a set of standardized dissemination tools, 
preserving the identity and coherence of the program. Technical data sheets describe the main 
operational tools designed for use by the professionals in each project. A number of focus groups 
provide more detailed insights into some methodological aspects or results of the projects, but 
also offer a large number of technical documents for use by partners in the regions. 
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Partnership assessment of PSDR3 
The analysis of concrete situations of partnership in PSDR projects allows highlighting the role of 
relational paths rooted in the long term as well as the context in which this partnership fits. Thus, 
the first steps of building a collaborative project and forms of inter-existing knowledge (often 
from previous projects or common routes) as well as partners’ belonging organizations, thematic 
concerns or use of methodological tools are all common terms of proximity that will guide the 
shape and direction of the project and partnerships within it. The process of mutual recognition, 
common language building, and adjustment of temporalities between research and action, and 
legitimization of people investment in the project and within their own institution also contribute 
to dynamics required for the effectiveness of the project. 

The construction of knowledge in partnership relies on a complex work of translation and hybrid-
ization of existing knowledge (Chia and Soulard, 2010) to allow their passage between disci-
plines but also between research and practice in response to the needs of stakeholders. These 
needs are of two kinds: on the one hand, the distancing and better explanation of stakeholders’ 
practices, or an understanding of the evolution of systems and contexts in which they work; on 
the other hand, dealing with more technical aspects and seeing in the collaboration with research-
ers an opportunity to develop new tools and enhance their technical skills. 

Establishing trust relations appears essential for the success of projects. But analysis of PSDR 
program also demonstrates the dynamic feature of partnership arrangements throughout the pro-
ject life, punctuated by the existence of key moments when can be redefined roles and expecta-
tions of each individual within the partnership. Provision of scientific results or definition of dis-
semination and transfer materials fall into this category. Chronological steps and evolution of the 
involved community influence the dynamic of the research project made of proximity and 
strengthening partnerships periods which are followed by moments of greater distance and less 
involvement of stakeholders, affecting processes of knowledge creation. 

Thus, PSDR programs highlight that although rooted in a project device and marked by formal-
ized relationships, partnership research remains largely dependent on contingencies and uncer-
tainties related to any territorialized innovation process. It calls for a step by step engineering 
capable of supporting the adjustments and bifurcations that are sure to occur at each stage of the 
project. This engineering is based on three complementary figures: the "runner", which is often a 
person who provides an interface between differentiated social and professional worlds, support-
ing translation through its externality (PhD student, intern ...), his hybrid career, belonging to an 
interface structure, or having technical, leadership or managerial skills; the "binder" (Latour, 
1995) consisting of objects (map, tool ...) crystallizing and materializing the exchange of 
knowledge; and the "device" that allows to structure and organize a meeting context between 
researchers and actors. 

The main scientific results of PSDR3 
The main scientific results are related to several main fields of regional and territorial develop-
ment. 

Some results are linked with the combination of environment and society topics, for the sake of 
territorial development, including the analysis of peri-urbanization processes, new sources of 
wealth creation (services, tourism, residential economy), efficient utilization and preservation of 
natural resources, location strategies and spatial mobility.  

A second set of results is related to the use of local resources, such as consumption related issues 
and distribution channels, short producer-to-consumer food chains, innovation process, land use, 
sustainability of farming systems, creation of new activities, strategies of firms and cooperatives, 
functioning of commodity chains and management of local resources. 
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Another group of research is devoted to the identification of key regional or territorial develop-
ment issues, taking into account common concerns but also the diversity of situations. For exam-
ple, development of analytical frameworks to better understand and measure the impacts of cli-
mate change on water usage and farming systems, and pest risks for tomato production… 

Several projects were intended to promoting territorial development through the production of 
agronomic and economic models that will help the actors concerned to better understand the ef-
fects of activities and of their geographic expansion; e.g. development of foresight scenarios and 
tools for analysing territorial governance and planning, construction of indicators - for example in 
the field of sustainability – taking into account the territorial dimension, regionalization of data-
bases on climate change or innovation in small and medium agribusiness firms.  

These analyses gained insight into the dynamics at work in the territories through a combination 
of disciplinary approaches. For example, a large number of studies on land use, combining the 
development of economic models addressing questions of land use regulation, or geographical, 
sociological and legal analyses of land management issues. 

Some examples of the tools developed and operations conducted in the PSDR program 
Several tools were produced during the PSDR program, and especially in the last phase of dis-
semination. Some of them were related to territorial engineering systems, like a guide intended to 
help players in action situations to develop an Urban Planning program: this guide combines reflec-
tive syntheses, concrete examples and tools for monitoring the actions engaged at territorial level, 
to facilitate initiatives in situations of multi-level and multi-actor governance. Another tool is a 
practical guide for farmers and agricultural technicians (CUMA, cooperatives, chambers) as well 
as elected officials and local communities representatives or planning consultants on the con-
struction of multi-partner bio-methanization projects at territory level. It provides territorialized 
repositories of information on management of organic waste and residues, and the evaluation of 
the environmental impacts of bio-methanization. It also proposes adaptive methodologies for 
each stage and operation involved in the implementation of the project. 

Several models were used for helping local farmers, agricultural technicians and teachers, like a 
patented tool for adapting farming and forage systems to climate change and hazards: the “Rami 
fourrager” (or “fodder board game”), which combines a board game and an Excel interface. This 
group facilitation tool helps initiate reflection on how to reduce sensitivity to climate variability 
and achieve fodder or protein self-sufficiency. Another model is designed for evaluating organic 
cropping, developed in a partnership between researchers (management and agronomy) and advi-
sors from Chambers. Constructed using 49 indicators, it helps to consider all components of 
farming systems’ sustainability, including social acceptability and health risks for farmers. In 
particular, it provides knowledge to help lift barriers to the development of more environmentally 
friendly systems. 

Last but not least, short producer-to-consumer food chains were studied and developed in the 
framework of the program. One project has served to create a diagnostic tool for testing relations 
between the actors of the short food chains and consumers. The other one served to implement a 
system for governing short food supply chains, in consultation with an tripartite advisory commit-
tee (elected representatives, traders, consumers), as well as a simple labelling system for indicat-
ing the geographical and social origins of the products offered. 

Conclusion. Towards a fourth generation of PSDR programs 
In the future, INRA, Irstea and Ifsttar wish to continue the PSDR program and launch a new gen-
eration of projects (PSDR4) in an effort to address the current challenges related to agricultural, 
territorial and regional development, and the evolution of public policy. The main topics to be 
addressed evolve to reflect the concerns of economic, social and public actors at territorial level, 
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while integrating the main structuring orientations of EU regional policy (including smart special-
ization and bio-economy challenges in the context of Horizon 2020 and of the great European 
transport infrastructure projects) and the CAP, as well as the drivers of wealth creation, in the 
territories, such as residential economy and tourism.  

The program will lead to reinforcement of partnerships and of the knowledge transfer effort. 
Closer ties could be developed with the Rural Network and its regional affiliates, and the projects 
could be prolonged by one year to promote knowledge transfer and utilization, thus extending 
them to four years. The new projects should be organized in such a way as to promote interre-
gional interaction between the various participants. To enhance the coherence of the program, a 
small number of key topics could be selected in each region. The principle of articulation be-
tween a national steering and coordination mechanism and regional mechanisms will be main-
tained. Finally, a particular effort will be made to meet the scientific quality requirements while 
ensuring that useful solutions are provided to the regions. Multidisciplinary partnership – a strong 
defining characteristic will be reinforced.  

PSDR 4 aims to strengthen the ambition to better utilize scientific results and convert them into 
effective tools and mechanisms that help address the concerns of stakeholders, while taking into 
account the development issues identified across each region. The extension of the projects by 
one year in order to reinforce the diffusion and practicability of research outputs, symbolizes this 
commitment. Another goal, relative to the key issues common to different regions, is to better 
articulate the results so as to consolidate the scientific gains and transform them into operational 
tools, transferable between regions. 

The new program intends to fill four main goals: reinforce the means of transferring scientific 
results to territorial actors; improve the co-construction of projects and of conversion tools; artic-
ulate the PSDR projects and other research mechanisms (CASDAR72, GIS73, UMT74 and RMT75, 
etc.) to better identify its characteristics and added value, and finally raise the awareness of the 
research teams and partners about the challenges of knowledge transfer and innovation.  

Several new research themes have been proposed for PSDR4. These suggestions for topics are to 
be discussed with the Regional Authorities first, and then with research partners. They draw the 
main lines for the future PSDR projects, over the 2015 – 2018 period, on the following items: 
Land uses and pressure in rural and peri-urban areas; Greening agriculture and global change; 
Territorial autonomy and agricultural development; Innovation at the service of man, the food 
supply sectors and the territories; Territorial development, urban-rural relations and strategies for 
increasing the attractiveness of the territories; New challenges and forms of public intervention 
and territorial development. 

 
 

                                                 
72 Compte d'affectation spéciale développement agricole et rural (Special Allocation Funds for agricultural and rural development)  
73 Groupement d'intérêt scientifique (Scientific Interest Group)  
74 Unités Mixtes Technologiques (Mixed Technological Units)  
75 Réseaux Mixtes Technologiques (Mixed Technological Networks)  
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Workshop 1.8:  
Knowledge and innovation brokers: lubricating knowledge 
development and innovation networks 
Convenors: Eelke Wielinga, Laurens Klerks and Michael Kuegler 
 
The classical distinction between knowledge generation, knowledge dissemination and utilization 
does not apply anymore to the reality of farming systems (if it ever did). Instead, relevant 
knowledge emerges from interaction in networks between stakeholders. Actors, who have been 
variously been called knowledge brokers, innovation brokers, intermediaries and free actors,  
stimulating the mutual learning process, are crucial. This is also being recognized in recent think-
ing, for example, about new roles of agricultural advisors by the Global Forum on Rural Adviso-
ry Services, and ideas on ‘European Innovation Partnerships’. In this constellation researchers 
and advisors still play a pivotal role, but different from what usually was assumed before. Stimu-
lating and guiding the process of learning with stakeholders calls for repositioning the researcher 
and advisors, while also other players can do part of the job. This is why the issue of actors acting 
as brokers and facilitators became important, as intermediaries lubricating the process. Another 
term in use is the ‘Free Actors’, referring to those intermediate actors who do whatever is needed 
to connect the stakeholders and generate energy in the network. They do so with or without a 
mandate. If you watch successful networks, you can always identify such actors. The switch of at 
least one person from following the task description to acting autonomously and playing creative-
ly with the given structure appears to be indispensable for a creative and innovative process. 

We call for papers on experiences with knowledge brokers or whatever intermediate actors in 
stimulating innovation are being called. It is interesting too to hear stories from practitioners, not 
being in the position of a researcher. Lead questions are: 

> What strategies can intermediaries/brokers follow for being effective? What makes them effec-
tive? When are they effective? 

> How can students and professionals be trained for this role? What does it imply for agricultural 
advisors? 

> Is it possible to make a task description for an intermediary/broker, while learning processes for 
innovation are so full of uncertainties? 

> How can such intermediary actors be managed: how much space do they need, and what can a 
manager do if they go off track? 

> How can this intermediary task be evaluated, while it is impossible to predict what it will in-
clude, and the actual contribution is often hard to distinguish? 
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Exploring the emerging ‘intermediation’ (facilitation and brokerage) 
roles in agricultural extension 
 

Alex Koutsouris 
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Odos 75, 11855 Athens, Greece. E-Mail: koutsouris@aua.gr 

 

Abstract: This piece of work aims at an early exploration of the meaning and use of two types of 
‘intermediaries’, namely of ‘facilitators’ and ‘brokers’, in agricultural literature. Thus, first, the 
concepts of facilitation and brokerage are briefly explored. Following, the (need for the) emer-
gence of such an approach in agricultural literature and practice is discussed, illustrated by a 
number of examples. This review points to the fact that, at least as far as agriculture-related theo-
ry and practice are concerned, intermediaries as co-learning facilitators signify rather new roles 
requiring specific and, to a large degree, unexplored skills. Given that that there is still a number 
of issues threatening the efficacy of intermediaries (facilitators and brokers), it is argued that 
there is an urgent need for facilitation and brokerage to be better described, operationally defined 
and well-evaluated so as to allow for both a better interpretation and guidance of practice. 

Keywords: extension, innovation, intermediaries, facilitators, brokers 

 
Introduction 
Over the years, ideas about the generation and dissemination of innovation have changed. The 
once dominant linear model according to which scientists/researchers are in control of the pro-
duction of technological devices is nowadays severely challenged. The systems of innovations 
(SoI) approach, for example, emphasises the multiplicity of determinants which influence innova-
tions’ generation, diffusion, and use; innovation thus emerges from networks of actors as a social 
(and institutional) as well as a technical process, which is nonlinear and based on interactive 
learning. Subsequently the focus is on processes with knowledge conceived as being constructed 
through social interaction. Thus particular attention is given to (social) co-ordination and net-
working (see: Cristóvão et al. 2012). Moreover, in order to avoid or overcome gaps and failures 
(infrastructural, institutional, network, capabilities or market; Klerkx and Leeuwis 2009a; Klerkx 
et al. 2012a) growing attention is given to various types of (process) ‘(systemic) intermediaries’, 
i.e. of actors working mainly at the system or network level to facilitate interactions (Van Lente 
et al. 2003); or of ‘mediators’ or ‘brokers’ as ‘independent players’ to orchestrate networking 
(Haga 2009). ‘Intermediaries’ are increasingly found in literature as third parties, 
(knowledge/technology) brokers, bridging organizations, intermediaries, boundary organizations 
and so on. According to Howells (2006:720) they concern: “An organization or body that acts as 
an agent or broker in any aspect of the innovation process between two or more parties. Such 
intermediary activities include: helping to provide information about potential collaborators; 
brokering a transaction between two or more parties; acting as a mediator, or go-between, bod-
ies or organizations that are already collaborating; and helping find advice, funding and support 
for the innovation outcomes of such collaborations.” It is thus quite clear that such ‘intermediar-
ies’ are involved, taking an independent systemic role, in ‘indirect’ rather than in ‘direct’ innova-
tion processes (Haga 2005). 
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Aim and Methodology 
Despite the fact that ‘intermediaries’ are increasingly recognised as playing a significant role in 
the wider innovation system, the topic has not been extensively dealt with in agricultural litera-
ture (Klerkx and Leeuwis 2008a). This piece of work aims at an early exploration of the meaning 
and use of two types of ‘intermediaries’, namely of ‘facilitators’ and ‘brokers’, in agricultural 
literature. Thus, first, the concepts of facilitation and brokerage are briefly explored. Following, 
the (need for the) emergence of such an approach in agricultural literature and practice is dis-
cussed, illustrated by a number of examples. The paper concludes with reference to the potential 
as well as some of the main problems identified with the ‘intermediation’ function. 

Intermediation 
 
Facilitation 
Auvine et al. (2002:54) note that facilitation ‘is designed to help make groups perform more ef-
fectively’ and that ‘a facilitator’s job is to focus on how well people work together’. According to 
Thompson et al. (2006:694) the facilitators’ overarching role is ‘to assist (individuals or groups) 
through the process of implementing a change in practice’; their distinctive role relates to the use 
of ‘the dynamics of a group and their skills to assist persons to move towards change’. For Mur-
ray and Blackman (2006:239) facilitation aims at ‘supporting the work of different types of teams 
in solving mostly complex problems and in developing decision solutions. The point is that facili-
tation enablers allow learners to be confronted with different kinds of participation.’ Therefore, 
facilitation relates to the Habermasian perspective, in the sense that “a facilitator tries to create 
an ideal speech situation and through the appropriate intervention strategies helps the partici-
pants to engage in a communicative dialogue that results in consensual decision-making” (Sav-
age and Hilton 2001:48) 

Brokerage 
Brokerage in the form of ‘knowledge brokers’ has emerged, within the Knowledge Management 
literature, as the facilitation of the spread of knowledge within and between organisations and 
thus as a means to stimulate innovation. Dobbins et al. (2009) stress the importance of 
Knowledge Brokers in facilitating and improving knowledge sharing and learning between stake-
holders. In ‘Knowledge Translation’ (Kitson 2009) brokers intervene with the aim to manipulate 
contextual factors and support experiential learning in managing new knowledge. But when at-
tention shifts particularly to innovation genesis, an ‘innovation broker’ is defined as “an organi-
zation acting as a member of a network … that is focused neither on the organization nor the 
implementation of innovations, but on enabling other organizations to innovate” (Winch and 
Courtney 2007:751) or “a type of boundary organization that specializes in brokering or facilitat-
ing innovation processes involving several other parties, but does not itself engage in the innova-
tion process” (Devaux et al. 2010) (see also Klerkx et al. 2012b). Innovation brokers thus take an 
independent systemic role, in process facilitation rather than in the production (i.e., source) or 
dissemination (i.e., carrier) of innovation (Van Lente et al. 2003). 

 
The turn to ‘Intermediaries’ in agricultural theory (and practice) 
Agricultural literature is rather familiar with the topic of ‘intermediaries’ in the sense of 
state/public funded bodies aiming at bridging the gap between agronomy-science and farming 
practice, i.e. mainstream or ‘conventional’ extension. The linear (diffusion of innovations - tech-
nology or knowledge transfer) model, claims that innovations originate from scientists, are trans-
ferred by extension agents (‘intermediaries’) and are adopted/applied by farmers (Rogers, 2004). 
For Rogers (2004) a change (extension) agent is someone influencing clients’ innovation decisions, 
yet in a direction deemed desirable by a change agency. However, nowadays, a new understand-
ing of ‘intermediaries’ emerges since the turn a) from reductionist to systemic science and prac-
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tice (see: Ison 2010) and b) from the expert syndrome (top-down approach) towards participatory 
(bottom-up) processes; in parallel, the ‘diffusion of innovations’ model has been heavily criti-
cised, as it fails to respond to complex challenges and rapidly changing contexts, including the 
shift to sustainable development (Chambers and Jiggins 1986; Röling 1988; Röling and Jiggins 
1998).  

Important in this respect has been the emergence of Farming Systems Research/Extension 
(FSR/E) approaches (Collinson 2000; Darnhofer et al., 2012). An important evolution in this re-
spect has been the turn from Rapid/RRA to Participatory Rural Appraisal/PRA. As a result the 
need for interaction and dialogue between different actors and networks forcefully emerged 
(Chambers 1993, 1994; Scoones and Thompson 1994). Furthermore, the advent of sustainability 
thinking further underlined multi-stakeholder processes (Dalal-Clayton and Bass 2002; Hemmati 
2002). Thus, Röling and Jiggins (1998) argue for the move from a praxeology of ‘transfer of 
knowledge’ to a ‘facilitating knowledge’ while also stressing that the shift to sustainable agricul-
ture requires ‘double loop’ learning76. In parallel, agricultural innovation systems (AIS) thinking 
(see: Klerkx and Leeuwis 2008a; Klerkx et al. 2010; Klerkx et al. 2012; Leeuwis 2004) claims 
that the process of innovation is messy and complex; new ideas are developed and implemented 
by people who engage in networks and make adjustments in order to achieve desired outcomes. 
Hence, the focus on learning itself and the emphasis on the facilitation of learning processes 
(LEARN Group 2000; Röling and Wagemakers 1988). Social learning (SL), i.e. the collective 
action and reflection that occurs among stakeholders as they work towards mutually acceptable 
solution to a problem (Keen et al. 2005; Wals 2007) lies at the heart of such processes/praxeology 
(see Leeuwis and Pyburn 2002). Extension for sustainable agriculture therefore implies a (social) 
mechanism for facilitating SL (Allahyari et al. 2009) i.e. participatory processes of social change, 
through shared learning, collaboration, and the development of consensus about the action to be 
taken; thus the view of extension as ‘communication for innovation’ (Leeuwis 2004; Leeuwis and 
Aarts 2011). 

Overall, such changes in innovation thinking, along with changes in the agricultural knowledge 
infrastructure as well as on the demand and supply side (Klerkx and Leeuwis 2008a, 2008b, 
2009a; Klerkx et al. 2006), imply that extension has to be transformed. ‘Conventional’ extension, 
identified with the linear model of innovation, has to do with ‘exploitation’, i.e. with the captur-
ing, transfer and deployment of knowledge in other similar situations, and thus belongs to the old 
type of KIBS (knowledge intensive business services; Muller and Zenker 2001). On the contrary, 
nowadays new KIBS operating on the systems perspective and aiming at enhancing the interac-
tion between a variety of actors (including old KIBS), focusing on ‘exploration’, i.e. with the 
sharing and synthesising thus with the creation of new knowledge (Levinthal and March 1993; 
Murray and Blackman, 2006), emerge. A major role of the new KIBS is that of the co-learning 
facilitator (usually found in literature as ‘facilitators’ or ‘brokers’) aiming at the development of 
shared meaning and language between dialogue partners in order to stimulate change and develop 
solutions and innovation. The engagement of stakeholders in dialogue, despite its difficulties and 
its time consuming nature (since (social) learning and change are gradual), is necessary so that 
critical self-inquiry and collaboration will be achieved. According to Sriskandarajah et al. 
(2006:27), ‘Learning among heterogeneous groups of stakeholders, and among different episte-
mologies has become one of the most central issues today’. 

  

                                                 
76 Extension workers were often taking the role of group facilitators since group methods are a basic pillar of (conventional) 
extension(communication) methodology. However, the claim that extension should turn to a co-learning facilitation mechanism is 
rather revolutionary an idea. 
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Indicative Examples of ‘Intermediation’ 
 
Facilitation examples 
A well-known, early reference to facilitation is found in Oakley et al. (1991) where facilitation 
concerns the provision of assistance to rural people (such as the acquisition of technical skills, 
gaining access to available resources or translation of their own ideas into projects) in order to 
undertake actions aiming at strengthening their participation in development. Among the most 
well-known cases advocating facilitation is the Australian Landcare movement. According to 
Campbell (1997:146) “Landcare group facilitation is about fomenting group synergy, about help-
ing groups to make best use of the human resources available, about helping to develop a shared 
sense of direction among the relevant actors (within and beyond the Landcare group), about 
skilled listening, asking the right questions of the right people at the right time, providing occa-
sions, organising encounters and stimulating interaction among target stakeholders”. 

Another example is FFS (farmer filed schools) initially developed in order to facilitate farmer 
understanding and application of IPM through learning-by-doing and social learning (Röling and 
van de Fliert 1994, 1998; van de Fliert et al. 1995) or discovery learning (Tripp et al. 2005). For 
Braun et al. (2000) FFS sum up to participatory platforms for improving decision-making capaci-
ty and stimulating local innovation for sustainable agriculture. Facilitation here concerns a pro-
cess assisting farmers to explore and discover key agroecological concepts and develop IPM 
skills. Further, Van den Berg and Jiggins (2007:679) argue that ‘the FFS has triggered further 
development beyond IPM, in the field of experimentation, collective action, leadership, planning, 
and organization.’ The Participatory Extension Approach (PEA) practiced by GTZ is another 
interesting example of an alternative approach to innovation service delivery (Hagman et al. 
1997; Moyo and Hagman 2000). PEA is people-centred, learning oriented and participatory; it 
combines ‘social extension’ and ‘technical advisory services’ in an effort to enhance people’s 
adaptive capacities and establish a common platform for trying out new things. Within the ap-
proach, facilitation for change (F4C) aims at stimulating people’s ‘creative orientation’ both at 
individual and organisation levels; emphasis is given to the facilitators competencies (process 
related skills and facilitation techniques). 

Ingram (2008), discriminates between various agronomists’ roles in knowledge exchange en-
counters (KEE) in relation to best management practices (BMPs) for a more responsible and sus-
tainable agriculture. Her research points to the existence of one, among four, distinct type of 
agronomists who see themselves and act as facilitators. These agronomists help ‘farmers to un-
derstand the problems and opportunities within their own farming systems’ through farmers’ em-
powerment ‘in terms of raising general awareness about problems as well as teaching [explain-
ing] certain principles and practices’ which ‘provides the basis for facilitation of use of BMPs.’ 
(2008:413). Therefore, facilitative KEEs ‘are built on dialogue, mutual respect and shared expec-
tations and this provides the right context for joint learning’ (2008:414). Furthermore, such facili-
tators-agronomists have ‘to have good communication skills, the ability to empathize and listen, 
impartial, technically capable, and they value farmers’ insights’. Her findings, stress especially 
the need for the development, in parallel with technical training, of the ‘interactional expertise’/ 
interpersonal skills of advisors (see also: Cerf et al. 2011; Ison and Russell 2000; Leeuwis 2000; 
Sheath and Webby 2000). In the same vein, Leeuwis (2004) has summarised the facilitator’s 
tasks as a) to facilitate the group process, b) to teach and c) to be an expert on technical aspects of 
farming; therefore facilitation in extension education departs from the conventional understand-
ing of facilitation to include technical expertise (and advice). Finally, a review of papers dealing 
with facilitation (in the proceedings of the IFSA/European Group symposia) is provided by 
Cristóvão et al. (2012) who conclude that the work on facilitation is rather restricted with facilita-
tion being underdeveloped on the part of European extension services. 
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Brokerage examples 
Innovation brokers are, in general, seen as beneficial to the innovation process by closing system 
gaps and contributing to several of the innovation systems functions; however the topic has not 
been embraced by the agricultural academic and research community (Hekkert et al. 2007). The 
topic has been dealt with in a number of papers especially concerning the Dutch agriculture (e.g. 
Hermans et al. 2013; Klerkx and Leeuwis 2008b, 2009a, 2009b; Klerkx and Nettle 2013; Klerkx 
et al. 2010; Wielinga and Vrolijk 2009) in which authors explore the emergence and the functions 
of brokers. Therefore, Klerkx and Leeuwis (op. cit.) identify three major functions of an innova-
tion broker: a) demand articulation, b) network formation and c) innovation process management 
(see Kilelu et al., 2011; Juho and Mainela, 2009). 

A number of examples of innovation brokering is also found in Nederlof et al. (2011) in which, 
within the framework of innovation platforms, Heemsesrk et al. (2011) identify and discuss a 
number of brokering functions: facilitation, linking and strategic networking, technical backstop-
ping, mediation, advocacy, capacity building, management, documenting learning, championing. 
Brokers thus provide three lines of support, i.e. developing a common vision and articulating re-
lated demands; scoping, scanning, filtering and strategic networking; and innovation process 
management. The authors notwithstanding the identification of a number of training instances for 
brokers stress that a good broker goes beyond training as well as that it takes time and interaction 
for brokers to develop their skills; they also underline that brokering is a time-demanding and 
costly job, thus concluding that the brokering is “[E]asier said than done” (p. 52). Furthermore, 
Klerkx and Gildemacher (2012) provide a typology of innovation brokers while also identifying 
key policy issues and providing a number of recommendations for practitioners, policy makers 
and project leaders. Nevertheless, it is quite clear that the broker role is still very new.  

On the other hand, the EU-Commission, for the programming period 2014-2020 (Regulation 
(EC) N° 1305/2013), besides the support provided to (more traditional) knowledge trans-
fer/training and information actions (Article 14) and FAS (Article 15), introduced an innovation-
partnership measure dedicated to the generation and dissemination of innovations in farming sys-
tems and rural territories and thus of innovation brokers (Article 35).  

 

Discussion and Conclusions 
Given the aforementioned changes new ‘intermediating’ or/and ‘enabling’ roles for extension 
emerge, i.e. a need for extension to move from an ‘old’ to a ‘new KIBS’ role. At the same time, 
some points of concern also emerge. For example, the experience of Landcare groups, has shown 
that (Campbell 1997:147): a) in many instances ‘[L]andcare facilitation often looks anything but 
strategic, and its purpose is often lost’; b) although the key premise is that facilitators (and bro-
kers) hold an impartial-independent position, ‘there is no such thing as a neutral, detached, value-
free facilitator’ (see also: Drennon and Cervero 2002) and c) a facilitator should have both facili-
tation skills and appropriate technical background (see also the call for the training of ‘social 
agronomists’; Leeuwis 2000, 2004). Furthermore, the issue of sustainability is also of crucial im-
portance; the withdrawal of ‘external’, i.e. project supported facilitators/brokers, results in the end 
of such work (see Cristóvão et al. 2012; Devaux et al. 2010; Klerkx and Leeuwis 2008a, 2009). 
In this respect, Klerkx and Leeuwis (2009) note that, thus far, there does not appear to be a co-
herent policy and thus funding of innovation brokers (see also Ekboir 2012). Finally, the dilemma 
of ‘top-down’ vs. ‘bottom-up’ roles of an intermediary should be pointed out. For Harvey et al. 
(2002), under certain circumstances the task-oriented, practical approach is also effective while 
for Stetler et al. (2006) depending on the circumstances the flexible facilitator may take either a 
directive or a non-directive style. 
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Overall, the field of ‘intermediation is still theoretically fragmented, not well-grounded and large-
ly practice oriented; intermediation has yet to be thoroughly described, operationally defined, or 
well-evaluated (Stetler et al. 2006). Therefore, on the one hand, there is a need for conceptual 
clarity since the current abundance of terminology and the use of the same terms but with differ-
ent meanings complicate the scene. Explicit attention has thus to be given to theoretical develop-
ments; without nuanced a understanding of the concepts, terminology, and controversies, study 
findings will be difficult to interpret and guidance to practice change may become untenable. 
Klerkx and Leeuwis (2008b, 2009) underline that, despite inherent difficulties, there is a need to 
identify typologies of intermediaries and measure their added value in the innovation system. 
This way their contribution will become explicit and thus recognised in the knowledge infrastruc-
ture. Such an agenda will help in further highlighting gaps in our knowledge as well as strategies 
to address such gaps and, thus, in building a solid knowledge base which will be valuable for 
policymakers, academics and researchers, and practitioners. 
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Abstract: European Innovation Partnerships (EIPs) are a new instrument to promote innovations 
and to overcome sector specific gaps in technology transfer. Particularly in the present day agri-
culture sector, there is a strong perception of a valley-of-death in innovation processes. This study 
had the overall objective to develop a model for transdisciplinary cooperation and innovation 
brokerage on the federal level of Brandenburg in Germany in the pre-implementation phase of 
EIP. The formative approach combined two methodological streams: first we adapted a stage-
gate-process elaborated initially for product optimization in industry. Secondly, we framed a de-
sign for business model development. The process aimed to 1. identify innovation gaps, 2. assess 
political and socio-economic frame conditions, and 3. investigate structural elements for a pilot 
innovation network. The gates were used to validate the results with regional stakeholders’ re-
quirements. The process revealed a need for organisational innovations atop of technical or ser-
vice innovations. We therefore developed a model structure for formal collaboration targeting the 
innovation capacity within the regional agriculture sector and validated the potential modes of 
operation against a set of predefined criteria. We highlight the significance of undertaking regular 
calibration with the evolving policy planning at higher levels and the necessity for permanent 
translation to the context of regional stakeholders. The effort to form new organisations can be 
supported by methods from ex ante policy assessment and business model development. The 
function of innovation brokerage can be integrated into a newly formed innovation network if this 
function is not sufficiently provided for by existing organisations.  

Keywords: business model development, innovation broker, Common Agriculture Policy, organ-
izational innovation 

 
 
 
Introduction 
The European Commission orientated its current funding strategy towards the generation of inno-
vations as a means to address societal challenges and to enhance Europe's competitiveness 
against the background of globalisation and fiscal constraints. European Innovation Partnerships 
(EIP) will be a new instrument introduced specifically to promote cross-sector cooperation net-
works to close gaps between the provisioning of research results and the application in practice 
(EU COM, 2012, 2013). Although this gap is well perceived in the agriculture sector, structural 
barriers are pointed out by local farmers and decision makers in regional administration that pose 
a barrier to contributing effectively to an innovation process (Barbier & Elzen, 2012; EU SCAR, 
2012). In consequence, the EIP on Agricultural Sustainability and Productivity is among the first 
to be launched by the European Commission.  

The European approach reflects an overall consideration of investing in innovation networks 
within the agricultural sector (World Bank, 2012). Ekboir (2012) sees benefits in a more rapid 
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development, more effective use of resources and expansion of capabilities. He distinguishes the 
deliberate creation of such networks from spontaneous emergence and provides catalytic factors 
for fostering their consolidation from an administrative practitioner’s perspective. Palmberg and 
Lemola (2012) highlight the critical dependence on how well governments are capable to obtain 
and analyze the impacts of innovation policy as well as future technological and market trends. 
This involves the integration of key ministerial bodies such as finance or education in planning, 
clear visions and priorities as well as sound organization by a coordinating body.  

Factors to be considered for better innovative performance have been studied in the creation of 
strategic SME networks (Thorgren et al. 2009). Findings imply that configuration, formation and 
governance rely on bottom-up processes and a functioning network administration. Some SME 
networks rely on brokers to bridge cognitive or technical limitations (Kirkels & Duysters, 2010) 
or for decision support in identifying profitable inventions (Hoppe & Ozdenoren, 2005). In the 
agriculture sector, the concept of innovation brokerage is increasingly gaining interest from the 
policy side for its prospect to facilitate the formation and maintenance of innovation networks 
(Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2008). The realization is, however, found to be dependent on a process of 
institutional change at a macro-level (Klerkx et al., 2009) and entails organizational adaptation 
first of all on the part of the ministries. Klerkx & Gildemacher (2012) give recommendations on 
the incorporation of innovation brokers for policy makers, but the question remains how innova-
tion brokerage can be designed within the specific context of one region. 

This study was conducted in the context of technical assistance to the Ministry of Infrastructure 
and Agriculture (MIL) in Brandenburg, Germany, in developing a viable strategy towards foster-
ing operational groups for EIP. An operational group is expected to be constituted for developing 
and applying innovative practices, products and technologies by involving farmers, scientist, ad-
visers, NGOs or enterprises (EU COM, 2012). The objectives of our study were to 

1) Identify what type of innovations are required in the region; 
2) Assess the frame conditions for a consolidated transdisciplinary approach;  
3) Investigate structural elements for a viable pilot innovation network. 

 
Approach 
The study was pursued within a formative approach of strategy development by the Brandenburg 
ministry over a term of 16 months. Two frame conditions were set in advance: 1. to perform in-
vestigation in close cooperation with ministerial representatives, and 2. to address a thematic top-
ic of articulated interest among regional farmers. 

We set up a procedure based on stages and gates (Cooper, 1990, 2008). A stage-gate process 
breaks up a project into several singular self-contained phases of activity (stages) each followed 
by a decision to either discontinue the process or to proceed (gates). Similar approaches are ap-
plied in industry to optimize and speed up innovation development by following a systematic 
sequence of steps. We applied it to ensure that each step of investigation was transparent to and 
controlled by the donor and to guarantee that the results of each step met the articulated needs of 
the farming sector. The decisions were taken by a steering body representing the ministry, farm-
ers’ associations, farmers and representatives from adjacent business sectors. We designed one 
stage each for identifying the demand for innovation support, for assessing European and federal 
political frame conditions, and for investigating the model structure. A fourth stage was designed 
to validate potential operation. Due to delays in adjournments on the European level, a last stage 
for evaluating actual operational activity was not conducted up to this point. 

Multi-perspective situation analysis 
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Theories concerned with organizational structures in the context of innovation reviewed by 
Damanpour & Gopalakrishnan (1998) distinguish innovations by being administrative or tech-
nical, radical or incremental, as well as in early initiation or implementation stages of develop-
ment. The European Commission aims to achieve diversity and thus adopted a broad definition of 
innovation that includes technologic innovations next to combinations of new and existing 
knowledge, as well as organizational changes in management or behaviour (EU COM, 2013).  

To gain an understanding on the type of innovation needed under consideration of the above-
named dimensions, we conducted a multi-perspective analysis with experts from research, gov-
ernment agencies, and farmers. Participants were selected to cover as broad as possible the agri-
culture sector sensu stricto (arable and grassland farming, fruit and vegetable production and an-
imal husbandry). The first named groups were analysed in focus groups (Finlay et al., 2005; 
Kitzinger, 1994; Gibbs, 1997). The main purpose was to draw upon respondents’ attitudes, feel-
ings and experiences in regard to innovation processes. The group of farmers and farmers’ asso-
ciations was interviewed individually after realising hesitance on the side of the addressed to join 
in – what was in their eyes – a rather theoretical discussion. A set of questions based on a docu-
ment survey on the regional context of innovation guided the open discourse as well as the inter-
views. The results were summarized in along the following headings: 

 What are specific needs for support in the Brandenburg farming sector? 
 What gaps were perceived in past innovation processes? 
 What resolutions can support future innovation management? 

 
Analysis of frame conditions 
The two main targets for EIP are to promote productivity and efficiency in yield gains, and to 
maintain sustainability for agriculture. The European Commission suggests implementing EIPs 
by seeking synergies with existing policies, in particular the CAP Rural Development Policy, the 
Union Research and Innovation Policy and Cohesion Policies (EU COM, 2012). In order to 
achieve a comprehensive integration of policies, this step of investigation involved a comparative 
legal evaluation along two main criteria: eligibility for funding, and accordance with legal re-
quirements in form and content. The analysis was conducted for the federal, national and Europe-
an level and under consideration of the previous results. It involved a review of legal documents 
and personal communication with representatives from all levels of administration. Based on the 
evaluation of summarised results, the potentials for coherence with legal requirements as well as 
the alignment with existing funding strategies were derived (Fig. 1).  
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ernance bodies, where structural changes within the ministries had led to a decline of professional 
knowledge and deficient planning reliability for farmers. Further gaps were located at the inter-
face between research and practice, indicated by lacking incentives to involve in technology 
transfer and differences in priorities. Suggestions for resolution were detailed and practical. Clus-
tering showed consensus across expert groups on topics such as regular communication of re-
search results, centralisation and consolidation of knowledge provision and consultancy, imple-
mentation of systematic experimental research, permanent provision of a technology transfer of-
fice, financial participation of farmers to uphold experimental research stations and concentration 
on region specific challenges within the farming sector. 

In summary, we found the gaps to be procedural and administrative rather than technical or topi-
cal. The results showed a need for an organisational innovation atop of technical innovations in 
order to address socio-economic gaps and to lay a better foundation for innovation capacities.  

 
Eligibility and alignment with frame conditions 
Brandenburg region is characterised by a dense and diverse research infrastructure in the agricul-
ture, food and environmental sectors on the one side and a large fraction of highly qualified farm-
ers and smallholders on the other. With an orientation of trade chains towards the capital city of 
Berlin, there is a dense network of brokers, technology transfer offices and downstream enter-
prises with accessibility to funds and market awareness (Bonneval 2012). On the other hand, sig-
nificant changes in structure in the last 15-20 years have led to privatisation and fragmentation in 
agricultural extension and thus to an undervalued potential for innovation in the region (Dimter et 
al., 2008, König et al., 2011). A socio-economic analysis conducted in 2012 suggested four in-
vestment priorities: 1. linking agriculture and food sector, 2. utilisation of the research sector, 3. 
implementation of mediators and brokers, and 4. strengthening of producer networks (BonnEval, 
2012). The European Commission by articulating three targets 1. efficient production of food 
products, 2. sustainable use of natural resources and adaptation to climate change, and 3. a bal-
anced development of rural areas (DG Agri, 2012) plans to address challenges in food security, 
competitiveness, resource management, climate change, sustainable development of rural areas, 
biodiversity conservation and conservation of cultural landscapes (EU COM, 2012).  

For an alignment with regional specificities we derived the following priorities for a pilot net-
work for innovation: 1. long term financing plan beyond the funded period, 2. structural links to 
all agricultural sections including the food sector, consultancy firms and agriculture research, 3. 
location outside any of the existing sectoral stakeholder groups in order to ensure the neutrality of 
a centralised approach, and 4. the consideration of  remaining elements existing in experimental 
research and field trials in order to safeguard regional know-how and infrastructure.  

For the provision of eligibility and adjustment to European Union Strategies we identified the 
following priorities: 1. the network shall be capable of conducting actual project implementation 
(in contrast to an administrative body), 2. the network must have the aim to generate innovations 
as an end in itself, and 3. representatives of all relevant groups within the value chain must be 
members of the network.  

Design of a pilot innovation network 
The steering group acknowledged the potential for a centralised body to address the needs in 
knowledge and technology transfer within the agriculture sector. The next phase resulted in a 
model that comprised the conceptual, organisational and management structure for channelling 
the cooperation between practice, administration, policy and science and that should act as a 
symbiotic link between research and practice with the mission to generate relevant and sustaina-
ble innovations for the agricultural sector. 
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a) Innovation brokerage: all interaction between innovation partnership and stakeholders is 
coordinated by this department. It functions as a front-office and at the same time coordi-
nates all information flow between the other departments. Four tasks were found crucial 
in function: 

 R & D Coordination: Derivation of research questions from practical and articulated 
needs within the agriculture sector, and programming of research. 

 Matching: Development of projects, brokerage of tools and topics as well as provision 
of knowledge and technology. 

 Consultation Management: Obligation to ensure the information flow directly or indi-
rectly via consultants as well as the coordination of accreditation activities. 

 Networking: Accomplishment of all networking activities on the regional, national and 
European level, between sectors and between research, policy and practice. 
 

b) Departments of experimental research: All departments interact with each other, with the 
innovation broker as well as with experts and accredited consultants. These departments 
are responsible for generating knowledge in application and practice. Four tasks were 
assigned: 

 R&D performance: execution of projects relevant to respective fields of specialisation. 
 Breeding and testing: generation of knowledge and technologies for adapting to future 

challenges within the agricultural sector. 
 (Commercial-) Piloting: creation of good practice examples, proofs-of-concept for test 

cases and business exploration. 
 Professional discourse: Cross-fertilisation in between sections internally as well as 

technical interaction with representatives from upstream or downstream industries and 
the consulting sector. 
 

Operation of the model 
The core element of operations was seen in the brokerage function of the entire innovation net-
work. From this central point of business operation, the structure was complemented by a set of 
operating processes that were designed to enliven effective implementation and thus constitute 
the organisational innovation. The following functions were derived as core elements of opera-
tion: 

 Institutional links to all groups of actors by way of organization and activity, 

 Overview of the state-of-the-art in all related sectors, and provision of knowledge in ac-
tion,  

 Capacities to flexibly combine different sets of knowledge to a problem context also on 
farm, and to strategically prioritise issues for the policy and research sectors, 

 Presence in public, societal as well as professional discourse by way of routine,  

 Independency of particular interests within a single section of the sector due to inherent 
transdisciplinary operation by way of organisation and program orientation. 

 
Validation of the model 
The pilot innovation network was investigated for viability within the limits of the regional pro-
duction system and under consideration of the regional research infrastructure. Validation was 
undertaken by checking the structural elements against a set of previously defined criteria.  
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a) Provision of measurable interaction between groups: permanent integration of the innovation 
broker was seen as a key element to maintain long-term interaction and information flow. The 
design provides for different channels of communication. The outcome can be measured by 
number of projects, partners or topics, or the quality of the research programme. 

b) Compliance with articulated needs: the membership board was designed to address the agri-
culture sector from the different perspectives of research, policy and planning, and from a 
comprehensive as well as an on-farm perspective. The innovation broker is to ensure continu-
ous matching of research results and practice requirements, while the institutionalised linkage 
with consultants by accreditation safeguards a neutral correction body independent of the 
membership board. 

c) Provision of tangible output recognised by farmers: The model structure foresees commercial 
activities and financial participation of farmers to maintain the innovation network beyond the 
funding period. The amount of income from distributing research results and from accredita-
tion can be measured and thus reflects recognition of output.  

d) Compliance with general criteria of business operation: The organisational structure was kept 
lean due to the inclusion of remaining structures integrated into the departments of experi-
mental research and the voluntary input by board of members. Administrative and business 
oriented leadership within the management was planned for. 

e) Results with an impact on farm-level: The departments of experimental research were 
planned to achieve output directly for the farming sector. Farmers can influence output via 
their representatives in the board of members or directly via membership fees. Expected out-
puts include knowledge and technologies for adaptation to future challenges and are thus ex-
pected to have an impact on farm-level. 

f) Results with an impact on regional level: The innovation broker, the board of members and 
also the accredited consultants were seen as “ears” to the region. Regional planning can influ-
ence output via public representatives in the board of members or directly via involving with 
the innovation broker through the given channels. Expected impact was seen in an enhanced 
awareness of needs in education, research, practice and policy. 

 
Discussion 
 
Applicability of the approach for further innovation networks 
We think that the approach used in this case study can be applied to support the generation of 
innovation networks in other regions than Brandenburg. The sequence of steps may of course 
lead to differing intermediate results (e.g. technical or service innovations). The first two stages 
of the process (multi-perspective situation analysis and analysis of frame conditions) are per-
ceived as a useful support of desk top planning in the responsible ministerial departments. The 
latter two stages (design and validation of an innovation network) are seen as particularly useful 
for all stakeholder representatives with an interest to trigger a deliberate process of network gen-
eration. 

Strategic planning on the government level may involve techniques such as back-casting, road 
mapping or the Delphi method to support the negotiation of priorities and the setting of stepping 
stones toward an intended goal (De Smedt et al., 2013). The division of the process into a sys-
tematic sequence of steps has the benefit of continuous calibration with the evolving frame condi-
tions during the pre-implementation phase of the policy (stages) and the representatives of the 
stakeholder groups (gates). Due to a general mismatch between administration processes and in-
novation processes, there is a permanent need to translate internal as well as external develop-
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ments to the different contexts of the stakeholder groups to maintain mutual understanding of 
process and goals. On the policy side, we found a general trend to favour economically relevant 
stakeholders, independent from their disposition to involve in the generation or adoption of inno-
vations. From an innovation perspective, niche actors are equally important in designing innova-
tions to regional key players. We recommend the selection of stakeholders to include representa-
tives from as many sector sections as possible with a focus on actors from boundary areas of the 
sector, anomalous career development or business progression, or out-of-the-way business ap-
proaches, thereby following some principle guidelines of innovation design (Chiva & Alegre, 
2009; Dorst & Cross, 2001). 

Two hurdles are worth mentioning. Firstly, the ongoing reduction of infrastructure for experi-
mental research during the course of the study is found to obstruct future-oriented and innovation 
generating activities, and thus impede the accomplishment of European targets if no suitable and 
timely alternatives are set up. Secondly, the willingness of stakeholder groups to cooperate in a 
joint formation process is not necessarily comparable between regions. Limitations, however, can 
deflate effective cooperation. This would need to be further analysed from a psychological or 
sociological perspective and cannot be addressed within the frame of this study. 

 
Innovation brokerage of transdisciplinary networks 
The solution to bridging gaps between knowledge systems is found to be rather simple in nature 
and solutions exist to learn from (Gebhardt & Pohlmann, 2013; Spoelstra, 2013). Yet the organi-
zations from either sector do not seem adequately geared to perceive the practical needs and at 
the same time address them beyond a funded project time frame. Reasons include different priori-
ties, lacking financial and personnel capacities, lacking competencies in technology transfer, dif-
fering functions or an overly avoidance of risk. This calls for an institutionalised structure to fulfil 
the functions of a broker (Klerkx et al., 2009; Howells, 2006; Bessant & Rush, 1995). The pilot 
innovation network reveals very different functions constituting effective innovation brokerage. 
We therefore argue that an effective innovation broker can only be an organisation (in opposition 
to an individual consultant), since the functions are partly conflicting and need to be split to sev-
eral heads in the operation of an organisation (Hermans et al. 2013, Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2008b). 
General requirements would be knowledge of all relevant actor groups, understanding of their 
individual agendas and an ability to communicate in respective languages.  

We recommend the analysis to first of all focus the type of innovation needed, so that a decision 
of who to involve can be taken early in the process. Innovation brokerage can be designed either 
following a top-down planned approach with a coherent assemblage of superordinate and admin-
istration-oriented partners or a competitive and bottom-up approach with a rather technical and 
problem-oriented composition of partners. We think that the first approach is well-applicable to 
form an organisational innovation as was done in this study.  

Conclusion 
Our study focused the design of innovation brokerage in a specific region and in co-creation with 
the managing authorities and local stakeholders. Based on our findings, business model design 
can help to work along the set of given requirements. Benefits are seen in the potential to build 
new structures as well as to include existing structures into a new model, to understand and man-
age socio-economic implications of policy development and to assess developments from a long-
term business operation perspective. The approach may help to raise political awareness of gaps 
in the innovation system and to set priorities accordingly while at the same time pointing out re-
gional capabilities. Further monitoring during later stages of implementation might show an im-
pact of the approach to explicitly and openly include the innovation broker in the business model 
on the formation of local bottom-up innovation processes.   
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Abstract: Agriculture extension advisors play key roles as intermediaries, or brokers, within 
temporary knowledge networks including within Australia’s agriculture innovation system which 
is generally referred to as research, development and extension (RD&E). The purpose of this pa-
per is to provide differing insights into the intermediation roles of public and private agriculture 
advisers in RD&E projects. This paper draws on empirical research based on a mixed methods 
case study that included social network analysis, participant observation and semi-structured in-
terviews. The findings suggest that the roles of private advisers cannot be substituted with those 
of public advisers for a range of reasons that include firstly, how institutional rules are prioritised 
and secondly how social capital resources are invested. Findings also show that when called on to 
act as intermediaries within transdisciplinary (RD&E) initiatives, different roles and functions of 
public and private advisers need to be clearly understood and identified to ensure alignment with 
project objectives and processes. 

Keywords: temporary RD&E networks, innovation systems, public and private extension advis-
ers, intermediation, social network analysis 

 
Introduction 
Historically within the agriculture sector public extension agents have made significant contribu-
tion to the transfer of agriculture research to farmers. However with the international ascendency 
of neo-liberalism policy changes have resulted in a major decline in public support for extension 
services over the last three decades (Klerkx, et al., 2006). Public extension services in Victoria, 
Australia are among the latest to be privatized based on expectations that more efficient private 
advisory services will emerge to fill the gap.  

In Australia research, development and extension (RD&E) initiatives are often complex, tempo-
rary knowledge networks created to deliberately stimulate innovation opportunities for agricul-
tural stakeholders (Nettle, et al., 2010). These networks require investment in human capability to 
cultivate knowledge sharing processes. Extension advisers who participate as intermediates in 
such networks require technical and relationship building competencies as well as a clear under-
standing of how institutional context enables or constrains change.  

Project 3030 was a major Australian dairy industry RD&E project funded by government and 
farmers to increase home grown forage on dairy farms by 30% and increase RoA (Return on As-
sets) by 30% (Chapman, et al., 2009). It was a knowledge network comprised of a 
transdisciplinary mix of agriculture researchers, extension advisers, farmers and service providers 
working together to trial new forage practices to improve the profitability and productivity of 
dairy farms. This paper focuses on the public and private extension advisers who acted as innova-
tion intermediaries within the RD&E network and on their role as facilitators of knowledge shar-
ing across all project participants. Therefore in this paper intermediation is discussed at the scale 
of individuals rather than organisations. The capacity of public and private extension advisers to 
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work across the diverse institutional arrangements and social capital resources within a temporary 
knowledge network is also considered.  

 
Background  
Agriculture extension and intermediation 
Agriculture extension is undertaken by advisers who have typically been trained in the science 
and technology of farming practice. Australia, like most countries provided extension services 
through the public sector up until the 1990’s but, also like most other countries has been privatiz-
ing extension delivery over the last two decades (Rivera and Cary, 1994). Globally there are now 
many different forms of privatization and an increasingly pluralistic private sector participation in 
extension services (Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2008; Hall 2006). Despite the diverse range of structures 
and delivery arrangements played by the private sector, opportunities for innovation and change 
are created and realised through the expertise of individual advisers in their roles as intermediar-
ies within the agriculture sector. Creating opportunities for change however involves not only 
technological knowledge and skills but also understanding and awareness of the institutional con-
text that enables or constrains change (Klerkx, et al., 2010).  

Intermediation is a function and process that involves roles, relationships, action and agency 
(Howells, 2006). Intermediaries are actors within networks who perform a range of tasks to ena-
ble the sharing of resources and innovation processes. They act as ‘third’ parties (also referred to 
as brokers or information exchangers) and may be individuals or organisations (ibid). Agriculture 
extension advisers are brokers who facilitate knowledge sharing in agriculture innovation systems 
(Hall, 2005; Klerkx, et al., 2009). As knowledge brokers they require social competencies in fa-
cilitation, relationship and social capital building as well as technical expertise (Hall, 2006). 
Some intermediaries however may be more inclined towards making substantive contributions as 
knowledge or technical experts while others may be more specialized as intermediaries who act 
as facilitators of innovation (Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2009). For some advisers this may create an 
issue of ‘functional ambiguity’ in which their dual role as both knowledge experts and social bro-
kers complicates their capacity to do both effectively (ibid). 

The structural position of advisers within networks combined with facilitation competency ena-
bles them to make connections between otherwise unconnected or dissimilar social groups. As 
critical agents of social connectivity they may also act as  ‘gatekeepers’ and choose to share, part-
ly share or not share resources between different groups (Cross & Parker, 2004). As brokers they 
may act as boundary spanners connecting and enabling resource sharing between otherwise un-
connected networks. Intermediaries are critical for building social capital within and between 
networks, particularly bridging social capital that creates links between socially similar but un-
connected groups to enable collaboration and coordination (Klerkx and Proctor, 2013). Boundary 
spanners may also facilitate linking social capital by creating connections between socially dis-
similar networks (Granovetter, 2002; High, et al., 2005; Klerkx and Proctor, 2013) 

To illustrate the complexity of intermediation processes Howells (2006) identifies ten functions 
that may be involved through successive phases of a process or project (refer Table 1 below). 
Intermediaries may deploy some, all or a mix of functions depending on technical and social 
skills, business purpose and institutional arrangements.  
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Table 1: Innovation intermediation functions (ref. Howells, 2006) 
1. Foresight and diagnostics/articulation of needs 
2. Scanning and information processing/scoping filtering 
3. Knowledge processing and combination/generation/recombination – new knowledge drawing on 

clients knowledge (inward focus) 
4. Gate keeping and brokering/contractual advice (outward focus) 
5. Testing and validation, training – requires independence and impartiality  
6. Accreditation – formal/voluntary 
7. Validation and regulation – formal/informal 
8. Protecting the results/IP and results of collaboration 
9. Commercialization/exploiting outcomes 
10. Assessment and evaluation of outcomes (post innovation but may also be a starting point) 

 
The focus of this paper is on how public and private advisers provide benefit for clients such as 
farmers throughout the innovation processes outlined in Table 1 above. The early phases of the 
innovation process (functions 1-3) may be described as ‘precompetitive’ from a market perspec-
tive because the work and ‘value proposition’ contributed by advisers may not be clearly visible 
to their clients (Klerkx, et al., 2008). It may therefore be necessary for public intermediaries to 
undertake these functions during the early phases of innovation processes. During later phases 
(functions 5-10) the value of intermediation services becomes more explicit thereby creating 
greater opportunities for private sector intermediaries to become viable and competitive 
knowledge brokers.  

The complexity of knowledge will impact on how effectively it is shared in any given context and 
therefore influences intermediation processes. The complexity and ‘stickiness’ (King, et al., 
2009) of knowledge sharing processes become progressively more demanding of, and for, inter-
mediary facilitation and capability as this moves from relatively simple access to information 
through the Internet for example, to knowledge transfer and collaborative recombination to im-
prove knowledge in decision making or to foster the co-production of knowledge (Shaxson, et al., 
2012). Knowledge sharing processes are also likely to become ‘sticky’ when there are high learn-
ing demands and when learning occurs between participants who are new to each other. The visi-
ble or explicit value of intermediaries is likely to depend, again, on the functional stage referred 
to in Table 1. Therefore when knowledge sharing involves ‘sticky’, complex learning challenges 
and weak social connections, particularly during early phases of innovation processes, there re-
mains a role for publically resourced intermediaries because these contexts will be unattractive 
for private brokers (Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2009). This highlights the need to understand the insti-
tutional factors of any given social context including rules, social habits, practices and trust that 
enable or constrain the operation of innovation networks (Hall, 2006) and also the intermediation 
capability required.  

Privatization of agriculture extension is underpinned by an assumption that this activity can be 
provided more efficiently by the private sector as well as better allocate resources that generate 
private good and therefore such activities should be made available on a ‘user pays’ basis (Rivera 
& Cary, 1994). Implicit within this thinking is that public sector extension resources are substi-
tutable with the private sector. The notion of substitutability accords with the theoretical concept 
of structural equivalence in which two network actors are structurally equivalent if they have the 
same ties to all other actors (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). However even when actors may be per-
fectly substitutable with respect to their structural connections within networks, their relational 
substitutability is unlikely to be equivalent due to the unique technical and social knowledge and 
skills of individual advisers. For intermediaries in real world networks structural measures are 
therefore only approximate indicator of equivalence or ‘substitutability’. The implications of pri-
vatization relating to the deployment of social capital also need to be considered.  
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Institutions and institutional change 
Institutions are explicit and implicit boundary conditions within which social interactions occur 
and include ‘hard’ institutions such as laws and regulations as well as ‘soft’ institutions including 
norms, values, cultural habits (van Mierlo, et al., 2010). The different habits, routines and prac-
tices of public and private organisations therefore impose different institutional ‘rules of the 
game’ (Paine, 1997; van Mierlo, et al., 2010) despite common technical focus or expertise.  

Battilana (2006) suggests that individuals seek to be regarded as legitimate within their own insti-
tutional context. This creates additional challenges for intermediaries who need to make connec-
tions across institutional environments including, at times, the sometimes multiple formal and 
informal institutions of other network stakeholders. Institutional priorities for private, self-
employed advisers will therefore influence, for example, how they prioritize business values such 
as profitability. Private advisers support their clients to achieve business goals but they must also 
ensure their own business remains viable. In this respect they are likely to closely identify with 
the business institutions valued by their farmer clients. In contrast public advisers are subject to 
the policies and regulations that make up the institutional context of public organisations and are 
therefore likely to share a similar institutional context to public sector researchers even though 
their functions are quite different.  

Differences between institutional priorities may become evident in the intermediary roles of pri-
vate and public advisers. Obstfeld (2005) draws on the notion of the ‘tertius’’ to distinguish be-
tween an intermediary who joins others motivated by anticipation of self benefit (‘tertius 
gaudens’, or the third who benefits) and an intermediary who makes connections for the benefit 
of others (the ‘tertius iungens’, or the third who joins). For private advisers, self-interest may in-
cline them to act as T. gaudens in order to maintain long-term relationships and trust with their 
clients at the expense of other network relationships. This may be manifested in gate keeping 
strategies that prevent or limit resource sharing. Advisers may do this if they perceive that sharing 
certain knowledge may put their own or their clients’ interests at risk (Cross & Parker, 2004). A 
practical implication for innovation processes requiring open sharing of knowledge and other 
resources is that privatization of extension services in Australia, and elsewhere, may contribute to 
the loss of ‘T.iungens’ capability that served the public interest. Further, this may exacerbate in-
termediaries experience of ‘functional ambiguity’ referred to earlier (Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2009). 

 
Social capital 
Relational ties, and the social capital carried through them, depend on the context and purpose of 
relationships and on the bonding, bridging and linking qualities that confer different levels of 
trust and reciprocity (High, et al., 2006). Bonding social capital is that which is ‘shared between 
individuals with similar socioeconomic characteristics’ and therefore is likely to occur in close 
knit groups (ibid). The closeness between group members is likely to reinforce views shared 
within the group and over time may isolate them from wider social exchanges. Such relationships 
facilitate trust and reciprocity as well as impose sanctions for non-conformance (Lin, 2002).  

Bridging social capital occurs between members of groups who share interests or goals but have 
dissimilar socioeconomic, ethnic or religious backgrounds and therefore enables different re-
sources to be shared between group members as they interact for a common cause (High, et. al., 
2006; Klerkx and Proctor, 2013). The way that members interact influences their reputation and 
encourages them to be trustworthy (ibid). Bridging social capital is correlated to the concept of 
weak ties through which dissimilar groups gain access to different resources (Granovetter, 1973). 
While bridging ties may be ‘weaker’ than bonding ties they facilitate the sharing of new ideas or 
resources between heterogeneous groups (High, et al., 2006; Klerkx and Proctor, 2013).  
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Linking social capital is ‘weaker’ again than bridging social capital despite having the potential to 
provide access to critical resources or opportunities between dissimilar social groups such as may 
occur for example in hierarchies (High, et. al., 2006). Relationships forged through linking social 
capital typically lack the trust and reciprocity implicit to bonding and to a lesser extent, bridging 
capital. According to High et al., the balance between bridging, bonding and linking social capital 
influences the extent to which social groups or networks are oriented ‘towards fragmentation, 
cooperation or hierarchy’ (2006:9).  

Relational elements of social capital are based on values and norms associated with reliability, 
cooperation and reciprocity that are realised in individual relationships. These values potentially 
develop trust which represents an outcome of social capital (Fukuyama, 1999). In the context of 
social capital, trust serves to promote social stability, cohesion and collaboration (Lin, 2002). 
Trust is fundamental for facilitating cooperation as it provides a ‘psychological lubricant for 
smooth social processes’ (Igarashi, et al., 2008: 88).  

Understanding different types of social capital helps to explain, from a structural perspective, 
why certain groups appear to work together more effectively than others (Lin, 2002). It also pro-
vides a focus on the interface between groups and the intermediary capability required to enable 
interaction. In temporary knowledge networks such as those assembled for the purpose of RD&E, 
intermediaries are needed who can fast-track the building of trust between diverse stakeholders 
and promote reciprocity to reduce transaction costs that undermine innovation potential. The 
close conceptual alignment between the elements of trust and reciprocity inherent in the notion of 
social capital and the formal and informal conditions that bound institutional contexts provides a 
useful theoretical lens through which to consider and contrast the intermediary work of agricul-
tural advisers in the public and private sector. Empirical findings from a temporary Australian 
dairy industry RD&E case study, Project 3030 illustrate differences in the intermediation roles of 
public and private advisers in a temporary knowledge network. These are discussed next. 

 
Method and Case study  
The dairy industry of Australia has historically been dynamic and highly integrated (Dairy Aus-
tralia, 2009). This sector contributes significantly to the wider Australian economy as one of the 
three most important rural industries and ranks fourth nationally in terms of agricultural exports 
(ibid). However, as a biological industry the business of dairy farming is vulnerable to physical 
elements, notably the climatic effects of drought. It is also vulnerable to marketplace instability, 
including supply and demand swings in both international commodity markets and domestic 
markets, uncertainty about input availability, price volatility and exchange rate variations. The 
R&D policy environment in which the Project 3030 research goals were developed (2001 - 2004) 
coincided with a phase in which research investment objectives were focused primarily on en-
hancing productivity and profitability of rural industry. 

Project 3030 was a major Australian dairy industry RD&E initiative conducted between 2005 and 
2011. Its purpose was to undertake research through agronomic trials, farmlet trials and commer-
cial farm testing (on Partner Farms) of forage practices in order to enable dairy farmers to achieve 
a 30% improvement in return on assets through 30% increase in consumption of home grown 
forage’ (Chapman, et al., 2008:11). The breadth of the project meant that this temporary 
knowledge network brought together a transdisciplinary mix of public sector agricultural re-
searchers, commercial dairy farmers, and extension advisers from both the public and private 
sector to share and coproduce knowledge. Public sector advisers were contracted to organize the 
Partner Farms and private advisers (consultants) were contracted to facilitate the groups. For the 
purposes of this paper the focus is on the structural and relational attributes of the intermediary 
work contributed by public and private sector advisers to Project 3030.  
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KEY 
 Ag researcher     
 Social researcher  
 Public adviser     
 Steering group    
 Private adviser  
 Farmer  
 Service provider  
 Other  

 
The Project 3030 social network has a core-periphery structure comprised of 192 nodes (dots). 
The intensity of interactions within the network is indicated by the lines (edges) between the dots 
(representing individual participants in the network). The lines provide an indication of which 
individuals and groups have relationships within the network and are therefore able to share 
knowledge. The actively engaged public (red dots) and private advisers (orange dots) are located 
within the core or close to the interface of the core and periphery. Structurally they are both high-
ly connected as would be expected of an intermediary. Both public and private advisers are con-
nected with farmers (white dots) and with each other which reflects their roles as coordinators 
and facilitators of the Partner Farms. Public advisers however are more closely connected with 
researchers (yellow dots) although this does not reflect the transdisciplinary intent of the project 
(refer to Project 3030 Milestone reports for further findings from Project 3030).  

The social network structure shows relational patterns at a mature stage of the project (2009 - 
four years into Project 3030). To interpret the qualities of relationships within the structure in 
order to understand, for example, whether public advisers are more likely to have relationships 
with researchers than with private advisers, or how public and private advisers are interacting 
with farmers, requires ethnographic insights (Jack, 2010). For example, public advisers in Project 
3030 were responsible for coordinating Partner Farm groups and interacting with researchers to 
provide extension support for the project. Public advisers regarded sharing 3030 knowledge with 
researchers and their extension peers as an opportunity for team building and professional learn-
ing:  

We are trying to make sense as a team, of the information coming out of 3030. As exten-
sion officers we are trying to understand the limitations and strengths of cereals so we 
can make sense of it, know what to watch out for. So this is currently part of our learning 
thing. (Public extension adviser) 

In addition private advisers (consultants) were contracted to facilitate the Partner Farms and work 
alongside the public extension advisers. They expressed frustration that research findings were 
not available in the early stages in Project 3030 and felt this made them unsure about how to sup-
port farm based evaluation of home grown forages without guidance from researchers.  

The scientists had nothing to offer. They had set up a linkage to offer the farmers and the 
facilitators something but when it came to the crunch at the start of the project the scien-
tists didn’t have anything. So my constant question to the extension leader was what am I 
meant to be doing? I am meant to be facilitating this but what is it meant to be about? I 
had to be specific. And because I was facilitating I was in the center of it and I had to 
work out what we were meant to be doing. The only seed that was sown by the project 
people was that there was quite a push for cereals and having pushed that, I think that 
was the end of the input from those people. (Private adviser)  

The perspectives above are examples that reflect that how public and private advisers were aware 
of their intermediary function within Project 3030. However while public advisers felt connected 
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and recognised opportunities for team work and learning among their peers, private advisers felt 
disconnected and unsupported. Further, even after four years of project work private advisers 
interacted almost entirely with farmers and other private advisers whereas the public advisers 
interacted with all other stakeholders particularly those aligned with the Partner Farms. The tech-
nical skills and experience of public and private advisers were commensurate.  

Key structural and relational differences emerged from the findings that illustrate how public and 
private advisers who worked on Project 3030 were not qualitatively interchangeable. Firstly, 
within the network structure public advisers were more likely to be positioned at the interface or 
periphery between different groups whereas private advisers were more likely to be positioned 
within the Partner Farms that formed tight clusters, or cliques. Secondly, public advisers created 
bridging and linking social capital for Project 3030 as they worked with and across the 
transdisciplinary interest groups and individuals within the network. Public advisers also helped 
to create bonding social capital within the Partner Farm groups they coordinated. Private advisers 
created very strong bonding social capital through their interactions with farmers in the Partner 
Farms they facilitated and with their fellow private adviser colleagues, however, their contribu-
tion to bridging and linking social capital outside the Partner Farms was limited. This may be 
explained by their identification as farm advisers rather than RD&E participants as well as their 
self interest in maintaining long term trust based relationships with their clients. The latter re-
flects a T.gaudens style of intermediation in which a ‘third who joins’ acts out of self interest and 
may deliberately drive a wedge between others (Obstfeld, 2005).  

In contrast the empirical data suggests that the intermediary orientation of public advisers to-
wards others, including public sector researchers, was more typical of the ‘Tertius iungens’ – a 
broker who seeks to join or ‘yoke’ others by creating relational trust to smooth and foster sharing 
of resources. This in turn may be linked to the shared institutional perspective of public advisers 
and public researchers to achieve research objectives rather than commercial objectives as well as 
a shred understanding of government policy, regulations and rules. Private advisers on the other 
hand prioritised the values of farmers in the Partner Farm groups rather than the institutions un-
derpinning a temporary research network. Further work is needed to understand the implications 
of ‘functional ambiguity’ for public and private advisers working in temporary knowledge net-
works and also to understand how informal intermediaries, including farmers, arise throughout 
the course of innovation processes. 

Finally, as suggested by O’Kane (2009), risk perceptions were an emergent, but critical factor in 
the Partner Farm activities of Project 3030. If private advisers perceived the potential for forage 
practices being investigated within the project as likely to increase risks to farm profitability or 
management, they acted as gatekeepers, controlling the flow of information between farmers and 
researchers. They identified with farmers as business people like themselves who needed to work 
within the institutional boundaries around running a profitable business. Table 2 below summa-
rises the attributes of public and private advisers within the temporary knowledge network of 
Project 3030. 
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Table 2: Summary of attributes of public and private sector advisers within the temporary knowledge network of 
Project 3030 

 
Attribute Public sector Private sector 
Network structure Peripherality  Cliques 
Social capital Bridging, linking Bonding 
‘Tertius’ orientation Iungens who seeks to ‘yoke’ 

or joins others 
Gaudens who seeks to join others for self 
benefit 

Institutional arrange-
ments and priorities 

Accountable to government 
policy, regulations and rules 

Accountable to clients to support business 
and commercial goals; also to ensure the suc-
cess of their own business 

Risk perspective Focus on risks relating to 
achieving project objectives 

Focus on risk to farm profitability and man-
agement 

 
Structural patterns within the social network model of Project 3030 suggest that public and pri-
vate advisers contracted as intermediaries to support research and extension activities of the Part-
ner Farms hold similar structural positions in the network. However case study findings reveal 
several functional and attitudinal differences with respect to social capital, intermediation styles, 
institutional orientation and risk perceptions. This requires then, a need to better understand 
where advisers should be positioned within temporary knowledge networks to support research 
and extension processes and also how and why their individual agency affects resource sharing 
(Battilana, 2006). For example, both public and private advisers in Project 3030, through their 
actions as intermediary agents, directly influenced how social capital resources were deployed 
and how institutional rules were prioritised. These actions have significant consequences for 
knowledge sharing between stakeholders within temporary knowledge networks and influence 
the development and maintenance of trusting, open relationships at least for critical phases of the 
project.  

 
Conclusions 
In this paper we have discussed implications of social network structure and agentic attributes of 
public and private advisers acting as intermediaries to support research and extension processes 
within the temporary knowledge network of Project 3030. Empirical findings showed that tech-
nical expertise underpins the credibility of both public and private advisers, however when acting 
as brokers and facilitators private advisers and public advisers are not substitutable with each 
other. This is due to differences in their institutional priorities and deployment of social capital. 
When called on to act as intermediaries within transdisciplinary (RD&E) initiatives, the explicit 
implications of these differences need be identified and understood to enable effective coordina-
tion and successful delivery of project objectives and processes. The findings provide insights for 
understanding the critical intermediation role of extension advisers in temporary transdisciplinary 
RD&E knowledge networks. Further work is needed to develop a fuller understanding of how 
both public and private extension advisers may contribute successfully as intermediaries and 
knowledge brokers within RD&E knowledge networks.  
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Abstract: Knowledge is not only a basis for innovation targeting at competitiveness of firms, but 
also to master global challenges such as resource use, climate change etc. There is an underlying 
assumption discussed that knowledge is there, but knowledge systems do not works such that is is 
transferred into knowledge based action. Water availability and water quality are on example 
public good besides biodiversity, cultural aspects of landscape, soil functions and other public 
goods positively or negatively affected by agriculture and horticulture.  

The importance and urgency of resource conserving irrigation in agriculture and horticulture has 
increased worldwide. Therefore, a lot of efforts have been undertaken in science and supplying 
industry to develop knowledge and technologies for water saving resource use. Two aspects are 
of major importance as adoption barriers of water saving irrigation technologies and management 
strategies of farmers (1) irrigation and fertilization are interdependent and (2) nitrate leaching and 
usability of management tools are key points when considering adoption of new irrigation tech-
nologies and management strategies. This case study lays its focus on water management tools 
and management strategies, not underestimating the importance of the interlinkage of water and 
fertilization. 

Within this context a case study from Germany is presented, focusing on feedbackloops of 
knowledge generation, intermediating actors and adoption of a science-based irrigation manage-
ment tool for field vegetable production. The aim of our research was to analyse the existing 
knowledge and exchange processes in order to derive recommendations for further development 
of the regional knowledge system, especially for the development of responsibilities, processes 
and structures for knowledge production and transfer of new knowledge. 

A framework for sectoral and regional knowledge systems based on the literature of sectoral in-
novation systems and knowledge management has been developed, and 10 problem-centered in-
terviews with 14 actors from extension, experimental stations, farmers, service providers, supply 
industry, policy, marketing and water infrastructure providers were conducted. The results of the 
qualitative content analysis were presented to the relevant actors in a workshop, where the author 
facilitated the discussion about the knowledge system for irrigation and how it should be further 
developed against the background of future challenges. The paper presents results on success 
factors, the role of intermediaries, interaction mechanisms and knowledge assessment questions 
to discuss starting points for the further development of this knowledge systems and to generate 
lessons learnt on the role of intermediating actors in horticulture. We also discuss the role of re-
search projects and their potential for temporal intermediation and suitable methodological ap-
proaches. 

Keywords: knowledge mechanisms, sustainability, vegetable production, innovation manage-
ment, innovation broker 
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Introduction 
Knowledge is considered important for innovation as a basic assumption, and in agriculture and 
horticulture it is growingly discussed, how this key resource can be utilized better not only as a 
basis for innovation targeting at competitiveness of firms, but also to master global challenges 
such as resource use, climate change etc. Knowledge is transferred mainly by social interaction, 
forming social knowledge systems. The question arises how such knowledge infrastructures for 
intra- and interorganisational knowledge exchange should best be designed? For that, knowledge 
on the limitations and possibilities of existing knowledge structures and procedures for innova-
tion is needed. This paper analyses a regional knowledge system in Germany on field vegetable 
irrigation.  

Water availability and water quality are among biodiversity, cultural aspects of landscape, soil 
functions and other public goods positively or negatively affected by agriculture and horticulture 
(Cooper et al. 2009). On an aggregate level, the water Information System for Europe (WISE) 
reports for Germany that 60-100% of the surface water bodies are affected by pollution pressures 
associated with agriculture (DG Environment 2012). Also from the producer’s point of view, the 
importance and urgency of resource conserving irrigation in agriculture and horticulture has in-
creased, because availability and quality of water is worldwide a challenge for agricultural and 
horticultural producers (Paschold et al. 2010). Therefore, not few efforts have been undertaken in 
science and supplying industry to develop knowledge and technologies for water saving resource 
use.  In order to provide and maintain public goods in proper conditions, there are incentives on 
different political levels from regional to the EU, thus also governance questions play a role on 
different levels (e. g. Thiel 2011). However, adoption barriers to sustainable water use technolo-
gies and correlated management strategies are persisting, which is ascribed by Duke et al. (2010) 
to two main aspects: (1) irrigation and fertilization are interdependent and (2) nitrate leaching and 
usability of management tools. 

In this context, the Service Center for Rural Areas in Rhineland Palatinate (DLR) and the Univer-
sity of Applied Science Geisenheim have developed an irrigation management tool and web 
based irrigation service for vegetable production. This decision support tool (system) provides 
farmers with daily plot specific irrigation recommendations and had bee recommended by experts 
as a best practice example. 

The following research questions were addressed: (1) How can the regional knowledge system be 
described? Which actors belong to it and how does it work? (2)  How do knowledge processes 
develop? (3) Where are barriers in the knowledge system? (4) What are success factors? (5) How 
can the regional knowledge system be developed for efficient knowledge processes? In this paper 
the presentation of results is focused towards the topic of the IFSA  workshop in that it presents 
an example where a regional extension and experimental station in Germany served over 20 years 
as an intermediating and developing in the development process of the irrigation software tool. 
Insight in the process and current situation is presented within an adapted framework for structur-
ing and describing regional agricultural and horticultural knowledge systems. 

 
Research concept and methods 
The literature reflects two different research traditions in conceptualizing knowledge and innova-
tion systems. One is embedded in the agricultural system itself and evolved as agricultural inno-
vation systems perspective (AIS) grounded in the concept of agricultural knowledge and innova-
tion systems (AKIS) (e.g. Carlson 1995, Leeuwis and Ban 2004). The other is the innovation sys-
tems framework, being a heuristic concept for the analysis of systemic elements in real time as 
well as of dynamic functions that influence the system’s development over time (Malerba 2002 
and 2004, Koschatzky et al. 2009, Hekkert et al. 2007). Due to their histories, both approaches 
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can be seen as political paradigms, descriptive approaches as well as concepts guiding the activi-
ties of involved actors (Dockés et al. 2011, Weber and Rohracher 2012). Bokelmann et al. (2012) 
adapted the Innovation system framework to allow to study agricultural innovation in comparable 
case studies (Busse et al. 2013). This approach uses six system elements to be able to describe 
how the innovation system is constituted. This methodological concept distinguishes three levels, 
namely the sectoral level agriculture, the sub-sectoral level and the innovation field. In the case 
study presented here, the sub-sectoral level is horticulture, and the innovation field is irrigation 
for field vegetable production. On the level of the innovation field, we studied an irrigation man-
agement tool because it had been recommended by experts as a best-practice example to study 
effective knowledge arrangements in the German horticultural sub-sector. It was a best practice 
example as it was developed and distributed in two versions: one for general information and 
testing on a website and one expert version to be used as an EXCEL application on the farm 
computer. 

In order to derive information on how knowledge can be planned, produced and transferred effec-
tively between science and practice, a questionnaire for expert interviews was developed. It in-
cluded the seven analysis elements as used by Bokelmann et al. (2012), which are actors and or-
ganisations, interactions and intermediates, knowledge base and human capital, institutions and 
policies, technology and demand, competition as well as innovation processes. Additionally, it 
extended the concept of the element “knowledge base and human capital” according to the litera-
ture on knowledge systems and management (Willke 1998, Forum Wissensmanagement 2007). 
For this element, the levels for data, action, knowledge, targets and culture have been analysed. 
Knowledge systems are set up of different actors, organisations and enterprises and are related to 
each other through their knowledge. This is first, a common knowledge and data base. Joint aims 
determine how knowledge and data are used on a practical action level to achieve these aims. 
Underlying, there is a cultural level that influences the choice of aims and design of knowledge 
production and exchange mechanisms. Studying knowledge systems, hence involves to analyse 
the actors in the knowledge system, what are the joint aims, how are these achieved, what is the 
underlying culture and how does this interact with developments in the environment of the sys-
tem. This served as an entry point to explore the regional knowledge system and to take the com-
plexity of the field of investigation into consideration (Patton 2002). 

The development and testing of this tool had a strong regional focus, so that the most relevant 
actors were situated in regional proximity to the Service Center for Rural Areas in Rhineland 
Palatinate. The Service Center is a public service provider with intermediating functions for vege-
table production providing specialized extension and experimental station in Germany. In No-
vember 2013, 10 problem-centered interviews with 14 actors from extension, experimental sta-
tions, farmers, service providers, supply industry, policy, marketing and water infrastructure pro-
viders were conducted. For the qualitative content analysis, the software MAXQDA was used. 
One main result from the interviews was the identified need for a stronger interpersonal exchange 
among the actors in the studied system as a prerequisite for further development of the irrigation 
tool and realizing its potentials. Also, the research question (5) how knowledge systems could  be 
developed for efficient knowledge processes needed to be better understood. In order to address 
these two issues, a workshop had been chosen as an appropriate method to give feedback on re-
search results so that the research results from the interviews could be used for the further devel-
opment process. In the sense of this IFSA  workshop, the researcher temporarily served as an 
independent “free actor” to connect stakeholders, intending to enable them to understand their 
system, its needs and to support goal refocusing. The aforementioned interviewed actors and ad-
ditionally identified actors including the software developer and one supplier were invited. The 
results of the qualitative content analysis were presented and the researcher facilitated the discus-
sion about the knowledge system for irrigation and how it should be further developed consider-
ing future challenges. In that the workshop served to additionally derive the “collective orienta-
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tion” and tacit expert knowledge (Liebig/ Nentwig-Gesemann 2002) with regard to needs for ad-
justments in regional knowledge arrangements. 

 

Results
Among all specialized horticultural producers in Germany, 18% produce vegetable on 42% of the 
horticulturally used area (Dirksmeyer 2009). Field vegetables in Germany are produced on 
113.000 ha (2012) and on 1.300 ha (2011) in greenhouses (www.hortipendium.de). The case 
study area belongs to the more intensively used horticultural areas in Germany with a share of 
horticultural land use among the agriculturally used area >10% (Dirksmeyer 2009) and more than 
one harvest per plot in a year.

 

Results of the interviews and the workshop 
 
Actors and organisations 
Three groups of actors were identified as relevant for the regional knowledge and innovation sys-
tem of the irrigation tool: (1) Those actors who have been directly involved in the development 
process, (2) actors that should be more involved for further development of the tool according to 
the identified yet unsatisfied user needs and (3) stakeholders indirectly influencing the develop-
ment. 

Central actors in the development of the tool were horticultural advisors who developed man-
agement recommendations from scientific results, agricultural meteorology and field trial staff at 
the Service Center for Rural Areas in Rhineland Palatinate. Hence, within the organization, the 
innovation process has to be handled at least between three departments. There was a small group 
of producers who served as testers and were temporarily involved in the later stages, giving feed-
back on the prototype. With four producers, interviews have been conducted, as they had been 
identified as key actors for the innovation process, giving impulses and feedback to the innova-
tion process (Bokelmann et al. 2012, Busse et al. 212). The majority of the producers in the re-
gion were involved only as participants of annual producer seminars. The workshop revealed that 
for the bigger producers it has to be distinguished between the owner of the company and the 
employees responsible for planning, executing and controlling of the irrigation activities. In the 
workshop it was agreed that science is central for the regional irrigation tool as the original 
source of the knowledge. For the tool, completeness and continuous updating of the data are of 
importance, hence there is a continuous need for science based knowledge update. Another actor 
in the innovation process, but with a lot of influence in the region is the regional irrigation associ-
ation. They provide water from the Rhine river to a certain area in the region. Their infrastructure 
divides producers in the ones with access to the irrigation system and those irrigating with water 
from wells. They are organising the building up of a whether sensor infrastructure that is a pre-
requisite for the application of the irrigation tool and also lobby for policy support for building up 
this infrastructure. The chairperson of the irrigation association is at the same time one of the 
bigger producers in the region.  

Regional irrigation suppliers are not involved in the innovation process yet, focusing on market-
ing of drip irrigation, which is, however, not a viable solution for the established short term field 
vegetable production in the region. Therefore, the regional supplier of irrigation materials stated 
in the interview, that he would like to become more involved and to improve knowledge ex-
change formats. A soil and pesticide residue analytic service provider that originally was a DLR 
spin-off was not directly involved in this innovation process, but had due to its soil and plant pro-
tection services expert knowledge on adoption barriers. Also, IT-businesses that are providing 
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software for production and sales management and resource planning systems are not directly 
tied to the tool development process, but were recognized as being potentially important. Yet, the 
involved companies were too small to handle a bigger and integrated software development pro-
cess. They require information on the interfaces to develop a user friendly tool. Regional policy is 
an actor relevant for environmental protection (e.g. monitoring of water related indicators of the 
water framework directive), resource availability, securing public water provision and invest-
ments for funding of irrigation innovation activities. In the workshop, it was concluded that poli-
cy makers should be more involved in the topic, as they are a key actor. The regional marketing 
cooperative is linked closely to the regional irrigation association. They were not directly in-
volved and also not interested in involvement in the interviews as they focused on the producers 
being supplied by the water irrigation system. However, in the workshop it turned out that the 
cooperative is a key player for solutions for the further development of the irrigation tool and 
system. Also, other bundling and marketing actors belong to the system. The German standard 
Quality certification service (QS) also belongs to the system in that documentation of irrigation is 
not obligatory; however, certification and standards in general play an important role, especially 
for the bigger producers. In order to meet quality standards of the retail, farmers need to irrigate. 
In the workshop, also the chamber of agriculture for agricultural structure and farmer and wine 
grower organisations were mentioned as an actor in the system with an interest in avoiding nega-
tive public press and resource availability. Although not directly involved in the development 
process so far, in the mental perceptions of the workshop participants these mentioned actors be-
long to the knowledge system as they shape the conditions for it’s use or can contribute elements 
missing to a holistic system solution. 

The next actor group is not involved in the development process, but are important external 
stakeholders determining the regional priority and visibility of the horticultural irrigation system 
or demanding innovative solutions from it. Industry along the Rhine river is shaping the condi-
tions for future development of the irrigation system as they are in competition over water re-
sources, especially in times of limited water supply in long dry summer periods. They do not con-
tribute potentially to the system development, but their resources or interests shape the conditions 
of the development of the tool, as by some interviewees an extended version of the tool was seen 
as a mean to dissolve interest conflicts with this actor group. In the setting of the water frame-
work directive there are also public and municipal stakeholders, like regional (public) water com-
panies competing for the water resources. The chemical industry is at the same time also an actor 
using the capacities of the experimental station for tests. Natural protection organisations like 
NABU (Nature and Biodiversity conservation Union) are stakeholders giving innovation pressure 
in the region and especially on those producers using well water due to their interest in avoiding 
water wasting, nutrient and residue leaching, groundwater usage, as well as maintenance of natu-
ral habitats. Therefore, growers dependent on wells are actively pushing the irrigation tool devel-
opment towards the DLR, but also towards IT software and service providers as well towards and 
extension of the irrigation infrastructure system. 

Intermediaries and interaction 
Interaction regarding the development of the irrigation tool is most intense within the interdisci-
plinary group of employees at the Service Center for Rural Areas in Rhineland Palatinate. Yet, 
they are not officially nominated as coordinators of the development process, but in practice they 
function as a coordination team with a high degree of self-motivation. There is no official rule 
how much of their working time could be dedicated to the development of the tool or other de-
velopment activities. Interaction with the other actors mainly takes place at information days, 
when the tool is demonstrated, and results of its application at the experimental station are pre-
sented. Also, the other actors expect a pro-active coordination function implicitly from the DLR. 
As this function is not explicitly addressed in the job descriptions, the coordination is not as pro-
active as producers would expect. There is also no discussion about the satisfaction with the pro-
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cess coordination. The DLR at the same time in general provides a platform for topic specific 
exchange, which works well e.g. for the organic producers. Here, producers are actively involved 
in formulating research questions for field trials that serve e.g. for the improvement of quality of 
the product. This potential could be used also for other producer groups. There was no group 
working on irrigation. In that, there was an irrigation-specific interaction platform missing that 
could provide feedback to the developers and clarify joint development goals. Yet, the mecha-
nism, when to open up a new topical group, was not further made explicit in the interviews. 

 
Knowledge base and human capital 
None of the interviewed actors had complete knowledge about the status of the tool and addition-
al development und actor involvement requirements. („No, there is nothing known about that. 
This is actually a black hole.” Producer) In the interviews there were some actors not aware that 
this is a problem and some unpatient because they thought that this is a problem in terms of un-
used chances, this involved the developer at the experimental station a producer using well water, 
the irrigation supplier and to some extent extension. This different perception whether there is a 
problem at this stage of the development process might be a result of the fact that there is no re-
gional group on the irrigation topic, and no actor with the „licence“ for promoting and moderat-
ing the process. Knowledge arrangements were analysed according to the levels of knowledge 
systems, namely data level, action level, knowledge level, target level and cultural level (Wilke 
1998, Forum Wissensmanagement 2007) to describe the knowledge system. 

Data level. The basis for the irrigation tool are scientifically generated data sets of the so-called 
Geisenheim irrigation scheduling (Geisenheimer Steuerung), which are vegetable variety specific 
water requirements for each growth stage (Paschold et al. 2010). The original aim was to improve 
the reliability and share of high quality vegetable to improve economic results for the producer. 
As the varieties used for vegetable production change over time, there is a continuous need for 
data production and update, which takes three to four years per variety. Based in the data derived 
in experimental field work knowledge rules for irrigation of vegetable variety are concluded and 
incorporated in the tool. Together with daily data from weather sensors, the tool delivers plot 
specific irrigation recommendations to the producer. Weather data need to be small scale and 
harmonized. All data need to be incorporated into a data management system according to the 
user requirements. 

Action level. On this level the user knowledge and his/ her constraints. Application of the irriga-
tion tool has reached daily routine on the experimental station, also apart from irrigation experi-
ments. It has become not only a tool for irrigation documentation and learning at the station, but 
also a competitive factor for publicly and industry financed R&D. The producers had not used the 
tool after a testing period. The perceived practical use value was not a relative advantage yet, 
given that their tacit irrigation knowledge led to economic success and that the usability of the 
tool was not sufficient to fit well into the daily routines and was not linked to other software. Al-
so, technical equipment on the field has to be developed further to better control irrigation sched-
ules. An increased awareness and change in routines are necessary on the side of the producers, 
which has been identified as the most important challenge.  

Knowledge level. Knowledge is being generated and exchanged since the 1980s mainly regional-
ly, but also nationally and internationally. There are knowledge exchange mechanisms on all lev-
els of the involved actors – from science, extension, experimental stations, industry, and produc-
ers. Although system-internal communication on the regional level dominates, in the develop-
ment process also external knowledge has been used for the tool development, e.g. specific irriga-
tion tests in the US. Other knowledge exchange arrangements between developers and users (e.g. 
innovation voucher) than sector specific knowledge transfer instruments (e.g. annual information 
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seminars, field days) were not mentioned. Knowledge is not assessed sufficiently systematically, 
and tools for doing so are missing.  

Target level. Impulses for setting targets for the development of the tool are currently not set by 
the market, but by the societal debate and framework conditions. Yet, there is a waiting attitude 
in the system that societal expectations are being validated either by policy or retailers with re-
gard to the general discussion on sustainability and transparency in food chains to legitimize pro-
duction through knowledge based production control. However, stricter regulation is expected so 
that there is agreement that a tool is needed to meet those requirements.  

Cultural level. An open handling of knowledge as a public good is a key success factor in the 
regional knowledge and innovation system, which is determined by the publicly funded actors 
within the system, namely extension and experimental station. („The open and fearless handling 
[of knowledge] is the success factor” service provider) This goes along with trust in the public 
institution and general recognition that feedback processes are important for mutual development. 

Analysing these elements, it could the regional knowledge could be described as a system but 
actors were not fully aware of it. While some saw the development process of the tool as finished 
and a best practice example, the interviews with other actors and workshop showed, that 
interlinkages in the system with regard to the irrigation topic had to be activated, goals refocused 
and more actors be involved. Knowledge about this could not be produced with the prior existing 
knowledge exchange formats. 

Institutions and policy 
On EU-level, irrigation is of importance in the light of the implementation phase of the Water 
Framework Directive (Richter et al. 2013). Reports indicate that several countries, among them 
Germany, are far from achieving a „good status“until 2015 (DG Environment 2012).   

Technology and demand 
Technological developments in the field of rain sensors made it possible to develop the vision of 
knowledge and software based regional irrigation system. The sensory infrastructure has been 
developed due to the interplay between producers, irrigation association, policy and DLR. The 
natural and infrastructural conditions are specific in that the adoption of drip irrigation is not a 
viable option for the vegetable crops produced in the region (spring onions and radish). Water 
only makes up 1-5% of the operation costs, which does not drive the demand for the irrigation 
tool. The producers demand a tool that is easy and quick to handle and fit the daily routines and 
work distribution among employees. Also, it should be linked to other software to support the 
systematic software based coordination of production and marketing processes. At the time of the 
workshop, there was no adequate tool for vegetable producers available on the market.  

Competition 
According to the interviews, competition among producers impedes knowledge exchange in the 
development and learning processes and limits the possibilities for extension and experimental 
stations to moderate such processes. At the same time, producers are aware that the water infra-
structure in the region is an international competitive advantage to other regions. Knowledge has 
become an important resource, especially for larger producers, which impedes the feedback of 
user knowledge to the advisor that helps to identify new demands. This is a barrier to knowledge 
flow in the regional knowledge system. Also, on the political side, competition was reported as a 
hindering factor for knowledge exchange in that between some of the federal states knowledge 
transfer on experiences with the implementation of the Water Framework Directive is lacking 
routines.  
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Innovation process 
The irrigation management tool consists of scientifically produced knowledge rules from growth 
experiments for most of the important vegetable varieties in Germany. Hence, it is known which 
variety needs how much water in its development stages in order to produce an optimum of high 
quality products to improve market access and economic performance. In that it is an alternative 
concept to experience based decisions on start-stop-duration of irrigation. With the aim of inte-
grating this knowledge in the working processes at the experimental station, a technical engineer 
developed an Excel application, which has been further developed in exchange with the special-
ized vegetable production advisors. The development is based on personal motivation and work 
carried out extra to routine tasks. Missing acknowledgement by organizational leaders and a re-
sulting unclear situation about further development goals and work time allocation slowed the 
development process and motivation. The tool has been presented at the annual producer infor-
mation days and in the professional education the advisors and technicians are involved in. Yet, 
the interviews showed that farmer needs were not incorporated sufficiently yet and there was an 
awareness by extension, that incorporating these would lead to an even better solution. The appli-
cation has been given for free to the producers on a CD together with an explanatory introduc-
tion. Some of the producers have tested the tool but did not adopt it as daily routines (for reasons 
see element technology and demand). At the time of the interviews, it was unclear to all actors 
how the process should proceed now.  

In the workshop, the main challenges to proceed in the process were (1) how can the solution be 
transferred to producers, (2) how can plot-specific irrigation recommendations be derived from 
the local weather data, (3) which costs and benefits exist so that producers can be animated to 
address the irrigation topic more actively, (4) how can the knowledge of the different actors be 
meaningfully brought together to develop the tool further, (5) how can the irrigation topic be 
communicated well to the public, (6) how can the costs for the necessary data collection and IT 
development be realized and (7) how can the interface to the marketing cooperative be designed. 

 
Discussion 
A main barrier in the system is knowledge transfer mechanisms between science, extension and 
practice. On different system levels there are barriers for knowledge transfer, which all point to 
challenges related to the complexity of the innovation and the different knowledge domains that 
have to be integrated. Hence, communication, coordination and cooperation are of key im-
portance in the system (Tidd and Bessant 2009). A conclusion from the workshop was that  
change of producer behavior could be facilitated by developing an integrated tool to connect all 
existing software and take into consideration the framework conditions with a user friendly inter-
face. Also, a sustainability certificate would encourage producer engagement. The irrigation 
management requires a specific trained person on the farm. A better irrigation management 
would also optimize nitrogen management, which implies that also a specialized nutrient man-
agement service would be needed. Overall, the workshop made visible for the actors that a plat-
form for the irrigation management with a project manager is needed in order to manage the in-
novation process better. This actor with the license to steer the process is missing in the system 
due to unclear role expectations, unclear job descriptions and limited resources for extension.  

The conceptual framework and method chosen proved to be adequate to gain in depth knowledge 
about the studied regional topic specific innovation system. The development process, as well as 
current actor and interest constellations, could be studied and made explicit for all actors. Espe-
cially the workshop proved to be a valuable method to make different knowledge domains explic-
it and to produce from the participants’ discussions a joint mental model with new insights and a 
redefined problem from which also the participants and the innovation process could benefit 
(Liebig/ Nentwig-Gesemann 2002). The feedback from the participants was very positive. The 
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conceptual refinement of the element knowledge and human capital is seen as a starting point to 
study specific knowledge systems and their specific arrangements in order to explain the publicly 
debated outcomes of agricultural and horticultural production. As a result, relevant and accepted 
points for management intervention can be made visible. After the workshop, data exchange be-
tween the IT company and agro-meteorology took place, science delivered further data and the 
irrigation topic gained importance for the extension team. Yet, due to changes in the management 
of the extension service, resource limitations and changes in the framework conditions for ferti-
lizer management, the further pro-active network and innovation process management suffered. 

 
Conclusion 
The Innovation system framework has been extended with a focus on knowledge arrangements to 
study a regional horticultural knowledge system of field vegetable irrigation tool in Germany. 
Semi-structured interviews and a workshop with the actors identified as important for the innova-
tion process proved as a valuable intervening method for generating knowledge for science and 
practice through a structured discourse. The case study showed that the studied topic-specific 
horticultural knowledge system is complex with multiple actors and interests that have evolved 
over time, but lack integration in user-centered tools for practical implementation and targeted 
process management. Political framework conditions and societal actors and discussions are giv-
ing impulses to the development. An open knowledge culture is in this case, but also in general 
according to the literature, a key success factor. The most important challenge is the required 
behavioral change of the involved actors in the regional knowledge arrangement, e.g. in terms of 
formats for knowledge exchange, pro-active attitude of producers and extension, in irrigation and 
fertilizer management. In order to improve the efficiency of horticultural knowledge systems the 
element innovation process allows to conclude that (1) user (producer) demands and user feed-
back should be identified, communicated and  integrated better and in a more pro-active way both 
from extension as well as from producers, (2) management of innovation process should be im-
proved, requiring additional resources for project and network management, (3) explicit mecha-
nisms for the formation of topic-specific platforms to facilitate and manage the exchange between 
the different actors could be a solution. 
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Abstract: In the context of a current need for cropping systems adapted to new economic, social 
and environmental requirements, some agronomists have focused their research and advice activi-
ties on the re-design of cropping systems. Such adaptation requires firstly new knowledge on 
biological and ecological mechanisms supporting cropping systems less dependent on synthetic 
inputs, and secondly, tools (models, methods, participatory processes in which farmers have an 
active participation) for their design and evaluation. However, the new knowledge and tools pro-
posed until now mainly address a de novo design of completely described cropping systems. 
Thus, questions remain concerning how farmers may benefit from these resources in order to 
undertake progressive technical changes in their own cropping systems, without necessarily hav-
ing a clear description of one specifically targeted cropping system. This led us to study the way 
farmers engaged in such technical changes are managing the available knowledge in the design of 
their action. To this end, different characteristics of knowledge were analyzed, and used to de-
scribe the forms of knowledge mobilized or not by farmers. We proceeded with different types of 
interaction between farmers and agronomists to bring out the relevant characteristics: we sur-
veyed farmers re-designing their cropping system and advisors helping them in this action, we 
organized meetings with farmers, supported with a set of information materials previously char-
acterized. Axes of description of knowledge characteristics include forms of quantification, ways 
in which different time scales are addressed, ways in which it refers to uncertainty and risks, 
ways it refers to agronomic situations, and to onfield action. Knowledge characteristics were 
studied with the aim to understand how they influence legitimation and validation for action, and 
how they allow them to act in their particular situation, which will need further research. With a 
better understanding of what can be actionable knowledge, we finally aim at making proposals 
for adapting the knowledge produced to support technical changes.  

Keywords: cropping systems design; actionable knowledge; knowledge characteristics; technical 
change. 

 
Introduction 
 
Innovative design of cropping systems based on ecosystem services raises questions about 
agronomic knowledge 
Crop production must constantly adapt to new requirements and changing contexts. Particularly 
on environmental issues, recognizing the responsibility of agriculture in ecosystems disequilibri-
um and deteriorations (MEA, IAASTD) leads to give increasing importance to the environmental 
performance of agro-ecosystems, which sometimes competes with economic and social objec-
tives. Cropping systems should then be re-designed to integrate these different objectives. Think-
ing about this activity of re-design has become an important part of some agronomists’ activity 
(Hill & MacRae, 1995, Meynard, Dedieu, & Bos, 2012). Researchers have been producing 
knowledge and tools for designing innovative cropping systems that mobilize biological regula-
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tions. Design methods based on scientific knowledge, crop simulation models and decision sup-
port systems were produced. However, in many cases, objects or systems which need to be de-
signed rely on unstable or scarce agronomic knowledge. Furthermore, recent work suggests that 
onfield uses should be taken into account during the whole design process (Cerf et al., 2012). 
This encourages implicating farmers in cropping systems design. This involvement raises meth-
odological questions: how to organize workshop with farmers for instance (Reau et al., 2012, 
Lefèvre et al., 2013). But this also raises new questions about the content of the interaction, 
namely about the knowledge which is exchanged: Doré et al. (2011) suggest that knowledge 
sources should be more diversified to reach an ecological intensification of cropping systems, 
namely by taking more in account farmer’s local knowledge. It requires a new reflexivity on 
which knowledge should be explored, and how this process should be steered.   

Design processes can be distinguished according to the final outcome, and especially its relation 
to the current situations. De novo design of cropping systems aims at producing completely de-
fined systems that break away from actual systems and realistic principles, in order to maximize 
creativity and mobilize innovative ideas. In agronomy, most resources for design are dedicated to 
this type of process. On the other hand, step by step design aims to progressively build changes in 
the actual systems from current cropping systems to innovative modes of production, while tak-
ing into account the specific constrains of situations. From an initial diagnosis, it allows farmers 
to perform and improve their system year by year, with successive evaluations and action plan-
ning (Mischler et al., 2009). Our work focuses on this second type of design process, with the 
hypothesis that farmers perform successive technical changes which have systemic consequences, 
and progressively lead to new innovative systems. Implementing such technical changes toward 
more sustainable practices, namely by implementing biological regulations, probably requires 
specific agronomic knowledge. Agronomic results concerning long term dynamics cannot be 
evaluated in the same way as, for instance, the use of a new product. Diversification of a crop 
succession by introduction of a new crop cannot be evaluated after the first year, on yield only. 
What knowledge allows the farmers to continue such changes? Are specific indicators needed? 
Which roles do the different types of knowledge play at different steps of the technical change? 
In the following section, we precise what specific approach of these knowledge problematic we 
propose.   

 
Different approaches of knowledge in this context lead us to further explore knowledge 
characteristics in the content of information exchanges 
The theoretical framework Agricultural Knowledge and Information System, proposed by Röling 
(Röling, 1988; Röling & Engel, 1990), is often mobilized to study knowledge and information 
dynamics between the diversity of stakeholders involved in sustainable agriculture development. 
It recognizes the innovation potential of all stakeholders, including farmers, and support thinking 
of new institutional organizations able to improve capacities to innovate. Cash et al. (2003) stud-
ied different cases of agricultural research and development; and suggest that knowledge is more 
likely to be influential for sustainable development if it is perceived as salient (relevance of as-
sessment for needs of decision makers), legitimate (production of knowledge and technology 
respectful of stakeholders’ divergent values and beliefs, unbiased, and fair in its treatment of op-
posing views and interests) and credible (scientific adequacy of technical evidence and argu-
ment). They argue that efficient systems to reach these criteria make use of boundary organiza-
tions and boundary objects, which act at a boundary between science and policy arenas. Howev-
er, this helps to think about how to organize relations between stakeholders, but not directly to 
precise what knowledge should be exchanged and how.  

Magne et al. (Cerf & Magne, 2007; Magne, Cerf, & Ingrand, 2011) aimed at identifying informa-
tional resources mobilization logics. Resources where characterized according to their support, 
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origin, content and function. This allowed to describe how farmers use different sources of in-
formation and roles assigned to each source, but further description of knowledge that is mobi-
lized is necessary to match the objective to understand how specific knowledge participate into 
the construction of capacity for action.  

Others focus more specifically on interactions between advisors and farmers (Ingram, 2008, 
Klerkx & Jansen, 2010), and the opportunities for these interactions to address sustainable farm-
ing practices. Ingram (2008) distinguishes knowledge exchange encounters (KEE) according to 
the behavior (proactive, reactive) of both farmer and advisor. Among “expert” KEE, “divergent” 
KEE and “facilitative” KEE, the latter seems to be the most promising for promoting sustainable 
farming practices. Agronomists and farmers work in partnerships, combine their experience and 
knowledge and jointly set objectives based on the farmers’ needs. These are more equitable en-
counters than the others in terms of power in the relation, and knowledge value. However, it is 
difficult to artificially build such a KEE. Questions remain for an advisor, even if he feels like 
implementing such a relation, concerning the path of action. Several studies insist on the need for 
“soft-skills” in order to implement a facilitative encounter (Klerkx & Jansen, 2010, Ingram, 2008, 
Kristjanson et al., 2009). Our hypothesis is that it can be artificial to separate technical skills from 
social skills, and that facilitative relationship between agronomists and farmers also depend on 
the different elements of knowledge that are actually discussed and shared in such encounters. 
Ingram and Morris (2007) used the distinction between know-what (knowledge about facts), 
know-why (knowledge of principles, rules and ideas of science and technology), know-how 
(skills, the capability to do something at practical level), suggesting that these forms of 
knowledge are actually in complex relationship. Thus, we argue that an analysis of knowledge 
exchanges in their content (both know-what and know-why) can provide useful information to 
advisors about how to create facilitative KEE (know-how for advisors). We suggest that giving 
farmers the ability to change also requires adequate combinations of elements of knowledge. This 
article proposes a type of characterization of knowledge aimed at better identifying these actiona-
ble knowledge combinations, which will later allow to study how knowledge is legitimized and 
articulated by farmers in order to construct their capacity of change. 

 
Analytical framework: an organized list of characteristics 
Analyzing knowledge exchange and use according to the contents can be done at different levels, 
focusing on different aspects depending on our various objectives. In this section, we specify the 
type of analysis we realized, and the main theoretical bases we used to construct a group of char-
acteristics of agronomic knowledge. What we call agronomic knowledge in this analysis corre-
sponds to all the types of cognitive resources that concern biological, chemical and physical pro-
cesses and their interactions that occur in agro-ecosystems, the farming practices that can influ-
ence these processes and all the rules, methods and tools which help organize and decide of farm-
ing practices.  

The aim of such an analysis of knowledge characteristics is to understand which specific 
knowledge contributes to take the decision of a change, to construct the capacity of action and to 
perform action for a technical change. That is the reason why we focused on aspects that we 
found decisive: these aspects are linked with the ‘usability’ of the knowledge. This is different 
from what other researchers have focused on: for instance, a linguistic approach that opposes 
monologic (“aboutness”, the speaker says what is, without engaging himself) and dialogic 
(“withness”, the speaker engage his own experience, and expect to suggest questions and reac-
tions) types of account from a researcher or a peer (Shotter, 2008); or a strictly cognitive study of 
how specific formats of data or theoretical representations (lists, graphs, arrays, …) influence 
agents’ performances and theorizing capacities by providing different inferential affordances 
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(Vorms, 2010). Indeed, our analysis aims at producing conclusions that would be useful for 
agronomists.  

In the following section, we describe the main characteristics we choose to analyze in agricultural 
knowledge. The characterization is based on seven axis, that discern groups of items (Table 1), 
described here. These groups were chosen based on literature from both cropping systems agron-
omy, and activity theories (precise references are given along the description below). Precise mo-
dalities within each group were also completed with exploratory reading of information resources 
on sustainable practices.  

1. Quantification is a first aspect that characterizes knowledge for our objective. Forms of quanti-
fications are diverse. We chose to distinguish (1.b) mean values, extreme values, distributions, 
imprecise order of magnitude, and estimate as a fraction without reference to an initial value (e.g. 
“erosion reduced by one third”). Inspired by the scheme proposed in evidence based policies ap-
proach, we distinguished different roles that quantifications can play (1.a). They propose three 
types of evidence that can be mobilized to characterize the role of quantification: evidence of 
existence (e.g. census to enumerate a population), evidence of mechanism (a causal relation es-
tablished between two specific events), and evidence of efficacy (an action producing an ex-
pected result) or harmlessness (an action does not produce adverse effects). In addition, quantifi-
cation can be mobilized in a specific knowledge in order to obtain, or confirm, a qualitative 
knowledge. The value in itself then does not have a direct significance, and is not used as a gener-
ic value, but allows to deduce a qualitative result (e.g. comparison of species for N uptake effica-
cy). Another role of quantification we considered here is the precision of an action modality (e.g. 
precise amount of mineral fertilizer to use). Finally, quantification can also serve an estimation of 
an optimum value to reach, in order to obtain a given objective. These roles of quantified values 
are important characteristics, because they make it possible to consider the uses that farmers may 
do from these quantifications in the building of their decision-action.  

2. A second type of characterization concerns temporality and dynamics addressed by a specific 
knowledge. Time scales addressed can differ (2.b). Three categories are chosen: knowledge 
which focuses only on the time scale of the object or practice considered, knowledge which men-
tions longer time scales but associated to results and objectives still at the considered object time 
scale, and finally knowledge that address a longer time scale, for instance corresponding to a sys-
tem including the object or practice of interest. To illustrate these categories, the introduction of a 
new crop in a succession can be linked to knowledge dealing only with technical operations on 
this crop, to knowledge on nutrient dynamic in soil that can influence the following crops, or to 
knowledge that concerns the effect in weeds reduction on other crops. Another characteristic of 
interest is the use of the time dimension (2.a): mainly, we distinguished knowledge on compari-
sons of static states at different times (time is used as a factor that multiplies the number of ob-
servations), and knowledge that allows to describe specific dynamics, whether linked to a 
farmer’s action or not (tendency, progressive evolution).  

3. A third axis of characterization of knowledge corresponds to the way risks are taken into ac-
count. Managing risks and uncertainties is a particularly important part of activity of farmers 
heading toward more sustainable practices, mainly because curative solutions are less available, 
and also because practices are much more dependent on specific local situations. We consider 
that taking these risks into account can be done by anticipating the limits of a definite practice 
(3.a) in case of specific disturbances (e.g. draught), or by giving indications on possible irreversi-
ble effects that a practice can produce in certain conditions. Uncertainties are also addressed in 
different ways (3.b). We categorized knowledge by taking into account whether: (i) it mentions 
remaining ignorance associated; (ii) it assesses sensibility to certain parameters; or (iii) it evalu-
ates probabilities not to obtain the expected result.  
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4. To present the four remaining categories of characteristics, it is useful to mention what is 
called a “scheme” in occupational didactics (Pastré, Mayen, & Vergnaud, 2006), defined as “an 
invariant organization of activity for a defined class of situations”. A scheme is composed with (i) 
an objective, sub-objectives and anticipations, (ii) rules of action, information taking and control; 
(iii) operational invariants (concepts-in-action which are concepts that organize activity, that give 
benchmarks for realization of an action, and theorems-in-action, which correspond to proposi-
tions considered as true about reality); and (iv) inference opportunities (which correspond to in-
formation and indicators that agents take from the situation). Four axes of characterization of 
knowledge try to focus on elements that can contribute to the construction of such schemes. We 
first proposed to characterize how different objectives are explicitly (or not) related to the 
knowledge, and the elements that could make it converge with farmers’ problem situations (4). 
Objectives can be numeric (e.g. evaluate a nitrogen quantity that will be brought by a cover crop 
to following crop), logical (e.g. how to maximize interests of a cover crop in a rotation), or condi-
tional (e.g. choose the most appropriate cover crop species according to given situations and 
farmers’ motivations). We also observed whether an objective indirectly linked to production of 
crops is associated to knowledge, such as maintaining biodiversity or specific ecosystem services. 
This is particularly relevant for characterizing knowledge exchanges designed to address sustain-
able farming practices (Klerkx & Jansen, 2010).  
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Indeed, we noticed that any given practice can be addressed with different associated objectives, 
and thus be considered whether or not as a sustainable farming practice. Another item is related 
to the presence of elements of definition: such elements contribute to precise the approach of ag-
ronomic objects that the knowledge mentions, and specify the frames they are included in. This is 
suggested by the hypothesis that farmers may sometimes need to think an already known object 
or practice in a new type of system, in order to better know how to manage it, to evaluate inter-
ests for their own cropping system. Remaining characteristics of this axis are more related to the 
way knowledge is structured within a document used as a support for information: is knowledge 
presented according to the various steps of action? Or is it merely a compilation of testimonies 
and opinions? Are objectives that farmers can expect from a specific practice and underlying 
mechanisms clearly distinguished? 

5. The following axis of characterization describes the elements that can contribute to an agro-
nomic reasoning (5). This can be partially related to “know-why” form of knowledge in Lundvall 
and Johnson’s typology (1994). Knowledge can concern functions associated to a practice or an 
object (5.a). What are the interactions between different functions? (e.g. for cover crops, produc-
ing biomass on one hand, keeping a C/N ratio low for rapid mineralization on the other hand). 
Are there some plant-physiology aspects related to the functions expected from this plant? Are 
different effects of a practice on an existing system (including unexpected ones) mentioned? 
Knowledge can also correspond to general rules or recommendations (such as a date and density 
of sowing for a new crop). These recommendations can include factors of modulations or not, 
and effects of these modulations. Knowledge can also address mechanisms underlying expected 
functions. This can be in order to explain an agronomic logical inference (e.g. legumes crops first 
use soil N before mobilizing air N, then it is possible to fertilize them for initial growth) or in 
order to explain a result (e.g. facilitation and competition in intercropping). Finally, we note that 
knowledge can correspond to the comparison of different technical options, such as plants species 
for instance. All these elements are supposed to contribute to the construction of a cognitive 
model for action in a range of situations (Pastré, 2006).  

6. Occupational didactics insist on the fact that both cognitive and operative representations are 
involved in activity. An operative model corresponds to concepts that allow actors to make a di-
agnosis of a specific situation and to adapt their action. While cognitive model allows under-
standing “how it works”, operative model allows to understand “how it is driven”. We relate to 
this notion the last two categories of characteristics, which are the different elements that refer or 
guide in making reference to an agronomic situation (6), and finally the way the onfield action is 
addressed in knowledge (7). We think that it is necessary to distinguish references that are made 
to the situation in which knowledge was produced (usually farmers’ testimonies and trials de-
scriptions)(6.a)) from those made to the farmer’s situation (6.b). These last ones correspond to 
conditions that are required in order to obtain a specific result, or to indicators which will make 
adaptations to the situation possible. Knowledge can address interactions between practices, 
namely practices that a farmer could implement and a practice already mobilized (e.g. introduc-
ing a cover crop may limit opportunities to mechanically treat perennial weeds between two 
crops, leading to the need to modify weeding strategies). Reference to onfield farming situations 
can also simply be made by describing, whether the general type of system (e.g. organic cropping 
system), whether specific characteristics such as types of soil, or a specific limiting factor that 
would be to considered. Farmer can also make use of benchmarks, such as stand state or soil hu-
midity. Furthermore, we propose to asses if knowledge allows evaluating an ‘initial’ situation the 
farmer would be facing. With ‘initial’ situation, we mean a characterization of a state of the sys-
tem which is supposed to evolve. The effect of a practice may not be the same according to this 
‘initial state’. For instance, does assessment of a weeding potential of a temporary forage stand 
take in account an initial weed pressure or population, and is it taken in account to generalize the 
proposed results?  
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7. Finally, we characterized knowledge according to the way it explicitly mentions onfield farm-
ing actions, which means that some very practical aspects of implementation of a practice are 
mentioned. This can correspond to a number of relevant examples of how precise actions are 
done (7.a), whether realized or hypothetical, based on agronomic principles. It can also corre-
spond to indicators that allow a diagnosis of the action (7.a, b and c respectively): (i) confirming 
that action performed is the right one, (ii) indicators for monitoring the action, and (iii) indicators 
for evaluating the impact (which may include, for instance, measurements of environmental indi-
cators).  

The items proposed to characterize knowledge are not exclusive. The framework they constitute 
must be considered as a tool for the identification of different types of cognitive resources. The 
aim is not to fulfil the most numerous characteristics. On the contrary, we hypothesize that differ-
ent characteristics of knowledge are necessary for different classes of situations, and play differ-
ent roles in farming practice changes.  

 
Methods 
 
Documents analysis on a specific practice: cover crops as a relevant example 
We used this grid to characterize information mediums that concern cover crops. Implementation 
of cover crops to replace bare fallows is a practice that is explored by a growing number of scien-
tific publications (WOS: Title=”cover crop*”, 170 items published in 2012 against ~80 in 2000). 
In France, legal requirements for vulnerable areas, regarding water pollution by leaching nitro-
gen, made compulsory different modalities of soil coverage during fall and winter. Cover crops 
can fulfill the function of a nitrogen uptake (catch crop) through this period, but they also have a 
range of different agronomic and ecological functions in agro-ecosystems (soil structuration (Ca-
lonego & Rosolem, 2010), weed management (Campiglia et al., 2010), N remobilization for fol-
lowing crop (Justes, Bedoussac, & Prieur, 2009), C and N soil storage (Sainju, Singh, & White-
head, 2002), disease reduction and beneficial insect preservation (Snapp et al., 2005)). It can thus 
be considered as a farming practice leading to more sustainable farming systems. It is necessary 
to note, nonetheless, that it can correspond to different types of actions from farmers’ point of 
view: an action for productive performance and dedicated mainly to yield optimization, but also 
maintain biodiversity and provide ecosystem services not directly linked to agronomic produc-
tion. This makes it even more relevant to analyze the diversity of knowledge produced and ex-
changed on such a practice.  

Forty-six information documents were analyzed for a thorough knowledge characterization. The-
se were scientific articles (8), technical institutes communications (10), communications from 
‘Chambres d’Agriculture’ (French public extension services)(8), and articles from agricultural 
press (20). They were read twice, and we allowed ourselves to make the framework evolve in 
precise characteristics if new ones were brought out from documents. No specific language or 
textual analysis was done so far, but it remains a possible relevant method for larger analysis. 

Case study: a group of farmers who changed their nitrogen fertilization strategies 
We chose to study knowledge exchanges in groups of farmers. Nave et al. (Nave, Jacquet, & 
Jeuffroy, 2013) have shown that extension groups are correlated with low input system in a re-
gion of France. These groups influence the farmers’ approach of sustainability and offer oppor-
tunity to gather information so as to reduce uncertainty (Rivaud & Mathé, 2011). Furthermore, 
Darré (1994) studied how local professional groups contribute to the creation of their own norms 
of practices. These are arguments justifying that such groups are adequate spaces for analyzing 
knowledge mobilization. The group concerned here is a group of 12 farmers (9 attended the meet-
ing we relate here), who progressively adopted integrated production cropping systems. The ma-
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terial used in this section is taken from a meeting day of the group, during which we offered 
farmers to participate in a joint discussion about the specific theme of “the strategies of nitrogen 
fertilization of winter wheat”. Two specific questions were asked: first we wanted them to ex-
plain how they actually proceed to plan and realize nitrogen fertilization. Second, we asked them 
to precise what changes they had carried out, compared to what they used to do, and what hap-
pened that made them change their strategies. We selected relevant parts of the discussion in or-
der to identify the knowledge that has been involved in different technical changes related to ni-
trogen fertilization, and present them in a chronological order corresponding to their evolution. 
The wheat sowing practices were previously affected by the integrated production strategies, 
namely a lower density and the late sowing date. 

 
Findings from the application of the analytical framework 
 
Documentation supports dealing with a same practice show a great diversity of characteris-
tics 
A first result is that, although all documents deal with the same subject, there is a great variety in 
the characteristics we analyzed, between types of documents (which can sometimes be related to 
traditional forms of communications), but also within each type. Most common characteristics 
were logical objective (4.a.2) (48%), and time scales longer than the concerned object mentioned 
but measures and results still concerning object’s time scale (2.b.2) (50%), logical result without 
measured data (5.h) (46%). However, this last characteristic is more specific of agricultural press 
articles (11/20) than scientific articles (2/8).  

In scientific articles, logical objectives were often associated with a numerical objective (6/8 for 
both characteristics), which was not the case for documents from the agricultural press (0/20) and 
Chambres d’Agriculture (0/8). Indeed, even when these documents present for instance the effect 
on the following crop yield, they finally conclude on a qualitative result. On the contrary, the 
scientific articles are not structured according to successive steps of action (4.f) (0/8), whereas 
documents from technical institutes and Chambres d’Agriculture mostly are so (7/10 and 5/8 re-
spectively). For instance, these steps can refer to the choice of a given cover species, its sowing, 
and the destruction. This could be explained by the role played by technical institutes which are 
to provide information for managing crops basically.  

Interactions between functions (5.a) associated to cover crops were not discussed in a majority of 
documents (15% of all documents). The main interaction documented was the balance between 
early biomass production that allows catching soil nitrogen efficiently, and the decrease in the N 
content of the plant when cover crops develop through a complete cycle, also including seed pro-
duction that can increase weed populations. Even when mentioned, these interactions where not 
quantified. Another interesting result is the low number of scientific articles which address action 
in fields (only one article provided an indicator to evaluate the effect of action (7.c)). 

Knowledge mobilizations in the group of farmers 
We have seen that the characterization of knowledge we propose can be useful to bring out the 
variety existing in knowledge that concerns a given practice. However, this did not give any in-
formation about how it corresponds to knowledge which is actually mobilized. The following 
section shows that the framework for interpretation of knowledge characteristics also allowed to 
analyze which knowledge exchanged in agronomists-farmer interactions was useful for technical 
changes.  

The farmers of this group mentioned the inconsistency in their former practice consisting in ferti-
lizing wheat just before adding a growth regulator. One specific type of knowledge was cited as 
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decisive in changing corresponding practices. This was brought by an encounter with a research-
er: 

“A scientist told us that finally, even if it was theoretical, a wheat which was grown with an NNI 
0.8 might as well make it through… as far as the deficiency or semi -deficiency was not too ex-
tended in time nor too intense, and that the N content was lower at a time, as far as nitrogen is 
provided at a certain time, hence the idea to provide N from bolting, the NNI was up and there 
was no harm on the final yield." (all reported speeches are translated by us) 

From this type of quotations, we can deduce what farmers remember from knowledge exchange. 
Thus, we use our characterization framework to identify what made knowledge useful for them, 
according to their practices, needs and objectives. Here, we notice that the deficiency was already 
known as a concept, and its definition did not change fundamentally. What changed was its inter-
pretation, and the way it can be related to the final yield. For these farmers, the NNI (Nitrogen 
Nutrition Index) is a quantified indicator of a mechanism that allows to explain a result theoreti-
cally (5.g.2). The value of the quantification was not in its accuracy, but in its help to explain a 
mechanism (1.a.1); indeed, no one in the group tries to measure the NNI in his situation. What 
farmers used was more related to the dynamic (2.a.2), and the information on risks of N deficien-
cies (3.b.4). The objective explicitly associated to the knowledge was to maintain an acceptable 
yield while minimizing nitrogen input (4.a.3), distinguishing the final yield from the underlying 
mechanism (4.e). They do not use NNI as a benchmark for action monitoring (7.c), but as an el-
ement that better describes wheat growth dynamic (physiology)(5.b), which finally support an 
agronomic reasoning for fertilization which comply with their objective. 

"Sowing less densely, so not looking for biomass, also encouraged us to shift the first fertilizer 
input since we have no interest in nurturing and producing biomass." 

This shows that the new interpretation of nitrogen deficiency also led to a coherence between 
techniques (late sowing, low density, late first fertilization) (6.b.1), by better understanding inter-
actions between the functions of N fertilization (biomass, standing ability of the plant, number of 
shoots)(5.a.1). As they further explained, their objective is not to maximize the biomass anymore, 
but to maximize the flowering shoot proportion, which is an indicator they can measure to evalu-
ate their action (7.d.2).  

“The nitrogen balance method, one can modulate it, but FARMSTAR, if it says that much, it’s 
that much”. Two tools were commented regarding the knowledge or indicators they provide. 
They were Jubil® (an indicator of nitrogen nutrition of the plant obtained from juice extracted 
from stem bases, providing quantitative recommendations for fertilization), and FARMSTAR 
(tool using satellite imaging in order to provide a personalized advice on fertilization adjusted on 
plant growth dynamic). In addition to the fact that these tools had the implicit objective to keep 
an NNI superior or equal to 1 (4.a.1), which goes against their own objective, they revealed that 
another limiting characteristic of these tools was to provide a quantitative information (1.b.5, 
1.a.4) with no possible modulations nor information on how to modulate this recommendation 
(5.f). The double density strip is another method consisting in doubling the normal sowing densi-
ty on a strip, in order to observe early deficiencies (6.b.3), taken as a signal for deciding of fertili-
zation (7.c.3). It was mentioned that this indicator does not provide sufficient information for 
their action: "This is a trigger indicator, it tells us ‘from now wheat needs nitrogen’, it's not a con-
firmation that we will fertilize and that it will be efficient!” “We suppose that it is efficient but we 
don’t have tools that measure whether it is at 80% or 60%”.This quotation suggests first that the 
double density strip method does not directly respond to the objective of efficiency, and second 
that rather than an indicator for monitoring action, they would need an indicator confirming that 
they have performed the appropriate action (7.b). In addition, it was brought out that new indica-
tors are needed for monitoring action. For instance, a farmer told the group that on a field, he did 
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not bring the last 20 kilos of nitrogen per hectare that the balance approach would have recom-
mended, but did obtain the yield expected. Another farmer reacted: "Fortunately you did not put 
the last 20 kilos" The first replied: "yes, but maybe I could have put 20 more!” This revealed the 
need for an indicator that allows to adjust the amount of nitrogen required for the wheat growth to 
the dynamics of each specific year and field situation. Again, we were faced with the need for 
decision tools or indicators enabling modulation around a static recommendation (5.f, 7.c.2). This 
also leads them to request knowledge on the main mechanisms taking place in soil (e.g. minerali-
zation in April-June)(5.g).  

 
Conclusion 
The aim of this article was to propose a framework of general items one can refer to in order to 
characterize knowledge. Its application to the analysis of a variety of documents concerning a 
sustainable farming practice (cover crops) allowed to show that the corresponding knowledge 
was very diverse in its characteristics. Only few resources take into account initial situations 
which would affect the use and results of using cover crops. Likewise, variations around a precise 
recommendation are scarcely dealt with and analyzed, as well as risks associated to this practice. 

For an advisor, addressing a sustainable farming practice could thus be done in many different 
ways in a knowledge exchange with farmers in terms of elements of knowledge. Identifying them 
in order to complete what lacks for action, and to manage combinations of characteristics, could 
be facilitate by the framework proposed here. It still needs to evolve toward simplification in or-
der to play this role. The close study of the farmers’ group technical changes concerning fertiliza-
tion shows that the type of characterization we propose can help identify knowledge which is 
useful in order to support such changes. The same group mobilized knowledge of different char-
acteristics at different steps of the interaction, according to different steps of changes. This was 
suggesting several hypotheses about important aspects of knowledge contents that influence its 
actionability. These remains hypothesis at this stage of our work, and will be further explored 
through other surveys. They vary according to the role this new knowledge might play at a spe-
cific step of a technical change. To precise this, more analysis of interaction between farmers and 
agronomists are planned, in order to bring out how knowledge of different characteristics is mo-
bilized along a timeline, in different steps of technical change. Indeed, the work presented here 
mainly focused on possible contents of knowledge exchanges, but it is a necessary base for fur-
ther studies of processes of knowledge articulation and legitimation.  
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Abstract:The European Rural Development Policy (RDP) 2014-2020 establishes the European 
Innovation Partnership (EIP) for agricultural productivity and sustainability to bridge the existing 
gap between science and practice and to allow the achievement of better and faster results com-
pared to existing innovation approaches. The aim of the EIP is to apply the interactive multi-actor 
model of knowledge exchange in order to generate new insights and ideas and mould tacit 
knowledge into focused solutions that are quickly put into practice.  

In this context, the innovation brokers should play an important role as knowledge suppliers, 
through connecting different actors of the innovation system, establishing the link between the 
research and the entrepreneurship worlds and arranging the collaborative networks. The concept 
of innovation broker is quite new in Italy since its Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation Sys-
tem (AKIS) has been based on public advisory systems for a long time. However, in the context 
of the implementation of measure 124 of Rural Development Programmes (RDPs) 2007-2013 the 
function of innovation brokerage has been played by different AKIS actors, such as farmers, pro-
ducer’s organizations, research and innovation centers, the Extension and Advisory Services and 
the LAGs.  

Accordingly, this study analyses the different types of intermediations and functions applied by 
the AKIS actors, in view of profiling the innovation brokerage model applied in Italy, and pro-
posing insight, tips and comments on how to face the challenge of facilitating the sharing and 
creation of knowledge.  

Keywords: innovation brokerage, AKIS actors, innovation, EIP, RDP, advisors.  

 

Introduction  
The Commission‘s proposal for a post-2013 rural development policy establishes the European 
Innovation Partnership (EIP) with the aim of building bridge and achieving synergies through 
fostering exchange between research and practice. Its implementation will be channeled through 
the operational groups, as key acting entities involving different actors, such as farmers, advisors, 
researchers, NGOs, enterprises, etc. (ENRD, 2013b).The agricultural EIP adopts the interactive 
multi-actor model of knowledge exchange (European Commission, 2013; World Bank, 2006; 
Hall et al., 2006; Knickel et. Al., 2009; Mosley, 2000; Labarthe & Laurent, 2013; Latruffe, 2010), 
in order to promote end user focused solutions or developing new opportunities (ENRD, 2013a).  

To support this innovation pathways new competences in mediating knowledge are required in 
order to overcome possible gaps in terms of cognitive, normative and value systems (Klerkx and 
Leeuwis, 2009), which can hinder effective communication. This will be the role of the innova-
tion broker.  

In the context of the agricultural EIP, the main task of the innovation broker is to help the setting 
up of operational groups around concrete innovation projects through collecting information, an-
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imating bottom-up initiatives, helping to refine innovative ideas, providing support for finding 
partners and funding, as well as for preparing the project proposal work plan.  

These functions are not exhaustive of the possible activities that the innovation broker can play in 
view of smoothing the innovation process. In fact, the literature describes a variety of functions 
performed by innovation brokers. 

In Italy, the use of interactive innovation models based on co-operation, sharing of knowledge 
and intermediating advisory methods is quite new, and the concept and role of innovation broker 
are almost unknown. However, in the programming period 2007-2013, the Italian Regions pro-
posed a certain step towards a more interactive innovation process, through Measure 124 “Coop-
eration for development of new products, processes and technologies in the agriculture and food 
sectors” of Rural Development Programmes, which has been applied in 18 out of 21 RDPs. The 
implemented intervention strategy was mainly based on fostering innovative systems of coopera-
tion between research and agricultural businesses (European Commission, 2011), thus requiring 
to connect actors from different sectors. Even though Managing Authorities (MAs) did not ex-
plicitly call for intermediating actors to encourage innovation initiatives and connect different 
partners, nor provide any support for coordination and organisational activities, measure 124 of 
RDPs demonstrated that these intermediary functions were performed spontaneously by its bene-
ficiaries through fostering interaction among different actors and stimulating bottom-up ap-
proaches around innovative projects.  

The research questions of this study are whether in Italy actors playing brokering functions al-
ready exist and operate, or if it is necessary to create a new professionalism for the purpose of 
implementing the EIP, what the intrinsic and contextual characteristics of these actors are and, 
eventually, the extent to which these latter adhere both to the model proposed by the European 
Commission and to those described in literature.  

Finally, this paper put in evidence the results of a research conducted by the authors through ex-
ploring the innovation brokering process applied in the context of the implementation of measure 
124 of RDPs 2007-2013 in Italy. The result of the research comes out with insight, tips and 
comments on how to face off the challenge of acting as a go-between innovation actors.  

 
Theoretical framework  
According to Klerkx and Leeuwis (2009) the formation and functioning of innovation networks 
and systems can be problematic due to the existence of several gaps between actors. In this con-
text, there is the need for subjects whose main function is to fill these gaps by connecting differ-
ent players so as to facilitate knowledge exchange across the boundaries between them. This task 
will be performed by the “innovation broker” (Herman et al.,2012; Perèz et al., 2010; EU SCAR, 
2012), meaning “ an agent or broker in any aspect of the innovation process between two or more 
parties”, whose activities include helping to provide information about potential collaborators, 
brokering a transaction between two or more parties, acting as a mediator or go-between bodies 
or organizations that are already collaborating, helping find advice, funding and support for the 
innovation outcomes of such collaborations (Howell, 2006). As Howell observes, organizations 
can provide intermediary functions as their primary or exclusive role, but also as jointly activities 
of research and technical services.  

The role of the innovation broker is very usual in the Netherlands, since it has emerged following 
the privatization of the research and extension system and a paradigmatic shift in the agricultural 
and rural fields, as well as in innovation pathways. Klerkx and Leeuwis (2009) give examples of 
the seven distinct types of agricultural innovation brokers that can currently operate in the Neth-
erlands: 
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- innovation consultants are organizations focused either on the individual farmer (type 1), 
or on a collective of farmers (type 2) with a common interest, who wish to jointly develop 
or implement an innovation; 

- peer network brokers (type 3) are organizations involved in the setting up of peer net-
works (generally with a sub-sectorial focus) concerned with informal knowledge ex-
change amongst farmers; 

- systemic brokers (type 4) go beyond individual firms, or networks of firms, addressing  
higher level innovation architectures that involve complex constellations of business, gov-
ernment and societal actors, dealing with complex problems and radical innovations; 

- internet portals (type 5) connect farmers with relevant  information sources; 
- research councils with innovation agency (type 6) are aimed at connecting relevant actors 

in the agriculture value chain in order to facilitate farmer-driven research planning mech-
anisms; 

- education brokers (type 7) link education establishments with the aim of positioning the 
agricultural schools in view of responding to innovation queries from the agricultural sec-
tor.  
 

Howell (2006) describes a detailed set of functions concerning innovation brokerage that are pri-
marily targeted at assisting individual firms in innovation processes, through articulating their 
innovation needs and composing the network (e.g. knowledge processing, selection of collabora-
tive partners and network brokerage, gate-keeping and knowledge brokering, etc.). Besides, Smits 
and Kuhlmann (2004) describe other functions with a more systemic focus, aimed at interfacing 
with different actors and animating groups, such management of interfaces, building and organiz-
ing (innovation) systems, stimulating demand articulation, and so on. Klerkx and Leeuwis (2009) 
summarize the last functions as innovation process management, which includes a host of facili-
tation tasks that ensure that networks are sustained and become productive, e.g. through the 
building of trust, establishing working procedures, fostering learning, managing conflict and in-
tellectual property management (Leeuwis, 2004). 

In the context of the agricultural EIP innovation process management is not an expected function, 
as the broker’s core objective is to help the group in the elaboration of a well-designed project 
plan. However, in case the project gets funded, the innovation broker could also be involved in its 
implementation, as a facilitator, and even in the dissemination of results.  

Despite the potential role of innovation brokers in facilitating partnerships and linkage among 
different innovation players, several risks have been identified with particular regard to their neu-
tral position and possible function ambiguity, as well as, to funding problems (Klerkx et al., 
2009). 

Concerning neutrality, innovation brokers can reveal possible dependence from shareholders, 
who may exercise pressure to compose and manage network in order to satisfy their own inter-
ests. Therefore, there is a concrete risk that innovation intermediaries may be used as a vehicle 
for realising other parties’ objectives and expectations. Neutrality issues seem to be particularly 
relevant with regard to network brokerage roles performed by traditional research and extension 
providers. In these cases, it is possible that the articulation of needs and the selection of coopera-
tion partners may be influenced in favour of the needs of the provider rather than those of the 
client.  

Besides, function ambiguity tensions may arise as a consequence both of a new, and not com-
pletely clear, mission of innovation brokers and of an overlap with intermediary functions from 
research and extension services. Innovation brokers acting with insufficiently differentiation from 
the role of advisory and research providers may be seen by these latter as direct competitors. At 
the same time, farmers who are not aware of what they can expect from the innovation broker, 
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cannot have the indispensable confidence in her/his functions. Moreover, farmers’ representatives 
can see the innovation broker as a threat due to a possible role of opinion leader in performing 
‘animation’ functions. 

According to Klerkx et al. (2009), specialized innovation brokers may be an option to prevent 
neutrality tension and to act as innovation catalysts more freely, but, on the other hand, they bear 
their own tensions with regard to neutrality, function overlap and funding.  

A further drawback can be related to the difficulty of recognizing the value of intermediating role 
among the variety of tasks performed by a multi-actor network. This may lead innovation broker-
age activities to be economically non-self-sufficient and, thus, impossible to  exist without public 
funding schemes. 

Neutrality, function ambiguity and funding issues represent an inspiring theoretical background 
to the innovation brokerage analysis in Italy, as they specifically refer to concrete challenge that 
MAs will  face  (specialized / non-specialized brokers and funding schemes) in view of providing 
for brokerage activities within the EIP context.  

Then, another threat which MAs will have to deal with could be related to the risk that innovation 
brokers might become mere producer of projects that do not necessarily address the real needs of 
change of the farmers or the group (ENRD, 2013b). 

 
The research methodology  
The study is part of a wider analysis concerning the implementation of Measure 124 of RDPs in 
Italy. Due to the complexity of the interventions the study is supported by the use of a mix of 
methods approach (Brannen, 2005; Birner, et al., 2006; Greene et al., 1989), based on different 
strategies (opinion, empirical, analytical, documental), domains (individual, group, field, case, 
secondary) and techniques (semi-structured interviews, focus groups, philosophical argument). 

In particular, the desk research was used to review the policy/projects design and implementation, 
while the work on the field helped on the assessment of roles and functions, projects implementa-
tion, brokering process and relational dynamics among partners, through the direct perception of 
all the stakeholders. As it was defined, this strategy permitted to gather a good range of qualita-
tive, quantitative and relational information77.  

Information concerning the brokering functions played by different actors is analyzed against a 
framework which takes into account both the functions outlined by the European Commission 
and the ones described in the literature, which constitute to a great extent the subcategories of the 
above, except for those that take the form of transfer and development of innovation. 

In particular, the framework is defined by synthesizing all these functions in eight tasks: 

- Discovering innovative ideas, identifying and articulating farmers’ needs; 
- Connecting partners, identifying suitable partners from different knowledge fields;  
- Supporting partners to refine the idea, articulating their demands and expectations; 
- Identifying funding; 
- Preparing the project proposal; 
- Coordinating/ facilitating, leading the dialogue and the learning process; 
- Running innovation, playing a role in initiating, developing and testing an innovation; 
- Communicating results, carrying out effective dissemination activities addressed to trans-

fer knowledge on the innovations. 
                                                 
77 A further discussion on the methodological approach is in Cristiano C. and Proietti P., 2013 
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The study takes into consideration all the Italian projects funded under measure 124. This al-
lowed to identify several types of actors acting as innovation brokers. The findings were further 
analyzed and confirmed through seven case studies. These case studies are maximally representa-
tive of the whole projects inventory analyzed through the survey. 

The underlying table provides an overview of the functions performed by the actors involved as 
innovation brokers in each case study. 

Type of 
actors in-
volved in 
the broker-
ing process 

Tasks of innovation brokering process 
Discover-
ing inno-
vative 
ideas 

Connect-
ing part-
ners 

Support-
ing part-
ners to 
refine 
the idea 

Identify-
ing 
funding 

Prepar-
ing the 
project 
pro-
posal 

Coordinat-
ing/ facili-
tating 

Running 
innova-
tion 

Communicat-
ing results 

Innovation 
center X X X X X X X X 

University/ 
Research 
centre 

X X X X X X X X 

Farmer X X     X  

LAG X X X X    X 

PO / coop/ 
consortium X X X X   X X 

Local ad-
ministration X X  X     

 
A close look at the brokering process in Italy 
In general, the analysis shows that the implementation of measure 124 of RDPs in Italy has driv-
en a variety of actors to self-organize themselves and establish partnerships for the specific pur-
pose of developing, through cooperation, innovation projects. These experiences have led to acti-
vate what Klerkx and Leeuwis identified as innovation consultancies and do not have the specific 
aim to foster a longer exchange of knowledge nor the setting up of long-term relations between 
the actors.  

Also, no need for setting up new and specialised innovation brokers has emerged. Overall, the 
eight tasks (in the table) defined by the framework are performed in different ways by the differ-
ent already existing actors.  

Generally, the Innovation centers and the Universities/Research Institutes are able to cover all of 
the tasks. This is likely due to their experience in promoting and coordinating complex multi-
actorial research projects. On the other side, the farmer-based bodies (individuals and associated) 
play the innovation broker role to the limited extent of the project proposal, through demonstrat-
ing a minor interest/ability to perform other on-going activities apart from the implementation of 
the innovations. A role in the dissemination of the implemented innovations has been observed 
just for associative bodies, who, indeed, played a role of resonator. Besides, a strong role of the 
farmers-based bodies as innovation brokers is ascribable to the partnership which managed the 
integrated supply chain projects. Here the cooperative innovation  is intended as part of these 
larger common projects, without raising up any need for specific innovation brokering actions. It 
also emerges that this latter type of projects strengthen the scale of the innovation and establish 
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stable cooperation across the supply chains, due to the long-term collaboration between the part-
ners (Cristiano and Proietti, 2013). 

In some cases, even public (municipalities) and private-public entities (LAGs) play intermediat-
ing functions, as members of the cooperation partnership or as indirect stakeholders, playing bro-
kering functions only as mean to achieve common interests and with a limited role during the on-
going implementation of the innovations.  

The analysis does not show any particular problem regarding the matter of neutrality and credibil-
ity of the innovation brokers. This can be explained in several ways: in some cases, the brokering 
functions were performed by actors who enjoyed great credibility and confidence within the co-
operation group, both for their role into the entrepreneurship arena (i.e. producer groups) and 
because they were locally recognized as leader farmers; in other cases, the role of innovation bro-
ker was sustained by a partner who enjoyed the confidence of local stakeholders (i.e. a local ad-
ministrations).  

 
The role of Universities, Research and Innovation agencies.  
The Universities and research centers are the most involved in brokering functions, proving to be 
a key player in the implementation of measure 124. This is partially due to the interest towards 
new approaches to innovation in agriculture and rural development, to the capacity to coordinate 
and administrate complex projects, and also to the need to find alternative funding channels, than 
the traditional ones (ministerial funds for research), which are now exposed to a strict process of 
spending review. Anyhow, the Universities and research centers demonstrate a wide self-
acknowledgement on their roles into the innovation projects as well as a timely responsiveness in 
fine-tuning the research results for addressing the farmers’ specific needs (Cristiano and Proietti, 
2013).  

As innovation brokers, they are able to play all functions, even though they may have problems in 
connecting the partners, especially with regard to farmers. In fact, the latter do not have, by de-
fault, familiarity with the research, in respect of which often they harbor mistrust and skepticism. 
Taking this into account, the connection with the ground level is generally played in collaboration 
with local/ sectorial actors, such as local administration, cooperatives/ consortia/ producers’ asso-
ciations, advisors or professional organizations, who enjoy the confidence of farmers and, there-
fore, are able to foster their cooperation. 

Despite their dominant role in brokering partners around the cooperation project, the quality 
analysis reveals that the innovations have been effectively tailored to farmers’ needs, and their 
expectations have been addressed. 

A more impartial actor and also stronger in connecting the partners is represented by technologi-
cal poles/Innovation Centers/Agencies, that are technical bodies of the regional administration 
aimed at delivering a wide range of services (e.g. research and innovation, training, extension). In 
some cases, their participation to the innovation project is specifically required by the MA as an 
eligibility criterion for applying to the measure (e.g. in Umbria region). This arrangement is in-
strumental in guiding the farmers to local centre of research and innovation, through making it a 
catalyzer of the different partners and playing innovation brokering functions. These kind of ac-
tors are able to play all the tasks of an innovation broker: in one of the case studies, the Innova-
tion Centre plays a key role as broker, through aggregating the relevant partners around the pro-
ject idea, assessing the market feasibility and the economic sustainability of the innovation, help-
ing its implementation across the producers and coordinating the wider dissemination of the pro-
ject results (farm visits, final congress, press release). Generally, both University/research and 
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Innovation Centers are also lead-partner and have an important role in coordinating and spreading 
information during the implementation of the innovation project.  

The role of local actors  
Local actors are generally involved in the first functions of brokerage (discovering innovative 
ideas and connecting partners), as their good knowledge of the local context and specific prob-
lems and their relationships and their closeness to the farmers are important in achieving the con-
sensus, even of the most reluctant ones, on investing in innovations, getting the partnership start-
ing and building mutual trust among the partners (Cristiano and Proietti, 2013). However, they do 
not reveal abilities neither in designing projects, especially those related to innovation and 
knowledge transfer, nor in coordinating and communicating results. The degree of involvement 
of these subjects in the innovation brokering varies depending on the type of actors and on the 
contexts. For instance, local administrations are interested in starting projects (articulating de-
mand, facilitating linkages among actors and so on), since they are intermediate organisms of 
RDPs, but do not have any interest in the other phases (coordinating, communicating, etc.).  

LAGs run brokerage functions too, by virtue of their natural role of animator. Particularly, they 
promote the cooperation for innovation projects trying to balance the public design and the pri-
vate interests in the economic sector, while considering the social and cultural issues of the local 
population. They play a role in discovering innovative ideas and connecting actors, both from 
public and private sector, as well as from the wider society, who have the capacity, the character-
istics and the sustainability for introducing innovations concerning common issues of the Leader 
territory. LAGs can also act in supporting partners to refine the idea, identifying funding and or-
ganizing the communication of results.  

The role of sectorial actors  
In some cases, producers associations, cooperatives and consortia play a role, even not so pro-
active, in representing/aggregating specific needs of regional/local supply chains for innovation, 
facilitating the dialogue with the research and informing the potential beneficiaries on the oppor-
tunities to invest in innovation. This is due to their representativeness, the local consensus and 
trustiness achieved among the farmers. Their direct participation to the projects as beneficiaries 
can facilitate the wider dissemination of the projects results among the farmers and the spread of 
innovation across the local supply chains.  

Also, the farmers who have leader positions into the supply chains or in the territory, act as inno-
vation brokers through collecting the minor farmers and Universities around a project idea for 
innovation.  

Also, the big sized farmers, with a strong technical, administrative and commercial organization, 
in terms of both human and physical assets, have a particular attitude to develop innovation and 
play a significant role in coordinating and facilitating the implementation of the innovation. 
Sometimes, their leadership into the partnership is specifically required by the MAs as an eligibil-
ity criterion for applying to the measure (e.g. in Tuscany region). 

Surprisingly, the professional organizations in very few cases get involved into the cooperative 
innovation projects and, almost never played the role of innovation brokers.  

The role of the vocational trainers and the advisors  
The study shows that vocational trainers and advisors hardly play a role as innovation broker. 
Moreover, a turnover with the research/innovation centers, which took the first steps in proposing 
the project idea, through by-passing the advisors in approaching and assisting the farmers has 
been observed. Such a situation is made possible thanks to: (1) a general lack of self-
acknowledgement of the advisors on their role in fostering innovation at farm level; (2)  their gap 
in knowledge and innovation delivery; (3) the rapid rate of obsolescence of their expertise, by 
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comparison with continuous and highly differentiated needs of the farmers; (4) their increasing 
involvement in bureaucratic tasks concerning the application procedures to obtain national and 
European funds, quality schemes procedures and so on. 

 

Conclusive remarks and ways forward 
The study allows to remark some points and foresee some ways forward for meliorating the inno-
vation functions being played by the AKIS actors in the context of the forthcoming operational 
groups:  

 in Italy, even in the absence of bodies who are appointed as professional innovation brokers, 
the respective functions are played spontaneously by other AKIS’ actors, without needing fur-
ther intermediation. Remarkably, these functions do not necessarily belong to a specific sub-
ject as well as  no precise subject  best fits the role of innovation broker.    

 The innovation intermediaries that have been observed during the study do not adhere explic-
itly to any specific model, but enter into partnership carrying out different functions depend-
ing on their typology (research centers, local administrations, etc.).  

 Indeed, a context of cooperation, such as that of measure 124 of RDPs, lets emerge that the 
most influent pre-conditions for playing spontaneously the role of innovation broker is to 
have a wide self-acknowledgment of ones’ own role into the innovation process and a specific 
interest in public contribution and in delivering the research outcomes. Furthermore, the mul-
titasking feature of some organizations seems to be an asset. 

 As for the public administration, the study puts in evidence that its function as innovation 
broker is very oriented to set projects which very often respond to general matters of public 
interests and, thus, are likely not to target effectively the farmers’ needs. However, the PA 
certainly play a significant role in offering, and informing on, access and opportunities to the 
AKIS actors for applying innovation projects, by defining processes and criteria which foster 
equal interaction and reduce the risks of dominant positions. 

 The good knowledge of the local context and specific problems, the previous existing rela-
tionships and the closeness to the farmers, certainly represent required conditions for playing 
the role of innovation brokers. However, these conditions are not crucial, as it is demonstrated 
by the evidence on the private advisors, whose lack of multitasking and of self-
acknowledgment of the role into the innovation process have been surely a deterrent for inno-
vation brokering.  

 In most cases, the subjects who acted as a go-between are usually the lead-partner and play 
also a key role in coordinating and spreading information during the implementation of the 
innovation project.  

 Some type of actors, such as the technological poles and the local centers of applied research 
and innovation, demonstrate a certain capacity to go beyond the project targets through de-
veloping enduring relations with the farmers and connecting them with other AKIS actors. 
This is due to their multitasking ability (including ordinary technical assistance), through 
which they support farmers during the implementation of the innovation and afterwards. This 
is very helpful in view of supporting the farmers’ empowerment and enhancing their capaci-
ties on technical take-up and their adaptive and innovative attitudes. 

These evidences suggest that the involvement, as innovation brokers, of actors who are already 
part of the system and who also play a role in the implementation of the project, lets the innova-
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tion process be more sustainable, avoiding the risk of projects that do not necessarily address the 
real needs of change of the farmers or the group, and promotes a collaborative learning environ-
ment. 

In this contest, a main question comes up:  

Do we really need to create new professional subjects within the RDPs or is it better that the poli-
cy/delivery framework and the context let them emerge spontaneously? 

To this point we think that, in view of implementing the Operational Groups (OGs) of the EIP in 
Italy, MAs should establish the general rules of the game by providing, for instance, that interme-
diating functions are played exclusively by OG partners, who carry out other activities under the 
investment plan of the GO, and leaving different stakeholders free to arrange themselves. The 
project sharing and the need to achieve a common goal should prevent particular problems of 
neutrality and credibility from materializing, as the study shows.  

With regards to the possible problem that brokerage role may cease to exist after the end of the 
project (Klerkx et al., 2009), several cases in Italy indicates that, due to an increasing trustiness 
among the stakeholders involved in the projects, brokerage skills and social capital were effec-
tively used to set up other partnership and projects afterwards. However, it would be also possible 
to capitalize these factors through using other instruments, such cluster and networks, for estab-
lishing long term relationships aimed to exchange of knowledge and expertise, and as a conse-
quence, to give life to new projects. 

Other questions come up from the study regarding the role of advisors. Particularly, what could 
be the turning point for the advisors? What hinders the ability of advisors or their organizations to 
provide innovation brokering services? An in-deep study is still on going to respond to these open 
points. 
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Abstract: This paper explores the experience of an advisor in acquiring and implementing new 
skills aimed at stimulating and managing learning processes with different stakeholders. The pa-
per also takes in account the role of researchers in such process.   

The experience can be divided into three stages: the training course, the cooperation between 
advisor and teacher in a facilitation project, the performance of the new profession. 

The training course was aimed at making the participants learn and experiment new ways of 
working and relating with farmers and rural people, based on cooperative learning in the attempt 
to move from a model of knowledge dissemination to a model of knowledge generation in an 
interactive network with a variety of actors. The course was structured with classroom activities, 
whose main topics were facilitation, participatory methods and communication techniques, and 
activities on the “field”, aimed at developing a working group with farmers under the coaching of 
researchers.  

After the training period, the advisor implemented her own achievements cooperating with the 
teacher in the realization of a project of “creative communication” with farmers. The advisor had 
the opportunity to see her teacher acting as a facilitator, to set up a working group with farmers 
and to cooperate in its facilitation. 

Finally, performing her new profession the advisor/broker set up (among others) a network 
among organic farms, who had no previous relationship, with the aim of drawing a new model of 
organization within / between farms and promoting collective learning approaches. Such net-
work, which was studied as a case of LINSA – Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustaina-
ble Agriculture (Brunori et al., 2013), has been characterized by mutual understanding and shar-
ing of knowledge and experiences, laying the foundation for a highly collaborative process 
among involved farms.  

Keywords: facilitation, cooperative learning processes, knowledge generation, participatory 
methods, communication techniques 

 

 

Introduction  
Historically, knowledge and innovation for agriculture have been organized linearly around 
knowledge transfer from scientists to farmers through extension services, without any degree of 
market integration (Hall et al., 2006). Across the last decades, the coherence of this model has 
been eroded: agricultural knowledge systems are often fragmented, which hampers the circulation 
of knowledge and the ability of the research results to be usefully applied to innovation, and not 
enough responsive towards recent changes and newly emerging societal concerns and demands 
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(EU SCAR, 2012). Moreover, over recent years, the variety of interests related to agriculture and 
rural areas (e.g. climate change, food security, the provision of public goods, the quality of life of 
rural population, etc.), as well as the expansion of the goals related to innovation activities to in-
clude strategies, ideas and organizational models that respond to emerging social needs (Mosley, 
2000), implicate an evolution of linear approaches towards, a more open, inclusive and coordi-
nated innovation system, that involves a wide range of actors in knowledge generation and use 
(Knickel et al., 2009).  

These dynamics makes learning the core of innovation processes, as any change in social or eco-
nomic organisation improving a certain state of the matters brings to a change in the available 
knowledge. Moreover, it highlights a specific type of learning – social learning – which affects 
shared cognitive frames at the basis of coordination into a network (Knickel et al., 2009). 

To support this innovation pathways new competences in mediating knowledge are required in 
order to overcome possible gaps in terms of cognitive, normative and value systems (Klerkx and 
Lewis, 2009), which can hinder effective communication. Besides, facilitation skills are needed 
to cover the wider task of empowering and involving people, as well as of managing learning 
processes. 

In this context, the organizational processes of knowledge creation should be based on the set-
ting-up of networks with the purpose of generating or enhancing learning processes through so-
cial interaction, instead of transferring knowledge. In other words,  the need for actors whose 
main function is not transferring knowledge, but specifically stimulating and facilitating the for-
mation of innovation partnerships has become increasingly important. Howells (2006) called the-
se actors innovation brokers, describing them as “agents or brokers in any aspect of the innova-
tion process between two or more parties. Such intermediary activities include: helping to provide 
information about potential collaborators; brokering a transaction between two or more parties; 
acting as a mediator, or go-between bodies or organizations that are already collaborating; and 
helping find advice, funding and support for the innovation outcomes of such collaborations.” In 
a wider view, these actors have also to be agents of the process to accompany the group, leading 
the dialogue and the learning process through a continued focus to develop appropriate actions. In 
fact, enhancing alignment in heterogeneous networks requires continuous interface management 
(Smits and Kuhlmann, 2004), as well as the performing of a host of facilitation tasks that ensure 
that networks are sustained and become productive, e.g. through the building of trust, establishing 
working procedures, fostering learning, managing conflict and intellectual property management 
(Leeuwis, 2004). 

Starting from these considerations, the idea of some researchers of the University of Pisa78 was 
to design a training course aimed at breeding ‘facilitators’ able to undertake new paths of advice 
for farmers that were not strictly technical and individual, but aimed to develop more effectively 
the capacity of the dialogue and collective learning, according to a problem finding (identification 
of relevant problems) and problem solving (implementation of effective solution strategies) ap-
proaches. 

The paper presents a case study that can be ideally divided into three parts: the training course, 
the cooperation between a teacher and a trained advisor in a facilitation project, the performance 
of the new profession by the latter. 

The authors of this paper were directly involved and participated to the training activities while 
the latter parts are mainly the result of an observation activity carried out by the authors after the 
training course. 

                                                 
78 The researchers were Patrizia Proietti, Paolo Pieroni, Francesca Cosi and Professor Gianluca Brunori 
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Facilitator training course for Tuscan advisors: methodology and results 
 
Strategies for the active construction of knowledge 
The training course for technicians of the extension and advisory services of Tuscany Region was 
designed as pilot project, under the financing of the Regional Agency for Agricultural Innovation 
and Development (now suppressed). The aim of the course, that was held in a timeframe of 6 
months (from June 2005 to January 2006), was to instill knowledge and go through new models 
of knowledge building based on cooperative learning in an attempt to move from a one-way 
model of knowledge dissemination to a model of knowledge generation in interactive network 
with a variety of actors.  

In particular, the course concerned new methods of group training – animation – dissemination, 
supported by facilitators, aimed at solving specific problems as well as developing new ideas and 
realizing joint projects (something similar to the Dutch study clubs). 

Following this approach, the course was aimed to develop learners' ability to: a) identify relevant 
problems; b) redefine the context of the problem in relation to the available strategies; c) develop 
solution strategies,  

The training course was designed using the same methodological approach that we wanted to 
teach the trainees based, therefore, not on a linear model of knowledge transfer, but rather on a 
model of active construction of knowledge, under the assumption that knowledge is a dynamic 
entity that anyone can contribute to build and integrate with his own experience.  

The operating strategies for the active construction of knowledge have been: teamwork, critical 
evaluation of the transmitted knowledge, progressive comparison between different ideas and 
opinions to activate and support the advancement of common knowledge, internal evaluation of 
the produced knowledge and strategies of labor used. 

The classroom’s activity was organized as a learning community aimed at building new 
knowledge: the trainees were encouraged to think of themselves as bearers / producers of 
knowledge and not only as users of existing knowledge and were invited to offer their expertise, 
to analyze their own work and that of others by interacting with lecturers. 

The classroom’s days, fifteen in all, involved an alternation of theoretical lessons, designed to 
train the students to the role of facilitator and develop the skills needed to deal with the various 
phases of operating work, and of meetings with tutors to put knowledge into practice through 
exercises and simulations and to discuss developments advances in knowledge as well as any 
problems in its comprehension and application. The objectives of the classroom’s activities were 
developed in four training modules: 

 Module I: make the participants comprehend their 'mission', the meaning of the experi-
ence to be developed and its objectives, 

 Module II: teach methods of creating and setting up a 'working group' with the farmers as 
well as designing activities of training / divulgation / animation with this group, 

 Module III: foster the skills to develop, lead, manage and administer the experience with 
farmers, 

 Module IV: develop the skills to self-assess and report to third parties the results of the ac-
tivities with farmers. 
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To achieve these objectives, the course focused particularly on a few core topics, such as com-
munication techniques, participatory methods, design and management of projects. 

The classroom’s activities were conducted through lectures, presentations of experiences, discus-
sions, 'games', participatory methods, simulations. 

For a concrete learning the course was divided into classroom activities and activities on the 
"field". Regarding the last point, the trainees were called to spend ten days working with group of 
farmers with the double aim of supporting the development of skills through practical perfor-
mance and troubleshooting and contextualizing knowledge by transferring it to concrete situa-
tions. Particularly, the trainees had to set-up a group of farmers, to analyze with them their main 
problem and to identify the possible solutions, under the supervision of the tutors. As a final re-
sult of the course, the ideas that emerged from the discussions between the farmers and the 
“trainee-facilitator” had to be articulated in a project. 

The works on field were no set in a precise date, but were carried out in the time interval between 
one class and another. In fact, each working group, being based on the principle of self-
organization was free to organize itself according to its own needs. 

Specific guidelines were prepared to facilitate the students in the definition of their operating path 
with the groups. The guidelines focused on the capacity of trainees to concretely work with the 
group and achieve the goal, in order to increase their self-determination. 

The trainees had to submit regular report about the activities on the field to the classroom in order 
to exchange knowledge and impressions and sharing problems: in the end, all the students’ pro-
jects were built together, bit by bit.  

The lecturers of the course were from different disciplines, such as communication, sociology, 
psychology, agronomy, economics and management; the tutors were the same researcher that 
designed the course, all agrarian economists except for an expert in communication. 

The experts in charge of lectures, and particularly the tutors, played a role not so much as the 
maximum carrier of knowledge but rather as a model of "how to build knowledge", taking on the 
task of maintaining the group's work focused on the identified issues and objectives, overseeing 
activities and giving the necessary instructions for their implementation, searching for infor-
mation and evaluating them. 

The task of lecturers, and especially of the tutors, was also to support the activities of the trainees, 
giving examples and showing how to perform specific tasks, until the gradual emancipation of 
the subjects, through the achievement of their own and specific competence and independence of 
thought and action. The support offered was similar to that of the “scaffolding” of the “work in 
progress”: as “the building” is being built, the scaffolding is removed until it disappears com-
pletely. The trainees were encouraged to move into learning more and more independently, while 
constantly discussing with their peers and knowing that they could count on a mentor when they 
needed help. 

Researchers acted as facilitators of the learning processes being a leading figure but, at the same 
time, letting trainees operate independently taking responsibility for the process of knowledge 
building through the progressive refinement of ideas related to the problems the class was facing. 
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Increasing the awareness of a new role 
The trainees were all agronomists, accustomed to work in technical support to farmers, under the 
regional extension and advisory system, with knowledge and tools they acquired over the years, 
according to conventional approaches.  

The reasons that prompted them to enroll in the course were various ranging from increasing 
knowledge on technical assistance, responding to a need of personal growth, improving commu-
nication skills, hanging new methods of dissemination, learning how to design a project from a 
bottom up approach, increasing communicational skills, finding a proper language for interaction 
with farmers, up to helping farmers to work together. Someone also expected to create a group of 
peers to exchange knowledge and share problems. All of them seemed to look for answers to a 
growing feeling of inadequacy of their know-how with respect to the changes which affected ag-
riculture and rural areas. 

The monitoring activities of the course, carried out with participatory methodologies, represented 
a tools by which the group and the individuals were able to challenge their expectations, to direct 
their own activities, to reflect on themselves, their role and their relationships with farmers, as 
well as an information base for the final evaluation of the experience79.  

These activities showed that the trainees worked with interest and cooperation, in a highly posi-
tive environment, setting up a cohesive group despite their different individuality, interacting 
with experts, liaising directly to mutually help and share knowledge, evaluating their own results 
and their way of working as well as setting continuously new goals for improvement.  

The professional progress of trainees and the projects they designed made the researcher extremely satisfied. The 
goal of training a new professional figure in the panorama of agriculture and rural development, in a position to put 
into communication knowledge from different disciplines, rather than transferring scientific knowledge in a one-way 
direction, was very ambitious. And it was very difficult to determine beforehand which inputs would be able to in-
duce such a change in the professional role of advisors. 

The researchers thought that the best way to foster learning was to confront people with other innovative and inter-
sectorial experiences. It was not easy for the trainees to understand immediately the goal and to metabolize such a 
different information and stimuli: It was a slow process, even disorienting, which took a long time to be assimilated, 
as a trainees reported: “at each lesson different pieces of a mosaic were added to the first, but we could not perceive 
the overall design... then, at a certain point everything fell into place: the initial disorientation, the phase of decon-
struction of the previous educational process, gave way to the reconstruction.” 

These results, probably, were also influenced by some mistakes in designing the course: in retro-
spect, the researchers reached the awareness that some lessons could be addressed into a clearer 
and more appropriate targets and / or more practical activities. In this context, the gradual eman-
cipation of each trainee through the achievement of a proper and specific competence and inde-
pendence of thought and action required a great effort by the tutors, both in showing and exem-
plifying how to perform certain specific tasks and in encouraging to proceed in learning activities 
in an increasingly autonomy. 

In the end of the course, in addition to developing new communicational skills, as well as the 
ability to use participatory methods and to design and manage a project, the participants devel-
oped their awareness of: 

 the importance of participation of actors in their development 
                                                 
79 Two different tools were used for monitoring and evaluation activities: the first was the "diary of the working group (the class)" 
which, as the name implies, was a kind of track of activities, stimuli and achievements. For its drawing-up at a time for discussion 
and sharing of the elements that emerged during the work was devoted at the end of each class section. The diary contained a 
summary of the activities having in mind the idea to to analyse the path of the course, the elements of continuity between lessons, 
incentives and ideas to explore new issues, the operational proposals for the continuation of activities. In addition, a survey of user 
satisfaction was carried out, both through the use of questionnaires and through direct discussion. All the information collected 
were integrate by the direct observation of the researchers. 
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 the exchange of experiences to generate new knowledge  
 the need to put in communication different types of knowledge, from different disciplines  

and different actors, through building bridge between researchers, advisors, farmers and other 
stakeholders, recognizing full dignity to knowledge based on experience 

 the fact that an effective advisory requires social and communicational skills for interfacing, 
animating, creating relationship, analysing the context, listening to the actors, and so on  

 the involvement of stakeholders in the design, using a bottom-up approach, leads to imple-
ment projects that respond more effectively to the real needs 

 the observation of a problem cannot be separated from putting in relation the opinions, ideas 
and experiences of all involved in its definition and solution. 
 

Despite the positive experience, the course  was not rescheduled by Tuscany Region because it 
was considered too detached from the context of that time.  

 

The evolutionary path of a participant 
 
Assisting the teacher in performing facilitating functions 
After the training period, researchers and trainees interrupted their relationships, except for one 
participant who had the opportunity, not prearranged, to implement her own achievements coop-
erating with the teacher in the realization of a project of “creative communication” with farmers, 
funded under measure 3.3 of the EU Reg. 1257/99 and carried out in 2006.  

The project arose from the need to design a new development model by providing tools for inter-
vention and assistance aligned with the strong heterogeneity that characterized the productive 
agriculture in the park area of ‘Cinque Terre’ in the Liguria region. With the arrangement of this 
participatory project the two tried to start from the real problems of farmers to undertake devel-
opment paths directed towards a more homogeneous model of entrepreneurship, while drawing a 
new form of extension and advisory for farmers not strictly technical and individual, but aimed at 
developing more effectively the ability of interrelation, dialogue and collective learning, accord-
ing to a problem finding and solving approach. Farmers who participated in the project were fa-
cilitated in setting up, according to their needs and interests, a self-organized path of learning and 
empowering around certain issues, recombining their knowledge and / or by producing a new one 
(Proietti, 2006). 

The farmers themselves identified the object of the study, designed their own training path, pro-
duced and reproduced knowledge, with the help of some experts, but especially through the 
joined production of ideas. These processes, which required reciprocity and cooperation of all the 
farmers involved, led to the identification of strengths and weaknesses of each farm and, conse-
quently, to the strengthening of individual positions. 

The project was designed using a combination of different participatory methods with the aim of 
creating both opportunities for exchange and horizontal dialogue between farmers, and to activate 
a process of benchmarking and simultaneous transfer of knowledge through farm visits in which 
the host farmer taught to the others by showing techniques, processes and services he/she used. 

Through this experience, the advisor had the opportunity to see her “teacher” acting as a facilita-
tor, to set up a working group with farmers and to cooperate in its facilitation. For this person it 
was very instructive to assist her mentor in this task, exchanging impressions and opinions, put-
ting into practice lessons learned, as well as to comprehend the potentiality of the used approach-
es. In this phase, the advisor had the opportunity to learn how to use tools that have the common 
goal to empower the capacity and skills of each individual, through creating a non competitive 
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and dynamic learning environment, highly responsible and cooperative, able to mitigate the anxi-
ety generated by the unknown and the resistance to changes by the individuals, and to produce, as 
a consequence, cognitive processes of higher-order.  

Certainly, this second formative experience was crucial for the evolution of the professional pro-
file of this advisor, compared with her colleagues. In fact, it allowed her to develop more com-
municational and social skills as well as a strong interest in designing projects and promote rela-
tionships between farmers, in addition to instill courage and self-confidence. 

 
Standing on her own feet 
Once these experiences were concluded, the advisor returned to do her former job. Giving tech-
nical assistance to small organic farms in Lunigiana, a disadvantaged territory of the Tuscany 
region, she perceived the existence of three main problems: the difficulty in carrying out the pro-
duction process (due to the problematic finding and the high price of inputs), the lack of market-
ing opportunities in conventional channels and a poor technical support for organic farming. As a 
consequence, in 2008 she started to network with organic farmers known throughout the profes-
sional experience as advisor as well as with new ones, in view of generating their interest in par-
ticipating in a common project. The use of participatory methods (eg. exchange of experiences, 
farm visits, etc.) to promote relationships between them allowed to start a first learning process 
within the core of this farmers’ network, which was composed of small farms located in disad-
vantaged areas. As a result, farmers developed an individual pro-active attitude as well as a 
common awareness of cooperating to face difficulties. 

The need to look for more marketing opportunities, induced the broker-advisor to strive in order 
to favor the entry into contact of the farmers’ network with three GAS (solidarity purchasing 
groups) standing on the same territory. This new partnership allowed farmers to establish a direct 
relationship with critical consumers, in addition to the opportunity to enter into the main farmers' 
markets in the area. For both parties, this relationship was a stimulus to promote deep internal 
changes aimed at acquiring new knowledge and skills, reorganizing routines, redefining identities 
and responsibilities, in order to produce a significant change in production-consumption practices 
This experience further contributed to enhance farmers’ self-esteem, encourage self-organization 
and cooperation, strengthen the dimension of collective action, in addition to increase their exter-
nal visibility, both to consumers and to the local institutions. 

At a later stage, the establishment of new relationships led to a further enhancement of the net-
work, both in terms of management and values. The result was, in 2009, the institutionalization of 
social capital in an association (composed of the group of farmers, the GAS and other organiza-
tions) but also in a cooperative (composed of some farms, cooperatives and other firms). The 
network, named Crisoperla, gained a wider capacity of collective actions, establishing local rela-
tions with other organizations from civil society, local governments, educational institutions, but 
also interacting with a wider territorial level, dialoguing with the regional government or connect-
ing and exchanging experiences with other networks both at national and European level (eg. 
IFOAM within the EIP network or French Amap). This led, among the others, to a recognition of 
the role of organic farming and solidarity economy as a tool for the development of marginal are-
as, and recognition of the socio-economic and environmental value of a local product (Favilli et 
al., 2013). 

On the other hand, the growth of the multi-actorial network corresponds to a directly proportional 
weakening of the brokerage role played by our advisor. 

At the beginning of this experience, that is still going on, the role she played as mediator and fa-
cilitator was significantly perceived by farmers that agreed to recognize her a remuneration. 
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When the initial project and the money ended, the broker-advisor tried to explain to farmers that 
the tasks she continued to perform, coordinating the group and communicating with the outside 
world, had to be compensated (maybe indirectly, through technical assistance funded under 
Measure 114 of RDP), but they did not want to accept. Anyway, she continued to work within the 
group for the love of it, without any reimbursement. Fortunately, she had other activities as advi-
sor and she was able to play facilitating functions within the Crisoperla group as voluntary work. 

As the network grew and new actors came in, the recognizing of brokering function became more 
and more difficult (every time, a new process of creating trust should have to start), although it 
was increasingly needed (the more the group was bigger, the more an organized brokering func-
tion, as it was in the beginning, was needed). In addition, among the newcomers some strong per-
sonalities emerged, taking on a leader position and weakening, as a consequence, the role of the 
facilitator. At the same time, disputes became to arise among actors, so much to require the ac-
quisition by the broker of skills on consensus method and  management of conflicts. 

These dynamics have had a direct repercussion in terms of management and organization (inter-
nal and external communication, division of roles) of the network, as well as of effectiveness of 
its learning approach. 

 

Final consideration: towards which model of innovation broker? 
The paper shows a training course that had to trigger a double transition: from conventional to 
multifunctional farming and from linear innovation to network-based innovation. 

To this aim, the course was based on a model of active construction of knowledge and on a trans-
disciplinary approach, both regarding topics, methods and lecturers. 

Indeed, the training course was in itself a network building process. Trainees had to mobilize 
their contacts to build a network. It is interesting that they already had a network but they were 
not aware of the potential of participatory approaches, nor they had a self-acknowledgment of 
their own role into a possible innovation process (Cristiano and Proietti, 2014). 

The course adopted “involving” methodologies that were able to develop the active participation 
of those to whom it was addressed, by stimulating them with the appropriate "techniques", "class-
room games", simulations, practical exercises, discussion and various types of working groups. 
The case study shows that the direct involvement of the students in actually experienced prob-
lems in order to manage them, was very helpful to overcome their real difficulties in developing 
the right attitude towards new concepts as well as to empower themselves. Moreover, the case 
study highlights the need to sustain the learners in their following activities of putting knowledge 
into practice. Having the opportunity to see an expert doing facilitating functions is helpful for 
the trainees, who can deal with a new role under the tutor guidance and internalize new skills 
progressively.  

The course, in addition to tracing a possible training path for facilitators, can also be seen as a 
driver of institutional innovation, as new methods and approaches have challenged the existing 
organizational rules of traditional Agricultural Knowledge System (AKS). 

Moreover, trained advisors could be agents of change not only among farmers’ networks but also 
within their organizations. 

However, the evidences from the case study suggest that the repositioning of advisors in a new 
role of learning processes facilitators is not free from difficulties. 
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In this specific case, the AKS organizations to which trainees belonged were not ready to accept 
the change. The story shows that, in order to be able to deploy innovation broker skills, the tech-
nician had to work outside the traditional AKS, making her personal situation less easy.  

More hierarchical AKS organization would represent a barrier to innovation. To be able to foster 
innovation processes, policies should be able to create internal dynamics within AKS or alterna-
tively project-based funding outside the traditional AKS should be launched.   

The paper also shows that the role of independent broker can be played by single advisors, being 
able to deal either with farmers wishing to implement farm innovation or with multi-actors net-
works necessitating radical innovations.  

This role calls for a set of both natural abilities and operational skills, as the evolutionary path 
outlined in this paper allows to highlight:  

- knowledge in the specific field, so as to be able to immediately recognize what the farm-
ers’ needs are; 

- empathy with actors, that is essentially the capacity to respond with an appropriate emo-
tion to the mental states of somebody else; to a certain extent this is an innate quality, but 
it can be also the result of the experience in the field, as well as of the skills acquired 
through communication techniques; 

- communication skills for interfacing with different actors, generating interest in participa-
tion, animating groups, etc.; 

- social skills and capacity to use participatory approach in order to facilitate cooperation 
among different stakeholders, foster a cooperative learning, negotiate and manage con-
flicts;  

- embedment in the territory, so as to allow the immediate comprehension of problems and 
to have good connections and relationships with different actors; 

- open mind: all the previous elements acquire meaning through the capacity to think ‘out-
of-the-box’ .  
 

On the other hand, implication in terms of organization structures, cultures and incentive mecha-
nisms arise (Klerkx et al., 2009). The case study reveals that some critical elements related to the 
process of managing heterogeneous networks emerge, especially when these latter increase their 
size, in number, space and time: 

- difficulty to make the stakeholders aware of the services provided by the broker and, as a 
consequence, to make the activity profitable; 

- lack of confidence by new entrants, rise of strong personalities that assume the role of 
leader mistrusting the role of the facilitator, conflicts and so on; 

- need of support of wider knowledge networks in order to have access to a lot of infor-
mation and to be able to find the right actors for specific partnerships.  
 

The independent broker creates custom projects entirely on the basis of a needs assessment, has 
no conflicts of interest and acts exclusively in the interests of the network.  

However in complex multi-actor networks the independent broker should not be left alone: the 
support of ad-hoc policies, the accessibility to wider knowledge networks, and appropriate incen-
tive schemes, could also play a fundamental role in fostering demand-driven innovation processes 
and institutional changes. 
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Abstract: There is growing recognition in rural development of the importance of lively interac-
tion between farmers, researchers, policy makers, value chain actors, consumers and other stake-
holders. Whilst in the past innovations were expected to flow from researchers to farmers as end 
users, new and sustainable solutions are now progressively viewed as emerging from joint learn-
ing processes. As Mrs. van Oost (EU/DG-ARD) states: The innovation model under the agricul-
tural European Innovation Partnership programme (EIP) goes far beyond speeding up transfer 
from laboratory to practice through diffusion of new scientific knowledge (referred to as a "linear 
innovation model"). The EIP adheres to the "interactive innovation model" which focuses on 
forming partnerships - using bottom-up approaches and linking farmers, advisors, researchers, 
businesses, and other actors in Operational Groups. (Van Oost 2012).  

Such lively interaction does not occur spontaneously, especially not under harsh competitive 
market conditions. It takes deliberate effort, for which space should be created. My view is that 
the concepts and language associated with the technology transfer approach are insufficient to 
describe what really matters in processes of co-creation processes. This is also true for the vocab-
ulary associated with the neo-liberal market approach. Take for example the concept of the 
“knowledge broker” who, in the strictest sense, merely brings suppliers and clients together. Cre-
ative processes require more than that. These vocabularies may blind us to certain elements cru-
cial to understanding why some networks become creative whilst others do not.  

Three concepts will be highlighted which, in my experience, appear to be useful in the understan-
ding and stimulation of co-creation in networks: [1] Vital Space: this is the space in a network in 
which people feel the freedom to contribute what they enjoy doing in connection to others. Here 
they feel recognised and useful, and there is curiosity, enthusiasm and creativity. [2] Free Actors: 
these are the people or actors who do whatever is needed to create vital space in a network, 
whether they are mandated to do so or not. No network can function well without a free actor. [3] 
Responsive Capacity: this is the capacity of a network or system to generate effective responses 
to changes and challenges. Enhancing this capacity is the ultimate justification for free actors to 
intervene. 

This article is based on research the author reported about previously (Wielinga 2001; Wielinga 
et al. 2008, 2009, 2010; Faber and Wielinga 2011), and aims to contribute to the current discourse 
on approaches that could be helpful for projects under the EIP.  

Keywords: knowledge systems, networks, co-creation, facilitation, knowledge brokers  
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Knowledge Brokers, Intermediates, Facilitators, Champions, Free Actors, or …? 
 
Who takes the lead in forging partnerships? 
The search is on for real partnerships. Farmers are not just end-users of scientific knowledge or 
customers buying knowledge products from advisors as salesmen. Practical innovations emerge 
from interaction between different actors, each contributing their knowledge, experience, means 
and networks. However, such interaction processes between people with various interests, lan-
guage and habits are not easy to manage. At present, the incentive structures for farmers, re-
searchers, commercial advisors and policy makers differ considerably, and once people from the-
se different worlds find each other, they have to row upstream to get things done. The EIP pro-
gramme of the European Commission is an effort to create better conditions, by stimulating ac-
tors across the whole research and innovation chain to join efforts (EC 2014).  

People who are in the position to stimulate partnerships can be very helpful in speeding up inno-
vation processes. They appear under different names. Klerkx (2008) coined the concept of the 
“innovation broker”, being an actor who matches the supply and demand of knowledge. In many 
countries and regions intermediate institutions operate with the task of translating farmers issues 
to researchers and research findings to farmers (such as the Knowledge Centre for Agriculture 
(formerly DAAS) in Denmark). Such intermediate experts speak the language of both farmers 
and researchers. Klerkx, Hall and Leeuwis (2008) observe that this function is not easily picked 
up by the market. They identify seven distinct types of intermediate actors between farmers, re-
searchers and other stakeholders in the Netherlands. These types vary from innovation consult-
ants and peer networks to agencies for inducing radical transformation. 

One of these types is the “Innovation Consultant to Groups of Farmers”. In the Dutch experiment 
“Networks in Animal Husbandry (2004 – 2007)” researchers were appointed as facilitators of 
farmers networks with sustainable innovation initiatives. They found out that this required more 
than simply matching farmers questions with knowledge taken from the shelves of research insti-
tutes, waiting to be utilised. Group dynamics also called for interventions, missing knowledge 
had to be created collectively, and other stakeholders often had to be involved to make innova-
tions feasible. We found the term “facilitator” too limited for what they were actually doing: they 
had taken on the position of the “Free Actor”, which was then ideally taken over by a network 
member after the assistance ended (Wielinga et.al. 2008; Wielinga and Vrolijk 2009). After 120 
networks had been assisted, this approach became a regular subsidy programme of the Dutch 
government. Currently over 500 networks from all sectors are assisted this way annually.  

It is interesting to see that in flourishing networks there is always at least someone who does just 
those things that lubricate the network process, and this is often not the formal or even the infor-
mal leader. In her research on networks promoting healthy nutrition, Wach (2013) calls them 
‘Champions’: people who appear to be effective in creating and maintaining networks around the 
issue, without having any formal function that would require them to do so. Klerkx et al (2013) 
identify four types of champions in current management literature: power champions, technology 
champions, process champions and network champions, as people “who put in an above average 
amount of energy and determination to make an innovation succeed”. In my thesis (Wielinga 
2001) I identified such persons as ‘Free Actors’ doing whatever it takes to create connection and 
space in a network, whether they have a mandate for it or not.  

New language is required  
Multi-actor innovation partnerships differ fundamentally from production processes within a 
clear organisational structure. Also the language of the market where goods are being exchanged 
is insufficient to describe what it takes to engage in co-creation. Network processes are more 
comparable to the journey of the hero: who starts out with laudable ambition and good friends, 
well equipped and with a clear goal. Along the way, the equipment appears insufficient, unfore-
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seen difficulties arise, friends may abandon the journey, and just when the situation seems hope-
less, help from an unexpected corner saves the hero, who ends up in a better place than they im-
agined beforehand. How important was the goal here, and what did the helper do? What language 
helps to navigate such a process? Firstly I will distinguish three mainstays in thinking about in-
novation, each of which comes with its own vocabulary. Then three concepts will be explored, 
that (in my experience) appear to be useful for reflection on what matters most in co-creative 
network processes.  

 
 
Transfer, Exchange or Co-creation 
 
Transfer: “I know what is good for you”  
For a long time it was common to expect innovations to originate from research, which would 
then be disseminated to farmers through extension. The ‘Technology Push’ referred to the strong 
position of the developers of new technologies. Early adopters would profit most, after which 
others were forced to follow in order to survive. Social sciences focused on the diffusion of inno-
vations. Why did some farmers adopt innovations earlier than others? Farmers who would not 
adopt were labeled “laggards”. The quality of the innovation was taken for granted, and questions 
about who would profit most were not being asked (Röling (1976, 1988).  

Science had a high status, and in the case of problems, more public money would go to research-
ers to find solutions. According to this way of thinking knowledge is equal to objective and un-
contested truth, to be generated or at least validated by scientific research. It is still typical for 
funding programmes to strictly separate knowledge generation (i.e. research) and knowledge dis-
semination. The EIP programme represents a significant step by the European Commission to 
break with this tradition.  

Exchange: “Can we make a deal?”  
In the 1990’s a neo-liberal wave of thinking swept through the world, redefining the positions of 
major stakeholders in agricultural knowledge and information systems. Knowledge became a 
product, to be produced by researchers, and traded by advisors and consultants. Users became 
clients, who would pay for value. Public funding for knowledge institutions was reverted into 
programmes for which those institutions had to apply as contractors. The state positioned itself as 
a client in the market for products of collective interest. The technology push would then change 
into a demand driven knowledge system.  

Although the knowledge market allowed for much more diversity than the former centrally man-
aged system could, disadvantages became visible too. In a shrinking market with a rapidly declin-
ing farming population, heavy competition between advisors made them go for the quick wins, 
and sell advice within what is known and common. Time for updating knowledge and exchange 
of experience became an overhead cost to be reduced. Researchers had to spend much of their 
costly time on procedures for acquiring funds and reporting about progress. Moreover, clients 
cannot ask for what they do not know. ‘In a strictly demand driven system no one gets the 
knowledge he really needs’ (Wielinga 2001).  

Co-creation: “What can we achieve if we pool our resources for a dream we share?”  
There are signs that partnerships could become a third mainstay in approaches for innovation and 
development approaches. It is the intention of Horizon 2020, the newly launched EU programme 
for agricultural development. In development assistance, much is being expected from partner-
ships between entrepreneurs, NGOs and knowledge institutions. In my practice as a consultant, I 
come across multiple examples of public agencies that wish to move away from the client-
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contractor relationships that became dominant when public funding was involved. Instead, they 
seek a role as equal partners between stakeholders in networks to create new solutions together.  

Collaboration based on partnership means that actors take each other on as partners, each with 
their own knowledge, skills, means and access to other networks. A shared ambition is the driv-
ing force. When people discover that others share their dream, the probability of making it come 
true becomes more likely. In the communicative way of thinking underlying this mode of collab-
oration, knowledge has another meaning again. What counts here is accepted knowledge: views 
of reality shared by partners are a basis for collective action. Such knowledge can only emerge 
from an interactive learning processes between these partners (Röling 1988, Engel 1997).  

Forging partnership requires more than a broker in the strict sense of someone who brings parties 
together. Van Oost (2013) defines an "innovation broker" as “a person that could help getting an 
innovation project started by acting as a go-between. The broker is not necessarily involved in 
the actual innovation project: he helps single actors which might have difficulties in finding part-
ners.” All of the research experiences mentioned earlier have shown that this is not enough. 
Bringing stakeholders together is just the first step on the bumpy road to innovation.   

This approach requires personal commitment. Whereas in the modes of transfer and exchange 
people may act on behalf of institutions, co-creation begins with something that people believe in 
themselves. The mandate granted by their respective institutions becomes a space that allows 
them to pursue what they really want to work on personally. It takes effort, skill and conscious-
ness to enter into this mode. It requires trust, which must carefully be built up carefully. 

Looking back at the history of Dutch agriculture, in the period of rapid growth from 1950 to 1975 
relationships in the knowledge system were based much more on partnership then what people 
were later inclined to think. Innovative farmers, extension agents, researchers and policy makers 
formed a strong network with short information lines. They shared ambitions: first to reach food 
security at national level, and once this was achieved (around 1956) to conquer the world market. 
They succeeded quite well. To date The Netherlands is the second largest exporter of agricultural 
products in the world. The partnership even became so strong that it lost sight of the rest of socie-
ty. Problems such as pollution and overproduction could just be thrown over the fence. When 
around 1984 society no longer accepted this and the government had to impose the first restric-
tive measures, the cost of the resulting mess was very high. In the decades that followed, the in-
stitutions that gave power to farmers and provided the glue in the system were gradually broken 
down and replaced by the rules of the market. In my thesis I concluded that, while doing so, the 
key factors for success had been broken as well (Wielinga 2001). In the last ten years we have 
seen a revival in appreciation for the importance of networks, for example in the network ap-
proaches mentioned earlier.  

Intentions change faster than structures do. This causes friction, which is felt when people want 
to engage in creative processes and meanwhile the financial regime requires detailed project 
plans with step-by-step activities and SMART formulated outputs. The language and concepts 
that are common in mainstream market thinking are insufficient to give space to what co-creation 
requires. In the following chapters I propose some alternatives.  
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Vital Space 
 
A biotope for co-creation  
When people share resources and combine efforts, they can achieve much more than they could 
alone. This requires willingness to deliver input and align with others. When this succeeds, it is 
satisfying. People feel empowered and meaningful. This is energising and willingness to do more 
for the network increases. It is a self-propelling process. It provides space where people feel free 
to learn together and become creative. ‘Vital Space’ in a network is the space where people feel 
the freedom to contribute what they enjoy doing in connection to others (Wielinga 2001). 

This phenomenon is basic to human interaction, and as old as people living together in social 
groups. It is much older than the capacity to communicate through abstract language and think 
rationally. Accordingly, the steering mechanisms to keep human networks healthy are much older 
too, and deeply ingrained in the system of each individual. The structures people build to organ-
ise societies can be seen as living tissue in an evolutionary process, allowing for ever increasing 
task division and specialisation (Wielinga 2001). Living organisms, from individuals to ecosys-
tems, remain healthy as long as the essential components are connected by feedback mechanisms 
(Maturana and Varela 1987, Capra 1996). In recent years there is rapidly growing interest in what 
can be learned from biology and neuroscience for human behaviour and human interaction. A 
new scientific specialisation has emerged: ‘neurosociology’ (Franks and Turner 2013). People are 
less rational in behaviour than planners or economists would like to think (Christakis and Fowler 
2009). It is most interesting to explore human nature as part of the evolutionary process of life, 
and derive lessons about what really matters in network processes.   

Figure 1: The Circle of Coherence. 

 

What does it take to create a biotope in a network of partners where people feel interested, curi-
ous, ready to probe different directions and welcome the unexpected? It requires a considerable 
amount of trust. But trust cannot be bought, manufactured or imposed. Elster (1983) calls it a by-
product, that is self-defeating when one tries to get it under control. Actually this is true for all 
things in life that really matter, such as creativity, passion and love. Too much trust can also be 
detrimental as some abuse the ignorance of others. If vital space cannot be controlled, are there 
ways to influence a favourable biotope to make it grow?  
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Feeding connection  
The key insight is that vital space grows by itself when there is connection. If we can find ways to 
feed connections between partners or remove obstacles to people connecting, then vital space will 
grow.  

The Circle of Coherence (figure 1, Wielinga 2001) identifies interaction patterns in a network. 
Patterns within the circle feed connection, strengthening people’s confidence that the network is 
valuable to them: 

1. The pattern of exchange: People explore the balance between give and take, striving for 
mutual gain. 

2. The pattern of challenge: Positions and competences are challenged. This contributes to 
confidence that people will do what they are able to, and that disagreements can be han-
dled. A certain dose of conflict is healthy.  

3. The pattern of structure: Collaboration requires agreement on task division and rules. 
4. The pattern of dialogue: For collective learning and creation there must be keen interest in 

what others can contribute. Dialogue refers to interaction based on mutual curiosity.  
 

These patterns are similar to the stages of growing maturity in groups, referred to in group dy-
namics as: forming, storming, norming and performing. However real life does not follow these 
stages so neatly. What matters is that all patterns receive sufficient attention in order to contribute 
towards higher levels of cohesion in the network. As networks are living organisms, the steering 
mechanisms are built in. This means that in a healthy network there will always be people trying 
to restore the balance in attention. The art of facilitation is in recognising what pattern needs most 
attention, and acting to restore the balance.  

Removing obstacles 
“Trust comes by foot and goes by horse”, as the proverb says. People always live between hope 
and fear: the hope that others will complement them, versus the fear that they will not do so or 
may even take advantage of them. No one survives without defence. The Circle of Coherence 
distinguishes four basic defensive patterns, situated outside the circle because they do not con-
tribute to the vital space.  

1. The pattern of fleeing: If the balance between give and take seems negative, people withdraw. 
From the perspective of someone who cares about the network, they flee.  

2. The pattern of fighting: When challenge turns into fight, this causes damage. Others are no 
longer esteemed opponents, but adversaries who must be disabled.  

3. The pattern of freezing: When structures become stifling, partners no longer dare to move. 
Usually one partner maintains the structure which causes others to suffer. They keep each 
other prisoner. People complain because they are discontent, because they believe that first 
move for improvement must come from the others who fail to do so. 

4. The pattern of flocking: A network can develop fear of losing its accomplishments, or flock 
against perceived outside threats from the outside. Criticism is suppressed, because it could 
weaken the group. People seem to agree strongly with each other, and do not allow themsel-
ves to deviate from what is expected because they might lose their position within the group.  
 

In the first two patterns people disconnect from the network. In the last two, they disconnect from 
their authentic selves. Someone who cares about the network must recognise the type of pattern 
and the reasons behind it. If they can make people look at the situation differently, they may drop 
their guard. What this requires will be different depending on the pattern. I call such communi-
cative efforts “warm interventions”. 

Stop escalating patterns 
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A third category of actions aims to stop patterns from escalating too far. When fleeing or fighting 
go from bad to worse it leads to chaos. When freezing or flocking escalate stagnation results. At 
some point people are no longer open for communication. For example, as long as fighting par-
ties believe they can win unilaterally, they are not interested in negotiations. It then takes a third 
party to come in between them with sufficient power to remove such a perspective. When it be-
comes clear that continuation of the fight will only lead to further destruction, there will be will-
ingness to reconnect in negotiation. Such actions using power that force actors to change position 
are called: ‘cold interventions’. For each escalating pattern a different type of cold intervention 
can be identified and used. What might be effective for haltin one pattern will be counterproduc-
tive in another. It goes beyond the scope of this article to elaborate on possible interventions. 
What matters is that the concept of Vital Space offers a wider scope for steering a network pro-
cess than the targets and instruments we commonly define for keeping processes under control. 
As the Circle of Coherence shows, structure is only a part of what it takes for a healthy and crea-
tive process.  

 
Free Actors 
 
Who intervenes?  
Intervening to stimulate the growth of vital space is not the same as taking the lead and giving 
directions. Who can be this intermediate actor who does whatever it takes to create the conditions 
for co-creative partnership? As stated earlier, people live between hope and fear. They hope oth-
ers will make the partnership worthwhile, but fear they will not. Experience will show either.  

 

Figure 2: Triangle of Co-Creation. 

 

The Triangle of Co-Creation (figure 2: Wielinga et al. 2010) visualises positions people can ac-
quire. Some people feel the drive to change while others are primarily concerned about stability 
in the structure. Change agents bring in the ideas and energy while managers bear responsibility 
and possess power to change conditions. Within these conditions suppliers deliver the building 
bricks to effectuate change (e.g. knowledge, skills, work power, means, etc.).   

In the process of building vital space, actors will test each other’s reliability. Each position comes 
with a certain suspicion. Managers might behave as gate keepers, merely inclined to keep things 
as they are and maintain their position of power. Suppliers might act as survivors, only concerned 
about their own survival, unable or unwilling to take any risks, or opportunistically taking ad-
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vantage for their own benefit. Change agents might appear to be activists in disguise, who may 
rather see the structure demolished in order to make space for their ideals.  

It is hard to overcome barriers to connection with others when people themselves are suspect. 
Then it is necessary that at least one actor under less suspicion and able to do whatever is neces-
sary to remove barriers. Such persons may have acquired this position of ‘Free Actor’ due to their 
personality or reputation, because they have no conflicting interests, or a mandate that allows 
them to act according to the situation. Such a mandate is helpful, but not conditional. A Free Ac-
tor is someone who does what it takes to stimulate vital space in a network, with or without a 
mandate.  

It is crucial that free actors follow their own judgement and dare to draw beyond the lines if 
needed. In a perfect structure there is no need for change. In imperfect structures mandates are 
imperfect too. However, this does not mean that free actors can do whatever they want. They are 
only effective when appreciated by their partners. Acquiring such a position takes personality, 
skill and strategy.  

Strategies in the Triangle of Co-Creation   
The distinction between positions according to the Triangle of Co-Creation helps to reflect on 
may be missing positions in a network at a certain point of time, and to consider possible actions. 
For example: change agents can sometimes approach managers too early, while it is more effec-
tive to build up a warm network of likeminded actors beforehand. In doing so, change agents 
strengthen the likelihood of their being taken seriously by the managers. Survivors only become 
useful suppliers when there is sufficient safety for them. As long as this cannot be provided, it is a 
waste of energy trying to get them on board. Managers who want change first should find change 
agents who share their ambitions and who are willing to make good use of the space they can get. 
Otherwise they enter in a boss – contractor relationship which can easily turn into a gatekeeper-
survivor deadlock. When this occurs, the Triangle shows the position of the change agent as va-
cant, which explains why the system is lacking energy.  

It goes beyond the scope of this article to elaborate on the full repertoire of possible actions. 
While people in collaborative efforts are often fully concentrated on content, the Triangle of Co-
Creation helps to reflect on the process, and to express what partners whish and expect from each 
other.  

Free Actors as a liberating concept  
Free actors can be identified in every well-functioning partnership. No network can do without 
them. Yet language to appreciate this role is lacking. In a project on improving North-South col-
laboration in internationally operating NGOs, the key people recognised themselves in this posi-
tion. So far they had felt that many of the things they did were necessary but more or less illegal 
because it was not in their task description. The Free Actor was a liberating concept for them. To 
maintain connection with their superiors however it was essential to find ways to keep them well 
informed about the bumpy road of network development they were following (Faber and 
Wielinga 2011).  

Differences with knowledge brokers, facilitators and champions 
A broker matches supply and demand. When researchers and farmers are drifting away from each 
other, the call for a broker seems logical. It fits neatly into the dominant market paradigm. It can 
be a job assignment and a service to be paid for, although Klerkx warns against too high expecta-
tion. Public funding remains necessary for an innovative knowledge system (Klerkx 2008). 

In my opinion this concept is too limited for what it takes to develop new solutions in partner-
ships. It suggests that it is sufficient to help clients in articulating their demand whilst knowledge 
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is available but a bit difficult to find. More often than not information is abundantly available 
through internet, but the knowledge that is needed still must be developed. Moreover, innovation 
is not just a matter of applying new knowledge: it is about changing conditions and making actors 
move.  

The term ‘facilitator’ covers more aspects of an innovation process, but has its limitations too. In 
contrast to experts, facilitators guide participants through a joint learning process without inter-
vening in the contents. Usually they are being hired for a specific activity. In the terminology of 
the Triangle of Co-Creation, they have the position of suppliers, just like knowledge brokers.  

Experience shows that shared ambition and passion is crucial to generate energy in a network. As 
a consequence, facilitators who only apply methods to guide a learning process, but do not con-
nect with the ambition of the partnership or share the passion of the partners, are limited in what 
they can achieve. Moreover, they are restricted within the Terms of Reference of their assign-
ment. For sure there are also facilitators who go beyond this and do excellent work in forging 
partnerships. Then they operate as free actors. 

Often the work of connecting the right people is done by persons without a formal function or 
mandate, and in their free time. They are driven by ambition for the common good and have the 
skills to create vital space. Wach recognises the importance of such ‘champions’ but she is un-
comfortable with the term herself. It is not about winning or losing. Essential is the ability to see 
problems as a result of complex systems, rather than caused by people to be blamed (Wach, 
2013). This finding resonates with what is required of free actors in order to acquire a well-
respected position. They must show respect and compassion themselves, which becomes more 
likely if they are able to understand human interaction as part of living systems. 

Work for compliance or be a free actor 
In my view every actor can choose to become a free actor, to a certain degree. The core choice is 
between completing a given task as well as possible (compliance), or using one’s mandate to pur-
sue an ambition. Looking at innovative capacity at the level of projects, programmes or systems, 
it is important to recognise people taking on the free actor positions and to grant them space. Free 
actors are always there, but the threshold may be so high that only few remain active. Current 
structures keeping people accountable for delivering products are often barriers to professionals 
doing what they believe in. Pressure to publish in highly rated magazines, or strict control on 
compliance with detailed plans are just some examples. Innovation cannot be managed like a 
production line. A new generation of tools is needed to manage processes allowing for the crea-
tion of vital space where joint learning and creativity can take place. 

 
 
Responsive capacity 
 
What justifies the intervention of a free actor? 
If free actors follow their own judgement: what justifies their actions? If they feel they must devi-
ate from the contract, go beyond the mandate or violate the rules: when is this helpful for a pro-
cess of co-creation and for strengthening partnerships? One cannot escape from the insight that 
this is sometimes necessary. In a perfect structure there is no need for change, but it is also obvi-
ous that drawing beyond the lines can easily cause damage too. If a free actor is to be effective, to 
what goal is this effectiveness to be evaluated? 

When we view human networks as living organisms, every component contributes to the larger 
entity of the ecosystem. When organisms lose their function, they die and decompose in elements 
that in turn will feed other forms of life. That moment comes when the organism is no longer 
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capable of responding adequately to what its environment requires. The difference between 
healthy and unhealthy systems is responsive capacity. This depends on the quality of the connect-
ing mechanisms through which the components are structurally coupled to each other (Maturana 
and Varela 1987). When there is friction, it means that somewhere a connection is not function-
ing well, and this signal is picked up by change agents who call for action.  

The change agents will probably not frame it this way however. It will be channelled into ambi-
tions and operationalised in goals and targets. Without a goal there is no point in initiating 
movement. Then however the art of the free actor is to redirect efforts from controlling the pro-
cess towards creating the conditions for vital space to grow, wherein actors become partners, 
share resources and become creative. Ultimately such vital space contributes most to the capacity 
of the network to respond to the challenges it faces in its environment.  

 
Conclusion 
This current period of time, with major challenges in feeding the world sustainably, calls for the 
participation and creativity of many stakeholders. Developments in the direction of partnership 
and co-creation, such as those supported by the EU EIP programme, are encouraging. These 
changes usher along shifting roles of stakeholders, bringing them into positions where they can 
learn continuously from each other. The concepts explained in this article intend to offer lan-
guage for joint reflection on what matters most in creating fruitful partnerships.  
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Abstract: Agricultural advisory systems are mentioned as one important partner in the European 
Innovation Partnership (EIP) ‘Agricultural Productivity and Sustainability’ and therefore new 
funding opportunities for private advisory firms become available. Consequently this requires 
from advisors to adopt new roles such as intermediaries, (knowledge) brokers, (process) facilita-
tors or change agents, e.g. in research – practice networks. Studies of the last decades in Bran-
denburg observed fragmentation within the AKIS, especially among advisors, but also discon-
nected linkages with research. Privatization and commercialization of advisory services to the full 
amount and shortening of budgets for regional agricultural research are main reasons. 

These observations motivated the authors to start an action research process together with advi-
sors working in Brandenburg, which aims at searching for new ways to intensify the collabora-
tion between scientific organizations and advisory services in Brandenburg. The action research 
process will include the phases of problem analysis, planning, implementation and evaluation 
closely related to the management cycle, but they are to be adjusted as the process continues.   

So far, the kick-off meeting with interested advisors has been realized and delivered insights on 
how advisors view the regional research system and its interaction with practice. In general, the 
advisors assess the situation as “research in Brandenburg is almost invisible”. In particular, they 
noticed, that linkages among actors from the organic farming context are more intensively com-
pared to conventional farming “actors”. The implementation of EIP has not (yet) been received as 
a chance for future activities and has been viewed quite skeptically, especially concerning the 
advisors’ role within operational groups. The participating advisors concluded a strong need for 
more networking activities within the group of advisors (self-organization) and defined it as a 
topic to tackle in following meetings of this action research process.  

Keywords: interface, agricultural innovation system, linkages, action research, privatization, 
advisor 
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Introduction 
The issue of knowledge transfer and innovation receives increased importance as part of the cur-
rent reform of the common agricultural policy and the common research policy in the EU in order 
to support sustainable development and to meet the upcoming challenges, such as climate change 
or biodiversity losses. With the establishment of the European Innovation Partnership (EIP) 
"Productivity and Sustainability in Agriculture" at European level and its implementation at na-
tional and regional level from 2014 through, inter alia, operational groups there is a clear "line of 
approach" towards networking and collaboration between science , practice, policy and guidance. 
Although the detailed design at the national and regional level is still open, it is clear, that agri-
cultural advisors are to play a key role.  

This "marching order" from Brussels meets a fully privatized advisory system since 2001 on in 
the German federal state Brandenburg. The advisors accordingly, exclusively focus on issues 
with which they "make money ". Networking and cooperation among the advisors as well as in-
teraction with research institutions and scientists has not stood in first place if it was not directly 
affect revenues for the consulting firm (Knuth & Knierim, 2013) . Nagel (2002) had already pre-
dicted this development. Further, the public regional research sources had to undergo severe 
budget shortenings during the last ten years. 

A recent example for science-practice collaboration for innovations in agriculture gives the inno-
vation network for Climate Change Adaptation Brandenburg Berlin (INKA BB). In INKA BB 
farmers and other actors in the agricultural sector cooperate with agricultural scientists with the 
aim to ensure the sustainability of land and water use in the Brandenburg region under changing 
climate conditions. A crosscutting strategic objective is to hereby empower actors in business, 
administration, public agencies and civil society to proactively react on the emerging climate 
change with strategic flexibility (Knierim et al., 2009). In this project, joint learning processes are 
to be initiated, knowledge on climate change is to be distributed, discussed and reflected in order 
to develop and try out adaptation measures and lead the successful measures in the stabilization.  
Interestingly, almost no agricultural advisor has actively participated in INKA BB. Obviously 
there are good reasons and hindering factors that prevent advisors from this type of cooperative 
engagement. However, at the same time there are advisors who are interested in stronger linkages 
as the following quotation of an advisor in Brandenburg indicates: “we need a stronger network-
ing in Brandenburg, the few existing capacities [regarding knowledge production and transfer) 
Brandenburg must be better connected [...]" (personal communication 2013). 

The target of generation and diffusion of innovations in the EIP is closely linked to the 
,Agricultural Knowledge and Information System' ( AKIS ) and the ‘Agricultural innovation 
system' (AIS) concepts, which evolved from the criticism on the linear ,Transfer of Technology' 
approach. Agricultural advisors are to play a key role in both systems, in newer publications men-
tioned as ' facilitator ', ' intermediary ' or ' knowledge broker ' (Klerkx et al., 2012) Cristovao et al 
2012). Whether there is a sufficient number of advisors who are willing or capable to fulfill such 
roles in Brandenburg has been questioned by the authors (Knuth and Knierim, 2013).  

A distinction between ‘science-driven’ research and ‘innovation driven research’ is advocated by 
the European Union Standing committee on Agricultural Research (SCAR) in its latest reflection 
paper. “By taking this difference in motivation into account, research policy and management 
could be improved” (EU SCAR 2012:7). They further conclude “networking and cooperation 
between research and extension or farmers groups is crucial and to be promoted” (EU SCAR 
2012:7). 

This problem situation in the agricultural advisory services in Brandenburg and in INKA BB in 
combination with the outlined theoretical and political background points the authors to a dis-
crepancy between theoretically as well as politically envisaged networking activities and regional 
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conditions for this. From this tension the authors ask “How to strengthen linkages between re-
search and extension in a privatized advisory system such as Brandenburg?” and initiated related 
to this question an action research process, which first targets advisors, who are interested in such 
a change process.  

This paper presents first insights from the kick-off meeting of this action research process, partic-
ularly with regard to i) how the advisors perceive the research system in Brandenburg, ii) how 
they view the implementation of the EIP and iii) which ideas they have for improving their link-
ages to public research institutions. 

Theoretical Framework 
The underlying framework of the described action research approach is related to the current sys-
temic approaches to Agricultural knowledge flows and innovation: i) agricultural knowledge and 
information/innovation system (AKIS) and agricultural innovation system (AIS). Both concepts 
developed as a critique towards linear models of innovation.  

AKIS and AIS show knowledge flows and interactions related to innovation  
As the starting point of the action research being conducted is the perceived need for improve-
ment of knowledge flows among many different actors (research, education, administration), the 
AKIS concept with its focus on linkages and interactions between a variety of actors is chosen. 
Röling (1990:1) defined AKIS as “a set of agricultural organizations and/or persons, and the 
links and interactions between them, engaged in such processes as the generation, transfor-
mation, transmission, storage, retrieval, integration, diffusion and utilization of knowledge and 
information, with the purpose of working synergistically to support decision making, problem 
solving and innovation in a given country’s agriculture or domain thereof”. Later definitions 
such as published by the World Bank (2012:630) focus more on the interaction between the ac-
tors of the system80. 

The development and implementation of the European Innovation Partnership is mainly based on 
the ‘Agricultural Innovation System’ concept (AIS), which is defined by Hall et al. (2006:vi-vii)) 
as “a network of organizations, enterprises, and individuals focused on bringing new products, 
new processes, and new forms of organization into economic use, together with the institutions 
and policies that affect their behavior and performance. The innovation systems concept embrac-
es not only the science suppliers but the totality and interaction of actors involved in innovation.” 

According to Klerkx et al. (2012:463) both concepts developed rather parallel than consecutive; 
AKIS evolved from the extension perspective, while AIS was developed form a research perspec-
tive. Labarthe et al. (2013:5f) identify two views on the coexistence of the AKIS and the AIS 
concept: “either as competing notions, or as complementary notions built for different aims. For 
some authors (e.g. Dockes et al. 2011) AKIS and AIS correspond to competing approaches, and 
only one should be kept. In this normative view it is argued that a new vision of AIS is needed to 
tackle the issue of sustainable development of agriculture….For other authors, each of these co-
existing approaches place emphasis on a specific dimension of the reality, follows its own objec-
tives, and each of them yield evidence that may be combined for the practice (Hall et al. 
2006,(Klerkx et al., 2012)”.  

Knowledge brokers to support interactions within AKIS and AIS 
In relation to both concepts the role of the innovation intermediary or systemic facilitator is de-
scribed to become more important (Klerkx & Leeuwis, 2008) and refers to functions which are 

                                                 
80 “Agricultural knowledge and information system (AKIS) indicates a system that links people and institutions to promote mutual 
learning and generate, share, and utilize agriculture-related technology, knowledge, and information. The system integrates 
farmers, agricultural educators, researchers, and extensionists to harness knowledge and information from various sources for 
improved livelihoods. Farmers are at the heart of this knowledge triangle. (World Bank, 2012:630) 
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not yet fulfilled in in Brandenburg. Klerkx and Leeuwis (2008:262) describe three main functions 
of such intermediaries: i) demand articulation, ii) network brokerage and iii) innovation process 
management. “These systemic intermediaries act as innovation brokers, whose main purpose is 
to build linkages in AIS and facilitate multi-actor interaction in innovation” (Klerkx et al., 2012) 

Koutsouris (2012:68) argues with regard to the role of extension within an Agricultural Innova-
tion System: “A major role of the new extension is that of the co-learning facilitator (…) aiming 
at the development of shared meaning and language between dialogue partners in order to stimu-
late change and develop solutions in innovation.” 

Kick-off meeting for the Action research process 
Perceived deficits in the agricultural knowledge flows in Brandenburg induced the authors to 
become active as action researchers with the objective to investigate and pro-actively engage for 
an improved situation. This Action Research is understood as an approach aiming at supporting 
change and learning processes. The research process follows a cyclic and iterative approach re-
peating the four steps of planning, acting, observing and reflecting (Reason & Bradbury, 2008). 
The first cycle has been the kick-off meeting with advisors, who are interested in changes at the 
interface of research and advisory services. The action research process is to include the phases of 
problem analysis, planning, implementation and evaluation closely related to the management 
cycle, but they are to be adjusted as the process continues. 

In the following the term ‘researcher’ refers to one of the authors, who facilitated the kick-off 
meeting.   

Hypotheses before the Kick-off Meeting 
The following hypotheses were the basis for the planning and reflecting of the Kick-off Meeting:  
i) An interface81 between the research system and advisory system exists but interaction activities 
are rare; ii) There are advisors who are interested in the improvement of knowledge flows in 
Brandenburg and willing to become active and capable to formulate first ideas on how; iii) The 
implementation of the European Innovation partnership related to Agriculture in Brandenburg is 
interesting for the advisors.  

Planning of the kick-off meeting 
The program of the kick off meeting included three main steps: 

  
i) to collect experiences with and views on the cooperation between agricultural research 
instutions and advisors and other agricultural actors in Brandenburg including an input on the 
transdisciplinary research project on climate change adaptation in Brandenburg (INKA BB) 

ii) Introduction of the European Innovation Partnership “Agricultural Productivity and sustaina-
bility within the rural development plans for 2014-2020 and a short discussion on chances for 
Brandenburg’s advisors within this framework 

iii) Exchange of first ideas how to improve linkages between research and advisory services.  

The workshop finished with a discussion on how to cooperate among each other in order to plan 
next steps to realize some of the advisors‘ ideas for improving the knowledge flow in Branden-
burg.  

                                                 
81 The following activities are understood by the authors as part of a well-working interface between research and advisors: 
transdisciplinary research projects, information events by research institutions, where advisors are invited; publications of latest 
regional research results easily available, institutionalized exchange between advisors and research actors on regional research 
needs 
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Since there is no public database on all agricultural advisory firms in Brandenburg, the author 
developed her own out of an unpublished list of the regional Ministry of Agriculture and a pub-
lished list of certified “cross compliance” advisors, which does include app. half of all advisors 
working in Brandenburg. This list is continuously edited and filled with new current information 
where available, mainly from an internet research, where 40 out of 52 firms present their firm. 
This list was the basis for a short quantitative analysis combined with a literature review on the 
current characteristics of the advisors active in Brandenburg (ch. 4.1).  

All advisors (129 from 52 advisory firms), who were known to the author by then and document-
ed in a database, were invited by Email to a workshop in June 2013. This invitation included the 
problem background, the above mentioned objectives of the workshop and the motivation and 
background of the author to initiate this cooperation with private advisors in Brandenburg. A 
number of 22 advisors showed interest in such a workshop, eight were ready to participate. Due 
to health reasons the workshop had to be cancelled with short notice and was postponed to Au-
gust 2013.  Then, 16 advisors replied showing interest in the workshop and six advisors partici-
pated. Overall 27 advisors showed interest in the topic and workshop. 

The workshop was facilitated and documented through audio taping, personal minutes/memo 
reviewing the atmosphere and the role of the author as a facilitator. The audio tape has been tran-
scribed and is used for a qualitative content analysis. Furthermore, foto documentation exists of 
the continuously visualized discussion results with the advisors by the researcher.  

Preliminary findings 
 
Characterization of the advisors in Brandenburg and the workshop participants  
All advisory firms (52), who were known to the author by then, were invited by Email to a work-
shop in June 2013. The analysis of the current characteristics of the advisory firms with a web 
page revealed, that most firms are specialized in farm economics, business management and fi-
nancing. Six advisory firms (11%) are specialized in organic farming. The largest firm employs 
about 30 advisors in ten regional offices and has roughly 1000 clients. The main partners of this 
company are the Farmers’ Association of Brandenburg (Landesbauernverband, LBV) and other 
agriculture related associations. The remaining consulting companies are mostly smaller, with the 
number of employees ranging from one to 19 people. Ten out of the 52 firms come from neigh-
bouring federal states and have clients across different federal states (mainly East Germany). 23 
advisory firms addressed are certified for “Cross Compliance advice” by the Ministry of Agricul-
ture in Brandenburg.  

Clients of advisors in Brandenburg are rather larger farms (with six or more employees) as well 
as other agriculture related groups, e.g. state and rural district authorities and associations in-
volved in rural development planning, agricultural contractors, and, recently new actors related to 
renewable energies (esp. biogas) (Knuth and Knierim, 2013).  

Half of the six advisors, who finally participated in the kick-off meeting, are specialized organic 
farming advisors, two out of them coming from organic farming associations. Two of all advisors 
come from other federal states (Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt). This was quite helpful in the meeting as 
they could also include their “outside” experiences and often compared the Brandenburg situation 
with theirs by asking the respective questions. Four advisors come from rather large advisory 
firms with more than 15 advisors working in their firm.  Personal feedback from advisors ahead 
of the Kick-off meetings confirmed the authors’ expectations why advisors are not participating 
in such a process; mainly fear of competition and therefore loss of knowledge and lack of time 
for meetings with no direct profit effect. 

Experiences with and views on the research-advisors interface 
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In general, the advisors assess the situation as “research in Brandenburg is almost invisible”. Lat-
er in the discussion they pointed on positive exemptions such as research institutions, e.g. the 
“Eberswalde University for sustainable development” (www.hnee.de) or a research institute for 
agricultural technology (ATB), they experienced as quite helpful and cooperative.  

They further observed, that “good practical relevant publications come rather from other federal 
states in Germany than Brandenburg, e.g. the chambers of agriculture. Why is this so?” they 
asked. One advisor coming from Saxony described in this context the well-working cooperation 
between research and advisory services in a regional research institution (Landesamt) there, 
where “public regional research had the task to produce the knowledge basis for public advisory 
services. There was intensive knowledge exchange and regional problems were tackled by the 
researchers. Now it changed when public advisory services were privatized. The “Landesamt” 
now runs for money from external research programmes which do not necessarily relate to the 
knowledge needs of the region”. 

In particular, they noticed, that linkages among actors from the organic farming context are more 
intensive compared to conventional farming “actors”.  Here they mentioned again the Eberswalde 
University, which developed a network of organic farmers, which is used to transfer knowledge 
needs of farmers into the University, which are to be dealt with by graduate students or small 
research projects. The advisors discussed about the reasons and explained it with less distrust and 
the mentality of organic farmers in this “niche community”: There it is no problem to say to  a 
farmer with a certain problem: here is the address of so and so, go there, say hello from me and 
have a look. This I can seldomly say to conventional farmers. There you cannot even say the 
neighbor is also your client…” (an advisor who works with conventional and organic farmers).  

The advisors also criticized trends within the research system: i) the trend towards short-term 
projects, which - according to the advisors - hinders the researcher to become an expert in a cer-
tain field. Generally they say:”long term research is good for the interface”. Another advisor had 
the impression, that there is not enough on-farm research in Brandenburg, which transfers inno-
vations from research into the real world.  

The advisors’ view on EIP 
The instrument(s) related to EIP in the new EU policy for rural development has been known by 
one advisor out of the six participants. This one is not from Brandenburg and just recently 
switched from research to consultancy. He even was familiar with the EIP structure, as he has 
applied for a focus group. The EIP approach has been viewed quite sceptically and distrustful at 
the time of the meeting. They expect “that the same people like always will be able to apply for 
the money and receive it” and that “new topics or new actors won’t have good chances”. One 
even called it a wrong approach, another advisor states: it won’t help to minimize the deficits that 
came up because of the withdrawal of public support [at the interface]. The main deficit they see 
for successful EIP activities is the missing institutional setting for good linkages within the AKIS 
in Brandenburg. “Other federal states, especially lower Saxony82 will benefit from this new in-
strument, as they have their working groups already in different regions and meet on the next 
level. They have this basic infrastructure, which will lead to such [operational] groups. And this 
structure would have to be built here first.” 

Further the advisors’ role within operational groups and its capacities to participate was ques-
tioned: What can an advisor supply in such an operational group? Is he or she just an observ-
er/bystander? How can he receive access to such a group? [… ] But overall this is only a small 
part of my daily work. And then I have to consider, that I need quite some time in advance to es-
                                                 
82 Lower Saxony has a chamber of agriculture for applied research and advisory services, different topic related knowledge 
centers (e.g. organic farming or grassland) integrating advisors, researchers and topic related associations. Additionally there exist 
private advisory firms. The state government is quite active in supporting knowledge exchange activities. 
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tablish all that, which again needs time and money. And this is for me the main question from the 
advisors’ view.”    

First ideas of the advisors how to improve linkages 
The participating advisors as well as 12 advisors, who replied to the invitation, but could not par-
ticipate on that date, showed interest in the topic or even articulated explicitely a strong need for 
improvement along the interface. “We need a stronger networking in Brandenburg, the few exist-
ing capacities [regarding knowledge production and transfer) Brandenburg must be better con-
nected [...]" (# personal communication with an advisor in Brandenburg, June 2013).  

Repeatedly during the workshop, they called for improved information sources, such as a data-
base for regionally relevant research results, or a calendar highlighting information events of all 
research institutes which present current research results to practice actors. Nevertheless, they 
pointed out the problem of advisors in overviewing only a limited amount of information sources 
and therefore are interested in a good regional overview which links such information. Further, 
one advisor articulated his interest in support for understanding and interpreting scientific publi-
cations.  

The advisors in the workshop further concluded a need for more networking activities within the 
group of advisors (self-organization) especially regarding their articulation of knowledge needs. 
Nevertheless, two advisors saw this quite skeptically: “For this we are way too much individual-
ists […] The ministry once tried to initiate a working group on advisory services. But you go 
there once or twice and then you see, you have to invest time and work and then you don’t go 
there anymore”. Here a fear of competition and limited resources became obvious once more. 
Further the advisors discussed the option to communicate their knowledge needs to the “Bran-
denburg Agricultural Academy” – a semi-public educational institute, which offers advanced 
trainings for advisors as well as farmers. 

 

Discussion along the hypotheses  
 
i) An interface83 between the research system and advisory system exists but interaction 
activities are rare.  
In the context of organic farming it appears, that certain cooperation activities between research 
and advisory services exist, but in general could be improved. In the context of conventional 
farming, one could doubt that there is an interface between advisors and regional research institu-
tions, because the advisors mentioned to rather use information sources from other federal states, 
e.g. chambers of agriculture. This let the authors assume, that the few research activities in Bran-
denburg’s public research institutions are either not sufficient or not relevant for the practice or in 
case they exist they are not well communicated and distributed to farmers and advisors. It further 
lets the authors assume, that communication about knowledge needs of the farmers and advisors 
does not exist. The observation of budget shortening and privatization within/of state agricultural 
research institutions strengthens this view. The trend towards scientific excellence measured 
mainly by peer-reviewed publications might worsen the situation.  

ii) There are advisors who are interested in the improvement of knowledge flows in Bran-
denburg and willing to become active and capable to formulate first ideas on how. 

                                                 
83 The following activities are understood by the authors as part of a well-working interface between research and advisors: 
transdisciplinary research projects, information events by research institutions, where advisors are invited; publications of latest 
regional research results easily available, institutionalized exchange between advisors and research actors on regional research 
needs 
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The participation in the kick-off meeting of six advisors out of approximately 100 out on the 
market was number wise quite low, but the atmosphere was quite cooperative and the advisors 
truly showed their appreciation at the end of the meeting about this chance to get to know col-
leagues and exchange views and experiences among one another. They came because they were 
interested in the improvement of knowledge flows and all actively participated in the discussion 
and offered their cooperation for future activities. The additional 12 advisors who could not par-
ticipate on that date, but answered the invitation and therefore showed to be interested in this top-
ic motivate the authors to continue the Action Research process.   

iii) The implementation of the European Innovation partnership related to Agriculture in 
Brandenburg is interesting for the advisors. 
The kick-off meeting did not give a lot of information about the advisors’ view on EIP, mainly 
because it was new to most of the participants. Nevertheless, it left the impression, that overall 
the implementation of EIP in Brandenburg has not yet been received as a chance for future activi-
ties by most of them. Their main concern related to the low level of existing networking activities 
in Brandenburg – the missing infrastructure- so far and the distrust towards the policy makers to 
organize an open process is not surprising for the authors. The question of the advisors which 
roles are advisors to play in operational groups could be one to be discussed more detailed in the 
later action research process.  

 

Conclusion towards next steps 
The kick-off meeting showed, that there is i) a strong need of the advisors to receive more infor-
mation on the research system of Brandenburg (topics, information sources, contacts) and ii) a 
more ambivalent desire to cooperate more between the advisors themselves.  

An option for better information sources is to extend the regional internet platform “isip” with 
more information from regional research institutes – information events, field days, new 
transdisciplinary projects that search for partners. Concerning the cooperation between the advi-
sors, a next meeting, which includes advisors, researchers, and agricultural educational institutes, 
could motivate advisors to meet again and discuss their situation, if it also includes further infor-
mation on the research system in Brandenburg. There, research institutions could give an over-
view of their current work within their organization and the meeting could also include working 
groups that discuss the question of how to improve knowledge flows e.g. by extending the “isip” 
platform or intensifying the exchange of knowledge needs of knowledge offers of the “Branden-
burg Agricultural Academy” and other regional agricultural educators.   

Further, there are questions that need to be tackled theoretically, e.g. which organizational models 
do exist for cooperation between advisors and research? Which factors promote or inhibit coop-
eration/knowledge exchange between advisors and research with special focus on a privatized 
advisory system (existing networks (related to trust and who knows whom?), financial incentives, 
innovation brokers)? Which factors have most influence?  
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Abstract: This is a discussion paper about the articulation in the framing of the grant subsidies 
for farmers’ knowledge exchange network groups in the context of the EU Rural Development 
Programme (EU-RDP 2007-2013) by the Dutch government. In this paper we make an effort to 
understand the motivation for the various aspects of the framing, their consequences in the practi-
cal execution of the regulation, and the framing-related remarks, which emerged in the term eval-
uations of 2009 and 2013. 

The government stimulation of partnership-driven, multi-actor, knowledge exchange network 
groups in the agricultural sector of the Netherlands started with a subsidy for an R & D pro-
gramme in the livestock sector in 2003. Framing the further support of these network groups in 
EU and government regulation frames (2007-2013) has been difficult from the start, basically 
because the topic contains elements of both the regulation chapters about “Education and 
Knowledge Dissemination outside Institutes” and about “Cooperation in Innovation”.  

From the analysis in this article it is concluded that the operation of knowledge exchange network 
groups shows clearly distinguished signs of both “Education outside Institutes” and “Cooperation 
in Innovation”. The issue of “Knowledge Dissemination” as well as “Quality Control” are differ-
ent issues. Knowledge dissemination is to a large extent a collective problem of all the projects 
together. Quality control over the project executions is an issue, which is best not solved by hier-
archical structures. These aspects are not easily framed within the existing chapters of the regula-
tion frameworks. 

Although the implementation of the government tender regulation for farmers’ knowledge net-
work groups has extended to about 550 groups (2013), there is no record of any significant re-
search about the fundamental decisions that were made. The evaluations that were performed 
(Bartels BV, 2009; Blokland et al., 2013) did not address the framing of the conceptual formula. 
The discussion relies therefore mainly on personal information from practices. 

The collective results of all the projects, have contributed substantially to the innovativeness and 
competitiveness of the Dutch agricultural sector as a whole, but not to the competitiveness of 
individual farms. This notion, as well as the reflection on the status of the “free actor” in the pro-
ject, should be an incentive to the government to reconsider the framing of the original concept. 

Keywords: partnership-driven networks, multi-actor approach, operational groups, knowledge 
exchange networks, living networks, innovation stimulation, rural development support, EU, FP7, 
Horizon 2020, EIP, government support, tender regulations, regulation frame, public policy is-
sues. 
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Introduction 
This is a discussion paper about the articulation in the administrative framing of the grant subsi-
dies for farmers’ knowledge exchange network groups in the context of the EU Rural Develop-
ment Programme (EU-RDP 2007-2013) by the Dutch government. In this paper we make an ef-
fort to understand the motivation for the various aspects of the framing, their consequences in the 
practical execution of the tender regulation, and some frame-related remarks, which emerged in 
the term evaluations (Blokland et al., 2013; Bartels BV, 2009). 

Support to knowledge exchange network groups: an innovation in two leaps 
The government stimulation of partnership-driven, multi-actor, knowledge exchange network 
groups in the agricultural sector of the Netherlands started with a subsidy for an R&D programme 
in the livestock sector in 2003. The decision of the Dutch government to support the development 
of the concept of farmers’ knowledge exchange groups with subsidies was in itself already an 
innovative leap ahead. As such the decision reflects the eagerness of the government to support 
innovation in agriculture, and the willingness to experiment with new scientific concepts in the 
scope of knowledge extension.  

The subsequent decision in 2007 to frame this concept in a regulation frame was unmistakably 
bold. Framing the support in an EU and national tender regulation (2007-2013) was immediately 
difficult, basically because the concept contains elements of both the regulation chapters about 
“Education and Knowledge Dissemination outside Institutes” and about “Cooperation in Innova-
tion”. Dealing with this demand for regulation measures was unprecedented in the EU. Even now 
and so far, the experience with this innovative regulation instrument only exists in the Nether-
lands. As a concept the innovation has become widely embraced among all stakeholders. The 
concept has been evaluated several times and is now pushed forward as an example to the EU and 
other countries. Here the consequences of the actual framing is discussed and criticized, so we all 
may learn from this Dutch experience. 

The first leap forward: the implementation of the concept in an R&D context  
The concept of farmers’ knowledge exchange network groups is about network groups of about 
6-20 farmers that express their own ideas about the knowledge allocation and innovation they 
desire. In the conceptual research programme network groups were facilitated both with content 
expertise and “free actors” for organization and communication interventions. The experts were 
embedded in a structure for reflection (intervision), methodological support and supported by a 
central structure for external knowledge dissemination to other professionals in and around the 
agricultural sector. The “free actors” among the experts interacted with their network groups in 
such a way that after some time the network group members are capable of organizing the free 
actor role themselves (Wielinga & Vrolijk, 2008). 

In the original R&D programme the government support was based on the assumption that net-
work groups of farmers can influence the knowledge infrastructure better than individuals. The 
aim of the R&D programme was to strengthen the mental resilience of the farmers by supporting 
knowledge exchange network group formation, and facilitating to bridge gaps between farmers, 
experts and other actors in or around the agricultural knowledge infrastructure. The support con-
sisted of: facilitating knowledge exchange among farmers as well as with others, both within and 
outside the scope of (livestock) farming, assist in the allocation and development of new 
knowledge focused on the aim of the project, and facilitate the external dissemination of the pro-
ject results. During this programme, which focused on animal husbandry (2004-2006), experienc-
es where obtained of some 120 network groups of livestock farmers, facilitated by 25-35 content 
experts and free actors (Wielinga et al., 2008). 
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Supporting collective structures 

In order to allow the concept to work two surrounding collective structures appeared important: 

1. As ‘free actors’ the organization and communication experts required a new generation of 
tools in order to navigate in unknown situations, recognize at any moment what was at stake 
and intervene appropriately. Foremost they appeared in need for a surrounding structure of 
peer intervision, to help reflect on difficult situations. 

2. Both the network groups and other interested professionals in the sector were eager to learn 
from the experiences. In order not to let them miss anything, Wageningen-UR constructed a 
special website to disseminate and archive all the news and knowledge of the knowledge ex-
change groups, as well as the cooperation in innovation groups (from another programme). 
To the website an electronic newsletter was attached, with brief newsflashes and forwarding 
links to the networks. Soon over 5,500 subscribers received the receiving an electronic news-
letter (Attention Mail) on a monthly basis, and that number has increased ever since. 

Towards the second leap: problems in the creation of a grant supported tender regulation 
When the concept of farmers’ knowledge exchange network groups the first question was in 
which EU support programme it should fit. The implementation in the rural development pro-
gramme (EU-RDP) was a logic choice. In that perspective the conceptual formula was to be 
transformed into a grant subsidy supported tender regulation. Consequently, the government was 
faced with unprecedented problems about the legal framing. The most fundamental problem was, 
whether these network groups should be perceived as a “collectives of businesses that engage in 
knowledge development activities outside institutes”, or as a “public-private cooperation in busi-
ness innovation”. For an outsider, this may sound as an insignificant game of words, but in the 
legal perspective this is very significant. 

Content implications: 

If they are “knowledge development activities outside institutes”, then the consequence is: 

 there should be education plan that can be assessed for quality criteria; 
 there should be qualified teachers linked to the education plan; 
 there should be a surrounding structure of experts to assess the educational quality; 
 the deliverables of the education process can only be described in terms of learned or 

gained knowledge and not in terms of result products; 
 the gained knowledge cannot be owned or protected from use by others (by copyrights); 
 the gained knowledge as such cannot be sold or marketed; 
 the gained knowledge cannot lead (directly) to increased business competitiveness; 
 subsidy grants up to 100% are possible. 

 
If they are “public-private cooperation in business innovation”, then the consequence is: 

 there should be an innovative project plan that can be assessed for quality criteria; 
 there should be qualified experts linked to the project plan; 
 there should be a surrounding structure of experts to assess the innovativeness; 
 the deliverables of the project can be described in clear terms of result products; 
 the result products will be owned and may be protected from use by others (copyrights, 

patents); 
 the result products may (if desired) be sold or marketed; 
 the result products may lead (directly) to increased business competitiveness 
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 subsidy grants should be limited to compensate for increased competitiveness (usually 35-
70%). 

 
From the start the government workers realised, that the concept of farmers’ knowledge exchange 
network groups incorporated elements of both, and could not be single-framed in either one 
frame. 

 
Procedural implications: 

 There should be a chronologically subsequent distinction in activities, between before, 
during and after the quality assessment phase of the (education or project) plan, in order to 
allow the grant to be submitted to the plans that fit best with the quality criteria; 

o Quality criteria for assessment and an assessment procedure should be established; 
o A procedure for the nomination of experts for the assessment should be imple-

mented, etc. 
 Applications should be done by two or more independent agricultural enterprises, 

o Sometimes with activities in a specific subsector (NACE-code) or area (area 
code);  

o Sometimes the aim is required to make advancements in specific political topics. 
 Activities that are developed before the formal project approval cannot not be granted. 

 
These procedural complications implicated additional framing problems. It meant that one way or 
another an initial (education or project) “plan” should be developed, which can be assessed for 
quality. This requirement conflicts basically with the  concept of working in knowledge network 
groups, in which the process of “problem articulation” is part of the execution work. Besides it is 
difficult to identify the required expertise of the assessors, as well as the criteria for determining 
their impartiality. 

 
The creation of a grant supported tender regulation: outlines and discussions 
 
Based on discussions with the R&D scientists and their own interpretation of the legal options the 
Dutch government decided that farmers’ knowledge exchange network groups should be per-
ceived as collectives of businesses that engage in knowledge development activities outside insti-
tutes, and should therefore be framed in the associated chapter in the EU-RDP of the 7th Frame-
work (EC Council Regulations N° 1857/2006; N° 1698/2005; and N° 1257/1999). However, the 
network group activities were perceived within this frame as a kind of public-private cooperation 
in innovation. 

 
Basic content implications 
 

 Through active participation of the applicants, the government presumed that external fi-
nancial investments could be attracted, and/or that the result products of the activities 
would lead to business gains for the participants due to increased competitiveness:  

o In order to correct for this presumed intervention with the competitiveness only 
70-80% of the execution costs were subsidized (including the costs for the project 
leader); 

 i.e. about 45-55% of the project execution costs excl. the project leader. 
 Note: within this perception the participating farmers were basically allowed to protect the 

result products with copyrights, patents, etc., although the government admitted that such 
would not comply with the conceptual formula of the programme. 
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Conception of the project plan 
 
There are international agreements that “ideas” as such cannot not protected by law. People who 
have new ideas are self-responsible to hide their ideas, if they do not want any others to use them.  
However, the result product from capturing an idea, e.g. in the form of a design or a plan is pro-
tected by (EU) laws, which attributes automatically the intellectual property rights to the designer 
or author. 

 Initially the Dutch government decided that there was no “project plan” or “plan design” 
required from the network group to make a grant application: the quality of the applica-
tions would be assessed by experts based on the “ideas”.  

o The government motivated this point of view by pointing to the fact that project 
plan adaptations are possible throughout the project execution, within the project 
budget limits. 

o Like this, the government could avoid the confrontation with fact that within the 
EU-RDP chapter about “knowledge development outside institutes”, there was no 
option for demanding project plans for a quality assessment. 

o Consequently the government did not need to deal with the question whether and 
to what extent pre-application project plan design should be granted: in this per-
ception plan design activities were simply not performed. In addition the govern-
ment did not need to respect anyone’s intellectual property rights on any plan de-
sign, as a result product from working. 

o However, the government did think that the applicants’ self-responsibility to hide 
their ideas from others, should be supported by the government and therefore re-
spected, similar to the way that intellectual rights are usually respected. 

 consequently the “project ideas” were assumed to be owned by the appli-
cants. 
 

 After the first year of the implementation (2007) the government recognized that this de-
nial of their requirement of project plans for quality assessment, led to insurmountable 
problems in the quality assessment procedure. 

o Since 2008 the Dutch government requires therefore that the applicants (in prac-
tice: the intended project leaders) fill in an application content form, that contains 
all the usual standard elements of a project plan. 

o So far, the government has not explicated the consequences of this adaptation 
however, for recognition for this pre-application work and the related intellectual 
property rights. 

 Consequently, important questions were never raised, like: ‘Is the designer 
the single owner of a project plan, and what may network group members 
claim in it?’, ‘How can the project plan be validated as a product, and to 
what extent can it be marketed?’.  

 
 
The “free actor” – and his legal status 
In the scientific literature a lot of names are attached to the expert that operates as a “free actor” 
in knowledge development projects: project leader, project director, project coordinator, project 
facilitator, process leader, process guide, etc. All these names cover part of the job, but not entire-
ly. The term “free actor” covers the fact that the expert may take various roles, but sounds rather 
unframed. Terms as: “leader”, “director”, “coordinator”, and “facilitator”, all suggest a hierar-
chical position. This is not correct in general, although the expert may sometimes take up the lead 
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firmly. The term “process” takes the attention away from the fact that specific deliverables in 
terms of knowledge are aimed. 

Actually the so far unused term, “project convenor” could well fit, since it signifies a.o. someone 
who assembles for a public purpose; a person whose job it is to call adherent people together for meetings in 
relation to a public duty. However, this would implicate that the status of the “project convenor” in a 
knowledge network group is basically a public job – outside the control of governmental or scien-
tific institutes. In the general discussion (Chapter 4) it is concluded that such is indeed a correct 
image. 

Quality assessors and assessment criteria 
There is no conclusive hand-out for the type of experts that can act as quality assessors, what 
their qualifications should be in reference to the assessment criteria – as well as what the assess-
ment criteria should be about. Since the implementation of the conceptual formula in 2007 the 
perceptions about how it should be have fluctuated over various policy workers involved, and 
over the years. 

 
 Policy workers in the government use different hand-outs to ensure impartiality: some ex-

clude farmers from the assessment team, others exclude all free actors (i.e.: other project 
convenors). 

o Consequently, the assessment teams are often biased in composition. 
 Since 2010 policy workers themselves are no longer allowed in the assessment team; 

however, since then the assessment criteria and their relative weighing evolved increas-
ingly towards politically associated criteria. Project plans should fit first with specific pol-
icy themes for sectors, industries or regions. Next the project plans are ranked to specific 
criteria (see also Table 1). 

o Consequently, the role of the “quality assessment” as an instrument for “quality 
decisions” about grants for project ideas and plans is increasingly questioned by 
the applicants. 

o Some additional notes: 
 This assessment procedure stresses the concept of “quality” in the assess-

ments.  
 The farmers’ knowledge network groups that apply, feel decreasingly rec-

ognised in the assessment procedure as initiators of the development of in-
novative knowledge. 
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Table 1: Quality assessment criteria and weighing factors, as applied in 2013 to the so-called “small farmers’ knowl-
edge network groups”: at least 2 participating enterprises and a max. project budget of € 50,000.00, for which 80% (€ 
40,000.00) may be granted – including the costs for the project leader. 

 
Assessment Criterion (2013):  Weighing 

factor: 
Score: 
(1-10) 

(a). Chosen theme is innovative 3  
(b). Effectiveness of the dissemination of knowledge and experience 3  
(c). Chosen approach is effective 2  
(d). Contribution to sustainability 2  
(e). Composition of the network 2  
(f). Process oriented perspective 2  
(g). Cost/quality ratio 2  

Weighted average final score:  

  
Project adaptations and project granting 
 
Consistent with the conceptual formula, project plan adaptations are basically allowed unlimited-
ly within the project budget, as long as the project goals are still pursued. However, there is no 
clear hand-out about how grant administration workers should deal with the implications: 

 How should “project goals” in this conceptual formula be perceived? – Are they the over-
all aim, the specific objectives or the specified deliverables? 

 Usually it is no problem for the payment of the grant, if a specific goal is pursued, but 
failed to achieve; however…, 

o which type of added activities (e.g. based on advanced insights) should or should 
not be allowed considering the goals, under the grant conditions? 

 Ultimately: should it be possible for a network group to make design a project plan in the 
way that the assessors like to read it, and next execute their project in the way that they 
like to do it? 

 Note: in the second evaluation the interviewed assessors suggested that therefore the as-
sessors of the grant procedure should be linked to the granted projects as a kind of steer-
ing experts (Blokland et al., 2013). 

o The acceptance of this suggestion would mean that the responsibilities of the pro-
ject convenor (free actor), would effectively be subordinated to a hierarchical poli-
cy steering structure, without the involvement of formal policy employees.  

 So far, there is no indication yet that the acceptance of this suggestion is 
considered. 

 
 
Dealing with the collective aspects 
 
Methodical tools and intervision 
After the initial R&D programme (2004-2006) the general support to the project convenors were 
cut down to a general course of Wageningen-UR, and only for the convenors of the granted pro-
jects. At that point the development of methodological tools seemed basically finished (Wielinga 
et al., 2008). A course, in which the methodological tools are explained and practiced, became 
also available as a paid course, and is since offered by Wageningen Business School (WBS). 

The remaining free course for project convenors was since disputed for not meeting the needs of 
the experienced convenors, who instead preferred the development of a certification system for 
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the profession and the formation of intervision groups (Blokland et al., 2013). In 2013 the free 
courses were no longer offered (i.e. subsidized by the government) and the surrounding support 
structure for project convenors within the Wageningen-UR business unit for Livestock Sciences 
was dismantled.  

Intervision for competence building 

To meet the demand of the experienced convenors, the suggestion is that part of the total grant 
should be reserved for supporting the participation of the convenor in intervention groups. An 
incentive for experienced convenors to keep their motivation for it, could be, to turn their active 
participation in previous projects, into a positive threshold for the assessment of new submis-
sions.  

 
Collective knowledge dissemination 
Already in the R&D programme it was concluded that the value of the collective website, (since 
2004), along with the practical assistance offered to develop articles and put them on that web-
site, could not be emphasised enough. In the evaluation of  Bartels BV (2008) it was highly rec-
ommended that this activity should receive further enforcement – although the website might be 
better managed by an “independent” central point, instead of a Wageningen-UR business unit.  

Actually, the government has tried to end the funding by 2013, because such surrounding struc-
ture should not rely on permanent support by the government. In line with this policy the gov-
ernment had already raised the weight of the assessment criterion 'Effectiveness of the dissemina-
tion of knowledge and experience ' to 3-fold (table 1). However, there was no “spontaneous” de-
velopment of any serious alternative and, with reluctance, the government funding to 
Wageningen-UR was restarted in 2014. 

 
General discussion and conclusions 
 
Although the implementation of the government tender regulation for farmers’ knowledge net-
work groups has extended to about 540 groups (2013), there is no record of any significant re-
search about the fundamental decisions that were made. The evaluations that were performed 
(Bartels BV, 2009; Blokland et al., 2013) did not address the framing of the conceptual formula. 
For example: 

 There has never been any evaluation to what extent knowledge networks appear in prac-
tice as “cooperations in innovation” incorporated in “ knowledge developments outside 
institutes”. 

 The status, and the public responsibilities of the project convenor have never been speci-
fied, as a “free actor” in leading and facilitating a knowledge network group, which is so 
highly subsidized that it is legally seen (according EU laws) as a public institute, installed 
by the government. 

 There is no record of any substantiated research about any investment supports direct 
business gains from increased competitiveness, due to the participation in knowledge 
networks. 

 The justifications and effectiveness of the grant reduction to 70-80% of the project execu-
tion budget (incl. the costs for the convenor) has never been substantiated. 

 There is no record of any substantiated research about the relationship between a “quality 
project plan” in the initial project assessment and a “quality project execution” in practice. 
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The discussion relies therefore mainly on personal information from practices. The largest sup-
plier of project leaders (DLV) estimates e.g. the average external supports or direct business gains 
at 0-5% - and  their projects are usually commerce-driven. The motivation is that participating in 
knowledge networks is fun and interesting to do, but the results consist of knowledge, available 
for all. Project usually do not provide direct business advantages to the participants and cannot be 
protected from use by others, just like any other type of schooling. For the same reason, external 
businesses are not interested in specific investments. The collective results of all the projects, 
however, have contributed substantially to the innovativeness and competitiveness of the Dutch 
agricultural sector as a whole. 

In conclusion: the activities of farmers knowledge network groups as such are not innovative ac-
tivities in the legal perspective; they are knowledge developments outside institutes. The only 
aspect of the activities that is innovative as such, is the development of the project plan, for which 
the plan designer should be able to claim intellectual property rights. However, the knowledge 
development in the project may well lead to a subsequent innovation. This is confirmed by the 
fact that additional grant applications were done several times for consecutive innovations (see 
also poster IFSA 2014, WS 2.9). Nonetheless, the conceptual formula for knowledge develop-
ment is an innovative instrument. Related to the fact that the farmers’ activities are basically 
knowledge developments implicates also, that there is no direct interference with the competi-
tiveness of the farms. 

In both evaluations (Bartels BV, 2009; Blokland et al., 2013) it is suggested, that incentives 
should be implemented to improve the quality of the submitted project plans. In neither evalua-
tion it is discussed however, why there should be a “quality assessment” of the project plans in 
the first place, since the project plans may be adapted completely during the project execution, 
based on “advanced insights”.  

Why not e.g. assess the quality reputation of the project convenors, based on previous experienc-
es? Or why not e.g. include an element of “lottery” (above a threshold quality), so all project ide-
as or plans that are “not bad” have more or less the same chance to pass? In addition: if a project 
plan for “quality assessment” will be remained as a required in the framing (e.g. in the Hori-
zon2020 implementation of the EU-RDP), than the intellectual property rights of that project plan 
should respected, and it should be specified how the designing of the plan should be funded. 

In the second evaluation (Blokland et al., 2013) it is highly recommended that an incentive 
should be implemented to support the project convenors with the implementation of surrounding 
intervision groups. In view of the conceptual formula of knowledge network group support it is 
recommended that inquiries should be made to what extent these surrounding intervision groups 
could also act as “quality assessment” groups. This would imply that the basis for project grant-
ing should be adapted. However, that is in principle not an unsurmountable legal problem.  

The status, and the public responsibilities of the project convenor as “free actors” in leading 
knowledge network groups is insufficiently clear. Their status and job should be recognized spe-
cifically, and it should be identified what the appropriate sources are for funding their job. In the 
current situation it is confusing that the project convenors are paid directly by the (subsidized) 
participating businesses, but their job is basically public – due to the high subsidy percentage 
involved. 

In practice the question “How to deal with subsidy percentage reduction?”, is an incentive to cre-
ative financial administration. Creative accountancy agencies will be able to find (legally al-
lowed) ways to deal with the financial administration of the gap between official project costs 
and actual grant. The current reduction to 70-80% of the project execution costs works in effect 
as positive discrimination to the larger accountancy agencies, who can easily absorb the remain-
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ing 20-30% in their company financial buffer. The conclusion in the second evaluation (Blokand 
et al., 2013) that this remaining 20-30% is paid twice by the government is unsubstantiated (not 
even by the evaluation itself). 

An incentive that is often used in other cases by the government is requiring that farmers should 
administrate the hours that they spent in a project. This incentive was rightly not chosen in this 
situation, because this is another incentive for creative administration, which can easily be ab-
sorbed. Since farmers are not employees their time administration is not restricted by any request 
of proof. 

The best stimulation of active farmers’ participation is however, requiring that a certain percent-
age of the grant is invested in activities by the farmers (or their employees), expressed in terms of 
explicit deliverables. It is unclear why this incentive is not considered so far. Since the assump-
tion that the project results intervene with business competitiveness will probably not hold in re-
search, this incentive could well be recommended. 

 
Final notes  
Two examples of knowledge exchange network groups are discussed in IFSA 2014 Workshop 
2.9: “Greening the CAP” (abstract and article included in the proceedings).  

About the author  

Already during the 1990s, the author was involved with the co-creation of some preoperational 
work for the thesis of Wielinga (2001) about living networks. In 2007-2010 she was tender regu-
lation specialist inside the Regulation Service in the Netherlands for agriculture and nature pro-
jects. Since 2010 she has worked both as expert and as a convenor in several operational 
knowledge exchange network projects. She also has experience as evaluator in the EU-FP7-
KBBE programme.  
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Workshop 1.9:  
Farmland (bio-)diversity in the hands and minds of farmers: Farming 
systems approaches to landscape protection and biodiversity 
preservation 
 

Convenors: Robert Home, Maiann Suhner, Silvia Tobias 
 
In addition to marketable products, farmers produce a range of public goods including landscape 
and biodiversity. Landscape evolves over time. It records the history of the generations that in-
habit an area and reflects the culture in the way the space is shaped. The concept or policy behind 
any development of contemporary countryside should consider the complexity of landscape and 
integrate local traditions, culture, and values (Raszeja, 2005). Agricultural landscapes, especially 
those with a fine-grained mosaic and low-intensity production systems, were formerly rich in 
biodiversity (Edwards et al, 1999). In recent decades, however, many more intensive forms of 
agricultural production, with an associated decline in semi-natural landscape elements (Robinson 
& Sutherland 2002) have led to declining species richness (Billeter et al., 2008), and homogenei-
ty in rural landscape. Most EU countries have introduced agro-ecological schemes aimed at pro-
tecting biodiversity and making farming more sustainable (Kleijn & Sutherland, 2003). However 
these top down approaches in creating agricultural policy have consistently failed to reach their 
full potential in either landscape protection or biodiversity preservation due to resistance or lack 
of interest from the farmers who are expected to implement the schemes. Lokhorst et al. (2011) 
demands that farmland biodiversity be placed in the hands and minds of farmers, which can be 
interpreted as a cry for a farming systems approach.  

 
The bio-physical and societal challenges relating to sustainable agricultural and rural develop-
ment call for new ways of supporting co creation of knowledge between farmers, scientists, and 
policy, in response to new and evolving knowledge needs.  
 
This workshop deals, in a bio-regional perspective, with matters related to the bridging of policy, 
science and farmers’ practices, especially focusing on:  
 
• Transdisciplinary methodologies that contribute to understanding sustainable agriculture and/or 
integrating farmers’ knowledge into planning and design tools that aim at preservation and regen-
eration of agricultural areas: (e .g. integrating landscape planning and rural development, rules for 
the support of ecosystem services).  
 
• Methods within farming systems research for identifying and solving the various questions, 
such as the maintenance of local traditions, culture, and values, that are at stake with regard to the 
need for new ways of integrating knowledge for developing sustainable agriculture: especially 
with a view to public good issues.  
 
• Strategies for integrating science, policy, and practice for the enhancement of sustainability in 
agricultural areas (e.g. collaborative development of incentive schemes).  
In this respect, papers that are conceptually oriented, as well as practically oriented country stud-
ies and case studies are welcomed. 
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Green belts in the hands and minds of farmers: A socio-agronomical 
approach to farmers’ practices 
 
Françoise Alavoine-Mornas and Sabine Girard 
 

IRSTEA, Grenoble Regional Centre, Development of mountain territories Research Unit; 2 rue 
de la Papeterie. BP 76, F-38402 St Martin d’Hères,francoise.alavoine-mornas@irstea.fr ; sa-
bine.girard@irstea.fr 

 

Abstract: Biodiversity has dramatically decreased in the last decades: mainly because of urban 
sprawl and the development of intensive agriculture. In France, this topic is addressed by the 
“blue and green belts” measure, which is part of the “Grenelle” laws. The objective of this meas-
ure is to preserve or re-create paths to allow animal or vegetal species to move from one habitat 
to another. We carried out a research project (PASSAGES) as part of a research program funded 
by the French ministry in charge of ecology (DIVA 3). This project aims to analyse how the 
green belts measures can be implemented, and especially how farming can contribute to preserva-
tion of green belts. The objectives of the research are: (i) to identify the different semi-natural 
elements in farming areas which can contribute to green belts, such as permanent grasslands, 
hedges, woods, fallows, grass strips, and isolated trees; (ii) to understand farmers’ practices and 
knowledge concerning these elements and the reasons for their practices; and (iii) to point out 
which characteristics of farms and farmers’ practices seem to be favourable for preservation and 
maintenance of semi-natural features. The methodology combined a cartographic approach to 
localize semi-natural elements in farming areas with an agronomical and sociological approach to 
analyse farmers’ practices; based on deep interviews among a sample of 20 farmers. The studied 
area is located in the French Alps, in the periurban context of Grenoble (Valley of Gresivaudan). 
The farming systems are mainly based on cattle or sheep production in the hillsides and on mixed 
crops in the plains. The results of this work show that semi-natural elements are differently inte-
grated into farming systems (i) depending on their nature (productive elements such as grasslands 
versus unproductive ones such as hedges) and (ii) depending on their function and usefulness in 
farming system (for example isolated trees which can offer shade for cattle or hedges which can 
host auxiliary insects). However the integration of these elements in farming systems also de-
pends on the territorial context of the farming area as well as on how farmers consider them in a 
patrimonial, an aesthetic, or a sensitive point of view. Combining those criteria, we identify four 
different profiles of farmers’ behaviours concerning semi-natural elements. These results suggest 
that the implementation of green belts in agricultural areas should not be only based on technical 
and economic criteria, but should also take into account both the different types of natural or 
semi-natural elements to be preserved and the different types of farmers’ profiles. 

Keywords: green belts - biodiversity – farmers practices – French Alps  
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Introduction: background and issue  
The erosion of biodiversity can in part be attributed to the fragmented habitats of animal and 
plant species. In France, a “green-and blue belt” regulatory provision was set up by the law 
known as “Grenelle 2” of 12 July 2010, in order to maintain or restore land and freshwater eco-
logical continuities, and to form a coherent ecological network for species movement. The notion 
of ecological continuity is underpinned by concepts developed in landscape ecology, which has 
established that the fragmentation of habitats, the narrowing of their diversity, and the reduction 
of their surface areas affect movement of species and jeopardise their survival. These landscape 
transformations have multiple causes, including urban sprawl, expanding transport infrastructure, 
land consolidation and draining of wetlands, and intensification of farming.  

Public policies for preserving biodiversity have a particularly strong effect on agriculture. The 
negative effects of modernised farming on the natural environment are often pointed out, and the 
synergies that are possible between agriculture and biodiversity are emphasised (Grashof-
Bokdam and Van Langervelde, 2005; Le Roux et al., 2008). Implementing public policy that is 
designed to preserve biodiversity in, and by means of, agricultural areas is often hindered by in-
sufficient knowledge among relevant decision makers of the diversity in farming practices 
(Girard, 2006), and of the motivations of farmers within their own frame of reference. Thus 
Thévenet et al. (2006) have shown that farmers who sign up to a biodiversity management con-
tract as part of an agro-environmental measure are motivated by different reasons that reach be-
yond simple financial reward, such as attachment to places and traditional practices, recognition 
of their work, or a feeling that they are protecting a common good. Van Dam et al. (2006) em-
phasise the role of emotions and sensations in the relationships that farmers have with their natu-
ral environment. Social representations of landscape and nature by farmers are also part of how 
they view their activity (Caillault and Marie, 2009). 

In the context of implementing the green belt provision, it is thus of particular interest to analyse 
farmers’ practices and representations of those semi-natural landscape features that could form 
part of a green belt, which are often located in farm areas and managed by farmers. The research 
behind the results reported here is part of the PASSAGES84 project, which includes the goal of 
elucidating the role of green belt features in farms. The first step in addressing this goal is to 
identify the semi-natural features present in and around farmlands that could contribute to setting-
up a green belt (the mapping approach). The next step is to analyse the practices, knowledge and 
representations of farmers with regard to the semi-natural features of their farm (the sociotech-
nical approach). In this paper, we focus on the results of the sociotechnical approach to the sub-
ject, which aimed to find out how farmers integrated semi-natural features, and more generally 
the natural environment, into the running of their farms. 

After presenting our working method, we will highlight a diversity of farming practices concern-
ing the semi-natural features of the farms, and we will propose a typology of farmers based on the 
level of integration of the natural environment into the running of the farm. These results will be 
discussed, and we will emphasise certain findings from this work that could contribute concretely 
to the implementation of the green belt provision by public authorities. 

Method 
There is no current consensus in the literature on the definition and identification of the potential 
features of a green belt. Here we will focus on the landscape features that can form channels for 
the movement of fauna and flora, and so could act as biological corridors; favouring functional 
links between ecosystems or habitats of diverse species, and thereby allowing their dispersion and 

                                                 
84 PASSAGES project: “Ecological networks in the Rhône-Alpes region, translations into planning projects and testing in 
agriculture”, conducted as part of the research program DIVA III (public action, agriculture and biodiversity) funded by the 
French Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy.  
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migration (COMOP TVB, 2010)85. We consider that these features: (i) have to display permanen-
cy (Plantureux et al., 2012), which rules out, for example, temporary grasslands and annual crops; 
and (ii) have to be managed in a relatively extensive manner. The features that were finally re-
tained were: permanent grasslands which had been untilled for at least the last 5 years, fallow 
lands, grassed strips (or buffer strips), woods, hedges, and isolated trees. Hence spatially, these 
features can form surfaces, lines or points. They can be productive, in the sense that they serve as 
a support for a farm production activity, or non-productive, by which we mean that they have no 
direct role in production. 

Our work was based on a survey conducted in a sample of farmers in Grésivaudan, which is up-
stream of the town of Grenoble in the Isère river valley and located between two mountainous 
massifs: La Chartreuse and Belledonne. This area, lying in a periurban setting, is important for 
the movement of fauna between the massifs. A distinction can be made between: 

 The plain of the Isère river, where residential urbanisation, business parks and commercial 
areas, roads, motorways and railways, and the Isère river, can form obstacles to the 
movement of fauna. The agricultural land is sharply confronted with periurban issues. 
There are diversified crops: arable crops (in particular maize), walnut and fruit orchards, 
market gardens, and grasslands. 

 The hillsides form the transition between the plain and the mountains, and are where the 
abundant grasslands are used for stock farming (cattle and sheep) based on grassland sys-
tems86. This area is also subject to a degree of urban pressure and is affected by agricul-
tural decline, which causes in particular the emergence of scrubs and forest encroachment. 

The area specifically retained for the study comprised nine communes of Grésivaudan, located 
some 40 km from Grenoble. It was selected as of interest for the topic studied, with the presence 
of numerous semi-natural landscape features, diversified agriculture, periurban influences, and 
environmental issues.  

The interviews conducted with the farmers comprised: 

 A mapping approach intended to locate the semi-natural features of the farm on aerial 
photographs to provide a basis for discussion during the rest of the interview, 

 A semidirective interview intended to let farmers express their knowledge of the farm’s 
semi-natural features, their practices concerning these features (conservation or destruc-
tion, upkeep and management, use, etc.) and their justification, their perception of the nat-
ural environment (wild fauna and flora), and lastly their knowledge of the regulatory pro-
visions in favour of biodiversity, and how they saw their contribution to the preservation 
of biodiversity and landscape.  

Each interview lasted on average 1.5 hours, and also provided information on farming systems, 
the farmer’s main strategies, a description of workforce organisation, and how the farmers con-
ceived their activity. 

In all, we surveyed 20 farmers. Their remarks were recorded and transcribed for analysis. The 
choice of the farmers was made to reflect the diversity of farming in Grésivaudan, and to give a 
large place to livestock farmers, in view of the spatial importance of grasslands in this area. The 
main technical and economic orientations among the farms surveyed were: livestock in 10 cases 
(suckler cattle in 6 cases, suckler sheep in 3 cases, and suckler sheep and goats in 1 case), arable 
                                                 
85 We therefore leave out of this work the biodiversity reservoirs formed in particular by protected areas.  
86 Grasslands systems are supported inter alia by alpine grasslands located in uplands where livestock are put out to pasture in 
summer.  
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crops in 3 cases (cereals and tobacco), walnuts (3 cases), fruit (3 cases), and market gardening (1 
case). Farm size was very heterogeneous in terms not only of utilised agricultural area (from 2 ha 
for the market garden to 200 ha for one livestock farm), but also of herd size in the case of live-
stock farming (30–100 cows, 60–1000 sheep).  

The analysis of the farmers’ remarks comprised: 

 An approach per semi-natural feature, revealing the diversity of knowledge, practices and 
attitudes among the farmers with regard to each feature,  

 An approach per farmer, which revealed profiles of behaviour towards semi-natural fea-
tures and different degrees of integration of the natural environment in farming activity. 

Management and upkeep of semi-natural features on farms 
Here we address the choices made and their justification by the farmers concerned: (i) the con-
servation, removal or implantation of semi-natural features, and (ii) the practices ensuring the 
upkeep of these features, and in particular their intensity. We can define different categories of 
reasons explaining the choice of whether to remove or maintain semi-natural features, or to im-
plant new ones, that vary according to the type of feature considered. 

Conservation or implantation of semi-natural features 
The first category of reasons given for conserving or implanting semi-natural features concerned 
exclusively permanent grasslands in farms where these were necessary for production activity. 
The management of grasslands relied on two types of practice: (i) soil amendment, mowing, graz-
ing and forage production, which are production practices, and (ii) brush clearing and trimming 
back of plot perimeters, which are considered as upkeep practices. These two sets of practices 
could be of variable intensity. 

For the production practices, the level of intensity fitted into the overall technical and economic 
functioning of the farm. The most intensive practices in our sample included regular soil amend-
ment of grasslands (organic or chemical), several grazing periods or mowings per year (up to 
three), and sometimes with wrapping. We found these practices in farms where livestock farming 
was the main activity and where forage was consumed on-farm. They were justified by reasoning 
in terms of food production optimisation for herds, and an objective of feed self-sufficiency. Pro-
duction practices were less intensive when livestock farming or forage activity was a secondary 
activity. Plot configuration (shape, slope, accessibility, setting) and the distance of plots from the 
farmstead also conditioned the nature and intensity of productive practices.  

The survey showed that the upkeep of grasslands and their approaches was not linked to the 
choice of productive practices: intensive upkeep (frequent brush clearing and trimming, more 
than once a year, by mechanical or chemical means) was not necessarily associated with intensive 
production practices, and vice versa. Farmers could justify relatively intensive practices for the 
upkeep of hedgerows and adjoining woodland with technical and economic arguments, such as to 
optimise neighbouring crop areas or forage quality, or to preserve fences. However, they also 
stated other reasons that corresponded to how they perceived the farm landscape context or how 
they viewed their activity. For most of the livestock farmers surveyed, upkeep of grassland ap-
proaches was part of a fight against encroachment, and also reflected their concern about land 
abandonment and the future of livestock farming in the area.  For others, this upkeep was above 
all a question of orderly farming and a show of work properly done: “cutting back edges makes 
tidy meadows”.  

The second category of reasons given for conserving semi-natural features (other than permanent 
grasslands) on a farm stemmed from the farmer’s perception of a utility, which was often not 
solely technical or economic, balanced against the constraints arising from the presence of the 
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feature. This was the case in particular for woods, hedges and isolated trees. The utility might be 
linked to the productive activity: livestock farmers emphasised that trees provide comfort for 
grazing animals by offering shade or a surface to rub against. Hedges and woods can serve as 
natural boundaries (“keeping the animals from straying”), protect the animals from dangerous 
areas (e.g. rocky ledges), help to stop land erosion, or harbour auxiliary insects: “some insects, 
like Antochoris, hibernate in hedges, near fruit trees, near walnut trees. We don’t pull them up 
because they can give shelter”. The utility justifying the conservation of semi-natural features 
could also be more personal, such as production of firewood, or for picking or collecting fruit for 
family consumption (walnuts, cherries, apples, etc.). Some farmers also pointed out the heritage 
or landscape value of trees or hedges. Others stated a historical, cultural or sentimental attach-
ment to trees, or were receptive to their aesthetic value: “these trees around the farm really let me 
breathe”. Lastly, for some farmers, semi-natural features favoured the presence and movement of 
wildlife, which can offer a pleasure for the eye or game to hunt as a leisure activity. However, we 
note that most of the farmers surveyed did not explicitly link the presence of this fauna to the 
conservation and management of semi-natural features, with wildlife being most often seen in 
crop fields or alpine meadows. Decisions to conserve or remove semi-natural features, together 
with upkeep practices, thus varied widely in time and space and according to the individual 
farmer. Choices were guided both by the nature of the feature, and by its density in the farm and 
its distribution over the agricultural area. The notion of a tolerance threshold was often implicit: 
features would be conserved so long as their utility outweighed their inconvenience.  

The absence of any hindrance (“it’s not in the way”), or the longstanding presence of the feature 
(“the hedges are there, so we keep them, that’s all”), formed the third category of reasons given 
to conserve semi-natural features on the farm. 

The fourth and last category of reasons answered an obligation: regulatory obligations for grassed 
strips, or linked to land ownership when the owner wanted to conserve woods, hedges or isolated 
trees: “sure, without all these hedges we’d have one big field there!  They could go... but it’s not 
easy when you’re not the owner”. A farmer could also opt to conserve features, when they 
bounded a plot, to maintain good relations with neighbours. Upkeep practices in such cases were 
most often minimal. 

Removal of semi-natural features 
Three main reasons were given to justify the choice of removing semi-natural features from 
farms. 

The first reason came from the ending of a regulatory or ownership obligation, and concerned 
essentially grassed strips and fallow fields, together with hedges and other woody features that 
did not belong to the farmer. However, some farmers who had been obliged to set in place, or 
conserve, these features later found them useful, and so conserved them even after the legal obli-
gation had ended. For example, fallow lands were converted into permanent grassland. Secondly, 
the absence of any perceived utility in keeping semi-natural features could also be a reason for 
removing them. Lastly, the farmer might remove a hedge or an isolated tree to avoid certain con-
straints or hindrances linked to production activities, such as damage caused to farm machinery 
by trees, or the time and effort required for upkeep: “the cabs get knocked about, mirrors get bro-
ken, so we have to raise the branches (…) the old folk had the time to trim back the thorns, but we 
haven’t got the time any more” explained a livestock farmer. The reasoning also concerned the 
reduction of available crop area (fallows); the competition of hedges, trees and woods with im-
mediately adjoining crops; and nuisance effects, such as shade, damp, and the risk of disease ap-
pearing in crops. Some species were particularly unwelcome, such as acacia and other such 
“thorns”, and firs.  
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To conclude, the choice of conserving or removing semi-natural features present on the farm, and 
their upkeep practices, were justified not solely on technical or economic grounds. Other stated 
factors included aesthetic, heritage or sentimental concerns, and attention to the well-being of 
livestock. 

Four farmer profiles 
We were able to define four farmer profiles based on similar practices, or reasons for practices, 
concerning non-productive semi-natural features (woods, hedges, isolated trees, fallow fields and 
grassed strips). These choices of practice proved to be closely correlated with how the farmers 
saw the natural environment in general, and the role they lent these features in the functioning of 
the farm. The natural environment was viewed through farmers’ representations of landscape and 
through their knowledge and perception of the wild flora and fauna. The four farmer profiles we 
found were graded according to the extent to which the natural environment was integrated into 
their farming activity. 

Natural environment to be controlled, semi-natural features to be removed 
The first group of farmers (5) were characterised by the absence of any integration of the natural 
environment into the farming operation. These farmers viewed the natural environment as a threat 
to production activity. Their knowledge of the wild fauna and flora was scant. Wild animals were 
perceived essentially as “pests” insofar as they could damage crops and farm equipment, or dis-
turb livestock activities. Wild boar were particularly incriminated, and to a lesser extent deer, 
rabbits, rodents and crows: “damned wild boar can do a lot of damage to maize”, complained one 
farmer. Such damage was not tolerated, and the animals causing it were hunted down. Non-crop 
vegetation was essentially viewed as encroachment, and described in negative terms: “thorns”, 
“all these messy oak sprouts, rough weeds”, and “bushes, brambles, brushwood”. Landscapes 
that were found to be attractive were those that were farmed and well-kept, and where a human 
presence was fully visible. Tidiness was emphasised and associated with work well done. For this 
group of farmers, the wild state, whether of animals or plants, must be controlled and kept well 
apart from crops and livestock.  

These farmers tended to remove any non-productive semi-natural features present on the farm, 
unless there was an obligation to conserve them. Grasslands, when they formed an important part 
of the production system, were managed intensively. No special attention was paid to mowing 
direction to let fauna escape: « I sometimes cut up game! Sometimes you cut its hind legs, [of 
deer], you stun it, if it’s small we get rid of it, if it’s a big one, we take it down at midday, skin it 
and eat it”. Upkeep of grassland approaches was intensive, including treatment with chemicals. 
When financially possible, this upkeep was contracted out to a service company. Conversely, 
when grassland was not essential for production activity, and clearing it was too much trouble, 
then it might be left to overgrow.  

Natural environment tolerated, semi-natural features generally conserved 
The second group of farmers (5) were characterised by partial integration of the natural environ-
ment into the running of the farm. The natural environment was present, with its attendant con-
straints, but with its possible advantages, and so the farmers accepted it.  They had ranging 
knowledge of wild fauna and flora, which they occasionally enjoyed, or to which they were indif-
ferent. They tolerated damage done by wild animals, considering it to be either minor, or una-
voidable: “there are more and more wild boar, I don’t know what to do”.  

These farmers adopted practices for the general conservation of semi-natural features present on 
their farms, because of some particular utility (trees and grasslands) or an obligation (reserved 
grassed strip), and most often because these features had always been seen there and were not a 
great hindrance: “the cows graze under the hedges, there’s no problem (...) the trees, if they really 
get in the way, yes, we fell them, but if they’re in a corner or on a mound...” Upkeep was minimal 
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and general: “I go all round with the brushcutter”. Although permanent grasslands were farmed 
with varying intensity, the upkeep of their approaches was usually nominal. It depended generally 
on the time available, the cost and the work effort required. 

 
 
Natural environment to be optimised, semi-natural features to be managed in a differenti-
ated way  
Like the second group, the third group of farmers (7) partially integrated the natural environment 
into the running of the farm, but this integration was differentiated. In certain places, to a certain 
degree, certain wild animal or plant species could be useful for the farming activity and so war-
ranted conservation; for example beneficial organisms used for biological control. By contrast, 
other species were to be eliminated because the damage they caused was only tolerable up to a 
certain threshold. While the tolerance threshhold was not reached for some farmers, “wild boar, 
we live with it, we have problems, we live with it”, for others it was crossed, and they organised 
themselves accordingly: most often with hunting federations: “wild boar are a big concern, we 
have kilometres of fences; we’re pleased when the hunters kill a boar, it’s good riddance”. The 
natural environment was perceived essentially from a utilitarian standpoint. The farmers in this 
group had varied knowledge and appreciation of the natural environment, which was not only 
from the point of view of farm production, but also according to other criteria: “walnut trees look 
nice” or “sometimes I’ve mown down a little deer, it’s upset me for the rest of the day”. They 
liked tidy landscapes (“I hate to see overgrown meadows”) and farmed in a diversified way with 
the presence of trees and hedges, in which the farmer is appreciated for his role in maintaining 
this type of landscape.  “it’s the variety that make it look nice”, “if you’ve got just one crop in the 
valley, it’s boring, and it’s horrible because there’s no life!”; “the countryside without farmers 
would just be woods(…) just thorns and brush, it wouldn’t make you want to go for a walk in the 
country”. They deplored the encroachment of woodland due to the abandonment of agriculture 
on hillsides: “we put the cows out to graze in the meadows, that way they’re cleared, otherwise it 
wouldn’t look nice.” 

The management of semi-natural features was differentiated: they were removed when they were 
a hindrance, but conserved when they could be useful, according to their nature and their location 
in the farmland. For example, hedges were removed where they got in the way of farm machin-
ery, but kept near fruit trees where they harboured auxiliary insects. This group of farmers were 
also characterised by their strategies of optimisation and adaptation. Reserved and compulsory 
grassed strips were positioned on the plots that were on the steepest slopes, were the least acces-
sible and were the least productive. The management of permanent grasslands (production and 
upkeep of approaches) was also strongly differentiated according to the localisation and configu-
ration of the plot and the destination of the forage. The farmers in this group seemed to have a 
greater knowledge of their forage composition, and paid particular attention to its nutritional 
quality and its attractiveness for their livestock: “[in my meadows], there’s a bit of clover, cocks-
foot, fescue, and where it’s not so good, there’s plantain and a few tufts of alfafa” explained one 
farmer, whereas for most of the persons surveyed, their meadows were composed only of 
“grass”. 
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An integrated natural environment, management of semi-natural features to be improved  
The fourth group of farmers (3) were those who integrated the natural environment most fully 
into the running of the farm. They had good knowledge of wild and domestic fauna and flora, and 
appreciated the natural environment: even wild boar: “Once I saw a herd of boar (…) there were 
thirty or forty, lovely sight (…) I didn’t have a camera, but I enjoyed seeing them!”. They accept-
ed crop damage done by animals, and tried to limit it, while at the same time respecting the wild-
life. For them, their farm formed an integral part of the natural ecosystem, and they felt the need 
to disturb it as little as possible. They asked themselves questions about the impact of their activi-
ty on the ecosystem functions or on the lives of animals. They appreciated landscape where the 
human presence remains discreet. Unlike in the other three groups, tidiness was not important to 
them, but they were aware of its importance to others: “it’s not easy having people looking at 
plots [grassed orchards] and finding them untidy” explained a fruit grower. The farmer is appreci-
ated for his role in preserving land and landscape from urbanisation. 

This representation of the natural environment was reflected in conservation practices and even 
implantation of new semi-natural features: especially tree-based. Upkeep of these features was 
not intensive, but above all selective. Constraints were turned into advantages. The observation of 
semi-natural features was a source of inspiration for adapting agricultural practices. Concerning 
hedges, a fruit grower explained: “the point is to try and keep the species in place and not add 
any more, not to turn out beneficial organisms; why would I want to bring in a species that’s not 
adapted here? (…) we’re going to preserve what’s here the best we can, we’ll see over the years 
as we go along (…) we’ll adapt.” Permanent grasslands were managed with an eye on the quality 
of the forage produced for animal feed, and with attention paid to mowing direction so as not to 
hurt animals: “when you mow meadows you see game; I’m careful (…) last year I was starting to 
mow this plot (…) I saw a lovely green lizard (…) I was careful, (…) I was pleased, he got 
away.” 

 
 
Discussion and conclusions  
Methodological limits 
Some biases and limits of our work are inherent to this type of survey: in particular a limited 
sample of farmers, uncertainty in the remarks of the person surveyed, and subjective interpreta-
tion of the researcher. This work is being continued, as part of the PASSAGES project, by sur-
veys of the same type in two other areas with different characteristics, which will allow a com-
parison and enrichment of the results. 

Our approach to the subject through farmers’ practices and the choice not to address the issue of 
biodiversity and its links with farming practices frontally, probably enabled us to avert inhibition 
in the interviews and to obtain a fairly high degree of freedom of expression. Even so, we did not 
always avoid the pitfall of collecting general comments on what “others” think or do, and it will 
be necessary to consider how to allow a more personal and more reflexive discourse from the 
persons surveyed on their practices and perceptions of the natural environment and landscape. 

Advancements and discussion of results  
The results of our survey confirm that the justifications given by farmers for their practices and 
representations concerning semi-natural features do not refer solely to technical and economic 
criteria, but also draw on more personal ones such as heritage or aesthetic interest or family use 
(Thevenet et al., 2006; Larrère et al., 2007). 

The main outcome of our work is that it highlights the diversity of farmers’ attitudes and practic-
es, diversity according to the semi-natural feature considered, diversity in space and time, and 
diversity according to the farmer. Thus according to its location, a semi-natural feature (in partic-
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ular a hedge) will not have the same status, the same role or the same representation for the 
farmer. We also found that farmers’ practices and representations could evolve during the life-
time of the farm; such as according to experience gained, the evolution of the workforce organi-
sation, changes in context, and meetings, or sometimes conflicts, with other players. The land-
scape and territorial context, such as agricultural abandonment and overgrowth of hillsides, 
periurbanisation, and local farming dynamics, also influence farmers’ representations of semi-
natural features, and thereby their upkeep and management practices. However, the farm land-
scape is still often described with reference to productive agricultural activity, as noted by Petit 
(2012): an overdeveloped hedge hinders the movement of farm machinery; the quality of grass-
land is evaluated by the attractiveness of the grass for livestock, or by the quality of the hay that 
can be harvested; and isolated trees are accepted, or even desired, to give shade to animals or to 
let them rub themselves on the trunks. 

Land ownership was found to be a very important factor for the upkeep of hedges and woods: 
farmers are often tenants of at least part of their land and so must respect the wishes of landown-
ers. In addition, the existence of short tenancy agreements, which are frequent in periurban areas, 
leads some farmers to eschew the replanting of hedges and to avoid spending too much time on 
their upkeep. 

Conclusions and perspectives  
The farmers surveyed displayed very wide-ranging but generally scant knowledge of the “green 
belt” policy. Many of them considered it as potentially one more constraint and divorced from the 
everyday reality of farming.  

The evidence for different farmer profiles was based on the degree to which the natural environ-
ment was integrated in their farms. The different profiles argue for differentiated approaches in 
the implementation of the green belt provision by the public authorities, and in particular, a 
communication policy to fit the different farmer profiles. Farmers of type 1 seem to be not very 
receptive to the preservation of biodiversity, and seem to favour economic efficiency. By con-
trast, those of type 4 seem more amenable to adapting their practices to pay greater attention to 
biodiversity, and even extend this to trying out new practices. Farmers of types 2 and 3 display 
varied receptiveness to biodiversity issues. Their perception of semi-natural features can be vari-
ably influenced by highly diverse factors that extend well beyond mere technical and economic 
justifications, and can stem from personal preferences, the local territorial context, or how they 
view their occupation. 

Our work can help to reduce the distance separating the world of farming and that of nature con-
servation: two worlds that differ in the values, standards and knowledge that legitimate and gov-
ern their activities (Billaud and Steyaert, 2004). We provide a deeper knowledge of farmers’ 
practices and representations concerning semi-natural features, of their perception of the natural 
environment, and of the justification of these practices, that can also enable public authorities to 
ease conflicts and find compromise solutions for combining environmental objectives and farm-
ers’ practices and perceptions, as noted by Henle et al. (2008).  

Recommendations and communication for the implementation of the green belt policy should 
take into account the farmer profiles that we have identified, as well as the different practices and 
representations that coexist among semi-natural features on the same farm. By suitably adapting 
the messages delivered, and taking into account the farmer’s frame of reference, it should be pos-
sible to foster a true integration by farmers of practices that favour the preservation or reconstitu-
tion of green belts. 
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Abstract: With the development of large-scale international agreements, such as REDD (United 
Nations Collaborative Programme on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degra-
dation in Developing Countries), it is becoming increasingly important to examine the synergy 
between global masterplans, national endeavors and local actions in relation to environmental 
services provision and to mitigation and adaption to climate change. This paper will draw on a 
comparative study of two countries’, Brazil and Nepal, strategies and practices to deal with car-
bon emissions, i.e. examining the tensions and contradictions between mitigation agendas and the 
roles, practices and interests of the actors in the programmes and projects related to REDD. The 
data has been collected from contrasting case studies within the two countries (REDD and non-
REDD cases). Preliminary evidence suggests that while the lack of synergy between global plans 
and local practices might be seen as simply a matter of ‘coordination’, it actually reflects compet-
ing interests and agendas, both at national and local levels. The REDD plans are guided by a ge-
neric template, but how these plans are interpreted and implemented at national and local levels 
varies greatly, both between and within participating countries. The complexity of the REDD 
schemes creates a demand for actors who can plan and broker the processes. This complexity and 
the lack of an overarching reflexivity create a number of problems linked to transparency, com-
plexity, lack of accountability and room for exploitation by powerful economic and political ac-
tors. This paper argues that these aspects often transform the planned results into unintended out-
comes, depending on the particular configuration of local contextual factors and processes. 

Keywords: paymentof ecosystem services, forest management, smallholder agriculture, climate 
change, Amazon, Himalaya 

 
Introduction 
There are currently two principal approaches for encouraging local ecosystem managers to regu-
late and value ES provision: the first creates a market system for ecosystem services (ES) and 
pays for ES provisioning (i.e. Payment for Ecosystem Services, PES); and the second supports 
existing crop/forestry production systems that are mainly based on local renewable resources (or 
ES or non-PES), and that integrate production of food and fibers with provision of ES. The re-
search project ‘Payment of Ecosystem Services – consequences and alternatives’ (PECA) is ex-
ploring these two approaches in four contrasting locations (Brazil, Nepal; Peru and Tanzania) 
examining the tensions between addressing the global public good and supporting the wellbeing 
of smallholder farmers. This paper draws on preliminary results from fieldwork in Brazil and 
Nepal. 
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The largest global PES initiative is the UN-REDD87 (United Nations Collaborative Programme 
on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing Countries). 
This is focused on developing countries and the protection of forests to secure carbon sequestra-
tion, biodiversity and the integrity of water and nutrient cycles.  

In spite of the considerable documentation of the ecological effects of PES there are few ethno-
graphic studies of the communities that sign the PES contracts and the specific ecological, eco-
nomic, social and cultural impacts of these agreements (Caplow et al., 2010). There is also a lack 
of understanding of the on-going economic, political and social struggles and negotiations over 
PES and of how local communities are engaged and affected by this (Corbera&Schroeder, 2011).   

This paper explores four key themes contrasting the two approaches– the outcome of competing 
interests and actions of state bureaucracies and other actors, the role of brokers, the challenges of 
implementing PES-schemes in complex physical and social landscapes, and the consequences of 
the strong focus on carbon sequestration for poor farmers. 

 
Study Sites and Methods 
We report here on two contrasting case studies (PES and non-PES) in both Brazil and Nepal; one 
where land users are paid for the ES they provide and one where land users’ actions deliver ES, 
without receiving financial compensation. Table 1 summarizes the specific characteristics of the 
case studies. Data has been collected through participant observation, informal conversations and 
various forms of interviews, as well as archival sources and literature. Fieldwork has been carried 
out since November 2012 in close collaboration with colleagues at Forest Action in Nepal and 
EMBRAPA Eastern Amazon in Brazil.   

  

                                                 
87 Throughout the document for the sake of comprehension we use the concept REDD for REDD and REDD+ incentive’s. 
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Table 1 Country Research Sites  
Country Research Sites Field Case Studies Informants 
Brazil 
Municipality of Anapú, 
state of Pará 
 

PES 
- IPAM/FVPP project with financial re-
sources from the Amazon Fund with 450 
families* (including an organic cocoa 
cooperative); 
Non-PES 
- Two cases of alternative land reform, 
labelled Projects for Sustainable Develop-
ment (PDS); with a total of near 400 fami-
lies; one of the cases engage in reduced 
impact logging 
 
* only 100 of these households are settled 
in Anapu. The others reside in two neigh-
bour municipalities: Pacajá and Senador 
José Porfírio.  

- Small-scale farmers and forest users 
- Regional NGO 
- Municipality officials 
- Governmental official and extension 
workers 
- National research institute - national 
and regional level 
- Farmer cooperatives 
- Farmer union 
- Church land organization 
- PES agents from the NGO IPAM  
 

Nepal 
Charikot, Dolokha District  

PES 
- Community Forest User Groups partici-
pating in REDD piloting project 
- Local PES arrangements 
Non-PES 
- Community Forest User Groups 
- Leaser holder Forest User Groups 
 

- Small-scale farmers and forest users 
- International NGO 
- National NGO 
- Local NGO – implementing - REDD 
piloting project 
- Government officials at national and 
regional levels 
- Community Forest User Leadership 
groups 
- Leaser Holder Forest User groups 
- International research institute 
 

 
 
Findings  
 
Country Contexts: contrasting farming systems 
We first briefly summarize the key characteristics of the farming systems onto which the PES 
systems have been superimposed. The study site in Nepal, Dolakha district, is located in the mid 
hills. The villages are long established and the lands are spread over the hillside. The slopes are 
covered by a mosaic of forests, field and grass areas. Most of the agricultural land is rain fed, but 
down slope irrigated terraces are found.  

Forest has long been a central resource to small holders, since it is an area for collection of ani-
mal fodder (branches and grass), animal bedding (dried leaves), as well as firewood and extract-
ing timber for construction and selling. In common with many Nepalese villages, the study vil-
lages have established over twenty years ago a Community Forestry User Groups (CFUGs) that 
not only led to forest recovery (Pokharel et al., 2007) but gave the community user rights to the 
forest areas surrounding the village. The CFUG regulations allow for individual extraction i.e. 
use for household but not for commercial purposes. The CFUGs on an annual basis harvest tim-
ber and non timber forest products for sale and this income is used for village development (e.g 
building bridges, schools, paths), social purposes (payments to the poorest households, etc.) and 
forest management. CFUGs mainly planted pine forests, but there are areas of mixed pine and 
broadleaved trees and only broadleaved trees. Fodder trees on agricultural land are becoming 
increasingly more important and peoples’ collection of fodder in the forest is decreasing. 

The characteristics of the Nepalese farming system are its mountain landscape, long history of 
settlement, small farm sizes of 0.1 – 1.5 ha, integration of forest and arable systems through live-
stock and a mosaic landscape with regenerated forest. However the system is in transition driven 
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by two contrasting processes. On the one hand, as a result of shrinking farm sizes and a failing 
rural economy, there has been significant outmigration leading to declining labour availability 
and a retreat into a low input subsistence system by those left behind. In the study CFUGs, up to 
50% of the households have a young male member working elsewhere. The resident households 
are sent remittances, which may be used to buy labour and food to a larger degree than before. On 
the other hand, in favourable locations with market access there has been a degree of intensifica-
tion with more commercialized agriculture, intensified livestock production and some use of ex-
ternal inputs. 

In contrast, the study site at the Brazilian Amazon is characterised by its recent settlement (fami-
lies moved into the areas after 2002), relatively large farm sizes, forest clearance and extensive 
farming practices through swidden-based systems. Most farmers in the municipality of Anapu, a 
hotspot for deforestation, are settlers who arrived in the area since the Transamazon highway was 
constructed in the 1970s, responding to the state offer of plots of land, often 100 hectares, for 
colonization (Simmons et al., 2007). According to the 1996 forest legislation, the settlers are re-
quired to maintain 80 percent of the area’s original forest on their land, and may only cultivate 20 
percent.  

The basic subsistence crops of rice, cassava, maize and beans are usually cultivated through a 
system of land use rotation that uses natural vegetation regeneration to restore soil fertility. Yet, 
farmers will return to a previously cropped plot only when primary forest is no longer available. 
This not only reflects the Amazonian dwellers’ traditional practice, but it is also a labour saving 
technique (and labour is scarce) for opening up forest land. In addition, the basic ashes provide 
nutrients and improve the often very acid soil conditions for the crops. The main cash crop in 
Anapu is cocoa. However, the soil quality is frequently poor and for those farmers cultivating the 
poorer soils the cash crop alternatives are cassava, pasture, bananas, and the management and 
extraction of native palm fruit acai (Euterpe olearacea). Livestock is common in the region and 
cattle numbers are increasing. The grazing is often conducted very extensively and farmers some-
times cultivate pasture with the purpose to rent it out. The farmers do not collect manure, and 
rarely utilize chemical fertilizers. More often they use pesticides, if they can afford them.  

Global and national REDD/PES masterplans and context specific implementation  
Onto these two contrasting farming systems the REDD global masterplan has been superimposed 
but as will be seen with very different modalities and effects. 

In Nepal the REDD initiative has been led by the Ministry of Forests and Soil Conservation 
(MOFSC) and welcomed by both state and non-state actors. It has basically followed the REDD-
global model, pushed by the World Bank (through the Forest Carbon Partnership Facility). Nepal 
has a weak state, subject to strong influence by external donors and the model of REDD has not 
been questioned. However, MOFSC is a relatively strong ministry and there has been a long his-
tory of contention over forest resources between it and local forest users. Since the early 1990s 
activism by national NGOs in relation to forest rights has led to the growth of community based 
forest groups supported by strong participatory forest management initiatives and institutions. 
The growth of community based forestry at a time of relative state weakness may currently be 
under challenge as there are signs that the MOFSC is seeking to take back some of the powers 
that has ceded to the communities, using REDD to achieve this (Khatri, 2012 , Paudel et al., 
2012). 

In contrast in Brazil many forms of payment of ecosystem services (PES) have been initiated and 
REDD is only one of them. However, REDD in Brazil may achieve the scale of a mega venture 
as the country intends to set off 320 000 km2, an area equivalent to two thirds of Sweden, in the 
Amazon region (Serviço Florestal Brasileiro, 2010). Common to government-sponsored PES 
incentives is that the state is reluctant to allow foreign driven schemes, and strives to maintain 
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financial and administrative control over the PES-projects. External money is funnelled into the 
Amazon Fund, managed by the Brazilian Social and Economic Development Bank (BNDES) and 
then redistributed to PES-projects presented by both government organizations and NGOs, and 
submitted through competitive calls. There are, however, also private initiatives where specific 
groups measure and certify carbon within demarcated territories and then attempt to find carbon 
sequestration investors on the private transnational voluntary market (Bonfante et al., 2012). 

In Nepal REDD has been piloted in a catchment in Dolakha with with 58 CFUGs during 2009-
2013 as well as in two other catchments (Gorkha and Chitwan). The pilot has largely focused on 
aspects of carbon sequestration measurement and payment mechanisms (Skutsch, 2012), reflect-
ing a narrow technocratic agenda (Paudel et al., 2013) and the collective management of forests. 
The incentives and the payments are appointed toward the CFUGs. The PES project studied in 
Anapu region is actually broader in scope. It includes REDD funding and it targets 450 small-
scale farms and individual farmers. The scheme prohibits slash-and-burn and the intention is to 
offer the farmers continuous extension services and provide alternative land use systems and 
technologies. The farmers receive a modest monetary compensation and the main incentive for 
farmers to join the scheme is the opportunity to receive extension services, which for all farmers 
are very scarce in the region, and eventually access to other sources of financial or built capital. 

Demand for actors who can plan and broker the processes  
The current REDD process in Nepal has been led by the MOFSC in collaboration with donors 
(particularly the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation, Norad). FECOFUN, the 
NGO initiated to represent the interests of the CFUGs has been the principal broker between the 
CFUGs and REDD. FECOFUN represents small-scale forest users in 15000 CFUGs and other 
community based forest management groups, promoting and protecting users’ rights. In the past 
FECOFUN has been more of an adversary than a collaborator with MOFSC. However, in seeking 
to be active in the REDD process, in part related to reasons of funding, FECOFUN became the 
implementing NGO of the pilot REDD project (in collaboration with other two international 
NGOs). At each site/watershed level a REDD Network, represented by chairpersons of all the 
involved CFUGs, District Forest Office (DFO) and local governments has been established. 
FECOFUN has been quite instrumental in introducing REDD but with a mixed agenda; it appears 
to be on the side of forest users but it is perceived as ‘captured’ by project funding and became 
subject to criticism from its members. CFUGs outside the REDD pilot have questioned whether 
FECOFUN continues to represent all the CFUGs when its attention have been focused towards 
the REDD pilot CFUGs at the regional level. In this process, the model of REDD has not been 
questioned and not even the key non-government actors have challenged its impact on forest gov-
ernance and local livelihoods. Instead they have treated REDD as a source of funding (Paudel et 
al., 2012).  

In the Brazilian case, regardless of whether the farmers of the Anapu area are part of the PES-
project or not, they often negotiate with numerous state agencies and NGOs. Both federal and 
state bodies deal with the farmers, both directly or through consultancies and NGOs. The rural 
unions, social movements, the Catholic land committee, NGOs, university faculty and researchers 
also play an important role. Specifically in Anapu, a convoluted political process resulted from 
internal disputes within farmers’ organizations. Members of the farmers’ union have been ac-
cused of cooperating informally with illegal loggers and the union has a severe conflict with the 
federal land reform agency, INCRA, which is one of the most important rural actors. In this com-
plex web of actors there is no neutral position, and the conflicts and tensions are reproduced with-
in the farmer communities, causing deep tensions. The traditional patron-client relationships with 
large landowners have thus been replaced with a multi-stranded patron-client network, which the 
farmers have to find their way through, either directly or through mediation by brokers. Leaders 
of the farmer communities have greater contact with these external actors than ordinary farmers, 
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and facilitated access to material resources and wider networks stimulates residents to apply for 
management positions at local organizations, what does not necessarily reflect actual leadership. 

PES-schemes in complex physical and social landscapes 
The REDD pilot project in Nepal is as noted (Skutsch et al. 2012) with a technocratic agenda. 
Further it has determined that 40% of the payments should be used for forest management and 
60% for social purposes. However this exercise has taken place in a complex physical landscape. 
The village forest areas in the hills are fragmented, diverse and not very large (seldom over 100 
ha), relatively spare and slow growing and are not carbon rich forests. Brazil on the other hand, 
has fast growing, carbon rich forest vegetation in one of the most biodiverse biomes on the plan-
et. In both areas the timber represents a high value resource and illegal loggers are present, how-
ever the value of the timber in the forest frontier in Brazil is considerably greater than in Himala-
yan Mountains of Nepal 

The REDD pilot or PES projects are also engaging with complex, dynamic and diverse social 
settings. In the case of Nepal REDD it has been superimposed onto a history of already accumu-
lated carbon through social forestry during the last decades. It has also been superimposed on an 
existing social organisation (the CFUG). But the membership of CFUG shows strong social 
(caste) and economic differentiation in terms of assets, incomes and forest dependence is varia-
ble. Thus there is a contrast between the interests and relative power of a high caste family with 
monthly pension from the army, one ha of irrigated and rain fed land, with 2 cows and 4 goats 
and a low caste family with 0.3 ha of poor quality rain fed land and 1-2 goats who survive on 
daily farm wage labour. Both are members of the same CFUG but do not have the same social 
position within the group or the same possibilities to participate in activities. Some interviewed 
households said that they could not afford to go to the REDD meeting as they had to work for 
wages to earn their living. Caste identity also services to restrict or enable different households 
within the CFUG in different and various ways (World_Bank, 2007). 

The scope of REDD related programs in Brazil has been controversial due to the extremely 
skewed land distribution in the country. Some discourses target the poorest farmers, extractivist 
groups as well as indigenous people. However, other sectors argue that land-based schemes such 
as REDD will benefit the largest landowners who will receive compensation for not expanding 
their pastures or soy fields. Farmers who participate in the REDD program in the municipality of 
Anapu have been selected by the rural union and the Amazon Environmental Research Institute 
(IPAM), an NGO which plays an important mediating role between the state, social movements 
and farmers. This means that the specific farmer groups targeted, with their mode of production, 
social organization, sources of livelihood and the forms and intensity of the non-economic sup-
port have important impacts on the implementation and results of REDD. 

Since 2010 the participating CFUGs in Nepal in the pilot areas have received sums about 500-
1000 € per year. The targeting to the poorest has mainly been interest free loans to buy animals or 
to start vegetable farming and different kinds of training. The interviewed CFUGs however say 
that forest management practices have remained the same as before the REDD pilot projects. 
CFUGs outside REDD also direct some of the community forest earnings to the most marginal-
ized people. 

In Brazil the financial payments that farmers who participate in PES (approximately 50 USD per 
month) corresponds to about 15% of a monthly minimum wage in the country, which is not 
enough to compensate reduced yields due to the lack of burning, insufficient to hire workers and 
thus leaving the farmer with a cost rather than a gain when participating. So far the PES project 
has run one year out of the planned five year period, and it is too early to evaluate whether or not 
it will succeed, but it is speculated that the low level of compensation might prevent farmers for 
participating, however on the other hand the other project benefits may provide the needed attrac-
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tiveness, if the extension work is well implemented. The first year consisted mainly of an admin-
istrative and communicative starting-up phase. As noted the technical assistance provided by the 
PES-project is not coordinated with assistance from other actors, except the land agency INCRA, 
but rather constitutes a parallel autonomous strand. 

 
PES and the focus on carbon versus other environmental services provided in existing 
farming systems 
Our research findings indicate that existing strong formal, sectorial and bureaucratic divisions 
that compartmentalize forestry and agriculture tend to be exacerbated by REDD. But that division 
is not reflected in peoples’ livelihoods or farming systems and it is the connections between for-
estry and agriculture that emerges strongly in all cases in resource management practices of poor 
people. There is a disjuncture between the ecosystem service dynamics in the existing livelihood 
systems on the one hand and the structure and governance to deal with the ecosystem service 
payments from forests on the other. 

In Nepalese traditional hill farming systems there is significant nutrient flow between forestry 
and agriculture, a transformation of ES with the help of livestock; forest nutrients are processed 
through livestock feed and leaf litter used for bedding and become the manure applied to fields. 
Most farmers produce mainly for subsistence although there is a growing amount of commercial 
vegetable cropping using external inputs. Declining livestock numbers and intensification of pro-
duction combined with an increasing role for on-farm agroforestry and private forests in provid-
ing fodder may be reducing nutrient outflows from forests. The community forests are quite well 
established mature forests, managed mainly for timber and to a certain degree NTFPs (e.g. car-
damom, loktha and daphne (used for paper), argeli (used as pepper).  

One of the unintended consequences when CFUGs were given the user rights over their adjacent 
forests, and livestock grazing in forests became more regulated was that in combination with the 
high outmigration to the cities, an increasing number of trees and forests were planted on private 
agricultural land. Somewhat ironically from the REDD perspective, it seems like it is actually in 
the agricultural land where the rate of carbon sequestration is significant. In the studied 
CFUGs10-20% of the agricultural land was covered by trees and forest, which corresponds to an 
area equivalent to 20-40% of their forest areas. The interesting aspect of these private forest/trees 
is that they are planted and managed according to the use and need of the local household (fod-
der, timber, NTPF) rather than the regulations of the CFUG or the global community. There are 
indications that in several of the REDD pilot participating CFUGs, the strong focus on carbon 
sequestration is contradictory to villagers’ use and need for forest with respect to species prefer-
ence, degree of canopy cover and management actions.  

Further the mosaic of forest and agricultural land, with heavy investments in terracing, creates 
landscape stability, an essential ingredient in an environment where landslides are a major haz-
ard. Nevertheless, this diverse mosaic landscape the farmers act in, is not reflected in how natural 
resources are dealt with in decision and policy making. Rather, there is a sharp sectorial divide 
between forestry and agricultural land, each having distinct tenure regimes and property rights. 
Equally when it comes to ministries, governmental officials, and professional training, they all 
have sectorial specialization, which are not conducive to creating strategies for natural resources 
and ES provision at a landscape level and integrating the roles of forestry and agriculture land 
use.  

In Brazil the settlers in the Anapu municipality practice swidden farming, cultivating subsistence 
crops such as rice, maize and cassava and as a main cash crop cocoa, practices that challenge 
forest conservation. However, REDD money in Anapu has been channelled into a PES initiative 
and a strict carbon and forest focus that departs from a broader farm perspective. The extension 
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services have mainly focused on agricultural practices, such as farming without burning, limiting 
the pasture size through intensification, and the establishment of permanent tree crops (cacao), 
i.e. actions that are all favourable for ES, but mainly within agricultural lands. A new national 
forest law has been approved in 2012, which obliges a majority of farmers’ land to be kept under 
forest cover. Advanced remote sensing surveillance is being used to monitor deforestation at the 
landholding level, and farmers who do not comply with the standards are barred from access to 
credit. Yet, no mechanisms have been devised to foster reduced impact logging or sustainable 
forest management in these lands. Farmers’ possibilities and will to maintain the forest cover is of 
course dependent on how their production develops on their agricultural land, but there are also 
powerful actors influencing the small holders’ forest management decisions.  

There are a number of actors -federal and state entities, as well as NGOs and private consultan-
cies - that offer the farmers extension services. The actual technical assistance the farmers receive 
is however insufficient and poorly coordinated, thus decreasing the synergy and impact potential. 
The crucial factor for limiting deforestation does not seem to be the choice between PES and non-
PES programs, but rather the scope and depth of extension services offered by state and non-state 
actors. However, the challenge to find long-term sustainable agricultural alternatives in areas that 
are not suitable for agriculture in the first place remains so far unsolved. Our research shows the 
importance of initiating agrarian and social processes of change (including perception of forest 
and wild biodiversity) together with the local farmers, as a way to find possible alternatives or 
variants to the present swidden agricultural system. A major problem in the case study in the 
Amazon is the lack of public support for sustainable forestry, what exacerbates the expression of 
interests of private companies and illegal logging. Increased enforcement to environmental regu-
lations in the past decade has heavily hit the logging sector, but informal and illegal operations 
are still widespread. Economic and political power of the logging sector, and the occurrence of 
illegal logging is still strong in Anapu. The money they pay for timber offers needed capital to 
small-scale farmers. Even the forest management initiative carried out in one of the case studies 
resulted strongly dependent on the interests of a private logging company. In five years of im-
plementation, the lack of public monitoring of practices imposed by the logging company al-
lowed patron-client relations and even prompted the expression of distrusts within farmers’ or-
ganizations. Furthermore, both leading politicians and members of the rural union are allegedly 
cooperating with loggers, thus eroding the resistance to both deforestation and to community ini-
tiatives towards sustainable forest management. It is unclear how the PES-project shall be able to 
mitigate the loggers’ activities, not least since the project is executed in close cooperation with 
the rural union.  

Indigenous reserves may constitute a major potential location for forest related PES projects. 
There are 663 reserves in Brazil, covering more than one million km2, mostly in the Amazon. 
Here PES-projects, particularly REDD, could provide indigenous people with investments and 
external monitoring of the threatened borders of their reserves. However, except in situations 
funded by the voluntary market, these schemes should also follow regulations imposed by the 
federal government. So far only the Suruí people in Rondonia state have established a REDD 
demarcated area. 
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Discussion 
 
The outcome of competing interests and actions of state bureaucracies and other actors 
The bureaucratic organization and the schemes designed to create sustainable agriculture and 
forest management rarely take into consideration the local contexts and how these influence the 
outcome of these schemes. The bureaucracy is often poorly coordinated and unable to efficiently 
tackle illegal logging and their role in local informal economic and political alliances. Affluent 
actors are often able to use money and political contacts to dodge political restrictions, in contrast 
to farmers. This is particularly salient in the case of forest management in Brazil, where the state 
prioritizes the interests of large companies, while monitoring and sanctions against mismanage-
ment and illegal logging seldom target the real culprit, but mostly the farmers. 

The role of brokers 
The bureaucratic complexity and hierarchy of REDD make small-scale farmers dependent on 
multi-stranded patron-client relationships to achieve financial and political ends. The gap be-
tween smallholders and decision-makers is often bridged by brokers, who tend to have their own 
agendas, thus affecting the communication between farmers and authorities. One example in Bra-
zil is the prominent role played by the rural union in the selection of households that are offered 
to participate in the PES scheme. Another example is the important advisory role of NGOs (i.e. 
FVPP and IPAM) functioning as brokers between farmers and government agencies. In the case 
of Anapu, however, the alleged cooperation of members of the rural union with loggers thus has 
the potential of dividing smallholders into antagonistic factions and counteract sustainable forest 
management objectives as well as the provision of ES. 

In Nepal FECOFUN has traditionally been the NGO representing the CFUGs but presently trans-
formed into a promoter of REDD. At a regional level FECOFUN has become dependent on 
REDD for financing and at the same time has failed to ask critical questions on the effects REDD 
might have on rural households in the mountainous landscape such as Dolakha. There is a risk 
that FECOFUN as the implementing agent in seeking to piloting how to monetize the value of 
ecosystem services in the forest, has not actually safeguarded the interest of the CFUGs. A fur-
ther question is who the local CFUG represents. The set up of CFUGs and their experience of 
projects have been factors that most probably have been highly favourable for implementation of 
the REDD pilot. However, it might also have contributed to overlooking how the poorest house-
holds depend on the forest for their livelihoods and farming systems.  

The PES schemes’ technical complexity, its implications, and the strong focus on carbon 
sequestration 
Our research shows that it is of vital importance to avoid the sectorial divisions between forest 
and agriculture and offer smallholders extension and training where agriculture and forest man-
agement are integrated components of the farm and the landscape and where biodiversity, water, 
soil fertility, landscape stability are interlaced parts of the aim of the management, as well as car-
bon sequestering. Moreover, these biophysical components should be treated in unison as a con-
stituent part of a broader social-ecological system, therefore taking into consideration the singu-
larities of the involved social groups.   

A strong carbon focus appears to have marginalised locally and nationally relevant discussions on 
provision; and thereby diminished the potential significance of ecosystem service management by 
poor people in adapting to climate change. There is no quick fix to achieve and integrate sustain-
able agriculture and forest maintenance, instead several different policy areas and measures are 
necessary, where individual or community group based PES could be one option, if it is included 
as one part of an integrated support package for small-scale farmers, interlacing food production 
and provision of ES on a landscape level 
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Most of the REDD-projects which have been implemented are called pilot projects; i.e. their 
function and their outcomes one might suppose are being closely monitored and assessed so that 
if and when the REDD scheme is launched it can build on these experiences and address the 
weaknesses of the pilot projects. However, it would appear that the pilot has been designed to 
vindicate the REDD approach and criteria for assessments have been poorly developed. While the 
initiative studied in Brazil is still in its early stages for a proper assessment, we suggest that the 
REDD pilot scheme in Nepal has focused more on how to monetize carbon sequestration and 
how to make payments, rather than address the practices to increase carbon sequestration and 
improve rural livelihoods and the sustainability of farming systems. 
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Abstract: The traditional exploitation of meadows and pastures in Aosta Valley ensures the pro-
vision of high value public goods, including biodiversity conservation, soil functionality, preser-
vation of landscapes, for the whole local community and tourists. In Aosta Valley, meadows and 
pastures cover about 54,000 hectares; 42,000 hectares of which are alpine pastures. There are 
about 300 mountain pastures and about 200 of these are used for the production of Fontina PDO 
cheese, with about 29,000 cattle and 3,800 sheep and goats moved to alpine pastures in summer 
for grazing. The opportunity to exploit higher pastures must enable the farmers to meet the need 
to store hay for winter feed in the valleys so cattle move from valleys to mountain pastures in 
summer. In many cases, smaller farms in the valleys take their cattle, sheep and goats to other 
farms that own or rent large mountain pastures. The sustainable management of mountain mead-
ows and pastures relies on a complex network of actors, including local breeders, the mountain 
pasture owners (also municipalities), milk buyers, Fontina PDO cheese producers, and the re-
gional governments. To ensure the appropriate management of meadows and pastures, farms are 
mainly supported by the agri-environmental schemes under the Rural Development Programme. 
The main objectives of these schemes are the protection of the environment, landscape and biodi-
versity; water quality improvement; and greenhouse gas reduction. It is useful to point out that it 
is absolutely necessary to maintain the support to farms following those schemes. 

Keywords: Alpine meadows and pastures; biodiversity conservation, soil functionality, land-
scape preservation; Aosta Valley 

 

 
Public goods from the meadows and pastures 
 
The extra productive functions of meadows and pastures 
Aosta Valley is the smallest Italian region, located in the extreme north-west of Italy, with an 
entirely mountainous region that stretches 3,260 sq km. The meadows and the pastures in the 
Aosta vally are agri-ecosystems that are distinguished from other crops by their 
multifunctionality as they combine the production function with a series of extra values, which 
are similar in many aspects to those of natural ecosystems (Gusmeroli, 2012). Specific ecosystem 
services correspond to the extra functions, and include environmental functions, such as protec-
tion of biodiversity, soil protection, reduction of erosion and slope stabilization, and fire preven-
tion, as well as preserving the landscape and traditional culture. In general, the meadows and pas-
tures ensure the long-term viability, including economic viability, in the most marginal areas 
(Fig. 1). 

The important protective function provided by meadows and mountain pastures consists first of 
all in the maintenance of soil fertility because the presence of sward prevents leaching and the 
dispersion of mineral elements in the environment. Similarly, the presence of sward contributes 
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to the stability of the slopes, as the vegetation muffles the beating action of rain, and thereby re-
duces runoff and the erosion. The presence of sward is also favourable to the settlement of the 
snowpack so it greatly reduces the risk of avalanches and, although fire mitigation is important in 
all open spaces (including arable land), grasslands can play a significant role in fire prevention 
due to their location in the bioclimatic belt of forests: in particular in softwood forests. 

Figure 1: Services provided by natural farms systems with regard to the meadows and pastures 
Production function  Production in areas unsuitable for crops 

Stable production over time 
Conversion of cellulose into nutrients usable by man  

Protective function Improvement of soil fertility 
Preservation of biotic communities of the soil 
Monitoring of discharges of nitrogen and phosphorus 
Retention and degradation of toxic molecules of pesticide 
Reducing erosion 
Detention of the snowpack 
Prevention and containment of fires 
Protection of wildlife 

Ecological function Enhancement of ecosystem and specific biodiversity 
Historical and cultural func-
tion 

Constitution of the cultural landscape  
Maintenance and accessibility of open spaces  
Maintenance of Alpine identity  

Source: Gusmeroli , 2012 

With specific regard to the permanent grassland, the preservation of biodiversity is closely linked 
to the diversity of vegetation and management practices implemented by farmers. At the individ-
ual level, management intensity (number of cuttings during the year, manuring) significantly in-
fluences fodder production and the richness of species of grassland vegetation. At the regional 
level, there is a wide variety of fields as a result of different intensities of agricultural practices 
and diversity of environmental conditions (more or less humid or, conversely, more or less dry). 
The collective interest in the conservation of alpine pastures not only targets the plant biodiversi-
ty but also takes the positive effects in terms of conservation of animal biodiversity into account, 
with specific reference to the herbivorous and birdlife that inhabits the alpine environment. The 
conservation of the alpine landscape is also important for maintaining the attractiveness of rural 
areas as residential places or tourist destinations. The need for a better integration between agri-
culture and services; in particular commercial operators and tourism, should however be noted. It 
is particularly desirable for tourism, and more generally for the population, to have a greater 
awareness that the benefits of a higher quality of life are guaranteed by the agriculture and live-
stock in the Alpine regions. Finally, it is always desirable to have better coordination between 
tourism and agricultural reality in order to create a constructive dialogue that would bring bene-
fits to both: on the one hand, the use of an attractive rural environment and on the other, the in-
creased profitability linked to the short supply chains and the enhancement of the Alpine products 
(Lale Murix, 2008). 

The role of EU policies  
Public intervention helps to promote the production of public goods primarily through two ac-
tions: the definition of the mandatory minimum standards and provision of support or incentives 
to promote a particular good or service. Farm support and norms or standards influence the man-
agement of agricultural resources and cause an orientation towards the provision of public goods. 
The public services are part of the importance of agriculture for the community and give validity 
to the CAP and the investment of taxpayer funds by the State: despite the budgetary difficulties 
that are currently affecting all European counties (ENRD, 2011). Cooper et al. (2009) identify the 
European level as the most appropriate for government intervention to mitigate the impact of ag-
ricultural activities on public goods, but especially to strengthen the strategic role of agriculture 
in the supply and development of these assets. They believe that, in the recent past, the CAP has 
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effectively contributed to achieving the environmental goals, since it was able to spread a greater 
environmental awareness among farmers. In particular, it has influenced many decisions made by 
farmers, including preventing the abandonment of rural areas and encouraging the cultivation of 
large areas with extensive methods. 

The second Pillar of the CAP includes agri-environmental measures that are specifically targeted 
to encourage farmers to provide environmental goods, but this objective is also pursued by sup-
porting the necessary investments and acting positively on aspects related to training, knowledge 
system, capacity building, and innovation. Through the application of eco-conditionality, the first 
Pillar of the CAP provides a variable contribution to the production of public goods in addition to 
the application of Article 68 of Regulation (EC) no. 73/2009. Many environmental objectives are 
achieved through government interventions that are designed for other purposes, such as direct 
payments, Article 68, and some measures of axes 1 and 3 of the rural development programs. 
This implies a recognition of the strategic importance of all measures which have a direct effect 
on the structural changes and profitability of the agricultural sector, and that they can positively 
influence environmental performance of farms. A cycle of this type has been identified in the 
implementation of rural development policies, which contribute to economic sustainability and 
therefore to the survival of many farms located in less favoured and marginal areas, where the 
provision of public goods is closely linked to the presence of agricultural activity.  

Aims and methods of the study  
This study aims to investigate the effects of the traditional management of meadows and pastures 
in Aosta Valley Region in terms of preservation of plant and animal biodiversity, and more gen-
erally on the provision of public goods and services with environmental characteristics. The im-
pact of policies on local pastoral farm systems are also analysed as well as the needs that could be 
addressed in the re-scheduled rural development regional policy for the period 2014-2020. 

The information contained in the administrative database (Regional Agricultural Information Sys-
tem) of the Regional Government of Aosta Valley has been used to describe the availability of 
forage areas, the seasonal movement of livestock, and the complex system of relationships that 
exist between cattle farmers and land-owners (private land-owners and public bodies) in Aosta 
Valley. Eight interviews were conducted with farmers to gain detailed technical information re-
lating to the management of pastures and animals in livestock as well as the motivations, percep-
tions, and learning mechanisms that are the basis for the interactions between the different actors. 
Seven semi-structured interviews were conducted with representatives of farmers and administra-
tors and with representatives of institutions, professionals and consultants who carry out their 
activities in the agricultural and livestock sector. These expert interviews were used to assess the 
quality of public intervention in support of the pastoral farm system and the perceived needs for 
the next period of regional rural development policies. 
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The results  
 
The management of livestock and forage areas in Aosta Valley 
Farming of dairy cattle is the basis of the agricultural system and local economy in Aosta Vally, 
with grassland and pastures amounting to about 8,200 hectares in the valley, approximately 1,560 
hectares in mayen88, and 40,000 hectares in alpeggi (Table 1). There are about 1,150 dairy farms, 
but only 200 have structures in mayen, while there are about 370 (organized in over 1,000 sheds) 
located in the alpeggi.  

Table 1: Aosta Valley: forage areas and farms of valley floor, mayen and alpeggi (2009-2011) 
 Alpeggi Valley floor Mayen 
Total UAA (ha) 40,142 8,226 1,561
Farms(n°) 370 1,156 203
Sheds (n°) 1,020 - 258
Source: Regional Agricultural Information System of the Regional Government of Aosta Valley 

In Aosta Valley, the area covered by meadows and pastures is almost entirely (91%) available to 
private owners and only 5,800 hectares are owned by public entities. These are essentially moun-
tain pastures owned by municipalities that are made available to farmers, with multi-year leases, 
on the basis of public auctions. While there are slight differences depending on the altitude at 
which they are located, almost 80% of the forage areas (nearly 51,500 hectares) are made availa-
ble to farmers through rental contracts (Table 2). 

Table 2: Aosta Valley: tenure of forage areas (2011) 
 Alpeggi Mayen Valley floor Total 
 ha % ha % ha % ha % 
UAA forage available to Individuals  
of which:  

43,203  89.0 3,313 97.6 12,002 97.0 58,705 91.0

UAA forage property 3,535 7.3 699 20.60 2,968 23.98 7,231 11.2
UAA forage for rent 39,668 81.7 2,614 76.98 9,034 73.00 51,474 79.8

UAA forage propriety of entities 5,335 11.0 82 2.42 373 3.02 5,804 9.0
UAA total forage  48,538 100.0 3,395 100.0 12,376 100.0 64,509 100.0
Source: Regional Agricultural Information System of the Regional Government of Aosta Valley 

 

In Aosta Valley, the traditional system of cattle, sheep and goat farming involves an extensive 
use of meadows and pastures and the exchange of cattle during the summer months. This system 
is adopted in order to use most of the alpine pastures during the summer and at the same time, it 
ensure the cutting of grass of meadows in the valley floor and mayen in order to build hay stocks 
for the winter89. In contrast to the practices in other alpine areas where exploitation of high alti-
tude pasture is usually performed by breeders of livestock owners, in Aosta Valley this is mainly 
realized through the movement of cattle from one farm to another (the farm located in the valley 
as a source and that located at higher altitude as the receiver). The rent (or trust) of cattle in sum-
mer is described under "Civic uses of the Aosta Valley" and is collected by the Chamber of 
Commerce of Aosta. Generally the cows, sheep and goats are taken and held as ‘rented’ for be-
tween 90 and 120 days. The relevant contracts are almost always verbal: hence the name ‘trusts’. 
The system to determine the lease price of cattle is traditionally based on the quantity of milk 
produced by the cow on a fixed day of the year, but this tends to be replaced by new types of 
agreement. In any case, the production of dairy cows during their grazing period in Alpine pas-

                                                 
88 We define mayen the set of buildings and surfaces and mowed grazed located in the mid-mountain area, which ensuring the 
maintenance of livestock for an average period of 50 days. 
89 The rules production of Fontina PDO cheese, the main regional dairy production, provides the exclusive use of forage (grass 
and hay) produced locally. 
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tures remains with the breeder and the cost of transport of the animals to and from the Alpine 
pasture is the responsibility of the owner. 

The number of animals that are transferred every summer to mayen and to the mountain pastures 
amounts to over 29,500 cattle, of which almost 16,000 - or about 54% - are dairy cows, and just 
over 3,900 sheep and goats. Of those that are moved to the mountain pastures, 14,130 head of 
cattle, which is slightly less than half, and more than 70% of sheep and goats (Table 3) are trans-
ferred to trust farms (or summer rental of livestock). 

The altitude, the accessibility of funds, and the extension of the properties determine the organi-
zation of livestock breeding in the summer months. Different organizational configurations de-
pend on the quantity and characteristics of the meadows that are available to the individual farm-
ers who give and/or take the cattle on trust. The extreme complexity of the relationships at the 
base of the exploitation of Alpine pastures makes it difficult to identify the exhaustive categories: 
a breeder can simultaneously give and take livestock by trusts: depending on whether they are 
productive or unproductive animals . 

Table 3 Aosta Valley: head of cattle that are taken to mayen and alpeggi on the basis of typology and category 
(2009-2011) 

Typology and category  Alpeggi  Mayen Total heads 
lead up 

Total heads 
by trust Total  by trust Total by trust 

Cattle < 1 year - total 3,626 1,538 1,012 311 4,638 1,849
Cattle < 2 years – bull/steer  107 32 30 6 136 38
Cattle < 2 years - heifers 3,600 2,043 922 389 4,522 2,432
Cattle > 2 years- bull/steer 44 13 11 1 55 14
Heifers> 2 years 3,290 1,752 912 370 4,202 2,122
Dairy cows 13,078 6,753 2,880 923 15,958 7,676
Sheep - ewes 969 654 265 78 1,233 732
Sheep - others 448 320 110 39 558 360
Goats - does 1,094 505 462 199 1,556 704
Goats - others 392 181 191 83 584 264
Source: Regional Agricultural Information System of the Regional Government of Aosta Valley  

It is important to note that, compared to the past the construction of relationships has gradually 
lost the territorial dimension due to the large-scale use of trucks for the transportation of live-
stock. Therefore the dynamics of trust now apply to the whole regional and it is not at all un-
common for the same Alpine pasture to contain herds from farms that are located very far one 
from other.  

The environmental effects of traditional management of alpine meadows and pastures 
The extensive use of meadows and pastures and the traditional farm management described in the 
previous chapter contribute to the production of a variety of public goods and specific environ-
mental services, which are used by the local population and tourists.  

The beneficial effects, in terms of preservation of plant biodiversity, associated with the presence 
of meadows and pastures and the different ways of utilization of permanent grassland in Aosta 
Valley have also been documented by specific studies conducted at the local level (Tarello et al., 
2004; Bassignana et al., 2009; Bassignana et al., 2011a, 2011b). The different choices in the 
management of meadows and pastures are reflected in the floristic composition and plant biodi-
versity, but are often not taken into adequate consideration by farmers. When the bond with the 
land is sufficiently close, there is more attention given to maintaining the property in good condi-
tion and in taking care of the landscape. 
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into fallow (Bassignana, 2005). The tendency to cultivate only certain areas and promote the 
spread of uncultivated areas may increase the risk of hydro-geological instability and wildfires, 
reduce soil fertility, and impact on the attractiveness of the landscape for tourism. On the other 
hand, proper pasture management promotes the prevention of fires and avalanches and acts fa-
vourably on the hydro-geological stability. The increased use of concentrates and non-
programming of meadow cuttings have effects on the quality of the grass and, hence, on the qual-
ity of milk and cheese.  

 

Opportunities from the CAP 2014-2020 
Farmers, administrators, and professionals involved in this investigation have expressed the need 
to maintain an adequate level of support in order to preserve the traditional system of exploitation 
of Alpine meadows. Among the measures of EU policy proposals for the programming period 
2014-2020 (European Commission, 2011a; European Commission, 2011b), those which best con-
tribute to the maintenance of the traditional system of utilization of meadows and pastures and, 
therefore, to the provision of environmental goods and services valuable to the community, are 
highlighted in table 4. 

One of the main needs highlighted by the interview respondents is the proper management of 
forage area to ensure the protection of the landscape, to preserve the environmental aspects, and 
to maintain or increase tourism. The measures relating to the second Pillar of the CAP, in particu-
lar, the agri-environmental-climate payments are among those most suitable for promotion the 
preservation of the pasture system and, at the same time, for retrieving the more marginal areas. 
An additional measure to those that have already been applied in the past that is specifically de-
signed to encourage the maintenance of natural spaces, and is therefore potentially capable of 
countering the spread of uncultivated land, is that which provides the payment of indemnities in 
favour of those who work in areas that are environmentally sensitive: namely in mountainous 
areas or in other areas with natural or other specific constraints. An entirely new measure is the 
ecological payment for greening which is paid in the form of direct payments to farmers in rela-
tion to the farm area, and which aims to extend the beneficial practices for the climate and the 
environment over as wide an areas as is possible. 

In order to intervene on business structures (buildings, machines) and on the infrastructure neces-
sary for the development and adaptation of agriculture, which includes access to agricultural and 
forestry land, re-parcelling, energy supply, and water management, it is necessary to refer to the 
relevant investment measure that is contemplated by the proposal on rural development. Alt-
hough own resources (State aid) were mainly used in the past for this kind of intervention, plan-
ning interventions that are valid for the programming period 2014-2020 requires assessment of 
opportunities to draw on the community part-financing. This need arises because of the reduced 
availability of regional funds as a result of the global economic crisis that did not fail to make its 
negative effects felt in recent years in Aosta Valley. 

The interviews revealed the need to encourage the vertical integration of the livestock industry: 
even against the promotion of quality products, which is one of the priorities of the European 
Union with regard to rural development. The measure relating to cooperation appears to be par-
ticularly suitable, which for the programming period 2014-2020 is significantly enhanced and 
extended to a wide range of forms of cooperation (economic, environmental and social) between 
various types of beneficiaries. This measure aims precisely to encourage the establishment of 
cooperative relationships between the various operators in the food chain and among others, 
called for the creation of cluster structures and real networks between various actors. In addition, 
the intent of the legislator to support European sectorial co-operation should be able to catalyse 
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economically rational development of short chains, local markets and retailers of food products 
on a local scale. 

Table 4: Needs and opportunities of the CAP 2014-2020 

Key factors Needs CAP 2014-2020 
Accessibility Adequate fleet; maintain farming 

in marginal areas 
Pillar II - Investments in tangible fixed assets, 
Benefits in environmentally fragile areas 

Management of for-
age areas 

Correct management of forage 
areas 

Pillar I and Pillar II-Greening - Investments in 
tangible fixed assets; agri-environment-
climate payments; Allowances in environ-
mentally fragile areas 

Landscape Correct management of forage 
areas 

Pillar I and Pillar II-Greening - agri-
environment-climate payments; Allowances 
in environmentally fragile areas 

Tourism Correct management of forage 
areas 

Pillar I and Pillar II-Greening - agri-
environment-climate payments; Allowances 
in environmentally fragile areas 

Land improvement Overcome the fragmentation of 
land 

Pillar II - Investments in tangible fixed assets 

Administrative bur-
den 

Simplification Among the Pillars 

The fragmentation of 
land 

Promote the acquisition of forage 
area 

Pillar II - Investments in tangible fixed assets 

Labour force Find qualified personnel available 
to work at livestock farms 

Pillar II – Knowledge transfer and informa-
tion actions 

Supply chain Vertical integration Pillar II - Cooperation 
Products quality To reach and promote Pillar II - Quality schemes for agricultural 

products and foodstuffs; Investments in tangi-
ble fixed assets 

Learning Vocational training; empowering 
farmers with regard to correct 
managerial decisions 

Pillar II – Knowledge transfer and informa-
tion actions 

 
The future rural development programme could also satisfy the further demand for the empow-
erment of farmers: particularly of young farmers, in their management choices relating to pas-
tures and breeding. The intervention intended to promote the transfer of knowledge and infor-
mation goes in the same direction and includes not only the organization of vocational training 
courses, seminars and coaching, but it is also aimed at carrying out demonstration activities and 
information campaigns. To this end, it highlights the strong emphasis that the EU places on diffu-
sion of innovation (see the role assigned to the existing European partnership for innovation 
(EPI)) in terms of productivity and sustainability of agriculture, and on the promotion of collec-
tive approaches to projects and environmental practices. The EU considers that these measures 
should produce environmental and climate benefits and be more inclusive and consistent so they 
can be accessed by individual operators without any connection with each other. 

Finally, it underlines the need for simplification, which is one of the objectives of Community 
policy: so much so that the greening is designed to minimize the administrative burden. The cost 
of controls and the simplified scheme for small-scale farmers, which provides the payment of a 
lump sum payment in lieu of direct payments, is also aimed at ensuring administrative simplifica-
tion and is linked to lightening the obligations of such farmers in terms of greening, cross-
compliance, and controls. 
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Conclusions  
The study highlights the need to conserve the traditional extensive system of utilization of forage 
in Aosta Valley, which will guarantee the supply of environmental goods and services to the local 
population and tourists in the future. Proposed agro-technical changes would induce negative 
effects on the ecological and protective functions of meadows and pastures and on the conserva-
tion of the Alpine landscape. However, because of the difficult climate and geomorphology that 
make agriculture very costly, it is essential to maintain adequate public support for farmers by 
tapping into the resources that will be made available through the CAP in 2014-2020. A variety 
of interventions; linked both to Pillar I (greening), and to Pillar II (agri-environment-climate 
payments, compensation for environmentally fragile areas, etc.) of the future CAP are certainly 
appropriate to encourage correct exploitation of forage areas and to ensure a positive environ-
mental impact from both a regional and a business perspective. 
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Abstract: In Uttarakhand, India, an estimated 80 percent of the farming is “organic by default” in 
rainfed areas, and in the hills, 90 percent of the agricultural land is rainfed. Rich biodiversity both 
in wild plants and agricultural crops is preserved in ancient as well as new seed banks. New tech-
nologies, particularly introduction of hybrid seed, have negatively impacted traditional diversity 
in crops, and some farmers have experienced nutrient depletion with use of mineral fertilizers, 
especially when rain was less than expected. Farmers here cultivate a number of traditional crops 
famous for taste and quality, often sold in Delhi and Mumbai, but there is a need to improve mar-
keting. Many certified organic producers receive market premiums only in urban areas. Local 
farmers’ organizations train and support farmers converting from conventional to organic practic-
es and also help those farmers using traditional, natural methods to improve their production. 
Organizations that assist farmers in this transition are crucial because they teach new methods 
and give practical and moral support when farmers feel uncertain making a large change in how 
they earn their living. During the conversion period, farmers in traditional low-input production 
systems often see immediate increase in the yields when they start to make use of multiple on-
farm fertility sources including vermi compost, crop residue, and animal manure. Multi-cropping 
is also used to increase production on small plots and to reduce the risk of loss due to drought or 
other difficult climatic conditions. Farmers reported that local food security is improved through 
biodiversity conservation and control over their own seed and other inputs.  

Fieldwork for this research was conducted between February 2007 and October 2008 in Punjab, 
Uttarakhand, Tamil Nadu, and West Bengal, and includes interviews with 250 farmers and staff 
from farmers’ organizations. This paper focuses on the findings from Uttarakhand. 

Keywords: Biodiversity conservation, mountain agriculture, agroforestry, sustainable farming 

 

Introduction: Mountain Agriculture and Agroforestry 
Uttarakhand in northern India is primarily composed of relatively homogeneous small family 
farms located in a still largely inaccessible mountain region. The farmers here embrace traditional 
agroforestry systems developed over centuries to cope with challenges and build on opportunities 
presented by the local environment. Topography is a barrier to mechanization in hilly areas of the 
state, but some modern farming methods have recently been adopted. Local farmers maintain a 
rich biodiversity, both in crops and other plants grown or collected from the wild, many with me-
dicinal and herbal properties. There is little use of agrochemicals, and consequently fewer nega-
tive environmental and health effects compared to other parts of India. Local farmers do face 
large challenges, such as how to support a growing population and how to counter the effects of 
climate change. 

Uttarakhand (north country), located in the Western Himalayas, is 90 percent mountainous with 
forests covering 60–65 percent, and only 14.5 percent of the land is cultivated (Mittal, et al. 2008; 
Sati 2005; Singh 2009). Climate and vegetation vary greatly, from snow covered mountains, glac-
iers, and bare rock at the highest elevations (7,816 meters), to moist forests in the plains around 
300 meters above sea level. Distinct agroecological zones include the highlands from 2,400–
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3,600 meters, where barley, potato, wheat, and other crops are grown in the summer season only. 
From 1,200–2,400 meters, finger millet and rice are cultivated in addition to the three crops 
above. At lower elevations farmers plant finger millet, maize, rice, and wheat, while the plains 
have largely been cleared for wheat, rice and sugarcane. Together with maize and finger millet, 
these lowland crops are produced in 80 percent of the cultivated area (Guha 2000a). On most 
farms in the hills farmers grow three to five varieties of cereal (wheat, rice or millets), two to 
three pulse crops, and supplement their diets and income with vegetables, fruit, and animal hus-
bandry. While agriculture with mixed farming systems of crops and animals is the main liveli-
hood for more than three quarters of the population, it contributes only 22 percent to the state’s 
domestic product. Most farmers own their land, largely farmed with family labor. Irrigation is 
difficult in steep hillsides, where slopes have been converted into field terraces located high 
above the rivers, and merely 10 percent of the agricultural plots in the hills are irrigated. The na-
tional average of irrigated net sown area is 40 percent (Indiastat 2011; Mittal, et al. 2008; Singh 
2009). Average landholding size is only 2.3 acres, compared to the national average of 3.5 acres, 
and almost 70 percent of the holdings are marginal (less than 2.5 acres). Seventy-eight percent of 
the population of about 10 million live in rural areas (Mittal, et al. 2008; Indiastat 2011). 

Historically, production for the market has been limited due to lack of transportation and other 
infrastructure. This situation persists today, with over four thousand villages still not connected 
by road (Guha 2000a; Singh 2009). Eighty percent of rural households earn over one third of 
their income from livestock, mainly from sale of meat and milk. Animals are mainly fed leaves 
and crop residues in addition to cultivated green fodder and grasses from permanent pastures. 
Geographic inaccessibility, environmental diversity, and ecological fragility have contributed to 
this historic agroecological production system, mainly sustained with inputs from the forest. Even 
though agriculture in the hill areas is less mechanized than in the plains, some farmers own a trac-
tor, or several farmers share one tractor. Bullocks are easier to maneuver in undulating terrain, 
and horses and mules are the core of the rural transport system in hill districts. On the whole, hill 
areas are less developed than the plains, also in terms of education and health services (Mittal, et 
al. 2008, Singh 2009). 

To build on the traditions of using natural farming methods, for economic and ecological reasons, 
the state government identified organic farming as a focus for agricultural development and de-
clared Uttarakhand as the first organic state in India. This does not mean that chemical pesticides 
or mineral fertilizers are forbidden, but their use has been reduced since 2003 (Singh 2009), and 
the government encourages and supports farmers who want to use organic methods. The govern-
ment established the Uttarakhand Organic Commodity Board in 2003 to coordinate and promote 
organic farming throughout the state, and emphasized the importance of the forest for rural 
mountain agriculture. Forests and associated grasslands provide fodder for livestock and regulate 
hydrological and nutrient cycling for sustainability of fragile hill agro-ecosystems. Millions of 
tons of leaf litter are available every year after ecological needs of the forest are fulfilled, and leaf 
litter collection plus traditional manure systems can maintain the nutrients in the soil. 
Uttarakhand has an exceptionally rich plant biodiversity. Farmers may grow up to 40 different 
species in a year, and at least 175 species of aromatic and medicinal plants are known to grow 
there (Mahajan 2009; Mittal, et al. 2008).  

Several social movements and farmers’ organizations have opposed the farming trends driven by 
agribusiness by promoting sustainable, organic agriculture, and the re-validation of indigenous 
knowledge. One of the organizations is Navdanya (translates into ‘nine crops’, representing In-
dia’s collective source of food security), a social movement led by Dr. Vandana Shiva, a physi-
cist, environmentalist, and agricultural activist from India. Navdanya was founded in 1987 “to 
provide direction and support to environmental activism” and undertake “independent research to 
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address the most significant ecological and social issues, in close partnership with local commu-
nities and social movements” (Navdanya 2009b).   

Research Questions 
This research looks at the work social movements like Navdanya have done in facilitating con-
version to organic agriculture in India, and more importantly how the local farmers perceive, and 
adopt or reject this “traditional,” now called “alternative,” farming philosophy and strategy. Key 
questions were: Are farmers actively and consciously resisting industrialized agriculture through 
the Navdanya model? How do they view their role in an increasingly globalized agricultural 
economy? How do they view their futures? The focus of this brief paper is Navdanya’s work with 
farmers in Uttarakhand, one of the four states for field research, and farmers’ experiences with 
conversion, biodiversity conservation and seed saving, and lastly sale of organic produce.  

Methods  
Fieldwork for this research was conducted between February 2007 and October 2008. In 
Uttarakhand, emphasis was on hill and mountain agriculture, and interviews with 62 farmers and 
staff from Navdanya were conducted. In addition to field sites in villages in the hills, in 
Uttarkashi, the northernmost district of the state, several weeks were spent at Navdanya’s re-
search farm and training center, BijaVidyapeeth, near Dehradun, because organic farming train-
ing for farmers and coordinators and other meetings takes place there.  

Navdanya in Uttarakhand 
According to Shiva (2003), Navdanya started to work with local farmers, educating them about 
organic agriculture, creating local seed banks, fighting against the establishment of intellectual 
property rights (IPRs) on traditional knowledge, and defending their food rights and food sover-
eignty. At BijaVidyapeeth, their eight-acre farm, several courses are taught to people from within 
India and from abroad. There are large meetings and training sessions for their coordinators and 
participating farmers, and celebrations such as Biodiversity Day, where politicians and other 
leaders are invited to participate. At the farm they also produce and preserve diverse varieties of 
millets, pulses, oilseed, vegetables and medicinal plants, in addition to 30 varieties of wheat and 
over 250 varieties of rice. The Navdanya coordinators are farmers, some with higher education 
and involved in agricultural research, independently, or in cooperation with Navdanya. Most 
worked part time for Navdanya, got a symbolic compensation, and received training at their re-
search farm, BijaVidyapeeth.  

One of the first to join Shiva was Darban Singh Negi, a farmer from Garhwal who had been 
working in another NGO. Negi now divides his time between BijaVidyapeeth, his own small 
farm in Garhwal, and coordinating the training of farmers in organic agriculture. Negi recalled 
earlier days when they started the work: “Many people used to tell me that Vandana and I were 
wasting time and money, and that we needed more food fast. Now, many NGOs are working on 
organic farming and seed saving and we are working in 16 states in India.” He noticed today peo-
ple everywhere are talking about organic farming and seed saving. “For me, this is the success of 
Navdanya. That we withstood that critique and have inspired so many to do similar work,” he 
mentioned proudly. “In some regions we are working alone, like in these hill areas where we can 
reach the farmers easily, while in other states we cooperate with local organizations and share 
information.” 

The director of Navdanya, Dr. Vinod Kumar Bhatt, came to the organization in 1997 after teach-
ing botany. He has conducted research on productivity potential of traditional crops, comparing 
local with commercial varieties. He also looked at the overall production of a mixed cropping 
system, and found that even in the worst drought conditions some of the crops did very well, alt-
hough one or two failed. The farmers were successful because the resilience of the mixture per-
formed very well, while had it been a monoculture the farmers could have experienced 100 per-
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cent loss. Also, valuable genetic resources are conserved in the cultivation of multiple crops and 
local varieties (Rais, et al. 2009). Some traditional varieties of rice produce around 23 percent 
higher yields compared to the conventional hybrids in Uttarakhand (Panneerselvam, et al. 2010). 
In a comparative study, higher grain yield was found in rice plots fertilized with cow manure, 
which contributed to greater nutrient availability, less pest infestation and improved soil quality, 
compared to conventional plots treated with mineral fertilizers (Saha, et al. 2010). When farmers 
in the irrigated areas of the Green Revolution convert to organic agriculture, their yields reach 
about the same, or sometimes a little less than crops from conventional systems, after the initial 
conversion period (Kler, et al. 2002; Rajendran, et al. 2000). In traditional rainfed agriculture 
with few external inputs, organic agriculture has shown potential to increase yields (Ramesh, et 
al. 2008; 2010). 

 
Farmers’ Experiences  
Many farmers in the hill areas of Uttarakhand have practiced what is called “organic agriculture 
by default”, living in remote areas and far from transport facilities. Surbeer is a farmer who lives 
in Sour, a village in the northernmost district of Uttarkashi, with a spectacular view of the Hima-
layas. Neatly terraced plots and fruit trees surrounding the village make it an idyllic sight. 
Surbeer told me, “Our farming in the past was natural; we applied cow, sheep, and goat dung in 
the fields… The road was built in the mid 1970s and transportation to the village became possi-
ble... A few people started to use chemical fertilizers to grow potatoes from the 1980s” when a 
state cooperative was opened. The Department of Agriculture provided the cooperative with min-
eral fertilizers and hybrid seed, and the cooperative gave farmers inputs on credit. The farmers 
paid for the inputs when they sold their produce. “By using chemical fertilizers the production 
increased,” Surbeer said, “and the local people started to make more money.” After planting one 
sack of potatoes they could harvest 10–12 sacks, but after four to five years the yield started to 
decrease and they had to move to a new field. “We realized that the whole farming got ruined, 
and the soil on the top became like ash, as if the soil had burned and the crop completely 
stopped,” he said. “When Navdanya came to the village and talked to us in 2002, we told the co-
ordinator, Raghubir Singh Rawat, that our farming is dying.”  

In a fertilizer study in four hill districts of Uttarakhand (Singh and Singh 2004a), 46 percent of 
farmers said they were reducing use of mineral fertilizers, and climatic conditions such as insuffi-
cient rainfall are cited as one cause. A third of farmers who used mineral fertilizers deemed that 
chemicals caused loss of soil fertility and change in soil structure, such as creating a hard upper 
crust which requires a heavy plough for tilling, and declined porosity and water holding capacity 
(Singh and Singh 2004b). Farmers also said economic returns were poor, and that the price of 
agrochemicals increased input costs excessively (Singh and Singh 2004a). This development 
model has not increased self-reliance or livelihood security in hill communities. From being self-
sufficient with few external inputs, with agricultural traditions intertwined with social practices, 
rituals and festivals, agriculture is now increasingly a commercial activity where farmers make an 
investment and hope for profits. Previously farmers regarded the soil as a living medium, that 
they would feed, and in turn the soil would feed the plants. Biomass from forests and residues 
from crops went back to cropland as manure. Negative effects from mineral fertilizers and chem-
ical pesticides impact this sensitive agroecological system. 

Training of Farmers 
Vinod Chamoli, a farmer from Rudraprayag who has been working with Navdanya since 1999 as 
a coordinator, is involved in organizing farmers’ meetings, training programs, and work on the 
People’s Biodiversity Registers (PBR). The latter is a program initiated by the Foundation for 
Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions in several Indian states to record folk knowledge about 
the status and use of biological resources. Since 1995 several NGOs, among them Navdanya, and 
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members of the academic community have been involved in setting up registers where local in-
formation is recorded with full acknowledgement of the sources, so that any benefits that may 
come from future economic use of the registers can be shared. While in some areas the focus is 
on recording folk knowledge of medicinal uses of plants, Navdanya and other farmers’ organiza-
tions are also recording the occurrence and management practices of land races of cultivated 
crops to support their on-farm conservation, and to promote farmers’ rights (Gadgil, et al. 2000). 
Since 1999, around five thousands farmers have joined Navdanya in Rudraprayag district.  

Negi argued, as have others, that the water resources are shrinking with the declining snow cover 
in the mountains. “We need management of water, and we are losing a lot of forest. There is re-
planting, but normally only of one type of tree, but we need to bring back the variety of trees for 
both timber and medicinal use, and for the animals to have something to eat.” He explained how 
he starts by talking to the farmers about water and forest issues. “If you don’t have any moisture 
in your land how can you grow anything? The forest gives moisture, as does organic farming. 
While Negi does not see any real obstacles preventing the small farmers from converting to or-
ganic agriculture, he argued, “We need to give them alternatives.” He said it is important to ex-
plain that if they would use these alternatives they would save on their inputs. He believed that 
with practical demonstrations in the village, the farmers learn very quickly. In his home district, 
Garhwal, Negi works with farmers in more than 100 villages together with three local Navdanya 
coordinators, and over 50 of these villages are now completely converted to organic methods. “I 
started to talk to people in 1993, and the following year we started to sow organic. More convert-
ed in the last part of the 90s, so they have been growing organic for more than ten years. Most of 
the farmers were using only a little amount of chemicals earlier,” Negi said, and gave an example 
of an incident that made many farmers convert. A few years ago the farmers lost almost the 
whole crop of onions and had to import from Pakistan. Onions, a basic ingredient in Indian cook-
ing, which normally sell at a rate of Rs. 4 per kilogram increased to Rs. 40, and even for a while 
to Rs. 60 per kilogram. The conventional farmers had sold the few onions they had for the regular 
rate, because they could not keep the produce for long before it went bad. The organic farmers 
had onions for three months and could benefit from the price increase. The farmers became inter-
ested in how the organic onions lasted so much longer, and several stopped using mineral fertiliz-
ers, Negi said. “If you don’t use chemicals, the vegetables keep better. Onions can be stored for 
six months. With mineral fertilizers they stay fresh for only one and a half months.” Several 
comparative tests in various countries have reported that the quality of organic produce after stor-
age is better than that of conventional produce (Benge, et al. 2000; Raupp 1997; Reganold, et al. 
2001).  

Biodiversity Conservation 
Seed saving is one of the practices familiar to all the farmers in Uttarakhand. In Uttarkashi dis-
trict there were many old seed banks, some smaller ones on individual farms and other larger 
ones maintained by whole villages; some were embellished with decorative woodcarvings. Most 
were constructed with thick wood walls and stood on a base of stones. Kala, a female farmer in 
Jakul village, said that her community has had seed banks for a long time. “We never used to buy 
seed from the market. We did not learn to save seed from Navdanya; we have been saving seed 
historically.” She pointed to the seed bank in her village, and as a leader of the biodiversity 
group, she kept the key, a large black iron key, in her home. They store their grain and other food 
items in the same unit. “We had a loss from our seed, so we exchanged with another village. Now 
we are self-dependent in terms of seed again.” She continued, “sometimes we sell seed, but not 
between us.” If the villagers have no seed left Kala will give them some. “We give the seed only 
on good relation and on friendly values.” Community seed banks not only make farmers inde-
pendent, they also recognize women’s knowledge as valuable, because women are often in 
charge of the seed bank. This gives women greater influence in village affairs and the opportunity 
to participate in the broader seed conservation movement.  
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In Sour village, Surbeer explained they also exchange seed and borrow from each other, and 
when the crop is harvested return the seed to the farmer that provided them. “At some places the 
seed banks are old, at other places Navdanya has started new seed banks,” he said. He empha-
sized they are concerned about having variety, and keep the seed of all the crops that grow in 
their area. “We think saving seed and biodiversity is good for us and for the whole country.” He 
noted that their seed are adjusted to the local environment. “This is what we have been doing 
from our ancestor’s time in the whole area. These are all our seed from many generations back; 
we do not even recall when we started to use these seed.” Surbeer said they never bring seed from 
outside. Some seed, which were becoming scarce, are now exchanged through Navdanya. Vinod, 
the coordinator in Rudraprayag explained, “we approach the farmers who have more seed than 
their need and encourage them to save these extra seed, and share with those who have no seed.”  

The choice the farmers have is clear, between the safeguarding or rebuilding of their self-
sufficient local food systems and their biodiversity, or reliance on monoculture and a food system 
controlled by industry. Navdanya and other farmers’ organizations see as the only alternative 
solution that farmers keep and grow their own seed.  

 
From Farm to Market 
One challenge for the farmers is to get a higher price for their organic produce, and to get it to the 
market. Surbeer said, “We sell our produce here in the village mostly; sometimes Navdanya buys 
kidney beans, paddy, wheat, and organic vegetable seed from us.” Surbeer added they now sow 
beans and get good prices, and that they have reduced growing potatoes. When the wheat is har-
vested, they sow beans in the same field. “That way we get two crops in a year. We also grow 
vegetables like peas, tomatoes, potatoes, chilies and beans that we sell to Navdanya,” Surbeer 
explains.  

Navdanya has a network for distribution, and buys directly from the farmers. That is convenient 
for Surbeer, because the closest market for Sour is in Dehradun, which is ten hours away with the 
local bus. Vijay Bhatt, who has worked for Navdanya since 2003 said, “I joined Navdanya as a 
volunteer in 1999 when they made a JaivPanchayat, a biodiversity focused village festival, in 
Rudraprayag, because I liked their work; it is good for the state and good for our farmers.” 
Navdanya buys from a variety of farmers; it may collect 50 quintals from one farmer and 100 
quintals from another, but Vijay admitted he prefers to go to the farmers where he will buy one or 
two quintals (1 quintal = 100 kilogram). “It takes longer time, and we often buy only 20–25 quin-
tals in one day because we buy a few quintals in each farm, but I like to buy from small farmers 
because I want them to receive a good price. I want to support them so they can live from agricul-
ture. The big farmers can sell in the market, and they have contacts,” he added. “I talk to the 
farmers, check the quality of the produce, and decide the rates. Navdanya pays about ten percent 
more than others”, he explained. “The price of the end product is excessive because of the 
transport and package, but people are interested in buying organic in the cities, mainly Delhi and 
Mumbai.” Navdanya is not an official certifying agency, but they have their own certification. 
Vijay said, “We collect soil samples and check the location of the field. Next year we are taking 
various farmers in certification. I think it is going to grow every year.” Some Navdanya members 
also undergo the organic certification by the Uttarakhand State Organic Certification Agency or 
other national or international agencies.  

Dr. Bhatt says, “I think the only solution is if the farmers do biodiversity-based organic farming. 
That is the only way for their sustainability and it is also better for the environment, and biodiver-
sity.” He thought small farmers who live in the countryside should continue living there instead 
of moving. “They should continue with what they were doing earlier, and of course they should 
continue doing innovations.”  
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Rawat, the coordinator from Rudraprayag is working with organic farmers who cultivate medici-
nal plants. “We help farmers to grow by giving them seed and then we buy back their produce,” 
he explained. The state of Uttarakhand is developing several medicinal and aromatic plants 
(MAPs) projects for increasing this cultivation. Organic cultivation of MAPs is a fast growing 
activity that can increase the income for marginal farmers in a sustainable way. The variety the 
small farmers in the hill areas grow, like rice, pulses, vegetables, spices, herbs, and fruits, makes 
it easier for them to be self-sufficient in food than for the farmers in the plains that are more 
prone to grow just wheat and rice. There is not much room for other livelihoods in these hills, but 
mountain agroforestry is one that has been working for centuries, and can be further improved 
with education of the farmers in agricultural technologies and by improving infrastructure and 
access to a market.  

 
Conclusions 
This research indicates that it is possible for farmers to convert from an intensive conventional 
system to organic farming, or to make a living on a smallholding in difficult terrain. Both alterna-
tives can provide a good livelihood with sustainable methods. The combination of being econom-
ically independent, if still poor, and having control over the inputs and production methods on 
your farm, is really empowering. 

Uttarakhand is a relatively new state, with a long history of cultivation of certain crops and com-
binations of these, developed by farmers and adjusted over centuries to the varying micro-
ecological niches in these deep valleys (Singh 1998). Navdanya has been working with farmers in 
Uttarakhand, as well as in several other states in India, for almost three decades, with the aim to 
teach the farmers to be self-sufficient through organic agriculture and biodiversity conservation, 
in order to maintain sustainable livelihoods and preserve the ecological resources. The state has 
suffered some negative effects of mineral fertilizer use on soil fertility. Climate change is an in-
creasing problem for farmers in Uttarakhand, especially decreasing rainfall and erratic patterns of 
the monsoon, which make rainfed farming difficult to control. Navdanya and other organizations 
working on sustainable farming methods see that multi-cropping, use of locally adapted seed—
which require less water—and natural fertilizers in the form of dung and forest litter to replenish 
the soil, are the best way to adapt to these changes. Navdanya staff carries out research on organ-
ic farming methods, natural pest-controlling mechanisms, and economic and environmental ef-
fects of converting to sustainable farming and water conservation in their villages. Moreover 
farmers are involved in political aspects of sustainable farming, and take part in courses, meet-
ings, and activism related to issues such as international trade, patents, and GM crops. They learn 
about the real costs of using hybrid seed, and are encouraged to use local varieties and keeping 
seed banks. Marketing organic produce and securing a good price for the farmers is a challenge 
here as in other states. A growing demand for organic produce, and a potential for expanded sale, 
enable many farmers to support their families through sustainable farming and livestock. This 
help them sustain their livelihoods, and at the same time preserving crop and natural biodiversity 
as well as culture and quality of life.  

A more extensive version of these findings is published in Nicolaysen, A. M. (2013). The Dark 
Shadow of the Green Revolution: Empowering Small Farmers in India through Organic Agricul-
ture and Biodiversity Conservation. Saarbrücken: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing. 
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Abstract: Mountain agriculture in Sweden contains elements of hunting, fishing and gathering 
wild plants and agricultural based economy based on the domestication of animals and cultivation 
of the soil. Like other traditional systems based on pasture, the Swedish mountain systems is 
based on the use of inherited traditional knowledge. Mountain pastures have also over centuries 
created a very rare and rich habitat in the form of upland hay meadows. Today, both traditional 
knowledge and the rich biodiversity in the mountains are endangered by the implementation of 
modern practices that lead to a number of conflicts that go beyond the tragedy of the commons. 
One important source of conflict emanates from the changing role of the countryside that creates 
expectations on farmers to deliver recreation, magnificent landscapes, new job opportunities, op-
erate hotels, produce, cheese, maintain a cultural heritage and contribute to the conservation of 
native breeds; new support systems and regulations create incentives to intensify the exploitation 
of summer farms by using the pastures for modern meat production – leading to landscape 
changes and upset farmers. In addition, the state’s changing attitudes towards the mountain world 
has cause a shut of existing (state owned) leased mountain flats (fjällägenheter) by cutting down 
basic infrastructure. The remaining flats are located primarily in the northern parts of Jämtland. 
They contribute to the maintenance of a very unique flora and insect fauna.  By comparing two 
cases, summer farms and mountain flats, this paper highlights the realities of mountain agricul-
ture in Jämtland (Sweden), discussing conflicts, interlocking interests, competitive activities, po-
tentials and conflicts. 

Keywords: Biodiversity, mountain agriculture, rural tourism, commons. 

Introduction 
Mountain agriculture in Sweden contains elements of hunting, fishing and gathering wild plants 
and agricultural economy based on the domestication of animals and cultivation of the soil. Like 
other traditional systems, the Swedish mountain systems is based on the use of inherited tradi-
tional knowledge. Mountain pastures have also over centuries created a very rare and rich habitat 
in the form of upland hay meadows. Today, both traditional knowledge and the rich biodiversity 
in the mountains are endangered by the implementation of modern practices that lead to a number 
of conflicts that go beyond the tragedy of the commons. One important source of conflict ema-
nates from the changing role of the countryside that creates expectations on farmers to deliver 
recreation, magnificent landscapes, new job opportunities, operate hotels, produce, cheese, main-
tain a cultural heritage and contribute to the conservation of native breeds; new support systems 
and regulations create incentives to intensify the exploitation of summer farms by using the pas-
tures for modern meat production – leading to landscape changes and upset farmers. In addition, 
the state’s changing attitudes towards the mountain world has cause a shut of existing (state 
owned) leased mountain flats (fjällägenheter) by cutting down basic infrastructure. The remaining 
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survive the modernization of agriculture that led to the abolishment of transhumance elsewhere. 
Jämtland is the least populated and the most sparsely populated county.  

The economic structure of the county is highly dependent on its physical patterns and since half 
of the population lives in small villages scattered all round the county and long distances to most 
large urban areas, it has been difficult to build profitable industries. The county has therefore 
been mainly dependent on the forest industry and agriculture. Many farms traditionally had goats 
and alpine cows. It is also due to the geographic features that a transhumance system, consisting 
on summer farms, mountain flats and raindeer husbandry, has been developed. These three com-
ponents of transhumance reproduce enormous natural and cultural values. Grazing contributes to 
maintain unique species such as the Black Gymnadenia (Gymnadenia nigra) and the buildings in 
summer farms constitute vivid remnants of old culture, therefore authorities many times give 
summer farms protection under the law of cultural conservation (Tunón et al 2013).  

The commons of Jämtland are used for grazing and mowing. The wild life is rich with a large 
amount of wild animals, some of which are predators, for example bears, wolves, lynx, wolverine 
and golden eagle (Länsstyrelsen 2014). The herds are mixed with both goats and Swedish alpine 
cows. According to the informants, goats are essential for the survival of the herd in an eventual 
predator attack, since the alpha male protects the herd. Cows on the other hand have a higher 
yield and have therefore a high economic value for the farms. Since goats and alpine cows have 
been key features in the articulation of the Scandinavian transhumance system, the animals them-
selves are also carriers of traditional cultural values.  

The modernization of agriculture and people’s desire to live in cities with modern amenities led 
to a critical population situation and mass migration to urban areas. Therefore investments in the 
modernization of goat farms were undertaken already in the late 1970’s in order to make agricul-
ture more profitable. Through investments in education, infrastructure and promotion of innova-
tions, goat farms managed to renew themselves and become important sources of income and 
work opportunities even in the most remote areas. These investments led to a diversification of 
farm activities, that now include tourism (farm-inns, restaurants, cafés and farm stores), which 
also increased the public interest for farm daries in general and summer farms in particular 
(Rytkönen et. al 2013). Currently many of the functioning summer farms and farm dairies consti-
tute the main tourist attraction in their respective municipalities. The insertion of new business 
elements has contributed to changing activities and practices in some farms, which threatens to 
put an end to the traditional grazing practices and thereby also the benefits described above. 

 
Theoretical considerations 
 
Institutions and commons 

Property rights has over time been considered some of the most important institutions behind the 
development of modern society. Institutions are defined as all formal and informal traditions, 
mechanisms and social rules and orders that condition the behaviour of individuals and of socie-
ty. According to North (1991), institutions can be seen as history comprised into our actions and 
play a fundamental role behind development and success of economies and societies because they 
facilitate the coordination and performance of market relations. Institutions influence the way in 
which we behave and are therefore crucial for economic growth, efficiency and long term devel-
opment, but also for all aspects of societal development. (North 1991) Some institutions are for-
mal, and are comprised by formal laws and rules in combination with the state’s ability to enforce 
them.  
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Olson (1965) argued that the free and unregulated use of common pool resources, such as public 
grazing areas, can lead to overexploitation because people have no incentives to forego self-
interest in favour of others. To avoid overuse he advocated privatization e.g. the use of property 
rights, as a way to create incentives for the preservation of important natural resources.  Ostrom 
(1990) contradicted the previous, showing that history shows many examples where over-
exploitation was not necessarily the given output. She argued that self-regulation and self-
management could be a powerful tool to avoid over-exploitation. Self-management contributes to 
a regulatory framework that fills the institutional gap carried by common pool resources and cre-
ates incentives for stakeholders to follow the rules established sadministration of a set of rules. 
Some key elements for success were the existence of trust and cooperation.  

The traditional practices of mountain agriculture and the Swedish transhumance system are based 
on the co-existence and use of formal and informal institutions, of modern institutions and tradi-
tional practices.  Farmers and villages have formal ownership of their summer farms and moun-
tain flats have formal contracts that establishes the long term tenure of the flats, but their econom-
ic activities are based on the use of common pool resources, such as  grazing public forests and 
meadows, fishing and hunting.  Grazing and mowing is regulated according to traditional practic-
es, while rules and implementation concerning hunting, infrastructure and agricultural support are 
enacted by elected representatives that live their lifes hundreds of kilometers away.  For more 
than a century the transhumance system functioned side by side with the institutions of modern 
agriculture, but recent changes in practice, use of land and new activities have created a number 
of outcomes that threaten the cultural and natural values in the Jämtlandic commons.  

Mountain agriculture and biodiversity 

Biological diversity is driven by competition between species. The theory of competitive exclu-
sion means that competition leads to species-poor habitats with a few strong species. The inter-
mediate disturbance hypothesis predicts that the competitive process can be slowed down by dis-
orders that inhibit the strong species. In the absence of strong competition favored weaker spe-
cies. Examples of distortion in favor of weak species and increase biodiversity is mowing , graz-
ing and trampling by cattle . Featured leads to habitat becomes nutrient poor, which also provides 
beneficial effects. Many species are best described as meta-populations consisting of a number of 
smaller sub-populations are considered at risk local extinction. In such cases, premises re-
colonization of individuals from nearby subpopulations, but a widespread extinction reduces the 
possibility of this. Plant communities are systems where changes in customary regimes and cli-
mate changes occur on long time scales. But temperature increases can lead to rapid changes in 
biodiversity in upland meadows and pastures. Both from a socio-economically and culturally and 
from an environmental point of view, we lack important knowledge about current social and nat-
ural processes impact on the mountain environment. 

The historical mountain agricultural system in Jämtland was a spatial organization of settlements 
in a permanent infield - outland system including vast areas of fodder-producing habitats. Fields 
were placed near the main settlements. During the snow free period domestic animals were sent 
for grazing in the forests and pastures around the summer farms. The most important land use 
type was the meadows producing fodder for winter survival. In Jämtland hay meadows were of-
ten situated around the summer farms. Traditional mowing of natural and semi-natural grasslands 
along rivers and in humid or wet low alpine sites has created an extremely species rich ecosys-
tem. In Annex 1 in the Habitat directive the habitat type 6520 Mountain hay meadows are de-
scribed as; “Species-rich mesophile hay meadows of the montane and sub-alpine levels”. During 
the agricultural revolution hay meadows lost some of their importance due the increased produc-
tivity of the infields with the addition of fertilizers. This also resulted in a lowered grazing pres-
sure in forests and pastures around the summer farms. 
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The species rich meadows and pastures are inhabited by light demanding, low stature, competi-
tion weak species like Mountain Everlasting (Antenaria dioica), Marsh Grass of Parnassus 
(Parnassia palustris), Bluebell bellflower (Campanulla rotundifolia), several species of Eye-
bright (Euphrasia), Black Gymnadenia (Gymnadenia nigra), White Mountain Orchid 
(Pseudorchis albida) and Field Gentian (Gentianella campestris). These are examples of plant 
species still found in the few fragments of mountain hay meadows, but standing on the edge of 
local extinction due to the decrease of mowing and grazing. 

Organizing concepts 

In this article we will focus on conflicts of interest that arise as a result of the institutional gap 
sorrounding the use of commons in Jämtland that have a substantial or large potential impact on 
biodiversity and conservation. We will also highligt the contraditions and conflicts that come into 
light when modern society, meets and imposes its norms on traditional agriculture. 

 

Results  
The following section is based on interviews with farmers and other key stakeholders. It high-
lights some general structural changes undergone by dairy farms in general and summer farms in 
particular over the last 40 years and the impact or potential of changes on biodiversity. It also 
illustrates some of the main dilemmas of the sector today.   

Changing realities  

”when the milk farmer cannot borrow a screen filter and the distance to next farmer is 150 
kilometers, then you become a loser"(Rytkönen, 2014:43) 

The quote above is from a leading farmer in the county and illustrates the extent of structure ra-
tionalization in agriculture. In 1978 there were around 2400 dairy farms, of which 50 farms had 
goats (Jordbruksstatistisk årsbok 1979). By then the County Board Administration (CBA), con-
cerned with the financial situation of small holders and the lack of work opportunities, especially 
for women, initiated a plan to modernize the goat cheese trade and help improving income possi-
bilities for rural families. This plan became a long term investment in which the CBA in coopera-
tion with other stakeholders, managed to develop an infrastructure for the support of artisan food 
production, such as goat cheese, and created substantial positive spin off effects (Rytkönen et al 
2013). 

In spite of these efforts, agriculture and especially husbandry has decreased dramatically over 
time. In 2012 there were only 155 dairy (Jordbruksstatistisk årsbok 2013) farms left and around 
20 goat farms90. Mowing and grazing on commons is still essential for most active summer 
farms, but since there are less active summer farms mowing and grazing has decreased, while 
farm diversification, rural tourism activities, farm stores, farm cafés, farm-inns, seems to be the 
only force that counter acts the impact of rationalization. Today summer farms take an active part 
in the diversification of agriculture, introducing new elements and activities into their own envi-
ronment. During the last 40 years, summer farms have become an active part of commercial agri-
culture, while mountain flats are still managed in the same way as before. Mountain flats, in fact, 
constitute the last shards of subsistence agriculture in Sweden.  

Institutional gaps and their impact on biodiversity and conservation 

                                                 
90 The number is the estimation made by the project. National authorities systematically leave out the goat trade in official 
statistics. There is no exact account for farm goats in the country, not the number of goats, size of herds, et cetera. 
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In our sample, at least two summer farms conduct bear, moose and ptarmigan hunting with tour-
ists, at least two conduct fishing with tourists, one has goat kids safaris in the forest, one has a 
few animals in the homestead but only as embellishments to attract families with children and 
sells only waffles (mostly maid of purchased milk) with coffee. But most summer farms run cof-
fee-shops in the summer farm. The latter seems to be their most important source of income. It 
allows them to sell their products without intermediaries, while they also earn money on other 
products, such as coffee, ice-cream, cookies, bread and souvenirs. Some of the summer farms run 
more sofisticated operations, while others just serve coffee cheese and bread. Only one of the 
summer farms that run a coffee-shop did not serve their own produce. But this farm was an ex-
ception, in spite of the fact that the CBA had built a wilderness museum just outside their home-
stead, a good road to the summer farm and hygiene facilities for tourists, they did almost nothing 
to meet the demand for local produce that virtually fell on their doorstep. Two of the summer 
farms offer curdling and summer farm courses (on the practices of a summer farm). One of the 
farms has around 400 goats and they run a large village dairy and a coffee-shop and store in the 
village. It is unlikely that these farmers have sufficient pasture or space for all their their animals 
on the summer farm.   

Diversification is a possibility for the farmers, but also a dilemma. Every hour spent on doing 
other than traditional tasks, is an hour spent on a non traditional activity that tends to push sum-
mer farming away from the preservation of cultural heritage.  When profitability is increasingly 
based on new activities, new and/or innovative products, farmers come a step closer to abandon-
ing traditional grazing practices, which in turn risks reducing the ecosystem services provided by 
meadow and forest grazing in the commons. In fact, during the last years, a process of specializa-
tion has started to take place, the larger summer farms are more and more inclined to buy their 
milk from others, since they do not have time to run the tourist operations and taking care of the 
goats at the same time. As a consequence, large goat farms, specialized on goat milk production 
have started to appear. But the scale of operation required to make a goat milk farm profitable is 
far from possible on a forest grazing system, it requires the use of modern feeding practices. 

Some fo the farmers employ people on a permanent base all year around. The summer farm activ-
ities contribute to raise interest for the firms produce and raise incentives to pay a little more than 
for average cheese. In addition, some of the farms hold courses on curdling and about the tradi-
tional practices on summerfarms.  

In mountain flats the situation is some what different.  One of the flats focuses entirely on cheese 
production. The couple that runs this flat have done it for 45 years. In 2011 they had around 20 
goats and they sold all their products through the two closest stores. Since both are past their re-
tirement age, they were at that point cutting down the business. They claimed that only the farms 
that are located near the main road got public service and since the state cut off the remnants of 
the old cable system, therefore their phone, TV and internet was shut down.  Initially there were 
28 people in the village, today, they are the only ones left. Before retirement age, the male in the 
family worked part time as a forest ranger. On the farm there are two residential buildings and a 
barn. All buildings are of a simple character and one of the buildings has rooms that are rented to 
people that already know the place. The fee for a place to sleep is quite low. In previous decades 
more people used to come by, just to experience the beautiful scenery, but they claim that since 
fuel prices started to rise, the visitors became more rare. Now, nobody hardly ever comes bye. 

The other mountain flat is run by an older, retired couple and the male’s unmarried younger 
brother. They also, from time to time, have a young treinee from Östersund. They have 50 sheep, 
10 goats, and 10 cows. Their main source of income is meat, but they also sell cheese and whey 
butter. They also lease 2000 hectares of forest. Although this flat is further away from main road 
than the former, they live next to a sami village, which provides them with access to satellite 
phone and satellite TV. Although the standard of living is much better in this flat than in the for-
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mer, they still get a very low price for the meat (18 crowns/kg). Since the price is too low, they 
cannot afford a slaughterhouse, which according to them would provide them a proper income. 
The farm has 5 hectares for grazing and the sheep must be kept fenced and closely monitored, 
due to the imminent risk of bear attacks.  The meadows around this summer farm are protected, 
due to their richness in plant species. But the farmers express their frustration against this. In their 
eyes, fertilization would yield more grazing, which would enable them to increase the production 
of lamb and consequently increase their standard of living and open up for investing in a slaugh-
ter house.  In the eyes of the farmers they are exposed to a catch 22. 

Tradition versus modernity 

The adoption of diversification, modern economic activities and new practices have obviously 
some important benefits. Most, but not all summer farm operators, are able to support themselves 
and in some cases employ people on a temporary or permanent basis. However, calculating the 
total financial benefit is difficult. National authorities are not interested in monitoring goats and 
goat farms. It is also difficult to estimate the economic value of summer farms as tourist attrac-
tions, because tourists not only consume on the farms, they also stop by at small flee markets, 
they buy fuel, stop at other places on the way, they pay for lodging and some also buy their trip 
from a tourist operator. But there are some essential social values created.  

In our consumer survey, 20 % of the respondents associated purchasing the products with a 
contributiont to a living country side, 13% with preserving a cultural heritage, 7% with a positive 
contribution to the environment and 32% with quality. All other consumer related the activities 
and products to their personal heritage and/or family history. Almost all consumers valued the 
contribution of the productive activities to the local communities, and the consumers that had 
their roots in the area also had a sense of pride over the new economic activities. The majority of 
consumers were betwee 36-55 years. According to the CBA, most consumers during the 1970’s 
and 1980’s where quite old and purchased cheese from summer farms because it was part of their 
tradition. The rejuvenation of consumers was achieved by learning new recipes of mainly French 
cheese, more known and appreciated by younger consumers.  A down side is of course that tradi-
tional products and recipes have been left aside for foreign products (Bonow and Rytkönen 
2013a). 

Almost all producers had a (conscious or unconscious) brand strategy based on the transmission 
of cultural values. This was expressed through the values embedded in their story telling, for ex-
ample their love for the animals, the place, the history of the farm, nature, tradition, freedom and 
rural development (Bonow and Rytkönen 2013b).  

While most summer farms have invested in modernizing their products, the mountain flats still 
focus on more traditional recipes. Both of the flats sell traditional goat cheese and whey butter, in 
neutral plastic packages without any signs or logos. One sells cheese through a store and almost 
all the customers are known by the producers and are as old as the producers, while the other flat 
operators sell cheese as a side activity to complement the sales of meat, but privately. The re-
spondents claim that the traditional dairy practices will die with them. The lack of public service, 
decreasing infrastructure and lack of social interaction due to their isolated location is not appeal-
ing for younger generations and their income level is too low to raise a family with modern 
standards. 

 
Wild and tame 
As mentioned above, Jämtland has a large number of predatories and some parts of the county 
have a very high density of predators. One example is the mountain flat in Sjoutnäset, where the 
flat is located in the middle of the territory of 20 bears. Predators share the space with the tame 
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animals, which causes financial losses for farmers and stress for the animals. Several of the in-
formants have experienced bears that come all the way into the homestead, which creates person-
al stress for the farmers and for the animal. But most of the encounters between wild (bears 
wolves and lynx) occur in the forests. Several informants claim that many summer farms have 
been closed down due the suffering that predators bring. These statements are confirmed by a 
study conducted by Tunón et al (2013) who claim that farmers have to spend long hours looking 
for the animals when they have been scared by predators and that they some times have difficul-
ties to sleep due to this problem. The animals not only risk to get killed, they also suffer the loss 
of kids when they are pregnant and fertility disorders with long calving intervals, which often 
results in emergency slaughter. The milk is also affected, since a stressed animal produces milk 
of inferior quality. 

According to the law, farmers that are affected by attacks from predators will be compensated by 
the state. One of the informants claim that in one occasion, a raindeer owner had found, brought 
evidence of goat fur in bear droppings and testified in their favour, certifying that the compensa-
tion sought by this farmer was justified. But they were denied compensation. Another farmer 
claims that getting compensation is not that difficult, but that it is important to get evidence, for 
example carcass from the wolf or the bear. Farmers in general feel that authorities are suspiscious 
and all express strong oppinions against predator policies. A few informants have their summer 
farm/mountain flat located close to a sami village. These are less affected by attacks of predators, 
since sami people monitor their raindeer herd and disturb approaching predators when they are 
discovered. 

Local authorities 
Bästa herr eller fru kontrollant,  Dear mr och mrs inspector 
jag är en medelålders gammal tant,  I am a middle age, old aunt 
rätta mina fel och brister   correct my mistakes 
så jag inte bidraget mister   so I do not lose the grant 

 
The relation between the farmers and authorities are of a double nature and covers a large amount 
of topics. The topic highlighted by the poem above was written by one of the informants and sent 
to the CBA in pure frustration against the difficulties of getting the financial support that they had 
a right to. Since then this particular informant stopped applying for support. This informant is not 
alone and when it is possible to avoid applying for support, people prefer to skip it, they fell that 
the bureaucracy makes the application process terious and complicated. 

Conservation of nature and cultural heritage is another source of discord with regional authorities. 
One of the informant claims that the discourse about the conservation of nature and cultural herit-
age as a priority for the entire nation sounds good, but in practice priority is always given to re-
sorts, ski villages, wind farms and other infrastructure investments in the community.  On paper, 
the national and the regional goal is that the historical and biological values on grazing forests 
and meadows should be preserved and strengthened.  Grazing the commons generates the conser-
vation of an attractive landscape that is appreciated not the least by tourists. It helps reproducing 
a cultural heritage. It produces ecosystem services creating a habitat for a large number of plats 
and insects. The grazing rights on commons carry the expectation that these services will be pro-
vided by the farmers as a compensation for a free access to pastures. But according to one in-
formant, cows need tranquillity when grazing, which is impossible to achieve amidst all tourists. 
This constitutes a problem for summer farms located near tourist facilities. One of the informants 
concludes that summer farm life is not suited for today's society, he sometimes feels that his life-
style does not fit in the public debate.  

Milk or meat 
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Traditionally, summer farms keep native breeds that are used for the production of dairy prod-
ucts. But is is clear that not all summer farms earn enough only producing dairy products. The 
location of the summer farm is also decisive for the possibility of attracting tourists. Summer 
farming is also a hard work that requires that the operator settles there away from home during 
the summer months. Therefore, some farmers have started to take advantage of the grazing subsi-
dies, by keeping beef cattle instead. Beef cattle require much less work than dairy cattle and al-
low the farmer to sleep at home. Since subsidies only support grazing, regardless of the race or 
purpose kept, the subsidy creates incentives for a shift in activities. Some informants are quite 
upset about this development. They claim that the conservation of the cultural heritage and bio-
logical advantages of summer farms is a matter of preserving the whole lifestyle with indigenous 
breeds, grazing, curdling, and taking care of the buildings on the summer farm. They fear that 
important values will be lost by the introduction of beef cattle. They also claim that it is cruel 
against the animals. The traditional breeds have developed a tacit knowledge on how to avoid 
predators, which the beef cattle, new to the environment, have not. Studies on sheep in Norway 
confirm their claim (Hansen et al 2001). 
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To fertilize or not 

Following a management plan for a grazeland can some times be a dilemma. This can be exem-
plified by one of the mountain flats. The family has always handled the farmland in their own 
traditional way. Today they receive subsidies for pasture, cultivated land/herbaceous ground and 
an extra 1000 scr per hectare if they practice scything. The subsidy is conditioned to that they 
comply with the management plan developed by authorities, including not scything before flow-
ering and not using fertilizers. But the family has a hard time accepting this, they argue that the 
flowers will disappear and the soil will become pauperized if they don’t fertilize the ground. But 
because of the high nature value of this specific location, the CBA monitors the farmers practices 
very close. 

The family feels that it is complicated to deal with authorities, especially when EU support is 
involved (support from the rural development program). There are always new rules to follow, 
for example how many trees that they can have in theis pastures. In addition, they were forced to 
attand to a four day course on scything. They feel this is really stupid since they have used it all 
their life. 

 

 
Conclusions 
The purpose of this article has been to highlight the changing practices in mountain farming in 
Jämtland and their potential impact on biodiversity and the preservation of cultural heritage. The 
adoption of new and modern economic activites are a necessity to generate the needed income for 
the survival of farmers. They imply, however, that incentives are created to abandon mowing and 
grazing and leaving behind ancient practices, products and ways of living. 

From an institutional point of view, the regional authorities seem to have management plans and 
practices that lack full legitimacy amongst the farmers. On the one hand, authorities claim that 
the conservation of summer farms is important for the preservation of nature, of the landscape 
and of the cultural heritage that they are carriers of. On the other hand, investments in new tourist 
facilities are always given preference, even though an increased tourism pressure might affect the 
animals well being. 

There are also important insitutional gaps that counteract the conservation of culture and biodi-
versity. The design of grazing subsidies is a text book example of this. While grazing subsidies 
aim at preserving grazing in meadowns and forests for cultural and biodiversity reasons, it is pos-
sible to introduce beef cattle breeds that dont provide the ecosystem service and that change the 
cultural practices that the subsidy aims to preserve. In addition, the practice of having beef cattle 
grazing on commons seems quite cruel, since these breeds lack the traditional knowledge that the 
native dairy breeds have. 

Some important contradictions in current insitutional setting can be found. The dismantling of 
infrastructure in the most remote areas and that clearly affects the future possibility of farming, 
and therefore also grazing and mowing in places that are recognized to have a high natural value 
is quite difficult to understand. Moreover, policies and management plans are developed without 
stakeholder participation, therefore farmers seem to have difficulties accepting the management 
plans. 

The changes in economic activities are the inevitable effect of modern society and are here to 
stay, but without a participatory management plan and process, in which stakeholders in general 
and farmers in particular are involved, not only to follow rules and regulations, but also to con-
tribute with their experiences, concerns and knowledge, the decrease in number of summer farms 
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will most likely continue. The long term effect of such a scenario is the permanent loss of valua-
ble meadows, ecosystems, species and cultural values.  
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Abstract: The fact that some farming practices support biodiversity makes biodiversity conserva-
tionists enter into spaces initially devoted to agriculture. This implies a change of paradigm: from 
a deterministic approach that separates human activities and nature to a dynamic approach that 
considers them in a co-evolution. Such a change assumes coordination between farming and bio-
diversity conservation practices. In this way, agri-environmental measures (AEM) are one of the 
main tools in Europe. Nevertheless, the efficiency of AEM is controversial. One criticism is that 
AEM reveal a weak spatial consistency and mainly produce easily reversible adjustments in ex-
tensive farming systems. In the present work, we introduce the results of an exploratory case 
conducted in Gaume (Belgian Lorraine). Using semi-structured interviews, we studied the coor-
dination between these two activities in permanent meadows. Biodiversity is associated with 
permanent meadows shaped by cattle breeding and is more or less favored according to the spe-
cific implemented practices. We identified three farming trajectories on which the mobilization of 
AEM seems strongly dependent: one in beef farms and two in dairy farms. In dairy farms, prac-
tices implemented to respond to cattle’s feeding exigencies make difficult the integration of 
AEM; although a searching-autonomy trajectory connects the farming systems with ecological 
functionalities and so, enhances the development of functional and ordinary biodiversity. Never-
theless, these forms of biodiversity are not part of the biodiversity conservation objectives. Then, 
we highlight a biodiversity conservation logic that is still engaged in a deterministic approach as 
in natural reserve. We make the hypothesis that considering other forms of biodiversity than vul-
nerable species at a landscape scale may extend the biodiversity action through a better account 
of farming realities and favor the evolving potentialities of the agroecosystems.  

Keywords: biodiversity conservation, permanent meadow, dairy farm, redesigns 

 

 
Introduction 
The present work takes place in a context of change in the way the space devoted to farming and 
biodiversity conservation activities is allocated. These activities, which are usually carried out 
separately, are increasingly led to meet in spaces that may be called “shared lands”. These meet-
ing spaces are also places in which distinct logical determinants are confronted with the coordina-
tion and the choice of practices. Hence, coordinating practices questions the way these two activi-
ties are designed. 

On the one hand, under modernization, a double process of intensification and specialization has 
transformed farming activities. This transformation is based on a production that is unconstrained 
by environmental conditions in order to increase performance. The change in farming practices 
that occurred relies on the promotion of technical rationality and an extended use of inputs, in-
cluding chemical. The size of farms increases while their number decreases, and the territorial 
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concentration of agricultural speculations grows. Such a design of farming activities leads to a 
decline of biodiversity from farming spaces. 

On the other hand, biodiversity conservation has focused on the protection of remarkable species 
and habitats by creating reserves in which human activities are strongly reduced and controlled; 
and even forbidden. Such conservation activities assume a deterministic approach to ecosystems 
which are seen as the result of a long optimization that humans are supposed to have disturbed, 
and that must be preserved and restored as a natural habitat. Such a design of biodiversity conser-
vation leads to a withdrawal of farming activities from spaces devoted to nature. 

However, the classical view that farming and biodiversity conservation activities are carried out 
in separate spaces is challenged. First, biodiversity is associated with some forms of farming ac-
tivities. Second, biodiversity play an essential role in the functioning of agroecosystems. Indeed, 
this acknowledgment supports a dynamic approach to ecosystems by conceiving biodiversity as 
the result of a co-evolution between nature and human activities (Chevassus et al., 2005). Ecosys-
tems are not in equilibrium and periodic disturbances in the evolutionary limits are part of the 
development process of biodiversity (Meyer, 1994; Wallington et al., 2005). Farming activities 
and biodiversity are then thought to interact within the same spaces. 

Grassland agroecosystems and especially permanent meadows represent an interesting case to 
illustrate the complexity of the relationships between farming practices and biodiversity (Tichit et 
al., 2012). Breeding activities shape the permanent meadows to which many open space species 
are associated. In particular, grassland use for pasture or mowing keeps these places open against 
the natural process of reforestation. However, the agricultural trajectory of modernization leads to 
an intensification of practices that yields a decreasing biodiversity. So, agricultural practices 
shape spaces in a way that is more or less favorable to the development of biodiversity depending 
on their level of intensity (Young et al., 2005).  

Such a consideration makes biodiversity conservation enter into spaces which are initially only 
devoted to farming. A key challenge is then to coordinate these two activities. In Europe, this 
coordination is organized around agri-environmental policies. The majority of agri-environmental 
policies are designed as management practices: prescribed by biodiversity conservationists and 
implemented by farmers to obtain remuneration. The remuneration is a compensation for the the-
oretical loss of agricultural incomes due to the policies, with the idea of reducing the intensity of 
agricultural practices. The agri-environmental measures (AEM) are one of the main instances of 
these policies and are carried out by farmers on a voluntary and contractual basis. 

Nevertheless, the efficiency of AEM is controversial (Tichit at al., 2012). First, these measures 
are mainly mobilized by extensive farming systems, which remain relatively in the margins of 
modernization. Therefore, AEM primarily produce adjustments of farming practices that were 
already rather favorable to biodiversity, and they have a low capacity to change the intensive 
practices of the modernization trajectory. Furthermore, AEM prescribe management measures at 
a plot scale, resulting in a weak spatial coordination of plots covered by a given contract. Finally, 
the risk of reversibility due to non-renewal of contracts is important (Young et al., 2005). These 
criticisms suggest that redesigning the agri-environmental coordination tools is necessary.  

In our framework of reflection, public policies may be seen as the result of a stabilization of 
knowledge and codified in standards, and the way they are designed may be understood by exam-
ining their cognitive, normative, and instrumental dimensions. In other words, knowledge includ-
ed in the formulation of the problem and the definition of the desired situation largely account for 
the choice of methods and instruments of intervention (Steyaert & Ollivier, 2007). In parallel, the 
problem solving process may be elaborated from a substantive or procedural rationality. A sub-
stantive rationality assumes goals and means defined by a central authority. A procedural ration-
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ality assumes a co-construction of goals and means through a dynamic interaction between stake-
holders (collective action) in an iterative process (Steyaert et al., 2007). 

In this reflexive view, we present the results of an exploratory case in Gaume (Belgian Lorraine) 
that was conducted in 2013 using semi-structured interviews. Nine farmers and eighteen land 
managers were met to discuss the topic of coordination between dairy farming and biodiversity 
conservation. Three focus groups were then organized to test a hypothesis of change. We con-
clude by proposing agroecology as a mediating concept for collective action.  

 
 
Permanent meadows within dairy farms in Gaume (Belgium): A case study 
 
Current situation 
Gaume is a territory of stock farming and is characterized by a mosaic landscape that includes 
forest areas, grasslands and, to a lesser extent, crops used for animal feeding. Farming activities 
have shaped some forms of biodiversity and habitats that are considered as remarkable for the 
conservation of biodiversity. Hence, biodiversity conservationists are working on ways to main-
tain this biodiversity and go further by developing the strictest norms of protection in spaces de-
voted to farming production. The logic is a de-intensification of agricultural activities in order to 
restore habitats and protect vulnerable species. 

The management of permanent meadows is the archetype of the developed operating logic and is 
conducted by minimizing interventions. For instance, the frequencies of mowing and livestock 
density are reduced and the use of soil enrichment or phyto-sanitary products may be forbidden. 
On the one hand, these conservation activities are concretized by the creation of natural reserves 
which are independent of farming spaces. Nevertheless, it’s important to note that a process of 
contracting farmers for their management occurs. On the other hand, biodiversity conservationists 
offer an incentive for conducting practices to enhance biodiversity in farming spaces with agri-
environmental measures. 

Such an implementation of prescribed management practices is strongly dependent on the territo-
rially farming trajectories. In beef farming, the production is mainly made of Limousine race 
cow-calf producers bearing the organic farming label and exporting animals to be fattened out-
side the region of Gaume. This production follows an extensive trajectory that makes the mobili-
zation of agri-environmental policies easier by practice adjustments without asking for farming 
system redesign. The extensive feature of the trajectory is linked to the cow-calf producer activi-
ties that allow a relatively lean and coarse feeding of livestock. 

In dairy farming, the situation is more complex. Lactating animals require a rich and homogenous 
feeding, so frequencies of mowing and livestock density will be high in order to exploit young 
forages that meet these food standards. Consequently, dairy farming does not usually implement 
the agri-environmental policies in permanent meadows. In addition, the mobilization mainly oc-
curs for the management of marginal meadows outside the production system, such as for exam-
ple, wet meadows used to feed dry cows. 

We observed two distinct trajectories within dairy farming. First, the modernization trajectory 
bases the optimization of the farming system on robotization, food fortification, and the selection 
of a highly productive herd. A consequence of this mode of organization is shaping permanent 
meadows mainly constituted by the single ray-grass variety. Temporary meadows are set up fol-
lowing the same configuration to a lesser extent. Animals’ feeding (mainly animals from the Hol-
stein race) is supplemented for energy by self-produced corn and for protein by bought soya-
meal. This trajectory leads to a dairy production characterized by high performance but which 
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also generates high production costs. It brings dairy farming toward a progressive increase of 
farming intensity, and therefore, a potential decline of biodiversity. 

Second, a trajectory searching for autonomy bases the system optimization on acquiring new for-
age techniques that reconnect the system with ecological functionalities and decrease the input 
use. This mode of organization implies a diversification of the varieties in permanent meadows 
for instance by associating grasses and legumes. Animal’s feeding is supplemented for energy 
with immature crop, and for proteins with alfalfa: both being more often self-produced. Note that 
temporary meadows are included in cultural rotations. Furthermore, these changes in the compo-
sition of the feed ration tend to be accompanied with a shift from the Holstein to the 
Montbeliarde race. This shift aims at increasing the robustness of the herd and to obtain animals 
that are able to get more value out of this feed ration. If dairy farming is accompanied by lower 
yields, production costs are also lower and thus ensure the profitability of the system. Moreover, 
some farms use the organic farming label and so generate a premium on the product. Such a de-
sign of dairy farming opens up new opportunities for biodiversity. 

The logic of connecting the farming system to ecological functionalities mobilizes a functional 
biodiversity for production. For instance, inside permanent meadows, the increase of grass varie-
ties may stimulate the animals’ appetite. Constituting different strata of vegetation may also favor 
the resilience of grasslands towards more extreme weather events, such as periods of drought. 
Moreover, including legumes in forage mixtures may induce a decrease in the need for inputs by 
profiting from the capacity of legumes to convert atmospheric nitrogen into nitrogen available to 
plants. Such a development of functional biodiversity, defined in agricultural terms, additionally 
supports the development of ordinary biodiversity unplanned in the production. Indeed, for ex-
ample, this design of dairy farming involves habitat diversification and a decrease of the impact 
due to the pesticides that may be used to control Rumex. In another way, biodiversity is then in-
cluded in the production logic as a part of it rather than as a limiting factor linked to norms to be 
respected. This may contribute to change the farmers’ representation of biodiversity. However, 
functional and ordinary forms of biodiversity are not part of the management objectives main-
tained by biodiversity conservationists.  

 
Hypothesis of change 
Biodiversity conservation regarded design is based on scientific knowledge built from a fixist 
approach to biodiversity (Gouyon, 2010). Such an approach assumes to understand and consider 
biodiversity in terms of quantity of species displayed in lists. Conservationists then make arbi-
trary choices between species; following vulnerability criteria, in order to determine those that 
they consider as important to protect. Management practices are finally determined and translated 
into standards on limited spaces: standards that are implemented through agri-environmental pol-
icies. 

Such a biodiversity conservation design hampers its coordination with farming activities. This 
design remains bound to a deterministic approach to ecosystems and is conceived from the natu-
ral reserve logic. A central authority defines conservation priorities aiming at protecting a biodi-
versity vulnerable to farming by avoiding agricultural intensity. As a result, conservationists 
poorly consider production realities. For example, even in the searching-autonomy trajectory, 
lactating animals’ food needs lead dairy farmers to implement mowing and pasturing practices in 
a way that excludes them from agri-environmental devices. Furthermore, by defining manage-
ment standards on the only basis of vulnerability criteria, biodiversity conservation moves aside 
farming systems that generate other forms of biodiversity. Therefore, we make the hypothesis 
that biodiversity conservationists may play a more important role in permanent meadows if they 
enact a redesign of their activities based on: 
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A redefinition of expected biodiversity 

Although conservation activities for vulnerable species are legitimate and rely on ecological con-
siderations, the choice of the species to be protected is linked to value judgments that are beyond 
strict scientific findings. Moreover, the growing attention provided to the evolving potentialities 
of ecosystems highlights the role of functional and ordinary species, which are the most abun-
dant, in the functioning of agroecosystems (Chevassus et al., 2005). In this way, a dynamic ap-
proach that valuates ecological processes more than a limited number of remarkable species may 
favor the resilience of ecosystems and the development of biodiversity in its various forms (Mey-
er, 1994). This assumes considering ecosystems in a trajectory of change and accepting the uncer-
tainty of their evolution (Wallington et al., 2005 Moore et al., 2009). Note that, in our case, an 
autonomy-searching trajectory implies a farming system design which provides latitude for a dy-
namic approach. Therefore, we argue that such a biodiversity conservation approach can stimu-
late the redesigning of more intensive farming systems toward a reconnection with ecological 
functionalities, instead of producing easily reversible adjustments which are mainly realized in 
extensive farming systems.  

A redefinition of the considered scale for action  

Biodiversity within permanent meadows is influenced by intervening factors both on a plot and 
on a landscape scales. If, on the plot scale, these factors are linked to farming intensity, the heter-
ogeneity and connectivity prevail on the landscape scale (Tichit et al., 2012). In this way, also 
considering the landscape scale leads to think biodiversity conservation in terms of proportions of 
farming uses rather than only in terms of farming intensity reduction (Sabatier et al., 2010). 
Therefore, implementing biodiversity conservation at such a scale assumes that different levels of 
farming intensity may be favorable if they are included in a consistent spatial arrangement. In that 
case, the main issue is the coordination of various practices adapted to the landscape potentialities 
including their ecological characteristics and their agricultural features such as related to farming 
speculations. Then, more intensive systems as in searching-autonomy trajectory, extensive sys-
tems, and even natural reserve can be complementary in the management of a landscape mosaic. 
Additionally, working at the landscape scale may facilitate the setting up of connectivity that 
supports biodiversity mobility and, in turn, its access to the heterogeneous habitats. 

 

Conclusion and future research axis 
Our case study of permanent meadows allowed us to evaluate a biodiversity conservation design 
that is still engaged in a deterministic approach. Such a design leads biodiversity conservationists 
to make choices between species to be protected that are based on vulnerability criteria. As a re-
sult, agricultural constrains are not much considered in the definition of the practice to be imple-
mented in agri-environmental measures (AEM). The adoption of AEM by farmers is then strong-
ly dependent on their farming trajectory. In this way, cow-calf producers in beef farming mobi-
lize AEM easier than dairy producers of which lactating cattle have higher feeding exigencies. 
Although some dairy farms in a modernization trajectory shape permanent meadows with little 
interest for biodiversity, we also identified a searching-autonomy trajectory which connects the 
system with ecological functionalities and so, enhances the development of functional and ordi-
nary biodiversity. Such a trajectory opens up opportunities to extend biodiversity conservation 
action if this latter includes other forms of biodiversity than vulnerable species. Therefore, we 
make the hypothesis that a dynamic approach that is focused on the evolving potentialities of the 
agroecosystems and is implemented at landscape scale can be relevant. Such an approach implies 
to coordinate practices of varying intensity and so, to manage various forms of biodiversity in a 
landscape mosaic considering both its ecological and agricultural features.    
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The next step of our work will be to test this hypothesis. The proposal that we made requires a 
learning process and an adaptation of the coordination between farmers and conservationists. 
Then, constituting a collective action seems suitable to support another way to mobilize existing 
knowledge and to produce innovative knowledge about biodiversity, ecological functionalities 
and farming systems. For this purpose, we suggest to use a mediating concept as a lever for ac-
tion: agroecology. We consider this mediating concept as occupying a boundary position between 
different social worlds. Thus, it can be internalized by different actors while maintaining their 
identity (Guston, 2001). 

Agroecology involves, first, biodiversity into the agricultural process and aims at reducing input 
use by integrating ecological principles with agricultural production (Gliessman, 1998; Altieri, 
2002); that can be relevant to farmers in a search of autonomy and to conservationists interested 
in valuing the evolving potentialities of ecosystems. Moreover, in this way agricultural produc-
tion rests on the exploitation of the synergies between agroecosystem components which requires 
reasoning at a landscape scale. Second, agroecology considers ecological functionalities as con-
text-specific and changing according to farming practices. Therefore, cultural and socioeconomic 
aspects are important as well as environmental and technical features to understand farmers’ 
practices choices. This entails regarding the farming system from the local context and included 
in the agro-food system (Stassart et al., 2012; Méndez et al., 2013). Methodologies that implicate 
actors with different types of knowledge are then required, such as for example involving farm-
ers, ecologists, agronomists, sociologists in an iterative process of research. This is appropriated 
with the constitution of a collective action that assumes to move from a substantive to a proce-
dural rationality. So, this topic will be the object of future studies. Empirical data are needed to 
understand the appropriation of the concept by the stakeholders and its potential to change prac-
tice and lead to the collective action. 
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Abstract: Top-down incentive schemes for enhancing biodiversity and landscapes have been 
criticised as inadequate. An emerging alternative approach to funding individual farmers’ man-
agement activities is to fund collaborative efforts of farmers and other stakeholders in rural areas. 
Agri-environmental collaboratives have the potential to provide landscape scale management (as 
opposed to field or farm scale management) and a matching of public funding with in-kind and 
volunteer resources that group members provide. A major challenge, however, is the assessment 
of whether management activities are successful, i.e. the money was well-spent. Accountability is 
crucial for public bodies providing funding, whereas local groups often place less emphasis on 
recording quantitative and qualitative achievements. This paper explores the achievements of 
agri-environmental collaboratives in Germany and the Netherlands from the point of view of their 
members. A total of 45 key informants and groups members were interviewed. Groups frame 
their contribution to sustainable landscape management in six fields: their contribution as policy 
implementer and service provider; as the carer for ‘everyday’ landscapes; as coordinator and me-
diator; their contribution to the maintenance and protection of landscapes (including species and 
habitats); raising awareness and changing behaviours; and generating income and economic ben-
efits. Very little quantitative data are available on the actual impact of management activities in 
the landscape, and the data are held in various places and different formats. Efforts are needed to 
acknowledge the contributions of agri-environmental collaboratives and ensure their ongoing 
commitment while at the same time enhancing monitoring and data management for both tangi-
ble and less tangible outcomes in order to meet accountability requirements 

Keywords: collaborative management, bottom-up sustainability assessment, landscape, effec-
tiveness 

 

 
Introduction 
A large share of the European landscape is under agricultural use. Therefore, much of the land-
scape is ‘produced’ – or at least shaped to a large extent – by farmers. In order to achieve both, 
sustainable landscape management and sustainable agriculture, farmers are central actors. In 
recognition of this role, most EU countries have introduced conservation schemes for species, 
habitats and landscapes, typically addressing the individual farmer.  

Schemes have had limited success, which can be partially explained by the lack of landscape-
scale management. One approach to encourage landscape-scale management is to support the 
collaboration of farmers in groups, allowing them to identify the needs and problems in their par-
ticular landscape, and subsequently support the actions they plan to take towards this, possibly 
making use of conservation or schemes. This approach is consistent with recommendation of the 
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EU Landscape Convention: “Care for the landscape requires collaboration between a wide range 
of individuals and organisations” (Art 5)91.  

The limited success of schemes that target individual farmers in combination with the 
embeddedness of farmers within the broader rural context and society makes group approaches 
an alternative worth exploring. The literature on social capital and collective management of nat-
ural resources points to benefits of managing landscapes collaboratively (Sobels et al., 2001 ; 
Olsson et al., 2004 ; Armitage et al., 2007 ; Compton et al., 2009). However, this literature does 
not help in understanding what and how groups contribute to sustainable landscape management. 
This information is essential for policy makers to design or revise current policies. How do we 
know if it is worth supporting collaborative landscape management? This study aims to provide 
in-depth insights into the contributions of groups of farmers and other rural stakeholders to sus-
tainable landscape management. The focus is on local groups that are involved in managing cul-
tural landscapes such as agri-environmental collaboratives (AEC). These exist in many countries 
under different names but they have in common that they identify sustainable landscape man-
agement as their goal and carry out activities that support this goal. 

 

Methodological approach: bottom up and from the inside 
Sustainability is commonly conceptualised as having three dimensions; an environmental, eco-
nomic and social dimension (e.g. European Landscape Convention; Committee on sustainability 
assessment-COSA92), that are very tightly interconnected. What counts as ‘sustainable’ is not 
well-defined, in theory or in practice. Whether a given management is considered ‘sustainable’ 
depends on how sustainability is assessed, the perspective the evaluator takes and what his/her 
interests are. The assessment of sustainability requires indicators. More general and hence univer-
sally applicable indicators may exist, but there is a need to complement these with site-specific 
indicators because of different environmental, economic and cultural circumstances, and different 
local priorities. 

There is a lack of data on AEC and their activities, and where they exist, records of such data are 
dispersed and not comparable across states or provinces. General benefits of these groups were 
described for Dutch AEC (Franks & McGloin, 2007) but their discussion of benefits is limited to 
agri-environmental schemes and neglect the wider benefits of AEC. National studies focus on 
groups’ activities (Oerlemans et al., 2006) but do not investigate the impact of those activities on 
landscapes. This is also the case for accounts of German groups (Prager, 2011 ; Metzner et al., 
2013). There has been no attempt to capture groups’ contributions in terms of the sustainability of 
their management activities. In addition, there are issues relating to scale and aggregation. What 
is sustainable for a farmer in a group may not be sustainable for the whole group or for the whole 
region. The boundaries of landscapes are fuzzy and rarely overlap with administrative bounda-
ries, which many groups align to. 

We follow the methodological paradigm for assessing sustainability indicators that is community-
based and bottom-up, rather than the expert-led and top-down paradigm (Bell & Morse, 2001). 
Within this paradigm it is widely agreed that local communities need to participate in the selec-
tion, collection and monitoring of indicators. We assumed that members of AECs are better in-
formed about the group’s activities and their impact than external experts, agencies or observers 
because not all group activities are documented, promoted or even easily visible in the landscape 
and the community. Therefore, this paper takes the view of the grassroots people ‘inside’ groups 

                                                 
91 http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Reports/Html/176.htm in the Explanatory Report. The Convention defines landscape 
management as “action, from a perspective of sustainable development, to ensure the regular upkeep of a landscape, so as to guide 
and harmonise changes which are brought about by social, economic and environmental processes” (Art 1e). 
92 http://sustainablecommodities.org/cosa. COSA seeks to provide an indicator set that looks at the three pillars of sustainability 
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on assessing group contributions to sustainable landscape management. Members may be biased 
in their view and overrate their contribution. In the absence of sufficient ‘objective’ external evi-
dence we take their perspectives as the starting point and complement it with views from key 
informants who have an overview of several groups and areas. 

 

Case studies and data base 
The study employed an empirical approach that would allow to gather data from a cross-section 
of groups in two European countries. Data were collected from key informants and members of 
agri-environmental groups in Germany and the Netherlands. They included 
Landschaftspflegeverbände (LPV) in Germany and Agrarische Natuurverenigingen (ANV) and 
Landschapsbeheer organisations in the Netherlands. The sample included 22 members of local 
groups and 23 key informants (representatives of umbrella organisations, AEC coordinators in a 
region, scientific experts) (Table 1). Interviews took place between August 2010 and October 
2011 with interviewees representing a broad range of different backgrounds, interests, and places 
of residence in both countries.

 
Table 1: Overview of interviews 
    The Netherlands Germany Total 
Group member 
interviews 

  15 interviewees from 11 
groups 

7 interviewees from 7 
groups 

22 interviewees from 18 
groups 

Key informant 
interviews 

Umbrella 
organisations 

6 interviewees from 5 
organisations 

13 interviewees from 
12 organisations 

19 interviewees from 17 
organisations 

 Research 4 interviewees from 2 
organisations 

0 4 interviewees from 2 
organisations 

Note: Some interviewees held different roles at the same time. 
 

The semi-structured interviews (Table 2) contained questions about the group, its goals and spe-
cific objectives. The interviews then focussed on contributions and achievements, and ways to 
measure these. Interviewees were asked what they perceived as the important contributions the 
group makes to sustainable landscape management. The three dimensions of sustainability (eco-
nomic, environmental and social) were probed if the interviewees focussed their answer only on 
one. Group members were also asked what gaps they thought would be left if their group was to 
disappear. Key informants were asked similar questions relating to their overall impression of 
groups they were in contact with. 

Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. The resulting material was analysed in NVivo 
software for qualitative analysis by coding text to emerging themes. In the presentation of results 
the quotes are labelled according to the origin of the interviewee: ‘NL’ indicates a Dutch inter-
viewee, ‘DE’ indicates a German interviewee. This allows the reader to recognise similarities and 
differences in issues and views between countries. 

 
Results and discussion 
None of the groups had attempted to evaluate their contributions to sustainable landscape man-
agement, nor had they chosen particular sustainability indicators. Results from the key informant 
interviews confirmed that there is no structured approach to gathering data on the impact of group 
activities on the overall sustainability of a landscape. The groups had not set defined targets but 
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followed the broad goal of sustainable landscape management (laid down in their constitution), 
and their activities were understood to be moving them into this particular direction. Not many 
groups had invested in establishing a baseline and most were lacking in resources to carry out the 
monitoring for assessing the progress or level of change for many or all of the group’s activities.  

The contribution of groups to sustainable landscape management can be framed in six fields that 
are summarised in Table 3 and presented in turn. Discussing their contributions in terms of 
achievements and gaps allowed the groups to frame their contributions and bring up those ele-
ments that they found important without having to fit it into the frame of the three dimensions of 
sustainability. The contributions that AEC make to landscape management are based on their 
activities. Each group has its individual portfolio of activities reflecting the natural context, cul-
tural specificities, the interests of its members, and which activities they manage to get funding 
for – or organise without funding (de Lijster & Prager, 2012 ; Heide & Prager, 2012 ; Prager, 
2013). Therefore, contributions tend to focus on only one or two dimensions of sustainability. 

 

Table 2: Overview of the six fields of contribution of agri-environmental collaboratives. 
Field of contribution Details 
Implementer and ser-
vice provider 

 German groups frame their contributions in terms of implementing exist-
ing plans and programmes, including monitoring for Natura 2000 

 Dutch groups frame their contributions as service provider for government 
 Higher quality and greater efficiency of service and delivery 
 Higher uptake of agri-environmental schemes 
 Advisory role for scheme design  
 Bridging, translating, delivering national policy objectives and local objec-

tives 
Carer for the ‘every-
day’ landscapes 

 Working in both protected and ‘everyday’ landscapes 
 Maintaining marginal land where there is little economic interest in man-

aging 
 Managing public goods and undertaking valued activities that no-one else 

provides because the market is too small 
 Partner to municipalities, government agencies in managing public land 

Coordinator, mediator 
and ‘local face’ 

 Conflict resolution, mediator 
 Project instigator, networking, continuity  
 Advisor and contact point for farmers, building trust and acceptance 

Maintaining, preserv-
ing, protecting 

 Landscape management activities 
 More projects, more benefit to nature and landscape 
 Aware of lacking causal relationships, slow change and uncertainty in im-

pacts 
Raising awareness, 
changing mindsets & 
behaviours 

 Raising awareness amongst farmers and changing mindsets 
 Raising awareness amongst members of the public of landscape and nature 
 Schools and events, guided tours 
 Improving farmer image 
 Altering attitudes  

Income and economic 
benefits 

 Income from landscape management  
 Jobs, money into local economy 
 Training and skilled volunteers 
 Efficiency 
 Tourist attractions and infrastructure 
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Implementer and service provider 
German groups frame their contributions in terms of implementing existing policies, plans and 
programmes. LPV have worked closely with the relevant state ministry in the design of schemes, 
providing advice on the measures and technical details that enhance implementation on the 
ground (DE7). Dutch groups are also actively involved in shaping policies, and emphasise their 
role as a service provider for government. 

Regarding the implementation of policies, groups in both countries argue that there is a higher 
uptake of agri-environmental schemes (confirmed by the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture accord-
ing to Franks and McGloin 2007) due to their advisory activities, their contacts and the reputation 
they have with farmers, and the help they provide with completing applications (DE7). A higher 
number of participants is expected to lead to higher scheme effectiveness. A Dutch interviewee 
describes the role of the ANV as follows: “The farmers and the government get a lot of service 
from us. Because the government just comes with the money (…) They don’t have to divide the 
money, they don’t have to discuss it, to plan meetings, address the farmers, send letters, nothing. 
If the government had to do that, they’d need more staff” (NL18). 

Without AEC, species and habitat protection programmes and landscape management pro-
grammes would suffer from lower uptake (DE10), which causes problems for the ministries be-
cause their scheme budgets cannot be fully spent (DE2, DE4 DE8). The innovative, conservation-
oriented farmers would still sign up for agri-environment schemes and enter contracts with gov-
ernment, “but they would not take their neighbours with them, because (…) there is no group 
meetings. They would be individuals again, having a contract with government, instead of a 
group of farmers together through an ANV like this, going to government” (NL18). This state-
ment also points to the role of AEC as the conduit between government and farmer, providing a 
contact for agencies that want to reach farmers or spread information, or vice versa, for the farm-
ers to approach government with one voice. These findings confirm earlier studies, e.g. that AEC 
“build bridges and deliver local and national policy objectives whilst simultaneously support[ing] 
their members’ interests” (Franks & McGloin, p484) and “inter-mediating points par excellence” 
for policy makers and the target audience (Roep et al. 2003).  

In some German states, groups are recognised by governmental stakeholders and policy makers 
as valuable partners in the implementation of Natura 2000 (DE11). Their role ranges from the 
identification of areas, drawing up management plans, implementing the management activities 
and monitoring. Where LPV contribute to monitoring and recording for Natura 2000 (DE10, 
DE13, DE8), agencies would struggle to meet all reporting of habitat and species condition with-
out LPV’s service (DE6). Some interviewees claimed that there would be less monitoring overall 
(DE4, DE13) e.g. regarding traditional orchards, trees, springs, hedges, and bird and insect spe-
cies. 

Interviewees emphasised the higher quality, the broader base and higher efficiency of landscape 
management activities achieved with the involvement of AEC. German interviewees argued that 
the higher quality and more sustainable implementation is a results of LPVs being ‘closer’ to lo-
cal actors, providing on-farm advice and generating local ‘buy-in’ for measures (DE6, DE5, 
DE11, DE3, DE17; see section 4.3). For example, higher quality is achieved by establishing an 
Ökokonto where funds and land can be banked to achieve effective compensation to offset envi-
ronmental impacts from building and development (DE12). Improved compensation measures are 
evident in a higher survival rate of the planted shrubs and trees (DE7), due to the selection of 
appropriate species in the first place, the right planting time, and the regular check that plants root 
down well. Both German and Dutch interviewees anticipated higher costs for the implementation 
of programmes and specific projects without the involvement of AEC: Landscape management 
“is not changing but it’s going to cost us more money and the acceptance [of farmers] is worse” 
(NL20; see also section 4.6).  
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Carer for the ‘everyday’ landscapes 
A similarly high share of AEC in both countries was found to work on land that has neither 
Natura 2000 nor another nature or landscape protection status (Figure 1), reflecting the groups’ 
approach to managing ‘everyday landscapes’ as well as protected sites. The focus on these every-
day landscapes is more pronounced among Dutch groups. In contrast, German groups have fully 
embraced their role as managers of Natura 2000 sites, which is more than four times higher than 
among Dutch groups. 

Figure 1: Protection status of the land that groups work on (n=116, 43 German, 73 Dutch groups). Source: (Prager, 
2013) 

 
 

In the absence of AEC, municipalities and the state would face serious issues with regard to 
maintaining the condition of land they own (DE12, DE8). Nature conservation trusts (important 
stakeholders in Sachsen and Schleswig-Holstein) would struggle to identify suitable land to pur-
chase for nature conservation purposes, to negotiate agreements with farmers, and to manage 
some of the areas. 

AEC contribute to maintaining habitats and landscapes on marginal land that are of little econom-
ic interest and hence most vulnerable to abandonment (DE10). Keeping traditional land use sys-
tems and cultural landscapes ‘in use’ meant that valuable habitat (figures mentioned ranged from 
100ha – 2000ha) could be preserved which would otherwise be neglected because the market is 
too small to make management activities economically viable (DE8, DE12, DE13). Without 
AEC, mountain meadows would overgrow, small river valleys could not be kept open (DE2, 
DE7, DE4), grassland would be abandoned (DE8) and traditional orchards would disappear. For a 
Dutch interviewee, (active) farmers are “the most important manager of our rural areas in the 
Netherlands. So to keep that landscape it is really important that farmers are there” (NL4). 

 

Coordinator, mediator and ‘local face’ 
A third field of contributions is the role of AEC in enhancing communication and coordinating 
action between different stakeholders that are important for landscape management (DE15, DE8, 
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DE9). There is an immense breadth of projects that AEC are implementing, typically with a set of 
diverse partners ranging from municipalities, authorities (water, soil, nature conservation, energy, 
regional development) to private companies such as railway, airports, road builders to small en-
terprises such as restaurants, supermarket chains, and animal feed dealers. Interestingly, improv-
ing communication and networking, putting different stakeholders in touch and negotiating and 
advising roles were rarely framed as separate achievements. This may be due to the common per-
ception of groups that these activities are essential to achieving their goals and undertaking their 
activities. It lies at the heart of the understanding they have of what they are and do, and is diffi-
cult to capture in numbers.  

The conflicts between farming and conservation interests were one of the reasons for establishing 
AEC initially. “Even the relationship between state and voluntary nature conservation was char-
acterised by mistrust” - which has significantly improved now (DE12). Resolving conflicts was 
mentioned as an achievement by many interviewees (DE17, DE6 DE4, DE14). Without AEC, the 
situation might return to “more fighting and less talking” (NL19), and a renewed surfacing of 
conflicts (DE7). “Getting people to talk to each other” and organising ‘a round table’ is one of 
the core strength of LPV (DE17). Communication is crucial for conflict resolution. Many con-
flicts are based on misunderstanding and lack of information, hence facilitating the communica-
tion between different land users and stakeholders – such as farmers and conservationists – is an 
essential contribution.  

AEC are described as the “bridge between farmers and society” (NL13, NL24). Without them, 
there would be less communication, less exchange, and a lack of continuity in management and 
cooperation efforts (DE10, DE4). Starting “communication between farmers and the volunteers”, 
i.e. locals from villages and towns in the area (NL21), is one example where interaction can help 
to enhance understanding, reduce potential conflicts and increase regional identity by learning 
about their locality (DE3). 

Several interviewees stressed the importance of the “local face”, the role of the AEC as the con-
duit between government agencies or municipalities and local land managers (NL5/6, DE8). 
Roep et al. (2003) found for two Dutch environmental cooperatives that they succeeded in in-
volving 90% and 70%, respectively, of the local farmers in landscape management activities. The 
accessibility and flexibility of a local contact person who is trusted by both parties is seen as cru-
cial for the success of government programmes. Without the ANV, “a lot of farmers would just 
stop [participating in schemes]. Because they would have an arrangement with government one-
on-one again and that feels tricky for some farmers. [The government] is too far away, whereas 
we are a lot closer. People know who they talk to when they call [the group’s coordinator], he’s 
practical” (NL18). Another interviewee sums up the AEC’s role as follows: “Our biggest role is 
still to make the contact between people who live here, the farmers and the government and try to 
get them together to think about their landscape” (NL19). 

German groups frame their contribution more in terms of linking local and regional stakeholders 
and networks (DE5, DE4, DE14), achieving cooperation across sectors and administrative 
boundaries (DE10) and establishing viable networks (DE13). The idea of the “local face” was 
referred to as a central contact person that farmers, other land managers, municipalities and even 
conservation authorities could go to (DE8, DE13), e.g. for swift unbureaucratic advice (DE2). 
AEC often function as the nucleus for initiating and developing projects across different land uses 
and interests, from the vague idea that small communities or individual stakeholders might have 
to something that is feasible and attracts funding (DE13, DE8, DE9). One interviewee coined 
LPV as ‘Cooperation managers’, for example for starting a LEADER initiative in their region 
(DE8) or for small-scale farmers that can only jointly make investments (DE2).  
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Improved communication and collaboration helps to build trust (NL12), thus paving the way for 
future successful collaboration. As a central achievement, interviewees highlighted the large de-
gree of acceptance and trust that LPV have earned over the years from farmers (DE2), as well as 
from authorities (DE12, DE13, DE4, DE11). Groups are proud of their large networks, e.g. 25 
member organisations (DE8) and undertaking projects with 150 municipalities (DE9). 

 
Maintaining, preserving, protecting 
A core area of AEC contributions is related to maintaining, preserving and protecting the land-
scape, including species and their habitats. What the groups identify as their main achievements 
often mirrors their activities. In the West of Holland, many groups say that their biggest achieve-
ment is their “work with the meadow birds” (NL19, NL21, NL25, NL23/24). Some of them spec-
ify this with numbers from monitoring reports and highlight particular bird species whose num-
bers have increased, or at least remained the same, when in the Netherlands overall this species is 
in decline. Without AEC, gaps would be visible in the landscape and in species protection. “For 
the meadow birds it would be dramatic” (NL19). Rare species (e.g. field hamster, DE13) would 
not be looked after any longer. 

Management activities of German groups relate to the organisation of ongoing grazing on mar-
ginal grassland in order to avoid overgrowing/succession (DE2, DE15, DE12), hedge planting to 
reduce wind erosion (DE14), maintenance of species-rich grassland, terraced vineyards, wetlands, 
and dry stone walls (DE5, DE13), removal of drainage to revitalise moors (DE6), and mainte-
nance of landscape elements (DE3). Across both countries, ‘more projects’ implemented were 
perceived to translate to ‘more benefit’ for landscape, people and biodiversity.  

Very rarely could interviewees quantify what they had achieved. In some cases they could refer 
to figures included in their annual report or activity reviews over a number of years (de Lijster & 
Prager, 2012 ; Heide & Prager, 2012). Only two groups could immediately respond with numbers 
to the question of what their local group had achieved: planting more than 10.000 trees in 5 years 
(NL14-16) and increasing numbers of volunteers and landscape elements (in units, length or area) 
established or maintained (NL3). Some Dutch groups are excellent in collating monitoring data 
from volunteers, through the local groups, and passing it on to their umbrella group. 

The ecological impact of one group disappearing would not become immediately visible in the 
landscapes due to the relatively slow nature of change and the lack of capacity for (comprehen-
sive) monitoring. Many interviewees recognise that the changes in the landscape would be incre-
mental and subtle. Interviewee responses ranged from the view that perhaps not many people 
would notice if one or several groups were missing, to the view that quite a number of gaps 
would appear (in particular the quality and frequency of management activities was a concern 
because authorities are lacking the necessary personnel capacity and skills [DE13, DE4, DE11]). 
The cautious remarks illustrate the difficulty in entangling what groups contribute to landscape 
and farm bird management from the share of other actors’ activities: “When we look at the land-
scape it is really hard to say what would happen” (NL19) and “you […] think nobody can live 
without you but when you are gone all new things will happen” (NL23/24). 
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Raising awareness, changing mindsets & behaviours 
Previous studies noted that “it is perhaps by altering attitudes that environmental cooperatives 
have made their greatest contribution” (Groeneveld et al. 2004, p. 34, cited in Franks and 
McGloin (2007)). Comments relating to awareness-raising and changing mindsets were made by 
all interviewees. Some interviewees discussed how successful they were in influencing a change 
of mindset in very production-oriented farmers in their area and managed to raise “awareness 
among the farmers” (NL17/18) for the importance of biodiversity on farms. “We stimulate many 
landowners to do something good for nature or the landscape” (NL3). Interviewees reported that 
AEC provide opportunities for meetings between farmers that are important for new ideas to 
spread, and for getting “farmers excited about farmbirds” (NL21), other wildlife and plants on 
their farm (NL17/18).  

A Dutch interviewee claimed their group helped to increase the share of nature-friendly farming 
(NL13) while Germans groups framed this contribution as convincing farmers to adopt extensive 
land use (DE16, DE7). For example, farmers now make allowances for birds in their meadow 
management (DE13). AEC “help farmers to think” and come up with better ways of farming 
themselves (NL20). These changes in behaviour are not taken to be fixed now. Without continued 
discussion and involvement in AEC, “the farmers would focus back towards production” 
(NL18).  

Awareness raising and environmental education activities, both among farmers and the general 
public (DE5, DE13, DE9, DE11) are an important part of the activities of groups. Groups con-
tribute to altering the attitudes among the general public and involving the local population in 
landscape maintenance (DE12). One group organises 10-20 working days annually, each with 30-
110 people (DE15). In addition to the obvious benefit to the landscape, such involvement also 
enhances the identification with the locality and region, learning and interaction of diverse com-
munity members. In several cases this has sparked new initiatives and groups which have organ-
ised further events and activities (DE15, DE2, DE4, DE7). Some are involved in care farming 
and integration of immigrants (NL23/24). Fruit from orchards is given to charities for free 
(DE16). LPV are often the organiser for knowledge exchange events e.g. among shepherds (DE8) 
or well attended information events for land managers on riverside margin management (80-100 
participants, DE16). A combination of changed mindsets, more environmentally-friendly farming 
and awareness-raising activities helped to improve the image of farmers in the region (DE9, 
NL17/18). 

Other groups are proud to have compiled a map of their local area which highlights visitor attrac-
tions including natural and gastronomic features (e.g. paths, farm shops, historic information) and 
they are able to regularly update it (NL22, NL23/24). Producing brochures (DE10, DE12) and 
signage (DE10, DE17, DE13) are means to enhance knowledge about the region’s cultural and 
natural heritage, attract visitors and income streams. 

The fact that AEC are typically active in public relations and awareness raising was seen as one 
of the reasons why their role could not easily be taken up by another organisation even if that 
organisation was capable of covering the technical functions of LPV: “the societal and political 
basis and acceptance would always be missing” (DE9). 

Income and economic benefits 
A few groups and coordinators highlighted the creation of jobs as an important achievement 
(DE5, DE3). In some cases, this was important off-seasonal work, e.g. keeping up to 100 season-
al workers employed during the winter months for pruning and other landscape maintenance 
work (DE17). Through establishing a ‘landscape maintenance team’ many unemployed locals can 
be given at least part-time work (DE16). Such efforts are especially beneficial if coupled with 
training and qualifications (e.g. fruit tree carer, DE12; tree pruning, DE17). A Dutch group re-
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ported on how they organise a workforce for landscape maintenance work and emphasise that 
farmers are able to earn money from ‘producing landscape’ (NL14-16). The particular role of the 
group relates to advising farmers on contracts. 

An indirect economic benefit is accrued when volunteers carry out work for free that otherwise 
would need to be paid for. Especially Landschapsbeheer groups are proud of how they coordinate 
and encourage volunteers by arranging tools, insurance cover, and training. An interviewee stated 
“a large part of what they [the volunteers] do would not be possible anymore because they use 
our tools (…) We give them knowledge by giving courses” thus ensuring landscape maintenance 
work is carried out with high quality” (NL3). 

There is a general agreement that LPV are able to and often do bring substantial amounts of mon-
ey into the region, e.g. by acquiring project funds (DE9) or keeping the landscape attractive for 
tourists (DE5). LPV are registered charities and can apply for projects which a district or munici-
pality cannot. In particular German coordinators are occasionally asked to express the value of 
LPV activities in monetary terms. “Some policy makers want to know ‘what do I pay, what do I 
get’. So I tell them ‘You pay 1 Euro and get a return of 5 Euros“(DE7). Another figure used is 
that about 65% of the money generated via projects is passed onto local stakeholders (farmers, 
businesses) (DE4), or in other terms, about 30% remain with the LPV to administer and coordi-
nate the project (DE11). Groups in both countries were of the opinion that they can work more 
effectively and for less money (than e.g. an authority) (DE5, DE4): If the government was doing 
landscape management without groups “It’s getting too expensive and the government can never 
do it good, very inefficient” (NL2). 

One interviewee illustrated the link between social, environmental and economic dimensions of 
sustainability by summarising the contribution of LPV as follows: “By maintaining the landscape 
LPV ensure that people can stay in rural areas and enjoy a high quality of life. That’s the social 
dimension. With a scenic landscape you attract the tourists, that creates jobs and the people can 
stay“(DE5). Hence, the landscape management activities maintain the basis for tourism (scenery, 
attractive species, cycling and walking tracks) that generates economic benefits for the region. 

AEC are also essential in developing perspectives for farmers to invest in landscape management 
as a source of income. A number of German interviewees claim that without LPV, small farmers 
and shepherds are likely to give up farming due to lack of future perspectives (DE1, DE8). With-
out the effort that LPV invest into organising training and qualification for land managers to ena-
ble them to properly maintain a habitat (e.g. how to cut an orchid meadow, manage a fruit or-
chard) or landscape elements (pruning hedges and trees, manage small ponds), there would be no 
capacity to actually carry out the work (DE11). The challenge is to keep vibrant farming enter-
prises, skilled workers and grazing animals in the region in order to maintain its cultural, natural 
and aesthetic value. 

 
 
Conclusions 
This paper set out to contribute to the understanding of what collaborative groups contribute to 
sustainable landscape management, adopting the ‘grassroots’ perspective of agri-environmental 
collaborative (AEC) members. The study collected empirical evidence to answer the question: 
What are the benefits of supporting collaborative landscape management as opposed to providing 
grants to individuals? The answer to this question is of particular interest in designing agri-
environment and landscape policies as well as for sustainability assessment more broadly.  
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The results of the study provide evidence that supporting groups provides a range of benefits:  

 Maintaining a high uptake of agri-environment schemes and habitat/species protection 
programmes; 

 Providing a contact for accessing farmers and a broader set of stakeholders in a locality; 
 Ensuring high quality implementation of measures; 
 Supporting social sustainability, environmental education and public awareness; 
 Having non-designated ‘everyday’ landscapes looked after; 
 Getting more ‘bang for your buck’ (i.e. efficient implementation and additional volunteer 

contributions); 
 Joined up implementation of landscape-related projects supported by a broad range of rel-

evant stakeholders and increased regional identity; and 
 Continuity of management beyond projects. 

 

Very few of the contributions made by groups (Table 3) could have been achieved by disconnect-
ed actions of individuals. A central observation is that many of the group contributions are diffi-
cult to quantify. There are intangible benefits which can only be described qualitatively (e.g. in 
narratives), and the link between the action of one group and certain benefits (cause and effect) 
cannot easily be teased out. Determining AEC’s contribution to an improved environment is con-
strained by the difficulty of establishing what would have happened in their absence (Franks & 
McGloin, 2007). The same applies to improved social or economic sustainability: it is hardly pos-
sible to establish the counterfactual. In addition, there are time lags between a management ac-
tivity (or lack thereof) and its effect.  

The critical question is whether the framing of grassroots views are accepted as valid indicators 
of sustainable landscape management, both by government agencies and researchers. The bene-
fits of supporting collaborative management come with a few ‘challenges’, in that they require 
agencies and policy makers to a) accommodate the lack of quantifiable evidence; b) factor in 
funding for the coordination effort involved; and c) factor in extra funding if ongoing monitoring 
is required. 

There is a need to meaningfully combine top-down, external sustainability assessments (still the 
dominant approach used by funders) with bottom-up, internal assessments. However, as this 
study showed, the latter yields different insights, because different questions are asked by local 
people and different aspects of sustainable landscape management are assessed. Assessments 
using quantitative scales are a rare output. Of the six fields of contributions, only a limited selec-
tion lends itself to being captured in quantitative terms (e.g. size of networks; number of group 
members; number of projects and management activities; species and habitat monitoring; events, 
tours, courses and publications; amount of funding and income generated). It should be noted that 
most of these are measuring output (activities implemented) and as such are proxy indicators that 
do not directly measure impact on the sustainability of a landscape.  

Monitoring and assessment are important to capture changes and impact over time, regarding 
management activities’ impact on landscapes as well as group health and commitment. Monitor-
ing and data management for both tangible and less tangible outcomes needs to be enhanced in 
order to meet accountability requirements and to be better able to assess the impact of policies. 
Data collection and recording should be made easier for groups and individuals (e.g. through 
technology such as mobile phone applications), and data bases should be shared and managed 
intelligently across organisations and levels. 
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Abstract: Ecological compensation areas are implemented on Swiss farms with the aim of en-
couraging biodiversity, but recent studies have found that the existing system of incentives for 
specific conservation measures is insufficient to halt biodiversity loss in the Swiss agricultural 
landscape. A project with the title “Score with biodiversity - farmers encouraging nature” (MVP ) 
aims to contribute to a nature-friendly and economically strong agricultural sector, in which ani-
mal and plant species co-exist with agriculture in a way that is mutually beneficial. Two new in-
struments have been developed in the project. With a new points system, the performance of 
farms in the promotion of natural diversity is evaluated. The points system gives a clear indica-
tion to farmers where and how their contribution to biodiversity can be improved, and serves pol-
icy by enabling allocation of subsidies to be directed towards measures with quantifiable benefits 
for biodiversity. The second instrument is a new approach to consulting in which farmers collab-
orate directly with advisors to find the optimal measures to encourage biodiversity under the spe-
cific conditions of their farms. Farmers can then ensure their ecological measures are targeted to 
their local conditions and policy makers can be informed of which measures should be given pri-
ority support with incentives. As part of this collaboration, participating farmers were interviewed 
and asked questions about their attitudes toward nature conservation. It was found that farmers 
identities and their experiences with past nature conservation measures combine with their expec-
tations of direct benefits, such as financial incentives, and their trust that the measures will pro-
duce the desired outcomes, to form a behavioural attitude. Swiss farmers display a strong sense of 
fairness, which drives them to comply with subjective norms, although they feel torn between a 
societal expectation to conserve nature and a wish to appear productive to their peers. We con-
clude by offering several persuasion strategies that are based on reconciling the apparent dichot-
omy between production and nature conservation. Furthermore, we recommend that any changes 
to the existing policy framework should be undertaken in a consultative process and that farmers 
be allowed the flexibility to implement measures that will produce the best conservation out-
comes on their farms. 

Keywords: ecological compensation, farmer motivation, biodiversity, persuasion strategies, di-
rect payments, agro-environmental program. 

 

 
Introduction 
Agricultural landscapes, especially those with a fine-grained mosaic and low-intensity production 
systems, were formerly rich in biodiversity (Edwards et al, 1999). In recent decades, many more 
intensive forms of agricultural production, with an associated decline in semi-natural landscape 
elements (Robinson & Sutherland 2002) have led to declining species richness (Billeter et al., 
2008). Most EU countries have introduced agro-ecological schemes aimed at protecting biodiver-
sity and making farming more sustainable (Kleijn & Sutherland, 2003). The scheme introduced in 
Switzerland in 1993 is based around cross compliance, with subsidies paid in exchange for proof 
of ecological performance (PEP), and requires that farmers reserve a minimum of seven per cent 
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of their land area as ecological compensation areas (ECAs). Cross compliance is a potentially 
powerful policy instrument (Aviron et al. 2009) because farmers have to meet environmental 
standards in order to qualify for area-related direct payments.  

Lachat et al. (2010) warn that the continued decline in biodiversity cannot be halted with the ex-
isting agro-political instruments and many experts fear that the decline of species and habitat di-
versity will continue unless there are major changes in policy based on improved technology and 
scientific knowledge (Billeter et al., 2008). In many cases, the success of a strategy is dependent 
on those who are expected to implement it or to tolerate the restrictions that are frequently associ-
ated with conservation interventions (Hunter & Rinner, 2004). The implementation and mainte-
nance of ECAs in Switzerland is carried out by farmers and Dallimer et al. (2009) pointed out 
that management variation at property level contributes to biodiversity patterns at regional scale. 
One reason for the unsatisfactory effect of agricultural policy measures on Swiss biodiversity is 
the failure of the current direct payment system to sufficiently motivate Swiss farmers to engage 
in on-farm biodiversity conservation and to efficiently guide them by an advisory service how to 
best implement it using a whole-farm approach (Chevillat et al., 2012). 

Acting to conserve biodiversity on private land requires the design of policies to influence the 
decision-making of the landowners (Hanley et al. 2012) and government support programs often 
fail to encourage adoption due to inappropriate design and ineffective targeting of incentives 
(Rodriguez et al., 2009). Siebert et al. (2006) suggest that the capacity of farmers to act represents 
a key direction for future research and the task of influencing and changing behaviour needs to be 
conceived of as a medium to long-term process. Means of motivation will be more successful in 
leading to the desired behaviour if incentives or directives are tailored to both complement exist-
ing or intrinsic motivations and to remove barriers (Moon & Cocklin, 2011), which requires gain-
ing an understanding of what motivates or hinders implementation of nature protection measures 
on farms. The aim of this study is to identify what motivates or prevents Swiss farmers from en-
gaging in nature conservation on their farms. Understanding motivations would allow the 
measures that encourage farmers to maintain ECAs to be optimised, which could have positive 
effects on both the quantity and quality of ECAs.  

Motivations of farmers 
Large areas of land are under agricultural production, with the consequence that sustainability 
and conservation issues can potentially have a large in uence on biodiversity, so it is reasonable 
that knowledge gaps should be filled and that the areas that have been explored should receive 
further attention. Chouinard et al. (2008) and Lokhorst et al. (2011) both point out the body of 
research that does exist on farmers’ attitudes and behaviour regarding nature conservation in ag-
ricultural areas, and into the relationships between motivations and the implementation of con-
servation practices on farms, is rarely approached with a clear theoretical framework. The litera-
ture on the conservation behaviour of farmers is ‘multi-threaded, divided, and often ad hoc’, with 
financial incentives being the most clearly described motivations of farmer behaviour (Chouinard 
et al., 2008; Feola & Binder, 2010).  

The assumption behind the direct payment system is that farmers are primarily motivated by prof-
it maximization so financial incentives are the best way to motivate them to provide biodiversity 
benefits for society (Hanley et al. 2012). This assumption received empirical support by Cary and 
Wilkinson (2008) who found that perceived profitability was the most important factor influenc-
ing the application of conservation practices and exceeded the individual's conservation orienta-
tion. However, direct payments have been shown to be insufficient in achieving a positive impact 
on biodiversity in the landscape (Lütz & Bastian, 2002, Schenk et al., 2007), and Frey and 
Oberholzer-Gee (1997) found that price incentives might even reduce intrinsic motivation, so it 
appears that incentives other than financial may play a role in the implementation of agro-
environmental measures. Wilson and Hart (2000, p. 2161) propose that, while nancial incentives 
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remain an important motivation for farmers to implement nature conservation measures, ‘the fi-
nancial imperative for participation does not necessarily exclude an often equally important envi-
ronmental concern’.  

Siebert et al. (2006) propose that many policies implicitly standardise behaviour that should lead 
to implementation biodiversity measures and thereby oversimplify the complex social/natural 
network in which the farmer exists. Preconditions to the implementation of conservation 
measures that have been identified are the perceived relevance by the farmer (Burton et al., 
2008), easy integration into the farm’s workflow (Jahrl et al, 2012), and the absence of barriers to 
implementation such as difficulty in obtaining accurate information about the bene ts, social bar-
riers, land tenure, infrastructure, and incompatibility (Rodriguez et al., 2009).  

 
 
Method  
This paper is based on a content analysis of 15 semi-structured, responsive interviews that were 
conducted with farmers in the Swiss lowlands: specifically from the Berner Mittelland, 
Solothurner Mittelland, Luzerner Mittelland, Aargau und Zürich regions.  The focal regions are 
characterized by intensive crop production, which is almost exclusive to the lowlands because 
both climate and terrain make most of the remainder of the country unsuitable for crops (Jenny et 
al., 2013). The participating farmers managed medium sized mixed farms with fields and crops, 
ranging from 17 to 34 hectares (average 25.7 hectares: the Swiss average farm size is 21.5 hec-
tares), which is typical in the study region. The participating farmers were asked what nature pro-
tection means to them, whether they see themselves as nature protectors, what reasons have influ-
enced decisions to install ECAs, whether they consider themselves well informed about nature 
protection and subsidies, and what they think of the current system of direct subsidies.  

 

Results and Discussion  
The results of this study found that there was general agreement with the need for nature conser-
vation, but production oriented farmers understand nature conservation as a goal that should be 
pursued off-farm, while conservation oriented farmers find it easier to explain the importance of 
nature protection on their farms. Production of on-farm nature is not considered by production-
oriented farmers to be production, which implies that the concept of production is limited to 
things that can be physically sold. A paramount challenge is the formulation of strategies to ex-
pand the definition of production to include production of nature as well as production of what 
can be eaten or sold. De Snoo et al. (2010) argue that such expansion would invoke greater inter-
est in on-farm nature and motivate farmers to move towards farming for conservation as well as 
farming for yield. This challenge is even greater when seeking to include concepts, such as biodi-
versity, in what can be included in their understanding of production. Despite the acknowledge-
ment of the importance of nature to production (Bommarco et al. 2013), nature protection is not 
seen as a synonym of biodiversity protection.  

The perception of farm/nature equivalence was already evident in some farmers, and reliable and 
practical demonstration (Matthies and Kroemker, 2000) of the benefits of on-farm nature 
(Bommarco et al. 2013) could create or reinforce these perceptions. Interdisciplinary work with 
ecologists, agronomists and communications specialists is desirable since it is imperative that 
demonstrations are true, and are communicated properly in answer to farmers who would “like to 
know if it’s any use, or what we can do to make it help nature”. Vanclay (2004) showed that 
farmers create their own knowledge that is based on experience and an understanding of the par-
ticular circumstances of their individual farm. While failure of a particular conservation measure 
could be due to a range of causes, seasonal causes, such as weather, are within the farmers’ ver-
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nacular and understanding (Bartel, 2013) and would not be perceived as meaning that the action 
is fundamentally wrong. The results of this study suggest that this tolerance doesn’t apply to an-
thropogenic causes of negative experiences, such as those caused by changes in legislation and 
regulation, so such changes should be accompanied by efforts to ensure that farmers who have 
implemented conservation measures are not disadvantaged.  

Hanley et al. (2012) discuss a number of policy design problems, such as the need for spatial co-
ordination and the choice between paying for outcomes rather than actions, which may allow 
these different worlds to be reconciled. Farmers understand production volumes, which are readi-
ly measured, so their worldview is fundamentally compatible with regulation based around out-
comes. One solution could be to introduce some flexibility into the regulations to allow for sea-
sonality, which would serve to transfer some ownership of the regulations to farmers (Barnes et 
al. 2013), and shift the payments from actions to outcomes as Hanley et al. (2012) suggest. This 
finding is supported by the farmers’ premise that they know how to maintain nature on their 
farms if given the freedom to do so, which is compatible with Lokhorst et al.’s (2011) demand to 
place farmland biodiversity in the hands of farmers. However, Lokhorst et al.’s (2011) demands 
also included placing farmland biodiversity within farmers’ minds, but the findings show that 
some farmers embrace farmland biodiversity more than others. Some farmers do the minimum 
measures to enable receipt of subsidies, and some farmers do not see biodiversity protection as an 
integral part of nature protection: particularly those farmers who take a productivist approach to 
farm management. Persuasion strategies are therefore needed that address all four of the dimen-
sions identified by Siebert et al. (2006): farmers’ willingness to participate, farmers’ ability to 
participate, socio-cultural influences, and the effect of policy on these dimensions. 

Conclusions 
Reconciling the apparent dichotomy between production and nature conservation forms the basis 
of the recommendations that result from this study. The results allow the conclusion that the di-
rect payment incentive system remains an important tool in persuading farmers but that it should 
be supplemented by the generation of strategies in three main directions. The first direction is to 
counter the perception among the responding farmers that nature conservation is equal to non-
productivity, such as by expanding the definition of production so that providing the conditions 
for nature is perceived by farmers to be producing nature rather than simply not producing. Sec-
ondly, strategies should be sought to contribute to positive attitude formulation by creating the 
new belief that on-farm nature protection can enhance production, such as by practically demon-
strating the productivity benefits of on-farm nature such as the many benefits of eco-services us-
ing a functional biodiversity approach. The third strategy direction would be to increase farmer 
confidence in the sense of the regulations, such as by introducing some flexibility into the regula-
tions to allow for seasonality or by including more options in ECAs. Although information in 
itself has been shown to be a poor motivator of behaviour (Burton et al., 2008), adequate infor-
mation for the farmer to make an informed choice is a pre-requisite for each of these strategy 
directions. Several farmers find the existing multi-layered system to be confusing and, although 
courses are available, a reasonable recommendation of this study would be the formulation of 
communication strategies that enable the transfer of information in a way that is understandable 
to farmers. 

The results indicate the desirability of placing farmland biodiversity in the hands and minds of 
farmers (Lokhorst et al., 2011) appears to hold for Switzerland, so on-farm nature conservation 
interventions will be most effective if the farmers are convinced of their value and that they fit 
within the farmers’ way of thinking. Consequently, any changes to the policy framework for im-
plementation of ECAs would best be undertaken in a consultative process. It makes sense to cre-
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ate a framework that provides opportunities to profit from the farmers’ knowledge of what works 
best on their individual farms and which targets the many environmental issues. 
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